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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This book is a study of the relationships between Gnosticism-in par
ticular Sethian Gnosticism-and Platonism in the five centuries from
I 00 BCE to 400 CE. It has grown out of my work as an editor, translator,
and interpreter of various treatises of Nag Hammadi Library from the
time that certain of these materials became available to me beginning in
1967 as a doctoral student in Coptology and New Testament studies at
Duke University. Just prior to completing my 1970 dissertation on the
Book of Thomas the Contender from Nag Hammadi Codex Tl at the
Institute for Antiquity and Christianity in Claremont, California, I and
my doctoral supervisor, Professor Orval Wintermute, were assigned to
edit and translate the treatise Allogenes from Nag Hammadi Codex XI
for the Coptic Gnostic Project's English language critical edition of the
entire library, edited by J.M. Robinson. In 1974 Hans-Martin Schenke
recognized that this treatise was one among 14 Nag Hammadi tractates
that exhibited a common "system" of gnostic doctrines that clustered
around the figure of Adam's son Seth, thus bringing to light the early
existence of a religious movement that Epiphanius of Salamis had iden
tified as "Sethian." In short, Sethianism is probably the earliest gnostic
movement distinctively attested by its own literature, a religious com
petitor of early Christianity and an active participant the Platonic phi
losophical discourse of the first four centuries. Thus began some thirty
years of my own preoccupation with these Sethian treatises, and in par
ticular Allogenes and three other closely related treatises, Zostrianos,
Marsanes, and the Three Ste/es of Seth, which I have called the four
"Platonizing Sethian treatises" that constitute the main topic of the last
third of this book.
Not having been trained as a classicist or historian of Greek philoso
phy, the obvious indebtedness of these treatises to the technical meta
physics of Platonism led to my entry upon the steep "learning curve"
demanded of any student of the Platonic philosophical tradition from
Plato to Proclus. As the footnotes and bibliography show, this book
stands on the shoulders of giants that have established a field of study in
whic h I am only a reasonably-informed amateur, but one who is con
vinced of the tremendous importance of these texts for understanding
the history of Platonism, especially that murky period of the first three
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centuries CE when the metaphysics of what is known as Middle Platon
ism were developed into the Neoplatonism of Plotinus and his succes

sors.
The book is divided into an introduction to various ways in which the
relation of Gnosticism and Platonism have been characterized, followed
by three main sections devoted respectively to Sethian literature and
history, to Platonic doctrines and their history, and to the Platonizing
Sethian treatises in particular, and concludes with an overview of
Sethian religion. The main thrust of this work lies in the third main sec
tion; readers interested mainly in the Sethian religion and its history may
well confine themselves to the first seven chapters, and those well
acquainted with Plato, the Old Academy, Middle Platonism and Neopla
tonism may well skip Chapters 8 through 11.
In preparing this volume, with minor exceptions, I have generally re
lied upon the English translations of the Nag Hammadi texts in The Nag
Hammadi Library in English edited by James M. Robinson, upon an
early draft of Michael Williams' translation of the Apocryphon of John,
and upon Bentley Layton's translation of the Three Ste/es of Seth in his
The Gnostic Scriptures, while the English translations of Zostrianos,
Allogenes, and Marsanes are my own. Biblical translations are from the
1946 Revised Standard Version of The Holy Bible. I have similarly re
lied upon John Dillon's The Middle Platonisls and the Loeb Classical
Library (especially A.H. Armstrong for Plotinus) for translations of
most Platonic authors, and upon Gerald Bechtle and Pierre Hadot for
translations of the anonymous Parmenides Commentary. Citations of
Greek sources are drawn from the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae CD
ROM E.
I am especially grateful to those colleagues who have read and criti
cized the entire manuscript: Gordon Watley, Regine Charron, Jesper
Hyldahl, and Paul-Hubert Poirier. For other advice and criticism, I am
deeply indebted to Wolf-Peter Funk in matters pertaining to the Coptic
texts and translations, and to Ruth Majercik, Kevin Corrigan, John
Finamore, Gerald Bechtle, and other members of the Society of Biblical
Literature Seminar on Gnosticism and Later Platonism, especially
Birger Pearson for his seminal work on Marsanes. I must also express
my fundamental intellectual indebtedness---especially for the chapters
on Platonism-to a number of eminent twentieth century historians of
Greek philosophy: Arthur H. Armstrong, Matthias Baltes, Luc Brisson,
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Francis M. Cornford, John Dillon, Eric R. Dodds, Walter Burkert, Kevin
Corrigan, Eric Dodds, Heinrich Dorrie, Andre-Jean Festugiere, Pierre
Hadot, Hans Joachim Kramer, Edward Lee, Hans Lewy, Jaap Mansfeld,
Philip Merlan, Dominic O'Meara, Edouard des Places, Kenneth Sayre,
Cornelia J. de Vogel, Willy Theiler, Richard Wallis, and John Whit
taker, many of whom I have never met, and some of whom have passed
away. And for the chapters on Sethianism, l am indebted to similarly
eminent scholars, both of Gnosticism: Ugo Bianchi, Alexander Bohlig,
Carsten Colpe, Roelof van den Broek, loan Culianu, Jean Doresse, Hans
Jonas, Karen King, George MacRae, Elaine Pagels, Louis Painchaud,
Douglas Parrott, Birger Pearson, Gesine Robinson, Hans-Martin Schen
ke, Karl Schmidt, Michel Tardieu, Einar Thomassen, Michael Wald
stein, and Michael Williams, and of early Christianity, principally: Ray
mond Brown, Rudolph Bultmann, and James M. Robinson.
Special thanks are due also to those who in one way or another have
supported my research in its various stages: the Rockefeller Foundation,
the American Council of Learned Societies, the Fondation J.-Armand
Bombardier, the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, the Fonds
Gerard Dion, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Presses
de l'Universite Laval, the Society of Biblkal Literature, and the Re
search Councils of both the University of Montana and the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln.
Preparing a work of this complexity in camera-ready format is a tedi
ous task for any author; I am thus enduringly grateful to Eric Cregheur
at Universite Laval for verifying the lengthy index locorum, and espe
cially to Paul Dussault of TXT Micro-edition in Quebec, who had to
solve many technical problems in preparing the final manuscript for Les
Presses de l' Universite Laval.
Finally, I wish to thank my wife Elizabeth Ann Sterns for her extraor
dinary patience and understanding during the frequent absences entailed
by my preoccupation with this research; this work is therefore dedicated
not only to the memory of my father, Warren 0. Turner, but also with
heartfelt gratitude to her as well.

CHAPTER ONE
THE PROBLEM OF THE RELATION BETWEEN
GNOSTICISM AND PLATONISM

I. INTRODUCTION

This book is an attempt to describe some of the relationships between
Gnosticism-in particular Sethian Gnosticism-and Platonism in the
five centuries from 100 BCE to 400 CE. These relationships are extraor
dinarily complex and can never be completely delineated. But the under
taking is worthwhile for several reasons. A number of new gnostic writ
ings discovered in recent times has made it obvious that some rather
precise relationships certainly existed. While much attention has been
focused on the relationship between these gnostic materials and the
traditions of contemporary Judaism and Christianity, comparatively little
attention has been focused on the philosophical, particularly Platonic,
component of these gnostic teachings. To be sure, eminent scholars have
characterized Gnosticism as a "proletarian Platonism" or as "a Platon
ism run wild," suggesting that Platonism is central to the understanding
of Gnosticism. Equally prominent scholars have held that the contribu
tion of Gnosticism to the understanding of the history of Platonism is
not a topic of central concern, but better treated under the category of
"some loose ends," or, even more, that the influence of Gnosticism on
Platonism "was not genuine but extraneous and, for the most part super
ficial."
Lt is the purpose of this book to examine these relationships and pos
sible mutual influences between Platonism and Gnosticism in greater
detail and, so far as possible, to refrain from any such memorable gener
alizations. Not all brands of Gnosticism or Platonism can be treated in
the compass of this book. I shall concentrate for the most part on a spe
cific type of Gnosticism, known as "Sethian Gnosticism," because there
are demonstrable connections between certain of its textual exponents
and well-known Platonic philosophers. Although there are pertinent
connections between Gnosticism and many facets and schools of Greek
philosophy, I shall concentrate on the Platonism of the first four centu-
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ries of our era, known as "Middle Platonism" and "Neoplatonism," since
it is this philosophy which is most in evidence in the gnostic materials.
A. Gnosticism
Gnosticism was a spiritual movement of the first four centuries of our
era that typifies better than most movements of those times the religios
ity of the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman world: extreme religious eclec
ticism and a skeptical attitude toward the perfection and self-sufficiency
of the world. It can be thought of as a dualistic religion of salvation in
which the soul or divine element in humankind sought release from its
necessary but unnatural-even if temporary-residence in a material
world made by a creator not identical with the supreme deity, and a
return to its native home in the divine world of light. This escape and
return is made possible by Gnosis, a kind of revealed or intuitive insight
that enabled a recognition of one's divine identity in the face of the alien
but familiar world of everyday experience, beset by uncertainty, hostil
ity, frustration, suffering and death. Thus the Gnostic is one who feels
enabled to claim possession of a clear knowledge of the character of
ultimate reality, unlike, for example, the agnostic, who claims not to
know the character of ultimate reality.
As Hans Jonas, the late distinguished phenornenologist of Gnosticism
characterized it, the content of gnostic revelations is for the most part
mythology. In fact, Gnosticism seems to be the last prominent outbreak
of mythology in antiquity, corning at a time when the prophets and phi
losophers of the earlier, classical phase of antiquity had striven and
nearly succeeded in ridding thought of its ancient basis in mythology.
One might even say that Gnosticism arose in part as a strident rejection
of the rationalization of the ancient myths that had been achieved by the
classical prophets and philosophers. Nevertheless, this recrudescent
gnostic mythology seems often to have a rather contrived, sophisticated,
and literary character, rather than being the expression of any originative
mythopoeic consciousness. It is for this reason frequently referred to as
"secondary" rather than "primary" myth, or as "mythology" rather than
the sort of myth one finds in considerably more ancient texts. Gnostic
teaching is conveyed more often by images and paradoxes than reasoned
argument; on the other hand, many of the texts that fall under the head
ing of "gnostic" are devoted to the exploration and resolution of funda
mental paradoxes that appear not only in daily life but also in some of
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the foundational and dominantly authoritative traditions and texts of
antiquity, such as the Jewish and Christian scriptures and well-known
accounts of the origin and nature of the universe, such as the book of
Genesis and Plato's Timaeus. Although gnostic teaching is to some ex
tent a response to an inner experience of alienation from the ordinary
world, its basic message is one of triumph over one's limitations and a
mastery of the spiritual dimensions of life. Gnostic teaching never re
sorts to the language of inner feeling and emotion, but always to an
objectivized description of the exterior world, both in its spiritual and
material domains, which is assumed to be responsible for the inner feel
ings of both humiliation and exaltation. One might even say that much
of gnostic myth is the externalization or the projection of this inner ex
perience in the form of a cosmic drama. In this sense, gnostic teaching is
always of an optimistic character, full of the certainty that despair can
and will be overcome as one truly appropriates the gnostic vision of
reality.
Until the early 1950's, Gnosticism was known mainly through the po
lemical refutations of it produced by various of the ante-Nicene Church
Fathers, supplemented by a few original gnostic writings. But beginning
with the 1945 chance discovery of a library of thirteen Coptic codices
near Nag Hammadi in Upper Egypt, more than forty new original gnos
tic writings have been added to the pool of evidence about gnostic teach
ing. The patristic portrayal of these Gnostics as heretics who departed
from the one universal Great Church and formed hundreds of individual
sectarian groups has been shown by these new texts to be an ecclesio
logical construct rather than a reflection of any actual state of affairs.
While some of the Nag Hammadi treatises, such as an excerpt from
Plato's Republic X 588A-589B or the Teachings ofSilvanus, can hardly
be categorized as "gnostic" at all, and others seem to be products of
individual inspiration with unknown affiliation, most of them fall into
only a few rather well-defined groups which can be broadly labeled as
pagan Hermetic, Judaeo-Christian Sethian and Christian Valentinian.
Of these categories, one that has provoked much recent debate among
scholars is the one named "Sethian." In the first large scale work to treat
the Nag Hamrnadi texts, Jean Doresse considered the Nag Hammadi
collection to be a Sethian library, owing to the many instances of the
name "Seth" throughout the treatises and the similarity of their teaching
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to those Gnostics called "Sethians" in the patristic literature.1 While
today no one would accept a Sethian designation for the entire library,
scholars have largely accepted Sethianism as one of the most dominant
and earliest expressions of the teaching found in many of the Nag
Hammadi treatises. One of the main points of debate about this Sethian
ism centers around the question whether Sethianism is only a convenient
name by which to refer to a fairly distinctive collection of gnostic texts,
or whether Sethianism may in fact refer to a socially identifiable reli
gious movement, either an independent tradition or school of thought or
a distinctive sect of Judaism or Christianity.
Working on the basis of the extant textual material, Hans-Martin
Schenke has attempted to reconstruct an actual Sethian system of doc
trine.2 Schenke derives the content of the Sethian system from the Nag
Hammadi texts Apocryphon ofJohn, Hypostasis of the Archons, Gospel
of the Egyptians, Apocalypse of Adam, Three Ste/es of Seth, Allogenes,
Zostrianos, Melchizedek, Thought ofNorea, and Trimorphic Protennoia.
Also to be included in this list are certain texts outside the Nag Ham
madi library, the Untitled Text from the Bruce Codex, and certain patris
tic accounts, especially lrenaeus' report on the Barbeloites in Adv. Haer.
1.29 and Epiphanius' report on doctrines of the Gnostics, Selhians and
Archontics in Panarion 26 and 39-40.3
From these works, one may characterize the Sethian system in terms
of a self-identification of these Gnostics with the spiritual "seed" of
Seth, their spiritual ancestor, who intervened twice in the course of pri
mordial history to save his progeny from the clutches of an angry world
creator and had appeared for a third time in recent history bearing a
revelation and saving baptism which would secure their final salvation.
Also characteristic of Sethian doctrine is the teaching concerning a suI. Jean DORESSE, Les livres secrets des Gnostiques d'Egypte, I: Introduction aux
ecriis gnostiques coptes decouvens a Khenoboskion (Paris: Librairie Pion, 1958),
Eng. trans. The Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics (New York: Viking Press,
1960).
2. H.-M. SCHENK£, "Das sethianische System nach Nag-I Iammadi-Hand
schriflen," in Studia Coptica, ed. P. Nagel (£3erliner Byzantinische Arbeiten 45.
Berlin: Akademic Verlag, 1974), 165-173 and "The Phenomenon and Significance
of Scthian Gnosticism," in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism. Vol. 2: Sethian Gnosti
cism, ed. B. Layton (Studies in the llistory of Religions 41; Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1981 ). 588-616.
3. For a detailed inventory, sec Chapter 2.
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preme divine trinity of Father, Mother and Child, the Four Luminaries
established by the Son as heavenly dwellings for the seed of Seth, and
the sacred baptism of the Five Seals by which the earthJy seed of Seth is
elevated into the light. This Sethian form of Gnosticism is probably the
earliest form of Gnosticism for which there is broad textual attestation;
in its early non-Christian, Judaic form, it appears to antedate the other
early and equally well-documented form of Christian Gnosticism, that of
the followers of Valentinus. In the Nag Hammadi Library, no less than
eleven of its fifty-three treatises fit the designation "Sethian Gnostic."
Not only do they reveal the existence of an early and hitherto unrecog
nized religious competitor of early Christianity, but also of a religio
philosophical tradition with a two-hundred-year long history of engage
ment with the metaphysics of Middle Platonism sufficiently distinctive
as to have attracted the critical attention of Plotinus and other members
of his philosophical seminar in Rome during the years 244-265 CE. It is
for this reason that this study will be mostly concerned with Sethian
Gnosticism, adducing material from Yalentinian and other, less well
known gnostic materials as necessary.
B. Platonism

Because of Sethianism's prolonged engagement with Platonism, the
other principal subject of this book will be the history of Platonic meta
physics, especially as it interacted with Gnosticism. In this process it
contributed much to Gnosticism, but it is also clear that Gnosticism
made its own contribution to Platonic philosophy, especially in the tran
sition from what has been characterized as Middle Platonism to the
Neoplatonism of Plotinus and his successors.
At his death in 347 BCE, Plato bequeathed a philosophical heritage
that has not even yet spent its power. Although there will be some at
tempt here to sketch out the main lines of the development of Platonic
metaphysics from Plato onwards, it is especially the developments of the
years 100 BCE until 375 CE that are of the most significance for the in
teraction between Platonism and Gnosticism. This is the period ranging
from the rise of Middle Platonism and its merger with Neopythagorean
arithmological speculation typical of first century BCE Alexandrian phi
losophy until the rise ofNeoplatonic philosophy under Plotinus and his
successors in the third and fourth centuries CE.
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A central characteristic of the philosophy of the Hellenistic and Ro
man imperial periods, including Platonism, was its concern with the
general issue of human happiness, not only in its ethical dimension but
especially in its spiritual dimension. Accordingly, one notices a strong
influence of oriental religious traditions upon the sphere of Greek phi
losophical speculation, with the result that philosophies such as Epicu
reanism, Stoicism and Platonism tend to display a marked dogmatism,
nearly as if their practitioners regarded their doctrine as bordering on a
kind of revelation. This trend towards dogmatism in the Platonic tradi
tion followed a metaphysically dry period (ca. 270-70 BCE) during
which the Platonic school, called the "Academy" after its location on the
outskirts of fifth-century Athens, turned away from the metaphysical
speculations of Plato and his earliest successors toward a Pyrrhonic
skepticism which held that all knowledge was merely a matter of prob
ability. This move was justified by the claim that Plato had corrupted the
authentic Socratic method of questioning by straying off into the won
derland of speculative metaphysical theorizing. But by the first cen
tury BCE the mood had changed. The popular religious sentiment of
these times was much more attracted to a philosophy like Plato's that
explained-indeed revealed-the supreme cause of the world as a di
vine and paternal figure who could be touched upon by reflective
thought, unlike the dreary calculations of skeptical Academic philoso
phy, the rather dry moralism and somewhat mechanical cosmology of
the Stoics, and the tough-minded asceticism and non-theistic atomism of
the Epicureans. The Middle Platonism of the first century BCE is marked
by a deference to ancient authority, be it that of Plato or Pythagoras. It
adopted Aristotle's logic and philosophy of mind, and maintained the
tendency, characteristic of Plato, the Old Academy, and contemporary
Neopythagoreanism, to make a sharp distinction between this world and
the divine realm beyond it and to populate the intermediate zone with
spiritual powers (SatµovEs). After the turn to the first century BCE,
(Middle) Platonism had taken a distinctively religious turn; its watch
word could have been very aptly taken from Plato's dictum concerning
the supreme goal of human effort: "to assimilate oneself to God insofar
as possible" (Theaetetus 176B).
It is not hard to see that a religio-philosophical outlook such as this
would synchronize nicely with the spiritual quest of Gnosticism. Both
were dualistic, viewing the ordinary world as a less than perfect copy of
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a transcendent ideal realm that was the primordial home of the human
soul. Both agreed that the world was not the direct, immediate product
of the supreme deity. Both held that the goal of the human soul was to
return to its divine origin. And both had a tendency toward withdrawal
from active involvement in worldly affairs and the satisfaction of bodily
appetites. But for all this similarity, there were differences in nuance:
gnostic dualism frequently-though by no means consistently-tended
towards an anticosmic dualism of world rejection, in which the world of
ordinary perception was regarded as anti-divine, a trap made by an igno
rant-even evil-creator to seduce and imprison the divine element in
humankind. Of course, if one availed oneself of the proper revelation,
this divine element could transcend the world and return to its source.
On the other hand, Platonic dualism, with certain notable exceptions,
was a mainly pro-cosmic dualism in which this world was held to be the
best possible material rendition of the truly perfect and ordered realm of
the divine. No matter how one might suffer in it, this world is a good
and ordered place; its existence is necessary and probably eternal, and it
is overseen by a divine providence that justifies its habitation by humans
through whom the divine is made present in it. Although being too at
tached to this world might cause the soul to lose sight of its divine affin
ity, this world was nevertheless full of evidence of divine providence,
and if one only undertook the necessary effort and training, one could
transcend its limitations, and through unaided contemplation approach
the very limits of the divine.
Although many Platonists could posit a primal principle of evil to ac
count for the lack of perfection in the world, they never seem to have
believed that such a principle could absolutely corrupt this world. This
was also true for many Gnostics as well, particularly those influenced by
Platonism. For the Platonic tradition, the principle opposed to the good
is also a necessary one, since it is the principle of indefinite multiplicity
which is necessary for the existence of anything beyond that of the sole
being of the supreme divinity itself. Without this multiplicity, this basic
contra st or opposition between the two principles of unity and diversity,
nothing could be known or defined; indeed, conscious life, which de
pends on the recognition of the distinction between self and other-than
sel f, could never exist. Such a principle of indefinite multiplicity could
naturally lend itself to the explanation of various of the evils we experi
ence in this world, but by and large this evil principle was considered to
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be a passive one, part of the essential furniture of the world, rather than
a proactive antagonistic principle which acted against the good by its
own power and initiative. While the sublunar world of ordinary experi
ence was beset with evils, the upper world beyond the moon, often re
garded as the abode of those souls freed from the moital body, was not
held to be infected with any independently existing evil force; whatever
traces of an evil principle might be found there submitted freely to the
principle of limit and form. As to the question why human souls might
be at all found on this earth with its evils, the answers ranged from tradi
tional Pythagorean and Orphic notions of a primordial sin and the atten
dant fall of souls into bodies for the purposes of purification to the no
tion more typical of Plato's Timaeus and the later Neoplatonist
[amblichus that divinely-originated souls were sent hither to carry out
the work of the divine powers here below. In either case, the purpose of
such incarnation was generally conceived to be a positive one.4
Most Platonists of the first two centuries CE also tended to distinguish
between a first and second god, a supreme intellect aloof from the world
and an active, creative intellect at work upon the world, which seems
similar to the gnostic distinction between the high deity and the ignorant
creator of this world. But whereas for many Gnostics, the relationship
between the two was one of conflict, for the Platonists, the relationship
was one of dependence: the first God is an entirely transcendent, self
intelligizing figure having nothing directly to do with the world, while
the second God is an actively creative and provident God who always
acts in accord with its vision of the perfection of the first God. On the
other hand, the gnostic creator's emulation of the first God is not direct
and immediate, but is at best a mere reflection of the supreme divine
realm. This distinction between two Gods, accompanied by a tendency
of both Gnostics and Platonists to posit a host of intermediary beings
between these Gods on the one hand and the world of humankind on the
other, stems from the intuition that no matter how good the world, God
may not be contaminated or disturbed from too close an involvement
with the material world. The Matter of which this world is made has a
certain inherent intractability with which it would be beneath the dignity
4. See .J. M. On.LON, '·The Descent of the Soul in Middle Platonic and Gnostic
Theory." in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Con
ference on Gnosticism at )'ale, March 28-31, 1978. Vol. 2. Sethian Gnosticism, ed.
B. Layton (Supplements to Numcn 41. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980), 357-364.
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of the deity to occupy itself, lest somehow it become distracted from the
self-intelligizing upon which the stability of everything else depended.
And the fixed existence of this stability as expressed in the perfection of
geometrical shape and mathematical harmony meant that any inherent
disorderliness in Matter could never ultimately assert itself.
From these few considerations, one can see that there is adequate war
rant for trying to assess these relationships, both similarities and differ
ences, between Platonism and Gnosticism in greater detail. And, as we
shal I see, a reason to confine our attention mostly to the peculiar form of
Gnosticism known as Sethian will be the appearance in several of those
treatises of a procosmism not unlike that of many contemporary Plato
nists. In the literature of Sethian Gnosticism, one meets both a radical
otherworldliness and innerworldliness, both a strong anticosmism and a
procosmism, reflecting a certain ambiguity about aspects of human exis
tence that can be traced in the Platonic sources as well.
II. VIEWS ON THE RELATION OF GNOSTICISM TO PLATONISM

For nearly nineteen centuries it has been generally recognized that
Greek philosophy and religion contributed in one way or another to the
formation of Gnosticism, especially the more philosophical gnostic sys
tems of the first four centuries of our era. Singled out as the foundational
components of Greek philosophy and religion are the philosophies of
Plato and, to a lesser extent, of Pythagoras.
The nature and extent of the Platonic contribution to Gnosticism has
been delineated in roughly three ways:
1. Gnosticism as Platonism. The view, arising in late antiquity, that
Gnosticism is a derivative of the religio-philosophical tradition stem
ming from Plato and Pythagoras.
2. Platonism as incipient Gnosticism. The view that Platonic philoso
phy is, at various points along the trajectory of the Platonic tradition, a
derivative of certain existential dispositions toward self and world ex
pressed in myths that parallel or are taken up into later gnostic systems
where those dispositions can be seen to be fundamentally gnostic in
outlook.
3. Gnosticism and later Platonism as interdependent. The view that
neither Gnosticism nor Platonism is a derivative of the other, but are
interdependent by mutual influence and cross-fertilization; they are
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complementary interpretations and solutions to a common cultural and
religious problematic.

A. Gnosticism as Platonism
The attempt to assess Gnosticism as a derivative of Platonic philoso
phy has a lengthy history. This attempt seems to have begun with the
heresiologists lrenaeus and Hippolytus precisely in the late second cen
tury CE when the classical gnostic systems were flourishing in cities like
Rome and Alexandria.
In his Against Heresies (Adv. Haer. 11.14), lrenaeus asserts that the
Valcntinians plagiarized the descriptions of the aeonic denizens of their
divine world (the Pleroma) and their genealogies from the theogonies of
the comic poets, changing only the names.5 He claims that they expro
priated their notion of the primal principles Bythos, the Father, and Sige,
his consort, from Homer's Oceanus and the various first principles
(cipxa() posited by the Presocratics. Their distinction between transcen
dent real (pleromatic) existences and immanent unreal (kenomatic) im
ages or shadows is said to come from Democritus and Plato. Their no
tion that matter pre-exists the creative act comes from Anaxagoras,
Empedocles and Plato, and their doctrine of the immutabilty of natures
from the Stoics and others. Their doctrine of the formation of the Savior
(Jesus) from all the Aeons is said to be an adaptation of Hesiod's Pan
dora, and from the Pythagoreans they borrowed the idea of the deriva
tion of all things from numbers which in turn derive from the One.6
Hippolytus begins his Refutation of All Heresies by proposing to ex
pose how the founders of the gnostic heresies appropriated most of their
doctrines from Greek philosophy and religion (Ref I.II). In his cata
logue of heresies in Ref V, Hippolytus points out various dependencies:
the Naasenes on Homer, the poets, and the mysteries (Ref 1.11); the
Peratae on Greek astrology (Ref V.13 and 15); the Sethians on the
Greek natural philosophers (ol. <j>uaLKoi.), the Orphic rites and Homeric
cosmology (Ref V.20); and the gnostic Justin on Herodotus' legend of
Heracles (Ref V.25).
5. That is, the Valentinian Aeons Bythos, Sige, Nous, Logos. and lower /\cons
arc drnwn respectively from the thcogonic Nyx, Chaos, Eros, and the &VTipm 8€01
of the Timae11s.
6. Viz. from the One (cf. the Valentinian Bythos) derive the pleromic groupings
of the Aeons: "the dyad, tctrad, pcntad and the rest."
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Jt is the Valentinian teaching which Hippolytus singles out as a late
derivative of the doctrine of Plato and Pythagoras. 7 In order to prove his
point, Hippolytus presents in Ref Vl.21-29 an epitome of Pythagorean
doctrine (said to have been originally introduced to the Greeks by the
Egyptians) so as to facilitate understanding the Valentinian system,
which differs from that of Pythagoras in names and numbers only
(Ref VJ.2 J-22). He ascribes to Pythagoras the doctrine of the tetractys
(Ref Vl.23), Plato's doctrine of the intelligible and sensible worlds
(Ref Vl.24.1), Plato's (sic.; viz. Aristotle's) ten categories (Ref VI.24.23). Empedocles' cosmogenesis by the interaction of Philia (love) and
Neikos (strife; Ref Vl.25), certain contemporary astrological doctrines,
and, of course, the Symbola Pythagorica (Ref Vl.27). Because of the
structural similarity between these "Pythagorean" doctrines and the
Valentinian teachings, l-lippolytus concludes that the Valentinians are
Pythagoreans and, by implication, Platonists, not Christians (Ref
V.29.1). In Ref VI.37, Hippolytus explicitly equates Valentinus' system
of divine principles with the famous arcanum of Plato's Letter ll312E:
Plato's king is Yalentinus' supreme Bythos-Pater-Proarche; the "sec
ond around the second" is Valentinus' Haros circumscribing the Plero
ma; and the "third around the third" is the region below the Pleroma, i.e.
the Kenoma. In the same passage, Hippolytus also identifies elements in
a psalm of Valentinus with elements found in Platonic cosmological

7. It is a commonplace of the Graeco-Roman period that Plato and Pythagoras
taught the same doctrine, even to the extent that all of Plato's thought (as understood
in this period) was claimed for Pythagoras (cf. Nicomachus, Eisagoge I.I; XIIl;
Numcnius, frg. I Leemans = frg. 24 des Places; Moderatus apud Porphyry, Vita
Pythag. 53; lamblichus, Vita Pythag. 127; Photius, Bibliotheca cod. 249). Perhaps
Plato had prepared the way for this by insinuating that the opposition between limit
and unlimited was based on Pythagorean tradition (Philebus 16C ff.). But once
Aristotle (Met. i\6, 987b26 f.) had said that Plato took over some of his fundamental
doctrines fi-om the Pythagoreans, the way was open to attribute nearly all of Plato's
teaching to them (so P. MERLAN in The Cambridge History of Later Greek and
Early Medieval Philosophy [ed. A.H. ARMSTRONG; Cambridge: Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1967], 86). In Ref Vl.21.1-2 Hippolytus says Plato derived his impres
sions. especially those in the Timaeus, from Pythagoras. Nearly everyone took the
Timaeus of Plato's dialogue to be the famous Pythagorean Locrean even though
Plat o never calls him a Pythagorean (so Merlan, ibid., 86). In any case, the Neopy
l�agorcan P!atonists of the first century are unilied in claiming Plato's philosophy
for Pytha goras and in understanding Pythagorean tradition along contemporary
Platonic lines.
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doctrine. 8 In Ref VT.52, Hippolytus provides another epitome of Py
thagorean doctrine (the generation of all things from the monad) to show
the Valentinian Marcus' dependence upon Pythagoras. In Book VII,
Hippolytus shows the dependence of yet other gnostic teachers on Greek
philosophers: Basilides on Aristotle (Ref VII.2; 14; 20-27); Marcion on
Empedocles (Ref VIl.5,29-31 ); Cerdo on Empedocles (Ref VII. IO); and
Apelles on the Stoic <j>uaLKOL (Ref VII.12). This process is completed in
Book VIII, where the heresies of the Docetae and Monoi'mus are respec
tively traced back to the Sophists and Pythagoras.
This interest in doctrinal dependence through both legitimate succes
sion and illegitimate plagiarism was typical of Hippolytus' age. The
Roman emperors, the prominent teachers of the various philosophical
movements, Epicurean, Stoic, Peripatetic and Platonic, as well as promi
nent leaders of the early Church and heretics alike were all arranged into
lists of authorized "successors." Philosophy and theology had become
commentary on doctrines inherited from the great authorities of the past
whose wisdom derived from even more remote and exotic cultures (the
Egyptians, Persians, etc.) of even greater antiquity.
The vast openness of Graeco-Roman society with its mobility, multi
ple options, and individualism offered no obvious and unanimously
acceptable purpose or meaning for one's life. Freed from habitual loy
alty to time- and place-bound traditions, freed from the familiar, one had
little choice but to search for purposes and meanings by rediscovering
those same old traditions, which were found to be pregnant with rede
finable meaning-if only one applied the proper interpretive technique.
In the main, this technique was allegory. By this means, eclectic con
temporary speculation could be shown to be rooted in and equivalent to
the doctrines of the scriptures, prophets, poets and philosophers belong
ing to a culture where the essence of things was more clearly apparent, if
only because it lay closer to the origins, and, by implication, to the
original essence of things.
8. The psalm: "I see that all is suspended on spirit,/ I perceive that all is wafted
on spirit. I Flesh is suspended on soul, and soul depends on the air. I Air is sus
pended from aether, / From the depths come forth fruits, / From the womb comes
forth a child." The Platonic interpretation: flesh is the matter suspended from the
dcmiurgic soul, which in turn depends on the air (i.e., the lower Sophia outside the
Plcromatic Limit), which in tum depends on ether (the upper Sophia within the
Plcroma); the fruits produced from Bythos are all the Aeons.
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In this way Greek culture as a whole could be traced back to older
oriental peoples: Indians, Persians, Chaldaeans, Egyptians, and He
brews. Thus not only could one claim Plato's philosophy for Pythagoras,
but one could press its origin further back yet: Numenius in the second
century could call Plato an "atticizing Moses" (frg. IO Leemans = frg. 8
des Places): "it is necessary to connect Plato's affirmations with the
doctrines of Pythagoras by appealing to reputable people and adducing
their initiations, doctrines and consecrations (L8pUCJELS-) celebrated in
aoreement with Plato, which things were all established by the Brahmans, Jews, Magians and Egyptians" (frg. 9 Leemans = frg. 1 des
Places).9 The same tendency is to be seen in the prologue (Bk. I) of
Diogenes Laertius' Lives of Famous Philosophers, which opens with
theories about the ancient barbarian origins of Greek philosophy, sin
gling out the Magians, Chaldaeans, Assyrians, Indians, Druids and
Egyptians. The same kind of theory is also expounded by Celsus in his
True Doctrine (Origen, contra Ce/sum 1.2; 1.14-16; l.80). This view, that
Plato had derived his theology through Pythagoras from even more an
cient worthies, lasted through the early Renaissance; there we find Fi
cino, translator. of Plato's rediscovered dialogues, saying that the Pla
tonic doctrine of the Hermetic literature was transmitted to Plato from
the Egyptian Hermes Trismegistus and Moses the Jew. 10 Of course this
9. Sec the discussions of Numenius by E. NORDEN, Agnostos Theos. Untersu
chungen zur Formengeschichte religioser Rede (Stuttgart: B. G. Teubncr, 61h edition
1974), 72-73, 109; W. BOUSSET, Gollingen Gelehrte Anzeigen 176 (1914), 716-717;
"·Numcnios," in Friedrich Ueberweg's Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie
desA/tertwns, ed. M. Heinze (Berlin: E. S. Mittler& Sohn, 1923-28), 12.520 f.; H.
Ch. PUECII in Melanges Bidez (Annuairc de l'lnslitut de philologie ct d'histoire

orientales et slaves, vol. 2. Universite libre de Bruxelles: lnstitut de philologie et
d'histoire orientalcs), vol. 11, 747-749; F. CuMONT, lu.x Perpetua (New York: Gar
land Publishing, 1987), 344-345; R. BEUTLER in Paulys Realencyclopadie (Stuttgart:
A. Druck enmul ler, 1893-1980), Suppl., Vll (1940), cols. 664-678; A.-J. FESTUGl'ERE,
lf revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste, vol. I. l 'astrologie et /es sciences occultes
(�tudes bibliqucs; Paris: l Gabalda, 1949) 19; vol. IV. Le Dieu inconnu et la gnose
(Eludes bibliques; Paris: J. GabaJda, I 954), 130-132; E. R. DODDS, "Numenius and
Ammoniu s," in Les Sources de Plotin (Entretiens sur l'Antiquite classique V; Van
doeuvrcs-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, I 960), 4-11. Fragments collected in E.-A. LEE
MANS, Studie Over den Wijsgeer Numenius van Apamea met Uitgave
der Fragmen
ten (Bruxelles: Palais des Academies, 1937) and E. DES PLACES, Numenius: Frag
ments (Paris: Les Belles Lcttres, I 973).
I
, 0. Argumentum to "Pimander," in M. FICINO, Opera Omnia (Torino: Bottega
d Erasmo, 1962), 1836. In this assertion, Ficino is merely following the opinions of
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claim entails that Hermetic Gnosticism is regarded as Platonism and
vice-versa, and what is more, that this form of Gnosticism was given
preeminent formulation by Plato himself.
After the advent of historical critical scholarship had clarified the rela
tion of later Platonism to Plato, as well as Plato's doctrinal relation to
his religious and philosophical forebears, and had succeeded in dating
ancient literature such as the Hermetic writings as well as much of sur

viving gnostic literature, it was commonly assumed that Gnosticism was
Platonic or at least Hellenic at its core. At the end of the nineteenth cen
tury, Adolf von Harnack proposed the distinction between gnostic and
catholic Christianity: the gnostic systems represent the acute seculariz
ing or Hellenizing of Christianity, with the rejection of the Old Testa
ment, while the Catholic system represents a gradual process of the
same kind but with the conservation of the Old Testament. Gnosticism is
an attempt "to transform Christianity into a theosophy, a revealed meta
physics and philosophy of history (with complete disregard for its Jew
ish, Old Testament foundations) through the use of [distorted] Pauline
ideas and under the influence of the Platonic spirit."11 As late as 1954,
Carl Schneider, while admitting the influence of Iranian themes and
motifs, understands Gnosis as belonging "to the history of Late Platon
ism as one of its bifurcations," a system whose spirit is "purely Greek
and in the main Platonic."12
Since the late nineteenth century, however, Gnosticism has by and
large been attributed to the late antique syncretistic combination of a ba
sically "oriental" (i.e. non-Greek, e.g., Egyptian, Babylonian and espe
cially Iranian) cosmological dualism with Greek metaphysical concep
tuality. This view, typical of the history-of-religions school of research,
understands the key to the essence of Gnosticism to lie in the discovery
of its cultural and religious origins. Because it regards the oriental con
tribution as the decisive component, Gnosticism is basically an oriental
religious system clothed in Greek dress. This view is typical of scholal's
associated with the European history-of-religions (religionsgeschichtLactanlius (Div. iml. l.6; IY.6; VIII.18) which are echoed to some extent by
Augustine (De civ. Dei, XYlll.29; yet Moses is said to antedate Hennes).
11. /\. von IIARNACK, !listory of Dogma, Vol. I. Eng. transl. 3 rd Gennan ed. 1894
by W. Buchanan (New York: Dover Publications, 1954), 229.
12. C. SCI-INEIDER, Geistesgeschichte des antiken Christet1111ms, Bd. I (Munich:
Beck, 1954), 268.
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fiche) school, such as R. Reitzenstein, H. H. Schaeder, W. Bousset,

ers.
G. Widengren and oth
ry
Since the discove in December 1945 of the thirteen Coptic gnostic
codi ces near the Egyptian town of Nag Hammadi, the thesis of oriental

origins has generally continued to hold the field, except that the main
component of this orientalism is increasingly traced to some form of
heterodox or esoteric Judaism, whether it be the thought of Philo, specu
lation on the divine throne and chariot of God originating in the post
exili c period, the dualism of certain Qumran literature, Samaritan specu
lation, speculatio n on the figure of the hypostatized Wisdom of Yahweh,
the product of disappointed apocalyptic hopes, or some popular combi
nation of these on the part of socially marginalized Jews.
At the same time there is a very definite trend towards abandoning the
attempt to arrive at the essence of Gnosticism by the delineation of its
origins. This trend is due largely to the epochal impact of Hans Jonas'
study of Gnosticism which appeared in 1934. Jonas replaced the attempt
at a diachronic, genetic analysis of Gnosticism with a synchronic, phe
nomenological analysis of Gnosticism ("Gnosis") as a religious move
ment in its own right that was typical of Graeco-Roman religiosity as a
whole. Although Jonas favors mainly oriental antecedents to Gnosticism
as "the most original expression of the Daseinsverfassung [ characteriza
tion of human existence] in question," this derivation plays no part in his
existentialist-ontological analysis of Gnosticism.13 Contemporary re
searchers of Gnosticism generally agree that Gnosticism is not a direct
product of Christianity, Judaism or specific Hellenic religions, but that
each had helped shape the various gnostic systems.14 lt has even been
claimed that Gnosticism is "generally underivable." 15
In spite of the emphasis on the autonomous genesis of Gnosticism,
there have, of course, continued to be proponents of the view that the
13. 1-l. JONAS, Gnosis und spdtantiker Geist, J'd ed., Part I (Forschungen zur reli
gion und Litcratur des Alten und Neuen Testaments n.F. 33; Gtittingen: Yanden
hoeck & Ruprecht, 1934 [reprinted 1966)), 8 .
14. So H.J. SCHOEPS, "Urchristenturn und Gnosis," in le Origini de/lo Gnosti
.
cismo: Col!oquio di Messina, 13-18 Aprile /966, ed. U. Bianchi (Supplements to
Numen 12; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967), 529 and "Zur Standortsbestimmung dcr Gno
sis," Theologische literaturzeitung 8 I (I 965), col. 420; R. McL. WU.SON, The Gnos
tic Problem (London, 1958), 218 and in le Origini de/lo Gnosticismo, 697.
15. 1-1.-M. SCHENKE, "Das Problem des Beziehung zwischen Judentum und Gno
sis," Kairos 7 (1965), 125.
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roots of Gnosticism are to be found in Graeco-Hellenistic thought and
religion, and in Platonism in particular. Thus the late A. D. Nock, by
transforming S. Petrement's phrase "un platonisme romantique," charac
terized Gnosticism as a "Platonism run wild."16 By "Platonism" Nock
understood that later Platonism which held that life in the body implies a
descent and an imprisonment and that evil is inherent in matter; that
one's goal is to escape yonder as quickly as possible (cf. Plato, Theae
tetus I 76A-B); that there are imperfect supernatural powers; and that the
Supreme Being is wholly remote (not necessarily alien) from the world
of sense experience and its creator. This later Platonism, together with
later Judaism and its speculation on angels or on the first six chapters of
Genesis, helped to shape a "climate of opinion" in which a gnosticizing
"mythopoeic faculty" could build incipiently gnostic motifs into various
gnostic systems. There was no pre-Christian universal religion known as
Gnosticism; rather only "gnosticoid" raw materials which were caused
to take certain definite shapes by the Christian attempt to interpret the
cosmic significance of the dying and rising Jesus regarded as the
heavenly Lord. Gnosticism was "the aggregate of a series of individual
responses to the religious situation" of the times.17 [n short, Gnosticism
is a post-Christian syncretistic aggregate whose main components are
esoteric Judaism and Platonism; the Platonic component is strongest in
the Cha/daean Oracles, the treatises of the Hermetic corpus (especially
the Poimandres and Kore Kosmou), and various treatises in the Nag
Hammadi gnostic library. Nock's syncretistic thesis is the very sort of
hypothesis that Hans Jonas had criticized as assuming an "alchemy of
ideas."
A !though the theory of a vague syncretism must be rejected as heuris
tically unfruitful, Nock's stress on individual gnostic systems rather than
upon Gnosticism in general is a better approach, particularly when one
comes to assess the Platonic contribution to Gnosticism. The tendency
of the Church Fathers and of Platonists through the Renaissance to see·
in gnostic doctrines a form of Platonism is valid with respect to specific
Platonic elements in specific gnostic systems. But Gnosticism cannot be
regarded as a "Platonism run wild" any more than it can be regarded as
16. A. D. NOCK, Early Gentile Christianity and its Hellenistic Background (New
York: I larpcr and Row, 1964), xiv; cf. S. PETREMEN'r, ·'La notion de gnosticismc,"
Revue de Metaphysique et de Morale 65 ( 1960), 385-421.
17. A. D. NOCK, "Gnosticism," 1/arvClrd Theological Review 57 (1964), 273.
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fundamentally Platonic or even later Platonic. Platonism was a contribu
tory cause for the rise of various gnostic systems, perhaps even a neces
sary causal factor, but certainly not a sufficient one.
B. Platonism as Incipient Gnosticism

Since the Messina conference on the origins of Gnosticism was held
in t 966, thereby spawning a concentrated international effort to investi
gate the gnostic phenomenon and its origins, many fruitful observations
have been made about the specific Platonic contribution to gnostic sys
tems. In the volume of papers arising from that conference, le Origini
dello Gnosticismo· Colloquia di Messina 13-18 Aprile 1966; Testi e
discussioni publicati a cura di Ugo Bianchi (Supplements to Numen
XII; Leiden, 1967), several essays touch on the relation of Gnosticism to
Platonism. Both R. Crahay and P. Boyance point to Plato as the source
for Gnosticism's philosophical terminology as well as a significant part
of its metaphysical categories and structures, perhaps through the inter
mediary of Alexandrian Platonists, especially Philo of Alexandria. This
claim is not to be oversimplified, as H. H. Schaeder had done in 1928, 18
to say merely that the inner content of Gnosticism is generally non
Greek while the metaphysical verbal clothing is Greek and often Pla
tonic. Indeed, as H. W. Drijvers observes:
In Gnosticism, "gnosis" is no formal philosophy of the Platonic kind, but a
means of escaping existence ; no knowledge of the world, but an attempt to
anticipate the undoing of the world's creation. However strongly Gnosti
cism may make the impression of being a philosoph y, in essence it is not
so, but an attempt to render all philosophy superfluous-it is first and
foremost a "secret revelation." 19

Tn the Messina volume, P. Boyance has demonstrated that the role of the
planetary Archons in many gnostic systems is easily derivable from
Plato' s statements concerning the "younger deities" (vfoL 0Eo(; Timaeus
41-42) to whom the entirely good demiurge of the world soul assigns the
task of making the mortal, irrational part of the human soul and the bod-

I 8. H. H. SCHAEDER, Der Mensch in Orient und Okzident: Grundzage einer eu
rasiatischen Geschichte, ed. G. Schaeder (Munich: R. Piper , 1960), I 07-109,
19. 1-1. W. DRIJVERS, "The Origins of Gnosticism as a Religious and Historical
Probl em." Neder!ands Theologisch Tijdschrif/ 22 (1968), 342.
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ies in which it and the immortal, rational soul will reside.20 On the road
from Plato to Gnosticism, these younger deities reappear in Philo as
God's "fellow workers" (ETEpwv avvwywv; De opificio mundi 74-75),
or as innumerable "powers" (6uvaµELS, De fuga et inventione 69; De
confusione linguarum 168-173) who assist the Creator in making the
mortal and less virtuous aspects of the soul and created order. While
Plato had called these subordinate deities "ruling deities" (0Eot
apxovTOL, Statesman 2700, or simply apxovTES', Laws X 903B) who
rule over all parts of the world, Philo compares them to the archons of a
city (De specialibus legibus I.113). These observations strongly suggest
that the motif of the evil planetary archons in Gnosticism may not derive
from Babylonian/Persian astrology, but rather directly from the Platonic
tradition. As Boyance points out, however: "But the role (of the archon
tic younger deities], which is in Plato positive and strives as much as
possible for the good, becomes ... in Gnosticism marked with a negative
sign ... this negative sign is definitely the most original thing about
Gnosticism. "21
R. Crahay includes not only Plato, but also Orphism among Hellenic
factors that contributed to the rise of Gnosticism.22 Orphism has often
been regarded as an incipiently gnostic religious movement.23 While
Crahay sees the full-blown Orphic mythologies preserved by Damascius
in the late fifth century as late and somewhat untrustworthy evidence for
gnostic antecedents, he regards the following basic gnosticizing Orphic
themes to be antecedents of Gnosticism: the existential notion of alien
ation, especially of soul from body; the cosmic drama of the soul; and
the idea that salvation is bound up with the knowledge of a doctrine, an
Orphic gnosis. These themes are present in Presocratic times, principally
in the teachings of Empedocles and Pherecydes, and reflected in the
poetry of Pindar. rt was Plato, however, who gave these themes their
classic expression: "To the extent that second and third century gnostics
20. P. BOYANCE, "Dicu cosmiquc et dualismc: Les archontes ct Platon," in Le
Origini de/lo Gnoslicismo, 340-386.
21. "Dieu cosmique et dualismc," 384 f.
22. R. CRAIIAY, "Elements d'une mythopcc gnostiquc dans la Grccc classique,''
in Le Origini de/lo Cnosticismo, 323-338.
23. E.g., A. DtETI,RJCfl, Abraxas: Studien wr Religionsgeschichte (Leipzig: Hin
richs, 1891), 149 f; f. LEGGE, Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity from 330 BC
to 330 AD (New Hyde Park, NY: University Books, 1964 [2 vols. in I; first pub
lished 1915]), 121-148.
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had to borrow their philosophical vocabulary, it is through Plato, but at
the cost of new distortions, that they reaped a Greek heritage."24
Other scholars have identified various separate Orphic themes that
prep ared the path for Gnosticism. Thus G. Sfameni-Gasparro derives the
well-known gnostic motif of the "call from the depths" from the Orphic
26
25
teaching of Empedocles. G. Quispel suggests that the Orphic myth of
the dismemberment of Zagreus constituted a fundamental departure
towards Gnosticism understood as a doctrine whose basic teaching con
cerns a "tragi c break in the deity" and the deity's subsequent attempts to
reintegrate its fallen members.
Ugo Bianchi, editor of the Messina papers, has characterized Orphism
as a Gnosticism "ante litteram."27 Orphism bears a number of close
similarities to Gnosticism, some of which Bianchi lists:28 the idea of the
fallen divine soul subjected to the (demiurgical) Strife (v{LKOS) clothed
with and buried in the body (Empedocles, frg. I I 8-121, 125, 126, Di
ets); the migration of the soul, its exile/punishment in the body and
world (Pherecydes, frg, 7 Diels; Empedocles, frg. 31, 115 Diets; Kern,
Orph. Frg. 32, 224, 229; Orphic gold tablets); the kinship (auyyEvEw)
of soul with deity (Orph. Frg. 32 Kern), its reintegration into the divine
world (Orphic gold tablets; Empedocles, frg. 17 Diels; Orph. Frg. 32a
Kern); the primal fracture of an original world-unity and its final reinte
gration (cf. Empedocles, frgs, 31, 60 Diels; Plato, Symposium 189D ff.);
the realization of the divine self in man (passim); the penchant for rein
terpreting old authoritative traditions (not necessarily a Protestexegese
as in Gnosticism); esoteric speculation, asceticism, adoption of contem
porary philosophy and magic; an attraction to revelation, purificatory
ritual and conventicle life; and finally, the problematic or even negative
role of the demiurge (cf. the Eris of Empedocles, the Dionysiac myth of
the Titans, the "trickster" figure of Prometheus).
24. R. CRAIIAY in Le Origini de/lo Gnosticismo, 337.
25.
"L'invocatione dal basso: 11 dissordinc dcl mundo e ii grido dei persequitati,"
.
m �t11di di Storia Religiosa de/la Tarda Antiquita, ed. U. Bianchi (Messina: Pubbli
cati dalla cattedra di storia delle religioni dell'Universita di Messina, 1968), 91-107.
26. Makarius, das Thomasevangeliwn und das Lied von der Perle (Supplements
to Novum Tcstamentum XV; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967). 67-68.
27. "Le probleme des origines du gnosticisme," in Le Origin/ de/lo Gnosticis
mo, 20-23.
28. "Le problcme des origines du gnosticisme et l'histoire des religions," Nu
men XII (1965), 161-178.
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As the articles of Boyance and Bianchi point out, many of these in
cipiently gnostic Orphic themes were made available to late antiquity by
way of Plato and the Platonic tradition, and thence found their way into
Gnosticism. Hans Jonas has commented insightfully on this process in
an excursus to the first volume of Gnosis und spatantiker Geist (Gottin
gen, 1934, third edition 1964, 251-254). Affirming that Plato had re
ceived from Orphism a certain dualistic anticosmism as well as a certain
sacral terminology and placed these in the service of philosophy, Jonas
observes that the autonomic inertia of portions of this Orphic tradition
and attitude had the effect of shifting the location of the human soul as
the object of philosophical study (To XoytKov Kal 0EwpT)TLKov µEpos T�S
\j)uxfis) f rom this world to a transcendent realm (the realm of the ideas
and the cosmic soul). In this rationalizing process, the old sacral termi
nology attained the freedom of metaphorical application. An older en
thusiastic, ecstatic (Orphic) element thus achieved a transposition (Auf
hebung) into a new philosophical setting, which through Plato's
authority injected a profound otherworldly pathos and manner of speak
ing into the prevailing Greek scientific spirit of world-consent and ra
tionality. In this respect, Plato cannot be counted as a Gnostic, since his
dualism is one of dependence, not alienation: the beyond is not alien to
this world, but paradigmatic of this world, which is its best possible
imitation. But as time passed and Plato's authority grew, the seed of
Orphic anti-cosmic dualism and enthusiasm underlying his philosophy
always held the way open for a return to that pre-philosophical enthusi
asm insofar as Platonic language was used by his successors to illumi
nate man's existential and religious situation. All that was needed to
bring this pre-philosophical (mythical) seed to recrudescence was the
new religious situation typical of late antiquity (i.e., the "gnostic syn
drome"). The religious coloring Plato gave to antique philosophy made
inevitable a philosophical coloring to late antique religion; in Jonas'
words: "Insofar as Plato stylized philosophy as an ostensible religion, so
he enabled a later religion to be stylized as an ostensible philosophy".29
Once Plato's dualistic, sacral speech was inherited by Gnosticism, it
found itself on ground located nearer to the (Orphic) soil from which it
originally had sprung, than to Plato's dialectic philosophy. Hence the
29. "lndem Platon die Philosophic als Seheinreligion stilisiertc, erm<lglichte er
einer sp!lteren Religion die Stilisierung als Schein-philosophic," Gnosis und spatan
tiker Geist I, 253.
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uncanny popularity and religio�s aut� ority of Plato i� the later Hellenis
_
tic age; hence its "Neoplatonic" reinterpretation: 1t had become the
"hieratic speech'' (Reitzenstein's term in Poimandres30) of the age.
Although Jonas stresses the independent character of Gnosticism as a
religion in its own right, he certainly does not deny that it had its ante
cedents. But rather than tracing the origins of certain doctrines, myths,
language styles, organizations, rituals, and forms of piety, Jonas is con
cerned with describing the rise of a certain existential disposition
(Daseinshaltung) towards self and world which itself gave rise to the
gnostic religion. The central characteristic of this existential disposition
is that its expression in Gnosticism comes in the form of a myth. This
myth is understood to be a primal objectivation of an existential stance
which seeks its own truth in a total view of things. The stance underly
ing Gnosticism is one of alienation and revolt from one's world of lived
experience, and the resulting myth is always of the "eschatological" or
"salvational" character that flourished in the Hellenistic Near Eastern
world of the early Christian era. 31 In these myths, passionately experi
enced antithetical dualisms between man and world and world and God
are explained by a genetic mythology which begins with a doctrine of
divine transcendence in its original purity. ft then traces the genesis of a
world from some (willful) primordial disruption of this blessed state-a
loss of divine integrity-which leads to the emergence of lower powers
who become (ignorant) rulers of this world. Then, as a crucial episode in
the drama, the myth recounts the creation and early fate of humanity, in
whom further conflict becomes centered. The final theme, in fact the
implied theme throughout, is human salvation, which is more than
merely human salvation, as it involves the overcoming and eventual
dissolution of the cosmic system and thus is "the instrument of reinte
gration for the impaired godhead itself, or, the self-saving of God."32
This form of myth represents the very large group of myths which Jonas
�alls "Syrian-Egyptian;" it is gnostic in origin and embraces the Chris
tian gnostic systems described by the heresiologists, most of the Nag
30. R. REITZENSTE!N, Poimandres: Studien zur griechish-agyptischen und fr11h_
chnstlzch
en Literatur (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1904), 304.
H
. 3 ! · . JONAS, "Myth and Mysticism: A Study of Objectification and Intcrioriza
tion in Religious Thought," in Philosophical Essays:
From Ancient Creed to Tech
nological Man (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1974), 294.
32 . H. JONAS, "Delimitation of the Gnostic Phenomenon-Typological and
H'istonc
.
al," in Le Origini de/lo Gnosticismo, 94.
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Hammadi and other Coptic gnostic treatises, the Hermetic treatises Poi
mandres, On Rebirth, and the Kore Kosmou (i.e., treatises I, 13, and
frg. 24), the gnostic opponents of Plotinus, as well as the metaphysical
systems of Origen and Plotinus themselves. The other branch of gnostic
myths, the "Iranian" type (especially Manichaeism), involves a dualism
of two originally opposed transcendent powers. It was not originally
gnostic, but underwent a gnostic transformation around the time of the
Christian era, becoming distorted by the influence of an existential dis
position and ontology originally alien to it. In the Syrian-Egyptian sys
tem, the creator of the world is not identical with the highest deity, but is
subordinate to it and even derived from it by a tragic split in the original
divinity. This split leads to the ignorant, even presumptuous creation of
a tragic world which turns out to be an illicit and bungled imitation or
counterfeit copy of the higher divine world from which it is sundered.
The history of creation is generally emanationist, a devolution of the
originally unified and pure being of the godhead into an unstable diver
sity of various divine and cosmic powers of the sort often found in the
Alexandrian scheme of emanative speculation culminating in Plotinus.
The specifically gnostic element in this emanationism is a catastrophic
instability that breaks out at some point in the otherwise smooth, or
derly, and gradual unfolding of ever lower levels of being from an ulti
mate divine source as depicted by most Neoplatonist authors. Unlike
most Platonic cosmogonic systems, Gnosticism depicts the relationship
of the lower created world to the higher divine world as one of disrup
tion and opposition, not dependence.
The fact that Jonas includes Platonists (Origen and Plotinus) within
the Syrian-Egyptian type of Gnosis is not surprising. Like such Gnostics
as Valentinus and the authors of the Poimandres and of the Apocryphon
ofJohn, they definitely wanted to offer speculative systems in which:33

... everything hangs together and one chain of reasoning leads from first
principles to last conseq uences. The very idea of such a system was rooted
in an axiomatic conviction of the time, namely that there is a chain of being
which the chain of reasoning does no more than reproduce. There can be
such a system of thought because being itself forms a system; and as the
33. 11. JONAS, "The Soul in Gnosticism and Plotinus," in Philosophical Essays,
325. In fact, this is an implementation or Panncnides' ancient dictum: "To be and to
think are one and the same" (To yap atiTo voe:'1v errTLV T€ Kal elvm, frg. 3 D.-K.
= Plotinus. Ennead V, I, 8, 17).
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order of being, so is the order of demonstration: the 'first' in theory is also
the first in reality, the actual beginning of things.

The chain of being is vertical, suspended from the highest point, creat
in" a hierarchy of descending grades of goodness, beauty and perfection.
c�ation and becoming is a downward movement away from the perfec
tion of the source into utter distance, otherness and even alienation from
the source. Yet this downward movement can be followed by a reversed,
upward movement of the lower to the higher which serves to undo the
creative descent and lead to a goal of return and reunion. The descent
("procession," 1Tp606os-) from the perfect integrity and unity of the
source brings into being a plurality or manifold of being which is re
garded as a deficiency, even a "fall," while the subsequent ascent ("re
version," Em<npocptj) is a reintegration of the many into the one, and is
regarded as a restoration, even a redemption. The extreme polarization
that arises between the opposite ends of the scale of being, between the
single deity and the lowest realm of the material world, was coupled
with a certain anticosmic pessimism and tendency to withdraw from this
world.
This coup I ing posed the question of how this changing world of rpul
tiplicity and materiality with its flaws could have arisen from the abso
lute self-perfection, aseity and permanence (µovtj) of the transmundane
source. What is the origin of the cosmic deficiency? The gnostic answer
was the myth of the descent or "fall" of the soul from the divine into the
cosmic realm (symbolized in Valentinian myth as the Fall of Sophia, or
in Hermetic myth as the narcissistic descent of the primal Anthropos as
in the Poimandres, etc.). The soul is the symbol of a faulted existence
and is the product of deficiency understood as a fall resulting from the
willful, presumptuous act of an originally noetic being who overreaches
its proper station in an illicit attempt to extend its knowledge by seeking
to unite with some being other than itself, whether higher or lower. Soul
is a sunken form of Mind or Spirit, from which the cosmos and its defi
cie ncy originates: "the cosmos as such is the prime and eminent product
of that metaphysical stage of defection on which original Being became
'psychic'-i.e., on which it deteriorated to the psychic mode."34
Jonas is concerned to show that not only the emanative systems of
various Gnostics, but also those of Origen and Plotinus, are character3 4, H. JONAS, ibid, 328.
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ized by a similar structure and a similar answer to the problem of the
origin of cosmic deficiency.35 For Origen, individual souls are a fallen
condition of pre-existent minds who fall away from God by exercising
the freedom of the will. God has no choice but to create our world as a
way of ordering this potentially chaotic condition of freedom. For Plot
inus (especially Ennead III, 7 [45], 11), soul is a temporalized form of
eternal noetic being, and results from an inquietude, an unwillingness to
remain in the concentrated wholeness of changeless being and pure in
telligence. By this act of presumptuous self-will (T6Aµa, TOAµTl),36 soul
thus produces temporal succession, movement, and ultimately the sensi
ble world in imitation of the intelligible. Universal soul thus takes on the
creative task Plato's Timaeus had assigned to the demiurge. This ele
ment of independent voluntarism characteristic of any actor injects an
element of myth or drama into an otherwise deductive ontological sys
tem where the created manifold normally proceeds by an involuntary
overflow of plenitude. Ordinarily the status of each level of being save
that of the single source is to be defined by its relation to the next higher
level. But the universal soul stands out by being directed also to that
which is lower than itself; so also the human soul must decide between
the lower and the higher.
This burden of choice with its potential for ambiguity, ambivalence,
and sense of faultedness interrupts and causes a potentially tragic fissure
in an otherwise strictly deductive metaphysics. For this reason, these late
Platonic systems are akin to and are to be understood in terms of con
temporary gnostic answers to similar problems. Thus, the systems of
certain later Platonists of the second through the fourth centuries are to
be regarded as part of a general pattern of speculation preeminently
expressed and developed in Gnosticism. Even though these Platonists
35. See esp. Gnosis und sptitantiker Geist, Vol. 11, Part I: Von der Mythologie
zur mystischen Philosophie (GOuingcn: Vandenheock & Ruprecht, 1954). Part 2,
which was to treat Plotinus, did not appear. But the basic outlines of his approach to
Plotinus may be seen in his essays: "The soul in Gnosticism and Plotinus," (op. cit.,
notes 31-33 above), "Plotin Uber Ewigkeit und Zeit: lnterprotation von Enn. lll 7,"
in Politische Ordmmg 1111d menschliche Exislem:: Festgabe fiir E. Voegli11 60. Ge
burtstag, ed A. Dempf et al. (Munich: Beck, 1962), 295-319; "Plotins Tugendlehre:
Analyse und Kritik," in Epimeleia: Die Sorge der Philosophie 11111 den Menschen, ed.
F. Wiedemann (Munich: A. Pustet, 1964), 143-173.
36. A Pythagorean tern, for the Dyad; cf. Anatolius apud <lamblichus>, Theo/o
goumena Ariflrmeticae 7.19 de Falco.
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opposed Gnosticism, especially what they perceived to be its elitism and
its excessive devaluation of the created order, the structure of their
thought betrays their true, even if unconscious, commonality with them.
If. with Jonas, one understands this system-building tendency to have
originated in gnostic (especially of the Syrian-Egyptian branch) circles,
then, even taking into account differences of attitude, mood and expres
sion, one can call later Platonism a form of gnostic thought. More pre
cisely: 37
... without Gnosis, without Gnosticizing influences, Plotinus would not
have become the Platonist that he was ... although it is also true that with
out Platonic influences, the Gnostics would not have become what they
were. One cannot get by with a simple combination of classical entities
such as Platonism plus Stoicism on the one hand and ancient oriental plus
Judaic conceptuality, and possibly Christian revelation, on the other; in
stead, however the mechanism of transmission may have been, one must
speak of a "gnostic" conceptual climate in which it was possible for the
mythmakers of the second century like Valentinus and Plotinus, the great
systematic philosopher of the third century, to speak of creative presump
tion (ToAµl)) in the same sense.

Jonas' term "conceptual climate" is very close to Nock's (supra) term·
"climate of opinion." For Nock there was prior to Christianity a gnostic
"state of mind," but no gnostic "system" (which only arose as a result of
a syncretism of Judaism and Hellenism). For Jonas, the system was an
original gnostic contribution. Gnosticism is at root the system-building
tendency of late antiquity, and the great gnostic systems of the second
century as well as the system ofNeoplatonism are its offspring and ma
jor exponents.
C. Gnosticism and Later Platonism as Interdependent

The notion of the existence of a conceptual climate in late antiquity
which is based on an existential disposition of alienation from the world
and God seems to have gained general acceptance among most scholars.
In this gnostic climate or conceptual environment, individual concepts
and motifs that are mediated to it by tradition, be it Platonic, Judaic or
Iranian, undergo a "pseudomorphosis" in which an enduring structure is
filled with new content, such that their new connotations are scarcely
cap able of being genetically traced to previous ones. The texts produced
37. H. JONAS in Le Origini de/lo Cnosticismo, 214.
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in this environment, whether philosophical, apocalyptic, or gnostic,
serve merely as indices to or exponents of a subsurface and anonymous
conceptual current or trajectory. The attempt to trace genetic relation
ships of prior and posterior, of source, of cause and effect-while possi
ble in some cases-is not to be regarded as representing any historical
state of affairs. Many different surface structures can represent the same
subsurface deep structure.
Recently, the relationship of Gnosticism and Platonism has received
the attention of philologists and historians of philosophy who tend to
ward re-emphasizing diachronic considerations and genetic dependen
cies, seeing both movements as different but similar manifestations of a
deeper conceptual undercurrent or worldview. Thus Gnosticism is not
phenomenologically reduced to Platonism (or to a syncretism of Judaic
and Hellenic motifs), nor is Platonism reduced to Gnosticism, but each
tends to be treated as an index to a single way of construing the world
and interpreting its received symbols and traditions, be they of mythical
or of philosophical character.
In I 953. W. Theiler published a survey of the main philosophical and
theological thought of the Graeco-Roman period, "Goll und Seele in
kaiserzeitlichen Denken."38 Characteristic of the thought of the period is
a series of oppositions: the demiurge of the sensible world vs. the un
known, unlimited God; the rise of evil vs. divine providence; the com
pulsion of fate vs. freedom; and the descent of the soul vs. its reascent.
Other dominant conceptions are the kinship of the transcendent God
with humankind, hostility against the body, and a general acosmicism.

The metaphysical world-picture of Philo of Alexandria can be hier
archically schematized (left lo right in the direction of increasing tran
scendence):
Cosmos
Becoming

Soul

Dynameis
logoi

God

Within the Platonic school tradition a similar scheme is found among
philosophers traditionally associated with the "school of Gaius,"39
38. In Recherches sur la tradition platonicienne (Entretiens sur I' J\ntiquite clas
sique III; Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1955), 66-80; reprinted in W. TIIELLER, Fors
chungen wm Ne11pla1011ism11s ( Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1966), I 04-123.
39. A construct, originated in 1906 by T. Sinko, whose plausibility is severely
questioned by J.M. 011,LON, The Middle Platonists. A Study of Platonism 80 8. C. lo
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namely Albinus, Apuleius, Maximus of Tyre and Hippolytus. Gaius'
contemporary, Plutarch of Chaeronea, seems to represent a similar or
dering of metaphysical entities, only with a stronger opposition between
the left and the right sides of the row:
Duality
Matter

Movement
Evil World Soul
Ahriman
Typhon

Order
Mind
Oromazda
Osiris

Unity
God

The rift between the high God and the demiurge is complete by the time
ofNumenius of Apamea:
Duality
Marter

Lower Soul
Desire

Demiurge
Second God
Second Mind

Unity
First God
First Mind

To be compared is the ideal type ofgnostic scheme, that of the Valentin
ians. in which the demiurge has been displaced to the left side:
Matter
Devil

Psyche
Demiurge

Pneuma
Sophia

Bythos
Good God

This analogy between the philosophical world picture of imperial times
and the gnostic world-picture can be explained in three characteristic
ways:
I) Philosophy is disguised Gnosis, a pseudomorphosis (the thesis of
Jonas] ... 2) Gnosis is degraded philosophy: philosophical, mainly Pla
tonic, structural elements have been superimposed upon an obscure, orien
tal mythical foundation. 3) Philosophy and Gnosis are both to be explained
on the basis of the same social and spiritual tensions typical of the Roman
imperial period .... Perhaps numbers 2 and 3 are to be combined.40
Theiler recognizes both non-Greek (the aeon-mythology) and Greek (the
myths of Plato) mythical components in those gnostic systems (espe
cially of Basilides and Valentinus) whose structure and conceptuality
borrow heavily on Greek philosophical traditions. A bridge between
gnostic and Platonic cosmogonical narratives is offered principally by
A. D. 220 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Universit y Press, !977 ; rev. edition with a new af
terword , 1996 ), xiv. 377-378, 340.
40. W. Tl fEILER, Forsclwngen zum Neuplatonismus, 11 l.
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pagan gnostic literature, especially the Hermetica (supposed to have
been known at the beginning of the second century by Plutarch and
Albinus and certainly later by Lactantius and Augustine) but also the
Chaldaean Oracles. Such literature is a product of a generally anticos
mic Proletarianp/atonismus which is concerned to offer a soteriology
dressed up in pseudo-scientific terminology.
Concerning Plotinus' relation to Gnosticism, Theiler points out that
both speak of an unknown highest One far removed from the cosmos
toward which all gnosis strives (cf. Ennead Vl, 7, 36,3), of the fall of the
soul owing to its presumption (T6Aµa) or drive for independence, of its
ascent above the cosmos toward the One, and of the fate (dµapµEVTJ) of
men bound in the body and the freedom of the intellect. Although his
distinctions between the levels of being are not as sharp as the radical
gnostic discontinuities, the structure of Plotinus' hypostases is similar:
Matter
Shadow of the
higher Light

Soul
Movement
Deed

Intellect
Idea
Beauty

One
The Good

All the thinkers of the period exhibit the problem of the duality between
God and the world: the Gnostics and the Neoplatonists as well as such
major Christian theologians as Origen, Clement and Augustine. The last
three tend away from a substantial dualism towards an ethical dualism in
which the human is an alien in the world, not so much by nature as by
choice or defection, because the creator of this world is essentially good
and the world is a product of his fiat.
Theiler was apparently unaware of an earlier essay by C. J. De Vogel
in which she, in a very similar vein, points out the parallel between the
four-level metaphysics of Plotinus and the structure employed by the
Valentinians and the Hermetic Poimandres.41 Her general conclusion is
that these gnostic systems, together with the thought of Philo, Plutarch
and Numenius, show that Plotinus did not invent the doctrine of four
levels of being, but gave scientific shape and deductive rigor to a previ
ously existing metaphysic.

41. "On the Neoplatonic Character of Platonism and the Platonic Character of
Ncoplatonism." Mind 62 ( t 953), 43-64, esp. 48-S0.
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The major work to pursue this line of thought initiated by Theiler and
· de Vogel is that of H. J. Kramer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik. 42
Kra mer is concerned to demonstrate the inner integrity of Platonic
metaphysical doctrine from the Old Academy, tracing its trajectory from
the unwritten teaching of Plato through the system of Plotinus. Thus
Platonism is an unbroken, unified tradition in which "the extant texts
[treatises, compendia] are not themselves identified as the tradition, but
rather as indices of a tradition whose anonymous, subterranean [i.e.,
oral] efficacy is to be taken seriously."43 Thus the noological structure
of Plotinus' metaphysics is said to be rooted in that of the Old Academy,
particularly in Xenocrates44 and, to a lesser extent, in the late Plato and
his nephew Speusippus45 as well as in the Aristotelian metaphysics of
the intellect (Nus-Metaphysik/Geistmetaphysik).46 In the development of
Platonic speculation on first principles and on the metaphysics of think
ing, the Gnostics play an important mediating and catalyzing role. In the
Christian era about the time of the classical gnostic systems, one finds
evidence for two different but related hierarchical metaphysical struc
tures of being. One, characteristic of Xenocrates, Aristotle and most
Middleplatonists, consists of three fundamental levels of reality:
Nous/Monas- first God
World Soul
Perceptibles

(transcendent forms "' mathematicals)
(movement)
(material bodies)

Another metaphysical structure, characteristic of Plato's oral teaching,
of Speusippus and of some Alexandrian Neopythagoreans, posits a level
of reality beyond even these three, yielding four fundamental ontologi
cal levels:
One - superabundance
Nous
Soul
Perceptibles

(apxtj beyond being)
(being, numbers, magnitudes)
(movement)
(material bodies)

�2• Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik: Unters11cl111nge11 zur Geschichte des Pla
tom smus zw ischen Platon und Plotin (Amsterdam: B. R. Gruner, 1964, 2nd ed., 1967).
43. KRAMER, ibid., 16 f.
:4• ::Die Nus-Monas als Weltmodel," ibid., 21-119.
5· /len und Nus: Grund und Welt-model," Krtirner, op. cit., I 93-338.
4
6
' ' · 'St ru ktur und geschichtlichc Stcllung dcr aristotclischen Nus-Metaphysik"
l bId ·, 127-17).
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The three- and four-level metaphysical structures arise at different times
in the Platonic Tradition. Kramer outlines the general development
somewhat as follows: 47 The origin of the Platonic Geistmetaphysik lies
on the one hand in the Eleatic and Parmenidean doctrine (mediated to
Plato by Eucleides and the Megarians) of the One (Ev) as a primal prin
ciple conceived as a supreme intelligence (vous or q>p0VT]CJtS), and on
the other hand in the Pythagorean doctrine of a world-immanent mo
nadic mind (vous-µovcis) which potentially contains the entire series of
numbers (and thus also the world of geometrical, extended things). Tak
ing Parmenides and Eucleides as his point of departure, in his unwritten
teaching, Plato conceived the ground of the being of his transcendent
world of ideas and paradigms to be a yet higher unity, conceivable only
in negative terms, which lay beyond his own recently discovered intelli
gible realm of pure being. Among Plato's students, this teaching was at
first adopted and systematized by his immediate successor Speusippus,
but was subsequently rejected by Xenocrates and Aristotle, continuing
for the next two centuries to live a sort of subterranean (perhaps oral and
doxographical) existence until it found new expression in first
century BCE Alexandria and thereafter.
Xenocrates and Aristotle reacted against the excessive transcendental
ism of the Speusippian system, and returned somewhat more closely to
the older, less dualistic Megarian (the One = Intellect = the Good) and
more immanently oriented Pythagorean (vous-µovcis) conceptions by
retracting the ultimate ground of being back into the intelligible realm of
pure being itself. This restriction of transcendence to a single intelligible
realm of pure being is to be regarded as part and parcel of the increasing
interest in and adoption of the metaphysics of immanence and cosmos
piety typical of Hellenistic philosophies such as Stoicism. The axis of
Xenocrates' metaphysics was the immanent cosmos; he tended to re
strict the transcendent sphere (Ta EKTa Tou ovpavou)-along with his
own systematizing interests-to the celestial region (� auTou Tou
oupavou, frg. 5 Heinze). Aristotle, for his part, seriously questioned
whether there was a transcendent world at all. After the metaphysically
dry period of the Skeptical Academy, interest in-and religious thirst
for-the transcendent, and the pre-Platonic quest for cosmological first
principles returned in both Middleplatonism and Alexandrian Neopy47. Ibid., 386-389.
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thagoreanism, and became a central occupation of the Platonism of the
imperial period.
Since the time of Xenocrates and Aristotle, the higher transcendent
world had been taken en bloc, with little attention given analyzing its
subtle infrastructure. Yet, all the while, the autonomous momentum of
the Speu sippian conception of its ultimate, only negatively conceivable
ground of being remained a latent possibility to be triggered by the new
interest in the transcendent ground of a cosmos from which many think
ers of late Hellenistic times found themselves increasingly alienated.
The main thinkers in whose thought this reemergence can be recognized
are: the Neopythagoreans of first century BCE Alexandria, beginning
with the speculative commentaries of Eudorus on Aristotle and of Philo
(himself heavily influenced by Neopythagorean speculation) on the
Jewish scriptures, and continued by gnostic theologians (especially
Basilides and the Valentinians), the Church Fathers Clement and espe
cially Origen, and the Neoplatonists beginning with Plotinus. Under this
succession of thinkers-who are all equally representative indices of a
deeper subterranean tendency in Platonism, beginning with Plato and
Speusippus and resurfacing in first century Alexandria-an absolute,
generally only negatively conceivable ground of being is gradually_ set
apart and elevated from its expression in being and thought. On the
other hand, the Xenocratean and Middleplatonic restriction of transcen
dent being to a single intellectual level did not die out, but lived on in
the efforts of Christian Platonizing theologians such as Athanasius of
Alexandria to overcome the excessively hierarchical subordinationism
of Arianism and Nestorianism through the theological doctrines of mo
dalism and the eventual homoousios solution ofNicea in 325 CE.
The Gnostics thus take on an important role for the Platonic tradition
as indices and exponents of a re-emergent Speusippian four-level meta
physics whose ground is beyond being itself. Kramer accordingly treats
the Gnostics under the category of pre-Plotinian systems along with the
Older Academ y (Plato's "On the Good" and Speusippus) and the "logos
theologians" (principally Philo, Clement, and Origen). These systems
exhibit the Speusippian structure:
The One

Mind
Soul
Bodies

(fo)
(vou� [apL0µo(, TETpO.$, 8EKO.�, µE'yE0T]])
(llivx�)

(awµarn)
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which is to be found also in the Neopythagorean system of Moderatus

(apud Simplicius, In Aristotelis Physicorum 9.230,41-231,27 Diels) and
in that related by Sextus Empiricus, Adversus mathematicos X.248E ff.

Thus certain gnostic systems constitute an important link between the
Platonism of the Older Academy and that of Plotinus. Kramer is con
cerned to distill out from them those Platonic philosophical ingredients
which may have been grafted from the professional and popular phi
losophical environment onto the gnostic "fundamental experience"
(Grunderfahrung) and consequently undergone a gnostic pseudomor
phosis (here arguing against Jonas).48 Evidence for this is to be found by
isolating within gnostic sources specific Platonic philosophical doctrines
and concepts by which the Gnostics systematically articulated their ex
perience, rather than by positing an abstract system-building power or
tendency as Jonas attempts to do. Recovering these ingredients will lead
to the hypothetical reconstruction of a contemporary Platonic system
paralleling that reflected in the gnostic sources, by which one may sup
pose that the metaphysical structure of the gnostic systems was influ
enced (not, be it noted, invented or erected) by philosophical doctrines.
In this regard, Kramer breaks new ground in scholarship on Gnosticism,
which has in the past tended to speak of genetic relationships of unilin
ear dependence upon sources rather than in tenns of mutual influence.
Kramer claims that the earliest stages of the oldest gnostic systems
(the Naasene psalm, the Simonians, and the Barbeloite and Ophite sys
tems described by lrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.23 and 29-30) exhibit a tri
partition of the ontological levels-Intellect, Soul, and Chaos-in which
the function of the world soul is represented by a feminine emanatfon
(named Ennoia, Barbelo, Sophia) of the highest deity. This tripartition,
typical of Middleplatonic metaphysics, is found also in the Baruch work
cited by Justin (Hippolytus, Ref V.20 f.), the Sethians (Hippolytus,
Ref V.19), the Peratae (Hippolytus, Ref V.17.1-2) and in the Poiman
dres and other Hermetic tractates. In these systems, the transcendent,
unmoved supreme deity is an intelligence that contains the ideas, while
the second (moved) intelligence (the world soul) apprehends those ideas
and in turn impresses them upon lower Matter. This distinction between
moved and unmoved principles is to be found in Plutarch (De [side et
Osiride 373B, 374F, 376C), Alcinous <Albinus> (Didaskalikos

48,

KRAMER,

op. cit., 328-329.
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XIV 69,33 ff.; X 165,3 Hermann), Numenius (frgs. 21, 24, 25 Leemans
== 12, 15, 16 des Places), and in the Chaldaean Oracles (pp. 13-14, 74
Kroll = frgs. 5, 7, 8 des Places, and Psellus, Hypotyposis p. 74 Kroll
== 199, 19-20 des Places). In general, "the various strongly gnostic traces
in the Middleplatonic systems of the Chaldaean Oracles and Numenius,
standing midway between gnostic Hermetic and pure Platonism, con
firm that there were close ties between Middleplatonism and hellenizing
proto-gnosticism. "49
When one moves to the more developed-and presumably Alexan
drian!-Basilidean and Valentinian systems, however, one encounters a
pre-Plotinian four-level metaphysics in which a negatively conceived
unitary principle beyond being and thinking is placed at the top of the
metaphysical hierarchy. While G. Quispel50 had compared the system of
Basilides (Hippolytus, Ref VII,20-27) with Middleplatonism, Kramer
shows that, on the contrary, for Basilides the ground of being is not a
thinking intelligence, but a purely negative principle to which thinking
is only subordinate. The somewhat static Eleatic ontological structure of
the Middleplatonists is here replaced by a dynamic process in which
reality gradually unfolds in successive levels, a view that may owe itself
to the influence of Judaeo-Christian conceptions of the world's creation
(although for Basilides, the creative principle is not distinct from the
creation, which instead emerges spontaneously from a world-seed). The
Basilidean juxtaposition of the ground of being with a material principle
(the world-seed) and the gradual unfolding of reality therefrom point
back to a metaphysical system similar to that of certain Neopythago
reans, in which an original monad and a dyadic principle derived from
the monad interact to produce the rest of reality. Such a Neopythagorean
system as lies behind Basilides can also be claimed for Platonism, since
the primal principles are indeed transcendent, but it is not typically Mid
dleplatonic.51
Kramer gives an extensive survey of the Valentinian systems which
evince very strong Platonic influences.52 The basic metaphysical struc
ture of the Yalentinian system (2nd half of the second century) reported
49. KRAMER, op. cit., 234; cf. 63 ff. and 72 f.
50. "L'homme gnostiquc: La doctrine de Basilide," Era nos Jahrbuch 16 ( 1948),
89-139.
51. KRAMER, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 234-238.
52. Ibid., 238-248.
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by [renaeus (Adv. Haer. I.1-8), Hippolytus (Ref Vl.29-36), and Clem
ent's Excerpts from Theodotus is nearly identical with that ofModeratus
of Gades (apud Simplicius, In Phys. 9.230,34-231,27 Diels; 2nd half of
the first century):
Valentinians

Moderatus

Bythos
Aeons (Horos, Nous, etc.)
World Soul (Demiurge)
Matter (Hyle)

One (ev)
Forms (E\'.6ri)
World Soul
Ryle (bodies)

While the late first century system of Moderatus (discussed at length in
Chapter 9), apparently based upon a Neopythagorean interpretation of
Plato's Parmenides (and perhaps also of the Timaeus), is headed by a
monistic principle (i.e. by the One [ev]), Valentinian accounts of the
highest principle appear in two forms: monistic53 and dualistic.54
Whether or not the highest Valentinian principle is to be regarded as a
unitary Father or a syzygy of the Father and his Silence (like the rest of
the Valentinian Aeons), it is in any case to be conceived as an utterly
transcendent ground of being beyond being itself, comprehensible only
in negative terms, and beyond intellect. Kramer notes the following
features of the Valentinian four-level metaphysics:55
I. The Valentinian Demiurge is to be understood as the world soul of
Plutarch and Numenius which can tend (in its mortal aspect) either
toward Hyle or, in its immortal aspect, towards the highest point of the
cosmos, the Ogdoad. Like the Middleplatonic (and ultimately
Xenocratean) world soul, the Valentinian Demiurge is dyadic insofar as
it has a theoretical (contemplative) function (directed upwards) and a
demiurgic function (directed down to matter in an act of creation;
cf. Hippolytus, Ref YI.32). The same might be said of the Demiurge's
mother Sophia who, although a pleromatic Aeon, nevertheless falls in a
'
creative act, and is later rectified by the Savior in a noetic act (µ6pcj>wcrLS"
� KOTO. yvwcrLv). In this way, one can end up with both a higher
53. Jrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.11.5; 1.2.4 [Lipsius' monistic strand B in Ptolcmaeus'
system]; 1.12.4; Hippolytus, Ref VI 29.3-4; 38,5; A Valenlinian Exposition,
NHCXl,2.
54. Ircnacus, Adv. Haer. 1.1-8 (Lipsius' dualistic strand A in Ptolemacus' sys
tem); 1.11.5 (Valentinus); Hippolytus, Ref Vl.30.6-7; 31.3; 38.2; 38.5-6.
55. KRAMER, op. cit., 241-248.
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(restored) Sophia and a lower (fallen) Sophia called Achamoth, who will
later be restored into the Pleroma by Jesus the Savior, the Joint Fruit of
the Pleroma.
2. The Aeons of the Valentinian Pleroma, separated by the boundary
Horos from the Kenoma or Deficiency of the visible world (from the
Ogdoad to Hyle), correspond to the world of Platonic ideas, conceived
as paradigmatic virtues (aocjfo, auvEO"LS, Tri.ans, EATTLS, ci:ycim1) and
qua! ities (µt�lS, EVWO"LS, ciKLV'flTOS etc.). Again, as in Platonism, the
things outside the Pleroma are called images or shadows of the Plero
matic realities.56
3. The Valentinian arrangement of the Aeons into Tetrads, Decads
and Dodecads is of Pythagorean origin, as is the Tetractys-like group of
Bythos (the monad), his occasional consort Silence (Sige, Ennoia, the
Dyad), and the Son and his consort (Nous and Aletheia), from which the
lower Sophia and her dwelling, the Ogdoad, are derived. Like the late
first century BCE Neopythagorean system of Eudorus of Alexandria,57

Hippolytus (Ref V.29.2) conceives the Valentinian Bythos as the Py
thagorean Monad followed by the syzygy (pair) of Nous and Aletheia as
a dyad.58 Similar Pythagorean speculation occurs abundantly in the
Valentinian system of Marcus (lrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.15-16; Hippoly
tus, Ref Vl.49.1; 52.2) and frequently in the Nag Hammadi tractates
(e.g., the Gospel of Truth [NHC 1,3] and A Valentinian Exposition
[NHC XI,2]).
Kramer concludes that the carefully worked-out system of Valentinian
Aeons derives from a Pythagorean/Platonic doctrine of pure numbers
(abstract groups of monads), which were personified by the Valentini
ans. In short, the Valentinian aeons are derived from Plato's ideal num
bers.59 Thus the Valentinian system contains a deposit, even if some56. el Koves, Clem. Alex., Excerpts from Theodotus 32, I ; Stromateis IV. I 3; 89.6;
imagines, Ircnacus, Adv. Haer., 11.7.1 & 3; shadows and images both occur in
Nag Hammadi Codices 1,4 and Xl,2.
57. Apud Simplicius, In Phys. 181,10 ff. Diets: EV as apx11, followed by Ev =
µovas and an a6pLcrTos ouas conceived as a subordinate pair ofcrToLxEla.
58. A Valentin/an Exposition (NHC Xf,2) calls Silence the Dyad. KRAMER also
points out similar Pythagorean speculation in the Carpocratian Epiphanes (Clem.
Alex., Stromateis IV.23; 151.3-4; IV.25), the late Simonian Megale Apophasis
(Hippolytus, Ref IV.51.3; V.9.5; Vl.14.6; 18.2ff.), the Docetae (Hippolytus,
Ref VIII.8-9) and in Mono'imus' system (Hippolytus, Ref Vlll.12-14).
59. Der Ursprung der Geislmetaphysik, 249.
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what encrusted and distorted, of philosophical concepts deriving from
the Old Academy, and so is of great vaJue in reconstructing the trajec
tory of the Platonic Geistmetaphysik from Plato to Plotinus.
Above all, the metaphysics of gnostic myths is not static, but dy
namic, since it wishes to account for the rise of the present dualistic
world-condition from its original pristine integrity. The move from
original unity to derived multiplicity is generally conceived as the self
unfolding of a primal principle by a process of self-renection, in which a
thought emanates from and then objectivizes the primal source, produc
ing the dyad of subject and object, the potential for multiplicity and
indeed thinking (vous-) itself. From this, the Aeons take their rise as
intelligent living beings, actualizations of the ideas of the divine primal
thinking. The realm of Aeons thus corresponds to the Platonic transcen
dent realm of ideas.
Yet in these gnostic myths there is always a characteristic point where
the orderly unfolding of the One into an intelligent manifold is shattered
by a crisis in which the divine primal thinking becomes tragically alien
ated from its ground. In the Valentinian system, the drive of the Aeons
to know or intelligize their source is channeled through the highest
Aeon, the Son (Nous), who alone knows the greatness of the Father. In
the system of the Tripartite Trac/ale (NHC f 76,2-12), the creative act of
the Logos emanated from the Son, namely to make the nature of the
Father known beyond the world of Aeons, is regarded as good. In most
Valentinian sources a single female Aeon (Sophia) violates this restric
tion in a presumptuous attempt to know the father directly or to imitate
his creative power. The willful act of this spiritual being is conceived as
the origin of ignorance, and leads to the rise of passions (repentance,
grief, fear, perplexity, and puzzlement conceived as modes of ignorance)
which become materialized as the ignorant demiurge (the psychic na
ture) and the four elements (the material nature) from which the visible
world takes its rise. The three levels of the Valentinian cosmos, Ground
(Bythos)-Pleroma-Kenoma (each separated from the other by a bound
ary called Horos), and the stage-by-stage development from unity to
multiplicity reveal the nature of the Valentinian myth as a narrative of
the vicissitudes of knowledge itself: thinking in potency (Bythos); think
ing in actuality (the Aeons); thinking in its "falleness" (Sophia and the
demiurge). Just as Sophia is separated from the product of her defective
thinking and restored to the Pleroma, so also the fallen, estranged self-
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knowledge of the individual Gnostic is returned to its origin by his or
her own act of knowing the myth. Much like Jonas, Kramer schematizes
this movement:
At the beginn ing stands the unfolding of thinking out of the primal source,
which by self-reflection brings itself forth and expresses itself in the think
ing of the Pleroma, the original multiplicity. There follows the self
alienation of thinking into pathos, and finally its self-expression in hylic
corporeality. A final phase of the movement of the divine thought is com
pleted in the return of thinking to its highest form.60

This structure and movement is a mythological form of the Platonic
Academic "aTOLXELOV Metaphysik" (metaphysics of elemental princi
ples) and is inexplicable on the basis of purely gnostic (dualistic) prem
ises alone. It shows that alongside the static three-level Middleplatonic
metaphysics there existed a four-level metaphysics (the highest principle
is beyond thinking), which led to the metaphysics of Plotinus. This four
level metaphysics is not a purely gnostic invention, since it has its roots
in Plato's oral teaching and in Speusippus. Later on it appears in Mod
eratus and Philo of Alexandria, Platonists whose systems were strongly
influenced by Neopythagorean speculation, and in Origen, who is
probably dependent on gnostic-Valentinian traditions. Although it was
an adaptation of a prior Platonic metaphysical system that was shared by
Gnostics and many others, Kramer concludes that Plotinus' metaphysics
is not gnostic, since the gnostic god is a primal "subject," while Plot
inus' god is prior to subject and object.
ln 1975 there appeared the important monograph of Christoph Elsas
on Gnostic and Neoplatonic world rejection in the school of Plotinus,61
which seeks to build on the previous work of Carl Schmidt62 in deter
mining the doctrine and identity of the Gnostics opposed by Plotinus in
his Groftschr(ft that originally comprised Enneads 111, 8; V, 8; V, 5 and
II, 9 (chronologically, tractates, 30-33).63 On the basis of a lengthy
60. Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 259.
61, C. ELSAS, Neuplatonische und gnostische We/tablehnung in der Schu/e P/o
.
� 1;; 5;Rcligionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten 34; Berlin: W. de Gruyter,
62· Plotins' Ste/lung zum Gnosticismus und Kirchlichen Christentums (Texte und
U. 0 tcrsuchu ngen zur Geschiehte der altchristlichen
Literatur 20; Leipzig: J.C. Hinn c 11s, 1901) .
.. .63- Originally recognized as a complete, integral composition by R. HARDER,
8·m neu c Schrift P!otins," Hermes 71 (1936), 1-10.
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analysis, Elsas isolates some 140 citations from this composition
originally constituting, according to R. Harder, a four-hour oral refuta
tion-representing the claims of Plotinus' gnostic opponents which
Plotinus quoted or paraphrased and refuted in the course of these trac
tates.64 These 140 citations are then rearranged by Elsas into a system
atic presentation of the doctrine of Plotinus' gnostic opponents65 begin
ning with a description of the human existential situation they
presuppose ("Gegenwartiges Sein"), and then developing the metaphys
ics on the basis of which these Gnostics depicted the pre-temporal na
ture of the universe ("Vorzeitiges Sein"), the subsequent fall into the
realm of becoming upon the creation of this world and man's predica
ment in it ("Vorzeitiges Werden"), and finally the future deliverance
from it ("Zukllnftiges Werden") and the return to pre-temporal bliss
("Zuki.inftiges Sein"). These phases of the gnostic account of origins,
fall and restoration are each treated on the basis of underlying dualities
(e.g. divine and worldly, spiritual and corporeal, election and falleness,
spirit and matter, light and darkness, good and evil, being and becoming,
unity and division, etc.; the resemblance to Jonas' categories and sys
tematic presentation is intentional). Elsas supplements his systematic
presentation of the doctrine of Plotinus' gnostic opponents elicited from
Plotinus' refutation point-for-point with comparative material drawn
from the teachings of various philosophers and gnostic documents; in
particular from the doctrines of the viri novi of Amobius' Adversus na
tiones (especially where these stand in tension with Porphyry), the Her
metica (especially Poimandres), Zosimus' On the Leiter Omega, the
Neoplatonists Amelius and Porphyry (before and after his association
with Plotinus), the Chaldaean Oracles, the Middleplatonist/Neopytha
gorean Numenius, the Neopythagorean/gnostic (i.e., Valentinian/Ophite)
inscriptions and frescoes of the Aurelean tombs near the Viale Manzoni,
the heresiological reports on the Sethians, Naasenes, Barbelo-Gnostics,
Ophites and Valentinians, the Bruce Codex, and such of the Nag Ham
madi tractates as were available to Elsas.

64. "Die Entfaltung des plotinischcn Denkens in der Pokmik der Schriftcn 3033", Neuplatonische rmd gnostische Weltableh111111g, 56-85.
65. "Systematisches Zuordnung der Zcugnissc Ober die Gegner Plotins," ibid.,
86-237.
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In Elsas' opinion, the Gnostics who appeared in Plotinus' circle are to
66
be identified with the viri novi refuted by Arnobius. This group of
"reborn" Christian Gnostics is held to be responsible for the integration
of the Middleplatonist/Neopythagorean metaphysics of Numenius and
the Chaldaean Oracles with certain inherited gnostic traditions by
means of a typically gnostic hermeneutic. In tractates 30-33 Plotinus
critic izes principally the philosophical teachers on the basis of whose
ihought these Gnostics constructed their cosmological, ontological and
mystical doctrine. The viri novi are called by Arnobius "followers of
Mercury" (i.e. Hermetics); the term viri novi may suggest "renewed" or
"reborn" and perhaps a connection with the Sethian "Allogeneis" men
tioned by Porphyry (Vita Plotini, 16) and others; they are said to depend
on Numenius and Cronius; their cosmology bears structural resemblance
to that of the Chaldaean Oracles; and they sustain various connections
with the Hellenistic Magi-traditions in general (such as reflected in
Zosimus).67 Although Porphyry suggests that the Gnostics around Plot
inus are Christian, this Gnosticism is actually of a more pagan sort, basi
cally Greek in origin.68
The common metaphysical background of Plotinus' Gnostics, the viri
novi and various other gnostic groups (Peratae, Docetae, etc.) is the
philosophy of Numenius. The group most closely related to Gnosticism
having the closest connection to Numenius is said to be the (only incipi
ently gnostic) Jewish Christian Elchasaites with their astrological teach
ings, interest in Jewish traditions, purification doctrines, asceticism, and
presumed Pythagoreanism.69 Such teachings are all present in the syn
cretistic Jewish-Persian culture of Numenius' homeland Syria, where
also the Chaldaean Oracles may have been composed. Numenius de66. Ibid., 42. 248, etc.
67. ELSAS often posits daring identifications (the viri novi are Plotinus' oppo
nents; the gnostic prophet Nicotheos is none other than Elchasai), takes clear sides
on disputed i�sues (the Middleplatonist Origen is to be
distinguished from the
Chur ch '.alher Origen: the Chaldean Oracles depend on Numenius,
not the reverse),
d po�its fascinating historical connections (e.g. in early rd
3 century Rome, the
r
chasa1tcs bound traditions concerning their prophetic
figures Marthana, Marsanes,
�
arsi
_1 anos Marthus, Martiades [all derived from Syriac mrd, "rebel"] and Nicotheos
� th thc current Sethian-Archontic Gnosticism, influencing not only Mani, but also,
a an earlier time, acquainting
Numcnius with gnosticizing Jewish traditions).
68- ELSAS, op. cil., 243.
69- I n fac t Elsas identifies Elchasai with the Nicotheos mentioned by Zosimus
Porphyry,
and the last tractate of the Bruce Codex.
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veloped his metaphysics in dependence upon Alexandrian metaphysical
speculation, perhaps Philo's in particular; this was also the base upon
which the Chaldaean Oracles built their metaphysics, mediating them to
gnostic groups in Rome near the time of Plotinus. Hence Numenius,
though not himself a Gnostic, occupies a central role in the development
of Gnosticism.
With early access to the entire Nag Hammadi Library, especially the
tractates the Three Ste/es of Seth, Marsanes, Zostrianos and Allogenes,
Elsas might have stressed the connection of Plotinus' Gnostics with
lrenaeus' "Barbeloites" or Sethians rather than with the viri novi of Ar
nobius, about whom we know little enough already in comparison to the
Sethians, who have left us extensive literature. According to Porphyry,
the only demonstrably identifiable gnostic documents read in Plotinus'
circle are Sethian: "apocalypses of Zoroaster and Zostrianos and
Nicotheos and Allogenes and Messos and of other such figures" (Por
phyry, Vila Plotini, 16) whose stance was attacked by Plotinus and
whose doctrines were refuted at great length by Amelius and Porphyry
himself in the period 244-269 CE. This does not mean that those proffer
ing these treatises were Sethians or Barbeloites; only that they used
Sethian traditions. It is not impossible that the opponents were Arno
bius' viri novi, yet Elsas bases this claim mainly upon the assumption
that Latin viri novi may render the Greek ci:>..>..oyEvE1s 70 and upon the
tenuous connection between the (probably Barbeloite or Sethian) figures
of Nicotheos and Marsanes with Elchasaite teachers whose names later
became the property of Sethian-Archontic Gnosticism.71 On the con
trary, much more evidence supports the connection of the viri novi with
Hermetic tradition. 72 Perhaps the greatest weakness in the identification
of the viri novi with Plotinus' Gnostics is that in Arnobius' report the
former betray no acquaintance with the gnostic Sophia myth criticized
by Plotinus at such length (Ennead ll, 9.10,19-12,44), while the version
closest to that presupposed by Plotinus is to be found in the Sethian
Barbeloite tractate Zostrianos (VIII 9,16- I 3,6; cf. also the parallelism of
terms: Paroikesis, Antitypoi, Metanoia throughout Zoslrianos with En-

70. ELSAS, op. cit., 4 I; in fact, the term "Allogenes" probably derives from Seth's
conception as "another seed" (arrtpµa hepov) in the place of Cain, Gen 4:25.
71. Ibid., 39.
72. Ibid., 41-44.
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nead II, 9.6,2 and "reflection of a reflection" with "image of an image"
4-29).
in Ennead II, 9.10,2

Furthermore, while the metaphysics of Numenius may have influ
enced both those of Plotinus and his gnostic opponents, distinctive fea
tures of the metaphysics of the Sethian treatises read in Plotinus' circle
do not invite his detailed refutation. They bear about as much resem
blance to Numenius' metaphysics as to Plotinus' own, each displaying a
considerable elaboration beyond Numenius. The doctrines criticized by
Plotinus may not then, after all, provide evidence sufficient to identify
his opponents with any precision. If anything, Sethian metaphysical
doctrine is closer to that of the Chaldaean Oracles than to that of Nu
menius, to judge from the elaborate tripartitioning of the intellectual
principle (i.e. the triadic structure of the Aeon of Barbelo) shared by
these sources. Although Elsas, lacking the Nag Hammadi source mate
rial critical to his thesis, was unable at the time to draw the closest and
most exact historical connection between the Gnostics and Plotinus'
opponents, his remains the most compendious and thoroughgoing treat
ment of the relation between Gnosticism and the Platonic tradition cur
rently available.
Jn 1977, John Dillon provided a brief treatment of Valentinian Gnos
ticism in his magisterial The Middle Platonists, in which, under the
heading "Some Loose Ends," he treats gnostic metaphysics as an eddy
current in the "underworld of Platonism." He expresses there the hope
that his necessarily selective survey will "serve to indicate that the influ
ence of the Platonic world-view penetrated very widely into the seething
mass of sects and salvation-cults that sprang up within the Graeco
Roman world in the first two centuries A.D.": 73

All the systems that I have selected, the Valentinians, the Poemandres, and
the Oracles, derive all existence, down even to Matter, from one Supreme
Principle. They recognize also a distinction between this Supreme Princi
ple and a Demiurge, the latter directly responsible for the creation of the
world-though in Gnosticism proper the status of this entity is one of very
doubtful honour. There is also recognized a pervasive female principle, re
sponsible for multiplicity, differentiation, and the generation (and ultimate
salvation or return) of all lower existence. The female principle tends to be
split into two or three entities, arising at different levels. We have seen
3· .I. M. DILLON, The Middle Platonisls. A S1udy of Platonism 80 8. C. to
A · �· 2
20 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977; rev. edition with a new af
w

ter or d, 1996), 396.
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such a figure manifesting itself in this way within Platonism as well. The
theory of the nature of the soul, its descent into matter, its strategy of es
cape, and its destiny after death, is also close to that of Platonism. In addi
tion, there are such pervasive images as that of Light against Darkness, the
inexhaustible Fount of Being, and the wings of the Soul, which, if not de
rived from Platonism, are certainly shared in common with it. Platonism,
therefore, in its 'Middle' development, stands out as at least one important
innuence in the formation of these systems.
Although, for want of space, Dillon has necessarily had to restrict his
account of this common sharing between Gnosticism and Platonism to
the Valentinian and Hermetic schools, he nevertheless leaves one with
the impression that this sharing was only unidirectional, with the Gnos
tics as the receivers and the Platonists as the suppliers. We shall shortly
see, however, that that is not the whole story.
In 1978, A.H. Armstrong contributed a major article on "Gnosis and
Greek Philosophy" to the Jonas Festschrift. 74 While he considers phi
losophy to be a more or less public phenomenon in which the divine
reveals itself in an essentially good and divinely ordained cosmos
through our divinely-given reason, Gnosis is for him a fundamentally
private and esoteric revelation which explains the evil of the cosmos, its
anti-divine origin and the saving knowledge necessary to escape to an
other far-off world of light presided over by the true but alien supreme
deity. In this sense, the cosmically optimistic revelations of the Her
metica differ from typical Greek philosophy only in their rather esoteric
character. Much more problematical is the relationship between phi
losophy and those gnostic revelations that are based on the notion of a
pre-cosmic fault and a fall of being from the world of light leading to the
creation of a prison-like world made by a stupid and inferior creator. In
the Platonic-Pythagorean view, the world is always an ordered place,
ruled by good gods not responsible for the evil which it contains; the
cause of that evil is as necessary to the existence of the whole as is the
cause of good things. The principle opposed to the good is that of in
definite multiplicity, whose inability to submit completely to the formal
and ordering power of the good principle appears in the sub lunar mate
rial world as intractable, irrational, and disorderly, while in the realms
above the moon there is no evil at all, since the principle of multiplicity
74. A. 1-1. ARMSTRONG, "Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in Gnosis: Festschrifl
flir /Jans Jonas, ed. B. Aland (Gllttingen: Vandenhocck & Ruprecht, 1978), 87-124.
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there fully submits to the ordering cause. The Gnostic, on the other
hand, is said to regard even the heavenly realm as ruled by evil. In the
later Neoplatonists, this principle of multiplicity is no longer a principle
of evil, but instead becomes on every level an expression of the divine
infinity proceeding from the ultimate Good; rather than a positive prin
ciple of evil, there is only the relative absence of the Good. Throughout,
the presence of divinely originated human souls on earth was felt to be
an embarrassing problem for Pythagoreans and Platonists, whose expla
nations for their presence varied between the old Pythagorean-Orphic
idea of a pre-natal sin and an attendant fall into the cycle of birth and
death (as in Empedocles), and the idea that souls, with their divine na
ture, are sent down by higher divine powers to help them in their divine
work here below (as claimed by lamblichus and the commentaries of
Proclus).75
Although Gnostics certainly adapted Greek philosophy, for Arm
strong they manifest a distinct way of feeling and thinking about God,
man and the world that has little in common with Greek philosophers.
Their use of Greek philosophy is not genuine, as is that of participants in
the philosophical tradition, but "extraneous and mostly superficial,"
except insofar as they shared with certain philosophers a tendency to
attribute evil to an originally passive and negative principle of evil
rather than to an intentional and proactive one. However, some second
century Greek philosophers, such as Plutarch in his On Isis and Osiris
(368D-3718), seem to have been influenced by an Iranian conflict dual
ism in positing the presence of an active principle of evil (Seth-Typhon)
in the heavens able to cause irrational events like eclipses. Plutarch
sharply distinguishes this principle from the passive, feminine principle
of Matter (Isis) who lovingly submits to the good demiurge Osiris, the
supreme principle of form and order. A similar conflict dualism is also
present in Atticus, who with Plutarch could base the theory of a pre
existent, independent and evil soul as the source of irrational distur
bances on a popular exegesis of Plato's late speculations on the source
of evil in Laws 896E-897D and the doctrine of the receptacle in Timaeus
52-53. A similar doctrine of an evil soul in matter is espoused by Nu
menius, who also believed humans possessed two souls,
one good and
75- lamblichus, De anima, apud Stobaeus, Anthologium, 1.49.39,44-53 [1.378-79
W chmuth]; Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria l l.277,31-279,2 and In
l
_
Pl:tom s Alc1b1
adem I commentaria 32.9-34.10.
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one evil. Perhaps one finds also in Numenius an instance of gnostic
influence on a Platonic philosopher, in his notion of a demiurge who
alternates between contemplation of the suprajacent divine mind and the
unification of form and matter below, but, forgetting himself in his con
cern with matter, becomes split into a second and third God whose
lower aspect falls towards the heavenly spheres. Armstrong suspects that
Numenius' doctrines of the two souls in man, of the presence of evil in
the heavens, and of a split, distracted demi urge forgetful of himself may
owe something to a combination of heterodox Jewish dualistic ideas
tinged with gnostic influence. Nevertheless, these second-century think
ers, for whom the value of the material world lies near the lower end of
the scale of valuation, hold this cosmos to be beautiful; its creator can
not be the despicable, arrogant, inferior being found in certain gnostic
myths.
We have seen that according to Jonas, these later Platonic systems,
including that of Plotinus, are akin to and are to be understood in terms
of contemporary gnostic systems. They are to be regarded as part of a
general pattern of speculation preeminently expressed and developed in
Gnosticism. Even though some of these Platonists, especially Plotinus,
opposed Gnosticism, especially its elitism and its excessive devaluation
of the created order, the structure of their thought betrays their true, even
if unconscious commonality with gnostic thought. If, with Jonas, one
understands the Neoplatonic system-building tendency to have origi
nated in gnostic circles (especially of the Syrian-Egyptian branch), then,
even taking into account differences of attitude, mood and expression,
one can call later Platonism a form of gnostic thought. Armstrong disso
ciates himself from this view. He rejects the notion of a general spirit or
characteristic of the thought of late antiquity which expresses itself
equally in Gnosticism, Alexandrian patristic authors, and late antique
philosophy.
Armstrong also recalls Jonas' characterization of the peculiar position
of the Soul in Plotinus' thought: while the status of each level of being
save that of the One is defined by its relation to the next higher level, the
universal Soul stands out by being directed also to that which is lower
than itself, and so, as its individuated expression, the human soul must
choose to orient itself either to the lower or to the higher realms. This
burden of choice with its potential for ambiguity, ambivalence, and
sense of faultedness interrupts and causes a potentially tragic fissure in
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an otherwise strictly deductive metaphysics. Armstrong counters this
with the observation that, for Plotinus, the embodiment of the soul in
human bodies is a good and necessary part of the self-diffusion of the
Good throughout the universe to the last and lowest limits of possible
existence; the Logos of man in the intelligible world must include both
body and soul. Indeed, much to the consternation of later Neoplatonists,
Plotinus held that the higher aspect of the individual soul remains per
manently within the realm of Intellect, while only its formative principle
(its Logos) enters into the human psycho-physical complex which can
be said to behave with audacity (T6Aµa), falling farther than necessary
into the material world in self-centered forgetfulness. In the case of the
cosmic Soul, not all of it, but only a "part" or "power" of it has an inde
pendent nature that wants to be "on its own" by thinking its mental ob
jects in succession and not all at once (as in the case of the Intellect); it
turns from noetic rest to successional discursive reasoning, thus "tempo
ralizing" itself and enslaving the material world to time (En
nead II, 7.11,1-31 ). While Jonas considers this turn of events typical of
gnostic mythical dramas of the tragic fall of the soul, Armstrong finds it
merely to be a legitimate Platonic principle that soul-movement must
precede body-movement, thus accounting for the temporality of this
world which is the best possible image of the intelligible world. Plotinus
was no Gnostic; as the conclusion of his second Ennead shows, he was
in fact an opponent of Gnosticism, and, together with the anti-gnostic
elements in orthodox Christianity, helped to ensure the ultimate defeat
of the gnostic way of thinking and feeling about this world as a serious
option for our culture.
Armstrong would therefore deny to Gnostics any genuine participa
tion in the development and employment of Platonic philosophy, and
perhaps also any genuine influence thereupon. But as we shall see, such
a positi on becomes difficult to maintain in the case of certain gnostic
treatises whose metaphysical doctrines evince not only a deep and pene
trating, but also an innovative, involvement in the Platonic philosophical
enterpris e.
D. The Gnos tic Synthesis of Judaic and Platonic Conceptuality

The contribution of Judaism to the formation of gnostic mythology has
by now been well established by scholars like G. Quispe!, G. W. Mac-
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Rae, 8. A. Pearson, A. F. Segal, J.E. Fossum and G. G. Stroumsa. 76 All
emphasize the role of an inner-Jewish exegesis of problematic biblical
passages, mainly those containing highly anthropomorphic depictions of
God which might be taken to call into question God's ultimate good
ness, transcendence and omnipotence. Such concerns led to the devel
opment of ideas concerning intermediating angelic powers active in the
cosmos and even responsible for its creation. According to Stroumsa,
the gnostic concern was not so much an attempt to preserve God's tran
scendence, but an obsession with the problem of evil and its source.
Like various Jewish thinkers, they posited a hierarchical duality between
God and a subordinate demiurgical angel, but the Gnostics radicalized
this duality by demonizing the demiurge and actually identifying him
with Satan.
Recently I. P. CuLianu77 sought to emphasize the foundational contri
bution of both Jewish and Platonic thinkers to gnostic thought by exam
ining a limited set of exegetical or interpretive transformations they
applied to the two foundational protological texts of the Graeco-Roman
world, the book of Genesis and Plato's Timaeus, in an effort to reconcile

76.G.W. MACRAE, "The Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth," No
vum Testamentum 12 (1970), 86-101; 8. A. PEARSON, "Friedlander Revisited: Alex
andrian Judaism and Gnostic Origins," Studia Phi/on/ca 2 (1973), 23-31; IDEM,
"Jewish Haggadic Traditions in the Testimony of Truth from NH (OU)," in Ex
Orbe Religionum: Studia Geo Widengren oblata, ed. J. Bergmann, K. Drynjeff, and
H. Ringgren (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1973), vol. I, 457-470; IDIJM, "Biblical Exegesis in
Gnostic Literature," in Armenian and Biblical Studies, ed. M. Stone (Jerusalem,
1976), 70-80; IDEM, "Gnostic Interpretation of the Old Testament in the Testimony
of Truth," Harvard Theological Review 73 ( 1980), 311-319; /DBM, "The Problem of
'Jewish Gnostic' Literature," in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and the New Testament,
ed. C.W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, I 986), 15-36;
A. F. SEGAL, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports about Christianity and
Gnosticism (Studies in Judaism in late antiquity 25; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1977);
J. E. FOSSUM, The Name of God and the Angel of the lord: Samaritan and Jewish
Concepts ofIntermediation and the Origin of Gnosticism (Wisscnschaftlichc Untcr
suchungcn zum Neuen Testament 36; TUbingen: Mohr/Siebeck. 1985); IDEM,
"Gen 1,26 and 2,7 in Judaism, Samaritanism, and Gnosticism," Journal for lhe Study
of Judaism 16 (I 985), 202-239; IDEM, "The Origin of the Gnostic Concept of the
Demi urge," Ephemerides Theologicae lovanienses 6 I ( I 985), 145-152; and
G. A.G. STROUMSA, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Nag Hammadi
Studies 24; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1984).
77. I. P. CUL!ANU, The Tree of Gnosis: Gnostic Mythology from Early Christian
ity to Modern Nihilism, (Engl. trans. H. S. Weise r, San Francisco: HarperSanFran
cisco, 1990), 123-125.
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fundamental incongruities in their respective accounts; the resultant
interpretive strategies gave rise to the major gnostic myths. Borrowing
H. Bloom's78 characterization of gnostic exegesis as a form of "mispri
sion" ("mis-taking" or "creative misunderstanding"), he observes: "In
deed, Gnosticism is Platonic hermeneutics so suspicious of tradition that
it is willing to break through the borders of tradition, any tradition, in
cluding its own. Conversely, regarded through the eyes of tradition, any
tradition, it appears as 'misprision'." Again: "Gnostic exegesis of Gene
sis admits a definition strikingly similar to Philonic exegesis: It is an
interpretation of a Jewish text according to a set of rules derived from
Platonism."
Thus, whereas Philo of Alexandria identified the Biblical creator God
with the supreme Monad presiding over the transcendent world of ideas,
the Gnostics identified that God with the demiurge of Plato's Timaeus,
who consults a divine paradigm beyond him as the model for his crea
tion. The result of this is the supposition that there must be a God
presiding over the ideal realm who is superior to the God of Genesis. In
addition, the biblical stress on the sole godhead of the creator, who con
tinually asserts his sole supremacy, would cause Platonist exegetes to
raise serious questions about a god who boasts in his supremacy (e.g., "I
am a jealous God" in Dt 5:9 and "I am God and there is none other be
side me" in ls 45:5-7, 18, 21; 46:9), but is known not to be supreme. The
implication is that this demiurge is a faulty being, vainly boastful and
ignorant of the God beyond him. As the link between this supreme God
and the demoted creator, the Gnostics posit an intermediate Sophia/
Logos figure, who may exist in several manifestations ranging from the
supreme Mother, God's consort or First Thought, to the actual mother of
the demiurge. While Platonists could well identify the creator of Genesis
with the creative Logos, the Gnostics, attending to the contradiction
betw een a Sophia/Logos who is aware of being subordinated to a higher
deity and a demiurge who brags about being unique, would conclude
that the Sophia/Logos must be a third entity.
These three beings, God, Sophia/Logos and Demiurge, would be con
nected in such a way as to maintain God's inculpability for the faults of
_
t�is world and allow for the demiurge's ignorance of what is beyond
him. Culpability must be assigned to the demiurge, yet the demiurge
?8. H. BLO OM, Kabba/ah and Criticism (New York: Continuum, 1983), esp. 62.
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must also maintain an essential relation to the Platonic creative instru
mentality of Sophia/Logos: thus the demiurge is indeed produced from

the Sophia/Logos figure, but this production turns out to be an unwanted
mistake. In turn, Sophia/Logos becomes an ambiguous figure, both giv
ing rise to the creator of a world which was not intended to be as it is,
and, at the same time, being the source of the divine substance that takes
up enforced residence in that world. This tragedy is said to be due to a

misdirected eroticism or curiosity or inexperience or a downward direc
tion of attention. Both this ambiguity in the Sophia/Logos figure and the
ignorance of the demiurge seem to be the fundamental point of the
Gnostics' departure from the general Platonist view of the cosmos as the
necessary expression of the fullness of the world of ideas implemented
without jealousy by a demiurge who is cognizant of the transcendent
realm beyond him. Yet this same Sophia/Logos-in various guises-is
able to rectify much of its mistaken creative activity by acting also as
the instrument that appears in the world-again in various guises-for
the salvation of the divine element that was taken from her and enclosed
in the lower world by her demiurgical offspring.
It thus appears that Platonism, defined especially by the Timaeus,
constitutes the basic framework for gnostic solutions to the exegetical
enigmas of the Genesis text. While the VaJentinian creator is expressly
equated with Plato's demiurge, Sethian texts do not actually call their
world creator, Yaldabaoth, "demiurge," a phenomenon apparently unno
ticed by Culianu.7 9 Moreover, whereas the demiurge of the Timaeus is
confronted with unformed, chaotic matter and reduces it to order in
accord with an eternal paradigm, the Sethian Archon, himself amor
phous and chaotic, is no true demiurge. As the aborted son of Sophia,
his character is essentially devoid of form and order. Even though he
copies an image of the eternal aeonic paradigm, he cannot directly see it;
he knows nothing of the world beyond him, and thus produces a chaotic
copy with more similarity to his own being than to the image he copies.
And his ability to copy what he does is due not to his ungrudging intelli
gence, but to the power he stole from his mother Sophia, by which an
unintended element of perfection has nevertheless come to dwell in his
creation (an element that, once incorporated into Adam, will prove to be
79. On this, sec E. THOMASSEN, 'The Platonic and the Gnostic 'Demiurgc,"' in
Apocryphon Severini, presented to Soren Giversen, ed. P Bilde et al. (Aarhus: Aar
hus University Press, 1993), 226-243.
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Yaldabaoth's own undoing). To be sure, the overall scheme resembles
that of the Timaeus, yet it is more a parody of it than a direct implemen
tation. This may constitute yet another gnostic "creative misprision," in
thi s case, of the very Platonic exegetical framework borrowed from the
Timaeus and applied to the solutions of the biblical protological enig
mas. In gnostic thought, perhaps there is an analogy between the gnostic
use of the two protological texts: just as the Jewish creator God is sub
ordinated to an even higher supreme deity, so also the demiurge of the
Timaeus is interpreted in terms of his lower subordinates, the "younger
gods" to whom the demiurge assigns the task of combining the rational
soul substance created by him with the lower spirited and appetitive
parts of the soul, and incarnating this mixture into the mortal bodies of
humans. In this way, the figure that in each tradition is responsible for
the creation of humans is demoted from its place in the original narrative
as a way of explaining the origin of a human condition perceived as
defective.
It also seems that the structuring of the transcendent world in many
gnostic texts is based on a creative reading of the text of Genesis in the
light of the Platonic doctrine of models and copies. In the gnostic view,
as in that of a Hellenistic Jew like Philo of Alexandria, the protology of
Genesis occurs on two planes, the heavenly (the creation according to
Gen l: 1-2:3) and earthly (the creation according to Gen 2:4 ff.). The
first creation story tells of the creation of an intelligible world whose
contents form the prototypes for the creation of its perceptible counter
part in the second account. For the Gnostics, there are two creative di
vinities, the supreme deity who spontaneously gives rise to the divine
heavenly world, and his lowly counterpart, the Archon who aggressively
creates the psychic and material world as a copy of the heavenly one.
Likewise, in gnostic sources, one can find two Sophia/Logos figures, the
Mother on high, the First Thought and instrument of the supreme deity
active in the world as the Logos (as in the Sethian Trimorphic Proten
n?ia), and the lower mother, usually called Sophia, who mistakenly
gi ves birth to the lower creator, the Archon.80
SO. In the Scthian interpretation of Gen 2:4 ff., one can postulate two son figures,
h
�.c heavenly Adam of Genesis I (called Adamas or Pigeradamas or Autogenes) and
�s earth ly copy, the Adam of the garden, shaped by the Archon. One can further
d s ccrn two more moth figures, a heavenly Eve, called Zoe or the Epinoia of light,
a:
er
i d the eart hly Eve produced
from Adam's side by the Archon, as well as two more
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E. Rethinking the Relationship
between Gnosticism and Platonism: A Caveat
The evidence for the role of Platonism in the shaping of so many in
stances of gnostic myth is indeed impressive, if not overwhelming.
There are, however, serious debates about how one should evaluate the
precise relationship between Platonism in general and Valentinian,
"Sethian," or other such mythological systems. These debates generally
tum on such issues as whether Platonic philosophy itself could be imag
ined as the ultimate source of such mythologies, or the extent to which
these mythologies are fundamentally different in mood, method, and
presupposition from "true philosophy." The preceding survey demon
strates the extreme reticence of most historians of Platonic philosophy as
well as its ancient practitioners to admit the composers and users of such
gnostic texts into the camp of genuine Platonists. The most often-cited
reasons for this exclusion are based on the way many gnostic texts main
tain a more or less sharp distinction between the supreme deity and the
creator of the physical world, a form of dualism that suggests a negative
or "anticosmic" stance toward the created order. While a few texts trace
such a dualistic antagonism back to the very roots of being, others por
tray one or more demiurgical figures that are portrayed as evil from the
beginning of their activity, others feature evil or inferior demiurges who
declined or devolved from an original monistic perfection, and yet oth
ers entertain originally good demiurgical figures who later revolted. It is
of course not only this feature that tends to exclude these texts from the
corpus of Platonic literature; indeed, one often suspects that an even
more basic reason is the rather floridly depicted, densely-populated
divine world portrayed in them, which seems to constitute a kind of

sons, a heavenly Seth ("the great Seth"), whose earthly image was born as the son of
the earthly Adam and Eve once they had been enlightened by the Mother on high. In
fact, Gen I :26 ("let us create Adam in our image, according to our likeness") could
be construed to mean that: I) on the transcendent plane, the high deity must be the
absolute Human ("Man"); his offspring, the heavenly Adamas, would be the Son of
Man, and Adamas' son Seth would be "the son of the Son of Man" (as in £11gnos10s
the Blessed) or the like; and 2) on the earthly plane the plural "we" refers to the
archontic fashioners of Adam's' body. Finally, the Platonic tradition may been a
likely source for the "Father, Mother and Child" nomenclature applied to the Sethian
heavenly trinity, for in Timaeus 50D Plato explicitly compares his three ultimate
ontological principles, the forms, the receptacle or nurse of becoming, and the im
ages of the forms constituting the phenomenal world to such a "family triad."
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"unn eces sary multiplication of hypostases." Because most of the texts
from Nag Hammadi and related sources are Christian or contain some
Christian elements, the polytheistic-sounding mythology that is so often
encountered in them is likely to seem more bizarre and "out of place" to
the modern reader, more "deviant" than it would have seemed to most
persons from the world of Graeco-Roman antiquity, where �ome form of
polytheism was taken for granted. But rather than concluding that these
texts are untrue to genuine Platonism or are simply "anti-Platonic," one
might just as well conclude that they rather express a true dedication to
Platonism, and an attempt to further its influence on the culture at large.
Jn other words, as Michael Williams has recently pointed out,81 "the
mythologizing in such texts probably constituted for many a part of an
overall attempt to alleviate cultural distance or tension between tradi
tions and widely accepted patterns of symbolism and thought that were
dominantly authoritative in their world," for example, to bring Platonic
philosophy more into line with Jewish or Christian tradition, or vice
versa. That is, they were attempting, often in very different ways, to
reduce the distance between on the one hand elements of the inherited
Jewish and/or Jesus-movement traditions, and on the other hand key
presuppositions from the wider culture, including Platonic philosophy.
Throughout the preceding-and many other-treatments of the rela
tionship between Platonism and Gnosticism, one notes the appearance of
various cliches that have come to be almost routinely invoked at any
mention of "gnosticism," such as "proletarian Platonism," "the under
world of Platonism," "inverse-" or "protest-exegesis," "anticomism,"
"antisomatism," and so on. But as Williams82 points out, such terms
... are at best misleading caricatures and at worst completely unjustified as
characterizations of the actual texts normally placed in the "gnostic" cate
gory. Such cliches have with time and repetition established themselves as
deeply rooted generalizations about features to be expected in all "gnostic"
sources, even though many of these supposedly characteristic features of
"gnosticism" are, as we will see, not really so characteristic. Thus we are
told that the main principle of gnostic hermeneutics is "inverse exegesis,"
the constant and systematic reversal of accepted interpretations of Scrip
ture . Conditioned by this caricature, we are not looking to account for
what, in the sources themselves, is in fact not at all a constant and system-

8 _1 · M. A. WILLIAMS, Rethinking Gnosticism: An Argument for Dismantling a
Dubi ous Coteg
o,y (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, I 996), I 07.
82. Ibid.. 52-53.
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atic reversal of accepted interpretations but an assortment of far more sub
tle henneneutic programs. Or we are told that gnostics were "anticosmic"
pessimists and completely isolated from the society they opposed. Set up
with this expectation, we are unprepared to make any meaning out of the
significant amount of evidence in these sources of persons who in reality
often display a distinct optimism about their mission within society. Our
battery of cliches tells us to expect that gnostics "hated their bodies," and
we are therefore unprepared to assimilate the much subtler range of atti
tudes toward the body actually encountered in these sources. Or our labor
saving construct alerts us that gnostics will have little or no interest in vir
tue and the ethical improvement of the individual, and thus we are not
ready to find texts that do reflect concern about avoiding sin and about
making moral progress. We are set up to expect that gnostics will believe
that an individual's nature and destiny are fixed at birth with salvation or
destruction predetermined, and therefore we are not looking for those sig
nals ofprovisionality that are actually present in text after text.

It will not be the purpose of this book to enlarge upon these important
points, with which I am in strong agreement, but I set them forth here as
caveats to be borne constantly in mind, especially when considering the
extent to whkh gnostic authors were genuine partners in the Platonic
philosophical enterprise, and may have indeed made important contribu
tions thereto. My purpose is rather to examine the relationships and
possible mutual influences between Platonism-especially Middle Pla
tonism and Neoplatonism-and Gnosticism-especially of the "Sethian"
variety-in greater detail and to identify instances of demonstrable con
nections between certain gnostic texts and well-known Platonic sources.
F. Platonizing Treatises in the Nag Hammadi Library
Before proceeding to the main topic of study, a few words are in order
concerning the main source of the texts under consideration, namely the
Coptic Gnostic Library from Nag Hammadi. 83 This library of thirteen
83. The basic bibliographical source for research on the Nag Hammadi Codices
is D. M. SCHOLER, Nag Hammadi Bibliography /948-1969 (Nag Hammadi Studies
I; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971 ) and WEM, Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1970-/994 (Nag
Hammadi and Manichaean Studies I; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997); supplements pub
lished annually in Novum Testamentum. The Nag Harnmadi Studies series of
E. J. Brill contains the edited Coptic text, English translation, introduction and criti
cal notes to all the Nag Hammadi Codices. The photographic facsimiles of the Codi
ces are contained in The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices, 11 vols.,
Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973-1984, sponsored by the Arab Republic of Egypt and
UNESCO.
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papy rus codices written in Coptic was unearthed beneath the cliff of the
Gebel et Tarif (overlooking the Nile near Nag Hammadi, Egypt) by one
84
Muhammad Ali Es-Saman in December I 945. Its original 1253 writ
te n pages (about 1153 survive) contained 53 original gnostic treatises
( apocalypses, gospels, letters, sayings collections, systematic exposi
tions of gnostic myths) of which 41 were previously unknown. While all
the treatises contain concepts and motifs familiar also from later Platon
ism, certain treatises show themselves to be heavily influenced by late
Plato nic philosophy and some even to preoccupy themselves with it

intentionally.
The first of the Nag Hammadi treatises interpreted in the light of later
Plato nism was the Tripartite Trac/ate (NHC 1,5) in J. Zandee's mono
graph, The Terminology of Plotinus and of Some Gnostic Writings,
Mainly the Fourth Treatise of the Jung Codex (Istanbul, 1961 ). This
treatise is certainly Yalentinian, probably belonging to the "western"
branch of Valentinianism, and possibly the work of Heracleon, portions
of whose Valentinian commentary on the Gospel of John are preserved
by Origen.85 Kramer's argument for the Platonic and Neopythagorean
influence on Valentinianism has been described above. Zandee shows
that the terminology and structure of thought found in the Tripartite
Tractate (as well as in the Apocryphon of John and certain Hermetica)
conform closely with that of Plotinus, particularly in his earlier writings
which show very little hostility to Gnosticism. According to Zandee,
these points of agreement are to be explained by common dependence
on Middleplatonism, especially as represented by Numenius of Apamea,
whom H.-Ch. Puech and E. R. Dodds agree to be rather gnostic. 86 These

84. Sec J.M. ROBINSON, "The Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices," The
Biblical Archeologist 42 (1979), 206-224; IDEM, From Cliff to Cairo," in Colloque
international sur !es textes de Nag Hammadi. (Quebec, 22-25 aout /978), ed. 8.
Bare (!3ibliothequc copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Etudes » I; Quebec and Lou
� am: Edition s Peeters and Universite Laval, 1981), 21-58, and most recently, IDEM,
Nag Hammadi: The First Fifty Years," in T he Nag Hammadi Library After F ifty
Years: Proce edings of the I 995 S ociety of Biblical Literature Commemoration, ed.
1 · D. Turner and A. McGuire (Nag Hammadi and Manichaean Studies 44. Leiden,
New York, and Kelln: E. J. Brill, 1997) , 3-34.
. _85. See H.-Ch. PUECH and G. QUISPEL, "Le quatrieme ecrit du Codex Jung," Vi
gili
ae Chrislianae 9 ( I 955), 65-102.
86. H.- Ch. PUECH in E. R. Dodds, "Numenius and Ammonius" in Les sources de
Piotin (Entretiens sur l'Antiquite classique V; Vandoeuvrcs-Geneve: Fondation
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observations are confirmed by the much more recent commentaries by
E. Thomassen and H. Attridge. s7
In addition to other treatises, Codex VI (6 and 8) includes three Her
metic texts, the Discourse on the Eighth and Ninth, a partial Coptic
version of the Latin apocalypse of Asclepius, and a Hermetic prayer
previously known from the Papyrus Mimaut.88 Since the monumental
work of A.-J. Festugiere,89 the Platonic ambiance of the Hermetica
needs little further comment, and these Nag Hammadi Hermetica offer
no exception. Another point of obvious Platonic influence in the Nag
Hammadi treatises is the preceding treatise in Codex VI, 5, which con
sists of a passage from Plato's Republic IX (588B-589B, on injustice) in
a rather garbled Coptic translation.90
Besides the Hermetic treatises and the Valentinian treatises in Codi
ces 1, II, and X1 (1,2 [The Gospel of Truth], I,3 [The Treatise on the Res
urrection], 1,4 [The Tripartite Trac/ate]; II,3 [The Gospel of Phillip];
X1,1 [The Interpretation of Knowledge]; Xl,2 [A Valentinian Exposi
tion]), there remains a large block of treatises that are heavily influenced
by Platonism. These tractates are related to the so-called "Barbeloite"
gnostic system described by lrenaeus (Adv. Haer. 1.29), now known
under the rubric "Sethian Gnosticism," and they will form the principal
subject of the following chapters.
Hardt, 1960), "Discussion," 38; DODDS in I 1.-Ch. Puech, "Plotin et les gnostiqucs":
"Discussion," in Les so11rces de Plotin, 185.
87. E. THOMASSEN and L. PAINCHAUD, le Traite Tripartite (Bibliotheque copte
de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes », 19), Quebec and Louvain: Editions Peeters
and Universite Laval, 1989; H. ATTRIDGE and E. PAGELS, in Nag Hammadi Codex I
(The Jung Code.t): Introductions, Texts Translations, Indices, ed. H. Attridge (Nag
Hammadi Studies 23 & 24), Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1985.
88. Critical editions in Nag Hammadi Codices V, 2-5 and VI with Papyrus Bero
linensis 8502, I and 4, ed. D. M. PARROTT (Nag Hammadi Studies 11 ), Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1979 and in J.-P. MAHE, Hermes en Ha111e-Egypte. Vol. I (1978). Les
textes hermetiq11es de Nag Hammadi et le11rs paralle/es grecs et latins. Vol. II
(I 982). le Fragment du Discours parfait et /es Definitions hcrmetiques armeniennes
(NH VI, 8.8a) (BibliotMque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes » 3 and 7,
Quebec and Louvain-Paris: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions Peeters,
1978, 1982).
89. la revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste. I. L'astrologie et /es sciences occultes
(1949); II. le Dieu cosmiq11e (1949); III. Les doctrines de /'time (1953); IV. le Die11
inconnu et la gnose (1954), (Etudes bibliques. Paris: J. Gabalda/Librairic LecofTrc,
1949-1954),
90. Edited in PARROTT, op. cit., n. 88 above.

PART ONE
SETHIAN GNOSTICISM

CHAPTER TWO
THE LITERATURE OF GNOSTIC SETHIANISM

I. THE SETHIANS
Since the relationship of Sethian Gnosticism to Platonism will be the
primary focus of this book, and since Sethian Gnosticism is the less
familiar of these two movements, it will be necessary to begin with a
survey of the Gnostic literature on the basis of which Sethian Gnosti
cism has been delineated.
The more than fifty original treatises contain no less than eleven trea
tises that fit the designation "Sethian Gnostic." They reveal the exis
tence of a hitherto unknown religious competitor of early Christianity
that had its own roots in second temple Judaism. Sethian Gnosticism is
now the earliest form of Gnosticism for which we possess a great deal of
textual evidence. It appears to antedate and form a partial source for
another equally well-documented form of Gnosticism, the Christian
school of Valentinus (120-160 CE) and his followers. It had its roots in a
form of Jewish speculation on the figure and function of Sophia, figure
of the divine Wisdom featured in the Hebrew Bible. In the hands of
Sethian Gnostics, the biblical functions of Sophia as creator, nourisher,
and enlightener of the world were distributed among a hierarchy of
feminine principles: an exalted divine Mother called Barbelo, the First
Thought ("Protennoia," "Pronoia") of the supreme deity (the "Invisible
Spirit") who is ultimate savior and enlightener, a lower Sophia responsi
ble for both the creation of the physical world and the incarnation of
portions of the supreme Mother's divine essence into human bodies, and
the figure of the spiritual Eve ("Epinoia") who appears on the earthly
plane to alert humankind ("Adam") to its true filiation with the divine
First Thought. Salvation was achieved by the Mother's reintegration of
her own dissipated essence into its original unity.
It must be stated at the start, however, that we have no record of any
group, Gnostic or otherwise, who called themselves "Sethians," even
though this convenient designation was used by the Church Fathers who
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opposed this form of Gnosticism.1 Instead, one finds that the composers
and readers of this literature referred to themselves as "those who are
worthy" (passim), "the great generation," "strangers" (in the Apocalypse
of Adam), "the immovable, incorruptible race" (in The Gospel of the
Egyptians), "the seed of Seth" (in The Apocryphon ofJohn), "the living
and unshakable race" (in The Three Ste/es of Seth), "the children of
Seth" (in Melchizedek), or "the holy seed of Seth" (in Zostrianos). The
terms "generation," "race", "seed" and "strangers" are all plays on the
tradition of Seth's status as Adam's true image and as "another seed"
(arrEpµa ETEpov) in Gen 4:25 & 5:3:2
And Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son and called his name
Seth, for she said: "God has appointed for me another seed instead of Abel,
for Cain slew him" (Gen 4:25 RSV).
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When Adam had lived a hundred and thirty years, he became the father of
a son in his own likeness, after his image, and named him Seth (Gen 5:3
RSV).
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I. E.g. lrenaeus (Adv. Haer. 1.30), <Hippolytus> (in Pseudo-Tertullian,
Adversus omnes haereses 8) and Epiphanius (Panarion 39).
2. See A. F. J. KLUN, Seth in Jewish, Christian and Gnostic literature (Supple
ments to Novum Testamentum 46, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1977), passim; M. E. STONE,
"Report on Seth Traditions in the Armenian Adam Books," in The Rediscovery of
Gnosticism: Proceedings of the lnternalional Conference on Gnosticism at Yale,
March 28-31, 1978. Vol. Il: Sethian Gnosticism, ed. B. Layton (Supplements to
Numen, 41; Leiden: E. J. Brill, I98 I) (hereafter cited as Rediscovery 2), 459-4 7 I;
B. A. PEARSON, "The Figure of Seth in Gnostic Literature," in Rediscovery 2.472504; G. A. G. STROUMSA, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Nag Harn
madi Studies 24, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1984), 49-53, 73-80 (hereafter cited as Another
Seed).
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• E(na Ev 8E A.8a� 8L�K6ow , Ka� Tp�ci �ovTa ,h1l KOL _ E}'Evv�crEv KaT�
TT)V t8fov QUTOU KOL KQTQ Tn" ELKOVQ QUTOU KOL ETTWIIOµacrEV TO
ovo1w QUTOU r110.
Seth's status as bearer and transmitter (unlike Cain and Abel) of the
authentic image of Adam, the original recipient of the image of God,
was of great significance to original composers and users of this litera
ture, whether or not they called themselves Sethians or "the seed of
Seth." The patristic opponents of these people gave them other designa

tions, such as "Gnostics," "Barbeloites," "Sethians," "Ophites," "Ar
chontics," and others besides. The multiplicity of names that they ap
plied to a group or several groups of their opponents suggests that these
church fathers were unaware of their precise identity. It may be that they
merely derived these designations-as the modern reader might do
from the contents of their writings; thus, if Barbelo is mentioned as a
prominent figure in their literature, the group behind this literature could
be called "Barbeloites." Or, since the heresiologists objected to the doc
trine of these writings, they perhaps even caricatured their opponents by
applying to them versions of the many divine names found in their texts,
as if to make them appear incredibly confused, sectarian, and hopelessly
disunited-and thus heterodox and false-in contrast to the united and
orthodox "Great Church." 3
In spite of doubts about the historical appropriateness of the name
"Sethian," we now proceed to survey a distinctive body of literature
which contemporary scholarship identifies as "Sethian Gnostic" or
"Gnostic Sethian," and to assess the relationship of these literary docu
ments to one another as a means of outlining the doctrine and history of
this brand of Gnosticism.

\ _See F. W1ssE, "The Nag Hammadi Library and the Heresiologists," Vigiliae
Chus anae 25 (1971), 205-223;
IDEM, "The Sethians and the Nag Hammadi Li
�'.
b
��' 1n Society of Biblical Literature 1972 Seminar Papers (ed. L. C. McGaughy;
iss_oula MT: Scholar's Press, 1972), 601-607; IDEM, "Stalking those Elusive
_
Se!hians, :, 1n
Rediscovery 2.563-576.
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IL THE SETHIAN LITERATURE
Mainly following the lead of Hans-Martin Schenke of the Berliner Ar
beitskreis fur koptische-gnostische Schriften, 4 current scholarship con
siders the following texts to be representative ofSethian Gnosticism: 5

4. H.-M. ScHENKE, "Das sethianische System nach Nag-hammadi-Hand
schriften," S1udia Coplica (ed. P. Nagel; Berliner Byzantinische Arbeitcn 45; Berlin:
Akademie Verlag, 1974), 165-173, and IDEM, 'The Phenomenon and Significance of
Gnostic Sethianism," in Rediscovery 2.588-616, hereafter cited as "Gnostic Sethian
ism."
5. I generally follow the English translations in W. FOERSTER, ed., Gnosis: A Se
lection of Gnostic Texts. Vol. I, Patristic Evidence (English transl. ed. R. McL.
Wilson; Oxford: Clarendon, 1972), and in The Nag Hammadi library in English, ed.
J. M. Robinson and M. W. Meyer (Leiden and San Francisco: E. J. Brill and Harper
& Row, 1988). For critical editions, see the respective volumes ofThe Coptic Gnos
tic Library: Edited with English Translation, Introduction and Notes, Published
under the auspices of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, general editor
J. M. Robinson: Nag Hammadi Codices Ill, 2 and IV.2: The Gospel of/he Egyptians,
ed. and trans. A. BOHLIG and F. WISSE (Nag Hammadi Studies 4; Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1975); The Apocalypse ofAdam, trans. G. W. MACRAE, in Nag Hammadi Codices
V, 2-5 and VI ed. D. M. Parrott (Nag Hammadi Studies 11; Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1979); The Books ofJeu and the Unlitled Text in the Bruce Codex, ed. C. SCHMIDT,
trans. V. MACDERMOT (Nag Hammadi Studies 13; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978); "Mel
chizedek," trans. B. A. Pearson and S. Giverson and "The Thought ofNorca," trans.
B. A. PEARSON and S. GJVERSON and "Marsanes," trans. B. A. Pearson in Nag
Hammadi Codices IX and X, ed. B. A. Pearson and S. Giverscn (Nag Hammadi Stud
ies 15; Leiden: E. J. Brill, I 981); Allogenes, trans. J. D. TuRNER and 0. W1NTERM1Jrn
and the Trimorphic Protennoia, trans. J. D. TuR.NER in Nag Hammadi Codices XI,
XII and XII/, ed. C. W. Hedrick (Nag Hammadi Studies 28; Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1990); Apocryphon ofJohn: Synopsis ofNag Hammadi Codices II, I; Jl/, I; and IV, I
with BG 8502,2, ed. M. WAL0STEIN and F. WISSE (Leiden, New York, and K()ln:
E. J. Brill, 1995); The Hypostasis ofthe Archons, trans. B. LAYTON in Nag Hammadi
Codex 11.2-7, toge/her with Xfll,2*, Brit. lib. Or. 4926(/) and P. Oxy. /, 654, 655.
Vol. 2: On the Origin ofthe World, Exegesis on the Soul, Book of Thomas, Indexes,
ed. B. Layton (Nag Hammadi Studies 21; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989); the Three Ste/es
of Seth, trans. J. M. ROBINSON, in The Nag Hammadi Library in English, and trans.
and introduced by J. GOEHRING in Nag Hammadi Codex VII, ed. B. A. Pearson (Nag
Hammadi and Maniehaean Studies 30; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996); Zoslrianos, Engl.
trans. J. D. Tl.lRNER in "Commentaire," in C. Barry, W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier, J. D.
Turner, Z9strien (NH VIII, /) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section
« Textes J> 24. Quebec and Leuven-Paris: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions
Peeters, 2000), 483-662; and my translation of Marsanes as used in J. D. TURNER,
"Introduction," in W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier, J. D. Turner, Marsanes (NHX. I)
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I. the rep ort on the "Sethoitae" by Pseudo-Tertullian, Adversus omnes
haereses 2 (based on Hippolytus' lost Syntagma);
2. the "Barbeloite" report of Irenaeus (Adversus Haereses 1.29); perhaps also a digest of certain "others" (a/ii) in Adversus Haereses 1.30
(identified as Sethian/Ophites by Theodoret, Haereticarum fabu
larum compendium 1.13);
3. the reports on the Sethians and Archontics by Epiphanius (Panarion
26; 39-40), Pseudo-Tertullian (Adversus omnes haereses 2) and Fi
lastrius (Diversarum hereseon fiber 3);
4. the untitled text from the Bruce Codex (Bruce, Untitled');
5. fourteen treatises from the Nag Hammadi Codices (NHC) and one
from the Berlin Gnostic Codex (BG 8502):
The Apocryphon of John (Ap. John four copies in two versions:
short [BG 8502,2; NHC III,]); long [NHC II,J; NHC IV,J]);
The Hypostasis of the Archons (Hyp. Arch.: NHC II,4);
The Holy Book of the Invisible Spirit, customarily named the
Gospel of the Egyptians (Gos. Egypt.: NHC III,2; NHC IV,2);
The Apocalypse of Adam (Apoc. Adam: NHC V,5);
The Three Ste/es of Seth (Ste/es Seth: NHC VII,5);
Zostrianos (Zost.: VIII,!);
Marsanes (NHC X,J);
Melchizedek (Me/ch.: NHC IX,});
The Thought of Norea (Norea: NHC IX,2);
Allogenes (NHC Xl,3); and
The Trimorphic Protennoia (Trim. Prof. NHC XIII,}).
A recent proposal to add another Nag Harnmadi treatise to the Sethian
corpus has been made recently by 8. Layton, namely The Thunder, Per
fect Mind (NHC VI,2), which he hypothesizes to be an offshoot (along
with certain materials in the Hypostasis of the Archons and the untitled
tex t dubbed On the Origin of the World, NHC ll,5) of a certain Gospel

Bi liothequc copte de Nag Hammadi, �ection « Textes » 27; Quebec and Leuven
� ?
ans: Presses de I 'Universite Laval and Editions Peeters, 2000), 1-248.
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of Eve cited by Epiphanius (Panarion 26.2.6).6 Although the untitled
treatise from NHC Il, On the Origin of the World, contains no distinc
tive Sethian mythologumena, and therefore should be excluded from
membership in this group, it is nonetheless closely related to the Hypos
tasis ofthe Archons; indeed they both may stem from a common Sethian
parent. 7
Yet one more Nag Hammadi treatise might be added to the Sethian
corpus, namely, the short piece consisting presently of two fragmentary
papyrus leaves, Hypsiphrone (NHC Xl,4), which narrates the descent of
Hypsiphrone ("haughty, lofty one") from the "place of her virginity"
during which she conversed with a being named Phainops, who is asso
ciated with a "fount of blood." To judge from the name "Hypsiphrone"
("high-minded one") one may have to do here with the Sethian figure of
Eleleth, one of the traditional Sethian Four Luminaries, called "sagac
ity" or "wisdom" in the Hypostasis of the Archons lI 93,8-97,21, and
whose name might be derived from Aramaic, �IJ"?;r',� "God of the
height," which might correspond to Greek iJtliL<j>p6v11.8 Even though it
6. "The Riddle of the Thunder (NI-IC Yl,2)," in C. W. Hedrick and R. I lodgson,
eds., Nag Hammadi. Gnosticism and Early Christianity (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson
Publishers, 1986, 37-54); but cf. n. 76 below.
7. SCttENKE, "Gnostic Sethianism," Rediscovery2.596-7.
8. In this connection, STROUMSA, Another Seed, 55 n.77, refers to 2 Enoch 18,
where the size of the angelic "watchers" of Gen 6:1-4 who fathered the race of gi
ants on mortal women is said to be "greater than that of giants." Cf. P.-H. POIRIER
and M. TARDIEU, "Categories du temps dans les ecrits gnostiques non valentiniens,"
Laval theo/ogique et philosophique 37 (1981), 3-13. The fount of blood may refer to
the heavenly Adamas or heavenly archetype of Adam, described in On the Origin of
the World (II I 08,2-31) as the "enlightened bloody one" (based on the Hebrew pun
on c:itt, "man," and c:i, "blood"). In the Gospel of the Egyptians III 56,22-59,9,
Eleleth is probably the one responsible for the emission of the "blood drop" enshrin
ing the image of the heavenly Adam. In this case, Hypsiphrone would be the lllumi
nator Eleleth, who in some Sethian texts is regarded as the abode of Sophia and
certain "repentant souls'' and in others (Trim. Prot., Gos. Egypt.) is held responsible
for the act usually ascribed to Sophia: that of producing the dcmiurge Yaldabaoth.
Because of this ambiguity in Eleleth's character, the name Eleleth might also derive
from ??"iJ , which signifies the morning star (€wcr(j>6pos-) that in Is 14:12-15 ("I
will ascend to heaven, above the stars of God I will set my throne on high; I will sit
on the mount of assembly in the far north; I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds, I will make myself like the Most High.") lies at the origin of the myth of
Lucifer's (€wa<j>6pos-) fall. Elclcthn-Iypsiphronc would also be responsible for the
downward projection of /\damns, the image of God after whom the earthly Adam is
modeled. In any case, Hypsiphrone is certainly a figure similar to that of the de-
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bears no trace of the names of the other traditional Sethian divine be
ings, Hypsiphrone may in fact be very closely related to the other
9
Sethian texts.

III. COMMON SETHIAN DOCTRINES AND MYTHOLOGUMENA
In varying ways, these treatises display a number of recurrent features
which Schenke considers to form a "system" of Sethian mythologu

mena. These are:

J. The self-understanding of the Gnostics that they are the pneumatic
seed of Seth: the Apocalypse of Adam, Gospel of the Egyptians,

Apocryphon ofJohn, Three Ste/es of Seth, Melchizedek, Zostrianos.
2. Seth as the heavenly-earthly savior of his seed: the Gospel of the
Egyptians, and perhaps under different names in Allogenes, Mar
sanes, Zostrianos, and the Illuminator of the Apocalypse ofAdam.

3. The heavenly trinity of the Father (Invisible Spirit), Mother (Bar
belo), and Son (Autogenes): the Apocryphon of John, Trimorphic
Protennoia, Gospel of the Egyptians, Allogenes, the Three Steles of
Seth, Zostrianos, the Thought ofNorea, perhaps Marsanes.
4. A division of the aeon of the Mother Barbelo into the triad of Ka
lyptos, Protophanes, Autogenes: the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostrianos,

Allogenes, Marsanes.

5. The Four Luminaries (¢wcrTJlPES) of the Son Autogenes (Harmozel,
Oroiael, Daveithai, and Eleleth), who constitute the dwelling places
of the heavenly Adam, Seth, and the seed of Seth: the Apocryphon of

John, Hypostasis of the Archons, Gospel of the Egyptians, Zostri
anos, Melchizedek, Trimorphic Protennoia.

6. The evil Demiurge Yaldabaoth who tried to destroy the seed of Seth:
the Apocryphon of John, Trimorphic Protennoia, Hypostasis of the

Archons.

scending and restored Sophia. Phainops, "radiant-faced one," might then be a name
for either the enlightened archetypal Adamas, or, since he seems to be distinguished
from the "fount of blood," for the fiery angel Sabbaoth, the brother of the evil demi
urge produced by the breath of Zoe, Pistis Sophia's daughter, in an effort to im
prison the demiurge (the Hypostasis of the Archons 95,5-96,4).
9. See my "Hypsiphronc," in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, 5 vols., ed. D. N.
Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 3.352-353.
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7. The division of history into three ages and the appearance of the
savior in each age: the Apoc,yphon of John, Apocalypse of Adam,
Gospel of the Egyptians; the Trimorphic Protennoia.

8. A special prayer: the Three Ste/es of Seth NHC VII 125,24-126, 17;
Allogenes XI 54, 11-37; and Zostrianos VllI 51,24-52,8; 86, 13-24;
88,9-25.
9. A specific deployment of negative theology:
and Allogenes.
I 0. A specific phjlosophical terminology: the

trianos, Allogenes, Marsanes.

Apocryphon of John

Three Ste/es of Seth, Zos

11. Obvious (secondary) Christianization: the Apocryphon

postasis of the Archons, Melchizedek.

of John, Hy

12. The presupposition of a triad or tetrad of "ministers" of the Four
Luminaries: Gamaliel, Gabriel, Samblo, Abrasax (or the like): Gos

pel of the Egyptians, Apocalypse of Adam, Zostrianos, Melchizedek,
Marsanes, Trimorphic Protennoia, perhaps the Thought ofNorea.
13. The designation (in Coptic) "Pigeradamas" for Adamas: Apocryphon
of John, the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostrianos, Melchizedek.
To this one should add:

Apocry
phon of John, Gospel of the Egyptians, Trimorphic Protennoia,
(perhaps Melchizedek), which is related to an ascensional ritual in
Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and Marsanes.

14. The baptismal rite of the Five Seals: longer version of the

Of these treatises, the Apocryphon of John and the Gospel of the Egyp
tians both contain an extensive theogony and cosmogony. The Apocry
phon of John and the Hypostasis of the Archons both contain an exten

sive anthropogony based on an interpretation of Genesis 1-9. The

Apocalypse of Adam shares with the preceding a great interest in the
connection between Adam, Eve and Seth, as well as upon the flood, yet
does not follow the text of Genesis as closely as the others. The Trimor
phic Protennoia and the Three Ste/es of Seth share an obvious tripartite
structure, yet the former presents the threefold descent of the divine First
Thought Protennoia/Barbelo, while the latter provides a group of readers
with doxological prayers to assist in a visionary ascent through the up
per three levels of the aeonic world. The same ascent pattern is pre-
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sented by Zostrianos (interpreted as a series of transcendental baptisms)
and Allogenes, with much more concentration on the ontological stratifi
cation of the transcendent world. The figure of Norea, wife-sister of
Seth, is featured in the Thought of Norea and the second part of the Hy
postasis of the Archons. A recitation of three salvific descents of the
divine First Thought narrated in first person singular is featured in the
Trimorphic Protennoia and in the conclusion of the longer version of
the Apocryphon ofJohn. Marsanes' alphabetic speculation on the nature
of the soul and its relation to the body is unique among the rest of the
Sethian treatises, yet its first part clearly presents essentially the same
inventory of the components of the divine realm as appear in Zostrianos,
Allogenes, and the Three Ste/es of Seth. The farthest removed from the
core interests of the Sethian group is Melchizedek, which is highly
Christian in content, with only a thin Sethian veneer, consisting of a
revelation by Gamaliel, a minister of one of the Four Luminaries and a
baptismal invocation of the names of some of the major transcendental
dramatis personae found in the other treatises.10
In terms of application to the lifeways of their hypothetical Sethian
Gnostic users, it appears that some treatises may have been aids to some
form of worship, whether individual or communal (especially the bap
tismal rite), while others were directed primarily toward indoctrination.
Among the former, one might include those in which prayer predomi
nates: the Gospel of the Egyptians (especially the conclusion), the Three
Ste/es of Seth, the Thought of Norea, and perhaps Me/chizedek. Among
the more didactic treatises, certain sections of the dialogue between John
and Jesus in the Apocryphon of John (a revelation dialogue) and be
tween Norea and Eleleth in the Hypostasis of the Archons might lend
themselves to group catechetical (EpwrnrroKp(ms or question/answer
format) purposes. Although the content of the Apocalypse of Adam (a
testament) differs greatly from that of Zostrianos, Allogenes (both are
heavenly ascent apocalypses) and Marsanes, all four are didactic records
of revelations received by figures of signal importance in Sethian tradi
tion, namely Adam, and perhaps Marsanes, Allogenes (perhaps an alter
ego of Seth), and Zostrianos (legendary grandfather of Zoroaster); even
though these treatises contain instances of prayers and hymn-like pas10. Namely Barbelo, Doxomedon, the Light Oroiael (and probably Harmozel,
Daveithe and Eleleth), the Man of Light Pigcradamas, and Mirocheirothetos
(cf. Meirothea).
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sages, their use seems to be limited to a heavenly rather than earthly
liturgy. The Trimorphic Protennoia seems to have had a didactic (or

possibly polemical) purpose, yet the hymnic quality of its first-person
singular aretalogical sections and the sporadic presence of first person

plural responses (XITI 36,33-37,3; 38,28-30; 42, 19-25) suggests their
use in an actual baptismal liturgy.
Most of the Sethian treatises present or presuppose a protology or
myth of origins and a scheme of salvation that includes four basic top
ics: the theogony, or narrative genealogy of the divine beings; the cos
mogony, or narrative of the production of the psycho-physical world of
daily experience; the anthropogony, or narrative of the birth of the first
human beings, including the origin of the evils that plague human exis
tence; and the soteriology, or means by which humanity will be extri

cated from their defective situation in a faulted world and reunited with
their ultimate point of origin in the divine world.
The manner in which these topics are presented suggests that Sethian
Gnosticism seems to be a phenomenon that arose in close proximity
with some form of Judaism. The treatises portray the divine world as if
it were a great heavenly temple filled with a choir of spiritual beings
(aeons) engaged in a heavenly liturgy directed to the praise of the su
preme. As the supreme Invisible Spirit authorizes rank upon rank of
aeonic beings to come into existence, from the moment of their creation
onwards, they stand in attendance and render praise to their predeces
sors. What is more, several of the Sethian treatises include a selective
reworking of important episodes from the early chapters of the book of
Genesis. For the Sethians, the creator god in Genesis is an inferior being
named Yaldabaoth, not the true supreme God praised by the aeons (the
Apocryphon of John, the Hypostasis of the Archons, the Trimorphic
Protennoia). Moreover, the manner of his creative acts is portrayed as a
direct parody of the demiurge, the creator god of Plato's Timaeus. As
the one who presides directly over the created order, this Archon
("ruler") or Archigenetor ("creator"), is usually portrayed as having
several of his own offspring as his henchmen ("archons," or "authori
ties") who function rather like the younger gods (vfoL 0EOt) of Plato's
Timaeus, to whom the demiurge assigns the task of incarnating newly
created human souls into human bodies. Some Sethian texts also regard
the plurality in this family of "archons" as the explanation for the plural
pronouns in such passages as Genesis 1 :26 ("Let us make the human
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being after our image"). Since the commandments from the chief archon
do not really come "from on high" that is, from the true God, they need
not, and usually must not, be obeyed. Once the first human being is
created, the chief Archon commands him not to eat of the tree of knowl
edge ("of Gnosis"). To disobey this command and eat of this tree was
viewed by the Sethians, as by most Gnostics, as a means of appropriat
ing the saving knowledge ("Gnosis") of their divine origin rather than as
a commission of sin (the Apocryphon of John, the Hypostasis of the
Archons). For the Sethians, the Archon's expulsion of Adam and Eve
from paradise was a pitiful and desperate act, motivated out of fear,
frustration, and revenge, rather than a just punishment for disobedience.
Thus, a principal feature of several Sethian protological texts is an inter
pretation of Jewish scripture that appears to challenge a "standard" read
ing of Genesis, but also had the merit of explaining certain of its puz
zling features, such as the occurrence of plural pronouns for the
supposedly unitary deity and that deity's reluctance for his creatures to
share in divine knowledge.11
Moreover, some of the central characters in the Sethian treatises seem
to derive from Jewish traditions. One such mythological figure is Wis
dom (Sophia), who in several treatises (the Apocryphon of John, the
Trimorphic Protennoia, the Gospel of the Egyptians, the Hypostasis of
the Archons, Zostrianos, and perhaps Norea) plays the crucial mediating
role between the transcendent realm of perfection and the created cos
mos, either as the ultimate source of Matter or as the mother of the Ar
chon creator. Personified Wisdom is a familiar figure in certain ancient
Jewish documents, assisting God in the creation of the world and medi
ating divine power and revelation to humankind (Proverbs 1-8, Sirach,
11. K. W. TR0GER, Altes Tes/ament - Fn1hjudentum - Gnosis: Neue S1udien zu
"Gnosis 11nd Biber' (Giitersloh: GOtersloher Verlagshaus Mohn, 1980); 8. A. PEAR
SON, "Jewish sources in Gnostic literature," in Jewish Writings of the Second Temple
Period: Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Qumran Sectarian Wrilings, Philo, Josephus,
ed. M. E. Stone (Compendia Rerum ludaicarum ad Novum Testamentum 2,2; As
sen/Maastricht and Philadelphia: Van Gorcum and Fortress Press, 1984), 2.443-81;
IDEM, "Use, authority and exegesis of Mikra in Gnostic literature," in: Mikra: Text,
trans/a/ion, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in ancienl Judaism and
Early Chrislianity, ed. M. J. Mulder and Harry Sysling (Compendia Rerum Iudaica
rum ad Novum Testamentum 2,1; Assen/Maastricht and Philadelphia: Van Gorcum
and Fortress Press, I 988), 1.635-652; and JDJ,M, Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian
Chrislianity (Studies in Antiquity and Christianity; Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1990).
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Wisdom of Solomon). In addition, the Archon and other rulers and an
gels who control the cosmos in the Sethian texts bear an unmistakable
resemblance to various "fallen" or rebellious angels featured in certain
later Jewish literature. 12
While all the Sethian treatises owe something of their content to Jew
ish tradition and popular Platonic metaphysical doctrines, the question
of Christian influence is less clear. Some of them (the Three Ste/es of
Seth; Allogenes; Marsanes; Norea) seem to contain no Christian features
at all. Some display possible, but debatable, traces of Christian motifs
(Zostrianos and the Apocalypse ofAdam). Others have been editorially
"Christianized" by the addition of NT citations (the Hypostasis of the
Archons), Christological glosses (the Trimorphic Protennoia, the Gospel
of the Egyptians, the Untitled text of Codex Bruce), or by casting an
entire treatise into the fonn of a post-resurrection dialogue between
Jesus and John the son of Zebedee, as in the case of the Apocryphon of
John. Only one, Melchizedek, seems to have originated as a first-hand
Christian interpretation of Christ's nature and significance reminiscent
of the NT "letter" to the Hebrews. Jewish exegetical tradition seems
strongest in the Apocalypse ofAdam, the Hypostasis of the Archons, and
perhaps the Apocryphon ofJohn.
Finally, almost all the treatises exhibit the influence of a broadly Pla
tonic worldview by distinguishing the earthly, visible realm of change
and becoming from the transcendent, invisible realm of permanence and
stability as well as by adopting the associated doctrines of archetype and
image and model and copy, and the notion of a world creator broadly
patterned on the demiurgic figure of Plato's Timaeus. Such influence is
very noticeable in the Apocryphon ofJohn, but it is overwhelming in the
four treatises Allogenes, Zostrianos, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and Mar
sanes, which effect a clear rapprochement with the technical metaphys
ics of contemporary Middle Platonism in their presentation of the de
ployment and ontological structuring of the divine world, their portrayal
of a specific technique of contemplative ascent to the highest level of

12. E.g., I Enoch; cf. STROUMSA, Another Seed; I. P. CULIANU, "The angels of
the nations and the origins of Gnostic dualism," in Studies in Gnosticism and Helle
nistic religions presented to Gilles Quispe/ 011 the Occasion ofhis 65th Birthday, ed.
R. Van den Brock and M. J. Vermasercn (Etudes preliminaires aux religions oricnta
les dans l'Empire Romain 91; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981), 78-91.
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reality, and the wholesale use of specifically philosophical terminol
ogy. JJ

A. The Sethian Revelation par excellence: theApocryphon of John
Discovered in the Berlin Coptic Codex 8502 in 1896 but not pub
lished until 1955, the Apocryphon ("Secret Book") of John, is probably
the most widely known of all the Sethian treatises. The popularity and
importance of the Apocryphon of John in antiquity is clearly evident. It
now survives in no less than four separate manuscripts, a huge number
of copies compared with what we have for most gnostic texts. Two
manuscripts (Nag Hammadi Codices II and IV) contain a somewhat
longer version of the Apocryphon of John, while the other two (Nag
Hammadi Codex III and the Berlin Gnostic Codex 8502) contain some
what shorter versions. All four codices contain other writings, but in the
three Nag Hammadi codices, the Apocryphon of John is always the first
tractate copied into the codex. In addition, in the first (1.29) of his five
volume work Adversus Haereses, the late second century CE anti-gnostic
Christian bishop lrenaeus offered a digest of a work very similar to the
first part of the Apocryphon of John. While Trenaeus attributed this work
to certain "Barbeloites," a later version of lrenaeus' report by the same
title (Adversus omnes haereses 2, falsely attributed to Tertullian), as
cribed this work to certain "Sethians" (Sethoitae). In addition, Irenaeus
went on in his next chapter (Adversus Haereses 1.30) to summarize a
work that has many points of contact with the second part of the Apoc
ryphon of John, attributing it to certain "others" (a/ii) whom Theodoret
of Cyrrhus (Haereticarum fabularum compendium 1.13) later identified
as Sethians or Ophites.
The Apocryphon of John contains what purport to be secret teachings
revealed by Christ in a post-resurrection appearance to the apostle John
the son of Zebedee. The opening words describe a distressing confronta
tion in the Jerusalem Temple between John and a Pharisee Arimanios, 14
13. Such as: "being," "identity," "difference," "entity," "quantity," "quality,"
''time," "eternity," "existence," "vitality," "mentality," "life," "intellect," "individu
als," "universals," "parts," "wholes," ''non-being," "truly existing," "attribute," and
many more.
14. "Arimanios" seems to be a graecicized fonn of "Ahriman," the evil cosmic
principle in Zoroastrian teaching. The narrative frame, which presupposes John son
of Zebedee as the author of the Apocryphon ofJohn, is a later addition to a text that
originally had no Johannine concerns, and must have been written after it had be-
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who charges that "this Nazarene" whom John and the other disciples
had followed had in fact deceived them and lured them away from their
ancestral Jewish traditions. Lacking answers to this accusation, John
departs to a deserted place to agonize over his doubts. He realizes that
his savior had not really explained why and how he had entered the
world, had not clearly explained the "Father" of whom he had spoken,
nor the nature of the "Aeon" (eternal age or realm) that he predicted to
be the ultimate destiny of his disciples. In the course of these reflections,
Christ suddenly appears to him in the midst of a brilliant light, first as a
youth, then an old man, and then as a small child. Then as Christ begins
to speak. John realizes that this luminescent being speaking to him was
the same one who had earlier appeared to all the disciples in the form of
Jesus the Nazarene.
Christ's ensuing lengthy discourse, punctuated at certain points by
John's requests for clarification, constitutes a systematic treatise on the
generation of the divine realm (theogony), of the cosmos at large (cos
mogony), and of humankind (anthropogony), on its "fall" into oblivion,
and on its ultimate salvation (soteriology). It consists of two parts, the
Savior's lengthy monologue on theogony and cosmogony, and a subse
quent dialogue between John and the Savior on anthropogony and sote
riology.
In the first part, Christ reveals to John the nature of the supreme deity
(the primal divine triad, Father, Mother and Child), the divine realm
brought into being by him (i.e., the "All" or "Pleroma" of light organ
ized into four great Luminaries, Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithai and
Eleleth) and its relation to the created order; how the creation, with its
flaws and shortcomings originated (through the fall of Sophia/Wisdom
and the creation of a lower world at the hands of her ill-begotten son
Yaldabaoth and his demonic underlings) and became dominated by the
come generally accepted that John, son of Zebedee, was the author of both the
Fourth Gospel and the book of Revelation. John's questions look back to the now
canonical Gospel and Apocalypse of John, and deal with matters for which he docs
not yet have the answer when he produced these works, and hence they also look
forward to the new revelation offered by Jesus in the body of the Apoc ryphon of
John (the appointment and mission of the Savior; the nature of the first divine prin
ciple; and the final destiny of those who belong to the unwavering race). This new
revelation offered by Jesus supplements the Gospel and Revelation of John, thus
affording its reader a new and more authoritative perspective on these previous
Johanninc texts.
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inferior powers that now control it. This part concludes with Yalda
baoth's boast, "I am a jealous God and there is no other God beside me"
(JI 13,8-9), which marks the point of transition to the second part of the
revelation, a dialogue wherein Christ makes the first of many textual
allusions to Genesis.
The second part of the Apocryphon ofJohn contains Christ's explana
tion of the true meaning of Genesis I-7, revealing how Yaldabaoth cre
ated Adam as an initially weak copy, not yet spiritual, of the image of
the archetypal human projected below from the divine world. John then
asks the first of ten questions, introducing an element of dialogue not

found in the first part; and the subject-matter shifts from theogony and
cosmogony to soteriology and anthropogony. This part goes on to reveal
how Adam received his true spiritual nature, received the spiritual Eve,
Epinoia, as a helper, was enlightened by eating of the tree of knowledge,
was expelled from paradise, and begot Seth. After a short dialogue on
the salvation of various types of souls from the incarnational cycle and
on the origin of the wicked spirit, Christ's revelation concludes with the
story of Yaldabaoth's further enslavement of the human race through the
origination of Fate, the coming of the flood, and how intercourse be
tween the angels and human women led to humanity's sexual enslave
ment. The savior then departs to the aeonic world with a reminder that
salvation is certain, since the divine Mother has already enlightened her
seed.
As Michael Waldstein observes, 15

While these two parts differ both in content and form, they are closely
connected. The first part sets the two-tiered stage of the overall drama, the
upper world of light and the lower world of darkness, introduces the main
dramatis personae, and narrates the first disastrous event that sets the en
tire drama in motion, the loss/theft of heavenly power to the lower world in
the fall of Sophia. The second part, which plays on the same double stage,
reverses the downward movement of the first by telling how the lost/stolen
heavenly power is recovered (soteriology). Sophia's repentance stands at
the beginning of this recovery, the creation and instruction of the human
race forms its substance. The shift in form from a systematic treatise to a
Midrash on Genesis is an aspect of the over-arching unity between the
Apoc,yphon of John's first and second part: the first tells of pre-Genesis

15. M. W ALDSTEIN, The Apocryphon of John: A Curious Eddy in the Stream of
Hellenistic Judaism" (privately circulated preprint of August, I 995), 82.
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realities and events of which Moses had no inkling; the second offers a
re-reading of Genesis 1-7.

In so doing, the Apoc,yphon ofJohn "splits the Jewish creator god into
an upper God of pure goodness, who is personally identified as the tran
scendent God of Middle-Platonic theology who retained some central
features of the God of Israel, and an evil lower God who was personally
identified as the God of Israel, but is portrayed as a parody of the Pla
tonic demiurge."16
The drift of Christ's revelation is as follows: 17 He begins by locating
the origin of all things in the mind of the sole supreme deity called the
"Invisible Spirit." This deity is so transcendent to any conceivable at
tributes that it can only be described negatively ("it is neither X nor non
X, but something superior to either"); none besides the Spirit itself can
grasp the perfection of its own nature.
Christ's revelation then proceeds to an elaborate account of the na
ture, origin and deployment of a divine world that sprang into being
from the Spirit's act of self conception: the Invisible Spirit's first
thought or self-image emerges as a separately-existing, personified di
vine mind named "Barbelo." Characterized as the "First Thought" or
"Image" of the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo also has other functional attrib
utes: conceived in dominantly feminine terms, Barbelo is also identified
as the divine Providence and the First (i.e., archetypal) Human, the very
image of the Invisible Spirit who is itself perhaps the absolute Human.
Although she is a single being, she is also triple-male, triple-powered,
and triple-named. In these capacities, Barbelo serves as the principal
savior figure of Sethian theology; she is the mediator between the In
visible Spirit and all else; she is the bestower of divine providence and
of human salvation. She, rather than the Adam of the book of Genesis, is
the true image of God, the prototypical "First Human" who mediates the
divine image to everything else, including Adam himself. Finally, even
though both Barbelo and the Invisible Spirit transcend gender altogether,
16. M. WALDSTEIN, "The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon ofJohn," in The Nag
Hammadi library After Fifty Years: Proceedings of the 1995 Society of Biblical
Literature Commemoration (ed. J. D. Turner and A. McGuire; Nag Harnmadi and
Manichacan Studies 44; Leiden, New York, & Kc;ln: E. J. Brill, 1997), 154.
17. I here follow the compact but thorou gh summa ry of M.A. WILLIAMS, Re
thinking "Gnosticism": An Argument of Dismantling a Dubious Category (Prince
ton. NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 8-12.
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Barbelo is also the "Mother"; as the divine consort of the "Father" (the
Invisible Spirit), she brings to completion the process of divine self
reflection by giving birth to the divine self-begotten Child Autogenes
("Self-generated"). Thereupon a host of other divine beings come to
surround this Father-Mother-Child trinity, taking up residence in four
great aeonic choirs headed by the Four Luminaries established by the
self-generated Child. Each successive entity comes into being and is
provided with a feminine consort as a result of the Invisible Spirit's
"consent" to each prospective parent's request for the addition of a new
offspring. In an attitude of perfect order, tranquillity, and reverence,
these beings stand in attendance as a heavenly court, continually glorify
ing their source, the Invisible Spirit. Thereupon, the deployment of the
divine realm comes to an end with the appearance of the "Perfect Hu
man," (i.e., Pigeradamas, the prototype of the earthly Adam) and his
child, Seth.
Suddenly, however, the peaceful unfolding of the divine world is shat
tered at its extreme periphery by the self-willed behavior of Sophia
(Wisdom), the last of the divine attributes or attendants to appear.
Rather than seeking the consent of the Invisible Spirit for a further act of
self-imaging as did her predecessors, she relies on her own productive
power and wisdom to produce her own offspring in honor of the Spirit,
and does so without the aid of her appointed-but unidentified-male
consort.
As a result, Sophia's child comes forth, but without the divine family
likeness; it is instead abnormally ugly and malformed, resembling a
lion-headed serpent, unlike its mother or any of the other divine entities
made in the image of the First Human. Horrified at this result, Sophia
names it Yaldabaoth (perhaps meaning "Yahweh God of hosts"), and
carefully hides it in a cloud far from the divine household.
Yaldabaoth, also called Saklas ("fool"), Samael ("blind god") and
other names, is, among other mythological entities, clearly identified
with the creator God of Genesis. But he turns out to be even more self
willed than his mother, whose spiritual power he literally steals in order
to begin creating a world of his own that he can control however he
pleases. He immediately brings into being a gang of angelic subordi
nates as fellow archons (rulers) to help him control the realm of dark
ness below the luminescent divine world: the twelve angels of the zo
diac, the seven archons of the seven planetary spheres, and others, many
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that bear names reminiscent of various Hebraic-like names for the bibli
cal creator god. Aware only of his mother Sophia who bore him, but
completely unaware of the divine realm above her, his mother's stolen
power moves him to unwittingly create a counterfeit world as a poor
imitation of the higher divine realm which he can at best only imagine.
And then he has the audacity to announce that he, Yaldabaoth, is /he
only god. His boast, "I am God and there is no god beside me," is a
direct parody of similar declamations by the God of Jewish scripture
(e.g., Is 45:5; 46:9).
In deep grief and sorrow over her error, Sophia begins part two of the
drama by offering a prayer of repentance to the divine realm whose
order she had unintentionally violated. Her prayer receives a positive
response, but it is clear that her former status can only be restored once
the deficiency in her creative activity has been corrected; until then, she
must be content only to be elevated to the "Ninth," above the realm of
the Archon she brought into being, but not yet to the divine realm.
The correction of the deficiency begins by disclosing to the lower
realm that, contrary to Yaldabaoth's vain claim, all true divinity is far
above. A divine voice, probably Barbelo's, proclaims: "Man exists, and
the Son of Man," whereupon the holy Mother-Father Barbelo causes the
true divine image, i.e., the "First Human"-perhaps a representation of
herself-to be projected upon the chaotic sea of primordial matter upon
which Yaldabaoth and his subordinates have been constructing their
false world. In an effort to maintain possession of his stolen creative
power, Yaldabaoth beckons his fellow archons: "Let us create a human
after the image of God and after our likeness," alluding to Gen I :26-27:
"Let us make man in our image, after our likeness .... So God created
man in his own image ...." Thereupon they fabricate the earthly Adam
piece by piece, but the result is only an inert, soulless puppet, lying life
less on the ground.
In order to animate the creature, the Mother-Father Barbelo tricks
Yaldabaoth into blowing breath or spirit into the inert body-the same
spirit he had stolen from his mother Sophia. Adam's body suddenly
comes to life, shining with luminous intelligence far surpassing that of
the archons. They try to pin the body back down by burying it in matter.
They throw Adam into the Garden full of poisonous trees and command
him not to eat of the tree of knowledge, lest he regain his intelligence
and divine luminescence. Barbelo/Pronoia (providence, forethought)
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responds by infusing Adam with some of her own Epinoia (afterthought,
expressed thought), a luminous power called Zoe (life), who will appear
in two forms: as the tree of knowledge, and as Eve, his spiritual, female
counterpart. Desperate to get rid of the luminous spiritual Epinoia in
fused into Adam, Yaldabaoth tries to extract it through Adam's side and
trap it in another created being, a woman. But only a part of the Epinoia
is extracted, while the remainder, in the form of the spiritual Eve, re
mains hidden in Adam. Jnstead of being deceived, Adam immediately
glimpses the spiritual Eve rather than her crafted image, which results in
his sudden awakening and illumination. As if this were not enough, this
version of Adam's enlightenment is also complemented with a parallel
account of Adam's enlightenment through eating of the tree of knowl
edge, which has been similarly infused with the divine Epinoia; if any
thing, this act of disobeying the creator's prohibition results-in express
distinction from the biblical account-in Adam's being doubly enlight
ened.
Cursing the very earth he made, Yaldabaoth expels the enlightened
couple from the Garden. But as enlightened beings they are still superior
to their creator, so Yaldabaoth comes up with yet another scheme to
nullify their newly gained intelligence: implanting the humans with the
desire for sexual intercourse. Yaldabaoth himself sets the example by
seducing the earthly Eve, begetting two subhuman powers, Cain and
Abel, who will procreate future generations that will be subjected to his
control by the heavy chain of fate and the compulsion to procreate them
selves by sexual intercourse. Unfortunately, Yaldabaoth rapes only an
earthy simulacrum of Eve, whose spiritual power the Mother removed in
the nick of time, while it is the now enlightened Adam that goes on to
''know" the true Eve, who bears their child Seth, who like Adam pos
sesses the human image of God, and is destined to father the "seed of
Seth," a race of human beings who will likewise bear the image of the
true God.
In retaliation, the hostile archons invent the power of Fate to enchain
humanity in sin, ignorance, fear, and hopelessness. Repenting that he
had created humans in the first place, Yaldabaoth attempts
to destroy
them in a flood-of darkness-b
ut the divine Providence Barbelo inter
venes once again and warns
Noah, who escapes the darkness, along with
those who listen to his preaching.
Rather than being saved in the ark, the
antediluvian seed
of Seth through Noah is elevated to a heavenly
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"place," apparently to the Four Luminaries, which provide aeonic dwell
ings for Adam, Seth, the seed of Seth, and even such of the rest of hu
manity as might repent from their immorality.18 Evidently, with their
elevation, the primordial seed of Seth disappears from history, leaving
behind their progeny, the earthly Sethites, to await a future deliverance.
Although the evil progeny of Cain is destroyed in the flood, the earthly
seed of Seth must face a new threat, for theApocryphon ofJohn reverses
the Genesis sequence (descent of the sons of God followed by the flood)
at a crucial point, with the result that the earth is repopulated with a new
generation of corrupt human beings. For even after the flood, Yalda
baoth next sends his angels to have intercourse with those earthly
women who survive the flood so as to create an "offspring of darkness"
(cf. Gen 6:1-4). They fill them with lust for procreation and for other
material things, thus blinding them to the God of truth and hardening
their hearts from their time until the present.19
The longer versions of the Apocryphon of John (Codices II and IV)
conclude with a long monologue by Pronoia/Barbelo in which she nar
rates in the first person her three salvific descents into the world of
darkness to awaken her "seed" from their heavy sleep induced by the
archontic powers and to elevate them into the supernal light by sealing
them with "Five Seals." Several Sethian treatises present this final act of
deliverance as a baptismal rite (the Gospel of the Egyptians, the Trimor
phic Protennoia, Melchizedek, the Apocalypse ofAdam, Zostrianos, and
perhaps Marsanes), usually called "the Five Seals" (the Trimorphic
Protennoia; the longer versions of the Apocryphon ofJohn; the Gospel
of the Egyptians; and the Untitled text of Codex Bruce). In the Trimor
phic Protennoia, this rite combines a spiritual rapture of Proten
noia/Barbelo's fallen "members" into the light with a baptism in "living
18. By exegetical inversion, the Gospel of the Egyptians (111 56,4-21; cf. Apoc.
Adam, NHC V 75, 17-27) apparently calls this "place" Sodom and Gomorrah, which

Yaldabaoth tries to destroy by fire and brimstone, whereupon the seed of Seth is
suddenly snatched up to the third aeon in the Light Daveithai.
19. As further acts of archontie retaliation, the Gospel of the Egyptians adds a
great cosmic conflagration (of Sodom and Gomorrah?), followed by famines,
plagues, temptations and persecutions. Seth responds by requesting Aerosiel, Sel
mechicl and 400 ethereal angels as guardians for his seed until the consummation of
this aeon and its archons, when Barbelo will cause Seth himself or the divine Lo
gos-perhaps in the form of Jesus-to descend and liberate his seed by means of the
holy baptism of the Five Seals.
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wate r," (meaning both the physical "flowing water" of baptism and the
celestial living water, characterized as light, divine wisdom, and Gno
' 20 T· he rite serves to vivify the initiate's sluggish psycho-physical
St s) ·
com plex with enlightened self-knowledge by investing it with a luminous garment, which is tantamount to a baptism in living water, a royal
enth ronement and glorification, and ultimate transportation into the
Light.21
Thus the ultimate restoration of Seth's progeny, who continue to live
on earth, will be accomplished in the last days; its advent is marked by
Barbe lo's final act of raising up her seed by appearing either in her own
person or in that of her child (the Logos or Autogenes or Seth or Christ
or other similar figures) to reveal to the Sethians of those days-that is
the contemporary readers of the Apocryphon-the true account of their
spiritual origins and nature. During its descent, her child appears in
various guises at various levels of the spiritual and material cosmos. In
the process, her child manages to overthrow the dominion of the de
monic rulers and to awaken the seed of Seth-presently entrapped in an
earthly delusion-to the recognition of their true spiritual identity by
presenting them with written revelations of their sacred history and pro
viding a cultic initiatory rite of enlightenment which will elevate them to
the divine realm. In the Apocryphon ofJohn, salvation for humans lies
in the recollection effected by the hearing of the foregoing mythic narra
tive itself. To know this whole story is to awaken oneself to what it is to
be human, to regain the power to resist the devices of the evil creator,
and, upon death to escape forever the confines of the body, and reside as
a pure soul in the divine world. In this regard, the longer versions of the
20. Such water is a biblical metaphor for wisdom: Jer 2:13, 17:14; Zech 14:8; Ps
65:9; Prov 13:14, 14:27, 16:22, 18:4; Sirach 16:3, 24:30-33; Jn 4:11-12, 7:39; Rev
7:17, 21:7, 22:1, 17.
21. In these baptismal contexts, one finds recurrent mentioning of such figures as
esseus Mazareus Yessedekcus the Living Water (Gos. L:,gypl.; Apoc. Adam; Zost);
6
am altel, Gabri_ el, Samblo and Abrasax the servants of the Four Luminaries·
�iehe us, Michar (often with Mnesinous; Gos. Egyp1.; Apoc. Adam; Zosl.; Trim'.
o/.; Bruce) who preside over the spring of living water; the purifier Barpharanges
(;0st-) or Sesengcn[bar]pharanges
(Gos. Egypt.); the guardians Akrarnas and
St mpsouchos (Zost.; Gos. Egypt.); and various "presiders": Seldao, Elainos, Olses
;
� Eurymaios (Gos. Egypt.; Zost.). Many of these figures are lacking in treatises
ich do not use baptismal imagery to mark the stages of celestial ascent (Al
1
;gen es; Ste/e s Seth; Marsanes) or the descent of the savior (Ap. John; Hyp. Arch.;
orea; some are present in Apoc. Adam., Trim. Prot. and all occur in Gos. Egypt).
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Apocryphon of John portray a nearly universal salvation; according to
the dialogue on the salvation of different sorts of souls (II 25, 16-27,31 ),
eternal punishment is reserved only for apostates, while all others are
virtually guaranteed eventually entering the "repose of the aeons."
B. The Transcendent World of the Scthians
Much of the mythological narrative and picture of the world narrated
in the Apocryphon of John is reflected in the other Sethian treatises as
well. Most of them locate true reality in a transcendent world presided
over by a divine trinity, Father, Mother, and Son. The ultimate deity is
the Invisible Spirit, perhaps originally called "Man."22
Connected with him is a subordinate female figure, his First Thought,
usually called Barbelo or Protennoia/Pronoia ("First Thought") or En
noia ("Thought" in lrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.29; the Apocryphon of John;
Allogenes; the Three Ste/es of Seth; Marsanes; the Trimorphic Proten
noia; Melchizedek), the merciful Mother-Father (the Apocryphon of
John). Barbelo is almost always associated with a further triad of beings:
she may be accompanied by the three attributes Foreknowledge, Incor
ruptibility and Eternal Life (the Apocryphon of John; lrenaeus, Adv.
Haer. I.29; the Gospel of the Egyptians), or she may herself act upon the
lower world in three successive modalities of Voice, Speech, and Word
(the Trimorphic Protennoia), or deploy herself in the form of a hierar
chy of modalities named Kalyptos ("Hidden One"), Protophanes ("First-

22. Note the repeated occurrence of Sophia's revelation to her son Yaldabaoth,
"Man exists and the Son of Man," i.e. the supreme god and his son, his image, the
archetypal, heavenly Adam. See H.-M. SCHENKE, Der Goll "Mensch" in der Gnosis:

£in religionsgeschichtliche Beitrag zur Dislaission ilber die paulinischen Anschau
ung von der Kirche a/s Leib Christi (GOttingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962).

According to Schenke, this idea can appear in two basic patterns: I) the high deity is
himself conceived as the first or primal man whose appearance to the creative pow
ers provides a model for the creation of the earthly (and therefore second) man, and
2) the high deity produces first a heavenly man of like nature (often called the "son
of man") who in tum becomes the direct prototype of the earthly (and therefore
third) man. In the Apocryphon of John, there are thus three father-son pairs: I) the
first Man, the Invisible Spirit, and his son, the first Son of man, the Autogenes
Christ; 2) the "first man to come forth," the heavenly Adam and his son, the heav
enly Seth, again a Son of Man; and 3) the terrestrial Adam and his son Seth. To
complicate matters further, though she is his feminine counterpart, Barbelo too can
be called "First Man" (E.g., Ap. John II 5.7; 6,3-4).
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appearing One") and Autogenes (Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es
ofSeth, Marsanes).
The third member of the divine triad is the Son, usually called Auto
genes ("Self-begotten One"), "Triple-male Child," the Son of the (high
deity) "Man." He is closely connected-and perhaps originally identi
cal-with the archetypal Adam called Pigeradamas (perhaps for o
yEpmos- "Aoaµas-, Heb. lil:l";Tj? C'J�; the Apocryphon of John; the
Thr ee Ste/es of Seth; Zostrianos; Melchizedek), or the divine Adamas
(the Three Steles ofSeth; Zostrianos). In the Christianized treatises, he is
identified with the heavenly Christ (the Apocryphon ofJohn, the Gospel
of the Egyptians, the Trimorphic Protennoia). These beings constitute
the principal Sethian triad "Father, Mother, Son."
The spiritual son of the heavenly Adamas is Seth or Emmacha Seth,
sometimes called "the Child of the Child," which makes him Son of the
Son of the Man, that is, the son of Adamas, the son of the supreme deity
(see note 22). Functioning as redeemer (the Gospel of the Egyptians) or
as mediator for the redeemer Pigeradamas (the Three Ste/es of Seth),
Seth can manifest himself in the form of anonymous earthly figures like
Allogenes (cinoyEvtjs-, "stranger," "of another race"23 in Allogenes and
in Epiphanius, Panarion 39.5) or, in the Gospel of the Egyptians, as the
Logos who "puts on" Jesus.
Seth has descendants, called the "seed" of Seth, who constitute the
"unshakable," "undominated," or "great" race. This includes not only
the seven primordial Sethite generations of Genesis 5 (Enosh, Kenan,
Mahalel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech and perhaps Noah and
certain of his sons), but all the subsequent progeny of Seth who have
kept their race uncontaminated with worldly practices. Just as Adamas,
Seth, and the primordial, antediluvian Sethite generations reside in the
transcendent world, so also their subsequent postdiluvian offspring who
dwell on earth have their true home in heaven; these latter constitute the
membership of the Sethian gnostic community, the so-called "unshak
able race" i.e., the historical Sethians. The "true home" of Adamas,
�eth, and the divine and earthly seed of Seth has its respective location
10 one of the four supra-celestial aeons called the Four Luminaries
�wcrrfjpEs-; namely, Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe and Eleleth) estab
�ish
ed for them by the divine Autogenes (the Gospel of the Egyptians,
3 Q �Ao ')'EVOS' cf. Seth as ·'the other seed," the arrEpµa ETEpov of Gen 4:25
(L)zX)· cited above.
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the Apocryphon of John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, Zostrianos, Mel
chizedek, and the Thought of Norea; cf. their absence in Allogenes and
Marsanes, while only Eleleth occurs in the Hypostasis ofthe Archons).
C. Two Patterns of the Salvific Process

A major bifurcation arises among the Sethian treatises precisely in
view of various, usually triadic, schematizations and structurings of the
process by which one attains saving enlightenment. One group of trac
tates conceptualizes the means of attaining enlightenment as a horizon
tal, temporally successive sequence of descents into this world by a
heavenly savior who reveals the upper world, while another group con
ceptualizes the means of attaining enlightenment as vertical ascent
through a succession of mental states in which the Gnostic is assimilated
to ever higher levels of being.24
1. The "Descent Pattern": Enlightenment by a Descending Revealer

As we have seen, the Apocryphon ofJohn narrates three saving mis
sions inaugurated by Pronoia/Barbelo, the merciful Mother-Father. First,
she causes the image of God, the First Man, to be projected below, to
serve as the archetype for the molding of the earthly Adam. Second, she
descends as the Epinoia of Light who hides in Adam, is transferred to
the spiritual Eve or to the tree of knowledge, and initially enlightens
him, whereupon she bears Seth, son of the enlightened Adam, and later
acts to elevate Seth's antediluvian seed into a heavenly dwelling and
help Noah to escape the flood. Third and finally, the blessed Mother
Father appears in the form of the resurrected Christ who communicates
the entire Sethian history as a saving revelation to his disciple John. In
effect, this sequence of three epiphanies constitute a sacred history of
divine dispensations or stages of salvation.
In the Apocalypse ofAdam and the Gospel of the Egyptians, there is a
similar tripartitioning of history from the creation onwards, whose ep
ochs are marked by the salvific responses of the divine realm to the
ignorant creator's-called Sakla(s), "fool," rather then Yaldabaoth
various attempts to enslave the seed of Seth: I) at the time of the flood,
24. Sec J. D. TURNER, "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The As
cent of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Novum Testamentum 22 (1980), 324-351
(esp. 341-351).
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whereupon the seed is rescued by certain angels; 2) at the time of the
rain of fire and brimstone on the holy dwelling of the Sethians in Sodom
and Gomorrah, whereupon the seed is rescued by the servants of the
four Luminaries; these acts will be followed by 3) a future but final act
of sal vation when he will destroy the power of the archons and redeem
his seed from death. While the final savior is an unidentified "Illumina
tor" in the Apocalypse ofAdam, in the Gospel of the Egyptians, the third
saving descent will be conducted by the heavenly Seth himself when he
will put on Jesus like a garment and confer upon his seed a baptism by
which he "nails down" the powers of thirteen aeons.
In the Trimorphic Protennoia this scheme is worked out in three suc
cessive descents of Protennoia-Barbelo: First, as Father, she is the divine
but as yet inarticulate Voice of the First Thought of the Invisible Spirit
who presides over the establishing of the heavenly dwellings for her
members and descends to chaos to loosen their bonds. Second, as
Mother, she is the articulate Speech of the Thought who descends to
overthrow the old aeon ruled by the Archigenetor and his evil powers
and announces the dawn of the new age. Third, as the Son, she is the
fully articulated Logos who adopts the guise of successively lower pow
ers, descends to and enters the "tents" of her members, puts on Jesus,
rescues him from the cross, and leads her members back to the light by
means of the baptismal ascent ritual of the Five Seals. This horizontal
scheme of three descents is also present in-and may have been derived
from-the three-stanzaed monologue of Pronoia concluding the longer
version of the Apocryphon ofJohn (II 30, I 1-31,25), where she narrates
her three saving descents that culminate in the baptismal rite of the Five
Seals.
2. The "Ascent Pattern": Enlightenment by Contemplative Ascent
On the other hand, the treatises Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth,
2?strianos, and Marsanes, exhibit a more vertical, non-temporal, supra
historical scheme in which salvation is brought below, not by successive
d�scents of a revealer or redeemer, but is rather achieved by the Gnostic
hims elf in the course of a graded series of visionary ascents. Here there
are no saving descents of the divine Mother, no sacred history with its
_
ving dispensations, and no cosmic overthrow of the antidivine powers.
�
ne finds instead accounts of an exemplary visionary utilizing a self
performable technique of successive stages of mental detachment from
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the world of multiplicity, and a corresponding self-assimilation to the
ever more-refined levels of being to which one's consciousness ascends,
culminating in an absolute mental and spiritual stability characteristic of
the supreme deity itself.
This group of treatises is distinguished by a wholesale adaptation of
ontological and epistemological terms and concepts drawn from con
temporary Platonic metaphysics not evident in the other Sethian trea
tises. They of course continue to exhibit many points of contact with
treatises of the descent pattern: Thus Zostrianos and Marsanes continue
to imagine certain features of gnostic enlightenment in terms of the tra
ditional Sethian baptismal imagery. and-together with the Three Ste/es
of Seth-they contain the names of divine figures prominent in rela
tively non-Platonizing treatises: these include the Invisible Spirit and its
Silence; the Virgin Barbelo and her three powers; Pigeradamas, Adamas
and the Triple-Male child (equivalent to the Autogenes Son), Barbelo,
and certain of her doubles such as YouelNoel, Meirothea, Prophania,
and Plesithea. Yet these texts lack prominent Sethian themes, such as
the apocalyptic schematization of history and narratives of the periodic
descent of such a redeemer or revealer. They devote little attention to
narrating the creation of the world and the involvement therein of
Sophia and the origin of her demiurgical offspring. And they lack alto
gether the Sethian anthropogony portraying the creation of mankind and
his primeval history drawn from the exegesis of Genesis 1-6. Finally,
these texts show no manifest evidence of Christianization or of concern
with issues raised by Christianity. I therefore designate these four trea
tises the "Platonizing Sethian treatises."
According to Allogenes and Marsanes, the ascent proceeds through
the levels of the Aeon of Barbelo, through the levels of the Triple Pow
ered One of the Invisible Spirit, and culminates in a vision of the su
preme Unknown deity. Zostrianos portrays a similar ascent, but appar
ently only to the mid-point of the Barbelo Aeon. In the Three Ste/es of
Seth, after a preliminary revelation by Seth in the first person singular,
he speaks for all Gnostics (in the first person plural) who in concert with
him ascend in acts of vision and praise through the aeon of Autogenes to
the aeon of Barbelo and finally succeed in the vision of the high deity
who "truly preexists." In fact, since the cosmology, transcendental on
tology and contemplative epistemology of these four treatises are so
similar to one another and to demonstrably Platonic exemplars, it is
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apparent that they form a closely related group, which can be referred to
as the "Platonizing Sethian treatises."
To claim that Platonic influence dominates these "ascent pattern"
treatises is not to deny the vital influence of Platonism throughout the
entire Sethian corpus. The Sethian treatises of the descent pattern all
exhibit the influence of a broadly Platonic worldview by virtue of their
distinction of the earthly, visible realm of change and becoming from
the transcendent, invisible realm of permanence and stability, as well as
their adoption of the associated doctrines of archetype/image and
model/copy, and the notion of a world creator broadly patterned on the
demiurgic figure of Plato's Timaeus. Some treatises seem also to con
ceptualize the revelatory process itself along the lines of the Stoic and
eventually Platonic---distinction between thought as "internal logos"
(X6yos- iv8Lci8ETos-) and speech as "expressed logos" (\6yos- rrpocj>o
pLKos-); this conception is particularly well-developed by Trimorphic
Protennoia's doctrine of progressive revelation through the successively
more articulate modes of external expression by which Barbelo
Protennoia, the divine First Thought, manifests herself: in her first de
scent as masculine Voice (2rooy = �xos-), in her second descent as
feminine Speech (CMH = ¢wvtj), and finally in her third descent as the
masculine Logos. Of all the descent treatises, it is the Apocryphon of
John that exhibits the most points of contact with Platonism, especially
in the initial theogony with its Parmenidean negative theology, its deri
vation of plurality from an original unity by means of a female principle
that is emanated by the self-reflection of the supreme deity, its model of
the emanation of spiritual beings through a process of procession and
contemplative reversion upon their source pictured as a kind of heavenly
liturgy. The same is true of its doctrine of archetypes and images and
models and copies, and its parody of the Platonic demiurge.25 But the
2?• See especially M. WALDSTEIN, "The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon of
ohn
� ," in The Nag Hammadi Library After Fifty Years: Proceedings of the /995
cie
� ty of Biblical Literature Commemoration, ed. J. D. Turner and A. McGuire
Hammadi and Manich�ean Studi s 44. Leiden, Ne� York, & Koln: �- J. Brill,
�
19;�), 154-187,
_
esp. 183: , Ap. John s M1ddle-Platonic transcendent deity gazes
u n him
self into the primal waters of Genesis I and discerns in them his own
:� �
ion, Barbelo-Wisdom, the effulgence of his own light. This scene is closely
e
�
link e to Ap
John's reading of Genesis I :3 (light shining forth) and I :26 (appear
anc of the
luminous human image on the waters of chaos). The later creation of
Adaem af\er
the Iuminous image on the waters has its archetypal counterpart in the
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Platonizing Sethian treatises draw even more heavily on the Platonic
philosophical tradition, mainly from Middle Platonic doctrine, but even
from Plato's dialogues themselves.
The Platonizing Sethian treatises model their conception of the vi
sionary ascent upon that found in Plato's Symposium (210A-2 l 2A) and
the parable of the cave in the Republic (VII 514-5 I 7 A). Zostrianos
draws its descriptions of the ideal world from those in the Phaedo
( I I 3D-114C), Gorgias (523A-6C), Phaedrus (248C-249C), and the Re
public (X 6 I 4b-62 l b), it incorporates the doctrine of the paradigm, the
demiurge, and the receptacle from the Timaeus, and it draws upon the
doctrine of the modes of non-being in both the Sophist (2408, 254D)
and Parmenides (162A). Both Zostrianos and Allogenes base their nega
tive theology on an anonymous Middle Platonic commentary upon the
Parmenides (137E-142A). Zostrianos shares its version of this negative
theology word-for-word with Marius Victorinus' treatise against Arius
(VlII 64, 13-66, 11 = Adversus Arium 1.49,9-50,21 in part). And Al
logenes (XJ,62,28-63,25) shares another similar negative theology word
for word with the Apocryphon of John (BG 24,6-25,7; II 3, 18-33). In
fact, one may wonder to what extent the Platonic apocalypses such as
the myth of Er in Republic X and its later imitations in Cicero's "Dream
of Scipio" (De Republica VJ) and Plutarch's (De genio Socralis 590A592E) myth ofTimarchus served as models for the authors ofZoslrianos
and Allogenes.

mirroring of the transcendent deity in the waters surrounding it. The system of per
sonal aeons with abstract names appears to be the result of the conflation of a list of
Platonic ideas and orders of Jewish angels. The overall image of Ap. John's upper
world is that of a Jewish heavenly court. The members of the court not only contem
plate, as Middle-Platonic hypostases do, but they participate in a heavenly liturgy
described in the language of the Septuagint: they stand in attendance (rrapurrcivm)
before God and glorify (&>eci(ELv) him in songs of praise. The dialogue of prayer
flashes back and forth between him nnd them. They ask him for favors; he gra
ciously grants them; they respond with praise. Jewish genealogy (Adam, Seth and
the descendants of Seth) is found on the various levels of being with higher genealo
gies acting as Platonic paradigms for lower ones. The multiplication of beings re
quired for a heavenly court of angels expanJs the coupling of Middle-Platonic mas
culine (or neuter) principles of unity and feminine principles of diversity into a
system of syzygies. Christian themes are present as well, particularly in the anoint
ing of the Self-Generated, but they do not play as architectonic a role in the very
structure of the heavenly world as Middle-Platonic and Jewish elements do."
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[V. AN ANTrCIPATORY SKETCH OF THE
ONTOLOGY OF THE SETHIAN TREATISES

In all the Sethian treatises, the ontology, or doctrine of the levels of
being or reality from the primal principle of all things down to the level
of gross matter, is hierarchical. The major feature of this ontology is its
dualism, since all of reality is distributed into two major realms, a tran
scendent realm of stable being and a lower, unstable realm of becoming
characteristic of the ordinary world of everyday human experience. The
instability of the lower realm is caused by a pre-existent, unformed mat
ter whose existence is mostly presupposed; with the exception of the
Hypostasis of the Archons and Zostrianos, its origin is generally left
undescribed. As in the Apocryphon of John, many Sethian treatises lo
cate at the summit of the hierarchy a supreme triad of Father, Mother
and Child. The members of this triad are the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo,
and the divine Autogenes. The Invisible Spirit seems to transcend even
the realm of being itself, which properly begins with Barbelo as his
projected self-reflection. The Child is self-generated (m'.IToyevtjs) from
Barbelo either spontaneously from a spark of the Father's light, and is
responsible for the ordering of the remainder of the transcendent realm,
which is structured around the Four Luminaries and their associated
aeons. The realm of becoming below this usually originates from
Sophia's attempt to instantiate her own contemplation of the Invisible
Spirit all by herself and without its permission; in many accounts, this
act produces her misshapen offspring the Archon as the maker of the
phenomenal world.
Within the Sethian corpus, for reasons that will become obvious, one
is justified in speaking of a specific sub-group of texts, the "Platonizing"
Sethian treatises Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and
Marsanes. What is most striking about these treatises is that they intro
duce into Sethian literature an entirely new fund of metaphysical con
ceptuality that draws heavily on the technical terminology of Platonic
philosophy. In them, the ontological structure of the transcendental
world becomes highly articulated by means of various triadic arrange
ments that remind one of the metaphysics of the Neoplatonist philoso
phers in the third century.
The highest ontological level is beyond being altogether, in the man
ner of the non-being One of Plato's Parmenides, or the supreme One of
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Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic speculation. The Sethian name for this
supreme principle is the Invisible Spirit, characterized by non-being
existence, silence and stillness; it is not an existing thing and is com
pletely unknowable (XI 62,23-64, 14; cf. also the Apocryphon of
John II 2,26-3,36).
The second ontological level is that of determinate being, occupied by
the Aeon of Barbelo, the First Thought or Mind of the Invisible Spirit,
characterized as a non-discriminating, incorporeal, [timeless] knowledge
(XI 51,I 0-11). While the Apocryphon ofJohn closely associates Barbelo
with her three attributes Foreknowledge, Incorruptibility, and Eternal
Life, the Platonizing treatises actually subdivide the Barbelo Aeon into
three levels which correspond to aspects of the Plotinian hypostases of
Intellect and Soul: I) the domain of "the authentic existents" (the Pla
tonic intelligibles or ideas, the universal archetypes of everything) pre
sided over by Kalyptos (the "Hidden One," a sort of contemplated intel
lectual principle rather like the Plotinian Jntellect); 2) the domain of
"those who are unified," a domain of multiple intellects presided over by
Protophanes, "First appearing one" (a sort of contemplating intellect
rather like the "second God" of Numenius; see Chapter 9 thereon), a
"many in one" as the union of thinking with all the objects-archetypal
forms and souls-that it thinks, not separately and sequentially, but
always simultaneously; and 3) the domain ofthe "individuals" (differen
tiated, individual forms and souls) presided over by Autogenes (the
"Self-begotten One," a sort of "demiurgical" intellect who operates on
the realm of Nature below, rather like Numenius' "third God"). As their
names reveal, they also represent three phases in the unfolding of deter
minate being within the Barbelo Aeon: initial latency or potential exis
tence (the hidden Kalyptos), initial manifestation (Protophanes), and
determinate, self-generated (Autogenes) instantiation.
The third ontological level is that of animated being, i.e., disincarnate
souls. In the Apocryphon ofJohn, the Gospel of the Egyptians, and the
Trimorphic Protennoia, this realm seems to be that ofthe Four Luminar
ies Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth that contain the antedilu
vian Adam, Seth, and Seed of Seth, as well as morally repentant souls.
While Allogenes seems to place souls in the third level of the Barbelo
Aeon together with Autogenes and another savior figure called the Tri
ple Male Child, Zoslrianos, Marsanes, and the Untitled text of Codex
Bruce locate this psychic realm below the Barbelo Aeon as the Self-
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generated Aeons, which contains the Four Luminaries, Adamas, Seth
and his seed, and various other figures including self-generated souls.
The Aeon of Barbelo is the emanative product of the three-stage self
unfolding of the inner potency of the supreme Invisible Spirit. While the
Apocryphon of John depicts the emergence of Barbelo as an act of the
Invisible Spirit's mental self-reflection, Allogenes and Zostrianos por
tray it in a manner typical of Neoplatonic metaphysics, as a three-phase
self-unfolding through successive modalities of the Invisible Spirit's
"Triple Power" (Existence, Vitality, and Mentality) to form the Aeon of
Barbelo. According to Allogenes, just as the Barbelo aeon itself becomes
a substantially existing aeon who can know herself because she knows
her source (the Invisible Spirit), so also each level of being within the
Aeon of Barbelo comes into being by knowing both itself and its origi
nating principle. In typical Neoplatonic fashion, each successively lower
being emanates from its immediate prior and achieves substantial reality
by a contemplative reversion upon its suprajacent source. The chain of
being is created and bound together by acts of vision and knowledge.
The fourth ontological level, Nature, is the physical realm of embod
ied existence. While many Sethian treatises either presuppose or offer a
detailed account of its production through the fall of Sophia, this realm
appears to hold no interest for the authors of Allogenes and the Three
Ste/es of Seth, but is rather more highly developed in Zostrianos and
Marsanes, who credit it with various sublevels in descending order: the
Repentance (µETcivow), the Sojourn (rrapoL.KTJOLS), the Aeonic Copies
(avTLTUTTOL), the atmospheric realm, the thirteen aeons ruled by the Ar
chon, the earth, and the realm of pure matter.
V. LITERARY GENRE OF THE SETHIAN TREATISES

Some of the Nag Hammadi Sethian treatises apply a literary characteri
zatio n to themselves. Thus, the Apocryphon of John designates itself as
"the teaching of the savior and revelation of the mysteries and things
hidden in silence ... taught to John his disciple." The Hypostasis of the
Archons designates itself as a response to the question about the nature
of the archontic rulers of this world. The Gospel ofthe Egyptians, whose
original and proper title is The Holy Book of the Great Invisible Spirit,
claims to be the holy book written by Seth and deposited on Mt. Char-
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axio26 in order that it may appear at the end of time and reveal the incor
ruptible holy race of Seth, their associates, and the supreme godhead of
the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo and their only-begotten Son. The Three
Ste/es ofSeth presents itself as Dositheus' revelation of three steles pri
mordially inscribed by Seth, father of the unshakable race. Allogenes
describes itself as "the seal of all the books of Allogenes," which Al
logenes addressed to his son Messos and deposited on a mountain for
posterity. Nevertheless, contemporary scholarship has classified these
treatises by literary type in accordance with their presumed religious
function: 27 apocalypse, testament, didactic treatise, revelation discourse
and dialogue, self-predicatory aretalogy, liturgical manual, and ritual
etiology.
The bulk of them are revelation discourses that narrate visions of the
structure of the heavenly realm and the course cosmic history from the
beginning to the present. The Apocalypse of Adam, despite its title, is
actually a deathbed testament of Adam to his son Seth in which he re
veals the content of a dream vision in which he was instructed by three
heavenly men concerning the fortunes of Eve and himself, his son Seth
and Seth's offspring in the contest between the evil creator god Saklas
and the beings of a higher world who will rescue the seed of Seth. Mel
chizedek likewise contains the biblical high priest Melchizedek's report
of revelations imparted to him by the angelic "receiver" Gamaliel and
certain "brethren" (perhaps the primordial offspring of Seth) concerning
future events that include the coming of the suffering, dying and rising
savior Jesus Christ; like the Gospel of the Egyptians, it includes a
lengthy (high priestly) doxology in honor of the denizens of the aeonic
world spoken by Melchizedek as he receives baptism "in the living, holy
[names] and waters."

26. Charaxio (Ill 68, 13) might mean something like "mountain (Heb. iiJ) of the
worthy" (Gk. aell;iV, i.e. "those who are worthy," namely the Sethians ), where Seth
put the treatise, and upon which the sun cannot rise (i.e. in the southern hemisphere.;
cf. Cicero, Tuscu/anae Disputationes 1.68). A Charaxus is also mentioned by Ovid
at Metamorphoses XI 1.212 as a Lapith and at Heroides XV .117 as a brother of Sap
pho.
27. See H.-M. Sc1mNKE, "Gnostic Sethianism," S97-602, and the introductions to
the translations of the respective texts cited above, n. 5. See also, F. T. FALLON.
"The Gnostic Apocalypses" in '·Apocalypse. The Morphology of a Genre," ed.
J. J. Collins; Semeia 14 (1979), 123-158.
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In contrast to these two revelation discourses in which knowledge of
the future course of history is communicated to the lower realm, we also
find three revelation discourses which relate for the benefit of a group of
similarly adept initiates the paradigmatic experience of a gnostic vision
ary who himself achieves enlightenment through an ecstatic ascent
through the divine world. Allogenes, Zostrianos, and Marsanes each
feature a visionary figure who undergoes a contemplative ascent involv
ing visions of the divine world and its various levels of being followed
by a subsequent descent and transmission of these visions in written
form for those who in the future would achieve a similar ascent. Except
for Marsanes, which lacks a narrative framework (but nevertheless con
tains some evidence of cosmic eschatology), one may regard them as
apocalypses of the heavenly ascent variety. So also, if admitted to the
corpus of Sethian texts, the short piece Hypsiphrone appears to have
been a short apocalypse, presenting itself as "the book [of visions]
which were seen [by Hypsi]phrone, and they [are revealed] in the place
of [her] virginity."
One finds also two plainly didactic treatises, both having apparently
undergone a secondary Christian redaction: The Hypostasis of the Ar
chons contains an esoteric mythological interpretation of Genesis l-9 in
terms of the struggle between the spiritual rulers (archons) of this world
and the exalted powers of the supreme deity over the fate of the divine
image incarnated in Adam and his descendants; it concludes with a reve
lation dialogue between Eve's daughter Norea and the great angel
Eleleth concerning the origin and end of these ruling Archons. The
Apocryphon of John, as we have already noted, is cast as a revelation
dialogue between John son of Zebedee and the risen Jesus; he reveals
the unknowable deity and the divine world which emanated from him,
the creative activity of the divine wisdom resulting in the birth of the
world creator who fabricates the earthly Adam, as well as the subse
quent history of the attempts of the denizens of the divine world to
awaken the divine spirit in Adam, Seth and the seed of Seth, which is
assured of its ultimate salvation.
While these two didactic treatises are primarily concerned with
mythological theogony, cosmogony, anthropogony and a history of
salvation governed by the intervention of divine saviors, two other trea
tises are devoted to Sethian ritual practice. The Gospel of the Egyptians
explains the origin of Sethian baptism and the figures invoked and
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praised in the course of the ritual by means of a mythological theogony,
cosmogony and history of salvation similar to the Apocryphon of John.
But the weight of the text seems to fall on a standard doxology punctuat
ing each major episode of the theogony,28 and a concluding mystical
prayer celebrating the reception of the baptism of the Five Seals. While
the Gospel of the Egyptians has undergone Christian redaction, the
Three Ste/es ofSeth is a non-Christian treatise in which the emphasis is
again on prayer, for here Seth is represented as originating and transmit
ting to his posterity a set of three doxological prayers to be used during a
community ritual; each prayer applies to a separate stage of an ecstatic
ascent through the three highest levels of the divine world as portrayed
in Allogenes and Zostrianos. Indeed, it seems that here, the theogony
functions as an etiology explaining the significance of the rather tradi
tional-sounding enumerations of beings named in the doxologies and
prayers, whereas in Melchizedek (IX 5, 11-6, 1O; 16, 11-18, 7) the signifi
cance of the beings invoked in the two similar-sounding doxologies
uttered by Melchizedek are not so explained.
Another treatise, the Trimorphic Protennoia, takes the form of a first
person aretalogy or recitation of the deeds and attributes of Protennoia,
the First Thought of the Sethian supreme deity. Speaking in the first
person, she recites her attributes and saving initiatives in three separate
compositions related respectively to her establishing heavenly dwellings
for her fallen spirit trapped in mankind, her destruction of the power of
the hostile spiritual rulers of the world, and her final saving descent as
the Logos in the guise of Christ. If one includes Thunder in the Sethian
dossier of texts, then one must add another such aretalogy consisting of
diatribic self-predications in the form of paradoxical riddles spoken by
another female savior figure rather like Sophia or Protennoia, perhaps
this time speaking in the guise of the "fleshly Eve after her separation
from the masculine half of the Adam androgyne."29 A small sample of

28. IV 59,13-29; 11149,22-50,17; 53,12-54,1 1; 55,16-56,3; 6 1,23-62, 13.
29. B. LAYTON, "The Riddle of the Thunder (NHC Vl,2)," in Nag llammadi,
Gnosticism and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick und R. I Iodgson (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1986), 37-54 hypothesizes Thunder to be an offshoot
(along with certain materials in the Hypostasis of the Archons and On the Origin of
the World [NHC 11,5]} of a certain Gospel of Eve cited by Epiphanius (Panarion
26.2.6), a hypothesis more recenily called into question by P.-H. POIRIER, le Ton
nerre, lntel/ect Parfait (NH VJ, 2), (Bibliothcque coptc de Nag Hammadi, section
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such riddles may be found concerning the spiritual Eve in the Hyposta
sis of the Archons (II 89,14-17), where Adam exclaims "It is you who
have given me life; you will be called 'Mother of the living,' for it is she
who is my mother; it is she who is the physician, and the wife, and she
who has given birth."
Finally, the short piece Thought of Norea is an ode to Norea, wife
sister of Seth, conceived as a manifestation of Sophia, the "fallen" di
vine wisdom, who will be restored along with her spiritual progeny into
the divine world by the very aeons from which she once departed.
VI. SUMMARY OF MAIN DOCTRINAL AND LITERARY FEATURES

We have now sketched out a representative outline of the Sethian theog
ony, cosmogony, anthropogony and the account of the origin of the evils
that plague human existence, as well as a representative soteriology that
explains how humanity will be extricated from their defective situation
in a faulted world and reunited with their ultimate point of origin in the
divine world. This grand myth is either presupposed in certain treatises
or explicitly spelled out in others, often with variations. Such variation
is also to be seen in the sheer variety of literary genres represented by
the treatises, such as apocalypse, testament, didactic treatise, revelation
dialogue, self-predicatory aretalogy, liturgical manual, and ritual etiol
ogy.
It should also have become plain that the Sethian treatises divide
themselves into two basic groups depending on the way salvific enlight
enment is to be attained. One group of tractates (the Apocryphon of
John, the Apocalypse ofAdam, the Gospel ofthe Egyptians, the Trimor
phic Protennoia, and perhaps the Hypostasis of the Archons) conceptu
alizes the means of salvation as a horizontal, temporally successive se
quence of descents into this world by a heavenly savior, while another
group (Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and Marsanes)
conceptualizes the means of salvation as a vertical succession of mental
states and assimilation to ever higher levels of being on the part of the
Gnostic himself. In the first group of treatises, the salvational process is
instigated by the Mother of the Sethian trinity, often called Barbelo,
while the mediator of salvation is usually a male figure who appears in
<'. Textes » 22; Quebec and Louvain-Paris: Les Presses de l'Univcrsite Laval and
Editions Peeters, 1995), 149-152.
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various guises, such as the Logos, or Autogenes Christ or Seth, and the
instrument of salvation is frequently the baptismal rite called the Five
Seals. In the second group, the possibility of enlightenment is revealed
in the exemplary experience of various figures, Zostrianos, Allogenes or
Marsanes who illustrate a contemplative technique that is expected to be
worked out by the individual gnostic either alone or in concert with
other similarly instructed adepts.
In anticipation of a fuller treatment in Chapter I 2, we have also sum
marized the ontology, or doctrine of the levels of being, employed in
Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es ofSeth, and Marsanes. It is basi

cally a distinctively Platonic metaphysical elaboration upon the tradi
tional divine triad of Father, Mother, and Son, but as we shall see, one in
which the concept of a supreme trinity is jettisoned altogether. The on
tology is hierarchical, articulated into triadic sub-structures, such as the
Triple Powered One of the Invisible Spirit as the means by which the
Aeon of Barbelo originates. In turn, the Aeon of Barbelo is also triparti
tioned into sub-levels called Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes. As
we shall see, these treatises show little trace of the radically dualistic
opposition between the spiritual and material realms evident in other
Sethian treatises; they in fact presuppose that the natural realm is worthy
of ultimate preservation.

CHAPTER THREE
INTERDEPENDENCIES AMONG THE SETHIAN TREATISES

J. THEMATIC lNTERDEPENDENClES

The previous chapter has attempted to identify some of the common
doctrines and mythologumena that are characteristic of the Sethian trea
tises as a whole, although there are significant differences among them,
particularly in their depiction of the r1eans by which salvation is at
tained. One may theref�re suspect that these commonalties are not
merely accidental products of individual authorial expression, but in fact
result from the conscious dependence of one Sethian author upon an
other, or, lacking that, at least upon well-known common traditions. We
now proceed to an investigation of each individual text in an effort to
delineate the literary relationships between them, with a view toward
constructing a history of the development of the movement dubbed
"Sethian Gnosticism." In so doing, it is convenient to divide the treatises
into the two groups delineated according to soteriological pattern in the
preceding chapter, treating first treatises belonging to the "descent"
pattern, and then those of the "ascent" pattern.

A. Treatises Employing the Descent Pattern
1. The Apocryphon of John
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Apoc,yphon of John con
tains a theogony and cosmogony extremely similar to the "Barbeloite"
doctrine outlined by Irenaeus of Lyons in his work Against the Heresies
(Adversus Haereses I.29), written around 175-180 CE. Since lrenaeus
does not report the anthropogony and the history of salvation based on
the Sethian interpretation of Gen 1-9, nor evince any trace of the Chris
tian dialogical frame-story of the Apocryphon of John, it is usually as
sumed that he did not possess a copy of our extant versions of the Apoc
ryphon of John. Therefore one must assume that lrenaeus had access to
a version of its theogonical and cosmogonical sections that was pro
duced before 150 CE.
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The succeeding chapter of Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. T.30, 1-10), which out
lines a gnostic myth that Irenaeus attributes to certain "Ophites," but
which Theodoret of Cyrrhus' Greek copy of Irenaeus' summary of
Ophite doctrine (Haereticarum fabularum compendium 1.13) attributes
to Sethians, also bears a number of features reminiscent of Sethian ones:
I) the name "First Man" for the high deity, 2) a figure called the Son of
Man, 3) a story of the "fall" of Sophia, who 4) creates Yaldabaoth and

six angels whose names are the same as those in the Apocryphon of
John, 5) the familiar story ofYaldabaoth's boasting in his sole deity and

the heavenly response thereto, and 7) the creation of Adam and Eve,
Cain and Abel, and Seth and Norea. Certain distinctly Sethian features
are missing, however, such as the elevation of the seed of Seth, and the
figures of the divine Adamas, and Autogenes and his Four Luminaries,
features which it seems that lrenaeus would surely have described had
his source employed the anthropogony and history of salvation appear
ing in the extant versions oftheApocryphon of John.
According to Frederik Wisse, one of the editors of the standard syn
opsis of the Apocryphon of John, 1 all four manuscripts (Nag Hammadi
Codices II, III, and IV, and the Berlin Gnostic Codex) of the Apocry
phon are copies of independent translations into Sahidic Coptic from
earlier Greek exemplars, one a shorter and the other a longer version
(both now lost).2 The versions in Codices II and IV are independent
Coptic recensions of a previous Coptic translation of the original longer
Greek version, and the shorter versions contained in Codex Ill and the
Berlin Codex are independent translations of a single Greek exemplar of
the shorter version. Aside from the question of the relationship of these
two or three recensions of the Apocryphon of John to the Barbeloite
I. Apoc,yphon ofJohn: Synopsis of Nag Hammadi Codices fl, 1; III, 1; and IV, 1
with BG 8502,2, ed. M. Waldstein and F. Wisse (Leiden, New York, and Koln:
E. J. Brill, 1995); F. WISSE, "After the Synopsis: Prospects and Problems in Estab
lishing a Critical Text of the Apoc,yphon of John and Defining its Historical Loca
tion," pages I 38-153 and K. L. KING, "Approaching the Variants of the Apocryphon
of John," pages 105-137 in J. D. Turner and A. McGuire, eds., The Nag Hammadi
Library After Fifty Years: Proceedings of the 1995 Society of Biblical literature
Commemoration (Nag Hammadi and Manichaean Studies 44. Leiden, New York, &

Kllln: E. J. Brill, 1997).
2. F. WISSE, "The Apocryphon of John," in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, 6
vols., ed. 0. N. Freedman el al. (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 3.899: "All four
copies of Ap. John are written in Sahidic with IV, L conforming more closely to the
standardized spelling of this Upper Egyptian dialect."
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material summarized by lrenaeus, there is also the question of the rela
tive priority among all these versions of the underlying myth: not only
Irenaeus' account, but also that of both the two longer (II and IV) and
two shorter versions (Ill and BG) of the Apoc,yphon ofJohn. At present
this issue has not been decided,3 although it is obvious that even the
material common to both the longer and shorter versions represents a
text that has undergone substantial redaction and incorporated a number
of separate sources such as the introductory negative theology (II 3,1733), an excerpt from a "Book of Zoroaster" containing a lengthy me
lothesia (an account of the limb-by-limb construction of Adam's physi
cal body by 365 angelic powers, II 15,27-19, I 0), and a short dialogical
treatise on the salvation of various sorts of souls (BG 64,14-71,2;
II 25, 16-27,30).
The longer versions differ from the shorter ones principally in their
inclusion of the long citation from the Book of Zoroaster and a hymnic
monologue spoken by Pronoia as a conclusion for the entire work
(II 30,11-31,25). While much of the material found in the Apocryphon of
John-arguably the earliest complete version of the "Sethian myth"-is
echoed in other Sethian treatises, the concluding Pronoia monologue
seems actually to have served as the inspiration for the composition of
an entire Sethian treatise, namely the Trimorphic Protennoia.
The Pronoia monologue concluding both longer versions of the Apoc
ryphon of John is a hymnic composition of three stanzas in the first
person singular self-predicatory style ("I am"= Greek e yw ELµt) found
3. Common opinion has held the longer version to be an expansion of the
shorter version. On the basis of the frequency of Greek words, R. Kasser suggested
the relative priority of the shorter version in Codex III, followed by the two longer
versions in Codices II and IV, the latest of the versions being the shorter version in
the Berlin Codex. Cf. R. KASSER, "Bibliotheque Gnostique V: Livre secret de Jean,"
Revue de Theofogie et de Phifosophie 14 (1964), 140-170; 15 (1965), 129-155; 16
(1966), 179-181; 17 (1967), 1-30. M. TARDIEU (£crits gnosliques: Codex de Berlin
[Sources gnostiqucs ct manicheenncs I; Paris: Editions du Cerf, I 984], 38-45) sug
gests that lrenaeus, Advers11s Haereses 1.29 and the parallel material in the Apoc ry
phon of John descend from a common source (lT) combining Chaldaean astrology
and Platonic metaphysics (found in NHC 11 2,23-3,36; 4,10-5,32; 6,2-9,11; 9,25-35;
10,19-11,15; I 1,22-35; 12,10-13,5; and 15,13-19,15 [-=the Book of Zoroaster]),
which was then combined with the triple-descent hymnic material based on the
Johanninc prologue to produce a common source on which all versions of the Apoc
ryphon ofJohn depend, to be dated around 170 CE; and that no relative chronologi
cal ordering of the versions can be clearly discerned, since they all bear evidence of
redaction.
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in first-person aretaJogies or recitations of the powers and deeds of a
divinity or hero, reminiscent of the Hellenistic/Graeco-Roman aretalo
gies of Isis or to the aretalogical Wisdom poem found in the eighth
chapter of Proverbs. Each stanza narrates a separate saving descent of

Pronoia, probably to be identified with Ennoia/Pronoia/Barbelo, the
merciful Mother-Father of the main narrative, despite the fact that the
first-person style of the narrative frame story, which has Jesus speaking
this monologue to John, has the effect of identifying him as Pronoia,
even though the main body of the Apocryphon clearly identifies Jesus
with Pronoia's Autogenes son.
In the Pronoia monologue, Pronoia descends twice into the lower
world and shakes the foundations of chaos, but then in a third descent
comes into the prison, said to be the body, awakens the soul from its
corporeal forgetfulness, and raises it into the light by sealing it with the
luminous water of the Five Seals.4 This is the only direct reference to
the Sethian baptismal rite of the Five Seals in the Apocryphon of John,
which suggests that the conferral of this rite was not a feature of the
Apocryphon's original myth. Elsewhere, the Five Seals are mentioned
only in the Gospel of the Egyptians and the untitled text (ch. 4, as five
seals contained in the "third Father") of the Bruce Codex, and developed
significantly in the Trimorphic Protennoia. 5 Since the passage is not
present in the shorter versions of the Apocryphon ofJohn or in lrenaeus'
digest of its theogony and cosmogony, it is likely that it was originally
entirely independent of the earliest versions of the Apocryphon ofJohn.
The longer version's addition of the Pronoia monologue had the effect
of recapitulating Pronoia/Barbelo's three basic saJvific visitations from
the higher to the lower world narrated in the main body of the Apocry
phon ofJohn as salvific deeds of Christ himself. It was he, not Pronoia,
who initiated I) the downward projection of the image of the First Man,
2) the sending of the spiritual Eve as Adam's enlightener and mother of
the savior Seth, and 3) his own final advent into the world to enlighten

4. A possibility first noted by G. W. MACRAE, "Sleep and Awakening in Gnos
tic Texts," in Le Origini de/lo Gnosticismo: Colloquio di Messina, I 3-18 Aprile
1966 (ed. U. Bianchi; Supplements to Numen 12; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967), 496507.
5. See the Apocryphon of John II 31,24; IV 49,4; the Gospel of the Egyp
tians IV 56,25; 58,6; 58,27-28; 59,27-28; 66,25-26; 74,16; 78,4-5; 11155,12; 63,3;
66,3; the Bruce Untitled treatise 232, IO [Schmidt-MacDermot]; and lhe Trimorphic
Protennoia XIII 48,31; 49,27-28; 4 7,29; 50, 9-10.
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the contemporary Sethians by revealing to John the Sethian sacred his
tory told in the main body of the work.
2. The Trirnorphic Protennoia
The Apocryphon ofJohn conceives the tripartite history of redemption
as merely initiated by the transcendent Mother-Father Barbelo/Pronoia
but executed in the earthly realm below by various agents: her own
Voice that revealed the image of the First Human, perhaps her Son the
Autogenes together with the Four Luminaries, then the Epinoia of Light
who appears as the spiritual Eve, and finally the Christ of the frame
story. But the original speaker of the concluding Pronoia monologue
was certainly identical with the Barbelo of the first part of the Apocry
phon, and it is also clearly this same figure who is featured in the Tri
morphic Protennoia, which prefers to call her Protennoia, the "First
Thought" of the supreme Invisible Spirit.
[n the Trimorphic Protennoia, she manifests herself directly in the
lower world in three revelatory modes of increasing articulateness. As a
Father, the masculine Voice of the Thought, she first weakens the grip
of the infernal powers on her fallen members. Second, as Mother, the
Speech of the Thought, she inaugurates the shift of the ages, and over
turns the uncomprehending infernal and celestial powers of the Archi
genetor and gives shape to her members. Third, as Son, the Word of the
Thought, she replaces the darkened psychic and somatic thought of her
members with divine light (i.e. enlightenment) by conferring upon them
the baptismal ascent ritual of the Five Seals, and bears Jesus aloft from
the cross into the dwelling places of his Father. The extant version of the
Trimo,phic Protennoia consists of three separate sub-treatises,6 each
depicting a successive descent of the divine First Thought, but further
analysis detects a more complex structure that reveals a multistage his
tory of composition and redaction.7

The Trimorphic Protennoia sustains obvious relationships to other
Sethian literature. In its development of the Father-Mother-Child triad as
applied to Protennoia-Barbelo, the Trimorphic Protennoia draws on the
triple descent and cosmological materials found also in the Apocryphon
of John. The Trimorphic Protennoia's three-fold aretalogical structure
6. Entitled "The Discourse of Protennoia: [One],'' "(On] Fate: [Two]," and "The
Discourse of the Appearance: Three."
7. See Chapter 4 on the chronology and redaction of the Sethian treatises.
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and threefold descent of Protennoia culminating in her saJvific gift of
the Five Seals surely bears a close relationship to the similar first person
self-predicatory monologue of Pronoia that concludes theApocryphon of
John (11 30,11-31,25), close enough to conjecture that the monologue is

likely to have served as a model or direct source for the original compo
sition of the Trimorphic Protennoia. 8
In contrast to all other Sethian treatises of the descent pattern, the
Trimorphic Protennoia's account of Sophia shares a distinctive feature
in common with the Gospel of the Egyptians: the responsibility for her
creative initiative does not fall upon her, but is instead transferred to the
fourth Luminary Eleleth, who utters a boast, "I am King! Who is (the
king) of Chaos and who is (the king) of the underworld?" (XIII 39, 1517), nearly identical to Eleleth's exhortation in the Gospel of the Egyp
tians "Let someone reign over the chaos and Hades" (lll 56,24-25).
Ironically, the Trimorphic Protennoia's version of this boast is very
similar to Yaldabaoth's boast of his sole divinity in the Apoc,yphon of
John and the Hypostasis of the Archons. Evidently, the Trimorphic Pro
tennoia assigns the ultimate responsibility for the origin and activity of
the world creator Yaldabaoth and his work not to Sophia, but to the
fourth Luminary Eleleth. Nevertheless, the text (XIII 39,13-32) goes on
to imply that Sophia is in fact Yaldabaoth's mother who "had de
scended" and from whom Yaldabaoth had stolen power. So as in other
Sethian treatises, Sophia "falls," but in this act, she is ultimately blame
less, only a victim of circumstance. Moreover, the Trimorphic Proten
noia identifies the power that Yaldabaoth stole from Sophia with the
Epinoia of light. According to both the Trimorphic Protennoia
(XIII 35, 12-18) and the Apocryphon of John, this Epinoia is Bar
belo/Pronoia/Protennoia's earthly manifestation, who in the Apocryphon
is sent to Adam as a correction for Sophia's deficiency! 9 By identifying
the Sophia who descended with the Epinoia, the Trimorphic Protennoia
conceives Sophia/Epinoia as a "saved savior," at once source and object
of her own saving power.
Having descended, Epinoia/Sophia appeals to Eleleth to restore her
former rank (XIII 39,32-40,4) in much the same way as does Norea,
8. Sec discussion in Chapter 4.
9. The Apoc,yphon ofJohn II 20,27-28. In fact, the longer version of the Apoc
,yphon (II 9,25) introduces the story of Sophia's fall by calling her '·the Sophia of
Epinoia," while the other versions merely call her "our sister Sophia."
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who in the Hypostasis of the Archons functions as the undefiled, virginal
"helper" of Mankind (which is the function of the figure called the Epi
noia of light in the Apocryphon of John). The treatises the Thought of
Norea and the Hypostasis of the Archons likewise portray Norea as a
Sophia figure. Like Sophia in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Apoc
ryphon of John, she cries out (or repents) to be restored to her place in
the light so as to make up her deficiency, perhaps by the agency of the
Four Luminaries or their ministers (Gamaliel, Gabriel, Abrasax and
Samblo). The Thought of Norea, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the
Gospel of the Egyptians seem to assume or stress the innocence of Epi
noia/Sophia such that her restoration to the Light no longer requires
repentance for a willful act performed without her consort, as is the case
in the Apocryphon of John. Indeed, the Gospel of the Egyptians goes a
step further than the Trimorphic Protennoia by attributing the origin of
the archons Saklas and Nebruel to Gamaliel and Gabriel, the ministers
of the two highest of the Four Luminaries, while Sophia's function is
merely limited to producing the matter over which they rule! So also in
the treatise Zostrianos (VIII 9, 1-11, I) Sophia is the source of dark mat
ter, but not of the creator Archon who shapes it. Unlike the Yalentinian
doctrine of Sophia's separation from her passions by Christ and the
Savior (e.g., lrenaeus, Adversus Haereses l.4,1-5), in these treatises
Sophia does not need separation from her blame because she is assigned
none. In fact the Gospel of the Egyptians distinguishes between the
"hylic Sophia cloud" and another figure called Repentance (Metanoia)
who descended to the world as an image of the night, prays for the seed
of Adam and Seth (and the seed of the Archon and authorities!), and will
sow the seed of Seth into the aeons to make up the deficiency (111 59,960,2).
Finally, in terms of its stress upon the baptismal ascent ritual, 10 the
Trimorphic Protennoia seems to sustain a close relationship especially
to the Gospel of the Egyptians, Zostrianos, the Apocryphon ofJohn, and,
more distantly, to Melchizedek and perhaps Marsanes and even the
Apocalypse ofAdam. Owing to their fragmentary nature, it is difficult to
see what role the Sethian baptismal ritual plays in Melchizedek and
10. See H.-M. SCHENKE, "Gnostic Sethianism," 602-607 and J.-M. SEVRJN, le
dossier baptismal sethien. Etudes ,sur la sacramentaire gnostique (Bibliotheque
copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Eludes » 2; Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite
Laval, 1986), passim.
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Marsanes. In Marsanes, "washing" is mentioned on page 55; pages 6466 seem to narrate Marsanes' vision of certain angels, among whom is
Gamaliel, who is "over [those] spirit(s)" and "guides" Marsanes some
where to behold a scene ofjudgment in the vicinity of an "[evertlowing
fountain] of [the] living [water]," where the soul is "cleansed" and
''sealed" with the "celestial seal."
3. Melchizedek
In Melchizedek, Gamaliel, one of the traditional servants of the Sethi
ans' Four Luminaries sent "to [rapture] the congregation of the children
of Seth," appears to the high-priest Melchizedek to proclaim the coming
of Jesus Christ as the Son of God, the commander of the Four Luminar
ies, and who belongs to the race of the high priest of the most high God.
In Gamaliel's speech to Melchizedek (IX 5,11-6,10) there is an invoca
tion of prominent Sethian figures, Barbelo the Mother of the aeons,
Doxomedon Dom[edon?] the first born of the aeons, "who belongs to
the washings" (a figure also found in the Gospel of the Egyptians as a
kind of aeonic container for the ogdoads of the Father, Mother and
Child), the Four Luminaries, the Man of light Pigeradamas, and Miro
cheirothetos, all invoked through Jesus Christ, Son of God. On pages 78 of Melchizedek, baptism is mentioned with what seems to be a dis
tinction between "waters which are above," in which Melchizedek is to
be baptized, and other "waters," perhaps those of ordinary Christian
water baptism.11
In Melchizedek's response to Gamaliel (IX 14,16-18,7) he now rec
ognizes that he is only "(the image of) the true High-Priest [of) God
Most High" (IX 15,11-13), presumably since it has been revealed to him
that the actual high priest, Jesus Christ, is yet to come. Thereupon, Mel
chizedek offers himself up as a sacrifice, and says he will pronounce his
name as he "receives baptism [now] (and) forever among the living
(and) holy [names], and in the [waters]." At this point he delivers an
ascription of praise (IX 16,11-18,7) in the form of a trisagion to various
11. Cf. the phrase "[the waters] which are above" (IX 8, I) in the speech of
Gamaliel. In the case of Melchizedck's speech. he says that he will pronounce his
"name" as he "receives baptism," signifying the entrance of the baptizand into a
special social or ontological class, and implying, though not necessarily entailing,
that baptism is not self-administered (although no officiant is explicitly mentioned or
alluded to).
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figures, again including the holy Father Abel Baruch ("blessed Father
God"), perhaps Autogenes, the Mother Barbelo, Doxomedon, the Four
Luminaries Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth (called command
ers or commanders in chief), the Man of Light Pigeradamas, Mirochei
rothetos, and Jesus Christ as commander-in-chief. The treatise concludes
with another revelation that Gamaliel promised would come to Mel
chizedek, this time from the "[elect sons] of Adam [who are Abel],
Enoch, [Noah]," and delivered by certain otherwise anonymous "breth
ren who belong to the generations of life" (IX 27,7-8), perhaps to be
understood as representatives of the primordial seed of Seth dwelling in
the aeons of the Four Luminaries, though the text yields no further clues

concerning their identity.
Among the other Nag Hammadi Sethian treatises, only the Gospel of
the Egyptians and Zostrianos witness both the figures Doxomedon
("lord of glory") and Mirothoe/Mirothea (perhaps "anointing goddess,"
µupou + 0E:ci), the mother of Adamas, to which Mirocheirothetos (per
haps meaning "anointed one,"<* µupoXELpo0ETEw) is perhaps related as
object to subject. Of course, Meirothea is to be found also in the Tri
mo,phic Protennoia, where it is an epithet of Barbelo/Protennoia and in
the Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 119,12), where it is applied by Seth to his
father Pigeradamas as a "Mirotheid" (Mirotheas, born from Mirothea),
his "Mirotheos." These lists of beings probably derive from the tradi
tional liturgies of the Sethian baptismal rite, which may also have in
cluded a pre- or post-baptismal anointing.
Melchizedek would strike one as a Christian meditation, similar to the
NT letter to the Hebrews, upon the relation between Jesus Christ and the
high priest Melchizedek, were it not for the fact that the two speeches
contain an admixture of Sethian Gnostic terminology. It seems as if
Me /chizedek is a basically Christian work which has been Sethianized.12

4. Apocalypse of Adam
Sethian baptism also plays a prominent role in the Apocalypse of
Adam. Like the Apocryphon of John and the Trimorphic Protennoia, it
too exhibits signs of a redactional history. C. W. Hedrick has plausibly
pointed out that the Apocalypse of Adam consists of two independent

12. Cf. B. A. PEARSON, trans. with S. Givcrson, "Mclchizedek," in Nag Hammadi
Codices IX and X, ed. B. A. Pearson (Nag Hammadi Studies 15; Leiden: E. J. Brill,
198 l ), esp. 229-250.
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threads, "sources" A and B, which have been woven together along with
editorial comments by a redactor.13
Source A contains a deathbed testament of Adam who relates to his
son Seth the loss of his knowledge of God which he shared with Eve

until they were split into two aeons, and were enslaved to the creator
god who brought the flood and conflagration. The couple's fleshly seed
is preserved in the offspring of Noah, who together with his sons Ham,

Japheth and Shem, are regarded as sinful Sethites who have disobeyed
their heritage and have made a pact to serve the evil creator Saklas,
since they, like the angels of Gen 6:1-4, have lustfully cohabited with
mortal women.14 The result is the flood, from which Noah saves himself
and his family in the ark, while certain "holy angels" elevate Seth's
seed, the people ofGnosis, to safety. Yet among the offspring of Noah,
who form twelve kingdoms that serve Saklas, there is a "righteous rem
nant" consisting of 400,000 of the sons of Ham and Japheth who, after
the flood, defected from the Semites-apparently the seed of Shem are
Jews who are completely condemned-and join with the elect, the true,
undefiled seed of Seth. This defection angers Saklas, who determines to
exterminate the elect through a great conflagration. While all the sons of
Noah were saved from the flood, the elect, joined by the 400,000, will
be saved from Saklas' second attempt to exterminate them-perhaps
through the raining of fire and brimstone on Sodom andGomorrah-by
the ministers of the Four Luminaries Abrasax, Samblo and Gamaliel.
The elect will live forever in the aeons (probably those of the Four Lu
minaries), but the rest of the offspring of Noah will continue to serve the
creator and will surely die. At this point a third divine intervention is
introduced, which contains material that seems to derive from a new
source.
Hedrick's source B contains a dream vision revealed to Adam by
three glorious men who narrate the third saving mission of an "illumina
tor" whose origin is unknown to the evil powers. Thirteen opinions of
his origins, symbolized by thirteen "kingdoms," are rejected; in reality
13. C. W. HEDRJCK, "The Apocalypse of Adam: A Literary and Source Analy
sis," Society of Biblical literalllre Seminar Papers (1972), 581-590, and more fully,
IDEM, The Apocalypse ofAdam: A literary and Source Analysis (Society of Biblical
Literature Dissertation Series 46; Chico, CA: Scholar's Press, 1980). Source A:
V 64, 1-65,23; 66, 12-67, 12; 67,22-29; 69,1-76,6; 83,7-84,3; 85, 19-22.32; Source B:
V 65,24-66,12; 67, 12-21; 76,8-83,4.
14. The interpretation of STROUMSA, Another Seed, 82-103.
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he com es from a great aeon to enlighten his elect. From the point of
view of the redactor, the illuminator does not receive nourishment,
glory, and power in the beyond and then "come (down) to the water,"
which the redactor regards as polluted and chaotic, but rather remains
above in the light where he resides with the three imperishable illumina
tors Yesseus, Mazareus, Yessedekeus, the Living Water.15 At some
point, angelic beings will bring the truth to the Sethians below in a way
independent of the written word of the evil creator, a truth that is appar
ently communicated by a holy baptism through "logos-begotten" illumi
nators.
There is thus a distinction between the holy baptism with Living Wa
ter and a baptism practiced by the servants of the creator who have pol
luted the water of life. A similar distinction between a polluted earthly
baptism and an undefiled celestial baptism is apparently made in Mel
chizedek (IX 7,4-9,2), Zostrianos (VIII 131,2-10), and the Gospel of the
Egyptians (III 67,22-26, esp. IV 80,9-13). This agrees with the recurrent
emphasis in the latter two works and in the Trimorphic Protennoia on
the "unpolluted" or "undefiled" waters, called the "spring (i.e., source)
of truth."
Finally, the Apocalypse ofAdam shares with the Trimorphic Proten
noia (and, as will be noted, the Gospel of the Egyptians), the motif of
the triple descent of the redeemer (the Illuminator, Protennoia and Seth
respectively) culminating in the delivery of a saving baptism. On the
other hand, it knows nothing of a rite explicitly called the Five Seals,
nor of the "Barbeloite" doctrine of the divine Father, Mother, and Son
triad as it occurs in Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.29, the Apocryphon of
John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, the Gospel of the Egyptians, and Mel
chizedek.
5. The Gospel of the Egyptians
AI though the original and proper title of the Gospel of the Egyptians
is The Holy Book of the Great Invisible Spirit, to avoid confusion, I shall
refer to this work throughout as the Gospel of the Egyptians, following
modern-but incorrect-scholarly convention. As suggested by Schen
ke, the Gospel of the Egyptians can "be understood as the mythological
15. Elsewhere in Sethian treatises, Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus is a com
pound name, a barbarization of the name of Jesus in which one is baptized in "living
water."
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justification of a well-defined ritual of baptism including the invocations
that must be performed therein."16 He observes that the emphasis of this
text falls on its final part (Ill 63,4-68, 1 cf. IV 74, 17-80, 15). At this point
in the text, the three advents (rrapouo-tm) of Seth are summarized,
namely his descent at the flood, at the conflagration (of Sodom and Go
morrah), and at the judgment of the archons, to save his seed ("saints")
who have gone astray in the world, a scheme of three descents similar to
those of the llluminator in the Apocalypse of Adam. It is on his third
descent that Seth is said to descend in a Logos-begotten body prepared
for himself by the "virgin" (probably BarbeJo), put on Jesus, and defeat
the powers of the thirteen aeons_l7
This is the same pattern found in the Trimorphic Protennoia, where
the Logos-aspect of Protennoia descends through the levels of the vari
ous powers, at each level disguising itself in the garments and form of
each one, finally putting on Jesus and bearing him and Protennoia's
"seed" aloft into the holy light. While the Trimorphic Protennoia identi
fies this Logos with the perfect Son, the Christ (XIII 37,3-8), the god
who was begotten (i.e., Autogenes; cf. Xlll 37,20-39, 13), the Gospel of
the Egyptians identifies "the great Christ" with the archetypal Seth, the
Triple Male Child "Telmael Telmael Heli Heli Machar Machar Seth,"
and distinguishes him from the lower figure of Autogenes, who is al
ways mentioned in association with the Logos and the "incorruptible
man Adamas." Furthermore, both the Trimorphic Protennoia and the
Gospel of the Egyptians equate the descent of the Logos upon the
earthly figure of Jesus with the bestowal of the baptismal rite of the Five
Seals. The Gospel of the Egyptians identifies the living water in which
one is baptized with Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus (a barbarized ver
sion of the name of Jesus), while the Trimorphic Protennoia identifies it
with the Voice/Father aspect of Protennoia, which her Logos/Child as
pect in tum pours out on her members below, stripping them of the cor
poreal and psychic thought and replacing it with radiant light.
While the Trimorphic Protennoia-in which the figure of Jesus plays
no specific redemptive role-identifies this enlightenment merely with
undergoing the rite of the Five Seals, the Gospel of the Egyptians attrib
utes several functions to Seth's descent as a Logos-begotten body upon
16. SCIIENKE, "Gnostic Scthianism," 600.

17. Ill 63,4-64,9. In the Gospel of the Egyptians, those bearing the designation

"virgin[alj" arc the Great Invisible Spirit, Barbclofn], Youel, and Ptcsithea.
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Jesus: he is the instrument of a holy baptism, which involves the "kill
ing" (ZWTB, IV 75,3; III 63,9 has 2WTTT, "reconciliation") of the
world, the begetting of the saints through invisible secret symbols, a
renouncing of the world and the god of the thirteen aeons as well as the
"nailing" of their powers, and a gathering of the saints. In Ill 65,26-66,8
it is said that through the incorruptible man Poimael, those "who are
worthy of (the) invocation, the (baptism of) the renunciations of the Five
Seals in the spring-baptism will know their receivers," identified earlier
as the ministers of the Four Luminaries, Gamaliel, Gabriel, Samblo and
Abrasa x. 18 In the Trimorphic Protennoia (Xlll 48,26-31), the ministers
of the Four Luminaries (Gamaliel, [ ... ]nen and Samblo) rapture the
baptizand into the Light. Thus in both these treatises, there are a series
of references to certain gestures and verbal performances capable of
ritual enactment: renunciation, stripping, invocation and naming of holy
powers, doxological prayer to the living water, anointing, enthronement,
investiture, baptismal immersion, and certain other manual gestures,
such as extending the arms in a circle. Whether any of these acts, and if
so, which ones, comprise the Five Seals is difficult to tell; certainly all
these were frequently part of the baptismal rite in the wider church as
well.
As in the case of the Apocalypse of Adam and Apocryphon of John,
the Gospel of the Egyptians and the Trimorphic Protennoia portray
salvation as the culmination of a series of three descents of a heavenly
being to earth. The Gospel of the Egyptians and the Trimorphic Proten
noia ascribe the final act of salvation to the third descent of Seth or Pro18. Earlier in the Gospel of the Egyptians (111 52,3-53,9) these ministers, ranked
in the same order, are listed as members of the aeons of the Four Luminaries Har
niozcl, Oroiael, Daveithe and Eleleth, and they are joined by two series of hyposta
tizcd virtues: as feminine consorts for the Four Luminaries to complete the ogdoad
of Autogenes: Charis, Thelesis, Synesis, Phronesis (similar to and probably derived
from the systems of the Apocryphon of John and Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.29), and to
complete a fifth ogdoad, four consorts for the four ministers, Mneme, Agape, Eirene
and (Aionia) Zoe (probably derived from the Apoc,yphon of John (II, 5,26-30; 6,7;
7, 12), where Aionia Zoe may be an error for EVVOLa and (w�, regarded in the Gospel
of the Egyptians as feminine consorts for the four ministers). The contents of the
second and third ogdoads of the Mother and Child are unspecified, while that of the
Father (III 42,5-11) contains thought, word, incorruption, eternal [life], will, mind,
and foreknowledge, only seven items, lacking the figure of Christ; the complete
ogdoad occurs in Irenaeus' (Adv. Haer. 1.29) version of the system underlying the
Apocryphon ofJohn.
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tennoia in the form of the Logos who, in the former work, puts on Jesus,
or in the latter, rescues him from the cross. In each case this descent is
associated with the bestowal of a ritual of baptismal ascent known as the
Five Seals in which the bodily and psychic garment of the spirit is re
placed with light and immortal incorruptibility. The eschatological role
of Jesus in these two texts clearly reflects Christian influence, positive to
be sure in the Gospel of the Egyptians, but of an extremely polemical
sort in the Trimo,phic Protennoia, since there, rather than being the
savior, Jesus becomes the one saved.

6. The Hypostasis of the Archons
The triple descent of the revealer also informs the basic soteriological
pattern in the Hypostasis of the Archons, whose first part is a Sethian
rewriting of Genesis 2-9 that draws not only on various Jewish exegeti
cal traditions, but also on an interpretation of Genesis 2 similar to
Paul's, for example in 1 Cor 15:35-50 (on the two Adams and the physi
cal versus spiritual body). The initial descent is Incorruptibility's rebuke
of the chief authority Samael followed by her downward gaze by which
she projects below the divine image which the authorities capture into
an earthly, but inert, form (II 86,27-87,33). The second act opens with
the descent of the Spirit "from the Adamantine" land (the divine realm)
to ensoul the inert Adam by the insufflation of spiritual substance (ll 88,
10-15; cf. 1 Cor 15:43-47). When the Authorities put Adam to sleep and
extract Eve from his rib, the removal of spiritual substance leaves him
again merely psychic, whereupon the spiritual Eve appears in the form
of the snake and enlightens the earthly Adam and Eve by causing them
to eat of the tree of knowledge, thus raising them from the psychic to the
spiritual level (II 89,4-90,14; cf. Prov I :22-26, 29; 3: I 8-19; 4: 13;
1 Cor 15:43-48). After the birth of Cain, Abel, Seth, and Norea, 19 and
19. On Norea sec B. A. PEARSON, "The Figure of Norea in Gnostic Literature,"
Proceedings of the International Colloquium on Gnosticism, Stockholm, August 2025, 1973, ed. G. Widengren (Kungl. Yitterhcts I listorie ock Antikvitets Akadcmiens
Handlingar, Filologisk-filosofiska sericn, 17; Stockholm and Leiden: Almqvist &
Wiksell and E. J. Brill, I 977), 143-152. Norea is the biblical Na'amah (Gen 4:22),
the daughter of Cainite Lamech and sister of Tubal-Cain, and laler 1ake11 to be the
wife-sister of Seth. See Ps.-Philo, Uber antiquitatum biblicarum 1.1: lnitium 1111mdi.
Adam genuit Ires fllios et unam filiam, Cain, Noba, Abel et Seth; Chronicles of
Jerahmee/ 26.1: "Adam fathered three sons and three daughters: Cain and his twin,
Qalmana, his wife, and Abel and his twin. Deborah his wife; and Seth and his twin.
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the coming of the flood, the Archon tries to rape Norea for attempting to
burn Noah's ark, whereupon the fourth Luminary Eleleth comes to her
rescue. Teaching her about the nature of the archons, Eleleth predicts the
third salvific descent in the form of the final appearance of a savior, the
true man (perhaps Seth), who will anoint the "seed" (of Seth) with the
unction of eternal life and restore it into the light (II 96,29-97,20;
cf. I Cor 15:47-49).
Though using slightly different nomenclature, this is approximately
the same triple descent pattern as occurs in the Apocryphon of John,
although these descents are not specifically attributed to the Mother
Barbelo, whose place is here generally occupied by Incorruptibility,
which in the Apoc,yphon of John and the Gospel of the Egyptians is
only a hypostatized attribute of Pronoia/Barbelo. Whereas the Apocry
phon of John, the Trimo,phic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyp
tians conceive the final act of salvation as the baptism of the Five Seals,
the Hypostasis of the Archons seems to designate it as an anointing, an
action which the former treatises associate only with the emergenGe of
the third member of the primal triad, the divine Autogenes/Christ, who
is "anointed (cf. XPlaTOS', xp(aµa) with the goodness (-XPTJOTOS') of the
Invisible Spirit." It seems as if the Hypostasis of the Archons stands in
the Sethian pattern of the salvific descent of wisdom, but knows nothing
of the rite of the Five Seals, nor of the "Barbeloite" doctrine of the di
vine Father, Mother, and Son triad as spelled out in lrenaeus, Adversus
Haereses 1.29, the Apocryphon ofJohn, the Trimorphic Protennoia, the
Gospel ofthe Egyptians, and Melchizedek.

Noba', his wife"; according to Zahar I, 55a; lll, 76b the Cainite Na'amah seduced
the "sons of God" (Gen. 6:2 interpreted to mean angels) by her beauty; R. Abba b.
Kahana, in Midrash Genesis Rabba on Gen. 4:22: "Na'amah was Noah's wife"; in
NI-lC IX,2, The Thought of Norea, Norea cries out for help to the Four Luminaries
and is ultimately translated to the heavenly Pleroma; Orig. World II I 02, 7-10, "You
will find the effects and male powers of these names discussed in the Archangelic
Book of the Prophet Moses and the female names, in the first book of Noraia," and
II I 02, 23-25 "You will find the description of these things precisely stated in the
first treatise of Oraia"; the Sethians (Ophians or Ophites) of Jrenaeus, Adversus
flaereses I.30,9 hold that after the birth of Cain and Abel, Seth was generated after
Norea, by the providence of Prunicos [i.e. Sophia); the Sethians apud Epiphanius,
Panarion 39.5.2 ''A certain Horaia they claim to be Seth's wife"; Nicolaitans apud
Filastrius, Haer. 33.3: they venerate this Barbelo and a certain woman Nora; see
Epiphanius' lengthy account of the Nicolaitans in Panarion 26.1.3-2.1.
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7. The Thought ofNorea
Norea's plea to the "God ·of the all" in the Hypostasis of the Archons
constitutes her initial action in the Thought of Norea, where she invokes
the divine triad of Father (Mind, Adamas), Mother (Ennoia) and Son
(Mind, Logos, Autogenes). Just as in the Hypostasis of the Archons
where the angel Eleleth comes to her aid, so also the Thought of Norea
accords her the Four Luminaries as helpers who intercede for her with
the Father of the All. Having entered a condition of deficiency, she will
be allowed to find rest in the place of Epinoia with the divine Auto
genes. Just as the Epinoia of Light in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the
Apocryphon of John, so also Norea in the Thought of Norea is a sym
bolic equivalent of Sophia in the task of making up her deficiency. Ac
cording to the Trimorphic Protennoia:
XIII 39 32 Now when the Epinoia of the [Light] realized 33 that [he (Yalta
baoth)] had begged him (the Light), 34 for another [order, even though he
was lower) than she, she said, 35 "Grant me another order so that you
(Eleleth) may become for me 36 (a dwelling place lest l dwell] in disorder 37
[forever." And the order of the] entire house of 40 1 glory [was agreed]
upon her 2 word. A blessing was brought for 3 her and the higher order re
leased it 4 to her.

In the Thought ofNorea:
IX 27 21 It is Norea who [cries out] 22 to them. They (heard], 23 (and) they
received her into her place 24 forever. They gave it 25 to her in the Father of
Nous, 26 Adamas, as well as the voice 27 of the Holy Ones, 28 1 in order that
she might rest 2 in the ineffable Epinoia.

B. Treatises Employing the Ascent Pattern

It now remains to treat those Sethian texts which employ the scheme
of visionary ascent to enlightenment in preference to that of the three
fold descent of a revealer into the world. For this purpose, the compo
nent of ascension or rapture into the light culminating in the baptismal
rite of the Five Seals, with its associated drama/is personae functioning
as various baptizers, purifiers, glorifiers, superintendents, guardians and
rapturers, as well as the associated springs, gates, living waters, and so
on, will be presupposed. Indeed the ascensional component in the bap
tismal rite is probably the predecessor of a practice of visionary ascent
perfonned quite apart from the actual physical act of baptism. In the
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texts to be considered, Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth,
and Marsanes, not only is the experience of such an ascent developed
into a specific technique of visionary ascent, but also a new metaphysi
cal nomenclature for the ontological levels of the ascent is adopted from
contemporary Platonic metaphysics. These texts are further distin
guished by the apparent absence of certain prominent Sethian themes,
such as the apocalyptic schematization of history according to the peri
odic descent of a divine revealer or redeemer. They exhibit a greatly
attenuated interest in (Zostrianos) or even absence of (Allogenes, Ste/es
Seth, Marsanes) a narrative of the cosmogony of this world including
the downward inclination of Sophia and the origin and activity of her
demiurgical offspring. They also lack any exegetical speculation on the
Genesis story of the creation of mankind and his primeval history; only
the names of Adam (Adamas, Pigeradamas) and Seth (Setheus, Seth
Emacha Seth) remain, but as exclusively heavenly beings. Furthermore,
these texts show no manifest evidence of Christianization or of concern
with issues raised by Christianity. In these texts, Sethianism has become
a form of mythological Platonism.
The Platonizing Sethian texts resort to the conceptuality of later reli
gious Platonic metaphysics for identifying the traditional Sethian divine
beings with various abstract levels of transcendent being. They com
memorate the ecstatic ascent of a single exceptional individual such as
Zostrianos (the alleged uncle or grandfather of Zoroaster), Allogenes
("one of another kind, race," a play on crrrEpµa ETEpov of Gen 4:25),
Emmacha Seth, or Marsanes. Many of the traditional Sethian figures
continue to appear: the Invisible Spirit and its Silence; the male virginal
Barbelo and her three attributes (now completely renamed and redefined
as aeons); the divine Autogenes (no longer understood as Barbelo's
child); Adamas/Pigeradamas; the Triple-Male Child; and the child of the
child Esephech (now spelled Ephesech); and certain feminine powers
who appear to be lower doubles of Barbelo, such as Youel/Yoel and
Meirothea.
The metaphysics of the Platonizing Sethian treatises is strikingly in
novative: it is laid out on four ontological levels, positing a highest
realm beyond even being itself, below which one finds an atemporal,
intelligible realm of pure determinate being, followed by a psychic
realm, characterized by time and motion, and finally a physical realm at
the bottom of the scale. Furthermore, these treatises seem to have com-
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pletely jettisoned the Father-Mother-Child nomenclature designating the
supreme trinity familiar from earlier treatises in favor of an absolute
monism that completely reconceptualizes the older triadic metaphysics.
In this new metaphysics, rather than a single triad of supreme principles,
two new triads are proposed.20 The first of these is the Triple Powered
One, a triad of abstract powers-usually named Existence, Vitality, and
Mentality-by which the Invisible Spirit generates all further reality.
The second is a triad of distinct ontological levels contained in the erst
while Mother figure, Barbelo. From highest to lowest, these are: Ka
lyptos (the Hidden One), Protophanes (the First-Appearing one), and the
divine Autogenes (the Self-begotten one). Under this new arrangement,
Barbelo is no longer conceived as the feminine Mother of her Child
Autogenes, but as the masculine "Aeon (6 alwv) of Barbelo." As a re
sult, the erstwhile Child-figure of the traditional Father-Mother-Child
triad becomes merely the lowest of the three levels of the Barbelo Aeon,
and-in Zostrianos and Allogenes-a new Child figure emerges, the
Triple Male Child, a being who resides at various levels in the Barbelo
Aeon and functions as a (non-descending) Savior.
At the lower periphery of the divine world are the Self-generated Ae
ons, presided over by the divine Autogenes. Souls that reside in the Self
generated Aeons are called (perfect) "individuals" who are assured of
salvation by virtue of knowledgeably abiding in "the truth of the All."
The Self-generated Aeons contain the Four Luminaries, as well as the
vast majority of the divine beings traditionally associated with the
Sethian baptismal rite.
The divine world contains all those beings that are either unbegotten
or self-begotten. Below the Self-generated Aeons comes the realm of the
generated cosmos, which Allogenes merely calls "Nature" (<j>uats-). In
Zostrianos and Marsanes, however, the realm extending from beneath
the Aeon of Barbelo to the earth is expressly articulated into distinct
levels, each populated with various kinds of souls and spiritual beings.
According to Zostrianos, directly below the Aeon ofBarbelo, one finds:

20. See J. H. SlEOER, "An Introduction to the Tractate Zostrianos from Nag
Hammadi," Novum Testamentum 15 (1973), 233-240, esp. 238; IDEM, "The Barbelo
Aeon as Sophia in Zostrianos and Related Tractatcs." in Rediscovery, 788-795 and
IDL,M. "Introduction'' to Zostrianos in Nag Jfammadi Codex VIII, ed. J. H. Sieber
(Nag Hammadi Studies 31; Leiden: Brill, 1991 ), 7-28.
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entance (Metanoia), containing the disembodied souls of
J. the Re p
ent,
those who sin yet rep
the Sojourn (Paroikesis), containing disembodied souls who are not
z. self-directed, but follow the ways of others,
Copies (Antitypoi), presumably the seven planets and the
3. the Aeonic
21
fixed stars as the original abode of disembodied souls,
4. the atmospheric realm ("airy earth," Ge Aerodios), apparently the
realm extending from the moon down to the level of the clouds or
the earth itself, and finally
5. the corporeal realm below the moon, with its own thirteen aeons
presided over by the Archon.
A similar hierarchy, omitting the domain of the Aeonic Copies and the
atmospheric realm, is found in Marsanes (X 2, 16-3, 17), which calls all
thirteen ontological levels from lowest to highest "seals."22 As in Zos
trianos, the aeonic hierarchy seems to be interpreted by baptismal ter
minology, a feature entirely missing in Allogenes and the Three Ste/es of
Seth. The most complete list of these powers comes from the last page
of the untitled text of the Bruce Codex (263,11-264,6 [Schmidt
MacDermot]):
LX 29 He heard them and sent 30 discriminating 31 powers t hat know the
structure of 32 the Hidden Aeons; he sent them 33 fort h in accord with the
21. In some places these antitypes seem to be copies of the immediately supraja
cent S!!lf-gencrated Aeons, Metanoia and Paroikcsis rather than to constitute a
i gle level of their own. In Zostriano; (VTII 12,2-18), 'ihis level apparently consists
�;
_
th � souls of ordinary mortals who "cannot stand according to the power [they
have m] themsclvcs," but are instead "trained by th e Aeonic Copies, which receive a
_
P em ofthe1r souls while they are still in the world. After the individual procession
0 t�h e aeons, they come into being and they are individually transferred from the
t
: ::p�of the _Sojourn to the truly existent Sojourn, from the antitype of Repentance
ly exi tent Repentance, [and from the] antitype of Self-generated (Aeons)
[to the ] truly exi�stent [Self�genera
ted (Aeons)!, and so on."
as c:\:-tarsanes (� 2, 12-4,23) enumerates each of these levels as thirteen "seals" in
mg Order. 1 hus the first through third seals are the "ma terial and cosmic"
(per�aps the sublu
nar realms including the "ethereal earth") the fourth seems to be
"s'ncor poreal" (
.
.
'
the sixth the Selfbegotte n one . perhaps the Sojourn), the fifth 1s the Repentance,
s , the seventh Autogenes, the eighth Protophanes, the ninth probably
Kalypt s_, the
Triple � Owe rc tenth Barbelo, the eleventh and twelfth the Invisible Spirit and his
d One, and the thirteenth and highest "seal" is the unknown Silent
One.
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structure of the Hidden ones 34 and imposed order according to the tran
scendent order 35 and according to the Hidden structure. 36 They began
from the bottom up LXI I so that the construction might fit 2 together:
Now he created the atmospheric 3 realm as
a dwelling place for those who 4 came forth that
they might abide in it until s the confirmation of those below them. 6
Next, the true Sojourn; 7
within this, the place of the (true) Repentance; s
within this, the (true) Atmospheric 9 Copies.
Next, 10 the Sojourn;
the Repentance; 11
within this, the Self-generated 12 Copies in that place. 13
They were baptized in the name of the Autogenes, 14 the God over them. 15
And they placed powers 16 there over the Spring 17 of Living Water, who
were 18 brought forth as they came. These 19 are the names of the powers
over 20 the Living Water:
Michar, 21 Micheus; and
they (the waters) are purified by 22 Barpharanges.
And 23 within these, the Aeons of Sophia; 24
within these the real 25 Truth.
There are there Pistis Sophia 26 and
the pre-existent Jesus: 27 the one who lives, the atmospheric one, and 28
his twelve Aeons. 29
Placed there were Sel<d>ao 30 and Eleinos and Zogenethlos 31 and
Selmelche<I>
and the 32 Self-generated Aeons, and
within 33 it were placed the Four Luminaries 34
Eleleth, Davei<th>e, Oroiael, [LXll I and Armozel ... ).
In Zostrianos, the realms above the atmospheric realm are apparently
inhabited by disembodied souls during the period between their various
incarnations. They each represent different levels of spiritual attainment
beyond confinement to the corporeal realm and its thirteen aeons. Each
level is marked by a separate baptism appointed for those who achieve
it. Below the Barbelo Aeon, there are those who ascend to the atmos
pheric realm, the Aeonic Copies, the Sojourn, and the Repentance, and
within the Barbelo Aeon, there are the perfect individuals in the Auto
genes Aeon, the all-perfect ones in the Protophanes Aeon, and those
who truly exist in the Kalyptos Aeon (VIII 24,28-25,22).
Before proceeding to a brief characterization of each of the Platoniz
ing Sethian treatises and illustrating their general relationship with one
another and with other Sethian treatises, I note several concrete in-
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interrelationships. First, in the three treatises featuring a
stance S Of such
asc ent' Allogenes (XI 54,11-37), the Three Ste/es of Seth
1
ceIest·a1
6, 17) and Zostnanos (V!Il 51,24-52,8; 86,13-24; 88,9(VII l 25,24-12
a special aretalogical ascription of praise delivered to
25) there occurs
beings that seem to belong to the Aeon of Barbelo
in
certa
or {nvoking
with
her subaeons Kalyptos, Protophanes and Auto
ciated
nd are asso
:enes.23 The se doxologies directed to a somewhat fixed set of beings
robably all stem from some kind of liturgical-thus likely communal
�ractice on the part of Sethian practitioners of visionary ascent. The
largely non-Se mitic and non-Christian, Graecicizing form of the names
of the beings named are not part of the standard repertoire of names
invoked in the traditional baptismal context, which suggests that they
originated elsewhere.24
Second, it is to be noted that Allogenes (XI 62,27-63,25) sustains a
nearly word-for-word parallel with the Coptic text of the negative theol
ogy applied to the Invisible Spirit in the Apocryphon ofJohn (BG 24,625,6 and II 3, 17-35).25 This may suggest a dependence of Allogenes
upon some form of the Apocryphon ofJohn, which is probably the older
of the two texts, or of both Allogenes and the Apocryphon of John on a
common source, probably a pre-Plotinian Middle Platonic commentary
on Plato's Parmenides. Finally, even though not a concrete relationship
to another Sethian treatise, one should also bear in mind the nearly
word-for-word parallel in a negative theological passage shared in
common between Zostrianos (VIII 64, 13-66, 11) and Marius Victorinus
(Adversus Ariwn 1.49,9-40), both of which probably also derive from a
Middle Platonic commentary on Plato's Parmenides.26
While the continuity of these Platonizing Sethian treatises with those
Sethian treatises employing the descent pattern is clear, particularly in
23. Parallels cited in Chapter 1 4 , p. 608.
�4 - T hese are: Alphlegcs, Antitheus, Aphredon, Aramen, (H)armedon, Asineus,
8 en heu s, Deiphan
eus, Elemaon, Elilioupheus, Emouniar, Epiphanios, Erigenaor,
I< � pho
a_n c ros, Lalameus, Me!lephaneus, Nephredon, Nibareus, Noetheus, Optaon,
Onmenios s
• lsmoun, Solm,s, Thalanatheus, Yatomenes(-os), and
enaon, S1ou,
'
Yctheus. 1 .h.e name
s of these beings stand out in contrast to most Sethian nomina
ba b
· � ar�. by the fact that most of them are Greek compounds in -€US', -os, -ts and
l w ic see
ms to be in keeping with the Graecicizing, Platonic terminology of
�
these trea 11ses.
��· Parallels �ited in Chapter 12, p. 503.
_
· Parallel cned tn
Chapter 12, p. 505.
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the use of a common nomenclature for divine beings and instances of
baptismal motifs, these treatises demonstrate the formation of new liter
ary and ritual alliances with other groups whose provenance is un
known, save for their interest in theurgical, magical, and astrological
practices and their preoccupation with Platonic philosophical lore as a
means of articulating the ascent toward ultimate enlightenment.
1. Zostrianos
Zostrianos is rich in baptismal language, but it uses the imagery of
baptism in the name of a divine being solely to delineate the various
stages in a supracelestial ascent. Baptism now has nothing to do with a
redemptive ritual introduced by a descending figure such as Seth or
Christ or the Logos (none of which are mentioned). This interpretation
of baptism owes to the influence upon Zostrianos of a tradition of vi
sionary ecstatic ascent achieved as a self-performable technique typical
of religious Platonism. Nevertheless, in pages 6-62, Zostrianos draws on
the very sort of baptismal ascent traditions found especially in the Gos
pel of the Egyptians, which serve to interpret its Platonizing scheme of
ascent and doctrine of transcendent metaphysical levels.
Thus the basic scheme of Zostrianos is built around the reception of a
graded series of revelations and visions of the transcendental beings
appropriate to each successive ontological level revealed to and contem
plated by the visionary. At each stage of the ascent, Zostrianos in
structed about its character and spiritual inhabitants, whereupon he con
templates them and is assimilated to their nature. Successive stages of
the ascent are marked by a graded series of baptisms or washings and
seatings.
According to pages 4-7 of Zostrianos, after an initial revelation from
an angel of Light, Zostrianos freely ascends in a cloud of light through
the thirteen cosmic aeons of the Archon up to the ethereal earth and is
baptized. He then passes through the copies of the aeons, and is baptized
seven times in Living Water, "once for each of the aeons." At the level
of the Sojourn he is baptized once, and at the level of the Repentance he
is baptized six times. After his fifteenth baptism, Zostrianos ascends to
the Self-begotten Aeons and is baptized four times in the name of the
divine Autogenes, becoming a different kind of angel with each baptism.
At this point, Zostrianos (Vlll 6,7-7, 1) introduces a block of Sethian
baptismal material whose closest parallels occur in the Gospel of the
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Egyptians (especially III 64,9-65,26; cf. IV 75,24-77,20). According to
it, zostrianos has been baptized four times in the name of the divine
Auto genes by the powers over the living waters, Michar and Micheus,
purified by Barpharanges (named Sesengen[bar]pharanges in the Gospel
of the Egyptians), and sealed by Michar, Micheus, Seldao, Elenos and
Zogenethlos, of whom all but the last occur in the Gospel of the Egyp
tians parallel. Then Zostrianos blesses the divine Autogenes, Pig
eradamas and his son Seth Emmacha Seth, the Four Luminaries Ar
mozel, Oroiael, Daveithe and Eleleth, Meirothea the mother (of the
heavenly Adam, cf. the Gospel ofthe Egyptians lil 49,1-16 cf. TV 60,3061,18), Prophania the mother of the Lights (the Gospel of the Egyp
tian s I II 51, 14-21 ), and Plesithea the mother of the angels (the Gospel of
the Egyptians III 56, 5).
Hereupon, Zostrianos (VIll 8,7-13,6) includes a revelation by Au
throunios concerning the nature of the Aeonic Copies, the Sojourn, the
Repentance, and a brief account of Sophia's generation of Matter and of
the Archon-creator who makes the copies of the aeons out of his imagi
nation based on merely a reflection of her reflection; it concludes with a
blessing of Kalyptos, Protophanes and the perfect Child (i.e. the Triple
Male) and his eye Pigeradamas (i.e. the Autogenes).
There then follows a lengthy revelation by Ephesech, the child of the
child (a Seth-figure; VIII 13,7-53,14) which is concerned to interpret the
waters of baptism in terms of the metaphysical ontology of Kalyptos,
Protophanes, Autogenes and the Triple Powered One of the Invisible
Spirit, much as it occurs also in Allogenes. On pages 29-34 and 47-53 of
this revelation we find the Allogenes-like material supplemented by the
sort of Sethian mythologumena familiar from the Gospel of the Egyp
tians and the Trimorphic Protennoia.27
27. On pages 29-34 the names of the Four Luminaries are erymologized, e.g.
Armozel is related to cipµo(Ew ("join") and Oroiael to 6po.v (Coptic e1u,pz, "see")
and Daveithe possibly to t6ELV (f t6-] (Coptic erwrz, "see"), while Eleleth is re
lated to opµ,j ("impulse"). The Four Luminaries are said to belong to the Mother and
the perfect Mind of Light (in Gos. Egypt. they emerge from Prophania and Adamas).
There follows a complicated attempt to interrelate Adamas and Seth with Meirothea
(the mother of Adamas in Gos. Egypt.) who is said to "[belong to) the divine Auto
genes; [she derives] from herself and [Adamas], and is a Thought of the perfect
Mind because of her Existence, Essence, Quality and Being" (VIII 30, 14-20, a play
on Platonic/Arist otelian categories). I restore this passage as follows: 30 14
Mlf'Oee:A AJ €J T(;: 1TH e:JTJAJ 15 TTIAyrore:NHC N[NO!YT€ Q[YWNZI 16
€:B071.. N2HTC MN �AIAMAC'! E:Y[M)E:€YJ€ 17 Ae: NT€: TTINOY(C
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On pages 47-53, the revelation from Ephesech takes up with tradi
tional Sethian materials again. In particular, the remaining Sethian bap
tismal personalia not mentioned on page 6 appear, but with such great
variation in order and grouping that one wonders whether the author of
Zostrianos any longer understood their traditional significance. It ap
pears that the baptismal personalia listed in the Gospel of the Egyptians
(HI 64,9-65,26) have been distributed by the author of Zostrianos in two
separate contexts (page 6 during Zostrianos' baptism and pages 47-53 in
Ephesech's revelation). 28

At the conclusion of Ephesech's revelation, Zostrianos is baptized a
fifth time in the Autogenes and becomes divine. He is then baptized five
more times and sees Youel, the Four Luminaries of the aeon of Proto
phanes, and a number of other beings peculiar to Zostrianos. Perhaps
these fivefold baptisms in the name of the Autogenes have something to
do with the rite of the Five Seals.
At this point begins the revelation of Yoe!. Ephesech introduces Zos
trianos to the presence of Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus and Gamaliel
and Gabriel who provide the crowns of light that bear four kinds of seals
signifying the triple-classes belonging to the Invisible Spirit. Appar
ently, they have something to do with the three "kinds" or "races" be
longing to Autogenes, Protophanes and Kalyptos, and which seem to
correspond respectively to the "perfect individuals," "those who exist
together," and those who "truly exist," just as in Allogenes. Then Zostri
anos is baptized twice more, first in living water, perhaps in the name of
the perfect Mind Protophanes, and second in the aeon of the Triple Male
Child, whom he sees. Herewith the series of baptisms in Zostrianos is
completed. Zostrianos has become perfect. Unlike the figures of Al
logenes and Marsanes, who apparently ascend to the very summit of
NJT€?..IOC €TB€ 18 T€T€ TWC NZYITTAPZIIC .Xf€) <?Y T€ 19 H .x�
Neccyoon' ITT€ NAJ<y NpHT€ 20 AYW .X:€ ccyoIon'1 [n all this, Proto
phanes is the Mind, Meirothea is the Thought of the Mind, Autogenes is the Logos
and Gnosis of the Mind, the Pour Luminaries are perhaps seen as words (i.e.
<JTTEpµaTLKOt. >..6yoL) of the Mind, and Adam and Seth are seen as the Gnosis of the
Logos.
28. Signifying by parentheses those not contained in the Gospel of the Egyptians.
(Ill 64,9-65,26), these include: Gamaliel, Strempsouchos, Akramas, (Loe!), Mnesi
nous, Yesseus Mazareus Yesscdekeus, (Ormos), Kamalicl(!), lsnuel, (Audacl),
Abrasax, (Phaleris, Phalses, Eurios, Stetheus), Theopemptos, Eurymeneus, Olsen,
and others, including Samblo (and the previous revealer Authrounios).
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reality, Zostrianos' ascent terminates in the Protophanes aeon. Here, he
is handed over to the guidance of Salamex, Selmen and Arme, the Lu
minaries of the Aeon of Barbelo (who are also featured in Allogenes,
XI 56,24-27) who will guide Zostrianos into the vision of the totality of
the Aeon of Barbelo and of the ultimate Invisible Spirit and his Triple
Powered One.
In sum, it seems that Zostrianos is baptized at least twenty-two times
in the course of his ascent, once at the airy earth, seven times in the
copies of the aeons, once in the Sojourn and six times in the Repentance
for a subtotal of fifteen. Then at the level of the Self-begotten ones he is
baptized four times (once for each of the Four Luminaries) by the tradi
tional Barbeloite baptizers and purifiers, at the level of Autogenes he is
baptized a fifth time and becomes divine, once again at the level of the
Triple Male Child and becomes truly existing, and, it seems, once again
at the level of Protophanes, where he becomes perfect, for a subtotal of
seven, and a grand total of some twenty-two baptisms or washings. Al
though the fragmentary state of the text precludes certainty on the total
number of baptisms or the precise significance of each, it is clear that
baptism has here become interpreted as a metaphor for the stages by
which a visionary becomes assimilated to the being and nature of each
level of the transcendent realm to which he or she contemplatively as
cends.29
Once the revelation and the attendant vision are complete, Zostrianos
descends from the Protophanes Aeon to the Self-generated Aeons (re
ceiving there a pure perceptible image), thence to the Aeonic Copies and
from the Aeonic copies to the atmospheric realm (where he writes the
three wooden tablets of the revelation), and finally returns to the percep
tible cosmos where he puts on and empowers his "uninstructed" earthly
"image" in which he goes about preaching the truth to everyone.
In the course of his ascent, Zostrianos undergoes a sequence of spiri
tual transformations: up the scale of reality from perceptible to divine,
divine to truly existing, truly existing to perfect, perfect to all-perfect,
and back down the scale of reality from all-perfect to perfect, and per
fect to perceptible. Matching these spiritual transformations, Zostrianos
is successively transformed from a morally improved into an intellectu29. For a fuller discussion of the visionary ascent in the Platonizing Scihian irea
tises, see Chapter 15 on "The Knowledge of God in the Platonizing Sethian trea
tises."
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ally awakened earthly being, from an earthly being into a glory, from a

glory into various kinds of angel, and from an angel into a divine being.

2. Allogenes
We now briefly summarize the epistemology and ontology of Al
logenes as it is articulated in the context of a contemplative ascent lead
ing to enlightenment, which is treated more fully and comparatively in
Chapter 15. [n Allogenes (XT 58,26-61,21), the ascent is tripartitioned
into separate but successive stages, just as its general ontology is
tripartitioned, since the object of the ascent is to become assimilated
with each higher level of being through which one passes. Rather than
marking the stages of the ascent by successive baptisms, as in
Zostrianos, Allogenes identifies them according to the epistemological
or cognitive state achieved by the visionary at each level. As in
Zostrianos (but not Marsanes), each stage of the ascent is prefaced by
instruction from a revealer.
The manner of ascent through the lowest level of the intelligible
realm, the Aeon of Barbelo, is revealed by Youel in five speeches to
Allogenes (Xl 45,6-57,32). The manner of ascent to the Invisible Spirit
through the Triple-Powered One is revealed by the three "Luminaries of
the Aeon of Barbelo" (XI 58,26-61,22); this second stage of ascent is
structured in terms of the tripartite nomenclature previously applied to
the Triple-Powered One in XI 49,26-38.30 The manner of the final stage

30. In the section dealing with the ascent, the term Existence (urrap�LS) replaces
the term "Essentiality" as the designation for the highest level of the Triple Powered
One, and the term "blessedness" replaces the term "Mentality" for its lowest level.
In the course of the ascent, Allogenes experiences great "blessedness," a term that
appears to designate the attainment of self-knowledge, and which is also an attribute
of the highest level of the Aeon of Barbelo (Kalyptos, XI 58,7-20) as well as the
main attribute of the lowest level of the Triple-Powered One. Such visionary con
templation thus entails an assimilation of mental states to the ontological character
of the level to which one ascends. There are two further witnesses for the correspon
dence between Blessedness and Mentality: Zostrianos Y.111 15,3-12: "[These are the]
perfect waters: the [water] of Life, which is that of Vitality, in which you have now
been [baptized] in Autogenes; the [water] of Blessedness, which is [that ofJ Mental
ity, in which you shall be baptized in Protophanes; and the water of Existence,
which is that of Divinity, which belongs to Kalyptos," and Victorinus, Adversus
Arirun 1.52,3-5 [Henri•Hadot]: Deus potentia es/ is/arum trium potentiarum, exlsten
tlae, vitae. beatitudinis, hoc es/ eius quad est esse, quod vivere, quod intellegere.

The term Blessedness also figures in the triad Blessedness, Perfection and Divinity
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of ascent to the Unknowable One, however, cannot be conveyed by a
positive descriptive revelation, but only by a "primary revelation of the
Unknowable One."31 This turns out to be the long negative theology in
XI 61,32-64,36. On completion of the ascent, Allogenes' appropriate
response will be to record and safeguard the revelation he has received
for the benefit of "the worthy" who will come after him (the Sethians)
and entrust its proclamation to his confidant Messos (XI 68,16-69, 16).
The revealer Youel instructs Allogenes concerning the initial part of
the ascent to "the God who truly [pre-exists]," which requires a perfect
seeking of the Good within oneself, by which one knows oneself as one
who exists with the pre-existent God. According to XI 50, I 0-36, the
wisdom conveyed by Youel's initial revelation of the Aeon of Barbelo
and of the Triple-Powered One will restore Allogenes to his primordial,
unfallen condition. It will invest Allogenes' "thought" with the power
requisite to distinguish between "immeasurable and unknowable"
things, the contents of the Barbelo Aeon and the principles beyond it,
causing Allogenes to fear that his learning has exceeded normal limits.32
In XI 52,7-21, after Youel's initial revelation of the contents of the Aeon
of Barbelo, Allogenes reports that his soul went slack with disturbance.
Turning to himself, he sees the light surrounding him and the Good
within him and becomes divine, which Youel interprets as a completion
of wisdom sufficient to receive a revelation of the Triple-Powered One.
Interpreted in the light of the ontology of the treatise, it seems as if
Allogenes has become successively assimilated to the various levels of
the Barbelo Aeon: first, to the level of the "individuals" within Auto
genes, and second, to the level of "those who are unified" within Proto
phanes, and third, to "those who truly exist" in Kalyptos. This initial
stage of ascent is alluded to in XI 48,6-38, where it says that the indi(XI 62,28-36; 63,33-37; cf. 55,26-28; the source of this triad is the Apocryphon of
John BG 24,9-12; II 3,20-22). Jn Al/ogenes, the term Blessedness occurs consis
tently, while the term Perfection varies with Goodness and Existence and the term
Divinity is once replaced with Silence.
31. oycyopTT NOYU>N2 €BO;>.. NT€ TTIATCOY<VNq; in Three Ste/es of Seth
(VII 125,11-22) this primary revelation seems to be called a "command," OYA2CA2N€.
32. Perhaps "immeasurable" refers to the intelligible realm of the Ideas and
Forms which Platonists regarded as transcending the realm of geometrical magni
tudes (Ta µE.Tpa, Ta µE)'€8a), and "unknowabl�" refers to the principles beyond
them (cf. Timaeus 53D, "known on ly by God and the one among men dear to him").
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viduals inhabiting the Autogenes level of the Barbelo Aeon cannot attain
a revelation of the Triple Powered One who dwells beyond the perfec
tion of being by an act of mind alone (which only apprehends the realm
of mere being); yet once they "unify" (at the level of Protophanes) they
can apprehend the Triple Powered One by the passive receipt of a "first
thought" (or "preconception") that confers authentic being, that is, not
merely determinate being, but absolutely perduring and stable being
imbued with the "hiddenness of Existence" characteristic of the still
higher level of Kalyptos. Yet even this power of positive apprehension
is insufficient for comprehending the Invisible Spirit, who transcends
determination, perdurance, and even knowledge itself and so is unknow
able even by Youel 's perfect comprehension (XI 53, 18-23).
At the conclusion of the "hundred years" of preparation, Allogenes
reports that he saw Autogenes, the Triple Male, Protophanes, Kalyptos,
the Aeon of Barbelo, and the "primal origin of the One without origin,"
that is, the Triple-Powered One of the Invisible Spirit (XI 57,2958,26).33 One should probably understand this as Allogenes' ascent
through the various levels of the Aeon of Barbelo up to and including
the lowest aspect ("blessedness" or Mentality) of the Triple-Powered
One, which would be identical with the entirety of the Aeon of Barbelo
itself. Up to this point, Allogenes still wears his earthly garment (58,2930).

This initial vision culminates with Allogenes' receipt of a luminous
garment by which he is taken up to "a pure place" (XI 58,31 ), where he
33. Although the clause-division is somewhat obscure, the sequence of visions
seems to be: 1) The good divine Autogenes; 2) the Savior, the youthful, perfect
Triple Male; 3) the noetic, perfect Protophanes-Harmedon (i.e. the goodness of the
Triple Male?); 4) the blessedness of Kalyptos; 5) the ;rpoapxD (tcyopTT N2..f'XH)
of blessedness, the Aeon of Barbelo full of divinity; and 6) the 1rpoapxD (tcyopTT
N2..PXH) of the one without OPXD, the spiritual, invisible Triple-Powered One, the
"All" that is higher than perfect. It is difficult to tell whether the phrase in XI 58,1516 "and his goodness" (MN tMNT'2..r2..eoc NT€ TT2..·1) should be associated with
Triple Male or with Protophanes, and this puzzle is related to the question of the
status of the Triple Male, who is often associated closely with Protophanes, but on
page 51 seems to function as an entity recapitulating the triad Kalyptos. Protophanes
and Autogenes (where he is also associated with "salvation"). It is difficult to deter
mine the referent of the two instances of apxD as well as the meaning of the term
itself. "The one without apxD'' likely refers to the Invisible Spirit, while the "pri
mary cipxD" seems to refer to something ranked below one without origin, most
likely the Triple-Powered One.
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transcends ("stands upon") his knowledge (characterized by blessedness
and self-knowledge) of the individual constituents of the Barbelo-Aeon.
He is now ready for "holy powers" revealed to him by the "Luminaries
of the Aeon ofBarbelo" to encourage him to "strive for" an even higher
knowledge toward which he had already "inclined," namely "the knowl
edge of the Universal Ones," that is, of the Triple-Powered One and the
Invisible Spirit (59,2-3).
The ascent beyond the Aeon of Barbelo to the Unknowable One is
first revealed to Allogenes by holy powers (XI 59,4-60, 12) and then
actually narrated (XI 60,12-61,22) by Allogenes in a way quite similar
to the revelation, yielding what amounts to two accounts of the ascent.
Having surpassed his active, earthly knowledge and inclining toward the
passive knowledge of the Universal Ones (the Triple-Powered One and
the Invisible Spirit, XI 59,2-3), Allogenes attains first the level of bless
edness (i.e., Mentality), at which one knows one's proper self, sees the
good in oneself and becomes divine (XI 59,9-13; 60,14-18). Next, as he
"seeks himself," Allogenes ascends (avaxwpEiv) to the level of Vitality,
characterized by an undivided, eternal, intellectual motion, a supra
eidetic realm, where one achieves partial stability (he stands not firmly
but quietly, XI 59,14-16; 60,19-28). Finally Allogenes achieves the level
of Existence, characterized by a completely inactive "stillness" and
"standing" (Xl 59,19-26; 60,28-37). He is filled with a "primary revela
tion of the unknowable One" that empowers and permanently strength
ens him, enabling him to receive an incognizant knowledge of the un
knowable One.
At this point, having assimilated himself to the primal modality of the
Triple-Powered One, Allogenes can no longer ascend to any higher
level, but must avoid any further effort lest he dissipate his inactivity
and fall away from the passivity, concentratedness, and instantaneous
ness of the primary revelation to follow (XI 59,26-60,12). In a state of
utter passivity, Allogenes receives a "primary revelation of the Un
knowable One" (XI 59 ,28-29; 60,39-61, I) characterized as a cognitively
vacant knowledge of the Unknowable One (XI 59,30-32; 60,8-12; 61,14). This knowledge can be articulated only by an extensive negative
the ology (XI 61,32-62,13; supplemented by a more affirmative theol
ogy , XI 62, 14-67,20).
While Zostrianos briefly narrates Zostrianos' descent, Allogenes' de
scent is not narrated. However, the character of the treatise as his revela-
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tion to his "son" Messos presupposes his descent to earth, where he
writes down the treatise named after him as an earthly transcript of his
own revelatory experiences for his worthy successors and deposits it on
a mountain, leaving to his son Messos the task of proclaiming them.
3. The Three Steles of Seth
In the Three Ste/es ofSeth, the traditional two steles or tablets of stone
and brick on which Seth preserved from destruction by flood or fire the
vast sum of astrological lore revealed to him (Josephus, Antiquities
1.67.1-71.5; Pseudo-Malalas, Chronologica 6.7-20; Georgias Mona
chus, Chronicon 10. I 2-24) have now become three steles recording
three doxological hymns addressed by Seth to the respective members of
the Sethian divine triad: his father Pigeradamas, the Autogenes Son; the
mother Barbelo; and the pre-existent Father. These hymns of praise,
preserved for the elect, "living and unshakable race" and discovered by
Dositheus, the supposed founder of Samaritan Gnosticism, constitute a
virtual Sethian hymnal. After Seth's initial praise of Pigeradamas and
the divine Autogenes, those directed to Barbelo and the pre-existent One
are cast in the first person plural, as if to be used during a communal
ritual of celestial ascent practiced by a community considering them
selves to be Seth's descendants. Evidently, the hymns of the first and
second steles, addressed to Pigeradamas, Autogenes and the male vir
ginal Barbelo, are used in the ascent through the threefold Aeon of Bar
belo, and that of the third stele is used in the salvific ascent to the pre
existent paternal non-being. Once this spiritual acme is achieved, the
worshipers enter into a silent act of praise tantamount to cognitive as
similation to the supreme Father, after which they descend through the
three levels in reverse order. One is led to suppose that a mystagogue
may have spoken these prayers in the presence of a group of contempla
tive practitioners, as a way of articulating the stages of mental abstrac
tion and refinement experienced by them.
4. Marsanes
Marsanes is a Sethian revelation discourse that serves to remind, am
plify and supplement gnostic teaching already possessed by its intended
audience by means of the revelatory experience of a single exceptional
individual functioning as prophet and teacher for a Gnostic community.
The doctrine of the thirteen seals or levels of being extending from the
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34
ea rthly to the highest divine realms are merely summarized for the
benefit of an audience already schooled in it; they are roughly the same
as those mentioned in Zostrianos and to a lesser extent in Allogenes.
These levels are the object of a visionary ascent which the main speaker,
pre sumably Marsanes, has just undergone:

X S 17 I have discriminated (6LaKptvrn,, cf. Sophist 253DE) 18 and have at
tained the boundary of the partial, sense-perceptible 19 world (and) 20 the
entire realm 21 of the incorporeal essence (oucr[a). And 22 the intelligible
world knew 23 by discrimination 24 that in every respect the sense
perceptible 25 world is [worthy] 26 of being preserved entire, [for] 27 I have
not ceased speaking [of the] 28 Autogenes (Self-generated One), [lest] 29
[anyone] be [ignorant] 6 1 in turn of the entire place (i.e., the aeonic realm).
ln the course of his ascent, it seems that Marsanes, like Zostrianos, had
posed various questions concerning the nature of the beings to which he
contemplatively assimilates himself, such as Barbelo (X 4,24-10,29,
esp. 10, 7-12), the Triple-Powered one (X 14, 15-16,2), probably the
Invisible Spirit, and the supreme Silent One (X 16,3-16). As in the
Three Ste/es of Seth, the community's experience replicates that of the
visionary: "Those that are within me were completed together with all
the rest" (X 8,2-4). Indeed it replicates that of the divine powers who
themselves can say (X 9,21-27): "We all have withdrawn (dvaxwpE'iv)
to ourselves. We have [become] silent, [and] when we [too] came to
know [that he is] the Three-Powered, [we] bowed down; we [gave glory
and. we] blessed him." As in Allogenes, true insight is achieved in a
silent (i.e., cognitively vacant) knowledge:
X 8 18 When the third 19 power (i.e. the Barbelo Aeon) of the Triple Pow
ered One 20 contemplated (voE1.v) him (the Triple Powered One), 21 it said
to me (Marsanes), "Be silent 22 lest you should know and flee 23 and come
before me. But 24 know (voeiv) that this One was 25 [silent], and concen
trate on understanding (v6T)µa)".

34. In reverse order, these levels are: the Unknown Silent One, the non-being
(Invisible) Spirit, the Triple Powered Spirit, Barbclo, Kalyptos (perhaps the (head]
of Protophancs), the first-appearing (Protophanes) male Mind (the intelligible world
proper), Autogenes (where salvation and wisdom are available), the Self-generated
Aeons (partially existing immaterial being who have E1TLOT17µ17), the Metanoia (ex
isting "in Marsanes"), the Paroikesis, the Antitypoi, the Ge Aerodios, and the Kos
mos Aisthetos.
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Even though the ascent pattern is basic to Marsanes, Autogenes is said
to extend his saving presence down to the level of his own Self
generated Aeons (X 5,17-6, 16) and, "through (the instrumentality of)
Sophia," even down to the level of the Sojourn (X 3,25-4,2). Although
this descent seems unrelated to the triple descent pattern in other Sethian
treatises, it seems to function here as a prototypical anticipation of Mar
sanes' own function as a salvific prophet.
Not only are there traces of the descent pattern in Marsanes, but, it
seems, also of the Sethian baptismal rite. The terms "seal" (a<)>payis,
X 2, 12-13; 34,28; 66,[4]; a<j>pay((ELV, 66,[3]), "washing" (55,20?) and
"cleanse" (66, 1) may suggest a connection between baptism and vision
ary ascent similar to that found in Zostrianos. Pages 64-66 seem to nar
rate Marsanes' vision of certain angels, which include the traditional
Sethian "minister" or "receiver" Gamaliel, who is over the spirit(s); just
as he raptures baptismal participants into heaven in the Trimorphic Pro
tennoia (XIII 48,26-30) and Melchizedek (IX 5,17-20) he "takes" Mar
sanes to witness an evertlowing fountain of "living" water, a "clean
sing" and an adornment with a "celestial" seal. There are also references
to the use of waxen images and emerald stones (X 36, 1-6) and extensive
discussion of the theory of the letters of the Greek alphabet and their
combinations (pages 25-33), as well as of arithmology (pages 33-34),
which illustrate the construction of the cosmic soul and the incorpora
tion of souls into human bodies in the psychogonia of Plato's Timaeus
35A-44D.35 Among the Sethian treatises, discussion of the cosmic soul
occurs elsewhere only in Zostrianos (VIII 3 I ,2-11). The ability to clas
sify the various configurations or states of the soul-both cosmic and
individual, both disembodied and embodied-is related to the need for
careful observation of the planets, stars and Zodiacal signs, character
ized by properties similar to those of the soul and of the letters of the
alphabet.
Of the four descent pattern treatises, Marsanes and the Three Ste/es of
Seth stand out as representative of an emphasis on the practices of an
entire community, while Zostrianos and Allogenes are much more con
cerned with the enlightenment of the individual reader. Moreover, while
the Three Steles of Seth is basically a structured collection of ecstatic
doxologies to be used in the course of a communal practice of visionary
35. See discussion in Chapter 14, pp. 614 ft:
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ascent, Marsanes not only encourages its recipients to engage in a simi
lar practice of ascent as well as to master certain theurgical techniques,
but is also clearly concerned with the behavior of members of a commu
nity and their interaction with those outside its immediate boundaries
who earnestly seek the truth. The chief interest of the author seems to be
the process of community formation and building.
II. SUMMARY OF MAIN DOCTRINAL AND LITER.ARY FEATURES
We have pointed out a few instances of direct literary dependence, evi
dence of redactional activity within certain treatises, as well as other
kinds of thematic and literary interdependencies in addition to the doc
trines and mythologumena they share in common. By virtue of its con
cluding aretalogy on the triple descent of Pronoia, the Apocryphon of
John is closely related to the Trimorphic Protennoia. The Trimorphic
Protennoia's insistence on the relative innocence of Sophia from re
sponsibility for the creation of the physical world by her son Yalda
baoth, is shared by the Gospel of the Egyptians. The baptismal doctrine
of Trimorphic Protennoia also seems to sustain a close relationship
especially to the Gospel of the Egyptians, Zostrianos, theApocryphon of
John, and, more distantly, to Melchizedek, perhaps Marsanes and even
the Apocalypse of Adam. Finally, the four "ascent pattern" treatises
share a number of common characteristics. They are all make use of a
specific implementation of Platonic metaphysics, share the same basic
ontological hierarchy, offer the same model of salvific visionary ascent,
and exhibit no obvious Christian features, although they differ in details.
While Zostrianos portrays and ascent only to the mid-level of the Bar
belo Aeon, the other three treatises reckon with an ascent to the very
acme of reality, the supreme deity. And by way of comparison, Zostri
anos and Marsanes devote more attention to the enumeration of onto
logical levels below the Barbelo Aeon.
Given this profile of the dossier of Sethian texts, the next step is to try
to use these interdependencies to sketch out a likely history of the
Sethian movement and religion, as well as a provisional chronological
framework for this development.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE CHRONOLOGY AND REDACTION
OF THE SETHIAN TREATISES:
PART I

TREATISES OF THE DESCENT PATTERN
Having now surveyed the main Sethian traditions as they occur in the
Nag Hammadi Codices and other sources, the next step is to construct a
history of these traditions, perhaps even a history of the Sethian move
ment.1 Any attempt to construct a history of Sethianisrn must in part rely
on an analysis of the composition and redaction of the Sethian treatises
with a view toward establishing the rough sequence in which they were
composed and the distinctive traditional sources they incorporated, bear
ing in mind that at each stage it is impossible to know which version of
a particular document may have been available to the composers of the
various treatises.
As a starting point, a general time frame within which the bulk of the
Sethian treatises were produced and circulated is provided by references
to Sethian teachings and/or literature by Irenaeus in the fourth quarter of
the second century, and by Plotinus and Porphyry in the third quarter of
the third. On the one hand, Irenaeus of Lyons knew some version of the
Apocryphon of John, which he summarized in his Adversus Haereses
(I .29) somewhere between 175 and 180 CE, and on the other hand, in his
Vita Plotini 16, Porphyry attests that versions of Zostrianos and Al
logenes circulated among members of Plotinus' seminar in Rome in the
period 240-265 CE, and indeed the concluding section (Ennead II, 9) of
Plotinus' antignostic Groflschrift has certain doctrines of Zostrianos
clearly in view. To these fixed points, one must add two other-more
conjectural-synchronisms: first, as will be argued below, the final sec
tion of the Trimorphic Protennoia seems to reflect the debate over the
interpretation of the Fourth Gospel that occurred around the time of the
writing of the First Letter of John, perhaps ca. 125 CE, and second, as
l. See my "Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History," in Nag Hammadi, Gnosli
cism and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody, MA:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1986), 55-86.
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noted in the previous chapter, both Zoslrianos and Marius Victorinus'
Adversus Arium 1.49-50 utilized a common negative theological source
that seems to be from a Middle Platonic commentary on Plato's Par
menides of uncertain date, but which I shall argue is likely pre-Plotinian,
and a similar origin may be posited for the negative theological source
common to Allogenes and the Apocryphon ofJohn.
One will therefore expect to place most Sethian treatises within the
125 year period, from about 125 to 250 CE, encompassed by these syn
chronisms. But it is also possible to extend this time frame both forward
and backward. On the one hand, for reasons to be offered in Chapters 10
and 13, it appears that the author of Marsanes was influenced by certain
distinctive features in the metaphysics of lamblichus and of his pupil
Theodore of Asine around 320 CE. On the other hand, if indeed the last
section of the Trimorphic Protennoia reflects the controversy surround
ing the Fourth Gospel around 125 CE (see especially Chapter 7), the
redactional character of both this passage and that of the Fourth Gospel
requires that one extrapolate backwards some years to posit a point of
origin for the Trimorphic Protennoia, say around 120 CE. Thus we lo
cate the composition of the Sethian treatises in the period 120 to 325 CE.
I. I 00-125 CE: THE EARLIEST SETHIAN COMPOSITIONS
A. Hymnic Accounts of the Savior's Descent
Tn the late first century, the Fourth evangelist incorporated into his
Gospel its famous prologue, according to which the divine Word, con
taining life and light as the creator of all things, I) shined into a dark
world that did not recognize him, 2) came to-but was not received
by-his own people, but 3) finally he became flesh and was received by
those who believed in his "name."
I I In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. 2 He was in the beginning with God; 3 all things were made
through him, and without him was not anything made that was made. 4 In
him was life, and the life was the light of men. 5 The light shines in the
darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it.
There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. 7 He came for
testimony, to bear witness to the light, that all might believe through him. 8
He was not the light, but came to bear witness to the light.)
6

(
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9 The true light that enlightens every man was coming into the world. 10
He was in the world, and the world was made through him, yet the world
knew him not. 11 He came to his own home, and his own people received
him not.

12 But to all who received him, (who believed in his name), he gave power
to become children of God; 13 (who were born, not of blood nor of the will
of the flesh nor of the will of man, but of God.) 14 And the Word became
flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth; we have beheld his glory,
glory as of the only Son from the Father. (RSV)

It is interesting to find a very close equivalent to the prologue in the
second half of the Naasene Hymn or Psalm (Hippolytus, Ref V. I 0.2)
where Jesus says:2
Look Father: This prey (the fallen soul) to evils is wandering away to
earth, far from thy Spirit, and she seeks to escape the bitter Chaos but
knows not how to win through. For that reason send me, Father. Bearing
Seals I shall descend; I will pass through all the Aeons; I shall reveal all the
mysteries and I shall deliver the secrets of the holy way, calling them Gno
sis. (trans. Markovich)

To these hymnic passages one might also add the following passage
from the Letter ofPeter to Philip (VIII 136, 16-137,2):
VIII 136 16 Next concerning the Pleroma, it is I who 17 was sent down in
the body 18 because of the seed which had fallen away. 19 And I came down
into their mortal mold, 20 but they did not 21 recognize me. They were
thinking that I 22 was a mortal man. And I 23 spoke with him who belongs
to me and he 24 hearkened ... 26 in order that 27 he might enter into the in
heritance 28 of his Fatherhood. And I took 137 1 [them up into the aeons
and] they were filled 2 [ ... ] in his salvation.

These passages have been influenced by the same complex of ideas,
based ultimately on the myth of the descent of divine wisdom and her
2. l Jippolytus, Ref V. 10.2 (Wendland): El TTEV 6' li,crous· fo6pa lT0TEP" /
( tjTT)µa KaKwv <T66'> ElTL xe6va / dm:i crfis lTVOl fis EmlTAO(ETat. / (11TEL 6€ <j>vydv
TO TllKpov xao s, / Kai OUK o16Ev <o>rrws 6LEAEOOETat. / TOtJT01J µE xdpw TTEµljlov,
miTep· / crq>payt6as i xwv Karn�tjcroµat, / mwvas o>..ous 6w6eucrw, / µooTtjpLa
TTdvrn 8' QVOlCW, I µopq>cis 61: eewv ETTL0ElCW" / [Kai] T(l KEKpvµ1.1lva T]lS ayias
68ou, I -yvwaw Ka>..foas, TTapa&:xrw. Sec M. MARKOVICH, "The Naasenc Psalm in
l lippolytus (Haer. 5.10.2)," in Rediscovery 2, 770-778. For M. TARDIEU (Ecrits
Gnostiques: Codex de Berlin, 42-44), the Psalm's author depended on a collection of
wisdom hymns analogous to the Odes of So/omom produced ca. 120 C. E. by the
Johannine school, which contained the Pronoia monologue prior to its incorporation
into the Apocryphon ofJohn.
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search for a dwelling place among those who might respond to her
(Sirach 24:1-22; Wisdom of Solomon 7:21-17; 9:13-18;10:1-4; 14:3;
J Enoch 42). The Naasene psalm reflects the descent of a revealer bear
ing seals into Chaos and its bitterness to rescue the soul below, and
probably originated as part of a baptismal liturgy. The passage from
Peter to Philip seems to be a direct development of the Johannine pro
logue: the Logos who created the world is unrecognized until he speaks
with certain of his own who recognize his voice.
As we will see in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Apocalypse of
Adam, the motif of the incognito descent of the savior through the vari
ous levels of spiritual powers is rather widespread, occurring also in the
Ascension of Isaiah (X.12-13; 17-28), Firmicus Maternus' De errore
profanarum religionum 24, and in Jrenaeus' Ophites (Adversus Haere
ses I.30.12-13, "They further declare that he (Christ] descended through
the seven heavens, having assumed the likeness of their sons, and
gradually emptied them of their power"). ln all these cases, the unim
peded descent of the savior paves the way for the unimpeded ascent of
the soul.
B. The Pronoia Monologue oftheApocryphon ofJohn

While the Johannine prologue and the passages from the Naasene
Psalm and the Letter of Peter to Philip tell of the descent of the soul and
identify the masculine figure of Jesus as savior, the Pronoia monologue
that concludes the longer version of the Apocryphon of John (TI 30, I 13 J ,25) tells of the three-fold descent of a feminine figure, Pronoia (or
the remembrance thereof), on the third of which she succeeds in raising
Pronoia's fallen members from their cosmic prison. In the Pronoia
monologue and in the Jewish wisdom poems, the feminine identity of
the revealer-savior is preserved, and not altered in favor of the mascu
line identity of the Christian savior, as it is in the Johannine prologue
(the masculine Logos), the Naasene psalm, and the Letter of Peter to
Philip.
For purposes of discussion, 1 reproduce here the text of the Pronoia
monologue according to the versification of Michael Waldstein in his
paper "The Providence Monologue in the Apocryphon and the Johan-
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nine Prologue," in which the underscored portions seem to be later addi
tions: 3
J: 30 11 J, therefore, 12 the perfect Providence (;rp6vOLa) of the all, 13 took
form in my seed (oTTEpµa), for (ycip) l existed 14 first, going on every
road. 15
2: For (-ycip) I am the richness of the light; 16
l am the remembrance of the Pleroma.
J: And (6E) I 17 went into the realm of darkness,
and 18 I endured (dEXELv) till I entered the midst 19 of the prison.
4: And the foundations of chaos (xcios-) 20 shook.
5: And I hid myself from them because of 21 their wickedness (KaKla),
and they did not recognize me.
6: Again (mi:1.Lv) 22 l returned, for the second time, 23
and I went about.
7: l came forth from those who belong to the light, 24
which is I, the remembrance of the Providence (rrp6vow). 25
8: I entered into the midst of darkness and 26 the interior of Hades,
since I was seeking (to accomplish) 27 my task (oiKovoµ[a).
9: And the foundations of chaos (xcios-) 28 shook,
that they might fall down upon those who 29 are in chaos (xcios-) and
might destroy them. 30
10: And again 1 ran up to my luminous root 31
lest they be destroyed before 32 the time.
11: Still (En) for a third time 33 I went
12: -I am the light which exists in the light, 34
I am 35 the remembrance of the Providence (;rp6vow)l 3: that I might 36 enter into the midst of darkness and the 31 1 interior of
Hades,
and I filled my face with 2 the light of the completion (owTEAEla) of
their aeon (alwv). 3
14: And I entered into the midst of their prison, 4
which is the prison of the body (owµa).
15: And 5 I said, "He who hears, let him get up from the deep 6 sleep."
16: And he wept and shed tears, 7
bitter tears he wiped from himself 8
17: And he said, "Who is it that calls my 9 name
and from where has this hope (EATTLS) come 10 to me, while I am in the
chains of the prison?"

3. M. WALDSTEIN, "The Providence Monologue in the Apocryphon and the Jo
hannine Prologue," Journal of Early Christian Studies 3 ( I 995), 369-402, esp. 390391.
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18: And I said, 11 "I am the Providence (rrpovma) of the pure light; 12
I am the thinking of the virginal (rrap8EvlK6v) 13 Spirit (rrvEvµa),
who raises you up to the honored 14 place (Torros-).
19: Arise and remember is that it is you who hearkened,
and follow 16 your root. which is I, the merciful One,
20: and 17 guard (am!>aXt(elv) yourself against 18 the angels (dyyEAQS) of
�
and the demons (&a[µwv) 19 of chaos (xcios) and all those who ensnare
YQ!!_, 20
21: and beware of the 21 deep sleep
and the enclosure of the inside of Hades." 22
22: And I raised him up 23 and sealed (aq,pa'Yt(ELv) him in the light 24 of the
water with Five Seals (aq,pa'YLS'),
in order that is death might not have power over him from this time on.
23: And 26 behold, now I shall go up to the perfect (TEAELOv) aeon (atwv).

The Pronoia monologue exhibits a hymnic structure of three stanzas,
whose third stanza contains an elaborate call to awakening (indicated by
underlined text in verses I 4b- I 7 and 19-21) that causes a structural im
balance in comparison to the first two. The secondary character of this
material is suggested by a literary seam in verse 14b (the gloss explain
ing the "prison" as the body), by the shift to a singular addressee in
verses 15-22 from the plural addressees of the first two stanzas (verses
I- I 4a), and by the shift from the first person singular narrative in the
first two stanzas to the style of third person narrative (verses 16-17) and
direct address (verses 15 and 19-21) in the third. Perhaps the original
third stanza may have concluded: 4
4. The Apoc,yphon of John II,/ 31,3-25: I indicate the suspected glosses by
double angle brackets: II 31 3 Ayw 4£IBWK €20YN €TMHT€ MTTOYC:!)T€ •
KO « €T€ TTA'i TT€ TT€(9T€KO TTCWMA AYW TT€ s XA'i .X€ « fX.€J
TT€TCWTM TWOYN €80;\. ZM cj>r 6 NH8 €TZOP(9 A yw 4qp1M€ Ayw
Aqcyoye pM€1H 7 2€NpM€1H €yzorcy AqqwT€ MMOOY €80;\. 8 MMO q
Ayw TT€XAq X€ NIM TT€T MOYT€ MTTA 9 PAN A yw NTAC€1 NA'i TW N
iii61 Te'iz€;\.TTIC IO e'icyoon ZPA'i ziii MMpp€ MTT€(9T€KO » AYW 11
TT€.XA€1 X€ ANOK T€ TTTpONOIA MTTOY0€1N 12 €TB8HY ANOK TT€
TTM€€Y€ MTTTTAP0€NIKOC IJ MTTiiii TT€TC02€ MMOK e:zrA'i €TTTOTTOC
14
€TTA€1HY « TWOYNK A yw iiiKpTTM€€Y€ IS xe iiiTOK new
TAZCWTM A YW NKOYZAK A 16 T€KNOYN€ €T€ ANOK TT€ TTC94N
ZTHq Ay 17 W iiiKpACc:j>ArlZ€ MMOK €80;\. ZITOOTOY 18 iiiiiiArr�;a..OC
iiiTMNTZHKe Miii iii.aAIMWN 19 NT€ nxAoc MN NeT6o;a..x MMO"
THPOY 20 Ayw NKC:!)WTT€ €KP0€1C €80;\. z1Tiii rrz1 21 NHB €TZOP C9
A yw €801'. ziii T6A1'.€C MTTCAN 22 zoyN NAMNT€ >> A yw Ae1TOYNOYC MMO<j 23 AYW .\.€1Cc:j>p.\.r1Z€ MMOq ziii TTOY0€1N 24 MTTMOOY
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entered into the middle of their prison 4 ( •••)and 11 I said: "I
31 i And I
13
12
JI the Pronoia of the pure light; I am the Thought of the Virginal
14
am_ -1 the one who raises you (originally plural)up to the honored place.
p
23
� •;:,;2 A nd J raised them (plural original; text now has "him") up and
24
in
Seals
Five
order that
in the light of the water with
·
·· ,ed them ("him")
this time on. And 26
("him")
from
them
over
power
have
not
t
migh
h
;:�eat
up to the perfect aeon.
behold, now 1 shall go
translation, the deletion of these additional hundred or so
1 English
the word count of the third stanza, thus bringing its
;ords would halve
line with that of the first two. It appears that a redactor
length mo re into
originally independent traditions, a hymnic aretalogy
has combined two
descent and a liturgical fragment containing a call to
triple
on Pronoia's
S: 14
awakening modeled on one like that quoted by Paul in Eph
shall
give you
("A wake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ
light") and introduced by a gloss explaining that the prison of chaos is
the body. lt is likely that both of these traditional pieces were at home in
the Sethian baptismal ritual.
Waldstein also presents the following synoptic chart of the Pronoia
monologue to show the structure of each of its three parts in relation to
one another. The first two visits are thwarted first by the ill-prepared
wickedness of her potential followers and second by the impending
destructive collapse of the material cosmos they inhabit, while the third
descent is successful:

te:

NCq:>f>;\.rlC .X€K;\.;\.C rii 25 NenMoy 6N6;\.M e:poq .XN MTTIN;\. y.
iti
he
y
h
mn
_
contain s a brief arelalogical self-predication of the divine Pronoia speakTng
m the first person singular (31, 1 2-16) followed by the narration of her three
dcscents int0 Ch aos or
Hades taking on the form of the seed to save them (30, 16-21:
30 21 _3 1 . 30,� 1-3
1,25). In the third stanza there is a sudden shift from a third person
·
pl�r 1 o 1 1
t
rd
31 t1 d t�f � person singular designation for her seed, introduced by a gloss in
Pe� 3: l�) iasymg the _prison of Hades (cf. Christ's descent to the spirits in prison in I
the prison of the body. This seems to introduce material originally
foreign 0 the hy
n (r
}
topos 0 awakeni� c!1ected once earlier in Ap. John at II 23,30-31) employing the
g sle_ epers_ (cf. Eph 5: 14) ensnared in the bonds of oblivion by
�
rcmindin th m o
si zes l �' : f their predicament (II 31,4-10 and 31, 14-22). Waldstein hypothe
hat he
Ollt pieces, a'. reda ctor of the Monologue probably united two originally independ
hymn o'. Providence's triple descent and a liturgical fragment consisting
f a cal)
o awak ening and its sacramental consummation [thus Waldstein would
so incJu�
tween th;�'.,� l ,22 -2 5 in the liturgical fragment], and added an explanatory gloss
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FIRST DESCENT

THIRD DESCENT

SECOND DESCENT
A: DESCENT ANNOUNCED

I: l, therefore, the perfect

6: Again l returned for the

form in my seed, for I existed

about.

Providence of the all, took
first, going on every road

second time, and I went

11: Still for a third time I

went

7: I came forth from those

who belong to the Iight,

B: SELF DESCRIPTIONS
2: For l am the richness of the
Iight; I am the remembrance

of the Pleroma

which is I, the remembrance

of the Pleroma

12. -I am the light which

exits in the light, I am the

remembrance of the
Pleroma-

C: TRIP DESCRIBED IN DETAIL
I: DESTINATION
3: And I went into the realm

8: I entered into the midst

13: that I might enter into the

of darkness.

of darkness and the inside of

midst of darkness and the

and I endured

accomplish) my task.

my face with the light of the

Hades, since I was seeking (to

till I entered the middle of

inside of Hades, and I filled

completion of their aeon.

14: And I entered into the

the prison.

midst of their prison, which is

the prison of the body.

2: EFFECT
4: And the foundations of

chaos shook.

9: And the foundations of

chaos that they might fall

down upon those who are in

Call of Awakening and
Sealing verses 15-22

chaos (xaos-) and might
destroy them

5: And I hid myself from

them because of their wickedness, and they did not
recognize me.

3: RETURN
I0: And again l ran up to my

root of light lest they be

destroyed before the time

23: And behold, now I shall
go up to the perfect aeon.

As Waldstein mentions,5 not only the Jewish wisdom books mentioned
on p. 130, but also the Sepher Yetzirah present a similar picture of Wis
dom's creative pursuit of all paths for the preservation of the realm for

5. "The Providence Monologue," 39} n. 56.
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whose creation she is responsible; the resemblance to the Pronoia of the
monologue is evident:
With thirty two wonderful paths of wisdom, YHWH-the Lord of Hosts,
the God of Israel, the living God, King of the Universe, El Shaddai, Merci
ful and Gracious, high and exalted, dwelling in eternity, whose name is
holy, who is lofty and holy-engraved and created his universe with three
books: with letters (scripture), with number, and with word. (Sepher Yetzi
rah I. I)

Although the Pronoia monologue is somewhat ambiguous on this point,
it seems that each successive descent takes Pronoia more deeply into the
realm of darkness: at first unnoticed by the powers of chaos, then no
ticeably shaking the foundations of chaos, thus alerting the powers of
the impending end of their aeon, and finally entering the body of her
seed who recognize her and raising them beyond the grip of death by
means of the Five Seals.
Although present evidence is not conclusive, the parallels in imagery
between the Pronoia monologue and the Johannine prologue suggest
that, by the end of the first century, the notion of a redeemer's threefold
or three-stage descent to rescue those few who recognize him or her
from the realm of darkness or chaos to the realm of light became the
subject of liturgical celebration in hymnic form. Furthermore, just as the
Naasene Psalm speaks of the delivering of "seals" by the savior and just
as the Johannine prologue occurs in a context defining the role of John
the Baptist in relation to Jesus, one also strongly suspects a baptismal
provenance for the composition and use of these materials.
Given its absence in the shorter version of the Apocryphon ofJohn, it
is likely that this three-stanzaed Pronoia monologue originally circulated
apart from the longer version of the Apocryphon, and as such, it is pos
sible that it served as the initial inspiration and perhaps the direct source
for the original composition of the Trimorphic Protennoia, which exhib
its precisely the same tripartite structure. Significantly, the narrative of
the shorter version, which omits the monologue, comes to its high point
with the announcement that the blessed Mother-Father has overcome the
final outbreak of evil (the sexual mingling of angels with human
women) by "taking form in her seed" (BG 75, I0-13) and thus "rectify
ing her seed" (BG 76, 1-5) from its "defect" (IIT 29, I); immediately
thereafter, the frame story resumes in which Christ tells John that he had
already ascended to the perfect aeon.
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On the other hand, by placing the monologue of the essentially femi
nine figure of Pronoia on the lips of Jesus in the conclusion of the frame
story, the longer version of the Apocryphon of John secondarily identi
fies an originally feminine revealer figure with Jesus, even though the
main body of the work consistently identifies Jesus with Autogenes, the·
son of Barbelo/Pronoia. Thus Jesus himself, not Barbelo/Pronoia, is the
one who overcomes the final outbreak of evi I. 6
II. 125-150+ CE: CHRISTIANIZED SETHIAN TREATISES

A. The Apocryphon ofJohn
The Barbeloite report from Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses I.29 and the
four versions of the Apocryphon of John represent an already Christian
ized version of the myth of the mother Barbelo as the sender of the pri
mordial saviors Pronoia (Providence), Autogenes and Epinoia (appear
ing as Sophia and the spiritual Eve), and the eschatological Savior,
Pronoia (appearing as the Autogenes, Christianized as Christ). Most
scholars agree that an earlier, non-Christian stage of this myth is visible
beneath the Christian glosses that identify the Autogenes Son and the
Pronoia of the concluding triple-descent monologue with Christ; upon
this originally non-Christian layer has been superimposed the narrative
frame of the whole, which identifies it as a post-resurrection dialogue
between Christ and his disciple John, son of Zebedee.

I. Sources and Redaction
The literary setting of most of the Nag Hammadi treatises that are
post-resurrection dialogues between Jesus and his most trusted disciples
is placed during the period between Jesus' resurrection and ascension
(the Apocryphon of James [NHC 1,2], the Book of Thomas the Con
tender [NHC Il,7], the Sophia of Jesus Christ [NHC lll,4; BG 8502,3],
the Dialogue of the Savior [NHC In,5], the Letter of Peter to Philip
[NHC VIH,2], and in the Berlin Codex, the Sophia of Jesus Christ
[BG 8502,3] and the Gospel of Mary [BG 8502,1]). But the dialogue
between John and Jesus in the Apocryphon of John, rather like that be
tween Jesus and Peter in the Apocalypse of Peter (NHC VU,3), is set
after the ascension, as indeed John testifies in the narrative opening: "He
6. Sec M. WALDSTEIN, "The Providence Monologue," 390-391.
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has [returned] to the [place] from which he came" (NHC n 1,11-12;
cf. Jn 13:3; 16:28; 20:17). In this sense, the temporal setting has its clos
est New Testament parallel in the Apocalypse, where Jesus appears to
John of Patmos in the late first century, long after the resurrection. It
may be that this narrative frame serves as an index for the time of the
shorter version's composition, that is, at a time when John the Son of
Zebedee had been accepted as the author of both the Apocalypse and the
Fourth Gospel, perhaps in the mid-second century.
According to Waldstein, the main body enveloped by the frame narra
tive consists of two sections.7 The first (BG 22,17-44,18; NHC U 2,2613, I 3) is a theogony and cosmogony in the form of an expository mono
logue that begins with the sole existence of a monadic Father, the In
visible Spirit, and narrates its unfolding into the Father, Mother, and Son
triad, and the Son's establishment of the Four Luminaries. It concludes
with the fall of Sophia and the production of the physical cosmos by her
illegitimate offspring Yaldabaoth and his archontic associates, who
boasts "I am a jealous god and there is no other God beside me"
(BG 44, 14-15; NHC II 13,8-9). Immediately after this, the second sec
tion (BG 44,19-77,5; NHC II 13,13-31,6) begins, interrupting the initial
monologue with a dialogue in which the Savior's revelation is delivered
in the form of responses to ten questions posed by John. It is an anthro
pogony in the form of a midrash on the first seven chapters of Genesis
which frequently corrects a traditional misinterpretation ("not as Moses
said"). While the first section portrays a gradual devolution, moving
from the creation of a world of light through the fall of Sophia and the
theft of divine power, the second section portrays a sequence of the
enlightening initiatives of the Mother on high aimed at the recovery of
this stolen power.
The Apocryphon of John is by no means a seamless production. Its
first section has a nearly exact parallel in lrenaeus' summary of "Barbe
loite" teaching in his Adversus Haereses 1.29, which begins with the
emergence of the Mother Barbelo as the supreme Father's thought and
ends with Sophia's generation of the Archon and his boasting in his sole
divinity. This section of the Apocryphon ofJohn is also roughly parallel
to a similar cosmology in the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 36,27b40, 29a). It narrates the generation of the Autogenes Son of Barbelo, his
7. M. WALDSTEIN, The Apocryphon ofJohn: A Curious Eddy in the Stream of
flell enistic Judaism (privately circulated preprint of 1995), 81-82.
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anointing as the Christ, and his establishing of the Four Luminaries, the
lowest of which, Eleleth, calls for someone to rule over chaos, where
upon the Epinoia of light (a lower aspect of Barbelo that is identified
with Sophia) brings the Archigenetor Yaldabaoth into being, who in turn
steals the Epinoia's power to create the lower aeons and humankind.
This material common to the Apoc,yphon of John, the Trimorphic Pro
tennoia, and Trenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.29 may therefore represent
the content of the earliest reconstructable version of the Apoc,yphon of
John.
The second section of the Apocryphon of John has no such exact par
allel in lrenaeus' "Barbeloite" summary, suggesting that he knew a ver
sion of the Apocryphon of John prior to its conversion into a dialogue,
and which consisted solely of the first section.8 However, lrenaeus'
immediately succeeding chapter (Adversus Haereses 1.30) goes on to
narrate a myth of certain "others" which, though clearly not exactly
equivalent to the second section of the Apocryphon of John, nevertheless
contains an anthropogony and sot�riology with many similarities to it.
Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Haereticarum fabularum compendium I.13) at
tributes this material-which is not in the form of a midrash on Genesis
and shows no trace of dialogue-to certain "Ophites." Perhaps the simi
lar material shared by this excerpt and the second section of the Apocry
phon of John goes back to a common source.
ln addition, both sections of the shorter version of the Apocryphon of
John contain blocks of secondarily inserted material. One such insertion
is likely to be the lengthy negative theology on the supreme monadic
Father of the first section (BG 23,3-25,7; NHC II 2,33-4, 19); it has no
equivalent in lrenaeus' Barbeloite summary, which begins, not with a
description of the Father, but immediately with the emergence of Bar
belo. Likewise, the flow of the narrative about the Mother's enlighten
ment of Seth's seed in the second section is clearly interrupted by the
insertion of a short treatise (BG 64, 13-71,2; NHC TT 15,16-27,33) on the
destiny of four kinds of souls; the author of the Apoc,yphon has proba
bly adapted it to the frame narrative, recasting it in the form of the Sav-

8. Noted long ago by 1-1.-M. SCHENKE, "Nag Hammadi Studicn I: Das litcrari
sche Problem des Apokryphon Johannis," Zeitschrift for Religions- und Gesitesge
schichte 14 (1962), 57-63.
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ior's responses to the last six of John's ten questions,9 in somewhat the
same way as Eugnostos the Blessed (NHC III,3 and V,I) was developed
into the post-resurrection dialogue, the Sophia of Jesus Christ (NHC
Jll,4 and BG, 3).
The longer version of the Apocryphon (NHC l l and IV) differs from
the shorter version (BG and NHC III) mainly by the addition of an ex
cerpt from the "Book of Zoroaster" on the creation of the psychic Adam
(II 15, 13-19, 10) and the Pronoia monologue (II 30,11-31,25), perhaps
by separate redactors. The redactor who appended the Pronoia mono
logue also seems to have brought the Apocryphon's main account of the
history of salvation more into line with the doctrine of the monologue by
making subtle changes to the text of the main narrative that reflect the
monologue's phraseology, as comparison with the shorter version
shows .10 These include: the repeated use (six times compared to once in

BG) of the term "Mother-Father" to refer to the "perfect" Pronoia; Pro
noia's characterization as "first to come forth" (II 5, 11); identifying

Pronoia as the source of the divine voice that "came forth" to reveal that
"Man exists and the Son of Man" and caused the aeon of the Protarchon
and the depths of the abyss to shake at the appearance of her light in the
form of the First Man (11 14,13-30), as well as identifying Christ's ap
pearance as an eagle upon the tree of knowledge as a manifestation of
"the Epinoia from the holy, luminous Pronoia" in order that he might
"awaken them from the depth of sleep" (Il 23,26-35). The redactor may
also have added the account of the withdrawal of
from Eve (on
analogy with the withdrawal of Pronoia from chaos in the monologue)
once the Protarchon had noticed her presence in Eve (II 24,8-15).

Zoe

2. The Anthropogony and Soteriology
The Sethite sacred history that occupies the second half of the Apoc
ryphon of John (BG 44,19-77,5, NHCII 13,13-31,6; similarly in other
versions), although well-attested in other Sethian treatises, is not paral
leled in lrenaeus' "Barbeloite" excerpt (Adversus Haereses 1.29). Vari
ants of it occur in the Apocalypse of Adam, the Hypostasis of the Ar
cho ns, and the Gospel of the Egyptians. However, a rather similar-but
9. A similar, although independent, catalogue of various kinds of souls and their
destinie s also occurs in Zoslrianos (VI II 25, 19-28,30; 42, I 0-44,22).
10. See B. BARC and L. PAINCHAUD, "La reecriture de l'Apocryphon de Jean a la
lumicre de l'hymne final de la version longue," le Museon 112 (1999), 317-333.
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non-Sethian-myth is related by Irenaeus (Adversus Haereses 1.30)
immediately after his resume of the Barbeloite theogony (Adversus Hae
reses 1.29). While Irenaeus ascribed it to anonymous "others" (alii),
Theodoret (Haereticarum fabularum compendium 1.13) ascribed it to
"Sethians whom some call Ophians or Ophites."
This "Ophite" myth, whose similarity to the Apocryphon of John was
mentioned in Chapter 3, features a supreme triad of highest beings,
(First) Man, his Thought the Son of Man, and a female, the Holy Spirit,
the first woman, who bears Christ as the Third Male, as well as his sister
Sophia-Ptunicos, whose material body descends from the Imperishable
Aeon under its own weight and generates the Archon Yaldabaoth. The
latter's boast in his sole divinity ("l am God and Father; beyond me
there is none") is answered by the Mother's announcement that "the
Father of the All, the First Man [and] the Son of Man" are above him.
Like the Apocryphon of John, the second part of the myth is based on
the Genesis anthropogony and genealogy through Seth (and Norea, as in
the Hypos Iasis of the Archons), and concludes with a soteriology depict
ing the descent of Christ, the Third Male (tertius masculus), to put on
his sister Sophia and rescue the crucified Jesus. The Ophite system at
tributes repeated salvific acts to Sophia similar to those attributed to
Barbelo in the Sethian treatises: providing the divine model for the pro
toplast, the enlightenment of Eve, preventing her light-trace from con
ceiving offspring through the Archon, revealing the bitter significance of
Adam and Eve's bodies, and aiding the conception of Seth and Norea
and in the birth of the "wise Jesus" (sired upon Mary by Yaldabaoth!)
The final act of the myth is Christ's (the third Male's) eschatological
deliverance of his sister, the lower Sophia, and, after allowing him to be
crucified, also of Jesus.
While the absence of the figures of Barbelo, the Four Luminaries, the
"unshakable generation" of Seth's "seed," and the sacred baptism of the
Five Seals excludes the Sethian character of this "Sethian-Ophite" myth,
it nevertheless shares with the Apocryphon of John a. striking number of
similar mythemes, which suggests that the underlying interpretation of
Genesis 1-9 as a contest between Yaldabaoth and his mother Sophia for
control over the power he stole from her and enclosed in Adam was
early and widespread enough to be adapted to the purposes of various
contemporary groups-including the author(s) of the Apocryphon of
John-in the second half of the second century.
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3. The Date of the Apocryphon of John
The shorter version of the Apocryphon ofJohn seems to have resulted
from a combination of Irenaeus' "Barbeloite" theogony with an anthro
pogonical narrative based on Genesis 2-9 similar to that of Irenaeus'
"Ophites." But it has been supplemented by the "Sethite" supreme Fa
th er-Mother-Child trinity of the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, and divine
child-which possibly replaces an older trinity of First Man (the Fa
ther), Second Man (perhaps the heavenly Adam as son of Man), and
First Woman (the Holy Spirit)-as well as by the negative theology of
the Invisible Spirit, and the story of the heavenly archetypes of Adam,
Eve, Seth and his seed residing in the Four Luminaries. The Mother who
presides over the struggle with Sophia's son Yaldabaoth concerning the
fate of humanity is now identified as Barbelo rather than Sophia. The
entire work was Christianized by substituting Christ for the Autogenes,
who is demoted from the supreme trinity to reside with (Piger-)Adamas
in the highest of the Four Luminaries, and by conceiving the whole as a
revelation delivered during the final manifestation of the Mother in the
form of an epiphany of the exalted Christ in dialogue with his disciple
John.
One may accordingly conjecture that the shorter recension (BG and
NHC III), including the short excursus on the destiny of various sorts of
souls (BG 64,9-71,2) came into existence around 150 CE in the form of a
dialogue between the resurrected Christ and his disciple John, son of
Zebedee There is no reason to doubt that the shorter version found in
NHC III and in the Berlin Codex precedes the longer version found in
Codices II and IV.11 The longer version of the Apocryphon of John in
Codices 11 and IV was created basically by the addition of the extended
angelic melothesia of the earthly Adam's material body (claimed to
derive from a "book of Zoroaster," [I 15,29-19, 11), and the inclusion of
the Pronoia monologue (II 30, 11-31,25) at the end of the work, and may
have been completed by the last quarter of the second century.
11. Although M. TAR.DJEU (E crits gnostiques: Codex de Berlin [Sources gnos
tiques ct manicheenncs I; Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1984], 38-46) maintains that the
version in Codex Ill and BG 8502 is a scholiast's abridgment (by deletion of the
13ook of Zoroaster citation in II 15,20-19, IO and the Pronoia monologue in ll 30, 113 I ,25, ca. 225) of an earlier redaction (i.e., the longer versions of Codices Il and IV,
ca. 200) that had expanded the original work (ca. 170) by the addition of hymnic
materials (in honor of Pronoia/Epinoia as the luminous savior) from the Johanninc
scho ol.
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B. The Trimorphic Protennoia

It has been suggested now several times that the Pronoia monologue
concluding the Apocryphon ofJohn may have served as the initial inspi
ration and perhaps the direct source for the original composition of the
Trimorphic Protennoia, which exhibits precisely the same tripartite
structure.
I. The Redactional Stages of the Trimorphic Protennoia
The extant version of the Trimo,phic Protennoia consists of three
separate sub-treatises, 12 each depicting a successive salvific descent of
the divine First Thought, but further analysis detects a more complex
structure that reveals a multistage history of composition and redaction.
The underlying basis of each sub-treatise is a long series of consis
tently first person aretalogical self-predications (Greek Eyw ELµL), which
have been expanded by the addition of other traditional materials, such
as certain liturgical fragments and other third person narrative material.
They seem to have been originally structured as an introductory first
person aretalogy identifying Protennoia as the divine First Thought
(XIII 35, l-32a), followed by three more first-person aretalogies of about
forty lines apiece in the same style, the second and third of which pres
ently form the second and third sub-tractates of the Trimo,phic Proten
noia. Following the introduction, the three subsequent aretalogies made
the following points: I) Protennoia is the Voice (Coptic zrooy =
Greek cp06yyos or �xos) of the divine First Thought who initially de
scended as light into the darkness and gave shape to her fallen members
(XIII 35,32b-36,27a; 4O,29b-4 I, 1a); 2) Protennoia is the Speech (Coptic
CMH = Greek cpwv�) of the First Thought who descended a second time
to empower her fallen members by giving them spirit or breath
(XIII 42,4-27a; 45,2b-12a; 45,21-46,3); and 3) Protennoia is the Word
(>..6yos) of the First Thought who has descended for a third and final
time in the likeness of the various powers to proclaim the Five Seals and
restore her members into the Light (XTII 46,5-7a; 47,5-23; 49,6-22a;
perhaps 5O,9b-2O).
Thereafter, the author or a subsequent redactor has expanded this tri
partite aretalogy by means of six didactic third-person narratives
12. Entitled 'The Discourse of Protennoia: [One]," "[On] Fate: (Two]," and "The
Discourse of the Appearance: Three."
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(XJII 36,27b-40,29a; 41,1b -42,2; 42,27b-45,2a; 46,7b-47,top; 48,top49,top; 49,22b-50 ,9a). The second, third and fifth of these doctrinal
insertions are designated as "mysteries" which Protennoia is said to have
communicated to the sons of the light. Besides these insertions, which
have the character of traditional sources, the author or a later redactor
ha s also added a good deal of editorial material of his or her own inven
tion.
The first narrative (X III 36,27b-40,29a) is a traditional Barbeloite account of the generation of Autogenes Son, his anointing as the Christ,
and his establishing of the Four Luminaries. The lowest of these,
Eleleth, emits his Epinoia (who seems to be identified with Sophia) to
produce the Archigenetor Yaldabaoth, who steals the Epinoia's power to
create the lower aeons and mankind. The narrative concludes with the
restoration of Epinoia who is regarded as completely innocent of fault. It
is constructed in third person narrative and consists of material common
to all four versions of the Apocryphon of John and to the Barbeloite
theogony and cosmogony reported in Trenaeus, Adversus Haereses
I .29.13 This common material may therefore represent the content of the
earliest reconstructable version of the Apocryphon ofJohn. If so, it sug
gests a version of the Apocryphon that contained no theogony describing
the Invisible Spirit, the emergence of Barbelo with her triad of hyposta
ses (Foreknowledge, Incorruptibility and Eternal Life), and the emer
gence of Autogenes with his triad of hypostases (Mind, Will and Word);
only that part relating to the anointing of the Autogenes Christ and his
establishing the Four Luminaries appears to have been present. 14

13. In particular, the material in the Trimorphic Protennoia XIII 37,3-20; 37,3038,5; 38,16-40,27 narrates the same material found in the Apocryphon of John
II 6,10-30; 7,30-8,28; I 1,16-18; 13,32-14,13 and in Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses
1.29.1-4.
14. Of this parallel material, Trim. Prot. exhibits parallels only to the following
themes of the Apocryphon of John: the nomenclature of the divine triad Father,
Mother, Son; the designation of Protennoia as Barbelo, the image of the invisible
Spirit, the thrice-male, thrice-powerful, and thrice-named; the glorification and
anointing of the Autogenes-Christ with the goodness of the Invisible Spirit as the
one who comes from Barbelo and establishes the aeons of.the Four Luminaries for a
total of twelve aeons; the production of Yaldabaoth (also called Saklas or Samael) as
an imperfect offspring of Sophia (called the Epinoia of the Luminary Elcleth) who
stole power from her, producing aeons in the likeness of these above, ruled over
Chaos and produced a man in the First Thought's likeness and boasted that he was
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Trim01phic Protennoia's second narrative section is a "mystery"
which relates Protennoia's descent into the underworld to destroy the
prison and the bonds by which the lower powers hold fast her fallen
members, a veritable harrowing of hell. This metaphorical description of
detachment from fleshly existence employs language very similar to that
found in many of the traditional Nekyias, or descents of heroes into the
underworld.15 This mystery is announced in direct discourse to a sec
ond-person plural audience (XIII 41,1b-42,2).
The third narrative (XIII 42,27b-45,2a), presently in the second sub
tractate, is called the "mystery of the (end of) this Age" (XIII 42,28),
and is addressed to a similar group in the second person plural. It offers
an apocalyptic announcement of the end of the old age and the dawn of
the new age with the judgment of the authorities of chaos, the ArchigeGod alone; and lastly Sophia's restoration into the light Eleleth as her dwelling
place.
On the other hand, Trim. Pro!. does not exhibit the negative and positive descrip
tion of the Invisible Spirit, nor the following themes common to the Apocryphon of
John and Trenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.29 such as: the production of Ennoia
Barbelo; the triads of hypostases granted both to Barbelo (Prognosis, Aphtharsia,
Aionia Zoe) and to the Autogenes-Christ (Nous, Thelema, Logos ); the association of
Christ with Aletheia; the co-operation of pairs of these triads of hypostases in the
production of the Four Luminaries and their attendant hypostases (whose nomencla
ture is completely different); the production of Adamas, Seth and his seed (from
Prognosis and Nous) and their establishment in the Four Luminaries; Sophia's ex
plicit production of Yaldabaoth without permission of her consort; the detailed
cataloguing of Yaldabaoth's aeons, angels and powers; nor the voice from heaven
announcing the existence of the Man and Son of Man.
15. See Homer, Iliad VTIT.14; Hesiod, Theogony 735-744; 807-812; Plato, Re
public X 6I 4E-F and Phaedo 111 C- l l 3C, Virgil, Aeneid Vl.548-625, Dracula
Sibyllina /1.227-228, and the Apocalypses of Elijah and Peter (Achmim fragment ),
passim. See also the striking parallel language of Odes of Solomon 17,8-15 (Harris
Mignana): "I opened the doors that were closed./ And I broke in pieces the bars of
iron;/ But my own iron melted and dissolved before mc./...And I went over all my
bondsmen to loose them/ That I might not leave any man bound or binding./ And 1
imparted my knowledge without grudging/... And 1 sowed my fruits in hearts/ And I
transformed them through myself;/ And they received my blessing and lived./ And
they were gathered to me and were saved,/ Because they were to me as my own
members,/ And I was their head." This is exactly the mission which Protennoia as
Voice performs on her first saving descent. Cf. also Odes of Solomon 24,1-5 where
the Voice of the dove frightens "the inhabitants" and opens the hidden abysses,
which seems similar to the effect of Protennoia's second descent. and generally
P.-H. POIRJER, "La 'Protennoia trimorphe' (NH XIII, I) et le vocabulairc du 'De
scensus ad inferos'," le Museon 96 (1983), 193-204.
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net or and his celestial powers who control the lots of Fate. This an
nouncement contains a dialogue between the terrified powers and their
Arc higenetor, neither of whom recognize the source of the Voice that is
shattering their control over the cosmos. The provenance of this material
seems indeterminate, but it makes use of the Graeco-Egyptian astrologi
cal doctrine of the Lots of Fate and planetary Domiciles (Ptolemy, Tet
rabiblios 1.17,37; 2.121, 13-27).
The fourth narrative passage is a lengthy third-person doctrinal treat
ment of the relation of the Word to the other two modalities (Voice,
Speech) of Protennoia, and ends with an announcement of Protennoia's
intention to reveal more mysteries (XIII 46,7b-47,top).
The fifth narrative passage (XnI 48,top-49,top) announces yet another
mystery, called "the mystery of Gnosis" (XIII 48,33b-34a). It is ad
dressed in the first person singular to a second person plural audience,
now called the "brethren." It narrates the final descent of Protennoia as
the Word who descends incognito through the various levels of the cos
mic powers and strips away the corporeal and psychic thought from her
brethren, replacing it by a shining light. This narrative also contains a
striking fragment (48,15-35) from the liturgy of the baptismal/enthrone
ment ritual known as the Five Seals; it portrays five successive stages of
enlightenment: investiture, baptism, enthronement, glorification, and
rapture into the Light.16
Finally, the sixth narrative passage (XIII 49,22b-50,9a) explains the
ordinances of the father in terms of the names bestowed in the course of
16. Cf. Lucius' initiation into the mysteries of Isis in Apuleius, Metamorphoses
Xl.22-24. See now J.-M. SEVRIN, Le dossier baptismal sethien: Etudes sur la sacra
mentaire gnostique (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section «Eludes» 2;
Quebec: Universite Laval, 1986) hereafter cited as le dossier baptismal sethien. In
Ch 2, Scvrin considers this sequence to reflect an older baptismal ritual (now best
attested in Gos. Egypt.) which has become spiritualized (especially by the addition
of glorification and rapture, which seem to him to have no ritual basis), but thinks it
impr obable that investiture should precede baptism. In Trim. Prat. these five stages
are only an interpretation of successive stages of spiritual awareness, culminating in
the reception of Gnosis; they are merely a sequence of five groups of "names" to be
invok ed (cf. XIII 49,28-32) and by which one is "scaled" or protected from a hostile
material and spiritual environment; they do not reflect a sequence of five ritual
actions. The older ritual presupposed may have involved a quintuple immersion in
water, which might be the ritual basis of the number live in the "Five Seals," or
possibly the number live has something to do with the successive sealing of each of
the five senses from worldly attachments.
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the baptismal ritual; they will guard Protennoia's members from the
powers of the Archons until she gathers them into her eternal kingdom,
presumably upon their natural death.
It is clear from the preceding that the Trimmphic Protennoia has been
secondarily Christianized. Three glosses identifying the Autogenes Son
with Christ in the first subtractate (XIII 37,[31]; 38,22; 39,6-7) probably
derive from the traditional theogonical materials common to the Apoc
ryphon of John and Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses L29, upon which the
author has drawn for the first narrative insertion. But in the third sub
tractate the situation is much different, and seems to suggest that the
Trimorphic Protennoia has undergone three stages of composition.
First, there was the triad of aretalogical EYW ELµt self-predications of
Protennoia as Voice, Speech and Word. Second, this was combined with
third-person narrative material: a traditional Barbeloite cosmogony simi
lar to that of the Apocryphon ofJohn and Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses
1.29; apparently non-Sethian traditional materials treating the harrowing
of hell and the eschatological overthrow of the celestial powers; and
again a traditional Barbeloite account of the baptismal ascent ritual
called the Five Seals. Third, after circulation as a Sethian tractate in this
form, the final stage of composition seems to have been the incorpora
tion of Christian materials into the concluding portion of the third sub
tractate.
The third and last stage of composition seems to have involved a de
liberately polemical incorporation of Christian, specifically Johannine
Christological materials into the aretalogical portion of the third subtrac
tate, which relates the narrative of the incognito descent of Protennoia as
Word, hidden in the fonns of the Sovereignties, Powers and Angels,
culminating in the final revelation of herself in her members below. In
XIII 47,14-15, it is said that as Logos, Protennoia revealed herself to
"them" (i.e. humans?) "in their tents" as the Word (cf. Jn 1:14). In
XIJI 49,7-8, it is said that the Archons thought Protennoia-Logos was
"their Christ," while actually she is the "Father of everyone." In
XIII 49, 11-15, Protennoia identifies herself as the "beloved" (of the
Archons), since she clothed herself as Son of the Archigenetor until the
end of his ignorant decree. In XIII 49,1 8-20, Protennoia reveals herself
as a Son of Man among the Sons of Man even though she is the Father
of everyone. In XHI 50, 6-9, Protennoia will reveal herself to her "breth
ren" and gather them into her "eternal kingdom." In XIII 50,12-1 6, Pro-
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rennoia has put on Jesus and borne him aloft from the cursed-thus non
redemptive-cross into his Father's dwelling places (cf. Jn 14:2-3). One
might assign this final stage to the period of struggle over the interpreta
tion of the Christology of the Fourth Gospel witnessed by the NT letters
of John, perhaps the middle of the second century.
Jn this way, traditional Christological titles such as Christ, Beloved,
Son of God ("Son of the Archigenetor") and Son of Man are polemically
interpreted in a consciously docetic fashion. By implication, the "ortho
dox" Christ of the apostolic church is shown to be the Christ of the
··Sethian" Archons; the "orthodox" Beloved is the beloved of the Ar
chons; the "orthodox" Son of God is the "Sethian" son of the ignorant
Archigenetor; and the "orthodox" Son of Man is only a human among
the sons of men. For the "Sethians," however, the true Son of Man is
Adamas, the Son of the Supreme deity Man (the human form in which
the deity revealed himself as in the Apocryphon ofJohn II 14, 14-24, the
Gospel of the Egyptians Ill 59, 1-9) or else Seth, the Son of Adamas (the
Apocryphon of John 11 24,32-25,7). Therefore, the Protennoia-Logos is
in reality the Father of everyone, the Father of the All who only appears
as the Logos "in their tents."17 In contrast to the traditional view of
Jn 1: 14, the Logos appeared in the "likeness of their shape" but did not
become flesh as the "orthodox" believe. In only disguising himself as
the "orthodox" Christ, the Logos indeed had to rescue Jesus from the
"cursed" (not redemptive!) cross and restore him to the "dwelling places
of his Father." In what seems a conscious reference to Jn 14:2-3, Jesus
did not prepare a place for his followers; instead, the L9gos, invisible to
the celestial powers who watch over the aeonic dwellings (i.e. the Four
Luminaries?), installs Jesus into his Father's dwelling place (Xlll 50, 1216; perhaps in the Light Oroiael as in the Gospel of the Egyptians
Ill 65, 16-17). Some of these polemical Sethian reinterpretations of "or
thodox" Christology in the Trimorphic Protennoia seem to depend on
key texts from the Gospel of John in order to score their point in any
acute fashion, although this has been a matter of scholarly dispute.
17. "Tents" (crKTJvT\) may be a gloss on "the likeness of their shape" in XIII 47, 16
in what seems to be conscious opposition to 6 ).6-yos crap� eyfreTo Kai EOKT\vwoev
Ev �µ'iv of Jn I: 14. However, the concept of tenting may have been part of the Logos
theology of the original arctalogy; cf. Sirach 24:8-10: T6TE evETEtAaT6 µoL o
KTLCJTl]S ciTTaVTwv, KaL 6 KT[cras µe KaTtrravcrev TTJV CJKJ]VTJV µou Kai eT rrev 'Ev
'iaKw� KOTOUKT]VW<JOV KOL EV' Jupal]A KOTOKA!]povoµi\6T]TL.
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Throughout, the Trimorphic Protennoia displays what appear to be
redactional bridging passages and certain glosses that connect all the
foregoing together into a whole. They seem to derive from the author's
own hand, rather than to belong either to inherited traditional material or
to the basic first person aretalogy. 18 The editorial passages can be ex18. The editorial passages are best identified by a shift in grammatical person and
number from the first person singular of the basic aretalogies to the third person
singular or plural or even to the first person plural (XIII 36,33-37,3; 44,23-24 both
involving baptismal motifs) or second person plural (Xlll 40,34-41,4; 42, 17-31;
44,29-45,2; 46,33-47,9; and probably 48,35-49,top, all passages introducing ,md
concluding the passages in which Protennoia proclaims the eschatological and bap
tismal mysteries). They are as follows:
ln the first subtractate: XIII 35,6-7, a gloss on the triple name of Protennoia;
36, 1-3, a gloss identifying the Silence surrounding Protennoia's members with the
secret Voice indwelling her; 36,15-l 6, a gloss on the innate recognition of Proten
noia's Voice by her members; 36,33-37,3, the Voice mediates the hidden wisdom
which separates "us" from the world and which puts its Fruit into the Living Water
(a baptismal motif); 37,3-20, the origination of the Son (Christ) who has the Name
in him and is the Word from the Voice which is revealed to those in darkness; 36,2030, on the numerology of Protennoia's triform nature as Voice, Speech and Word;
37,33-38,3, the establishment of the Autogenes Son Protennoia's Living Water/
Light (baptismal motif); 40,8-I 8, Protennoia descends to the world of mortals for the
sake of her portion left in it from the innocent, conquered Sophia (cf. 47,30-34);
40,25-29, Yaldabaoth's making of man is the decree of his annulment (an eschato
logical motif); 40,34-41,4 introduces the mystery of the loosening of bonds in the
underworld (an eschatological motif-note the second person plural); 41,21-24,
identification of Protennoia's members with the Spirit originating from the Living
Water now dwelling in the soul, with whom she speaks out of immersion in the
mysteries (a baptismal motit).
In the second subtractate: XIII 42,21-25, the age (aeon) to come is identified with
the Aeons from which Protennoia revealed herself in masculine form and in which
"we" shall be purified (an eschatological and baptismal motif-note the first person
and second person plural); 44,3-4, a gloss on the relation of the Speech to the Voice;
perhaps 43,27-44, 19 & 44,27-29, the unintelligibility of the Voice to the Powers and
their Archigenetor, leading to their consequent destruction (an eschatological motif);
44,29-45,2, summary and conclusion of the mystery "hidden from the ages" (cf. I
Cor 2:7) concerning the end of the old age and the dawn of the new (an eschatologi
cal motif-note second person plural); 45,9-10, a gloss on the Voice as Meirothea;
45,12-20, an anticipatory invitation to participate in the rite of the Five Seals pre
sented in 48, 15-35.
In the third subtractate: XIII 46, I 0-36, the Word is Living Fruit, the focus ("eye")
of the three µova[ (i.e. the Word which comes from the Speech which comes from
the Voice, all "foundations" which come from the Thought or "Silence"), and pours
forth Living Water from its source, the Voice (a baptismal motif): 47,24-28, the
Powers in whom Protennoia is hidden until she reveals herself to her "brethren" do
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pected to reveal the direct interests of the author, who must be Sethian,
since the traditional materials he incorporates are in large part Sethian,
as are the motifs in the editorial passages. The author emphasizes the
th ree ness of Protennoia who has three names and consists of three
µovaC, "permanences," which give the universe its foundation (XIII
46, J 0-33). 19 First, from the silent Thought (Protennoia) proceeds the
Voice. Second, from the Voice proceeds the Speech of the Voice (both
unintelligible to the hostile powers and their Archigenetor). From the
Speech, which is perceptible and which brings in the shift of the ages
and debilitates the powers, issues the Word, which is the focus or "eye"
of the three permanences. As the Word, Protennoia descends into the
''world of mortals" to rescue her fallen members or "Spirit" stolen by the
Archigenetor from the innocent Sophia (who therefore need not repent
of anything). As Voice, Speech, and Word, Protennoia descends to
speak four mysteries to her "brethren" (addressed in the second person
plural) so as to loosen their bonds, and to effect the end of the old age
and the dawn of the new age which is unchanging. In these forms Pro
tennoia encounters the Powers and their Archigenetor who recognize

not recognize her or their origin; 47,29-34 the "brethren" comprise the "Spirit" left
in the world by the innocent Sophia (cf. 40, 11-18); 48,6-14, Protennoia shares with
"him" the Living Water that strips off the somatic and psychic thought, replacing
chaos with Light (a baptismal motif); 48,30-35, the conclusion of the "mystery of
Gnosis" (a baptismal motif); 48,35-49,6, the beginning of a paraenesis (perhaps
originally in the second person plural); 49,22-50,9, the "brethren" are informed that
the ordinances of the Father are the "Five Seals of these particular names" which
strip away ignorance and replace it with Light, causing darkness and Chaos to dis
solve (a baptismal motif).
19. Sec the triadic terminology in the Apocryphon ofJohn II 5,8-9: "thrice-male,
thrice-powerful, thrice-named androgynous one". These µoval are taken by most
interpreters to signify the three "dwellings" symbolized by the three rectangles
drawn in XIII 37,28, and thus recall the "dwellings" which Christ prepares for be
lievers in Jn 14:2-3. In my opinion, the meaning is much closer to the first term in
the µov�, 1rp606os-, t:maTpo(j>� triad in Neoplatonism, where µov� stands for the
absolute being, in the proper sense, of any hypostasis. Actually, the dwellings of
Trim. Prot. parallel to Jn 14:2-3 are mentioned in XIII 50,12-16. Cf. G. SCHENKE,
"Die drcigestaltige Protennoia (Nag-Hammadi-Codex XIII) herausgegeben und
kom mentiert" (Dr. theol. dissertation, Rostock, 1972), fascicle 2, 36 n. 2 (now
TU 132; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1984); Y, JANSSENS, la Protennoia Trimorphe
(NH XI/I, 1) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes » 4; Quebec:
Les Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1978) 62 and correctly J.M. ROBINSON, "Sethians
and Johanninc Thought: The Trimorphic Protennoia and the Prologue of the Gospel
of John,'' in Rediscovery 2.643-662, esp. 656-658.
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neither her Voice nor her Speech. On the third descent as Word, Proten
noia reveals the ordinances of the Father to be the Five Seals, interpreted
in Sethian language as a baptismal mystery of celestial ascent.
The three compositional stages of the Trimorphic Protennoia are
summarized in the following table. There was first (A) the original trip
tych of aretalogical self-predications of Protennoia as Voice, Speech and
Word that were probably built up out of the Jewish wisdom tradition and
maybe out of the Pronoia monologue some time during the first cen
tury CE before its inclusion in the Apoc,yphon ofJohn; there is little here
that seems specifically gnostic or Christian or Sethian or Barbeloite.
Next, (8) this was supplemented, whether by the same or a different
author, by various narrative doctrinal passages, of which three are called
"mysteries," and at least one based upon traditional Barbeloite theogoni
cal materials similar to those of the Apoc,yphon of John and lrenaeus,
Adversus Haereses I.29. One may also assign this first major redaction
of the Trimorphic Protennoia to the first quarter of the second century.
After circulation as a mildly Christianized Barbeloite text in this form, a
third stage of composition (C) resulted in incorporating Christological
materials in a specifically polemical way, perhaps in the context of the
struggle over the interpretation of the Fourth Gospel reflected in the
Johannine epistles during the second quarter of the second century.
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ORJGINAL
DOCUMENT
A
Original First-Person
Aretalogy
.J,

15 I

LATER ADDITIONS

I

I

Second, "Barbeloite Redaction" B
Doctrinal Passages
Explicitly
Christological
Baptismal Passages
Passages
.J,
.J,
.J,
Christological glosses
First Subtractate
(inherited from
35, I -32a (introduction)
36,5b-7a
Barbcloite cosmology)
35,32 b-36,27a (Voice)
36,27b-40,29a
37,lb-3a;
(cosmology)
37,35
37,[31 ];38,22;39,6-7
,
9b-41,
1
a
(Voice)
2
40
First Mystery
41,21b-24a
41, lb-42,2
(harrowing)
Second Subtractate
42,4-27a (Speech)
45,2b- I 2a (Speech)

(42,22-23?)
Second Mystery
42,27b-45,2a
(eschatology)

45, 12b-20

45,21-46,3 (Speech)
Third Redaction C
Christological
Polemic

Third Subtractate
46,5-7a (Word)

47,5-23 (Word, etc.)
49,6-22a (Word)
50,9b-20

46,7b-47,top
(the Word)
Third Mystery
48,top-49,top
{Five Seals)
49,22b-50,9a (the
ordinances of the
father)

46,16-19a

48,top-48,35
49,26b-34a

49,7b-8a; 49,l lb-15a
49,l 8b-20a
50,10b-16a

2. The Trimorphic Protennoia and Johannine Christianity

Many scholars have called attention to the various parallels that the
Trimorphic Protennoia shares with the Fourth Gospel and especially its
prologue. 20 Since any reconstruction of Sethianism must account for its
20. See the discussions of G. SCHENKE in her 1977 dissertation, "Die drei
gestaltige Protennoia," 154-158; J. HELDERMAN, '" In irhcn Zelten ... ': Bemerkun
gen zu Codex XIll Nag Harnmadi p. 47: 14-18 in Hinblick auf Joh. i 14," in Miscel
lanea Neotestamentica I (25th Ann. St11dior11m Novi Teslamenli Conventus)
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interaction with Christianity, the possible relations between the Trimor
phic Protennoia and the community behind the Johannine writings de
serve further comment in the light of the three stages of redactional his
tory here proposed.
At the time of its initial composition, that is, at the first of the three
proposed compositional stages, the Trimorphic Protennoia was a prod
uct of non-Christian Barbeloite wisdom speculation. The theme of the
triple descent of Protennoia was derived from a source similar to or
identical with the Pronoia monologue concluding the longer version of
the Apocryphon ofJohn. The Logos theology of its tripartite aretalogy of
Protennoia drew upon a fund of oriental speculation on the divine Word
and Wisdom as did the prologue of the Gospel of John in a similar but

(Supplements to Novum Testamentum 47; Leiden: Brill, 1978), 181-211;
H.-M. SCHENKE. "Gnostic Sethianism," 607-612: and summarizing the debate, J.M.
ROBINSON, "Sethians and Johannine Thought," in Rediscovery 2, 644-662. For fur
ther discussion, see Chapter 7 (esp. n. I 5 for literature) on the relation between
Sethian and Johannine Christianity. My own position is that Trim. Prof. underwent
superficial Christianization in its second stage of redaction, but specific and polemi
cal Christianization in its third stage of redaction. The superficial resemblances to
the Johannine prologue scattered throughout Trim. Prot. are to be explained by the
emergence of both texts from gnosticizing oriental sapiential traditions at home in
first-century Syria and Palestine, as suggested by C. COLPE, "Heidnische, jUdische
und christliche Oberlieferung in den Schriften aus Nag Hammadi III," Jahrbuch for
Antike und Christentum 17 (1974), 109-125, esp. 122-124; cf. Y. JANSSENS, "Une
source gnostique du Prologue?" in L 'Evangile de Jean: Sources, redaction, theolo
gie (Bibliotheca Ephemeridium TI1eologicarum Lovaniensium 44; Gembloux:
J. Ouculot, I 977), 355-358. The Christological glosses in the first two subtractates
are to be explained by the influence of the theogonical section of the Apocryphon of
John. Yet the more striking parallels between the third subtrnctate and the Gospel of
John discussed here, as well as the explicit application of apparent Christological
titles to Protennoia-Logos, seem to me to constitute deliberate "Christianization,"
but in a strictly polemical vein. Whether the redactor of the third compositional
stage hypothesized by me is really Sethian or heterodox Christian is impossible to
tell. In any case he is certainly not an "orthodox" or "apostolic" Christian, though
perhaps he might be a "hyper-Johannine" (heretic) of the sort described in the First
Letter of John as certain docetically-inclined Christians who deny that Jesus came in
the flesh and have now "gone out from among us." See R. E. BROWN, "Johannine
Ecclesiology-The Community's Origins," Interpretation 31 (1977), 379-393; IDEM,
'"Other Sheep not of this Fold': The Johannine perspective On Christian Diversity
in the Late First Century," Journal of Biblical Literature 97 ( 1978), 5-22, and /OEM,
The Community of the Beloved Disciple (New York: Paulis! Press. 1982).
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independent way.21 The creative act of the original author of the Tri
morphic Protennoia was an interpretation of the sequence of Proten
noia's successive revelatory descents according to a theory of the in
creasing articulateness of verbal communication as one moves from
uni ntelligible sound through articulate speech to explicit word, probably
of Stoic provenance. 22 Protennoia's power manifests itself as utterance
or articulate speech; not through a theophany, but through a "theo
phony." Salvation derives not only through knowledge or vision but also
through sound and audition. Throughout the revelatory discourses Pro
tennoia is manifested successively as silent thought, audible sound or
voice, uttered speech, and finally as the fully articulate Logos; she is the
"Logos existing in the Silence," a "hidden Sound," the "ineffable Lo
gos."23 This conceptuality is surely derived from the Stoic distinction
between internal reason (A6yos- evotci0ETOS') and uttered or expressed
reason (>..6yos- 1rpo¢optK6s-).
Subsequently, both the prologue and the Trimorphic Protennoia un

derwent Christianization in a further stage of redaction, the prologue in
Johannine Christian circles when it was adopted by the evangelist, and
the Trimorphic Protennoia in Christianized Sethian circles during the
second compositional stage I have described. 24 Thus, while the Trimo,·21. C. COLPE, "Heidnischc, jiidische und christliche Oberlieferung in den Schrif
tcn aus Nag Hammadi Ill," Jarbuchfiir Antike rmd Christentum 17 (1974), I 09-124,
esp. 122-124.
22. Cf. the sequence ¢ovtj, >..iels, Myos in Diogenes Laertius, Vitae VIJ.57.
23. One may note the similar characterization of the revealer in The Thunder:
Pe,fect Mind: "I am the silence that is incomprehensible and the idea whose remem
brance is frequent. I am the voice whose sound is manifold and the word whose
appearance is multiple. I am the utterance of my name" (VI 14, 9-15); "Hear me, you
hearers and learn of my words, you who know me. I am the hearing that is attainable
to everything; I am the speech that cannot be grasped. I am the name of the sound
an d the sound of the name. I am the sign of the letter and the designation of the
divisio n. And I will speak (his name)" (VI 20,26-35).
24. Trim. Prof. must have undergone a Christianizing redaction in the environ
ment of the debate over the interpretation of the Gospel of John during the early
seco nd century. This debate is reflected in the Johannine letters and a bit later in
western Valentinian circles concerned with the interpretation of the Logos (e.g. the
Tripartite Tractate of NHC I) and of the Gospel of John (e.g. Ptolemaeus in lrc
naeus, Adv. Haer. 1.8.5 and the Fragments of Heracleon). It seems likely that the
Valcntinians were aware of some version of the Apocryphon ofJohn upon which the
T'rimorphic Protennoia draws heavily, which at least in part is concerned with the
relationship of Christ to the father (e.g. 11 1,21-25; 2,9-25; 6,10-9,25; and 23,26-31,
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phic Protennoia identified Protennoia's appearance as Logos with the
Christ who established the Four Luminaries and redeemed Jesus from
the cross, the author of the Fourth Gospel contrasted Christ's appearance
as the fully articulate Logos with John the Baptist's appearance as a
mere voice crying in the wilderness.
The similarity of the first doctrinal section (XIII 36,27b-40,29) of the
Trimorphic Protennoia to the theogonical section of the Apocryphon of
John suggests that the second compositional stage of the Trimorphic
Protennoia is contemporary with the creation of the shorter version of
the Apocryphon ofJohn, which might be assigned to the second quarter
of the second century, since the theogony and cosmogony it shares with
the shorter version is clearly expounded by lrenaeus around l 75 to I 80
C. E. The second-Christian-compositional stage of the Trimorphic
Protennoia likely appeared around then, about a generation after the
Fourth Gospel.
The third and final polemical redaction of the Trimorphic Protennoia
seems to have been accomplished by Christian Sethians who wished to
demonstrate a higher, more spiritual interpretation of Christ than that
espoused by the apostolic Church. The thrust of this redaction is to show
that the Logos in his incognito descent fooled everyone except his con
genital members who recognized him. The theme of mutual recognition
between the revealer and his own is also frequent in the Johannine litera
ture (Jn l :12-14; 10:1-4, 14; 14:20; 17:2-23; 1 Jn 2:3-5; 3:24; 4:6,13;
5: 19-20). The polemical implication in the Trimorphic Protennoia
seems to be that he even fooled the leaders of the wider, "apostolic"
Church, whom the redactor conceived as ignorant lackeys of the Archon
who thought that the Logos was their Christ, and that he was the Son of
the ignorant Archon. By way of contrast with the Gospel of John, the
Logos was no Son of Man who was lifted up and glorified on the cross,
going to prepare a place for the believers; instead, the Logos descended
to rescue Jesus from the cursed cross, thus allowing him to be raised up
free of the grasp of the ignorant creator God and to be established in the
aeonic dwellings of his true Father, the Invisible Spirit. And the Trimor
phic Protennoia is clear on a point at which the author of the Fourth
Gospel is ambiguous: indeed the Logos did come to confer a baptism,
not a baptism merely conferring the Spirit (as in the Fourth Gospel), but
which presupposes the redactional addition of the Pronoia monologue in 30, I 131,25).
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the truly effective one enabling rapture into the Light (cf. Jn 3:5: "Truly,
truly, 1 say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot
en ter the kingdom of God"). By means of the baptism of the Five Seals,
Proten noia's congenital members could be immediately transported into
the realm of the true Father's light, rather than depending upon the Jo
hannine savior to "draw all people" (Jn 3:14; 8:22; 12:32-34) to him.
A !though Christianized, the Trimorphic Protennoia does not thereby
become Christian in any orthodox sense, but may have been used by
Sethian Christians either as an apologia against Christian opponents or
even as a proselytizing instrument. It recommends to its readers an ex
tremely high-and by implication superior---Christological interpreta
tion of the Johannine wisdom Christology than do, say, the first two
Letters of John, with their insistence on the incarnation and crucifixion.
Ill. 150-175+ CE: SETHJAN-CHRISTIAN POLEMIC

A. The Apocalypse ofAdam
lt has been suggested that the Apocryphon of John originated in the
mid-second century as the result of a redactional combination of a
theogony centered on the salvific role of the divine mother Barbelo with
a version of the Sethian history of salvation derived from exegesis of
Genesis 1-6. Shortly thereafter, a longer version of this work was cre
ated, in part by the addition of the concluding Pronoia monologue recit
ing the Mother's three descents into the lower world, the same mono
logue that served as the basis for the composition of the Trimorphic
Protennoia. In like fashion, it may be that around the same time, the
Apocalypse of Adam may have reached its present form as the redac
tional combination of the two sources hypothesized by C. W. Hedrick:
source A, a Genesis-inspired protological account of the flood, the des
tiny of Noah's sons, and the celestial salvation of certain offspring of
Ham and Japheth from the universal conflagration, and source B,
Adam's prophecy to Seth about the third manifestation of a Spirit-laden
male figure called the "llluminator of Gnosis," who was glorified and
empowered and came upon "the waters."25 At the same time, the redac25. C. W. HEDRICK, "The Apocalypse of Adam: A Literary and Source Analy
sis," Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers (I 972), 581-590, and more fully,
IDEM, The Apocalypse of Adam: A Literary and Source Analysis (Society of Biblical
Literature Dissertation Series 46; Chico, CA: Scholar's Press, 1980), 202-208.
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tor also incorporated Sethian baptismal tradition (V 84,4-85, 18; 85,223 I), but in a polemical way, opposing it to certain forms of water bap
tism regarded as one of the creator God's tools of enslavement.
As the Apocalypse of Adam presently stands, the offspring of Shem
and most of the progeny of Ham and Japheth are considered to be sinful
Sethites who are infected with the same evil that had affected the much
earlier generation of Cain (who originated from the archontic rape of
Eve but were destroyed by the flood), since they subscribe to Noah's
pledge of fealty to the archon Sak.las. They will go on to form the
"twelve kingdoms" of Israel whose seed will enter into the thirteenth
kingdom of "another people" (i.e., the Christian Church), all thirteen of
which fail to recognize the incognito appearances of the Illuminator and
thus defile the "water of life" by confusing his final advent with a
merely human figure who originates from a carnal, procreative birth and
undergoes a baptism in mere water (e.g., Jesus). On the other hand, the
pure race of Seth is to be found only among 400,000 "great men" from
the offspring of Ham and Japheth, who reject Saklas' dominion and
instead "enter another land and sojourn with those men who came forth
from the great eternal knowledge" (i.e., with the heavenly seed of the
heavenly Seth; V 73, 16-20). These latter are the "kingless generation"
who have recognized the Jlluminator's incognito descents (at the flood,
the conflagration of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the final judgment of the
archons) and now receive his name (Y esseus Mazareus Yessedekeus)
upon the true living water in the holy baptism of knowledge.
Source B begins at the point where source A told of the removal of
the antediluvian seed of Seth from the world at the time of the confla
gration that destroyed their haven (Sodom and Gomorrah), leaving only
the descendants of Noah in the lines of Shem (the Jews), Ham, and
Japheth (the Gentiles), bereft of the saving knowledge that had
disappeared with the seed of Seth. Hedrick thinks that the redactor
introduced source B concerning the advent of the Illuminator to explain
how the saving knowledge possessed by the Sethites could be made
available to his own later generation descended from the 400,000
morally pure descendants of Ham and Japheth; it was reintroduced by
the illuminator at his third descent to overthrow the regime of the evil
powers in the end-time. For Christianity, the period from Adam to
Source A: V 64,1-65,23; 66,12-67,12; 67,22-29; 69,1-76,6; 83,7-84,3; 85,19-22,32;
Source B: V 65,24-66,12; 67,12-21; 76,8-83,4.
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Christ was only a preparatory prelude to the advent of true salvation in
Christ , while for the Sethians, salvation had been in principle already
achieved in primordial times, with the raising of Seth and his seed into
the Aeon at the time of the flood and of their progeny again at the time
of the conflagration. Thus the third descent of the redeemer serves to
remind the earthly Sethians of-and to re-present-the salvation that
had been accomplished for their ancestors at the time of the redeemer's
two prior primordial descents.
For Sethian texts such as the Pronoia monologue, the Trimorphic Pro
tennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians, this salvation was conferred
through the baptismal ascent ritual of the Five Seals that was practiced
by most of Sethian Gnostics. But for the redactor of the Apocalypse of
Adam, the saving gnosis was not to be received in the context of such a
water baptism. Aacording to the extant text, it might appear that the
redactor numbered even Micheus, Michar and Mnesinous, the traditional
Sethian figures that "preside over the living water," among the servants
of the lower powers who pollute the Water of Life by placing it under
the will of the powers and divulging secret knowledge in written form
(V 84,4-85, 18), but clearly this passage must be emended to read as an
accusation by Micheus, Michar and Mnesinous against others who pol
lute the waters.26 The true descendants of Seth will fight against the
26. The truly vexing problem here is the role accorded Micheus, Michar and
Mncsinous who here and in the Gospel of the Egyptians, Zostrianos, the Trimorphic
Protennoia, and Codex Bruce, Untitled preside over the living water of the holy
baptism or the spring of truth. According to the natural reading of the Apocalypse of
Adam V 84,4-10, these unambiguously positive Sethian baptismal figures are ac
cused of polluting the celestial water of baptism:
V 84 4 TOT€ 2..YCMH (9WTTe (92..poy 5 eC.XW MMOC Xe MIXeY
MN 6 MIX2..p MN MHCINOYC · NH 7 eT'zl.XN TTI.XWKM €TOY2..2..8 8 MN
TTIMOOY €TONZ Xe €TB€ 9 oy N€T€TNW(9 oyse TTNOY JO Te
€:TONZ ZN Z l€JNCMH N2..NOMOC
V 84 4 Then a voice came to them 5 saying: Micheus and 6 Michar and
Mnesinous, 7 who are over the holy baptism 8 and the living water, why 9 are you
crying out against JO the living God with lawless voices...
They are then scolded for foul deeds, laughter, polluting the Water of Life and
serving the will of the lower powers. Since this is a charge that parallels the immedi
ately preceding self-condemnation of the evil offspring of Noah, it seems applicable
only to those persons who have been hostile toward the Sethians. It is highly
unlikely that this could include these three baptists. As various scholars have sus
pecte d, the names of the three baptizers are likely a gloss introduced by .:Xe func
tioning in a way similar to eTe TT2..'i TT€. identifying the celestial voice as
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power of those who "receive his name upon the water" (V 83,4-7) in an
ordinary water baptism of the sort they supposed to have marked the
coming of their savior; true salvation is based on the receipt of knowl
edge through a baptism, not in mere water, but in gnosis through the
"logos-begotten ones" and the imperishable illuminators Yesseus Maza
reus Yessedekeus, the Living Water (V 85,22-31). 27
Hedrick's source B contains a dream vision revealed to Adam by
three glorious men who narrate a third saving mission conducted by an
illuminator whose origin is unknown to the evil powers. It contained a
series of thirteen traditional opinions ("kingdoms") of the origin of the
flluminator that seem to have been derived from some-probably non
Sethian-baptismal liturgy in which the number thirteen was somehow
significant, perhaps because the initiate descended into the water thir
teen times, or because baptism enabled passage through the thirteen
aeons28 controlled by the creator god, or because they were simply rep
resentative views of pre-Sethian groups-perhaps of Jews descended
from the twelve tribes and of a thirteenth Christian regime-of how the
savior was born and became present in the act of baptism. The redactor
regards these inherited traditions as false; the llluminator was not born,
but chosen, and his descent had nothing to do with baptism. The comMicheus, Michar and Mnesinous: "Then a voice came to them, saying-that is,
(.x.e) Micheu<s>, Michar and Mnesinous who are over the holy baptism and the
living water: (.X.e): "Why are you crying out against the living God with lawless
voices ... " etc. See G. W. MACRAE's notes to "The Apocalypse of Adam," in Nag
Hammadi Codices V, 2-3 and VI with Papyrus Bero/inensis 8502,/ and 4, ed.
D. M. Parrott (Nag Hammadi Studies 11 ; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1979), I9 I; A. BOHLIG,
remarking in Rediscovery 2.557-55 8; H.-M. SCHENKE, "Gnostic Sethianism," 598
and Orientalische literaturzeitung 61 (1966), 1 -2; G. STROUMSA, Another Seed,
I02-!03 and J.-M. SEVRIN, le dossier baptismal sethien, Ch. 4. F. MORARD,
"l 'Apocalypse d'Adam de Nag Hammadi: un essai d'intcrpretation," in Gnosis and
Gnosticism, ed. M. Krause (Nag Harnmadi Studies 8; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1977), 35 42 thinks the apparent reading was intended, suggesting a radical anti-baptismal
polemic by a redactor who totally reevaluates the traditional Sethian baptizers; in her
critical edition. l 'Apocalypse d'Adam (NH V, 5) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Ham
madi, section « Textes » 15; Quebec and Louvain: Presses de l'Universite Laval and
Editions Peeters, 1985), 117-118, discusses the problem, but leaves the matter open.
27. The plural "illuminators" and "logos-begotten ones" is strange, and ought to
be singular; the Gospel of the Egyptians identifies Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus
as Jesus, the Child of the Child (III 64, I0-12; 66, LO- I I) and the logos-begotten one
as the living Jesus whose body has been put on by Seth (111 63, 1-12; 64, I).
28. See the Gospel of the Egyptians lII 63, 17-18; 64,3-4; Zostrianos Ylll 4,2628.
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rnon pattern of these thirteen opinions is that the Illuminator receives
nourishment, glory, and power in the beyond, and then "comes (down)
29
to the water," whereupon he is recognized. But since the redactor re
gards such earthly waters as polluted and chaotic, he rejects these opin

ions in favor of the view that the Illuminator originates from above,
where he resides in the light with the three imperishable illuminators
Yesseus, Mazareus, Yessedekeus, the Living Water, and his incognito
descents are recognized only by those baptized in the living water. Such
a heavenly origin for the Illuminator is clearly in keeping with the typi
cal Sethian distinction between the earthly origin of Cain and Abel
(from the Archon[s] and the carnal or psychic Eve), and the heavenly
origin of Seth (from the enlightened Adam and the spiritual woman, be
she called Epinoia, Zoe, or Eve).
Source B's section on the thirteen kingdoms seems to draw on an old

mythical pattern that could be developed in various ways to portray the
origin of mankind, the origin of the Savior, and perhaps the origin of
both water baptism and celestial baptism as well. Tn a very illuminating
article, J. M. Robinson30 drew attention to a series of striking parallels to
the structure and motifs of this section of the Apocalypse of Adam
(V 77,26-82, 19) concerning thirteen kingdoms, i.e. thirteen opinions
concerning the origin of the Illuminator, to be found in the NT Apoca
lypse of John (Rev 12: 1- I 7), in the baptism and "temptation" stories of
Mark 1 :9- I 3, and in some fragments from the Gospel of the Hebrews.
Working from the sequence of episodes in Revelation 12, he discovers
the following parallels:
1. John of Patmos has a vision of a woman clothed with the sun, the
moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head: king
doms 3, 4, 6, 9 and 11 of Apoc. Adam associate a woman with the II29. Perhaps "corning to the water" means to "become manifest" or instantiated in
the phenomenal world, like the image of the archetypal man projected on the pri
mordial waters in the Hypostasis of the Arc hons or the Sophia ofJesus Christ; in the
Poimandres the archetypal man is attracted to and unites with his reflection in the
reflective surface of Nature. One is reminded of catoptromantic or lecanomantic
techniques in which watery surfaces and mirrors were used to attract and cause souls
(usually of the dead) to appear. Cf. the "mirror of Dionysus" and Papyri Graecae
Magicae IV.222-234.
30. J. M. ROBINSON, "On the Gatllmg of Mark (and John)," in Jesus and Man's
Hope (I 75th Anniversary Festival on the Gospels at Pittsburgh Theological Semi
nary), Perspective 11.2 (1970), 99-129, esp. 119-129.
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luminator's coming; kingdom 12 says he came from two illumina
tors (cf. the two ¢woTfjpEs of Gen 1 :14 LXX). Just as all 12 king
doms of Apoc. Adam portray the coming of the l11uminator to the
water, Mk 1:9-10 portrays three comings: Jesus comes from Galilee
(not heaven) to the water of the Jordan for baptism by John; the
Spirit too comes like a dove from heaven, not upon the water, but
upon Jesus; and a voice from heaven comes down saying "thou art
my beloved Son."31 So also in Gos. Hebrews, the fount of the Holy
Spirit descends and rests in the Savior at the baptism, paralleled by
Sophia's seeking a resting place on earth in I Enoch 42, 1-2 and
Sirach 24.
2. Returning to Rev 12, the next episode is the pregnancy of the
woman, paralleled in kingdoms 4, 6, 9 and 11 of Apoc. Adam.
3. The next episode is the appearance of the red dragon to devour the
child upon birth, possibly paralleled by Satan or the Devil who
tempts Jesus in Matt 4:1-11 par.
4. The next episode is the birth of the child, paralleled in kingdoms 4,
6, 9 and 10 of Apoc. Adam.
5. The fifth episode is the saving rapture of the child to God's throne,
paralleled in kingdoms 1, 2 and 7 of Apoc. Adam. This is paralleled
in the taking of the savior to Mt. Tabor by his mother the Holy Spirit
in the Gos. Hebrews.
6. At the same time, the woman of Rev 12 flees to the wilderness, par
alleled by the removal of the child to the desert in kingdoms 3, 4 and
11, or the child and his mother to the desert in kingdoms 3 and 4 of
Apoc. Adam. A similar motif is found in the driving of Jesus into the
wilderness by the Spirit in Mk 1:12.
7. The next episode is the three and a half year nourishing of the
woman, paralleled by the nourishing of the child by angels in king
doms 6, 8 and 11, or by a bird in heaven in kingdom 2, or by a
woman in heaven in kingdom I, or by a woman in the desert in
kingdom 4, or by angels in the desert in kingdom I I of Apoc. Adam.
This is paralleled by ministrations to Jesus in the wilderness by an31. Robinson suggests the coming of Jesus to the Jordan is a historicizing of the
mythical coming of the Spirit, and calls attention to the motif of the glorification of
the llluminator in all but the 11th kingdom of the Apocalypse ofAdam.
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gels in Mk 1:13, or by his being nourished by the bread which Satan
or the Devil tempts Jesus to make in the Q temptation story of
Matt 4:3 par.
8. The eighth episode, the defeat and casting down of the dragon to
earth by Michael, has a possible parallel in the struggle between the
armies of angels and the armies of Solomon over the virgin in king
dom 4 of Apoc. Adam, and in the battle between Jesus and beasts in
Mk I: 13 or the Satan/Devil in the Q temptation stories.
9. The ninth episode is the coming of a voice from heaven proclaiming
the advent of salvation, paralleled by the voice from heaven in
Mk I : 11, and more remotely, perhaps by the glorification of the 111uminator in all but kingdom 11 in Apoc. Adam (specified as "Arise,
God has given glory to you" in kingdom 2).
Most of the next five episodes of Revelation 12 seem to be duplications
of the previous episodes:
I 0. The dragon, cast down to earth, pursues the woman, who
I I. sprouts eagle's wings (perhaps paralleled by the bird of kingdom 2
of Apoc. Adam, the dove of Mk I: IO and the lifting of the child to
Mt. Tabor by a hair of his head in Gos. Hebrews).
12. The woman flees to the wilderness, where
13. she is nourished three and a half years.
14. At this point, the "serpent" (i.e. the dragon?) brings the flood to
sweep her away (perhaps paralleled by the water upon which the Il
luminator comes in all twelve kingdoms of Apoc. Adam), but the
flood is swallowed by the earth.
15. Finally, the dragon makes war on the offspring of the woman "who
keep the commandments and bear testimony to Jesus."
Most of these parallels are striking, and Robinson suggests that Revela
tio n 12 and the Apocalypse of Adam shared a common tradition which
the Apocalypse of Adam rigidified into a repetitious and stereotypical
outline and which the author of Revelation Christianized. While the
thirteen kingdoms of the Apocalypse ofAdam reflect the mythical com
ing of the Illuminator, Revelation 12 is cast as a birth story of the Lamb
of God, causing a reversal of certain motifs by comparison with the
Ap ocalypse of Adam. Thus in Revelation 12 the infant is taken to
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heaven, reflecting the Church's doctrine of Christ's ascension, while the
woman, perhaps symbolizing the martyred but militant Church, is taken
to the wilderness where the serpent makes war on the rest of her off
spring. In the Apocalypse ofAdam, the child is nourished, but in Revela
tion 12, although one might expect a similar interest to be focused on the
child, the woman is nourished, since the ascended Christ needs no feed
ing. On the other hand, since Mk 1: I 0-13 and the Gospel ofthe Hebrews
both reflect this myth in the context of Jesus' baptism rather than his
birth, Robinson thinks that the underlying myth "attached itself to Chris
tian tradition at the point where the Christian story originally opened,
i.e. at the baptism, especially when there was no infancy narrative in a
given situation to provide another alternative." Thus the baptismal con
text supplied by the Apocalypse of Adam may be the more original of
the two.
The account in Revelation 12 has interpreted a traditional myth con
cerning a divine child who, together with his divine mother, is threat
ened by an evil power, yet is rescued and finds safety in the wilderness
until the evil power is destroyed, as a birth story, rather similar in struc
ture to Matthew's story of Joseph and Mary's flight to Egypt to avoid
Herod's extermination of the firstborn. But the Apocalypse ofAdam, and
the Gospels of Mark and of the Hebrews have interpreted the myth as a
baptism story.32 In Mark the Savior is baptized in the (ordinary) water to
32. Without suggesting that Sethian interpretations were attached to the myth be
hind Rev 12 in precisely the following ways, one might equally well read it in terms
of the Sethian exegesis of Genesis 1-6 (utilizing the above numeration of episodes
1-15 in Rev 12): The woman is celestial (associated with the sun, moon and stars)
yet also gives birth, which suggests the celestial Sophia's manifestation in the form
of Eve (I), who becomes pregnant (2), is opposed by an evil power, i.e. the red
dragon (3) and bears a male child, i.e. Seth (4), who (with his seed) is caught up
(5) to the aeon or put in a holy dwelling place (as in Apoc. Adam, perhaps Sodom
and Gomorrah as in Gos. Egypt), i.e. the wilderness (6), and will stay there for a
time (7), thus overthrowing the powers, i.e. the dragon (8) who brought the flood;
finally a voice or Logos, i.e. Seth, will announce the arrival of final salvation (9). Or
possibly the myth could reflect the activity of Sophia (I) who becomes pregnant
with her passions (2), from which appears the Archon, i.e. the dragon (3). Sophia
does not bear Adam, yet projects his image, which the Archon(s) fashion into Adam
(4). Skipping the duplications (5, 6, 7) of episodes 11, 12 and 13, Adam, not the
dragon, is thrown down to matter (8), but salvation arrives in the form ofEpinoia or
Eve-Zoe (9) whom the Archon, i.e. the dragon, pursues (10), but she becomes an
eagle on the tree of Gnosis (as does Christ in Ap. John) ( 11). The couple is expelled
from paradise, but produce Seth and his seed who are taken to the aeon, i.e. the
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which he comes, after which the Spirit descends to the Savior together
with a Voice that pronounces him as Son of God. The parallel in Mat
thew agrees, but has reservations about the appropriateness of Jesus'
baptis m in water by the inferior figure of John, while the Fourth Gospel
entirely suppresses Jesus' explicit water baptism by John, in the process
demoting John to the Voice of one crying in the wilderness, whose only
subsequent function is to witness to the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus.
Like the Apocalypse ofAdam, the Fourth Gospel rejects the notion that
the Savior could have undergone an ordinary water baptism in any
meaningful sense. On the contrary, for John, Jesus is both the dispenser
of the Holy Spirit-the Living Water whose ingestion brings eternal life
(Jn 4:7-15; 7:37-39)-as well as the one who will baptize "his own."33
Baptism in "water and Spirit" leads not so much towards entry into the
Kingdom of God as it does to a vision of that kingdom, tantamount to
being born "anew" or "from above" (cf. Jn 3:3 with 3:5-8). Here the
target of anti-baptismal polemic seems to be the standard baptismal
practices of tbe wider "apostolic" or Great Church with which the author
of I John (l :7; 4:1-3; 5:6-8) seems to make common cause.
The targets of the anti-baptismal polemic in the Apocalypse ofAdam
are difficult to determine. They may be, as Hedrick thinks, other Sethian
groups who persisted in the practice of water baptism, unaware that
wilderness (12), after which the Archon brings the flood (14) and thereafter makes
war on the offspring of the woman Eve, i.e. the seed of Seth (15). Obviously there
underlies the versions of the myth in Rev 12 and in the thirteen kingdoms of the
Apocalypse ofAdam a very basic mythical structure concerning a divine child who
together with his divine mother is threatened by an evil power, yet is rescued and
finds safety in the wilderness until the evil power is destroyed. The general pattern
could be made to apply not only to Adam and his divine mother or to Seth and his
mother Eve, but also to the birth of Jesus to Mary and their flight to Egypt from
Herod; indeed, the pattern has a certain resemblance to aspects of the lsis-Osiris
Horus cycle as well as the stories of Zeus and Rhea, Perseus and Danaae, and Jason
and Diomede.
33. Likewise, the second compositional stage of the Trimorphic Protennoia re
gards the Logos, who descends with the Five Seals at the conclusion of the first
stage aretalogy, as the one who pours forth Living Water upon the Spirit below out
of its source, which is the Father-Voice aspect of Protennoia, called the unpolluted
spring of Living Water. So also the Gospel of the Egyptians understands the descent
of Seth as Logos to be the bestowal of a holy baptism, probably in Living Water.
These baptismal descents of the Logos or Seth arc initiated by Barbelo, the Father
Mother, an exalted Sophia figure, who communicates to those who loved her by
Voice or Word, as in the Johannine prologue and the Trimorphic Protennoia.
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water merely symbolizes the lust of the powers, an attitude held both by
the redactor and by a later branch of Sethianism that Epiphanius
(Panarion 39-40) calls Archontics. Or they may be non-Sethian Chris
tians who practiced water baptism. Hedrick sees no Christian influence
in the Apocalypse of Adam, and so dates it before the first half of the
second century, at a point before the Christianization of the Sethian
movement. However, certain motifs occur in source B which may in
deed be of Christian origin, such as three of the thirteen speculations on
the origin of the Jlluminator as the son of a prophet, or son of a virgin or
a son of Solomon attributed to the second, third and fourth kingdoms
(V 78,7-79, 19), the "signs and wonders" performed by the Illuminator,
and the punishing of the flesh of the man upon whom the Holy Spirit
comes (V 77,16-18).34 Be this as it may, there can be no question that
the final redactor of the Apocalypse of Adam intended to polemicize
against water baptism; the true holy baptism is birth not through water,
but by the Logos of the true Illuminator(s).
Perhaps this polemical situation is a reflection of a struggle within the
Christian Sethian community itself. Based on Epiphanius' (Panarion
39-40) reports on the Sethians and Archontics, Hedrick places the
Apocalypse of Adam at an early date (late first century) 35 before the
Sethians bifurcated into pro-baptismal Sethians who maintained their
Christian self-understanding and non-Christian Archontics who attached
little significance to the earthly Jesus and condemned the Christian sac
raments, especially baptism, but continued to use books in the name of

34. The llluminator will come in great glory, bring the knowledge of the eternal
God, and perform signs and wonders. The god of the powers will become angry, at
which point the glory will withdraw and the flesh of the man who was the illumina
tor when he had the glory will be punished. However, since the punishment is not
specified nor is said to result in death (followed by a resurrection), all one can con
clude is that the reference is to an anonymous charismatic figure who ran afoul of
the authorities and was punished; there is no compelling reason to identify this
figure with Christ.
35. C. W. HEDRICK, The Apocalypse of Adam: A Literary and Source Analysis
(Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series 46; Chico, CA: Scholar's Press,
1980), 209-215, discussing the article of F. MORARD, "L 'Apocalypse d 'Adam de Nag
Hammadi: un essai d'interpretation," in Gnosis and Gnosticism (ed. M. Krause; Nag
Hammadi Studies 8; Leiden: Brill, 1977), 35-42; Epiphanius places the Archontics
in Palestine towards the end of Constantius ll's reign, ca. 350-360, although they
had already spread their teaching east of the Euphrates into greater Armenia.
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Seth, boasting in certain Sethian prophets such as Marsanios.36 More
recent opinion has tended to reject such an early dating for the Apoca
lypse of Adam. G. Stroumsa, J.-M. Sevrin, and F. Morard see it as a
work which betrays Christian influences, especially in the name of the
imperishable "illuminators" Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus (V 85,30, a
barbarization of "Jesus of Nazareth"), in the description of the third
appearance of the flluminator in V 76,8-77,3, and in the thirteenth king
dom's description of the Illuminator (V 82,11-19). 37 My own inclination
is to consider Hedrick's sources "A" and "B" as products of the mid
second century, while their redactional incorporation into the present
Apocalypse ofAdam may have occurred toward the end of that century.
In any case, it seems probable that the emphasis on an undefiled baptism
in Living Water of celestial quality in these Sethian works may be ex
plained by the likelihood that in the late-second century the Sethians,
like Mani and his followers as well as the precursors of the Archontics,
were reacting strongly against certain cults, perhaps especially Chris1ians, who practiced water baptism. On the other hand, the Sethian em
phasis on a celestial baptism could proceed in a rapprochement with
Christianity, as Melchizedek, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the Gospel
of the Egyptians show, 38 and even with non-Christian groups engaging
36. Perhaps to be associated with the putative author of the Nag Hammadi trac
tate Marsanes, although the latter applies baptismal terminology, not to a commu
nity ritual, but to a heavenly rite, reminiscent of that undergone by Zostrianos.
37. G. STROUMSA, Another Seed, 97-103; J.-M. SEVRIN, Le dossier baptismal
selhien, Ch. 4. passim, while G. W. MACRAE, "The Apocalypse of Adam Reconsid
ered," Sociely of Biblical Litera1ure 1972 Seminar Papers, ed. L. C. McGaughy
(Missoula, MT: Scholar's Press, 1972), 573-575, and F. MORARD, L 'Apocalypse
dAdam (NH V, 5) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section << Textes » 15;
Quebec and Louvain: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions Peeters, 1985),
followed by P. PERKINS, "Apocalypse of Adam: The Genre and Function of a Gnos
tic Apocalypse," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 39 (1977), 382-395 deny any substan
tial Christian influences.
38. The concept of a higher baptism is paralleled in the Gospel of the Egyptians
(III 63,4-68), where the Father and his Pronoia establish a superior, holy baptism
conveyed by the Logos-begotten body of Seth, who descends upon Jesus and nulli
fies the powers of the thirteen kingdoms. This baptism involves the appearance of all
the baptismal dramatis personae discussed already (including Micheus, Michar, and
Mnesinous, Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus the Living Water and Yael who pre
sides "over the name"; similarly in Zost. and the Untitled treatise of the Bruce Co
dex). And, at least in Codex IIJ, it involves the "renunciations of the Five Seals in
the Spring baptism" (which F. MORARD, "L 'Apocalypse d'Adam de Nag Hammadi:
un essai d'interpretation ," 37 thinks refers to an inferior water baptism). This is all
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in a Platonically inspired contemplative practice of celestial ascent, as is
shown by Zostrianos and Marsanes.
B. The Hypostasis of the Archo11s and the Tltougltt ofNorea

The extraordinary similarity between the Hypostasis of the Archons
and On the Origin of the World (NHC TI,4 and 5) has led many scholars
to detect signs of redactional activity in them. 39 The current consensus
seems to be that the Hypostasis of the Archons and On the Origin of the
World are independent interpretations of a hypothetical common source,
probably a heterodox Jewish rewriting of Genesis 1-9. rn turn the Hy
postasis has perhaps undergone at least two further redactions, one
Sethian (which Schenke calls an "Apocalypse of Norea"), and another
Christian (which seems much influenced by Pauline notions), perhaps
reaching its present form in the late-second century.
As E. Pagels 40 has shown, the present Hypostasis of the Archons be
gins with explicit citations from "the great apostle" Paul (Col I: 13 plus
very similar to the Trimorphic Protennoia, where the Five Seals, brought down by
the Logos who puts on Jesus, are interpreted as a means of ascent out of the psychic
and somatic thought into the light (XrII 48,6-35).
39. P. NAGEL, Das Wesen der Archonten. Koptischer Te:xt, Obersetz1111g und gri
echische R11ckiibersetzung, Konkordanz und Jndizes (Wissenschaflliche Bcitrage der
Martin-Luther Universit!it, 1970/6; Halle, 1970); R. A. BULLARD, The Hypostasis of
the Archons, The Coptic Text with Translation and Commentary (Patristiche Texte
und Studien I 0), Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1970; B. LAYTON, "The Hypostasis of the
Archons or The Reality of the Rulers," Harvard Theological Review 67 (1974),
351-425 and 69 (1976), 31-101; R. KASSER, "Formation de l'Hypostase des Archon
tes," Bulletin de la Societe d'Archeologie Copte 21 (1975), 83-103; A. BOHLIG and
P. LABIB, Die Koplische-gnostiche Schrift ohne Titel aus Codex ff van Nag Hamma
di (Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaflen zu Berlin, Institut fur Orientsforschung
58; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1972), esp. 27-30; M. TAROIEU, Trois mythes gnosti
ques, Adam, Eros et /es animaux d'Egypte dans un ecrit de Nag Hammadi (/1,5)
(Paris: Etudes augustiniennes, 1974), esp. 30-37; B. BARC, "L'Hypostase des Ar
chontes," in B. Bare and M. Roberge, L 'Hypostase des Archontes: Traite gnostique
sur l 'origine de I'Homme, du Monde et /es Archontes (NH 11, 4) (Bibliotheque copte
de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes >> 5; Quebec and Louvain: Presses de l'Universite
Laval and Editions Peeters, 1980), esp. 1-48; L. PAINCHAUO, L'Ecrit sans titre:
traite sur I 'origine du monde (NH II, 5 et XIII, 2 et Brit. Lib. Or. 4926[ I]) (Bibli
otheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes » 21; Quebec and Louvain: Pres
ses de l'Universite Laval and Editions Peeters, 1995), passim; and H.-M. SCHENK£,
"Gnostic Sethianism," 596-597.
40. E. H. PAGELS, "Exegesis and Exposition of the Genesis Creation Accounts in
Selected texts from Nag Hammadi," in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and Early Chris-
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Eph 6: 11-12 in II 86, 22-25). It interprets the Archons' and Adam's
psychic ignorance and weakness and the Archons' inability to grasp
spiritual things in terms of Paul's teaching on true wisdom and power in
J Corinthians 2: 14,16-18, 15 :43-49 and Colossians 3: I 2. The dialogue
between Norea and Eleleth concluding the work likewise abounds with
multiple allusions to Pauline passages that refer to spiritual conflict with
hostile cosmic powers; indeed, the revelation of the spirit of truth is

coincident with the eschatological appearance of the true man in a hu
man body (Il 96,33-35). Unlike the rather polemical appropriation of
Johannine materials in the later redaction of the Trimorphic Protennoia,
the use of Pauline conceptions and turns of phrase in the Hypostasis of
the Archons is essentially an endorsement of Paul's treatment of the
protological episodes of Genesis. Here there is no evidence of conflict
with Christianity, but rather of its positive appropriation, as in Valentin
ian Christianity generally.
But behind this "Paulinized" version of the Hypostasis ofthe Archons,
there is evidence of a Sethian interpretation of an underlying heterodox,
probably Jewish, reading of Genesis similar to that found in the Apocry
phon of John, On the Origin of the World, and in lrenaeus' "Ophite"
source (Adversus Haereses 1.30). This source is restricted to matters of
anthropogony alone with no attention to the generation and nature of the
divine world typical of most Sethian treatises. Its two main focal points
are the creation and enlightenment of Adam and the procreation of the
human race in two branches, that of Cain and Abel, sprung from carnal
intercourse, and that of Seth, sprung from the union of the enlightened
Adam with the spiritual Eve-Zoe. A Sethian redactor has apparently
arranged this material into a tripartite structure, according to which the
account of the three stages of Adam's creation, from somatic to psychic
to spiritual, correspond to a separate account of three human races, that
of Cain from the carnal Eve, of Abel from the psychic Eve, and of Seth,
born not from an earthly woman, but from the heavenly Adam and the
spiritual woman above; the resulting ge,nerations are respectively ruled
by Yaldabaoth-Samael, Sabaoth, and Sophia, and enlightened by Eve,

lianity , ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1986),
257-2 81.
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Eve's daughter Norea, and finally by the coming of the "true man." As
B. Bare has pointed out, 41 Adam's story prefigures that of all humans:
Human History

Adam's History
Creation

Carnal Cain begotten by the Powers

Material Adam created by Archons

(87,25-33).

(91,11-12).

Psychic Abel begotten by chief Power

Psychic Adam animated by chief Archon

(91,13-14).

(88,3-6).

Spiritual Seth begotten/named by spiritual

Spiritual Adam indwellinamed by the Spirit
(88,11-17).

Fall

Adam placed in Paradise (88, 24-26)

woman (91,30-33).

Noah placed in the ark (92, 8-14).

Archons bring sleep of ignorance on Adam

The Archons bring the nood

Spiritual woman awakens Adam (89,11-15).

(N)orea nears the ark to join Noah

(89,3-10).

(92,4-8).

(92,14-17).

The powers attempt lo pollute her (89,18-24)

The Archons try to seduce Noren

She hides in the Tree ofknowledge

Norca fails to prevent reconstruction ofthe

(89,25-26).

Spiritual woman enters the serpent

She gives him the fruit of the Tree

(89,32-90,15).

Adam is enlightened and leaves Paradise

Adam is enlightened and leaves Paradise

(90,15-91,7)

ark (92,17-18)

Salvation

(89,31-32).

(90,15-91,7)

(92,18-31).

The true man incarnated in a body
(96,33-35)

He teaches and gives them the oil ofeter

nal life (97, 1-4).

Humans know their root and ascend to the

light (97,7 9; 14-16).

Humans know their root and ascend to the

light (97,7 9: 14-16}.

The prominence in this work of Norea as sister of Seth and offspring

and earthly manifestation of Sophia through Eve may have inspired the
short treatise Norea (IX,2), which conceives Norea on two levels.42 She

41. See B. BARC, L 'Hypostase des Archontes, 46-48.
42. See B. A. PEARSON, "The Figure of Norea in Gnostic Literature," Proceed

inqs ofthe international Colloquium on Gnosticism, Stockholm, August 20-25, 1973,
ed. G. Widengren (Kung!. Vitterhets Historie ock Antikvitets Akademicns Handlin-
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is the upper Sophia who cried out to the Father of the All (i.e. Adamas
co nceived as Ennoia) and was restored to her place in the ineffable Epi
noia (perhaps the light Eleleth to whom she cries in the Hypostasis of
the Archons) and thus in the divine Autogenes. On the other hand, she is
also the lower Sophia, manifested as daughter of Eve and wife-sister of
Seth who is yet to be delivered from her deficiency, which will surely be
accomplished by the intercession of the Four Luminaries or their minis
ters. It is interesting that here Adamas is himself the Father of the All,
yet is also called Nous and Ennoia as well as Father of Nous, a set of
identifications which recalls the nature of Adamas as bisexual, both Fa
ther and Mother, or else as Man and Son of Man (which are perhaps the
two names that make the "single name" Man, Norea IX 28,27-29,5).
JV.

175-200+ CE: THOROUGHLY CHRISTIANIZED SETHIANISM

In the preceding, I have urged an early dating (100-125 CE) for the
Pronoia monologue of the longer version of the Apocryphon ofJohn and
the first compositional stage of the Trimorphic Protennoia; a slightly
later date (125-175 CE) for the second and third compositional stages of
the Trimorphic Protennoia, sources A and B of the Apocalypse ofAdam,
and for the shorter version of the Apocryphon. The longer version of the
Apocryphon of John would have come later, about 185-200 CE, during
the period when the Apocalypse ofAdam, the Hypostasis ofthe Archons,
and the Thought of Norea were produced. I would also urge an early
date (I 00-125 CE) for the traditional materials they all include, such as
the Sophia myth, the exegesis of Genesis 1-9 and other early Jewish
traditions, the salvific triple-descent of the divine first thought, and the
Barbeloite baptismal rite. Towards the end of the first century both Pla
tonic/Neopythagorean and Christian thought begin to contribute to their
theological articulation. But in the first half of the second, the polemical
use of Christo logical motifs begin to appear, perhaps beginning with the
Trimorphic Protennoia-which may reflect the debate over the interpre
tation of the Fourth Gospel evident in the Johannine epistles-by mid
century increasing in tempo with the appearance of explicit heresiologi
cal summaries and refutations of the Gnostic systems, e.g. Justin's lost
gar, Filologisk-filosofiska scrien, 17. Stockholm/Leiden: Almqvist & Wiksell/E. J.
Bri 11, 1977), I 43- I 52.
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Syntagma, and culminating with Jrenaeus toward the end of the second
century and Hippolytus in the early third.
These Sethian treatises stress the movement of salvation from above
to below by means of descending redeemer-revealers who appear and
reveal gnosis at certain special points in primordial and especially in
recent history where they not infrequently confer a baptismal rite (al
though not in Norea or the Hypostasis ofthe Archons).
Aside from Allogenes, Zostrianos, Marsanes and the Three Ste/es of
Seth, which belong in a category apart, there are two Sethian works
which I have not placed in this period: Melchizedek and the Gospel of
the Egyptians. The Gospel of the Egyptians seems to me to have taken
shape a bit later, sometime in the late second century, since it seems to
presuppose the existence of the extant versions of the Apocryphon of
John and the Trimorphic Protennoia. [t also shares some of the baptis
mal nomenclature (especially Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus, and
Micheus, Michar, and Mnesinous) known to the redactor of the Apoca
lypse of Adam. In turn, the baptismal doxology and trisagion used in
Melchizedek seems to invoke a set of divine beings similar to those
found in the five doxologies that punctuate the theogonic episodes nar
rated in the Gospel of the Egyptians;43 the key element is the invocation
of Doxomedon as first-born of the Aeons, a name apparently unattested
elsewhere except in the Gospel of the Egyptians, Melchizedek, and Zos
trianos. It will also become evident that Zostrianos, a product of the
early third century, shows many points of dependence on the Gospel of
the Egyptians, which thus takes on the role of an important mediator
between the Sethian treatises of the descent pattern and those of the
ascent pattern.
A. The Gospel ofthe Egyptians
As H.-M. Schenke has suggested,44 the emphasis of the Gospel of the
Egyptians seems to lie upon the baptismal traditions and prayers that
conclude it (III 64,9-68, 1 ), while the preceding sections seem to provide
a mythological justification for them. Indeed the first part of the Gospel
ofthe Egyptians seems to be structured almost entirely around these five
doxologies enumerating the principal transcendent beings whose origins
43. Compare NHC IX 16,16-18,7; 5,23-6,10 with IV 59,13-29; III 49,22-50,9;
53,12-54,6; 55,16-56,3; 61,23-62,12.
44, H.-M. SCHENKE, "Gnostic Sethianism," 600-601.
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the treatise narrates: the great Invisible Spirit, the male virgin Barbelo,
the thrice-male Child, the male virgin Youel (a double of Barbelo),
Esephech the Child of the Child (a double of the thrice-male Child), the
great Doxomedon Aeon (containing the previous three beings,
cf. Zostrianos VIII 61, 15-21 and the Gospel ofthe Egyptians III 43, 1516: "the great aeon, where the Triple Male Child is"), and various other

pleromas and aeons.
In comparison to the Apocryphon ofJohn, the initial theogony of the
Gospel of the Egyptians is extremely complex, introducing several new
figures who are interrelated by means of various interweaving triads of
divine beings. For example, the Gospel of the Egyptians seems to inter
pose within the supreme divine triad an additional, median triad45 be
tween the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo, namely "the living Silence," an
unspecified Father, and a Thought (Ennoia). This Thought in turn be
comes the Father member of the succeeding triad Ennoia, Barbelo, and
the Triple Male Child. Here the Autogenes Child has been renamed the
"Triple Male Child," and becomes the Father member of another new
triad, the Triple Male Child, Youel, and Esephech (the Child of the
Child). The first two of these three beings appear elsewhere only in
Zostrianos and Allogenes, and the third only in Zostrianos (metathesized
as Ephesech), although not as part of a triad. 46

45. This triad, "the living Silence," may have been developed by Allogenes et al.
into the separate hypostasis called the Triple Power.
46. Apparently, the Gospel of the Egyptians understands the Invisible Spirit, Bar
bclo and the three beings Triple Male Child, Youel, and Esephech to constitute the
Five Seals, which elsewhere designates the baptismal rite. This might be compared
to the similar transcendent quintet with different names (Pronoia, Ennoia, Prognosis,
Aphtharsia and Aionia Zoe) that occurs as the "aeonic Pentad" in the Apocryphon of
John (II 6,2-10). Perhaps the Gospel of the Egyptians has combined two traditional
numerological groupings: a triad consisting of the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, and
Autogenes from the Apocryphon of John and Trimorphic Protennoia, and another
tradition of a pentad of divine beings that was perhaps inspired by the name of the
Sethian baptismal tradition, the Five Seals. This suggests a baptismal context for
these doxologies, perhaps also implying Schenke's ("Gnostic Sethianism," 603-604)
notion of a divine pentad (cf. Ap. John II 6,2 and Ste/es Seth VII 120,20) of names
(cf. Trim. Pro/. Xlll 49,28-32, "the Five seals of these particular names") which are
invoked in the course of the baptismal ascent (in five stages: investiture, baptizing,
enthroning, glorifying, rapture into the light, XIII 48,15-35). Perhaps these five
names, associated with the Five Seals, were invoked in the course of a quintuple
baptism or sealing ceremony.
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It appears that Autogenes, the Child figure of the Father-Mother-Child
triad of the Apocryphon ofJohn, has been replaced by or expanded into
another Father-Mother-Child triad (the thrice-male Child, the male vir
gin Youel, and Esephech the Child of the Child). This leaves the Auto
genes Logos almost as an afterthought in this system, although he is still
said to be produced by the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo ("Pronoia") and
is still credited with establishing the Four Luminaries by his Word.
Adamas seems to occupy a still lower rank, as in the Apocryphon of
John (where he is produced by Foreknowledge and Mind): Adamas
appears after, and is separated from, the Autogenes Logos and is pro
duced by "Man" (the fnvisible Spirit) and a lower double of Barbelo,
Mirothoe. In turn, Adam conjoins with Prophania to produce the Four
Luminaries and Seth, who conjoins with Plesithea to produce his seed.
The Gospel of the Egyptians arranges all these female figures such as
Barbelo, Youel, Meirothea, Prophania, Plesithea, and Metanoia into an
interlocking series of genealogical father-mother-child triads.47 All of
these figures except Metanoia are present in Zostrianos (e.g., VIII 6,307, 1 ), where Meirothea, Prophania, and Plesithea are the respective
mothers of Adamas, Seth and the Four Luminaries, and the angels (the
primordial seed of Seth).

47. Denoting father figures by "F," mother figures by "M," and son figures by
"S," one can delineate the following triadic theogony: I) The Invisible Spirit (F), the
living Silence (M) and the Father (S) who is in turn the father in the triad 2) Ennoia
(F), Barbelo (M) and the Thrice-male Child= the Great Christ (S) who is in tum the
father of the triad 3) Thrice-male Child (F), Youel (M), and Esephech the Child of
the Child (S). At this point, 4) the (Invisible) Spirit (F) and Pronoia (M; i.e. Barbelo)
produce the Logos (S) who is the Autogenes Logos. The chain of triads then begins
again with 5) the descent of Man (F, perhaps the Invisible Spirit) who emits Mi
rothoe (M) and they together produce Adamas (S) who in tum 6) as father couples
with Prophania (M) to produce the Four Luminaries and Seth (S), who in turn 7) as
father couples with his daughter Plesithea (M) to produce the seed of Seth (SS).
Next, but now in a negative vein, 8) the voice of the fourth Luminary Eleleth (F)
produces the hylic Sophia cloud (M) who by the agency of Gamaliel and Gabriel (in
the Luminaries Harmozel and Oroiael respectively) produce the ignorant angel Sakla
and the demon Nebruel (SS) who then produce the twelve aeons and angels presid
ing over Chaos. Interestingly, a double of Sophia called Metanoia is produced as
another female figure who, in order to "fill up the deficiency" (in the Light Eleleth),
instigates the sowing of the seed of Seth (apparently) into logos-begotten bodies or
aeonic dwellings prepared by Honnos. This race comes into being through Edokla
(M) who gives birth by the Logos (f) to Truth and Justice (SS).
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The Gospel of the Egyptians seems also to know the myth of Sophia
from the version found in the Trimorphic Protennoia, according to
which a voice from the fourth Luminary Eleleth urges the production of
a ruler for Chaos, in effect holding Sophia blameless for the creation of
the lower world. 1n the Gospel ofthe Egyptians, this initiates the descent
of the hylic Sophia cloud, who produces, not the chief Archon Yalda
baoth as in other Sethian treatises, but first, apparently the Matter of the
lower world, and second-upon the command of Gamaliel, minister of
the first Light Hannozel-two figures: the chief angel Sakla and the
demon Nebruel, the makers of twelve aeons and angels and of man.
After Sakla's boast in his sole deity and the traditional voice from above
announcing the prior existence of Man and Son of Man, a double of
Sophia named Metanoia is introduced to make up for the deficiency in
the Aeon of Eleleth due to Sophia's descent. She descends to the world
which is called the image of the night, which may reflect another ety
mology of Eleleth's name, perhaps Lilith (Adam's first but recalcitrant
wife in Jewish mythology) or ��.,';? ("night"), and suggesting that
Eleleth is ultimately responsible for the created order.48
The Gospel of the Egyptians also mentions three advents (,rapoua(m)
through which Seth passes at the times of the flood, the conflagration,
and the (final) judgment, which are clearly related to the three descents
of the Illuminator on the same three occasions in the Apocalypse of
Adam. The tradition of Seth's advents is set in a baptismal context, since
Seth's third descent serves to establish a baptism through a "logos
begotten body prepared by the virgin" (Barbelo?). This logos-begotten
body turns out to be Jesus, whom Seth puts on, as in the Trimorphic
Protennoia (XIII 50,12-16; cf. the Ophite version of this theme in Ire
naeus, Adversus Haereses l.30, 12-13).
Finally there is the lengthy list of the various baptismal figures
(III 64,9-65,26) and the two concluding hymnic sections (III 66,8-22
and 66,22-68,1) which the edition of Bohlig and Wisse has adroitly
reconstructed in the form of two separate hymns of five strophes each,
perhaps again reflecting the tradition of the Five Seals. In this regard,
the Five Seals tradition may even have given rise to the fivefold repeti
tion of the doxologies (enumerated above, note 43) demarcating the
stages of the theogony in the first part of the Gospel ofthe Egyptians, as
48. Compare ','?�i1 (ewo<j>6pos- = Luc ifer) of Is 14: 12-15. For other etymologies
of this name, see below on Zostrianos and in the previous chapter, on Hypsiphrone.
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well as the quintet of beings comprising the Doxomedon aeon. 49 The
concluding baptismal hymns are strongly Christian in flavor, especially
the first one, mentioning Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus and, very fre
quently, Jesus. The list of baptismal figures preceding the prayers re
veals a multitude of new names (most of which show up in the baptis
mal sections of Zostrianos) alongside the more traditional ones, such as
Micheus, Michar, Mnesinous, Gamaliel and Samblo (in both the Apoca
lypse of Adam and the Trimorphic Protennoia), and Abrasax and
Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus (in the Apocalypse of Adam). Also in
cluded are Autogenes and his companion Adamas, Seth and his compan
ion Jesus, the seed of Seth, and "the souls of the sons," who reside in the
Four Luminaries Harmozel, Oroiael, Davithe and Eleleth respectively
(as in the Apocryphon ofJohn or the Trimorphic Protennoia).
Before passing on to the Platonizing group of Sethian treatises, one
should also note the occurrence of the terms Protophanes and Kalyptos
in the Sethian descent pattern treatises. "Kalyptos" occurs in a broken
context in the Gospel of the Egyptians (IV 57,16) and also-in trans
lated form-as a cognomen for Barbelo in the Trimorphic Protennoia
(XIII 38, 10, "the immeasurable one who is hidden"). Likewise the name
Protophanes seems to occur in both the Gospel of the Egyptians
(IV 55,25, "the First One who appeared," TT[l][<:!)OJ<PTT> €TAq
(OYWN12 [€]1;\0�) as a cognomen for the Thrice-male Child, and in the
Apocryphon of John (II 8,32) it occurs as a cognomen for the "true hu
man" Pigeradamas and perhaps also as a cognomen for the "triple male"
and "first human" Barbelo in II 5,11 (in the form ncgopn N€1 €BOA).
So also the feminine figure of Prophania, who in the Gospel of the Egyp
tians (III, 15-22) functions as Adamas' consort in the production of Seth
and the Four Luminaries, is a feminine variant of Protophanes.
It appears that at an early point, certain Sethians regarded either Bar
belo or Pigeradamas as the true or first-i.e., archetypal-Human to
"first appear" as bisexual beings, both female (as the Ennoia of the god
"Man") and male (as Triple Male Child, the Son of the god "Man").
49. The Doxomedon Aeon contains the supreme pentad of the Invisible Spirit,
Barbelo, the Triple Male Child, Youel, and Esepech (IV 56,23-57,1); compare the
Pentads of Ap. John II 6,2-10 (the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, Foreknowledge, lncor
ruptibility, and Eternal Life), of Eugnostos (Propator, Autopator, Immortal Man, Son
of Man, and Savior/Son of Son of Man), of lrenaeus' (Haer. 1.30.1) Ophites (First
Man, Ennoia, Second Man, Third Man, First Woman), and of Philo's "Ark" in
QE 2.68 (the Logos plus the creative, ruling, merciful, and legislative "powers").
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When the Father-Mother-Child triad was adopted as the supreme
Sethian triad, these two figures became distinct Mother (Barbelo) and
son/Child (Autogenes) figures, but continued to bear their older epi
thets. When the Platonizing Sethian treatises reconceived Barbelo as a
divine Intellect or Aeon, these epithets or cognomens were parceled out
as its three subaeons, according to which the Barbelo Aeon was initially
hidden (Kalyptos), then first appeared (Protophanes), and then instanti
ated (Autogenes), while the Triple Male Child continued Barbelo's sote
riological role as a being at large in the Barbelo Aeon, generally associ
ated with Protophanes and Autogenes.
As an aid in conceptualizing this welter of beings that popuJate the di
vine world of the Gospel ofthe Egyptians, the following table is offered,
where the figures are categorized by Father-Mother-Child relationships:
The Theogony of the Gospel ofthe Egyptians
Mother Figures

Father Figures
I) Invisible Spirit
Contents of Doxomedon Aeon:
Thrice Male Child
Ogdoad of Father
Ogdoad of Mother
Ogdoad of Son
Domcdon Doxomedon
2) Tiiricc Male Child
3) (Invisible) Spirit

4) Autogenes Logos
5) Adamas + Aulogcnes Logos
6) Seth

Son Figures

Silence - Pronoia - Barbelo

TI1rice Male Child - GI.
Christ

(Prognosis, Aphtharsia, Aionia Z6e,

Logos, Thelema, Nous)

(?)
(seven voices?)
Esephech Child of Child
Au1ogenes Logos
Adamas
Seth & Four Luminaries
Seed of Seth

Youel
Pronoia
Mirolhoe
Prophania
Plesithea

4 Luminaries & Contents:
tlarmozcl - Adamas
- Seth
Oroincl
Davilhc
- Seed of Seth
- Earthly
Elcleth
Scthiles

Charis
Syncsis
Aisthesis
Phronesis

7) Elelelh, Gamaliel, Gabriel
8) 1-lormos (?)
9) Logos

1-lylic Sophia Cloud
Me1anoia
Edokla

Mncmc
Agape
Eirene

Aionia Zoe

Gamaliel
Gabriel
Samblo
Abrasax

Sakla & Nebruel
Earthly Sethi1es (?)
Truth & Justice of Sethites
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B. Melchizedek
Melchizedek is in sufficiently fragmentary condition as to preclude
any thorough redactional analysis, although there are certainly traces of
such activity. The bulk of the treatise is occupied with a lengthy revela
tion to Melchizedek, priest of God most high, from Gamaliel, tradition
ally identified as the servant of Harmozel, the first of the Sethian Four
Luminaries, and one of the three or four "receivers" who during the
baptismal rite rapture the enlightened seed of Seth into the light. 50 1 n the

Pistis Sophia (1.26 etc.), in the company of the overseer Jeu, Melchize
dek himself is the "receiver" (rrapa;>,.�µrrTwp)-or presides over other
"receivers"-who raptures purified souls into the treasury of Light away
from the archons, who swallow up their material remains. In Melchize
dek, in the course of Gamaliel's revelation, Melchizedek-who seems to

be an eternal figure, strictly of an earthly nature, but without specific
origin or end-is told of the future fleshly appearance, suffering, and
rising of Jesus Christ, who is the true "priest of God most high" of
whom Melchizedek is the earthly image (cf. Heb 7:3). At Christ's ad
vent, there will be a great struggle with the archons-with whom Mel
chizedek has already had to contend-who will spread lies about him
just as they have concerning the true Adam, Eve, Abel, Enoch, Noah,
and others. But the victory over the archons is assured, for at the end of
the treatise, Christ appears to Melchizedek to promise not only his own
final victory (he is "chief commander of the All"), but also that of Mel
chizedek (cf. the Qumran fragments 11 QMelch); having now received
baptism in Christ's name, he is able to offer up spiritual sacrifices (of
himself and his followers) as opposed to the animal sacrifices of his pre
baptismal priesthood.
In IX 5,23-6,10, Gamaliel follows his initial self-identification with
the following invocation of prominent Sethian figures:

IX S 23[OJ essence ofthe [aeons 24 a]ba[ba ai]aiai ababa!
0 25 divine A[utogen]es of the[ ... ] 26 [ ... the motion ofevery nature)!

27

50. See the Gospel of the Egyptians 1H 64,22-65, I. In Melchizedek (IX 5, 17-23)
Gamaliel is said to have been sent "to [rapture] the congregation of the children of
Seth," which is precisely the function assigned him in the traditional Sethian liturgi
cal fragment embedded in one of the third-person narrative insertions in the Trimor
phic Protennoia {XIII 48.15-35): "And those who rapture raptured (him}--Gamalicl,
(... Janen, Samblo, the servants of <the> great holy Luminaries-and they took him
into the light-(placc] of his Fatherhood."
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O Mother] of the aeons, [B]arb[elo]! 28
O first-]bom of the aeons, 6 1 splendid Doxomedon Dom[edon]! 2
O one of visions, Jesus Christ! 3
O chief commanders of the Luminaries, you [powers] 4 Annozel, Oroiael,
Daveithe, 5 Eleleth!
And you man-of-light, 6 immortal Aeon Pigeradamas! 7
And you good god of the 8 beneficent worlds, Mirocheirothetou! 9
Through Jesus Christ, the Son 10 of God.
On the completion of Gamaliel's lengthy revelation, Melchizedek offers
himself up as a sacrifice, and says he will pronounce his name as he
"receives baptism [now] (and) forever among the living (and) holy
(names], and in the [waters]." At this point he offers an ascription of
praise (IX 16, 16- l 8, 7) in the form of a trisagion to various figures,
again including the holy Father Abel Baruch ("blessed Father-God"),
perhaps Autogenes (all that remains is " ...]az"), the Mother Barbelo,
Doxomedon, the Four Luminaries Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and
Eleleth, probably the Man of Light Pigeradamas ("chief [commander
... ]man''), Mirocheirothetos, and Jesus Christ as commander-in-chief of
the All. In both cases, the supreme figure or "essence of the aeons" who
does "not exist" (i.e., is beyond being) is the Father of the All, Abel
Baruch (probably "blessed Father God"). Oddly enough, the relative
rank of Barbelo the Mother of the aeons and of Autogenes seems to be
the reverse of their normal Sethian ranking. The figure of Doxomedon
Dom[edon?], the first born of the aeons, is found elsewhere only in Zos
lrianos and in the Gospel ofthe Egyptians, (where he seems to be a kind
of aeonic container for the ogdoads of the Father, Mother and Child). In
the trisagion, the first and fourth of Four Luminaries are called "com
manders in chief," and the other two "commanders." Both before and
after the Four Luminaries, a trisagion is addressed to figures both of
whose names end in " ...]man"; normally this would be the Man of light
Pigeradamas, but the invocation on page 5 cited above identifies the first
instance as Jesus Christ. Finally, both lists conclude with the figures of
Mirocheirothetos (perhaps meaning "anointed one") and Jesus Christ.
Thus, as B. A. Pearson suggests,51 Melchizedek may be "a Jewish
Christian product containing an originally pre-Christian Melchizedek
speculation overlaid with Christian christological speculation" of the
51. B. A. PEARSON, ed. and trans., "Melchizedek," in Nag Hammadi Codices IX
and X. eds, idem and S. Giverscn (Nag Hammadi Studies 15. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
198 I), 229-250.
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sort found in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which has been recast as a
Sethian revelation discourse.
V. 200+ CE:

nm PLATON!ZfNG SETHlAN TREATISES

The Sethian treatises of the "descent pattern" seem to have been pro
duced in the second century. They make much use of Jewish and Chris
tian scriptural tradition in their depiction of sacred history, cosmic es
chatology, and soteriology, features which we shall see are largely
lacking in the Platonizing Sethian treatises Zostrianos, the Three Ste/es
ofSeth, Allogenes, and Marsanes. The latter contain no obvious Chris
tian features and little that is Jewish beyond various sacred names. They
focus, not on a diachronic, temporal, horizontal/linear axis of a sequence
of cosmic events (Heilsgeschichte), but instead, upon a synchronic,
atemporal, vertical axis of a hierarchy of ontological realities and modes
of cognitive experience. Such eschatology as they do contain is focused
on neither cosmos nor society, but on the spiritual progress of individu
als. Like the treatises of the descent pattern, the Platonizing Sethian
treatises are also concerned to pass on their teaching to the elect genera
tions of the future. But the doctrine they pass on is centered on the phe
nomenon of individual enlightenment in the here and now rather than on
a history of progressive enlightenment through successive descents of a
revelatory figure. Of dominantly Platonic inspiration, the ancient tradi
tion upon which they focus is not so much biblical as it is Platonic, in
spired by the "revelations" contained in the mythical portions of Plato's
dialogues, especially the Phaedo, Phaedrus, Republic, and Timaeus.
Their eschatology is not transhistorical and cosmic, but individual and
personal, and its goal or eschaton is individual spiritual improvement
and salvific enlightenment. We now turn to the compositional history of
those treatises.

CHAPTER FIVE
THE CHRONOLOGY AND REDACTION
OF THE SETHIAN TREATISES:
PART II
TREATISES OF THE ASCENT PATTERN AND SUMMARY

l. 200- 300 CE: THE SETH1AN RAPPROCHEMENT WITH PLATONISM
By the end of the second century, with not a few of their treatises in
circulation, many Christian Sethians must have experienced growing
tension with a developing Christian orthodoxy that increasingly resisted
Sethian and various other attempts to elaborate upon the myth of the
preexistent redeemer Christ. Facing increasing rejection by the apolo
getes, heresiologists, and other militant intelligentsia of the wider
Church, those Sethians who had not the stomach for such controversy
would have begun to seek out other, less problematical spiritual affilia
tions. No doubt some turned away from comparatively more socially
zealous institutional religions toward the more reflective and philoso
phical alternatives offered by pagan religious traditions that would be
conducive to articulating their sense of being an elect people.
One such alternative was popular Platonism of the sort espoused not
only by formal Middle Platonic philosophical schools and popular
epitomes of Platonic doctrine but also by the Hermetic movement and
the growing supply of treatises under the name of Hermes Trismegistus.
Such a shift would likely have entailed an attenuation-though certainly
not cessation-of emphasis on community membership and social
boundaries defined along the lines of moral purity, group ritual perform
ance, and leadership hierarchies toward an emphasis on the discovery of
the truth within oneself through individual acts of transcendental specu
latio n and mystical contemplation. But an increasing interest in self
performable techniques of spiritual ascent with its attendant possibilities
for individualism could also have encouraged a de-emphasis upon the
older eschatologica1 interpretation of their own sacred history. Since
such a de-emphasis would tend to loosen their sense of being a commu
nity defined by ancient tradition, Sethianism as a self-conscious social
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movement could easily have begun to fragment and dwindle. In fact,
during the last quarter of the fourth century, the heresiologist Epiphanius
of Salamis (Panarion 39.1.1-4) seemed to have difficulty in remember
ing where Sethians could be found, although he does state that a branch
he calls the Archontics could be found in decline in Palestine after hav
ing reached a peak around the time of Constantine (Panarion 40. I. l-2).
While the earlier Sethian treatises such as the Apocryphon of John,
Trimorphic Protennoia, and Gospel of the Egyptians portray the advent
of salvation through a series of temporally successive salvific descents
by the supreme deity's First Thought appearing in various modalities or
guises, the group of treatises comprising Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of
Seth, Zostrianos, and Marsanes exhibit a more vertical, non-temporal,
supra-historical scheme in which salvation is achieved, not through a
higher being's revelatory descents, but through a graded series of vi
sionary ascents initiated by the Gnostic himself. The conceptuality of
these treatises is dominated by interest in the hierarchical levels of the
transcendental world marked out by the stages of the visionary ascent.
The levels are conceived as aeons that are usually identified by the name
of the spiritual power that presides over each one, and the spiritual pow
ers so named are largely the same ones that occur in the descent-pattern
treatises already discussed: the Invisible Spirit and its Silence; the male
virginal Barbelo and her three powers (now completely redefined); her
son the divine AutogenesJ Adamas/Pigeradamas and the Triple-Male
Child; and certain feminine powers who appear to be lower doubles of
Barbelo, such as Youel/Yoel and Meirothea. On the other hand, some of
the descent-pattern names no longer occur, such as those of the earthly
protoplasts Adam, Eve, Seth, and Noah, and those of the descending
feminine revelatory powers Pronoia, Epinoia, and, except for Zostritmos
and perhaps Marsanes, even Sophia. No longer does one find accounts
of the origin and structure of the lower world. Gone also is nearly any
trace of Christian conceptuality. Instead, a host of new terms and names
are introduced: the Triple Powered One, Kalyptos (the Hidden One),
Protophanes (the First Appearing One), the Repentance, the Sojourn, the
Aeonic Copies, the Ethereal Earth, as well as rather more abstract terms,
such as Being, Life, Mind, Existence, Vitality, Mentality, "those who
truly exist," "those who are unified," "the all-perfect ones." "the perfect
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individuals," and a host of others. The most distinctive trait of these
novel figures is that their significance can only be understood against
the back drop of contemporary Neopythagorean and Middle- and Neo
Plat onic metaphysics. The generation of divine beings no longer pro
ceeds in terms of a procreative theogonical model with its various

I. Among the four Platonizing Sethian treatises from Nag Hammadi, Allogenes
makes the least use of the traditional Sethian figures, while Zostrianos and, to a
lesser extent, Marsanes retain many, and even supply additional ones. In Marsanes
one finds Gamaliel, one of the servants of the Four Luminaries (X 64, I 9). In the
case of Zostrianos, which seems to constitute a deliberate attempt to reinterpret the
more traditional Sethian baptismal rite in terms of the metaphysics and transcenden
talia found in Allogenes and the Three Ste/es of Seth, there are many more such
"holdovers." From the system of the Apocryphon of John one finds the Invisible
Spirit. The emergence of Barbelo as his self-knowledge is also retained, although
Barbelo loses her maternal and feminine character when she becomes referred to as
the (masculine) Aeon of Barbelo. Barbelo still subsumes a triad, but with different
names: Kalyptos (Hidden One, an epithet of Barbelo occurring also in Trim. Prat.
and Gos. Egypt.), Protophanes (First-appearing One), and Autogenes (Self-begotten
One) replace Prognosis, Aphtharsia, and Aionia Zoe; no longer attributes granted to
Barbelo by the lnvisible Spirit, these beings become the modes in which the Barbelo
Aeon deploys itself. The thrice-masculine aspect of Barbelo is now hypostatized as
the Triple Male Child, as in the Gospel ofthe Egyptians. The divine Autogenes now
shares his status as Barbelo's offspring with his prior siblings Kalyptos and Proto
phanes, yet he retains his Four Luminaries Harmozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth,
which contain respectively Adamas, Seth, the seed of Seth, and other repentant
souls. In Zostrianos, the generation of Sophia is not narrated, nor is site considered
the mother of the creator Archon; somewhat as in the Hypostasis ofthe Archons, her
downward inclination is said to produce the matter shaped by an independently
existing Archon creator according to Sophia's reflection of the upper aeons; even so,
this apparently necessitates her subsequent repentance and restoration. From tradi
tion contained in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel of the Egyptians, we
find the mother of Adamas, Meirothea, whom Zostrianos interprets as a "Thought of
the perfect Mind" (Protophanes) belonging to Autogenes. Perhaps also deriving
from the Trimorphic Protennoia is (H)armedon, a figure in the Light Harmozel. In
Zostrianos and Allogenes (H)armedon becomes a cognomen for the male Mind
Protophanes. Zostrianos mentions the servants of the holy Lights Gamaliel and
Gabriel as well as the baptists Michar, Micheus, and Mnesinous found in the Tri
morphic Protennoia and the Apocalypse of Adam; it is likely that the presence of
these figures in Zostrianos was mediated by a tradition immediately associated with
the Gospel of the Egyptians, since the grouping of the baptists in Zostrianos
VIII 6,7-17 as Micheus and Michar separately from Mnesinous is elsewhere attested
only in the Gospel of the Egyptians (Ill 64,9-65,26; the generally garbled distribu
tion of Gamaliel, Abrasax [lacking in Trim. Prat.] and Samblo in VIII 47, 1-27 and
of these together with Gabriel (lacking in Trim. Prot.] in VIII 57-58 suggests merely
traditional but not formulaic influence).
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mother and father figures, but by the self-generation or emanation of a
lesser product from its higher, more unitary source.
Bearing these shifts in mind, the following observations about the in
dividual Platonizing Sethian treatises may be offered.
A. Zostrianos

Among the Platonizing Sethian treatises, Zostrianos maintains the
most continuity with the treatises of the descent pattern by virtue of its
large fund of baptismal mythologumena and its reference to the story of
Sophia and her offspring, the creator of the lower world. The conceptual
frame of Zostrianos is based in a practice of visionary ascent to the
highest levels of the divine world that resembles those found in Jewish
"heavenly ascent" apocalypses, but is in fact more akin to Platonic
"apocalypses" like the myth of Er in Plato's Republic X 614B-621B or
the myth of Timarchus in Plutarch's De genio Socratis (590A-592E).
That is, the ascent of the visionary is expected to be imaginatively repli
cated, not only by the reader in the present, but also by the soul upon the
death of the body, and the actual goal of the ascent is the visionary's
contemplative assimilation to the ontic character of the level to which he
or she ascends. Nevertheless, Zostrianos portrays this ascent as in terms
of the older tradition of baptismal ascent: assimilation to each succes
sively higher ontological level is signified by being baptized in the name
of the spiritual being that presides over it. As a result, Zostrianos refers
to many of the baptismal drama/is personae familiar from the Gospel of
the Egyptians, and treats them in three rather distinct blocks (Vlll,
pages 6, 29-32, and 47).
While Allogenes and the Three Steles ofSeth take no interest at all in
the realm of Nature below the aeon(s) of Autogenes (according to Al
logenes Xl 51,28-31 it merely contains defects to be rectified by Auto
genes), Zostrianos and Marsanes treat this realm extensively. Zostrianos
enumerates six levels of being below Autogenes, called-in descending
order-the "Self-begotten Aeons," the Repentance (µETav6w), the So
journ (napoLKT\O'tS), the Aeonic Copies (civTt.Tunot) of the previous
three, the airy earth (probably the atmosphere below the moon), and the
thirteen aeons (i.e. the physical world), levels that correspond roughly to
the first six "seals" of Marsanes' thirteen-level universe.
Although it is unclear in Zostrianos as it now stands, the Untitled text
of the Bruce Codex (263, 11-264,6 Schmidt-MacDermot, cited in Chap-
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ter 3, p. 111) allows us to conjecture that the Self-begotten Aeons con
stitute the level at which Zostrianos is baptized five times in the name of
Autogenes. They contain the vast majority of the divine beings tradi
tionally named in other Sethian treatises: the Living Water (Yesseus
Mazareus Yessedekeus), the baptizers Micheus, Michar (and Mnesi
nous), the purifier Barpharanges, a figure called Zogenethlos, and be
sides these, the Four Luminaries Harmozel, Oroiael, Davithe and
Eleleth, together with Sophia.
In Zostrianos, the Four Luminaries reside in the Self-generated
Aeons, and are inhabited by more or less the same figures as in the
Apocryphon of John and the Gospel of the Egyptians: Adamas is found
in Harmozel, Seth Emmacha Seth and Ephesech the Child of the Child
are found in Oroiael, and the seed of Seth are found in Davithe. In addi
tion, certain other triads of beings are residents in or around the Four
Luminaries (VIII 127,16-128,7). One finds also the maternal figures of
Meirothea (VIII 30,14-15), Prophania (VIII 51, 12) and Plesithea
(Yfll 6,31) among the Self-begotten ones, first defined in the Gospel of
the Egyptians as the respective mothers of Adamas, of Seth and the Four
Luminaries, and of the Seth's seed, called "the angels." Also contained
in these aeons is the figure of Ephesech, the Child of the Child, who also
occurs in the Gospel of the Egyptians as Esephech, the child figure of a
Father, Mother, and Child triad consisting of the Thrice-male Child,
Youel, and Esephech, but there occupying a level immediately above
that of Autogenes. On the other hand, the lately repentant souls (of the
historical Sethians) that the Apocryphon of John places in the fourth
Luminary Eleleth are located by Zostrianos in the level of Metanoia
immediately below the self-begotten Aeons.
Most strikingly, the Platonizing Sethian treatises have dispensed with
the traditional Father-Mother-Child triad of the descent pattern treatises
in favor of a new conception according to which the Mother figure of
Barbelo is reconceived as an entire aeonic realm that has been in turn
tripartitioned into three subaeons, Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Auto
genes. In this scheme, not only does Autogenes preside over his four
Self-generated Aeons, but also Protophanes is given four triads of
Aeons: 1) Harmedon (the cognomen of Protophanes in Allogenes
XI 45,36; 58,17) together with Se(l)men and Theophaneus, 2) Akremon
tog ether with Zachthos and Yachthos, 3) Ambrosius together with
Setheus and Antiphantes, and 4) perhaps Hymneos together with Seldao
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and Elenos.2 Again, Kalyptos is associated with a tetrad consisting of
(H)annedon (reading APMH.3..WN in VIII 119,5) together with Aphre
don and perhaps Arme, a second aeon consisting of Diphaneus and
Deiphanea, a third aeon containing Marsedon or Malsedon, and a fourth
containing Solmis and Olmis; here also Youel seems to reside (VIII
125, 11-15). So too Doxomedon ("ruler of glory") is also somehow
associated with Kalyptos (VIII 126,8). In comparison to Allogenes,
whose author consciously limits speculation on such subsidiary aeons
(XI 67,22-35), Zostrianos is quite guilty of multiplying hypostases, but

these are no doubt derived from the Sethian baptismal tradition central
to the author's concerns-as the presence of many of these names in the
Gospel ofthe Egyptians attests-and not merely from free invention.3
In fact, the Sethian text mentioning most of these dramatis personae
that the author of Zostrianos introduces as sub-aeons beginning at the
level of Protophanes is the Gospel ofthe Egyptians. Zostrianos seems to
derive its catalogue of important female figures such as Barbelo, Youel,
Meirothea, Prophania, Plesithea, and Metanoia from the elaborate
scheme of Father-Mother-Child triads developed in the Gospel of the
Egyptians, but no longer arranges them into genealogical triads, even
though Zostrianos names them all as mothers at one p·oint or another.
Beyond these maternal figures, Zostrianos witnesses also to Barpha
ranges the purifier, occurring elsewhere only in Codex Bruce Untitled
(263, 27 Schmidt-MacDermot) and in the Gospel of the Egyptians as
Sesengen[bar]pharanges. Since this figure appears in Zostrianos
VIII 6,7-17 along with the other baptismal figures discussed above, it is

2. Seldao and Elenos are mentioned in the Gospel of the Egyptians lLI 64,965,26 as "those over the mountain" ["rising" in IV,2], but assigned by the Bruce
Codex, Untitled 263,11-264,6 [Schmidt-MacDermot] to Autogenes.
3. Many formulations seem unique to Zostrianos, e.g. Akremon, Akron, Am
brosios, Antiphantes, Aphropais, Apophantes, Audael, Authrounios, Bathormos,
Euthrounios, Eidea(-os), Eidomeneus, Eiron, Eukrebos, Eurios, Eurumeneus, Keilar,
Kodere, Laraneus, Loe!, Malsedon or Marsedon, Nephredon, Olmis, Ormos,
Phaleris, Phalses, Prones, Sappho, Selmechel, Seth Emmacha Seth, Setheus, Siou,
Stetheus, Sumpthar, Thouro, Yachthos, Yolaos, Zachthos, and Zogenethlos (and
other-undecipherable-names). In addition, in Allogenes (XI 54,11-37), the Three
Ste/es ofSeth (VII 125,23-126,17) and Zostrianos (VIII 51,24-52,24; 86, 13-23; cited
in parallel columns in Chapter 14), there occurs a special aretalogical ascription of
praise delivered to or invoking certain beings that seem to belong to the Aeon of
Barbelo and are associated with her subaeons Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes;
their names are listed in Chapter 3, n. 24.
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Zostrianos is dependent on some such list as appears in the
Gospel of the Egyptians (III 64,9-65,26). Zostrianos distributes these

likely that

figures between those who assist in Zostrianos' first four baptisms in the
name of divine Autogenes and those figures that are explained by Ephe
sech in VIII 47,1-27 in the interval between Zostrianos' fourth and fifth
baptism in the name of the divine Autogenes. Finally, it is interesting to
note that the figure of Doxomedon, which occurs in each of the five
doxologies in the Gospel of the Egyptians,4 appears elsewhere in extant
Sethian literature only in the non-Christian Zostrianos (VIII 126,8) and
in the similar lists of beings praised in the Christian Sethian treatise

Melchizedek (IX 5,23-6, 10; 16, 16-18,7).
In sum, it appears that Zostrianos was indeed dependent on some ver
sion of the Gospel of the Egyptians itself, from which it derived almost
all of its baptismal dramatis personae as well as the figures of Youel
(not Yoe!), Doxomedon, Esephech, Meirothea, Prophania, Plesithea and
Metanoia, and perhaps many others which can no longer be identified in

the extant state of the text.
B. Allogenes

The first third of Allogenes is devoted to explaining the unfolding of
the basic structure of the divine world from the Invisible Spirit by means
of its Triple Power into the Aeon of Barbelo, which encompasses Ka
lyptos, Protophanes, the Triple Male Child, and Autogenes. While the
Apocryphon of John depicts this self-unfolding as a process of mental
self-reflection, in Allogenes its separate stages are worked out in a man
ner that becomes typical of Neoplatonism, a three-phase unfolding
through successive modalities of the Invisible Spirit's "Triple Power"
(Existence, Vitality, and Mentality) to form the Aeon of Barbelo. The
Aeon of Barbelo, who as the divine First Thought here functions as a
cosmic Intelligence, is subdivided into three named levels that are de
scribed in terms of the Platonic ontology of the cosmic Mind: Kalyptos,
the contemplated Mind, contains the paradigmatic ideas or authentic
existents; Protophanes, the contemplating Mind, contains a subdivision
of the ideas, "those who are unified," distinguished from the authentic
existents (by being combinable with each other unlike the authentic
existents; cf. Plato's "mathematicals" apud Aristotle, Met. 1.6 and
4. IV 59,1 3-29; lll 49,22-50,17; 53,1 2-54,11; 55,16-56,3; 61,23-62,13.
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XIJI.6) and from the ideas of particular things ("the perfect individu
als"). At the lowest level, Autogenes, portrayed as a demiurgic mind
who shapes the realm of Nature (q>i'.ms) below, contains the "perfect
individuals," or ideas of individual entities, perhaps individual souls.
Since the distinction between the "individuals" in Autogenes and "those
who exist together" in Protophanes is rather slight for the author of Al
logenes, the Triple Male Child fits in nicely as a sort of mediator be
tween them. This mediating function of the Triple Male also qualifies
him for the title of Savior (XI 58, 13-15).
Aside from this metaphysical articulation of the Barbelo Aeon, what
is really original in Allogenes is the scheme of the visionary ascent ex
perienced by Allogenes. Certainly Sethianism was familiar with ac
counts of the ecstatic visionary ascents of Enoch, Elijah, Abraham,
Jacob, Paul and others contained in Jewish and Christian apocalyptic.
But as I have shown elsewhere,5 Allogenes is distinguished by its pecu
liar metaphysico-epistemological articulation of the individual intellect's
visionary ascent whereby it assimilates itself to the hierarchy of onto
logical levels with which it was aboriginally consubstantial but from
which it had become separated. In Allogenes, one undergoes the ascent
according to a prescribed sequence of mental states: earthbound vision;
ecstatic extraction from body and soul involving a transcending of tradi
tional gnosis; a silent but unstable seeking of oneself; firm standing; and
sudden ultimate vision characterized as an ignorant knowledge devoid
of any content that might distinguish between subject and contemplated
object. Each stage is characterized by increasing self-unification, stabil
ity and mental abstraction, a movement away from motion and multi
plicity toward stability and solitariness.
In such a way, Allogenes achieves a vision of the Aeon of Barbelo
and the beings comprising it (XI 57,29-58,26), but then surpasses even
the ascent of Zostrianos to the Barbelo Aeon by transcending not only
his earthly garment, but even his own knowledge by means of a non
knowing cognitive vacancy and sees the Mentality, Vitality and Exis5. See my "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The Ascent of Mind
and the Descent of Wisdom," Novum Testamentum 22 (1980), 341-346 and
M. A. WlLLIAMS, "Stability as a Soteriologieal Theme in Gnosticism," in The Redis
covery of Gnosticism, Vol. 2: Sethian Gnosticism, ed. B. Layton (Studies in the
History of Religions 41; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981), 819-829, and WEM, The Immov
able Race: A Gnostic Designation and the Theme ofStability in Late Antiquity (Nag
1-lammadi Studies, 29; Leiden: E. J. Brill, I 985).
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tence aspects of the Triple Power of the Invisible Spirit (XI 58,2760,37). At this point Allogenes is suddenly filled by a "primary revela
tion" of the Unknown One and his Triple Power (XI 60,37-61,22). The
rest of the treatise is mostly devoted to an interpretation of his visionary
experience in terms of a negative theology (XI 61,32-62,13; supple
ment ed by a more positive theology, XI 62, 14-67,20). As pointed out in
Chapter 2, this negative theology contains a nearly word-for-word paral
lel with the one found in the beginning of the Apocryphon of John
(XI 62,28-63,23 = II 3,18-35 = BG 23,3-26,13). Allogenes is thus likely
to have borrowed traditional apophatic material from older sources,
including the Apocryphon ofJohn.
C. The Three Ste/es ofSeth

The Three Ste/es of Seth clearly represents the same ontological doc
trine and ascensional praxis found in Zostrianos and Allogenes, yet in
stead of narrating the ascent, it is constructed as a triptych of presenta
tions of praise and blessing to Autogenes, Barbelo and the pre-existent
One in connection with a communal practice of a three-stage ascent and
descent. After an initial revelation and various macarisms rendered by
Seth (Vil 118,5-120,28), who praises the bisexual Pigeradamas as a
Meirotheid (i.e., begotten of his mother Meirothea), and as Mirotheos
(perhaps "divine anointed one"), the rest of the treatise uses the first
person plural for ascribing praise to I) Autogenes (also called Mei
rotheos), originator of "another race", 2) to the Triple Male Barbelo
(addressed also as Kalyptos and Protophanes), emanated from the Triple
Powered One and characterized by being, living, and knowing, and 3) to
the preexistent One who is characterized by the existence-life-mind triad
comprising the Triple Power. The whole concludes with a rubric
(VII 126,32-127,22) that explains the use of the steles in the practice of
descent from the third to the second to the first; likewise, the way of
ascent is the way of descent.6
• 6. Cf. Heraclitus' "the way up and the way down are one and the same," 66os
avw
KciTw µla Kol wuT� (Diels B60). The fact that the method of descent is men
tioned first is strange; one notes that the Jewish Merkabah mystics called themselves
Yard e Merkabah, "descenders to the Merkabah." In A Valentinian Exposition: On
Baptism B (XI,2a 41,33-38 the "Jordan" symbolizes the way of descent, "which is
also [the upward progression), that [is, our exodus] from the world (into] the
Aeon.").
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The Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 122,1-14) reflects a doctrine of the
emanation of the Aeon of Barbelo similar to Zostrianos and Allogenes.
Barbelo is addressed as "the first shadow of the holy Father, a light from
light," originating as "a shadow of him, thou a Kalyptos." Like Zostri
anos, Melchizedek, and the Apocryphon of John (but unlike Allogenes
and Marsanes), Three Ste/es preserves the name of Seth's father, the
heavenly Adam Pigeradamas. At the point where the Three Ste/es of
Seth shifts from Seth as the speaker to the "we" of the Sethian commu
nity, the "Triple Male" Barbelo is blessed as the unifier and completer
of the All and Savior of the perfect individuals (VII 120,34b-121, 16;
cf. Allogenes, XI 58,13-15). He is the giver of crowns, which in Zostri
anos (VIII 57,12-58, 16) are given by Gamaliel and Gabriel and de
scribed by Yoel as bearing seals which are the three kinds belonging to
Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes. This suggests that the author of
the Three Ste/es ofSeth may have used the term Triple Male, originally
an epithet of Barbelo, to designate that phase of Barbelo that has gone
forth into (or from) the middle, namely, Autogenes.
The position of the Three Ste/es of Seth relative to the other three is
more indeterminate, since the title does not seem to be echoed in any
ancient testimonia, perhaps because it was an inner-group liturgical text.
If anything, it is closer in terminology and spirit to Al/ogenes, yet, like
Zostrianos, it seems to preserve more of the basic Sethian dramatis
personae than Allogenes, such as Pigeradamas and Emacha Seth, al
though like Allogenes, it seems to represent a phase of Sethianism in
which the ascensional rite has become detached from the older baptis
mal mystery. It contains little of the profusion of aeonic beings evident
in Zostrianos; it lacks the Triple Male Child, Youel, and Ephesech triad
that tends to disrupt the otherwise strictly triadic structure (Kalyptos,
Protophanes, Autogenes) of the Barbelo Aeon. Many of the beings pro
duced in the course of the theogony of the Gospel of the Egyptians
(upon which Zostrianos builds its aeonic structure) are never mentioned
in the Three Ste/es ofSeth, which reflects the ascensional praxis of Zos
trianos and Allogenes, but without the transcendental baptismal sche
mata that one finds in Zostrianos. Of all four treatises, its portrayal of
the emergence of Barbelo from the Invisible Spirit is extremely close to
Moderatus' (late first century) account of the emergence of Quantity
within his second "One," to be discussed in Chapter 9. On the whole, I
suspect it to be contemporary with Zostrianos and Allogenes but earlier
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than Marsanes and the Bruce Codex, even though it seems to preserve a
simpler and perhaps earlier version of the basic structure of the Barbelo
Aeon than the other Platonizing Sethian treatises.

o.Marsanes
Marsanes and the Untitled treatise of the Bruce Codex are probably
the latest of the Sethian treatises that we possess. Like Zostrianos and
Allog enes, Marsanes records the visionary experience of a singular indi
vidual, probably a visionary prophet and teacher affiliated with a non
Christian wing of the gnostic Sethian movement of the first four centu
ries CE. 8. A. Pearson 7 suggests that the name Marsanes, mentioned in
the Untitled text of the Bruce Codex (ch. 7, 235,14-23 Schmidt
MacDermot) in connection with Nicotheos (and Marsianos by Epi
phanius [Panarion 40.7.6] in his account of the Archontics), reflects a
Syrian background for its author. The treatise is a pagan revelation dis
course produced in the late third or early fourth century to establish the
authority of Marsanes as the inspired leader and teacher of a small group
of relatively well-indoctrinated Sethian Gnostics. In the process, it ef
fected a rapprochement of traditions at home in Gnostic Sethianism with
contemporary grammatical theory and Middle Platonic/Neoplatonic
metaphysics and epistemology as a means of expounding the true nature
of the Sethian divine and cosmic hierarchy and assuring its recipients of
their ultimate salvation. The author composed this treatise on the basis
both of personal experience and of mythologumena drawn from the
theogo nical, metaphysical, and ritual doctrine most evident in two
Sethian treatises that were already at hand, Zostrianos and Allogenes,
summarizing this in such a way as to claim that he or she has experi
enced the full measure and truth of this doctrine, and on this basis to
advance beyond those earlier treatises by propounding doctrine on sub
jects not treated in them. While previous treatises like the Three Ste/es
of Seth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes had concentrated on theology or the
metaphysics of the highest principles and intelligible realities and the
means of knowing these, Marsanes--even though it offers its own
equally abstruse metaphysics-now offers a Sethian Gnostic physics
and psychology based on astrology, theurgical technique, and a theory
7. B. A. PEARSON, "Introduction" to Marsanes in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and
X, (Nag Hammadi Studies 15. Le iden: E. J. Brill, 1981), 229-250 .
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of language. Of all the Sethian treatises, Marsanes is the most insistent
that the perceptible realm of becoming and sensation is worthy of com
plete preservation. 8 Since not only one's soul, but also this sensible

world is worthy of being preserved in its entirety (X 5,22-26), a knowl
edge of its nature and constituents is also necessary, and for this the
elements of ordinary language (letters and their combinations, syllables,
words, and discursive discourse) offer themselves as a means for articu
lating this knowledge and applying it to the practical problem of dealing
with the powers that influence and control that world.
In this connection, it is interesting that among the Sethian treatises, it
is apparently only Marsanes that singles out-although in a highly
fragmentary context-the cosmic soul for separate mention ("And [it is
a] soul [that has] this [sort of corporeality], namely [the] celestial soul
[that sur]rounds [the world]," X 21,20-24). Unlike some Middle Plato
nists and all Neoplatonists, none of the other Sethian treatises seem to
posit such a separate hypostasis of Soul. While they presuppose that the
natural realm is populated by ensouled bodies, they locate the realm of
disembodied souls in the aeons presided over by Autogenes (without
further specification of location in Allogenes and the Three Ste/es of
Seth), perhaps in the Four Luminaries in the Apocryphon ofJohn, or in
the case of Zostrianos and Marsanes, in the Self-generated Aeons, the
Repentance, and the Sojourn. While it has often been noted that the
figure of Sophia frequently bears the distinctive characteristics of the
cosmic soul, the attributes of instability implied by the soul's basic func
tion as source of all locomotion and change tend to dominate Sophia's
characterization, no doubt owing to her causative role in the Gnostic
myth of the fall of souls.

8. See 8. A. PEARSON, Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (Min
neapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 162-164 and IDEM, ed. with S. Giversen, Nag Ham
madi Codices fX and X (Nag Hammadi Studies 15; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981 ), 247248. This passage (X 5,22-26), together with X 41,30-42,6 about the blessedness of
one who gazes at the planets shows Platonic influence, citing Taurus' view that
souls descend "for the completion of the universe," i.e., the descent is voluntary on
the soul's part and positive (for the good of the universe) and not caused by T6>.µa.
The Taurus quotation comes from lamblichus' de Anima in a discussion of the soul's
descent. lamblichus adopts Taurus' view, arguing (against Plotinus and others) that
the descent is necessary and that pure souls descend willingly, but impure souls
unwillingly as punishment for the conduct of their past lives. Sec J. FINAMORE,
Jamblichus and the Theory of the Vehicle of the Soul (Chico, CA: Scholars Press,
I 985), 96-101.
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In the matter of ritual, Marsanes contains a number of passages that
seem to allude to baptism, not necessarily an actual rite enacted by an
organized community, but rather one of the sort that Zostrianos associ
ates with the practice of contemplative vision. Marsanes structures the
entire perceptible and intelligible universe as a hierarchy of thirteen
"seals" or ontological levels. This use of the term "seal" implies a bap
tismal context, and, as in Zostrianos, these "seals" probably mark the
stages of a celestial ascent rather than the progressive procedures of any
this-worldly liturgical activity. Although there is no description of any
explicit baptisms undergone by Marsanes, his declaration (X 2, l 2- l 6a)
that he has "confirmed" or "established" the thirteenth seal appears to
presuppose his receipt of all thirteen seals in serial during a visionary
ascent. Moreover, a baptismal context-albeit a celestial one-is clearly
present in X 65,21-66,5 where the terms "seal" (mj>payi.s) and "sealing"
(u<j>pay[(ELv) occur; in X 64,l 9 the figure of Gamaliel, one of the "re
ceivers" of the Gospel of the Egyptians, introduces Marsanes to the
vision the celestial "[fountain] of living water." Although the precise
content and significance of this material is obscured by the physical
deterioration of the manuscript, it appears that Marsanes is concerned to
restrain the tendency toward exclusive attention to the realm of intelligi
ble reality and first principles evident in Allogenes by invoking the bap
tismal imagery associated with more traditional Sethian metaphors for
en! ightenment.
All scholars who have had occasion to comment on Marsanes in rela
tion to other Sethfan literature have called attention to its unique postu
lation of a new supreme principle, the Unknown Silent One that tran
scends the Invisible Spi.rit, who is otherwise the supreme principle of all
the other Sethian treatises. This modification of Sethian theology is
parallel to a similar phenomenon (discussed in Chapter 10) that occurs
in Iamblichus (cf. Damascius, De principiis 1.21, 11-14; 25,21-22) and
his disciple Theodore of Asine (Proclus, In P/atonis Timaeum commen
taria ll.274, l 0-20), who placed an ineffable One absolutely unrelated to
anything else at the summit of all reality-including Plotinus' supreme
One (which was at least related to subsequent reality)--perhaps as an
extreme way of asserting the aseity of the Plotinian One by restoring it
to a position above the noetic triad (where Porphyry had placed it;
cf. Damascius, Dub. et Sol. I.86,3- I 5; I OJ,14-15; 103,6-10). Of course,
at least in the case of Marsanes and Theodore, this supreme One never-
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theless has some relation to its posteriors, since for Theodore, the "sec
ond One" was the aspiration ("breathing"), self-contact, and intelligibil
ity of the first One, and for Marsanes, the Invisible Spirit {which "has
no breath," X 15, 1-4; 15,29-16,2) seems to share both the silence and

the activity of the Unknown Silent One. On these grounds, one might
date Marsanes to the late third or early fourth century, contemporary
with lamblichus and Theodore.
In Marsanes, these highest realities become the object of the visionary
ascent. In Zostrianos, the visionary ascends through the celestial realm
to the intellectual level of the Barbelo Aeon. In Allogenes the ascent
does not terminate in the Barbelo Aeon, but continues through the levels
of the Triple Power, culminating in a non-knowing, mentally vacant
revelatory encounter with the Unknowable One at the summit of all. In
Marsanes, however, there is no direct evidence of the negative theologi
cal predications of the highest realities found in the Apocryphon ofJohn,
Zostrianos, and Allogenes, nor any clear claim, so central to Allogenes,
to direct insight achieved through nescience. It is not clear whether Mar
sanes, although he certainly sees the three powers of the Triple Powered
One and sees the supreme Unknown Silent One, is actually assimilated
to those realities in quite the same way as was Allogenes, although it is
clear that Marsanes does achieve assimilation at least with the Barbelo
Aeon (X I 0, ?b-11a). Marsanes also achieves a vision of the supreme
Unknown Silent One beyond even the Invisible Spirit, although this
vision seems mediated (by the Invisible Spirit? X 16,3-5) Again, while
the Three Ste/es of Seth presupposes a similar ascent to the supreme
level resulting in "salvation," it is not clear that any ontological assimi
lation of the visionary with the supreme pre-existent One takes place.9

Thus in the four Platonizing Sethian treatises, no matter whether the
visionary actually ascends only to the level of the Barbelo Aeon or in
fact ascends beyond it, the net effect is that the Aeon of Barbelo has
now become only a stage on the path of ascent to even higher principles.
Yet, to a certain extent, the Barbelo Aeon still remains the initiator of
the ascent, since in Zostrianos and Aliogenes it is the "Luminaries of the
9. According to the Three Ste/es of Seth VII 124,18-19, the visionary attains the
summit of reality ("We have beheld that which really preexists"), although
Vil 125,17 ("We have beheld you by means of Intellect") suggests that this vision
was not immediate, but rather, more like Zostrianos' vision, was experienced at the
level and through the mediation ofBarbelo, the divine Intellect.
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Barbelo Aeon" that guide Zostrianos and Allogenes to either a vision of
or an assimilation to the principles that lie beyond the Barbelo Aeon,
and in the Three Ste/es of Seth it is by means of theBarbelo Aeon that
th e supreme One is seen. It may be that this development is partially
explained by a shift in Sethian preoccupations away from the story of
their primordial origins and the sacred history of divine initiatives and
interventions by Barbelo and Seth in their behalf toward a Platonic
metaphysics in wbjch the feminine, maternal principle was associated
even since the time of Plato-with the deficiency of the Dyad. Indeed,
in Marsanes, the feminine "Virgin" Barbelo "becomes male" as "the
(masculine!) Aeon" (X 9,1-2). To a certain extent, Marsanes and per
haps the Three Steles of Seth seem to reverse the trend towards this
somewhat cold and impersonal portrayal of Barbelo in the other Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises. Marsanes is unique among these treatises
when it portrays the Aeon of Barbelo speaking directly to Marsanes,
telling him to engage in silent contemplation of yet higher realities
(X 8,18b-29) and informing him about the nature of the silent praise her
aeon offered to the Triple Powered One on the occasion of its original
manifestation (X 9,21-28). Even more striking is her direct address to
Marsanes' followers through the figure of Marsanes (who has become
assimilated to Barbelo as the Triple Powered One's third power) as
mouthpiece, beckoning them to ascend above with the Invisible Spirit/
Triple Powered One as they contemplate yet higher realities (X 10,12b29).
Nevertheless, in the Platonizing Sethian treatises, the Father, Mother,
Child nomenclature, perhaps originally inspired by Plato's Timaeus,
becomes obsolete. It is not Barbelo's maternal characteristics as the
merciful Mother and Womb of the All that are stressed; it is rather her
status as the Knowledge or Intellect of the Invisible Spirit that is empha
sized, an entity which Platonists traditionally treated in masculine terms
as Intellect (vous). She is no longer so much "Mother" or "Mother
Father" Barbelo as she is the masculine Aeon ofBarbelo.
Among the Platonizing Sethian texts, Marsanes and the Three Ste/es
of Seth do not seem to be mentioned in Porphyry's Vita Plotini 16 as
circulating in Plotinus' circle, although it does mention a revelation of
Nicotheos, a figure who is mentioned in the Bruce Codex in concert
with another revealer named Marsanes; this suggests that Marsanes may
predate the untitled text of the Bruce Codex. If indeed its doctrine of the
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Unknown Silent One beyond the supreme Invisible Spirit does reflect
the metaphysics of Iamblichus, Marsanes should be dated to around
300 CE, well after Zostrianos and Allogenes.
Overall, in terms of content, Marsanes seems most proximate to Zos
trianos and Allogenes as possible sources for its doctrine, but the degree
of overlap is sufficiently narrow as to conclude that the author of Mar
sanes is widely read in extra-Sethian materials on such subjects as Pla
tonic philosophy, grammatical theory and arithmological lore, and
clearly a creative author in his or her own right. As a possible interpreter
of Zostrianos, this author is certainly more innovative and wide-ranging
than the author of Allogenes (for whom Zostrianos seems to have been
the basic source). One may thus claim that the author of Marsanes read
(among others) Zostrianos, whose author in turn certainly read the Gos
pel of the Egyptians, whose author in turn certainly had probably read
the Apoc,yphon ofJohn and perhaps the Trimorphic Protennoia.
The Hierarchy of Zostrianos, Allogenes, Three Ste/es of Seth and Marsanes
according to the Order of the Thirteen Seals of Marsa11es
Seal#
13 (Silent One)
12 Invisible Spirit
11 Triple Power
10 llarbelo

(only in Marsa11es)
Existence

9 Kalyplos

(Aphredon, Diphaneus, Marsedon,

Vitality
Mentality
Youel?

Solmis)8 Prolophanes
(Hannedon)

7Autogenes

(Sohnis?)
Akrcmon
Ambrosius
Se(l)men (Salamex, Anne)
Triple Male Child
Autogenes
(Ger)Adamas
Emmacha Seth
Seed of Seth

+ Mcirothea
+ Prophania
+ Plesithea

(Metanoia)
6 The Autogeneis
Aeons

5 Mctanoia
4 Paroikesis

3 Antirypoi
2 06 Acrodios
I Kosmos Aislhetos

Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus =
Living Waler
Micheus, Michar, Barpharanges,
Seldao, Elenos, etc.
(• the repentant Sophia?)
(• morally good souls'?)
(= the Archons' realm?)
(wthe sublunar atmosphere?)
(- the 13 aeons?)

Zachlhos Yachthos
Setheus. An1iphan1es
Seldao, Elcnos
Pigcradamas his eye
Autogcncs .j, Prophania
Hannozel
Oroiacl
Davithe
Elcleth

Child of Child
{Aulhrounios?)
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E. The Untitled Treatise of the Bruce Codex
Finally, as previously mentioned, the untitled treatise of the Bruce
Cod ex also belongs among the Sethian treatises, and seems to have af
finity mostly with Zostrianos and the Gospel of the Egyptians. It is al
most entirely devoted to an elaborate cosmology involving the transcen
dent Sethian dramatis personae arranged into various levels and groups
called "fatherhoods" and "deeps" consisting of myriads of powers. It
narrates the descent of the light-spark and Christ through Setheus, bear
ing a salvation which seems to be effected by the baptismal rite already
disc ussed. It is by all standards a most complex work defying any sim
ple analysis. I can do no more than state that Schmidt 10 has dated it to
the end of the second century, although 1 would be inclined to put it
closer to 325-350 CE, but for no reason other than its extraordinary pro
lixity in comparison with the other Sethian treatises.
Nevertheless, Bruce Untitled contains important Sethian traditions.
Thus, this treatise knows of the existence of Marsanes and perhaps of a
treatise of Nicotheos otherwise mentioned only by Porphyry (Vita
Plotini 16):
"The powers (8uvaµLS') of al I the great aeons ( aiwv) worshipped the power
(8uvaµL<;) which is in Marsanes. They said 'Who is this who has seen these
things in his very presence, that on his account he (the Monogenes "hid
den" in Setheus) appeared in this way!' Nikotheos spoke of him (i.e.
Monogenes) and saw him, that he is that One. He said, 'The Father who
surpasses every perfect being (TEAELO<;), and has revealed the invisible
(ci6paTOs) perfect (TEAELO<;) Triple-Power (Tpt8uvaµt<;).' Each of the per
fect (TEAELOS') men saw him and spoke of him, giving him glory, each ac
cording to (KaTci) his own manner." (Codex Bruce, Untitled, ch. 7, 235,1423 Schmidt-MacDermot)
It thus appears that the untitled treatise of the Bruce Codex was depend
ent upon a document attributed to Nicotheos which in tum seems to
have depended at least in part upon at least the first part of Marsanes
that summarizes the doctrine of the paternal "perfect Invisible Triple
Powered One" noted by Nicotheos. Although Nicotheos preserves only
this short excerpt of Marsanes, the untitled treatise of the Bruce Codex
shows other, mainly terminological, affinities with Marsanes, in particuI 0. C. SCJ-JMJOT, Gnostische Schriften in k optischer Sprache aus dem Codex Bru
cianus (Tex te und Untersuchungc n zur Gcschichte der altchristlichen Literature 8·
Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1892), 664.
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Jar the incessant use of the epithet "Triple Powered." One thus wonders
whether its author may have derived even more ideas from Marsanes.
Since much of the distinctive doctrine of Marsanes, especially the sec
tion on the properties of the letters of the alphabet and Marsanes' pecu
liar doctrine of the emanation of the Barbelo Aeon does not appear in
the (likewise fragmentary!) untitled treatise of the Bruce Codex, it likely
that its author had indirect-probably through Nicotheos-rather than
direct access to Marsanes. There are two other passages that could rea
sonably suggest some dependence on Marsanes or a digest of it:
And the triple-powered one came down to the places of the Autogenes.
And they saw the grace of the aeons of the light which was granted to
them. They rejoiced because he who exists came forth among them. Then
the veils opened, and the light penetrated down to the matter below and to
those who had no form and no likeness. And in this way they acquired the
likeness of the light. Some indeed rejoiced because the light came to them
and they became rich. Others wept because they became poor, and those
things which they had were taken away. (Codex Bruce, Untitled ch. 8,
239, 12-21 Schmidt-MacDermot)

Compare Marsanes X 7,24-8,11 and X 9,29-10,7:
X 7 24 And the One (the Unknown Silent One) who 25 exists, who is silent,
[who is] 26 beyond [insubstantiality], 27 manifested [the Triple] 28 [Powered,
First-] 29 Perfect One. [When he appeared] 8 1 to the powers, they rejoiced.
2
Those that are within me were completed 3 together with all the 4 rest.
And they all blessed 5 the Triple Powered One, 6 one by one, who 7 is [the]
First-Perfect One, 8 [blessing] him in purity, [every]where 9 praising the
Lord 10 [who exists] before the All, 11 [who (is) the] Triple Powered One.
9 29 [Again] the Invisible [Spirit] 10 1 ran up 2 to his place. The entire place
(i.e., the aeonic realm) 3 was revealed, the entire place unfolded 4 <until>
he reached the upper region. 5 Again he went forth and caused the 6 entire
place to be illuminated, and the entire 7 place was illuminated.

Again, the following passage in the Bruce untitled treatise seems to be
influenced by the doctrine of supreme principles in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, perhaps Marsanes:
But outside the indivisible one and outside his characterless ennead, in
which are all characters, there are three other enneads, and each one makes
nine enneads. And within each one there is a rule, to which three father
hoods are gathered: an infinite one, an unutterable one and an incompre
hensible one. And in the midst of the second (ennead) there is a rule, and
there are three fatherhoods in it: an invisible one, an unbegotten one and an
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unmoved one. Also in the third (ennead) there is a rule, and there are three
fatherhoods in it: a still one, an unknowable one, and a triple-powered one.
(Codex Bruce, Untitled ch, I 0, 243,3-13 Schmidt-MacDermot)
Although these are not ultimate principles, this passage depicts a se
quence of triadic enneads whose nomenclature, particularly the itali
cized terms, is highly reminiscent of Marsanes' Unknown Silent One,
Invisible Spirit, and Triple Powered One:
First Ennead
Second Ennead
Third Ennead

Infinite

Unutterable

Stable

Unbegotten
Unknowable

Invisible

Incomprehensible
Immobile

Triple Powered

Thus there is at best an indirect influence of Marsanes on the Bruce
treatise, while there does seem to be reliable testimony that it was read
by Nicotheos, who is also mentioned by Porphyry ( Vita Plotini 16)
alongside Zostrianos and Allogenes as having produced "revelations."
Immediately following Nicotheos' citation of Marsanes, there is an
other testimony concerning an otherwise unknown Phosilampes whose
teaching, however, may be reflected in Zostrianos' teaching on the char
acter of the Kalyptos Aeon:
This is the only-begotten of whom Phosilampes spoke: "He exists before
the All." It is he who came forth from the endless, characterless, patternless
and self-begotten (mJTO)'€V�S') one who has begotten himself, who came
forth from the ineffable and immeasurable one, who exists verily and truly.
It is he in whom exists the truly existent one; that is to say, the incompre
hensible Father exists in his only-begotten Son. The All rests in the ineffa
ble and unutterable, unruled and untroubled one, of whose divinity-which
is itself no divinity-no one is able to speak. And when Phosilampes un
derstood, he said: "On account of him are those things which really and
truly exist and those which do not exist truly. This is he on whose account
are those that truly exist which are hidden, and those that do not exist truly
which are manifest." (Codex Bruce, Untitled ch. 6, 237,20-23 [Schmidt
MacDermot])
Compare Zostrianos:
VIII 117 10 True light (is there), as well as 11 enlightened darkness (i.e. in
telligible matter) together with 12 that which truly is non-existent (i.e. gross
matter), 13 that [which] is not-truly existent (i.e. souls), 14 [as well as] the
non-existent ones that are not at all (i.e. sensibles).
In addition, Bruce Untitled (Ch. 4, 263,11-264,6 cited in Chapter 3,
p. 11 I) contains an extensive inventory of the beings populating the
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spiritual world as it is found in Zostrianos; these and other names of
Sethian dramatis personae are scattered elsewhere in this anonymous
treatise, among them Aphredon, Mousanios, Loia, Youel, Paralemptor,
Adamas the Man of Light, Kalyptos, Protophanes, Autogenes, Setheus,
Father, Mother, Son, Triple Powered One, etc. but never that of Barbelo
or the fnvisible Spirit!

F. Plotinus and the Sethians
When one realizes that Allogenes and Zostrianos are probably to be
included in the "apocalypses of Zoroaster and Zostrianos and Nicotheos
and Allogenes and Messos and those of other such figures" (Porphyry,
Vita Plotini 16) whose doctrine was scrutinized by Plotinus, Amelius
and Porphyry in the period 244-269 CE, 11 one is led to date Zostrianos

11. Sec J. M. ROBINSON, "The Three Steles of Seth and the Gnostics of Plotinus,"
in Proceedings of the International Colloquium on Gnosticism, Stockholm, August
20-25, I 973, ed. G. Widengren (Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1977), I 32-142;
C. SCHMIDT, Plotins Ste/lung zum Gnosticismus und kirchlichen Christen/um (Texte
und Untcrsuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 20; Leipzig:
J. C. Hinrichs, I 90 I); C. ELSAS, Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltablehnung in
der Schute Plotins (Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten 34; Berlin
and New York: W. de Gruyter, 1975); B. A. PEARSON, "The Tractate Marsancs
(NHC X) and the Platonic Tradition," in Gnosis: Festschrifl for Hans Jonas, ed. B.
Aland (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 373-384; A. H. ARMSTRONG,
"Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in Gnosis: Festschrif/fiir Hans Jonas, ed. B. Aland
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, I 978), 87-124; J. D. TURNER, "Gnosticism
and Platonism: The Platonizing Texts from Nag Hammadi in their Relation to Later
Platonic Literature," in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism, ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Breg
man (Studies in Neoplatonism 6; Albany: State University of New York Press,
1992), 425-459; the unpublished paper of R. T. WALLIS, "Plotinus and the Gnostics:
The Nag Hammadi Texts," unpublished paper of 1984 (23 pp.); M. TARDIEU,
"Recherches sur la formation de I' Apocalypse de Zostrien et Jes sources de Marius
Victorinus", 7-114 and P. I-IADOT, '"Porphyre et Yictorinus.' Questions et
hypotheses", I 17-125 in Res Orienta/es IX (Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe pour I 'Etude
de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 1996); L. BRISSON, "The Platonic Background
in the Apocalypse of Zostrianos" in The Tradition ofPlatonism: Essays in Honour of
John Dillon, ed. J. J. Cleary (Aldershot: A.�hgate, 1999), 173-188; and J. D. TuRNER,
"Introduction" and "Commentary" in C. Bany, W.-P. Funk, and P.-H. Poirier, and
J. D. Turner, Zostrien (NH Vlfl, 1) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section
« Textes » 24; Quebec and Leuven-Paris: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions
Peeters, 2000), 32-225, 483-662.
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and Allogenes in the first half of the third century.12 Furthermore, as we
shall see, in his antignostic GrojJschrift (Enn. TII.8; V.8; V.5 and II.9,
chronologically 30-33), Plotinus probably has these tractates, especially
zostrianos, in view.13 A more detailed study of this complex issue will
be attempted in a later chapter, but this should be enough for now to
establish at least the plausibility that Zostrianos and Allogenes were the
work s that Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry actually read and critiqued,

and that these and perhaps other Sethian works circulated in and around
his Roman seminar. While it seems reasonable to place the composition
of Zostrianos and Allogenes in the period 200-250, the other two are
more difficult to locate: the date of the Three Ste/es ofSeth seems inde
termi nate, while Marsanes seems to come slightly later than Allogenes

and Zostrianos.

G. The Relative Positions of the Platonizing Sethian Treatises
The precise textual interrelationships within the group of Platonizing
Sethian treatises are difficult to determine. All four texts show no inter
est in the Sethite primeval history, but they continue to trade in the tradi
tional nomenclature for the denizens of the divine world found in the
part of the Apocryphon of John that overlaps the Barbeloite account of
lrenaeus (Adversus Haereses I.29) and which is also found in the Tri
morphic Protennoia and the Gospel of the Egyptians (the Invisible
Spirit, Barbelo, the Autogenes Son, and the Four Luminaries; only Zos
trianos tells the story of Sophia and the Archon's creative efforts). Even
more obviously, none of these texts show any distinctive Christian in
fluence.

Within this text group, it presently appears that Zostrianos is the earli
est. Its extensive use of traditional Sethian baptismal mythologumena
places it in closer proximity to an older, ritually-oriented form of Sethi
anism reflected in texts like the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel
of the Egypti ans. As we shall see in Chapters 12 and 16, of the four

12. Allogenes should also be included among the various Sethian works "under
the name of Allogenes" mentioned by Epiphanius around 375 CE (Panarion 39.5.1;
40.2.2),
13. The GroJJschrift is the originally integral antignostic treatise that Porphyry
distributed among various of the Enneads into which he divided Plotinus' literary
remains, as first recognized by R. HARDER, "Eine neue Schrift Plotins," Hermes 71
(1936), 1-10, reprinted in Kleine Schriflen, ed. W. Marg (Munich: C.H. Beck,
1960), _257-274.
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Platonizing Sethian treatises, it is Zostrianos' conception of the supreme
deity that is closest to that found in treatises such as the Apocryphon of
John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians: it
maintains a much higher degree of identity between the supreme Invisi
ble Spirit inherited from past Sethian tradition and the supreme One
beyond being recently adopted from Middle Platonic interpretation of
Plato's Parmenides, whereas Allogenes and Marsanes tend to identify
the Invisible Spirit with the Triple Powered One at a level just below
that of the supreme Unknowable One, and the Three Ste/es o/Seth omits
altogether the name of the Invisible Spirit in favor of designating the
pre-existent One as a "living Spirit" and identifying the Triple Powered
One with the Barbelo Aeon. Zostrianos also contains a number of
features not present in the other three treatises, features which are
singled out for criticism and ridicule by Plotinus in his second Ennead:
the story of Sophia's "fall;" many instances of glossolalia; frequent lists
of multiple divine beings whose names may have seemed to have
magical import; and various technical terms denoting levels of reality in
addition to those of the Invisible Spirit and the tripartite Barbelo Aeon,
such as the Antitypoi, the Paroikesis, the Metanoia and the Ethereal
Earth. Since such features were critiqued by Plotinus himself in En
nead 11, 9, and since Amelius composed a 40 volume refutation of the
same work (Porphyry, Vita Plotini 16), one might surmise that Alto
genes was composed as a refinement of Zostrianos which would be
more acceptable to the circle of Plotinus through a clearer and more
accurate and technical exposition of the ontology and visionary ascent
basic to Zostrianos freed from its objectionable excesses. Indeed,
Allogenes explicitly represents even the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon
as being ignorant about the existence of any spiritual powers other than
the Unknowable One, the Invisible Spirit, the Triple Powered One, and
the tripartite Barbelo-Aeon; to seek beyond these is a "waste of time"
(XI 67,22-35). Perhaps in like spirit, the author of Allogenes designated
his work as the "seal of all the books of Allogenes" (XI 69, 17-19;
cf. Epiphanius, Panarion 31.75;31.82), that is, as a final instance and
corrected summary of Zostrianos and perhaps the Three Steles ofSeth
and other Platonizing treatises no longer extant. On this construction,
Zostrianos would constitute either an early witness to a break with
Christian Sethianism in favor of an alliance with religious Platonism, or
even a direct continuation of an early Barbeloite baptismal theology
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along a trajectory that by-passed Christianity altogether. Marsanes
would represent a continuation of this trend in an even more theurgical
direction, while A/logenes and the Three Ste/es ofSeth would represent a
bre ak with the baptismal theology in favor of developing and clarifying
a praxis of contemplative ascent structured according to the traditional
Barbeloite theogony, but now articulated exclusively along the lines of a
Neopythagorean and Middle Platonic ontology similar to that found in
the Chaldaean Oracles and other Middle Platonic texts.
We shall attempt to justify this sequencing in subsequent chapters.
But whatever the facts of the matter may have been, assuming that these
textual comparisons are not to be explained by dependencies upon ver
sions of texts to which we have no access, it is clear that the four Pla
tonizing Sethian texts represent a departure from a Christian Sethianism
fundamentally informed by the baptismal rite and the Sethite primeval
history. Such a departure would be most likely occas.ioned by a Chris
tian rejection of the Sethian interpretation of the significance of Christ,
namely that Christ is the pre-existent Son of Barbelo and the Invisible
Spirit, and that his appearance in the guise of Jesus is to be explained as
the form in which Barbelo appeared on her third descent as the Logos
who conferred the celestial baptismal rite of the Five Seals. In such a
situation, the authors of the Platonizing Sethian treatises may have been
induced to seek a less mythological and Christian interpretation of the
transcendental theology of the Barbeloite tradition than that offered by
the baptismal conceptuality or by the Sethite speculation on Genesis 1-6
typical of such texts as the Apocryphon ofJohn, the Trimorphic Proten
noia, and the Gospel ofthe Egyptians. The most hospitable environment
for such a venture would have been that wing of contemporary Neopy
thagorean Platonism represented by Philo of Alexandria, Numenius, the
Chaldaean Oracles, and whoever else was committed to the Platonic
philosophical articulation of biblical and other traditional wisdom.
II. THE LITERARY HISTORY OF THE SETffiAN CORPUS

Taking into account the preceding observations on the evidence of re
daction and mutual dependence among the Sethian treatises, both those
of the ascent and of the descent pattern, it ought to be possible to hy
pot hesize a stemma or history of development of these treatises. Cer
tainly the foundational building blocks of the doctrine of these treatises
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are to be located in Jewish traditions, both those about the divine Wis
dom-appropriated by both Christians and Sethians-and those con
cerning the "true" interpretation of the first chapters of Genesis. Wis
dom traditions clearly underlie the figure of Providence in the Pronoia
monologue concluding the Apocryphon of John and the closely-related
aretalogical triptych on the salvific descents of the divine First Thought
in the Trimorphic Protennoia, not to mention the cosmogony set in mo
tion by Sophia, the errant divine Wisdom. Likewise, interpretations of
Genesis underlie the anthropogony of the "Ophite" source described by
lrenaeus (Adversus Haereses 1.30), the Apocryphon ofJohn, the Hypos
tasis of the Archons, and the Apocalypse ofAdam, all of which contain
virtual rewritings of the Genesis narrative. In addition to these cos
mogonic, anthropogonic, and soteriological portions of the Sethian
myths, there is also of course the question of the mythical origin of wis
dom herself, which constitutes an important episode in the account of
the origin of the divine world itself narrated in the theogonical compo
nent of these myths.
In order to reconstruct a history of the composition of the Sethian
treatises, a beginning point needs to be established. It has already been
noted that the earliest (mid-second century or earlier) instances of
Sethian compositions are likely to be the self-contaLned hymn on the
three descents of the divine Pronoia found at the end of the longer ver
sions of the Apocryphon of John (II, 30, 11-31,25) and the Barbeloite
theogony sketched by frenaeus in his Adversus Haereses 1.29, which is
clearly the precursor of the theogony found in the presently extant ver
sions of the Apoc,yphon ofJohn. Furthermore, another such precursor to
the anthropogony and soteriological narrative occupying the second half
of the Apocryphon ofJohn may be the myth that lrenaeus' immediately
succeeding chapter (Adversus Haereses 1.30) attributes to certain "oth
ers" whom Theodoret identified as "Ophites." One might well wonder,
then, whether there might be still other early sources that may have in
fluenced the composition of these earliest Sethian treatises. One such
source that comes to mind is of course Eugnostos the Blessed (III,3 and
V,J), which, though it does not conform to the general typology of
Sethian literature outlined in Chapter 2, may very well be pre-Sethian,
and contains a theogony that features a triad of beings reminiscent of
prominent figures in Sethianism: Immortal Man, Adam the Son of Man,
and, as Savior, the son of the Son of Man.
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As an initial step toward establishing a possible sequence for the
composition of the Sethian treatises, then, it will be useful to briefly
consider lrenaeus' Ophite myth and 'Eugnostos the Blessed.
A. Two Possible Non-Sethian Precursors of the Sethian Treatises
J. The (Sethian?) Ophites ofIrenaeus, Haereses 130
In the previous chapter, it was noted that the anthropogonical and so
teriological section of the Apocryphon of John, while it has no close
parallel in lrenaeus' "Barbeloite" summary, does in fact have a very
close parallel in the anthropogony and soteriology of a myth that
Jrenaeus' immediately succeeding chapter (Adversus Haereses 1.30)
attributes to certain "others" whom Theodoret identified as "Ophites."
Indeed, it may be that the similar material shared by this myth and by
the second section of the Apocryphon of John goes back to a common
source.14
fn the Ophite myth, one finds a triad of highest beings: The high deity
(First) Man is Father of All. His Thought (Evvow) which proceeds from
him is the Son of Man. Below these is the Holy Spirit, the Mother of the
Living, from whom the First Man and his son beget Christ, the "Third
Male" (tertius masculus; cf. the Sethian epithet of Barbelo "Triple
Male" and the separate figure of the Triple Male [Child] in the Gospel of
the Egyptians, Zostrianos and Allogenes). The Spirit emits (by overflow
"on the left") the androgynous Sophia-Prunicos, who by gravity and
without any trace of moral culpability descends and agitates the waters
below, taking on a material body. When she is empowered from above
to escape this body and ascend to the height, her abandoned body fathers
the Archon Yaldabaoth.15 At this point, the parallels with the account in
the Apoctyphon ofJohn become numerous: the Archon produces seven
sons with the same names as in the Apocryphon ofJohn, and boasts that
he alone is God, to which his mother responds that "Man and the Son of
Man" are above him. Then follows the making of the man and the
14. See, e.g., A.H. B. LOGAN, Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy: A Study in
the History of Gnosticism (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1996), 276-277.
15. Once Sophia ascends to the eighth heaven, she implores her mother, the Holy
Spirit, to send aid in the form of her brother Christ, who descends upon Jesus, leav
ing him to die on the cross, while he reascends with his sister Sophia to the imper
ishable aeon.
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woman in the Garden, their enlightenment through Sophia's tricking the
Archon to breathe the power he stole from her into Adam's nostrils, and
the stories of the Archon's attempted rape of Eve, the eating of the tree
of gnosis, the expulsion from Paradise, the birth of Cain and Abel, Seth,
and Norea (all of whom are plunged into idolatry and contempt), and the
story of their salvation from the flood through Noah's ark. The final act
in this account is Sophia's entreaty that the Mother on high send aid,
which comes in the form of the incognito descent of Christ, the Third
Male, through the seven heavens, who puts on his sister Sophia and
rescues the crucified Jesus (as does the Logos in the Trimorphic Proten
noia). Just as the Barbeloite material features repeated salvific manifes
tations of Barbelo through her manifestation as the divine Pronoia or
Epinoia, so too this "Sethian-Ophite" myth describes repeated salvific
acts effected through Sophia: providing the divine model for the proto
plast. the enlightenment of Eve, the protection of her light-trace from
conception through the Archon, revealing the bitter significance of
Adam and Eve's bodies, aiding the conception of Seth and Norea and
the birth of the wise Jesus who together with Sophia is ultimately re
deemed by Christ. The very close parallels between this Ophite myth
and the second half of the Apocryphon of John suggest that they both
derive from a common parent that was probably composed in the first
half of the second century. The Ophite theogony may be presented in
tabular form as follows:

The Ophite system of lrenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.30
I. First Man/ Father
2. Son of Man/ Thought
3. Holy Spirit I Mother
4. Christ/ Third Male
5. Androgynous Sophia Prunicos
6. Yaldabaoth

2. Eugnostos the Blessed
Eugnostos the Blessed (III,3 and V,1) is a non-Christian didactic letter

that gradually shifts into a revelation discourse. At some point, almost
its entire content, with a few minor exceptions and one major one, was
incorporated into the Sophia ofJesus Christ (NHC 111,4 and BG 8502,3),
a post-resurrection dialogue between Jesus and his twelve disciples on a
mountain in Galilee, which concludes with an appended summary-
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reminiscent of the Hypostasis ofthe Archons-of the creation of human
ity by Yaldabaoth from Sophia's emission of a drop of light.
According to the extant texts of Eugnostos, there is a pentad of male
principles: 1) the consortless Propator who is unbegotten; 2) the consort
less first-appearing Autopator who is self-begetter; 3) rmmortal Man or

Perfect rntellect who is begetter, together with his consort, All-wise
b egettress Sophia; 4) Son of God (or, in IIT 85,9-14-a section appar
ently beginning a new source-called "Son of Man," that is, the lumi
nous Adam as son of the rmmortal Man God), who is first-begetter,
together with his consort, first-begettress Sophia, "the Mother of the
All;" and 5) their son "all-begetter Savior" identified (in V 13, 12-13
alone) as "Son of the Son of Man"-who would be Seth, although no
such name is provided-together with his consort, all-begettress Sophia.
The ultimate principle, the unbegotten Propator, is said to conceive the
second principle; Autopator, by a process of self-reflection as in a mir
ror; in rII 76, 13-19 it is said that this second principle "first appeared in
the Unlimited" (ciiTEpavTov).16 This second, self-generated (auTo<j>ui,s)
principle, Autopator, in turn produces the third principle, "first-begetter
Nous," the androgynous Immortal Man, together with his female aspect,
"all-wise begettress Sophia," also identified as "Truth" and perhaps
"Ennoia," by "intelligizing its cipx11," presumably the supreme Propator.
Unlike the Sethian divine triad, the two highest levels of Eugnostos each
contain a sole male principle; on the other hand the subsequent three
male principles, Man, Son of Man, and Son of the Son of Man, though
lacking a maternal figure, are somewhat closer in conception to--and
may have been borrowed from-the Sethian trinity, except that they
each have an androgynous aspect or consort and occupy a lower rank,
thus serving to define the first three aeons. Feminine principles bearing
the name Sophia are joined with the series of the latter three male prin
ciples beginning at the third ontological level; only at the fourth level is
th e figure of the "Mother" introduced as consort of the Son of Man,
Adamas.

The author of Eugnostos is well acquainted with contemporary Greek
philosophical concepts; he employs Neopythagorean speculation on the
tetraktys (lll 78,15-24), provides a negative theology of the Propator
modeled on the first hypothesis of Plato's Parmenides, explicitly distin16. m�zoye1T NT.\qOyWNZ (cf. the Sethian Protophanes).
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guishes his doctrine from that of other contemporary philosophical
schools, and, according to R. Van den Broek, applies Plato's notion that
Mind and Truth derive from the Good who is beyond being (Republic
VJ 4908 and VII 5098-517B) to the production of Immortal Man and
"all-wise begettress Sophia" (called respectively Mind �nd Truth) from
the Autopator. 17 Moreover, the Sophia of.Jesus Christ (III 96,21-97, 16)
models the Propator's generation of the aeons on the figure of the un
grudging demiurge in Plato's Timaeus. This demonstrable influence of
Greek philosophy seems to be mediated to Eugnostos and the Sophia of
Jesus Christ through Hellenistic Jewish speculation upon the concept of
God's personified Wisdom, and upon traditions derived from Genesis 15 concerning the mutual sharing of the divine image between the su
preme deity and the two sons begotten in his image, Adam and Seth.
The theogony of Eugnostos the Blessed may be presented in tabular
form as follows:
The Theogony of Eugnostos the Blessed
-MaleAgennctos
Propalor
Autogenetor
Autopator
Genetor
Immortal Man
Son of Man/ Adamas
Protogenetor
Pangenetor
Son of Son of Man/ Savior
12 Powers in the types of their predecessors:
Agennetos
Autogennetos(or)
Genetor
Protogenctor
Pangenetor
Archigenetor
Ekklesia
(in Soph. Jes. Chr. Archigenetor = Yaldabaoth)

-FemalePansophos Sophia
Protogenetcira Sophia/ Mother of All
Pangcneteira Sophia (= ''Pistis")
Pansophos Sophia
Panmeter Sophia
Pangeneteira Sophia
Protogeneteira Sophia
Agape Sophia
Pistis Sophia

17. Cf. R. VAN DEN BROEK, "Jewish and Platonic Speculations in Early Alexan
drian Theology: Eugnostos, Philo, Valentinus, and Origen" in The Roots of Egyptian
Christianity, ed. B. A. Pearson and J. E. Goehring (Studies in Antiquity and Christi
anity, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 190-203. By this means, Alexandrian
Jewish speculation was led to identify the Jewish Anthropos and personified Wis
dom respectively with Mind and Truth. Adopting this identification, the author of
Eugnostos goes on to identify the subsequent pair, Son of Man and First-begettress
Sophia, the all-mother, with the ideal Adam and Eve/ Zoe, the aeonic mother of the
living. Broek also shows that Valentinus adopted his primal tetrad of Mind, Truth,
Word and Life from an interpretatio platonica of the primal tetrad Anthropos,
Sophia, Adam(as) and 26€ such as one finds in Eugnostos.
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Here, the three highest beings are masculine, while the figure of the
Mother at the fourth level is introduced as consort of Adamas, who is
not identified as a father (e.g. of Seth), but merely as Son of Man. This
of course leaves no room for a supreme Father, Mother, and Child triad
of th e Sethian type. On the other hand, Eugnostos does feature a whole
series of feminine beings under the name of Sophia who are regarded as
the female aspects or consorts of all male beings from the level of the
third primal principle on down the scale of being. is
In fact, there are certain inconsistencies in the system of Eugnostos
that cause one to suspect that the author may have begun with a supreme
Man, Son of Man, Son of the Son of Man triad in which the two highest
members were associated with a feminine aspect which the author has
suppressed in favor of a masculinized philosophical monism. 19 The fact
18. This scheme resembles the Platonic conception of multiple feminine princi
ples of indefiniteness associated at each major ontological level with corresponding
masculine principles of definiteness and limitation, perhaps originated in the old
Academy by Plato's nephew Speusippus.
I 9. This is suggested by an episode (IIJ 82, 7-83, I) that follows the main theog
ony according to which the lowest pair of transcendent principles, all-begetter Savior
and all-begettress Sophia, produced a dodecad of twelve equally paired powers, six
male and six female. The male member of each pair except the last-Archigenetor
has no equivalent among the transcendent principles-bears the same epithet as the
five prior male principles, and the female member of each of the six pairs bears the
name Sophia (namely, Unbegotten One and All-wise Sophia, Self-begetter and All
mother Sophia, Begetter and All-begetter Sophia, First-begetter and First-begetter
Sophia, All-begetter and Love Sophia, and sixth, Archigenetor and Pistis Sophia). In
the list of these twelve powers, the male Unbegotten One is paired with All-wise
Sophia and the male Self-begetter is paired with All-mother Sophia, in contradiction
to the preceding main theogony, which portrays the unbegotten Propator and the
sclf-begetter Autopator as lacking female counterparts. Propator is explicitly said to
have no origin (cipxii), but is instead the origin of all who come from him. He is said
to "see himself (within himself) in the manner of a mirror or of an idea (l8fo), which
appears like him, as Autopator" (III 75,3-6). Such a reflective medium is the means
of 13arbelo's generation in the Apocryphon ofJohn, and seems to function much like
Plato's Receptacle or Unlimited (Dyad) in which copies or images of the ideas are
generated. Thus, while nol introducing an explicit maternal principle a't the ontologi
cal summit, Eugnostos comes close to presupposing the presence of something else
of feminine gender (lofo in Ill 76,14-16 called "the Unlimited") alongside the Un
begotten Propator. Subsequently, Autopator produces Immortal Man by "intelligiz
ing (vMiv) the origin (ciPX11, perhaps the Propator) in order that it might become a
great power, and immediately the dpxii of that light appeared as Immortal Androgy
nous Man" (III 76,19-24). This conception is close to, though not identical with, the
Neoplatonic doctrine of contemplative reversion. Only at the third level of the ex-
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that the twelve powers located below the first five levels of being are
composed of six male/female pairs and are said to be types of their pri
ors (IlI 82,9-10), suggests that the author has made use of an alternative
scheme that envisioned six highest levels of being in which each male
principle was originally paired with a feminine principle, including the
two highest ones, Propator and Autopator. In an effort to reconcile this
scheme with a triad of supreme males, it may be that the author has
omitted the sixth pair altogether, unlinked the two highest feminine
principles from their original male counterparts, and relinked them at a
point two levels down. 20 The result is that the two highest male princi
ples now stand alone without consorts, Pansophos Sophia becomes the
mate of Immortal Man, and Protogeneteira Sophia becomes the Mother
of the AII and consort of Adamas the Son of Man, while the two lowest
of the original five female counterparts Agape Sophia and Pistis Sophia
(who however may have been re-linked with the higher Pangeneteira
Sophia, cf. V I 0, 12 and III 82,6-7) have been demoted from the rank of
highest principles altogether. 21

plicitly androgynous begetter Savior is there introduced a female counterpart, all
wise begcttress Sophia-who in the list of 12 powers is paired with an Unbegotten
male power-and only at the fourth level is there a female figure called "Mother."
Clearly, something is amiss here.
20. D. M. PARROTT ("Gnosticism and Egyptian Religion," Novum Testamentum
29 (1987], 73-93) arrives at a similar analysis, suggesting that a Sethian editor iden
tified the third, fourth and fifth beings of an original hexad of gods with the triad
Man (i.e., First Man), Son of Man (i.e., Adamas), and Son of the Son of Man (i.e.,
Seth) and omitted the sixth being, Archigenetor, since to have included this term
would have been to admit the ignorant creator god of Sethian tradition into the ranks
of supreme beings. Parrott traces this original pattern of six primal deities to a
(Ramesside period) Theban interpretation of the ancient Hermopolitan theology
modified to yield a hexad of gods, the self-generated and consortless Atum, who
gives rise to a consortless secondary creator, who in turn engenders four pairs of
male and female gods. See also IDEM, "Introduction" to Eugnoslos in Nag Hammad/
codices /II. 3-4 and V. l with Papyrus Berolinensis 8502,3 and Oxyrhynchus papy
rus 1081: Eugnostos and The Sophia ofJesus Christ, ed. D. M. Parrott (Nag Ham
ma(ii Studies 27; Leiden and New York: E. J. Brill, 1991).
21. Such a process may indicate that the author, perhaps under the influence of
.Jewish monotheism or Neopythagorean speculation on the tetractys of the sort found
elsewhere in the text (Ill 78, 15-23), wanted to adopt a metaphysical monism as
opposed to any form of dualism that might be implied by the supreme principles
with consorts. An even more powerful motivation to demote the figure of Pistis
Sophia in particular may have been the myth of Sophia's "fall." Thus in the Hypos
tasis of the Archons (II 87, 1-11; 94,4-95, 13). Pistis Sophia is the mother of the evil
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B. The Beginnings of Sethian Theology:
the Members of the Divine Triad
Already in the Ophite myth, there is a primal triad of transcendent
male figures, First Man, the Son of Man, and the Third Male, Christ.
The first two males are accompanied by a female figure, the Holy Spirit,
Mother of the living, from whom they produce the Third Male and his
sister, Sophia-Prunicos. Eugnostos the Blessed and the Sophia of Jesus
Christ place a similar transcendent triad of males at a slightly lower
level, Immortal Man, the Son of Man Adamas, and the Son of the Son of
Man. D. M. Parrott has shown that in Eugnostos the third emanation
from the Forefather was actually Seth.22 Here the series of the highest
transcendental beings emanating from the unbegotten Father are: his
androgynous image, Immortal Man; Immortal Man's androgynous Son,
Son of Man; and Son of Man's androgynous Son, the savior. This de
rives from an esoteric Jewish exegesis of Genesis 1-4 in which God was
the Immortal Man, Adam was the Son of the Immortal Man, Seth was

the Son of the Son of Man, and Eve was the female aspect of these an
drogynous figures, reconceived as Sophia or Pistis Sophia. Although the
model-image relation of Gen 1 :26 would encourage an identification of
Immortal Man with the supreme God, this role is occupied by two still
higher figures, Propator and Autopator. Eugnostos the Blessed offers no
soteriology, but in both the Sophia of Jesus Christ and in Irenaeus'
Ophite myth, the chief figure who presides over the origin and enlight
enment of the earthly protoplasts is Sophia, while the eschatological
savior is a male figure, respectively Immortal Man or the Third Male.

archo n creator, a myth clearly reflected in the longer ending to Eugnostos appended
by the author or the Sophia of Jesus Christ (III 114,14-25 + BG I 18,14-120,1),
although here it is not Pistis Sophia, but the Mother of the All-who would be Pro1ogenn etos Sophia, the consort of Son of Man/Adamas, who not only gives rise
without her consort-to the Archigenetor Yaldabaoth, but also--with her consort
Immortal Man-aids in Adam's enlightenment. Eugnostos, then, seems to witness a
"pre-Sethian" stage in the mythology of Wisdom at a point just before she is explic
itly credited with the origin of the lower world.
22. D. M. PARROTT, "Evidence of Religious Syncretism in Gnostic Texts from
Nag Hammadi," in Religious Syncrelism in Antiquity: Essays in Conversation with
Geo Widengren, ed. B. A. Pearson (Missoula, MT: Scholar's Press, I 975), 173-189.
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1. The Ambiguity ofthe Second Member ofthe Triad:
Male or Female?
Like these precursors, the Sethians too ascribed the salvific initiatives
of the divine in this world to the activity of a supreme Mother, now
named Barbelo, Pronoia, or Protennoia. As a wisdom figure who was
the consort or immediate self-reflection of supreme deity, she had en
lightened Adam, Seth, and his seed in primordial times, and would also
initiate the sending of a savior at the end time. Generally, the evidences
of this Mother's activity were localized in I) the manifestation of the
archetypal image in which Adam was created, in 2) the further enlight
enment of Adam as the Epinoia appearing as the spiritual Eve, or the
tree of Gnosis, or thl! mother of Seth, or as Norea to save his seed from
the flood, and in 3) the sending of the eschatological savior, usually a
male (the Logos, Seth, or Christ). But while their precursors seemed to
have maintained a supreme triad of male principles based on the Gene
sis-inspired "image of God" relation shared between God, Adam, and
Seth, the Sethians took the step of introducing a female member into this
triad, thus effecting a family triad of Father-Mother-Child, whose no
menclature might have found additional warrant in the other great pro
tological text of the time, Plato's Timaeus (esp. 48E-52D), where Plato
compared the Forms, the Receptacle, and the phenomenal images
produced therein to a triad of primal principles, Father/Forms, Mother/
Nurse of becoming, and Child/Image. Such an arrangement would
amount to a more appea(jng way of conceiving salvation as the work of
a nurturing Mother than was the masculine nomenclature of the triad
Man (the high deity), Son of Man (the heavenly Adam) and Son of the
Son of Man or Third Male (Seth) as in the Ophite myth, Eugnostos, and
the Sophia ofJesus Christ.
In a sense, the Ophite myth had already prepared the way for this sub
stitution by conceiving its second principle, the masculine son of Man,
as the-grammatically feminine-Ennoia or thought of the supreme
First Man, thereby already introducing a certain ambiguity into the gen
der of the second principle. The apparent contradiction is easily resolved
by considering the second principle as neither specifically male nor
female, but as bisexual or androgynous. ln Sethian mythology, this an
drogyny is reflected in the alternate but equivalent designations of the
Mother Barbelo as male Virgin, womb, Father of the all, first Man, Tri
ple Male, and so on. Note, for example, how the second part of the
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longer version of the Apocryphon ofJohn prefers to designate Barbelo
Pronoia as Mother-Father (II 5,7; 19,17; 20,9; 27,33) instead of the sim
pler designation "merciful Mother" of the shorter version (which, how
ever has "Mother-Father" in BG 75,11, at the point where the longer
version introduces Pronoia and her triple descent). Another instance of
androgyny is the name Meirothea: According to the Gospel ofthe Egyp
tians (III 49,1-16) and Zostrianos (VIII 6,30; 30,4-20; 51,8-11), Mi
rothoe/Meirothea is the mother of the "first man" Adamas. And the
Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 38,7-16) directly identifies Meirothea with
Protennoia/Barbelo, "the Mother (as well as) the Light which she ap
pointed as Virgin, she who is called Meirothea, the incomprehensible
Womb." Yet in the Three Ste/es a/Seth (Vil 119,11-12), Seth can name
his Mirotheid father Pigeradamas as his own Mirotheos. This divine
being, whose name is attested in both masculine (Mirotheos) and femi
nine (Mirothea, Mirothoe) form-usually taken to mean "destiny
god/goddess" (µoLpo-8E6s), but more likely "divine anointed one"
(µvpo-8E6s')-seems to be essentially androgynous, designating not only
the mother of the divine Adam Pigeradamas, but the divine Pigeradamas
himself; (s)he is simultaneously father, mother and offspring.23

23. Incidentally, it should be noted that the Naasene Gnostics described by Hip•
polytus likewise know of or are on the way to some form of the Father-Mother
Child interpretation of the highest divine beings. Hippolytus (Ref V.6.4-5; 7.2; 7.14;
7.30; 7.33) stresses that the basis of their system is a pair: the bisexual Man Adamas,
who is invoked as Father and Mother and is himself tripartitioned (cf. the Sethian
Triple Male), and the Son of Man, identified as Christ. Of course, the Naasene myth
reflected in this "Sermon" is highly complex and involves much more besides,
apparently adopting also the "Simonian" Mega/e Apophasis (Ref V.9.5). But it
seems that in the movements which revered the serpent, the Ophites and the Naase
nes, there was a tendency at work to move from a bisexual Man, a Son of Man and a
third Male to the more "familial" conception of a bisexual Man conceived as Father
and Mother with a son called the Son of Man. Since these groups were Christian
ized, it may have been conceptually difficult for Christian Sethians to move to a full
Father, Mother, Son triad, since Christianity in the wake of Paul had room only for a
Father and a Son of Man or Son of David or Son of God; the status of the Spirit
would have been ambiguous, since Paul tended to identify it with Christ. On the
other hand, the originally non-Christian Sethians, with their emphasis on Sophia,
Eve and Norea, had ample room for developing the female aspect of the high deity
to its maximum extent.
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2. The Identity ofthe Third Member ofthe Triad
While this might account for the development of the Father and
Mother portion of the divine triad, the identity of the Child is a more
complex problem. Given the tripartite Sethian history of salvation, the
Child would be involved in the third and finally decisive salvitic mani
festation of the divine into the world. He could be the third manifesta
tion of the Illuminator as in the Apocalypse ofAdam. Or, under Christian
influence, he could be seen as the one who (as the Logos in the Trimor
phic Protennoia) rescues or who (as Seth in the Gospel ofthe Egyptians)
puts on Jesus, or he could be viewed as the Christ who in the Apocry
phon of John has appeared to John the Son of Zebedee after the resur
rection. Or he could be simply conceived as the third and finally effec
tive saving manifestation of the-feminine!--divine Pronoia in a
scheme such as occurs in the Pronoia aretalogy at the end of the longer
version of the Apoc,yphon of John (which the frame story transforms
into Christ, its masculine narrator).
In the Gospel of the Egyptians, the incorruptible Child, called "the
Triple Male Child" (III 49,26; 59,19-21), is Telma(cha)el Telma(cha)el
Heli Heli Machar Machar Seth (lII 62,2-4; 65,9; IV 73,13-14; 77,2-4).
He occupies the third position in the primal Father, Mother, Child triad,
and is identified as the Great Christ. But because of his identification
with Christ, there are now two "Seth" figures, the Triple Male Child and
the lower figure of the "great Seth," son of the incorruptible Adamas;
thus the great Seth offers praise to the higher figure of Telma(cha)el
Telma(cha)el Heli Heli Machar Machar Seth, his consort Youel, and
their son Esephech, Child of the Child (III 61,23-62,11). A similar ele
vation of the child figure appears in Allogenes and Zostrianos, where the
Triple Male Child is usually placed together with Protophanes, just
above the level of Autogenes, who in the Three Steles of Seth is identi
fied with the heavenly Pigeradamas, father of the heavenly Seth. The
Gospel of the Egyptians includes yet another child figure, Esephech, the
Child of the Child, perhaps the earthly son of the heavenly Seth. On the
other hand, in the Three Steles of Seth (Vil 120,29) and the Apoc,yphon
of John (NHC 11 5,8 and BG 27,21 ), the thrice-male epithet is applied,
not to any "child" figure, but to Barbelo; so also the Trimo,phic Proten-
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noia (XIII 37,26) credits Protennoia/Barbelo with "three masculin
itie s."24
Among these testimonia, the earlier Sethian treatises such as the
Apocrypho n of John and the Trimorphic Protennoia (and at a later pe
riod, the Three Ste/es of Seth) link the Triple Male exclusively with
Barbelo, whose child is the Autogenes Son and is identified with Bar
belo's goodness or Christhood (MNTXpHCTOC). On the other hand, in
[renaeus' presumably early Barbeloite account, the Child of Barbelo and
the supreme Father is Christ, while the actual Autogenes emerges after
wards at a distinctly lower level. Similarly in the Gospel of the Egyp
tian s, the offspring of Barbelo is the Triple Male "Child," who is di
rectly identified as Christ, while the figure of the Autogenes Son is
demoted to the level of the divine Adamas; at a still later time, the Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises place the Autogenes in the third and lowest
level of the Barbelo Aeon. The fact that Irenaeus' source and the Gospel
of the Egyptians identifies the Child as Christ suggests that Christian
interpretation of the supreme Sethian triad was a factor in this demo
tion.25 Christianization has caused the third member of the supreme
24. The first of the three steles is devoted, not solely to Autogenes, but to Pig
eradamas ( Vll 118,25-119,15), Autogenes (VII I 19,15-120,17), and to Barbelo as
Triple Male (V11120,17-121,16; cl'. 8. LAYTON, The Gnostic Scriptures: A New
7i-anslation wilh Anno/a/ions and Introductions [Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1987], 152-153), while the second stele is devoted to Barbelo alone and the third to
the supreme pre-existent living Spirit.
25. Considerable confusion arises here owing to lrenaeus' Barbeloite account,
which imposes a distinction between Christ and the Autogenes Son, who according
to the Apoc1yphon ofJohn are one and the same. It appears that the process ofChris
tianiza tion has gone further in Ircnaeus' source, which considers Barbelo's Son to be
Christ and the Autogenes to be a lower figure generated by Barbelo's Ennoia and her
Son's Logos. This account has converted Barbelo's cognomen Ennoia (or Proten
noia) into one of her projected attributes, thus increasing their number from three to
four, and converted the goodness (XPl'JaTOS) with which the Father anointed
(cf. XPLGTos) her Son into the actual name of Barbelo's Son (Christ, not Autogenes),
with the result that Autogenes becomes the lower offspring of Barbelo's Ennoia and
Christ's Logos, clearly subordinated to Christ as actual Son of Barbelo. A similar
demotion of the Autogenes occurs in the Gospel of the Egyptians, where the initial
offspring of Barbelo is called the Triple Male Child (alias the Great Christ), who
couples with Youcl to produce Esephech, Child of the Child; immediately thereafter,
the Invisible Spirit and "Pronoia" are suddenly reinvoked as the parents of the
'·Autogenes Logos," who in turn couples with Mirothoe to produce Adamas. R. VAN
Dr.N BROEK, "Autogenes and Adamas: The Mythological Structure of the Apocry
phon of John," in Gnosis and Gnosticism: Papers read al the Eighth International
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divine triad to be designated as Christ rather than Autogenes, who is
demoted to a lower level, even though he still tends to be regarded as the
father of the divine Adamas.
Perhaps one may postulate that the theogony underlying both the
Apoc,yphon ofJohn and Trenaeus once envisioned a supreme deity Man,
whose offspring, the Son of Man, was regarded as self-begotten (av
TOyEvtjs) from an unnamed source that later became identified as the
Father's first Thought (Evvow, feminine), in effect giving rise to the
divine Father, Mother, Son triad. Beginning with the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, the Father-Mother-Child nomenclature for the supreme triad
disappears from the Sethian theology altogether. All of this suggests that
Sethian speculation on the precise membership of the divine triad re
mained rather fluid, perhaps owing to the rather complex and esoteric
exegesis of the Jewish and Platonic traditions upon which it was based,
and the problem of finding a suitable location for Christ in the resulting
theogonies. fndeed, the gender imagery of the principal Sethian tran
scendental figures is shot through with ambiguity, not a little of which
owes to the difficulty of tracing the antecedents of gendered pronouns in
the Sethian Coptic texts themselves.

C. The Development of the Scthian Literary Corpus

I. Pre-Sethian Sources
It has been suggested that the earliest examples of a developed tran
scendental wisdom theology that might serve as a basis for the theology
and cosmology of the Sethian treatises seem to be the Pronoia mono
logue concluding the longer versions of the Apoc,yphon of John
(fl 30, 11-31,25), the Barbeloite theogony of lrenaeus (Adversus Haere
ses 1.29) and the non-Christian, non-Barbeloite and conceivably pre
Sethian theogony of Eugnostos the Blessed. These accounts display no

Conference on Patristic Studies (Oxford, September 3rd-8th, 1979), ed. M. Krause
(Nag Hammadi Studies 17; Leiden: Brill, 1981), 16-25, notes that lrenaeus' (Adv.
Haer. I.29) Barbeloite cosmogony, while designating Christ as the Son of Barbelo
and placing the Autogenes at a level below him, nevertheless attributes a degree of
praise and honor to the Autogenes that is unusual for an aeon produced after the
completion of the Four Luminaries, but entirely appropriate for a member of the
primal triad (the language derives from an interpretation of Psalm 8, according to
which God has glorified the Son of Man by making him little less than hi111self
[God] and giving hi111 dominion over all things).
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detailed interest in baptism or the primeval history of the Sethite genera
tions, but focus on transcendental personifications of the divine wisdom
occ upying various ontological levels, such as Barbelo and her lower
doubles, reminiscent of the numerous Sophia figures of Eugnostos the
Blessed.
Of these, the Pronoia monologue portrays a series of three descents of
the divine Pronoia for the illumination of those trapped in the world of
darkness below, culminating in the conferral of the Five Seals on her
final descent. The lrenaeus account relates the origin and deployment of
the primal triad of the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, the Autogenes Son, and
the Four Luminaries, in the lowest of which dwells Sophia; it is Christi
anized by the identification of the Child figure of the divine triad with
Christ. whose only function is to inaugurate the possibility of the
enlightenment and subsequent generation of all things; in addition it
concludes with a lengthy account of Sophia's generation of the creator
Archon. Eugnostos the Blessed has no such features, but is subsequently
Christianized by its incorporation into the Sophia ofJesus Christ, which
adds the story of Sophia's role in the creation of the lower world,
Yaldabaoth's stealing of her power, and the production of the psychic
Adam and his progeny from a drop of the pleromatic light. Like the
Apocryphon of John, the Sophia ofJesus Christ also introduces the fig
ure of the risen Jesus as narrator of the entire theogony, cosmogony and
anthropogony, and as the savior of those caught in the lower world.
A similar theogony is offered by the Apocryphon of John, which is
almost a duplicate of that in the lrenaeus account, but continues with an
extensive anthropogony which draws upon the Sethite primordial history
from Genesis 1-9. But the Apoc,yphon also incorporates the Pronoia
monologue that concludes with the bestowal of the Five Seals, a mono
logue that probably underlies and forms the basis of the Trimorphic
Protennoia, itself devoid of interest in the interpretation of Genesis 1-9,
but which contains a brief version of the theogony shared between lre
naeus, Adversus Haereses I.29 and the Apocryphon of John, and which
is heavily steeped in baptismal motifs. As in the Apoc,yphon of John,
the Trimorphic Protennoia ascribes the origin of the baptism of the Five
Seals to the third descent of Pronoia or Protennoia, but unlike the Apoc
ryphon ofJohn and its Pronoia monologue, it clearly presents baptism as
involving some kind of celestial ascent.
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A possible way of sorting out these interrelationships would be to
suppose the chronological primacy of those texts which seem to be
sources of other texts in this group. Two obvious candidates would be
the non- or pre-Christian theogonies of Eugnostos the Blessed and the
Pronoia monologue. One might add to this lrenaeus' Barbeloite theog
ony and his Ophite myth, although these may derive from yet earlier
sources they shared in common with the various versions of the Apocry
phon of John. The Pronoia monologue or its equivalent, focusing upon
Pronoia's three descents culminating in the conferral of the Five Seals,
was incorporated into the Christianized treatises Apocryphon of John
and Trimorphic Protennoia. Eugnostos the Blessed, focusing upon a
primal pentad of masculine divine beings and various manifestations of
the divine wisdom associated with them, was incorporated into the (non
Sethian) Sophia of Jesus Christ, and the negative theology of its initial
theogony may have inspired the somewhat similar negative theology in
the Apocryphon ofJohn (drawn from a source also used by the author of
Allogenes). Its notion of the Autopator emerging from the self-reflection
of Propator perhaps formed a model for the derivation of Barbelo from
the Invisible Spirit's self-reflection, and possibly its conception of the
relations between Immortal Man, Son of Man, and Son of the Son of
Man formed a model, not only for the supreme triad, but also for the
relationship between Autogenes, Pigeradamas, and Seth.
2. The First Pre-Sethian Texts ofthe Descent Pattern
On this construction, the first Sethian text would have the Pronoia
monologue of the Apocryphon ofJohn or something very much like it. It
is to be noted that it contains nothing distinctly "Christian" or "Sethian,"
since neither Christ nor Seth play any explicit role in it; the saving Gno
sis and the baptism are directly conferred by an exalted wisdom figure,
the divine Providence or First Thought of the supreme deity. This figure
is regarded as the divine source of every spiritual entity, and she sustains
an intimate, if not consubstantial, connection with her noetic or psychic
offspring residing on the earth below. Since the monologue speaks of
Pronoia's raising or awakening her offspring by "sealing him in the light
of the water with Five Seals," one may assume that it may have been at
home in a baptismal rite that conferred a guarantee of immortality
through enlightenment. Whatever the details of such a rite, its inaugura
tion was apparently associated with the third-and final--of Pronoia's
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three earthly descents, thus inviting the creative elaboration of the cir
cumstances of her first two descents.
Since later texts elaborate these descents on the basis of the Genesis
protology, one suspects that certain midrashic interpretations of Genesis
also played a role in this rite. Such a candidate might be something like
lrenaeus "Sethian-Ophite" myth, in which events in primordial times
were regarded as being driven by an all-provident Wisdom struggling
against the powers of darkness that blinded the ability to recognize the
enlightenment she came to confer on humanity. Since the Genesis ac
count narrates specific acts of catastrophic destruction such as the flood
and the conflagration, these too might be regarded as occasions for
salvific descents of a savior such as those of the Illuminator in the
Apocalypse ofAdam; at some point, this savior would have been identi
fied with figures other than Pronoia or Wisdom, such as that of Seth, or
under Christian influence, that of Jesus as Wisdom's child.
3. The Christian Sethian Texts of the Descent Pattern
The second stage of literary development would be marked by the
creation of distinctively Sethian texts, perhaps beginning with an early
version of the theogony and protological myth found in the Apocryphon
of John, and an elaborated form of the Pronoia monologue represented
by the fast compositional stage of the Trimorphic Protennoia. Such
texts would have drawn upon theogonic materials like those of
Eugnostos the Blessed with its negative theology and doctrine of multi
ple Sophia figures, and on the anthropological and soteriological con
ceptions like those of Irenaeus' Ophite source, but now structured in
terms of the Sethian Father-Mother-Child triad, the doctrine of the Four
Luminaries, the tripartitioning of history into four ages, and an emphasis
on the uniqueness of Seth and his "unshakable race." So also a cos
mogonic myth similar to the conclusion of the Sophia ofJesus Christ
which assigns the origin of the cosmos and its creator to a mistaken act
of Sophia-would have been taken up into the Hypostasis of the Ar
chons. Along with the Apoc,yphon ofJohn and the Trimorphic Proten
noia, the Hypostasis of the Archons more fully elaborates the distinction
between the salvific descents of the higher wisdom figure of Bar
belo/Pronoia/Incorruptibility and the mistaken creative descent of
Sophia as a lower wisdom figure, a distinction that serves as a crucial
key to unlock the meaning of the primordial history of Genesis 1-9 and
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the true roles played by such figures as Adam, Eve, Seth, and Norea
(whose entreaty for salvation was also commemorated in the short trea
tise Thought ofNorea).
Another major feature of this secondary level of literary development
is the extensive adoption ofChristological and otherChristian motifs, no
doubt due to an actual rapprochement between Sethians and various late
first and early second century Christian groups. In the case of the
Apocalypse ofAdam, such Christianization is hardly visible if it is pre
sent at all,26 but is dominant in the elaborate theogony and baptismal
liturgical materials of the Gospel of the Egyptians and its even more
dominantlyChristian contemporary Melchizedek.
4. The Shift from the Sethian-Christian Descent Pattern
to the Platonic Ascent Palfern
At a tertiary stage of literary development, these themes-the theog
ony, the baptismal rite, and the primordial history-become liturgically
elaborated in the Gospel of the Egyptians, a liturgy that Zostrianos soon
completely transfonned into a practice of visionary ascent by transpos
ing its earthly setting to a heavenly setting and abandoning all interest in
the primordial history. Here, the lone earthly figure of Zostrianos now
ascends to take part in a heavenly liturgy of vision and praise that the
earlier Sethian treatises such as the Apocryphon ofJohn had depicted as
celebrated only by transcendent beings such as the aeons and other di
vine powers. The Three Ste/es of Seth advances upon this feature of
Zostrianos by opening the field of participants in this liturgy to an entire
group, for whose use it provides exemplary doxologies spoken by Seth
himself.
All four Platonizing Sethian treatises have abandoned theChristologi
cal pretensions of their predecessors and-except for Zostrianos-no
longer show any interest in the "fall" of Sophia, the origin and nature of
the world creator, and the history of the Mother's successive salvific
descents and the final overthrow of the hostile cosmic powers. The
earthly cosmos and its delights still need to be overcome, but it is no
longer characterized as a hopeless chaos created and dominated by an
26. Sec G. M. SrlELLRUDE, "The Apocalypse of Adam: Evidence of a Christian
Gnostic Provenance," in Gnosis and Gnosticism: Papers read at the Seve111h /11ter
national Conference on Patristic Studies (Oxford, September 8th-13th 1975), ed. M.
(Nag Hammadi Studies 8; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1977), 82-91.
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antidivine power; in fact Marsanes takes on a new interest in astral phe
nomena and post-Porphyrian theurgical speculation, and goes so far as
to say that the cosmos is worthy of being preserved entire (X 5, 17-6, I).
Of course, the most significant innovation of the Platonizing Sethian
treatises is the importation of an entirely new and characteristically
Middle Platonic metaphysics as the basis for Sethian theology. The
Genesis and other biblical accounts are abandoned in favor of the physi
cal and theological doctrine of Plato's dialogues (e.g., Phaedo,
Phaedrus, Timaeus, Republic, and Parmenides) or contemporary digests
of their doctrine. The earlier notion of the divine Father-Mother-Child
triad is completely transformed into an emanative metaphysics centered
on the emanation of the Barbelo Aeon from the solely existing Unknow
able One or Invisible Spirit by a stage-by-stage downward deployment
of his Triple Power, which forms the chain of being to which the cogni
tive powers of the ascending visionary become assimilated as one con
templatively retraces this emanative path in the reverse direction.
The shift from the secondary, mainly Christian, stage of Sethian lit
erature to the tertiary, mainly Platonic, stage may have been a matter of
necessity rather than preference. The initial Sethian rapprochement with
Christian concepts and ritual, alternating between the positive in the
case of the Apooyphon ofJohn, the Hypostasis of the Archons, the Gos
pel of the Egyptians, and Melchizedek, and the polemical in the case of
the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Apocalypse of Adam, may have
proved a liability. Christological concepts could clearly be used to de
pict the eschatological advent of the savior in their own era, but to adopt
these meant also to reinterpret them in a Sethian way and thus challenge
more "orthodox" Christological interpretations. Although the Sethians'
somewhat unique Christology preserved for a time their separate con
scious identity as an elect body, in the long run it must have earned the
hostility of the increasingly better organized institutional "orthodox"
Church. Certainly influential church fathers holding powerful ecclesias
tical positions singled o�t the Sethians along with many others for at
tack. This may have led certain Sethians to make common cause with
the devotees of an alternative prestigious religio-philosophical move
ment, the Platonists. Unfortunately, while initially welcomed in pagan
Platonic circles, their insistence on enumerating and praising the divine
beings with their traditional hymns, glossolalia, and other forms of ec
static incantation irritated the more sober Platonists such as Plotinus,
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Porphyry and Amelius. Although the Platonists initially regarded the
Sethians as friends, soon they too, like the heresiologists of the Church,
began writing pointed and lengthy attacks upon them for distorting the
teaching of Plato which they adapted to depict their own spiritual world
and the path towards assimilation with it.

D. A Hypothetical Literary Stemma of the Sethian Treatises
In accord with this developmental scenario, one may suggest a
stemma of dependencies (indicated by arrows) among the Sethian trea
tises. The dates provided are only approximate; since nearly every trea
tise has its own peculiar history of redactions, one cannot assume a sim
ple unilinear dependence of one upon another, but rather a more
complex process of cross-fertilization. The graphic representation of the
stemma omits representation of specific Middle Platonic sources; Pla
tonic influence is demonstrably present in nearly every treatise, but only
becomes dominant and transformative in the cases of Zostrianos, Al
logenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and Marsanes, and will be treated
more specifically in the third part of this book. A hypothetical stemma
would be as follows:
I 00CE
120 CE

Sources:

Genesis speculation

+

£11g11ostos

Pronoia monologue

+

(Sources of lren. Haer 1.30 and lren. 1/aer 1,29)

!

150CE

Hyp Arel,

!

shoncr Ap John

)80CE

Norea

longer Ap. John

!

Apoc, Adam
200CE

250CE
300CE

Trim, Prot,

� Gos. Egypt,

✓lostrianos
•
...
Allogc11es

Mele!,

Ste/es Seth ?
Marsanes
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CHAPTER SIX
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF SETHIAN DOCTRINE
It seems that most of the Sethian literature discussed so far originated in
the period 100-300 CE. The doctrinal content of this literature is built up
from five basic complexes of traditional materials: I) a fund of Hellenis
tic-Jewish speculation on the figure of Sophia, the divine wisdom;
2) midrashic interpretation of the first nine or so chapters of Genesis,
along with other assorted traditions from Jewish scripture and exegesis;
3) a doctrine and practice of baptism; 4) the developing Christology of
the early Church; and 5) a religiously-oriented Neopythagorean and
Middle-Platonic tradition of metaphysical and epistemological specula
tion.
I. HELLENISTIC JEWISH WISDOM SPECULATION
As appropriated from Jewish tradition by Sethian and other gnostic au
thors, Sophia is a hypostatized and personified form of Hokhmah, the
divine Wisdom of Jewish wisdom literature. In such texts as Proverbs 8,
Job 28, Sirach 24, and Wisdom of Solomon 7, Sophia is regarded as a
preexistent divine power, the feminine image, reflection, emanation and
breath of the high deity, his instrument in the creation of the world. She
is a source of life and light, which she pours forth upon those who seek
her. Although a heavenly figure who pervades all things, as God's own
breath she covers the primeval earth-like the Spirit of Gen 1 :2-3-like
a mist, descending from her celestial dwelling to bring wisdom and
divine revelation to humankind. Among these she seeks a dwelling, on
some accounts successfully finding a permanent (as Torah and temple in
Sirach 24) or temporary (as does the Logos of John I) earthly dwelling,
although without success among others (1 Enoch 42), resulting in her
return to her celestial home and the descent of iniquity-perhaps in the
form of the angelic watchers of Gen 6:1-4-to take her place.

Proverbs 8 22 "The LORD created me at the beginning of his work, the first
of his acts of old. 23 Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning
of the earth. 24 When there were no depths I was brought forth, when there
were no springs abounding with water. 25 Before the mountains had been
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shaped, before the hills, I was brought forth; 26 before he had made the
earth with its fields, or the first of the dust of the world. 27 When he estab
lished the heavens, I was there, when he drew a circle on the face of the
deep, 28 when he made firm the skies above, when he established the foun
tains of the deep, 29 when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters
might not transgress his command, when he marked out the foundations of
the earth, 30 then I was beside him, like a master workman; and l was daily
his delight, rejoicing before him always, 31 rejoicing in his inhabited world
and delighting in the sons of men. 32 And now, my sons, listen to me:
happy are those who keep my ways. 33 Hear instruction and be wise, and do
not neglect it. 34 Happy is the man who listens to me, watching daily at my
gates, waiting beside my doors. 35 Por he who finds me finds life and ob
tains favor from the LORD; 36 but he who misses me injures himself; all
who hate me love death." (RSV)
Wisdom 7 22 "For in her there is a spirit that is intelligent, holy, unique,
manifold, subtle, mobile, clear, unpolluted, distinct, invulnerable, loving
the good, keen, irresistible, 23 beneficen\, humane, steadfast, sure, free from
anxiety, all-powerful, overseeing all, and penetrating through all spirits that
are intelligent and pure and most subtle. 24 For wisdom is more mobile than
any motion; because of her pureness she pervades and penetrates all things.
25 For she is a breath of the power of God, and a pure emanation of the
glory of the Almighty; therefore nothing defiled gains entrance into her. 26
For she is a reflection of eternal light, a spotless mirror of the working of
God, and an image of his goodness. 27 Though she is but one, she can do all
things, and while remaining in herself, she renews all things; in every gen
eration she passes into holy souls and makes them friends of God, and
prophets." (RSV)
Sirach 24 1 "Wisdom will praise herself, and will glory in the midst of her
people. 2 In the assembly of the Most High she will open her mouth, and in
the presence of his host she will glory: 3 'I came forth from the mouth of
the Most High, and covered the earth like a mist. 4 I dwelt in high places,
and my throne was in a pillar of cloud. 5 Alone 1 have made the circuit of
the vault of heaven and have walked in the depths of the abyss. 6 In the
waves of the sea, in the whole earth, and in every people and nation I have
gotten a possession. 7 Among all these I sought a resting place; I sought in
whose territory I might lodge. 8 Then the Creator of all things gave me a
commandment, and the one who created me assigned a place for my tent.
And he said, 'Make your dwelling in Jacob, and in Israel receive your in
heritance.' 9 From eternity, in the beginning, he created me, and for eternity
I shall not cease to exist. In the holy tabernacle I ministered before him,
and so I was established in Zion."' (RSV)
I Enoch 42 1 "Wisdom found no place where she might dwell; Then a
dwelling-place was assigned her in the heavens. 2 Wisdom went forth to
make her dwelling among the children of men, And found no dwelling-
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place: Wisdom returned to her place, And took her seat among the angels. 3
And unrighteousness went forth from her chambers: Whom she sought not
she found, And dwelt with them, As rain in a desert and dew on a thirsty
land." (trans. Charles)

Wisdom's "Fair' and Restoration
According to these Jewish sources, wisdom is an entirely positive fig
ure, the faithful instrument by which God creates and makes himself
present to an ordered cosmos. Unfortunately, there is a hidden ambiguity
in these Jewish traditions, since wisdom can be understood as both good
and bad; she brings enlightenment, but she is also responsible for the
creation of the material world whose luxury and delights are obstacles to
enlightenment. lf one conceives the world as an evil and seductive trap,
then the wisdom that informs it is bad; but as the revealer of a higher
existence, she is good. Therefore it is logical to suppose two kinds of
wisdom, a higher enlightening manifestation of wisdom such as is repre
sented in the figure of Barbelo and who is in some sense the Mother of
the Living, and a lower, fallen form of wisdom, such as the agitated
figure of the spirit moving over the primeval chaotic waters, perhaps
even identical with the chaotic Tehom itself (Gen 1 :2; cf. Marduk and
Tiamat, and Sirach 24 's characterization of Sophia as a sea).
The soteriological myths of the major Sethian "descent pattern" trea
tises such as the Apocryphon of John and the Hypostasis of the Archons
seem to have had their roots in a form of heterodox Jewish speculation
on the figure of Sophia, the divine wisdom of the Hebrew Bible. ln the
hands of Sethian Gnostics, the biblical functions of Sophia as creator,
nourisher, and enlightener of the world were distributed among a hierar
chy of feminine principles: a divine Mother called Barbelo, the First
Thought of the supreme deity, the Invisible Spirit; and a lower Sophia
responsible for both the creation of the physical world and the incarna
tion of portions of the supreme Mother's divine essence into human
bodies. Salvation was achieved by the Mother's reintegration of her own
dissipated essence into its original unity.
The only difference between the world as it is now is and what it was
originally intended to be is to be attributed to humans who fail to obey
the precepts of that ultimate power. In the Sethian estimation, the hiatus
between the present and intended condition of the world is attributed to
a creator who fails to create the world according to the original intention
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of the ultimate power behind it; paradoxically, humans, though not re
sponsible for the origin of this hiatus, are the key to its undoing and the
restoration of harmony between the original intention for the world and
its present condition. This hiatus between primordial intention and pre
sent condition is valorized as a difference between what ultimately and
really ought to be and a deficiency that is presently the case, a difference
that can be conceived either temporally as a before and after, or as a
once, now, and ultimately, or in terms of degrees of reality as prototype
or archetype versus type, copy or resemblance; or ideal, complete, and
perfect versus ordinary, imperfect, deficient, and fabricated. Such tem
poral differences are articulated in mythical narrative, while differences
in degree of reality are expressed by ontological hierarchies or a "chain
of being." ln either case, the difference is due to some fault that inter
venes in the course of the narrative or intrudes at some echelon in the
chain of being.
In the Jewish myth of Sophia, the single figure of Sophia can be re
sponsible for creation, sustenance and enlightenment of the world be
cause she perfectly executes the intended design of the ultimate power
behind that world. But once that execution becomes perceived as faulty,
restoration of the intended design demands an act or process of rectifica
tion, and it is difficult to see how a single figure could simultaneously be
cause of both creative deficiency and of sustenance and enlightenment.
Thus the figure of Sophia is differentiated into phases representing her
original status, her fall into deficiency, her restoration to her original
status, and her restoration of the result of her deficiency. The narrative
expression of this differentiation requires a temporal sequence of epi
sodes: Sophia's fall into deficiency, her own restoration to completeness
through repentance, and the restoration of the product of her deficiency
through nourishment and enlightenment. On the other hand, the onto
logical expression of this differentiation usually requires that she be split
up into at least two figures, a "lower" Sophia responsible for deficiency,
and a "higher" Sophia responsible for enlightenment and restoration.
The Sethian treatises generally combine both the temporal and ontologi
cal expressions of this differentiation. On a lower level, Sophia becomes
the cause of cosmogonic deficiency, which is narrated as her "fall,"
while on a higher, transcendent level, she is by replaced the figure of
Pronoia/ Protennoia/Barbelo who is able to restore the deficiency
through her avatars on the earthly plane, such as Epinoia/Eve/Z6e, or
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through distinct manifestations, usually three in number, portrayed as
temp orally successive descents (the Pronoia monologue) or modal mani
festations of a single figure (the Trimorphic Protennoia's modalities of
Voice, Speech, and Logos). Sometimes her final manifestation occurs as
a masculine figure, such as Christ or Seth. Sometimes, as in the Apoca
lypse ofAdam and the Gospel of the Egyptians, the scheme of Barbelo's
triple manifestation is mapped upon certain catastrophic events of world
history, such as the flood, the conflagration of Sodom and Gomorrah,
and the subsequent domination of the world by hostile powers; in these
cases, her three descents are represented as appearances of Seth or of an
unidentified but Seth-like llluminator. And in a similar fashion, the fig
ure of the lower Sophia also becomes involved in the restorative proc
ess, sometimes as an avatar or envoy of the higher Mother figure (the
Apocryphon of John), or sometimes in the person of her own Repen
tance (the Gospel of the Egyptians).
In Gnostic sources, the older tradition of Sophia's demiurgical role in
the creation of the world often becomes regarded as her culpable fall
from heaven which resulted in the creation of the physical world, even
to the extent that she gives birth to the hostile and ignorant creator and
A rchon of this world who steals her creative power to create earthly
copies of the transcendent beings. According to George MacRae, this
radical innovation in the story of Sophia was brought about by reading it
in the light of the Genesis 3 account of the seduction and fall of Eve that
resulted from her and Adam's desire to be like God.1 In a sense, the sin
of both Eve in the Genesis story and of Sophia in the Sethian treatises is
the same: a mistaken exercise of the power of choice. 2 Each attempted
to exercise a divine capability for themselves, alone and unaided, and
I. See G. W. MACRAE, "The Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth,"
Novum Testamentum 22 (1970), 86-101.
2. However, what many took to be the "fall" of Eve was often regarded by the
Gnostics as a positive act (cf. Hyp. Arch. II 88,9-1 O; Orig. World II 113,5-10), since
Eve could be seen not only as the source of the fallen race of Cain fathered upon her
by the Archon, but also as the Mother of the Living who bore Seth, the progenitor of
the enlightened race ofGnostics. The paradoxical nature of Eve was resolved by the
postulation of a double Eve, the Eve-Zoe who enlightened Adam and bore him Seth,
and her material representation as a body emptied of spirit and ravished by the Ar
chon to produce Cain. STROUMSA, Another Seed, 35-70, brilliantly traces out the
Gnostic theme of the ambiguity of Eve, Norea, Barbelo and Sophia in the context of
Jewish exegesis of the myth of the seduction of mortal women by the fallen angels
in Gen 6:1-4.
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the result is evil. This amounts to being guilty of the sin of pride and
passion, or, more crudely, of the sin of promiscuity, which in the Sethian
estimation leaves the one alone in a state of deficiency and the other
liable to rape by evil powers such as the Archon creator (or in other
Jewish sources, by the devil or Azazel or Shemihazah). Jn either case,
the result is a defective offspring who lacks the divine image.
The downward inclination or fall of Sophia in her cosmogonic role
can be caused simply by gravity (as in the Ophite myth of lrenaeus,
Adversus Haereses 1.30.3), or as an act initiated by a being other than
herself (e.g., by Eleleth in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel of
the Egyptians). Her creative work can be viewed as a willful act under
taken without her consort or as a misconceived desire to honor the high
deity by attempting to mimic his emanative power on a lower level.
Unfortunately, her creative deed results in her emission of a downward
tending abortive and shapeless likeness of herself, the Archon (as in
Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.29 or the Apoc,yphon of John). Or per
haps her downward inclination results in the production of a veil which
casts the shadow of darkness which becomes matter, which in turn be
comes the form and substance of the Archon (as in the Hypostasis ofthe
Archons or the Wisdom ofJesus Christ). Sometimes Sophia only illumi
nates a pre-existing darkness (the Hypostasis of the Archons), and some
times she creates the darkness from which the Archon makes the world
as a reflection of Sophia's reflection therein (as in Zostrianos; cf. Plo
tinus, Ennead ll, 9, I 0). Insofar as Sophia initiates her own descent, she
is blameworthy, and is restored to the higher world only after her repen
tance (the Apocryphon of John). lf her descent is caused by another
being such as the Luminary Eleleth, she still requests her former place,
although without repenting (the Trimorphic Protennoia; in the Gospel of
the Egyptians and perhaps in Zostrianos the tradition of her repentance
survives, but is treated as a being called "Metanoia," regarded as distinct
from Sophia).3

3. Certain of these notions may derive from an interpretation of Gen I :2-3: by
inversion, the deep (a�oooos) on whose face there was darkness could be taken to
refer to the transcendent realm in which the face of the high deity, conceived as
Depth (cf. the Bythos of the Ophites and Valentinians), was obscured from those
below by a subjacent shadow or veil (a sort of"darkncss"); in this inverted scheme,
the Spirit would be directly below the Depth (as in lrcnacus, Adv. Haer. l.30.1 ).
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On all accounts, however, Sophia is ultimately restored to her original
place at the periphery of the divine world ("the Eighth"), at which point
she acts to reverse her own declination by efforts to "make up" for the
"deficiency" caused thereby. In the Sethian and Valentinian myths,
Sophia seems to be the paradigm of human experience, responsible for
our present plight by having fallen into matter and oblivion, but then,
upon her repentance, acting in this world for our enlightenment. Thus
the Hypostasis ofthe Archons manages to assign both negative and posi
tive roles to Sophia: although the material realm originates, not from
Sophia herself, but from the shadow cast by a veil, Sophia does give
birth to the Archon, acting without her consort (as in the Apocryphon of
John). But then she takes on a more positive role by parrying his arro
gant boast in sole divinity with the introduction of light into matter,
sending her daughter
to cast him into Tartaros, and then exalting his
repentant child Sabaoth above him. As a result, there is no need for her
repentance, a theme that is prominent in the Apocryphon of John. In

Zoe

effect, the Hypostasis assigns Sophia's repentance to another figure
entirely-the Archon's offspring Sabaoth-a strategy adopted also by
the Gospel of the Egyptians, which assigns it to a distinct figure Meta
noia, who restores the deficiency as the conduit for the emanation of
Seth's seed (although ultimately it is not Sophia, but the higher figure of
Barbelo who sends Seth as the explicit eschatological savior of human
ity).
In the long run, a single figure could not simultaneously be cause of
both deficiency and restoration. The vicissitudes in the career of Sophia
as the symbolic paradigm of the human experience offalleness, awaken
ing, and final salvific restoration, have become too ambiguous and am
bivalent to continue to apply to a single figure. So the figure of Sophia is
split up into several figures, each one ofwhom symbolizes only a single
facet in her once multifarious but continuous career. The earliest ver
sions of the Sethian, "Ophite," and Valentinian myths exhibit both the
essential ambivalence of Sophia and the incipient tendency to split her
into two figures, a higher Sophia who is a savior figure, and the lower
Sophia (the Valentinian Achamoth and 'Ophite' Prunicos) who, if any
thing, becomes a "saved savior." ln the Sethian texts, Sophia becomes
the cause of cosmogonic deficiency, so she is replaced on the transcen
dent plane by the higher feminine figure of Pronoia/Barbelo, and on the
earthly plane by Pronoia's avatars Epinoia,
the spiritual Eve, and

Zoe,
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even the masculine Christ as the culminating Savior (rather as the Jo
hannine prologue recasts a descending wisdom figure as Christ the
Word). According to the longer version of the Apocryphon of John
(11 25,2-16), it is the higher "Sophia figure" Pronoia/Barbelo who sends
a copy of herself in the likeness of Sophia to prepare dwelling places for
her seed and awaken it to the reality of the Pleroma in anticipation of her
final descent to free it from all defect.4
While later redactions of the Apocryphon ofJohn and the Trimorphic
Protennoia have eliminated most traces of Sophia's redemptive role by
assigning it to the figures of Barbelo/Pronoia and Epinoia, the Gospel of
the Egyptians has taken the further step of eliminating any explicitly
salvific role for Sophia whatever in favor of that assigned to other fig
ures, namely Metanoia, Hormos, Edokla, and Seth. But by the same
token, Sophia is also relieved of ultimate responsibility for the origin of
the lower archontic powers. According to the Trimorphic Protennoia,
Sophia commits no willful, blameworthy act of her own; rather, the
"fall" of Sophia becomes the "fall" of the Epinoia of the fourth Lumi
nary Eleleth; here it is Eleleth, the fourth Luminary itself who is ulti
mately blamed for the rise of Yaldabaoth and his work, while Sophia
remains innocent (cf. the Apocryphon of John II 23,20-22) and is re4. The most overt treatment of eschatology in the Apocryphon is the short dia
logue on the destinies of various souls (BG 64, 14-71,2; Il 25, 16-27,30). According
to it, not all souls will be saved; it all depends on which spirit descends on the soul
and unites with it, the Mother's "Spirit of life" or the counterfeit spirit, and on
whether the soul accepts or rejects the saving knowledge. Those who turn away will
suffer eternal punishment, implying that there will be no ultimate restoration of all
things to their original state, or distinct grades of salvation for differing types of
persons as in Valentinian doctrine. Salvation for those souls united with the Spirit
seems to be undifferentiated and immediate upon death; they arc raised by their
"receivers" to eternal imperishable life, having been purified from evil "there"
(BG 65,3-11; II 25,23-9), perhaps within aeons subjacent to the Four Luminaries
functioning as a sort of purgatory. In the interim, as the Pronoia monologue puts it
(1131,16-25), one must protect oneself from the angels of poverty and demons of
chaos and be sealed with the five seals to completely disarm the power of death.
Moreover, those souls who have been dominated by the counterfeit spirit and remain
in ignorance still have a chance for salvation via the process of reincarnation, during
which other elect souls will enable them to reach knowledge, be initiated, and thus
escape further reincarnations. The last category, souls who possessed the saving
knowledge but. then apostatized, enter into a poverty from which there is no repen
tance, to be kept for the day when all those who have blasphemed the Holy Spirit
will suffer eternal punishment. On Sethian doctrines of the soul, see Chapter 14.
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stored to her proper order without repentance (unlike the Apocryphon of
John 1113,32-14,9), although her son has stolen her power.5 Similarly,
in the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 56,22-61,1), Sophia has become the
''hylic Sophia" cloud, responsible only for the production of the chaotic
Matter that will be the substrate of the lower cosmos (as in Zostrianos,
VIII 9,2-11, I). The ultimate responsibility for the production of the
archons is assigned to the fourth Luminary Eleleth, whose ministerial
agents Gamaliel and Gabriel succeed in generating Saklas and Nebruel
from the hylic Sophia cloud.6 Once these two generate subordinate rul
ers for the Zodiac and seven planetary spheres, Saklas boasts in his sole
divinity, in response to which Barbelo's voice projects the divine image
on which the archons model humankind. To correct the resultant "defi-

5. Perhaps the Trimorphic Protennoia either originates or else knows of a tradi
tion which identified Sophia with the Epinoia of Light, perhaps a lower double of
Barbelo, making her more a savior figure than a demiurgical figure (as in Ap.
John II 20,9-28,5). In the Apocryphon of John (II 20,9-28,5) Barbelo, the merciful
Mother-Father, sends down the Epinoia as a helper, called Life, to correct the defi
ciency of the innocent mother Sophia, also identified with Life. By appearing in the
form of the spiritual Eve, the Epinoia also enlightens Adam through the Tree of
knowledge, gives birth to Seth and his seed and elevates them to the Light. In this
view, Eleleth, as the lowest level of the divine world of light, is both the origin and
destination of its fallen and redeemed light which at various points in the mythic
narrative is contained in Sophia, the Demiurgc, Adam, Seth and his seed. Thus
Eleleth is a "redeemed redeemer" saved by Barbelo, the First Thought of the Invisi
ble Spirit.
6. Although the text is damaged, the Gospel of the Egyptians also seems to
credit Elcletb with the "blood" drop containing the image of the heavenly Adam, a
mytheme which may also be present in Hypsiphrone (NHC Xl,4), where "Hypsi
phrone" could be an alternate name for Eleleth. If the name Elcleth can be related to
Aramaic �n,',:s,-',� , "God of the height," then Elelcth may be an old designation
for one ofthe.egreg�roi, the angelic watchers of 2 Enoch 18, who are said to be of
greater size than the giants produced by their intercourse with the daughters of men
according to Gen 6: 1-4. However, Eleleth's status as one of the four Sethian "Lumi
naries" (<f,waT�PES) is so well-attested that one is hesitant to associate this being
with intentionally evil deeds. In fact, the Hypostasis of the Archons (II 92, 18-93, I;
implied also in Norea, IX 27, 11-29,5) presents Eleleth as the savior of Norea, the
untainted virgin daughter of Eve. Moreover, there is also the possibility that the four
Scthian Luminaries derive ultimately from the archangels Raphael, Michael, Uriel
and Gabriel, who according to I Enoch 9-10 descend to fight the fallen angels. On
this, see G. A. G. STROUMSA, Another Seed, 55 n. 77, who adduces this etymology
in the context of a discussion of Elelcth's rescue of Norea in the Hypostasis of the
Archons. In the light of these possibilities, it is difficult to see just what point might
be scored by implicating Eleleth in the birth of the ignorant creator of the world.
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ciency," the supreme Father authorizes the appearance of Metanoia as a
conduit through which Seth, with the help of Hormos and Edokla, sows
his seed in Sodom near Gomorrah. Thereupon, Metanoia descends to the
world to pray for the repentance of all humanity, not only the seed of
Adam and Seth, but even for the seed of the archon that are destined to
be destroyed by Seth upon his final salvific descent in the logos
begotten body of Jesus. Although the assignment of culpability to
Eleleth rather than Sophia may be an isolated phenomenon in the Tri
morphic Protennoia and the Gospel of the Egyptians, one may wonder
whether it represents a point of debate in the Sethian evaluation of
Sophia.
II. INTERPRETATION OF GENESIS 1-9: THE SETHITE SACRED HISTORY
The notion of a double Sophia has far reaching implications, and leads
almost intuitively to the notion of a layered model of the universe in
which the upper layer serves as a model for a realm of copies in the
lower layer. On a higher level, Sophia functions as a creator and savior
figure, the divine Thought and self-reflection of the high deity, the
Mother Barbelo who both originally projects and finally saves the image
of true humanity for the benefit of earthly human beings. But she also
functions on a lower level as Sophia, at first the mother of the ignorant
creator, but upon her repentance who becomes "our sister Sophia," one
of the instruments by which the higher Mother rescues the divine image
captured by the creator in human form. N. A. Dahl stresses the role
played by the thought of Philo in this complex of ideas, particularly the
notion of Sophia as Mother of the Logos and as the Mother figure in a
divine triad of God the Father, Sophia the Mother and Logos the Son
(Fuga I 08-109; Ebr. 30-33; Leg. All, 2.49):7

Whereas the Philonic Logos was the agent of revelation and salvation as
well as the agent of creation, the Gnostics made a separation between the
agent of creation, the Archon, on the one hand, and the divine agent of
revelation and redemption on the other. This duality of agents implied the
assumption of two "Son" figures (the divine Logos and the ignorant
7. N. A. DAHL, "The Arrogant Archon and the Lewd Sophia: Jewish Traditions
in Gnostic Revolt," in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, Vol. 2: Se1hian Gnosticism,
ed. B. Layton (Studies in the History of Religions 41. Leiden: E. J. Brill, I 981 ),
689-712; the quotation is from 707-708 and 708 n. 44.
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demiurge or Archon) and necessitated a duplication of the Mother, e.g. a
distinction between the female consort of the Supreme Being, mother of
the Redeemer-Son, and the lower Sophia who produced the arrogant
Archon . . . in this connection Gen I :26-27 served either as a point of
departure or a point of contact, or most likely, as both. The passage not
only provided a biblical warrant for a Platonic doctrine of models and
copies, but suggested also that, like the first created man, even the higher
"images" were "male and female," i.e. either androgynous or couples.
Already Philo, Puga 51, made the comment that Wisdom, the daughter of
God, could be said to be a father, since her nature is male.

Of course, once this kind of Genesis interpretation begins, the actual
situation rapidly becomes far more complicated. The mysterious plural
in Gen I :26 ("let us create Adam in our image, according to our like
ness") could be construed to mean that: 1) on the transcendent plane, the
high deity must be the absolute Human ("Man"), while his offspring, the
heavenly Adamas or Pigeradamas, would be the Son of Man, and the
plural "us" would imply the essential androgyny of the deity in whose
image humanity was created as male and female;8 and 2) on the earthly
plane the plural "we" would refer to the plurality of the archontic fash
ioners of their "son," the material and psychic Adam of Gen 2:4 ff.,
unwittingly created according to the image of the supreme deity. Given
the figures of Man and the Son of Man, one may then move to Gen 4:25
and 5:3, which signal the birth of a third figure, Seth, who, according to
the latter passage, is begotten explicitly in Adam's-understood here as
the divine Adamas-image and likeness, and therefore would be "the
son of the Son of Man". Thus, as in the Ophite system of lrenaeus, Ad
versus Haereses 1.30.1,9 Eugnostos the Blessed (111,3 and Y,1) and the
Sophia ofJesus Christ (Jil,4 and BG, 3), there are three divine figures: a
First Man (the high deity), a Son of the Man (the divine Adam as the
authentic image of the high deity), and a Son of this Son of Man (Seth as
the authentic image of Adam).
Thus the model/copy or image relation is worked out both vertically
and horizontally: horizontally on both the heavenly and earthly planes in
the sequence of offspring bearing a genealogical likeness to their parent,
and vertically as a divine triad of Man (the supreme deity), Son of Man
8. The androgyny of these figures is stressed by the Naasenes (Hippolytus,
Ref V.6.3-11.1) and Monol'mus the Arabian (Hippolytus, Ref VIII.12.1-15.2).
9. Complicated by the addition of the Spirit as the Mother of the Son of the Son
of Man according to Gen I :2-3.
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(Adamas), and Son of the Son of Man (the heavenly Seth) whose image
would be an earthly triad composed of the archon as the earthly "god,"
the earthly Adam who must be taught that his true father is the supreme
deity, and the earthly Seth as the son of the enlightened Adam.
The Apocryphon of John locates such figures at three levels: the In
visible Spirit is the "First Man" (11 I 4, 15-21 ), Adamas/Pigeradamas is
the "perfect Man, the first revelation" (i.e., Protophanes, II 8,32-34), and
the terrestrial Adam is the first earthly Man. Similarly, the Autogenes
son of Barbelo is the First Son of man, the heavenly Seth the second Son
of man, and Adam's son, the terrestrial Seth, is the earthly image of the
Son of Man, the father of the human race (II 24,36-25,2). As Michael
Waldstein observes : 10

The Apoc1yphon features three closely related father-son pairs: (I) the In
visible Spirit and his Self-generated son begotten in his "likeness"
(III 9, I 3-14); (2) the heavenly Adam and his son, the heavenly Seth; and
(3) the terrestrial Adam, created by Yaldabaoth ''in imitation of the one
who exists from the beginning, the perfect Man" (BG 49,4-6), and his son,
the terrestrial Seth, begotten in Eve in "the likeness of the Son of Man"
(II 24,3-25, I). In these three father-son pairs, the invisible Spirit is "the
first Man" (AJ 37,19), Adamas is "the pe,fect and true Man" (AJ 21,17)
who was "the first who came forth" (AJ 21,18), and the terrestrial Adam is
the first earthly Man. These "men" have sons: the Self-Generated is the
first Son of Man, the heavenly Seth the second Son of Man and the terres
trial Seth (AJ 65,20) the third and final Son of Man, forefather of the entire
human race.
Primal Triad
The All
77w lower world

Man

Son of Man

the invisible Spirit
the first Man

the Self-Generated, Christ
the first Son of Man

Adamas
the first Man to come forth

the heavenly Seth
the second Son of Man

Adam
the first earthly Man

the earth I y Seth
the third Son of Man

Of course, in addition to fathers, most sons have mothers, thereby sug
�sting the need to supplement these theogonical and earthly genealol 0. "The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon ofJohn," in The Nag Hammadi Library
After Fifty Years: Proceedings of the /995 Society of Biblical literature Commemo
ration, ed. J, D. Turner and A. McGuire (Nag Hammadi and Manichaean Studies 44;
Leiden, New York, & Kelln: E, J. 13rill, 1997), 176-177.
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gies with suitable maternal figures. While the biblical account supplies
the name of Eve as the mother of Seth, one must conjecture that the
androgyny of Adam implies that the biblical God serves both as Adam's
father and mother. Sethian theology then goes on beyond the Genesis
account to delineate and name these as two distinguishable figures, the
Invisible Spirit and Barbelo who in this role is often named Meirothea,
mother of the divine Adamas. But then the maternal figure is divided
into both a heavenly and earthly mother, Barbelo/Pronoia on high, and
on a lower plane, Sophia, who mistakenly gives birth to the lower crea
tor Yaldabaoth, who, being a product of parthenogenesis, has no father.
While Barbelo in her capacity as Meirothea is mother of Adamas, in her
capacity as Pronoia, the first thought of the supreme deity, she gives
birth to a figure who is not derived from the Genesis account, namely
the divine son of the Invisible Spirit Autogenes that Sethian tradition
usually identifies with the NT figure of Christ. Finally, one can further
discern two more mother figures, the spiritual Eve, Z6e or Epinoia, who
is an earthly avatar of Barbelo, and the earthly Eve produced from
Adam's side by the Archon. While the earthly Eve becomes mother of
Cain and Abel as a result of her rape by the archons, the spiritual Eve
becomes the mother (by the enlightened earthly Adam) of the earthly
Seth. While biblical tradition supplies the figure of the spiritual Eve as
mother of the earthly Seth, Sethian theology had to provide a suitable
mother for the heavenly Seth, whose name, Prophania, only becomes
explicit in the Gospel of the Egyptians (and Zostrianos). 11
Building on this plethora of father, mother and child relationships, the
peculiar Sethian reinterpretation of Genesis 2-6 easily follows as a series
of episodes concerning the origin, incarnation, subsequent history and
salvation, portrayed as a sequence of moves and countermoves between
the upper Mother and the lower Son (the Archon) in a contest over the
control of the divine spirit in humankind, understood as the "seed of
Seth" descended from Adam and Seth. This struggle constitutes the
main episodes of Sethite sacred history: the making of the earthly Adam,
his inbreathing with the divine Spirit, the sending of Eve or her extrac
tion from Adam, the eating from the tree of knowledge, the expulsion
11. Cn the Apocryphon of John (BG 35,3-5; II 8,32-34) Adamas/Pigeradamas is
said to be the "first appearing Man," that is prorophanes anthropos, so it is appropri
ate that the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 51,4-22; cf. Zostrianos Ylll 6,31-32; 51, 1112) name his consort, the mother of Seth and the Four Luminaries "Prophania."
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from paradise, the birth of Cain, Abel, Norea, and Seth and his seed, the
flood, the intercourse between women and the angels, perhaps some
reference to the story of Sodom and Gomorrah, and a final judgment and
salvation.
In particular this involved a doctrine of heavenly dwellings (the Four
Luminaries) for the prehistoric Sethite generations as the exalted coun
terparts of the contemporary "historical" Sethians, and a doctrine of the
partitioning of history into three or four basic epochs of salvation. These
epochs could be marked by events in the lower world, such as the flood,
the conflagration and the final overthrow of the Archons (as in the
Apocalypse ofAdam and the Gospel of the Egyptians). Or they could be
delineated by the three descents from the upper world of a savior (usu
ally the supreme Mother) involving I) the inbreathing of the divine
Spirit into Adam, 2) the arrival of the spiritual Eve (the luminous Epi
noia, a Sophia figure) as a helper and enlightener for Adam, and 3) the
final appearance of the Logos (according to the Gospel of the Egyptians
and the Trimorphic Protennoia in the fonn of Seth or Christ). Other
schemes or combinations of these episodes were also worked out. If
there is anything peculiarly Sethian in the tractates under discussion, it
would show itself here.
The background of this Sethian mythology is widely acknowledged to
be Jewish. A recent and comprehensive attempt to demonstrate this has
been offered by G. Stroumsa in his work Another Seed: Studies in Gnos
tic Mythology. 12 He points out that while Jewish monotheistic theologi
ans occupied themselves with the question of the existence of evil in a
good world created by a good God, Jewish Gnostic theologians sought
an explanation for the existence of salvation in an evil world created by
an evil god. At the root of both Jewish and Gnostic attempts to deal with
this question in their separate ways were the two most prominent bibli
cal myths that dealt with the origin of evil as a "fall" from an originally
good state. These myths were 1) the story of the fall of Adam and Eve in
Genesis 2-4, and 2) the story of the fall of the angels from heaven and
their subsequent intercourse with the daughters of men from Genesis 6.
Wit�in both Judaism and Gnosticism, the origin of evil was linked with
sexual sins, which in tum were linked with the activity of Satan. While
Judaism used the first myth to account for the rise of evil as an episode
12.G. A.G. STROUMSA, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Nag
Hammadi Studies 24; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1984).
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within human history, Gnostic exegetes understood the fall as concomi
tant with the origin of creation itself by attributing the responsibility for
Adam and Eve's sin to the creator himself as the initiator of Adam's
desire to cohabit with Eve. While Jewish traditions could portray Cain
as the son of the serpentine satanic seducer of Eve, Gnostic exegetes
demonized the creator himself by identifying him as the one who se
duced Eve to produce Cain and his descendants.
From this, Jewish Gnostics concluded that there were two races, the
pure and undefiled seed of Seth, which avoids sexual intercourse, and
the children of Cain, given over to lust, sin, evil and damnation. These
two races must not intermingle. During the history of the world, the
malicious creator Archon tries to oppress and destroy the seed of Seth
by the flood, the conflagration of Sodom, and finally at the end of the
world, but all three times Seth manages to save his righteous seed. The
Gnostics knew themselves to be the "other seed," the progeny of Seth,
who was born to Adam and Eve after she had successfully escaped the
lustful attacks of the ignorant creator. By the use of the second myth,
Satan's adulterous relations with Eve were highlighted by the Gnostics
into a prime example of mixis, the illicit blending of two essentially
separate kinds of beings through the union between mortal women and
the angels descended from heaven, which resulted in the birth of giants
and the sending of the flood. For the Gnostics, the leader of these angels
was no longer Satan or other angelic figures as in Jewish tradition, but
the creator himself, Yaldabaoth, Sakla or Samael.
Along with this second myth, there also developed the view among
some first century Jews that, at the time of Jared and Enoch, most of the
offspring of Seth, who had until then led a pure life, left their isolation
and intermingled with the offspring of Cain. Noah alone preserved the
purity of the seed of Seth at the time of the flood, and transmitted it to
posterity through Shem. These Jewish thinkers may have identified
these backsliding Sethites with the fallen angels of Gen 6:2, while iden
tifying themselves with the pure Sethites, the Sons of God mentioned in
Gen 6:4 (LXX). The Gnostics, who also considered themselves to be the
pure offspring of Seth, knew the legends concerning the wicked Sethites
of early times. Apparently in reaction to Jewish exegetical trends, some
Gnostics, such as the author of the Apocalypse of Adam, inverted this
ele ment of Jewish salvation history by vilifying Noah and his poster
ity-including that of Shem-as the slaves of the evil creator, and exalt-
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ing themselves as the intended but innocent and pure victims of the
conflagration at Sodom.
As reinterpreters of Jewish tradition, both Gnostics and Christians
might be considered as Jewish heretics. Both Christian and Gnostic
authors tended to single out those Jewish values and exegetical tradi
tions that seemed appropriate to support their own distinctive insights
and claims. The Gnostic contribution in the exegesis of biblical myths
was their attribution of the role of Satan to the creator god, thus produc
ing an inversion of these myths as they are found in Jewish scriptural
and haggadic sources. In the process, other inversions occasionally oc
cur, such as the relative devaluation of Noah in favor of Seth. Both these
primordial biblical heroes were credited with the survival of righteous
humanity, Seth as the origin of the pure race of humankind after the
murderous Cain, and Noah as the renewer of human history after the
flood. Yet in some Sethian texts (e.g., the Apocalypse ofAdam), Noah is
regarded as the Sethite who served the hostile creator by prolonging the
history of human obedience to his lustful ways, while Seth becomes the
true savior of the righteous among his seed. Just as the Sethians tended
to regard the biblical Adam as the earthly copy of his archetype the
heavenly Adam, and hence to identify the heavenly Adam with the true
image of the supreme God (according to Gen I :26), so also they posited
a celestial counterpart of the earthly Seth on the basis of Gen 5 :3, where
Adam's son is said to be born "according to his image, to his likeness."
Seth was thus the savior of humankind, since he recovered the glory that
belonged to Adam and Eve before their "fall" that had been engineered
by the seductive and lustful Archon of creation. Seth would preserve this
glory within his seed against the repeated attempts of the Archon to steal
it, and would appear at the end of time to reinstate humankind to its
original glory when the creator god and his followers would be over
thrown.
Of all the biblical heroes, why would Sethian Gnostics settle on Seth
as the symbol of their identity and lineage, their link to the past, their
source of enlightenment and the ground of their hope? Why not Adam
or Enoch, or Noah or Moses, all of whom captured the imagination of
Jewish authors of the second temple period, and-unlike Seth-received
extensive treatment in post-biblical didactic and revelatory literature?
After all, Adam was the original parent of humankind, formed in the
image of God. Enoch, placed in Eden (from which all humankind since
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Adam and Eve were expelled, and which escaped the flood in order that
he might testify against human wickedness), was reputed to be the first
to learn writing, knowledge, and wisdom, and to record and systematize
astr onomy (Jubilees 4,16-25). The righteous Noah obediently preserved
a remnant of the human stock from the same world catastrophe. Moses
was the quintessential prophet, who led Israel from ancient servitude
and mediated to her the wisdom of God's greatest gift, the Torah.
Yet, we find Sethian sources rejecting the Mosaic teaching ("Not as
Moses said," the Apocryphon of John II 13, 19-20; 22,22; 23,3; 26,6),
and the name of Enoch is hardly mentioned in them (only in Melchize
dek IX 12,8). On the other hand, the figure of Adam recurs repeatedly in
Gnostic sources as the heavenly prototypical human being (Adamas) in
whose image the earthly Adam is produced. While the heavenly Adam
functions as a subordinate being in the protological stage of the great
Gnostic cosmologies, where he does little else than request a son to be
father of the incorruptible race, by contrast, the earthly Adam is the

central focus of the Gnostic anthropogony. Yet he is portrayed as a hap
lessly automated lump of clay in the hands of a half-witted and jealous
world creator who makes a mess out of his attempt to construct an
earthly copy of the heavenly Adam. The earthly Adam's only distinction
is that he responds to certain special saving initiatives from the divine
world usually mediated to him by his enlightened wife Eve, in order that
he and Eve might bring into the world the true father of the unshakeable
race, Seth. Perhaps most significantly, while Seth is the father of a
unique segment of righteous humanity, Adam could be viewed as the
father of all humanity, but which would unfortunately include not only
the righteous, but also the wicked.
One might hypothesize that in Sethian eyes, what distinguished most
traditional biblical heroes from Seth was their apparent servitude to the
creator God of traditional Judaism, whom many Sethians viewed as the
bungling, if not malevolent, source of a defective human condition.
Perhaps Sethian thinkers would have viewed figures like Enoch, whom
Genesis regarded as building of a city (Gen 4:17) and walking closely
with God (Gen 5 :21-24; Sirach 44: 16), and whom Jewish tradition also
ass ociated with the advent of the arts and sciences (e.g. the astronomical
treatise of I Enoch 72-82), as encouraging the corrupt ease and luxury
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of a lazy, indulgent, even wicked and materialistic, human race.13 The
fact that not Seth, but Enosh, Seth's son, was the first to call upon the
name of Yahweh (Gen 4:26), implied that the same might be true also
for the rest of Seth's antediluvian progeny; although they did not mix
with the immoral race of Cain, their common invocation of the creator
God, considered by Gnostics to be a being less than the supreme deity,
would be a blemish on their claim to authentic divine sonship. Seth,
however, stands as a solitary figure between, and untouched by, the
murderous materialism of Cain and the homicidal giants (Gen 6: 1-4)
who became dominant at the time of the flood.
!IL A TRADITION OF BAPTISM

It is clear that some form of baptismal ritual, usually called the Five
Seals, was practiced by the Sethfans. 14 The surviving evidence points to
the Sethian baptismal rite as the context or occasion for many of the
principal Sethian themes to coalesce into a distinctive religious move
ment with an established ritual of communal or individual enlighten
ment, whether enacted as a contemplative ascent or as a saving gift con
ferred by a descending redeemer. Despite the numerous references to
ritual acts that could indeed be enacted by ordinary human beings, the
importance of the rite lay primarily in the spiritual plane, an emphasis
that seems characteristic of Christian and probably non-Christian baptiz
ing circles throughout the first century. Indeed, this spiritual emphasis
could even entail Sethian polemic against their own and others' baptis
mal use of ordinary water, as in the Apocalypse ofAdam.
In particular, the Sethian baptismal water was understood to be of a
celestial nature, a Living Water identical with light or enlightenment,
and the rite itself became understood as an initiatory or even repeated
13. See the interpretation of Gen 6:1-4 in the Apoc1yphon of John (II 29,1630,1 I).
14. The baptismal mythologumena are found in many of the Sethian treatises, es
pecially in the hymnic materials of the Gospel of the Egyptians (IU 64,10-68, I),
Apocalypse of Adam (V 76,26-85,31), Melchizedek (IX S,17-6, IO; 7,27-9,27; I6,1118,7), the Pronoia monologue of the Apoc,yphon of John (II 30,11-31,25) and in the
aretalogical and baptismal material of the Trimorphic Protennoia. The spiritualized
baptismal rite known as the Five Seals is reflected already in the first compositional
stage of the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 48,15-30) as well as in passages that seem
to derive from the second compositional stage.
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ritual of cultic ascent involving enlightenment and therefore salvation.
The conception of baptism as a ritual act of salvation must have been
current as early as the first century CE, to judge from the complex of
ideas in Colossians 2:8-15, where circumcision, regarded as a stripping
off of the body of flesh, is connected with a baptism conceived as a
dying and rising, and Christ's death is interpreted as a disarming of the
principalities and powers. Similar motifs appear in the Sethian treatises:
a divestiture motif is found in the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIIT 48,6-14,
stripping off the psychic and somatic gannents of ignorance), and a
disarming motif is found in the Gospel ofthe Egyptians (lll 64,3-9).
In the Trimorphic Protennoia, the baptismal rite of the Five Seals
combines both the motifs of enlightenment by revelatory descent and by
visionary ascent. A number of passages, mostly redactional in charac
ter, 15 suggest that the living water in which one is baptized derives di
rectly from the Voice of Protennoia/Barbelo herself, flowing forth as
radiant light.16 Having imbued this living water with "Living Fruit,"
perhaps the primordial seed of Seth itself (cf. the Gospel of the Egyp
tians III 56,4-22), Protennoia pours it out upon her "Spirit" which origi
nated from the Living Water but is now trapped in the soul below in the
form of her fallen earthly "members." Jn this way, she confers upon
candidates for Sethian baptism the status of the primordial or archetypal
offspring of Seth who reside above in the third Light Daveithai. The
imagery is similar to that found in NT accounts of Jesus' baptism in
which he sees the heavens open, receives the Spirit descending as a
dove, and hears the revelation of the divine voice. On the other hand, in
XIII 48,6-35, the Trimorphic Protennoia portrays this baptismal rite as a
celestial ascent in which Protennoia's members are transformed, puri
fied, and clothed with radiant light. The Five Seals are here interpreted
as a five-stage ascent ritual: investiture of the stripped Spirit with light,
enthronement, baptism by Micheus, Michar and Mnesinous in the spring
of Living Water, glorification with the Fatherhood, and rapture into the
light (perhaps the Four Luminaries) by the servants of the Lights Gama
liel and Sarnblo. The fact that the author refers to the recipients of this
15. XIII 36,5b-7a; 37, I b-3a; 37,35-36; 41,21b-24a; 42,23-24; 45, I 2b-20; 46, I 619a; 48,top-48,12a; probably 48,35-49,top and 49,26b-34a.
16. Cf. !he radiant light with which the Invisible Spirit is surrounded in the Apoc
ryphon ofJohn II 4, 18-26, as well as the important place given to the Four Luminar
ies.
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baptismal ascent ritual in the first person plural and as "brethren" sug
gests a (Sethian) community with a well-established tradition of water
baptism, spiritually conceived as a mystery of celestial ascent; it brings
enlightening Gnosis (XIII 48, 33-34) and total salvation. 17
The Sethian baptismal materials link the earthly descent of the savior
(Pronoia/Protennoia, often in various guises such as the Logos, Seth or
Christ) with the descent both of the soul into the body and of the bapti
zand into the water, and they also link the savior's return to the world of
light with both the ascent of the soul from the world into the light and of
the baptizand out of the water. This humiliation/exaltation pattern, basic
to Pauline thought and to NT Christological hymns such as Phil 2:6-11
is found as far back as the royal enthronement rituals of Israel and gen
erally throughout the ancient Near East.18
17. See H.-M. SCHENK£, "Gnostic Sethianism,'' 602-607, where Schenke distin
guishes two Sethian rites or mysteries, baptism, and a higher one, eultic ascension.
He calls attention to the interpretation of baptism as the stripping off of the flesh
found already in Col 2: 11-15, suggesting that earthly and celestial Sethian baptism
are likewise cultically identical. Although I would agree that the baptismal rite was
originally foreign to the Sethians and adopted by them in the course of their contact
with other, possibly Christian, baptismal movements such as the group behind the
Barbeloite theogonies, surely the baptismal rite was the cultic setting from which the
apparently non-baptismal visionary ascension in texts such as Allogenes arose. In
Allogenes and Ste/es Seth this ascension was developed apart from, or has become
detached from, the older baptismal mystery, but in Trim. Pro/. and Zost. ii is still
associated with the baptismal rite, or at least interpreted in terms of it. Schenke's
observations lead him to suppose that the ultimate origin of gnostic Sethianism was
in the baptist circles of Palestine, a supposition with which l entirely agree.
18. The motif of exaltation and enlightenment through some kind of water rite is
at least as old as the ancient Mesopotamian enthronement rituals, in which the king,
stripped of his regalia, symbolically undergoes a struggle with the dark waters of
chaos, cries for aid, is raised up and nourished by water and food, absolved and
strengthened by a divine oracle, enthroned, invested, and acclaimed as king, acquir
ing radiance and authority ("I will praise the Lord of Wisdom," tablets 3 & 4,
ANET 434-436; cf. Psalms 18, 30, 69, 80, 89, & 146; I Kings I :38-47). The Scthian
rite of baptism called the Five Seals as described in the Trimorphic Protennoia
consisted at least of enrobing, baptism in the Living Water, enthronement, glorifica
tion and enlightenment (transportation into the light; cf. XIII 48, 15-35; 45, 12-20),
acts similar to those in 2 Enoch 22 (stripping earthly garments, anointing, enrobing,
enlightening) and in the Testament of Levi 8,2-10 (enrobing as priest and king,
anointing, washing, eating, drinking, further enrobing and crowning). In Testament
of Levi 18,6-7, at the advent of the cschatological priest, a star arises, emitting the
light of knowledge, the Father's Voice issues from the heavenly temple, and the
spirit of understanding rests upon him in the water. Similar baptismal motifs occur
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In a recent study of Sethian baptism, 19 J.-M. Sevrin hypothesizes that
the original baptismal rite, adopted rather than instituted by the Sethians,
was probably performed only once as an initiation. Its goal was fructifi
cation and quickening through "Living Water," rather than purification
through lustration, even though it resulted in separation from the profane
world. The receipt of "Living water," identified as life and light, was a
metaphor for enlightenment by the receipt of the saving Gnosis that
enabled the Sethians' insight into their celestial origins. Although the
Sethian texts portray this rite as almost completely metamorphosed into
a visionary and contemplative practice of spiritual ascent, it was tradi
tionally associated with a ritual of water baptism in which there were
cultic officiants, and in which the initiate was immersed perhaps five
times, each in the name of various Sethian divine figures.
The Sethian texts, especially the Gospel of the Egyptians, contain
many names for various "baptizers," "guardians," and "receivers,"
which were probably invoked during the actual baptism. In addition to a
ritual invocation (ETTLKATJO"LS) and formal renunciation (cirrorncLs,
cirroTaytj) of fleshly associations, there may have been additional rituals
of investiture and enthronement, perhaps also of anointing, as symbols
of their status as the sovereign and autonomous, thus "kingless," race or
generation of Seth.
Sevrin conjectures that such a baptismal rite was not original to
Sethianism, since it is only the Gospel of the Egyptians that connects
Seth firmly with the institution of the rite. The rite was instead originally
at home in the movement which developed the mythology surrounding
the figure of the Mother Barbelo, who flowed or emanated from the
Living water which symbolized the self-reflection of the First member
of the Father-Mother-Child triad; in many Sethian treatises it is she herin the Odes of Solomon (11,7-16: drinking Living Water, stripping away of folly,
enrobing with radiance and enlightenment and 24, 1-5: the Voice of the dove above
the Messiah and the opening of the abysses). The sequence of acts described in the
Trimorphic Protennoia is also nearly duplicated in the Mandaean masbuta as sum
marized by K. RUDOLPH, Die Mandder: II. Der Kull (Forschungen zur Religion und
Lite ratur des Allen und Neuen Testaments, N.F. 57; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1961 ), 88-89: entrance into the "jordan," triple self-immersion, triple
immersion by the priest, triple signation with water, triple drink, crowning, invoca
tion of divine names, ritual handshake, and ascent from the "jordan."
19. J.-M. SEVRIN, Le dossier baptismal sethien: £111des sur la sacramentaire
gnostique (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Etudes » 5;. Quebec:
Pre sses de I' Universite Laval, 1986).
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self or in one of her various modalities who actually confers the rite of
the Five Seals. This mythology and the rite which it symbolized was
only gradually connected with the Sethite sacred history that centered on
the generations of Adamas, Seth, the seven primordial sons of Seth, and
their subsequent postdiluvian progeny until the present. The present
Sethian system results from designating the Barbeloite figure of the
Autogenes Son as the one who established the Four Luminaries to serve
as heavenly dwellings for all the seed of Seth, past and present, and
from transferring the role of conferring the Five Seals from Barbelo to
Seth or Seth in the guise of Christ.
The conclusion to be drawn from these clusters of ideas is that the so
teriology involving the saving descent of the divine First Thought (Bar
belo), or of her Voice or Word, was combined with the Sethite sacred
history centered on the savior Seth in a baptismal environment charac
terized by speculation on the significance of words spoken and waters
involved (cf. Zostrianos VIII 15,1-21) during the first half of the second
century CE. In this environment, Sethians rubbed shoulders with Chris
tians, coming in the process to identify their savior Seth or Barbelo with
Christ or Jesus, even to the point of entering the Christian Christological
debates, sometimes in a quite polemical fashion.

Baptism, Visionary Experience, and Priestly Lustrations
The close association of baptism with visionary experience in the
Sethian treatises seems to have even more remote antecedents that lie, at
least in part, within ancient and later Jewish priestly protocol.20 On en
tering the Jerusalem temple, ritual purity was required of both priests
and laity, and various forms of lustration or self-immersion were prac
ticed by the priests prior to service in the temple so long as it was in
existence. But during the periods of the temple's demise, from 586 BCE
to its rebuilding in 515 BCE, and after its final destruction in 70 CE, as
well as throughout the period of the widespread Hasidic rejection of the
temple and its administration during the Hasmonean regime, visionaries
and apocalyptic seers in the wake of Ezekiel developed the notion of a
20. This notion is worked out in more detail in my study ofSethian Baptism, "To
Sec The Light: A Gnostic Appropriation Of Jewish Priestly Practice and Sapicntial
and Apocalyptic Visionary Lore," in Mediators of the Divine: Horizons of Prophecy
and Divination in Mediterranean Antiquity, ed. R. M. Berchman (Florida Studies in
the History of Judaism 163: Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press. 1998), 63-113.
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superior, supramundane temple. It was here that God had caused his
glory to reside in preference to a corrupt or damaged earthly temple, and
which could be approached only by an act of vision. By such acts of
vision, transcendent and eschatological realities and events could be
made a present reality. Yet if ritual cleansing and immersion was re
quired for service at the Jerusalem temple when it existed, how much
the more would such cleansing be required for service in the heavenly,
eschatological temple that replaced the earthly temple during the periods
of its destruction or corruption. If service in the earthly temple was not a
live option, then one presumably could develop alternative means for
participating in the liturgy of the heavenly temple. Thus one would ex
pect lustrational practices to have continued to be the appropriate means
of purifying oneself for attendance in the supramundane temple as well,
except that in this case, they became a prelude to acts of vision, perhaps
even the means through which visionary ascent was achieved, as well as
a component of the vision itself.
Although the links are largely circumstantial in nature, it is tempting
to seek the ultimate antecedents of the transcendental baptism of the
Sethian Gnostics in the visionary experience of certain Jewish priestly
groups that had become marginalized by the socio-political instability
and factionalism that typified the final two centuries of the second tem
ple period. Perhaps it is not going too. far to suggest that ritual immer
sion in water was viewed as one means to strip away the perceived cor
ruption of the world from the mind of one who would handle these
sacred matters and have heavenly secrets revealed to him. Such wisdom
was available only to the pure, whether it be revealed from above to
below through meditation on the Torah, or whether it be sought by a
visionary ascent of the soul to the heavenly temple and the divine
throne. Either way involves an act of vision. To be washed in purifying
water would be tantamount to being bathed in the divine spirit and wis
dom, to being immersed in the intense light surrounding the divine
throne. In God's house, next to the divine throne in the shadow of the
che rubimic wings, one drinks from the divine river, the fountain of life,
by whose light the visionary sees light (Ps 36:7-9).
Ordinarily, it was the priests who presided over the temple, the place
where one would most expect to receive a vision of God, as did Isaiah in
his inaugural call (Is 6: 1-13), the place where wisdom had settled in her
quest for a home, and ministered just as the priests (Sirach 24:8-12).
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Those who would seek the face of God and behold his beauty serving in
his house all the days of their lives must have clean hands and a pure
heart (Pss 24; 27). Among those seeking such a vision, it would be
priests above all who would have had a strong interest in lustration and
in the degree of purity possessed by and enabled by various waters. The
priesthood and their Levitical assistants who chanted hymns and gave
instruction seem to be ideal candidates for the authorship of much of the
speculative wisdom found in apocalyptic and other literature concerning
various calendrical schemes, the structure of the upper world with its
heavenly temple, and the creation of the universe (e.g., the Priestly ac
count of the creation in Genesis I). Immersion in study and speculation
concerning such matters amounted to immersion in the divine wisdom,
just as much as immersion in the study of the Torah.
Many of these instances of association between water and the vision
ary experience of prophets and seers-such as Ezekiel, Daniel, and the
heroes of I Enoch and the Testament of Levi, as well as of the Qumran
covenanters-are connected in one way or another with the Israelite
priesthood, particularly in post-exilic situations where the normal dis
charge of this function was prevented by either the demise of or a per
ceived corruption of the earthly temple. In Ez I: I -28, Ezekiel is sitting
with the exiles by the river Chebar, the heavens open, and he sees vi
sions of God coming out of the North. In Daniel 10:4-9, Daniel is stand
ing by the great river in Babylon and receives a vision of a celestial
being, perhaps Gabriel, who is clothed in the same kind of linen garment
as is the high priest on the day of atonement (Lev I 6:4; cf. also the an
gels in Ezekiel's visions, Ez 9:3-1 l; 10:2). In l Enoch 13,7-9, Enoch sits
beside the river Dan reading out the Watchers' petition for divine for
giveness, falls asleep, and receives a dream-vision of the divine, where
upon he ascends to heaven. The heaven through which he ascends to the
divine throne is clearly a temple with vestibule, sanctuary and holy of
holies, through which he passes as though he were an authorized high
priest (cf. Jubilees 4:45); the angels for whom he intercedes seem to
symbolize the Jerusalem priests as having polluted the temple through
their sins. This way of criticizing the ea1thly temple and priesthood by
comparison with the heavenly goes back to Ezekiel's vision of the de
parture and return of the divine glory in chs. 40-48. In I Enoch 24-26
there is a constellation of images including such things as: the tree of
life planted in the holy place, the divine throne, and the temple and the
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holy mountain from which the streams of life are to flow. fn fact almost
all the early Jewish ascent apocalypses21 understand the celestial realm
as a temple; the visionary achieves his place among the angels through
investiture with a special garment and joining the angelic praise of the
deity, just as priests and Levites respectively act in the earthly temple. Jn
2 Enoch 22, the archangel Michael strips Enoch of his earthly garments,
anoints him with oil and invests him with glorious garments in the man
ner of a priest, and he becomes a glorious being. The connection be
tween water and visionary experience is also evident in a Jewish
mid rash on the "Vision of Ezekiel":22

Ezekiel stood beside the river Chebar gazing into the water and the seven
heavens opened to him so that he saw the Glory of the Holy One, blessed
be He, the living creatures (hayyot), the ministering angels, the angelic
hosts, the seraphim, those of sparkling wings, all attached to the merkavah.
They passed by in heaven while Ezekiel saw them (reflected) in the water.
Hence the verse says: "by the river Chebar."
In the case of the priesthood, it seems possible to hypothesize a connec
tion between the experience of vision and water, whether that water be a

21. Similitudes of Enoch, 2 Enoch, Apocalypse of Abraham, Ascension of Isaiah,
Apocalypse of Zephaniah, 3 Baruch, the Testament of Levi, and the Temple Scroll
( 1 IQT 29).
22. Quoted from L. JACOBS, Jewish Mystical Testimonies (New York: Schocken
Books, 1977) 29; cf. Bathe Midrashoth, 2 vols., ed. S. A. Werthheimer (Jerusalem:
Magnes Press, 2nd ed., 1954), 2.129. M. £. STONE (Scriptures, Sects and Visions: A
Profile of Judaism from Ezra to the Jewish Revolts [Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1980], 85) wonders whether Lhe connection between heavenly visions and bodies of
water may be related to certain Graeco-Roman magico-meditative techniques in
volving contemplation of a body of water until visions were seen in it. Such exam
ples of hydromancy go as far back as the ancient Sumerian list of antediluvian kings:
the seventh, Enmeduranki, was honored by Shamash and Adad with the mystery of
Anu, Enlil and Ea, namely, how to observe oil on water. One is reminded of catop
tromantic or lecanomantic techniques in which watery surfaces and mirrors were
used to attract and cause souls (usually of the dead) to appear. For instances, see
Varro, apud Augustine, De civ. VII.35; Strabo, Geographica 16.2.39; Pausanius,
Graeciae descriptio 7.21.12; Pliny, Nat. Hist. 37.192; Apuleius, Apologia 42-43;
lamblichus, De mysteriis II. IO; 111.11; Porphyry, De antro, passim; Damascius apud
Photius, Vita h·idori cod. 242 I 91.1-4; 203.1-31; PCM IV 165; 225. In the Poiman
dres, the myth of Narcissus is used to articulate the process whereby a non-material
entity is insuintiated in the phenomenal world: the archetypal man is attracted to and
unit es with his reflection in the reflective surface of Nature. To be compared is the
proje ction of the image of the archetypal man onto the primordial waters in the
Ifypostas/s ofthe Archons or the Sophia ofJesus Christ.
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feature of the heavenly temple or the ordinary water associated with
purificatory lustrations. Such a connection would have been known to
the authors of the wisdom books as well, especially if their places of
instruction or the scriptoria within which they produced their books
were part of the temple complex, and they were themselves priests or
traced their ancestry through priestly or Levitical families.
One therefore is lead to imagine the closest relationship between the
search for the divine wisdom portrayed in the Jewish wisdom books and
the priestly experience of seeking and serving in the place of the divine
presence, whether that be found in the mundane or the heavenly temple.
The pursuit of the divine presence and wisdom on the part of sage and
priest alike seems to have involved acts of transcendental vision. This
form of spiritual quest seems common not only to priest and sage, but
also to the apocalyptic seer as well as the gnostic visionary. Although
the relationship of the authors of the wisdom books to the temple cult is
not clearly delineated, at least some of them were likely priests or Le
vites who objected to perceived improprieties in the temple cult in Jeru
salem during the second century BCE and the first centuries BCE and
CE.23 One thinks of certain priestly groups-such as those who took
refuge in the Dead Sea community at Qumran-that were either ex
cluded from the temple establishment or rejected what they perceived to
be its pollution at the hands of those who owed their priesthood to the
patronage of pagan Romans, or, after the destruction of the temple in
70 CE, were left with no earthly temple at all. In the socio-political in
stability and factionalism marking the end of the second temple period,
both wisdom and the priests whose sense of cultic legitimacy as those
instructed in the true wisdom were felt to be displaced from social real-

23. From ancient times there must have been scribal schools associated with the
temple for the instruction of the Levites and priests who in tum instructed the people
in the law on the great feast days. Josephus mentions "scribes of the temple" in
reference to an edict of Antiochus Ill (Ant. 1.12.142). II Chron 34:13 appears to
depict the scribal office as a prerogative of the Levites, as also Sirach 45: 17 seems to
characterize the descendants of Aaron. By the time of Ben Sirn (ca. 180 BCE;
cf. Sirach 51:23,29) one sees references to the "Jewish house of learning" and the
seat (yeshiva) of the teacher which were no longer directly associated with the tem
ple. Many Essenes still held that teaching was a prerogative of the priests, especially
the Zadokites (Josephus, Bell. Jud. 3.352: Josephi vita 8-9; cf. T. Levi 13,2-6), yet at
Qumran it is clear that the receipt of wisdom is no longer specifically linked to the
temple; it comes to those "who arc far from its gates. who arc driven from its en
trances" ( I I QPs8 I 54).
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ity. Thus marginalized, such figures were idealized as the personified
divine wisdom and ideal high priestly figures such as Levi and Mel
chizedek who, though absent from the actual temple cult, were neverthe
less available to those who could envision the heavenly realm.
It is quite possible that a connection between lustration and visionary
experience arose in the realm of the apocalyptic thought that developed
throughout the first five centuries BCE and continued in the early Chris
tian and associated movements such as that of John the Baptist and his
followers, as well as the Sethian Gnostics. lt is strikingly evident in the
case of the traditions concerning the inaugural baptism of Jesus by John,
as well as in the Sethian texts themselves. One may note that according
to synoptic tradition, the seer-prophet John the Baptist, at whose hands
Jesus was baptized-thereby receiving a vision of the open heavens and
hearing the divine voice pronouncing him Son of God-was from a
priestly family through his father Zechariah. It seems likely that certain
priestly visionary practices were known to the authors of apocalyptic
and sapiential literature insofar as they shared in what seems to have
been a general affiliation between scribe and Levitical priest, or even to
the extent that ordinary laity were expected to wash before entering the
temple or handling the Torah. It is in this sacerdotal-sapiential
apocalyptic speculative environment that the Sethian visionary and bap
tismal traditions are likely to have arisen.
IV. THE CHRISTIAN CONTRIBUTION
Throughout the second century, Sethianism was gradually Christianized,
leading to an equation between Christ and various figures such as the
Autogenes Son of Barbelo or as the final salvific manifestation of Bar
belo or perhaps even as Seth. This process could move in two directions:
in a positive direction by adding explanatory Christological glosses as in
the Gospel of the Egyptians, by casting Sethian materials into the
framework of a revelation dialogue between Christ the revealer and a
revered disciple as in the Apocryphon of John, or even by the mere ap
pendage of Sethian doxological formulae to otherwise purely Christian
hom iletic material, as in Melchizedek, or in a more negative, polemical
direction, as in the Trimorphic Protennoia, where there occur radical
challenges to ordinary Christian views about the nature and work of
Christ. So also the reverse movement might have occurred, in which
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Sethian materials were built into originally non-Sethian Christian mate
rials, as could be the case with Melchizedek (NHC IX,/).
The natural affinity between Sethians and Christians would have been

their common proclamation of the historical appearance of a pre-existent
revealer or redeemer believed to be the true image of God, respectively
Seth or Jesus, and their common tendency to develop a highly selective
interpretation of Jewish scripture. The historicization of the final descent
of the Mother in the form of a quasi-human figure bearing a saving bap
tism suggests Christian influence as well. The identification of Christ
with the Sethian figure of the Son, either Adarnas or Autogenes as the
Son of the God "Man" or his son Seth, would have been a natural one,
and the resulting Son figure would have been associated with a revela
tory descent and possibly the conferral of a saving baptism. Not only are
such identifications present in the Apocryphon of.John, the Trimo,phic
Protennoia, the Gospel of the Egyptians, and perhaps the Apocalypse of
Adam, but they are made explicit by Epiphanius, fourth century bishop
of Salamis:

These Sethians proudly trace their ancestry to Seth the son of Adam, mag
nify him, and attribute to him whatever is virtuous-the signs of virtue and
righteousness and anything else of the kind. What is more, they even call
him Christ and maintain that he is Jesus. (Panarion 39.1.3, trans. Williams)
Moreover, Sethian baptismal mythologumena suggest that the baptismal
rite must have been developed in some kind of rapprochement with
Christianity; the Gospel of the Egyptians (Ill 66,8-68,1) and Melchize
dek (IX 5,23-6, IO; 16,11-18, 7) contain liturgical prayers in the name of
Jesus. Its developers must have sustained their initial encounter with
Christianity as fellow practitioners of baptism, indeed a baptism inter
preted in much the same symbolic and spiritual direction. For example,
the Sethian name for the Living Water, itself a conception found also in
Johannine Christianity (Jn 4:7-15), is Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus,
which seems very much like a version of the name of Jesus into which
Christians were baptized, perhaps in a threefold way. Yet to adopt this
name did not necessarily mean understanding oneself principally as a
Christian, as the rather cryptic and concealed form of this name sug
gests.24
24. Indeed it was adopted by the redactor of the apparently non-Christian the
Apocalypse ofAdam.
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Such identifications of the Sethian savior with Christ would be bound
to lead to further Sethian elaborations of Christ's exact role in their sote
riological scheme that might be quite out of accord with more main
stre am notions of Christ's salvific role. The introduction of Christologi
cal motifs for apparently polemical purposes in the third subtractate of
the Trimorphic Protennoia, suggests that the triple-descent motif may
have been developed in connection with an attempt to distinguish Sethi
anism from Christianity, which stressed the once-for-all nature of
Christ's redeeming activity. Early Christian literature exhibits several
elementary tripartitionings of history, e.g., Luke's division of history
according to the mode of the Spirit's activity in Israel, in Jesus, and in
the Church. But for most Christian theologians, the period of Israel was
not so much salvific per se as it was one of preparation for the advent of
salvation in Christ (cf. e.g., 1 Pet 3:18-22), while for the Sethians, salva
tion had been in principle already achieved in primordial times, with the
raising of Seth and his seed into the Aeon. Thus the third descent of the
redeemer re-presents for contemporary earthly Sethians the salvation
that had been accomplished for their ancestors through the two prior
primordial descents, and to grant them a means of appropriating this
salvation in the present through the baptismal ascent ritual.
The Sethian conception of a final descent of a redeemer identified as
the pre-existent Logos who brings salvation as revealed gnosis rather
than transactional redemption through his death on the cross was shared
also by Johannine Christian circles. Not long afterwards, Valentinus
(140-160 CE) too developed the notion of a pneumatic Christ coming to
waken the sleeping spirit in humankind, a notion which lies at the core
of his theology. While Valentinus and his successors made Christ the
focus of their system and thus were allied principally with Christianity,
the Sethians seemed to find their sense of uniqueness in opposition to
the Church on the grounds just mentioned. Since these various groups
were not isolated from one another but freely made use of texts and
ideas borrowed from other groups, the adoption of Christ into their sys
tem was only nah1ral, but did not fundamentally change its basically
non-Christian nature and inner cohesion.
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V. THE PLATONIC CONTRIBUTION

We have seen that during the second and third centuries, Neopythago
rean and Platonic metaphysics made a strong impact on Sethianism,
serving to articulate the structure of their world of transcendent beings
and explain how the plenitude of the divine world might emerge from a
sole, unaided high deity by emanation or radiation, mental self
retlection, and self-generation. Neopythagorean arithmology helped to
flesh out the various triadic, tetradic, pentadic, and ogdoadic groupings
of the resultant transcendental beings. There is also the unmistakable
impact of Platonic cosmology upon the Sethian myth of the primordial
creation and anthropogony, especially from Plato's Timaeus, whose
protological authority stood alongside, and perhaps even above, that of
the book of Genesis.
Besides metaphysics, Platonism also offered an established tech
nique-adumbrated in Plato's Symposium (2 IOA-2 I2A)-o±: a self
performable contemplative mystical ascent toward and beyond the realm
of pure being. Interest in this technique shows itself in such figures as
Philo, Numenius, the author(s) of the Chaldaean Oracles, and Plotinus.
This technique not only supplemented earlier notions of ecstatic vision
ary ascent associated with the spiritualized Sethian baptismal ritual as in
the Trimo,phic Protennoia, the Gospel of the Egyptians, Zostrianos and
perhaps in Marsanes, but also was apparently developed independently
of such a baptismal context, as in Allogenes and the Three Ste/es ofSeth.
By this means, an older pattern of enlightenment through a revelation or
baptism conferred by a descending redeemer figure came to be supple
mented and eventually replaced by a self-performable act of enlighten
ment through contemplative or visionary ascent, whether for individuals
(Allogenes, Marsanes) or for a community (Ste/es Seth).
Another contribution of Platonism to Sethianism may lie in the area of
biblical hermeneutics. The late loan Culianu suggested that "Gnostic
exegesis of Genesis admits a definition strikingly similar to Philonic
exegesis: rt is an interpretation of a Jewish text according to a set of
rules derived from Platonism."25 As noted in Chapter I, the Gnostics
identified the biblical creator God with the demi urge of Plato's Timaeus,
who cannot'really be the supreme deity, since he consults a divine para25. I. P. CULIANU, 111e Tree of Gnosis: Gnostic Mythology ji-om Early Christian
ity to Modern Nihilism (lrans. H. S. Weiser; San Francisco: l ➔ arper, 1990), 123-125.
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digm beyond him as the model for his creation; there must be a higher
God presiding over the ideal realm who is superior to the creator God of
Genes is. In addition, the biblical stress on the sole godhead of the crea
tor, who continually asserts his sole supremacy but is known not to be
supreme would raise serious questions about such a god; indeed, such a
creator who jealously subjects his creatures and quashes their attempts
to attain knowledge of the divine realm is quite the opposite of the un
grudging demiurge of Plato's Timaeus and a manifestly faulty being.
Since the supreme deity could hardly be imagined to be directly respon
sible for introducing such a lowly figure into divine realm, the Gnostics
posit an intermediate link between the supreme God and the lower crea
tor: a feminine principle of multiplicity who may exist in several mani
festations ranging from the supreme Mother, God's consort or First
Thought, to the actual mother of the demiurge. As an ambiguous or
liminal figure, she both gives rise to the creator of a world which was
not intended to be as it is and, at the same time, is the source of the di

vine substance that the creator unknowingly incorporates into it.
Once a supreme God beyond the creator is posited, it is once again
Platonism that is called upon to characterize that deity and the means by
which it gives rise to the to divine world true essences or forms, and
perhaps also to the matter upon which the lower demiurgical creator
operates in the formation of this world. According to the Apocryphon of
John, Zostrianos, Allogenes, and Marsanes, the higher maternal princi
ple of intelligible multiplicity emanates from the supreme deity by a
process of direct self-reflection, while her lower counterpart, responsible
for the multiplicity of the sensible world is subsequently generated at a
lower level.
Again, the further structuring of the transcendent world is based on a
creative reading of the text of Genesis. In the Gnostic view, as in that of
a Hellenistic Jew like PhiJo of Alexandria, the protology of Genesis
occu rs on two planes, the heavenly (the creation according to Gen I :12:3) and earthly (the creation according to Gen 2:4 ff.). The first creation
story tells of the creation of an intelligible world whose contents form
the prototypes for the creation of its perceptible and problematic coun
terpart in the second account.
Just as the Jewish creator God is subordinated to an even higher su
preme deity, so also the derniurge of the Timaeus is interpreted in terms
of his lower subordinates, the "younger gods": to them the demiurge
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assigns the task of combining the rational soul substance created by him
with the lower "spirited" and "appetitive" parts of the soul, and of incar
nating this mixture into the mortal bodies of humans. In this way, the
figure in each tradition responsible for the creation of humans is de
moted from its place in the original narrative as a way of explaining the
origin of a human condition perceived as defective.
Finally, the Platonic tradition may come into play again as a likely
source for the designation of the Sethian heavenly trinity of Father,
Mother and Child. Timaeus 48E-520 asserts that the metaphysical na
ture of phenomenal being is that of an image of the Forms, emerging
and existing within the volume of its "mother," the "all-receiving na
ture" of "space," called the Receptacle and Nurse of becoming. In Ti
maeus 500, Plato introduces a family triad of Form as father, Recepta
cle as mother, and the images constituting the phenomenal world as
offspring or child (E'Kyovos'). Like the Platonic triad, the Barbeloite triad
of Father, Mother and Child consists of a high deity who remains gener
ally aloof from all that is below, while the mother and son figures are
those that are salvifically active in the phenomenal world and share the
closest connection with each other. The functions of the maternal mem
ber of the Sethian triad, Barbelo, are similar to that of Plato's Mother
and Nurse of becoming: she embraces "the All" as its "Womb" (the
Apocryphon of John BG 54, 1- I 9; II 5,5), she serves as an "eternal
space," a "primal ingenerateness," and receives the divine "spark" that
gives rise to her self-generated Son. So too the other "Mother" figure,
Sophia, takes on characteristics of the Platonic Receptacle when it is
said that she became "agitated" when Yaldabaoth extracted some of her
power from her, moving to and fro, not ''above the waters" (Gen I :2),
but in the darkness of ignorance. Such a division of the Mother figure
into two levels has its analogy in the bipartitioning of the cosmic soul or
logos into a higher, stable and intelligible level and a lower level in
motion that occurs in certain Middle Platonic thinkers such as Plutarch
and Numenius.
Plato's Timaeus used the family triad to provide a strongly pro-cosmic
metaphysics of becoming. The Gnostics, to whatever extent they may
have been indebted to the Platonic tradition, may have perceived the
Platonic glorification of the Nurse and Mother of Becoming, but turned
it against its own intended meaning by treating the parthenogenesis of
the cosmos as the foolish and envious act of Sophia, a lower mother
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figure. Indeed the mothering metaphor is an ambivalent one in both later
Platonism and in Gnosticism. The appearance of any further order of
being beyond the spiritual or noetic level could go in two ways: posi
tively, as a necessary and proper display of the power of the priors as in
Plotinus' procosmic theories, or negatively, as an attempt to get away
from or get more than the fullness of being there, as in the more anti

cosmic Gnostic myths.

CHAPTER SEVEN
THE HISTORY OF THE SETHIAN MOVEMENT
In the succeeding chapters, we will investigate more precisely the mu
tual interaction between Sethianism and the Neopythagoreanism and
Platonism contemporary with it. But first, having constructed a hypo
thetical sequence of Sethian literary activity over a period of some two
hundred years, and having delineated the major traditional ingredients of
Sethian theology, we will attempt to develop a general history of the
Sethian movement. Such an attempt seems justified on the grounds of
the overall consistency of mythemes in the treatises that have been sur
veyed and the strong evidence for a community ritual of baptism.
First, the occurrence of patterns of shared mythic themes, episodes,
figures with proper names, and a persistent fund of technical terminol
ogy in these treatises is undeniable. There are striking differences
among these, to be sure; the name and/or figure of "Seth" appears in
most, though not all, of them, although he does not always play the same
mythic role therein. One text, the Hypostasis of the Archons, merely
names him as son of Adam and father of the spiritual race, while an
other, the Gospel of the Egyptians, portrays him as a heavenly savior
who descends into the world in various manifestations to rescue his race.
Second, the majority of these texts contain allusions to ritual prac
tices-especially baptism and its associated rites such as unction, inves
titure, and naming-that are clearly capable of physical implementation.
While some of these allusions could be understood as referring to an
otherworldly mystical experience rather than a literal water ritual (as,
e.g., in Zostrianos), others are surely most naturally understood as refer
ences to a physical ritual (e.g., the Gospel of the Egyptians). But ritual
baptism as a means for incorporation into a new, "elect," social status
most naturally implies some kind of social organization and communal
identity. In theory it might be possible to imagine private meditation on
and strange-sounding mystical references to general Christian baptism,
but the allusions to the Five Seals are frequent enough to justify the
thes is that there was a special sectarian ritual whose purpose and general
procedure was recognizable without further explication by the earliest
readers of these texts.
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As Michael Williams has pointed out in reference to my previous ef
forts to delineate a Sethian history, the significant diversity among the
Sethian texts as a whole most likely reveals that we do not have the
writings of what should be imagined as a single sect or social group, but
rather indices to a series of related religious innovations, some of which
eventuated in the formation of Sethian communities, but none with the
size or perdurance to become "successful" new religious movements.1
Already in the previous chapters, analysis of the redaction of individual
treatises and of the interdependencies among them leads to a resulting
relative chronology of the Sethian treatises that implies a definite evolu
tion in Sethianism as it moves sociologically from an identity initially
distinct from Christianity, to rapprochement with Christianity, to alien
ation from Christianity, to association with Platonic circles, to eventual
alienation even from these. In a period of two hundred years, what be
gan as a group with a message of redemption through a distinct commu
nal identity and ritual ends up-through a series of setbacks and diver
sions-in individualistic mysticism with no ritual beyond a technique of
personal contemplation. One might almost think of Sethianism as a re
ligion in search of a home. As Williams puts it:
What Turner has in effect described is a sequence of fascinating, but
"failed," innovations .... In his reconstruction, we hardly come out with the
same sect with which we began, but this is what we would expect given the
relatively short life cycle of most religious innovations. Thinking of these
"Sethian" sources in this way also avoids the well-known problem of
defining the limits of "Sethianism." But if we view these sources as
products from a series of related innovations, there is no particular need to
agonize over precisely when the "boundaries" of "Sethianism" have been
transcended. We need not abandon the hypothesis that some of these
texts-such as, possibly, Ap. John-represent attempts to establish a
definitive myth for a defined sectarian community. But no single attempt
achieved true success. We have to imagine innovators developing new
myths that sometimes, but not always, led to new religious communities,
the latter lasting for various periods of time, but none really gaining
enough converts to amount to a "successful" new religion. The instability
I. M. A. WILLIAMS, Rethinking Gnosticism: An Argument for Dismantling a
Dubious Categ0ty (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, I996), 91-93, in

reference to J. D. TURNER, "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The
Ascent of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Nov um Testamentum 22 ( I 980), 324351 and "Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History," in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism
and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody, MA: Hen
drickson Publishers, 1986), 55-86.
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to amount to a "successful" new religion. The instability of such groups led
to further innovations, incorporating elements from previous mythology
but also newly created material. As Turner speculates, the texts in this
so-called Sethian group alone may represent remnants from a history of
over two hundred years of such innovation. (Williams, Rethinking Gnosti
cism, 92-93)
Bearing in mind the character of the history of Gnostic Sethi anism as a
series of innovative experiments in the explanation, elaboration, and
refocusing of traditional myths and rituals, we proceed to develop such a
history. With this in hand, it will then be possible to delineate its relation
to Platonism more precisely.
I. HYPOTHETICAL HISTORY OF GNOSTIC SETHIANISM:

srx PHASES

While most British and French scholarship on Sethianism tends to char
acterize Sethianism as a form of Christian heterodox speculation, most
German and American scholarship on Sethianism has characterized its
origins, essence and fabric as a distinctly inner-Jewish, albeit syncretis
tic and heterodox, phenomenon. [n addition, an increasing number of
scholars have been led to recognize Sethianism's considerable debt to
Middle Platonic philosophy, overwhelmingly apparent in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, but readily apparent also in the earlier treatises of the
descent pattern. While the evidence of Sethianism's Jewish origins
should be apparent from the preceding chapters, much about the social
form and identity of this original Sethianism remains completely ob
scure. Whatever Gnostic Sethianism may have originally been, it is clear
that it underwent major influence from traditions that were originally
independent of it in both outlook and organization, namely Christianity
and Platonism. Since the history of these movements is comparatively
better known than that of Sethianism, the evidence of the mutual interac
tion between these and Sethian traditions can serve to develop a general
outline of the hist9ry of the Sethian movement.
It seems that the Sethian interaction with Christianity and Platonism
can be outlined in six phases: 2
1. The Sethians likely originated as a second century CE fusion of two
distinct groups: (A) one group (the "Barbeloites" of Irenaeus, Adv.
2. For ihe following, sec my "Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History," 55-86.
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Haer. 1.29) of perhaps Jewish priestly lineage, was occupied with

meditative and lustrational practices associated with service in the
heavenly temple, and conceived baptismal immersion (the Five
Seals) in ordinary water (or its celestial counterpart) as enabling an
act of transcendental vision affording a revelation of divine wisdom
conferred by Barbelo, the First Thought of the high deity. She was
regarded as the second member of a primal divine triad of Father,
Mother and Child, from which she had recently descended to confer
the baptismal rite of the Five Seals. The structure of this triad and its
relation to the earthly realm were articulated according to the Middle
Platonic metaphysics of the sort found in Phjlo and the later Helle
nistic wisdom literature. (B) The second group ("Sethites") consisted
of certain morally earnest biblical exegetes who styled themselves as
the worthy "seed of Seth" who based their sense of a unique role and
social status upon certain ancient records containing the sacred his
tory of their primordial enlightenment recently brought to light in the
form of certain revelations granted to their ancient ancestor Seth. It
would have been the first group (A) that produced the Pronoia
monologue of the Apocryphon of John and the similar first-person
aretalogies now found in the Trimo,phic Protennoia, and the second
(B) that crafted the anthropogonies common to the Apocryphon of
John, the Hypostasis of the Archons, the Apocalypse of Adam, and
Irenaeus' (Adv. Haer. 1.30) "Ophites."
2. By mid-second century, amalgamation with certain Christian baptiz
ing groups caused the baptizing "Barbeloites" to construe the pre
existent Christ as the self-generated (Autogenes) Son of Barbelo
anointed with the Invisible Spirit's "Christhood" (XPTJOTi.a), the
same anointing received by the Barbeloites in their baptismal rite by
which they are assimilated to the archetypal Son of Man. On the
other hand, the earthly Jesus who received Christhood at his own
baptism became regarded as the earthly guise in which Barbelo had
recently appeared as the divine Logos to confer the saving baptism.
It would have been this group that completed the theogony and sote
riology common to the Apocryphon of John and the narrative sec-
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tions of the Trimorphic Protennoia and possibly articulated the myth
of the triple descent of the llluminator in the Apocalypse ofAdam.3
3. In the later second century, these Christianized "Barbeloites" amal
gamated with the "Sethites" to form gnostic Sethianism. This led to
an additional identification between Christ and Seth as alternative
bearers of the true image of God who had recently appeared in the
world as the Logos to rescue Jesus from the cross. It was these gnos
tic Sethians who completed the Trimorphic Protennoia and the
Apocryphon of John, the Apocalypse ofAdam, Melchizedek, the Hy
postasis of the Archons into their present form, and composed the
Gospel ofthe Egyptians and perhaps Norea.
4. Toward the end of the second century, Sethianism gradually became
estranged from a Christianity increasingly on the road to a polemical
orthodoxy which rejected the rather docetic Sethian interpretation of
Christ. It would have been at this point that certain polemical pas
sages were added to the Trimorphic Protennoia and perhaps to the
Apocalypse ofAdam.
5. By the third century Sethianism was universally rejected by the
heresiologists of the apostolic Church, but in the meantime became
3. Since the connection between Christ and the divine Wisdom seems better at
tested and perhaps earlier than that between Seth and the divine Wisdom, I hypothe
size that such Christian influence. impinged on a proto-Gnostic Sethian movement,
the "Sethites," through the medium of a previously Christianized Barbeloite baptis
mal sect. The point of contact between the two movements lay in the parallel be
tween Seth and Jesus as recent manifestations of a pre-existent divine being who
represents the true image of God. It is, of course, quite possible that the direction of
influence might have been the reverse, i.e. that an identification of Seth as a mani
festation of the divine wisdom might have been a prior and catalytic cause of the
similar Christian identification of Christ. Yet such a prior identification for Seth
leaves no trace in the earliest Christian literature, whereas the independent iden
tification of Christ with wisdom has left many traces in the earliest Sethian litera
ture. I am aware, of course, that such an argument may merely reflect the absence of
Scthian documents demonstrably coeval with the earliest Christian ones and could
be interpreted as a naive western cultural myopia biased toward Christian priority.
Y ct it is ec1sier to sec how a wandering sage like Jesus might invite an identification
with divine wisdom than it is to see that identification as originally and independ
ently applied to Seth. The coalescence of Christianized Barbeloite mythology with
the largely apocalyptic traditions about Seth availed the resulting brand of Sethian
ism of a powerful set of institutional and mythological symbols for demonstrating
the reality of Seth's expected manifestation in contemporary times, and thus a con
fir mation of their own sacred history.
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strongly attracted to the individualistic contemplative practices of
second and third century Platonists, a shift that entailed a gradual
loss of interest in their primal origins and sacred history and a corre
sponding attenuation of their awareness of group or communal iden
tity. This phase would have marked the production of the Three Ste
/es ofSeth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes in the early third century.
6. In the late third century, Sethianism also became estranged from
orthodox Platonism under the impetus of attacks and refutations
from the circle of Plotinus and other Platonists that were just as ef
fective as those of the Christian heresiologists. This phase would
have marked the production of Marsanes and the untitled text of the
Bruce Codex. Thereafter, in the early to mid-fourth century, Sethian
ism became increasingly fragmented into various derivative and
other sectarian gnostic groups such as the Archontics, Audians, Bor
borites, Phibionites and others, some of which survived into the
Middle Ages.4
This sequence of stages is similar to the one that seems to emerge from
the heresiological witnesses to the Simonian Gnosticism that is sup
posed to have emanated from Simon Magus. Originating as a local first
century cult with Jewish origins, centered on the figure of a Samaritan
holy man, syncretistic in tendency but lacking typical Gnostic features,
the second century Simonianism described by Justin and lrenaeus seems
to have become a typical Gnostic movement with an elaborate myth of
origins. Tts myth touched on the fate of the soul and the splitting of the
original androgyne, whose estranged female component becomes the
cosmic Mother who fell into the lower world and was liberated by the
supreme pre-existent deity ( or the masculine aspect thereof). The trans
formation of Simon into a Gnostic savior seems due to Christian influ
ence. Subsequently, the encounter between Simonianism and Greek
philosophy witnessed in the Megale Apophasis preserved by Hippolytus
rounds out the metaphysical implications of the myth into a monistic
theogony centered on the emanation of the upper and lower cosmos

4. See especialJy S. GERO, "With Walter Bauer on the Tigris: Encratite Ortho
doxy and Libertine Heresy in Syro-Mcsopotamian Christianity," in Nag f-lammadi,
Gnosticism. and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson, 1986), 287-307.
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from an infinite divine power coupled with a soteriology based on the
recognition of the divine self within.
II. JEWISH, CHRJSTIAN, AND PLATONIC DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEXTS

This hypothetical six-phase history of Sethian development occurred
within three distinct but not necessarily mutually exclusive socio
historical religious contexts: 1) the Hellenistic phase of second temple
Judaism as the milieu for the origin of Barbeloite wisdom speculation
and of Sethite speculation on the figure of Seth and his progeny through
Noah and beyond; 2) first- and early second-century Christianity, espe
cially in its deutero-Pauline and Johannine manifestations, as the milieu
in which Seth became interpreted Christologically; and 3) Middle- and
early Nee-Platonism as the milieu for the development of the transcen
dental metaphysics of many of the Sethian treatises, especially the Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises.
A. The Jewish Context

J. The Pre-Sethian Barbeloites
The name "Barbeloite" is inspired by lrenaeus' ascription to certain
"Barbeloites" of the theogony and cosmogony he describes in Adv.
Haer. 1.29, recognized by contemporary scholars as being nearly identi
cal with that found in the four versions of the Apocryphon ofJohn. The
originating milieu of the "Barbeloite" visionary and baptismal tradition
seems to have been the Hellenistic Jewish wisdom schools responsible
for the personification of the figure of the divine wisdom and the devel
opment of the myth concerning her role in the creation of the world and
in the subsequent enlightenment of mankind as described in the previous
chapter. To judge from the oldest texts which contain Barbeloite specu
lation on Sophia, that is, Irenaeus Adv. Haer. J.29, the Pronoia mono
logue at the end of the longer versions of the Apocryphon of John, and
the Trimorphic Protennoia, the myth of Sophia's unsuccessful descent
in I Enoch 42 and her successful one in Sirach 24 were combined into a
total of three descents into the lower world, two unsuccessful, and the
third, successful, resulting in the final awakening and salvation of those
who received her. This is similar to the pattern of the Johannine pro-
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logue which the Fourth Evangelist has apparently substituted for the
synoptic story of Jesus' baptism.
In Hellenistic Jewish thought, Sophia was identified with the divine
name, with the divine Shekinah and the revelation of the divine will in
the form of the Torah. Here, Sophia was conceived as a radiant light, the
effulgence of the most high, who provided enlightenment for all who
would seek her instruction. She is the fountain or spring (cf. Sirach 24;
Philo, Fuga 195) from which comes the Word like a river (Philo,
Somn. 2.242; cf. Fuga 97), the Mother of the Word through whom the
universe came to be (Fuga l 09; cf. Trim. Prof. and the Johannine pro
logue). She was the overflowing source of light and life, making her
instruction shine forth like the dawn. Her human mouthpieces, the sages,
are like a canal of water flowing into a river flowing into a sea
(Sirach 24:30-32). She made her throne in a pillar of cloud, and she
covered the earth like a mist, and those who thirsted for her could drink
of her (Sirach 15:2-3: "She will come to meet him like a mother ... she
will feed him with the bread of understanding, and give him the water of
wisdom to drink"). According to 4 Ezra 14:45-48, the seventy secret
books copied by Ezra contain "the spring of understanding, the fountain
of wisdom, and the river of knowledge." Such images could be sug
gested in Gen 1 :2-3 and 2:5, which speak of the Spirit hovering over the
face of the Tehom, or a mist covering the earth in the garden of Eden.
Her Voice (a bath qo/) is the revelation of the truth.5 To be immersed in
the water of wisdom is thus to receive true Gnosis. According, to Wis
dom 7:26, wisdom "is a reflection of eternal light, a spotless mirror of
the working of God, and an image of his goodness."
Surely this is the background of the imagery in the Apoc,yphon of
John (II 4, 19-29), according to which the Mother Barbelo first emerges
as a faithful reflection of the Invisible Spirit's thought in the luminous
living water that surrounds him, the same living water into which one is
baptized in the rite of the Five Seals:
5. Examples of these revelations of truth would include: "Man exists and the
Son of Man" in the Apocryphon of John (II 14, 14) or the Gospel of the Egyptians
(Ill 59,3), or "This is my beloved Son" in Mark I:11 (cf. 9:7), where the Voice
comes down to, water, or the Voices in the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 40, 8 -9;
44,29-32) and the Apocalypse of Adam (V 84,4). Indeed it is likely that the Trimor
phic Protennoia derived its scheme of Voice, Speech and Logos from such a com
plex of notions.
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II .4 19 For (it is) he (the Invisible Spirit) who contemplates 20 [himself
alone in his] Light [that] surrounds 21 [him, i.e., the Fount of] living water.
And 22 [he provides all the aeons], and in every direction he 23 perceives
[his image, gazing at] it 24 in [the Fount of the Spirit]. It is he who puts his
desire in his 25 [luminous water that is] the Fount of26 [pure luminous] wa
ter surrounding him. And 27 [his Thought became] actual and revealed her
self (as Barbelo) 28 [and stood at rest and appeared] before him 29 [in the
brilliance of] his light.

It seems that the rather consistent aquatic imagery applied to Sophia in
the wisdom texts, especially Sirach and Philo, has been applied by
"Barbeloite" authors to a baptism in living water which leads to enlight
enment.6 Both Trim. Prat. and the Pronoia hymn of the Apocryphon of
John portray the divine First Thought as thrice descending to chaos to
rescue her fallen members. In the context of Barbeloite baptism, the
movements of descending and ascending in the course of the rite would
lend themselves to a spiritual interpretation in which the descent into the
water could be conceived as a participation in Barbelo's descent into the
6. Not all the aquatic imagery in the Sethian texts is positive, symbolic of illu�
mination and enlightenment. The Apocalypse of Adam envisions a pollution of the
waters of life, and may indeed understand the waters to which the llluminator de
scends in the similes of the thirteen kingdoms to represent materiality. In contrast to
the transcendent, luminous living water in which Barbelo first emerges as a faithful
reflection of the Invisible Spirit's thought (cf. Ap. John II 4, I 8-28), Sethian treatises
also portray dark and chaotic waters at the lowest level of the cosmos which are said
to have been produced by a shadow deriving from the downward inclination of
Sophia, and out of which the demiurge produces the physical cosmos as merely a
pale and inauthentic reflection of the divine aeons (e.g. lost. VUJ 9, 16-10,18; Hyp.
Arch. fl 87, I 1-20 and parallels)'. Such negative valuations of water might arise from
a negative estimation of otherwise quite neutral aquatic imagery found in the biblical
tradition. Thus Sophia's identification with a kind of mist that covers the earth, as in
Sirach 24, might be interpreted negatively, as an obscuring cloud, or perhaps as
having something to do with the primeval waters of chaos, or the Tehom, over
which the Spirit of God hovered at the creation. In this connection, Sophia might be
regarded as a lower being, perhaps even a fallen being. On the other hand, her char
acterization as a life-giving kind of water would lead to a higher estimation of
Sophia as the source of enlightenment, indeed an enlightenment that could be re
ceived during baptism. As a pre-existent cosmogonic agent, one would expect
Sophia to have contact with both the heights and the depths of the cosmos, to have
dwelt in high places, to "have made the circuit of the vault of heaven and have
walke d in the depths of the abyss, in the waves of the sea, in the whole earth"
(Sirach 24:3-6). An excellent example of the kind of ambiguity that might arise from
Sophia's contact with such extremes is offered by the Thunder: Perfect Mind
(NHC VT,2), which may have Sethian aflinities.
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chaotic materiality of the earth or of the bodily prison (the Pronoia
monologue of the Apocryphon ofJohn II 30, 11-31,25) or of "the psychic
and somatic thought" of unenlightened persons, whose souls had made
this descent at their incarnation (the Trimorphic Protennoia Xlll 48,714). Likewise, ascent from the water could be conceived as a participa
tion in Wisdom/Barbelo's return to her heavenly dwelling.
XIII 48 71 gave to him] from the Water [of Life, which 8 strips] him of the

Chaos (that is 9 in the] uttermost (darkness] that exists [inside] 10 the entire
(abyss], that is, the thought of [the corporeal] 11 and the psychic. All these I
12 put on. And I stripped him of it 13 and I put upon him a shining Light,
that 14 is, the knowledge of the Thought of the Fatherhood.

For the Trimorphic Protennoia, this Living Water is the Voice-aspect of
Protennoia which her Logos-aspect pours out on her members below,
the same water that the Apocryphon ofJohn identifies with the fount of
luminous water streaming from and surrounding the supreme Invisible
Spirit.
It was suggested in Chapter 6 that the antecedents of Barbeloite bap
tism may lie in a Jewish sacerdotal and sapiential environment. The
Sethian texts provide strong evidence for the existence of a baptismal
rite which at some point involved immersion in ordinary water, for
which I can think of no more likely origin than the priestly lustrations
connected with service in the temple, whether earthly or heavenly. The
Barbeloite rite was also the occasion for a vision of the heavenly realm
and immersion in the heavenly light or living water that radiated from
the supreme deity, in much the same way as apocalyptic visionaries saw
the intense light radiating from the divine throne and chariot and streams
of living water flowing from the heavenly temple.
Although lrenaeus' summary of Barbeloite teaching makes no men
tion of the baptismal rite of the Five Seals, it is likely that the baptismal
rite entered the complex of Gnostic Sethianism through these "Barbe
loites" rather than through the Sethites, since there is no evidence for
any baptismal practices connected with speculation on the figure of Seth
that can be dated with any reliability prior to the Nag Hammadi Sethian
texts themselves. Among Sethian treatises that do not mention the figure
of Seth at all, such as the Trimorphic Protennoia, it is the figure of Bar
belo who confers the saving baptism, and even in those treatises where
Seth is said to confer this baptism, it is clear that he is acting as an emis
sary for Barbelo.
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One of the most difficult problems in uncovering the nature of the
Sethian baptismal rite is to determine the significance of the symbolic
term that sometimes seems to designate the rite, namely the "Five
Seals."7 At the very least, the term suggests some kind of fivefold sym
bol or action of"sealing" with the name of divine beings, perhaps five in
number, which somehow marks one as under their protection. Despite a
certain tendency to propose pentadic groupings of transcendent beings,
all these treatises show awareness of some kind of supreme triadic prin
ciple. Taken together, the only really natural candidate for a pentad of
powers in these treatises would be Autogenes together with the Four
Luminaries over whom he presides, a group that Zostrianos and Mar
sanes call the Self-generated Aeons. The only Nag Hammadi Sethian
treatises that mention the Five Seals, the Apocryphon of John, the Tri
morphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians, conceive the Four
Luminaries not only as the aeonic dwellings of the primordial Sethites,
but also the intended future dwellings of the earthly Sethians. ft is there
fore tempting to suggest that they together with Autogenes form the
group of five entities that may have been the inspiration for the concept
of the Five Seals.8

The Five Seals are appropriated according to two earthly ritual pat
terns, that of the Gospel of the Egyptians, where the sequence and com
ponents of the rite are rather similar to contemporary Christian elabora-

7. The term "the Five Seals" occurs in Ap. John II 31,24; IV 49,4; Gos. Egypt.
III 55, 12; 63,3; 66,31; IV 56,25; 58,6; 58,27-28; 59,27-28; 66,25-26; 74,16; 78,4-5;
the Untitled treatise of Codex Bruce 32,IO [Schmidt-MacDermot]; and Trim. Prot.
XIII 48.3 I; 49,27-28; 47,29; 50,9-10. The number "Five" must have had some ritual
significance, as is suggested by the five doxologies in Gos. Egypt. (IV 59,13-29;
I 11 49,22-50,9; 53,12-54,6; 55, I 6-56,3; 6 I ,23-62, 12), as do the fivefold structure of
the post-baptismal prayer in Gos. Egypt. (IIJ 66,8-22), the five triads of names in
Trim . Pro,. (Xlll 48, 15-35), and the fivefold baptism of Zostrianos in the name of
the divine Autogenes (VIII 6,7-7,22; 53,15-55.25: one each for Harmozcl, Oroiael,
Daveithai and Eleleth, and a final one for Autogenes or, in Gos. Egypt. lll 65,23-26,
for Yoel).
8. According to these treatises, the Four Luminaries are the aeonic instantiation
of the luminous Living Water that surrounds the Invisible Spirit, and Autogenes
sta nds in and is anointed with that light. Indeed, according to the liturgical materials
occupying the last third of the Gospel of the Egyptians (IIJ 62,24-68, I), one is bap•
tized in and receives the name of Autogenes. It is also these five beings upon which
Zostrianos "stands" in his five successive baptisms in the name of Autogenes, even
though Zostrianos has dropped the term "Five Seals" altogether.
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tions of the baptismal rite,9 and that of the Trimorphic Protennoia (and
the Pronoia monologue of the Apocryphon ofJohn), which incorporates
features similar to ancient enthronement ceremonies. In the Gospel of
the Egyptians, where baptism is clearly central, the emphasis seems to
lie on the descent of the holy powers upon the baptizand, while in the
Trimorphic Protennoia, where investiture, enthronement, and rapture
into the light are central, the emphasis lies upon the ascent of the bapti
zand to the light (cf. also the "raising up" in the Apocryphon of John's
Pronoia monologue). 1 o
2. The Pre-Sethian Sethites
The oldest detectable form of Sethite lore would most likely be that
form of speculation on Seth which is common to the Sethian Gnostic
treatises and other non-gnostic Seth traditions, such as Josephus' (Antiq
uities 1.2.3) account of the monuments made by Seth, and the sort of
testamentary literature to be found in the Apocalypse ofMoses and ver
sions of the Life ofAdam and Eve. On this basis, one might consider the
Sethites to have been people who understood themselves as the distant
offspring of Seth, their primordial ancestor. Seth had been primordially
9. There must have been a ritual invocation of the various powers involved in
the baptismal rite, in response to which these powers appear to those about to
receive baptism. Apparenlly the invocation is followed by an act of renouncing the
world and the powers of the thirteen aeons after which occurs during the actual
baptism. This baptism may have involved a fivefold immersion during which the
baptizand uttered a fivefold prayer to the Child of the Child Esephech, who in this
context appears as Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus the Living Water. On completion
of the baptism, the baptizand, having now "become light," acknowledges that the
name of Autogenes is now upon him. Then the whole proceeding concludes with the
ritual acts of recognizing the Mother's grace by stretching out the hands while
folded. The receipt of the purifying name of the Son is then acknowledged by the
statement that the incense or ointment of life has been mixed with the water of the
archons; it is conceivable that this may constitute a veiled reference to some act of
pre-baptismal anointing by scented oil which upon immersion would perforce
become mixed with baptismal water.
10. The emphasis on ascent is obviously also central to Zostrianos, although its
nomenclature for the holy powers and the central position it gives to baptism in the
name of Autogenes is probably inherited from the Gospel ofthe Egyptians. So too in
Melchizedek: while the centrality it affords to baptism and the nomenclature of
powers therein invoked resembles the Gospel of the Egyptians, the basic mission of
Gamaliel is to "[rapture]" the congregation of Seth, the same role assigned to him by
the Trimorphic Protennoia.
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enlightened through the receipt of secrets concerning the future course
of history revealed to Adam after he had eaten of the tree of knowledge.
Adam had also related to Seth his vision of the throne or chariot of God
borne upwards by four radiant eagles. In the Apocalypse of Moses, this
vision is based upon the vision in Ez 1:1-28 of the four living creatures
and certain wheels that bore up a crystalline firmament above which
there was enthroned a being in the form of Man, at which point Ezekiel
is addressed by the divine Voice. In the Apocalypse ofMoses, after the
death of Adam, Eve prophesies a coming judgment by water and by fire,
and Seth is instructed to preserve for posterity the details of her and
Adam's life on tablets made of stone (safe from the flood) and brick
(safe from the conflagration). 11 The content of this revelation might be
Adam's vision of the divine realm and Eve's vision of the ultimate sal
vation of Adam's soul (Life of Adam and Eve), or, according to Jo
sephus, it might be some other form of wisdom, perhaps that of Seth and
his seven pre-Noachic sons concerning ultimate cosmological and as
trological secrets and the final destruction of the cosmos by water and
fire (Antiquities 1.2.3). After the time of Seth, his seven sons promul
gated a pure race until the time of Noah, when, as discussed in the pre
vious chapter, human corruption and sexual mixis between angels and
human women provoked the coming of the flood.
In the hands of the Gnostic Sethians, one could imagine how this
story of Seth could be transformed. Seth's vision of Adam's salvation irJ
the highest heaven would be embellished: the four radiant eagles might
have inspired the four Sethian Luminaries or aeons Harmozel, Oroiael,
Daveithai and Eleleth; above them would have been located the God
"Man" according to the vision of Ezekiel; the divine voice which spoke
to Ezekiel would become for the Sethian Gnostics the voice which an
nounced that "Man exists, and the Son of Man." As will be argued be
low in the discussion of the Sethite-Barbeloite synthesis, it seems that
11. According to Josephus, the stone pillar was still to be found in the land of
Sciris, which would be the land of the Sethites (somewhere in the Transjordan,
cf. Num 24, 17-18); in the Hypostasis of the Archons II 92,8-14 the dcmiurge tells
Noah to land the ark on Mount Sir, evidently the Sethian version of the biblical
Mount Ararat. Such mountains are depositories of sacred books: cf. Allogenes
XI 68,20-23 and the Mount Charaxio (cf. xcipae, a pointed stake or something
carved, or perhaps inscribed) of the Gospel of the Egyptians Ill 68, I 0-22. On these
matters, see G. A. G. STROUMSA, Another Seed: Studies in Gnostic Mythology (Nag
1 la mmadi Studies 24; Leiden: Brill, 1984). I 16-123.
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the Sethites must have conceived the celestial prototypes of Adam and
Seth to comprise the second and third members of a supreme divine
triad of Man, the Son of Man and the Son of the Son of Man. Their
earthly counterparts, the primordial figures of Adam and Seth, as well as
Seth's seven sons were, like Enoch (mentioned in Sethian literature only
in Melchizedek IX 12,8), mysteriously transported to heaven and pre
served from the flood as well as from the subsequent conflagration of
Sodom and Gomorrah, while those after Noah were saved on the ark,
and would propagate the seed of Seth on earth. Adam would have been
elevated to be with the highest Luminary Hannozel, and Seth with the

second highest aeon Oroiael; his antediluvian sons, Enosh through
Lamech, and perhaps Noah and certain of his sons, would be with the
third highest Luminary, Daveithai, while the fourth Luminary Eleleth
would eventually enjoy the company of all the seed of Seth who from
the time of Noah onwards would remain pure until their own deaths.
But evil was not entirely wiped out in the flood. In the Apocalypse of
Adam, the offspring of Shem and most of the progeny of Ham and Ja
pheth are sinful Sethites who are infected with the same evil that had
affected the much earlier generation of Cain (who originated from the
archontic rape of Eve but were destroyed in the flood), since they sub
scribe to Noah's pledge of fealty to the archon Saklas; they will go on to
form the "twelve kingdoms'' of Israel whose seed will enter into the
thirteenth kingdom of "another people" (i.e., the Christian Church), all
thirteen of which fail to recognize the incognito appearances of the 11luminator and thus defile the "water of life" by confusing his final ad
vent with a merely human figure who originates f rom a carnal, procrea
tive birth and undergoes a baptism in mere water (e.g., Jesus). On the
other hand, the pure race of Seth is to be found only among 400,000
"great men" from the offspring of Ham and Japheth, who reject Saklas'
dominion and instead "enter another land and sojourn with those men
who came forth from the great eternal knowledge" (i.e., with the heav
enly seed of the heavenly Seth; V 73, 16-20); they are the "kingless gen
eration" who have recognized the llluminator's incognito descents (at
the flood, the conflagration of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the final
judgment of the archons) and now receive his name (Yesseus Mazareus
Yessedekeus) upon the true living water in the holy baptism of know!-
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edge. As G. Stroumsa has shown,12 the Sethian account of the persis
tence of evil people who persecute the pure seed of Seth is further ex
plained by the myth of the intercourse of the sons of God with the
daughters of men in Gen 6: 1-4. According to 1 Enoch, these sons of
God are the "watchers" who sire a race of homicidal giants, and are then
sent down to the Abyss. In subsequent Jewish exegesis, these under
world watchers become devils like Azazel or Shemihazah who sexually
tempt the pure race of Seth to engage in polluted intercourse with the
corrupt offspring of Cain. Other Sethian traditions, however, such as
that behind the account in Josephus, Antiquities 1.2.3, allow the opposite
kind of identification, namely one between the watchers or sons of God
in Gen 6: 1-4 and the pure seed of Seth who bore the image of God, and
to whom was revealed the (beneficial) knowledge of ultimate cosmic
secrets.
Given the dilemma of Seth's human progeny, existing since primor
dial times as a persecuted but pure strain of Seth's seed, living among,
but apart from the corrupt descendants of the cursed Cain or perhaps of
other Sethites devoted to the creator God, it would be natural to develop
a hope or belief in the eventual salvation of this race, consisting in its
extrication from such people who constantly tempted the true Sethites to
procreatively mingle with their own race, and thus lose their awareness
of their special ancestry. Such extrication would of course be a dramatic,
apocalyptically-conceived act, in which the remaining pure Sethites
would be reunited with their primordially enlightened counterparts now
existing in the aeons above, perhaps even raptured into the third or
fourth of the Sethian Luminaries in close proximity to their ultimate
ancestor, Seth. And it would not be surprising if the agent of this re
demption were conceived as an eschatological manifestation of Seth
himself or of his angelic representatives, sent below on great clouds of
Iight to execute judgment on the powers of the god of the thirteen aeons.
While there are no extant Sethite works outside of the Nag Hammadi
Sethian treatises that explicitly portray this form of deliverance, the
description of the salvific role of Seth in the Gospel of the Egyptians or
of the Illuminator in the Apocalypse of Adam, which do not seem to
presuppose the complete mythological apparatus found in the gnostic
Sethian treatises, may represent such pre-gnostic Sethite tradition.
12. STROUMSA, Another Seed, passim, esp. ch. VI.
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The Gnostic Sethian versions of this salvific activity structure it into
four distinct epochs of saving history marked by the flood, the confla
gration and the judgment of the powers as in the Apocalypse Adam and
the Gospel of the Egyptians. Or the epochs are marked by three distinct
manifestations of an exalted wisdom figure who twice descends in pri
mordial times, and finally in the end time as the-Logos (as in the Apoc
ryphon of.John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyp
tians). What makes the Sethian adoption of this history of deliverance
distinctive is their self-identification with the fallen members of the
Mother on high, or with "the unshakable race" descended from Seth,
who since the flood and conflagration live simultaneously on earth and
in the aeons of the Four Luminaries until the judgment of the Archons at
the eschatological advent of the savior, be it Seth or some other envoy
from the divine world. Between the conflagration and the final judgment
of the Archons, the Sethians keep in contact with their heavenly coun
terparts by means of revelations Seth or one of his alter-egos left behind
inscribed on steles of brick and clay, or on wooden tablets, or in certain
books,13 all preserved on a special mountain.
B. The Christian Context: The Pre-Sethian Christian Barbeloites

I have now described two basic and originally independent move
ments: I) the Sethites with the sacred history of their primordially en
lightened race based on an interpretation of the myths about Adam,
Seth, the primordial seed of Seth, and the fate of Seth's later progeny
13. It is interesting that recently published fragments from Qumran Cave IV con
tain fragments from a Vision of the Haguy or Hagoy (,1)ni1 pm), a "Book of
Memory" qn:n i!:>O) that is associated with or may consist of certain "mysteries
of what we shall be" (n,m ii). The Damascus document (CD 10.6; 13.2) specifies
that every judge must be expert in the "Book of Hago;" elsewhere it is required
study for every youth ( I QSa I. 7), to be studied during a third of the evening
throughout the year ( I QSerek 6.7): "For the law (melioqeq) is etched by God for all
[ ...] sons of Seth. And the Book of Memory (zikkaron) is inscribed before him
(God) for those who observe his word. And it (Book of Memory?) is the Vision of
the Haguy (hehaguy), as a Book of Memory. And he (Seth?) bequeathed it to Enosh
with the people of the spirit. Because he created it as a sacred blueprint (tabnith).
But l-laguy had not as yet been entrusted to the spirit of Oesh since it (spirit of flesh)
had as yet not known the distinction between good and evil" (4Q417 f2 i:l5-18),
cited in B. Z. WACHOLOER and M. G. ABEGG, eds., A Preliminwy Edition of the
Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew and Aramaic Texts from Cave Four,
Fascicle Two (Washington. DC: Biblical Archaeology Society. 1992), xiii.
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that survived the flood along with Noah, and 2) the Barbeloite specula
tio n on the divine name and wisdom and its adoption of baptism as a
mean s of receiving enlightenment from the divine wisdom. It seems
likely that the link between Seth and baptism stems from neither Sethite
no r Barbeloite mythology, but from the encounter of both with Christian
speculation .

J. The Catalytic Role ofthe Christian Movement
I suggest that the gnostic Sethianism reflected in the Nag Hammadi
codices results from a fusion between the Barbeloites and the Sethites,
which seems to have been catalyzed by the initial Christianization of the
Barbeloite baptizing movement. The Barbeloite precursors of the Gnos
tic Sethians would most probably have sustained their initial encounter
with Christians who were fellow practitioners of an initiatory baptismal
rite in which the initiate acquired a new identity. These Christians would
have understood their own baptism as a rebirth into a higher mode of
existence and would have understood the baptism of Jesus as the occa
sion through which the pre-existent savior had inaugurated his revela
tory mission in the world, if not the point at which the Son of God ap
peared in the world and entered into him.
Such an encounter seems to have caused the Barbeloites to identify
the third member (Autogenes) of their Father-Mother-Child triad with
the pre-existent Christ and to identify the Mother's third appearance in
the world with the descent of the Logos who bore the Five Seals,
appearing in the form of Jesus (as in the Apocryphon ofJohn) and even
raising him from the cross (as in the Trimorphic Protennoia). Given this
identification, a further encounter between such Christianized Barbe
loites and Sethite groups who claimed to be the beneficiaries of revela
tions received through a recent manifestation of the primordial Seth,
might have suggested for these Sethites an identification between
Seth-who originally had nothing to do with baptism-and the Christ
who had descended upon Jesus at his baptism. By an analogy between
Christ and Seth as equivalent manifestations of the divine image or of
the Logos, this figure becomes naturally conceived also in the form of
Seth himself or of Seth in the guise of Jesus. This mythology and the rite
interpreted by it were only gradually connected with the figure of Seth
and the sacred history relating to him.
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2. The Relation between Sethian and Johannine Christianity
Central to this development was the wisdom Christology of the
Church, according to which Jesus was understood as the locus for the
earthly appearance of the pre-existent divine Wisdom in its most articu
late form.14 This is most obvious in the case of the Johannine prologue,
where the appearance of Jesus on earth is spelled out in terms of the
myth of the repeated descents of Wisdom, appearing as the Logos to
seek an earthly dwelling place; after some initial failure, this Logo's
finally pitched his tent, not among the sons of Jacob in Zion, but within
the flesh of Jesus.15
Most discussion of the relationship between Sethian theology and the
Johannine prologue has centered on the prologue's linguistic and con
ceptual parallels with the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Pronoia mono
logue of the Apocryphon ofJohn. 16 One may amplify this to include the
14. I Cor I :24, 30; etc.
15. Of course, as R. BULTMANN (The Gospel of John: A Commentary [trans.
G. R. Beasley-Murray et al.; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971], 19-31) has
hypothesized, this story may also have been an inner-Jewish phenomenon, since he
supposes that the original fonn of the Johannine prologue was applied to John the
Baptist as the Logos appearing in flesh, and subsequently reapplied to Jesus by the
Johannine Christians. That such identifications of John were made is also suggested
by the association of John's appearance with that of the daystar in the Lukan Bene
dictus (Lk I :78; cf. Sirach 24:32). According to the earliest synoptic form of the
narrative ofJesus' life, Jesus' story begins wilh his baptism by John in the Jordan, at
which time the divine voice proclaims him to be the Son of God.
16. Most scholars argue that the prologue depends on Trim. Prot. or on one of its
sources: G. SCHENK£, "Die drcigestaltigc Protennoia: Eine gnostische Offenbarungs
rede in koptischer Sprache aus dem Fund von Nag Hammadi eingeleitet und Uber
setzt vom Berliner Arbeitskreis fUr koptisch-gnostische Schri llen," Theologische
Literaturzeitung 99 (1974), 731-746; C. COLPE, "Heidnische, JUdisehe und Christli
che Oberlieferung in den Schriften aus Nag Hammadi, 111," Jahrbuchfilr Antike und
Christentum 17 (1974), 107-125; C. A. EVANS, "On the Prologue of John and the
Trimorphic Prote11noia." New Testament Studies 27 (198 I), 395-40 I; J. M. ROBTN
SON, "Sethians and Johannine Thought: The Trimorphic Protennoia and the Pro
logue of the Gospel of John," in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism. Vol. If: Sethian
Gnosticism, ed. B. Layton (Supplements to Numen 41; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981),
643-662; "Discussion," 662-670; G. SCHENKE, Die dreigestaltige Protennoia heraus
gegeben, abersetzt und kommentiert (Texte und Untersuchungcn zur Geschichte der
altchristlichen Literatur 132; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1984); G. ROBfNSON, "The
Trimorphic Protennoia and the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel," in Gnosticism and
the Early Chhstian World: In Honor of.James Robinson. ed. J.E. Goehring, C. W.
Hedrick, J. T. Sanders, and H. D. Betz (Sonoma, CA: Polebridge Press, 1990),
37-50; J. D. TURNER, '·Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History." in Nag Hammadi,
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larger question of the relationship between Sethianism and Johannine
Christianity in general.
Nearly all discussion of the religious environment of the Fourth Gos
pel is indebted to the observation of R. Bultmann that the Johannine
discourses have their closest parallels in the literature of the originally
Syro-Palestinian sect of the Mandaeans and in the Odes of Solomon,
which are rich in baptismal imagery and the ontological dualism typical
of gnostic revelations; like John's Gospel, they employ a myth of the
saving descent of the (gnostic) Redeemer from the world of light into
the darkness and ignorance of our world to bring enlightenment. 17 Fur
thermore, Bultmann held that the figure of the Logos in the prologue can
be explained only by a mythological-that is gnostic-context, not by a
philosophical or even quasi-philosophical one. Although few scholars
today would maintain Bultmann's analysis in its original form, certainly
any post-Bultmannian analysis of the Fourth Gospel must reckon with
its possible relationship to Gnosticism.
In the Johannine prologue, one may note a tendency towards periodiz
ing the history of the activity of the Logos into three phases in much the
same way that the activity of Pronoia in the Pronoia monologue and the
activity of Protennoia in the Trimotphic Protennoia are structured: the
primordial act of creation and shining into the darkness (Jn 1: 1-5), the

Gnosticism, and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson, 1986), 55-86, esp. 65-66; IDEM, "Introduction" to the Trimorphic
Protennoia, in Nag Hammadi Codices Xi, X/1, Xl/1, ed. C. W. Hedrick (Nag Ham
madi Studies 28, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1990), 371-401; esp. 385-386. For arguments
that Trim. Prof. depends on the Johannine prologue, see Y. JANSSENS. "Une source
gnoslique du prologue?," in l 'Evangile de Jean: Sources, redaction, theologie, ed.
M. de Jonge (Gembloux: J. Duculot, 1977), 355-358; E. YAMAUCHI, "Jewish Gnos
ticism? The Prologue of John. Mandacan Parallels, and the Trimorphic Protennoia,"
in Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic Religions Presented to Gilles Quispe/ on
1l(e Occasion of his 65th Birthday, ed. R. Van den Broek and M. J. Vermaseren
(Etuclcs preliminaires aux religions orientales dans !'Empire Romain 9 I; Leiden:
E. J. Brill. 1981), 467-497; M. TARDIEU, Ecrits gnostiques: Codex de Berlin
(Sources gnostiqucs et manicheenncs I; Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1984), 340; P.
I IOFRI CIHER, Im An.fang war der "Johannes Prolog"; Das urchrist/iche Logosbek
enntnis-die Basis neutestamentlicher und gnostischer Theol ogie (Biblische Unter
suchungen 17; Regensburg: Pust.ct, 1986), 215-221.
17. R. BULTMANN, The Gospel of John: A Commentary, trans. G. R. Beasley
Murray el al. (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971 ), 19-31; cf. IDEM, Theology of
the New Testament (2 vols.; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951 and 1955),
esp. 2.3-14.
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initial entrance into the created order which did not recognize him
(vss. 9-11), and the incarnation of the Logos in which he finally makes
the Father known (vss. 12,14,16,18). Just as in the Trimorphic Proten
noia, where deliberate Christological interpretation occurs in the third
part describing the final descent of the Logos, so also the specifically
Christological content of the Johannine prologue occurs in the third part,
and in both compositions this shift to Christological content is marked
by the concept of the Logos "tenting" among men.
Elaine Pagels 18 has recently pointed out that the Johannine author po
lemicizes against various interpretations of Gen I: 1-3 according to
which, upon the appearance of the primordial light on the "first day"
prior to the world's creation, there appeared in that light (<j)ws) the form
of the primal human (<j)ws). Thus the primordial light is implicitly pre
sent in human nature. Various exegetes, including Philo, the authors of
the Hermetic Poimandres, the Gospel of Thomas (logia 1-3, 17-19, 22,
61, 77, 85), the Apocryphon of John, and certain rabbis, interpreted
Gen I :27 as showing that this primordial human form was manifested in
two stages: at first, when "God created adam in his image," he created a
singular being-"in the image of God he created him"-who is identical
with the primordial light of Gen I :3, but immediately thereafter, human
kind devolved into a dual species, male and female-"male and female
he created them." The Apoc,yphon ofJohn (BG 29,6) identifies the pri
mordial light with Barbelo, "the first Human," and later (II 14,16-20),
after the Sophia gives rise to the Archon, the divine voice-which in
Genesis says "Let there be light"-identifies the primordial light by
informing the authorities that "Man exists, and the Son of Man," where
upon "the Holy Father appeared to them in human form" and the abyss
was shaken by "the light of his image that appeared" (Il 14,33; 15,3).
Here, the primordial light is both anthropos and theos. For various
Christian exegetes, that light might also be identical with the pre
existent Christ. Against such views, the Johannine prologue (Jn I :3)
denies that the primordial light of Gen I:1-3 was available through the
image of God implicitly present in human nature: the divine image re
sides exclusively in the logos, which only ages later became manifest in
the figure of Jesus. Instead, the primordial light shone into an uncom
prehending darkness (Jn l :5); far from being sharing a natural affinity
18. E. PAGELS, "Exegesis of Genesis I in the Gospels of Thomas and John,"
Journal of Biblical Literature I I 8.3 ( 1999), 477-496.
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with humanity, when the light came into the world, humans failed to
recognize it (Jn 1:10), and when it came to "its own," they rejected it
(Jn 1: 11). From its original appearance until John the Baptist, the pri
mordial light failed to penetrate the world's darkness; it manifests its
glory, not at the beginning of the cosmos or in primordial humanity, but
only when it "became flesh and dwelt among us" in the person of Jesus.
Like the Johannine prologue, the Pronoia monologue concluding the
longer version of the Apocryphon of John portrays three successive
manifestations of Pronoia as ("the richness of') the primordial light into
the world of darkness, and-although the foundations of Chaos are
shake n at her appearances-as in the prologue, she remains unrecog
nized by the denizens of the lower world during her two initial manifes
tations, but on the third succeeds in being recognized by those she
comes to raise into the light. Unlike the prologue, her failure to be rec
ognized is due, not to the natural opposition of darkness to light or to a
rejection on the part of her "own," but to her intentional self
concealment during the first two descents, while on the third descent she
clearly announces her presence. Thus, like the Johannine Prologue, the
Pronoia monologue does not regard cosmic or cosmogonical manifesta
tion as a path to salvation or to the knowledge of God.
But when the triple-descent motif of the Pronoia monologue was
taken up by the Trimorphic Protennoia, all conceivable instances of the
light's failure to be manifested were eliminated. Thus on Protennoia's
first descent she says:
XIII 36 4 I [descended to the] midst of the underworld 5 and l shone [down
upon the] darkness. It is l who 6 poured forth the [water]. It is I who am
hidden within 7 [radiant] waters. l am the one who 8 gradually put forth the
All by my 9 Thought. It is I who am laden with the Voice. It 10 is through
me that Gnosis comes forth. [!) 11 dwell in the ineffable and 12 unknowable
ones. l am perception and knowledge, 13 uttering a Voice by means of 14
thought. [I] am the real Voice. 15 1 cry out in everyone, and they recognize
16 it (the voice), since a seed indwells [them). I am the Thought of the Fa
ther and through 18 me proceeded [the] Voice, 19 that is, the knowledge of
the everlasting things. I 20 exist as Thought for the [All]-beingjoined 21 to
the unknowable and incomprehensible Thought- 22 I revealed myself
yes, I-among 23 all those who recognize me. For it is l 24 who am joined
with everyone by virtue of 25 the hidden Thought and an exalted <Voice>,
26
even a Voice from 27 the invisible Thought. And it is immeasurable 28
since it dwells in the Immeasurable One. It is a mystery; 29 it is [unrestrain-
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able] 30 by [the Incomprehensible One]. It is invisible 31 [to all those who
are] visible 32 in the All. [It is a Light] dwelling in 33 Light.
XIII 40 29 But now I have come down 30 and reached down to Chaos. And
I was [with] my own who 32 were in that place. [Tam hidden] within 33
them, empowering [them and] giving 34 them shape. And [from the first
day] until 35 the day [when I will grant mighty power] 36 to those who [are
mine, I will reveal myself to] 37 those who have (heard my mysteries], 41 1
that is, the [Sons] of (the] Light.
31

On her second descent, Protennoia again succeeds in making herself
known:
XIII 45 21 And I hid myself in everyone and revealed [myself] 22 within
them, and every mind seeking 23 me longed for me, for it is I 24 who gave
shape to the All when it had· no form. 25 And I transformed their forms 26
into (other) forms until the time when a form 27 will be given to the All. It
is through me that the Voice 28 originated and it is I who put the breath 29
within my own. And I cast into 30 them the eternally holy Spirit and 31 I as
cended and entered my Light.
On her third descent as Logos, Protennoia disguises herself by appearing
in the likeness of everyone, humans and cosmic powers alike, until she
reveals herself to her own, who immediately receive her:
XIII 47 s (The first time) I (told all of them about 6 my mysteries] that exist
in (the 7 incomprehensible], inexpressible [Aeons]. I taught (them the mys
teries] 8 through the [Voice that 9 exists] within a perfect Lntellect (and 10 I]
became a foundation for the All, and (1 11 empowered] them. The second
time l came in the [Speech] 12 of my Voice. l gave shape to those who
[took] shape 13 until their consummation. The third 14 time I revealed my
self to them [in] 15 their tents as Word and 1 16 revealed myself in the like
ness of their shape. And 17 I wore everyone's garment and 18 I hid myself
within them, and [they] did not 19 know the one who empowers me. For I
dwell within 20 all the Sovereignties and Powers and within 21 the Angels
and in every movement [that] exists 22 in all matter. And I hid myself
within 2 3 them until I revealed myself to my [brethren]. 24 And none of
them (the Powers) knew me, [although] 25 if is l who work in them. Rather
[they thought] 26 that the All was created [by them] 27 since they are igno
rant, not knowing (their] 28 root, the place in which they grew.
In contrast to the Johannine prologue, as the primordial light, Protennoia
first illumines the primordial darkness, is subsequently recognized and
received by all those to whom she gives shape, and finally appears to her
own as Logos. From the origin to the present, she is actively omnipres
ent and recognized by all except those cosmic powers who claim the
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cosmos as their own creation, while in reality she is the Father ofthe All
who only appears as the Logos "in their tents." In contrast to the tradi
tional view of Jn 1: 14, the Logos appeared in the "likeness of their
shape" but did not become flesh as the "orthodox" believe. In fact, ac
cording to Xlll 50,12-13, the Logos was only disguised as the "ortho
dox" Christ, who had to rescue Jesus from the "cursed" (not redemp
tive!) cross and restore him to the "dwelling places of his Father." In
contrast to the Johannine prologue, rather than being the eschatological
agent ofsalvation, Jesus is its recipient.
As is well known, Bultmann also argued that the insertion of refer
ences to John the Baptist in Jn 1 :6-8 and I: 15 is best explained by re
garding the original prologue as a hymn composed in honor of the Bap
tist as the definitive advent of the Logos or the divine light and wisdom
into this world.19 After the introduction of this hymn into the Johannine
community, the Fourth Evangelist adapted it to his own purposes by the
insertion of these verses in such a way that the Baptist is demoted to the
rank ofa mere witness to Jesus as the true light coming into the world.
Just as in Sethian texts, the Fourth Gospel also spiritualizes baptism.
In contrast to the synoptic accounts, Jesus is not said to be baptized in
the ordinary waters of the Jordan by John the Baptist, who merely wit
nesses the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus. Although Jesus is the one
who will baptize with the Holy Spirit (Jn 1 :33), the Fourth Gospel iden
tifies this Spirit both as his words (6:63) and as that which will recapitu
late his words ( 14:26; 16: 13). In the Nicodemus dialogue of Chapter 3, it
seems that the evangelist may have taken a phrase from a traditional
Christian liturgy of baptism as a requirement for entrance into the com
munity ("Unless one is born [from above? again?] of water and the
Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of God," Jn 3:5) and transformed it
into a form more nearly parallel with the Sethian doctrine of baptism as
19. The portrayal of the deliverer or his forerunner as a light dawning (civaTEA
:\Etv, civaTo\tj) or entering the world is also found in a less suspiciously gnostic
co ntext in the Testament of Levi 18 concerning the advent of the messianic priest
king, and also in the Benedictus of Luke I :76-79 concerning John the Baptist. Be
�ides drawing on the Jewish motif of the descent of the divine wisdom as presented
111 Sirach 24 and I Enoch 42, such texts may also draw on the tradition of the es
cha tological advent of the star and scepter of Num 24: I 7, often interpreted as refer
ring to the advent of a royal and a priestly Messiah by the Dead Sea sect and others
(cf. I QM 11,6; I QSb S,20-25; 4Qtcstim 9-13; CD 7.9-2 I; also T. Judah 24 and Rev
22: 16),
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a visionary ascent: "Unless one is born from above, he cannot see the
Kingdom of God" (Jn 3:3). Toward the end of Chapter 3, we learn that
while John the Baptist was baptizing at Ainon near Salim, Jesus was in
Judea baptizing and making more disciples than John (although the
evangelist or a later redactor denies the tradition that Jesus himself bap
tized; cf. Jn 3:22-30 with 4: 1-2). This tradition seems to place Jesus in
Judea and John in Samaria, according to a recent proposal for the loca
tion of Ainon near Salim,20 although there is the interesting claim in
Jn 8:48 that Jesus himself was a Samaritan. In Jn 4:14, 23, Jesus tells the
Samaritan woman at the well that he dispenses a water that becomes in
one who drinks of it a spring welling up to eternal life, and that true
worshipers worship the Father in Spirit and truth, a theme echoed again
in .In 7:38 to the effect that springs of living water will flow from the
heart of the one who believes in him. Indeed, this Living Water seems to
be identical with either the Spirit or Jesus or both.
In this regard, we have frequently noted that Sethianism also identi
fied Jesus with the Living Water. According to the Apocalypse of Adam
(V 85,22-31) the Gnostic is to receive a higher baptism in Gnosis
through the Logos-begotten ones and the imperishable illuminators
Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus, surely a barbarization of the name "Je
sus of Nazareth." According to the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 63,2264,3), the Father's Pronoia established the holy baptism (the Five Seals)
through the Logos-begotten Jesus whom the great Seth had put on. And
according to the Trimorphic Protennoia (XJII 46, 16-19) the Logos who
descends with the Five Seals is the one who pours forth Living Water
upon the Spirit below from out of the spring of Living Water, which is
said to be the Voice aspect of Protennoia.
In the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel of the Egyptians, these
baptismal descents of the Logos as Seth or Christ are initiated by the
divine First Thought (Protennoia/Barbelo) of the supreme deity, an ex
alted Sophia figure, who communicates with her members by Voice or
Word. As we have seen, it is the Hellenistic Jewish wisdom movement
that forms the conceptual background for these clusters of metaphors for
wisdom such as living water, voice, word, fount, thought, wisdom and
so forth. Such concepts would have been attractive means for Barbe
loites and other similar first century baptismal sects to interpret the spiri20. For discussion, see C.H. H. SCOBIE, John the Baptisr (Philadelphia: fortress
Press, 1964), 163-177.
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tual significance of their baptismal rites. As suggested in Chapter 4
(p. 153), it is likely that the composer of the original aretalogy underly
ing the Trimorphic Protennoia derived the scheme of progressive reve
lat ion through the successively more articulate media of Voice, Speech
and finally the actual Word of Protennoia from Stoic linguistic theory
applied to illustrate the revelatory function of the divine Wisdom.
It may not be going too far to suppose that the Fourth Evangelist may
have similarly interpreted the traditional reference to John the Baptist as
the "Voice crying in the wilderness" (Jn I :23; cf. Is 40:3) as signifying a
less articulate stage of revelation in preparation for the advent of Jesus
as Word; certainly at a later time Heracleon (apud Origen, Commentarii
in evangelium Joannis Vl.20) took John the Baptist to be "the Voice,
akin to the Logos, which becomes the Logos, just as woman is trans
formed into man." According to the anti-Baptist polemic of Jn I :68, 15, 19-37 and 5:33-35, John the Baptist is not the true light coming
into the world, but is demoted to the rank of a mere preparatory lamp or,
even more, only a Voice crying in the wilderness whose only subsequent
function is to witness to the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus. John is the
preparatory Voice, audible but not fully intelligible, while Jesus is the
fully intelligible and effective Word. This indeed constitutes a certain
parallel with the Trimorphic Protennoia, in which the revelation of the
Voice likewise precedes the revelation of the Logos. In her manifesta
tion as the Logos, Protennoia becomes her male aspect.
The common clustering of concepts concerning a baptismal rite in as
sociation with a celestial ascent, the reception of revelation through the
partaking of Living Water, and revelation through the divine Voice fol
lowed by the advent of the Logos leads one to believe that materials
employing them such as the Fourth Gospel and the earliest Barbeloite
treatises must have been originally composed in a similar baptismal
environment characterized by speculation on the significance of the
words spoken and the waters involved in the rite sometime in the late
first or early second century CE.
As to the geographical locality of this compositional activity on the
part of both Sethians and Christians, perhaps even Johannine Christians,
one thinks of the Jordan valley generally and perhaps especially of
Samaria. While the link between the Sethians and Samaria is rather
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shadowy,21 the association of some of the tradition of the Fourth Gospel
with the Samaritans has gained plausibility, since unlike the Sethian
materials, Samaria is actually mentioned in the Gospel. One thinks par
ticularly of the story of the Samaritan woman at the well, which is set in
a baptismal context.
One of the more convincing attempts to trace the history of the Johan
nine community and to explore its relationship to the Samaritans is that
of Raymond Brown. 22 He locates the origin of the Johannine community
among Palestinian Jews, including followers of John the Baptist, who
believed that Jesus had fulfilled well-known Jewish expectations, e.g. of
a Messiah or of a prophet like Moses. Around the mid-first century,
there developed in the Johannine community a higher Christology that
went beyond Jewish expectations by conceiving Jesus as a pre-existent
divine savior who had descended from heaven and become human
(Jn 4:42; 5: 18; cf. 8:48). Brown thinks that this second group consisted
of Jews with anti-temple views (Jn 4:21) and their Samaritan converts
21. W. BELZ, "Samaritanertum und Gnosis," Gnosis und Neues Testament, ed.
K. W. Tr◊ger (Berlin: Evangelische Verlag, 1973), 89-95 has used the tradition of
the judgment upon the sons of Seth related in Num 24:17, as interpreted in the Da
mascus Document (CD 7,9-21) and in the Samaritan tradition (Asatir 11.3) that Seth
founded Damascus, to show that tho Samaritans of Damascus claimed to be the true
descendants of Seth (the people of the old Northern Kingdom of Israel) whom the
"scepter," the prince of the Qumran community, was corning to destroy. Since no
orthodox Samaritan sources reflect this Qumran tradition, Belz suggests that it was a
Samaritan sectarian tradition, and that it was the Dositheans (followers of a Samari
tan prophet Dusis) who considered themselves as sons of Seth, which may have
some relation to the attribution of the Sethian treatise the Three Ste/es of Seth to
Dositheus (Vlf 118, I 0-19). While a connection of the Sethi ans with the Samaritans
via the Dositheans is only a suggestion, certain Dositheans did in fact constitute a
baptizing sect of the first and second centuries CE (Abu I Fath, Annals 151- I 59;
Origen, Contra Ce/sum 1.57; 6.11; Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 4.22); cf. J. MONTGOMERY,
The Samaritans (New York: KTAV, 1968 [1907]), 255-263. The pseudo
Clementine Homilies 2.15-24 and Recognitions 1.54-63 & 2.8, though of question
able historical value, link Dositheus with John the Baptist and Simon Magus, at least
suggesting an original association of Gnosticism and baptizing sectarianism with
first century Samaria.
22. R. E. BROWN, "Johannine .Ecclesiology-The Community's Origins.'' Inter
pretation 31 (1977), 379-393; IDEM, "Other Sheep not of this Fold," Journal of
Biblical literature 97 ( 1978), 5-22; ID/�\,/, The Community of the Beloved Disciple
(New York: Paulist Press, 1982). See also J. L. MARTYN, History & 1heology in the
Fourth Gospel (Nashville: Abingdon, 2nd rev. ed., 1979) and contra, M. HENGEL,
Diejohanneische Frage (WUNT 67; Tlibingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1993).
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(4:3 5-38) who may have been a product of the Hellenist mission to Sa
maria and its own anti-temple theology (Acts 7:47-49; 8:4-8). This high
Christology led to friction between the Johannine community and the
Jewish synagogues and ultimately the expulsion therefrom of the Johan
nine community (Jn 9:22; l 0:31-33; 16:2).
It seems that for some period of time the Johannine community coex
isted with the Palestinian and Syrian components of the apostolic
churches, yet was vocally conscious of possessing a higher insight into
the nature of the savior by maintaining his pre-existence and origins
from the world above to which he had always belonged. This insight
was spelled out in the original production of the Fourth Gospel around
90 CE. Matching this insight, which tended to relativize the significance
of the crucifixion and thus shows affinity with various gnostic Chris
tologies, there was also a much more individualistic ecclesiology based
on the possession of charismatic gifts, which tended to relativize the
need for the ecclesiastical offices more typical of the apostolic churches.
Similarly, the community's view of the cross as the vehicle of the sav
ior's exaltation (the "lifting up" of Jesus) tended to relativize the impor
tance of the resurrection appearances to the original twelve to which the
apostolic church appealed so much. Fundamentally, the teacher of the
Johannine community after the death of its first generation of leaders
(including almost certainly the "Beloved disciple"), was the Paraclete,
the Spirit of truth whose possession would allow any Johannine Chris
tian to claim a more immediate and superior understanding of Jesus than
that of any outsider.
Of course, such a situation could easily lead to conflict over the cor
rect interpretation of the Gospel and its tradition, and so after the turn of
the first century, the Letters of John allow us to detect at least two wings
of the Johannine church in addition to the Christians of the wider apos
tolic church who were probably in touch with the Johannine churches.
Brown characterizes one wing as represented by the author of the Jo
hannine letters and his insistence on Jesus' advent in the flesh and future
parousia, and the other, more dominant, wing as secessionists from the
origi nal community who denied the full humanity of Jesus and the im
portance of the earthly life of either Jesus or the believer. The smaller
gro up strove to maintain contact with the apostolic churches and may
have facilitated this contact by a subsequent revision of the Gospel (such
as the addition of Chapter 21) to bring its somewhat gnosticizing Chris-
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tology into line with the apostolic emphasis on the saving significance
of Jesus' ministry, death and resurrection as witnessed by the earliest
apostles. This group may have succeeded in winning the acceptance of
the Gospel among such second century traditionalists as lrenaeus at a
time when it was in danger of being claimed for Gnostic Christianity by
Sethian and Valentinian exegetes such as Heracleon. The final redac
tional stage of the Trimorphic Protennoia would be another instance of
such a secessionist Christology.
Such a line of development allows one to imagine that both Johannin
ism and Sethianism could easily have grown up alongside one another
and have had common roots in the milieu of first century baptist sectari
anism. While Sethianism seems to know nothing of John the Baptist, its
earliest "Barbeloite" manifestation certainly was strongly influenced by
a highly mythological interpretation of baptism as indeed were the Jo

hannine churches of Palestine and Syria and the Pauline churches of
Asia Minor (cf. Col 2:8-15 etc.). It must have been in such a baptismal
sectarian environment strongly influenced by the Hellenistic Jewish
wisdom tradition that the myth of the revelatory descent of wisdom into
an unenlightened world was worked out in systematic fashion. Joseph
Thomas long ago suggested that these early baptismal sects represented
a spiritualizing protest against a failing or extinct sacrificial temple cul
tus,23 which reminds us of such groups as the Samaritans, the Essenes
and also the anti-temple Jews that Brown (see note 21) thinks responsi
ble for the. introduction into the Johannine community of a higher,
somewhat gnostic Christology in the mid-first century.
While we know next to nothing about the baptismal ritual of the Jo
hannine community, one does note a cluster of baptismal motifs, such as
light, Living Water, the descent of the Logos and the Voice, familiar
also in the Barbeloite precursors of Sethianism. These elements were
perhaps already associated with the prologue of the Fourth Gospel even
when, on the hypothesis of Bultmann, it existed separately from the
Gospel, perhaps as the property of the disciples of John the Baptist. If
so, the prologue may have been introduced into the community by these
persons at its very inception. And the various Samaritan traditions of the
Gospel may have been introduced either by these persons, or slightly
later, by the Samaritan converts of the anti-temple Jews with their high
23. J. THOMAS, Le mouvement baptiste en Palestine et Syrie 150 av. J.-C. - 300
ap. J.-C. (Gembloux: J. Duculot, 1935).
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Christology. At this time, the prologue would have been made to refer to
Jesus.
such a scenario suggests a certain parallelism between the Johannine
and Sethian movements, in that both would have originated as non
Christian sects. The one was in the process of developing a spiritualized
baptismal rite as a means of achieving a spiritual enlightenment con
ferr ed by their master John the Baptist whom they believed was mani
fested among them as the light or Logos. The other was in the process of
developing a spiritualized baptismal rite as the vehicle of enlightenment
conferred by their spiritual ancestor Seth as the divine Logos. While
these proto-Johannines composed the hymn honoring the Baptist, the
earliest Barbeloite precursors of the gnostic Sethians produced the
Pronoia monologue found at the end of the Apocryphon of John and
perhaps an expansion of this in the form of the tripartite aretalogy that
forms the underlying structure of the Trimorphic Protennoia.
Both movements would have undergone Christianization of a sort that
involved a high Christology: in the later first century, the Johannines
on Bultmann's hypothesis-substituting Jesus for John the Baptist as the
divine Light and Logos, and the Barbeloites at first identifying the Lo
gos with Barbelo's thjrd and decisive manifestation; in the late second
century gnostic Sethians would carry this a step further by identifying
the logos-begotten Jesus as the final fonn of the manifestation of Seth.
In the early second century, the Johannine community bifurcated into
two schools of interpretation concerning the significance of Jesus'
earthly form, ministry, death and resurrection as presented in the Fourth
Gospel, a conflict that seems to be documented in the Johannine Epis
tles, and comes to a head in the Valentinian interpretations of Ptolemy
and Heracleon two generations later. Given Brown's hypothesis, some
time around the middle of the second century, it is possible that the
group behind the Trimo,phic Protennoia made common cause with the
ultra-high Christological thinking of those whom the author of I John
considered to be secessionists who rejected the propitiatory blood of the
cross in favor of the spirit of truth received in baptism, and joined in the
str uggle over the correct interpretation of the Gospel, directing them
selves against the apostolic churches with whom the adherents of the
author of the Johannine Letters had made common cause. It would have
been at this point that the last part of the third subtractate of the Trimor-
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phic Protennoia underwent the final redaction in which it took on the

specifically Johannine polemical language it now bears.
At this point the almost purely positive appeal of the Trim01phic Pro
tennoia in the mildly Christian dress of its second compositional stage
was modified in a polemical direction. No longer a purely evangelical or
proselytizing instrument on behalf of Sethianism, it was now aimed at
challenging and reinterpreting the orthodox apostolic claims of the Great
Church concerning Christ and the salvation offered by him. With this
move, the Sethians were targeting members of the apostolic churches as
candidates for the immediate enlightenment and salvation tendered by
Sethian Gnosis, and the Trimorphic Protennoia had become a weapon in
the competition for souls.

C. The Fusion of Sethites and Barbcloites
to Form Gnostic Sethianism
In the later second century, Christian "Barbeloites" seem to have
merged with the "Sethites," thereby giving rise to the "classical form" of
gnostic Sethianism characteristic of the present versions of the Trimor

phic Protennoia, Apocryphon of John, Apocalypse of Adam, Me!chize
dek, Hypostasis of the Archons, Gospel of the Egyptians, and Norea. It

seems that the combination of the Sethite sacred history with the Barbe
loite doctrine of the Father, Mother, Son triad must have taken place as a
further instance of the historicization of the descent of its third member
at a time when the Barbeloites had been rather thoroughly Christianized.
The natural affinity between such Barbeloite Christians and Sethites
would have been their common proclamation of the historical appear
ance of a pre-existent revealer or redeemer, respectively Jesus or Seth as
alternative bearers of the true image of God, and their common tendency
to develop heterodox interpretations of the Old Testament generally at
variance with those of the wider apostolic churches and the majority of
tannaitic rabbis. If Sethians appropriated the doctrine of the Father,
Mother, and Son triad and the baptismal interpretation of the third de
scent from the Barbeloites, this must have happened at a time when the
third descent of Barbelo as Logos had already been historicized through
its identification with a quasi-human figure. If so, the identification of
Christ with the Sethite figure of the Son of the God Man-who might
have been identified either as Adam or Seth-would have been a natural
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one, and the resulting Son figure would have been associated with a
revelatory descent and quite likely the conferral ofa saving baptism.
J. The Identification ofthe Logos
Indeed, baptism seems to have had not a little to do with this devel
opment. For example, Christianity maintained that the convert was bap
tized in the name of Jesus. But there would have been many candidates
for this name besides Jesus: e.g., Wisdom, the Logos, the heavenly or
second Adam, the Christ, the Son, and so on. If Christ is the name of
Jesus, then to be baptized in the name of Jesus means to put on and be
saved by Christ in the same way that one might infer that, at his own
baptism, Jesus likewise put on Christ or the Son. This assumes that the
name Christ refers to an entirely transcendent being, not quite identical
with the crucified Jesus of the Christians, and that the true designation
of the Son as Christ took place not at the historical baptism in the Jor
dan, but, in Sethian terms, at the primordial anointing of the Self
generated Son with the goodness (XPTJGTOS' I XPLcrT6s-) of the Invisible
Spirit before the world ever came to be. But the Sethian Christ generally
remains above the earthly historical process, while it is the Logos, per
haps in the form of Seth, who enters human history as the bearer of a
saving baptism, and who puts on and thus "saves" Jesus.
In the orbit of Hellenistic Jewish authors such as Philo, the Son of
God would have been understood as the Logos. In fact, Philo even
speculates that the Logos could be thought ofas the Son of God and of
his Mother Wisdom (Fuga I 09). In the hands ofour hypothetical Barbe
loites, the Son of God and of the Mother Barbelo would likewise be the
Logos, the third member of the Father Mother Son triad. On the other
hand, for the Sethite sacred history based on the family triad of Adam,
Eve, and Seth, the Son of God (i.e. the Son of the God Man) would be
Adamas, the divinized Adam. According to this logic, Seth would be the
Son of the Son of Man, a term which, although present in Eugnostos the
Blessed (only in V 13, 12-13), is not encountered in specifically Sethian
texts. Instead, one finds that the figures of both Adamas and Seth are
excluded from the Sethian Gnostic supreme triad of the Invisible Spirit,
Barbelo and the Self-begotten Son.
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2. The Identity ofthe Autogenes Son: Christ or Adam or Seth?
This of course leads to a problem in the Gnostic Sethian texts which
may stem from a fusion of Barbeloite and Sethian mythologies and
demonstrate the catalytic role of Christianity: why do the major theogo
nies such as the Apocryphon of John and the Gospel of the Egyptians
exclude Adamas and his son Seth from membership in the supreme
trinity of Father, Mother, and Son? After all, as Stroumsa has shown,24
any reasonably alert reader of Genesis could bave related Gen 5:3
(LXX), "When Adam had lived a hundred and thirty years, he became

the father of a son in his own likeness, after his image, and named him
Seth" to Gen I :26, "Then God said, 'Let us make m·an in our image,
after our likeness,"' in such way as to conclude that Seth was either the
son of the heavenly Adam or of God himself.
The answer must be that, when the Sethites adopted the Barbeloite
primal triad as a means of accounting for the ultimate divine principles
in their system, the third member of that triad, the Autogenes Son, had
already been interpreted in Christian terms as none other than the Christ.
In the clearly Christianized theogonies of the Apocryphon of .John, Tri
morphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians, the Autogenes
Son, produced as a light from the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo-whom a
Sethite might expect to be Adamas-is identified as Christ (the one
"anointed" with the Father's "goodness" [XPTJGT6s-]), while Adamas, the
perfect Man, is subsequently generated at the good pleasure of the
Autogenes Son at the same time as or slightly prior to the creation of the
Four Luminaries.
As R. Yan den Broek25 has shown, while the Apocryphon of .John
identifies Christ as the Autogenes, the Son of the Invisible Spirit and
Barbelo, Irenaeus' Barbeloite account (Adversus Haereses I.29), places
the Autogenes and his son Adamas below the supreme triad as lower
beings produced by Ennoia and Logos-leaving only Christ as the
"Son" of the supreme Father-Mother-Child triad-yet it also attributes a
degree of praise and honor to the Autogenes unusual for a lower aeon
but entirely befitting a member of the supreme triad: he was "sent forth
24. STROUMSA, Another Seed, 50-53.
25. R. VANDENBROEK, "Autogenes and Adamas: The Mythological Structure of
the Apocryphon of John," in Gnosis and Gnosticism: Papers read at the Eighth
International Conference on Patristic Studies (Oxford, September 3rd-8th, 1979),
ed. M. Krause (Nag Hammadi Studies 17; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981 ), 16-25.
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as a representation of the great light, and ... greatly honored, all
things being subject to him," language that derives from an interpreta
tion of Psalm 8:4-6 in which the God Man has glorified the Son of Man
by making him little less than himself and giving him dominion over all
things. Thus it appears that the Barbeloite system must have originally
conceived the Autogenes as a much higher figure than lrenaeus' account
allows.
J. The Fusion of the Barbeloite and Sethite Supreme Triads
Van den Broek goes on to hypothesize that behind the present Barbe
loite Father-Mother-Child triad, there lay an older triad of Father, First
Man and the Son ofMan, or-in terms of the Ophite system of Irenaeus,
Adversus Haereses I.30.1-the First Man, SecondMan, and Third Man.
I would urge a modified version of this hypothesis, namely, that such a
triad lay behind, not the Barbeloite triad, but rather a triad of supreme
principles that was developed by the Sethites independently and along
side the Barbeloite Father-Mother-Child triad. In my view, the Father
Mother-Child triad ( whose nomenclature was probably derived from
Plato's Timaeus), was original to the Barbeloite Wisdom speculation,
and the Barbeloite encounter with Christianity had already resulted in
the identification of this Child with Christ before their rapprochement
with the Sethites, who seem to have possessed already such a triad of
male figures, Father, FirstMan and Son ofMan.26
Perhaps this implies a still prior stage when, instead of a Father,
Mother, Son triad, there was only a dyad of Man and the Son of Man,
lit1le less than God. Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.29 and the first part
of the Apocryphon of John teach a trinity of Father, Mother and Son.
But in the second part of the Apocryphon the divine voice ("Man exists,
and the Son of Man") that announces the existence of a supreme dyad is
identified as that of the Father, the supreme "Man" (BG 47, 14-48, I 0),
while the longer version implies a supreme triad (Man-Mother-Son of
Man) by identifying the voice as that of the Mother-Father Barbelo
(II 14, 13-34). In Eugnostos the Blessed, there is a supreme pentad: the
26. Although the earliest Sethite speculation may have conceived the members of
its triad of God, Adamas and Seth as androgynous beings, they were in all probabil
ity given male names. Indeed, Theodore! (Haer. Jab. compend. 1.13) ascribed Jrc
nacus' (Adv. Haer. 1.30.1) Ophite triad of three males, First and Second Man plus
Third Male, to the "Sethians, whom some call Ophians and Ophites."
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supreme Fathers Propator and Autopator, and just below them a triad
Immortal Man, Son of Man (the heavenly Adam) and Son of the Son of
Man (probably Seth) each of whom are accompanied by a consort
named Sophia. The same nomenclature is found also in Irenaeus' (Ad
versus Haereses 1.30. l ) "Ophite" myth, which features a supreme triad
consisting of the First Man, the Second Man, and a Third Man (Christ)
begotten by the Second Man upon a lower figure, the Holy Spirit, the
First Woman. But if one includes among the highest beings the First
Man's (feminine) Thought that gives rise to the Second Man (Ennoian
autem eius progredientem, filium dicunt emittentis), then one has in
effect a primal pentad of First Man, his Ennoia, Second Man, and Third
Man, above the First Woman.
Evidently there is a good deal of variation here, and one wonders
whether these notions go back to a common scheme. It may be that the
author of Eugnostos inherited a scheme involving only a supreme triad
of androgynous beings-Immortal Man, Son of Man, and Son of the
Son of Man-above which he superimposed the figures of Propator and
Autopator on philosophical grounds, namely that the sequence of sons
implied a procreative fatherhood inappropriate for (even androgynous)
beings that transcend the visible realm: "the Lord of the Universe is not
rightly called "Father" but "Forefather," for a Father is (merely) the
origin of what is visible, so he is (actually) the unoriginate Forefather"
(III 74,20-75,2). In the case of the "Ophite" myth, a procreative origin
for the Second Man is excluded by conceiving him as the instantiation
of the First Man's Ennoia, which implies the androgyny of either the
Second or the First Man. Again, the fact that both the First Man and
Second Man beget the Third Man as the son of the First Woman (the
Holy Spirit) suggests that First Woman is really an alternative feminine
aspect of the Second Man, and was located below the first two "Men"
merely on the grounds that Gen I :2-3 ("and the Spirit of God was mov
ing over the face of the waters") places the Spirit just above the waters
of the Tehom (sub superiori spiritu segregata elementa, aquam, tene
bras, abyssurn, chaos, super quaeferri Spirilum dicunt; lrenaeus, Adver
sus Haereses I.30.1).
Assuming the Ophite myth has hypostatized the feminine aspect of an
original triad of three androgynous males into separate female principles
(First Ennoia, First Woman, Holy Spirit), one might conclude that its
author, like the author of Eugnostos, drew upon a myth that featured
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only a supreme triad of androgynous "Men." While the first part of the
Apoc1yphon of John features the "Barbeloite" triad of Father-Mother
Chi Id, the second part of the Apocryphon implies a supreme triad of
males when the divine voice announces the names of its first two mem
bers, "Man and the Son of Man"-the supreme deity and the divine
Adam-who are subsequently supplemented by Seth as son of the son
of Man. l suggest that this triad of androgynous "Men" was developed
by the Sethites independently of the Christianized Barbeloite movement,
and that it originally signified the supreme deity and the celestial coun
terparts of the earthly Adam and Seth.
One thus arrives at the trinitarian doctrine of the present Apocryphon:
Invisible Spirit = First Man; Ennoia/Pronoia/Barbelo/Merciful Mother
Father = Second Man; and Autogenes/Christ = Thfrd man. Though por
trayed predominantly as a female, the masculine aspect of Barbelo's
manifestly androgynous (BG 27,3; II 5,9) nature is frequently symbol
ized by her epithets, First Man (BG 27,19-20; 27,10; NHC II 5,7), Triple
Male (BG 27,21; II 5,8), Mother-Father (NHC II 5,6-7; 6,16; 14, I 9;
19,17; 20,9; 27,33), and elsewhere Male Virgin (XIII 46,2 t; XI 59,6, in
Zostrianos and the Gospel of the Egyptians identified as her lower dou
ble, Youel).27 It is possible that the tradition of Barbelo's androgyny
originated from an identification between the (feminine) Ennoia and the
perhaps already androgynous Second Man of the Ophite myth, or be
tween the Son of Man and his feminine aspect Mother of the All (Proto
geneteira Sophia) featured in Eugnostos. In the process, the articulation
of the bisexual nature of the Son of Man into separate Mother and Son
figures effectively demoted the Son of Man, Autogenes or Adamas, to a
third level below the Mother.
Analogy with the myths of the "Ophites" and Eugnostos suggests that
originally the supreme triad of the Sethites may have consisted of the
supreme deity, Adam, and Seth, and that the Sethite fusion with the
27. According to K. L. KING, "This description of Barbelo, the 'Mother' figure
and consort of the Father, makes it clear that 'she' is not unambiguously feminine''
("Sophia and Christ in the Apocryphon of John," in Images ofthe Feminine in Gnos
ticism, ed. K. L. King (Studies in Antiquity and Christianity 4; Philadelphia: For
tress. I 988], 158-176, here 162). "As the Father's thought and providence, Barbelo
is the Father, yet she faces him as his feminine counterpart. Her/his identity can be
described only in paradoxical terms that join identity and distinction. 'She is both
the Father and herself,"' J. J. BUCKLEY, Female Fault and Fulfillment in Gnosticism
(Chapel f-lill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986), 41.
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Christian Barbeloites resulted in the demotion of Adam and Seth to the
level of the Four Luminaries by securing Barbelo and Christ as the sec
ond and third members of the triad. While the systems of the Apocry
phon of John and the Trimorphic Protennoia equate the third member
with both Christ and Autogenes, Irenaeus' Barbeloite myth demotes
both Autogenes and Adamas to a lower rank, leaving only Christ as the
supreme son. The present Gnostic Sethian arrangement of the Father
Mother-Child triad, followed by Adamas and Seth as a fourth and fifth
figure, results from introducing into the Sethite triad of three androgy
nous humans ("Men") the Barbeloite figure of the Mother. As in the
Ophite myth, this was done by conceiving the androgynous supreme
Father's thought as his female aspect, and making it into an independent
hypostasis, perhaps even his consort, the Mother. The effect of ranking
her just below the supreme Father would be to demote the figure of the
First Man Adamas from second to third place in the hierarchy; in effect,
Adamas would logically become her self-begotten (Autogenes) Son.

Yet, because the Barbeloite system had been Christianized, instead of
being identified with Adamas, the Autogenes Son is identified with
Christ, with the result that Adamas and his son Seth are demoted yet
another notch down the hierarchy, thus excluding them altogether from
the primal triad.
Sethites

Eugnosros

Father= "Man"
Propntor
Son of Man = Adamas Autopator
Son of the Son of Man
= Seth
lmmonnl Man

Ophites

Barbeloites

First Man• Father
Father
Second Man = Ennoin Mother w Barbelo

Firs1 Woman"'- Spirit

Third Male= Christ

Son of Man/Adamas
Son of Son of Man

Gnostic Serhians
Invisible Spirit
Mother• Barbelo

Son= Logos= Christ Son• Autogencs Christ
(Logos)
Adamas
(Logos)
Seth

4. The Demotion ofthe Logos
It is perhaps ironic that Christ, the second Adam of Christian specula
tion, usurped the place of the first Adam of the original Jewish Sethite
speculation who, according to Wisdom of Solomon I 0: 1-2, was the first
formed father of the world whom Wisdom delivered and empowered to
rule all things. Christ was the third member of the supreme Barbeloite
triad, but in the present Sethian myth, Adam is located in the highest of
the Four Luminaries over which Christ presides.
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Even more ironically, the theogony of the Apocryphon ofJohn places
the Logos, whom Christian tradition identified with Christ, at a rank
ev en lower than that of either Christ or Adamas. The Gospel of the
Egyptians follows suit; although it introduces the Logos before Adamas,
it places them both after-and thus below-the great Christ of the su
preme triad, and has them cooperate together to produce Seth and the
Four Luminaries. Assuming that the Barbeloite speculation had pro
vided the model for the Gnostic Sethian primal triad, one would expect
the Logos, which the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 37,4-8) identifies
with the Son as the final mode of Barbelo's self-manifestation-and
thus with the third member of the Barbeloite triad-to have occupied a
similar rank throughout the Sethian corpus. Instead, the Apocryphon of
John and the Gospel ofthe Egyptians exclude the Logos from the primal
triad, and its rank seems to vacillate between the fourth and fifth place.
In Gnostic Sethianism, the varying position of the Logos owes to the
attempt to map the old Sethite triad of God, First Man and Son of Man
upon the Barbeloite triad of Father, Mother and Son. Part of this map
ping would involve an equation between the Logos and a Son figure of
some sort (as, e.g., in Philo), but there are now at least three candidates
for this Son: 1) Christ, the Autogenes Son of the Christianized Barbe
loite theology; 2) Adamas, the Son of God in the older Sethite specula
tion, and 3) Seth, son of Adam. Logically, the Son would be Adamas or
Seth in a non-Christian context, but in a Christian context, the Son could
only be Christ or Jesus. The Logos might be associated with any one of
these Son figures, but curiously, the Sethian texts do not regard it as
identical with any of them. Rather, the Logos becomes an independent
hypostasis and a kind of instrument serving other figures.
Among the Sethian texts, the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel
of the Egyptians maintain a close relationship between the Logos and
Jesus; either the Logos directly rescues Jesus from the cross or Seth, by
means of a "Logos-begotten body," puts on Jesus. In the Trimorphic
Protennoia the divine First Thought in the form of the Logos is the
source of enlightenment through the baptism of the Five Seals. Similarly
in the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 63,21-64,3), it is the Mother Pronoia
who establishes the holy baptism brought by the logos-begotten Jesus
whom the great Seth has put on. Thus in both treatises, the primary actor
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behind the scenes is the divine Mother, who appears in the world as the
Logos in certain guises.28
The only general statement that can be made seems to be that,
whether in Barbeloite, Sethian Gnostic, or Christian speculation, the
Logos is consistently conceived to be the divine figure who actually
descends into this world for the salvation of the contemporary Gnostics.
Because the Logos is always active in this world, it is always ranked at
the bottom of the hierarchy of unfallen divine beings, and is associated
with the appearance of the historical savior, whether it be the Jesus of
the Johannine prologue, the Son who puts on Jesus in the Trimorphic
Protennoia, or the Seth who puts on Jesus in the Gospel of the Egyp
tians.
D. The Platonic Context: A New Alliance

As Christianity, influenced by communal aspirations inherited from
Jewish and Roman models of hierarchical authority, spread through the
Mediterranean world, it took on a determination to propagate and defend
itself as an institution. Increasing hostility between it and other move
ments which initially shared with it certain features, Christological and
otherwise, caused movements like the Sethians to adopt novel Chris
tologies, such as the identification of Christ with the pre-existent Seth,
or Autogenes, or the Triple Male Child, in an effort to demonstrate the
interpretive power of their own theologies. At first, the Sethians devel
oped these Christologies in the light of their own sacred history. While
Christological concepts could clearly depict the eschatological advent of
Seth in their own era, to adopt these meant also to reinterpret them in a
Sethian way and thus challenge a more "orthodox" Christological inter
pretation. Although this Christological experimentation preserved for a
time their separate conscious identity as an elect body, in the long run it
must have earned the hostility of the increasingly better organized insti
tution of the "orthodox" Church. But as the position of the Sethians was
28. Cf. Epiphanius, Panarion 39.3.5: "But from Seth by descent and lineage
came Christ, Jesus himself, though not by generation; rather he appeared in the
world miraculously. He is Seth himself, who visited the race of men then and now
because he was sent from above by the Mother." (cimi Tou L1'19 KaT<i oir.§pµa Kai
KaT<i 6La8oxr\v 'YEVOIJS 9XptO'TOS �A0€V aUTOS ''ll]O'OUS, ouxt KaTa. -yevvricrtv ciAA<l
OavµaoTWS- Ty K6oµy TT€q>l]vws, os fonv auTOS pl:�0 6 T6Te Kai [XpLO'Tos) viiv
ETTLQ)OtTJlO'GS Ty 'YEV€l TWV civOpwirwv. OTTO Tl)S M17TpOS dvw0EV OTTEO'TaAµevos).
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weakened by the increasing intensity and sophistication of orthodox
Christian heresiological attacks and by the Church's successful co
option of the epic history oflsrael, some Sethians seem to have become
less attached to their sacred history and rites, and more obsessed with
their ultimate goal, union with the divine. Such Sethians moved from
em phasizing the eschatological history of salvation that gave them a
unique place in history towards the sort of individualistic mystical prac
tice that becomes the center of interest in a new wave of Scthian literary
production, the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
J. The P!atonizing Sethian Treatises
According to these new Platonizing treatises, the advent of salvation
was no longer conceived in terms of the salvific visitations of the divine
Mother Barbelo who bore the baptismal enlightenment of the Five Seals;
rather she remained above, beckoning these Sethians to exercise a self
performable ecstatic visionary ascent undergone by and then vouchsafed
to them by Seth or Allogenes or Zostrianos or Marsanes or Nicotheos or
others. As the Apocalypse of Adam (85, 18-23) suggests, the baptismal
waters had become polluted; Zostrianos (131,2-14) warns the errant
multitudes not to be "baptized with death." The Platonic tradition of
contemplative ascent suggested the possibility of a new, non-earthly
form of transcendental baptism; the author of Zostrianos implemented it.
Probably the first of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, Zostrianos is an
essentially pagan Greek apocalypse produced in the late second or early
third century that effected a rapprochement between traditions at home
in Gnostic Sethianism and a Middle Platonism of a strongly Neopy
thagorean bent. It seems to have been composed as a way of exploiting
Platonic metaphysics and epistemology to account for the nature of the
Setbian divine and cosmic hierarchy and how the visionary and auditory
component of the baptismal rite of the Five Seals afford a saving
enlightenment and direct experience of the divine without recourse to
the specifically biblical and Christian traditions typical of the earlier
Sethian literature. This incorporation of a contemplative mystical ascent
into the Sethian tradition seems indebted to the influence of Neopy
thagorean Middle Platonism, whose representatives such as Philo, Nu
menius, Valentinus, Julian author of the Chaldaean Oracles and proba
bly many others had a strong bent towards contemplative mysticism that
they found already in Plato. .It is important to note that this religio-
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philosophical movement may have been inspired by the old Pythagorean
regimen of an ascetic life, withdrawal into closed conventicles, vegetari
anism, secret symbols, glorification of the tradition and its ancient foun
der, slavish respect for past tradition, arithmology and meditation. Its
goal was assimilation to God. This Neopythagorean regimen and its

speculation would have appeared most attractive to the early ascetic
· baptismal circles in which Sethianism, Christianity, and many other
movements arose.
An urbane devotee of Sethian lore who sought the soul's release from
the clutches of material and somatic preoccupations, the author of Zos
trianos composed this treatise on the basis of mythologumena drawn
from the theogonical and baptismal doctrine most evident in the Gospel
of the Egyptians, and from Middle Platonic theological interpretations of
Plato's dialogues-especially of the Phaedo, Phaedrus, Timaeus, and
Parmenides-that were available in popular Platonic tracts, epitomes or
commentaries, such as the source Zostrianos shares in common with the
later fourth century Christian theologian Marius Victorinus, which
seems to have been an anonymous Parmenides commentary.
f

2. The Response o the Platonists
Like these Platonic tracts, the Greek Zostrianos also came to circulate
in Plotinus' seminar in third century Rome, where it was not only criti
cally appraised-leading to the refutation of certain of its revelatory
claims by Amelius and Plotinus himself-but also seems to have caused
Plotinus to tighten up certain aspects of his own metaphysics, particu
larly the "intelligible biology" by which he explored the role of life and
the truly living being in the origin and nature of his intellectual hyposta
sis. By attributing its doctrine to an ancient revelation granted to Zostri
anos, great-grandfather of Zoroaster (identified with Er the Pamphylian
from whom Plato himself, according to Republic X, inherited insights
concerning the structure of the other-world),29 Zoslrianos implicitly
29. The name Zoroaster occurs only in the colophon (Vlll 132,9), which need not
have been an original part of the treatise, but added only later. According to
Arnobius, Adversus naliones 1.52 ("that Bactrian, whose deeds Ctesias sets forth in
the first book of his History; Armenius, grandson of Zostrianos [MS Osthanes] and
Pamphilian friend of Cyrus"; cf. Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis V.14.103.2 and
other late sources), Zostrianos was the father of the Annenios said by Plato (Repub
lic X 6 I 4B) to be the grandfather of Er the Pamphylian who related the experience
of his own death in battle; this Er was at some point assimilated with Zoroaster. The
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claimed an authority for its Platonic metaphysics and approach to the
knowledge of transcendent reality that was more ancient than Plato him
self. For Plotinus, this raised the issue of the ultimate source and author
ity for his own doctrine as well as that of his Platonic predecessors and
of Greek philosophy in general. As far as Plotinus was concerned, the
entire metaphysics of the Platonizing Sethian texts was a grand misrep
resentation of Plato's Timaeus (esp. 39£) and a violation of sound phi
losophical method; rather than flatly asserting the authority of revealed
truth as the basis of their novel interpretations, the authors and users of
such texts ought to present their own opinions with courtesy and proper
philosophical method (Ennead II, 9 [33] 6).
The treatise Allogenes partly made up for these perceived defects by
achieving greater clarity in its metaphysical exposition and avoiding
misrepresentations of the Timaeus by omitting any account of the
world's creation (as well as references to non-philosophical ritual prac
tices like baptism and excessive ecstatic utterances) and shifting the
emphasis to the more refined, less mythological epistemological doc
trine of the Symposium and Parmenides; in this way it may have avoided
some of the more penetrating criticisms from Plotinus' circle without
abandoning the role of the divine beings essential to Sethianism and its
commitment to the authority of revelation. On the other hand, given its
incantatory and doxological character, a treatise like the Three Ste/es of
Seth would have, and apparently did, entirely escape the notice of these
Platonists even though it traded in the same metaphysics and ascensional
technique. Marsanes gives signs that it was written later than Plotinus,
possibly near the time of Iamblichus and Theodore of Asine; only the
first twenty of its 68 extant pages delve to any extent into the transcen
dental metaphysics of Zostrianos and Allogenes, mostly by way of
summary rather than exposition. Perhaps at a still later date, the untitled
treatise of Codex Bruce, while it contains some of the technical meta-

figure of lolaos, Zostrianos' putative father (cf. 4, I 0), is attested as far back as He
siod (Theogony 102; 323; 340; 467) as a great warrior. Diodorus Siculus (Biblio
theca Historica V 15.2) identifies him as the son of Herakles' brother Jphikles; in a
fit of madness Herakles betrothed his own first wife Megara to his nephew lolaos.
According to Zoroastrian sources (Zadspram 13), "The enumeration of the lineage
of Zartosht is Zartosht, son of Pourushasp, son of Purtaraspo, son of Aurvadasp ... "
(extending back to Gayomard), while his mother and grandmother were Dukdaub
and Freno.
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physical and baptismal vocabulary found in Zostrianos and the Gospel
of the Egyptians, would not at all invite a philosophical reading.
3. The Transformation of Basic Sethian Doctrine

The earlier Sethian treatises present the Mother Barbelo as chief actor,
the principal initiator and agent of enlightenment and salvation. She is
ranked immediately after the supreme deity and is the source of the
aeonic world. Most importantly, even though she is an androgynous
being, a "Mother-Father" (µT)TpomiTwp) and "Male Virgin," she is ulti
mately the Mother of those Gnostics to whom she descends, enlightens
and receives back into the divine world. In this sense, she is the recep
tive principle par excellence, and no more fitting designation could be
given her than to be identified as the "Mother" member of Plato's su
preme triad of first principles, the Receptacle. Like Plato's Receptacle,
her seed could only hope to live by being reintegrated within her, the
Womb of the Alt.30
30. The stages by which this identification took place are scarcely recoverable,
but if one were to hazard a guess, it might have included the following factors:
l) Barbelo, perhaps a nomen barbanun representing the Tetragrammaton or name of
Yahweh, is consistently conceived as the first thought (np6vota, npwTEVVOta) of
God, which would associate her with the transcendent forms insofar as these were
considered to be God's thoughts, a conception typical of Middle Platon
ism. 2) Barbclo is more than once conceived as the Womb of the All, a notion rather
close to Plato's concept of the Receptacle of becoming. 3) Barbelo is frequently
called the merciful "Mother" or "Mother-Father." 4) Barbelo is said to have origi
nated from the self-reflection of the father, much as Eugnostos the Blessed
(NHC m,3 and Y,1) conceives the origin of its second principle, the /\utopator.
While Plato and Old Academic thought conceived the Dyad (a mother figure) and
the One (a father figure) as two coeval principles, neither derivable from the other,
lhe advent of Neopythagorean schemes of the derivation of the number series in the
first century BCE provokes Platonists under its influence to work out schemes in
which the dyadic feminine principle is derived from the Monad. using the images of
self-replication, self-retraction, self-extension, the sprouting of a seed, and so
on. 5) Barbelo (explicitly in Zostrianos) serves as a receptacle or Womb for her
spiritual progeny. and gives rise to the Self-begotten Son by conceiving him as a
spark of the Father's light, quite as Plato represents the images of the Father's forms
taking on substantial reality within the Receptacle; indeed, this son, identified with
Christ and perhaps with Seth, is certainly an image of the Father. 6) ln the Sethian
Platonizing treatises, Barbelo begins to be conceived hypostatically as the divine
Intellect, and is accordingly tripartitioncd into a contemplated, contemplating and
demiurgic mind, the lowest of which is identified with the self-begotten Son, a
scheme rather close to that or Numenius. A corollary of this development is the
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But beginning with Zostrianos (and perhaps the Three Ste/es ofSeth)
the Father, Mother, Child nomenclature for the supreme divine triad in
the earlier Sethian treatises begins to fade, and the ontological position
of the Mother begins to decline. The earlier Sethian treatises such as the
Apocryphon of John portray the advent of salvation as conveyed by a
series of temporally successive descents into this world by the Mother
Barbelo in the form of various modalities, culminating in her gift of the
baptismal rite of the Five Seals. However, starting with Zostrianos, the
Platonizing Sethian treatises exhibit a more vertical, non-temporal, su
pra-historical scheme in which salvation is achieved, not through visita
tions of the Mother, but through a graded series of visionary ascents
initiated by the Gnostic himself. In Zostrianos, the visionary ascends
through the celestial realm to the intellectual level of the Barbelo Aeon.
In Allogenes and perhaps the Three Steles of Seth, the ascent does not
terminate in the Barbelo Aeon, but continues through the levels of the
Triple Power, culminating in a non-knowing, mentally vacant revelatory
encounter with the Unknowable One at the summit of all. In effect, the
Aeon of Barbelo has now become only a stage on the path of ascent, no
longer its goal or even its author. This shift is evidently the product of a
deeper degree of involvement with a contemplative Platonism that takes
its start in Plato's Symposium and leads directly to Plotinus. The inevita
ble result is an increased reliance upon self-performable techniques of
enlightenment and a decreased reliance upon the salvific initiatives of
the Mother Barbelo.
This development is to be explained by a shift in Sethian preoccupa
tions away from the story of their primordial origins and the sacred his
tory of divine initiatives and interventions by Barbelo and Seth on their
behalf toward Platonic metaphysics, in which the feminine, maternal
principle was associated-even since the time of Plato-with the defi
ciency of the Dyad. As we shall show in Chapter 9, particularly after the
time of Philo, contemporary Platonism had a strong tendency, especially
introduction of a new triad, the Triple-Powered One, as the liaison between Barbelo
and the Father. The result is Barbelo's relative demotion in the scale of being, which
seems to result from an increasing tendency towards a philosophical monism involv
ing the elevation of the Father as far as possible from subordinate beings, but still
leaving him contemplatively accessible. Such a tendency is typical of the Neopy
thagoreanizing Platonists from Eudorus (see Chapter 9), and it should not be surpris
ing that it would have its equivalent among those Sethian authors that over the
course of time incorporated the insights of Middle Platonic metaphysicians.
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in the cases of the second-century Platonists Plutarch and Moderatus, to
demote the feminine principle to lower ontological levels: in positive
form, to that of the rational aspect of the World Soul, and in negative
form, to its irrational aspect which is regarded as the source of cosmic
evil. This trend towards demotion worked its influence upon the Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises, whose authors seem to have been closely
allied with such Platonists, although not to the point of making the ma
ternal principle the source of evil.
Both Philo and the Chaldaean Oracles, like the early Sethian trea
tises, locate a positive maternal principle at the second highest level of
reality. Philo exalts Sophia nearly to the rank of God's consort and em
ploys the terms Father, Mother and Son to designate God, Sophia, and
the Logos, but unlike the earlier Sethian treatises, he fails to invoke any
family triad or group of first principles by these names. But, as we will
see in Chapter 9, shortly after the time of Philo, among second century
Platonists Plutarch and Numenius, one begins to see metaphysical sys
tems in which the feminine principle is regarded as the source of evil
and irrationality in the universe, not only in the sublunar realm, but in
the celestial realm as well.31 Virtually the sole exceptions to this nega
tive valorization of the feminine principle are the Chaldaean Oracle's
portrayal of Hecate and the early Sethian portrayal ofBarbelo.32
In this regard, the Sethian valorization of the feminine principle can
be taken as an index of the degree of the Platonic contribution to Sethian
theology. The first traces of the so-called Barbeloite speculation visible
in the Apocryphon of John and the Trimorphic Protennoia display the
highest estimation of the feminine principle as the salvifically active
member of the supreme Father, Mother, Child triad inspired by the Ti-

31. Plotinus' treatment of the feminine principle is even more complicated: as
Life, a vital trace of the One, she is the source of Intellect. Yet as intelligible Matter
and true unlimitedness, she is dangerous: had that aspect of her which has escaped
the persuasion of being and truth not sunk down into the realm of images, her con
tinued presence above would have threatened the destruction of the limiting princi
ple itsel[
32. The Sethians continue to present Barbelo as unequivocally good, and her
lower double Sophia as tainted yet basically innocent; even though she mistakenly
bore the ignorant demiurge, she continues to be "our sister Sophia." But despite this
positive estimation of the Mother Barbelo, the Sethians also tend to demote her from
her early status as the next highest principle after the Invisible Spirit, to a level
subordinate to that of the interposed masculine triad of the Triple Powered One. The
family triad has been split apart.
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maeus. Then, as Sethian thinkers became more heavily involved with
the Platonic metaphysics of the second century in which the feminine
principle was becoming increasingly associated with irrationality and
evil, that positive estimation wanes. Indeed, in Zostrianos and the other
Platonizing Sethian treatises, the Father, Mother, Child nomenclature
becomes obsolete. It is not Barbelo's maternal characteristics as the
merciful Mother and Womb of the All that are stressed; it is rather her
status as the Knowledge or Intellect of the Invisible Spirit that is empha
sized, an entity which Platonists traditionally treated in masculine terms
as Intellect (vous). She is no longer so much "Mother Barbelo" as she is
the masculine Aeon of Barbelo.33 It is ironic that, although the early
Sethians seem to have had the greatest share in the first and second cen
tury rehabilitation of Plato's Father, Mother, Child triad, the increasing
Sethian alliance with the very philosophers who likewise traced their
doctrine back to Plato resulted in the demotion of that triad to the status
of a mere preparatory level of visionary ascent along the way to a reve-

33. Another possible Platonic influence on the Gnostic systems is the multiplica
tion of feminine beings located at various levels of reality, noticeable from Speusip
pus (discussed in Chapter 8) onward. The case of Eugnostos the Blessed (NHC lfl,3
& V,J), which displays no interest in family triads, preferring instead the masculine
triad of Man, Son of Man and Son of the Son of Man, is most instructive here: all
the female principles bear the name Sophia, but what distinguishes each of these
figures is for the most part the epithet of the male consort with whom they arc
paired. That is, it is the number of male principles needing a consort that determines
the number of female principles. However, Speusippus, the iirst Platonist to intro
duce multiple feminine principles, justified it on the grounds that, if there were only
one Receptacle. only one kind of product would result, which is impossible, since
the world contains many different kinds of things. That is, it is the number of differ
ent offspring that determines the number of female principles. In certain of the
Sethian treatises, especially the Gospel of the Egyptians, the feminine beings fre
quently seem to have been invented out of thin air, not from established Sethian
tradition, in order to explain the origin of important male figures, such as the Child
of the Child, Adam, Seth and Seth's seed. The same may be true for the Christian
ized Sethian treatises in general, where the center of interest is in the origin and
work of the Self-begotten Son Christ, or of the divine Logos. Even though his
mother Barbelo arranges his conception and sends him on his saving mission, or is
herself conceived to be the actual savior appearing in the masculine guise of her son,
it is still the son who is perceived to have the decisive soteriological contact with the
gnostic devotee. And in the cases where Barbelo's soteriologieal efforts are pre
sented as a threefold descent, it is only her third appearance in masculine form that is
finally effective.
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latory encounter with a supreme and genderless "One"; such is the doc
trine of the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
Although the Platonizing Sethian treatises as a group have completely
revised the traditional Sethian path to enlightenment away from the
pattern of descending revealers who appear in a baptismal rite toward an
ascent of the soul toward a vision of the supreme realities, Zostrianos
continues to invoke the Sethian baptismal dramatis personae as both
enablers and objects of transcendental vision, and the levels of ascent
are said to be marked by baptisms, often in living water. And, although
Zostrianos abandons the early Father, other, Child theogonical nomen
clature for the supreme triad, it is replaced by the "derivational" Exis
tence, Life, Blessedness triad latent within the Invisible Spirit at the
highest level, and at a lower level, the older triad of Barbelo's attributes
Prognosis, Aphtharsia, and Aionia Zoe (as in the Apocryphon ofJohn) is
replaced by a triad of ontological levels, Kalyptos, Protophanes, and
Autogenes.
Ill. TIIE TWILIGHT AND ECLIPSE or GNOSTIC SETH!ANISM

It may be that the Sethians' gradual shift away from their original com
munal baptismal context-interpreted by means of a rich history of their
primordial origins and salvation towards the more ethereal and individu
alistic practice of visionary ascent-contributed to the eventual decay
and diffusion of those who identified with the Sethian traditions. Around
375 CE Epiphanius had difficulty recalling where he encountered Sethi
ans; they are not to be found everywhere, but now only in Egypt and
Palestine, although, fifty years before, they had spread as far as Greater
Armenia (Panarion 39,1.1-2; 40.l). Epiphanius also says that, near the
inauguration of the Sassanide era when Mani, who also rejected
baptism, began his worldwide mission, the Archontic branch of Sethian
ism had likewise rejected baptism and the sacraments associated with
the Church.
In any case, it is clear that after 200 CE, some Sethians as well as other
Gnostics were engaged in discussion with Plotinus and the Neopla
tonists. While initially welcomed in pagan Platonic circles, their insis
tence on the authority of revelation and on enumerating and praising
their traditional divine beings with hymns, glossalalia, and other forms
of ecstatic incantation began to irritate more sober Platonists such as
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Plotinus, Porphyry and Amelius. Although the Platonists initially re
garded the Sethians as friends, soon they too, like the heresiologists of
the Church, began writing pointed and lengthy attacks upon them for
distorting the teaching of Plato which they adapted to depict their own
spiritual world and the path towards assimilation with it.
This rejection, coupled with the official sanction of Christianity under
Constantine and the attendant pressure against the very paganism the
Sethians had turned to, seems to have resulted in the gross fragmentation
of whatever Sethian communities that may have survived into various
derivative and other sectarian gnostic groups in Egypt, Palestine and
Syria, where they may have no longer have been identified as Sethians,
but perhaps as Archontics, Audians, Borborites, Phibionites, Stratiotici
and others. The seed of Seth had been scattered indeed.

CHAPTER EIGHT
THE BEGINNINGS OF PLATONIC SPECULATION
ON FIRST PRINCIPLES
The purpose of this and the following two chapters is to trace out the
development of Platonic speculation on first principles from Plato
through the Platonic-Neopythagorean literature of the first three centu
ries of the common era, so as to form a background for understanding
the nature of the speculation on first principles found in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, to be treated in Chapter 12. This treatment of doctrines
concerning first principles will then be supplemented by a similar con
sideration of Platonic doctrines on the relation between body and soul
and on the means of knowing God in Chapter 11. The present exposition
of Platonic metaphysics falls into three segments: I) Plato, the Old
Academy, and the older Pythagoreans, treated in this chapter; Neo
pythagoreanism and Middle Platonism, treated in Chapter 9; and early
Neoplatonism, treated in Chapter I 0. These chapters are not intended as
a complete or systematic exposition of these thinkers, and so will only
touch on those works and concepts which have proved useful for under
standing the metaphysics underlying the Sethian treatises.
I. PLATO AND THE OLD ACADEMY

The Plato of the early and middle dialogues does not seem to be inter
ested in cosmology as such, but rather with the question of what can be
known. This concern with epistemology led Plato (427-347 BCE) in
creasingly to a consideration of the ultimate constituents of the universe.
Like some of his predecessors, such as Empedocles (ca. 492-432 BCE),
however, in varying ways he eventually took up the fundamental prob
lem established by Parmenides (ca. 510-450 BCE) concerning the rela
tionship between being-which as the only truly determinate and endur
ing reality is all that can be truly known-and the becoming and change
characteristic of our daily experience, whose apparent reality is simply
the consequence of erroneous human convention: on the one hand, only
eternal, unchanging Being can exist and cannot come into being, grow
or perish, especially since its inviolability is ensured by the bonds estab-
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lished by Justice, Necessity and Destiny. On the other hand, this uni
verse, inhabited by ignorant men, has come into being, will grow and
perish. The two realms are absolutely incompatible and it is literally
unthinkable that a confusion between them should exist. Most histories
of Greek philosophy explain subsequent Presocratic philosophy-and
that of Plato-as an attempt to answer Parmenides' discomfiting conun
drum concerning these two realms.
A. Plato

Plato is a Parmenidean philosopher insofar as he too posits a realm of
unchanging eternal and truly real things beyond this changing world of
ours: the Ideas or Forms. But he is concerned to overcome the gap be
tween these two realms in a way more satisfactory to him than that of
his predecessors. Characterizing Parmenides' realm of static being as a
transcendental realm of eternal ldeas which alone are truly knowable,
Plato "saves the phenomena" of the ordinary realm of change and be
coming by supposing that things in this world are not merely the product
of erroneous convention, but have a kind of quasi-existence as reflec
tions or imitations of or participants in the transcendental Ideas. A thing
can only be known by apprehending its unchanging form, shape, or Idea
as its ultimate reality; the appearance of the thing, its phenomenal im
age, is not an object of true knowledge, but only of mere opinion or
belief. 1 Only the ideas of things have real being, although at points it
seems that certain forms are more ultimate than others, or that there is a
single ultimate form called the One, Unity, the Good, or ultimate
Beauty. In Republic V1 509B, Plato even alludes to a supreme idea, the
Good, that embraces all the other ideas: 2
I. In the Academy, there is the closest relationship between the idea (t6fo) or
essence of a thing and its form (EL6os, figure, shape, contour, outline). According to
P. MERLAN (From Platonism lo Neoplatonism [The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
3 rd ed. 1968), 43), the form of a thing is what keeps it apart from all other things; it
is the boundary between it and its surroundings; it is a frame that remains stable
(whether rigid or elastic), although the matter of the thing changes. It is the form by
which each thing remains identical with itself and different from everything else.
The form represents the clement of being as opposed to the element of becoming.
The form is also the equivalent of the presence of the idea in the thing; to the extent
to which a thing has a form, it participates in its idea.

2. Kai TOLS )'lyvwoKoµEVOlS Toi.vvv µ� µ6vov TO )'l yvwaKEa0m <j>civat urro TOU
ciya0ou rrapELVal, ciXXo: Kal TO ElVal TE KOL T�V ouai.av im' EKELVOlJ OUTOLS
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tl)e objects of knowledge (the Ideas) not only receive from the presence of
the Good their being known, but their very existence and essence is derived
from it, though the Good itself is not essence, but transcends even essence
in dignity and power.

J. The Reconciliation ofBeing and Becoming: Demiurge and Soul
In the Timaeus, Plato uses a lengthy discourse by Timaeus, the Lo
crian statesman and philosopher, to explain how the phenomenal world
has come to reflect these transcendent Ideas. According to G. Rey
dams-Schils, Timaeus begins his account (Timaeus 27D) with a number
of axioms and derived principles.3 First, reality has two aspects, eternal
Being, approachable through reason and thinking, and continually
changing Becoming, which is always coming to be and passing away

(yLyvo µEvov Kat 0.110\)..uµEvov), and is the object of irrational sensation
(a>-.oyos afo8TJaLs) and opinion. Second, everything which comes to be
must have a cause, which is to be found in the figure of an unquestiona
bly good divine demiurge or craftsman. Third, whatever the demiurge
creates after the paradigm of immutable Being is necessarily beautiful
and best, while whatever derives from Becoming is not. Thus the
cosmos is suspended between Being and Becoming: since it is visible,
tangible, and has a body-thus an object of sense-perception-it be
longs to the realm of Becoming, but since it is the most perfect of all
things and derives from the best of causes, it must be the image of some
thing else, namely an eternal paradigm that belongs to the realm of Be
ing. Since the Becoming that characterizes the universe stands to Being
as true opinion (ntaTLS) stands to truth, only a "likely account" (ELKWS
µD8os) of its generation is possible.
Timaeus goes on to claim that the universe as a whole is "alive, en
dowed with a soul and a mind," and that it "has come about through
divine providence" (Timaeus 30B8-9); it is a unique perceptible whole
that contains all living beings, modeled upon the intelligible Living

rrpocrE'ivm, OUK oucr[as OVTOS TOU ci:yaeou cit\' €TL €TT€KELVa Tfjs ovcrLas TTp€0-�Elq:
KaL 6uvciµEL UTT€pExovTos.
3. G. REYDAMS-SCl·IILS, Demiurge and Providence: Stoic and Platonist Read

ings of Plato's Timaeus (Monotheismes et Philosophie; Tumhout: Brepols, 1999),
17-32. See also L. BRISSON, Le meme et I 'mare dans la structure ontologique du
Timee de Platon: Un commentaire sys tematique d11 Timee de Platon (Sankt Augus
tin: Academie Verlag, 2 nd rev. ed., 1994).
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Being which contains all intelligibles, that is, the Platonic fonns. As a
sensible body endowed with the most perfect shape (a sphere) and mo
tion (circular), the universe is a self-contained harmonious mixture of
the four elements, and is therefore preserved from dissolution, since the
providence ofits creator also guarantees its preservation. The variety
and multiplicity of the universe owes to a combination of its basic
"stuff," the four fundamental elements (earth, air, fire and water), whose
structure and measure provide its basic "shape."
The whole is animated by an orderly and harmonious Cosmic Soul
that is also faithfully shaped by the demiurge according to the paradigm
ofthe truly Living Being. This soul governs the Cosmic Body, pervad
ing it from within, and enveloping it from the outside.The central points
regarding the soul ofthe universe in Plato's account are: (I)The Demi
urge wished that the world be the best possible and thus he decided that
a world with intelligence was better than one without it. But since there
is nothing with intelligence that is without soul, the Demiurge decreed
that the world should have a soul (Timaeus 29D7-30C l ). (2) The soul of
the universe is located in the center ofthe body ofthe universe and ex
tends throughout the body and wraps around outside it (Timaeus 34A8B9). (3) Soul is prior to body in birth and excellence, and is its ruler
(Timaeus 34B10-35Al). (4)The soul ofthe universe is composed ofa
mixture of indivisible Existence, Sameness, and Difference as well as
divisible Existence, Sameness, and Difference (Timaeus 35AI-BJ).
(5)The soul is then divided or marked according to harmonic intervals
(Timaeus 35B1-3686). (6)The soul is then tom lengthwise into two
strips that are connected to form two circles, an outer and an inner, the
former comprising movement ofSameness, the latter movement ofDif
ference (Timaeus 3686-D?).
This cosmic soul is the result ofthe demiurge's reasonable and har
monious combination ofthree elements, Being, Sameness and Differ
ence, each ofwhich is apparently manifested in two modes, the "indi
visible and ever constant," and "the divisible which comes to be in
bodies" (Timaeus 34B-36D). Since the sensible world is an image ofthe
Forms, it must resemble its model-thus Form is the cause ofsimilar
ity-but as an image, it must also differ from it, the difference being
guaranteed by the empirical multiplicity ofits sensible instances. It is a
balance between three ingredients, each of which has an indivisible, i.e.,
intelligible, and a divisible, i.e., somatic, aspect: one intermediate be-
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tween indivisible and divisible Being, one intermediate between the
indivisible and divisible Same and one intermediate between the indi
visible and divisible Other. Being, Same, and Other are the fundamental
ingredients of everything: the intelligible realm, the sensible world, and
the Cosmic Soul intermediate between these. The Demiurge divides the
World Soul's mixture of Same, Other and Being into parts according to
mathematical proportions, splits it in two, and shapes each half into
circles set at an angle to each other. The outer circle, called the circle of
the Same, defines the motion of the fixed stars and has the intelligible
realm as its object, while the inner circle of the Other is further divided
into seven strips serving as orbits for the seven planets, and has true
opinion about the sensible realm.4
Furthermore, the human body is a microcosm of the larger macro
cosm. It is made from the same elements as the cosmic body, but is
fabricated, not by the divine demiurge, but by lower gods who imitate
the demiurge as best they can. Human bodies not only lack the eternity
of the cosmic body, but, unlike the cosmos, must interact with an exte
rior realm, necessitating hands, feet and sense organs that engage in
non-circular, linear motions and accelerations. Within the body's spheri
cal head resides its own rational soul, which the demiurge takes from the
remaining mixture used for the divine and immortal cosmic soul. It con
sists of the same ingredients as the World Soul with its own two circular
movements corresponding to Same and Other, but in a less pure mix
ture.
When, however, this immortal part of the soul is attached to a human
body by the lesser gods that the demi urge has provided for this purpose,
its motions are upset and become chaotic. What is more, these lesser
gods also append to the immortal soul two lower, mortal parts-spirit
and appetite-yielding a tripartite soul with one immortal and two mor
tal parts. Unlike the immortal part of the soul, the mortal parts made by
the lesser gods will sooner or later perish along with the body, while the
immortal part must enter into a series of successive incarnations. The
first incarnation is said to come about "out of necessity" (Timaeus 42A)
and is decreed by fate (Timaeus 41 E) to the accompaniment of blind
mechanical processes among the four elements that oppose the rational
and purposeful actions of the divine demiurge. But during an individ4. Of the Sethian treatises, only Marsanes offers a more or less direct imple
mentation of this doctrine ofthe soul; sec Chapt er 14.
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ual's lifespan, the rational part of the soul can learn to control the bad
influences of its lower parts, and eventually return to its divine origin;
since the circular motions of the Cosmic Soul are present in both the
heavenly revolutions and in the immortal part of the human soul, hu
mans can attune their souls to the Cosmic Soul by observing the heav
enly revolutions through sight and thinking. 5

2. Paternal Reason Persuades Maternal Necessity: the Receptacle
So far Timaeus has been discussing the works of reason (Timaeus
47E) in the universe. But this universe is not merely the product of rea
son, it is a combination of reason and necessity, the "erratic cause,"
which reason must persuade into orderliness insofar as possible. How
ever, in 48E-52D Timaeus restarts his account in the form of a curiously
self-contained, alternative creational myth, or perhaps counter-myth,
that takes the reader back to the pre-cosmic phase of the universe at a
point prior to the demiurge's creative involvement. It now turns out that
the axiomatic factors of Being and Becoming must now be supple
mented by a "third kind," an inert receptacle (imo66xTJ / TO oExoµEvov),
also called the wetnurse (n0�vri), mother (µTJTTJP), and nurse (Tpo<j>os)
of all Becoming, as well as a space (xwpa) or place (T6TTos) or seat
(Eopav) in which all sensible things come to be and have their being, and
out of which they pass away. While the demiurge explains how the
cosmic image resembles its model, it is the receptacle that explains why
it differs from its model.
At Timaeus 52D (cf. 30A), Timaeus makes another sudden shift, this
time from a receptacle depicted and entirely inert and neutral, to one in
chaotic motion, which already in the pre-cosmic phase has minimal
features or traces of sensible things (containing moistness and fieryness
and receiving the shapes of air and earth and certain visible characteris
tics) in complete disorder by which it is shaken in such a way as to sepa
rate out the four elements-as if from a pre-existent chaos. Thus when
5. Uniquely among created beings, the human soul is granted intelligence (vous-)
as a divine daimon to direct him away from earth toward his kinship with heaven.
where each soul has its own star from which it came and to which it will return. The
cosmic intelligence of the demiurge is responsible for human souls, whose immortal
part will be compounded of the same blend of ideal and instantiated being, sameness
and difference as the world soul itself. Once brought to order by the world soul, the
younger cosmic gods, also created by the world soul, mold the bodies of all living
things.
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the Demiurge starts his ordering activities he finds not merely an inert
and empty receptacle, but a kind of Becoming already embedded in it.6
The recalcitrance of these pre-cosmic elements is the work of Necessity,
and limits the ability of the Demiurge's ordering activities. Thus Neces
sity and the Reason of the Demiurge that persuades Necessity into order
are the two forces that shape the cosmos.
In any case, no matter whether the receptacle is inert and empty or al
ready possessed of precosmic traces of the elements, it is always passive
and receptive, never engaging in any intentional or proactive activity.
The combinations of triangles which form the primary bodies are not
formed by the Demiurge from the Receptacle, but rather projected onto
it, as onto a kind of movie screen. The Receptacle is simply their xwpa
or E8pa (Timaeus 52A). Upon these rudiments or traces of the four ele
ments, he imposes the elemental shapes-the regular polyhedra (pyra
mid, octahedron, icosahedron, cube and, to insure the ultimate spher
oidal shape of the ultimate result, a fifth, the dodecahedron) that
correspond to the character of each of the four elements (fire, water, air,
and earth) plus the novel fifth element aether-of which the cosmos will
be constructed.
6. The following are the characteristics of the receptacle: it is distinguished from
Being and Becoming as a third entity (48E4); it has the nature of a receptacle of all
becoming (m:iaris- yEVEOEWS- imo6oxl\v, 49A5-6); it is like a nurse (n9T\vri); it must
be called always the same (rniiTov cid, 5086-7) it never departs from its own power
or function (6iivaµlS-, 50B7-8) it always receives the whole (ni mivra, 5088-9); it
never in any way takes on a shape of any of the things entering it (µop<j>1'JV ou6Eµiav
TTOTE oii6Evl. Twv EicrL6vTwv 6µo[av ELA TJq>Ev, 5088-C I); it is naturally there for
everything as a mold (i:KµayE'i:ov, 50C2); it is changed and distorted by things enter
ing it, and on their account appears difforently at different times (KLVouµev6v TE Kai
6wox17µaTl(OµEVOV imo TWV ELOLOVTWV <j>aLVETal 6E fa' EKElVa aAAOTE (lA
Aciov, 50C2-4); it is that in which it becomes (To 6' ev <ii yLy vETm, 50D1); it is a
mother (µT\TTJP, 50D); it is an invisible and shapeless form, all-receiving, partaking
somehow most mysteriously in the intelligible (civ6paTov et66s- TL Kai dµop<j>ov,
11av6exls-, µern>-.aµ�civov 6€ chropwTaTci 117J Toti VOTJTOU, 51A7-81); it is a kind of
being which is spatial, eternal (ylvos- ov To Tfjs xwpas- aEi) and indestructible, and
provides a basis (E6pav) for all created things, and is apprehended imperceptibly by
a sort of spurious reasoning (µET· civalo9riotas- cirrTov >-.oyLoµQ nvl v69Cjl, 52A882; it existed before the heaven (oupav6s-, 52D4) and it is the nurse of generation
(yEvfoews TL9T\vri, 52D5). It is this receptacle that subsequent Platonists-but not
Plato-will call a "substrate" or "matter" (u>-.ri). It is at first said to be completely
passive and neutral, not at all serving as the material ow ofwhich anything is made,
but merely receiving the copies of the Forms that have already taken shape in the
Paradigm.
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All sensible objects are therefore images of the Forms, emerging, ex
isting, and perishing without ever acquiring a stable identity within the
volume of their "mother," the Receptacle and Nurse of becoming.7 Like
the main creation account, this one also stresses that phenomenal being
is an image of the Forms. But unlike the rather more "patriarchal" main
account, there is here no indication that phenomenal being is the result
of an imposition of form upon a preexisting chaos by an active-though
ungrudging and generous-male demiurge. In this more "matriarchal"
account, there is no concept of the forceful imposition of form upon
matter. Rather one finds an emphasis upon the ungrudging receptiveness
and neutrality of the motherly Receptacle as the necessary condition for
the world's coming into and continuing in being. Rather than images of
imposition of form from above, one finds the image of persuasion, ac
cording to which the rational power of the demi urge persuades or elicits
the cooperation of powers or forces that were previously indifferent or
even hostile to one another. The emphasis lies on the realization that all
phenomena are sprung from a common and all-encompassing-though
to some extent recalcitrant-receptiveness to that persuasion.
There is also the implication that only the Forms and the Receptacle,
as first principles, have any independent being of their own, while the
images, the things that we see in the world, are only reflections in the
prior being of the Receptacle. According to this account, Becoming is
not an independent principle, but only a deficient imitation of Being.
The images have no substantial reality; their being is that of the Recep
tacle.8
7. E. N. LEE, "On the Metaphysics of the Image in Plato's Timaeus," The Mo

nist (1966), 341-368, and a private communication of April, 1985.

8. The images constitute the contents of the sensible world. While the Forms are
the object of intellection and the images are objects of perception, the Receptacle is
neither an intelligible nor a sensible object. It only partakes of the intelligible in a
most puzzling way, and can be apprehended only by a kind of spurious reasoning.
The Forms here involved are mainly those of the four elements, whose "qualities"
comprise the content of the Receptacle. Prior to receiving the triangular geometrical
shapes by which the demiurge imposes order upon them, these qualities or images
enter and exist in the Receptacle in a state of disequilibrium, resulting by sheer
necessity in a chaotic movement which agitates the Receptacle and by which the
Receptacle in tum agitates them. Order is only produced when the demiurge gives
the elemental qualities a distinct configuration by imposing shapes and numbers on
them. In this way, Reason persuades Necessity insofar as possible, yet never com
pletely, since there is always a residuum of a necessary indefiniteness or randomn ess
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In Timaeus 50D, Plato introduces the family triad of Form as Father,
Receptacle as Mother, and phenomenon as Child (fryovos) or "inter
mediate nature" (µETaeu <j>i'.ms).9 But this in not an ordinary "procrea
tive" family, for Plato makes it clear that this Father is absolutely aloof
from all other realms: he never receives anything other than himself, nor
ever himself goes out into any other. It is by the agency of forms and
numbers alone that the Father marks out the images, and, in order to
survive, the offspring must continue to exist "in" their mother. 10 That is,
Plato offers two orders of being: a transcendent father who remains
aloof from all else and who does not himself appear, and a dyad of
mother and child which, though substantially separate from the father, is
his phenomenal representation and the very expression of his transcen
dence. The father and mother are not a pair of beings who between them
generate a third. Plato's metaphor of the family triad expresses the thesis
that lower orders of being are not orders of being unto themselves, but in
fact are the manifestation of the transcendent who is beyond being. This
world is nothing other than the manifestation of the transcendent, the

that escapes the ordering process. The errant cause of the Receptacle is never com
pletely mastered, and there are copies of the forms that never enter into the perfectly
circular motion of Reason, but persist in an irrational rectilinear motion in the six
directions.
9. According to Plutarch, De anima Proc. 1012E4-6, Zarathustra, Pythagoras'
teacher, called the One the "father," and the indefinite dyad the "Mother" of num
ber.
I 0. In his early fifth century CE Commentary on the Timaeus (273, 277.13-278,7;
316, 313.2; 329, 323.18-20; 330, 324.19-23; 337,330.10-331,4; 344,336.5-6;
349,341.5-6), Calcidius interprets the relation between paradigm, receptacle and
sensible form in such a way as to show that form does not combine directly with
matter but produces a lower form as an image (imago, simulacrum) of the higher,
appearing in the substrate to produce a sensible body: the father (pater, i.e. the
ideae) joins (conectere) sensible form to matter to provide these lower forms with
substance and similarity (similitudo). These forms, enclosed by matter as in a womb,
cannot exist alone and per se without support from the thing (the mater) that sustains
them. In the process, matter is moved by the coming together of forms (species
which are in turn images of the eternal and immortal species) entering into and
informing it and moves those same forms in tum. The offspring (pro/es), as a gener
ated form, stands between the truly existent and "that which is not among existent
things" as an "existent in a sense" (esse aliquatenus; cf. Porphyry, apud Simplicius,
In Phys. 9.135, 1-9). Matter gives existence to the forms by providing a foundation
(s1atio nem = E6pav) for them and for "all that arises in its womb," and the forms in
turn give existence to matter, because only informed matter can have any existence.
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presence of its absence. As we will see, this notion forms the basis of the
Sethian picture of the divine world.11
The Timaeus then goes on to present Timaeus' theories about human
physiology and health, and then-as the product of inferior male souls
degraded by transmigration into lower life-forms-the origin of women
and the lower animals and the sexual reproduction associated with them.
Thus the world is the instantiation of an ultimate model consulted by a
supreme demiurge. On the question of whether there may yet be realities
higher than these two, Plato says: "the principles which are prior to
these God only knows, and he among men who is dear to God," (Ti
maeus 53D).I2
3. First Principles
In the Timaeus, Plato did not venture to give any clearer account of
first principles more supreme than the Forms and the Receptacle. Never
theless, Plato's later dialogues sometimes hint at a certain dyadic princi
ple which is opposed to yet coeval with the unitary principle of the Re
public called the Good. Such a feminine principle seems to be offered in
the Unlimited (a.1TEtpov) of the Philebus ( I 6C; which also has a femi
nine form, ci1TELpta). According to Philebus 24A-26D, This dyadic prin
ciple is usually conceived to be a sort of indefinite continuum extending
in two directions, or perhaps even an indefinite oscillation in two direc
tions between "great and small/' "stronger and weaker," "more and
less," and is responsible for change and indefiniteness, while that which
provides moderation, measure and definiteness in this oscillation is
called Limit. Philip Merlan has succinctly characterized the role of this

11. Note that in the Apocryphon ofJohn BG 29, 18-30,6 ("And Barbelo gazed in
tently into the Pure Light, and reverted to it and gave birth to a luminous spark of
blessed light, <resembling the blessed Light>, but not equal to her in magnitude.
This is the only-begotten Child, who appeared from the Father, the divine Auto
genes"), there is no sexual intercourse between Barbclo and the Invisible Spirit, but
she conceives merely by contemplating his light. The longer version in Codex II is
much more aggressive and patriarchal, the Father using his spark to conceive the
Autogenes Child.

12. TO:S' 6' €Tl TO\JTWV cipxaS' all(J)()Ev 0EOS' o16Ev Kal civ6pwv OS dv EKELVI\)
<j>lAOS' i).
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two-opposite-principles doctrine in the Old Academy in tern,s of Aris
totle's presentation and criticism of it: 13

In the middle of his criticisms of the Academic attempts to derive every
thing from two opposite principles, Aristotle explains the origin of this
two-opposite-principles doctrine. Without the assumption of two opposite
principles, the explanation of any diversity, any plurality, seemed impossi
ble; all being was frozen into the one being of Parmenides. To account for
diversity the Academics posited two opposite principles, being and some
thing other-than-being, the interaction of which engendered plurality.
Although traces of Plato's theory of two ultimate principles can be
found in his later dialogues, one may assume that it formed a topic of
discussion in the Academy which he founded. At Metaphysics
l 987b20 ff., Aristotle refers to Plato's basic principle opposed to the
One as a dyad of the "great and small," performing the role of matter
(u;\T]; Aristotle uses the phrase "indeterminate dyad," aopwTOS oucis,
later in Met. XIlI 1081al4 and XIV 1088al5). The only time Plato seems
to have dealt explicitly with these two highest principles was in his noto
rious unwritten lecture "On the Good," the content of which is today
derived from reports and discussions preserved by other authors.14

According to these reports, Plato's primal principles were the One and
an opposing principle, the Indefinite Dyad, characterized as the many
and few, the great and small, the more and less and the unequal. The
Dyad is responsible for change and multiplicity in the realm of pure
being, while the One causes unity, identity and permanence. The One
acts by imposing limit (mipas) on the unlimitedness (cbTELpov) of the

13. P. MERLAN, From Platonism 10 Neoplatonism (The Hague: Martin us Nijhoff,
3 rd ed., 1968), 623.
14. Principally Aristotle's Metaphysics (esp. books I, XIII, and XIV), Physics,
and De Anima, the commentaries upon these of Alexander of Aphrodisias and Sim
plicius, the records of this lecture by Speusippus, Xenocrates, and Heraclidcs, Theo
phrastus' Metaphysics and a long report in Sextus Empiricus' Adversus Mathemati
cos X.248-284. See the excellent summary, which I follow, by W. BURKERT, Lore
and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism (Eng. trans. E. L. Minar, Jr.; Cambridge:
Harvard, 1972), 15-28 (hereafter cited as Pythagoreanism); also cf. P. MERLAN,
"Greek Philosophy from Plato to Plotinus," in The Cambridge History of later
Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy, ed. A. H. Armstrong (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1967), 14-132, esp. 14-38, and the works of K. Gaiser,
1-1. Cherniss and 1-1. J. Krlimer cited by Merlan and Burkert; also J. DILLON, Middle
Platonists, 80 B. C. to A. D. 220 (London/Ithaca, NY: Duckworth/Cornell University
Press, 1977), 1-1 I.
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Dyad, which latter is also considered to be the irrational aspect of the
world soul and also the substrate of the sensible world, the receptacle of
Timaeus 48E-52D. When limited by the One, the Dyad, serving as a sort
of mold (EKµaye1ov; Aristotle, Met. 1.6 987b32-3, cf. Timaeus SOC),
produces the number two, from which the rest of the natural numbers
follow by a process of doubling and adding one. These numbers are the
so-called ideal-numbers, not the numbers of ordinary calculation, which
still tended to be regarded as objects in the ordinary world. They are the
ideas of ordinary numbers; they share changelessness with the ideas and
multiplicity with ordinary numbers, yet are ideal entities, uncombinable
and incomparable with anything else, each one existing by itself and
essentially different from any other; they stand to one another as prior
and posterior, and have a natural order: ideal Twoness, Threeness, etc.
After these mathematicals come geometrical entities. 15 Apparently to the
One corresponds the undivided line (Aristotle, Met. XIII 1084b). To the
Dyad, appearing as short and long, broad and narrow, and deep and
shallow, correspond the ordinary line, plane and solid.16 From these
geometricals, Aristotle (De anima 404b), referring to the Timaeus, says
that Plato conceived of the paradigm of the soul, the Animal-itself, as
composed of the Idea of the One and the primary length and breadth.
Mind is the monad, knowledge the dyad, opinion the plane and sensa
tion is the number of the solid.
Building on the earlier work of F. M. Cornford and A. E. Taylor,
K. M. Sayre 17 has argued that Plato's doctrine of the production of the
ideal numbers as well as the other forms and the realm of sensible things
from the two primal principles of the One and the Indefinite Dyad, is to
15. It seems that Plato conceived the world soul as the entity that mediates the
transformation from the essentially mathematical ideas into the geometrical funda
ments of extension, lines, surfaces and solids, so as to yield the three-dimensional
realm of the physical world. Apparently the mathematicals, especially the first four
numbers (the Tetraktys), provide the link between the absolute unity of the One and
the three-dimensional physical world.
16. The report in Sextus Empiricus (Adv. math. X.278-282), however, says that to
the One corresponds the point, which seems to be a notion, not of Plato. but ofSpeu
sippus (apud <lamblichus>, Theo/. arith. 84,10 de Falco) and Xenocrates (frg. 39
Heinze).
17. Plato's late Ontology: A Riddle Resolved (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1983); cf. F. M. CORNFORD, Plato's Cosmology: The Timaeus of Plato
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1937) and A. E. TAYLOR, Plato: The Man and
his Work (New York: The Humanities Press, 1952).
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be found clearly in his later published dialogues as well as in the reports
of Aristotle and in the various digests of Plato's unwritten lecture "On
the Good." The oral teaching is basically a development of the scheme
found in Plato's Philebus, as well as in hypotheses II, III and Vil of his
Parmenides.
Sayre first notes that in Metaphysics 1.6, Aristotle attributes the fol
lowing theses to Plato: 1) that numbers come from the participation of
the Great and the Small in Unity; 2) that sensible things are constituted
by the Forms and the Great and the Small; and 3) that the Forms are
composed of the Great and the Small and Unity. Aristotle implies also
4) that the Forms are numbers, and 5) that the Good is Unity or the One.
Sayre then goes on to show that precisely these ideas, though utilizing
slightly different terminology, are to be found in the later dialogues of
Plato, mainly in the Parmenides and especially in the Philebus.
ln hypothesis II of the Parmenides (142B-l 55E, esp. 144£-145A),
Plato refutes the Eleatic thesis, common to Parmenides and Zeno, con
cerning the mutual exclusivity of unity, which alone truly exists, and
plurality, whose existence is irrational, by demonstrating that anything
that is one must be at least two, having both its unity and its being, and
thus prepares the groundwork for showing that the Forms themselves,
conceived as ideal numbers, are the product of Limit and the Unlimited
(called the Unlimited Multitude, arrELpov rr>..�0os, in hypotheses lII and
VII). 18 The Parmenides makes a distinction between two "Ones," a
One-which-is in Hypothesis II (142B-l55E), and in Hypothesis I (137C142A), another absolutely pure, unique and unqualified "One," which
cannot properly be said to "be" at all. Since any attribute such as "be
ing" entails predication and thus a measure of plurality in its subject
i.e., the subject plus its predicate-the absolute unity of the subject is
18. ·'Therefore unity itself is parceled out by being, and is not only many but in
definitely numerous. Thus not only is a 'one which is' a plurality, but unity itself is
distributed by being and is necessarily many. Further, since its parts are parts of a
whole, the one, in respect of its wholeness, will be limited. For the parts are con
tained by the whole. and a container must be a limit. Therefore, a 'one which is' is
both one and many, whole and parts, limited as well as infinitely multitudinous." To
EV dpq (l\JTO KEK epµanaµEvov U1TO Tijs; ouo[as; 1TOAA<l TE K(ll a1TelpU TO 1TAij06s;
fonv. Ou µ6vov d pa TO ov EV 1TOA/\Cl fonv OAAO K(ll UUTO TO EV irrro TOU OVTO',
6wveveµ17µEvov ,ro;\M civci')'K17 etvm. Kai µiiv on re oAou Tei µ6pta µ6pw,
TTE1TEpaoµEVOV <'iv E:LT] KOTCI TO OAOV TO ev· fi OU TTEPLEXETUl U1TO TOU oAOU TO µ6pw·
'A;\M µiw TO '(E TTEplEXOV 1TE pas; av ELT]. To EV dpa ov EV TE E(7Tl TTOU K(ll 1TOAAa,
Kai o;\ov Kui µ6pw, Kat nene paoµevov Kat d,re.pov 1TAT)9e::t.
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thereby compromised. Oddly enough, the One of Hypothesis T, which
admits of no relationships with other things, including being itself, is
here described in terms more befitting Plato's principle of the Unlimited
(aTTELpov TTATJ0os) introduced in Hypotheses II, III and VII than the
"One-which-is" that he elsewhere conceives as the principle of Limit.
Depending upon the absence or presence of a Unity or One-which-is
acting as a Limit or principle of contrast and definition, this Unlimited
Multitude can be variously understood: in hypothesis II ( l 42B-155E),
1) in the absence of Unity, as an indefinite multitude with no distinct
members, or 2) in the presence of Unity, as an indefinitely numerous set
of uniquely distinct members (thus generating the series of integral
numbers); in hypothesis III (1578-l 59A), as an indefiniteness arising
from abstracting out the Unity (i.e. the unifying factor) of a whole with
individual parts; and in hypothesis Vfl (l 64B-l 65D), in the absence of
Unity, as the indefiniteness of one multitude with respect to another.
While the One-which-is and the Unlimited Multitude lead directly to the
Old Academic principles of the One and the Dyad, one can see how, at a
much later time, various Gnostics and Neoplatonists might well adopt
the absolutely unqualified One of hypothesis I, which has no determi
nate existence and is related to nothing else, as a sort of super-principle
at the summit of their hierarchy of first principles, as that which is "be
yond being" and utterly transcendent to any other imaginable entity.
ln addition, Sayre also proposes an attractive mathematical explana
tion of the meaning of the Indefinite Dyad, or, as Aristotle calls it, the
ontological principle of the Great and the Small. The key to understand
ing Plato's basic ontological theses as outlined and criticized by Aris
totle lies in the mathematical theories contemporary with Plato, who, in
the light of his increasing sympathies with Pythagoreanism during his
later years, experimented with ontologies to which mathematics were
basic. The intellectual basis enabling Plato to develop his theories about
the interaction of the principle of Unity and the principle of the Great
and the Small (or the indefinite Dyad) from which all else arises came to
him from the mathematical researches of his contemporaries on the the
ory of proportions later put into rigorous form by Euclid. 19 Partly on the
19. In particular, Sayre refers to Definition 5 of Book V of Euclid's Elements:
"Magnitudes are said to be in the same ratio, the first to the second and the third to
the fourth, when, if any equimultiples whatever be taken of the first and the third,
and any equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth, the former cquimultiples
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grounds of Plato's association with Pythagoreans (such as Archytas and
Eurytos) who were known for their numerological speculations and
partly on the grounds that Pappus' commentary on Bk. X, scholion 62 of
Euclid's Elements credits Plato's associate Theaetetus with the discov.
ery of irrational quantities that could be formed by arithmetical opera
tions, Sayre conjectures that in Plato's time: 1) there existed arithmetical
techniques for defining both rational and irrational numbers; 2) these
techniques involved the concept of series of quantities that are consis
tently Great and SmalJ in relation to the Limit they approach from above
and below, and 3) that Plato was well aware of these techniques. Indeed,
they are conspicuously reflected in the Parmenides and in the Phile
bus.20
In the Philebus (24E-25B), the ontological principle that Aristotle
called the Great and Small seems to be identical with what Plato here
calls the More and Less, or simply the Unlimited, which submits to
number or measure or "whatever comes under the head of Limit" so as
to produce individuals in the sense of numbers or measured entities. The
Unlimited of the Philebus is none other than the Great and Small, which
comprises all ranges of qualitative differences that are continuous in the
sense of admitting more or less in degree at any point. Furthermore,
Limit is comprised of all numbers and measures by which such continua
can be subdivided into determinate elements. The resulting entities are
what Plato had previously called the Forms, except that, unlike Plato's
earlier view of the Forms, these Forms (or numbers) do not exist sepa
rately from sensible things, but exist derivatively by virtue of the par
ticipation of the Great and Small in Unity or by participation of the
alike exceed, are alike equal to, or alike fall short of, the latter equimultiples respec
tively taken in corresponding order." As applied to incommensurables [irrationals],
Euclid's theory of proportions can be used to approximate the value of a magnitude
incommensurable with it: the rational numbers min may be divided into two classes,
I) those for which min is less that the incommensurable ratio alb ofthe magnitudes a
and b and 2) those for which min is greater. For example, if alb expresses the square
root of 2 (= 1.41421 ... ), the "Small" would designate an increasing series whose
members are always smaller than alb [rational or irrational]: 1/1, 14/10, 141/100,
1414/1000 etc .. while the "Great" would designate a decreasing series whose mem
bers are always greater than alb: 2/1, 15/10, 142/100, 1415/1000 etc. That is, ifa/b is
the "cut" or Limit, the "Small" are all less than alb and the "Great" are all greater
than alb.
20. Especially Parmenides 1408-D, 15 I B-D, 156D-E and 157B-158C and Phile
bus 14C-l 8D, 23C-27B, 55E-58D and 64C-66B.
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Unlimited in Limit. Forms are the numbers (not in the sense of arith
metical elements, but of determinate measures) by which the Great and
Small is made definite and determinate. Moreover, just as these Forms
are brought into being by the imposition of Unity on the Great and
Small, so also the characteristics of sensible things are in turn brought
into being by the Great and Small submitting to the Forms as measures.
Existing separately from the sensibles, their ontological role is to serve
as standards or paradigms by which sensible things can be characterized
as what they are. Thus, the principle of the Unlimited acts in two phases,
first in the generation of the forms, and again at a lower level in the
generation of sensible things.
Sayre first conjectures that, under the influence of some Pythagoreans
and contemporary Academic mathematicians, 1) when Plato spoke of
the Great and Small, he meant a continuum of factors divided into two
mutually exclusive sections by the imposition of Limit or Unity under
stood as the uniqueness of a point, i.e., a "cut," on the continuum of the
Great and Small that takes on the identity of a particular number, and
2) that numbers (o:pL8µot) are to be understood as measures (µETpa).21
These concepts can be applied not only to numbers, but also to geomet
rical magnitude (cf. Aristotle's remark in Posterior Analytics 75b4 that
the magnitudes studied by geometry are numbers), time (cf. Aristotle,
Physics 220a: time is continuous [owEXTJS-] with the "now" as limit
[TTEpas-], much like the arithmetic unit [110v6s apL8µou]), and other such
continua). The measures of all these are generated out of the Great and
Small by the imposition of unique partitions or limits. The Great and the
Small does not take on quantitative characteristics until subjected to
certain limits of a mathematical sort.
Sayre's major hypothesis is that the ontological principle which Aris
totle called the Great and Small was in fact explicitly described by Plato
in the Philebus (24E7-8 and 25A-B), and there was designated as the
More and Less, or simply as the Unlimited, which submits to Number or
Measure or "whatever comes under the concept of Limit" so as to pro
duce individual things (according to Sayre, in the Philebus, Numbers,
Measures and Forms are all equivalent terms). While Aristotle said that,
21. Based on the observation that the Pythagoreans Philolaus and Eurytus (apud
Met. 1092b8-13), as well as Euclid (Book VII, Definitions 3 and 13) and Aristotle
(Physics 2 I 9b 1-2, 220a24-25) spoke of numbers (cipt9µo() in terms of measures
(µETpa).
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according to Plato, Numbers (in the sense of mathematical Forms, the
ideal numbers) come from the participation of the Great and Small in
Unity, the Philebus says that Numbers (understood as measures, includ
ing but not limited to arithmetical numbers) come from the Unlimited by
participation in Limit. 22 Again, while Aristotle says that, according to
Plato, sensible things are constituted by the Forms and the Great and
Small, the Philebus says that the "third" or "mixed" class (23D1 ), which
seems to include sensible things, comes from a combination of the
Unlimited with Limit. Thus, the principle of the Great and the Small acts
at two levels: at the highest level, it interacts with the principle of Unity
(To Ev) to produce the mathematical Forms, and then at a lower level
interacts with these derivative Forms to produce sensible things. 23 At the
highest level, the Unlimited interacts with Limit to produce as offspring

22. As for the terms Limit and Unity, Sayre points out that, according to Aris•
totlc, Plato conceived of Limit and Unity as equivalent or at least closely related
(according to Met. X 1054a29-3 J the equal belongs to Unity; according to
XIV 1087b33-34 for Plato and the Academy, "Unity evidently means measure").
Aristotle characterizes as coming under Unity two of the factors that Plato in the
Philebus characterizes as coming under Limit; in their involvement with equality
and measure, Unity and Limit appear equivalent. In Met. IV 1004b32-34, Aristotle
says of Plato that the contraries lTEpos and alTELpov admitted by some thinkers (as
does Plato in the Philebus) are reducible to To ev and TTA�8os. In the Philebus
(25A8-BI) itself, all things admitting "more and less" are to be put under the single
'"kind" of the Unlimited (Els TO Toii cirrE(pou revos ws Els ev), while all things
admitting "such things as equal, double, and all that relates as number to number or
measure to measure" are to be reckoned as coming under Limit (at 23C l 2 and per
haps 23D2 Limit and Unlimited are called ELOT)). Finally, on the grounds of Philebus
16C9-I 0, "those things that are always said to exist are composed of one and many,
having Limit and the Unlimited innately within themselves" (ef EVOS µEv Kot
rro-\Awv oVTwv Twv cie:i. >.qoµevwv E1vm, rrepos oe Kot ci,mp[ov EV oirrois
avµ<j)8Tov EXOVTwv), Sayre hypothesizes that the juxtaposition of the opposed terms
Evos and rro>..Awv with lTEpos and cirrELptov here amounts to an opposition of equiva
lents-in effect that Unity and Limit are one and the same ontological principle.
23. Cf. Aristotle, Met. I 988a7-14: Plato employed as the two fundamental causes
"that of the essence and the material cause. The forms are the cause of the essence of
other things, and the One is the cause of the essence of the forms, and he says that
what is the underlying matter of which the forms are predicated in the case of sensi
ble things and the One in the case of the forms is the Dyad or the Great and the
Small." This is also the interpretation in Calcidius' Commentary on the Timaeus
(272; 276, 10-15): the highest forms combine with matter to produce the forms of the
four elements, and secondly the forms of the four elements combine with matter to
produce the four sensible bodies (ma1eriae sens/biles), fiery, watery, earthy and airy
(igneae, aquati/es, terrenae et aereae).
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(EKyovos; cf. yEvEatv Eis ova(av EK Twv µETa Toil TTEpaTos aTTELp
yaaµEvwv µhpwv, Philebus 26D) the Forms, such as beauty, health,
harmony and so on.24 At a lower level, the Unlimited, as an unbounded
continuum such as sound, interacts in turn with these derivative Forms
to define sensible things, such as discrete musical pitches and phonemes.
In this way, the otherwise indistinguishable stuff underlying our world
becomes knowable.
By way of confirmation, Sayre observes that in the Parmenides, the
derivations following hypotheses Ill and VII suggest that the Limit mak
ing sheer unlimited multiplicity (aTTELpov TTA�0os) into numerically dis
tinct entities is Unity itself. In brief, Unity is the principle by which
Limit is imparted. 25
fn his commentary on Aristotle's Physics 202b36, Simplicius (In
Phys. 9.452,24-28) refers to Aristotle's reports on Plato's Lecture on the
Good, and says that 1) Unity and the Indefinite Dyad are the principles
of sensible things, that 2) the indefinite Dyad is present in both the
Forms and sensible things, and that 3) Plato called the Indefinite Dyad,
i.e. the Great and Small, by the alternative title "Unlimited." Quoting
from a work of Porphyry on the same lecture, he says (In Phys.
9.453,32-35) that Plato identified the Great and Small with the "Unlim
ited Nature." Later, with explicit reference to the Philebus, Simplicius
(In Phys. 9.454,15-16) quotes Porphyry as saying that that "Unity and
the Dyad therefore are the principles (aToLxE'ia) of numbers, the one
limiting and productive of Form, and the other indefinite in excess and
defect" (CJTOLXELO ovv KOL apL0µwv TO EV Kal. TJ oua.s, TO µEv TTEpa'ivov
Kal. ELOOTTOLOllV, Tl OE aopLCJTOS' Kai. EV UTTEpoxn Kat EAA.EllµEL). Put in
other words, Unity is requi�ed to make a Form or definite number out of
the Dyad which does not "stay put." Thus, 1) sensible things are consti24. Note that in the Timaeus, the EKyovos is the sensible images of the Forms.
25. In the Parmenides, one of the consequences of the third hypothesis is that the
"nature other than the Forms" (-r�v ETEpav <j,uaw wu et8ous, I 58C6-7), considered
simply in and by itself. is indefinitely multitudinous (armpov ... rr>..�0El, 158C7-8).
However, when each single part becomes a part, they all have Limit (rr�pas-, 158D1)
with respect to both themselves and the whole. What provides Limit in the context
of this hypothesis is the Unity assumed to exist at 157B5. Thus, as Parmenides
points out, the "consequence of the things other than Unity ... is that from the com
bination of themselves with Unity something else comes to be in them, amounting to
Limit with respect to each other" (rn'i.s anms 6� TOii e.vos ouµ�a[11El EK µ€v -roil
Evos- Katt�· e.au-rwv KowovriocivTwv ... ETEp6v n y[yvw8aL e11 aimiis, 6 8� rripas
TTOPEOXE ,rp6s ci;>,.)..r,>..a, I 58D3·6).
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tuted by Forms and the Great and Small; 2) Forms are composed of
Unity and the Great and Small; and 3) Forms are numbers. 26
The upshot of these passages, where Socrates says in Philebus 24E4
and 25A 1 that the mark of the Unlimited (Nature) is "becoming more
and less," must be that the Unlimited of the Philebus is none other than
the Great and Small-that Porphyry too claimed to have found in the
Philebus-as that which comprises all ranges of qualitative differences
that are continuous in the sense of admitting more or less in degree at
any point. Furthermore, Limit is comprised of all numbers and measures
by which such continua can be subdivided into determinate elements. In
this respect, Limit is what Plato elsewhere called the Forms, except that
unlike Plato's earlier view of the Forms, these Forms (or numbers) do
not exist separately from sensible things, but exist derivatively by virtue
of the participation of the Great and Small in Unity or by participation
of the Unlimited in Limit. Unity or Limit provides the uniqueness of the
limits or "cuts" by whiclt the numbers or Forms are uniquely identified.
Forms are the numbers (not in the sense of arithmetical elements, but of
determinate measures) by which the Great and Small is made definite
and determinate. As Forms are brought into being by the imposition of
Unity on the Great and Small submitting to the Forms as measures, so
the characteristics of sensible things are brought into being by the Great
and Small submitting to the Forms as measures. Existing separately
from the sensibles, the ontological role of the Forms is to serve as stan
dards or par adigms by which sensible things are characterizable as what
they are.
By removing the condition of radical separation of the Forms from
sensible objects that held sway throughout the middle dialogues up
26. Simplicius (In Phys. 9.454, 14-16) also reports that Porphyry said that, al
though the Dyad is indefinite, "it is limited by participating in Unity'' (wplu8ri oe TU
Tou evas- µEToxfj) and that, as an element of a number, Unity is "limiting and form
making" (m::patvov KaL et601r0Louv). In 9.455,7, Alexander is cited as saying that
each number, insofar as limited, "participates in Unity" (TDii evos µeToxfj). Here
one finds explicit evidence of how arithmetical numbers (and maybe numbers in the
sense of measures) receive the limitation that separates them from the Great and
Small: for numbers to participate in unity, says Porphyry, is for them to receive
Limit; and for numbers to receive Limit, says Alexander, is for them to participate in
Unity, Again, Simplicius (In Phys. 9.454, 13-15) has Porphyry saying that the Dyad
"in itself is indefinite, receiving limit by participating in Unity" (Ka0' aim'w µi:v
tl6pLo To s-, wp(a0T] oe Tl] Tou evos µEToxfj), "for the dyad is limited by having a
single Form" (wpwTal -yap TJ 6uo.s Ka6' iioov Ev n el66 s fon).
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through the Timaeus, Plato provided an answer to the problem of par
ticipation. For changing and inconstant sensible things to participate in
Forms is for Forms to serve as fixed standards of measure with reference
to which these sensible things can be assigned definite characteristics,
despite their indefiniteness and constant change.
4. Cosmogony

As we have seen, according to Plato's main creational myth in the
Timaeus, (which with the possible exception of the passage 48E-52D
makes no mention of the doctrine concerning the One and the Dyad), the
all-good demiurge, regarded as Intelligence that desires to create as
good a world as possible, perceives the Ideas within the Living Being,
conceived as a supreme generic form containing all subordinate forms.
Out of a preexisting chaos, namely the receptacle of becoming (53A-B)
which contains the rudiments of the four (Empedoclean) elements (fire,
earth, air and water), he produces the elemental shapes out of which the
cosmos will be constructed. They are the regular polyhedra (pyramid,
octahedron, icosahedron, cube and, to insure the ultimate spheroidal
shape of the ultimate result, a fifth, the dodecahedron) corresponding to
the character of each of the four popular elements (fire, water, air, and
earth; the novel fifth solid to aether). In this way, the Timaeus imposes a
rather more Pythagorean mathematical rationality on what might other
wise have been conceived as a chaotic Democritean necessity and ran
domness, thus insuring the ultimate reasonableness of the cosmos.
Furthermore, to ensure the mutual transformability of the elements,
these polyhedra are said to have even more basic atomic constituents,
the equilateral triangular surfaces of the first three and the right-angled,
scalene and isoscelean triangular surfaces of the others, which involve
irrational quantities in their measurement. Yet even these triangular
surfaces, guaranteeing boundaries within a three-dimensional world, are
not the most ultimate constituents, which are known "only to God and to
whomever of men is a friend of God" (Timaeus 53D), most likely refer
ring to the remoter principles of the One (or Limit) and the Indefinite
Dyad (the Great and Small, More and Less) or Unlimited, the latter of
which Plato may have intend to refer to in his discussion of the Recepta
cle (Timaeus 48E-52D). In light of Sayre's explication of the interaction
of Limit and the Unlimited, one can see how Plato could accommodate
even irrational quantities into a rationally constructed cosmos through
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the concepts of bounds, limits or cuts imposed upon otherwise chaotic
and indistinguishable continua such as the Great and Small, or that ap
pear within a plastic, maternal, spatial Receptacle characterized with a
constant, irregular motion arising from an innate Necessity, into which
copies of the forms take on a tangible, phenomenal character. In this
way, reason ultimately prevails over a partly irrational necessity by
"wise persuasion."
According to the Philebus, the principle of the Unlimited interacts
with the principle of Unity (To Ev) or Limit at two levels. At the highest
level, this interaction produces the Forms, which in turn interact with the
Unlimited principle at the next level to produce the contents of the sen
sible realm. The cause of this interaction is said to be the divine fntelli
gence, playing much the same role as does the demiurge in the first part
of the Timaeus. The Philebus differs from the Timaeus in two main
respects: I) In the Timaeus, only sensible things, images of the Forms,
are generated in the Receptacle, while in the Philebus, the Forms too are
generated from the interaction of the One and the Unlimited. 2) In the
Timaeus, the Father is the forms, but in the Philebus these forms (num
bers) are, just like sensibles, considered as offspring, and the role of the
Father in the Timaeus is taken over in the Philebus by a "fourth kind,"
which is identified as an Intelligence presiding over the whole process
by causing the interaction of Limit and the Unlimited to produce the
"mixed" kind, namely their product, which is first the Forms, and sec
ondly, sensible things as the product of the Forms and the Unlimited.
Thus, it seems that Plato had in mind a sort of procession from the
two ultimate principles to ideal numbers, and thence to lines and plane
and stereometrical figures, which he assumed were tantamount to per
ceptible entities, probably because their surfaces bind previously form
less matter into solid corpuscular elements. As Plato says in the
Laws X (894A),27 coming into being occurs when
a first principle, taking on increment (line) passes into its second transfor
mation (plane) and from this to the next (solid), by three transformations
having made perceptibility available to percipients [the meaning becomes
clearer by substituting the term "dimension" for "transformation"].

av�rw

27. t.rj)..ov ws OTTOTOV apxr\ AQ�Oiioa
els Tl)V 6€VTEpav i)..811 µETQ�QO'LV
Kal c:irro TQUTT)S €LS TT]V TTAT)O'LOV, Kai µEXPL TpLWV €.A0ovoa ata0T]O'LV oxu TOLS
alo0avoµivOL s.
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In the Timaeus, once the body of the cosmos has been rationally con
structed, it must also be provided with a source of regular motion and
life by enveloping the whole in an animated and intelligent image of it
in the form of a world soul. Set into a perfectly circular motion, in which
it can apprehend both the Forms and the sensibles, the cosmic soul lives,
like an amphibian, in both realms. Simultaneously with this, the creation
of the heavenly bodies enables the regularity of time, such that a peri
odic and measurable motion now arises to replace the precosmic indefi
nite motion of the Receptacle. In this way, Plato conceived the world
soul as the entity that mediates the transformation from the mathemati
cal ideas into the four fundaments of the extended geometricals and
thence into the three-dimensional sensible realm of the created order.
Apparently the mathematicals, especially the first four numbers (the
Tetractys), provide the link between the absolute unity of the One and
the three-dimensional physical world. Plato's immediate successors
would make the identification between the world soul and mathemati
cals even more explicit: Xenocrates identified the soul with self-moving
number, and Speusippus identified it with geometricals, (i.e. mathemati
cals distinguished by having form and extension): the soul is "the idea
(i.e. form) of the all-extended."
In the foregoing discussion of the Receptacle, it was observed that
Plato offered two orders of being: a transcendent father who remains
aloof from all else and who does not manifest himself in the phenomenal
realm, and a dyad of mother and child which, though substantially sepa
rate from the father, are his phenomenal representation and the very
expression of his transcendence. That is, the dyad is not a pair of primal
principles, father and mother, but is a dyad of mother and child who
together constitute and represent the being and phenomena of the world.
Although they function similarly, Plato does not seem to have explicitly
worked out the relationship between the indefinite dyad and the dyad of
mother and offspring. This remained for his followers. The dyad of Ti
maeus 48E-52D is, like the dyad of the unwritten doctrines described
above, responsible for change and becoming, and is the source of multi
plicity, but is neither evil nor non-being. As we shall see, the same posi
tion was also adopted by Plato's nephew Speusippus, although Xeno
crates, Speusippus' successor in the leadership of the Academy,
considerably modified it by his assertion that the Dyad was not only the
ultimate source of evil, but was in fact itself evil.
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It should also be noted that, although Plato did develop the doctrine of
two opposite supreme principles, he does not seem to have produced any
explicit description of the progressive unfolding of the world from their
interaction as he did in the case of his account of the activity of the
demiurge in the Timaeus. Again, the fuller exposition of the derivation
of the world from the two opposite principles remained for his succes
sors. Philip Merlan summarizes the problem concerning the transition
between the so-called ideal and the so-called real at the end of Plato's
career as follows: 28
The answer to the [question "in what way are ideas causes of sensibles")
seems to terminate in the assumption that the ideas are causes only by be
ing originals which are mirrored in some kind of mirror. The nature of the
mirror itself remains largely undisclosed. On the whole we are left with the
impression that the ideas are in no way responsible for the existence of the
mirror and that their own existence is in no way dependent on the mirror;
furthermore, that ideas and the mirror together are condiliones sine quibus
non for the existence of sensibles, while it is at least controversial whether
they are also conditiones per quas of this existence. Once they have come
into existence, sensibles may also be said to imitate ideas; but this kind of
causality of ideas is irrelevant in the present context. Now, if we keep the
term "mirror," we shall have to say that according to Aristotle this mirror is
present already in the first sphere of being (ideas), so that there is some
thing like a continuous transition from the ideas to the sensibles. The same
assumption underlay the systems of Speusippus and Xenocrates, though in
stead of the identity of the mirror and the different spheres of being the
concept of analogy or similarity may appear.

To connect this statement clearly with what has been presented above
concerning Plato's system, it should be understood that the term "mir
ror" refers to the receptacle (space, the nurse and mother of becoming of
Timaeus 48E-52D) in which sensible phenomena are manifested and
have their being, apprehensible, as Plato says, with "a kind of bastard
reasoning."
B. The Old Academy

The Old Academy seems to have adopted Plato's doctrine in a form in
which the presiding Intelligence was identified with the One or Limit,
thus restricting the ultimate principles to a supreme pair, the One and the
28. P. MERLAN, From Platonism to Neoplatonism (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
3 rd rev. ed ., 1968), 227 .
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Unlimited or Indefinite Dyad, whose function was identical with that of
the Limit and the Unlimited or Great and Small of the Philebus. These
complementary principles of Limit and the Unlimited are necessary to
the existence of any ordered system. In the transcendent world, the Dyad
submits perfectly to the principle of order and form and thus is merely
the cause of the multiplicity necessary to any world. But in the phe
nomenal, perceptible world, especially at levels below the moon, this
ordering becomes less complete. At the lowest ontological levels, the
unordered residue of the indefinite principle constitutes an excess of
unmastered disorder which becomes viewed as the source of evil.
1. Aristotle on Matter and the Dyad
According to Aristotle (Physics I 92al4-16), matter is not the principle
of evil or the source of disorder. Privation or lack of form is a real
force-both positive and negative-in the physical world, although
simply as privation it may be said not to exist actually. Privation is the
contrary of form, and change always proceeds from privation to form or
vice versa. Although privation always occurs in some matter, it is not
identical with matter, but can be distinguished from it, for privation is
strictly non-being, whereas matter under the influence of form is posi
tive potentiality for coming-to-be, but in its own nature may rather be
described as neutral, that is, it is a potentiality for opposites. For Aris
totle, although form is contrasted with privation rather than matter with
form, the valorization of matter, which he equates with the indefinite
Dyad, ranges across the scale from positive potentiality and neutrality to
indeterminacy and resistance to form. fn its own nature as primary mat
ter, it is a neutral capacity for both of its opposites, form and privation; it
is an "incorporeal" principle that is a capacity for body rather than sim
ply being body itself. As we will see, later Neopythagoreans such as
Moderatus adopted matter-characterized by Aristotelian privation of
form-as the source of corruptibility, worse than corning-to-be itself.29
29. See K. CORRIGAN, "Positive and Negaiive Matter in Later Platonism: The
Uncovering of Plotinus' dialogue with the Gnostics," in Gnosticism and Later Pla
tonism: Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Sympo
sium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of Biblical Literature, 200 I), 21-24 and
IDEM, Plolinus' Theory of Maller-Evil and the Question of Substance: Plato, Aris
totle, and Alexander ofAplu·odisias (Recherches de theologie ancienne et medievale,
Supplementa 3; Leuven: Editions Peeters, 1996).
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Aristotle sought to replace Plato's duality of two ultimate principles,
the One and the Indefinite Dyad (the Unlimited, the Great and Small)
with the pair Act and Potency (8uvaµts/EvEpyEw) on the grounds that
opposites cannot act on opposites in the way that Plato claimed the One
to act upon and limit the Indefinite Dyad. Therefore the concept of the
[ndefinite Dyad must be replaced by the concept of something underly
ing the interaction of opposites, a substrate. This substrate, matter, is
potentially that which it can become actually, either something or its
opposite. Thus matter is never sheer negation or indefiniteness, but al
ways determined negation or indefiniteness. Indefiniteness can only be
an accidental attribute of matter.
2. Speusippus
Certain of Plato's notions, particularly those of the unwritten doc
trines, were adopted with some basic modifications by his successors as
leaders of the Old Academy. His nephew Speusippus eliminated Plato's
[deas in favor of the mathematicals, and his successor Xenocrates identi
fied the mathematicals completely with the Ideas. Separately from
mathematical numbers, Plato had postulated the transcendental existence
of ideal numbers, each existing by itself, each one essentially different
from any other, uncombinable and incomparable with and underivable
from anything else, standing to one another as prior and posterior, and
having a natural order: ideal Twoness, Threeness, etc.30 It seems that
both Speusippus and Xenocrates, not to mention Aristotle, conceived
numbers as aggregations of abstract units or monads, the numbers with
which one can count, add, multiply, etc. Unlike Aristotle, for whom
numbers exist immanently in sensible things, Speusippus granted num
bers an existence separate from sensible things, outside of time and
place. They are the first entities and may be known directly, unlike
geometrical magnitudes, which are known derivatively from numbers
(the point is like one, the line like two, the plane like three and the solid
like four), and thus come second. Third comes the soul, which Speusip
pus is said to have called "the idea (i.e. form) of the all-extended,"
which seems to place it as a unitary principle of motion intermediately
30. Cf. Phaedo IO I B-C; Philebus 56D-57A; Republic VII 525C-526C; Aristotle,

Met. XIII l080al7. In Met. Xlll 108lbl 1-14 Aristotle says that Plato also posited

the existence of mathematical numbers as intermediate between the ideal numbers
and sensible things.
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between the immutable mathematicals and the sensible realm which
comes to be and passes away.
According to various accounts, probably all deriving from his work
On Pythagorean Numbers, 31 Speusippus appears to have insisted upon
five levels of being, each with its own different set of first principles: the
One, number, geometricals, soul, and the physical world. 32 Like Plato,
he posited two highest principles of mathematical numbers, the One (To
Ev, � µovcis), and Multiplicity (To TTAi'j0os, Ta TTOAAa), a principle of
division and magnitude. Goodness is said to be inapplicable to the One,
since it is eternal and not the product of natural development. It is diffi
cult to tell whether the One, as principle (apxtj) of the mathematical
numbers which define the highest sphere of being, is merely the first of
these numbers (the number One) or whether it is in some sense a princi
ple beyond being even as it is beyond goodness. Aristotle (Met.
XIII I 083a24-25) says Speusippus posited a certain One prior to the one
in numbers. The principle of Multiplicity may refer either to the multiple
character of each number beyond one, or, as Aristotle seems to think, it
may refer to a generative principle of some sort contrary to the One, in
which the One imposes limit and quality on Multiplicity. While
Speusippus seems to favor the image of the imposition of form on mat
ter, it seems clear that his thought is much influenced by the imagery of
Timaeus 48E-52D, since he does indeed identify the second of his ulti
mate principles, Multiplicity, as the Receptacle. According to the
Speusippian passage isolated by P. Merlan from lamblichus' De com
muni mathematica scientia (I 5,5-18,12 Festa), one may see how
Speusippus posited a derivation of the world from the two ultimate prin
ciples of the One and Multiplicity (probably his term for Plato's Indefi
nite Dyad), leading to the successive generation of the realms of mathe
maticals, geornetricals, the world soul (third level) and the physical
world (fourth and fifth level), each arising out of their own appropriate
Receptacle or material principle.33
3 1 . Aristotle (Met. VII 1028b), the final (Latin) portion of Proclus' commentary
on the Parmenides (Procli Comm. in Parm. interp. G. de Moerbeke, 38,31-4 1 , JO
Klibansky, Labowsky, Anscombe), <Jamblichus> Theo/. arith. (82, I 0-85,23 de
Falco), and perhaps lamblichus, De comm. math. (15,5-18, 12 Festa).
32. Aristotle, Met. VIJ 1028b I 8-24; Xll I 075b37- 1076a4.
33. <Speusippus> apud lamblichus, De comm. math. sci. 1 5,5-18, 12 [Festa]. See
P. MERLAN, From Platonism to Neop/atonism (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
3rd rev. ed., 1 968), 96-140. L. TARAN, Speusippus ofAthens: A Critical Study with a
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Of mathematical numbers one must posit two primary and highest princi
ples, the One-which ought not even to be called being, because of its
simplicity and status as principle of all that is, a principle not yet existing
in the same way as those things of which it is the principle-and another
principle, that of Multiplicity, which by itself furnishes discontinuity and,
to describe its nature as fittingly as possible, we would declare to be like a
completely moist and pliable Matter (uypq TLVl TTavTciTTacn Kal €UTTAa6E'i
UAlJ). From these, the One and the principle of Multiplicity, results the pri
mary class [i.e. numbers], since numbers are constituted from both of these
principles by virtue of a certain persuasive necessity (Timaeus 48A). And it
is fitting that this nature [Multiplicity] be responsible for a discrete proces
sion of the numbers, and for ascribing to each number all discontinuity and
magnitude as is universally admitted, and that the limiting principle, even
the One, as the undifferentiated and indivisible confirming principle, im
pose the quality of each of the numbers [i.e. Multiplicity provides infinite
increase, discreteness and magnitude, while the One imposes limit and
quality]. It is equally not fitting to attribute evil or ugliness to such a thing
by virtue of being by itself the cause of magnitude and division, and also of
increase; not even in the case of other things are we accustomed to attribute
such a thing to an evil lot; sometimes when the great is mixed with a cer
tain quality we would rightly say that is the cause of something magnifi
cent and generous, so that it would be far from appropriate to call it (Mul
tiplicity) evil.
Now if indeed one happens to praise the nature of the One on account of
its self-sufficiency and its being the cause of certain beautiful aspects of
numbers, how illogical it would be to say that something [the cause of
Multiplicity] naturally receptive of such a thing [the One] is evil or ugly,
for it still would not at all follow that it be responsible for beauty or ugli
ness, since that which is receptive of something praiseworthy must itself be
considered praiseworthy. Let us therefore conceive it [the cause of MultiCollection of the Related Texts and Commentary (Philosophia antiqua 39. Leiden:

E. J. Brill, 1981), 86-107, has seriously questioned Merlan's attribution of this pas
sage to Speusippus, claiming it stems rather from an anonymous pre-lamblichean
author who culled Aristotle's Metaphysics for doctrines about principles, mathe
maticals, being, goodness, beauty, and evil to support his own philosophical beliefs.
Spcusippus himself derived neither numbers, which were collections of eternally
existing monads, nor magnitudes from first principles. Nevertheless, as J. DILLON
argues, the passage certainly presents a cosmology highly compatible with what can
be gathered from Aristotle's own very allusive accounts of Speusippus' doctrine; as
Aristotle makes clear elsewhere, Speusippus certainly held the One and Multiplicity
as the principles of mathematicals and that there was a plurality of material princi
ples ("Speusippus and lamblichus," Phronesis XXIX [1984), 325-332, reprinted in

The Go lden Chain: Studies in the Deve/opmenl of Platonism and Christianity

[Hampshire, GB: Variorum, 1990)).
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plicity] as a (primal) principle. Nor ought The One to be called either beau
tiful or good, since it is beyond even the beautiful and good. As nature pro
ceeds further from the things at the origin [cf. Arist. Met. 1091a35], there
first appears Beauty, and second, at an even further distance from the
things containing the elements, the Good [i.e. beauty appears in numbers
and the good at the third rank of entities).
Moreover, the prime Receptacle and magnitude, or whatever one ought to
call it, copies the form of the numbers, on the one hand probably indefinite
in quantity, and on the other hand somehow definite in form by receiving
the contribution of the One. Therefore positing a single, unlimited Matter
and Receptacle for everything, it would be unreasonable not to expect that,
since the form of the One imposing itself on it is everywhere homogene
ous, exactly the same things and classes of thing would result. As a result,
all classes of thing would be numbers, since we would be unable to posit
any cause of differentiation according to which at one stage the nature of
numbers was produced, and then [at another] that of lines, planes and sol
ids, instead of always the same class, since they would have to arise from
the same principles combining in the same way [i.e. there must exist more
than one receptacle or material principle or everything would be number;
cf. Aristotle, Met. TI I 00 I b I 9-25).
But if one supposes the first cause of all multiplicity and magnitude is sin
gle, yet provided with many differences on account of which it gives rise to
many different kinds of entity throughout all of nature-even if the One
remained similar to itself throughout and did not ever show clearly its na
ture on account of the density of matter, as would a single shape in ran
domly scattered pieces of wood-even if these things would not logically
apply to it (the One), one would be equally wrong to divide the primal (ma
terial) element into so many differences, especially having gone through all
these examples; for an element is everywhere the simplest thing .... For this
reason l posit lines and solids and surfaces of spaces. First, therefore, is the
material of numbers, second that of lines and planes and solid figures. And
likewise of the other mathematicals, whichever and of whatever sort reason
might find, suitable receptacles must be presupposed.
So let this hold for us: the elements from which numbers derive are not yet
either beautiful or good, but from the union of the One and the cause of
Multiplicity, Matter, there arises number, and among these primal things
there (first) appears being and beauty. Next in order, from the elements of
lines there appears the geometrical essence, in which there is likewise be
ing and beauty, in which there is nothing ugly or evil. At the furthest lev
els, the fourth and fifth [perhaps the third being the world soul, the fourth,
the sensible world, and the fifth, perhaps some lowest inert sphere], which
are assembled from the final elements, evil arises, not proactively, but by
default and a failure to master certain aspects of the natural realm
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[cf. Aristotle, Met. XIII 1078a31-b6]. (lamblichus, De communi mathe
matica scientia 15,5-18, 12 Festa)
From the union of the One and the cause of Multiplicity (Matter) arises
Number, beginning with a lower one called a monad, and it is in this
realm that Beauty first appears. In succession there arises out of the
point (corresponding to the monad in the realm of numbers) the geomet
rical realm ( l is the point, 2 the line, 3 the triangle, and 4 the pyramid)
in which there is both Being and Beauty. Then comes the World Soul,
"the Idea of the everywhere extended" and first principle of motion, in
which there is virtue and vice. Finally the physical realm arises from the
projection of soul upon the lowest level of matter.
Of course, since both numbers and geometricals are eternal and im
mutable, such generation is not temporal evolution, but merely an intel
ligible or logical relation of causal priority and posteriority. At each of
the five levels of being, a masculine principle of unity interacts with a
feminine principle of plurality. The first principle of number would then
act upon the matter (the original Multiplicity as modified by the action
of the One) corresponding to it. This union in tum produces geome
tricals (lines, plane figures, and solids). This third level of entity pro
duces, out of the first principle of geometricals (the point) and its corre
sponding Matter (an unnamed principle of plurality among magnitudes,
perhaps something like dimensionality) the Soul, which sets the geomet
rical level in motion, and hence acquires the definition "the Idea of the
omnidimensionally extended" (Fr. 40 Lang). The process is repeated
again at an (unidentified) fourth and fifth level presumably to produce
physical entities, animate and inanimate respectively. The material prin
ciple, therefore, has five different manifestations at each level of being;
Speusippus apparently connected primal Multiplicity (the Unlimited, or
Great-and Small of Plato's oral teaching) with the Receptacle of the
Timaeus, (cf. Aristotle, Physics 209b35 ff.), by postulating the same
(female) creative principle manifesting itself at a series of levels, alter
ing its nature as a receptacle according to the level of the formative
agent that acts upon it. In this way, lower realms of being contain first
principles of both unity and diversity which sustain an analogy with the
first principles of the next higher realm. ft seems that each unitary prin
ciple combines or interacts with a principle of plurality on its own level
to produce its members. This replication of principles of unity and di-
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versity on successively lower levels seems to be original to Speusip
pus.34
3. Xenocrates
Xenocrates, probably acquainted with Plato on the one hand and Zeno
and Epicurus on the other, succeeded Speusippus to the headship of the
Academy in 339 BCE. According to Aetius (I, 7, 30 = frg. 15 Heinze
apud Stobaeus, Anthologium I, I.29b,44-48 p. 46 Wachsmuth), he held
as first principles a first and second God: "the monad and dyad are both
gods, the first one being male plays the role of father, ruling in heaven;
34. Whether or not the De communi mathematica scientia passage is authentic,
Speusippus-as Aristotle confirms-posited a series of material principles responsi
ble for the appearance of multiplicity at each successively lower realm, beginning at
the intelligible realm of the mathematicals, then at the level of the geometricals, and
appearing finally in the lowest two realms, where the persuasive necessity character
izing the upper levels begins increasingly to master the lower levels, a notion bor
dering on Plotinus' notion of the gradual privation of the power of the good at each
successively lower level. This tendency to regard evil not as something existing
positively, but rather as something negative and a failure is also to be found in Aris
totle (Phys. I 99a30-b7), where he explains that evil results when the eidetic nature
does not fully master the hyletic nature; monsters (including women!) result from a
dissimilarity to their male parent. Merlan (From Platonism to Neoplatonism [The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 3rd rev. ed., 1968], 123-125) has pointed out that all Plato
nists strive to explain the origin of plurality and all tend to regard it as an evil devel
opment. While Speusippus and presumably Plato attributed it to the interaction of
two opposed principles, Plotinus preferred to explain plurality as due either to an
involuntary and necessary overflowing of the One, or as due to a kind of voluntary,
even audacious (T6Aµa, cirr6arnals) falling away (rrfoELV, TTTwµa) of a lower from
a higher principle. On a number of points Speusippus proves to have moved toward
doctrines characteristic of Plotinus and other Neoplatonists. His characterization of
the One as "not even being" strongly suggests the notion of a One which is beyond
being. On analogy with the De communi mathematica scientia passage's claim that
the One is above being and not evil, Merlan (disputed by Taran, Speusippus ofAth
ens, op. cit., supra, 96, n. 433) suggests that the particular originality of Speusippus
seems to consist in his having described the principle of multitude, said not to be
evil, as likewise above-although ultimately responsible for-non-being Uust as the
One is beyond being). Sharing with the One the condition of being neither good nor
evil, it is presumably beyond value as well. Of course, there is also much in Speu
sippus' thought that is traditionally Old Academic: the principle of Multiplicity is
characterized by Speusippus as a receptacle (imo6ox�) and as receptive to the One,
after the doctrine of Timaeus 48E-52D, and also as Matter (VATJ), which is not Plato's
term, but rather that of Aristotle. That Multiplicity also contributes indefiniteness in
quantity seems also Platonic, from the doctrine of Plato's "oral teaching" on the
Good.
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he calls it Zeus, the odd, and mind, who for him is the first god. The
other one, female, as a mother to the gods, rules over the realm beneath
heaven; she in his opinion is the soul of the universe." But surely the
cosmic soul cannot be a first principle, for Aetius (I, 3, 23 = frg. 28
Heinze apud Stobaeus, Anthologium I, 10.12, 20-21 p. 123 Wachsmuth)
also reports that he said "the whole consists of the one and of the ever
flowing, calling matter everflowing because it is the principle of plural
ity." According to Plutarch (De anima procreatione in Timaeo IO 12D

E), Xenocrates interprets the construction of the cosmic soul in Ti
maeus 35A1-5 as a combination of the indivisible and divisible essences

(aµEpLOTOS oua[a = TO EV and µEpLUTT) ouata = TO iTA�0os = aopLOTOS
ovcis), which gives rise to the Dyad as the first of the numbers. Numbers
are then derived from the imposition of Limit on the Dyad through the
agency of the One. Aetius says this Dyad is the World Soul, but as Dil
lon 35 suggests, he must be conflating entities somehow, since for Xeno
crates the Indefinite Dyad is an evil and disorderly (aEtvaos, "ever
flowing") principle, which the World Soul is not. Rather this Dyad, as
the first of the numbers, is stable (aKLVTJTOS); only when it is combined
with the principles Sameness (rnuT6v) and Difference (To ETEpov
understood as a principle of movement) does it become a cosmic soul
capable of Rest and Movement, a self-moving number (\)Jux�s TTJV
ovatav apL0µov aUTOV ucj>' EaUTOtl KLVOUµEVOV, De anima proc.
IO 12D3-4). Thus one might assume that Xenocrates posited a Monad
and Indefinite Dyad from which the World Soul, as Definite Dyad,
arises. The World Soul is located at the Moon, below which is the realm
of Hades, the abode of daemons.
The realm of numbers exists separately from sensibles; all the ideas
are comprised of numbers (one may call them "idea-numbers"), under
stood to be mathematical numbers, composites of units capable of un
dergoing mathematical operations.36 It is possible that Xenocrates
thought these numbers or ideas to be contained in the divine Intellect, or
at least in a supracelestial place (frg. 5 Heinze). This would make
Xenocrates the first to propose a conceptualist theory of ideas: rather
than Plato's and Speusippus' realist view of the ideas as objects of
35. DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 26.
36. Aristotle, Met. Vil 1028b,24-27; XIII 1080b23-30; Xlll 1083b2; XIII
I 086aS-1 l; Xlll I 086b1-8; Themistius, In Aristo/e/is de anima paraphrasis 11,2027.
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thought external to the thinking mind, Xenocrates seems to place the
ideas, as both the content of the supreme monadic Mind and the objects
of its thought, within that Mind. While the ideal numbers, completely
assimilated to the Ideas, were associated with the first God as Intellect
and Monad, the numbers of ordinary calculation, as well as the elements
of geometry, were associated with the World Soul. Aristotle (Met. XIII
1085a) may have Xenocrates in mind when he says that some followers
of Plato derive lines, planes and solids from numbers conceived as spe
cies of the Great and Small: lines from the Long and Short, planes from
the Broad and Narrow, and solids from the Deep and Shallow. Dillon
suggests that each successive geometrical principle was taken on by the
fluidity of the Indefinite Dyad to produce the principle of the next
level, 37 so at least at a level below that of the ultimate principles, Xeno
crates seems to show some agreement with Speusippus. In any case,
Xenocrates seems to have effected a synthesis between Plato, for whom
the highest realities are Forms, and Speusippus, for whom the highest
realities were numbers and mathematical magnitudes; only after these
comes the cosmic soul.
As Mind, the Monad is rational and intelligible, while the cosmic soul
exercises merely opinion and perception, "an irrational entity requiring
informing and intelligizing at the hand of the Monad."38 Where might
Xenocrates have derived this association of the cosmic soul with duality
and irrationality? Although in Laws X (896D-904B) Plato hints at the
existence of a separate evil or irrational cosmic soul, he nowhere explic
itly portrays a division of the cosmic soul into rational and irrational
components. But in the Timaeus he clearly portrays its division into a
higher and a lower level, that of the Same and that of the Other. They
are distinguished respectively by the sphere of the ever uniform versus
the sphere of becoming, and the sphere of Mind and knowledge versus
that of opinion and belief (Timaeus 37A-C). Citing Phi Io's de Decalogo
I 03, M. Baltes39 has called attention to the striking resemblance
37. DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 28.
38. DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 26.

39. Philo, de Decalogo I 03: "The heaven has been framed out of the indivisible
nature and the divisible (Tim. 35A); to the indivisible has been allotted the primal,
highest and undeviating revolution presided over by the monad; to the divisible, a
[revolution] secondary in power and rank, subordinated to the hebdomad, which,
having been divided by a sixfold partition, has produced the seven so-called plan
ets." Sec M. BALTES, "Zur Theologie des Xenokrates," in Knowledge of God in the
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between Philo's notion of the monad and hebdomad as overseers of the
spheres of the fixed stars and planets respectively, to the similar function
of the monadic Mind and the dyadic world soul in the theology of
Xenocrates. Perhaps this is only an instance of Phi Io's bipartitioning of
the Logos into a higher, noetic level and a lower, demiurgic level. If this
is true, why does Philo concentrate on the hebdomadal division of the
world soul, while Xenocrates stresses a dyadic division of the world
soul? The solution might be found in their respective interpretations of
Timaeus 35A-36D, where three divisions are described: a twofold
division of the substance of the world soul into the circles of the Same
and the Other (Timaeus 36B6-D7), and two other sevenfold divisions,
one dividing this substance into seven parts (1:2:3:4:9:8:27; Timaeus
2584-C2), and another a division of "the movement of the other"
(0aTEpov cj>opa) into seven circles (Timaeus 36D1-7). The division of
these parts into two sequences of numbers,40 and the division of the
entire soul substance into two strips placed cross-wise to each other
(Timaeus 36B6-D1) may have encouraged subsequent interpreters to
view the cosmic soul as either a dyad (Xenocrates, Philo, Numenius,
Plutarch) or as a hebdomad (Posidonius apud Theon of Smyrna,
Expos. 103.16, Macrobius, In somnium Scipionis 1.6.45).41 Thus the
Timaeus itself may very well have provided a precedent for the notion of
the dyadic (as well as hebdomadal) nature of the cosmic soul or Logos.
Another possible basis for the association of the world soul with irra
tionality may lie in Timaeus (52D-53A). Plato there ascribes a certain
disorderly movement to the receptacle, caused by a disequilibrium of
certain unbalanced powers (hot, cold, moist, dry) and passions that enter
into it. This movement, compared to that of a winnowing basket, sepa-

Graeco-Roman World, ed. R. Van den Broek et al. (Etudes preliminaires aux reli

gions orientales dans !'Empire Romain 112; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988), 52-54.
40. An even (1,2,4,8) and an odd (1,3,9,27), comprising respectively "the move
ment of the other" and "the movement of the same" in Timaeus 35B4-C2. See the
application of these notions in Marsanes, discussed in Chapter 14.
41. Thus the hebdomad, which Philo calls (Dec. I 02), "the virgin among the
numbers, the essentially motherless (cf. Timaeus 37C6-7), the most akin to and
principle of the Monad" (� µov<i6os- olK€LOT<iTT] Kai <ipx�s-), and which could cos
mologically signify the number of the planets, and metaphysically signify the uni
tary nature of God, could take on a greater importance within the first decad than
any other number except the monad: "through [ the hcbdomad] is best given the
revelation of the Father and Maker of All, for in it, as in a mirror, the mind has a
vision of God as acting and creating the world and governing all that is" (Opif I 17).
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rates this proto-matter into light and heavy qualities, vestiges (LXVTJ)
which the demiurge will shape into the four elements by means of geo
metrical forms and numbers. This disorderly movement, unlike the per
fectly circular and rational movement of the cosmic soul, is an irrational
rectilinear motion in the six directions (cf. Timaeus 34A, 43B, 48A), and
causes the lighter qualities to be separated from the heavier ones. Since
motion can only be caused by soul, it thus appears that the contents of
the receptacle in fact constitute an irrational aspect of the soul, perhaps
related to the movement of the Other unchecked by the rational move
ment of the Same, wandering, like the soul of a newborn infant, in all
the six directions (Timaeus 43B, 43D). Even though Plato does not ex
plicitly introduce an irrational soul in the Timaeus, surely these features
of the receptacle would constitute a basis for the division of the cosmic
soul into a higher, rational, component, and a lower, irrational, compo
nent. One might add to this also a tendency to identify this precosmic
disorder with the disorderly movement of a pre-existent but evil world
soul as derived from the tenth book of Plato's Laws (896 D-897D).
Speusippus and Xenocrates, then, seem to be fairly clear about the
source of evil. In one way or another, evil is associated or identified
with the substratum of physical things. However, Plato himself envis
aged the possibility of an evil world soul responsible for the evils of the
physical world (for example, Laws X 896D-897D; 898B; 904A-C;
cf. Epinomis 988D-E) and toyed with the notion of Forms of evil.42
Even if there are good grounds for supposing that Plato rejected these
possibilities, nonetheless it is very easy to see how the problem of con
necting the irrational disorders of the receptacle or substratum to form
and to the soul would become so acute for the subsequent history of
philosophy and especially for the later Middle Platonic tradition.
fl. THE OLD PYTHAGOREANS

While these notions provide a good picture of the Platonism of the Old
Academy, it is interesting to note that Speusippus and Xenocrates credit

42. See J. N. FINDLAY, Plato. The Written and Unwrilten Doctrines, (New York:
Humanities Press, 1974), 42-5; 416.
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the inspiration behind these conceptions not to Plato, but to Pythagoras.
W. Burkert attributes this phenomenon to a number of factors.43
In the Timaeus the spokesman is an ltaliote, and among such people
were Pythagoreans; in the Cratylus some of the etymologizing seems to
be Pythagorean; and in the Philebus Plato tries to resolve the relation
between the one and the many in terms of Pythagorean number and
harmonic theory as well as the divinely inspired pair of opposites Limit
and Unlimited (not Indefinite Dyad!). The Socratic circle included hear
ers of the Pythagorean Philolaus, and Plato's friendship with the Py
thagorean Archytas is attested in the Seventh Letter. The later biogra
phers (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae III.6) state that after the death of
Socrates, Plato initially withdrew, along with other disciples of Socrates,
first to Megara and to Eucleides in particular, who had already equated
the One and the Good. Indeed the main background for Plato's ontology
is clearly the Eleatic doctrines of Parmenides who, together with the
"Eleatic Stranger," plays a major role in Plato's dialogues, and it seems
that Megarians continued this line of thought. After this Plato went to
Italy to see the Pythagorean philosophers Philolaus and Eurytus.
Speusippus and Xenocrates also, accompanying Plato on his third Sicil
ian journey, most likely met Pythagoreans there.
Both the Pythagoreans and the Eleatics were immanentists, conceiv
ing existing things as sensible, not transcendent. On the other hand, in
the Platonic Academy, with its interest in transcendental entities, it
seems that to a certain extent the influence of Socrates had receded into
the background, having been replaced by a deepening interest in
mathematics and immanentist Pythagorean number speculation to solve
the increasingly perplexing problem of the relationship of the transcen
dent Ideas to one another.
Yet, as Burkert shows, Plato's philosophy, and that of his disciples in
the Old Academy, was not Pythagorean, no matter how much they may
have believed it was. The only authentic representative of ancient Pytha
goreanism known to the Academy was Philolaus, a younger con
temporary of Socrates. He was the first Pythagorean to break with tradi
tion and publish writings revealing Pythagorean doctrine. Furthermore,
these writings, of which only a few doxographical citations remain to
day, but which certainly were available in the fourth century, were most
43. The following observations are based on W. BURKERT, Pythagoreanism, 2852; 83-96; 2 I 8-238.
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likely the source for Aristotle's (polemical) expositions of Pythagorean
teaching. These constitute the only fairly complete extant summary of
ancient Pythagoreanism that distinguishes it from the doctrine of Plato
and the Old Academicians.
The doctrine of ancient (pre-Academic) "Pythagoreans" (not of "Py
thagoras") as reconstructed from Aristotle by Burkert, is as follows: like
Plato, they accepted numbers as the basic principles of things. But
whereas Plato separated the numbers as transcendent Ideas from the
sensible realm and may even have set between these two realms the
separate realm of the geometricals, for the Pythagoreans, the numbers
are immanent and corporeal: things "are" or "consist" of numbers. Their
units possess magnitude and extension.
The old Pythagoreans conceived the elements of numbers to be the
Odd, functioning as Limit (trEpcis), and the Even, which is UnUmited
(citrELpi.a), a primeval cosmic opposition. Represented as rows of peb
bles, the even number is female, having in its middle a space capable of
reception, while the odd number is male, having a middle member with
procreative power. From these two primevaJ principles, Unlimited (even
and female) being drawn in and limited by Limit (odd and male), arises
the One (Ev). Even though this terminology bears a superficial resem
blance to Plato's term the "indefinite" or "unlimited'' dyad, the old Py
thagorean system was rather different from Plato's. Plato posited a dy
adic entity, the Indefinite Dyad (a6pLaTos ouas) derived from the great
and-small, rather than the non-dyadic "Unlimited" of the Pythagoreans,
which was part of the world, and which they conceived to have been
''breathed in" by the heaven to distinguish one thing from another. Inso
far as Plato's One was derived from older Pythagorean speculation, it
can be seen to share in the opposition between its two Pythagorean par
ents; it is simultaneously even and odd, and therefore bisexual. In
Plato's thought, the Unlimited becomes a Two (female) as the One
penetrates it, much as, according to ancient medical speculations, the
seed in the womb "breathes in" the air and is divided by it.
Burkert compares this to Hippocratic medical speculation and to the
ancient cosmogony of the separation of heaven and earth, and even more
specifically to the cosmogony of the Orphic "Rhapsodies."44 In the be
ginning was a boundless chaos in which there arose a bubble whose
44. Damascius, Dub. et sol. 1.316, 18-319, 7 Ruelle, which Burkert would attribute
to Apion, and correct by eliminating the primacy ofChronos.
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surface became harder by taking in the surrounding TTVEuµa. This glitter
ing sphere is the cosmic egg, in which developed the winged bisexual
Phanes, who broke the egg and "first appeared" in brilliance.45 The two
halves of the egg harmoniously formed the two firmaments, with Phanes
reigning at the boundaries of the heaven, and the realms of the world
and its ten perfect heavenly bodies circling the central fire arising from
the procreative content of the egg. Thus pre-Socratic Pythagorean cos
mology is an arithmological transposition of Orphic cosmogony. The
Pythagorean numbers, especially the first four of the tetractys, form the
harmonic ratios of the music of the heavenly spheres and take on certain
properties: 1 is mind, 2 opinion, 3 the whole, 4 or 9 "justice," 5 "mar
riage," 7 is "opportune time" (Kalpos), and IO or 6 is "perfect."46 Fi
nally, the Pythagoreans developed their primal pair of opposites, Limit
and Unlimited, into a table of ten opposites arranged in two columns of
cognates:47
Limit
Odd
One
Right
Male
Resting
Straight
Light
Good
Square

Unlimited
Even
Multiplicity
Left
Female
Moving
Crooked
Darkness
Bad
Oblong

Burkert observes that these opposites form a point of continuous transi
tion between Pythagoreanism and the Platonism of the Old Academy.
What Plato borrowed from the Pythagoreans was principally the pair
Limit-Unlimited and a certain emphasis on number and proportion as
45. Cf. the Sethian Gnostic figure of Protophanes, perfect male Mind in the Aeon
ofBarbelo.
46. Cf. the similar numerology in Marsanes (X 32,5-33,9) and ps-lamblichus'
Y'lieologoumena arithmeticae discussed in Chapter 14.
47. Aristotle, Met. I 986a22-26: hEpOL 6E: TWV aUTWV TOUTWV TC!S apxas 6eKa
:\eyooolv elvm TctS KaTa crooTotxlav :\qoµfras, rrepas [Kai) drrELpov, TTEPL TT0V
[Kai] dpnov, EV [Kat] rr:\fi9os, seetov (Kai] dptaTep6v, dppev [Kai) 9fi:\u, TJPEµo\iv
[Kat] KLVOUµEVOV, eu0u [Kai) KaµmJAOV, G)WS LKat) OK0TOS, a-ya9ov [Kai) KGK0V,
TETpa-ywvov [Kai] ETEpoµl)KES'
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the principle of cosmic order. For the immanent "Unlimited" Plato sub
stituted the transcendent Indefinite Dyad to express the continuous in
definiteness on either side of the scale between great-and-small, more
and-less, etc.
This doctrine was proposed as a transcendental solution to the Par
menidean-Eleatic problem of the relationship between pure and stable
being, which is One, and the "unthinkable" world of plurality and be
coming we all observe. The generative character of Pythagorean
mathematics applied to a stage-by-stage movement from 1) the tran
scendent, ultimate One to 2) the transcendent numbers, to 3) the har
monic proportions of the living World Soul which animates the heav
enly and earthly bodies below it. This dynamic scheme of derivation
broke through the inflexibility of the Eleatic system. The order of stable
being can be expressed by the One and the Dyad and the ideas by the
ideal numbers. Change is gradually introduced by the animated World
Soul harmonized by numerical proportion and forced into motion by the
opposition of Sameness and Difference. The elements of the physical
world are generated by plane or solid geometrical figures bound together
and set in motion by the Soul.
While there was a book by Philolaus used by Aristotle, there was no
book by Pythagoras. Plato most likely picked up Pythagorean doctrine
from Archytas. Yet Plato's immediate disciples, in their exposition of
the Timaeus and of the derivation system worked out by Plato and them
selves in the Old Academy, attributed all this doctrine to the "ancients."
Indeed they attributed it to Pythagoras himself, simply skipping over the
century and a half that separated them from Pythagoras as well as the
work of more contemporary Pythagoreans such as Eurytas, Archytas and
Philolaus.
Burkert suggests that this apparent defection from the name of Plato
in favor of that of Pythagoras may have owed to the spirit of the con
temporary Pythagoreans with whom they and Plato associated, and who
similarly ascribed their own thought completely to Pythagoras. Thus
Speusippus, Xenocrates and the other Academicians except Aristotle
likewise saw their own and their master's work as a continuation of
Pythagoreanism. And this interpretation became dominant in the doxo
graphies of the later tradition, which likewise saw Pythagoras only
through the eyes of Plato and the old Academy. The Old Academicians
produced for posterity convenient summaries of their Platonism under
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the name of Pythagoras, while the authentic Pythagorean doctrine pre
sented by Aristotle, scattered throughout his works and presented in
polemical fashion, was ignored. Thus the Platonic metaphysical specula
tion worked out by the generation of Plato's immediate successors under
the name of Pythagoras carried the day.
After the death of Plato (427-347 BCE), this tradition continued
through successive heads of the Academy, Speusippus (407-313), Xeno
crates (396-314), and Polemon (350-267), until in 265 BCE Arcesilaus
(3 I 8-242), succeeded by Bion and Carneades (213-129), turned the
Academy from the "dogmatism" of metaphysical speculation towards
the skepticism of Pyrrho (365-270) and Timon (320-230). The "New
Academy" justified this move as a revival of the Socratic method.
Naturally at this time "Pythagoras" (i.e. Plato) lost his authority and,
along with him, all his and the Old Academy's mathematical and meta
physical work was rejected as non-Academic. Such of this metaphysical
Platonism as survived in the "underground" outside the Middle or New
Academy was somehow kept alive, but under the name of Pythagoras,
with the ironic result that by the second century CE some thinkers could
call Plato and his disciples plagiarists of Pythagoras. Thus, as Burkert
observes, a fairly exact transcript of Plato's lecture "On the Good'' is
presented by Sextus Empiricus (I 60-210 CE; Adv. math. X.248-284) in
the context of a skeptical refutation of Pythagoras which cites the Plato
of the exoteric dialogues (the Phaedo) at length against "Pythagoras."
Indeed, as Burkert notes, in just as unhistorical a way, when Antio
cl,us of Ascalon (130-68 BCE) led the Academy away from the leader
ship of the skeptic Philo of Larissa (head from 110-88) back to "dog
matic" ways, skeptics like Aenesidemus (100-40) and Sextus Empiricus
( 150-170 CE) sought a new founder instead of Plato or Socrates to whom
they might trace the origins of the skeptical tradition of the New Acad
emy, and found such a one in Pyrrho.

CHAPTER NfNE
MIDDLE PLATONIC SPECULATION ON FIRST PRINCIPLES
We continue this survey of Platonic metaphysics with some observa
tions about selected Middle Platonic, Neopythagorean, and, in Chap
ter I 0, Neoplatonic metaphysical doctrines that are reflected in the
Sethian Gnostic texts and doctrines that will be treated in beginning in
Chapter 12. These observations are not intended to be complete or sys
tematic, but are limited to features that help to place the Sethian texts in
the context of later Greek philosophy.
I. THE REVIVAL OF PLATONISM IN THE FIRST CENTURY BCE

After the time of Polemon (350-267 BCE), the Academy turned away
from metaphysical speculation altogether. This so-called "New Acad
emy" justified this move as a revival of the Socratic method. All the
mathematical and metaphysical work of Plato and the Old Academy was
rejected as non-Platonic and due to Pythagorean contamination. Al
though the Academy turned back to dogmatism under Antiochus, in
88 BCE its members, along with other philosophers who had disapproved
of the alliance of Athens with Mithridates III against Rome, fled the city
as Mithridates approached. Philo of Larissa, the last head of the Acad
emy, went to Rome, and Antiochus of Ascalon, the present head, went
by way of Rome to Alexandria and there broke with Philo. 1 During
Sulla's siege on disloyal Athens in 87-86 BCE, the buildings and library
of the Academy were destroyed. With this event, the institutional history
of the Academy, with its nearly unbroken oral tradition and succession
of scholarchs descending from Plato-as well as that of the other Athe
nian schools, the Lyceum of the Peripatetics, the Porch of the Stoics,
and the Garden of the Epicureans-came to an end, and would only be
formally reestablished by the emperor Marcus Aurelius in 176 CE. For
the next century, the Platonic and other philosophical schools were
I. See H. DORRJE, "Die Emeuerung des Platonismus im ersten Jahrhundert vor
Christus," in Le Neoplatonisme: Colfoques intemalionaux du Centre nationa/e de la
recherche scientifique , Roya11mon1 9-13 juin /969 (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1971),
17-28.
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spread throughout the towns and cities of the Mediterranean basin; their
principal occupation now became that of commenting on the authorita
tive texts descending from the founders. In the case of the Middle Plato
nists, the principal text demanding such commentary was Plato's Ti
maeus.2
When Cicero visited Athens six years later he found the Philo and An
tiochus back in Athens teaching in the Ptolemaeion gymnasium. Philo
was professing the skeptic doctrine of the last 180 years, while Antio
chus, having taken up with Old Academic doctrine through the eyes of
Aristotle and Polemon, was teaching virtually the same thing as a brand
of Stoicism under the name of original Platonism. He seems to have
identified the Demiurge and World Soul of Plato's Timaeus with the
Stoic Pneuma-Logos, and the Ideas constituting the paradigm of the
Living Being with the AOyOL aTTEpµanKoL comprising the intellect of the
Stoic Logos. ln doing this, he may have originated the Middle Platonic
notion of the Ideas as the thoughts of God (although Plato himself, the
Old Academy and Xenocrates, Aristotle and the Peripatetic tradition,
Alcimus, the Neopythagoreans, Posidonius, Antiochus, Varro, Eudorus,
and Arius Didymus have been credited with this development). 3 Thus it
is possible that the concept of the ideas as the thoughts of God emerges
from a reconciliation between the Timaeus and Stoicism.4
H. Dorrie has stressed the centrality of the Timaeus in the revival of
Platonism in the first century BCE. 5 It offered to people like Cicero and
his contemporaries a cosmology that explained, indeed revealed, the
supreme cause of the world as a divine and paternal figure who had
made it as good as possible a copy of his own divine thoughts. Such a
doctrine was much more attractive to the popular religious sentiment of
the time, inseminated by many Pythagorean and other apocryphal
works, than was the dry moralism and rather immanentist and mechani
cal cosmology of the Stoics, not to mention the tough-minded non
theistic atomism and ascetic moral ism of the Epicureans.
2. Thus L. BRISSON, "Qualche aspetto della storia dcl Platonismo," Elenchos 20
(1999), 145-169, here 156-157.
3. For a review see R. JONES. "The Ideas as the Thoughts of God," Classical
Philology 21 (1926), 317-326.
4. See A. R1c1-1, "The Platonic ldeas as the Thoughts of God," Mnemosyne. 4, 7
(1954), 125-126.
5. H. DORRTE, "Le renouveau du platonisme ii l'epoque de Ciceron," Revue de
Phi/osophie et de Theologie 8 (1974), 13-29.
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In time, this Platonist Bible, as well as its imitations, was read by eve
ryone who was able. In distinction to the eternal world cycles of Stoi
cism and the traditional Greek dogma of the eternity of the universe at
home in the other philosophical schools, the Timaeus, when read liter
ally, revealed, like the doctrine of the Jews, a once-for-all act of creation
by a divine craftsman according to a definite plan. According to this
reading, there were three primal principles of all things: God, [deas or
Model, and Matter. God was identified with the Good from the Republic
and the demiurge from the Timaeus. The Model is the intelligible
Forms, understood as his thoughts, which God contemplates to give
order to disorderly Matter.
Varro (116-28 BCE), the most learned Roman of his day, found in the
Capitoline trinity of Jove, Juno and Minerva the three Platonic causes
(heaven = "that by which"; earth = "that from which"; and the exem
plary ideas = "that according to which," apud Augustine, De civ. dei
VII. I 28); he even took this as a revelation emanating from the sanctuary
of the Cabiri at Samothrace.6 In like spirit, Cicero, in his translation of
the Timaeus, substituted his friend Publius Nigidius Figulus (9845 BCE), the next most learned Roman of his day after Varro, for Plato's
man from Italy. Nigidius was a principal reviver of Pythagoreanism in
his day, perhaps having become acquainted with it through Alexander
Polyhistor, a Greek scholar taken slave at the end of the Mithridatic war
in 82 and given citizenship by Sulla.
II. NEOPYTHAGOREAN PLATONISM
From the third century BCE onwards, apocryphal Pythagorean writings
in the name of Pythagoras, Brotinus, Archytas, Eurytos, Occelus, Ti
maeus Locrus and even Pythagoras' wife Theano and many others be
gan to make their appearance, claiming both Old Academic and Peripa
tetic philosophy for Pythagoras' own. Numenius (frgs. 24-28 des Places)
in the mid-second century CE did precisely this. Later Pythagoreanism,
commonly referred to as Neopythagoreanism, could, as Burkert says, be
defined as Old Academic Platonism with the Socratic and dialectic ele
ment amputated. Aside from ancient Pythagorean tradition, the principal
source for Neopythagorean doctrine was Old Academic mathematics on
6. W. THEILER, Die Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus (Problernata, Forschun
gen zur Klassjschen Philologie I; Berlin: Weidmann, 1930), 18-19.
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the one hand and Plato's myths, especially that of the Timaeus, on the
other hand; these merged with Middle Platonism to become Neoplaton
ism. The Hellenistic Pseudopythagorica appeared as only one part of a
plethora of apocryphal materials under names like Democritus, Ostanes,
Zoroaster and Nechepso-Petosiris. Most of these and even the author
Bolus of Mendes were popularly regarded as Pythagoreans, but were not
really: as Burkert says,7 in "Hellenistic times there was a whole flood of
Pythagorean literature, but no real Pythagoreans." Instead, it was all
underground Platonism. Even second century Rome was introduced to
Greek thought in this way. It derived its knowledge of the cosmos and
its regularity not directly from the Timaeus or Archimedes or Eratosthe
nes, but from apocryphal mixtures of Platonic, Stoic, and Peripatetic
cosmology under the name of Pythagoras, the ancient citizen of South
Italy.
Although the previously mentioned Hellenistic Pseudopythagorica did
not seem to know the Timaeus of Plato, at least one of them, the Ti
maeus Locrus, circulated as a counterfeit of the Timaeus, accusing Plato
of being a falsifier of Pythagorean doctrine. According to Dorrie,8 the
Neopythagoreans, who in time claimed the Timaeus and Old Academic
Platonism as their own, were little interested in theoretical philosophy,
and preferred instead a "philosophic life style" informed by even more
revelatory literature which, like the later Hermetica, expressed similar
doctrine but in a simpler, more religious form. While they were popular
izers, the committed students of Plato congregated in esoteric schools
and were interested in philosophical theory. But by now they were so far
removed from the source of a living tradition that it was necessary to
rely upon digests, summaries and doxographies of the ancient Platonic
doctrine in the form of handbooks like that of Alcinous/Albinus in the

7. W, BURKERT, "Hellenistische Pseudopythagorica," Philologus 105 (1961),
28-43, here 23-24; on this general subject, see also Pseudepigrapha: Pseudopytha
gorica. le/Ires de Platon, litterature pseudepigraphique juive, ed. K. van Fritz
(Entretiens sur l'Antiquite classique XVIII. Vandoeuvres-Gencva: Fondation Hardt,
1972), Sec H. THESLEFF, An introduction to the Pythagorean writings of the Helle
nistic period (Acta Academiae Aboensis. Ser, A: Humaniora 24,3. Abo, Abo
akademi, 1961) and The Pythagorean texts of the Hellenistic period (Acta Acade
miae Aboensis. Ser. A: Humaniora 30.1. Abo, Abo Akademi, 1965).
8. 1-1. DORRIE, "Le renouveau du platonisme a l'epoque de Ciceron," Revue de
Philosophie et de Theologie 8 (1974), 13-29, here 25-26.
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second century CE. 9 Dorrie thinks this doxographical tradition began in
the age of Cicero, a classic doxographer being Arius Didymus, who
taught philosophy to the future Emperor Augustus. The doxographers
stress the three principles of Creator, Matter and Ideas supposedly to be
found in the Timaeus, although other philosophers, e.g. Philo of Alexan
dria (Cher. 125-127) emphasized a final cause beyond the Creator, the
Creator's idea of the Good which impels the Creator to make the world
as good as possible. In spite of these theological interests, howe'.'er,
Platonists were essentially ivory tower intellectuals, considering that the
subtleties of Platonic doctrine were inexpressible to the masses, whom

they left to such as the Stoics.
The Platonism of the first century BCE was thus a peculiar mixture of
religious zeal and a classical reservation which submitted to the author
ity of a self-imposed tradition, that of the Plato they knew. Reluctance to
stray from the authoritative tradition prevented novelty. Only details, not
major reevaluations, were discussed. Yet this later Platonism provided a
truly comprehensive picture of all the levels of reality into which the
details of the universe would fit and find meaning and intelligibility in
light of the cosmic Intellect and Soul which bound everything together;
the whole interprets the parts. And it was precisely this urban, self
enclosed, traditional, nearly conventicle-like pursuit of transcendental
metaphysics on the part of school Platonists that increasingly attracted
like-minded but less pedantic kindred, such as Neopythagoreans, Her
metics and of course the Gnostics.

A. Eudorus of Alexandria and
Neopythagorean Systems of Derivation
H. Dorrie marks the decisive stage in the revival of Platonism by the
activity of the generation after Cicero, marked especially by Eudorus
(fl. 25 BCE) of Alexandria. Back in 86 BCE, Antiochus had accompanied
the Roman quaestor Lucullus to Alexandria, leaving his brother Aristus
in charge at Athens. In Alexandria, Antiochus acquired as students Aris9. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, la Revelation d' Hermes Trismegiste II: Le Dieu cosmique
(Eludes bibliques; Paris: .I. Gabalda, 1949), 341-362, attributes the philosophical
eclecticism and religious dogmatism of Cicero's time to the diffusion and conse
quent vulgarization of culture which led to the wide use of introductory manuals and
the exclusive use of doxographies in place of the direct study of original philosophi
cal writings.
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ton, a Peripatetic, and Dion, an Academic who served as an ambassador
to Rome in 57 BCE, where he was murdered. Strabo (64 BCE - 19 CE)
implies that Eudorus was a contemporary and rival of Ariston.
Dillon suggests that Eudorus may have studied with Dion in Alexan
dria around 60 BCE. 10 Eudorus had a thorough knowledge of Plato's
dialogues, and concluded that assimilation to God was the consistent
goal of Plato's doctrine. 11 Tn addition, Eudorus was a Pythagorean; ac
cording to Simplicius (In Phys. 9.18 I ,I0-30 Diets) Eudorus posited a
supreme One as the supreme God above another pair of principles, a
lower One, which he calls Monad, and its opposite, the Dyad.
According to the highest explanation (civwTd.Tw ;\,6yov) it is to be said that
the Pythagoreans called the One (To Ev) the principle (cipxtj) of all things;
according to the second explanation (6EUTEpov Myov), there are two prin
ciples of products (ciTTOTEA.ouµEvwv), the One and the nature opposed
(EvavT[av) to it, and of all the entities conceived as opposites, the good
ones are ranged under the One and the evil under the opposed nature. Thus
these two principles are not the ultimate principle according to these peo
ple, since if the one is principle of one set of opposites and the other prin
ciple of the other, they are not the common principles (AoLvat dpxa1.) of all
things, as is the One ... thus in another way (a;\.>..ov Tp6TTov) they said that
the One is the principle of all things, of both matter (u>..17) and of determi
nate beings (Twv ovrnv), and this would be the supreme God (urrEpci.vw
0Eciv) .... So I say those around Pythagoras left the One as the principle of
all things, and in another way (d>..>..ov TpOTTov) introduced the two sets of
10. J. DILLON, The Middle Platonisls, 115-135; cf. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, La Revela
tion d' Hermes Trismegiste IV: Le Dieu inconnu et la gnose (Eludes bibliques; Paris:
J. Gabalda, 1954), 18-53. Festugiere has shown that in Eudorus one finds a hierarchy
of three "ones": The One (Ev) as universal principle (cipxtj); the One (µovcis-) as the
fundamental element (<rTOlXELov) opposed to the Indefinite Dyad; and the one which
is the root of ordinary arithmetical numbers. When Eudorus assimilates the highest
One to the supreme God (imepavw 0E6s-), one has the absolute transcendence of
God, in effect, beyond being. Festugiere (op. cit., 43-53) also points out that Xeno
crates (frg. 15 Heinze) conceived the Monad as male father and the Dyad as female
mother of the Gods. On the basis of Orph. frg. 21,4 Kern (whose antiquity is sup
ported by the Derveni papyrus), and the Stoicizing Diogenes of Babylon (240152 BCE, apud Philodemus, De pier. 82.3 Gomperz = Dox. 548b14 Diels), both of
which witness the concept of Zeus as both male and female, Festugiere would date
the concept of the bisexuality of the Monad to around 300 BC. From such a complex
of ideas might have arisen the (non-Old-Academic) notion that the Monad gives rise
to the Dyad, which is in tum mother of the numbers one. two, three, etc.
11. Cf. Theaetetus 176B; Timaeus 90A-D; Republic X 608C; Laws IV 716A; see
Dillon, Middle Platonists, 115.
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the highest elements (8vo TO. civwniTw aTOLXEta); they call these two sets
of elements by many names-the one set contains the ordered, defined,
knowable, male, odd, right, and light, the opposite set contains the disor
dered, indefinite, unknown, female, even, left and dark-such that on the
one hand the One is taken as a principle (apx�) and on the other the One
and the indefinite Dyad are taken as these elements (aTOLXELa), both prin
ciples again being one (cipxal dµcpw Ev oVTa rrcihv); clearly the One as
principle of all things is one thing, while quite another is the One opposed
to the Dyad, which they call the Monad (µovci6a). (Simplicius, In Aristo
telis physicorum 9.181,10-30 Diels)
The supreme One is the cause of Matter and all else, while the Dyad
paired with the Monad beneath it he calls the Indefinite Dyad.12
J. M. Rist thinks that Eudorus' doctrine of two Ones derives from an
original interpretation of the Pythagorean Memoirs of Alexander Poly
histor. 13 These Memoirs suggest that in 70 BCE the only Pythagorean
doctrine known to Alexander was one in which a Monad gives rise to an
Indefinite Dyad as matter for the Monad, with no supreme One beyond:
Alexander in the Successions of the Philosophers, drawing upon the Py
thagorean Memoirs, says that the principle of all things is the Monad; from
this Monad there comes into existence the Indefinite Dyad as matter for the
Monad, which is cause (EK 6i: T�S' µovci6os- ci6ptarnv 6uci6a ws- av vAT]v TU
µovci6L alTt<p ovn vrroaT�vm ). From the Monad and the Indefinite Dyad
arise the numbers; from numbers, points; from these, lines; from these,
12. Thus A.-J. FESTUGIERE, la Revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste IV: le Dieu in
connu et la gnose (Etudcs bibliqucs; Paris: J. Gabalda, 1954), 18-53. H. J. KRAMER,
Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik: Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Platonis
mus zwischen Platon und Plotin (Amsterdam: B. R. Groner, 1967), 276-277, relates

Philo's three-level metaphysic to the four-level metaphysic of Moderatus and Eudo
rus.
13. "The Neoplatonic One and Plato's Parmenides," Transactions and Proceed
ings of the American Philological Association 93 (1962), 389-401; cf J. DILLON,
The Middle Platonists, 342. J. MANSFELD ("Compatible Alternatives: Middle Plato
nist Theology and the Xenophanes Reception," in Knowledge of God in the Graeco
Roman World, ed. R. Van den Brock et al., [Etudes preliminaires aux religions
orientales dans !'Empire Romain 112; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988], 92-117) observes
that the Pythagorean Memoirs present a monistic system in which the first two
opposites are to be found on different levels, one subordinate to the other, while
Eudorus places them on the same level below that of the supreme One, apparently in
an original effort to reconcile the monistic (as in Alexander and earlier in Aristotle,
Met. I 986b I1-987a2) and dualistic (as in 985b23-986b I\) versions of Pythagorean
doctrine known to him, by placing the monistic One (Ev) inherently containing lhe
opposites (even and odd, limited and unlimited, 986a l 7-20) above the dualistic
ouaToLx(m of opposites (986a22-26).
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plane figures; from plane figures, solids; from solid figures there arise sen
sible bodies, the elements of which are four: fire, water, earth and air.
These elements interchange and turn into one another completely and
combine to produce a cosmos: animate, intelligent, and spherical (µETa
�ci.\.\ElV 8e Kai. TpETTEa8aL 6L' o,\wv, Kal -ylvwem Ee QUTWII K6aµov EµtjJV
xov, voEp6v, acjimpoEL8�). with the earth at its center, the earth itself also
being spherical and inhabited round about. (Alexander apud Diogenes
Laertius, Vitae VITI 24.7-25.I 0, trans. Dillon)

Perhaps Eudorus' doctrine of a supreme One is his interpretation of the
intelligent "fourth" cause (God; Mind, Wisdom) of Philebus 23C-D,
responsible for the mixture of Limit and Unlimited that yields the gene
sis of things, as a supreme One, perhaps under the influence of the first
hypothesis of the Parmenides. Perhaps Eudorus was, as J. Mansfeld
thinks, influenced by the tradition of a divine One earlier posited by
Xenophanes. 14 Perhaps the idea of a unitary, active cause giving rise to
the Indefinite Dyad as passive matter owes something to Stoic doctrine
as well. 1 5 Whatever the case, Eudorus made a definite move towards
metaphysical monism.
Perhaps contemporary with Eudorus are two Neopythagorean sys
tems: One is cited by Syrianus in his commentary on Aristotle's Meta
physics (165,33-166,6 Kroll) according to which Archaenetus, Philolaus
and Brotinus posited a unitary causal principle above the Limit and
Unlimited, which Brotinus says is beyond intelligence and being.16 The
14. J. MANSFELD, "Compatible Alternatives." thinks Eudorus' placing of a su
preme One beyond paired opposites owes to the influence of Xenophanes' (apud
Theophrastus' lost Physikai doxai and Aristotle, Met. I 986b2 l-25) teaching of a
divine One whose attributes (whether at rest or in motion, whether limited or unlim
ited) were left unclear; Mansfeld thinks Eudorus himself supplemented the Xeno
phanes doxography with attributes that later defined the canonical god of Xeon
phanes (found, e.g .. in Simplicius, in Phys. 9.22,2-29, 14): God is one, eternal,
homogeneous, limited, spherical, unmoved, rational. cause of all things and tran
scends all pairs of opposites.
15. God, or logos, as active cause and matter as passive cause is Stoic doctrine,
Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Vil 134.
16. Syrianus, in Met. 165,33-166,6 Kroll: o.\ws 6€ ou6E cirro TWII W<JaVEl
(lVTlKElµEIIWV ol av6pes �PXOVTO, <i)..)..d Kat TWV 13&o (JUO"TOlXLWV TO €TTEKElVQ
1)6E<Jav, ws µapTupei <l>tX6.\aos Tov 9e6v ,\{ywv 166 rrEpas Kai. cirrELpiav
UTTOaTfiam, 6Ld µev TOU TTEpOTOS' TT)V T<ji €VL UU')'YEVE<JTEpav €Vl3ElKVUµEVOS'
TTciaav cruaTmxtav, fad 6E Tfis ci1reLpias TT)V TaUTT)S uq>ElµEVTJV, Kai. en 1rpo Twv
6uo cipxwv TT}V €Vtaiav al Tlav Kal TTClVTWV €�1JPT)µ€VT)V TTpOETOTTOV, �v
'ApxalvETos 11tv alTlav 1rp6 atT(as Elva[ q>TJOL, <l>l)..6)..aos 6t Twv 1rcivTwv cipxiiv
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other is cited by Stobaeus (Anthologium 1.41.2,1-50 = 1.278-9 Wachs
muth) from Pseudo-Archytas' Peri Arch6n, according to which, beyond
the two principles of Form and Matter, corresponding to Monad and
Dyad, there is a self-moving primary power, a God superior to intelli
gence which unites the lower two principles.17 A similar doctrine is also
found in the "Pythagorean" report of Sextus Empiricus (Adv. math.
X 276-278):18
Thence moved, Pythagoras (i.e. Plato) declared that the Monad is the first
principle of existing things (dpx� TWV ovTWv) by participation (KaT a
µETOX�v) in which each of the existing things is said to be one. And this
when conceived in self-identity (Ka9' auTOTTJTa, i.e. absolutely) is a Mo
nad, but when in its otherness (Ka9' hep6TT)Ta) it is added to itself, it cre
ates the Indefinite Dyad. The highest Principles of all therefore emerge as
the prime Monad and the Indefinite Dyad (� TE TTPWTTJ µovas- Kal �
ci6punos- 6uas). From these Principles arose the number One and the Dyad
which succeeded it; from the prime Monad the number One (dTTo µEv
TTpwTTJS- µovaoos TO Ev); and from both the prime Monad and the lndefiELVOL OL°Lcrxup[(ETOL, BpoTLVOS OE ws- voii TTaVTOS Kai oucr[as 6uvaµH Kai TTpEcr�dq.
VTTEPEXEL .
17. Antho/ogium 1.41.2,27-31: W<JTE TpElS cipxas dµev �O T] , TOV TE 9eov Kai
T(lV EcrTW TWV TTpa)'µOTWV Kai TClV µop<j>w. Kai. TOV µEv eeov <Tov> TEXVlTaV Kai
TOV KLVEOVTa , T(lV 6' EcrTW TQV v;l.av Kai TO KLVE6µevov, TCIV 0€ µop<j>w TCIV Texvav
Kai TTOS' av KLVEETOL imo TW KlVEOVTOS a EaTW. According to P. MERLAN, "Greek
Philosophy from Plato to Plotinus," in The Cambridge Histo,y of Later Greek and
Early Medieval Philosophy (ed. A. H. Armstrong; Cambridge: Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1967), 85, citing Aristotle's On Prayer, frg. 4a Rose and Eth. Eud.
7.1248a, this stress on a principle beyond intelligence may go back to Aristotle.
18. This is quite likely a digest of the doctrine of ideal numbers deriving from
Plato's lecture "On the Good," cf. BURKERT, Ancient Pythagoreanism, 53 n. 4.
DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 344, thinks the immediate source of this passage
may be the Pythagorean Platonist Thrasyllos of Alexandria, the court philosopher of
Tiberius (Emperor 14-37 CE), who edited the dialogues of Plato and composed an
astrological work used by Theon of Smyrna ( ca. I 00 CE). The Monad is described as
self-identity (auTOTTlS') and by being added to itsclf, gives rise to otherness
(hEpOTTJS'), i.e., the Indefinite Dyad. Related to this theory is a system of categories
distinguishing between the absolute (KaTa Ola<j>opciv), the contrary (KaT' ivav
TLW<JlV) and the relative (rrp6s n); cf. Plato's oral teaching apud Hermodorus in
Simplicius, In Phys. 9.247,30-248,20 Diets where absolute (Ka9' auTci) is opposed to
relative (1rpos- hepa), the latter subdivided into contrary (ws- TTPOS' ivaVT(a) and
indeterminate (ws- rrpos TL). The category of the absolute belongs only to the Monad,
lhat of the contrary is related both to the Monad and Dyad since it is defined as
either equal or unequal (by mutual exclusion), while that of the relative is related to
more and less, thus is who lly undefined and belongs only to the indefinite Dyad.
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nite Dyad the number Two. Twice One is Two, and since there was not as
yet a Two or a Twice among numbers, the number Two arose out of the
Indefinite Dyad, and so was the offspring of this Dyad and the Monad (Kal
ouTWS' EK TaUTTJS' TE Kai. TTJS' µovci8os- E)'EVETO � EV TOlS' cipt0µo'ts- 8ucis-).
In the same way the rest of the numbers are produced from these, the Mo
nad playing the role of active cause and the Dyad that of passive Matter,
the Monad imposing Limit and giving rise to the I, while the 2 arises from
the doubling influence of the Dyad upon the Monad and extending the
numbers on to infinite multiplicity (rnu µEv Evos- ciEi. TTEpaTouvTOS', TfjS' 8E
ci.opiaTou 8uci8os- 8fo )'EVVWUTJS' Kal Els- dTTELpov rr>..fj0os- Tous- dpt0µous
EKTELVouaris-). From the first four numbers arise point, line, plane and
solid.
All this implies that the doctrine of a supreme One (Ev but sometimes
µovcis) beyond and even giving rise to a pair of opposed principles was
first formulated in arithmological language in the mid-first cen
tury BCE.19 During this period, the Old Academic dualistic doctrine of
the coeval One and Indefinite Dyad was developed in a monistic direc
tion not found anywhere in the Old Academy (which always adhered to
the doctrine of two opposite principles). Dillon20 observes that this doc
trine of a supreme One appealed to Eudorus' contemporary Philo of
Alexandria (ca. 20 BCE - 40 CE) and is to be found later in Moderatus
(late first century CE), in the Chaldaean Oracles (late second cen
tury CE), in Plotinus and the Neoplatonists, and in the Neopythagorean
arithmologists such as Theon and Nicomachus in the early second cen
tury CE. This monism is also to be found among Gnostics such as
Basilides, the Valentinian system of Hippolytus' Refutations, the "Si
monian" Megale Ap ophasis and of course the Sethian Gnostics.
The Neopythagorean derivation of an Indefinite Dyad from the Mo
nad (not witnessed in the Old Academy) and the interaction of these two
principles to produce the triad as the first real number would then pro
vide a metaphysical system of ontological derivation that might serve to
interpret the Father-Mother-Child triad of Plato's Timaeus. In this way
the Monad becomes a Dyad by a process of self-doubling21 or by divi19. The ultimate inspiration behind this notion may lie in Aristotle's transcendent
self-thinking active intelligence, which is immaterial, pure form and is indeed God.
20. The Middle Platonists, 128-130.
21. 8L TTAamacrµ6s, Em01Jv8EULS EauTfJ: Theon of Smyrna, Expositio 27,1-7;
94,10-18; 100,9-12 Hiller; Nicomachus, Intro. Arith. 113,2-10 Hoche; Sextus Em
piricus, Pyrrhoniae hypotyposes 3.153; Adversus malhematicos 10.261; Hippolytus,
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sion22 or by extension (EKTaOLS') or progression from potentiality as in a
seed, 23 or by privation or contraction or "receding from its nature,"24 or
by flowing (an idea perhaps first introduced by Archytas).25 The notion
of a dyadic principle of indefiniteness pre-existing in the monad became
a feature of several second-century Gnostic theogonies: according to
Hippolytus, both the Valentinians (Ref Vl.29.5-6) and the "Simonian"
Megale Apophasis (Ref VI.18.4-7) used the concept of the emanation
(rrpo�OATJ, rrpoEpxrn0m) of a dyad preexisting in the monad. By describ
ing the passion of Sophia as a flowing or extension into indefiniteness
the Valentinian school incorporated into tragic myth the Neopythago
rean derivation of plurality as the derivation of a dyad from the monad.
In the Apocryphon of John, Barbelo is derived from the Monad as the
product of the former's self-reflection. The Sethian Platonizing treatises
utilize, besides the Existence, Vitality, Mentality progression, also the
notions of privation and the self-extension of the supreme unitary prin
ciple into the multiplicity first arising in the Barbelo Aeon.26

B. Philo of Alexandria
Many ofNeopythagorean features may be found in the works of Philo
of Alexandria (ca. 20 BCE - 40 CE). Although he rarely gives a direct
exposition of his metaphysical scheme, it can be recovered from many
passages throughout his writings.27 On the basis of these passages and

Ref IV.43, or begetting <Jamblichus> Theo/ogoumena arithmeticae 3.17-4,7 de
Falco.
22. 6Laxwpwµ6s: <Iamblichus>, Theologoumena arithmeticae 5,4-5; 8,20-9,7:
13.9- 11 de Falco.
23. �KTacrts / ElTEKTacrLs: Nicomachus apud <lamblichus> Theologoumena
arithmeticae 3, 1-8; 16,4- 1 1 de Falco; in Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. I 2.2; 3.3 the passion
of Sophia is characterized as (indefinite) extension and flowing.
24. KaTa <JTEPTJ<JLV auTov xwpt:'i.v: Moderatus, apud Simplicius, In phy. 9.230,3423 1,27 Diets; Numenius, frg. 52 des Places; see below on Moderatus and Numenius.
25. pticLv, p'(x:ns: Sextus Empiricus, Adversus mathematicos Ill.! 9, 28, 77;
VII.99; IX.380-381; X.281, an idea perhaps first introduced by Archytas.
26. By privation in Zostrianos VIII 80, 1 1- 18, by self-extension in Marsanes
X 32,5-33,2 and Allogenes XI 45,22-24 (preceded by contraction) and by division in
3 Ste/es Seth VII 12 1,25-123,14 (combined with EKTa<JLS in Zostrianos Vlll 8 l ,1-20
and with withdrawal in Marsanes X 9, 1-21 ).
27. Among the more salient for our purposes are: Opif. 1-99 and QE IJ.68 on the
structure of the intelligible world; Abr. 120-123, Spec. Leg. 111. 180, and Heres 160
on the monad, dyad and powers; Heres 133-236 and Vita Mosis 11.127 on the Logos;
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Dillon's analysis of them, one might venture the following sketch of
Philo's very fluid metaphysics: the supreme principle I) is 6 8e6s, the
personal Creator-God, called One, Monad and true being, who is never
theless ineffable; his existence, but not essence, can be known. Closely
associated with him are 2) his image, the Monad, a sort of "super
transcendent" logos, and 3) Sophia, the mother of the all, sometimes
considered as material cause (nurse, receptacle), i.e. the indefinite dyad.
The second God (8E6s, not 6 8e6s, Somn. 1.229) is 4) the Logos, the
place of the Ideas (K6aµos voriT6s), the image, shadow and Son of God.
The Logos is the divine mind which can be said to spring from Sophia
its mother, although for humans the two are identical. Associated with
the Logos are 5) four principal powers (animated Ideas); the chiefest of
these constitute the Dyad: Goodness (the creative power by which God
creates the world) and Sovereignty (the regal power by which God rules
the world); respectively associated with these are another two, the "Be
neficent" and the "Punitive." We are led to believe that the Logos and
his four powers (plus many others conceived as ideas and mathemati
cals) constitute a pentad which comprises the intelligible world marked
off by a sort of boundary or aeon called the Ark. 28 Finally on a lower
level, there is the Koaµos ala8w6s, presided over by 6) the Logos in its
immanent aspect as God's elder Son, governing 7) the visible world
over which he presides, which is God's younger son.
This is a hybrid sketch of his system, drawn from many passages in
Philo's works, not all of which precisely agree with each other. Philo
was a biblical exegete, not a systematic philosopher. Much of his meta
physics was drawn from handbooks, and exhibits a maddening fluidity.
[n any case it is clear that Philo's ontology consists of four basic levels:
God; the transcendent Logos or intelligible world; the immanent crea
tive Logos; and finally the visible world. This is much like the Old Aca
demic structure of two complementary principles except for the adop
tion of the term A6yos as elder son of God and place of the ideas, and
his positing the supreme God as a unique principle at the summit of the
hierarchy. The transcendent Logos corresponds to the realm of the Ideas
Fuga 109, Del. I 15-116, Ebr. 30-31 and Migr. 40-46 on Sophia; and Opif. 30-33;
47-52; 49-128, QG IV.8, 110 and QE 88-93 on arithmology.
28. Cf. QE 2.68 where two further powers, the merciful and the legislative,
spring respectively from the creative and ruling powers; these four plus the Logos
are contained in the Ark as a pentad. On such pentads, see Chapter 4, note 49.
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or mathematicals, and the immanent Logos to the World Soul. On the
other hand, the initial triad of God, Monad and Sophia seems to reflect
and confirm the existence of the Neopythagorean systems described
immediately above, especially that of Eudorus, who posited a transcen
dent One who is the supreme God, followed by a Monad and a Dyad,
and whose thought was likely to be known by Philo, his near
contemporary in Alexandria. In the de Abrahamo (121-123) it is said
that God can appear to the purified mind as the One beyond the dyad
and monad, and to the uninitiated mind as a triad composed of God
situated in the midst of his two chief powers, the creative and regnant. 29
Although the de Abrahamo passage concerns Philo's two chief powers,
Dillon observes that the dyad appears in Philo not only as the image of
matter or as a pair of subordinate powers, but also as a transcendent
generative principle, the Old Academic unlimited dyad. Philo knows of
this principle, not under this name, but under that of its alter ego, the
receptacle and nurse of becoming in the third part of Plato's Timaeus.
This entity is identified with Sophia, the divine Wisdom, who some
times functions as the mother of God's eldest son, the Logos, and thus
as mother of both the noetic and the perceptible cosmos. The use of the
term dyad to refer both to matter and to a transcendent maternal princi
ple depends upon an equation between Plato's unlimited dyad and re
ceptacle of becoming, which appears in many Middle Platonic authors.
On at least one occasion, Philo depicts God as Father, closely
associated with a feminine consort, his own knowledge (EmaTtjµ11),
who bore the sensible world as her Son. He goes on to characterize this
feminine being as Sophia, God's eldest daughter, Mother and Nurse of
the A II, that is, as Plato's receptacle of becoming (Ebr. 31.6; cf. Det.
116-117): 30
29. In the scriptures God is properly called "he who is" (6 wv), and can appear in
two ways: On the one hand, he appears as one (Ev) to the highly purified mind
(oLcivow) when it is led to the unmixed, simple and self-subsistent ideal form (lofo)
beyond the multiplicity of other numbers, including the dyad which is next to the
rnonad (T�v ')'ELTova µovcioos oucis). On the other hand, he can appear as three
(Tpta), when the as yet uninitiated mind is unable to comprehend true being (To ov)
as by itself, but only as either creating or ruling the creation (Tov yEvoµevov), occu
pying the midpoint (µfoos) between his two senior powers (owciµEtS), the creative
(rrot TJTLKtj, called 0e6s) and the royal (�aOLALKT), called Kiipws).
30. £br. 31.6: daci')'ETat rouv rrapci nvt TWV EK To\l 9e[ou xopou � aocp[a rrepi
at'JTi\S >-eroooa TOV TPOTTOV TOI/TOV''6 0e6s EKTT]OaT6 µE TTpWTlOTT]V TWV €al/TOI/
Ep')'WV, Kai TTpo TOV aiwvos e0EµEAlWOE µe·' �v -yap civa)'KQLOV Tf\S µTjTpos Kai
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Thus in the pages of one of the inspired company, wisdom is represented
as speaking of herself after this manner: "God obtained me first of all his
works, and founded me before the ages" (Prov 8:22). True, for it was nec
essary that all that came to the birth of creation should be younger than the
mother and nurse of the All.

Philo comes extremely close here to Plato's conception of a Father,
Mother, Child triad of supreme principles later echoed by the Sethian
Father-Mother-Child triad, although he does not actually name such a
triad. But Philo also considers Sophia as the Mother of God's eldest
Son, the Logos, the image and shadow of God, the place of the Ideas
(K6aµos VOTJTOS).31 According to Dillon, this apparent duplication in the
n0�VTJS TWV 0AWV rrciv6' oaa ELS )'EVEOlV �>..eev ELVal VEWTEpa· cf. Conj. 49.5
where Sophia is the nurse and mother of the wise man. According to "The Worse
attacks the Better" (Quod det. 115-116) "the wisdom of God is the nourisher and
nurse and foster mother (TIJV Tpoq><'w Kai n0rivoK6µov Kai. KoupoTp6cj>ov) of all who
yearn for imperishable sustenance, having become as it were mother of those in the
world immediately offering those born from her nourishment from herself" a nour
ishment called Manna, identified as the Logos. In Ebr. 30-31 the demiurge is God
the Father of the cosmos and the mother is his emaT�µri who receives the divine
seed and gives birth to the sense-perceptible son, this cosmos (the other being the
K6aµos VOTJT6s; cf. also Heres. 52 and Plant. 14 of ataerials, and Conj. 49 of
Sophia). In Fuga I 09, the high-priestly Logos is said to be the offspring of God the
Father and Sophia the Mother (compared to vovs and aia9ricrts) through whom the
universe came to be (ot' �s Ta oAa �)..9ev els yeveaLv), much like Varro's Athena
(see above, p. 347). Thus Sophia can be conceived not only as the maternal source of
the Logos, but also can bear designations similar to those given by Plato to his re
ceptacle, the mother and nurse of becoming, which later Platonists, perhaps even
Plato himself, identified with the unlimited dyad. While the dyad as an image of
matter is something of a topos in Philo, the identification of Sophia as the Platonic
receptacle and mother of the Logos is rather more exceptional in his corpus, as noted
by D. T. RUNIA (Philo ofAlexandria and the Timaeus ofPlato [2 vols., Amsterdam:
Free University Press, 1983], 1.248): Philo "was indeed conversant with this part of
the dialogue [Timaeus 48-53], but ... on the whole he makes remarkably little use of
the section in which Plato fills in what was left unsaid concerning the pre-existent
chaos at [Timaeus] 30a."
31. Spec. Leg. lll.180; Somn. II. 70; Ebr. 30-31; cf Fuga I 09; Def. 115-116. Such
notions are present in other Jewish wisdom materials, most notably Wisdom 7:228: I, a late first-century BCE text that applies to Sophia a number of attributes, many
of them of Stoic and Platonic provenance, that figure prominently in later gnostic
and Neoplatonic characterizations of the feminine principle. Sophia is an all
pervading motion, a breath and effluence of the divine power and glory, a reflection
of eternal light, a mirror of the divine activity, an image of the divine goodness, and
so on; she renews all things while abiding (µlvELV, cf. the Neoplatonic idea of per
manence, µov�) in herself as one. yet she extends (6LaTELVEL) from limit to limit
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instrumental role of Sophia and the Logos is not "complete incoherence
in Phi Io's thought, so much as a tension between the concepts of Sophia
and the Logos, which potentially fulfill very much the same cosmogonic
role."32
Philo's Logos has a double role: On the one hand, it is the archetypal
idea of ideas, the paradigm or blueprint from which the perceptible
world (atcr0l7TO$ K6aµos) is formed. On the other hand, there are pas
sages (Heres 129-132; Vita Mosis 11.127) where Philo also considers the
Logos to be the very instrument (opyavov) through which the utterly
transcendent God, like Plato's ultimate. maker and father, creates the
world. This Logos has two levels, a higher one as the place of the para
digmatic ideas, and a lower, demiurgic level, occupied by the images of
those ideas which constitute the perceptible world.33 For Philo, these
(nEpc:is-) and governs (6Lo[Kn) all things (see passages cited at the beginning of
Chapter 6).
32. J. DILLON, "Female Principles in Platonism," in IDEM, The Golden Chain
(Brookfield, VT: Variorum Publications, 1990), IV-107-IV-123, here IV-118.
33. As D. T. RUNIA (Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, I.373-376)
has pointed out, Philo's Logos replaces Plato's cosmic soul as the representation of
God's immanent presence in the world, largely under the influence of his Middle
Platonic environment which had accepted the Stoic transmutation of Plato's cosmic
soul into their all-pervading Logos. Although in the de Opificio, Philo tends to re
strict the function of the Logos to merely serving as the place of the ideas (the noetic
cosmos), there are passages in other treatises according to which the Logos functions
at two levels: I) that of the demiurgic mind containing the paradigm of all things,
and 2) that of the cosmic soul, where it is present in the sense-perceptible world, and
performs the dcmiurgic function of dividing and shaping matter according to the
numbers and proportions it contains as images of the ultimate principles. As "cutter"
().6yos- ToµEus-, Heres. 129-236) God uses the Logos to divide the disordered and
disharmonious pre-elemental matter into the elements according to number, propor
tion, and perfect shapes. This ensures the harmonious distribution of the elements
and the permanence of the world, just as the demiurge of the Timaeus (30A, 53A-B)
orders the primal chaos by means of shapes and numbers, particularly those associ
ated with the elementary triangles. Having divided all sensible entities to the point of
indivisibility, the Logos passes on to distinguish even the objects of reason into
equal and opposite qualities (true/false, rational/irrational, etc.; Heres 131-132).
Thus the Logos seems to consist of two levels, a transcendent one which is the no
etic cosmos containing the ideas corresponding to Plato's paradigm, and an imma
nent one, which is demiurgic, shaping unformed and infinitely divisible matter
according to the numbers and geometrical entities and proportions which it itself
contains as images of those paradigmatic ideas. According to Vita Mosis H.127,
"The Logos is double (8LTT6s) in both the universe and in human nature; in its
universal aspect, it is concerned with the incorporeal and paradigmatic forms (irEpi
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images tum out to be numbers. As images of transcendent principles,
numbers thus make those principles indirectly present for the formation
of physical reality.
Ultimate principles, such as God and perhaps Sophia as God's knowl
edge, or even pre-existent Matter, clearly transcend the Logos and the
Forms or ideas resident therein. But they have an image within the
lower, immanent level of the Logos, in the form of numbers such as the
monad, dyad, triad and so on, while the transcendent level of the Logos
is the place of the paradigmatic ideas alone. Then comes the perceptible
cosmos. Each lower level is the image (ELKwv) of the one immediately
above it. Perhaps we are to conceive numbers as a kind of intermediate
entity, incorporeal like the ideas, yet, unlike the ideas, capable of being
combined into numerical ratios and measures of the geometrical struc
tures that serve as patterns for corporeal realities.34
Twv ci:crwµchwv KaL TTapaSEL-yµanKwv tSEwv) from which the noetic cosmos
(VOTJTOS K6crµos) arises and in another aspect it is concerned with the visible things
which are copies and images of the ideas (TTEpi Twv 6paTwv, ii 8� µtµT}µarn Kai
ci:TT ELKovicrµarn Twv lSEwv), from which the sensible world (atcr0T]TOS K6crµos) was
produced; in mankind, it is on the one hand interior (ev8La0ETOS) and on the other
hand outwardly expressed (1rpocj>opLK6s), the one like a spring (lTTJ'Yll) from which
llows the other as produced by the former."
34. It may be that Philo conceived of the relation between ideas and numbers,
which seem to be located in two respective levels of the Logos, his equivalent of the
cosmic soul, in a way similar to that held in the Old Academy. According to Aris
totle (Met. l.6.987b4-988a16, XJIJ.6. I 080b 1-36) in addition to the paradigmatic
ideas, Plato postulated the existence of certain "mathematicals," to be distinguished
from the ideas by being "combinable with each other" and having "many the same,"
and from physical objects by being eternal and incorporeal. While the ideas exist in
their own separate realm, DILLON (The Middle Platonisis, 6-29) thinks that the
mathematicals are to be localized in the cosmic soul. According to Aristotle (de
Anima 429a7), Plato called the soul the place (T61ros-) of the ideas, which receives
the ideas into itself and transforms them into mathematicals, projecting them upon
matter to produce the physical world. According to Dillon, other testimonies from
Aristotle show that Plato's successors played with such notions as well. In general,
the Old Academy seems to have conceived a hierarchy of incorporeal entities below
the ultimate principles: first, the ideal forms (which some may have conceived to
include ideal numbers as well) sometimes conceived as a divine Mind, and then, at
the level of the cosmic soul, mathematical (and perhaps geometrical) entities in
Aristotle's (Physics 219b6) sense of the abstract numbers of calculation (cipt0µot
ci:pt8µT]TDL rather than the numbers of enumeration cipL8µot cipL0µouµEvoL), or, in
modem parlance, mathematical sets. Cf. the distinction between the monad as an
intelligible idea and the one (lv) as the countable object in Thcon of Smyrna, Ex-
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One B Unlimited dyad
paradigm (ideal numbers)
world soul (mathematicals)
perceptible world
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Philo
God B Sophia (or Matter?)
transcendent logos (ideas)
immanent logos (numbers)
perceptible world

Philo's ontology resembles the Old Academic structure of two com
plementary principles, except for his introduction of the term A6yo$ as
elder son of God and the place of the ideas, and his positing the supreme
God as a unique principle at the summit of the hierarchy. Phi Io's theo
logical and ontological monism can be generally credited to his Jewish
monotheism and the influence of contemporary Neopythagoreans.35 It is
of course a departure from the rather traditionally dualist Old Academic
scheme of two opposed primal principles, the One and a principle of
multiplicity at the summit of the ontological hierarchy, a move prepar
ing the way for the Neoplatonic doctrine of the One beyond all being
and definition. Yet on numerous occasions, Philo reflects the older Aca
demic scheme when he portrays Sophia as God's consort and Mother of
the All at the second highest level of reality. As her Son, the Logos is
the principal articulator and place of the ideas (conceived principally as
numbers and measures), subsuming the role not only of the Old Aca
demic Limit and Unlimited, but also of the Forms themselves as well as
positio p. 19, I 8-22 Hiller: "And so the intelligible idea of the One is the Monad,

which is indivisible. And the one existing uniquely among perceptibles is called
One, as in one horse, one human being. Thus the Monad would be Principle of the
Numbers on the one hand and One the principle of numerable things, and the One as
among perceptibles (Kat µovci:c; Tolvuv foTiv � TOU €VOS lofo � VOT]Tl), � EOTLV
aToµoS· EV 6E To Ev alcr9 TJ TOLS Ka9' fouTo >.q6µEvov, otov EtS Imros, ds
0
av9pw1ros. W(l"T Ell'] av dpx� TWV µEv dpL9µwv � µovcis, TWV 6E dpt9µT]TWV TO EV'
Kai TO ev ws iv alo9T]TOLS)." The Neopythagorean interpretation of the Old Aca
demic two-opposed principles is classically expressed in the sketch from Sextus
Empiricus, Adv. Math. X.276-278 cited above on p. 353.
35. Logos is applied at two levels: the transcendent Logos corresponds to the
Ideas or mathematicals, and the immanent Logos to the World Soul. Philo's supreme
triad of God, Monad and Dyad is exactly similar to the first century BCE Neopy
!hagorean doctrine of Eudorus, who posited a supreme One above the Academic
opposed principles of the One and the Dyad, as their source and causes of their
interaction (Simplicius, in Phys. 9.18 I, I 0-30). In essence, this amounts to reintro
ducing the figure of the Philebus' fourth cause, the divine Intelligence, and identify
ing it as a superior One located at a level beyond that of the erstwhile first and sec
ond causes, Limit and Unlimited.
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that of the demiurgical Intelligence. As a result, Philo can conflate the
figures of Mother and Son as well as distinguish them; in this sense, he
vacillates between a three and a four level metaphysics. 36 In addition,
Philo is disturbed by the gender of Sophia's name, and on the grounds of
her more masculine function of educating humans, would prefer to con
sider her as a masculine father (Fuga 50), but he cannot completely
escape the influence of the Jewish tradition of the femininity of Wisdom
nor the Pythagorean tradition of the femininity of the Dyad.
lII. MIDDLE PLATONISM

One of the hallmarks of Middle Platonism is a theology that locates two
or three Gods, conceived as Intellects, at the top of the ontological hier

archy. There is a transcendent first God in complete repose who is solely
occupied with self-intellection, broadly modeled on the Good beyond
being of Republic VI (509B) and the One beyond being of the Par
menides (137C-l 42A). Below this, there is a second God in motion who
is oriented both above in contemplation of the first God and below as
the active (perhaps on the analogy of the Stoic divine Logos) force in
the lower cosmos, demiurgically occupied with its management.37

Sometimes, as in Numenius, these two functions of the second God are
respectively assigned to a second and third God. The prominence of the
cosmic soul as a fully rational and independent entity in the doctrine of
Plato and the Old Academy tends to be diminished in many Middle
Platonic thinkers. While it tends to survive as an independent entity in
Alcinous, Atticus, Apuleius, and perhaps Moderatus, these thinkers
begin to reckon with an irrational component in the world soul, perhaps
already intimated by passages in Plato's Statesman (269C-274D) and
Laws X 896D-E. While these tend to merge this irrational component
with the lower aspect of the cosmic soul, others, such as Plutarch and
Numenius, can even sunder the cosmic soul into a separate rational soul
and an opposing principle of irrationality. In these systems, sometimes
Plato's demiurge becomes the supreme Intellect and repository of the
Forms, and the cosmic soul his active logos, while Matter takes on the
features of an irrational cosmic soul, and in other cases, the demiurge is

36. The distinction ofI--1 . .J. Kr�mer discussed in Chapter I, p. 29 f.
37. Thus DILLON. The Middle P/atonists, 46.
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preserved as a secondary creator god below the supreme Intellect, and
the cosmic soul takes on the role of a material principle.
A. Moderatus of Gades
Moderatus of Gades (fl. 80-90 CE),38 is a key figure in the develop
ment of Neopythagorean Middle Platonism, in that he all but sketches
out the metaphysical scheme of Plotinus a century in advance. Modera
tus' teaching is reconstructed by Dillon on the basis of teaching attrib
uted to him by Porphyry and Stobaeus. 39 According to these sources,
Moderatus posited a four-level metaphysics based on the Old Academy
("Plato") and the Pythagoreans:40
38. A disciple of his, Lucius, met Plutarch in Rome, Plutarch Qaest. conv. 8.7-8.
39. Porphyry, Vita Pyth. 48-53 and "On Matter" apud Simplicius, In Phys.
9.230,34-231,27 Diels; Stobaeus, Anth. 1.21 Wachsmuth. See DILLON, Middle P!a
tonists, 344-351.
40. Moderatus apud Simplicius, In Phys. 9.230,34-231,27 [Diels], translated by

P. Merlan in The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy
(ed. A.H. Armstrong; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 91-92:
[p. 230 Diels]: TaUTJ1V 6e lTEpt TfjS' UAJ1S TT]V imovOLaV eo[Kacnv EcrXJ1KEVat lTpWTOl
µev TWV 'E>..>-r\vwv ol nueay6pElOL, µno. 6' EKELVOUS' 6 mciTwv, ws Kal Mo6epaTOS
lOTOPEL. OUTOS' yap KaTd TOUS' nueayopdous TO µev lTpWTOV EV imep TO dvm Kai
micrav ovcr[av O.lTO(j)a(vETat, TO 6e 6EUTEpov EV, OlTEp EOTL [p. 231 Diels] TO OVTWS
OV Kai VOJ1TOV, TO. Et611 <J>ncriv ELVat, TO 6e TPLTOV, OlTEp foTl TO 4JUXlKOV, µETEXElV
TOV EVOS Kal TWV et6wv, TT]V 6€ 0.lTO TOUTOU TEA€UTa[av (j)umv TT]V TWV alcr011Twv
oucrav µnoe µETEXElV, O.AAa KaT' Eµ<j>amv EKElVWV KEKOOµfjcr0m, Tfjs EV aUTOlS
UAJ1S Toii µT] oVTOS ,rpwTWS EV T<i°> ,rocr<ii oVTos OUOTJS crK[acrµa Kal ETL µo.).\ov
UlTO�E�T]KUlas Kai 0.lTO TOUTOU. Kal TaVTa OE 6 nop<j>upLOS' EV T<i°> 6EUTEP4J nEpl
UAT]S TO. TOV Mo6Epa.TOU ,rapaTL0EµEVOS ')'Eypa<j>Ev cm "�OUAT]0Els 6 EVLOLOS
Myos, ws TTOU <j>T]OlV 6 nAci.TWV, TT]V ')'EVWLV a<j>' fouToii TWV OVTWV aucrTr\cracrem,
KQTO. OTEpT]OlV aurnii EXWPTJO€ [mss.; EXWPL(E conj. Zeller, Festugiere] TTJV
TTocr6Tl)Ta TTciVTwv auTi)v crTEpiicras Twv airroii >.6-ywv Kat El6wv. TOiiTo oE
TTocr6TTJTa EKCIAEOEV ciµop<j>ov Kal cifaa(pETov Kat cicrx17µcina-rov, im6exoµEv17v
µEVTOl µop<j>�v crxflµa 6wtpEcrlv TTOlOTTJTa ,ro.v To TOloiiTov. ETTL TauTT]S EOLKE,
<l>'lcrl, T�S ,rocr6TTJTOS 6 n>.chwv Ta TTAELw 6v6µarn KaTriyop�crm ',rav6EXW Kat
avEl6EOV AEywv Kat 'a6paTOv' Kal 'd,ropwrnrn Toii VOT]TOV µET€LAT)<j>evai' aUTT]V
Kal ').o-ytcrµ<ii v604> µ6ALS' AT]lTTl)V' Kal TTO.V TO TOUTOLS eµ(j)EpEs. GUTT] 6E TJ
TTocr6TT]S, <!>rial, Kai TOUTO To E16os TO KaTa a-rep17crw Toii e.vLa[ou Myou voou
µEvov TOii TTciVTas TOUS' ).6-yous Twv OVTWV ev fouT<ii 1TEPLELA17<j>6Tos TTapa6ElyµaTci EcrTL Tfjs TWV crwµciTWV UAT)S, �v Kat aUTTJV TTOOOV Kal TOVS nuea-yo
p€lous Kai Tov nMTwva KOAE°Lv EAE-yEv, oil To
eT6os ,roaov, ciAAO: To KaTo:
OTEPT]OLV Kai ,rapci.Aucrtv KaL EKTaOLV Kal 6Lacr,racrµov Kai 6ui TT)V ci,ro Tou oVTos
TO ci:ya0ov O.TTO<pEuyouaa. KOL
lTapciAAa�LV, 6L' a Kai KOKOV 60KEL Tl VAT)
0
KGTQAaµ�ciVETaL UlT OUTOU KOL E�EA8E'iv TWV opwv OU OU'YXWPELTOL, T�S µEV

ws

ws
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It seems that this opinion concerning Matter was held first among Greeks
by the Pythagoreans, and after them by Plato, as indeed Moderatus relates.
For, following the Pythagoreans, (Plato) declares that the first One is above
being and all essence, while the second One, i.e. the truly existent and ob
ject of intellection, he says is the Forms. The third, i.e. the psychic, partici
pates in the One and the Forms, while the final nature, i.e. the sensible,
does not even participate, but is ordered by reflection from those [the
Forms = second One? both the first and second Ones?), since Matter in the
perceptible realm is a shadow of Non-being as it appears primally in quan
tity, and which is inferior in degree even to that (non-being).
And in the second book of On Malter Porphyry, citing from Moderatus,
has also written that the Unitary Logos, as Plato somewhere [Ti
maeus 29D7-30A6) says, intending to produce from itself the origin of be
ings, by self-deprivation made room for [conj. Zeller, Festugiere: "sepa
rated from itself'] Quantity (rrop-0TTJS ), having deprived itself of all its (the
Logos') proportions and Forms. He [Plato] called this Quantity (rroo6TTJS)
shapeless, undifferentiated and formless, but receptive of shape, form, dif
ferentiation, quality etc. It is this Quantity (TToO'0TrJS), he says, to which
Plato apparently applies various predicates, speaking of the "all receiver"
and calling it "formless," even "invisible" and "least capable of participat
ing in the intelligible" and "barely graspable by spurious reasoning" and
everything similar to such predicates. This Quantity (TTOO'0TrJS), he says,
and this Form (sic.) conceived as a privation of the Unitary Logos which
contains in itself all proportions of beings, are paradigms (sic.) of corporeal
Matter which itself, he says, was called quantity (TT00611) by Pythagoreans
and Plato, not in the sense of quantity (rroo6v) as a Form, but in the sense
of privation, paralysis, extension and disarray, and because of its deviation
from that which is-which is why Matter seems to be evil, as it flees from
the good. And (this Matter) is caught by it (the Unitary Logos) and not
permitted to overstep its boundaries, as extension receives the proportion
of ideal magnitude and is bounded by it, and as disarray is rendered eidetic
by numerical distinction. So, according to this exposition, Matter is nothing
else but a turning away of perceptible species from intelligible ones, as the
former turn away from there and are borne downwards towards non-being.

€KT00'€WS' TOI/ TOU €L6T]TLKOU µ€y€6ovs Myov Em6exoµ€VT]S Kai TOUT4,i opt(o
µEVT]S' TOU 6e: 6100'TTacrµoii TU cip16µT]TLKfj 610Kp(crH el6oTT01ouµevou. EOTLV OUII ti
VAT] KOTa TOUTOV Tov Myov oti6Ev ciUo � ti TWV aicr6T]Twv et6wv TTP<>S Ta VOTJT<i
TTOp0AAae1s TTOpaTpOTTEVTWV €KEt6EV KOL TTP<>S TO µti 011 imcxj>epoµevwv. Pace the
penetrating remarks of Westcrink in 1-1. 0. SAFFREY and L. WESTERINK in Proclus:
Theo/ogie P/atonicienne, livre II (Collection des universitcs de France; Paris: Les
Belles Lettres, 1974), x.xxi-xxxv (following E. Zeller; see n. 50 below). I sec no
reason why Porphyry's citation from Simplicius should not accurately rcncct Mod
eratus' actual beliefs.
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The supreme principle is the first One, beyond being and all essence.
This is followed by a second One, who is true being, intelligible
(vOTJT6v) and is the forms (Ei'.8TJ). Below these are the cosmic soul, the
sensible world of nature, and finally unordered matter. Ontogenesis
begins, not with the First One, but on a secondary level, with a prefigu
rative state of the second One prior to its full determination as the truly
existent object of intellection, comparable to Plotinus' lntellect.41 This
prefigurative state of the second One is called the unitary (i.e. transcen
dent) Logos containing the ratios (AOyOL) of beings and the paradigms of
bodies. By an act of self-retraction, the unitary Logos deprives itself of
its own unitary elements, apparently giving rise to the "first One," who
then transcends it as the supreme principle and paradigm, the source of
unity, limitation, and proportion. In this act the Monad makes room for
the "primal Quantity" (TTocr6TTJS-), the primal non-being that was already
present within or alongside it, perhaps as an indefinite dyad or intelligi
ble matter without limit or measure or determination (like the T<IAAa of

the third hypothesis of the Parmenides l 57B-159B). This primal Quan
tity (TTocr6TTJS)-dearly Moderatus' equivalent of Plato's indefinite
Dyad-is a prefiguration of the corporeal quantity (nocr6v) derived from
it by privation of all traces of unity and form, yielding the pure multi
plicity and extension underlying corporeal things which must be
bounded and formed by the ideal magnitude and numerical distinction
that the unitary Logos has given up, probably to the "first One."
Thereupon, the numerical distinction of this Quantity by the first One
serves as the origin of "beings," probably the perceptible bodies of the
sensible realm that have quantity (1rocr6v) and magnitude.42 In order to
generate determinate being, this indefinite material or Quantity must be
limited by form, but the unitary Logos first has to deprive itself of all
traces of its unitariness in order to admit or make room for Quantity, in
41. See G. BECHTLE, The Anonymous Commentary on Plato's Parmenides
(Berner Reihe philosophischer Studicn 22; Bern: Verlag Paul Haupt, 1999),
107-111; 218-219.
42. A similar notion is attested by Calcidius (In Platonis Timaeum commentaria
293 == Numenius frg. 52 des Places): Sed non nu/lo Pythagoreos vim sententiae non
rec/e assec1110s putasse dici eliam ii/am indeterminatam et immensam duitatem ab
unica singularitate institutam recedente a natura sua singularilate et in duitatis
abitum migrante-non recte, ut quae era/ singularitas esse desineret, quae non era/
duitas susisteret, atque ex deo silva et ex singularitate immensa et indelerminata
duitas converteretur.
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which act it becomes formless and shapeless itself, an "all-receiver" like
Plato's Receptacle becoming. It makes room for this Quantity by depriv
ing itself (perhaps by subtraction or contraction) of all the proportions
and forms (i.e., unitary forms like the ideal numbers) that it contains.
Perhaps the unitary Logos itself gives rise to this Quantity, a primal
principle of absolute Non-being, from the mere plurality of the unitary
forms of whose unitariness it has deprived itself, allowing the indefinite
dyad (already seminally present in the Logos) to increase its part in the
unitary Logos by the latter's retraction of unitary elements from itself.
Presumably the unity that goes away from the unitary logos according to
its self-withdrawal even gives rise to the first One which is beyond be
ing.43 There now remains only the potential for form or measure (the
"privated" unitary Logos) whic� somehow "catches" primal Quantity
that yet remains in the unitary Logos and limits or renders it "eidetic by
the numerical distinction", thus giving rise to the second One as the
realm of being, form and intellect. This would correspond to the typical
Pythagorean way of explaining the generation of things by the action of
a monad (the unitary Logos) acting with or on a dyad, while the first
One is separated from all else would not be directly involved in the
genesis of being and intellect.
According to Stobacus (Anthologium I, p. 8, 1-9,9), Moderatus con
ceived the Monad or second One as the formal principle that limits pri
mal Quantity (1repatvooot 1roo6TTJS'). The Monad is what remains
(µoviJ) and is stable after the subtraction of each number in turn from
Multiplicity (similar to Speusippus' principle of Multiplicity, itself an
adaptation of Plato's indefinite Dyad bearing properties of the Recepta
cle of the Timaeus). 44

43. A similar scheme seems to underlie the Cha/daean Oracles, where the Father
takes himself away with himself his own fire or hypostatic identity, leavin g only his
power and intellect to form the paternal or second intellect.
44. Stobacus, A11thologi11m I p. 8,1-9,9: "Ecrn 61: dpt8µ6s. ws TIJ1T 4J d,rav,
(700TT]µa µovci6wv, i\ 1Tp01TOOL<1µos lTA1)8ous O:lTO µova:6os a:px6µEvos Kai a:va
lTOOL<1µos ELS µovaoa KaTOAl)')'WV, Mova6€s 6E 1TEpa(voucn lT00'6 TT]s, ii TLS µELOU
µevou TOU lTA1)8ous KQTO: T�V u<f> a(pEOLV lTQVTOS a:pL8µou <7TEpT)9etcra µOVl)V TE Kai
(7TQOLV Xaµ� aVEL' TTEpal TEpw ydp � µovds Tijs lT0(70TTJTOS OUK L<7 XUEL civaTTO·
6t (ew W<JTE µovas j\ToL d,ro Toii ECTTcivm Kai KaTa TauTci woa6Tws chpc;:rrTOS
µEVElV, fi am'> TOU 6LaKEKp(a8m Kai lTOVTEAWS µc::µovwa8aL TOU TTAT)9ous (UAO')'WS
€KAT\8TJ. Cf. 1he close parallel in Theon of Sm yrna, Expositio 18,3-20, I I Hiller.
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In brief, number is a collection of monads, or a progression of multiplicity
beginning from a monad, and reversion tenninating at the monad. Monads
delimit Quantity, which is whatever has been deprived and is left remain
ing and stable when multiplicity is diminished by the subtraction of each
number. For a monad does not have the power to revert further than quan
tity; so that truly a monad is appropriately named from its being stable and
remaining unchangeably the same, or from being distinct and completely
isolated from multiplicity. (Stobaeus, Anthologium I, p. 8, 1-l l)
This seems to be an adaptation of the Old Pythagorean derivation of the
number One according to which the Unlimited (<irrELpta) is drawn or
breathed in and limited by Limit, except here the limiting principle
draws in or contracts itself. 45 Here the function of Limit is called sub

traction. Moderatus seems to have associated this second level not only
with the generation of numbers, but also with an elementary notion of
emanation, conceiving the Monad as a permanence (µov�) from which
MultipLicity46 generates a system of monads or ideal numbers by a pro
gression (TTpoTTooLaµ6s) from and a return (dvarro8wµ6s) to the Mo
nad.47
Stobaeus' first excerpt from Moderatus is immediately followed by
what (at least according to the parallel passage in Theon of Smyrna,
Expositio 18,3-20,11 Hiller) may be another citation of Moderatus, in
this case distinguishing between numbers as distinct but indivisible for
mal entities and the countable numbers of quantities and calculation
( cf. Aristotle, Physics 219b6): 48

45. Aristoile, Mel. XIV 109la l3-19: ol µev oi'iv nuea-ycipELOL ... <pavEpWS -yap
\E-youotv ws Tou Evos ouorn0EVTOS EtT' E� Emrri6wv EtT' EK xpotds dT' EK
orrepµaTOS ElT' Ee WV drropouotv ELTTElV Eu6US TO E)')'lOTa TOU QlTElpou o E'iAKETO
Kai ETTE pa( VETO irrro TOU TTEpaTOS.
46. Here in the sense of eidetic multiplicity, rather than in Speusippus' sense of
the Indefinite Dyad, which approximates Moderatus' notion of pure, formless quan
tity.
47. Cf. the Neoplatonic Mone, Proodos, and Epistrophe and the function of the
Scthian "Triple Power" discussed in Chapter 12.
48. TtVES' TWV cipt0µwv apx�v QlTEq>tjvaVTO T�V µovci6a, TWV 6E dpt0µT)TWV
cipx�v TO EV. ToUTO 6e owµa TEµvciµEVOIJ Els <llTEtpov· WO-TE Tll cip,0µT}TO TWIJ
cipL0µwv TOUT� 6LaAACtTTElV, � 6LaQ>EpEt Ta owµarn TWV ciowµciTWV. Ei.6evat 6e
Kal TOUTO xptj, OTL TWV cipt6µwv ELOT)ytjoavTO TClS' ci.pxas ol µ�v V€WT€pOL TtjV TE
µovci6a Kai TT]V 6uci6a, ot 6� Tiu9ayopLKOL m:\oas- 1Tapa TO ter;s- TllS TWV opwv
EK6EOELS', 6l wv apno( TE Kai irepLTToL voouVTat (i.e., the dyad is principle of two
things, the triad of three things, etc.).
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Some declare the principle of numbers to be the monad, while the principle
of enumerable things is the one. The latter entity can be infinitely divided,
so that enumerables are different from numbers in the same way that cor
poreals differ from incorporeals. One must also realize that, while more re
cent thinkers (e.g., Plato) posited the principles of numbers to be the mo
nad and dyad, the Pythagoreans posited all the principles as the sequential
series of terms through which even and odd are conceived. (Stobaeus, An
thologium I, p. 9,2-9)

Stobaeus also says that Moderatus distinguished between numbers as
distinct but indivisible formal entities and the countable numbers of
quantities and calculation49 such that the monad, dyad, etc. are con
ceived as ideal entities, "ideal numbers," which define pure quantity or
extension by delineating it (or according to Porphyry's testimony, "ren
dering it eidetic by numerical distinction") into groups or sets of count
able objects.
Thus ideal magnitude seems to have two moments, a systolic and a
diastolic, the one a contraction of ideal multiplicity to its limit in the
Monad to produce unformed quantity, and the other a generation of ideal
numbers from the Monad that increasingly delineates indefinite quantity
into the determinate mathematical objects (ratios, proportions) that will
form the content of the cosmic sout. 50
A similar process is described in the Platonizing Sethian treatises. The
emergence of the Barbelo Aeon from the Invisible Spirit as a projection
or shadow of the One presented in Zostrianos and the Three Ste/es of
Seth (VIII 78,6-84, I and VII 122, 1-34 respectively) is closely parallel to
Moderatus' account of the emergence of Quantity from the second One:
a self-privation of the unitary source results in the emergence of a recep
tacle of becoming that forms a place for the discrete multiplicity arising
from the intellectual delimitation of indefinite continuity; matter is a
shadow cast by the non-being existing primally in quantity. The process
is even more explicit in Allogenes:
XI 45 22 For after it (the Barbelo Aeon) [contracted], 23 [it expanded] and 24
(spread out] and became complete, 2' [and] it was empowered [with] 26 all
of them, by knowing [itself] 27 [in the perfect Invisible Spirit]. 28 And it
(became] 29 [an] aeon who knows [herself) 30 [because] she knew that one.

49. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 219b6.
50. Cf. the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 224.34 [Rehm]: KaTa -ycip EKTaO'tV KaL
cruaTOATJV ii µovas 6uds Elvm voµ[(nm.
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By whatever channels, Moderatus' doctrine of divine emanation through
self-privation or self-contraction and subsequent expansion constitutes
an important source for the emanative doctrine of these Sethian treatises.
Moderatus' third "One" is psychical and participates in the One and
the Ideas; it is the equivalent of the World Soul, which would presuma
bly contain actual numbers and geometricals. Last comes Matter, con
ceived as the lower shadow cast by the primal Non-being, which seems
to be a principle opposed to the unitary Logos first manifested as Quan
tity by a privation of its eidetic power.
Jn this scheme, a material principle exists at every level except the
highest: I) at the level of the second One as 1) the primal Non-being and
Quantity or Multiplicity left over from the self-privation of the unitary
Logos, and 2) probably at the level of the third, psychic level (which
Moderatus characterized as Number) where Matter as extension is pro
portioned by the second One with ideal magnitude to form geometrical
shapes, and disarray or dispersion is rendered as eidetic (determinate)
number by numerical distinction. At a still lower level, 3) matter is ap
parently impressed with those shapes and numerical proportions to pro
duce objects of the subjacent sensible realm of Nature, and finally 4) in
the form of its remainder at the lowest level, matter is a shadow of Non
being devoid of all shape, declining toward Non-being.
This is much like the system of Speusippus, in that one finds a mate
rial principle at every level except the first, and that at the second level,
the ideal numbers or mathematicals are generated from the interaction of
the principles of unity and of multiplicity. However, the differences are
many: Speusippus allowed no principle beyond these two as does Mod
eratus in the case of his first One; Moderatus ascribes being to the mo
nadic generator of numbers, which Speusippus is not likely to have
done, and conceives the principle of multiplicity to be derived from the
monadic second one, while for Speusippus the One and Multiplicity are
coeval principles, neither one deriving from the other, and having noth
ing beyond them. Finally, although Speusippus allowed for a material
principle at each level after the first, it is unclear whether or not he en
tertained the existence of multiple principles of unity beyond the primal
One as Moderatus seems to, unless at each of his five spheres of being
he presupposes the existence of something analogous to the one, as he
seems to imply by the function of the "point" in the realm of the ge
ometricals.
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By positing a sole transcendent first principle, Moderatus not only
seems to elaborate a metaphysics found already in Eudorus of Alexan
dria, but also exhibits a nearly peremptory anticipation of Plotinus' three
"hypostases." Though explicitly present only at the second and lowest
ontological levels, there seems to be a feminine material principle im
plicitly present at every level except the highest. At the second level, the
ideal numbers or mathematicals are generated from the interaction of the
principles of unity and of sheer Quantity, and form the content of the
psychic realm, which Moderatus, like Xenocrates, called Number, as
that which "comprises proportions" (apud lamblichus in Stobaeus, An
thologium l.49.32,31-49 Hense = 1.364 Wachsmuth). At the lowest
level, one finds a residue of evil, a shadow of non-being existing pri
mally as sheer quantity, which results from the gradual privation of the
ordering power of the One at ever lower levels of the ontological scale.
The whole process seems to be an elaboration of the Platonic and the
Old Academic doctrine of the generation of Forms from the One and the
unlimited Dyad of the Great and the Small, and of the generation of
sensible things from the Forms (as determinate measures) and the Dyad.
This is clearly the doctrine of principles utilized in the Philebus, where
they are called Limit and the Unlimited. What is new here is the genera
tion of the dyadic principle of quantity from the Monad in its prefigura
tive state, conceived as a ''unitary Logos." Rather than actively imposing
limit on the Unlimited (the Great and the Small, the More and Less), as
seems to be the case in the Old Academic scheme, the Monad seems to
give rise to a supreme One as a stable, inactive and inert permanence,
rather more as Plato envisions the role of the forms (the "Father" in
Timaeus 48E-52D). Instead, it is only the Monad (unitary Logos) and
Dyad that are active in the process on the second level, where the Mo
nad initiates its own limitation and generates a system of monads.
In Neopythagorean fashion, one of Plato's two originally coeval op
posite principles is now derived from the other, a novelty which Numen
ius (frg. 52 des Places: the indefinite dyad originated from single monad
withdrawing from its nature and wandering into the condition of the
dyad) later rejected, attributing it to Pythagoreans who misunderstood
Plato. This development is the logical outcome of the pre-Philonic
Neopythagorean postulation of a supreme One located beyond the level
of the generative principles themselves (the Limit and Unlimited), first
attested in the Pythagorean Memoirs quoted by Alexander Polyhistor
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ca. 80 BCE (apud Diogenes Laertius, Vitae VIII,25-35),51 followed by
Eudorus of Alexandria ca. 30 BCE (apud Simplicius, in Phys. 9.181,1030, cited above), and others.
Moderatus' doctrine of multiple principles of unity, as Dodds has
shown;52 seems to be informed by a conscious appropriation of the hy
potheses of Plato's (the Pythagorean!) Parmenides: the One beyond
being (137C-142A), the One which is (142B-145A), the One as one and
many (145A-155E), the One as neither one nor many (155E-157B),
things other than the One (157B-159B), and then the cases of the non
being of the One ( 1608-end). Not only is it probable that Moderatus
appropriates the Parmenides, but it is also clear that he has effected an
5 I. Cited above, p. 353.
52. E. R. DODDS, "The Parmenides of Plato and the Origin of the Neoplatonic
One," Classical Quarterly 22 (1928), 129-142. In their introduction to Volume Two
of Proclus' Platonic Theology (Proclus, Theologie Platonicienne, livre II [Collec
tion des universites de France; Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1974], xxx-xxxv), H. SAF
FREY and L. WESTERINK argue that Moderatus' teaching derives not from an inter
pretation of the Parmenides but from a creative exegesis of the Second Let/er (312E)
in connection with readings from the Republic (VI 509B), Philebus (15A), and
Timaeus (27C; 52D). In their view (following Zeller; cf., similarly, Hadot, Porphyre
et Victorinus 1.166 and n. I there), the "three Ones" of Simplicius' report have been
glossed by Porphyry (e.g., "the second One, which is truly being and intelligible";
"the third, which relates to Soul") and, consequently, follow the division of hypothe
ses attributed to Porphyry in Proclus' /11 Parm., 1053,38-1054,37. Porphyry, in
effect, altered Moderatus' teaching to lit his own system. But the negative theologies
of the Middle Platonic sources referred to in this chapter's discussion (infra) of
Alcinous demonstrate that this cannot be the case. As J. WHITTAKER has pointed out,
the passages from Alcinous and Clement are mutually dependent upon a "theologi
cally inclined Middle Platonic commentary upon," or "a Middle Platonic theologico
metaphysical adaptation of the first hypothesis of Plato's Parmenides." The Middle
Platonists did not in fact regard the Parmenides simply as a "logical exercise book."
Therefore, they (and the Sethian treatises which arc similarly dependent on common
Middle Platonic sources) provide "incontestable proof of a pre-Plotinian theological
interpretation of the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides, and they must be taken
seriously into account when one weighs the value of Simplicius' [In Phys. 9.230,34231,27 Diels] report (drawn from Porphyry) of a metaphysical interpretation on
Neoplatonic lines of the first three Hypostases by the Platonist Moderatus in the first
century after Christ" ("Philological Comments on the Neoplatonic Notion of Infin
ity," The Significance of Neoplatonism [ed. R. Baine Harris; Studies in Neoplaton
ism I; Norfolk, VA: International Society of Neoplatonic Studies, 1976], 155-172,
esp. 156-159). A propos the curious Second letter, Moderatus himself might be a
good candidate for its author, having derived the "three kings" from his own inter
pretation of the Parmenides.
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identification between the indefinite dyad or the Great and the Small of
Plato's oral teaching, the principle of the Unlimited or the More and the
Less of the Philebus 23C-26D, and the receptacle of the Timaeus
48E-52D, all now characterized as the sheer quantity produced by the
"privation" or self-contraction of the One or "unitary logos."
The thought of Moderatus, sparsely attested as it is, is fundamental to
the understanding not only of Plotinus but also of Sethian and Valentin
ian Gnosticism. His treatment of matter is profoundly present in Valen
tinian speculation on the origin of matter. Although the Sethian texts do
not speculate extensively on the origin of lower matter, Moderatus'
notion of emanation and the production and limitation of indefinite ex
tension is basic to the Sethian view of the function of the Triple Pow
ered One to be expounded in Chapter 12, and his concept of lower mat
ter as a shadow appearing primally in quantity seems to be reflected in
several Sethian texts. Aspects of Moderatus' view of both higher and
lower matter and its generation are evident at many places in Plotinus:
I) his treatment of matter as a privation that is "caught" by intelligible
reality; 2) his suggestion that lower matter is not entirely excluded from
form; 3) his view that evil is not to be explained by a proactive cause,
and 4) his view that evil is to be explained by the fall of matter as non
being or privation.
B. Plutarch of Cheironeia
Moderatus' contemporary, Plutarch of Cheironeia (ca. 45-120 CE)
produced a number of metaphysical essays that seem to reflect a system
similar to those of Moderatus and Philo. Like Moderatus, Plutarch refers
to the supreme deity as the One or Monad. Yet while the supreme One
of Moderatus is elevated above involvement with anything below it and
seems to be produced from the self-privation of the second One (who is
interpreted as the divine Intellect), Plutarch's One is a transcendent
Mind or Logos which contains the Ideas as its thoughts, and is symbol
ized by the soul of Osiris.53 To the One, Plutarch (De defectu oraculo
rum 428F) opposes the indefinite dyad, as the feminine element underly
ing all formlessness and disorder, identifying it not only with the
Necessity (dvciyKT'J) of the Timaeus (48A, 56C, 68E) but also with what
he understands to be the malificent soul of Laws X. But as Dillon points
53. I here follow DLLLON, Middle Platonists, 199-224.
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out, when he theologizes this, as in the De !side et Osiride (369E), it is
as a male principle: the Persian Ahriman or the Egyptian Seth-Typhon.54
What is new in Plutarch's scheme is the addition of a proactive evil
psychic force responsible for irrational perturbations of the celestial
realm, a Seth-Typhon figure antagonistic toward Osiris, the principle of
order, but not sufficiently effective to destroy the prevailing celestial
order. According to De animae procreatione in Timaeo (1014B-I 01 SF),
in the Timaeus, Plato had maintained the existence of primal matter in
disordered motion as well as a certain shifting motion of the receptacle

related to the "works of necessity"; but since all motion is caused by
soul, there must therefore be a primal irrational soul responsible for this
motion; further, since this ordered cosmos and its cosmic soul was not
created from nothing, the demiurge must have imposed (numerical and
geometrical) order on this pre-existing disordered matter and its soul,
and so the cosmos is not eternal, but "has come to be" out of disorder.
Curiously, the introduction of an evil soul as a principle of evil oppos
ing the supreme deity seems to entail the demotion of the feminine prin
ciple of the Receptacle, traditionally conceived to be coeval with the
One, to the status of a third principle at a subordinate ontological level.
Plutarch names this third principle Isis, who is both wisdom (¢p6vrJ<JLS)
and Matter. Indeed, Plutarch characterizes Isis as a daemon, a kind of
soul, while also identifying her as Plato's' receptacle of Ideas, nurse of
f
becoming and the "all-receiving" one. She is identi ied as Plato's pas
sive, material principle, eagerly receiving all procreation, who lovingly
submits to Osiris, the masculine principle of order and form, although
continually having to resist attack from the evil power.55

54. J. M. DILLON, "Female Principles in Platonism," in IDEM., The Golden Chain
(Brookfield, VT: Variorum, 1990), TV-I I 8.
55. Plutarch, De !side 53, 372E-F: 'H 'YUP 'lcr[s fon µEv TO TT)S <j>ucrews 0f\>.u

KOL 6EKTLKOV <lTTQ01]S )'EVEUEWS, K00o n0tjVTj KOL TTav6ex11s imo TOU TTAaTWVOS
(Tim. 49A-51A), imo 6E TWV T!OAAWV µupl<,JVIJµos KEKAT)TQL 6LCI TO T!(l(JQS IJTTO TOU
AO'YOIJ TPElTOµEVTJ µopcjicis 6Execr0m KOL l6fos. EXEL 6E cruµ<j>UTOV Epwrn TOU
1rpwTou Kai KVPLWTciTou 1rciVTwv, 8 Tci'Y a% rntiT6v fon, K<lKElVO 1ro0EL Kat 6LWKEL ·
Tl7V 6' EK TOU KOKOU <l>EU'YEL KOL 6u,i9ELTOL µo'(pov, ciµ<j>o'i:v µEV ofoo xwpo KOL UATJ,
pfooooa 6' ciel 1rpos To �EATLov KoL 1ropExoooa 'YEvvdv l� EOUTl)S EKe[v41 Kat
K0Tacr1relpe:L v e:ls fouTTJII ci1roppoas Kot oµOL6TTJTOS, ats xolpeL Kat 'YE'YTJ0E
KULCTKOµ€VTJ Kal imomµTTAOµEVI] TWV 'YEVEUEWV. ElKWV 'YQP ECTTLV ooo(as <Tj> EV
ii>-u 'Y€VEOLS KOL µ(µT)µo Tou OVTOS TO 'YLV6µevov.
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Thus Isis is the female principle in nature and that which receives all pro
creation, and so she is called by Plato [Timaeus 49A, 51 A) the nurse and
all-receiving, and by most people "myriad-named," since she is turned
about by the Logos to receive all shapes and forms. She has an innate love
of the first and most sovereign principle of all, which is the same as the
Good, and this she longs for and pursues, but the portion that lies with evil
she tries to shun and reject, for she serves as space and matter for both of
them, but she inclines of herself to what is better, offering herself to it for
procreation, and for the sowing in herself of emanations and likenesses
(cf. Speusippus' argument that the material principle cannot be evil since it
is receptive of something praiseworthy). In these she rejoices and is glad
when she is impregnated with them and teems with these creations. For
creation is an image of being in matter and an imitation of that which is.
(Plutarch, De !side el Osiride 372E-F)
Isis is a sort of irrational-not evil but ambivalent-world soul, mod
eled on Plato's Receptacle, who is closely associated with the rational
and unambiguously good world soul, Osiris (De !side et Osiride 371 F372E), but opposed to the evil soul Seth-Typhon. From Isis and the soul
of Osiris is produced the lower Logos (symbolized by the body of
Osiris), which contains the Ideas in their immanent aspect and thus con
stitutes the rational aspect of the World Soul. The World Soul is a Dyad
composed of its rational aspect, the Logos, and its subrational aspect
(symbolized by Isis), which, owing to contact with Matter, is disorderly
and must be impregnated by the orderliness of the Logos. Yet Isis also
can figure in a divine triad of Osiris, Isis, and Horus, understood as "the
Intelligible (voriT6v), Matter (v>-.ri), and the product of these, which the
Greeks call the cosmos" which Plutarch identities as the Paradigm, the
Receptacle and the offspring of the Timaeus (S0C-O), that is, Plato's
Father-Mother-Child triad. Below these is the K6aµos aLa0T]TOS, the
world of Nature (cpuaLs), symbolized by the younger Horus. On the
other hand, given Plutarch's alternate identification of Isis with the irra
tional aspect of the cosmic soul and of the sensible world with Horus as
the offspring of Isis and Osiris (as the Logos or rational cosmic soul), it
seems as if Plutarch tends in effect to demote this entire implied family
triad to the level of the World Soul, leaving as primal principles the
supreme One and the evil dyadic principle Seth-Typhon. As Dillon ob
serves,56

56. DILLON, "Female Principles in Platonism," TV-119.
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what we have is a triad of Logos, irrational World-Soul (acting as its mat
ter), and physical world. Isis is, then, a significantly different figure from
Sophia, and more than a step from her in the direction of Gnosticism.
This Horus begotten by Isis is the younger Horus, the sensible cosmos,
to be distinguished from the elder Horus; as Dillon goes on to point out,
at De !side et Osiride 373B-C, Plutarch gives an allegory of "a compos
ite Graeco-Egyptian myth" about the precosmic birth of Apollo (the
elder Horus) as a kind of primal chaos from Isis and Osiris "while these
gods were still in the womb of Rhea": 57
This means that "before this world was made visible and its rough material
(u>..f\) was completely formed by the Logos, it was tested by nature (q>U<JEL
EkyxoµEvov, whatever that really means), and brought forth of itself the
first creation imperfect." This "first creation'' is termed the elder Horus,
and is said to have been born in darkness, a cripple�"a mere image and
phantasm of the world that was to be." So Isis, it seems, produced a sort of
foreshadowing of the cosmos on her own, before being filled with A6yot by
Osiris. For Plutarch, this only indicates her desire for Form and order, but
it has a curious resemblance to Valentinus' myth [of the fall of Sophia].
Finally, while Plutarch adheres for the most part to a three-level ontol
ogy headed by two opposed principles, he also toyed with a four-level
metaphysical hierarchy in which the summit of reality is occupied by a
sole Monad who links primal stability to the realm of coming-to-be and
passing away immediately below, which is presided over by a demiurgic
lntellect.58
There are four principles of all things: the first is of life, the second of mo
tion, the third of generation, the last of decay: the first is I inked to the sec
ond by the Monad at the invisible, the second to the third by Intellect at the
sun, and the third to the fourth by Nature at the moon. A fate, daughter of
Necessity holds the keys and presides over each link: over the first Atro
pos, over the second Clotho, and over the link at the moon Lachesis. (De
genio Socratis, 591B)
Here, it seems that this supreme Monad is closely associated with a
principle called "Life" which stands at the head of a descending series of
feminine principles (Zoe, Kinesis, Genesis, Phthora) of change and be
coming, a possible anticipation of Plotinus (see below) and another ex
ample of a feminine principle occupying levels of reality from the high57. Ibid., IV-121.

58. Cf. Ii, J. KRJiMER, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 98.
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est on down. Clearly, Plutarch's metaphysics is highly original and oc
casionally contradictory; perhaps his overwhelming desire to insist that
Plato believed that the world had a beginning in time was responsible
for its somewhat fluid character.
This system is again much like the Old-Academic system of opposite
first principles, but like Philo's, also employs the term Logos to repre
sent the place of the transcendent paradigmatic Ideas in its upper aspect
and of the immanent world-shaping Ideas or Forms in its lower aspect.
Although Plutarch was active in Athens, and his teacher Ammonius
(fl. 70-80 CE) in Rome, it is likely that similarities between the thought
of Philo and Plutarch may owe to the influence of Ammonius, who may
have studied in Alexandria or may also have encountered Pythagoreans
such as Thrasyllos and Adrastos in first-century Rome. In any case, this
Alexandrian Old-Academic and Neopythagorean metaphysics seems to
have spread throughout the Mediterranean world by the mid-first cen
tury CE.
C. Nicomachus of Gerasa
We next consider two Neopythagorean contemporaries of the second
century, Nicomachus of Gerasa and Theon of Smyrna (fl. l 00-150). On
the basis of his two extant treatises (Introduction to Arithmetic and
Manual of Harmonics) and two others extant in doxographical fonn
(Life of Pythagoras, cited by Porphyry, Life of Pythagoras, and <lam
blichus>, Theologumena Arithmeticae, ed. de Falco), Nicomachus ex
hibits the following system according to Dillon's reconstruction: 59
59. The Middle Platonists, 352-361. See the eclectic summary in Photius, Biblio
theca 143a22-143b3 I [in part]: TOLoii,ov ii ,oii fEpacnivoii NLKoµcixou 0€oAoyLa ....

/\EyEt 6/: TTJV µovci6a aAAa TE OUK 6>.(ya TWV TTAaoµciTWv TU TTEpl auTT)V ciA1]0Elq.
Kai rn'ts TTpoooiim <j>uotKOLS l6u,'.iµaoL KaTaµl'yvus, Kai w,; voi)s TE EL!], ELTa Kai
dpo€v6011Avs, Kal 0E6s, KaL uAri OE TTWS, TTciVTa xptjµaTO µtyvus
aAri0(.is, Kal
TTQIIOOXE1JS AOtTTOII Kai xwpl')TtKT) KOL xaos. ouyxuots, 01.l')'Kpaots, ciAaµTTLa,
OKOTw6la, xcioµa, TcipTapos... a�wv TE EOTlV QUTOlS Kai �ALO<; KOL rrupciALOS. Kal
Mopqiw OE Kal Zavos ll"Upyos, Kai OTTEpµaTlTl]S A6yos .... ' H 6E 6ucis T6Aµa T€
EOTW airrots, Kal vAri, Kal Twv civoµo(wv alT[a, Kai µErnlxµtov rrAtj0ovs KOL
J.Lovci6os. 'EK ouvilfo€WS TE Kai KaTaKpaoEws µ6v17 toov rrotEt. l>Lo Kai LOT]. 'AAA&
Kat c:ivtoos KaL EAAElljns, KOL TTAeovaoµ6s, Kai µ611T] ciaxriµcinoTOS KOL ci6ptoTos,
KOi. TTELPOS, cipx� TE cipT[ou µ6111'), KaL OUK apTt0$', OU µiiv ou6' cipTLOKlS cipT[a.
ou6e TTEpwocipnos, ou6' cipnOTT€PlTTOS. 'AAACI TOUTWV µev TCI TTAdw Ey-yu<; EOTL
TU &uci8os cj)UOlKU t6lOTl]Tl ·
6e Ti)S TEpaTElas, 11"1')')'� EOTl Tl'ClOfJS O'Uµcj)wv[as,
Kat Moucrwv T) 'EpaTw, KOL cipµov[a, Kai. TA17µocru1117, KOL pi(a OU KOT' EVEp')'l':LClV

ws
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The supreme God is simply called the highest God. Next comes the
first-born One, the Monad, a demiurgic Mind (TEXVLKOS' vovs- or 0E6s-).
This Mind encompasses all opposition and multiplicity since all num
bers (each number being identified with various deities) potentially pre
exist in it as its ideas; it is potentially and seminally all things including
Matter. By a process of self-doubling, the Monad gives rise to the Dyad
of excess and deficiency, that is, matter in the proper sense, which is all
receiver of the aTTEpµaTLTl7S' A6yos- of the Monad. By virtue of its ex
cess and deficiency the Dyad can also be called daring (T6>-.µa), Isis, and
Rhea, but also Phanes, the first to appear. In some sense the Dyad is a
"distance-mark" (KciµrrT17p), in which the Monad is both starting point
and finishing point in the flowing forth and return of the rational princi
ples (>..6yOL) from and to the Monad, in what seems to be an elementary
process of emanation and reversion. 60 In this way, physical bodies are
formed in two phases: first the monad interacts with the indefinite dyad
to produce the Forms (understood as numbers), and these in turn interact
with matter to produce corporeal entities, a doctrine discussed in the
previous chapter that according to Aristotle (Metaphysics I, 6)61 goes
back to Plato and which is reflected in Plato's Philebus ( I 6C; 23C; 24A26D).
Apparently the immanent aspect of these i\6yoL is the Triad, a kind of
immanent Logos or rational World Soul, which is symbolized by the
three Fates. This triad symbolizes a threefold process of emanation: the
emission (rrp617aLs-) or sowing of the seminal A6yoL, their reception
nw, Kai 61JvaµLs-, Kai n66es- noAumociKou "r6TJS', Kai Kopucj>a(, Kai. <t>ciVTJS' .... · H 6E
TplCiS fon µEv irpwTOS irepLOO'OS' KaT' evepyeLav, Kai TEAELOS irpWTOS, Kai
µecr6TTJS', Kat civaAoy(a· TllV TE TDS µovci6os- 6vvaµtv ds- evepyewv Kai ElTEK·
TacrLv irpoxwpe'iv lTOLEi. 'AAAa. Kai irpwTlOTTJ, KOL Kup[ws- µovci8wv cr'UO'TTJµa. Eha
AOl lTOV EVTE00EV OVTOLS' irpos TO qJIJO'lOAOYLKOV atpETaL 6 cipL8µ6s-· at T(a TE yap
TOU TPLXU 6LOO'TQTOU, KOL lTEpaTWTlKT) TDS' CilTELp[as- TDS EV cipL8µ<i}, KOL oµowv,
°
Kat TaVTOV, Kai 6µ6)-oyov, Kat wptcrµEVOV, 'AAA OVlTW TOuTa cj>opnKci' TO. 8' oux
oµota. Kat voiis ns iJ TplciS, Kat eu�out-Las Kai. cruvfoews- alT[a, Kat yvwcrts,
cipL8µoii TO KUpLWTOTOV, µouO'LKDS TE lTCIOTJS Kup[a Kat O''UO'TaO'lS, Ka[ 'YE Kai
yewµETp[as on µcit-LcrTa. Cf. this arithmology with that of Marsanes (X 32,5-33,9),
cited in Chapter I 4, p. 628.
60. <Iamblichus>, Theologoumena arithmeticae 9.14-23; cf. In Nicomachi
arithmeticam introductionem 76.17-79.25.
61. Numbers come from the participation of the Great and the Smal I in Unity;
sensible things are constituted by the Forms and the Great and the Small; the Forms,
understood as numbe rs, ar c composed of Unity and the Dyad of the Great and the
Small.
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(imo6oxii) and recompense (ciVTa-rr66waLs) to their source in the Mo
nad.62 As the marriage (yciµos) of the Monad and Dyad, the Triad is
associated with an intermediate realm, the Moon, and is called Hecate. 63
The lower World Soul, though subrational, is a solid spherical entity
which orders the world and is called the Hexad, a projection of Hecate
(EKaTE�EATJTLS), Finally there is the realm of Matter, the physical cos
mos, called the Tetrad. Aspects of this system also underlie the Chal
daean Oracles.
Nicomachus also employs the imagery of Timaeus 48E-52D when he
characterizes the Monad as mind, bisexual, god, matter in a certain
sense, all-receiver (TTav6oxeus), container-like (XWPTJTLKTJ), chaos, mix
ture, composition, lightless, darkness, gap and Tartaros (apud Photius,
Biblioteca 187, 143a.22-28). Like Moderatus, Nicomachus has the Dyad
arise from the Monad, but unlike Moderatus' derivation of Quantity
from the negative withdrawal or self-privation of the Monad, Nicoma
chus' model of derivation employs a process of self-doubling or expan
sion/extension of the Monad. Of course, both of these models are a de
parture from the old Academic notion of the primacy of two coeval
opposite principles, and show the marks ofNeopythagorean influence.64
D. Th eon of Smyrna
Although he does not explicitly present a theological or metaphysical
system, something of Theon's views can be deduced from his summary
of the properties of the first ten numbers in his Expositio (99,24-106, 11
62. <lamblichus>, Theo/ogownena arithmeticae 19.5-11; this seems to be an
other anticipation of the Neoplatonic doctrine of permanence, procession and rever
sion (µoviJ. rrpooBos and t!:ma,pocjn')), the three successive states of a lower hyposta
sis as it emanates from a higher one.
63. On the triad, cf. Nicomachus, Theo/ogoumena apud <lamblichus> Theo
logoumena arithmeticae 17, 15- 18,3: 0TL cipxri KOT' evepyELov cip,0µou ri TpL<lS
µovci6wv OWTI)µOTL 6pt(oµevou· µovas µEV yap Tp0lTOV nva Ti Buo.s 6La TO
cipxoEtBEs, OOOTl)µO BE µovaBos KOL 6uci6os Ti TPL<lS trpwnr QAAa KOL TEAOUS KOl
µfoou KOL <ipx�s rrpwT[aTT) t!:mBEKTlKTJ, Bl wv ,EAEl0TTJ S TTEpa[vETat mfoo. EtBos
T�S TWV OAWV TEAEalOUpy[os 18 KaL ws OAT)0ws cipt8µos Ti Tpl<lS, laoTT)Ta Kal
O'TEpT)a[v TlVa Tou rr)..dovos KOL EAaTTovos Tots iiAoLs rrapfoxEv, 6p(aoaa TT)V
UATJV KoL µopcj,waoaa TTOLOTI)Twv rraawv Bwaµemv. Accordi'ng to Photius, Biblio
theca 187, 143b.21-2 (if this is Nicomachus) the triad causes the power of the mo
nad to proceed into act and extension.
64. Cf. <lamblichus>, Theologo11mena arithmeticae 3.17-6.18 [in part) reporting
on the ideas ofNicomachus and Anatolius.
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Hiller):65 The Monad is the principle (apx�) and most absolute of all
things; from it are all things, though it itself is from nothing; it is indi
visible and potentially all things, not yet having stood out of its nature
by division. With it are ranked the intelligibles and the nature of the
Ideas; it is God and Mind and absolute Goodness, Beauty, Justice and
Equality.
Somewhat as in Nicomachus, for Theon the self-doubling of the Mo
nad gives rise to the Dyad, which corresponds to Matter and everything
that is perceptible and in generation, movement, growth, composition,
commonness and relation. Combining with the Monad, the Dyad be
comes the Triad, which is the first to have beginning, middle and end;
thus the Triad is all things and plurality. The Tetrad is the first image
and number of the solid and completes all harmonies. Finally, the per
ceptible world is represented by the Ogdoad as the cube, the shape of the
earthly element. Although he does not mention him by name, Theon
also quotes with approval Moderatus' views concerning the production
of mathematical quantity and geometrical magnitude by means of pro
cession from and reversion upon the Monad (Expositio 18,3-20,11).

it

65. Theon of Smyrna, Expositio 99,24-101,10 Hiller: µe:v yap µovds apxit
TTQVTWV Kai Kl!plWTQTT] TTOOWV [ ... ) [100 Hiller) KOL Ee �s TTUVTO, aimi 6€ Ee
ou6Ev6s, d6LO(pETOS KOL 6vvciµEL TTQVTO, aµETU�AT]TOS, µT]6€TTIJJTTOTE T�S auTfiS
EewrnµEVT] cj>1iOEWS KOT(l TOV TTOAAOTTAOOLOOµov· Ka0' i\v TTO.V TO VOT]TOV KOL
O')'EVVT]TOV Kai TJ TWV l6EWV q>UOLS Kai 6 0e:os Kat 6 vous KOL TO KOAOV Kai TO
<ira06v Kai EKUOTTJ Twv VOT]TWV ouoLwv, otov aUTo Ka:\6v, auTo 6lKmov, auTo [To]
LOOV' EKOOTOV yap TOUTWV ws EV Kai Ka8' Eal/TO VOEI.TaL. TTPWTT] Be O�T] Kal
µern�o>-.it EK µovci6os els 6vci6a KaTd 6l11:\aowoµov Tfjs µovci6os, Ka0' i\v ii>-ri Kal
TTCIV TO alo0T]TOV Kai TJ ')'EVEULS Kat TJ KLVTJOLS Kat TJ aveT]OLS Kat TJ ouv0EOLS Kat
KOLvwvla Kai. To 1rp6s TL. Be: 6vds owe:\0ouoa TU µovci6L ylvETm TpLcis, �ns
TTpWTT] apx11v Kai. µfoa Kai T€AEl/TT)V EXEL. OLO KOL TTpWTT] AE')'ETOL TTQVTO ELVOL ·
ETTL ydp EAOTTOVWV auTfiS OU AEYETOL lTciVTa e:lvm, d;\;\d EV Kat dµq>6Tepa, ETTL Be
TWV TPLWV TTQVTO. Kai. TPElS OTTov6cl.s TTOLOUµE0a OT]AOUVTES on TTQVTO ciya0d
alTouµe0a, Kai Tous- KaTd 1rciVTa ci0:\[ovs TpLOa0:\iovs Ka:\ouµe:v Kai Tous KaTd
1rcivrn µaKaplous TpLoµaKapious. 1rpwTTJ Be Kai Toii EmTTE6ou <jiwts EK TouTov.
TJ rap TplaS OLOV ELKWV ETTL TTE6ov, KOL TTPWTT] OUTOU UTTOOTQOLS EV TPL YWV<!J, KOL
6Ld TOiiTo Tp[a auTwv yEVTJ, lo6n:\Evpov loooKEAE:S OKOATJV6v
[101 Hiller]
TPElS 0€ Kai ')'WVLOL oµoLOUµEVOL TJ µEv 6p0T) TU TOU EVOS <jilJOEL, WpLOµEVT] KOL Ee
toov Kai oµolou ouveoTwoa· Blo Kat nciom al 6p0al ci:\:\�:\ms eloi.v tom, µfom
ouom oeElas KOL ciµ�AE[as KOL \JTTEPEXOVTOS' KOL UTTEPExoµevov· al OE AOLnal
aTTElpOl Kai. ci6ptoTov EK rap u11e:poxiis Kal E:\:\eitjJEWs auvwTaaw. � BE TpLds EK
Tijs µovci6os KOL 6uci6os c; 1TOL€L KOTa ouv0eoLV, OS EOTl TTpwTOS TEAELOS apL0µ6s
TOLS EQUTOU µepemv taos WV' o 6e TEAELOS OUTOS OUVTE8Eis- T4) TTPWT(p TETpa)'WV4)
TU T€Tpci6L TTOLEL TT)V 6EKci6a.

it

it
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This is all Neopythagorean, with little Old Academic influence. Note
especially in Nicomachus and Theon how the Dyad arises from a self
doubling of the Monad, while in Moderatus, it arises by the Monad's
self-privation of its unity. 66 The latter is similar to process which Nu
menius (frg. 52 des Places) attributes to "certain Pythagoreans" accord
ing to whom the Indefinite Dyad (immensa duitalis) arises when the
monad recedes from its unique nature (ab unica ... recendente a natura

sua singularitate).

E. The Didaskalikos of Alcinous (or Albin us of Smyrna)
In the Didaskalikos (long thought to have been written by Albinus, a
Platonist pupil of Gaius and teacher of Galen, active in Smyrna ca. I 00-

165 CE) of a certain otherwise unknown Alcinous, we see little influence

of Neopythagoreanism. Aleinous thinks more in terms of the Platonism
formulated among the contemporaries of Cicero, and reflected in Letters
58 and 65 of Seneca.67 His Didaskalikos (chs. VIII-X) holds the three
principles of Platonism to be matter, ideas, and God. His hierarchy of
being seems to consist of a first God, an active intellect, a potential
intellect, and a cosmic soul, although (in spite of the phrase "still nobler
than this") Dillon thinks that the first God and the active intellect are
intended to be one and the same: 68
66. See citations in nn. 21-26 above. I lippolytus shows that the Simonian Megale
Apophasis, like the Valentinians, used the concept of emanation (TTpo�oA�,
TTPOEPXE08at) of a Dyad preexisting in the Monad (the Valentinians, Ref Vl.29.5-6;
the Megale Apophasis, Ref VJ.18.4-7).
67. I here follow J. DILLON, The Middle Platonisrs. 267-306 and his commentary
on the Didaskalikos: Alcinous: The Handbook of Platonism (Clarendon Later An

cient Philosophers; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993); see too the commentary of
J. WHITTAKER in Alcinoos: Enseignement des doctrines de Platon, introduction,
texte etabli et commente par J. Whittaker et traduit par P. Louis (Association Gil
laume Bude, CUF; Paris: Les Belles Lcttres. 1990).
68. Didaskalikos X.2-3 Hennann: 'ETTEi 6€ IJ,ux�s voiis' <iµeivwv, voii 6E Toii ev
6uvciµ€L 6 KaT' evepyewv TT(lVTQ vowv Kai aµa Kat cid, TOUTOU 6€ KOAAlWV 6
atnos TOUTOU Kai OTTEP dv £Tl civwTepw TOUTWV vcj>EOTT)K€V, OUTOS dv et 11 6
TTl)WTOS 8€os, a1nos imci pxwv TOU cid EVEpyetv T(fl v4i TOU cruµTTaVTOS ovpavoii.
'Evepyet 6€ QKlVT)TOS, QUTOS WV Ei.s TOUTOV, ws Kai 6 �ALOS ELS TT)V opaOLV, OTOV
aVT4J TTpocr�Xem:,, Kal ws TO 6p€KT6v KLvet TTJV op€�Lv ciKivriTov imcipxov· ouTw ye
6ii Kai OUTOS 6 I/OU$' KLV�O"EL TOV VOUV TOU cruµTTO.VTOS oupavou. 10.3 'ETT€l 6€ 6
TTl]WTOS voiis KOAALOTOS, &t Kai KOAALOTOV airr«;i VOTJTOV l/TTOK€LCJ80L, oii6ev 6€
airroii KciXALov· eaUT6v dv ouv Kai Tci EQUToii vo�µarn ciei VOOLTJ, Kai O.UTTJ i)
EVEPY€La aiiTOU l6fo VTTOPX€L ... TTaTT]p Se EO"Tl T.;i a(nos €lvm TTOVTWV KOL
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10.2 Since Intellect is better than Soul, and Intellect in activity intelligizing
all things simultaneously and eternally is better than Intellect in potential
ity, and still nobler than this is the cause of this and whatever might exist
superior to these; this would be the Primal God, which is the cause of the
eternal activity of the Intellect of the whole heaven. The former, mo
tionless, activates this latter, even as the sun effects vision when someone
looks at it, and as an object of desire sets desire in motion, while remaining
itself motionless, even thus will this Intellect move the Intellect of the
whole heaven. 3. But since the first Intellect is the noblest of things, there
must be for it the noblest object of thought, and nothing is nobler than it is
itself; so therefore it would have to contemplate eternally itself and its own
thoughts, and this activity of it is Idea .... He (The Primal God) is Father by
reason of the fact that he is cause of all things and sets in order the heav
enly Intellect and the Soul of the World with respect to himself and his
thoughts; for by his own will he has filled all things with himself, raising
up the Soul of the World and turning it towards himself as the cause of its
Intellect, which, having been set in order by the Father, itself sets in order
the whole of Nature in this world. (Didaskalikos X.2-3 trans. Dillon)
Merely by serving as an object of desire, the absolutely motionless Pri
mal God activates the first Intellect whkh by its own "motionless mo
tion" causes the eternal activity of the second (potential) "Intellect of the
entire heaven." The first Intellect contemplates itself and its thoughts
(the Ideas) and is thus the paradigm of all things in nature,69 and seems
to be the rational aspect of the World Soul, whose subrational, potential
Intellect is "awakened" and brought to order (Didaskalikos XIV.3) by
the First Intellect, thence ordering nature by means of its own power and
by various 6mµ6vEs who inhabit the heavens. Much of this sounds in
spired by Aristotle's doctrine of the divine self-moved Intelligence, as
Dillon and others have observed. While this seems to be the majority
interpretation of this passage, one might alternatively understand it as
envisioning a supreme principle transcending a double (active and po
tential or demiurgic) intellect that in turn presides over the cosmic soul,
along lines similar to the three gods ofNumenius.

KOcrµElV TOV oupcivtov voiiv Kal. T�V tJ!vx�v TOV K6crµou TTPOS' EOUTOV KOL TTpos TOS
EaUTOl/ VOT}OELS. Kena )'<IP �v EaUTOl/ �OIJAT]OlV €µTT€TTAT]KE TTCIVTQ €aUTOll, T�V
lJ;ux�v Toii K6crµou brqdpas Kal. Els fouTov ftmoTpElj;as, Toii voii auTfic;- atnos
imcipxwv· OS K001lT]0e:i.s UTTO TOl/ TTOTpos OLOKOOµEi ouµrracrav qJIJOLV EV TQoE T4)
K6oµw.

69°. Rather like Aristotle's (Met. XII 1072b3-13; !074b33-l075 a4) description of
the first unmoved mover as a self-thinking cause of motion.
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Alcinous' description of his First God is an excellent example of the
sort of second-century negative theologies to be found both in non
gnostic sources such as Aristides' Apologia (14-5), and in the gnostic
systems of Eugnostos the Blessed (III, 71-2), Basilides (ca. 125 CE apud
Hippolytus, Ref VII 20.2-21.1), and-to be discussed in Chapter 12-in
the Sethian treatises Apocryphon of John and Allogenes (which share
word-for-word common language: BG 23,3-26,13 = NHC II 3, 18-25 =
NHC XI 62,28-63,23), as well as in Zostrianos (V[[( 64,13-66,11 also
sharing common language with Marius Victorinus, Adversus Ariwn
1.49,9-40).70 The Didaskalikos (X.3-4 = 164,31-165,14 Hermann)
reads:71
The first God is eternal, ineffable, self-complete, i.e., not wanting in any
thing, ever-perfect, i.e., eternally complete, all perfect, i.e., perfect in every
respect; divinity, substantiality, truth, symmetry, and good. I say this not as
distinguishing these terms from one another, but as all denoting a single
thing. ... [positive attributes follow: good, beauty, truth, father] ... He is
ineffable, comprehended by mind alone, as we have said, since he is nei
ther genus or species nor differentia. Nor can anything be attributed to him,
neither bad (for to say this is improper), nor good (which would mean his
participation in something, especially goodness), nor indifferent (which is
out of accord with [any] conception of him), nor qualified (for he has no
quality nor even a perfected quality), nor unqualified (since he has not been
deprived of some quality attached to him), nor is he a part, nor is he a
whole possessing certain parts, nor is he the same or different from some70. Cf. also Justin, II Apologia 6.1-2; Tatian, Oratio ad Graecos 4.1; Theophilus,
AdAutolycum I 3-4.
71. Didaska/ikos X.3·4 (164,28-165,14 Hermann]: Kal 11iiv 6 rrpwTOS 8EOS
ci[6t6s E<JTLV, appTJTOS, aUTOTEAT]S TOUTECHLV cirrpoa6e�s, ClEl TEAT]S TOUTEO'TLV ciEl
TEAELOS, rravTEATJS TOUTEO'TL 1TOVTTJ TEAEws· 0ELOTTJS, oooLOTTJS, ci>..�eew, auµ
µETp[a, ciya86v. M.yw 6e oux ws xwp(Cwv Ta\JTa, a;\.;\.' ws KaTa 1TCIVTa €VOS voou
µEVOU. Kat ayaeov µiv EO'TL, 6L6n TTClVTa Els 6uvaµLv Et!EpyETEl, rraVTOS aya0ou
ahws wv· KaAOV 6E, OTL aUTOS TTI E:UUTO\J q>OOEl TEAEOV EO'Tl Kai auµµETpov·
aA�8ELa 6e, 6t6n TTUO'TJS UAT)EIE[as cipxii U1TO.PXEt, ws 6 tjALOS 1TaVTOS <jiwTos·
"Appl)TOS 6' EO'Ti Kai vQ µov<p ATJTTTOS, ws €LPTJTGL, €1TEL OUTE ylvos EO'Ti.V OUTE
el6os CUTE 6ta<j>opa, ci;l.;I.' oti6e au11f3Ef3TJKE n atiTQ, OUTE KaKOV (ou yap 0eµLs
TO\JTO EliTEI.V), OUTE ciya06v (KaTa µETOXTJV yap TLVOS €0'TaL OVTOS Kal µaALO'Ta
aya06TTJTOS), OUTE a6Lci<jiopov (ou8e yap TO\JTO KaTa TT]V EVVOLaV auTov), OUTE
TTOLOV (ov yap 1TOLw0EV EO'Tl Kai i.mo TTOLOTTJTOS TOLO\JTOV QTTOTETEAEO'µEvov), OUTE
cirrmov (ou yap EO'TEPTJTUL TO\J TTOLOV EtVaL ETTLf3aAAOVTOS TlVOS UUT(jl TTOLO\J)' OUTE
µepos TLVOS, OUT€ ws o,\ov exov Ttva µEpTJ, OUTE W<JTE rnirr6v TlVl Elvm � ETE:pov·
01)0£;V yap aUT(jl auµf3ef3T)KE, Ka0' 0 6uvaTm TWV d;l.,\wv xwpLa8ij11m. OUTE KLVEl

olJTE KLV€l TaL.
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thing (for nothing has been attributed to him by which he can be distin
guished from the others), nor does he move nor is he moved. (trans. Dillon)
As E. R. Dodds showed in 1928, 72 this negative theology is only a natu
ral development of Plato's doctrine of the Good "beyond being in power
and dignity" in Republic VI 509B and of the speculations about the non
being of the One in the first hypothesis of Plato's Parmenides. The
Parmenides not only lent itself to the problem of deriving the realm of
Being and Tntelligence from the absolute unity of the One, but also to
the problem of characterizing this absolute One as the supreme principle
of a hierarchical metaphysics. Hypothesis I of the Parmenides (137C142A) presents an absolutely pure, unique and unqualified "One," which
cannot properly be said to "be" at all. Since any attribute such as "be
ing" entails predication, implying a measure of plurality in its subject
whose unity is thereby compromised, all one can do is resort to negative
predicates or deny it any predicates whatsoever. The non-existence of
this One follows because it is neither a whole nor made up of parts
(137C-D); it has neither beginning, nor middle, nor end (137D); it is
shapeless, neither round nor straight (137D-138A); it is not anywhere,
neither in another nor in itself (138A-B); it is neither at rest nor in mo
tion (1388-1398); it is neither other than nor the same as itself or an
other (139B-E); it is neither similar nor dissimilar to itself or another
(l 39E- l 40B); it is without measure or sameness and so is neither equal
to nor larger than nor smaller than itself or another (140B-C); it is has
nothing to do with time or any length of time since it is neither the same
age as nor older nor younger than itself or another ( 140E- l 41D); it nei
ther was nor will be nor is (141 D-E).

Therefore the one in no sense is. It cannot, then, 'be' even to the extent of
being one, for then it would be a thing that is and has being. Rather, if we
can trust such an argument as this, it appears that the one neither is one nor
is at all. And if a thing is not, you cannot say that it 'has' anything or that
there is anything 'of' it. Consequently, it cannot have a name or be spoken
of, nor can there be any knowledge or perception or opinion of it. It is not
named or spoken of, not an object of opinion or of knowledge, not per
ceived by anything that is. (Parmenides 141 E-J 42A trans. Cornford)
The Didaskalikos (X.3-4) of Alcinous certainly draws on this passage,
with certain modifications. It interprets the absence of shape (avEuax11-

72. E. R. DODDS, "The Parmenides of Plato and the Origin of the Neoplatonic
One," Classical Quarterly 22 (1928), 129-142, esp. 132-133.
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µaTos-) of the Parmenides as absence of quality (ouTE TTOL6v) and adds
the positive categories of aseity or self-completion (avTOTEATJS-, inter
preted negatively as d.TTpocr6ETJS', needing nothing), all-perfection (TTav
TEATJS-), divinity (0ELOTTJS-), and substantiality (ovcrLOTTJS-); as we shall
see these are also terms that occur in the Neoplatonizing Sethian trea
tises. To be compared is the following passage from Clement of Alex
andria, Stromateis V.12.81.4.1-82.4.1:

This discourse respecting God is most difficult to handle. For since the first
principle of everything is difficult to discover, the absolutely first and old
est principle, which is the cause of all other things that are and have been,
is difficult to exhibit. For how can that be expressed which is neither ge
nus, nor difference, nor species, nor individual, nor number; moreover, is
neither an event, nor that to which an event happens? No one can rightly
express Him wholly. For on account of His greatness He is ranked as the
A II, and is the Father of the All. Nor are any parts to be predicated of Hirn.
For the One is indivisible; wherefore also it is infinite, not considered with
reference to endlessness, but with reference to its being without dimen
sions, and not having a limit. And therefore it is formless and nameless.
And if we name it, we do not do so properly, terming it either the One, or
the Good, or Mind, or Absolute Being, or Father, or God, or Creator or
Lord. We speak not as supplying His name; but for want, we use positive
names, in order that the mind may have these as points of support, so as not
to err in other respects. For each one by itself does not express God; but all
together are indicative of the power of the Omnipotent. For predicates are
expressed either from what belongs to things themselves, or from their mu
tual relation. But none of these are admissible in reference to God. Nor any
more is He apprehended by the science of demonstration. For it depends on
primary and better known principles. But there is nothing antecedent to the
Unbegotten.
As Whittaker has pointed out, 73 both these passages (together with the
Sethian treatises) are mutually dependent upon a "theologically inclined

73. J. WHITTAKER, "Philological Comments on the Ncoplatonic Notion of Infin
ity," The Significance ofNeop/atonism, ed. R. B. Harris (Studies in Neoplatonism I;
Norfolk, VA: International Society of Neoplatonic Studies. 1976), 155-172,
esp. 156-159. On such negative theologies, see H. A. WOLFSON, "Negative Attrib
utes in the Church Fathers and the Gnostic Basilides," Harvard Theological Review
50 (1957), 145-156, cf. also J. WHITTAKER, "Neopythagoreanism and Negative
Theology," Symbolae Osloensis 44 ( 1960), I 09-125; IDEM, "Neopythagorcanism and
the Transcendent Absolute," 77-86; Symbolae Os/oensis 48 ( I 973); IDEM,
"EnEKEINA NOY KAI 01"1:IAI-," Vigiliae Christianae 23 (1969), 91-104; IDHM,
Studies in Platonism and Patristic Thought (London: Yariorum Reprints, 1984);
IDHM, Alcinoos. Enseignement des doclrines de Pia/on. Introduction. tcxte etabl i ct
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Middle Platonic commentary upon," or "a Middle Platonic theologico
metaphysical adaptation of' the first hypothesis of Plato's Parmenides.
In Whittaker's words, these passages provide "incontestable proof of a
pre-Plotinian theological interpretation of the First Hypothesis of the
Parmenides, and they must be taken seriously into account when one
weighs the value of Simplicius' [In Phys. 9.230,34-231,27 Diets] report
(drawn from Porphyry) of a metaphysical interpretation on Neoplatonic
lines of the first three Hypostases by the Platonist Moderatus in the first
century after Christ" (as indicated earlier in this chapter in the section on
Modera�s).
F. Numenius of Apamea (and Amelius of Tuscany)
Numenius (fl. 150-175 CE), was widely regarded as a Pythagorean. He
displays a very comp! icated system of three Gods, which has been inter
preted in a number of ways, owing to apparent contradictions between
fragments of his work "On the Good" contained in Eusebius' Prepara
tion of the Gospel and various testimonia from such later authors as
Proclus, Calcidius, Porphyry, Macrobius, and lamblichus. His triad of
Gods may have been inspired by the first three hypotheses of the Par
menides as well as by the thre_e kings of Plato's Second Letter (312E),
and the distinction between his second and third gods was surely based
on the dual role (contemplative [Ka0opwv] and planning [8wvo
ouµEvos]) of the demiurge in the Timaeus (39E, 8tEvoi\0TJ), which Plot
inus also discussed (Ennead IT, 9 (33] 1; Ill, 9 [I 3] 6). Following the
admirable reconstruction of M. Baltes, Numenius seems to exhibit the
following structure: 74
commente par J. Whittaker et traduit par P. Louis (Collection des universites de
France. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, I 990); J. MANSFELD, "Compatible Alternatives:
Middle Platonist Theology and the Xenophanes Reception," in Knowledge of God in
the Graeco-Roman World, ed. R. Van den Broek el. al. (Etudes preliminaires aux
religions orientales dans l'Empire Romain 112. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988, 92-117);
M. JUFRESA, "Basilides, A Path to Plotinus," Vigiliae Christianae 35 (1981), 1-15;
R. MOR1LEY, From Word lo Silence. 1: The Rise and Fall of logos; 1/: The Way of
Negation, Christian and Greek (Theophaneia 30-31; Bonn: Hanstein, I 986); and R.
VAN DEN 13ROEK, "Eugnostos and Aristides on the Ineffable God," Knowledge of
God in the Graeco-l?oman World (ed. R. Van den Broek, T. Baarda, and J. Mans
feld; Etudes preliminaires aux religions orientales dans !'Empire Romain 112; Lei
den: E. J. Brill, 1988), 202-218.
74. M. BALTES, "Numenios von Apamea und der platonische Timaios," Vigi/iae
Chrislianae 29 ( 1975), 241-270
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The first God is an inert Mind, called the Monad, King and Sower; it
is the Good in itself, characterized by stability and motionless motion,
and is equated with the supreme principle of Timaeus 39E (o fon (tiJov,
"that which is really alive," frg. 22 des Places). Though not explicit in
Numenius' system, this Monad seems to be opposed by an Indefinite
Dyad, i.e. Matter, at first precosmic and unbegotten, but subsequently
begotten by the demiurge (i.e. by the second and third Gods; cf. frg. 52
des Places). The second God is the plurality of the Forms; called Good
and Cultivator, he is a Mind in motion, contemplating (Ka6opwv,
0EwpT]TLKOS') the first God, in which act he is self-generated (auTOTTOLEL
T�v l8fov fovTou Kat Tov K6aµov) as an imitation of the first God
(frg. 16 des Places). But this self-generation is also the generation of the
world; that is, the second God is dyadic, alternating between contempla
tion and demiurgic activity (for so I interpret 8T]µLOupyos- wv, ETTELrn
0EwpTJTLKOS' o>..ws- frg. I 6, against most interpreters), 75 and thinks by use
(irp6axpriaLs-) of a lower aspect of himself, the third God. The third God
is the demiurge insofar as he is occupied with Matter, in fact a sort of
conjunction between the second God and matter, and is the Mind which
intends or plans (8wvoouµEvos-) the world. In this regard the third God
fashions the world soul out of a combination of himself as a monadic,
rational organizing principle and Matter, a passive, unbounded dyadic
principle which seems to have existed originally as a primal principle
along with the first God. Thus Numenius' third God corresponds to
something like the Logos or the rational part of the World Soul in the
thinkers we have previously described. According to frg. 12, these alter
nating contemplative and demiurgic phases have a direct impact on
human life:
Our journey begins when the divine intellect is sent on a traversal (lv
8L€�68�) to all those appointed to share in it; whenever the (second) God
looks and turns toward each of us, the consequence is that life (Cflv) results
and bodies live (�twcrKw0m), tended by God's far-shooting rays. Yet
whenever he turns again towards his watchtower, all this is extinguished,
while the (divine) Mind continues to live a blissful life (Cflv �lou
EU8a[µovOS' ).

75. In frg. 16 des Places. the second God as demiurge spontaneously produces
both his own form and the world, and then (ETrEt Ta) becomes completely contempla
tive.
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Fourth comes the irrational component of the World Soul as a conjunc
tion of the demiurge (third God) with Matter. Since the world Soul is a
rationally ordered combination of form and matter, it can be said to
potentially contain both a good and an evil soul, a notion found earlier in
Plutarch (De animae proc. I 026E- I 027A; de Is. et Osir. 372E). For this
reason, the third God is the rational part of the World Soul (anima bene
jicientissima, frg. 52 des Places), while the passive, hylic component of
the World Soul that remains unmastered by the rational component ac
tually constitutes a lower, evil soul. The final level is the sensible world.
Numenius' doctrine of three gods quite likely influenced Plotinus'
disciple Amelius, who according to Proclus76 claimed that there were
three demiurges or intellects in a mutual union, or perhaps a triple demi
urge consisting of three intellects, a first one (variously described as "he
who is," the first "King" [cf. Plato's Second Letter 3 l 2E], "Phanes," or
the "one who plans" or "intends," to be identified with the o EaTL (4>ov
76. Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria !.306,1-14 (cf. IJJ.103,18-104,8):
"Amelius conceives the Demiurge as triple, and says that there are three Intellects,
three Kings, he who is, he who possesses, and he who sees (ovTa, EXOvra, opwvra).
The first intellect is really what he is; the second is the Intelligible which is in him,
but he possesses the Intelligible which is prior to him, and in all ways participates
solely in him, and is for this reason second; and third too is what is in him-for all
lntellect is identical with the Intelligible linked to it-but he also possesses the
contents of the second Intellect, and sees the first element; for the intensity of pos
session becomes dimmer according to the degree of remoteness. These three Intel
lects and Demiurges he also identifies with the three Kings of Plato (Letter 2.312E),
Phanes, Ouranos, Kronos." Ibid., 1.398, I 6-26: "Amelius remarkably extends Plato
by recognizing the various demiurgic causes continually jumping from one to an
other in a noiseless course, demonstrating nothing about the continuity of the divine
causes themselves, but as if arranged around one and the same being through a
mutual union of demiurges. For all are one and one are all, since now one plans
(�ou>.:r18d�). another reasons (AO)'L(6µ1:vos), another operates on (rrapa>.a�wv) the
world, and one makes solely by intention (�oVA TJOL�), one by intellection and the fact
of thinking (voT]O'LS KaL voeiv), and one by the work of his hand (µETaXElPTJOLS), for
he places intellect in soul and soul in body and thus the all is fashioned." And ibid.,
1.361,26-362,4: "So if Amelius spoke in this way of the three demiurges, seeing this
triad as a unity, he spoke correctly. For the one he says is maker by the work of his
hand, one makes solely by command (€TTtTaeLs), and one solely by intention. One is
to be arranged in the category of work for himself, one pre-exists as the architect,
and one is seated before both as king. Insofar as the demiurge is intellect, he brings
all things forward by his thoughts (rrapci)'Et ... voiJa(caL); insofar as he is an intelli
gible object, he makes by his very existence (auTo To elvm); insofar as he is god, he
makes by his own will alone."
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of Timaeus 39E), a second one (variously described as "the one who
possessed'' [the intelligible prior to him], the second "King," "Ouranos,''
"the one who reasons" (>..oyL(oµEvos) by intellection, or the one who
makes solely "by command"), and a third (as "the one who sees," the
third "King," "Kronos," or the "one who operates on" (rrapa>..a�wv) the
world "by the work of his hand"). Frg. 46 des Places implies that the
combination of the highest form (the first God as the "idea" of the sec
ond) with matter produces the plurality of Forms associated with the
second God; unlike Porphyry, for whom sensibles alone participated in
Forms, for Numenius, Cronius, and Amelius, both the intelligibles and
sensibles as a whole participate in the Ideas, implying that if intelligibles
participate in something Form-like, they must contain a material or dy
adic element something like Plotinus' "intelligible matter."
As seems to have been the case with Speusippus, it seems that Nu
menius had associated some form of Matter or an (indefinite) dyadic
principle with his four main ontological levels. Insofar as the second
God is associated with Matter, it is split by it, becoming a second and
third God (frg. 11 des Places). The combination of the second God with
Matter is the third God, i.e. the beneficent (aspect of the World) Soul.
The combination of Matter with the third God is the lower or subrational
aspect of the World Soul. Although the evidence is fragmentary, it
seems that Numenius has suppressed explicit mention of a feminine
dyadic principle near the ontological summit, perhaps in the interests of
a philosophical monism typical of Neopythagoreanism, and because he
views it as the source of evil. But he obviously presupposes its prior,
precosmic presence in the role of the Matter which splits the second
God. At the level of the second God, the material principle, regarded as
the source of evil, would be sui generis, underivable from the first prin
ciple of his system, since Numenius rejected the derivation of the dyad
from the monad as found in other Neopythagorean sources.77 As op77. E.g. in the system reflected in Sextus Empiricus, Adversus mathematicos
10.248-284, and in the Neopythagorean systems as reported by Alexander Polyhistor
(apud Diogenes Laertius, Vitae VIII.125-35), and espoused by Nicomachus and
Theon, all of which could be influenced by the Pythagorean Thrasyllos, court phi
losopher of the Emperor Tiberius. A champion of the Old Academic two-opposed
principles doctrine, Numenius has only scorn for those Pythagoreans who, like
Moderatus, attempt to derive an indefinite Dyad from the Monad by some process of
receding from its singular nature and taking on duality (frg. 52 des Places, cited in
n. 42).
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posed to the previous Neopythagoreanizing Middle Platonists surveyed
here, for whom the dyad is somehow derived from the One or monad,
Numenius is a strict dualist: the monad (his first God) and the dyad
(matter) are completely unrelated and eternally opposed principles. In
view of the close relationship between the theology ofNumenius and of
the Chaldaean Oracles, which abound in triads and feature a central
feminine figure, one may wonder whether part of this relationship may
be a critical and revisionist one on the part ofNumenius; his tendency to
demote feminine principles and associate them with the rise of evil
seems to show itself in Plutarch and in gnostic myths of Sophia. On the
other hand, Numenius' portrayal of monad and dyad as coeval opposed
principles approximates much more than the others the doctrine of the
Old Academy, as he himself states (frg. 52 des Places).

G. The Chaldaean Oracles
Roughly contemporary with or somewhat later than Numenius are the

Chaldaean Oracles, usually attributed to Julian the Theurgist who was
credited with a miraculous deliverance of Marcus Aurelius' troops in
173 CE (or perhaps to his father, Julian "the Chaldaean"). 78 The Oracles,

78. According to L. BRISSON (abstract of "Plato's Timaeus and the Chaldean
Oracles," a paper presented at Plato's Timaeus as Cultural Icon: International Con
tcrence on the Legacy of Plato's Timaeus, March 30-April I, 2000, University of
Notre Dame), "In the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180 AD), Plato expressed
himself through the mouth of a medium (Julian the son), and set forth the essential
features of his doctrine, as presented in the Timaeus, in the context of oracular con
sultations requested by Julian senior. The surviving fragments of the Chaldaean
Oracles bear witness to this strange interpretation of the Timaeus, developed within
a magical context. Here we shall consider its contents. The interpretative context in
which the Chaldaean Oracles were written is that of Middle Platonism, which devel
oped around the three principles of God, the Models, and Matter. God appears in
threefold form: he is the Father, Hecate, and the Demiurge. Hecate, the female divin
ity, could be considered as the spouse of the Father and the mother of the Demiurge.
The Forms, which correspond to the Models, the thoughts of the Father, are called
lynges and considered to be fire. The Demiurge uses this fire to carry out within the
Krater, assimilated to Hecate, the mixture from which all souls derive: the World
Soul, to be sure, but all the other souls as well, and in particular the human soul,
which are all pieces of fire. The Demiurge also uses this fire to fabricate sensible
bodies, by directing the intelligible fire downwards. This fire is first distributed
among the four elements, from which the world in its totality and the whole of our
body derive their form. The point of departure for each derivation is called a
'spring': we then encounter fountains, channels, and finally brooks. This is why
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which share several points of contact with Numenius, also exhibit a
hierarchical system with many Neopythagorean features.
The supreme God is called the Father, Bythos (frg. I8 des Places),
who is totally transcendent and silent (frg. 16), having nothing to do
with creation, and can only be apprehended by "the flower of the mind,"
a non-knowing, cognitively vacant intellectual contemplation (frg. I, a
notion found also in Allogenes and in the anonymous Pannenides com
mentary to be discussed below). The Father is the Monad, presumably
beyond being (o:rrae ETTEKELVU, Psellus, Hypotyposis. 7, p. 74,7 Kroll).
Associated "with" him is a feminine entity, his "power," which neither
goes forth from the Father nor "consorts" with him, but which he merely
encloses in Matter.79 This feminine "power" is one member of his tri
adic nature, which is comprised of the Father himself-which Damas
cius (Dub. et sol. 61, 1.131.17 Ruelle; cf. frg. I, line IO des Places) also
calls "existence" (urrap�Ls-)--his power, and his intellect, the third of
which is said to proceed "from" him as a secondary intellect, since the
Father remains aloof from his power and intellect, from which he ex
tracts himself (i.e., "his fire" as his hypostatic reality; frgs. 3, 4, and 5),
leaving these to become the actual second mind, the paternal intellect.80
sensible bodies may be described as 'particular channels.' Matter comes forth from
the Father; it furnishes a 'bed' for bodies, which are 'channels.' The individual soul
must flee, via a movement of conversion, from this place of perdition into which it
has descended, to return up to the Father, where it will find the fire which constitutes
its nature. In order to ensure salvation, several divinities must participate in the
framework of specific rites and prayers." See also L. BRISSON, "La place des Ora
cles Chaldaiques dans la Theologie Platonicienne," in Proclus at la Theologie

Platonicienne: Actes du Col/oque International de louvain (13-16 Mai 1998) en
/ 'honneur de H. D. Sajfrey et L. C. Westerink, ed. A. Ph. Segonds and C. Steel (Lue

ven: University Press/Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2000), I 09-162.
79. Frg. 3 des Places: 6 TTOTTJP �prracrcrEv EOVT6v, ov6' ev et, 6uv6.µEt voEpi
KAE[cras tfaov rrvp. frg. 4: TJ µi:v yap 6vvaµts cruv EKELV<Jl, VOVS' 6' cirr' EKELVOU.
Frg. 5: OU yap ES UATJ V rrup ETTEKELVQ TO TTPWTOV ET]V 6vvaµLv KOTQKAELEL EpyOl',
ciX.Aci v61\l · vov yap v6os foTtv 6 K6crµou TEXVL T TJ S rrup[ou. Frg. 6 on Hecate: ws yap
UTTE(WKWS TLS VµTJV voEpos 6LaKplvEL, 1rup rrpwrnv Kat 1rup ETEpov CTTTEu6ovrn
µLyfivm.
80. H. LEWY relates frg. 3 (ii µEv yap 6uvaµts aiJv EKEivQ [scil. TQ rra,p(] vous
&i: ci1r' EKE(vou, Proclus, In Ale. 84-14; In Tim. 1.389,27) to Anon. Taur. in
Parm. IX, 1-2 Hadot 2.90 (Chaldean Oracles and Theurgy: Mysticism, Magic and
Platonism in the Later Roman Empire (Recherches d'archeologie, de philologie et
d'histoire Xlll; Cairo: lnstitut Frarn;ais d'Archeologie Orientale, 1956], p. 79, n. 47).
While Lewy thinks this vofJs is an emanation of the Chaldaean TTaTptKos vous, it is
also possible that it is the rra,ptKos vous itself. This verse may have formed the
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As in the case of Moderatus' "Second One," the "unitary logos" or
"monad," whose self-deprivation of all unitive elements gives rise to
quantity, the Oracles too begin with an already articulated entity from
which unity retreats so that ontogenesis can proceed and (the "paternal")
intellect per se can come into being (as "self-generated," frg. 39); in
Moderatus this occurs on the second level, such that the unitive elements
of the Monad probably retreat into the First One, while in the Oracles,
the Father is already on the highest level, leaving the destination of his
self-retreat rather unclear.
The "paternal" Intellect thus becomes a separately existing demiurgic
intellect (frg. 5), which both contemplates the intelligibles within itself
and also sows them throughout the cosmos (frg. 37) as the ideas (vari
ously called symbols, frg. 108, fire and light, frg. 39, or Iynges, frgs. 77-

78) that inform matter (by striking it like lightening, frgs. 35 and 37),
imparting to them a ceaseless vitality and motion (frg. 49), as well as
bringing sense-perception to the world; frgs. 7 and 8); much like the
second God of Numenius, it is oriented towards both what is below it
and what is above (actually, within) it. Like the Father with his own
power and intellect, this second, demiurgic Intellect is also a triadic
monad, called the triad that "measures" the intelligibles (i.e. the Ideas)
that flow from the Father. From both this second triad ("which is not the
first") and from the first triad (the Father) flows the "bond" of the sec
ond (frgs. 26-29 and 31), 81 indicating that the plurality of Forms cqn
tained a dyadic element, a notion ultimately inherited from Plato's doc
trine of the Unlimited or "the Great and the Small" interacting first with
Limit or the One to produce the Forms and thence with the Forms to
produce sensibles. 82

The "bond" (oEµa) of this "measuring triad" also seems to be identi
fied with Hecate, whom frg. 50 calls a diaphragm or membrane
(UTTE(WKWS TLS uµr}V VOEp6s), the "center between the two Fathers,"

basis of the triad Being or Existence, Life or Power, and Mind in the commentary as
well as in the Scthian doctrine of the Triple Powered One.
81. Frg, 31 des Places: literally dµ<j>mv, "from both," meaning from the monadic
Father and the dyadic intellect, or perhaps from two of the three faculties of the
monadic Father, i.e., his power and intellect. It seems that this ''measuring triad,"
which accounts for the multiplicity of the "measured" ideas, constitutes a third being
midway bet ween the Father and the dcmiurgic Intellect.
82. Cf. Philebus 16C, 23C, 24A-26D and the doctrines at1ributed to him by Aris
totlo.: (Metaphysics I, 6).
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which separates the "first and second fires" (frg. 6), i.e. the Father and
the paternal Intellect. 83 Thus Hekate not only separates the first ("Fa
ther") and second intellects, but also, as the "bond" and as Rhea, the
Father's generative womb, she associates them together, almost as if she
were the Father's consort and mother of the second intellect. 84 Psellus
(Expositio Orac. Chald. 7 1152a = p. 74,9 Kroll, 189 des Places) says
that she is in the middle of the "source-fathers" (lTTlYOLOL lTOTEPES),
flanked by the aTTa� ElTEKELva (which Dillon translates "Transcendental
I") above her, and the 6ls- ETTEKELVa ("Transcendental II") below her, 85
which, as Dillon points out, would make Hecate the median element in
the second "measuring" triad, thus the representative of the supreme
Father's "power" on the immediately subjacent level. 86 I would amplify
this observation by claiming that in fact Hecate here exists in two modes
or aspects: on a lower level she is the maternal element ("bond" or
"womb") of the measuring, demiurgical triad below the supreme Father,
but on a higher level she prefiguratively exists as the very "power" of
the supreme Father.
On the higher level of the measuring triad, Hecate is generated by the
Father as the womb that receives his lightening (the ideas), "the girdling
bloom of fire and the powerful breath beyond the fiery poles" (frg. 35
des Places). At a subsequent level, the Father's intelligible fire that is
received into the womb of Hecate (frg. 56) is then shaped by the second,
demiurgic intellect into the Cosmic Soul and individual souls, and
thence as sensible bodies is directed (as "channels" frgs. 65, 66) into the

83. As the "center between the two Fathers," she is perhaps the triadic expression
of the supreme Father's power. The terms "measuring" and "measured" (frgs. I and
23; in frg. 31 the vori,a are measured by the bond of a first triad "which is not the
first") recall the principle of the Unlimited or of the More and Less of Plato's Phile
b11s, which submits to Unity or Measure so as to produce the Forms.
84. According to L. BRISSON, "In traditional mythology, Rhea is the spouse of
Kronos and the mother of Zeus; thus her assimilation to Hecate seems to imply that
this goddess if the spouse-daughter or the first Father, and the mother-sister of the
Demiurge, in accordance with a scheme we find elsewhere, particularly in Orphism"
("Plato's Timaeus and the Chaldean Oracles," manuscript, p. 10).
85. These titles seem to result from an interpretation of the Chaldaean deities Ad
and Adad (= "Haddad"). "Adad" is "Ad" doubled; cf. Proclus. In Parm. VJl.512, 1-7,
86. J. DILLON, "Female Principles in Platonism," in IDEM, The Golden Chain
(Brookfield, VT: Variorum, 1990), 122; cf. IDEM, The Middle Platonists, 394-395.
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receptacle-like "hollows" of the cosmos (frgs. 34; 61d, 90).87 Here
Hecate is pictured as the life-producing fount (frgs. 30 and 32;
cf. frgs. 96, 136 [(wcrT] 8vva.µEL]) from whose right side flows the World
Soul (whose ontological level is apparently immediately below that of
the demiurgic paternal Intellect; frg. 51), while her left side retains the
source of virtue. 88 Upon her back, the emblem of the moon (her tradi
tional symbol) represents boundless Nature, and her serpentine hair
represents the Father's winding noetic fire in the form of the celestial
bodies (frgs. 50-55). In her alternate designation as Rhea, she is the
source of the intellectuals (v6Epa) whose generation she has received in
her ineffable womb and upon whom she pours forth the vivifying fire
(frgs. 32 and 56); as (woy6vos 0E6., she is the source of life, a veritable
mother of the all. Thus Hecate functions on at least two levels: on a
higher level she is the Father's emanative power, playing a role similar
to that of the Neopythagorean Dyad or Plotinus' intelligible matter or
trace of unbounded Life emitted from the One to become bounded Intel

lect (Ennead VI, 7 [38] 17). On a lower level as Rhea, she is con
ceived-much like Plato's receptacle-as the Womb within which all
things are sown and contained (frgs. 28, 30), where this matter is then
variegated by the demiurge and introduced into the world; in this sense,
she is assimilated to the crater or bowl in which the demiurge mixes the
ingredients of the soul (Timaeus 3483-8); thus Hecate is not the World
Soul, but its source. 89
87. Cf. the "cosmic hollows" of frgs. 34 (and 35), and the ;roA>.wv TTAl]pwµarn
KOATTwv of frg. 96.
88. Hecate's triform nature (three heads, six arms) is well-known from antiquity.
She is guardian of forks in the road (as Tpto6iT,s-) and identified with the three
phases of the moon; cf. W. 1-1. ROSCHER, "Hekate," in IDEM, ed., Ausfi1rliches
Lexikon der griechischen und rbmischen Mytho/ogie, 7 vols. (Hildesheim: G. Olms,
[reprint] 1965), 4.1886-1910. According to Hesiod (Theogony 412-428), Hecate is
awarded three cosmic spheres of influence (earth, sky, sea), first by the Titans in the
older order and then by Zeus in the new, and she also exercises influence over the
world of men in the Jndo-European trifunctional spheres of sovereignty, force and
productivity outlined by G. Dumezil; cf. 0. BOEDECKER, "Hecate: A Transfunctional
Goddess?," Transactions of the American Philological Association 113 (1983), 7993.
89. Some commentators, including R. MAJERCIK (The Chaldaean Oracles: Text,
Translation and Commentary [Studies in Greek and Roman Religion S; Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1989), ad foe.) and S. I. JOHNSON (Hekate Soteira: A Study of Hekate 's
Roles in the Chaldaean Oracles and Related Literature (American Classical Studies
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Finally, the lowest ontological level of the Oracles is occupied by the
realm of Matter springing from both the Intellect and Father (frgs. 3435), a formless, twisted abyss without intellect or breath that receives
sensible images of the forms (frg. 163). In the Oracles, the matter that
springs from the "Source of Sources" (frg. 34) is of different sorts,
sometimes positive (perhaps as shaped by the demiurge, frgs. 216, 173)
and sometimes evil, even "bitter" (perhaps as yet unmastered by the
demiurge, frg. 129).
Perhaps under the influence of Numenius, the Oracles posited as the
highest god a first intellect that contains all the Ideas and is entirely self
directed and self-sufficient, and a second god or intellect that looks both
to the first intellect and to the world, in order to instantiate the Ideas in
the world and maintain it in existence. Between and separating these two
intellects stands Hecate, functioning as a mediating principle. While
Dillon points out that Hecate exists on both a higher and lower level,
both as the "center" between the two Fathers-perhaps identical with
the supreme Father's power-and as the immanent aspect of the World
Soul itself on a lower level, one might suggest that in fact she may exist
even on three levels: first, prefiguratively as the supreme Father's
power; second, as the "center" between the Fathers and "bond" of the
measuring triad who serves as the cosmic womb and source of the cos
mic soul; and perhaps even on a third level, as the material substrate of
the cosmos, as its "hollows" or receptacle (frgs. 34; 61 d, 90, 96). Di lion
suggests that here, as in Speusippus (and probably also in Moderatus,
Nicomachus, Plutarch and Numenius), there is a female principle of
indefiniteness and multiplicity that manifests itself at every ontological
level from the primordial Dyad through the cosmic soul down to mat
ter.90
Based on these features and the testimony of John Lydus (De men
sibus 4.122.1-4) derived from Porphyry, P. Hadot91 postulates a su
preme Chaldaean ennead: the first triad of the Father containing his
21; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990], 45-67) restrict the place of Ilecote exclusively to
that of the cosmic soul.
90. Middle Platonists, 394. See my "The Figure of Hecate and Dynamic Emana
tionism in The Chaldacan Oracles, Sethian Gnosticism and Neoplatonism," The
Second Century Journal 7:4, ( I 99 I), 221-232, and S. I. Johnson, Hekate Soteira.
ch. 5.
91. See P. HADOT, Porphyre et Victorinus (2 vols.; Paris: Eludes augustiniennes,
1968), 1.260-272.
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existence, power and intellect; the second triad of the dyadically ori
ented (above and below) demiurgic Intellect, the expression of the Fa
ther's power, which seems to be the triform Hecate who causes the mul
tiplicity of the Ideas; and thirdly the measured triad representing the
multiplicity of the Ideas, where the lower Hecate functions as the imma
nent world soul and source of boundless Nature. Hadot also thinks that
Porphyry himself must have been inspired by the Oracles to locate
Hecate at this upper level in his own metaphysics (apud Augustine, De
civ. dei X.23: patris etfilii medium), and he provides a diagram (slightly
amplified here by me) to show the structure presupposed in the Chal
daean "system," in which the vertical axis represents the metaphysical
hierarchy, and the horizontal axis represents the relative predominance
(italicized) of the components of the triad at each level:
Paternal Monad:
Hecate
Dyadic Intellect
Measured triad (Ideas)
Hecate, the membrane
The Soul (Hecate?)
Physis

his power
Father
Father
power (life)
Father
power
Synocheis
Iynges
fount of life
mistress of life from the Father's power

his intellect
intellect
intellect
Teletarchai

Although Plotinus seems to have largely ignored them, the Chaldaean
Oracles' description of the supreme Father as a trinity in unity and the
portrayal of all reality as triadically organized led the Neoplatonists after
him to construe the supreme triad as constituted by the Father's exis
tence (frrrap�LS), power (ovvaµLs) and intelligence (vous), which they
saw as corresponding to Plotinus' intelligible triad of Being, Life, and
Intellect and to the main moments of permanence (µovfi), procession
(np6o6os), and reversion (ETTLO'Tpocj>fi) in the generation of reality from a
supreme principle.
In sum, it seems that Hecate exists on two or three levels: prefigura
ti vely and potentially as the supreme Father's "power," as the indefinite
and perhaps dyadic "bond," "center," or "membrane" of the measuring
triad who is the source and "womb" of both matter and the cosmic soul
and multiplicity, and perhaps finally as the all-receiving cosmic hollows.
If so, we shall see that these three phases of Hecate's existence as the
prefiguration, source and place of the instantiation of ideal multiplicity
strikingly resembles the Sethian figure of Barbelo both in her own per
son and also in her relationshi p to her lower double, Sophia. Although
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the Oracles do not invoke Plato's Father, Mother, and Child triad by
name, it seems to be functionally present at the highest level in the fig
ures of the Father, his "power" who is the preftgurative Hecate, and the
paternal Intellect emanated from the Father's power and intellect (al
though Hecate is not said to be the "mother" of this Intellect).
H. The Anonymous (Porphyrian?) Parmenides Commentary
A hierarchy of predominating phases in the unfolding of Intelligence
from the One similar to that of the Chaldaean Oracles is found an the
anonymous Turin palimpsest commentary on the Parmenides, which
P. Hadot has attributed to Porphyry, and which contains a doctrine very
similar to that of the Christian theologian Marius Yictorinus.92
The first four fragments deal with the One of the first hypothesis of
the Parmenides and the last two with the One-Being of the second hy
pothesis. Fragment I deals with the concept of the One in terms of nega
tive theology: the One's simplicity is not a deficiency, since the supera
bundant power of the One has produced the world; yet as cause, it
cannot be identified with its derivatives. To conceive the One, one must
undertake a "non-comprehending comprehension and an intellection that
intuits nothing," arriving at "an ineffable preconception representing the
One in silence, without awareness of that silence, or consciousness that
it is the One's image, or indeed any kind of knowledge." In a sense, the
One has no relation to anything else; although negative theology implies
of the non-being of the One, actually the One is the only real Existent,
while it is all else that is nothing in relation to it. In fragment 4, the One
is said to be superior even to the positive statements about God in the
Chaldaean Oracles. As for the One-Being in the second hypothesis of
the Parmenides (142B-145A), which Porphyry identified with the
Plotinian Intellect, it is both identical and not identical with the absolute
One of the first hypothesis ( l 37C-l 42A), which is absolute infinitival
92. First published by W. KROLL, "Ein neuplatonischer Parmenides-kommentar
in einem Turiner Palimpsest," Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie 47 (1892), 599627. Here cited in the edition of P. HADOT, Porphyre et Victorinus (2 vols.; Paris:
Etudes augustiniennes, 1968), 2.61-113. See especially P. HADOT, "Fragments d'un
commentaire de Porphyre sur le Parmenide," Revue des Etudes Grecques 74 ( 1961),
410-438; IDEM, "La metaphysique de Porphyre," in Porphyre (Entretiens sur
l'Antiquite classique 12; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1966), 125-157;
and IDEM, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 1 (Paris: Etudes augustiniennes, 1968), pas

sim.
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being (To elvm) beyond the derived participial being (To ov) of the sec
ond One:93

But perhaps one must say that, since the second is (derived] from the first,
therefore the second is called One by participation in the first (One of
Plato's Parmenides 137C-142A), the whole of the One-Being (EV dvm;
i.e., the "second" One of Parmenides 142B-145A) having been engendered
by participation in the (first) One. And it (this One-Being which is in the
second One) has not been engendered in a first phase and participated sub
sequently in the One, but has been engendered apart from the (first) One
having declined from it. It has not been said (by Plato) that Being partici
pates in the One, but that the One participates in Being (To ov), not because
the first was Being (To ov), but because an otherness (hEp6n1s) from the
One has turned the One towards this whole One-Being (To Ev elvm). For
from the fact of being engendered somehow at the second level, being-One
(To Ev elvm) is added.... the One, which is beyond substance and being
(ovTwS ov), is neither substance (ouofo) nor act (EvEpyEta), but rather acts
(tvepyei' ) and is itself pure act (EvepyE'iv), such that it is itself being
(elvm) before determinate being (n'i ov). By participating in this being (the
elvm of the first One; cf. Parmenides 137C-142A), the One (sci!. "who is,"
i.e. the second One of Parmenides I 42B- l 44E) possesses another being
(elvm) declined from it (the elvm of the Supreme One), (106) which is
(what is meant by) participating in determinate being (To ov; cf. ouofo in
Parmenides l 42B). Thus, being (elvm) is double: the one preexists deter
minate being (To ov), while the other (ov) is derived from the One that is
transcendent of determinate being (To ov), who is absolute being (elvm)
and as it were the idea of determinate being (To ov) by participation in
which (the dvm of the first) some other One has come to be to which is
linked the being (elvm) carried over from it. (In Parmenidem XII, 10-35
Hadot 2.102-6)

93. In Parm. frg. XII, 10-35: Mf)TTOTE 6E <'.oTt> 0:1TO TOU 1TpWTOlJ TO 6euTepov, 6ta
TOUTO µeeEeEl TOU 1TpWTOlJ TO 6EUTEpOv AE')'ETat <Ev> elvm TOU 0AOU TOU EV El Vat
EK µEToxfis -yE-yov6Tos Tou Ev6s-- Kai i1rel. µ17 -yiyovEv 1rpwTov, Eha µETfoXE mu
lv6s, a>->..' QTTO TOU €VOS Y' €YOVOS U<j>€tµEvov, OUK €pp�9T] µ€TaOXOV EVOS, OAA<l EV
µeTaoxov TOU 0VTOS, oux 0TL TO 1TpWTOV �v ov, 0:AA 0 0Tl OTTO TOU €VOS ETEP0TTJS
TTEpl�)'a')'EV au,o ElS TO EV ELVaL TO 0AOV TOUTO' Ee OUTOU -yap TTWS TOV 6€UTEPWS
-yqovivat EV 1rpooe[:\TJ<pe To etvm €V .... 0Tt To EV To ETTEKewa ooows Kai 0VTOS
ov µEV OlJK fonv ov6E ouo(a ou6E EVEp ')'ELa, EVEpyei 6€ µci>..Aov Kai TO EVEP')'ELV
Ka6ap6v, WO'TE Kal OlJTO TO ELVat TO TTp0 0VTOS' Ou µernoxov TO <E>v QAAO Ee
avTov EXEL EKKAtv6µevov To elvm, i'mep ioTi µETEXElV ovTOS. "OoTE 6tTTov To
eivm, To µtv TTpOtiTTcipxet rnv ovTos, To 6€ o ETTU')'ETat EK TOil oVTOS To air6AuTov
KOL WO'TTEp t6fo TOIJ 0VTOS oii µETaoxov CIAAO Tl EV ')'E')'OVEV 4> ov(uyov TO
aTT· auTov lm¢,ep6µevov elvm•
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The subject here is Plato's treatment of the One-who-is of the second
hypothesis (Parmenides 1428-145A), "if the One is." 94 lf, in addition to
an unqualifiable, absolute One unrelated to anything else and completely
outside being (the One of the first hypothesis, Parmenides 13 7C- l 42A),
one were to posit a One of which actual existence can be predicated, i.e.,
a One-who-is or a One-Being, the result is a totality consisting of two
coequal parts, namely, "one" and "being," different from one another
and different from the absolute first One, though somehow "derived"
from it by an "otherness" from the absolute first One. Thus on its own
secondary level, the second One or One-Being participates in its own
determinate, participial Being (ov) derived from but distinct from the
absolute infinitival being (Etvm) of the first One (who itself has no de
terminate Being or Essence nor act nor any other quality), yet in another
sense the second One also participates somehow in the infinitival being
that has declined from the first One, as though it enjoyed a vertical par
ticipation in its "idea."
Although the fragment of the Commentary breaks off at this point,
Plato himself (Parmenides I 43C-l 43A) goes on to make it clear that
each of the resulting parts-One and Being-of the second One-Being
is not isolated from the another, but-on the horizontal plane-each
mutually participates the other. Tf each part is to "be," each must again
contain two parts, itself and its being: the "one" part contains also "be
ing" and the "being" part contains also "one." As a result, each of the
two parts has been separated into two, engendering a process of unend
ing multiplication: the One-Being always becomes two and is never an
isolated One, which means that it is limitless in quantity, both one and
many.
Although in the Parmenides Plato clearly envisaged no relation be
tween the absolute one of the first hypothesis and the One-Being of the
second, it appears that this commentator has employed semi-arithmetical
schemes of the derivation of multiplicity from primal unity that, like
those in Sextus' report of his oral teaching, may go back to speculations
on the Old Academy of Plato's day that later became fundamental to the
Neopythagorean Platonists of the first two centuries CE. In both the
cases of Moderatus and the anonymous Commentator, it seems that a
94. I follow the interpretation of G. BECHTLE, The Anonymous Commentary on
Plato's Parmenides (Berner Reihe philosophischer Studien 22; Bern: Verlag Paul
Haupt, 1999), 167-174.
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theological interpretation of the Parmenides played a crucial role in
these speculations.
The author therefore posits two states of Intelligence. lts initial state,
transcending the subject-object dichotomy, it is identical with the abso
lute existence (Elvm) of the supreme One. Its final state is identical with
the determinate being (To ov) characteristic of a self-objectivizing, self
generating Intellect rather like Numenius' second God; it is no longer
simple, but corresponds to a version of the "Chaldaean" triad of Exis
tence (i'.map�LS), Life or Power, and fntelligence.95 Each of these is cor
related with a distinct phase in the unfolding of Being from the One. In
the first phase, Existence is identical with the first (absolute) One; in the
second phase, Life is a procession from the One; and in the third stage,
Intelligence is now identical with the Intellect or second One, in rever
sion upon its source, the first One.
Specifically, the unfolding of the second One from the first occurs in
three phases or modalities in which each modality of the Intellect pre
dominates at a given phase. First, as a pure infinitival Existence (Elvm
or v1rap�LS), Intellect is a purely potential Intellect identical with its
prefiguration in the absolute being of the supreme first One. In its final
phase, it has become identical with the determinate or participial being
(To ov) of Intellect proper, the second hypostasis; it has now become the
hypostatic exemplification of its "idea," the absolute being (To Elvm) of
the One. The transitional phase between the first and final phases of
Intellect in effect constitutes a median phase in which Intellect proceeds
forth from the first One as an indeterminate Life: 96
95. P. Hadot thinks that Porphyry was the first to adopt the term urrapels for the
first member of the triad, and that he may have discovered it in the Chaldaean Ora
cles, where it apparently designated the high deity, the Father (cf. Damascius, Dub.
et sol. 61, 1.131,17 Ruelle: Tl µEv rrpwn1 OPXTJ KOTO. TT]V UTTapelV 8W€p€tTOl, ws EV
TOlS AOYOLS and 221, TI. IO 1,25 Ruelle: ws XaA6a(KWS €L TT€lV, 6 µev vous KQTO: TT]V
EVEpy€LaV 'iaTaTaL µoAAOV, TJ 6€ (wt), KQTO: TT]V 6uvaµLv, TJ 61: ow[a, KQTCI. TT]V TOV
TTGTpos UTTapew). Cf. P. HADOT, "La metaphysique de Porphyre," 140-141 and
Porphyre el Victorinus 1.255-272.
96. In Parm. frg. XIV, 10-26 (Hadot): "Ev µev ovv foTLV Kal. arrAoDv KaTa TTJV
TTPWTTJV Kal Q\JTO TOVTO a\JTOV TOOUTOU l6fov, 6uvaµLS � OTL KOL XPTJ ovoµci(ElV
EV6E(eEws <x>cipLV appT)TOV oooav Kai OVEVVOT)TOV, ovx EV 6e 000€ GTTAOVV KOTO
TTJV urrap�lV Kat (wiiv <Kai> TTJV VOT)CTLV. Kat TO voo\iv Kai To voovµEvov i'.rm:ip�El,
TO Se voo\iv, ijv 6 vou[s- µETE]�(EA8U] cirro T�S imcip�ews els- TO vooiiv, '(va
ETTaVEA81] ELS TO VO T)TOV KaL €.QIJTOV i'.61], EOTLV (wrr fao ci6plOTOS' <o> KQT(l TT]V
(WT)V. Kai rraawv O\JCTWV EVEP'YElWV Kal ws KaTcl: µev TT}V VTTap�LV €CJTW<Ja av l:l T) Tl
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Taken in itself as its own idea it-this power, or whatever term one might
use to indicate its ineffability and inconceivability [i.e., the potential Intel
lect still identical with the One}-is one and simple. But with respect to ex
istence (urrap�lS'), life ((w�) and thought (116T]<ns-) it (the potential Intellect
still identical with the One) is neither one nor simple. Both that which
thinks and that which is thought (are) in existence (urrap�LS'), but that
which thinks-if Intellect passes from existence to that which thinks so as
to return to the rank of an intelligible and see its (prefigurative) self-is in
life. Therefore thinking is indeterminate with respect to life. And all are ac
tivities (€11Epydm) such that with respect to existence, activity would be
static; with respect to intelligence, activity would be turning to itself; and
with respect to life, activity would be turning away from existence. (In
Parmenidem XIV, I 0-26 Hadot 2.1 I 0-1 12)
Intellect is thus a "traveling subject" that deploys itself, or "lives forth"
in three phases beginning from the transcendent "being" of the One,
conceived as a self-contained static activity altogether beyond either
indetermination or determination: first, a stage of indeterminate or in
finitival being (Elvm, i'.map�LS') interior to the One, a pure act prior to
being (To ov); second, the going forth of "being in the process of deter
mination," a boundless otherness or trace of life or vitality proceeding
from the One; and third, a stage in which this Life becomes defined as
determinate or participial being (To ov) by an act of (contemplative)
reversion upon its own prefiguration or potential being still present in
the One. The scheme is like that of the Oracles given above:
The One (ETvm, ihmp�LS')
Procession
The One-Being (To ov)

1
Existence
Existence
Existence

2
Life or Power
Life
Life

3
Intelligence
Intelligence
Intelligence

Hadot has powerfully argued that the Commentary must be after Plot
inus, but before Victorinus and Iamblichus, and he finds Porphyry to be
the only figure of substance whose doctrine, style, and historical posi
tion qualifies him for authorship, an argument that seems to have con
vinced most scholars. However, there are weighty objections to this
ascription. Recently K. Corrigan and G. Bechtle have argued that the
Commentary is Middle Platonic and pre-Plotinian, while M. Edwards

EVEp-yEta, KaTa 6� 17)11 11611ot11 €ls auTl)ll oTpa<j>€foa EVEp-yELa, KaTa Bi; TT)V (wi)v
EK T�S urrap�€WS €Kll€00QOa EllEP'YEcla.
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sees it as dependent on Iamblichus.97 According to Corrigan, the basic
grounds for Hadot's thesis are each open to question:
I. In response to Hadot's claim that the Commentary necessarily presup
poses Plotinus' doctrine of the One as well as Plotinus' interpretation of
the Parmenides, Corrigan points out that these features of Plotinus' thought
are not original with him; on Plotinus' own testimony his system of hypos
tases, including his doctrine of the One and Intellect, was shared by other
Middle Platonic thinkers. ("Platonism and Gnosticism" manuscript of
1996, p. 10)
2. To Hadot's claim that the Commentary presupposes Plotinus' doctrine
of intellect, but goes far beyond this in deriving a second act of intellect as
an unfolding out of an original identity with the primordial unity of the first
One, Corrigan argues that "all of the so-called innovations in the
Commentary are already to be found in Plotinus, and there is a remarkable
affinity in thought between Plotinus, Amelius, and the anonymous Com
mentator that stems from a still earlier tradition of commentary necessi
tated by the need for an intelligent reading of difficult passages in Plato's
97. See K. CORRIGAN, "Platonism and Gnosticism: The Anonymous Commentary
on the Parmenides, Middle or Neoplatonic?," in Gnosticism and later Platonism:
Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Symposium
Series 12; Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 200 I), 141-177; I here follow
the original, rather longer, 1996 manuscript version of this article originally entitled
"The anonymous Turin Commentary on the Parmenides and the Distinction between
Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism, Plotinus' Circle, and Sethian Gnostic
texts." See also G. BECHTLE, The Anonymous Commenta,y on Plato's Parmenides
(Berner Reihe philosophischer Studien 22; Bern: Verlag Paul Haupt, 1999);
M. J. EDWARDS, ''Porphyry and the Intelligible Triad," Journal ofHellenistic Studies
I JO (1990), 14-25, and IDEM, "Being, Life and Mind: A Brief Inquiry," a paper
delivered at the 1995 Oxford Patristics Conference. See also P. HA.oar's arguments
for Porphyrian authorship of the Commentary anticipated in "Eire, Vie, Pensee chez
Plotin et avant Plotin," Les sources de Plotin (Entretiens sur I'Antiquite Classique
V; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1960), 107-157 and articulated fully in
"Fragments d'un commentaire de Porphyre sur le Parmenide," (Revue des Etudes
Grecques 74 [1961), 410-438), "La metaphysique de Porphyre," in Porphyre (Entre
tiens sur I'Antiquite classique 12; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1966,
125-15 7), and the first volume of Porphyre et Victorinus; these arguments are ac
cepted by L. ABRAMOWSKI, "Marius Victorinus, Porphyrius und die romischen
Gnostiker," Zeitschrift fiir die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 74 ( I 983), I 08-128
and by R. MAJERCIK, "The Being-Life-Mind Triad in Gnosticism and Neoplaton
ism," Classical Quarterly 42 (1992), 475-488, who also defends Hadot's position in
her response to Corrigan's 1995 paper. See now Hadot's most recent defense of his
theory, "'Porphyre et Victorinus. Questions et hypotheses" in Res Orienta/es IX
(Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe pour l'Etude de la Civilisation du Mayen-Orient, 1996),
I I 7-125.
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Parmenides. 98 Moreover, the doctrine of participation apparently espoused
by the commentator in Frs. Xf and XII, namely that the Second One re
ceives being from the 'idea' of being which is the Second One's purely
substantial vision of the 'First One'99 is the sort of participation which both
Syrianus and Proclus 100 specifically deny to Porphyry, but attribute to ear-

98. "There is no explicit mention of this in Proclus' Commentary on the Par
menides, which we might expect were there a definite Middle Platonic tradition of
commentary on the Parmenides. However, in discussing the 'logical' and 'meta
physical' interpretations of the Parmenides, Proclus appears to refer to Albinus on
occasion and perhaps also· to Origen the Platonist (In Parmenidem 630,37-640,17

Cousin). And in the VP (20) Porphyry cites Longinus as saying that Numenius,
Cronius, Moderatus, and Thrasyllus wrote on the first principles of Pythagorean and
Platonic philosophy. lt is true that this is no direct evidence for any commentary on
the Parmenides itself, but together with the testimony of Simplicius re Moderatus it
renders more plausible the hypothesis that this dialogue was not only interpreted
'logically' by Middle Platonists but also given a 'metaphysical' exegesis by Neopy
thagorcan circles. In such a context, the existence not of a tradition of interpretation
but of an isolated commentary seems to me quite plausible" (CORRIGAN, "Platonism
and Gnosticism," manuscript of I 996, p. I I).
99. Le., to claim that the Second One receives being from the idea of being which
is the First One is to claim that determinate being or beings participate in the highest
object of their own vision, i.e. the ideas qua unified in the Good. Such participation
is not participation in a 'one', but in a one "participating in being (to on), not be
cause the first was being (on), but because an otherness from the One has turned it
around to this whole one-being" (XII 104, 17-20). Thus, by participating in the idea
of itself "another one has come to be to which is yoked the being borne out from it"
( 106, 33-35).
I 00. Syrianus, In Aristotelis melaphysica commentaria I 09,12-14 [Kroll]; Pro
clus, In Platonis Timaewn commentaria lll.33,31 ff. [Diehl). "While Numenius,
Cronius, and Amelius held that both aestheta and noeta participated in the Forms,
Porphyry held that only aestheta so participated. According to the Commentary
(frgs. XI-Xll, 98-106 Hadot), the Second One receives being from the idea of being
which is the First One, which is to say that participation in the First One is simulta
neously participation in the generative idea of intellect which is the first moment of
intellect's own being; and this is surely to make the equivalent claim that detenni
nate being or beings participate in the highest object of their own vision, i.e., the
ideas qua unified in the Good. Thus, the commentator tells us that such participation
is not participation in a "one," but in a one "participating in being (To ov), not be
cause the first was being (ov), but because an otherness from the One has turned it
around to this whole one-being" (104,17-20). Thus, by participating in the idea of
itself"another one has come to be to which is yoked to the being borne out from it"
( I 06,33-35) .... this seems much closer to Numenius' notion of participation or even
that of Amelius, both of whom introduce participation into the intelligible world
(µ€Tovota in Numenius, frg. 16 des Places). The second lnlellect "participates" in
the First or, according to Syrianus, the intelligible participates in the highest ideas"
(CORRIGAN, Appendix II of "Platonism and Gnosticism: The A non ymous Commen-
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lier Plotinian-circle thought which has its root in Middle Platonism and
Neopythagoreanism (Numenius I01 , Cronius, and Amelius). If so, the par
ticipation doctrine of the Commentary is Plotinian and pre-Plotinian, which
means that the Commentary is more likely to be Middle Platonist rather
than Neoplatonist." ("Platonism and Gnosticism," manuscript of I 996,
p. 11)
3. Hadot states that while Plotinus in Ennead VI, 9 [9] 6 does not affirm
that the One is pure thought, Porphyry supposes an absolute, simple, tran
scendent knowing which has no object and which is identical to the One it
self (I 24). Corrigan suggests that "the two states of intellect theory in the
Commentary, according to which in Hadot's estimation we are virtually
dealing with two intellects, is much more comparable to Middle Platonic
doctrine (e.g. Chaldaean Oracles, Numenius, or even Amelius) as well as
to early tendencies in Plotinus' writings to split intellect into two (a 'stand
ing' and a 'moving' intellect, e.g. 111, 9 [13) I, and p·erhaps V, 4 [7] 2)-for
which Plotinus was thought to have appropriated the ideas of Numenius
(VP 17)-which appears to make the One an intelligible object possessing
a content and special self-perception, rather like the static First God in
Numenius. 102 In all such Plotinian discourse where a self-awareness or
self-reflection of the One is involved (including VI, 9 [9]), the first mo
ment of intellect must as yet be indistinguishable from the One, for it is
only when intellect is fully realized that a proper distinctness between
source and product can be established." ("Platonism and Gnosticism,"
manuscript of 1996, p. 21-22)
4. Hadot claims that the commentator uses the being-life-thought triad to
describe the dynamic process of Intellect's "autoposition" in a way which
is clearly post-Plotinian insofar as this derives from Plotinus' doctrine of
the internal identity of subject and object, a unity-in-duality, which springs
from intellect's contemplation of the One itself ( 104; 133 and following).
However, Corrigan shows that Plotinus too explores the ambiguity of the
"traveling subject in the logic of generation" in a manner similar to the

ra,y on the Parmenides, Middle or Neoplatonic?," in Gnosticism and later Platon
ism: Themes. Figures. and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik [SBL Symposium

Series 12; Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2001), 165-166).
IOI. E.g., frg. 20 [des Places).
I 02. "But how does the Intellect come from the Intelligible object? The Intelligi
ble remains by itself and is not deficient, like that which sees and thinks-I call that
which thinks deficient as compared with the Intelligible, but it is not like something
senseless; all things belong to it and are in it and with it. It is completely able to
discern itself; it has life in itself and all things in itself, and its thinking of itself is
itself, and exists by a kind of immediate self-consciousness, in everlasting rest and in
a manner of thinking different from the thinking of Intellect" (V, 4 (7) 2, 13-19).
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commentator. In Ennead VI, 7 [38) 13, 16-21, 103 "Plotinus envisages a
three-phase process consisting of I) an immobile motion, 2) a moment of
static identity; and 3) a moment of burgeoning duality based on motion and
otherness" which is paralleled by I ) a moment of abidingness (mone), cou
pled with 2) a second mornent of a) subsequent procession b) auto
constitution. Corrigan submits that such arguments in Plotinus are quite
likely already formulaic in the Neopythagorean language of procession and
conversion (e.g., Moderatus) and the tradition of deriving a dyad from a
monad (e.g., Nicomachus, Theon). ("Platonism and Gnosticism," manu
script of 1996, p. 14)
5. "Contrary to Hadot's view, the structure of intellect in its derivation
from the One is comparable in both Plotinus and the Commentary, and zoe
does appear as a middle term (an 'outgoing energeia') between being as
the highest unity of intellect abiding in the One and the full unfolding of
intellect proper iri the Enneads (III, 8 [30) 8-10). However, hyparxis does
not appear in this technical usage. The question is: what weight should we
give its absence? Hyparxis denotes existence in Sextus Empiricus, Galen,
Alexander of Aphrodisias, the verb occurs in Numenius and the Chaldean
Oracles, and compounds of hyparchein occur in Plotinus to denote original
existence and even pre-existence. The lack of the explicit triad in Plotinus
might count as evidence that the explicit triad is late and post-Plotinian or,
on the other hand, that it is Chaldean and Middle Platonic and from an ear
lier stage of development than Plotinus represents. However, Damascius'
frequent attestation of an explicit Chaldaic triad, existence-power
intellect weighs the balance in favor of the latter view in spite of Hadot's
unproven suggestion that, although hyparxis may already have been substi
tuted for pater in the Oracles, the technical usage originated with Por
phyry .... I think it most likely that the Commentary is a pre-Plotinian Pla
tonic work in the Neopythagorean tradition of interpretation but building
upon the Middle Platonic intellect-interpretation of Albinus and others-in
fact just the sort of commentary which Porphyry tells us in the VP 14 was
actually read in Plotinus' school" ("Platonism and Gnosticism," manuscript
of 1996, pp. 24-25, 27).
Corrigan 's conclusion is clear:

103. "If a simple moves, it holds that alone and either it is the same and has not
proceeded or, if it has proceeded, another remains, so that there arc two. And if 'this'
is the same as 'that', it remains [one] and has not gone forward; but if different, it
has gone forth with difference and made from something same and something dif
ferent, a third One." ('ATTA.OlJV 611 El KlVOLTO, EKElVO µovov EXEl' Kat fi airro Kai OU
TTPOU�T] ELS oullev, i'\ El TTPOV�l]. d>..>..o µevov· WOTE 6Do· Kai EL TalJTOV EKElV<\), µ€VEL
EV KaL OU TTPOEA.T)A.lJ9EV, €l 6'eTEpov, rrpo�>..91: µETCI ET€p0TTJTOS Kai ETTOLT]GEV EK
rnuToD TLVOS Kai htpov TptTov ev). Cf. also V, 2 (I I] I, 7-9.
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There is, therefore, less and less reason to believe that Porphyry is nec
essarily the author of the anonymous Commentary. All the evidence indi
cates that the doctrines of the Commentary are perfectly compatible with
Middle Platonist thought and also with some important passages in the
Enneads which themselves in tum relate to earlier Middle Platonic and
Neopythagorean doctrines. My preliminary conclusion here, then, is that
we should take Plotinus' own word in V, I (10) as sufficient assurance that
the vast majority of his doctrines are not original with him. What we see in
Plotinus is a new way of doing philosophy (one of course very much re
lated to the palaia philosophia of Plato and Aristotle), and not the sort of
doxography which might permit us to establish a terminus a quo on this is
sue .- The straightforward evidence then should be given more weight: the
Commentary is anonymous and there is nothing in it which could not be
Middle Platonic. Conspicuous doctrines of the Commentary appear in cer
tain Sethian Gnostic texts which appear to be (very roughly) contemporary
with Plotinus. Therefore, it is more reasonable to suppose, if there is noth
ing to the contrary, that the Commentary is pre-Plotinian. ("Platonism and
Gnosticism," manuscript of 1996, p. 24)

We will touch again upon the Commentary in Chapter 10, in the context
of some observations about Porphyry, after a brief consideration of the
founder of the Neoplatonic school, Plotinus.

CHAPTER TEN
EARLY NEOPLA TONIC SPECULATION
ON FIRST PRINCIPLES
The following treatment of Plotinus, Porphyry, lamblichus, and Theo
dore of Asine cannot hope to do any justice to the complexity of the
thought of these figures, especially Plotinus, whose reuvre and the
scholarship devoted to it are immense. The purpose of this survey is
merely to provide the metaphysical context in which the special features
of the Platonizing Sethian treatises may be better understood. Dispropor
tionate space is given to the doctrines of Theodore of Asine-certainly a
minor figure in comparison to these other three-primarily because his
metaphysics and his alphanumeric speculation on the cosmic soul re
sembles that found in the Sethian treatise Marsanes.
I. PLOTINUS

One of the accomplishments of later Middle Platonism was the recogni
tion that the chain of the derivation of the pluriform world from an
original unity-which Neopythagoreans attempted to articulate by in
troducing a principle of multiplicity, change, alteration, and becoming
had to account not only for cosmic pluriformity but also for cosmic life
and intelligence. Confronted by the Parmenidean opposition between the
static realm of true being-apprehensible by mind alone through rea
son-and the realm of becoming-apprehensible by body through sen
sation-it was a central problem for the "friends of the forms" even in
Plato's day to conceive how thought-an activity of soul as the principle
of change and motion-could have a place in the ideal transcendent
world of stable being: if the truly real were devoid of life and any sort of
movement, thought would be impossible (Sophist 248E-249A): 1
Are we really to be so easily persuaded that change, life, soul and intelli
gence have no place in the perfectly real (1ravn),ws 011), that is has neither
I. In effect, the realm of true being and the ideas is distinguished from the static
and undifferentiated Parmenidcan/Elcatic One of 2448-245E not only by pluri
formity, but by movement and vitality.
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life ((w�) nor intelligence (voDs), but stands aloof devoid of intelligence
(<f>poVT)atS )?
While the historical Parmenides concluded that the equation of that
which-is with that-which-can-be-thought (To yap auTo voe1v EOTLV TE
Kal. Elvm, frg. 3 [Diels-Kranz] = Plotinus, Ennead V, I [1OJ 8.17) im
plied a total lack of becoming, both Plato and Aristotle realized that pure
being cannot be completely inert and lifeless; thought must be alive,
since thinking is the coming into being of the objects of thought. Like
wise, in order to be known, being must be affected and thus be in some
kind of motion in a living and thinking context.
This important observation clearly calls for an interpretation of the
process- or movement-oriented language implied by intellect and
thought, as recognized also by Aristotle, to the effect that by participa
tion in the intelligible, intellect thinks itself. Becoming the intelligent
recipient of substance and intelligible object, it acts in "having" them,
and that act is a kind of seeing. Rather than a static state of merely con
taining the objects of intellection, in God the activity of thought is life;
indeed God is that activity:
And thought thinks itself because it shares the nature of the object of
thought; for it becomes an object of thought in coming into contact with
and thinking its objects, so that thought and object of thought are the same.
For that which is capable of receiving the object of thought, i.e. the sub
stance, is thought. And it is active when it possesses this object. Therefore
the latter rather than the former is the divine element which thought seems
to contain, and the act of contemplation is what is most pleasant and best.
If, then, God is always in that good state in which we sometimes are, this
compels our wonder; and if in a better this compels it yet more. And God is
in a better state. And life also belongs to God (Kai. (w� 6E y€ vn-cif){EL); for
the actuality of thought is life, and God is that actuality (D yap voD
i:vepy€ta (w�, EKE'ivos 6€ D evepyEta); and God's essential actuality is life
most good and eternal (evepyELa 6i: D Ka9' aim)v EKEivou (w� cipla'TTl Kal
cii6Los). We say therefore that God is a living being, eternal, most good, so
that life and duration continuous and eternal belong to God; for this is God
(qiaµEv 6� Tov 0€6v ElvaL (0ov cil6wv ciptaTov, WO-TE (w� Kal atwv
awE��s Kai ci'C6tos vn-cif){EL T'!J 0Et;i· Touro yap o 8E6s). (Metaphysics
XII 1O72b2O-3O)
In the early third century CE this had become an accepted fact: Plotinus
himself emphasized the character of true being as life and the character
of thought as life when he averred that Intellect is not a lifeless being,
but an act (Ennead V, 3 [49] 5,33-44; cf. V, 5 [32) 2,9-13; VI, 9 (9)
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9, 17; II, 5 (25] 3,36). Thus on the basis of the Sophist and of Aristotle,
two propositions stand: Being has Life, and Mind has Life.
In addition to the Sophist passage, another key Platonic passage dealing with the relation between life and intelligence is Timaeus 39E:
Nous beholds (Ka0op�) the ideas resident in the truly living being (ii fon
Cliiov); such and so many as exist therein (Evoucras-) he purposed
(8tEvoit0TJ) that the universe should contain.

Contemporary Middle Platonic exegesis of the sort found in the Chal
daean Oracles, Nurnenius, Alcinous, and Maximus, took the Timaeus
passage to imply at least two intelligences or gods, one inert-the truly
living being-the other active-the demiurgic Nous. It is ironic that the
first God of these thinkers, an inert intelligence (vous VOT)T6s, vovs EV
�auxLc;t), was found in the "living being" of the Timaeus. Instead, the
active, living intelligence was conceived as a second God, a demiurgic
intellect, regarded as double: as contemplative intellect (vous voovv,
vovs 0EWpT)nK6s, cf. Ka0opq), it is directed upwards in contemplation of
the first God, the inert intelligence, and as the planning intellect (vous
8tavoovµEvos) it is directed downward to its creation as source of life
and soul.
A. Middle Platonic Structuring of Intellect
and Origins of the Being-Mind-Life Triad

On the basis of Timaeus 39E, in the second century Numenius con
ceived his second God as a divine intellect generating itself and the
sensible cosmos by a contemplative "seeing" of the first God (called
auTo6v in frg. 17 des Places) who thinks only insofar as he makes use of
a contemplative second God (frgs. 20-22 des Places); by preoccupation
with matter this second God gives rise to a third planning intellect. In
this scheme, it is the second God that is the source of life. Note the im
plicit triad (in the "non-canonical" order) of Being, Mind, and Life.
According to fragment 12,
Our journey begins when the divine intellect is sent on a traversal (Ev
8LE�68½)) to all those appointed to share in it; whenever the (second) God
looks and turns toward each of us, the consequence is that life (Cfiv) results
and bodies live (l3twO'KE0"80l), tended by God's far-shooting rays. Yet
whenever he turns again towards his watchtower, all this is extinguished,
while the (divine) Mind continues to live a blissful life ((f)v �tou
e;u6atµovos-). (Numenius, frg. 12 des Places)
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In fragment 16, the second God as demiurge spontaneously produces
both his own form and the world, and then becomes completely contem
plative.2
A somewhat similar notion occurs also in Alcinous' identification of

Plato's demiurge with Aristotle's Unmoved Mover, which in effect
equates the Ideas, the Timaeus' Living Creature, and demiurgic intelli
gence itself(Didaskalikos X.2-3 (164 Hermann]). On the transcendental
level, as "Father," God orders everything (intellect and the soul of the
cosmos) by his very being. On the level of will, however, the transcen
dent ordering reaches into the cosmic soul, awakening and turning it
back to the Father as its intelligibility. As a result of this turning (a kind
of ETTL<JTpocj>�), the soul of the world is rendered intellectual (Di
daskalikos X.3 (165, 2-3 Hermann]), and being properly ordered, herself
sets the world in order (KoaµT)0Els- ... owKoaµEi).
As noted in Chapter 9, Plotinus' disciple Amelius too dealt similarly
with the theme of transcendental intellectual movement. On the basis of
Timaeus 39E, Amelius divided the activity of the divine intelligence into
the three phases of "being" (from o fon (t;iov), "having" (from
Evouoas-), and "seeing" (from Ka0opi), the last of which is "source of
souls" (mry� t!Juxwv, Proclus, In Tim. 1.309, 18).
2. P. HADOT, "Etre, Vic, Penscc chez Plotin et avant Plotin," les sources de
Plotin (Entretiens sur l'Antiquite Classique V; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation

llardt, 1960), 135, refers to the Stoic doctrine of TOVLK� Kivricns, an alternating
inward and outward movement guaranteeing the constancy of the universal Pneumai
Logos; movement toward the interior produces the unity, coherence and substance
of individual things. while outward movement produces their size, and qualities
(cf. Philo, De sacrificiis Abe/is et Caini 68, Legum allegoriarum 1.30; Alexander
Aphrodisias De Anima 131; Simplicius, In Aristote/is categorias commentari11111
269, 14-16 [Kalbfleisch]; Nemesius, De natura hominis 2 (PG 40.540a9)). The
transposition of this doctrine from the Stoic physical plane to the Platonic meta
physical plane provides a way of deriving the substance and unity of determinate
being from a reversion upon its source resulting from attraction to a vital center from
which it has emanated. Thus in Numenius, the second god dispenses life as it turns
toward matter, and enjoys the contemplative life in turning toward the first God.
Aristotle mentions an Old Pythagorean derivation of the number One according to
which, when the One had been constructed, immediately the nearest part of the
Unlimited (d1mpia) began to be drawn or breathed in and limited by Limit (Aris
totle, Met. XIV 1091a13- I 9: oL µev 01/V ntAJay6pELOL ... <j>avepws yap XeyoooLV ws
0
TOU €VOS 01J0Ta8€VTOS ELT' el; E1TLTTE6wv ELT EK XPOLGS EtT' EK arrepµaTOS EtT' el;
wv cirropoiiow eirrdv elJ8iis TO EYYLOTa Tou dtre(pou on Ei'.XKETO Kat ElTEpaiveTo
vrro Tou ,repaTos-). In Numenius, however, the limiting principle draws in or con
tracts itself; sec Chapter 9 on Moderatus.
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Perhaps under the influence ofNumenius (cf. frgs. 11, 13, 15, 16 des
Places), the early Plotinus himself played with such a tripartition of the
divine intellect (Ennead III, 9 [ 13] 1), distinguishing three aspects: a
static contemplated mind, an active contemplating one, and a third, dis
cursive or planning one. However, in Ennead II, 9 [33] l; 9.6.14-24 at
the end of his antignostic Groj3schrift (Ennead m, 8 [30]; V, 8 [3 I);

V, 5 [32); 11, 9 [33)), he attributed this view to the Gnostics and aban
doned it in favor of equating the lower, planning intellect with his Soul
hypostasis and interpreting the upper (inert) contemplated and (active)
contemplating intellects as two indivisible phases of his lntellect
hypostasis. In general, it appears that there is a tendency among Middle
Platonists and even Plotinus to locate the originally paradigmatic truly
living being of Timaeus 39E as a vitalizing principle at the lower pe
rimeter of the metaphysical hierarchy such that it could be identified
with the world soul or a similar entity responsible for animating the
individual beings occupying the sensible world. Of course, this raises
the question of the nature of the suprajacent intellectual principle, to
which Plotinus emphatical(y ascribed not only Being and Intellect, but
also Life. In Ennead VI, 6 [34) 8, 1-2, Plotinus characterizes Intellect:
"There is a living being ((4)ov) that is primal and is therefore self-living
(auTo(c;lov); there is both Intellect (voils-) and truly existing being (ofota
� ovTws)." The life of intellect is both the medium of its derivation from
the One and the mediator of the unity of its thinking and being, since it
is both its own thinking and object of thought.
As we will see in the subsequent discussion of the divine hierarchy in
the Platonizing Sethi an treatises, it is clear that the structure of the Aeon
of Barbelo is precisely similar to this Middle Platonic noology: as the
universal intellect, the Aeon of Barbelo consists of a contemplated intel
lect (the Kalyptos Aeon), a contemplating intellect (the Protophanes
Aeon), and a demiurgic intellect (the Autogenes Aeon). Since these
Sethian Aeons contain not merely intellectual essences, but also souls,
and since the Sethian treatises are centered on the experience of salvific
ascent and therefore the transition of souls from one level to the other,
the figure of the Triple Male Child is introduced as a facilitator of these
transitions.
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B. The Derivational Application
of the Being-Mind-Life Triad in Plotinus
While Zostrianos, Allogenes, and the Three Ste/es of Seth locate the
derivational triad Existence, LifeNitality, and Mentality/Blessedness
beyond the intellectual realm of the Barbelo Aeon, Plotinus located a
functional, "noological" triad of Being, Mind, and Life entirely within
his second hypostasis, Intellect, so as to express the self-living unity of
its thinking and object of thought.3 Just as in these Platonizing Sethian
texts, so also throughout the Enneads one finds a good deal of variabil
ity in the order or rank of the last two terms of the triad. The order Be
ing-Life-Mind seems more characteristic of his earlier treatises (V, 4 (7]
2,39-44; VI, 9 [9] 2,21-25), but is also found in later ones (VT, 6 (34]
15, 1-3; 6.18,29-36; Vt, 7 [38] 3,8-11; I 6,6-22; 17,6-43). For Plotinus
generally, one might especially expect the order Being-Mind-Life,
mainly because the last term naturally points downward to the funda
mental Life principle of his system, the immediately subjacent hyposta
sis of Soul e.g., Ennead II, 9 (33] 6, 14-19 and fll, 6 [26] 6,21-28. In the
treatise On Numbers written immediately after the Grofischrift, Plotinus
tends to change the order of the Being-Life-Mind triad that dominates
the structure of the divine Intellect in the earlier treatises to the Being
Mind-Life order earlier implicit in Numenius and the Chaldaean Ora
cles, apparently on the grounds that the truly living being, "that which
has life," represents a more diverse multiplicity than do being and mind,
e.g., VI, 6 (34] 8,17-22:
First, then, we take Being as first in order; then Mind, then that which has
Life (,o (�v), for this appears already to "contain all things" (Ti
maeus 31 A4), and Mind, as the act of Being, is second. Thus it is clear that
numbers cannot depend upon that which has Life, since unity and duality
existed before that, nor would it depend on Mind, as before that was Being,
which is both one and many.
There seems to be a development in Plotinus' interpretation of this
"living being" (To (4>ov) in the Timaeus. Tn the early Ennead m, 9 [13]
I, the living being occupies the summit of three intellects: "AAAOLS' 8E
66�EL Ta Tp[a ev dvm, TO (4>ov auTo o fonv (a first intellect EV <JT<ioH
KaL ev6TT]TL KaL �auxtc;i) o vous (i.e., a second intellect that contem3. The classic work on this subject is P. IIADOT, "Etrc, Vic, Pcnsee chcz Plotin
et avant Plotin," Les sources de Pfotin (Entreticns sur l'Antiquite Classique V;
Vandocuvrcs-Gcncva: Fondalion I lardt, 1960), I 07-157.
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plates (opwv) the first one, as a certain EVEPYELa of it), To BwvoovµEvov
(the demiurgic intellect who copies what he sees in the second to make
the four kinds of living beings).4 Then at the end of the Groj3schrift,
Plotinus attributes such views to the Gnostics. Finally in VI, 6 [34] 8, 1722 (cited above) and VI, 2 [43] 21-22, he places the "living being" in
third place at the level of his intellectual hypostasis. Indeed, we will see
that such a variation in the order of the terms in this triad occurs also in
the Platonizing Sethian treatises, so it is possible that Plotinus' encoun
ter with gnostic thought was one of the factors that caused him shift his
emphasis on an apparently earlier sequence Being-Life-Mind to an em
phasis on the sequence Being-Mind-Life, not to mention the distinctive
ness of alternative metaphysical contexts in which the focus alternates
between the process by which being is originally derived and how it is
finally deployed. 5
C. Traces of the Derivational Application
of the Being-Life-Mind Triad in Plotinus
Despite Plotinus' general restriction of the Being-Life-Mind triad to a
description of the function and structure of Intellect, the second hyposta
sis of his metaphysics, there are less explicit, but definite traces of the
appearance of elements of this triad operating at a higher level, where
they are used to explain the derivation of Intellect from the One. This
was a delicate subject for Plotinus: how can anything remotely multiple
derive from the utterly transcendent and self-complete unity of the One,
who can properly be described only in the familiar terms of negative
predication :6

4. Against a static and moving phase of intellect: 11, 9 [33) 1,26-27: ou6'
ETTLvoav Tov µiv TLva vovv EV rioux[Q nvi, Tov 6€ olov KLvovµEvov; against a
three-phase intellect in 6, 19-22: OL 6€ o& auvivTES Tov µEv e>.a�ov EV T]CJUXLQ.
&xovrn EV aim� rr<iVTa TO ovTa, Tov 6E vovv ETEpov nap' auTov 8EwpouVTa, Tov 6E
6cavoovµevov-rro>-A<iKLS 6e: auTo°Ls <iVTt Tou 6Lavoouµlvou tj,uxtj ECJTLV 1J
6TjµLOupyouaa.
5, See below under the discussion of Theodore of Asine, p. 437.
6, LEVVfJTLKT] -yap TJ TOii EVOS <j>UOLS oooa TWV lTOVTWV ov6lv ECJTLV aUTWV.
0UTE ovv n OUTE lTOLOV DUTE lTOCJOV DUTE vovv OUTE i.)Juxtjv· ou6E KLVOVµEVOV ou6'
au EUTWS', OUK EV TOTTlp, OUK �v XPOVtp, <d>.X auTo> Kae· al/TO µovoEL6es, µoA>..ov
Be: <ivEl6EOV T
T PO Et6ovs ov TTQVTOS, rrpo KLvtjCJEWS, TTpO CJTOCJEWS' Ta\JTa yap TTEpl
TO ov, a TTOAAC( aUTO lTDLEL.
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Thus the One is neither something nor a quality, nor a quantity nor an intel
lect nor a soul; neither is it moving nor even standing, it is not in place, not
in time, but one of a kind by itself; rather it is formless before all form, be
fore movement and before stability, since these relate to being and would
make it many. (Ennead VI, 9 [9] 3,40-45 [Armstrong])

Nevertheless, Plotinus hypothesized that the One must contain some
kind of potency or activity that gives rise to the realm of determinate
being, an indeterminate dyadic character or activity or movement that
can be called "otherness" or "life." The chain of reasoning by which
Plotinus arrives at this notion is admirably summarized by D. J.
O'Meara:7 noting that, in his account of the derivation of the realm of
defined being from the One that is utterly beyond being, Plotinus often
resorts to biological images, O'Meara observes:
In EnneadV, 4 [7] I , Plotinus observes that living things, when they reach
maturity, the perfection of their nature, normally procreate (4.1.25-30). A
major theme in Aristotle's biology, this principle extends for Plotinus both
down to inorganic things and up to the divine, for the divine, as Plato says
(Timaeus 29E), is not envious: it is generous and gives of itself. It seems
generally true then that when things reach maturity or perfection they pro
create or give of themselves in some way. Since the One represents the
highest perfection, surely it would not remain in selfish isolation, giving
nothing of itself, but would be abundantly productive. Plotinus goes on to
note a general pattern in things that are productive. The cases of fire giving
off heat (V 4.2.27-33), the sun giving off light, and snow giving off cold
(V, I [10] 6.28-35) are claimed to be examples of a wider pattern: each
substance (e.g. fire) has a primary ( or internal) activity proper to itself and
gives rise to a secondary activity (e.g. heat) external to, or different from,
the primary activity. Even if the One is strictly speaking not a thing or a
substance, it is plausible that the structure of primary and secondary activi
ties found in lower things applies also in its case and that the absolutely
simple activity which it is gives rise to a secondary activity which is differ
ent from it.
What is this secondary activity of the One? Plotinus identifies it with the
indefinite dyad mentioned in the Aristotelian reports on Plato, and names it
"intelligible matter," an anomalous designation insofar as it is not the re
ceptacle of concrete being, but something prior to it. Since it is not suscep
tible of differentiation, it guarantees the unity of its product, the Intellect,
and also enables it to exist as something other than the One. Plotinus then
interprets this dyad as the undefined potentiality which, in Aristotle's the7. D. J. O'MC:ARA, P/otinus: An introduction to the Enneads (Oxford: Claren
don Prc�s, 1995), 63-65.
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ory of thinking, becomes determined or actualized by objects of thought.
The object of thought that defines the indeterminate potentiality, making it
intellect, is the One. However , the One is not such as to be thinkable, since
it is neither determinate nor manifold. The dyad which is the One's secon
dary activity must then 'turn toward' the One and think of it as thinkable,
as rendered determinate and manifold.8 The result is the self-thought that is
divine intellect. Divine intellect is a knowing of the unknowable: it knows
the One as knowing itself, a determinate manifold expression of the One in
the indeterminate potentiality to think that is the One's secondary activ
ity ....9
The concept of a lower entity turning toward and contemplating a higher
being so as to be inspired by it is anticipated in Aristotle's solution to the
problem of how divine intellect moves others without moving: it does so as
an object of thought and love which inspires imitation in the heavenly bod
ies (Metaphysics, 12.7 [1072b]). Alcinous adopts this solution (Di
daskalikos chs. 10.3, 14.3): his first god, a divine intellect, acts by inspiring
a lower god to tum toward, contemplate, and imitate it ... this approach ...
allows the One to be responsible for processes without requiring any
change in it.

D. The Indefinite Dyad and Higher and Lower Matter
The basis of Plotinus' emanative metaphysics is a triad consisting of
the One, the indefinite Dyad an_d the Intellect (vous).10 This foundational
triad tends to be obscured, because Plotinus conceives the Dyad, not as a
distinct hypostasis or principle, but rather as an undefined primary
movement, otherness, impulse, or trace of life emanating from the su
perabundance of the One that takes on determinate existence as Intellect
8. As O'Meara (65) notes: "Here Plotinus draws upon the Pythagorean idea, to
be found in Plato (Philebus I 6C-I 7A, 23C-D) and Aristotle (Met. I.5-6 [986a987b]), of a principle of limit that delimits or articulates what is indeterminate,"
although it is hard to see how the One, which is without form or determination, can
act as a principle of determination.
9. In fact, of these two activities, one internal to an essence and another that
emanates from it (V, 4 [7] 2,28; II, 9 [33] 8,22-23), Plotinus calls the latter both a
"first" (1rpwn1) activity (VI, 7 [38] 18,41) and a "second" activity (IV, 5 [29) 7,1421), a "first life, an activity in departure" (CwiJ TTPWTTl, EVEpyELa oooa EV 6Lee6&4J,
!II, 8 [30] 9,30-40), an dir6pp0la from the One (fll, 4 [I 5) 3,26-27), and it is this
activity that he identifies with Life (VI, 7 (38] 17,11). See P. HADOT, P/otin: Traite
38 VI, 7: Introduction. traduclion, commentaire et notes (Les Ecrits de Plotin; Cerf,
1988), 274-275.
10. KRAMER, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 337 n. 532.
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by turning back upon its source in an act of vision. 11 That the One con
tains such a dyadic otherness seems to have been anticipated in Plato's
"unwritten" doctrine, which Sextus Empiricus (Adv. math. I 0.261) at
tributes to certain Pythagoreans: "And [the One], when conceived in
self-identity (atJTOTTJS, i.e. absolutely) is a Monad, but when in its oth
erness (ETEPOTTJS) it is added to itself, it creates the Indefinite Dyad."
For Plotinus, as it emanates from the One, this otherness takes on limit
and definition as the second hypostasis, Intellect, at the point where it
contemplatively turns back toward the source from which it was emit
ted. In V, 2 [I I ] 1,7-9, the superabundant perfection of the One over
flows and makes "another" (a�lo), which product turns back to the One
(and to itself), is "filled" and becomes Intellect by looking towards it (or
its prefigurative self): "this product has turned again to it (or: itself) and
been filled and has become its [note the ambiguity] contemplator." A
similar notion is found in the anonymous Parmenides Commentary:

It has not been said that Being participates in the One, but that the One par
ticipates in Being, not because the first was Being (To 01,), but because an
otherness (ETEpoTl)S') from the One has turned the One towards this whole
One-Being (To EV dvm). For from the fact of being engendered somehow
at the second level, being-One (To ev Elvm) is added. (In Parmenidem
XII 16-22 Hadot 2.104)
Eventually, the unmastered or unreverted portion of this indefinite oth
erness ends up as ordinary Matter at the bottom of the cosmic scale, as
the principle of evil conceived as a mere image of intelligible Matter,
utterly deprived of goodness, life and intelligence, a "decorated corpse"
(veKpov KEKoaµEvov, Ennead II, 4.5, 18).
In his early to middle treatises, Plotinus employs a three-stage de
ployment of defined reality from the One, employing concepts reminis
cent of the Old Academicians and the Neopythagorean arithmologists.12

11. The principle passages containing Plotinus' doctrine of the dyad arc: En
nead 11, 4 [12] 5,15-23; 5,28- 30; 10,4-1 I; 1 1,33-43; 15.14-28; V, I [1015,6-19; and
especially VI, 7 (38] 17.6-43. Cf. KRAMER, Der Ursprung der Geistme1aphysik,

31 3-314.
12. According to J. BuSSANICH, "Plotinus' metaphysics of the One." The Cam
bridge Companion to P/01inus, ed. L. P. Gerson (Cambridge, New York, and Mel
bourne: Cambridge University Press. 1996), 51: "Plotinus refers to this potential,
inchoate state or pre -Intellect in various terms, which we can classify into two
groups: (i) the indefinite dyad (V. 1.5-6, V.4.2.7-8), motion (kinesis: V.6.5.8,
VI.7.16.16-18), otherness (Il.4.5.28- 30); (ii) potentiality (dunamis: 111.8.11.2), desire
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Throughout Ennead II, 4 [ I 2], "On Matter," Plotinus discusses a femi
nine generative principle called "Intelligible Matter" or the "Indefinite"
or the "Dyad" or the "Unlimited," and he explicitly associates it with
Plato's Receptacle, although he never refers to it by Plato's epithet
"Mother." It is a primal otherness in the neighborhood of the One, the
Great and Small of Plato's unwritten teaching as preserved by Aristotle,
an indefiniteness, not yet good, immediately prior to its turning to the
one and receiving definition and illumination; it is a potentiality con
tinually actualized and informed. For instance, in ll, 4 [J 2) 5, intellect is
the end product of a movement and otherness that emerge from the First;
they were indefinite (ci6pLaTov) as from the First, but defined when they
turn back to it. Here the median term is an implicit duality, an "indefi
nite dyad," not yet fully formed, that emanates from the One to form
defined Being. Previous Platonism under the influence of Aristotle
seems to have held some form of matter responsible for the diversity
within the realm of ideas, and Plotinus too may have reasoned that, to
account for the peculiar form that makes one Idea different from an
other, there must be something that is "formed" and receives the differ
ence; therefore, there must be matter in the realm of the ideas.
According to Ennead II, 4 [12), 15,14-28, "in the intelligible world,
too, matter is the unlimited, and it would be produced from the unlimit
edness or power or the everlastingness of the One; unlimitedness does
not exist in the One, but the One produces it." Later, in Ennead II, 5
[25), 3,8-13 he defends "those who posit matter in the realm of the intel
ligible" as if he had never held this notion, but even later in Ennead V, 5
(32], 5,6-19 he can still say:

For number is not primary: the One is prior to the Dyad, but the Dyad is
secondary and, originating from the One, has it as definer, but is itself of its
own nature indefinite; but when defined, it is already a number, but a num
ber as substance; and Soul, too, is a number. ... Therefore what is called
number in the intelligible world and the Dyad are rational principles and
Intellect; but the Dyad is indefinite when one forms an idea of it by what
(ephesis: V.3.11.2, V.6.5.10), indefinite life (z6e: Vl.7.16.14-15, 17.13), indefinite
seeing (Y.3.11.12, Y.4.2.6, Y.6.5.l.O, VI.7.17.14-15), and intelligible matter (ll.45.24-37). The sources of these terms are, roughly: (i) the Platonic 'greatest kinds,'
namely, Otherness and Motion as well as the late Academic indefinite dyad, and (ii)
'Aristotelian' matter and potentiality (in the cognitive model of actualization, desire
and vision are potentialities). The actualization of this first, potential stage in the life
of Intellect occurs by means of the One's final causality."
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may be called the substrate, but each and every number which comes from
it and the One is a form ...

On the other hand, Plotinus developed a notion of a lower, sensible mat
ter, which K. Corrigan has shown to have arisen in Plotinus' dialogue
with both Aristotle's criticisms of Plato and the Gnostic's notion of an
evil creator figure.13 Against Aristotle's characterization of matter as an
indefinite substratum, Plotinus maintains that matter is privation itself,
and that matter's receipt of form, far from entailing its extinction, is
instead its means of actualization and perfection. Furthermore, indefi
niteness cannot be an accidental attribute of a material substrate, since
indefiniteness can only be attributed to something limited, like a body or
a form; thus indefiniteness is what matter is. As with Plato's Receptacle,
nothing can enter into and change matter from what it is. On a Platonic
interpretation, Plotinus shows that, short of its uttermost distance from
the One, matter's privation is also positive insofar as privation is a kind
of potentiality necessary for the receipt of form. Against the notion of an
ignorant world creator as source of cosmic evil, Plotinus argues that the
source of evil is not to be found in any proactive evil agent (demiurge,
soul, logos or Sophia) but in the privated character of matter. Like
Plato's Receptacle, matter is always potentially receptive of form and
never actual, and therefore cannot be an independent, irreconcilable
principle of evil.
Corrigan further observes that, according to Ennead II, 4 (12] I, mat
ter is generated by the lower, partial soul as an absolute indefiniteness
with the potentiality of receiving form and becoming a body, a view that
squares with Ennead II, 4. This generation is not a sinful inclination of
soul, as Plotinus' Gnostic audience may be inclined to think, but is a
natural function of soul. In Ennead IV, 8 [6], 6, Plotinus argues with a
hidden interlocutor, quite possibly a Gnostic, that whether matter is to
be conceived as an eternal principle independent of any other (more or
less like Plato's indefinite Dyad) or whether it was generated by a prior
13. K. CORRIGAN, "Positive and Negative Matter in Later Platonism: The Uncov
ering of Plotinus' dialogue with the Gnostics," in Gnosticism and Later Platonism:
Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Symposium
Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of Biblical Literature, 2001), 19-56. See now
his magisterial Ploti1111s' Theory of Matter-Evil and the Question of Substance:
Plato, Aristotle, and Alexander ofAplzrodisias (Recherches de thcologie ancienne et
medicvalc. Supplemcnta 3; Leuvcn: Editions Peeters. 1996).
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principle and then compelled to be separate, matter must be taken as
able to participate in the good.
I suggest that here Plotinus may have in mind the view of Moderatus
of Gades, that matter is primal quantity produced by the monadic unitary
Logos' eidetic self-privation of all unitary characteristics, and as such
does not participate, but only receives a reflection (Eµ¢aots) of the
Forms retained in the Monad. On the other hand, in II, 9 [33] 3, Plotinus
clearly counters a Gnostic view of matter as a lower principle eternally
separate from those above it (even though it be a consequence of their
existence) by raising the objectionable implication that the higher beings
would thus be hemmed in by something less than they.
According to Ennead II, 5 [25] 5, the generation of matter by the par
tial Soul (the lowest part of the World Soul which is yet higher than the
realm of bodies) is set into the context of the emanation of Intellect and
Soul from the One. Emanating as the otherness proximate to the One,
matter is the unilluminated residue remaining after its expulsion from
the Intelligible and its passage through the stage of precosmic matter at
the lower bound of the intelligible realm and through the stage of cosmic
or sensible matter as the substrate of corporeal objects. Primal otherness
is thus "caught" at both the intelligible and sensible levels, so as to form,
first, things like numbers and shapes, and later, sensible bodies. Matter
per se is that portion of otherness that has escaped, or, to use language
reminiscent of the lower Sophia in the Valentinian myth of Ptolemaeus,
has been "cast out and separated" from the realm of being. Though tak
ing its origin from the One, it is still the partial soul that most proxi
mately generates and informs matter. When matter is apprehended by
the intelligible, the product is a spiritual being, perhaps a daemon or the
creative soul descending into indefiniteness, in turn producing images of
intelligible reality in the perceptible realm, such as the stars, animals,
and plants, all the way down to inanimate nature.
Again, I suggest that some of this sounds a bit like Moderatus, who
characterized matter as a turning away from intelligible and perceptible
species towards non-being; it flees from the good, but is caught by it at
the level of the intelligible and psychic realm and rendered eidetic in the
fonn of numbers and geometrical shapes, and is not permitted to "over
step its boundaries." Just as Moderatus had defined matter at the tran
scendent level as primal Quantity derived from the self-privation of the
second One, and at the sensible level as its inferior shadow in flight
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from the Good, so also Plotinus posits a higher and positive intelligible
matter spontaneously sprung as otherness from the One, and a lower and
negative matter as its sensible, indeed evil, image that has extended so
far from its source that it has become deprived of any trace of the Good.

E. Life
Beginning in the middle treatises and especially after the production
of his Gro/Jschrift (chronologically 30-33) against the Gnostics around
the year 265 CE, Plotinus seems to abandon traditional Platonic termi
nology such as intelligible "Matter" and the "indefinite Dyad." The
higher, intelligible matter becomes defined as intelligent life (VI, 5 (23)
12,1-11; VI, 7 (38) 17,6-43; cf. II, 4 (12] 5,15-18). The connection be
tween life and the indefiniteness of the dyad becomes clear in V, 4 [7]
2,4-26 where intellect is virtually defined as "bounded life":
Thinking, which sees the Intelligible and turns toward it and is, in a way,
being perfected by it, is itself indefinite like seeing, but is defined by the
Intelligible. This is why it is said: from the Indefinite Dyad and the One de
rive the Forms and Numbers: that is, Intellect. For this reason Intellect is
not simple but many; it manifests a composition, of course an intelligible
one, and already sees many things. It is, certainly, also an intelligible, but it
thinks as well: so it is already two. And it is also a different intelligible by
being posterior to the One itself. But how does this Intellect come from the
Intelligible? The Intelligible remains by itself and is not deficient, like that
which sees and thinks-I call that which thinks deficient as compared with
the Intelligible, but it is not like something senseless; all things belong to it
and are in it and with it. It is completely able to discern itself; it has life in
itself and all things in itself, and its thinking of itself is itself, and it exists
by a kind of immediate self-consciousness, in everlasting rest and in a
manner of thinking different from the thinking of Intellect. If, then, some
thing comes into being while the Intelligible abides in itself, it comes into
being from it when it is most of all what it is. When, therefore, the Intelli
gible abides "in its own proper way of life" (Tim. 42ES-6), that which
comes into being does come into being from it, but from it as it abides un
changed. Since, therefore, it abides as Intelligible, what comes into being
does so as thinking: and since it is thinking and thinks that from which it
came-for it has nothing else-it becomes Intellect, like another intelligi
ble and like that Principle, a representation and image of it. (Ennead V, 4
[7] 2,4-26 Armstrong).
In these later treatises, the term (wtj dominates in derivational discus
sion. Thus in I l l, 8 [30) 9,1-50 and VI, 6 (34) 9,39-40, there is a triadic
succession of Being or unified multiplicity, movement of Intellect un-
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raveling number into pure Unities which form the content of the Living
Creature or Life which includes and unifies them all. In VT, 7 [38)
16, 11-23, potential intellect, looking non-intellectually (avo�Tws) at the
One, living toward it and turning toward it, as a movement "being
filled" and "filling," becomes intellect as the unified totality of all these
moments. Again, in intellect's life is the trace of the One, which "shines
out" from the One as manifold, indefinite and unbounded (cf. the indefi
nite duality of V, I [10) 6-7), but became bounded in itself without im
plying any limit in the One; (VJ, 7 [38) 17,26; cf. VI, 5 [23) 12, 1-11;
11, 4 [12) 5,15-18). Here the principle of Multiplicity, which in an earlier
treatise (II, 4) he calls "intelligible matter," is named "Life," not the life
of the One, but a trace of it.
In Ennead VI, 7 [38), "On the Multiplicity of Ideas," he calls the prin
ciple of Multiplicity "Life." This entity, which is not hypostatized in his
system, is characterized as a certain limitless and multiple trace of Life
which, once emitted from the One, looks back upon its source and
thereby becomes defined and limited in the form of Intellect, the second
hypostasis. Emanating from the One, it takes on limit and definition as
the second hypostasis, Intellect, at the point where it contemplatively
turns back toward the source from which it was emitted: 14

"Intellect therefore had life and had no need of a giver full of variety, and
its life was a trace of that Good and not his life. So when its life was look
ing towards that it was unlimited, but after it had looked there it was lim
ited, though that Good has no limit. For immediately by looking to some
thing which is one the life is limited by it, and has in itself limit and bound
14. Ennead VI, 7.17,12-26: Etxev ovv (wt'lv Kai ouK EOELTO TTOLK[>.ou Toti
8L66vTOS, Kai �v 11 (wt'l txvos n €Kdvou, ouK €Kdvou (w�. ITpos EKE'ivo µEv ovv
�A€TTOUOa a6pLOTOS �v, �AElj,aoa 6' EKEL wp[(ETO EKElVOU OlJK EXOVTOS. Ev0us -yap
TTPOS EV n tsoiioa op[(ETm TOUT(fl Kai LOXEL €V avTfj opov Kat TT€pas Kai et6os·
Kat TO d6os ev T4J µopqx,,0evn, To 6€ µop<j)waav dµop<j)ov �v. '0 6€ os ouK E�w8ev,
otov µe-ye0El TTEPLTE0e[s, a>-A' �v TTC!OT)S EKELVT)S TDS (wiis opos TTOAAi\S Kat
OTTE[pou OOO T)S, ws av rrapa TOLalJTT)S <j)ooews EKAaµlj,aOT]S... faa µEv TO TTOAU Ti\s
(w11s noHci opL08e1.aa, Sta 6€ au TOV EV, T[ ovv TO "€V wp[o0r]"; Nous· Oplo0eioa
yap (wt'l voiis. T( 6€ To "no>.M"; Noes -rro>.>-oL To distinguish phases of emanation,
Plotinus uses a sequence of verbal aspects, the imperfect representing prefiguration,
the present representing activity, and the aorist representing result (e.g., imperfect:
e1xev, e6ElTO, �v. wp[(eTO; present: �AETTOOOa, op((ETQL, toxEL; aorist: �>-el),aaa,
EK>-aµlj,aaT)S, wp(o0T], opLa0eioa) here and in IV. 8 [6] 1,1-11. etc., rather than the
less sophistic ated serial sequence of separately named phases found in the anony
mous Commentar y and in some of the Sethian texts.
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and form; and the form was in that which was shaped, but the shaper was
shapeless. But the boundary is not from outside, as if it was surrounded by
a largeness, but it was a bounding limit of all that life which is manifold
and unbounded, as a life would be which shines out from a nature of this
kind ... and it was defined as many because of the multiplicity of its life,
but on the other hand as one because of the defining limit. What then does
"it was defined as one" mean? Intellect: for life defined and limited is intel
lect. And what "as many"? Many intellects" (Ennead VI, 7.17,6-43 Arm
strong).

This feminine principle of multiplicity is never hypostatized at any
point; rather than serving as a sort of link between the first two hyposta
ses, it is generally redefined as Life, a member of a triad of attributes
(Being, Life, Intelligence) belonging to his second hypostasis, Intellect.
Most scholars suspect that Plotinus derived-or at least justified-this
triad from his exegesis of Plato, Sophist 248C-E, to the effect that true
being must also have life and intelligence; for Plotinus, true being is first
found in his second hypostasis, Intellect. Plotinus seems intentionally
vague about the ontological status of this principle at each phase of the
emanative process, perhaps in reaction to certain derivational schemes,
such as those of the Chaldaean Oracles and certain Gnostic treatises,
which may have seemed to him to be too detailed, populating the tran
scendent world with an excessive number of intermediate entities whose
burgeoning multiplicity were in danger of compromising the uniqueness
of the supreme One. In his view, all such multiplicity has its start in the
Intellect, whose unity keeps it in check. prior to its spilling forth into the
lower realms of Soul and Nature.
Although it is not cast as an explicit Being/Existence-Life-Mind or
Father-Mother-Child triad, Plotinus' foundational triad of dynamically
unfolding principles (the One, an undefined Life, and Intellect as deter
minate Being) is clearly parallel to the Existence-Life-lntellection triad
of the final fragment of the anonymous Parmenides commentary, and,
as I hope to show, to the Triple Powered One of the Platonizing Sethian
triads. Plotinus distinguishes this dyadic precursor of intellect from both
the life of the One and the life of lntellect, which latter accrues to it in
the course of its reversion to the One. Since Intellect acquires its formal
being by a process that necessitates reversion upon some object of its
vision, the life presupposed by that reversion is as much the cause of
intellect as its effect: hence the equation of the life residing in intellect
with the indeterminate potency that generates it. This is the derivational
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scheme that becomes canonical in the later Neoplatonic accounts of the
derivation of the manifold world from the supreme One by means of a
double movement: the procession or exteriorization (TTp6o8os or
TTpo�o>..�) of a product potentially existing in its source and its self
definition as a separately existing entity by subsequent reflection or
contemplative reversion (ETTLOTpoq>�) upon its source.15

ln view of the likely chronological priority of Zostrianos and Al
logenes to most of the Enneads, and in particular to Ennead II, 9 [33]

which seems to presuppose these Sethian texts, they ought to be in
cluded in the sources that may have influenced the derivational scheme
by which Plotinus accounted for the generation of Intellect from the
One. One must also include their own still earlier Middle Platonic
sources, such as the negative-theological source shared in common by
Allogenes (XI 62,28-63,25) and the Apocryphon ofJohn (fl 3,18-33) and
the source shared in common by Zostrianos (VIJI 64, 13-66,11; 66,I4b68, l 3; 74,17-75,21) and Victorious' Adversus Arium (1.49,9-40; 50,121), which feature the Existence-Life-Blessedness triad.
The relatively simple metaphysical scheme of Plotinus was destined
to undergo significant elaboration, perhaps beginning with his senior
disciple Amelius, but particularly with Jamblichus (ca. 245-325), who
began the major system of scholastic elaboration by means of the seem
ingly endless triadic structures that became the hallmark of later Neopla
tonism. As previously illustrated, Plotinus had already sensed the ten
sion between a totally transcendent One that can only be described
negatively, and a One that is in some way the origin of all things. Thus a
metaphysics of four ontological levels or hypostases is constructed: the
One, Intellect, Soul, and finally the realm of Nature. Plotinus also occa
sionally exhibits a tendency toward elaboration at lower levels of being
as well, for example, to elevate the Logos into something like a further
hypostasis between Soul and Nature, and to distinguish a lower from a
higher Soul in which Nature is identified with the lower Soul. But in
general, perhaps as a result of discussion with his Gnostic interlocutors
as well as other members of his circle, Plotinus resists any multiplication
of hypostatic entities beyond the first three.
With regard to the basic Neoplatonic concern with how to derive mul
tiplicity from an original simple unity, Plotinus had already propounded
15. KRAMER,

Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik..312-337.
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the theory of an undiminished giving on the part of the One conceived
as an inexhaustible spring that creates without being affected in any way
by its product. The resulting universe is a continuous plenum in which
no gap can be tolerated. The later Neoplatonists merely attempt to im
plement this rule, not so much by the creation of new hypostases beyond
an original unity preceding the intellectual and psychic realms, but
rather by a multiplication of moments or phases within each of the major
hypostases, thus providing mutual linkages between any conceptual
gaps conceived as "means" between extremes. Thus a higher reality and
the one immediately below it in the chain of being could be related to
gether by the sequence of emanative phases permanence, procession,
and reversion (µov�, rrp6o6os, EmaTpocj>�) undergone by any product
emanating from a source, or could be linked by such relational catego
ries as unparticipated, participated, and in-participation (especially lam
blichus) or the whole-before-the-parts, the whole-of-parts, and the whole
existing in-the-parts (especially Theodore of Asine).
II. PORPHYRY

Unlike the Enneads of Plotinus, no complete metaphysical work sur
vives from the hand of the three post-Plotinian Neoplatonists on whose
systems I have chosen to comment. Porphyry was principally a com
mentator and a scholastic, but, as his edition of the Enneads indicates,
he was a popularizer of Plotinus' thought, and so among Neoplatonists it
is often his philosophical influence that predominated in the later Latin
West among pagans and Christians alike. The most interesting treatment
of Porphyry's metaphysics for our purposes is that of P. Hadot, in his
article "La metaphysique de Porphyre" and in his two volume work
Porphyre et Victorinus. 16 Hadot bases much of his interpretation of

16. P. I-IADOT, "La metaphysiquc de Porphyre," in Porphyre (Entrctiens sur
l'Antiquitc classique XII; Yandoeuvrcs-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1966), 127-157;
"Discussion," 158-163, and IDEM, Porphyre et Victorim1s (2 vols.; Paris: Etudes
augustiniennes, 1968). See also A. SMITH, Porphyry's Place in the Neoplatonic
Tradition: A Study in post-Plotinian Neop/atonism (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
1974) and IDEM, "Porphyrinn Studies since 19 13" in Aufstieg und Niedergang der
romischen Welt. ed. W. Haase and H. Temporini (Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1987),
11 36.2, 7 17-73. Also important is L. BRISSON el al., Porphyre: la Vie de Pio/in.
Vol. I. Travaux preliminaircs et index complct. Histoire des doctrines de l' Antiquite
classique 6. Paris: J. Vrin, 1982. Vol. II. Etudcs d'introduction, texte grec et traduc-
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Porphyry on his brilliant but unproved demonstration that Porphyry was
the author of the anonymous Parmenides commentary discussed in the
Chapter 9, as well as upon certain doctrines found in Marius Victorinus'
anti-Arian theological treatises, on the basis of W. Theiler's working
hypothesis that every non-Plotinian Neoplatonic doctrine found in both
Augustine and a later Neoplatonist (in this case Victorin us) must derive
from Porphyry. 17
In addition to the philosophy of Plotinus, Porphyry occupied himself
considerably with the interpretation of the Chaldaean Oracles, upon
which he wrote a commentary. Thus in his Sententiae Porphyry has little
to say about the One that does not generally coincide with PJotinus'
views. On the other hand, he was much criticized by later Neoplatonists
for his tendency to "telescope" the Plotinian hypostases, for example by
identifying Plotinus' One with the first term (Father or Existence?) of
the Chaldaean intelligible triad, thus destroying the One's transcen
dence:
"Should one say with Porphyry (in his commentary on the Chaldaean Ora
cles) that the Father of the intelligible triad is the unique principle of every
thing? ... But how can the non-coordinated and absolutely ineffable cause
of everything be co-enumerated with the intelligibles and be called the Fa
ther of the first triad, since the triad is still the summit of determinate be
ings, but that ineffable cause transcends everything?" (Damascius, Dub. et
Sol. I.86,8-16 Ruelle [De Principiis II. I, 11-2,4 Westerink-Combes]).

Clearly, Porphyry had attempted to establish some kind of continuity
between the divine Intellect and the supreme One that seemed to under
mine Plotinus' attempt to sharply distinguish between them. Apparently
he wanted to demonstrate that the Intellect-which for Plotinus is com
pletely discontinuous with the transcendent One-is paradoxically at the
same time both discontinuous and continuous with the One. In Senten
tiae 44 Porphyry argues that while the successive and discursive activity
of soul associates it with movement and time, Intellect, which simulta
neously intelligizes both itself and all things, is associated with eternity,
thinking in and according to unity. In the Historia philosophiae
(frg. I 8), he says that "God is the first and only one, remaining always
tion frarn;:aise, eommentaire, notes eomplementaires, bibliographie (Paris: J. Yrin,
1992 ).
I 7. Por phyrios und Augustin (Sehriftcn der KOnigsber ger Gelehnen Gcsellschall,
Geistwissensehaftliche Kl., X, I; Halle (Saale ): M. Niemeyer, I 933), l-74.
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by himself although all things are generated by him, since by virtue of
his proper existence he cannot be co-enumerated or coordinated in value
with them." From the one god, the divine "Intellect has pre-eternally
originated and proceeded ... as self-generated and self-father" (atJTo
miTwp, a term found also in Eugnostos the Blessed/) as an eternal and
timeless product, "since as yet there was no time." That is, the Intellect
pre-eternally pre-exists in the one god, but once manifested, what was
pre-eternal becomes definitely eternal. Moreover, in Sententiae 25-26,
Porphyry also states the epistemological counterpart of the preexistence
of the Intellect in the One when he says that the One is to be appre
hended by a "non-intelligence superior to intelligence," a notion very
similar to that found in both the anonymous Parmenides commentary
and in the Sethian treatise Allogenes, and which may have been based
on fragment I of the Chaldaean Oracles according to which "there is a
certain Intelligible (the supreme Father) that you must perceive by the
flower of the mind," toward which "you should extend an empty mind"
in order to comprehend it, "since it exists outside of Intellect." Clearly
there is a parallel between the self-generation of Intellect from the One
and human contemplation of the One.
Hadot summarizes: 18 "two states of intellect are distinguished: pre
existent and pre-eternal Intellect on the one hand, and on the other, self
manifested Intelligence, self-generated and eternal," self-engendered
from its prefigurative existence in the One. Hadot observes that this
doctrine is very close to that found in the anonymous Parmenides com
mentary discussed in the previous chapter, and uses this as an argument
that the commentary too must have been written by Porphyry. Intellect
thus prefiguratively pre-exists in the One, which Porphyry characterizes
as "containing everything non-intellectually and hyper-essentially" (Sen
tentiae I 0).
Moreover, the One contains within itself not only the prefigurative In
tellect, but also its own mode of Life (Sententiae 12). Building on the
Oracles' doctrine of Hecate as "the center between the two fathers," it
seems that Porphyry identified her with the Plotinian principle of intelli
gible Life as a mediating hypostasis between the Plotinian One and In
tellect. Although this later left Augustine (De civitate Dei God X.23)
puzzled about this new intermediary between the first two hypostases,
18. ''La m<!tnphysique de Porphyrc;• 147.
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Hadot has observed that this scheme accords perfectly with that of
fragment XIV of the Parmenides commentary discussed in the previous
chapter whose authorship he ascribes to Porphyry. What is more, the
fact that Damascius identifies the first term of the Oracles' Father
Power-lntellect triad with Existence (i'.map�LS) suggests to Hadot the
strong possibility that the word ihrap�LS was already a substitute for
TTaTTJP in the Oracles. 19 All this implies that Porphyry placed at the
summit of his theological metaphysics an ennead consitiuted by three
triads, each designated by the three terms existence, life, and intelli
gence (i'.map�LS -8uvaµLs -vous), each forming (and predominating in)
successive triads. In the first triad, equated with the One, i'.mapeLs pre
dominates, while 8uvaµLs and vous are implicit or virtual. In the second
triad which represents the moment of unlimited movement away from
the One, 8uvaµLs predominates and in the third triad there is the return
and definition ofvous as such:
Father/Existence
Life
Intellect

Existence
Existence
Existence

Life= 6uvaµLS
Life
Life

Intellect
Intellect
Intellect

Porphyry's treatment of lower levels of reality, in particular the genera
tion of matter, is also linked with his understanding of how reality is
generated from the One. For Plotinus, matter is generated by the primal
Otherness which comes from the One and is defined as intelligible and
intelligent by turning back to the One. Lower matter is the reflection of
intelligible matter, but in its own nature is pure privation, non-being, and
evil (cf. Ennead IT, 4, 1-5; I 5-16). ln the Sententiae, matter is an active

19. HADOT, Po,phyre et Victorinus I, 267 n. 7; "La metaphysique de Porphyre,"
140. Hadot does not discuss the possible role of Chaldaean Oracles frg. 4 des Places
� µEv -yap 6uvaµts O'UV EKE[v4i [sci/. ,Q rra,p[] vous 6i: cirr' EKElVOU, which
H. LEWY relates to Anon. Taur. in Parmenidem IX 1-2 Hadot 2.90 (Chaldean Ora

cles and Theurgy: Mysticism, Magic and Platonism in the Later Roman Empire

[Recherches d'archeologie, de philologie et d'histoire XIII; Cairo: lnstitut Franc;ais
d'Archeologie Orientale, 1956; new edition, ed. M. Tardieu; Paris: Etudes augusti
niennes, 1978], p. 79, n. 47). While Lewy thinks this vous is an emanation of the
,ra,ptKOS' voi,c;- of the Chaldaeans, it is also possible that it is the rra,pLKOS vovs
itself. This verse may have formed, along with the Apocryphon ofJohn and Neopy
thagorean speculation, the basis on which Allogenes or perhaps Porphyry developed
the Being or Existence-Life or Dynamis-Mind triad.
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principle of evil and absolute non-being,20 but in his Commentary on the
Timaeus (apud Proclus, In Tim. 1.300, 1-3 Diehl), Porphyry seems to
adopt a different position according to which matter is generated from
the One. Porphyry distinguishes the "Father" and the "Demiurge": the
Father generates the "whole" from himself and the Demiurge receives
matter from the Father. Matter, therefore, is a product of the highest
deity which is then handed on to successive levels of being, but similar
views are also found in Plotinus.
Ill. lAMBLICHUS
Even less remains of the work of lamblichus than that of Porphyry
only the De Mysteriis, his Life of Pythagoras, two arithmetical treatises,
and his Protrepticus, making it necessary for his metaphysics to be re
constructed mainly from these and from citations of his work found in
Proclus and later Neoplatonists and anthologists like Stobaeus. Com
pared with Porphyry-whose coordination of the One with the highest
moment of Intellect demanded that his successors somehow reinstate the
absolute transcendence of the supreme principle-Iamblichus com
pletely revamped the old four-level Plotinian metaphysics .21

The evidence for Jamblichus' conception of the realm of the One
comes from Damascius (De principiis I, Chapters 43, 50, and 51;
cf. lamblichus, De mysteriis VIII.2). He posited a "completely ineffa.
ble" One (1wvTEAW$ appT)Tov),22 followed by "the simply One" (6

a.rrAws Ev), followed by the indefinite Dyad of the Limit and the Unlim
ited (rrepas, TO a1mpov), and finally "The One Existent" (To EV ov).
There is thus a triad of Ones along with a principle of multiplicity.23

20. In Sententiae 30, 14 Mommert reads KaKov � i.i>-T), but Lamberz Ka:\ov; cf. also
20,2-16.
21. According to J. FINAMORE, "lamblichus, the Sethians, and Marsanes," in
Gnosticism and Later Platonism: Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and
R. Majercik (SBL Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of Biblical Lit
erature, 2001), 225-257; the following sketch of lamblichus' metaphysics is due to
him.
22. It is completely transcendent: it "is not therefore participated (µETEXETm),
nor does anything have a share (µErn6i6wat) of it" (Damascius, De principiis
1.25,21-22).
23. "Aller this we must examine whether there are two first principles before the
first intelligible triad, the completely ineffable and the one unconnected with the
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Next, lamblichus added another new ontological level, the intellectual
realm, between Plotinus' intelligible and psychic realms and expanded
each of them.24 While Porphyry had "telescoped" the Plotinian hyposta
ses by pointing out their prefigurative existence in their source, lam
blichus achieves a similar result by a method of triadization most clearly

evident in his treatment of the realm of Intellect: the highest member of
each realm is the unparticipated essence of that realm (aµE8EKTOS), the
next lower member is that essence capable of being participated in by a
lower entity (µETex6µevos), and the lowest member is that essence
existing in lower entities (rnTa µe8E�LV). Also, to further separate (yet
connect) the different realms, the lowest member of one realm was also
considered the highest member of the next realm, but the entity qua
member of the higher realm was somehow also differentiated from it
qua member of the lower.
The Intelligible Realm was presided over by "the One Existent" seen
as the first member of the triad Being-Life-Mind (ov-(wtj-vous). This is
lamblichus' interpretation of Sophist 248E-249A (i.e., there cannot be
mind without being and life; cited above, p. 407), whereby Being is
unparticipated Existence, Life is participated Existence, and Intellect is
the result of participation in Existence. The Demiurge exists at the level
of Intellect along with the Forms themselves.25
The intellectual realm also consists of three moments: the unpartici
pated Intellect, the participated Intellect, and the Intellect-in-participa
tion. This last member is also the highest member of the next realm, viz.
the hypercosmic Soul (unparticipated Soul) in the psychic realm. This
soul in turn divides into the cosmic Soul (participated Soul) and individ
ual souls (souls-in-participation). Beneath these is the realm of Nature.
triad (TJ cicruVTOKTOS irpos TTJV TpLcioa), as the great lamblichus says in book 28 of
his most perfect Chaldaean Theology" (Damascius. De principiis 11.1,4-8).
24. According to J. M. DILLON, lamblichi Chalcidensis in Platonis Dialogos
Commentariorum Fragmenta (Philosophia antiqua 23; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973),
417-419, Proclus (in Tim. 1.308.18-23) alludes to a work, "Concernin g the Speech of
Zeus in the Timaeus," in which Iamblichus adds an "Intelligible and Intellectual"
realm between the Tntelligiblc realm and the Intellectual realm; this is a later devel
opment, dependent on lamblichus' study of the Chaldaean Oracles.
25. These would be di!Terentiated fonns that come into existence throughout the
realm, existing in an undifferentiated manner as "monads of the forms" in being;
cf. DILLON. !amb/ichi Chalcidensis in Platonis Dialogos Commentarion1m Frag
menta (Philosophia antiqua 23. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973), frg. 4, p. 103.
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Notice that Jamblichus stresses the individual soul's inferiority to Intel
lect by its removal to a lower hypostasis.
Iamblichus' system can therefore be represented in tabular form as
follows:
The Absolutely Ineffable
The Simply One
(uncoordinated)
Unlimited
Limit
The Noetic Triad
The unparticipatcd One-Being (Being) mikton, patrikos nous
(encompassed
Panicipated Being (life)
by Demiurge) Being-in-panicipation (Mind)• Unparticipated Intelligible Mind (Same)
Participated lnte.lligible Mind (differentiated Fonns)
(Other)
Intelligible Mind-in-participation• Unpanicipated Intellectual Mind
Part.icipated Intellectual Mind
First Prine/vies

(Monad)
(Dyad)

Psychic

Nature

Intellectual Mind-in-participation• Unparticipated lfypcrcosmic Soul (Same)
Participated Encosmic Soul (of the All)
(Other)
Pnnial Souls-in-participation
All-perfect souls
Divine souls
Daemonic souls
Heroic souls
Human-animal souls
bodies/ matter

IV. THEODORE OF ASrNE

Of all the post-Plotinian Neoplatonists, Theodore of Asine merits ex
tended treatment here iffor no other reasons than the rather close struc
tural resemblance of his metaphysical system to that underlying Mar
sanes, and the extraordinary resemblance between Marsanes' alphabetic
and numerological treatment of the various configurations of the soul
and the incredibly prolix alphabetic and numerological speculation that
Theodore employs in his discussion of the nature of the soul. Eunapius
says Theodore was a student of both Porphyry and lamblichus (Damas
cius, Vita lsidori sect. 166 p. 230 Zintzen), although his ideas often ri
valed those oflamblichus. He was furthermore much attracted to the doc-
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trines ofNumenius and especially Amelius, although he was not a student
of theirs (Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria II.274, 11).26
Like Iamblichus, Theodore superimposed a supreme fifth ontological
level upon the four-level metaphysics of Plotinus. In his commentary on
the Timaeus (11.274,l 0-277,26), Proclus gives the following summary of
Theodore's metaphysical system, with particular emphasis on his inter
pretation of the psychogonia of Plato's Timaeus, part of which was de
rived from Theodore's own commentary on the Timaeus, and the re
mainder perhaps derived from Theodore's essay Peri onomat6n (cf. Pro
clus, Theologia Platonica IV .68, 15-18). It will be observed that his
numerological treatment of the soul in terms of the arithmetic, geomet
ric, and harmonic ratios into which the Demiurge divided the psychic
ingredients of Being, Same and Different is based on the numerical
value (expressed in terms of units [monads], tens [decads], and hundreds
[hecatontads]) and the numerical properties and geometrical shapes of
each letter of the word for soul (t)J, u, x, ri) taken in turn. The soul is
clearly the link between the divine intellect and the sensible cosmos . On
the one hand, its indivisible wholeness (i.e., soul qua Being?) is an im
age of the first mind (intelligible triad), and, of the two circles into
which it is split, the circle of the Same is an image of the second mind
(the "intellectual depth"), and the circle of the Different is an image of
the third mind (the "demiurgical depth"). On the other hand, the various
divisions of the soul give rise to the stars, planets, and the signs of the
Zodiac. Thus there is here a certain resemblance-if not in precise de
tail, at least in spirit-to Marsanes' treatment of the configurations of
the soul (to be discussed in Chapter 14), except that Theodore restricts
himself to the numerical and geometrical properties of the letters spell
ing the word "Psyche," while Marsanes treats the shapes of soul and
various nomenclatures in terms of the properties of the first twelve
numbers and in terms of all the letters of the alphabet according to
strictly grammatical categories.
Theodore of Asine, a philosopher informed by the discourses ofNurnenius,
has fashioned a novel version of (Plato's) discourses on the psychogony,
26. See the collection of fragments and testimonia on Theodore in W. DEUSE,
Theodoros von Asine; Sammlung der Testimonien und Kommentar (Palingenesia 6;
Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1973); see also H. D. SAFFREY, "Le (< philosophe de Rho
des» est-ii Theodore d'Asince?," in Memorial Andre-Jean Festugiere, ed. E. Luc
chesi and H. D. Saffrcy (Geneva: P. Cramer, 1984), 65-76.
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producing doctrines on letters and characters and numbers. So that we
might have his opinions concisely described, attend, and we will make a
point-by-point synopsis concerning each thing he says.
A. Rightly then he celebrates the first One as the ineffable and unutterable
source of al I and cause of goodness.
8. After this One, transcendent above all, comes a triad defining the intel
ligible level (vOTJTOV TTAO.TOS'), which he calls the One (hen), who derives
from I) the breathing that somehow pertains to the spiritus lenis [of the su
preme One's) ineffability (appTJTOV), imitated by the spiritus asper of "the
one" (iv), 2) from just the arch of the letter E alone without the following
consonant v, and 3) lastly the letter v.
C. After this he defines another triad, a) the Intellectual Depth, and another
one, b) the Demiurgical Depth; the first one (a) is elvm before being (To
ov), voE"iv before intellect (vovs), C�v before life ((w11).
D. The demiurgical triad (b) is after these, first having being, second intel
lect, and third, the source (TTTJ')'TJ) of souls.
E. And from this triad there is another triad, the absolute soul (auT04JUXTJ),
the universal (Ka06>.ou) soul, and the all-soul (Toi) rrciVTOS'), concerning
whose division we previously spoke (II 215,30-218,20), each of which
proceeded from the entire 275 demiurgic triad, but especially the one from
being, the one from the mind, and the one from the originary (TTTJ)'ata) soul
(i.e., from life).
It is concerning this third soul, soul of the all, that according to him (Theo
dore) Plato spoke, but even more concerning the absolute (cm>.ws-) soul de
riving from the originary (TTTJ')'a'ia) soul (the demiurgical depth KaTa (�v),
and concerning the universal soul together with the all-soul, and about the
source itself.
[Perhaps the following is from Theodore's Peri onomaton rather than from
his Timaeus commentary:] For all things are in all things, if sometimes in
one way and sometimes in another, even 1) in the originary (TTTJ')'Ota) soul
prior to the triad taken as unity (i.e., the demiurgical depth KaTa (�v), 2a)
in the absolute soul taken as the whole before the parts, and 2b) in the uni
versal (soul) absolutely taken as the whole out of parts, and 2c) in the third
soul taken as the (whole) in parts, as if Plato were arranging all these things
and, assigning all the relations (AD'YOL) to all the souls, was neglecting their
difference.
And to begin with, it seems one ought to say why this soul is composed of
three means (geometric, arithmetic, harmonic). And moreover he also says
that the proportion (Ao)'OS') of the soul as a whole is geometrical, having
originated from the first God taken according to being and from the second
taken according to intellect. For these are two (separate) essences, the un-
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divided and the divided. And to the geometric ratio are reckoned both the
arithmetic ratio bearing the image of the first (undivided) essence and the
harmonic ratio of the second(divided essence). For the one is monadic, be
ing unextended, while the other is extended, but harmonically.
Next he says that the soul(qi u x TJ = 700, 400, 600, 8) is exhibited as a tet
rad from the tetrad of elements, and that also the entire number would be a
certain geometric number. Lest one suppose this number to be lifeless, one
will find the act of living (To (�v) in the extreme letters (\j>, TJ), taking the
first heptad (( = 7) instead of the third (\j> = 700) [i.e., ( + TJ = (U, "it
lives"].
Moreover, if one posits the base (rru9µ11v, expressed in powers of ten)
terms(("'7, o "'70) of the first letter(0 next to this letter(¢), one will see
that the soul is an intellectual life, as it were (o ¢("'7, 70, 700); the mean
is the circle (o), being intellectual, since intellect is the cause of the soul.
And the smallest base term(Z = 7) shows that the soul is a certain geomet
ric intellect because of the junction of the parallel lines with the diagonal
straight line, an intellect that remains above and advances to the opposite
line and manifests simultaneously a straight (the duple series I 2 4 8) and
an oblique (the triple series 1 3 9 27) form of life. l276 The greatest base
(\j> "'700) is an element of a sphere; at any rate, the lines by being bent
concave clearly make the sphere.
Beyond this, the bases of the succeeding letter, 6 µ u (= 4, 40, 400) again
being three and tetradic and therefore generating twelve, complete the
twelve spheres of the all [cf. Marsanes X 39,13-17!]. The greatest of the
bases(Y) shows that the essence of the soul aspires toward two things and
extends toward two things(rrpciyµaTa}-therefore some call this letter phi
losophical (the Pythagorean Y?}-but that the soul itself is drawn down
wards from both.
Thus at any rate, we also find this denomination of the Y also among cer
tain sages, and the Y' (= 400) is midway between the two spheres of the qi
and the X, the latter being warmer on account of the spirit (i.e., as aspi
rated) as well as more vivifying, while the former (¢ as a semivowel or
sibilant) has these (qualities) to a lesser degree. Again the soul is a mean of
two intellects, the first (\j> = 700) anterior and the last (x = 600) posterior,
while the middle character(u = 400) shows its intimacy and relationship to
each one. However, Plato assigned x to the soul----even though the letter ¢
is also a sphere-so that the equilibrium of the soul's motion might be evi
dent-since all the straight lines are equal in the x-and thus might adver
tise the self-motion of the soul. If the demiurge creates the soul by his sole
existence (e1vm), it is clear that he too is analogous with the x; for this
(viz. dvm, i.e., the intellectual depth) is the foremost mind. Through these
things he says that the soul proceeds and creates itself as a certain sub-
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stance intermediate between two minds (the Intellectual and Demiurgical
depths). Just so are these things to be understood.
And through the final letter, the TJ (= 8), one sees the soul's procession
(1rpoo6os-) to the cube. And if on account of the otherness of life it is a
dyad (2 x 4), and if, on account of the tripartite nature of its essence (2 1) it
is a triad, straightway it has the sesquialtern (�µL6;\1os-, 3/2) ratio. When it
enters into itself and, because of this entrance (cf. 1rp6o6os-), multiplies the
dyad by the triad, it generates the hexad (2 x 3), and when it joins 1 277 the
dyad with the undivided and tripartite, it gives rise to the harmony consist
ing the double ratio. When it reverts to itself (cf. t\mcrTpocp�) as the triad, it
produces the ennead (3 2), and when, as the dyad, it enters itself dyadically
(2 x 2 x 2), it produces the octad, and by means of both (octad and ennead)
it produces the sesquioctave (fo6y6oos-, '/,) ratio.
And the generation (of the soul) by lines makes clear both its undivided
ness and its absolute identity throughout; for each part of a line is a line;
and all the ratios are everywhere present; and the splitting in two (into the
circles of the Same and Different) shows that the form of the soul is dy
adic. Of the two totalities, the indivisible totality is the image of the first
intellect (the intelligible triad), while that of the two totalities that is undi
vided-which he calls the circle of the same-is the image of the second
intellect (the intellectual depth), and the totality that is split into six is an
image of the third intellect (the demiurgical depth) that is counted last.
And the octad ( TJ) is derived from the dyad of the soul; and the heptad (( ) is
manifested among units (monads) as that which symbolizes the first form
of life ((w�), and among decads as the intellectual aspect on account of the
circle (o = 70), and finally among the hundreds (tjJ = 700) it (the heptad) is

manifested as the peculiar property of the soul. And the soul's unswerving
affinity (cf. µovfJ) with generation gives rise to the fixed (stars), and its
procession (eeooos-, cf. 1rp606os-) and boundlessness gives rise to the wan
dering (planets), and its reversion (emcrTpo<j>�) after the procession gives
rise to the inerrantly wandering life. And since the shape of the soul is as a
X, the form is dyadic (for the schism is into two), and the dyad multiplied
by the hexad-the first numerical base of the (600 )-makes the dodecad,
one may assume from this the twelve primary ruling souls (i.e., the Zo
diac). Offering here only a sample of many thin gs, Theodore thus philoso
phizes, basing his interpretations on letters and pronunciations. (Proclus, In
Platonis Timaeum commentaria 11.274,10-277,28)

x

Theodore thus posits two ones, a first One-ineffable and apparently
uncoordinated with anything below it-and a second, intelligible, One
(ev) who is somehow the aspirated breath of the inaspirate ineffability of
the first and who defines an intelligible triad represented by the Greek
letters HEN, probably conceived as a primal monad, dyad, and triad,
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consisting of itself as I) an unpronounceable aspiration (H) represented
in characters by a dimensionless point, 2) a pronounceable vowel (E),
whose written representation is a one-dimensional dyadic curved line
(al)i(s, the "arch" of the E) symbolizing its own "contact" or reversion
upon itself (cf. Parmenides 148£-149D) and 3) thanks to the preceding
vowel, a pronounceable consonant (N) that symbolizes its intelligibility
(voriT6v) by means of the intersecting lines of the v that define a triadic
surface. One now has point, line, and plane, to which one need only add
depth for a three dimensional realm. It is interesting to note that, al
though Marsanes' second ontological level is occupied by the "Invisible
Spirit," Marsanes apparently maintains that this spirit "does not have
breath" (X 15,1-4; 15,29-16,2). Indeed Victorinus maintains the same
position concerning the supreme One in Adversus Arium I.50,5-8: "(the
One is) Spirit beyond Spirit, for he does not breathe, but rather it is the
Spirit in that which is his being, Spirit breathing towards itself so that it
is Spirit, since the Spirit is not separate from itself."
Below this second One, there are two "depths," one, the [ntellectual
Depth characterized by a purely infinitival triad of existing, thinking and
living, and the other, the Demiurgical Depth, characterized as a purely
determinate triad composed of being, mind, and life. In third place, the
third member of the Demiurgical Depth, in its capacity as the prefigura
tive (rrriya1a) soul, gives rise to the psychic triad of absolute soul, uni
versal soul, and the soul of the all. Leaving aside his Ineffable One,
Theodore thus divides the Plotinian hypostatic Intellect into three triads
(vorJTTJ, voEpci, 8riµwvpyLKtj), and from the ov, vovs, and (wtj (= rrriya'i.a
(J;vxtj) of the demiurgic triad derives the three souls, avTo(j;uxtj, Ka06>.ou
(J;uxtj, and l)ivxtj Tov mivrns, as three kinds of totalities that contain
everything as first, a whole before-the-parts, second, as a whole result
ing-from-the-parts, and third, as a whole included-in-the-parts.
Fu1ihermore, in a previous comment, Proclus had compared Theo
dore's doctrine of the Demiurgical Depth of Being, Mind, and Life with
lamblichus' doctrine of the entire intelligible cosmos, which considered
the collective of its three members-the One Being, the intelligible (i.e.,
contemplated) intellect, and the intellectual (i.e., contemplating) intel
lect-to be coextensive with the single figure of the Demiurge himself.27
27. Proclus, In Tim. 1.307, 19-25: "At any rate, he (Iamblichus) says in his
Commentaries: 'Real being and the beginning of created things and the intelligible
paradigms of the cosmos-which we call the intelligible cosmos-and such causes
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In this, Proclus claims that Theodore is actually following Plotinus'
disciple Arnelius, who according to Proclus28 claimed that there were
three demiurges or intellects in a mutual union, or perhaps a triple demi
urge consisting of three intellects, a first one (variously described as "he
who is," the first "King" ofPlato's Second letter 3 I 2E, or "Phanes," or
the "one who plans" or "intends"), a second one (variously described as
"the one who possessed" [the intelligible prior to him], or the second
"King," or "Ouranos," or "the one who reasons" [Xoyl(oµevo�] by intel
lection, or the one who makes solely "by command"), and a third (as
"the one who sees," or the third "King," or "Kronos," or the "one who
operates on" [-rrapaXa�wv] the world "by the work ofhis hand").
Apparently, however, Theodore's view of the demiurge differs from
that of Amelius and lamblichus by considering it to be coextensive, not
with the entire intelligible triad (comprising the second "One," the "In
tellectual Depth," and the "Demiurgical Depth"), but only with the third
member, the Demiurgical Depth, which itself comprises essential mind,
the intellectual essence, and the source of souls. It indeed appears that
none ofthese thinkers really posited three demiurges, but rather a single
demiurge comprising three functions. Theodore's difference from the
other two thinkers seems to be that he placed his demiurge below an
intelligible realm above him, as ifto emphasize that the Demiurge must
consult a paradigm that exists above him (as Plato suggests in the Ti
maeus, even though he also calls the Demiurge "Intellect"); thus it rather
appears that Theodore thinks in terms ofthree intellects rather than three
demiurges:
After lamblichus, Theodore, following Amelius, says that there are three
demiurges, and he ranks them, not immediately after the One, but below
(foi Ta&) the intelligible and intellectual gods , calling the one the essential
mind (ouau,'.i6TJ voils), the next the intellectual essence (v6epa ow(a) and
[the third) the source of souls (rrriy� ljivxwv); the first one is indivisible, the
second is divisible into wholes; and the third effects division into individu
als.
So again the same things ought to be said about this that are also said to the
noble Amelius: that if we (Proclus) acknowledge that there are these three
gods or ones analogous to these, we do not admit three demi urges, but prowe posit as pre-existing all things in nature, all these the Demiurge God we now
seek gathers into one and contains in himself."
28. See the citations from Amelius (Proclus, In Tim. 1.306,1-14: 1.361,26-362,4;
1.398, 16-26 ) in Chapter 9. n. 76.
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fess that the [first is] the intelligible object of the demiurge, the second, his
generative power, and third the true demiurgic mind. And it is useful to es
tablish whether the source of souls is to be ranked third, for generative
power pertains to the middle deity, as he himself says somewhere, and
whether he is to be denominated partially as "originary soul" (mna'ia
q;uxiJ) but not more universally as "source of life." For the source of souls
is only one of the sources in it (the source of life), since, moreover, living
is not merely in souls nor in animated things, but there is a also a life of
gods and intellects before the life of souls, which he says proceeded from
the source of life, other channels being distributed according to other forms
of life. (Proclus, in Platonis Timaeum commentaria I.309, 14-310,2)
Rather than the notion of three demiurges, it seems as if the real object
of Proclus' criticism is the order of Theodore's "non-canonical" ar
rangement of the Demiurges' three faculties of Being, Mind, and Life.
Among the Neoplatonists from lamblichus onward, the sequence Be
ing, Life, and Mind as found in Plotinus' earlier treatises became the
canonical fonn of this triad, even though the non-canonical sequence
Being-Mind-Life was often used by Plotinus in and after his antignostic
GrojJschrift.29 As the discussion of the Triple Powered One in Chap
ter 12 will show, a similar variability in the ordering of the Existence
Vitality-Mentality (or Existence-Vitality-Blessedness) tenns that de
nominate the three powers of the Triple Powered One is found in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises. For the most part, they observe the canoni
cal order, perhaps because-with the exception of Marsanes, whose
nomenclature for the triad is completely different-these treatises have
no particular interest in a cosmic soul whose relationship to the intellec
tual realm of the Barbelo Aeon needs to be clarified. In general, in the

29. For Plotinus generally, one might especially expect the order Being-Mind
Life, mainly because the last term naturally points downward to the fundamental
Life principle of his system, the immediately subjacent hypostasis of Soul e.g.,
Ennead II, 9 [33] 6, 14-19 and III, 6 [26] 6,21-28. In the treatise On Numbers that
directly follows the Groj3schrifl, Plotinus tends to change the order of the Being
Life-Mind triad that dominates the structure of the divine Intellect in the earlier
treatises to the Being-Mind-Life order earlier implicit in Numenius and lhe Chal
daean Oracles, apparently on the grounds that the truly living being, "that which has
life," represents a more diverse multiplicity than do being and mind, e.g., VI, 6 (34)
8, 17-22: "First, then, we take Being as first in order; then Mind, then that which has
Life, for this appears already to "contain all things" (Timaeus 3 IA4), and Mind, as
the act of Being, is second. Thus it is clear that numbers cannot depend upon that
which has Life, since unity and duality existed before that, nor would it depend on
mind, as before that was being, which is both one and many."
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earlier Sethian treatises it is Sophia who plays the role of the cosmic
soul, but in the Platonizing Sethian treatises, it is Autogenes, functioning
as a demiurgic intellect, that plays the role of the cosmic soul, and he
also presides over the realm of disembodied souls in the Self-generated
Aeons. On the other hand, Theodore-with his doctrine of two triadic
intellectual principles (structured as Existing-Thinking-Living and Be
ing-Mind-Life respectively) each of whose three modalities is mirrored
by no less than three distinct levels of cosmic soul (absolute, universal,
and all-soul}--is manifestly preoccupied with the origin and nature of
the cosmic soul.
For the later Neoplatonists generally, it became a principle that onto
logical priority must correspond to logical priority, since more universal
concepts were regarded as causes of more effects. Thus the canonical
order Being-Life-Mind is justified by the principle that Being must be
prior to Life and Life to Mind, since not all that exists is alive and all
that is alive does not exercise thought (Proclus, Elementa Theologica
IO I, Theologia Platonica IIl.126, 1-11). On the other hand, the non
canonical order Being-Mind-Life used by Theodore and sometimes by
Plotinus might well have been justified on the basis of Timaeus 39£:
"Nous beholds the ideas resident in the truly living being; such and so
many as exist therein he purposed that the universe should contain," and
Sophist 248E-249A: "Are we really to be so easily persuaded that
change, life, soul and intelligence have no place in the perfectly real,
that is has neither life nor intelligence, but stands aloof devoid of intelli
gence?" Here, the emphasis falls on the connection between the ideal
paradigm and the immediately subjacent cosmic soul, the fundamental
Life principle of Platonic metaphysics, which the non-canonical version
of the triad expresses in the sequence of its last two terms (Mind and
Life). By way of contrast, the "canonical" order Being-Life-Mind seems
to have more to do with an interpretation of the Parmenides, in particu
lar the relation between hypothesis I on the absolute One (137C-142A)
and hypothesis II on the One-Being (143E-145A; identified by Middle
Platonists such as the anonymous Parmenides commentator, with Intel
lect); here, the concern is not with the origins of the cosmic soul, the
principle of life, but with the derivation of determinate being (the One
Being as Intellect and the Forms) from its suprajacent indeterminate and
unitary source (the absolute One). All of this suggests that the order
Being-Mind-Life, deriving from the influence of the Timaeus and Soph-
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isl passages, is used mainly contexts where the structure oflntellect and
its relation to Soul is of uppermost concern, while the order Being-Life
Mind is used mainly in derivational contexts where the relation ofIntel
lect or determinate being to its indeterminate, unitary source is of up
permost concern. When the initial moment of Intellect as it emerges
from the One is characterized in terms of indefiniteness, it is Plato's
"theological" treatise Parmenides rather than his "physical" treatise
Timaeus that is in view. But when one deals with the self-determination
of that indeterminate being (as intellect), it is the Sophist passage that
provides a suggestive answer: how can being become? What is the being
of becoming? Answer: Life is the being (E1vm) of the becoming ofbe
ing (ov).
Theodore's doctrine ofthe soul is as complex as his doctrine ofthe in
tellect. Just as the intellectual realm is triadic, so also is that ofthe soul.
Proclus (In Platonis Timaeum commentaria IT 215,30-218,20) summa
rizes it as follows:
After this explanation (of Porphyry and lamblichus), which is so admira
ble, the philosopher Theodore, proceeding in a certain path peculiar to
himself, says that after the one principle of all things, there are three souls,
one that is soul-in-itself (T�v mrr6) and belonging to the originary
(rrrrya'iav) source, another soul taken universally (Ka96>-.ou), and another
the soul of this universe.
He also says that the first of these is indivisible, the second divisible by
wholes, and that the third possesses divisions of every kind. Since there are
three souls, that which is absolute and originary is the soul originating be
tween the indivisible (ciµEpUJTOS') and divisible (µEpLcrT6S') essence, of
which the former is universal intellect (Ka96>-.oS" voDS' ), and the latter the in
tellect that is divisible into individuals. Hence the first (absolute) soul is the
mean between these, as subsisting from both (intellects) that are prior to it,
having become a complete unity composed of three intermediate kinds.
But the second, which is universal soul, is divided into parts and harmo
nized. From the first soul, abiding wholly in itself, a division is produced,
which is a progression from the first soul that is a whole prior to parts into
the soul that consists of parts.
And the third soul is that which is fashioned through straight lines and cir
cles. For the division furthermore manifests a declination (uq>EaLS') from
the one (absolute) soul which is a whole of the parts and a procession again
into the soul that is the wholeness in the part, for the sum total of all the
parts is found in each of the straight lines and in each of the circles (i.e., in
the x and the circles into which it is bent).
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Hence he divides this whole discussion concerning the psychogony into
three parts, conformably to the three souls that have been mentioned; one
subsisting according to the combining (ovyKpaTlKTJS') activity, another ac
cording to the harmonizing (cipµooonKiJs-) activity, and another according
to the shaping (crx11µanonKtjs) activity of intellect.
Having therefore distinguished among the three principal phases of the
psychogony, he also distinguishes the souls by speaking only of the seven
portions ( I 2 3 4 9 8 27) as pertaining to the distribution of the universal
soul that is divided into parts. Referring these terms likewise to the division
by wholes, he thinks it necessary that celestial natures should be produced
by this soul from the duple series (1 2 4 8), but sublunary natures from the
triple series ( I 3 9 27).
For he distributes appropriate numbers to each of the elements, to earth in
deed 7, to fire 11, to water 9, and to air 13.
For the geometrical proportion, which is I 2 4 (sum = 7) pertains to earth,
perhaps indeed on account of the name (geometrical); and perhaps also be
cause, as earth contains the remaining elements, so the geometric (propor
tion) comprehends the other means.
But the arithmetical proportion which pertains to water is 2 3 4 (sum = 9);
because it has two terms (2, 4) in common with earth ( l 2 4), and likewise
because water is especially inclined to multiplication and consists of an
element which is the most multitudinous of all others, viz. the icosahedron
(i.e., has more elementary triangles than earth [the cube], air [the octahe
dron], and fire [the pyramid); cf. Timaeus SSAB).
And the harmonic proportion, which pertains to air, is 3 4 6; because it has
two of its terms (3, 4) in common with the arithmetical mean (2 3 4), which
are the greatest in the arithmetic proportion, but the least terms in the har
monic proportion. Since, however, the harmonic mean is of two kinds, the
extremes being either in the duple or in the triple ratio-for Plato assumes
it as the mean of either the duple or triple terms-hence (Theodore), by
making the extremes to be 3 and 6 according to the duple ratio, obtains the
peculiar element of the air, viz. the octahedron, which has 6 according to
the (solid) angles, but 4 [plane angles comprising a solid angle] according
to the base of the two pyramids, and 3 according to the triangular surfaces
of the octahedron. But according to the other harmonic proportion, which
is 2 3 6, he obtains the element of fire because these have the two terms, 3
and 6, in common with the terms prior to them, which in the other har
monic proportion (3 4 6) are the extremes (ciKpOl), but are in this harmonic
proportion (2 3 4) the greatest terms and because the element of fire has 6
sides, twice the tetrad [of 4 plane angles] in its angles and surfaces, and a
triangular base.
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Very appropriately, therefore, does 7 pertain to earth, 9 to water, 13 to air,
but 11 to fire, the ratios being given in the above-mentioned numbers, from
which are produced these numbers: for 7 = I + 2 + 4; 9 = 2 + 3 + 4; 13 = 3
+ 4 + 6; and 11 = 2 + 3 + 6, each having two terms in common with the
number next to it, just as the elements have two (triangular) sides in com
mon.
Now the composition of these numbers gives the series of triplets. In the
[two] triplets in the middle, the greatest terms in the one are the smallest
terms in the other; in the [two] triplets at the extremes, the greatest terms
form the extremes of the neighboring triplets. So also with earth and water
(2 and 4 are the extreme terms of the triplet 2, 3, 4 of water and the greatest
terms of the triplet I, 2, 4 of earth), and similarly with the triplets below
[those of] fire and air as he relates the given terms (3 and 6 are the extreme
tem1s in the triplet 3, 4, 6 of air, and the greatest terms in the triplet 2, 3, 6
of fire). Again, he attributes the number 15 to celestial natures; the monad
indeed, to the circle of Same, but the double hebdomad (2 x 7 = 14) to the
circle of Different, on account of the double revolution of each star, since
the spheres themselves are seven as well as the stars contained in them be
ing also seven. 30
Now these things, which are mathematically expressed, bring with them a
not inelegant theory. But how they are assimilated to the things presently
under discussion, and how they may be interpreted in Pythagorean terms, is
not all noticed by Theodore, in such a way as to be able to satisfy him who
does not negligently attend to what Plato says. All these particulars are in
deed elegantly invented, but he refers the analysis of the Platonic diagram
only to monadic numbers (I 2 3 4 9 8 27), not looking to the ratios result30. According to Charles MUGLER (apud A.-J. FESTUGIERE, Proclus: Commen
taire sur le Timee (5 vols.; Bibliotheque des textes philosophiques; Paris: J. Vrin et
CNRS, 1966-1968), 3.164), Proclus' triple series (TpLTTAaOLOS' aTLxos) can be repre
sented by the following table:
Corresponding Element

Triplet

Terms

Sum

I

l 2 4

7

Earth

ll

2 3 4

9

Water

Ill

3 4 6

13

Air

JV

2 3 6

11

Fire

In the middle (µfoo,) triplets (II and Ill), the greatest terms of II (3 and 4) are
also the smallest terms of lfl; in the extreme (ciKpm) triplets (I and JV), the greatest
terms are those that form the extreme terms of the nearest triplet. The extreme terms
of 11, (2 and 4) are the greatest terms of I, and the extreme terms oflll (3 and 6) are
the greatest terms of IV.
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ing from them, so as include everything, viz. the means, the sesquialter
(iJµt6ALOS", \), and sesquitertian (emTpLTT)S", 4/3) ratios, the sesquioctaves
(err6y6oos-, 9/8), and leimmas (256/243); it being by no means possible to dis
cover these in the primary numbers, which he employs in the above
mentioned distributions into the elements and the heavens. (Proclus, In
Platonis Timaeum commentaria II 215,30-218,20)
Here, it can be seen that Theodore's psychic realm, like that of lam
blichus, is tripartite, consisting of an undivided, continuous Absolute
Soul representing the unified soul substance of Plato's Timaeus prior to
its division, and two further souls that undergo division, a Universal
Soul identified as the circle of the Same that manifests the numerical
harmonic ratios of the entire soul substance prior to its division into the
circles of the Same and the Different ( I 2 3 4 9 8 27 and the intervening
harmonic means not specified by Theodore), and finally the Soul of the
All or World Soul, identified as the circle of the Different which under
goes an additional division into the orbits of the seven planets, and is
characterized by geometrical shapes. Theodore then goes on to relate the
duple subseries ( I 2 4 8) to celestial natures and the triple subseries ( I 3
9 27) to sublunary natures, among which he distributes the four elements
earth, water, air, and fire according to the arithmetic, geometric, and
harmonic ratios that can be formed from the terms of both series. These
three psychic hypostases are interrelated somewhat as in Iambi ichus,
except that Theodore prefers the terminology whole-before-the-parts,
whole-of-the-parts, and the whole-in-the-parts to lamblichus' terms
unparticipated, participated, and participating or in-participation. This
threefold structure of the psychic realm thus has a superficial resem
blance to the threefold psychic realm of Marsanes that consists of the
Self-generated Ones, the Repentance, and the Sojourn.
One interesting feature of Theodore's rather excessive attempts to re
late his metaphysics to every detail of Plato's psychogony is his odd and
textually unjustifiable notion that Plato (Timaeus 41 D) spoke of two
mixing bowls which Theodore identifies with his Universal Soul and
All-Soul respectively:

The above-mentioned Theodore therefore makes a double crater, a first
(crater), a second (crater), and as third, the mixture of the second (or "of
difference [e:n:p6TTJS] and sameness [TaVTOTTJS]": read 0aTEpou TOVToii
for 9aTEpou TOuTOv?)--for according to him the second crater is the mix
ture-and further, as portions of the mixture, he posits the soul of the uni
verse, the souls of the celestial gods, and our souls. For he calls absolute
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soul the "first crater," and the universal soul he calls both the "second cra
ter" and at the same time the "mixture," even though Plato speaks of one
crater and makes in it the mixture of all the souls, some primarily and some
secondarily, but makes no mention whatever of a second crater nor of a
mixture in it. For what would be the use of a second crater, since the first
was sufficient for the generation of our souls? (Proclus, In Platonis Ti
maeum commentaria III.246,32-247,11)
B. A. Pearson31 raises the interesting question whether or not Marsanes
too may have referred to this mixing bowl in a passage (X 4,24-5, 17)
concerning Marsanes' contemplation of relation between the intelligible
and sensible realms and the psychic interface between the two; although
the context has clearly to do with various spiritual beings as well as
human souls, it seems that the "mixing" involved is actually the joining
of souls with bodies, a task that the Timaeus assigns to the younger
gods:

X 4 24 For it is I who have 25 [contemplated (voE'i.v)] that which truly exists.
(Whether] individually or 27 [as a whole], by difference 28 [I knew] that
they (pre]-exist 29 [in the] entire place (i.e., the aeonic realm) that is 5 1
eternal: all those that have come into 2 existence whether without substance
3
or with substance, those who are 4 unbegotten, and the divine aeons 5 to
gether with the angels and the 6 souls without guile 7 and the soul
[garments], 8 the images of [the] 9 simple ones (souls?). And [afterwards
they] 10 were mixed with [those that were distinct from] 11 them (i.e., their
bodies?). But [even the] 12 entire [perceptible] substance 13 still resembles
the [intelligible substance] 14 as well as the insubstantial. [I have known) 15
the entire corruption [of the former (the perceptible realm)] 16 as well as the
immortality of 17 the latter (fem., i.e., the intelligible and insubstantial).
26

In addition to their absolute existence, on a lower level each member of
the psychic triad also has a corresponding existence "in relation" to
celestial and earthly natures, rather as the soul informs and preserves the
body according to the various ways the whole can be related to the part.
In this way, Proclus notes that Theodore can find a place for the gods of
traditional mythology listed in Timaeus 40E-41 A as the powers that
govern the motion of every level of the perceptible world:

I know also that the admirable Theodore establishes both these powers
(heaven and earth) in the first life that subsists in relation. For it is in the
world soul's life-in-relation, after having descended to itself and again re31. "Introduction" to Marsanes, in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X, ed. idem and
S. Giversen (Nag Hammadi Stu dies 15; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981 ), 247.
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turned to the originary (mrya'ia) soul with difference, that the three pri
mary relations pertaining to wholeness are immediately to be observed.
And the first of these (relations) consists of the wholeness that exists apart
from the "wholeness of two sides" and possesses the wholeness of the
whole prior to the parts that completely returns to the wholeness of the
originary soul. But the second (relation) preserves the wholeness of the
originary soul, yet divides itself into parts and possesses the wholeness that
consists of parts. And the third (relation) fragments the originary (rrrrya1a)
soul, but preserves itself as a whole [in parts]. And in the first of these
three (relations), [Theodore says that] Earth and Heaven are contained, for
the material nature existing in the first term is called "Earth," matter being
thus denominated by the ancient theologians, and the intellect in the first
term is called "Heaven" insofar as it marks a separation between what
comes last and what is in-relation for the first time and insofar as it consti
tutes this (visible) heaven by means of its own relation to it. At least in our
own case too, the relation of the soul to the body likewise preserves the
body. (Proclus, In Plalonis Timaeum commenlaria 111.173,24-174, 13)
ln Theodore's doctrine of the three totalities (6AOTT'JTES), the "life-in
relation" is the life that each of the three souls of the psychic realm has
in relation to the life that belongs to each of the three demiurges (Being,
Mind, Life) from whom it proceeds, and which is imparted to each soul
according to the totality that exists before, results from, and is included
in each of the parts. Theodore also makes these "souls-in-relation" cor
respond to the gods of mythology conceived as inferior deities assigned
to the three major divisions of the cosmos:

Theodore, however, places earth and heaven in the first part of the previ
ously mentioned first triad, according to "animation in relation," I mean, in
the first of the wholes prior to the parts, and considers Heaven as analo
gous to the intellectual, but Earth according to the material nature; and of
the rest, that which subsists according to the whole from parts, he calls
"Ocean," but the third, which subsists according to the wholeness in a part,
he denominates "Tethys." (Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria
III.I 78,7-13)

That we may speak, however, about each of these gods (Phorcys, Saturn,
Rhea), Theodore refers souls that subsist in relation to these divinities, and
arranges them as presiding over the three divisions of the world. And he ar
ranges Phorcys in the starless sphere as moving the orbit of the universe
{<l>opK� = cj>opdv KV€L). He ought however to persuade us that Plato was
acquainted with a certain starless sphere before he places Phoreys in this
sphere. But he places Kronos (as a monadic entity) over the motion of the
stars, because time and the generation and corruption of things is from
these (Kpovos- = xp6vos-). And he places Rhea (as a dyadic entity) over the
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material part of the world, because by materiality she exceeds the divinities
prior to herself. (Proclus, in Platonis Timaeum commentaria !11.187,16-24)
But Theodore, again dividing "the life-in-relation" that animates the mate
rial realm, and forming it as he is accustomed to do into triads, calls "Zeus"
the power that governs the upper region as far as the air; but "Hera" the
power who is allotted the aerial part of the world; and he names "their
brethren" the gods that give completion to the remaining parts. For Zeus is
the essential element of the soul that subsists in a material habit (relation),
because there is nothing more vital than essence. But Hera is the intellec
tual part of such a soul, because the natures on the earth are governed by
the productive principles proceeding from the air. And the other number is
the psychic distributed into particulars. (Proclus, in Platonis Timaeum
commentaria III .190,10-19)
The various levels over which these deities or powers preside remind
one somewhat of the various levels of the sense-perceptible realm
incorporeal and well as corporeal-named in Marsanes' first five Seals:
the Repentance, Sojourn, and the corporeal realm of "passion and divi
sion" of the first three Seals, which Zostrianos articulates into the three
realms of the "Aeonic Copies" (civTt.TlJ1TOL), the atmosphere (y�
ciEpwSTJ), and "the thirteen aeons" of the archon of creation (i.e., the
planetary region, the sublunar atmosphere, and the sensible realm about
the earth). Proclus is rather critical of Theodore's doctrine of correspon
dences or "relations" (axfoELs) as conferring too exalted a status on
human souls in the lower realms, in a way reminiscent of Plotinus' criti
cism of the Gnostics in EnneadlI, 9 [33] 5:

And so much for (i.e., against) those who fancy that our soul is consubstan
tial with the soul of the universe and other (divine) souls, and that we are
irresistibly all things, the planets, the fixed stars, and other thing in the
same way as those are, as Theodore of Asine also somewhere says. (Pro
clus, in Platonis Timaeum commentaria HI.246,23-27)
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A tabular summary of Theodore's metaphysical hierarchy would be:
First Principles
Ineffable Transcendent First One [Evl
The Noeric Plane
Second One -Tpuis VOT]Tl]
(The Asoiration [Hl. the E, and N ofthe Ineffable Hen)
Intellectual Depth (universal intellect)
Livin2)
(Existin2
Thinkin2
Demiurgical Depth (divisible/dividing intellect)
Being (ooouool'] vous: dµ1;pt0Tos ovc,ta,
(indivisible, source ofarithmetic ratio)
Mind (v6E: pos ooo[a: µEplOTQS' 0\)(1LQ. TQUTOV
(divisible into wholes, source ofhannonic ratio)
Life ((wnKOS ouofo · 86.Tepov; prefigurativc TTT]yata Soul)
[divisible into individuals. source ofgeometric ratiol
Psychic Realm
Absolute Soul
(mirrors Being of Dcmiurgical Depth)
(originates as the mean between the universal and divisible intellects)
ouyKpanK� evepyEta TOO voii
ciµep[oTos; monadically continuous
Whole-before-the-Parts (i.e., unparticipated), "First Crater"
(axfots = Ouranos & Gaia)
Universal (Ka86>.ou) Soul
(mirrors Mind ofthe Demiurgical Depth)
(originates as a division into parts, a procession from the absolute soul)
cipµOvtlOlS eVEpyfla Toii voii
µ1;pt0Tos; hannonically discrete
Whole-of-the-Parts (i.e., participated), Circle ofthe Same, "Second Crater"
(OYEOLS = Okeanos)
All-Soul (mirrors Life ofthe Demiurgical Depth)
(originates as partial geometrical shapes, a procession from the universal soul)
oXl'll'lµanonKTJ eVEpyEta TOV vov (geometric shapes)
Whole-in-the-Parts (i.e., in participation), Circle ofthe Different, "Mixture"
(oxfots = Tethys)
Nature:
(encosmic gods ev axfoet)
Ouranos (mirrors the whole-before-the-parts)
(governs intellectual/celestial natures derived from triple series)
Gaia (mirrors the whole-before-the-parts)
(governs material/sublunarv natures derived from duole series)
Okeanos (mirrors the whole-of-the-parts)
Tethys (mirrors the whole-in-the-parts)
Phorlcys (orbit ofthe starless cosmic sphere)
Kronos (orbit ofthe stars)
Rhea (orbit ofthe planets)
Zeus (uooer atmosphere)
I !era (lower sublunary atmosphere)

CHAPTER ELEVEN
BODY, SOUL, AND KNOWLEDGE OF GOD IN PLATONISM:
DESCENT AND ASCENT

I. BODY AND SOUL IN PLATONISM

As Hans Jonas noted long ago, 1 the view of the soul beld by most Gnos
tics and by the Platonists contemporary with them was determined by a
commonly held world view articulated by means of metaphysical specu
lation; in the case of the Gnostics, this was supplemented by a reinter
pretation of traditional myths, such as the Genesis creation story. Both
engaged in the construction of speculative systems, based on a vertically
oriented chain or hierarchy of being extending from the highest to the
lowest levels of reality and perfection, in which there is a linear move
ment of becoming as one descends or ascends the chain. The movement
downward is a devolution from the original simplicity of the divine
acme, moving away stage by stage from primal perfection, unity, and
integration towards realms increasingly characterized by multiplicity,
deficiency, separateness, distance and alienation from the divine source.
In the gnostic myths, the sequence of the unfolding of the higher to the
lower world proceeds in terms of dramatic episodes, personified aeonic
beings, sexual procreation, and the praising of the parent by the off
spring. In Platonic metaphysics, it proceeds in terms of arithmetical
progression from unity to plurality, hypostatic universal principles, the
shift from potentiality to actuality, and the contemplative reversion of
the product on its source. Typically, this descent results in the incarna
tion-for good or ill-of the soul in the body, whether of the cosmic
soul in the cosmic body, or the human soul in the human body. Move
ment upward in the chain constitutes a salvific reintegration and reunion
of entities lower in the chain with their immediately suprajacent ground
I. H. JONAS, "The Soul in Gnosticism and Platonism," in Philosophical Essays:
From Ancient Creed 10 Technological Man (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1974), 324-334 (first appeared in Le Neoplatonisme [Colloques intemationaux du
Centre national de la reeherche seientifique, Royaumont 9-13 juin 1969; Paris:
Editions du CNRS, 1971 ]).
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and source, stage by stage, until reunification with the primal source is
achieved. For humans the way of ascent and union with the primal
source can only be achieved epistemically, by coming to know God.
Projected onto the temporal, horizontal axis, this diastolic and systolic
movement generates an inner history of fall and redemption, ignorance
and knowledge, descent and ascent, and decline and restoration in an
attempt to explain and resolve the extreme polarization between the two
ends of the scale of being. How could something so limiting and bur
densome as this world and embodied human existence have sprung from
so pure and perfect an origin? What would have caused or motivated the

supreme being to compromise its perfection and self-completeness by
adding to itself a world, whether by a creative fiat such as that of the
biblical God, or by the desire of an ungrudging demiurge to communi
cate goodness to the maximum extent possible? Might the creation of
this world owe to a fall from perfection, whether by weakness, accident
or malevolence in the higher world at some point subsequent to the ini
tial production of diversity from the primal unity? In general, it is a
cosmic soul or some equivalent being to whom this failure is attributed,
and it is the human soul which most acutely experiences the result of
this failure and must seek its undoing by coming to know its true origin.

A. Plato
For the Greeks as far back as Homer, religion had always meant an
acceptance of reality, a reality characterized by the ordinary human
experience of corporeality, transitoriness and eventual death, to be dealt
with in heroic defiance or tragic insight. Beginning with Plato, this real
ity is made unreal in comparison to an incorporeal, permanent and eter
nal world which is to be regarded as primary, and whose contemplation
leads directly to God. This realm of being, separate from the physical
and sensible world, contains the incorporeal ideas, the eternal archetypes
of nearly all the distinguishable objects and concepts known to human
experience, and which are innately known only through the human
soul.2 Although the soul can be greatly perturbed by the vicissitudes of
2. Plato certainly built on already available notions: the Orphic belief in a de
tachable soul transmigrating through multiple incarnations in which there was the
possibility of an afterlife; Parmenides' distinction between a realm of pure stable
being opposed to the changeable, illusory reality of the everyday; and the study of
mathematics, whose objects provide a model of absolutely certain kno wledge, deriv-
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the human body that it animates, it can nevertheless become aware of
these eternal objects through a process of reflection upon, or recollection
of, its innate knowledge of them acquired even prior to its bodily incar
nation. This recollection is a cognitive ascent to the higher realm, which
Plato portrays as a passionate, erotic quest for unification with ultimate
beauty, beginning with the recognition of the beautiful in the manifold
of sensible bodies and culminating in the glimpse of the pure idea of
beauty itself. On these grounds, even though the body dies, the soul,
having an affinity for eternally unchanging reality, does not die, but is
something immortal, which can transcend the body.
By contrast, the body is the tomb of the soul, according to the famous
awµa/aijµa pun in Plato's Cratylus, a notion which seems to stem from
Orphic religion: 3

For some say it (the body, awµa) is the tomb (a�µa) of the soul, [400c)
their notion being that the soul is buried in the present life; and again, be
cause by its means the soul gives any signs which it gives, it is for this rea
son also properly called "sign" (�µa). But I think it most likely that the
Orphic poets gave this name, with the idea that the soul is undergoing pun
ishment for something; they think it has the body as an enclosure to keep it
safe, like a prison, and this is, as the name itself denotes, the safe (awµa)
for the soul, until the penalty is paid, and not even a letter needs to be
changed. (Cratylus 400BC; cf. Gorgias 493A)
Thus the soul's embodiment is its true death, as opposed to the death of
a living being when the soul separates from the body at death, or as
opposed to the later Christian notion of one's spiritual death through sin
and separation from God (cf. Paul in Rom 7:24: "Who will deliver me

able not from experience, but innately resident within the mind or soul. Socrates had
inferred from these notions that the innate, eternal truth of things such as equality
also held for the highest concepts of virtue such as the absolutely true, just, beautiful
and good. ln distinction from Parmenides' conception of the realm of pure being as a
completely undifferentiated one, Socrates posited many such beings each penna
nently possessing a distinctive shape or fonn (E1:6os, t6ea) separate from others, and
existing outside space and time, such that whatever exists in this world does so
through participation in an idea.
3. Cf. David, Prolegomena philosophiae 31,9-11: "Physical life is an attach
ment of soul and body by which we all live and by which the body enchains the
soul; that is why the body is called 6iµas, as a sort of chain (6ecrµ6s) for the soul,
whence it is also called body (owµa), as a sort of in some manner crfiµa, that is, a
tomb (TCi<j>0S) for the soul."
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from this body of death?").4 Such notions were too extreme for Plato,
but not for his successors.
In the Phaedo (63E- I 07 A), Plato gives three or four arguments for the
immortality of the soul: its innate knowledge of eternal reality, its indis
soluble simplicity, its inability to participate in death, the opposite of its
own formal principle, and the necessary persistence of life over death
requisite to the existence of the cosmos. During this life, the sage will
seek death, understood as separating the soul as acting subject as far as
possible from the body as acted subject. The soul shares in the immor
tality and permanence of its objects of contemplation. The notion of
seeking death in this life (to be distinguished from suicide) led to the
later Platonic notion of the "double death," in two senses: first the death
of the soul by incorporation into the body as opposed to the natural
death of the human organism at the departure of the soul, and second,
the death of the body attendant on the soul's contemplative ascent from
it as opposed to the natural death of the human organism.5

4. On body as "prison": Clement of Alexandria, Strom. Vll.62; Plato, Craty/11s
400C; see J. MANSFELD, "Bad World and Demiurge: A 'Gnostic' Motif From Par
menides and Empedocles to Lucretius and Philo," in Sl11dies in Gnosticism and
Hellenistic Religions presented to Gilles Quispe/ on the Occasion of his 65th Birth
day, ed. R. Van den Brock and M. J. Vermaseren, Etudes pre!iminaires aux religions
orientales dans !'Empire Romain 91 (Leiden: E. J, Brill, 1981), 261-314, esp. 291292: Plato's notion of the body as a tomb (ai)µa) is even more pessimistic than the
Orphic counterpart, "but there is no sign of pessimism in the cosmology of Phi
lolaus." All things are held together by a harmonia. Ancient Orphics thought incar
nation was a punishment, and that the body is a prison (see Plato, Cratylus 400C =
Orph. Fr. 8 Kern, Frg. Vorsokr. I B3, etc.). Mansfeld says this is not same as the
soma/sema doctrine mentioned by Plato in the same passage, although they are
related. "There is nothing cosmological about this crime and punishment, however;
the one 'Gnostic' parallel in early Orphism is anthropological only. Of course, if, as
the Orphics said, 'the body is a prison,' there must be something wrong with bodies.
There is no sign, however, that human bodies were ever thought of by the Orphics as
natural phenomena or that they inferred that, if these arc wrong, all of nature must be
wrong, too. As a matter of fact, a pessimistic anthropology is, historically speaking,
perfectly compatible with an optimistic cosmology (cf. Fr. 21a Kem)." Cf. K. COR
RIGAN, "Body and Soul in Ancient Religious Experience," in Classical Mediterra
nean Spirituality: Egyptian, Greek, Roman, ed. A.H. Armstrong (New York: Cross
roads, 1986), 365-366.
5. Cf. Porphyry, Sententiae 9, 1-4: "Death is double: the one is the congenital
separation of body from sou! [at death], the other of the philosophers upon separa
tion of soul from body, and the one does not always result from the other."
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The notion of the simplicity and indissolubility of the soul worked out
in the Phaedo undergoes apparent modification in Republic lV
(esp. 4358-44 IC), with its doctrine of the tripartite soul, composed of
rational, spirited and appetitive parts. The existence of conflicting mo
tives in a person, together with the principle that the same thing cannot
act or be acted upon in two opposite ways at the same time, suggests
that the soul itself consists of separate elements of order and disorder,
for example, of reason and appetite, in dialogue with each other. To
reason and appetite a third element must be added, the spirited, which,
even in irrational animals, can oppose appetite and in the case of hu
mans can agree with or be rebuked by reason.6
According to the myth of the Phaedrus (247A-252B), all souls, even
those still in heaven, are portrayed as tripartite, the rational part being
compared to a charioteer trying to control the other two parts conceived
as two horses, the one unruly (the appetitive) and the other obedient (the
spirited). In the case of the gods, these two are well balanced, affording
them a continual perception of the ideas. But those of human souls are
imbalanced, the good horse following the way of the gods, but the un
ruly horse pulling the soul downward, allowing it only a brief glimpse of
the truth, after which it loses its wings and sinks back to the material
world. When such incarnated souls have ended their terrestrial exis
tence, they pass in judgment. If they lived badly, they are punished in
subterranean prisons; if well, having been enlightened by their judgment
and retaining the memory afforded by the glimpse they once enjoyed,
they have the possibility and duty to regain their wings and return to the
heights.

6. But then one might indeed wonder whether such a tripartite composite can be
eternal and not subject to dissolution like the composite body. Indeed, in Republic
X, Plato appears to suggest that this tripartiteness is only a result of the soul's asso
ciation with the body. If so, then the soul's two lower parts are to be seen as accre
tions deriving from its association with the body, while its rational part is still re
garded as simple and therefore divine and immortal as in the Phaedo. Indeed,
according to the Timaeus, reason, the divine element of the soul (44D), dwells in the
head; as a daimon given us by god, it is proof of our kinship with heaven (90A),
since it alone achieves immortality. When the rational part is incarnated into a mor
tal body, the "mortal part of the soul" is built on (npocrmKoowµoiiv, 69C) to it. This
part consists of the two lower parts made by the lesser gods, the ''spirited" dwelling
in the chest and the "appetitive" in the belly (72D), both presumably perishing along
with the body.
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All souls must submit to a series of purifications which progressively
liberate them from the pollution of the body. Unlike the popular view of
punishment in Tartaros or the Pythagorean view of punishment in the
air, Plato views this purification as the reincarnation of souls into bodies
they have chosen according to their moral disposition in their previous
life.7
Moreover, according to the Phaedrus, the soul is the principle and
source of movement (apx� TT]$ Ktv�aEW$, 245D) in itself as well as in
all bodies. Since that which moves itself must be prior to that which is

moved, and since the movement of the world is eternal, so must the soul
as source of this movement, be eternal (245C-246A). Thus, as on the
human level, so also on the cosmic level there must be an intermediary
between immutable, intelligible reality and mutable, corporeal reality, a

soul of the entire cosmos. Just as living beings are animated by a soul,
so also must the world, as the ultimate image of the absolute living be
ing, be governed by a cosmic soul.8
According to the creational myth in Plato's Timaeus (summarized in
Chapter 8), upon the completion of the cosmic soul, the all-good demi
urge fashioned the immortal part of human souls from the remaining
ingredients of the world soul and distributed it among the stars, one soul
for each star, and then assigned to his subordinate divine offspring, the
lesser, engendered gods, the task of creating and attaching two mortal
parts to the immortal part of the human soul and incarnating the result
ing soul into male human bodies (Timaeus 41 D-44C; 69C-87B). The
7. Plato thus combines the two separate (Orphic) notions of purificatory pun
ishment in Hades with that of metempsychosis: purification through reincarnation
(the term µETEvowµaTwm.c, first occurs in Hippolytus, Refutations I.I 9.12). In fact,
later Platonists such as Macrobius, In somnium Scipionis 11.17. 13-14, identified the
body into which the soul enters as the true Tartaros. K. S. Gur1m1E ("Plato's Views
on the Immortality of the Soul," in Recherches sur la Tradition Platonicienne, En
treticns Hardt pour l'l!tude de l'Antiquitl! classique 3 [Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fonda
tion Hardt, 1955), 3-22) reconciles this depiction of a composite soul with the
Phaedo's notion of an incomposite soul by suggesting that the tripartite soul of the
Phaedrus merely refers to souls which, although not presently inhabiting a particular
mortal body, arc nonetheless destined for reincarnation; the Phaedo's doctrine of the
simple, incomposite soul refers to those souls that have escaped the transmigrational
cycle altogether and have returned to their origin.
8. A similar argument appears in Philebus 30A: "Whence does our soul origi
nate ... unless the body of the world which has the same elements as our bodies,
although in all respects more beautiful, also has a soul?"
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younger gods place this soul in the head, whose spherical shape resem
bles the shape of the cosmos. While this immortal soul, compounded by
the demi urge of the same blend of being, sameness and difference found
in the cosmic soul was a rational intellect (vous) having its seat in the
brain, the younger gods located the active "spirited" part in the thorax
where it acts through the blood and is tempered by the lungs, and placed
the passive "appetite" at a point below the diaphragm, where it is bound
down and chained like a wild animal led by phantoms and visions night
and day. These inferior parts constitute in effect a mortal, corruptible
soul subject to various impulses and passions. 9 Moreover, the body into
which the engendered gods place this tripartite soul-part mortal and
part immortal-is composed of the primal elements of the universe that
originated as "the works of necessity" and is therefore partially subject
to their disordered movement. Unfortunately, just as in the case of the
demiurge, so also in the case of human intelligence, Intellect can only
persuade physical necessity but not completely master it.
A topic of future debate was to be whether one should regard this
elemental necessity positively, as a passive receptacle responsive to
divine persuasion, or negatively, as a positive or even proactive princi
ple of irrational disorder, indeed, of evil. 10 The absence of such evil
among the gods and its necessary presence within the mortal realm pro
vokes Socrates in the Theaetetus (176AB) to advise rapid flight from
this world, to become "assimilated to God so far as possible."
9. Pleasure, pain, rashness, fear, anger, misled hope, irrational sense, all-daring
love, and the chief diseases of the soul: madness, ignorance, derangement by exces
sive pain and pleasure, and sexual incontinence by undue bodily influence (cf. also
Timaeus 91 and the passions ofSophia in gnostic mythology). For a long time these
perturb the two divine circles of the immortal part, making clear thought impossible
for human beings during infancy and adolescence, but they may be brought to clarity
by the appropriate training and exercise of sight, which, once acquainted with visible
shapes, enables our intelligence to learn to intuit the Ideas and ideal numbers.
10. A similar notion is implied in the Statesman (269C-273E), where the stranger
mentions two world ages, one, the age ofKronos, in which God governs the rotation
of the world, and another, the age of Zeus, in which he relinquishes control to the
stored-up momentum of the cosmos, producing an innate rotation in the contrary
direction which tends to chaos and great destruction. Eventually God once again
rewinds the cosmos, returning everything to its original chaotic state prior to child
hood whence everything is once more reborn. Humankind is thus born from and
dissolved back into the earth an appointed number ohimes; when controlled by god,
virtue results, when abandoned by god, forgetfulness of God's instruction caused by
the body results in disorder and increasing evil.
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All these accounts of the soul and the government of the universe
have so far assumed a single soul-be it tripartitioned or not, or be it the
soul of the cosmos or that of human beings-which can choose affilia
tion with a realm, either of order or disorder, which is external to the
soul. This picture, however, is complicated by another portrayal of the
composite nature of the soul Laws X (896D-904B), which raises the
possibility of the existence of, not just a single, albeit tripartitioned,
soul, but of two separate souls, one good and the other evil, and not
merely within humanity, but even on the cosmic plane. The logic here
seems to be the following: to account for the presence of evil as well as
good, there must be two souls (or two kinds of soul) governing the uni
verse: one, which has supreme control, is responsible for good, and the
other for its opposite. The soul that acts in accordance with intelligence
(vous) causes good, beautiful, and just things on earth, but the soul that
does not, causes bad, ugly and unjust things (Laws X 896C-89 7A). 11
Many scholars, however, doubt that Plato could have envisioned the
existence of a positive principle of evil in the universe. Thus, according
to Festugiere, Laws X speaks not of the coexistence of two souls, one
good and the other evil, but rather affirms that there can be only one
soul governing the universe. 12 Plato is instead posing the question of
whether this soul is good or evil, and shows that the soul which moves
the heavens, whether it be one or multiple (a soul for each planet), can
only be good, since its motion and that of the heavens is perfectly circu
lar. For Plato, only the irregular motion of matter can be responsible for
evil, but since such matter is never left to itself and is always ordered by
god, there is no cosmic evil, but only limited evil on the cosmic plane
due to the disorderliness of matter, and temporary evil on the human
plane caused by souls overly attracted to the needs of the body. 13 As we
I I. In addition to reason, Plato attributes to the soul also the causation of such
things as "affection, reflection, forethought, counsel, true and false opinion, joy,
grief, confidence, fear, hate, love and all the motions similar to these," which are
prior to the body, thus suggesting what seem to be aspects of a composite soul;
cf. the Gnostic notion of the passions of the agitated Sophia. The soul, alone capable
of spontaneous motion, is cause of all, the contraries of good and evi I alike. Lifeless
matter is inert and can never initiate motion, although it can transmit it.
12. Cf. A.-J. FESTUGIERE, La Revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste II: Le Dieu cos
mique, Etudes bibliques (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1949), 1.25-126.
I3. The soul of the cosmos as a whole rules the heavens such that they have the
same nature as the motion, rotation and ratiocination of voiis itself (Laws
X 8978-D). thus the world soul must be good rather than evil. Whether Plato actu-
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shall see, however, beginning in the second century of our era, not a few
Platonists had their doubts about the absolute goodness of the world, and
invoked this passage of the Laws as well as other Platonic passages that
could be read in its light, in order to explain what must have been a
popular perception of the existence of evil on a grand scale. Gnostics
were by no means alone in this perception.

B. Plato's "Unwritten Doctrines"
In Chapter 8, I have tried to show how Plato in his later years devoted
his efforts to formulating exactly how the ideal forms were related to
their phenomenal copies, and began to develop his ideas concerning
ultimate principles that not only transcended the forms, but also gave
rise to them, and to the phenomenal world as well. According to the
reports of various authors, Plato's primal principles were the One and an
opposing principle, the Indefinite Dyad.14 When limited by the One, the
Dyad, serving as a sort of mold (Aristotle, Met. I 987b33-4, cf. Ti
maeus SOC), gives rise to a set of ideal mathematical entities. These are
not the numbers of ordinary calculatio
. n, but their ideas, sharing the
changelessness of all the ideas, and the multiplicity associated with or
dinary numbers. In addition to these mathematicals, and perhaps derived
from them, there is also a realm of geometrical entities. Referring to the
Timaeus, Aristotle (De anima 404b) says that Plato conceived these
geometrical entities to be the paradigm of the cosmic soul, the Animal
itself, as composed of the Idea of the One and the primary length and

ally entertained the notion that the world soul might be evil or the cause of evil is
unlikely or at least debatable. For our purposes, the notion of an evil soul would
certainly apply to ordinary souls, and to those souls still involved in the transmigra
tional process rather than the souls of the philosophers and gods who stand outside
it, which are good by nature. Since in the Laws (X 899B) and elsewhere (Theae/etus,
Phaedo) the souls of the astral gods are perfectly good, evil can only be worked in
the sublunary sphere where contact with the physical causes forgetfulness of the
good and temptation to evil. Cf. also H. CHERNJSS, "The Sources of Evil according
to Plato," in Plato: A collection of Critical Essays. II: Ethics, Politics, and Philoso
phy of Art and Religion, ed. G. Vlastos (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dan1e
Press, 1978), 244-258.
14. The Dyad is responsible for change and multiplicity in the realm of pure be
ing, while the One causes unity, identity and pennanencc. The One acts by imposing
limit on the unlimitedness of the Dyad, which latter Plato may have identified with
the chaotic principle of necessity and disorder he called the "receptacle of becom
ing" in the Timaeus 48E-52D.
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breadth. Thus, according to Aristotle, the cosmic soul was regarded as
the place (T61ros) of the ideas, receiving the ideas and transfonning
them into mathematicals ("many the same" and "combinable" as op
posed to the unique and uncombinable [ciavµ�>-T)TOL] character of the
ideas), and then projecting them upon matter to form the physical
world.15 As in the Timaeus, the soul seems to be the supreme mediating
entity between the intelligible and sensible worlds, in which incorporeal
ideas receive numerical diversity and geometrical extension prior to
their incorporation in matter. Although it is unclear exactly how Plato
conceived these notions, it is clear that they became a preoccupation of
almost all subsequent Platonists concerned with the relation of body and
soul.
C. The Old Academy
Plato's immediate successors posited a hierarchy of supreme princi
ples in which the identification between the world soul and mathemati
cals becomes quite explicit. Thus Speusippus apparently rejected Plato's
transcendent realm of ideas in favor of a realm of true being consisting
of mathematical and geometrical entities. These were located between
an ultimate One beyond being and the cosmic soul in which these num
bers were combined with matter. On the other hand, Xenocrates seems
to have banished such mathematicals to the level of the cosmic soul and
reinstated Plato's transcendent ideas, among which he also included
certain {ideal?) numbers, locating them in the mind of a supreme Mo
nad. Plato's ideal forms (and ideal numbers) tended to be conceived as a
divine Mind. At a lower level, there was the cosmic soul, containing
mathematical and geometrical entities.16
In effect, Speusippus developed a four-level hierarchy of reality in
which the cosmic soul occupies the lowest level, where evil first begins
to appear owing to a failure of the higher, fonnative principle to master
completely the material principle proper to that level. He identified the
15. De anima 429a27; Met. 1.6; XIIl.6. In the soul, the four primary numbers be
come the geometrical entities point, line, plane and solid corresponding to the four
modes of cognition, intuitive knowledge (116TJms), discursive knowledge (ema
TtjµTJ), opinion (6�a), and perception (ate TJOlS; De anima I 404bl6 ff.; cf. Laws
894A and perhaps the second-level 6,<ivota of Republic VI 511 A-E).
16. See J. DILLON, The Middle Platonists: 80 B. C. to A. D. 220 (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 1977). 6-29.
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cosmic soul with geometricals, distinguished from mathematicals by
having form and extension. As "the Fonn (Lofo) of the everywhere ex
tended,"17 the soul receives number and geometrical extension from
above, which then combine with matter to produce the psychic realm,
which, when projected onto matter, forms the physical world.
Xenocrates too located mathematicals and geometrical entities at the
level of soul, defining it as "self-moving number," thus introducing the
principle of motion as well. 18 As such, the cosmic soul is eternal and
uncreated by any deity. Within human beings, Xenocrates considered
the soul to be a daemon resident within the body, much as Plato had
conceived the highest part of the soul to be a daemon given by god to
each man (Timaeus 90A).
D. Early Middle Platonic Doctrines of the Soul
As described in Chapter 9, the metaphysical systems developed by
Platonists in the first century are all characterized by hierarchical levels
of being extending from the physical realm to the supreme being, in
which each level seems to be hypostatized as an individual entity, a
process brought to completion by Plotinus. These schemes all agree on a
hierarchy consisting of I) the realm of pure being conceived as a divine
mind containing the Platonic ideas as its thoughts, followed by 2) a
cosmic soul as the demiurgic instrument of this mind by which it oper
ated on the lowest realm, 3) the sensible world. On the other hand, these
schemes can be classified generally into two groups, depending on
whether an additional level beyond even the pure being of the divine
mind is placed above the other three levels.19 The importance of this for
17. 'H loea TOD TTOVTU owaTaTou, Iamblichus, De anima, apud Stobaeus, An
thologium 1.49,32 (1.363, 26-364,7 Wachmuth); contra larnblichus, De comm.
math. 40,15-16 Festa. The all-extended are geometricals, distinguished from mathe
maticals by having both form and extension.
18. Ti)s 4Jt1XTJS T�V oticr(av cipt8µov auTOV ixj>' €atJTOl/ KLVOuµEVOV (Plutarch, De
animae proc. 1012D3). According to Plutarch, Xenocrates interpreted Timaeus 35A
by identifying the undivided essence with the One and the divided essence with
Multiplicity (the unlimited Dyad), which together generate number, to which in turn
is added motion, produced from the stability of Sameness and the changeability of
Otherness, to produce the moving soul.
19. See H. J. KRAMER Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik: Untersuchungen zur
Geschichte des Pfatonismus zwischen Plato und P/otin (Amsterdam: 8. R. Gruner,
1967), 193-369 and my "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The Ascent
of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Novum Testamentum 22 (1980), 336-337.
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our present purposes is the more or less clear separation of the cosmic
soul from the realm of true being, and the anthropological implications
of this separation, namely, the notion that the rational aspect of the soul
becomes conceived as a separable Nous or Mind to be distinguished
from the rest of the soul. Rather than conceiving the human merely as a
psycho-physical complex in which the divinely-originated soul is set
over against the material body, this view leads to a tripartite anthropol
ogy according to which the superior and divine element is a separable
intellect residing in its psycho-physical vehicle, composed of soul and
body. Thus not only the body, but also the soul, becomes a kind of enve
lope or vehicle, perhaps even a burdensome appendage, for the divine
element, the nous or pneuma resident within.
In general, the explanations of the presence of human souls on earth
vary-within the limits established by Plato himself in the Phaedo,
Phaedrus, Republic and Timaeus-between the somewhat pessimistic
old Pythagorean-Orphic idea of the pre-natal sin and fall into the cycle
of birth and death and the more optimistic idea that souls, with their
divine nature, are sent down below by the higher divine powers to help
them in their work below.20
In late first century BCE Alexandria, Eudorus, an important influence
on Philo, is reported by Plutarch to be in substantial agreement with the
doctrine of Xenocrates and his disciple Crantor that the world soul is
eternal and is the medium through which numbers give rise to the three-

20. The return to interest in Platonic metaphysics began with Antiochus of Asca
lon. Having taken up with Old Academic doctrine through the eyes of Aristotle and
Polemon, he was teaching basically Stoic doctrine under the name of original Pla
tonism. He seems to have identified the Demiurge and World Soul of Plato's Ti
maeus with the Stoic Pneuma-Logos, and the Ideas constituting the paradigm of the
Living Being with the logoi spermatikoi comprising the intellect of the Stoic Logos.
In doing this, he may have originated the Middle Platonic notion of the Ideas as the
thoughts of God. See H. DORRIE, "Die Emeuerung des Platonismus im erstcn Jahr
hundert vor Christus," in le Neoplatonisme, Colloq 11es internalionaux du Centre
national de la recherche scientijique, Roya11mont 9-13 J11in /969 (Paris: Editions du
CNRS, 1971), 17-28. Another Platonizing Stoic, Posidonius, distinguished between
a higher rational part of the soul, subordinate to the Logos, and a lower irrational
part of the soul, obedient to the passions (frg. 186, 187), and taught that the soul (at
least its rational part) was separable from the body (frg. I 08) as in dreams, and
affirmed the soul's survival at least for a while after death (frg. 110: allhough he
interpreted Phaedrus 245-246 to mean that only the cosmic soul is truly immortal).
As we shall sec, Plutarch follows these ideas without hesitation.
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dimensional perceptible world. According to Dillon,21 Crantor held the
soul to be a mixture of the VOTJT� ofota and "what forms impressions of
perceptible objects by means of opinion," i.e. a link between the intelli
gible and sensible worlds.
E.Philo
For Philo of Alexandria, the Logos replaces Plato's demiurge and
cosmic soul as the instrument (opyavov) through which the utterly tran
scendent God creates and governs the world. The Logos thus can have
two levels, one as the transcendent place of the paradigmatic ideas, and
a lower, immanent and demiurgic level, where it shapes unformed mat
ter according to the numbers and proportions which it contains as im
ages of those paradigmatic ideas. 22
As regards individual souls, Philo's thought is often traditionally Pla
tonic, based upon Plato's tripartition of the soul into rational, spirited
and appetitive parts, although on occasion he also adopts the Stoic divi
sion into the governing principle (To �yEµovLK6v) and the faculties of
the five senses and of speech and reproduction. Yet Philo can go to the
point of distinguishing two souls in human beings, a higher rational and
immortal soul, the intellect or immaterial pneuma, and a lower, irra
tional and immortal soul, a nutritive principle, sometimes called a blood
soul (cf. Timaeus 82C). In his interpretation of Gen I :26 (TioL�owµEv
civ0pwTTov KaT' ElKova �µETEpav Kal Ka0' 6µotwoLv) in terms of a dou
ble creation of the human in Genesis I and 2, Philo distinguishes be
tween two beings, I) the archetypal Anthropos created after the divine
image (KaT' dK6va), an ideal entity conceived as the intellect resident
within 2) the earthly man molded after the likeness (Ka0' 6µotwotv),
who is a compound of body and soul. This notion of two souls and two
primordial human beings undergoes significant development within both

21. The Middle Platonists, 131-132.

22. As pointed out in Chapter 9, p. 359, Philo's Logos replaces Plato's cosmic
soul as the representation of God's immanent presence in the world. The Logos
seems to consist of two levels, a transcendent one which is the noetic cosmos con
taining the ideas corresponding to Plato's paradigm, and an immanent one, which is
demiurgic, shaping unfonned and infinitely divisible matter according to the num
bers and geometrical entities and proportions which it itself contains as images of
those paradigmatic ideas.
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the Platonic and specifically gnostic sources of the second century.23 As
to the descent of the soul into human bodies, Philo allows various rea
sons, chief among which are excessive satiety with their original heav
enly estate, and, for the wise, a chance to improve the soul by the prac
tice of human morality during a temporary sojourn in the body. Upon
death, only the souls of the great attain a definite place among the stars,
while the rest are presumably recycled into the world-soul.24

F. Later Middle Platonism and the Irrational Soul
Between Philo and Numenius, it seems that Middle Platonism had de
veloped a dualistic ontology which so radically separated the intelligible
and sensible worlds that it was impossible to maintain Plato's view of

the mediatory and unifying function of the soul. Later, under Stoic in
fluence, Plotinus tries to reaffirm the continuity and unity of the entire
cosmos, but is unable to effect a complete reconciliation between the
Stoic's more animistic view of the soul's natural dispersion throughout
the material realm with the more Orphic view of the soul's descent as
evil, and of the body as a tomb for the soul.
In regard to the human soul, the Platonism of the first two centuries
exhibits a division of opinion concerning the reason for the soul's pres-

23. Philo, QG II 59; Fuga 67; Del. 82-83; Opif. 134; cf. Dillon, Middle Platonists
174-175; the blood-soul occurs in certain Sethian treatises: the Apocryphon ofJohn
II 15,20; On the Origin of the World II 109,19-28.
24. J. DILLON, "The Descent of the Soul in Middle Platonic and Gnostic Theory,"
The Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Gnosticism at Yale, March 28-31, 1978 Vol. 2. Sethian Gnosticism, ed. 8. Layton
(Supplements to Numen 41. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980), 357-364, refers to Heres 240,
attributing the soul's fall to satiety (K6po,;) with its happy state: those possessed by
"high flying" thoughts may win their return to the heavenly, divine region, but those
occupied by downward-tending thoughts are doomed to wander about here forever.
As to the purposes of the soul's descent, Dillon refers to Conj. 77-78: "That is why
all whom Moses calls wise are represented as sojourners (1rapolKOUVTE,;). Their
souls never set out as colonists to leave heaven for a new home, but their way is
rather to visit earthly nature as men who travel abroad to see and learn. So when
they have stayed awhile in their bodies and beheld through them all that sense and
mortality has to show, they make their way back home to the place from which they
set out at first, regarding as their fatherland the heavenly regions where they exercise
their citizenship, and as a foreign land the earthly region in which they have become
sojourners." One may wonder whether this concept of sojourners may lie behind the
aeonic level of the Sojourn described in Zostrianos and mentioned in Marsanes; see
Chapter 13.
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ence in the world. Either it is the necessary result of there being a uni
verse at all, and so essentially a good thing-the view of a few Gnostics
and a few Platonists like Plotinus-or else it is a disaster due to some
past sin or willfulness which must be undone as soon as possible-the
view of many other Gnostics and Platonists. And even if the soul's pres
ence in the body is not to be explained by some ancient transgression,
almost all agreed that is still possible for it to acquire guilt (or merit) by
its behavior while in the body. In either case, freedom from the body is
to be recommended, but there is a difference in attitude to the world.25
On the cosmic plane, not a few Middle Platonists conceived the
(sometimes dormant!) cosmic soul to consist of two levels: one, a ra
tional level possessing its own mind which God causes to contemplate
the divine mind and thus receive form and shape, and another, lower
level, which is regarded sometimes as demiurgic and sometimes as
25. So J. DILLON, "The Descent of the Soul in Middle Platonic and Gnostic The
ory," in Rediscovery, 2.357-364. Dillon quotes lamblichus' treatise On the Soul
(Stobaeus, Anthologium 1.49.39,44-53, 378-379 Wachsmuth): "The Platonists of the
school of Taurus say that souls are sent by the gods down to earth: some, following
the Timaeus, declare it to be for the completion of the universe, that there be as
many living things in the cosmos as there are in the intelligible realm, while others
describe the purpose of descent as the manifestation of divine life, since this, they
say, is the will of the gods, to make their divinity manifest through the medium of
souls, for the gods advance to a visible state and reveal themselves through the pure
and uncontaminated life of souls." The first view represents the optimistic wing of
Platonism, based on the Timaeus, while the second seems more typical of Christian
Platonism, such as that of Origen. Yet, Dillon notes, not all Platonists were so
world-affirming. Albinus' (Alcinous') Didaskalikos XXV, more or less contempo
rary with Taurus (mid-second century) gives at least four reasons for the soul's
descent: I) the necessary purpose of maintaining the proper number of souls in the
universe; 2) the will of the gods (probably to make themselves manifest); 3) more
negatively, the "wantonness" (aKOAaoLa) of the individual soul that precipitates its
"fall" (which Jamblichus calls derangement, rrapcivota, or deviation, rrap€K�aow );
and 4) a love of the body based on a natural and innate affinity (oLKElWOlS) between
body and soul, which, once they come into proximity, attract each other like fire and
asphalt. lamblichus (Stobaeus, Anthologium 1.49.39,54-7) derives from this two
basic causes of the descent, one voluntary, the soul choosing to administer the terres
trial realm, and the other, the involuntary and forcible, drawing down of the soul "to
what is worse than it." Once incarnated, lamblichus distinguishes two ways in which
the soul may relate to the body: "the pure and perfect souls settle in bodies in a pure
manner without succumbing to passions and without deprivation of the power of
intellection, while the opposite is the case for souls of a contrary character" (Sto
baeus, Anthologium 1.49 .40, 12-15).
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downright irrationai.26 The classic instance is the second God in the
metaphysics of Numenius,27 yet similar notions occur not only in Plu
tarch, but also in the Didaskalikos of Alcinous/Albinus.28
Another striking feature of second and third century teaching concern
ing the cosmic soul is the notion that evil in the universe is to be ex
plained by the presence therein of an evil soul. Actually, one has to do
here with a long tradition of the exegesis of Plato's dialogues, particu
larly Laws X 896E-897D (and Timaeus 52-53), beginning in some cases
with the Old Academy, and coupled sometimes with the old Pythago
rean dualistic doctrine of opposites (the monad, odd, straight, male etc.
versus the dyad, even, crooked, female etc.).29
26. DILLON, Middle Platonists, 284.
27. It is a mind in motion, which, alternating between contemplation of the inert
and monadic Mind or first God above (in which act it is self-generated) and its
demiurgical occupation with Matter below, is split by Matter into what amounts to a
second and third God. The second God is equivalent to the rational part of the world
soul, while the third God is regarded as a lower irrational and evil soul.
28. So far, it seems that the bipartitioning of the cosmic soul is a phenomenon
that arose, not directly from Plato, but from later sources. One source might be the
two-opposed-principles doctrine of the late Plato and the Old Academy, possibly
harmonized with later Neopythagorean speculation concerning the derivation of the
dyad from the monad, or of a monad and dyad and the rest of the numbers from a
One transcending even these. Another source might be the fortuitous conflation of
the rational world soul of the Timaeus with the irrational soul described laws
X 896D-897D. Although a demiurgical separation of the cosmic soul into a higher
rational and a lower irrational component which becomes matter does not occur in
the Timaeus, such a division might have been suggested by the juxtaposition be
tween "the movement of the other" and "the movement of the same" in Timaeus
35B4-C2 (distinguished respectively by the sphere of the ever uniform versus the
sphere of becoming, and the sphere of Mind and knowledge versus that of opinion
and belief, 37A-C), and/or between the two strips of soul-stuff placed cross-wise to
each other in Timaeus 36B6-D1, a juxtaposition that may have encouraged subse
quent interpreters as Xenocrates, Philo, Numenius, and Plutarch to view the cosmic
soul as a dyad (see Chapter 8 on Xenocrates). In addition, various thinkers may have
discovered an irrational aspect of the cosmic soul in the disorderly movement of the
receptacle in Timaeus (52D-53A), viewed as a kind of precosmic, irrational soul
prior to its ordering by the demiurge (cf. the Isis figure of Plutarch discussed in
Chapter 9).
29. DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 7, notes a tendency in subsequent Middle
Platonism to identify the demiurge and younger gods of the Timaeus with a cosmic
intellect or logos conceived as the rational aspect of the world soul or, by Neopy
thagoreans, as a second god below the supreme One. The cosmic soul proper tends
to be identified with a subrational or even irrational lower soul needing formation or
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G. Plutarch
The earliest of these exegetical philosophers, Plutarch, offers the ear
liest and clearest instance of a metaphysics featuring both a good and an
evil world-soul. In his On the Creation of the Soul in the Timaeus
(1014D-10 I SC), Plutarch identifies the essence of the world soul, tradi
tionally the principle mediating between God and matter, with the prin
ciple of the Unlimited from the Philebus, the all-receiving principle of
necessity in the Timaeus, the disorderly and malificent soul of the Laws,
and the source of the destiny and congenital desire that reverses the
motion of the heavens in the Statesman, but which became the world
soul by partaking of reason and harmony.30 All this is of Platonic inspi
ration, but in On Isis and Osiris (369D-370C, 371 B, 372A), it almost
seems as if Plutarch invokes a form of Iranian dualism by positing a
proactive principle of evil in the heavens, Seth-Typhon, identified as the
indefinite dyad (cause, e.g., of irrational disturbances like eclipses). On
the other hand, Matter per se is portrayed as Isis, a passive, feminine
principle eagerly desiring to submit to the good active principle of form
and order in the cosmos, the demiurge Osiris, although constantly under
attack by Seth-Typhon, the evil and irrational soul. As matter, which is
good and divine, Isis is the honored consort of the supreme God, the
Demiurge of the Timaeus.31
When it comes to the human soul, Plutarch offers two myths relating
the experiences of the individual soul after its separation from the
body.32 In the myth of On the Face in the Moon, the earth is viewed as
awakening by the ideas, and plays somewhat the same creative role as the younger
gods.
30. Rather than with matter, which cannot be an active cause of anything.
31. See A. H. ARMSTRONG, "Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in Gnosis: Fest
schrifl for Hans Jonas, ed. B. Aland (Gottingcn: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978),
104-106, and Chapter 9 on Plutarch. In On the Creation of the Soul in the Timaeus,
Plutarch identifies the "divisible substance" of Timaeus 35A as a disorderly and
proactive cause of evil, the irrational soul of the tenth book of Plato's Laws X 896E.
He also associates it with the principle of Necessity in the third part of the Timaeus
(47E-48A), which Plutarch may have understood to be equated with the unlimited
dyad which he elsewhere calls Seth-Typhon. Yet this evil principle is to be distin
guished from the likewise disorderly, but passive, material principle derived from
Plato's receptacle, which Plutarch identifies with Isis in his essay On Isis and Osiris.
32. The myth of Timarchus in On the Daemon of Socrates 590B-592E, and the
myth put into the mouth of the stranger whom his friend Sextus Sulla met in Car
thage in On the Face in the Moon, 94 3- 944.
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the source of bodies, the sun as the source of mind, and the moon-into
which the sun has sown minds-as the repository of souls and producer
of new souls. Upon one's death, while still upon the earth, Demeter
violently separates soul from body, whereupon the soul wanders in the

space between earth and moon to purge the pollutions of embodiment.
Those souls that have managed to subjugate their irrational passions to
reason arrive at the moon, where, in "Hecate's cave," the affective part
of the soul pays the penalties for its wrongdoings in its daemonic exis
tence. At this point, Persephone gently detaches the "true self" from the
soul, namely the intellect (vous) that strives towards the sun as the visi
ble likeness of the good, leaving the substance of the soul on the moon,
where it either withers away, or, in the case of those souls enamored of
the body, is drawn away into another birth. To see this visible likeness
of the good is the ultimate possibility for soul, which Plutarch never
represents as being able to look directly upon the ideas (cf. Plato, Re
public VII 515-5 l 6), the truly living being. For Plutarch, the human
being is not merely a body conjoined with soul, but a conjunction
(avvo8os) of body plus soul plus intellect (On the Face in the Moon
943A-B).33 Soul in conjunction with body produces the irrational or
affective factor, and intellect in conjunction with soul produces reason;

33. After describing how souls get to the Moon and what happens to them there,
he explains the descent of souls from the moon as due to the descent of daimons,
incorporeal and purified souls, in order to administer the sublunar realm. But some
of these, falling under the influence of some kind of passion, do not properly per
form their duties, and are condemned to be confined in mortal bodies. Thus the fall
of the soul takes place after its original, but necessary and beneficial descent. Plu
tarch also makes a clear distinction (cf. De genio Soc. 591D) between some souls
which "sink entirely into the body" and others which "only mingle in part, leaving
outside what is purest in them." The intellects of the latter are envisaged as riding
quietly in heaven above their souls, "like corks we observe riding on the sea to mark
nets." The earth is the home of the body, the moon of the soul and the sun of the
intellect; it is a kind of natural law that each will reach its proper station at the ap
propriate time. Mind and soul leave the body on the earth and mind leaves soul at
the moon; the sun (as demiurge) sows minds into the moon, and the moon (cf. the
young gods of the Timaeus 41-42) sows intellectual souls into bodies. In De genio
Soc 591 D, one finds basically the same scheme, according to which the earth is the
place of the mortal human soul and the moon is the realm of the generation of souls;
the zone between these two is where souls are punished and purified. The moon is
the asylum for purified souls, which, after purification, return to the sphere of gene
sis through rebirth. Some souls sink entirely into the body, others mingle only in
part, the purest part remaining above.
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the former conjunction is the source of pleasure and pain, the latter of
virtue and vice. In On the Daimon of Socrates (59 lD), the mind is ex
ternal to the body, presiding over it as its daimon. 34
Plutarch offers the first clear example of an irrational and hostile
cosmic principle inimical to the divine principle of rationality. Neverthe
less, the world (Horos) that results from the interaction of form (Osiris)
and irrational matter (Isis) remains a fit image of the intelligible world.
A proactive cause of evil (Seth-Typhon) is there, but can never over
come the logos (Osiris). According to the analysis of Dillon, Plutarch as
well as Atticus derived these sources of irrationality from a conflation of
Plato's introduction of an irrational soul in the tenth book of the Laws,
the pre-cosmic chaos of the second part of the Timaeus, and the charac
teristics of necessity and disorder associated with the receptacle of be
coming in the third part of the Timaeus.
H. Atticus and Apuleius
Apuleius and Atticus, on the other hand, combine Mind and soul into
a single entity. For Apuleius, the cosmic soul is, like Plato's demiurge, a
mind, and is the source of all other souls. In his cataloguing of the vari
ous types of daemons, Apuleius applies the term daimon to the human
soul, to both good (!ares) and bad (larvae) disembodied souls (as does
Plutarch, De defectu oraculi 4160 ff.) and guardian daemons who never
enter into bodies. Also in the thought of Atticus, one finds another in
stance of a lower, evil cosmic soul apparently derived from the dishar
monious and disorderly stuff of Timaeus 30A and the irrational soul of
Laws X 896E. On analogy with Plutarch's Isis figure, it is brought to
order as a lower, irrational yet "prudent" world soul distinct from a
higher, rational world soul.35
I. Alcinous/Albinus
The Didaska/ikos of Alcinous, often ascribed to the Athenian student
of Gaius named Albinus, contains teachings on the cosmic and human
34. Daemons are in general purified souls that give help to the living.
35. Atticus (frgs. 3 and 23 des Places; Proclus, In Timaeum III.381,26-382, 12
Diehl), another exponent of the conflict dualism of Laws 10 applied to the explana
tion of the Timaeus, does not separate the evil soul from matter as sharply as Plu
tarch; evil in the world is explained by the continuing irrational turbulence caused by
the presence of an indep endent, pre-existent evil soul.
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soul rather like those of Plutarch and his supposed contemporary, Apu
leius. This work makes a clear distinction between a cosmic soul and a
cosmic mind. God, conceived as a transcendent Mind, is said to rouse
the cosmic soul from a deep slumber and cause it to tum its own Mind
(voDs) to him, in which act it looks upon and strives toward the intelligi
bles comprising God's mind and so receives the Forms and shapes.36 As
for the human soul, Alcinous adopts Plato's tripartitioning of the soul
into the reasonable, spirited and appetitive parts, which he calls cogni
tive, dispositional and appropriative (yvwanK6v, TTapaaTanK6v and
oi.KELWTLK6v), which are often at variance with each other, and he also
accepts the arguments for the immortality of the rational soul as given
by Plato in the Phaedo.
Concerning the figure of Albinus, we have the testimony of Proclus
(In Platonis Timaeum commentaria, lll.234 ,8-18), that he too affirmed
the immortality of the rational soul, but denies the immortality of irra
tional souls as well as of the pneumatic envelope or "vehicle" (oxriµa)
of the soul which might be subject to passions or the needs of the body.
The soul descends into the body when the embryo is formed, and can
pass through many incarnations, both human and animal, for four basic
reasons: l) to maintain a constant number of souls; 2) to satisfy the wiII
of the gods; 3) because of the errant judgment of a free will (a.Ko>-.aoi.a)
and 4) for love of the body for which it has a natural affinity as fire does
with asphalt. 37
J. Moderatus

As shown in Chapter 9, the system of Moderatus (Simplicius, in
Phys. 9.230,34-231,27) elaborates that of Eudorus of Alexandria and
anticipates that of Plotinus, and also closely resembles that of Speusip
pus.38 In this scheme, a material principle exists at every level except
36. See Didaskalikos X.3.12-18 and XIV.3.4-9. See the commentaries of
J. M. DILLON (Alcinous: The Handbook of Platonism [Clarendon Later Ancient
Philosophers; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993]) and J. WHITTAKER (Alcinoos: Ensei
gnement des doctrines de Platon, introduction, texte etabli et commente par
I. Whittaker et traduit par P. Louis [Collection des universites de France; Paris: Les
Belles Lettres, 1990)).
37. For discussion, see J. DILLON, "The Descent of the Soul in Middle Platonic
and Gnostic Theory,'' in Rediscovery, 2.357-364.
38. Though explicitly present at the second and lowest ontological levels, there
seems to be a feminine material principle implicitly present at every level of his
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that of the first One; at the third level, that of the rational soul, which
Moderatus characterizes as Number, matter is impressed with shape and
numerical proportion to produce objects of the subjacent sensible realm.
Nature, as irrational soul, is merely a reflection of the rational cosmic
soul or "third one" in the realm of matter. The essence of the immortal
rational soul is mathematical, a number containing proportions (octave,
fourth, fifth) which "renders symmetrical and agreeable things that dif
fer in any respect" (Iamblichus, De Anima in Stobaeus, Anthologium
1.49.32,50-54).
K. Nicomachus
According to <lamblichus>, Theology ofArithmetic 45,8-50,8 (a pas
sage Dillon takes to be Nicomachean),39 Nicomachus conceived the
world soul as the Hexad, which receives forms from the logos and, as a
kind of harmony and number in the form of the basic triangles described
in the Timaeus, projects them upon matter. As EKaTE�EAETLS ("missle
hurler," an attribute of Apollo here applied to Hecate; 49, 12-17), the
soul is a "projection of Hecate," who is the Triad, suggesting something
like a Logos and a derivative cosmic soul, or perhaps two aspects of the
world soul as in Moderatus.
L. Numenius
In his work On the Good, Numenius conceives a transcendent world
consisting of three Gods or Minds. According to fragment 13 (des
Places) of this work, the first god "who is" sows the seed of every soul
in all the beings that participate in him while the second god, as Legisla
tor, plants (in first birth) and transplants (in the reincarnation of souls
not yet purified) into human bodies the seed sown by the first god.
While most Platonists held the world soul to be in some sense divine,
Numenius sees it as a god, and unlike most Platonists, such as Plotinus,

metaphysics except the highest, which has no equivalent in Speusippus. The third or
psychic level contains the ideal numbers or mathematicals generated from the inter
action of the principles of unity and of sheer Quantity at the second level; like
Xenocrates, Moderatus calJed these number, a "collection of monads" (apud lam
blichus in Stobaeus, Anthologium I, p. 8, 1-9,9, 1.364 [Wachsmuth]. cited in Chap
ter 9, p. 367).
39. DILLON, The Middle Platonists, 358-359.
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who held the descent of the soul as necessary to the completion of the
natural world, Numenius held this descent to be an unmitigated evil.
At the level of the world soul, Numenius (frg. 52 des Places) sees two
souls, the one beneficent and the other evil. The evil soul is derived
from Laws X 896D. Unlike his predecessors, Numenius identifies the
evil soul with matter since, according to the Timaeus (30A; cf. 52D),
matter has an inherent motion, and therefore must be moved by soul,
and such a soul must be irrational.40 Soul is never mentioned as a third
principle beside god and matter and thus matter is regarded as an active
principle (frg. 34 and 52). Matter is called the Dyad (8ucis = duitas;
frgs. 11 and 52). This Dyad is mother of bodies and of the indigenous
gods (frg. 52). Plutarch too combines features of matter and irrational
soul in the figure of Isis, but his Isis is eagerly receptive of the good, and
is not evil. For Numenius, the opposing functions of a single cosmic
soul arise directly from the highest principles, God and Matter (Ev and
8uas, or deus and silva), just as for Plutarch both the rational and affec
tive souls arise from the Monad (ciµEpLOTOS) and Indefinite Dyad
(µEpLcrTTJ oucrf.a). Numenius is thus one of the first instances of the in
fluence of Plutarch's interpretation of the Timaeus.41
On the matter of the composition of the human soul, Numenius avoids
the more traditional Platonic partitioning of the soul into two or three
parts. lnstead, according to a few testimonia, he spoke only of a single,
seamless soul (e.g. frg. 41), while according to a number of others, he
spoke of two souls, rational and irrational, at war with one another
40. Frgs. 13, 52 des Places; compare with Plutarch and Atticus, apud Proclus In

Tim. 1.381,26 ff. and Galen, In Tim. comm. frg. 2,53-76.

41. On the metaphysics of Numenius, see Chapter 9. Matter and Soul (u>-11 and

anima) seem to be aspects or expressions of a single principle (a material principle

and life or motion principle). Frg. 52 mentions two parts of the soul, such that the
evil soul is linked to matter as its author, while that of the rational soul is God. In
frg. 43, matter is the cause of evil in the soul, which "grows onto the soul from
without," (cf. Timaeus 42C, 69C). According to Alcinous, Didaskalikos XVI, "the
passions are sprouted as mortal things from the body, first perceptions, then pleasure
and grief, fear and anger." In Timaeus 42A, 43A, the passions arise at the incarna
tion of the soul into bodies, which are compared to a flowing torrent caused by
nourishment, and the changing of the clements in the act of perception. Numenius
(frg. 39) interprets the Timaeus in terms of the two opposed principles of the Old
Academy: the Indefinite Dyad is the µEpLO'TTJ ow(a, source of the irrational soul
(anima patibilis) and the Monad is the dµEpLO'TOS owia, source of the anima ra
tionalibus, another notion rather close to those of Plutarch.
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(frgs. 43, 44, 52).42 Souls are immortal and separable from the body
(frg. 46). On the debate concerning the immortality of both the rational
and irrational aspects of the soul, Numenius follows Speusippus and
Xenocrates in claiming immortality only for the rational soul, unlike
Plutarch, who allows immortality also for the irrational soul.
According to Macrobius' Commentary on the Dream Vision ofScipio
(1.12.4), which likely stem from Numenius (test. 47 Leemans = frg. 34
des Places [in part]), the soul descends into the world through one of the
two gates of heaven (modeled on the two gates of Homer's cave of the
Nymphs and Plato's myth of Er), located at the sign of Cancer (the gate
of humans), and, if it achieves immortality after the death of the body, it
reascends through the gate at the sign of Capricorn (the gate of the
gods). At the point in its descent where it reaches the interface between
the Zodiac and the Milky Way, the soul loses its original and indivisible
spherical form and takes on that of a cone, much as a line is derived
from a point, moving from indivisibility to divisibility; originating from
the Monad with a spherical shape, it becomes dyadic, the shape of a
cone being the simplest two-surfaced figure after the single-surfaced
sphere.
ln the course of its descent, the soul acquires in each successive
planetary sphere a new faculty (ouvaµLs).43 Finally on earth, the soul is
42. Probably based on the good and evil souls of Laws X 896DE and the ever
begetting and life-producing (alyEv�s & ,woyEv�s) principles in Statesman 309C.
ARMSTRONG ("Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in B. Aland, ed., Gnosis: Festschrift
fiir Hans Jonas (Gi>ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), I 06-109) thinks that
Numenius' doctrine of an evil soul in matter is not due to Gnostic influence, and that
his doctrine of two souls in man, rational and irrational, may owe more to the Juda
ism of Qumran than to Gnosticism (frg. 52, 48, 44 = test. 30, 40, 36; Community
Rule I QS m-IV). More than Plutarch he affirms evil in the heavens (frg. 52), which
he deduces from the material character of the heavenly bodies. Embodiment for man
is always an evil and escape from the body is possible and desirable, as Plato and
Empcdocles in fact argued.
43. See J. FLAMANT, "Elements gnostiques dans l'a:uvre de Macrobe," in Studies
in Gnostlcism and Hellenistic Religions presented to Gilles Quispe! on the Occasion
of his 65th Birthday, ed. R. Van den Brock and M. J. Vermaseren (Etudes prelimi

naires aux religions orientales dans !'Empire Romain 91; Leiden: Brill, 1981),
131-142. The soul's original descent into the body is a progressive incorporation: it
receives its rational powers from Saturn, its active powers from Jupiter, its spirited
powers from Mars, its perceptive powers from the Sun, its appetitive powers from
Venus, its linguistic powers from Mercury, and its power of growth from the Moon
(note the interleaving of the three Platonic and three Aristotelian parts of the soul).
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incarnated into a material body. This notion is found not only in Mac
robius, but also elsewhere, with the accretion of both positive virtues, as
in Numenius, and negative virtues, as in the Poimandres. 44 lt is likely
that the positive interpretation may have originated with Numenius; to a
Neopythagorean Platonist, the heavens are beautiful and harmonious
and the divine stars could never be evil, even though he seems to accept
a dualistic partition of the cosmos beginning at the level of the planets.
Nevertheless, the embodiment of the soul is for Numenius (as well as
Cronius and Harpocration) always an evil. 45

M. The Chaldaean Oracles
The Chaldaean Oracles, roughly contemporary with Numenius, iden
tify Hecate as the source of the cosmic soul. 46 On a higher level, she is
receptive of the supreme God's emanations and on a lower level is in
tum the source of the processions towards the sensible realm; she is the
principle that separates the highest being from the sensible realm, as
well as the bond that links them.47
Individual human souls are regarded as fallen from the divine realm
and incarnated into bodies to which they have become slaves (frgs. 115,
143 des Places). Nevertheless, one's intellect is able to direct the soul to
the intelligible realm, where it abandons its forgetfulness (frgs. 97, l 09,
171), escapes the fated herd of human bodies dwelling in the dark, un-

44. E.g. in Macrobius, In somnium Scipionis 1.12.13, the Hermetic Poimandres
(1 ,24-26), Proclus' Commentary on the Timaeus (l.148,1-6 & IIl.355,12-15), and in
Servius' Commentary on the Aeneid (Vl.127 the sun and moon excluded). While
according to Macrobius and Proclus, the accreted powers (theoretical, political,
spirited, linguistic, appetitive, perceptive, nutritive) are mostly positive, in Servius
(torpor, desire for absolute power, anger, passion and greed), and in the Poimandres
(falsehood, unlimited appetite, presumptuous audacity, arrogance, appetitive guile,
evil devices and the power of growth and diminution, abandoned in reverse upon on
the soul's reascent), they are all vices.
45. According to Iamblichus apud Stobaeus Antho/ogium 1 .49.40.
46. On the metaphysics of the Oracles, see Chapter 9.
47. Exactly as in the case of the Sethian Barbelo and the Valentinian Sophia/
Achamoth. In the Oracles, Hecate is variously equated with the source of the world
soul, suggesting that, much like the relationship between Barbelo and Sophia in
Sethian theology, she was understood by the Chaldaeans as being the transcendent
aspect of the world soul who generates the immanent world soul, from which in tum
was derived the world of Nature. Cf. the presentation of J. DILLON, Middle Plato
nists, 392-396.
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formed abyss of the physical cosmos (frgs. 158, I 63, 164) and sheds the
material envelopes (rrvEuµaTa, 6x�µarn, frgs. 104, 120, 123) it re
ceived at its descent into the world in exchange for an inert, invisible
body (6Eµas) devoid of breath (frg. 163). In this vein, the Oracles dis
play a severe contempt for the body.
N. Plotinus
The metaphysics of Plotinus features the cosmic soul as one of the
three principle hypostases of his system, the One, the Intellect, and the
Soul. In a monistic system such as that of Plotinus, one of the key ques
tions is why there should be anything at all besides the supreme One,
who represents sheer Unity with no trace of multiplicity at all, which is
the property of the lower hypostases, particularly of the cosmic soul.
With no effort or intentionality on the part of the One, the divine Intel
lect is the result of a spontaneous irradiation or emanation of the inher
ent vitality of its source. In fact Plotinus recognizes something "for
ward" or initiatory in even this spontaneous emanation, but the matter
becomes more acute in the case of the emanation of the Soul, which, in
contrast with the Intellect, is a principle of change and movement com
pletely foreign to the One. The problem for a Platonist was to reconcile
the Phaedrus' view of the soul's descent as a result of a primal sin with
the Timaeus' declaration that it is here on a divine mission. In general,
Plotinus accounts for the soul's descent into a body as a biological ne
cessity arising out of the Universal Logos, to the effect that the cosmos,
like any physical body, must be governed by a law that causes the body
to develop the appropriate organs at the appropriate time. The soul's
descent into the body is an automatic result of this natural law, and its
governance of the body is part of the divine administration of the world.
Nevertheless, especially in the case of human souls, Plotinus' earliest
recorded view (Ennead I, 6 [I J) is that the soul is in this world as a
stranger clothed in ugly and alien garments, and must seek her return to
her homeland where her father lives (I, 6.8, 16-21); to find this homeland
is for the soul to turn inward and find itself (I, 6.5,53; 6.8,4; 6.9,21-22).
In various ways, Plotinus sought an explanation for the origin of this
situation.
In the case of the cosmic soul, even though its descent is not the result
of external compulsion, neither is it a consciously voluntary one. The
problem is that the soul's descent is instinctive, like the sexual urge, due
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to a willful assertion of its own identity ("to belong to itself'), or a
narcissistic falling in love with its image, the terrestrial body, or a
Pythagorean "audacity" (T6Aµa) causing a being that potentially con
tains the whole of reality to choose instead to attach itself to only a small
part of it, the body.48 According to A.H. Armstrong, in the late treatise
Ennead I, I [53], Plotinus tries to soften this notion by suggesting that
the hypostasis of soul doesn't descend at all: instead, this greatest of
individual souls merely lets a dianoetic power or logos of itself descend
to the discursive level, thus generating the temporal world. It is a neces
sary and good descent, since some kind of soul-movement must precede
body-movement, in accord with the teaching of Plato's Phaedrus and

Laws.49

48. Plotinus accounts for the descent of the cosmic soul from its original resi
dence within eternally stable Intellect by suggesting that a part or "power" of the
cosmic soul has an independent nature, wanting to be on its own by having its men
tal objects in succession rather than all at once as in Intellect, and turns from noetic
rest to the successional activity of discursive reasoning, and so exposes and enslaves
itself and its product, the material world, to time and temporality. The cosmic soul
does not really fall, but merely projects an image of itself there; it is only a part of it
that descends.
49. A. H. ARMSTRONG, "Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in Gnosis: Festschrifl
flir Hans Jonas, ed. B. Aland (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 109124, makes clear that there is both a good and a bad aspect in the origin and descent
of the cosmic soul. The bad aspect is for many scholars symbolized by Plotinus' use
of the concept of audacity to characterize the intentional aspect of the soul's descent.
H. JONAS lays much weight on this term in his attempt to stress the gnostic character
of Plotinus' doctrine of the descent of the soul ("The Soul in Gnosticism and Platon
ism," Philosophical Essays, From Ancient Creed to Technological Man [Englewood
ClilTs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1974], 324-334). As Armstrong explains, the term To>-µa,
audacity, as applied to the descent of his second and third principles (Nous:
YI, 9.5,24-29; m, 8.8,30-39; Cosmic soul: III, 7.11 and V, 2.1-4 and individual
souls V, 1.1-5), was the name given by Neopythagoreans to the Dyad, the principle
of multiplicity necessary to any world, and ultimately of evil, which they usually
considered to have been produced by the primal Monad (c( Alexander Polyhistor
and Moderat11s, whose primal One, the Unitary Logos, by self-privation makes room
for indefinite formless quantity, the dyadic cause of evil). In this case, the T6>-µa,
audacity, separating the dyad from the One is initiated from the One himself in order
to make room for the universe. For Plotinus there is no self-privation, but only an
overflowing of infinite power; thus T6>-µa originates with the One or Good itself,
and so cannot be evil. This unformed life comes forth from its source voluntarily,
but since nothing other than the One can exist if the descent into limitless multiplic
ity continues unchecked, it must tum back upon its source. an act coinciding with a
contemplative reversion upon itself in which this unformed life "shapes itself,"
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In the case also of the descent of human souls, Plotinus can combine
these two reactions to the necessary descent of souls, as in Ennead IV, 8
[6], On the Descent of the Soul into Bodies.50 The higher individual soul
permanently inhabits the world of Intellect; it is only its logos which
enters into the composite of soul and body, an event which can be de
scribed as audacious (T6Aµa) downwards inclination (vEfms), sinning
by moving deeper than it needs to into the material world in self
forgetful self-centeredness, and suffering the consequences. Plotinus
tries to soften this picture by saying that the descent was ordained by a
god, that some means had to be found to manifest the soul's power and
very existence, and that exposure to evil was necessary for a clearer
knowledge of the good (Ennead IV, 8.5-7). Unfortunately, such solu
tions to the problem of the descent of either the cosmic or the individual
soul do not really work, since they fail to explain why our souls errone
ously identify themselves with this descended image or logos of them
selves and need to be purified of its influence. The later Neoplatonists
do not follow Plotinus in the notion that our higher souls do not descend,
yet the descent is viewed as basically positive, as can be seen in Proclus'
Commentary on the Timaeus (IIl.277.31-279.2 Diehl), which rests
mostly on the teaching of lamblichus and which presents a positive view
of the descent; Platonism renounces world-alienation from the third
century onwards.

becoming the best thing possible, Intellect. But even this contemplative return must
be also checked if anything other than the Good is to exist at all. It is this checked
return, a "standing away," a separation leaving lntellect as near the One as possible
with separate existence which is the primary T6>-.µa, and upon which all subsequent
T6>-.µa depends.
50. As ARMSTRONG explains ("Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," 109-124), begin
ning with an account of Plotinus' personal experience and containing a collection of
the most dualistic passages he could find in the tradition, Ennead IV, 8 paints a
gloomy picture, but concludes with cheerfulness about the cosmos and our position
within it-in fact, our higher selves do not descend at all, but remain in the intelligi
ble world. Embodiment is a good and necessary part of the self-diffusion of the
Good through the universe to the last and lowest limits of possible existence. The
logos of man in the intelligible world must include his body as well as his soul,
contrary to the Platonic commo nplace that the man is his soul.
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Some years ago, the classicist E. Havelock argued that Plato's philoso
phy was an attempt to articulate the conceptual vocabulary and educa
tional apparatus appropriate to an interiorized literacy, which he at
tempted to implement by an attack on the ancient poets.51 The poetic
world attacked by Plato was the active, personal, concrete, formulaic,
participatory life-world of orality, while Plato championed the more
static, impersonal, abstract, analytic, detached world of literacy. Poetry
was the fundamental educational medium for early Greek culture; most
if not all knowledge was remembered in poetic form. Havelock argues
that Plato needed to develop a vocabulary of formal abstraction to re
place the concrete event- or action-oriented vocabulary of the old oral
culture. He therefore elucidated entities that are incorporeal and time
less, that could be generalized across contexts and would not be tied to
particular times and places as the units of Homeric discourse apparently
are. From this arose the Fonns. In his attempt to explain the Fonns,
Plato relied on language that has strong visual-that is, spatial
connotations. At the highest intelligible level, the Form, e.g., of bed
undeniably suggests visual relationships-such as the ideal geometry of
a bed-while, as one proceeds down the scale of intellection, one even
tually arrives at the poet's imperfect visualization, based on mere con
jecture or opinion. Building on the historical Pannenides' equation be
tween that-which-is and that-which-can-be-thought (ro yap a-uTo voE'iv
for[.v TE Kal Elvm, frg. 3 [Diels-Kranz] = Plotinus, Ennead V, 1 [I 0)
8, 17), Plato and his successors saw the human soul and its intellect as
that part of the physical realm that was most in touch with ultimate real
ity, and the method of dialectical reasoning as the only way to know it
and render a true account of it. And as the passage previously cited from
the Cratylus (439B6-8): "But we may admit so much, that the knowl
edge of things is not to be derived from names; rather they must be stud
ied and investigated in themselves (aura Ee' auTwv)" suggests, the suc
cess of dialectic rested mostly on the faculty of vision, of Theoria.

51. E. A. HAVELOCK, Preface to Plato (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, I 963), 254-271.
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A. Plato's Epistemology
In the divided line simile of Republic VI 511A-E, Plato specified two
forms of knowledge, opinion (86�a) and science (EmoTr'}µri), of which
opinion is further divided into imagination (ElKaofo) and belief (rr[ons)
and science into mediated knowledge (8L<ivota) and pure intellection
(vorioLs).52 These four kinds are distinguished by reference to their re
spective objects of focus: shadows and images of sensible things, the
sensible objects themselves, recognition of Forms through sensible par
ticulars and hypothetical deduction, and lastly the direct apprehension or

intuition of the Forms, supreme principles, and their interrelations, an
activity known as dialectic.

(51 la] "This then is the class (Eloos-) that I (Socrates) described as intelli
gible (voriT6v), it is true, but with the reservation first that the soul is com
pelled to employ assumptions in the investigation of it, not proceeding to a
first principle because of its inability to extricate itself from and rise above
its assumptions (imo9foEwv), and second, that it uses as images or like
nesses the very objects that are themselves copied and adumbrated
(ciTTELKaa8ELUL11) by the class below them, and that in comparison with
these latter are esteemed as clear and held in honor." "I understand,"
(511b] said he (Glaucon), "that you are speaking of what falls under ge
ometry and the kindred arts." "Understand then," said I, "that by the other
section of the intelligible I mean that which the reason (Myos-) itself lays
hold of by the power of dialectics (6taAE)'E09at), treating its assumptions
(imo9foEtS-) not as absolute beginnings but literally as hypotheses, under
pinnings, footings, and springboards (Em�aoELS- TE KaL 6pµcis-) so to
speak, to enable it to rise to that which requires no assumption and is the
starting-point of all (TTJV TO\/ TTaVTOS- cipxtjv), and after attaining to that
again taking hold of the first dependencies from it, so to proceed down
ward to the conclusion, (51 lc] making no use whatever of any object of
sense but only of pure ideas moving on through ideas to ideas and ending
with ideas." "I understand," he said; "not fully, for it is no slight task that
you appear to have in mind, but I do understand that you mean to distin
guish the aspect of reality and the intelligible (6taAE)'Eo9m ETTWTTJµl]s- TO\/
ovTos- TE Kal VOTJTO\J 9Ewpouµevov), which is contemplated by the power
of dialectic, as something truer and more exact than the object of the so
called arts and sciences whose assumptions are arbitrary starting-points.
And though it is true that those who contemplate (SeaaBm) them are com52. According to Arisiotle (De anima I 2,404bl6 ff.; cf. Plato, Laws 894a), in the
soul the four primary numbers become the geometrical entities point, line, plane and
solid, corresponding to the four modes of cognition, intuitive knowledge (v671cns),
discursive knowledge (EmcrTJ1µr1), opinion (66�a), and perception (ata871cns).
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pelled to use their understanding {6tavoi�) and not [5 I Id) their senses, yet,
because they do not go back to the beginning in the study of them but start
from assumptions, you do not think they possess true intelligence (vouv)
about them although the things themselves are intelligibles when appre
hended in conjunction with a first principle. And I think you call the men
tal habit of geometers and their like mind or understanding (6uivOLav) and
not reason (vouv) because you regard understanding (6LcivOLav) as some
thing intermediate between opinion and reason (66�TJS" TE Ka'i vou)." "Your
interpretation is quite sufficient," I said; "and now, answering to these four
sections, assume these four affections occurring in the soul: intellcction
(v6riow) or reason for the highest, [51 le) understanding (8tcivOLav) for the
second; assign belief (rrtanv) to the third, and to the last picture-thinking
or conjecture (ElKaatav), and arrange them in a proportion, considering
that they participate in clearness and precision in the same degree as their
objects partake of truth and reality." (Republic Vil 51 IA-E (Shorey])

Dialectic transcends the senses and the sensibles for direct apprehension
of the ideas. In Phaedrus 265D-266C, Plato distinguishes two kinds of
dialectic, an ascending or "synoptic" (Republic VII 537C) dialectic that
moves (by recollection) from idea to idea to the supreme idea, and a
descending, "diairetic" dialectic that moves from the highest idea and by
division distinguishes within the general ideas particular ideas until one
reaches ideas that do not include in themselves further ideas. One thus
moves from multiplicity to unity and from unity to its expressed multi
plicity.
[265D) "In these chance utterances there were involved two principles, the
essence of which it would be gratifying to learn, if art could teach it."
[Phaedrus:] "What principles?" [Socrates:] "That of perceiving and bring
ing together in one idea (Els- µtav TE l8fov auvopwvrn) the scattered par
ticulars, that one may make clear by definition the particular thing which
he wishes to explain; just as now, in speaking of Love, we said what he is
and defined it, whether well or ill. Certainly by this means the discourse
acquired clearness and consistency." [Phaedrus:] "And what is the other
principle, Socrates?" [265E] [Socrates:] "That of dividing things again by
classes, where the natural joints are {6taTEµvEw KaT' dp0pa u TTEcj>VKEv),
and not trying to break any part, after the manner of a bad carver.... [2668)
Now I myself, Phaedrus, am a lover of these processes of division and
bringing together (6tatpfoEwv Kat auva-ya-ywv), as aids to speech and
thought; and if I think any other man is able to see things that can naturally
be collected into one and divided into many, him I follow after and walk in
his footsteps as if he were a god. And whether the name I give to those
who can do this is right or wrong, God knows, [266C] but I have called
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them hitherto dialecticians (6la:>..EKTLKous)." (Phaedrus 265D3-266CI
[Fowler])

The same dialectical procedure is further described in the Sophist:
Stranger: Shall we not say that the division (6tatpE'icr0m) of things by
classes and the avoidance of the beliefthat the same class is another, or an
other the same, belongs to the science of dialectic (6LOAEKTLK�S ...
emaTI7µT)s)? Theaetetus: Yes, we shall. Stranger: Then, surely, he who
can divide rightly is able to see clearly I) one form pervading a discrete
multitude, and 2) many different forms contained from without by one
higher form; and again, 3) one form unified into a single whole and
pervading many such wholes, and 4) many forms, existing only in
separation and isolation. This is the knowledge and ability to distinguish
(6taKpLv€tv KaTa yEvos ETTLO"Taa0m) by classes how individual things can
or cannot be associated with one another. Theaetetus: Certainly it is.
Stranger: But you surely, I suppose, will not grant the art ofdialectic to any
but the man who pursues philosophy in purity and righteousness.
Theaetetus: How could it be granted to anyone else? Stranger: Then it is in
some region like this that we shall always, both now and hereafter, dis
cover the philosopher, ifwe look for him. (Sophist 253DE)

Along similar lines, in the Seventh Letter (3418-344D) Plato-or a
close disciple-denies that the knowledge of ultimate truth can be
grasped by discursive reasoning, which expresses itself in words,
whether spoken or written. Such reasoning cannot penetrate to the es
sence of things, which is the purview of intuitive vision alone:53
53. According to R. T. WALLIS, this truth "arises, we are told, only after long phi
losophical communion concerning the subject, when a light suddenly springs up in
the soul and thereafter nourishes itself (letter VII 341 c: PTJTOV yap ou6aµws ECTLV
ws ciUa µa8�µaTO, an' EK 1ro:>..:>..ns cruvoua[as Yl yvoµEVTjS' m,pt TO lTpcryµa aUTO
Kai TOU av(nv Eealq>VTJS', ofov OTTO TTUpos TTT)6�aaVTOS eea<j>8Ev <l>ws, EV TU tjJuxu
q>EvoµEvov auTo 1i6TJ TpEq>Et). The reason, we subsequently learn, is the inadequacy
of the · four,' names (ovoµarn), definitions (:>..6-ym), sensible images (Et&i:>..a), and
human knowledge based on these, to express the nature of 'the Fifth,' i.e., the Pure
Form (342a ff.). It is, of course, fundamental to Platonism that sensible images are
only inferior imitations of the forms. Similarly names are not fixed to objects by
nature nor are definitions, since they are composed of nouns (6voµaTa) and verbs
(pi,µaTa). Hence all four are defective in that they express only a thing's quality (To
TTo'iov n) instead of its essence (TO T[) (342e-343c). But it is only by grasping these
four that one can subsequently attain knowledge of the Fifth. It is by passing through
the four, 'ascending and descending to each in turn,' that true knowledge can be
generated with difficulty in the souls of intellectually and morally suitable pupils"
("NOY:E as Experience," The Significance ofNeoplatonism, ed. R. B. Harris (Studies
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No one, if he has not somehow or other got hold of the four things first
mentioned (name [ovoµa), definition [>,oyos], image [Ei'.Bw>..ov), knowledge
( ETTLaTTJµT)]), can ever be completely a partaker of knowledge of the fifth
(ou yap av TO\ITWV µtj TLS' TO: TETTapa M�u aµws YE TTWS', OUTTOTE TEAEWS'
EmaTtjllTJS' Toil TTEµTTTou µhoxos foTm). Further, on account of the
weakness of language, these (i.e., the four) attempt to show what each
thing is like, not less than what each thing is (To rroi6v TL TTEpl EKaaTov
8ri>..oilv � EKaarnu 8La TWV >..6ywv cia0EvEs). (343a] For this reason no man
of intelligence will venture to express his philosophical views in language,
especially not in language that is unchangeable, which is true of that which
is set down in written characters. (Plato, Leiter 7 342E-343A [Harward]).
For Plato, intellection (v6T]OlS') is a kind of thinking relating to Forms
alone and understanding (oLavow) is a kind of thinking that generalizes
from particulars to Forms (roughly like Aristotle's discursive reasoning
from premises to conclusion). They are both performed by a single part
of the soul and differ merely in their relation to their respective objects
of cognition. But after Plato, these two forms of thinking will come to
be referred to separate organs of thought.
B. The Stoics
The Stoics, although they rejected Plato's Forms and his distinctions
between levels of reality, nevertheless continued Plato's emphasis on
direct perception even though its object was to be sensible rather than
ideal realities. The truth of a cataleptic presentation is based on a corpo
real modification that things produce in our souls. Only qualities, not the
essences of things can be grasped. Stoic epistemology incorporated both
Heraclitus' (e.g., frg. 50 Diels-Kranz) assumption that it is one and the
same Myos- that determines both the patterns of thought and the struc
ture of reality, and Plato's suggestion in the Cratylus (425D1-4) that
"primal" names (i.e., non-compound nouns) function to represent things
in language. Yet Chrysippus drew attention to "anomaly," the fact that
two unlike words can have the same sense and similar words can be
used with unlike senses (SVF 2.151 von Arnim): it therefore follows
that we cannot establish what someone is saying merely by analyzing
the linguistic components of his utterance. There is a distinction be
tween someone's thought or intended meaning and the statement that a
listener may take him to be meaning. There is a difference between
in Ncoplatonism Ancient and Modem I; Norfolk, VA: International Society for
Neoplatonic Studies. I 976), 128-129).
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names-which refer to bodies-and statements (>,EKrn), meanings, and
concepts (evvotjµarn), which are incorporeal and can be either true or
false. Correspondingly, there are two kinds of Logos (Sextus Empiricus,
Adversus mathemalicos VIIJ.275.5-8): an internal reason (AO'YOS'
ev8ui0ETos) unique to humans, and an uttered or expressed reason
(AO'YOS' TTpocj>opLKOS') common not only to humans but also to irrational
animals.

C. The Middle Platonists
Platonists steeped in Stoicism like Philo of Alexandria immediately
related such a distinction to that between the intelligible and perceptible
world; as the silent internal reason (\6yos- ev8Lci0ETos-) is to the ex
pressed or uttered reason (A6yos TTpocj>opLKOS) in humans, so are the
intelligible paradigmatic ideas to their sensible images in the perceptible

realm:

For the Logos in both humans and in the universe is double: With the uni
verse, in one form it has to do with the incorporeals and paradigmatic ideas
from which the intelligible world was framed and in the other with visible
things that are imitations and representations of those ideas from which this
perceptible cosmos is produced. With humans, in one form it is internal, in
the other it is uttered; the former is like some stream from which the latter
flows resonantly; the inward is located in the governing part of the soul,
and the outward in the tongue and mouth and all the other organs of speech
during utterance. (Philo of Alexandria, De Vita Mosis 2.127)
Clearly theories of this sort have influenced the progressively articulate
Thought, Voice, Speech, and Logos modalities of the revealer's self
manifestation in the Trimorphic Protennoia discussed in previous chap
ters. Later on, Plotinus too applied the same distinction directly to the
generation of Soul as the expressed or discursive thought of Intellect:
(The soul) is a certain image of Intellect; just as a thought in its utterance
(Myos rrpoq>OplKOS') is an image of the thought in the soul (A6yos
EV8L<i0ETos), so soul is itself the expressed thought of Intellect, and its
whole activity, and the life which it sends forth for the establishment of
another reality. (Ennead V, I (10) 3.7-10 [Armstrong])
In Middle Platonism and Neoplatonism, intellection and discursive rea
soning are generally referred to separate levels of a divine Intellect just
as they are to separate faculties of the human soul. Intellect is generally
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upward directed and aloof from what is below it, while discursive reason
characterizes the downward directed activity of the demiurge.
Amelius, a member of Plotinus' circle, distinguished between the
solely intellectual and actively productive functions of the demiurge
considered as a divine mind:

Amelius remarkably extends Plato by recognizing the various demiurgic
causes continually jumping from one to another in a noiseless course,
demonstrating nothing about the continuity of the divine causes them
selves, but as if arranged around one and the same being through a mutual
union of demiurges. For all are one and one are all, since now one plans,
another reasons, another operates on (the world), and one makes solely by
intention, one by intellection and the fact of thinking, and one by crafts
manship, for he places intellect in soul and soul in body and thus the all is
fashioned. (Proclus, in Platonis Timaeum Commentaria, 1.398, 16-26)
Even earlier, Numenius conceived these distinct functions of the divine
mind as distributed among two or three gods:

The First God, who exists in himself, is simple; for as he absolutely deals
with none but himself, he is in no way divisible. The Second and Third
God are One, but when brought together with Matter, which is dyadic, on
the one hand he unites it, on the other hand he is split by it, because of its
fluid and seductive character. But by not being oriented toward the Intelli
gible, that is to his own nature, he forgets himself, while he gazes on Mat
ter and is concerned with it. He comes into contact with the Perceptible,
and busies Himself with it and, although moved by desires for Matter, he
elevates it into his own nature. (Numenius, frg. 16, Des Places)
In Ennead Ill, 9 [13], Plotinus toyed with the idea that one might inter
pret Plato's doctrine of the demiurgic Intellect in Timaeus 39e by distin
guishing between an Intellect in repose, an active Intellect which con
templates the first, and perhaps a planning or discursive Intellect (vovs
µEpi,cras) which divides universal ideas into particular ideas.

There is nothing against [this solution]; the intelligible object is also an in
tellect at rest and in unity and quietness, but the nature of the intellect
which sees that intellect which remains within itself is an activity proceed
ing from it, which sees that [static] intellect; and by seeing that intellect it
is in a way the intellect of that intellect, because it thinks it; but that think
ing intellect itself too is intelligent subject and intelligible object in a dif
ferent way, by imitation. This, then, is that which "planned" to make in this
universe the four kinds of living creatures (gods, birds, fish, animals)
which it sees in the intelligible. Plato seems, nevertheless, to be making,
obscurely, the intending principle to be other than those two. But to others
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it will seem that the three are one, the living creature which exists in itself,
the intellect, and the planning principle. (Ennead III, 9 [13] I.I5-25 [Arm
strong])
As we shall see in Chapter 12, the Platonizing Sethian treatises likewise
distinguish three levels of the Barbelo Aeon, the Sethian equivalent of
the divine Intellect: Kalyptos is the domain of the archetypes, Proto
phanes contemplates the archetypes and conveys them to Autogenes,
who apprehends them discursively and applies them individually and
successively to shape the realm of nature.

D. Plotinus
In Plotinus, intellection and discursive reasoning are referred to their
own separate faculties, Intellect and Soul. For him, reason deals with its
objects piecemeal, moving from one discrete object to the next, or from
premises and hypotheses to conclusions, while Intellect goes beyond
reason by seeing its objects all at once and as a whole (rather after the
fashion of Plato's "synoptic" dialectic):

[Dialectic] uses Plato's method of division to distinguish the Forms, and to
determine the essential nature of each thing, and to find the primary kinds,
and weaving together by the intellect all that issues from these primary
kinds, till it has traversed the whole intelligible world; then it resolves
again the structure of that world into its parts, and comes back to its start
ing-point; and then, keeping quiet (for it is quiet in so far as it is present
There) it busies itself no more, but contemplates, having arrived at unity. It
leaves what is called logical activity, about propositions and syllogisms, to
another art, as it might leave knowing how to write. Some of the matter of
logic it considers necessary, as a preliminary, but it makes itself the judge
of this, as of everything else, and considers some of it useful and some su
perfluous, and belonging to the discipline which wants it. (Ennead I, 3 [20]
4, 13-24 Armstrong)
He attempts to illustrate this based on his assumption that Egyptian hi
eroglyphs were ideograms and never represented sounds, thus serving as
an example of how intellection does not involve procession from one
thing to the next.

Similarly, as it seems to me, the wise of Egypt-whether in precise
knowledge or by a prompting of nature-indicated the truth where, in their
effort towards philosophical statement, they left aside the writing-forms
that take in the detail of words and sentences-those characters that
represent sounds and convey the propositions of reasoning-and drew
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pictures instead, engraving in the temple-inscriptions a separate image for
every separate item: thus they exhibited the mode in which the Supreme
goes forth. For each manifestation of knowledge and wisdom is a distinct
image, an object in itself, an immediate unity, not as aggregate of discur
sive reasoning and detailed willing. Later from this wisdom in unity there
appears, in another form of being, an image, already less compact, which
announces the original in an outward stage and seeks the causes by which
things are such that the wonder rises how a generated world can be so
excellent. (Ennead V, 8 [31] 6,1-9 Armstrong)

According to Alcinous (Didaskalikos IV.7,12-17, interpreting Timaeus
28A2), in the human realm, intellection discerns the primary intelligi
bles with a certain "comprehension" or "embrace" and not in succession
(Ta µEv 8E npwTa VOT]TO. VOT] O'LS" KpLVEL OUK aVEU TOU ETTLO'TT]µOVLKOU
;\.oyou, nEptA.�4JEL nvl Kal. ou 8LE�681p). For Plotinus, the life of the Soul
and of ourselves is discursive reason; it is a life lived in time; in fact its
life is time.54 Rather than the totum simul of Intellect's vision, Soul and
ensouled human beings must express ideas in language: expression
through words entails an "everlasting progression" (Ennead III, 7 [45]
13,43-44), both a temporal and a causal sequence (Ennead V, 3 [49)
17, 12-28):
The soul runs over all truths, and all the same shuns the truths we know if
someone tries to express them in words and discursive thought; for discur
sive thought (ou:ivowv), in order to express anything in words, has to con
sider one thing after another (6le�o6os-): this is the method of description;
but how can one describe the absolutely simple? But it is enough if the in
tellect comes into contact with it (voEpws- e<j>chj,aaa9m); but when it has
done so, while the contact lasts, it is absolutely impossible, nor has it time,
to speak; but it is afterwards that it is able to reason about it. One must be
lieve one has seen, when the soul suddenly (e�a[qwris-) takes light. (Ennead
V, 3 (49] 17,12-28 Armstrong)
54. From a state of stable quietude at rest in Intellect there arises an inquietude, a
vital, restless, self-assertive movement towards an existence independent from that
of the eternal timelessness of Intellect, a procession that hypostatizes itself, nay
"temporalizes (exp6vwaEv) itself' as Soul, supplementing Intellect's simultaneity
with successiveness (Ennead Ill, 7 [45] 11,11-40). The life of Soul is time; it is
Plato's "moving image of eternity." And insofar as the physical world generated by
Soul is in Soul as its prior, it too is "in time." Thus Soul's cognition-Logos-is
discursive, extended, "unfolding itself," moving from one idea to another. That is
not to say that Soul's reasoning is a mere matter of temporal succession as in a
narrative; its "before" and "after" rather signify prior and subsequent in order of
importance or causality (Ennead IV, 4 [28) 1,26-28).
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Therefore, linguistic articulation is at best an inferior imitation of intel
lection, which is a simultaneous seeing of everything. The object of
Intellect is the pure forms, while discursive thought contemplates them
only at a distance and can access only images of them in which the
forms are merely reflected as in a mirror (Ennead I, 4 (46] 10,6-15). 55

Perhaps we do not notice it because it is not concerned with any object of
sense; for our minds, by means of sense-perception-which is a kind of in
termediary when dealing with sensible things-do appear to work on the
level of sense and think about sense-objects But why should not intellect
itself be active [without perception], and also its attendant soul, which
comes before sense-perception and any sort of awareness? There must be
an activity prior to awareness if "thinking and being are the same" (Par
menides frg. B3 Diels; Mt yap To 1rpo dvTLATJtlJEWS' EVEP'Y11µa Elvm, ELTTEp
TO auTo TO voE'iv Kal Etvm). It seems as if awareness exists and is pro
duced when intellectual activity is reflexive and when that in the life of the
soul which is active in thinking is in a way projected back, as happens with
a mirror-reflection (Kal EOLKEV � aVTLAl'Jtj,Lc:; Elvm Kal ')'LVECJ9m dva
KciµTTTOVTOS TOI/ votjµaTOS Kat TOI/ EVEp')'O\/VTOS TOI/ KaTa TO (ijv Tij<:,
tlJuxi\s olov d1rwo8e:VToc:; 1rci>.LV, warrEp ev KaT6TTTp<p) when there is a
smooth, bright, untroubled surface In these circumstances when the mirror
is there the mirror-image is produced, but when it is not there or is not in
the right state the object of which the image would have been is [all the
same] actually there. In the same way as regards the soul, when that kind
of thing in us which mirrors the images of thought and intellect is undis
turbed, we see them and know them in a way parallel to sense-perception,
along with the prior knowledge that it is intellect and thought that are ac
tive. (Ennead I, 4 [46] I 0,6-15 Armstrong)
Discursive reasoning is of use only in this world:

Does the soul use discursive reasoning (>.oytaµ6c:;) before it comes and
again after it goes out of the body? No, discursive reasoning comes into it
here below, when it is already in perplexity and full of care, and in a state
of greater weakness; for feeling the need of reasoning is a lessening of the
intellect in respect of its self-sufficiency (EAciTTWCJLS yap vou ELS
auTcipKEtav To >.oytaµou 8Efo9m) .... But one must understand reasoning
55. See R. T. WALLIS, "NOYE as Experience," in The Significance ofNeop/aton
ed. R. B. HlllJ'is (Studies in Neoplatonism: Ancient and Modem I; Norfolk, VA:
International Society for Ncoplatonic Studies, 1976), 121-153, esp. 125-127: in
Homer, intellect (voii<;- and related forms) denotes realization of a situation's true
meaning; in Plato it enab les a direct and more complete insight into truths previously
grasped only in the abstract; in Plotinus it provides a vision of the true archetypal
reality of which this world constitutes a partial ima ge.
ism,
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in this sort of sense; because if one understands reasoning to be the state of
mind which exists in them (earthly craftsmen) always proceeding from In
tellect, and which is a static activity and a kind of reflection of Intellect,
they would employ reasoning in that other world, too. (Ennead IV, 3 [27]
18, 1-13 [in part] Armstrong)
As a result, speaking, hearing, writing, and all uses of discursive lan
guage and thought are only a prelude to intellection and vision:

Therefore, (Plato, Letter VJJ341c5) says, "it cannot be spoken or written",
but we speak and write by pressing on towards it (the One) and awakening
from words (MyoL) to the vision (9fo) of it, as if showing the way to
someone who wants to have a view (9Ecioacr9m) of something. For teach
ing (6[8a�LS) goes as far as the road and the traveling, but the vision (9fo)
is the task of someone who has already resolved to see (l6E1v) .... for that
One is not absent from any and yet absent from all, so that in its presence it
is not present except to those who are able and prepared to receive it, so as
to be in accord with it (tvapµ6am) and as if grasp it and touch it in their
likeness (E<t>cilµao0m Kal. 9lyELV 6µ016TT)TL); and, by the power in oneself
akin to that which comes from the One, when someone is as he was when
he came from him, he is already able to see insofar as it is the nature of that
God to be seen (ws- TTEq>UKEV EKdvos 0EaTOS Elvm). (Ennead VI, 9 [9]
4,11-30 Armstrong)
rn the visionary ascent scheme of the Platonizing Sethian texts, the ver
tical hierarchy of levels of intelligible being is all-important, since the
Gnostic's assimilation with these levels is a contemplative act of the
mind. The progression from Autogenes to Protophanes to Kalyptos is
the progression from sequential discursive thought occupied with differ
entiated particulars (the individuals) to the vision of their undifferenti
ated unity (those who exist together) to the awareness of pure being in
its total unity (the authentic existents). At that point, however, the in
creasing self-concentration of vision must transcend the realm of deter
minate being altogether through contemplation of the absolute infinitival
being of the Triple Powered One, which leads to the fnvisible Spirit
beyond being altogether. Jntellection itself only suffices to know deter
minate reality; to know indetenninate reality requires the suspension of
all cognitive activity. At this point all discursive reasoning and intellec
tion is abandoned; knowing gives way to unknowing, to learned igno
rance, a flash of insight or revelation.
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E. The Classical "Paths" to the Knowledge of God
In the first four centuries of our era to which the Barbeloite treatises
belong, the Platonic tradition regarded metaphysics or theology as the
highest of the three stages of enlightenment or spiritual progress.56 It
corresponded to the highest stage of initiation into the mysteries and was
in fact called ETTOTTTELa, the supreme vision of the highest reality, tanta
mount to assimilating oneself to God insofar as possible (Theaete
tus l 76B).57 This traditional Platonic quest is found not only in Plato,

56. Plato's successors such as Xenocrates and Aristotle also maintained a three
fold approach to philosophy, subdividing it into theology, mathematics and physics
(Aristotle) or into physics (including the idea theory), ethics, and logic (Xenocrates).
The latter became the standard division of subject matter in the Academy as well as
within the Peripatetic and Stoic traditions. Even the Epicureans divided philosophy
into physics, ethics, and epistemology (To KavovLK6v). Since Aristotle, the domain
of theoretical philosophy was physics, at whose summit was "first philosophy,"
called theology or metaphysics, then mathematics, including astronomy, and then
physics proper. On this division and its history in western thought, see P. MERLAN,
From Platonism to Neoplatonism (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 3'd edition, 1968),
53-77. Cf. Aristotle, Met. VI 1026a 6-19; Xl 1064b 1-3; Xenocrates apud Sext.
Emp. Adv. Math. VII, 16,147 (= frgs. I and 5 Heinze). Commenting on this phe
nomenon, P. Hadot points out that Porphyry's systematic arrangement of Plotinus'
Enneads conforms to this scheme (Enn. I= ethics; Enn. II, lil = physics; Enn. IV, V,
VI = epoptic, the objects of contemplation), as do certain Neoplatonic prescriptions
for the order of the study of Plato's dialogues (Republic = ethics; Timaeus = physics;
Parmenides = theology). See P. HADOT, "La metaphysique de Porphyre," in Por
phyre (Entretiens sur I'Antiquite classique 12; Vandoeuvres-Geneve: Fondation
Hardt, 1965), 127-129, citing Calcidius, In Tim. 272; 335, and Proclus, In Tim. T,
p. 202 Diehl.
57. Plutarch, de ls. et Os. 382D-E: "But the intellection (v6TJOtS) of the intelligi
ble, the pure, and the simple, shining through the soul like a Oash of lightning, af
fords an opportunity to touch and see it but once (ciTrae 0tyE1:v Kai rrpoot6dv). For
this reason Plato and Aristotle call this part of philosophy the epoptic or mystic parL
inasmuch as those who have passed beyond these conjectural and confused matters
of all sorts by means of Reason (rrapaµEujJciµevot T(f) >..6y41) proceed by leaps and
bounds to that primary, simple, and immaterial principle; and when they have some
how attained contact (0Ly6VTES) with the pure truth abiding about it, they think that
they have the whole of philosophy completely, as it were, within their grasp." Clem.
Alex., Stromateis 1.28.176.1-3: "The Mosaic philosophy is accordingly divided into
four parts, into the historic, and that which is specially called the legislative, which
two properly belong to an ethical treatise; and the third, that which relates to sacri
fice, which belongs to physical science; and the fourth, above all, the department of
theology, vision, (To 0Eo>..oytKov �Joos, Tl foorrTEta) which Plato predicates of the
truly great mysteries. And this species Aristotle calls metaphysics." Theon Smyr.,
Exposilio 14,18-16,2 Hiller: "For one might say that initiation is philosophy itself, a
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but also later in Philo of Alexandria (who however shunned the notion
of assimilation to God), Numenius, Yalentinus, Alcinous/Albinus, Di
daskalikos (X.5-6; XXVIII.1-3), Clement of Alexandria (Strom.
V.11.71), Origen (Contra Ce/sum V.42-45) and especially Plotinus (En
nead VI, 7,36). What is generally common to these visionary ascents is
initial purification, usually through some form of instruction involving
the use of analogies, negations, and successive abstraction until the con
templative mind has become absorbed in its single object (the One, the
Good, the Beautiful, etc.) at which point one "suddenly" sees the ulti
mate source of all these; here philosophy and intellection give way to
ecstasy. In Middle Platonic metaphysics, the methods for achieving a
vision of the divine were called "paths" or "ways" of ascent. The locus
classicus for these is Alcinous/Albinus, Didaskalikos X.5-6 (165,14 ff.
Hermann]: 58

transmission of true initiation and of the mysteries that truly are. Of initiation there
are five parts. First purification (Ka6apµ6s): for participation in the mysteries is not
for all those who wish, such as have unclean hands and an unintelligible voice, but
they are for those who are publicly authorized to perfonn them; and for those not
performing them it is necessary first to obtain a certain purification. Second after
purification is the bestowal of the initiation (� Tfjs TEAETfjs rrapci6oats). Third is
that which is called vision (ErrorrTe[a). And fourth, that which is the goal of vision,
an adornment and imposition of wreaths (civci6rnLs Kat cl'TeµµciTwv fot6eats), so as
to be able to bestow on others the initiations that one has received, to receive torches
or hierophanies or some other sacred thing. And fifth is the well-being (eoomµov(a)
resulting from them in terms of friendliness and cohabitation with the gods. Accord
ing to these things and the tradition of the Platonic accounts, first there is a certain
purification (Ka6apµ6v nva), as it were, the common exercise in the things properly
learned from childhood. For Empedocles says it must be washed away by drawings
from five wells in an unwearying bronze vessel (Frg. d. Vorsok. 143: KpT]vciwv cirro
rri:VT' civLµwVTci <!>TJatV ciTELPEL xaAK� 6eiv cirroppimTEa9m). Plato says one must
undergo purification through five sciences, which are arithmetic, geometry,
stereometry, music and astronomy. To initiation he likens the philosophical trans
mission (rrapci6wcns) of theorems about logic, politics and physics. And he calls
vision (e:rrorrTe(a) occupation with that which concerns the intelligibles, the things
that really are (oVTws ovTa), even the ideas (n)v rrepl Ta vo11Td Kat Ta ovTWS oVTa
Kat Ta TWV l6ewv rrpa-yµaTelav). One must suppose adornment and crowning is that
from which one has learned both oneself to enter and to establish others in the same
vision (9ewp[av). Fifth and most perfect would be the happiness obtaining from
these, according to Plato himself, even assimilation to God insofar as possible
(oµo[wms 9e� KaTd To 6uvaT6v)." Sec also Clement of Alexandria (Strom.
1.28.176,1-2), Origen, In cant. cant., p. 75,6 Baehrens.
58. Cf. Celsus apud Origen, Contra Ce/sum. VTT.42; Maximus of Tyre, Dialo
gues XI. I ! b. For these "ways," see H. DORJUE, ''Die Frage nach dem Transzenden-
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The first way to achieve intellection of God is abstraction (v6TJO"LS' � KaTd:
dcpatpl::crLv) of these attributes (i.e. bad-good-indifferent, qualified
unqualified, part-whole, same-different, mover-moved), just as we get the
conception of a point by abstraction from what is sensible, conceiving first
a surface, then a line, and finally a point. A second way of obtaining an
idea of God is that of analogy (� KaTd dva;l..o-y[av), as follows: the sun
not itself sight but enabling sight to see and visible things to be seen-is to
sight and to visible things as the first mind is to the mind of the (world)
soul and its intelligible objects-it is not itself intellection but provides in
tellection to it as well as intelligibility to its objects (,rapEXEL aUTl:J To
voE1v Kai. TOLS' VOTJTOLS' To voE'icr9m), illuminating the truth concerning
them (cf. Plato, Rep. 508b). The third way of achieving an idea of God is
this: one contemplates (9€Wpwv) the beauty of physical objects; after this
one passes on to the beauty of the soul, from there to the beauty of customs
and laws, and so on to the vast ocean of the beautiful. After this one intuits
the good and the lovable and the desirable (auTo TO d-ya9ov voE1 Kat TO
E pacrTov Kal E<pETov) like a shining light which, as it were, illumines the
soul which is thus ascending. And together with this one intuits God be
cause of his pre-eminent excellence (9Eov cruvEmvo€'i 8Ld T�v Ev T<!J nµi!\)
urrEpox�v; cf. Symposium 208e; Epistle VII, 341 C-D).
The via analogiae (KaTa avo>..oy[.av) or way by approximation from
effects to cause, inferring the source from its products or inferiors, was
based on the parable of the sun in Plato's Republic VI 508-9.59 The via
negationis (KaTa ci<j>ai.peaLV or cim'l<j>acrtv or civa>..vaLv), or way by ab
straction or negation of all affirmative predicates, was ,regarded as the
only logically self-sufficient path to the divine, and was perhaps based
on the first hypothesis of the Parmenides (137C-142A). This method
figures prominently in the negative theologies at the beginning of the
Apocryphon of John and in the revelation by the Luminaries in Zostri
anos and Allogenes; it often involves two steps, a radical affirmation of
the supreme principle's transcendence in terms of its priority to any
notion whatsoever, 60 often by simultaneous negation of two opposed
ten im Mittelplatonismus," Les sources de Plotin (Entretiens sur I' Antiquite classi
que V; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1960), 213-214; A.-J. FESTUGIERE,
la Revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste. EV: le Dieu inconnu et la gnose, (Etudes
bibliques; Paris: J. Gabalda, 1954), 92-140; H. J. KRAMER, Der Ursprung der Geist
metaphysik, (Amsterdam: B. R. Gruner, 1964, 2nd ed., 1967), 105-108; J. DILLON,
Ale/nous: The Handbook of Platonism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 107-110.
59. Supplementing the via analogiae was the via additionis (KaTa ,rp60Eow or
ovv0eoLv) by combining all antecedent causes into a single consequence.
60. Cf. e.g., Ennead V, 9 [5) 3.40-45: "Thus the One is neither something nor a
quality, nor a quantity nor an intellect nor a soul; neither is it moving nor even
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predicates (it is neither X nor non-X), or the affirmation that it surpasses
simultaneously affirmed contraries (neither X nor non-X but superior).
Here the via negativa becomes in effect a via oppositionis, or way by
paradoxical or oxymoronic predication of opposites: the supreme deity
is neither this nor its opposite, but superior to these. The via eminentiae
(8La T�V EV T(J) TLµLc.p VTTEpoxnv) or way by ascending degrees (a.va
�aaµot), based on Plato's Symposium, corresponds to the stage by stage
withdrawal (d.vaxwp 17aLs) to the highest level of the Triple-Powered
One in Allogenes as well as to the visionary ascents presupposed in
Zostrianos, Marsanes, and Three Ste/es of Seth. This method usually
builds on the others: synthesis of instances or negation of all alternatives
on one level of thought launches the mind upward to a new, more emi
nent level of insight. There is perhaps yet a final way that transcends
dialectic, the via imitationis (cf. Alcinous/Albinus, Didaskalikos
XXVIII.l -3) or way by assimilation, based on Plato's Theaetetus
I 76AB, where the goal is said to be flight from this world to the other,
to be assimilated (6µoLw0�vm) to the divine insofar as possible. As we
will see, this method seems to correspond to the "primary revelation" or
non-knowing knowledge of the Unknown One in Allogenes and perhaps
to the ''command" of the Three Ste/es ofSeth (VII 125, I 5-16).
The sequence of these methods is illustrated by Clement of Alexan
dria (Stromateis V.11.70.8-71.5): first, purification by acceptance of the
given; second, dialectical contemplation (ETTOTTTELa) in which one ad
vances by analysis (oL' d.va:>-:uaEws EK Twv UTTOKELµEvwv aUT� T�v
a.px�v 1rowuµEvoL) of the given toward primary intellection (TTPWTTJV
v6 17 aLv) and abstraction (ci¢EX.6VTES) of all dimension and position per
taining to corporeal and incorporeal objects (the via negationis) thus
laying bare the pure monad, at which point one achieves the intellection
of the highest being in terms of knowing what he is not.61 So also Plotstanding, it is not in place, not in time, but one of a kind by itselt; rather it is form
less before all form, before movement and before stability, since these relate to
being and would make it many."
6!. Clem. Alex. Strom. Y.11.70.8-71.5: "It is not then without reason that in the
mysteries that obtain among the Greeks, lustrations (Ta Ka9apcna) hold the first
place; as also the !aver (To AOUTpov) among the barbarians. After these are the lesser
mysteries, which have some foundation of instruction and of preliminary preparation
for what is to come after; and the greater mysteries, in which nothing remains to be
learned of the universe, but only to contemplate and comprehend (ETTOTITt:UELV 6E.
Kat m,pLvot:iv) nature and things. We shall understand the mode of purification by
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inus suggests a similar approach (Ennead VI, 7 [38] 36): one begins by
instruction through analogies, negations, syntheses and ascending de
grees; he draws near by purifications, virtues, orderings (of the soul) and
gradations of the intelligible until one "stands firmly" upon it (the via
eminentiae, cf. Allogenes XI 59,18-20; 60,28-31); at that point where
one becomes simultaneously subject and object of one's own vision, all
learning is abandoned and "suddenly" (E�atq>VTJS, cf. Symposium 210E;
Letter VII 341 C) one sees the source of light itself (the via imita
tionis).62 The culmination of the vision, the via imitationis or way of

confession, and that of contemplation by analysis, advancing by analysis to primary
intellection (Tov 6e foo,rnKov dva>..fo€t ETTl T�v ,rpwTT)V vol)otv ,rpoxwpofwT€S),
beginning with the properties underlying it; abstracting from the body its physical
properties (Tas cpuoLKCIS' ,rou>Tl)TaS'), taking away (rr€pL€AOVT€S') the dimension of
depth, then that ofbreadth, and then that oflength. For the point which remains is a
unit, so to speak, having position (ol)µ€'iov EOTL µovas ws €LTT€'iv 9eow Exoucra);
from which ifwe abstract position, there is the conception ofunity (vo€'i.rnt µovas).
If, then, abstracting all that belongs to bodies and things called incorporeal, we cast
ourselves into the greatness of Christ, and thence advance into immensity by holi
ness, we may reach somehow to the conception of the Almighty, knowing not what
He is, but what He is not (aux o EOTLV. 8 6e µ1) fon -yvwpi.oavT€S'). And form and
motion, or standing, or a throne, or place, or right hand or left, are not at all to be
conceived as belonging to the Father of the universe, although it is so written. But
what each of these means will be shown in its proper place. The First Cause is not
then in space, but above both space, and time, and name, and conception (ovKouv Ev
TO TTi+J TO rrpWTOV atnov, d>..>..' UTT€pdvw Kal T01TOU KOL XPOVOU KOL ovoµoTOS' KOL
VOT)OEWS' ), "
62. Plotinus, Ennead VI, 7 [38] 36,1-26: "The rest, then, is clear, and something
has been said also about this. But all the same, even now we must speak of it for a
little, starting from that [experience] but proceeding by rational discourse. The
knowledge or touching of the Good is the greatest thing, and Plato says it is the
'greatest study' (i.e. of the Idea of the Good, Plato, Rep. 505A), not calling the
looking at it a 'study,' but learning about it beforehand. We are taught about it by
comparisons and negations and knowledge of the things which come from it (the
One) and certain methods of ascent by degrees, but we are put on the way to it by
purifications and virtues and adomings and by gaining footholds in the intelligible
and settling ourselves firmly there and feasting (Phaedo 247e) on its contents
(civa>..o-y(m T€ KOL dcpatpEO€lS Kai 'YVW0€LS' TWV OUTOU KOL dva�aoµo[ TLV€S',
TTOp€UOUO'L 6€ Ko8apO€lS' ,rpos Ol/TO Kai cip€Tai KOL Kooµljo€LS' Kai TOU VOT)TOU
ETTL�(IOELS' Kai err' Ol/TOU i6puaELS Kal TWV EK€l. €0TL00€l). But whoever has him
self become both contemplator and object of contemplation, both of himself and of
the others, becoming being and intellect and 'the complete living being' (Plato,
Tim. 318), no longer looks at it from outside---when he has become this he is near
and that Good is next above him, and already close by, shining upon all the intelligi
ble world. It is there that one lets all study go; up to a point one has been led along
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assimilation, transcends philosophy for mysticism or ecstasy.63 Since it
involves contemplative imitation of the virtues of which the divine is the
source, and since his peculiar virtues are oneness, simplicity, aloneness,
aloofness, tranquillity and absolute goodness, the via imitationis is the
ascetic way, a purgative stripping away of all multiplicity, of all powers
of soul and intellect, a self-concentration into pure solitariness where no
object of knowledge exists outside the knower. At this point, to know is

not to know.
The prototype for this sequence of cognitive and visionary acts com
prising the via eminentiae is found in Plato's Symposium (21 0A-2 l 2A)
in the speech where Socrates recounts the path to the vision of absolute

and settled firmly in beauty and as far as this one thinks that in which one is, but is
carried out of it by the surge of the wave of Intellect itself and lifted on high by a
kind of swell and sees suddenly, not seeing how, but the vision fills his eyes with
light and does not make him see another through itself, but the light itself is what he
sees (EeEvex0eis 6€ Ti;i auTOtl TOtl vov otov Kuµan Kai U4J01.I urr' OUTOtl otov
ol6�0'0VTOS cip0Eis etcrEi.&v EeaLq>VTJS OUK t6wv OTTWS, ciXX' � efo T\'A�craoa cp<DTOS
TO. oµµaTO OU 6l OUTOtl TTETrOlT]KEV d>-Xo 6pciv, a.XX' airro TO q>ws TO opaµa �v). For
there is not in that Good something seen and its light, nor intellect and object of
intellect, but a ray which generates these afterwards and lets them be beside it; but
he himself is the ray which only generates Intellect and does not extinguish itself in
the generation, but it itself .:ibides (auTOS 6€ auy� µc\vov yevvwoa vovv, OUTl
crpfoacra aUT�S EV T<p yev�crat, ci>-Xa µelvacra µEv a�), and that Intellect comes
to be because this Good exists. For if this was not of the kind it is, that would not
have come into existence." (trans. Armstrong)
63. Indeed, assimilation to God involves a withdrawal, a "flight from this world
to the other, and that means becoming like the divine as far as we can, and that again
is to become righteous with the help of wisdom" (6Lo Kai TTElp<icr0at XP� Ev0€v6e
EK€L<J€ <l>Euy€lv OTciXLCfTO, <J>uy� 6€ oµotWO'lS 6et;i KOTCI TO 6uvaTOV' oµolwcrts 6€
6LKmov Kai ocrtov µETa <J>pov�crews yevfo0at · Theaetetus 176AB). As Plotinus
makes clear (Ennead VI, 9 (9] I I ,9-16), this is not an agitated ecstasy, but a calm
union: "He (the seer) was one with himself, with no distinction in himself either in
relation to himself or to other things-for there was no movement in him nor emo
tion, no desire for anything else when he made the ascent-but there was not even
any reason or thought, nor, if one may say so, any self at all. Rather he was as if
seized up or possessed by a god, in a quiet isolation and in a stable, firm standing,
neither inclining anywhere in his own being, nor revolving about himself, com
pletely still and having become a kind of rest." (�v 6€ ev Kal auTOS 6w<J>opdv EV
auTt;i ou6eµtav rrpos EOUTov E xwv oiiTE KaTa ci>-Xa ou ycip Tl EKlV€iTo TTap' a0i;i,
OU 0vµ6s, OUK Em6uµta d>..Xou Tl'Op�v OUT<;i ava/3E/3TJKOTl aX>..' ou6€ X6yos ou6e TLS
v6 17crls ou6' OAWS auT6S, el 6Et KOL TOtlTO Xeyew.' AX>..' WCJTTEP apTiacr6eis i\
Ev6oootcicras �ovxii ev Epfiµ<i> Kai KaTacrTcioet 'YE"fEVTJTat ciTpEµet, TTI auTovs
ouotq. ou6aµfj 0:TTOKAlvwv 000€ rrept OUTOV aTpE<j,oµevos-, EO'TWS- T\'CIVTTJ KOL o!ov
crniatS' yevc\µevos).
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beauty into which he had been initiated by the wise Diotima. The
method consists of a three-stage qualitative and quantitative purification
or purgation of the soul by a redirection of Eros, the moving force of the
soul, away from the lower realm to the higher. 64 The qualitative purga
tion is a progressive shift of attention from the sensible to the intelligible
realm in three levels of knowing, which correspond to three levels of
experience: physical beauty, moral beauty and intellectual beauty; these
are the objects respectively of the bodily senses, the ethical components
of the soul, and the intelligizing, contemplative faculty of the reflective
soul. The quantitative purgation is a shift of attention away from indi
vidual instances of beauty, to the ideal beauty of all forms, and finally to
absolute beauty itself, which then discloses itself as a sudden (Eeatcjwr1s)
and immediate intuition. The next higher stage is therefore achieved by
a purifying and unifying synthesis of the experience of the lower stage.

And so when going beyond such things on account of appropriate devotion
to boyish beauty, one begins to contemplate that beauty, one might almost
be in reach of the goal. For this is the appropriate way to approach or be
lead toward the beloved: beginning from instances of beautiful things, for
the sake of that eternal beauty he mounts ever upward, as if making use of
successive degrees (€rrava�aaµo[), from one to two and from both to
every beautiful body, and from beautiful bodies to beautiful institutions,
and from institutions to beautiful science, and from science in general to
succeed to that science which is nothing other than the science of ultimate
beauty itself, and might culminate in knowing what beauty itself is. (Sym
posium 211B5-D1)
As in the Symposium, so also in the Republic the final moment of at
tainment is conceived as a revelation of the supreme form. After long
preliminary effort, one's soul or mind has transcended discursive sci
ence, and even dialectic itself, for an unmediated vision or direct contact
with the object sought. No longer does one "know about" the object
things that can be predicated of it, but one actually possesses and is
possessed by the object of one's quest. 65
64.1 here adopt the analysis of E. O'BRIEN, The Essential Plotinus (New York:
MentorBooks, 1964), 16-17.
65. ln Republic Vil 540A the vision of the ultimate Good follows upon much
training and travail: "At age fifty those who have survived the tests and approved
themselves altogether the best in every task and form of knowledge must be brought
at last to the goal. They are required to tum upward the vision of the soul and gaze
upon that which illumines all (avaKA[vavrns n'iv Tijs lj,uxijs airy�v ets at1T6
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This, then, at last, Glaucon, I said, is the very law which dialectic recites,
the strain which it executes, of which, though it belongs to the intelligible,
we may see an imitation in the progress of the faculty of vision, as we de
scribed its endeavor to look at living things themselves and the stars them
selves and finally at the very sun. In like manner, when anyone by dialectic
attempts through discourse of reason (6LCi TOD A6you) and apart from all
perceptions of sense to find his way to the very essence (auTo o foTLv) of
each thing and does not desist till he apprehends by thought itself (at1TU
vo�aEL) the nature of the good in itself, he arrives at the limit of the intelli
gible (nil Tou VOTJTOU TEAEt), as the other in our parable came to the goal of
the visible. (Republic VII 532A-B)
Similar statements are also found in the Seventh Platonic Letter, and
later on in Philo and Numenius.66

F. Learned Ignorance
Vision of the very highest level can be characterized as a "learned ig
norance," a passive intuition free from all discursive, calculative and
analytic reasoning. Thinking only imposes spatial and temporal distinc
tions on the object of its thought, thus destroying the horizonless unity
between knower and known. As the Chaldaean Oracles put it, the su
preme intelligible is comprehended only with an empty mind:
For there exists a certain Intelligible which you must perceive by the
flower of mind. For if you should incline your mind toward it and perceive
it as perceiving a specific thing, you would not perceive it. For it is the
airo�>.itj;m To irdcrL <j>ws rrapExov), and when they have thus beheld the good itself
(l66vrns To aya86v auT6), they shall use it as a model ... " Indeed Plato seems to
have applied this three-stage progression not only to his own study of philosophy but
also to the program of study in the Academy he founded (see H. CHERNISS, The
Riddle of the Early Academy [Berkeley: University of California Press, 1945],
60-85). In the seventh book of the Republic (533e-540b) he lays down the plan for
educating the guardians of the ideal state: after the propaedeutic study of mathe
matics, one took up the study of dialectic for five years, and then after a fifteen year
period of fieldwork, one is at the stable and mature age of fifty ready for the goal,
the highest philosophy, contemplation of the ideas.
66. le/Jer Vil 34 IC-D: after long instruction and familiarity, the "thing itself' is
suddenly (€�a(<j>VTJS') generated and becomes self-sustaining in the soul; 344b: after
patient scrutiny and disputation, at last understanding blazes up and the mind,
stretched to the limit, is flooded with light. In much the san1e way, though in a later
century, Philo of Alexandria (De migratione Abrahami 31-35) describes the sudden
(E�al<l>vTJs) filling of his soul with ideas under the influence of divine, prophetic
inspiration, and Numenius (fr g. 2 des Places) describes the sudden (µu} �o>.fl)
glimpse of the Good granted to the eyes that strain to see it.
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power of strength, visible all around, flashing with intellectual divisions.
Therefore, you must not perceive that Intelligible violently but with the
flame of mind completely extended which measures all things, except that
Intelligible. You must not perceive it intently, but keeping the pure eye of
your soul turned away, you should extend an empty mind toward the Intel
ligible in order to comprehend it, since it exists outside of (your) mind
(frg. 1 Majercik).
According to Celsus (apud Origen, Contra Ce/sum VII.45,21-25), God
"is neither mind nor intelligence nor knowledge, but enables the mind to
think and causes the existence of intelligibles, of truth itself and of being
itself, since he transcends all things and is intelligible by a certain inef
fable power" (cipptjT4J TLVL 8uvaµEL VOTJTOS). The anonymous commen
tator on Plato's Parmenides likewise speaks of "a non-comprehending
comprehension and in an intellection that intuits nothing," a silent pre
conception of the ineffable:
It is necessary therefore to subtract everything and add nothing: to subtract
everything, not by falling into absolute non-being, but by thought attending
to everything that comes to and through him, considering that he is the
cause of both the multitude and the being of all things, while himself being
neither one nor multiple, but beyond being in regard to all the things that
exist on his account. Thus he transcends not only multiplicity, but even the
concept of the One, for it is on his account that both the One and Monad
exist. And thus one will be able neither to fall into the void, nor dare to at
tribute anything to him, but to remain in a non-comprehending comprehen
sion and in an intellection that intuits nothing. Through such means, it will
occur to you at some point, having stood apart from the intellection of the
things constituted by him, to stand upon the ineffable preconception of him
which represents him through silence, a preconception that is unaware of
being silent and not conscious that it represents him and is cognizant of
nothing at all, but which is only an image of the ineffable and is ineffably
identical with the ineffable, but not as if knowing him, if you can follow
me--even though imaginatively-as I venture to speak (In Parmeni
dem II 4-27 Hadot 2.68-70).
This "non-comprehending comprehension" and "intellection that intuits
nothing" appears to be identical to the culminating experience envisaged
in the "primary revelation" of Allogenes, namely the command to know
the Unknown One by not knowing him (XI 59,9-60, 12; 63,28-64, I 4),
and is perhaps also equivalent to the silence culminating the ascent in
the Three Ste/es ofSeth. It has its roots in the sudden vision of the Beau
tiful culminating the three-stage ascent described in Plato's Symposium.
To be sure, the roots have been bent in a very ascetic direction, perhaps
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by Neopythagorean rigorism and the Gnostic spirit itself, but the fruit
continues to bear the stamp of the Platonic tradition.
To know the truly ultimate, Plotinus emphasizes that one must go be
yond not only discursive reasoning, but even inteltection itself. Not even
the supreme One intelligizes itself; whoever would know the supreme
must not know it:

The One, as transcending Intellect, transcends knowing: above all need, it
is above the need of the knowing which pertains solely to the Secondary
Nature. Knowing is a unitary thing, but defined: the first is One, but unde
fined: a defined One would not be the One-absolute: the absolute is prior to
the definite. [13] Thus the One is in truth beyond all statement: any affir
mation is of a thing; but the all-transcending, resting above even the most
august divine Mind, possesses alone of all true being, and is not a thing
among things; we can give it no name because that would imply predica
tion: we can but try to indicate, in our own feeble way, something concern
ing it: when in our perplexity we object, "Then it is without self
perception, without self-consciousness, ignorant of itself'; we must re
member that we have been considering it only in its opposites. If we make
it knowable, an object of affirmation, we make it a manifold; and if we al
low intellection in it we make it at that point indigent: supposing that in
fact intellection accompanies it, intellection by it must be superfluous.
Self-intellection-which is the truest-implies the entire perception of a
total self formed from a variety converging into an integral; but the Tran
scendent knows neither separation of part nor any such inquiry; if its intel
lectual act were directed upon something outside, then, the Transcendent
would be deficient and the intellection faulty. (Ennead V, 3 [49] 12-13
Armstrong)
According to K. Corrigan,67 the question of how we are to speak about
the One, and on what basis, is a major philosophical problem for
Plotinus, for "if the One thinks, then it will be an intellect" linked to an
intelligible object; but "if it does not think, then it will be ignorant even
of itself' (civ6T]Tov
ciyvwiiaEL Kat fouT6). Plotinus, in fact, is not
prepared to accept the hypothesis of learned ignorance because he
appears to hold that intellection cannot be completely abstract, but must

oe

67. K. CORRIGAN, "The Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Pannenides and
the Distinction between Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism, Plotinus' Cir
cle, and Sethian Gnostic texts,'' paper presented at the Seminar on Gnosticism and
Later Platonism, Society of Biblical Literature Annual Meeting, November 1996,
p. 54.
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be based on something familiar to us. In response to an interlocutor who
has to be convinced on this question, he says:
For even if we say that it is the Good and absolutely simple, we shall not
be saying anything clear and distinct, even though we are speaking the
truth, as long as we do not have anything on which to base our reasoning
when we speak (fol. Tl EpEl6ovTES' T�v 6LCivoLav >..e-yoµEv) For, again,
since knowledge (T�S' -y vwaEwS') of other things comes to us from intellect,
and we are able to know intellect by intellect (T<i} v<i} vovv -ywwaKELv), by
what sort of simple intuition (Em�oA� ci8 p6�) could one grasp this which
transcends the nature of intellect? We shall say to the person to whom we
have to explain how this is possible, that it is by the likeness in ourselves.
For there is something of it in us too; or rather there is nowhere where it is
not, in the things which can participate in it. For, wherever you are, it is
from this that you have that which is everywhere present by setting to it
that which can have it (To -yap TTavwxou TTapov aT�aas- 6maoilv TO
6uvciµEvov EXELV EXELS' EKE'i8Ev); just as if there was a voice filling an
empty space, or, with the empty space, men too, and by setting yourself to
listen at any point in the empty space, you will receive the whole, and yet
not the whole. What is it, then, which we shall receive when we set our
intellect to it? Rather, the intellect must return, so to speak, backwards
(otov ELS' TOuTTlaw civaxwpE1v), and give itself up, in a way, to what lies
behind it (for it faces in both directions) (otov fouT6v ciq,evTa TOLS' Els
oma8Ev auTOU ciµq,[aTOµov iivrn); and there (KUKEL for KaKdva), if it
wishes to see that First Principle, it must not be altogether intellect. For it
is the first life, since it is an activity in the outgoing of all things.
(Ennead Jll, 8 [30] 9, 16-33 Armstrong)

The One is the most fundamental and familiar-and therefore most
overlooked and unknown-presence everywhere (cf. Ennead V, S [32]
12), so for intellect to see it, it must indeterminately withdraw rather
than determinately advance. As we shall see, the interlocutor here pre
supposed may well be a Sethian Platonist such as the kind reflected in
Allogenes, according to which one approaches the knowledge of the
supreme Unknown One by a "withdrawal" (civaxwPE1v) from one's
discursive intellection and intellectual vision in favor of a "primary
revelation" enabling one to know the One as if not knowing it: "through
them all he is in them all, not only as the unknowable knowledge that is
proper to him, and he is joined by the ignorance that sees him"
(XI 64,8-14).

CHAPTER TWELVE
THE DIVINE AND COSMIC HIERARCHY

OF THE PLATONIZING SETHIAN TREATISES: I

I. THE REALM BEYOND BEING
Within the Sethian corpus, it is the four treatises Zostrianos, Allogenes,
the Three Ste/es ofSeth, and Marsanes that introduce into Sethian litera
ture a distinctive fund of metaphysical conceptuality that draws heavily
on the technical terminology of Platonic philosophy. In comparison with
the other and probably earlier members of the Sethian corpus such as the

Apocryphon ofJohn, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the
Egyptians, these treatises display no traces of Christian thought, and

display a severe attenuation of interest in the Genesis-inspired anthro
pogony and history of Adam, Eve, Seth and his progeny.
Within the entire Sethian corpus, the Apocryphon of John occupies a
unique positjon by dint of both its multiple versions and its initial posi
tion in most of the codices that contain it. Furthermore, some version of
this treatise, or at least certain of the sources it incorporates, certainly
circulated in the early to mid-second century, making it one of the ear
lier Sethian sources. It also exhibits the most complete version of the
Sethian mythology that seems to underlie the entire corpus by way of
including a treatment of first principles, a theogony, cosmogony, and an
anthropogony whose overall structure seems to be inspired by Platonic
physics and metaphysics, especially of the sort contained in Plato's Ti
maeus. Basic to its picture of the nature of reality and the human condi
tion is the Platonic doctrine of model and copy and its speculations on
the relation between permanence and change and between original unity
and derived multiplicity, matters that are even more extensively
treated-with important modifications-in the Platonizing Sethian trea
tises.
According to the metaphysical scheme of the Apocryphon ofJohn, the
unfolding of the primal Monad into multiplicity occurs as a process of
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mental reflection by which the primal principle externalizes itself so as
to avail itself both for itself and for others: 1
II 4 19 And it is he alone (the Invisible Spirit) who looks 20 at him(self) in
his light which surrounds him. 21 This is the source of the Living Water 22
which supplies all the aeons. In every way (direction?) he [gazes] 23 [upon]
his image which he sees 24 in the source of the [Spirit]. He invests his in
tention in his 25 luminous [water, that is], the source of the 26 [pure] light
water [which] surrounds him. And 27 [his Ennoia became] active and she
came 28 forth, namely she who had [appeared] before him 29 in [the radi
ance ] of his light. This is 30 the first [power which was] before them all, 31
[manifested from] his thought, 32 that [is, the Pronoia of the A 11).

In this way, the monadic Father emits his own Thought (evvow, often
called np6vow or Barbelo), which the Sethian Platonizing treatises refer
to as the "Aeon of Barbelo." In turn, this feminine figure becomes the
mother of a self-generated (m'noyEv�s) Son, thus giving rise to a su
preme divine triad: the monadic Invisible Spirit; his first thought, the
Moth.er Barbelo; and her self-generated Son. This supreme Father
Mother-Child triad-a nomenclature that may derive from Plato's Ti
maeus (50D2-4)-is the supreme and central metaphysical entity of the
earlier Sethian treatises, such as the Apocryphon of John, the Gospel of
the Egyptians, and the Trimorphic Protennoia.
As a whole, the Platonizing Sethian treatises draw on similar concep
tions, but in a strikingly innovative way: they seem to have completely
jettisoned the earlier Father-Mother-Child nomenclature for the supreme
triad in favor of an absolute monism that completely reconceptualizes
the older triadic metaphysics. Rather than a triad of supreme principles,
two new triads, presided over by a supreme unitary principle, are pro
posed: the first is the Triple Powered One, a triad of abstract powers
somehow contained in the supreme deity itself and yet also sometimes
treated as a new second principle mediating between the supreme prin
ciple and Barbelo, which has the effect of demoting Barbelo from the
rank of second principle to third. The second triad is Barbelo, conceived
as an aeon containing a triad of subaeons, those of Kalyptos, Proto
phanes, and Autogenes. The Triple Powered One is regarded-as was
Barbelo--as a tripartite being. Furthermore, the traditional Sethian su1. Here Barbelo emerges from the Father's mental self-rellection in the living
Light-Water of the Sethian baptismal rite rather than from the more abstract emana
tive processes of the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
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preme deity, the Invisible Spirit-who is closely identified with the
Triple Powered One as second principle-now becomes identified as
or even superseded by-a supreme "Unknowable One" that has been
adopted by these Sethian authors from contemporary Middle Platonic
sources occupied with the theological interpretation of the first two hy
potheses of Plato's Parmenides. In the process, the erstwhile "Mother"
figure, Barbelo, is no longer conceived as the feminine Mother of the
Autogenes Child, but as the masculine Aeon (6 alwv) of Barbelo. As a
result, the erstwhile Child-figure, the Autogenes Son of Barbelo, is de
moted from the rank of third member in a triad of supreme beings, and
becomes merely the lowest of the three sublevels of the Barbelo Aeon.
Indeed, in Zostrianos and Allogenes, a new Child figure emerges, the
Triple Male Child, a being who resides at various levels in the Barbelo
Aeon and often functions as the Savior.
The metaphysics of the Platonizing Sethian treatises comprises four
ontological levels: I) a highest realm beyond being itself (the Unknow
able One or the Invisible Spirit and his Triple Power), below which
there is 2) an atemporal, intelligible realm of pure incorporeal being (the
Aeon of Barbelo), then 3) an incorporeal psychic realm (the Self
generated Aeons, the Repentance, and Sojourn) characterized by time
and motion, and finally 4) a physical, corporeal realm at the bottom of
the scale, which Allogenes calls "Nature" and Marsanes calls the cosmic
and material realms designated by the first three of thirteen "Seals." In
fact, Marsanes boasts of yet another, super-transcendent level clearly
beyond the Invisible Spirit, occupied by a supreme but aloof "Unknown
Silent One."
Marsanes (X 4,24-5,25) also develops a set of metaphysical catego
ries that serve to articulate the scale of reality ("that which truly exists").
There is a basic distinction between eternal reality apprehended by the
intellect alone and the sense-perceptible realm of change and becoming;
the former is incorporeal and the latter is corporeal. To the former cate
gory belong: unbegotten (uncaused) entities (the Unknown Silent One);
entities whose existence has a cause ("begotten"), whether insubstantial
(i.e., the Invisible Spirit and Triple Powered One) or substantial (i.e., the
Barbelo Aeon, other divine aeons, angels, souls, "soul garments," im
ages of intelligible "simples," and celestial and terrestrial bodies). The
following table illustrates a possible distribution of these metaphysical
categories among some of the major beings located in the hierarchy of
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the thirteen seals ( Kalyptos, Protophanes, Autogenes, and the Self
generated Aeons are here included with the Aeon ofBarbelo):
Silent One
Invisible Spirit
Triple Powered One
Barbelo Aeon
Sojourn/Repentance
Cosmic/Material
Matter

incorporeal
incorporeal
incorporeal
incorporeal
incorporeal
corporeal
incorporeal

insubstantial
insubstantial
insubstantial
substantial
substantial
substantial
insubstantial

neither intelligible nor perceptible
neither intelligible nor perceptible
intelligible
intelligible
perceptible (immortal souls and images)
perceptible (three dimensional bodies)
neither intelligible nor perceptible

A. The Invisible Spirit
In all the Sethian treatises save Marsanes and perhaps Allogenes, the
highest being, corresponding to the Plotinian One, is the Invisible Spirit

or Unknowable One, characterized by non-being existence, silence and
stillness. It is so transcendent that it is altogether beyond conceptualiza
tion. The major vehicle for this characterization is an extended negative
theology (via negativa) of the sort discussed in Chapter 9 in connection
with Alcinous and the anonymous Parmenides commentary, employing
terms nearly identical to those of the first hypothesis of Plato's Par
menides in an attempt to characterize an absolutely self-sufficient su
preme Unity. This negative theology combines the two classical episte
mological approaches, the via negativa and via eminentiae: the via
negativa is implemented by negative predications followed by an adver
sative "but"clause: the negation may be either triple, "it is neither X nor
Y nor Z, but it is ... "or antithetically double, "it is neither X nor non-X,
but it is ... "or merely single, "it is not X but it is ...." The "but"clause
is always positive: "but it is something else'' above, beyond, superior to
the previously negated predications. Negation of all alternatives on one
level of thought launches the mind upward to a new, more eminent level
of insight. A similar characterization of the supreme deity occurs in both
Allogenes and the Apocryphon of John, whose theogony begins with a
negative-theological description of the supreme deity, the Monad or
Invisible Spirit, the first member of the Father, Mother and Child triad.
These two treatises share a negative theology, part of which contains a
word-for-word parallel that probably depends upon a common source,
most likely a commentary on Plato's Parmenides, especially the first
hypothesis, 137C-142A:
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Allogenes

Apocryphon ofJohn

NHC XI 62,28-63,25

BG 24,6-25,7

XI 62 28 He is neither

Divinity 29 nor Blessedness 30 nor Perfection.
Rather 31 it (this triad) is
an unknowable entity of
him, 32 not what is proper
to him. Rather 33 he is
something else 34 superior
to the Blessedness and 3s
the Divinity and 36 Perfection.
For he is not 37 perfect, but
he is another thing 63 1
that is superior.
He is neither 2 boundless
nor 3 is he bounded by 4
another. Rather he is
something superior. s
He is not corporeal; 6 he is
not incorporeal. 7 He is
not Great; (he is not]
Small. 8 He is not a
<quantity>; he is not a
[<quality>]. 9
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Apocryphon ofJohn
NHC II 3,17-33

BG 24 6 This is the

Immeasurable Light, 7
pure, holy, 26 spotless,
ineffable, 9 [perfect in
in-] corruptibility. He is
neither 10 Perfection nor
11
Blessedness nor Divinity, 12

II 3 17 [He] is [the
Immeasurable Light], 18
pure, holy, [spotless]. 19
He is ineffable, (perfect
in in]corruptibility. 20
He is not in [perfection
or in) 21 blessedness [or
in] 22 divinity,

but rather something
superior 13 to them.

[but rather he is far
superior). 23

He is neither infinite 14
nor unlimited, ,s but
rather he is something
better than these.
For 16 he is neither
corporeal 17 nor incorporeal; he is not Great, he
is not 18 Small, nor is he
a quantity 19 nor a <qua!ity>.

Nor is he something 10 that For it is not possible for
anyone to 20 intelligize
exists, that II one can
12
him.
know. Rather he is
something else that is
superior, that 13 one cannot know. 14
He is primary revelation is
and self-knowledge, 16
since it is he alone who
knows himself. 17 Since he He is not any of the 21
existing things, but is
is not one of those things
1s that exist, but is another
instead superior 22 to
thing, 19 he is superior to
them. He is not anything

[He is] neither corporeal [nor incorporeal},
24
he is not Great, [nor]
is he Small. [There is
no] 25 way to say
"What is his quantity?"
or "What [is his qua!ity?"], 26 for
it is not possible (for
anyone to comprehend
him]. 27

He is not anything
among [existing things,
but rather he is] 28 far
superior-
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Allogenes
NHC XI 62,28-63,25
all superlatives, 20 even in
comparison to his charac
ter and 21 what is not his
character.

He neither participates in
eternity nor 23 docs he
participate in time. 24

22

He does not receive any
thing from 25 anything
else.

Apocryphon ofJohn
BG 24,6-25,7

Apocryphon ofJohn
NHC II 3, 17-33

among existing things,
but rather something
superior to thesenot 'superior' in the
comparative sense, but
251 in the absolute
sense. 2 Not participat
ing in eternity, time 3
does not exist for him.
For one who partici
pates 4 in eternity, others
5 anticipated. 6 Time did
not limit him, since he
does not 7 receive from
some other who limits. 8
And he has no need.
There is nothing 9 at all
before him.

not 'superior' in the
comparative sense, but
rather in the absolute
sense. 29 He (partici
pates neither] in eter
nity nor 30 in time.
For that which [partici
pates in eternity] 31 was
previously anticipated.
He [was not limited] 32
by time, [since] he 33
receives nothing, [for it
would be something
received] 34 on loan.
For what is prior docs
not [lack] 35 so as to
receive.

According to the material common to the Apocryphon of John and Al
logenes, the Unknown One is neither divinity nor blessedness nor good
ness, but superior to these; neither boundless nor bounded, but superior;
neither corporeal nor incorporeal, neither great nor small, neither a
quantity nor quality,2 nor a knowable existent, but superior; he shares in
neither time nor eternity (alwv); he does not receive from another; nei
ther is he diminished nor does he diminish nor is he undiminished (the
Platonic concept of undiminished giving). He is without being
(XI 62,23; 63,9-1 O; 63, 17-18; 65,28-30; 65,32-33; 66,25-28), yet he is
"something," "another thing" (XI 62,37; 63, 12.18, in the Stoic sense of a
TL, something real, not a figment of imagination). Although strictly be
yond existence, he has a "non-being existence" (XI 62,23; 65,33), a pre
existing or prefigurative or paradigmatic existence from which actual
Existence derives.
2. The text of the Apoc,yphon of John (BG 24. 18-19; NHC Ill 5, 13) reads
ne ("he is not a creature"), translating an erroneous Greek exem
plar 1TOLT1T6v (creature) for an original 1rm6v (quality).
iiioyTiMIO iN
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The Apocryphon ofJohn prefaces this parallel section with even more
such negative "attributes": the Invisible Spirit is unlimited, without
quantity, neither corporeal nor incorporeal, neither Great nor Small,
immeasurable, neither eternal nor in time, ineffable, unnamable, invisi
ble, unsearchable, undergoing nothing, and not anything among those
things that exist. But it also has positive attributes: it is the ultimate
Monad and Father of the All, the Invisible Spirit higher than God; it is
total perfection, pure Mind, life-giving life, blessedness-giving blessed
ness, knowledge-giving knowledge, goodness-giving goodness, mercy
giving mercy, and grace-giving grace, yet transcends all these attributes.
In particular, the author also emphasizes the Monad's superiority to any
of its attributes, including a rather traditional sounding triad of attrib
utes, Blessedness, Perfection and Divinity, a superiority echoed also in
Allogenes.3
One finds another such negative theology also in Zostrianos (VHI
64,13-66, 11 ), in which the supreme deity can only be characterized
negatively (the via negativa) and as superlative to all else (the via emi
nentiae); this passage has a nearly word-for-word parallel in Victorinus'
Adversus Arium 1.49,9-40; clearly both authors are dependent on a
common source, again quite likely a Middle Platonic commentary on
Plato's Parmenides:4

=

=

3. In the order of the Apocryphon ofJohn, the equivalencies seem to be: perfec
tion = life; blessedness intellect; divinity existence; in the order of Alfogenes:
divinity existence; blessedness intellect; perfection life. This suggests that
already in the Apocryphon of John there was some opposition to an antecedent
doctrine which posited a triadic structure inherent in the Monad itself, somewhat
analogous to the father (or existence). power, intellect triad latent within the supreme
Father of the Chaldaean Oracles. It may be that this triad (in reverse order) is a
precursor of the Existence-Life-Mind triad to be found in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises.
4. See now M. TARDIEU, "Recherches sur la formation de )'Apocalypse de
Zostrien et les sources de Marius Victorinus,'' in Res Orienta/es IX (Bures-sur
Yvctte: Groupe pour l'Etude de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 1996), 7-114, and
my introduction and commentary in C. Barry, W.-P. funk, P.-H. Poirier,
J. D. Turner, Zostrien (NH Vlll, I) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag J-lammadi, section
« Textes » 24; Quebec and Leuven-Paris: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions
Peeters, 2000), 32-225; 483-662.

=

=

=
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Yictorinus, Adv. Arium 1.49,9-40
9

49, Before all the authentic exis
tents was the One or the Monad or
10

One in itselt: One before being was
present to it. For one must call "One"
11
and conceive as One whatever has
in itself no appearance of 12 otherness.
It is the One alone, the simple One,
the One so-called by 13 concession. Jt
is the One before all existence, before
14 all existentiality and absolutely
before all inferiors, 15 before Being,
for this One is prior to Being; he is
thus 16 before every entity, substance,
hypostasis, and before 17 all realities
with even more potency. It is the One
without existence, without substance,
18
<life>, or intellect-for it is beyond
all thatimrneasurable, 19 invisible, abso
lutely indiscernible by anything else,
by the realities that are 20 in it, by
those that come after it, even those
that come from it; 21 for itself alone,
it is distinct and definite by its own
existence, 22 not by act, of such a sort

that its own constitution 23 and knowl
edge it has of itself is not something
other than itself; absolutely indivisi

ble, without shape, 24 without qual
ity or lack of quality, nor qualified by
absence of quality; without 25 color,
without species, without form, pri

vated of all the forms, 26 without
being the form in itself by which all
things are formed.
It is the first cause of all the existents
whether they are 27 universals or par
ticulars, 28 the principle prior to

every principle, 29 intelligence prior
to every intelligence, the vigor of
every power, Jo more mobile than
movement itself, more stable than
rest itself-for it is rest by an inex

pressible JI movement and it is a

Zostrianos Vlll 64, 13-66, 11
64 [Hel was a [unity] 14 and a single
one, 15 existing prior to [all those) 16
that truly exist
13

(Cf. Allogenes XI 61,32-39:

XI 61 32 Now he is 33 an entity insofar
as he exists, in that he either 34 exists
and will become, Hor {acts) <lives> or
knows, although he {lives}<acts> 3''
without Mind 37 or Life or Existence 3•
or Non-existence, 3• incomprehensibly.)

in [an] 17 immeasurable Spirit, com
pletely indiscernible 18 by anything else
19 that [exists] 20 in him and [outside] 21
him and [remains] 22 after him. It is he
alone 23 who delimits himself,

[65] 1 [part]less, 2 [shape)less, [qual
ity]less, 3

[color]less, [specie)less, 4 [form]less to
them [all]. 5

[He precedes] them all:

6

[he is pre-principle of] 7 [every princi
ple], fore[thought) 8 [of] every thought,
9
[strength] of every power. 10 [He is
faster] <than> [his] 11 [motion], he is
more stable <than> 12 stability.
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Victorinus, Adv. Arium 1.49,9-40
superlative n movement by an ineffa
ble rest; more condensed than every
continuity, more exalted than every
33 distance; more finite than every
body and greater than every 34 magni
tude, purer than every incorporeal
entity, more penetrating than every
intelligence 35 and every body;
of all realities it has the most po
tency, it is the potency 36 of all poten
cies; more universal than everything,
every genus, every species, it is in an
absolutely universal way the truly 37
Existent, being itself the totality of
the authentic existents, greater than
38
every totality whether corporeal
or incorporeal, more particular 39
than every part, by a <pure> ineffa
ble potency being <preeminently>
all the authentic 40 existents.
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Zostrianos VIII 64,13-66, 11
he is more [compact] 13 <than> [even)
limitless 14 compaction. [And) he is
more exalted than 16 any unfathomable
entity, and he is 17 more [definite] than
any corporeal entity, 18 he is purer than
any incorporeal entity, 19 he is more
penetrating than any 20 thought and any
body, 21
[being) more powerful than them all, 22
any genus or species. 23 He is their
totality: [66] 1 [the whole of true) exis
tence, 2 and [those who truly] exist; 3
[he is] all [these. For he is greater] 4
[than everything, corporeal) 5 [and
incorporeal alike), 6 [more) particular
[than) 7 [all the] parts. 8 Existing by a
[pure un-) 9 knowable [power, he) from
whom 10 [derive] all those 11 that truly
exist.

The negative attributes of the Spirit mostly derive directly from the
Parmenides, while others are transferred from the Phaedrus or derive
from the description of matter in the Timaeus. 5
Just as in the Apocryphon ofJohn and-to a lesser extent-Allogenes,
the negative theology of the source common to Victorinus and Zostri
anos is immediately followed by an affirmative theology that designates
the One as a threefold Spirit; the Latin and Coptic no longer reproduce
the same text, although they exhibit thematic and conceptual parallels:

Adversus Arium I.50,10-16;
50,1-9
50 10 Since it is one in its simplicity,
it contains three powers: 11 all Exis
tence, all Life, and Blessedness;
but 12 all these are one, even a
simple one,
and it is predominantly in the power

Zostrianos VIII 66, I 4b-68, 13
66 14 For they are [triple) 15 powers of his
[unity): 16 [complete] Existence. 17 Life
and 18 Blessedness. In 19 Existence Ire
exists [as] 20 a simple unity,
(cf. Allogenes XI 49 "Essentiality ,v

5. Parmenides 140C3, 140d4 (immeasurable), 136D7-138AI (invisible),
1398-E (indiscernible), 137C4-D3 (partless; cf. Sophist 245A), 137D9 (shapeless);
Phaedrus 247C6-7 (colorless and shapeless); Timaeus 50D7, 5JA8 (formless), 50E4
(specieless); Alcinoos, Didaskalikos X 165, 10-13 Hermann (qualityless).
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Adversus Arium 1.50, 10-16;
50, 1-9
of being-that is Existence--that
the powers of Life 14 and Blessed
ness exist, for that by which it is and
exists is the power 15 of Existence,
and this is also the power of Life
and B !essedness. It is itself 16 and by
itself the idea and rational expres
sion (Aoyos) of itself.
13

I 50 1 This (One) is God, this is the
Father, preintelligence preexisting 2
and preexistence preserving itself in
its own Blessedness and a mo
tionless 3 motion and, because of
this, 4 having no need of other
beings; perfect beyond perfect
things, a Spirit triple powered in 5 its
unity. perfect Spirit and Spirit
beyond spirit; for he does not 6
breathe, but rather it is the Spirit in
that which is his being, Spirit 7
breathing toward itself so that it is
Spirit, since the Spirit 8 is not sepa
rate from itself.
It is at the same time residence and
resident, 9 remaining in itself, alone
in itself alone.
50 16 having his living and acting 17
in his own proper non-existent

existence

Adversus Arium 1.50,9-10.16-21
50 9 existing at the same time eve
rywhere and 10 nowhere.

Zostrianos VIII 66, I 4b-68, 13
constan1ly includes ils 10 Vitality and
Mentality, 11 and 12 Vitality includes i.,
Substantiality and 3' Mentality; Mentality
includes is Life and Essentiality.)

VIII 66 21 his own [rational expression]
and idea. 22
66 22 Whomever he will find 23 he brings
into 24 being. [And in] 25 Vitality, he is
alive [and becomes;) 67 1 [in Blessed
ness] 2 [he comes to) 3 (have Mentality]. 4
[And he] knows [that] all these 5 [be
come) uniquely him, 6 for [no] divinity 7
[is concerned with anything] except
[what] 8 [is his] alone, and he [exists] 9
(alone) in himself [with] 10 [himself], the
single, [perfect) 11 [Spirit]. For he dwells
12 [within] that which is his, which [ex
ists] 13 [as] a idea of an idea, 14 [a] unity
of the 15 [Henad. He exists as [the] 16
[Spirit], inhabiting it 17 by intellect, and it
inhabits 18 him. He is not about to come
forth to any 19 place, because he [is] a
single 20 perfect, simple Spirit. 21
He is his own place and 22 he is its
inhabitant. 23 Indeed <he is> everything.
And 24 on the other hand, [there) is the
one who [68) 1 [exists in] 2 [Mentality)
and [Life], 3 even [its] inhabitant. 4 And
the Life 5 is [an] activity of the 6 insub
stantial [Existence]. 7 That which exists
in [them] 8 [exists] in him; 9 because of
[him they exist as) 10 blessed[ness] and 11
perfect[ion]. And [it is the power] 12 that
exists in [all those] 13 that truly exist.

Zostrianos Vlll 74, 17-75,23
74 17 Jt is everywhere and 18 nowhere that
he [empowers] 19 and activates them all.
2o The ineffable, 21 unnarnable one-it is
22 from himself that he [truly] exists, 23
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Adversus Arium l.50,9-10.16-21

50 16 It has its life and act 17 in its
own Existence which is 18 not Exis

tence;
union without distinction of the
Spirit with itself, divinity, 19 sub

stantiality, blessedness, mentality,
vitality, goodness, 20 being abso
lutely all things in a universal
mode, purely unengendered, pre
existing, 21 unity of union which is

not itself union.
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Zostrianos Vlll 74,17-75,23
resting himself[in] 24 in his perfection25 has [not) shared in (any] form, [75] 1
therefore [he is invisible to] 2 them [all.
He has taken) 3 [no pattern for himself,
nor] 4 [is he anything at all of}those
[that] 5 [exist among the perfect ones] and
[those] 6 [that are unified). He [is] the
[single] one 7 (belonging to the Entirety].
In Existence 8 [is) Being; in [Vitality] 9
<is> Life; and in 10 perfection and 11
[Mentality) is Blessedness. 12 All [these)
were existing 13 [in the] indivisibility of 14
[the] Spirit. And it is Mentality 15 on
account of [which] is 16 [Divinity] and
[Insubstantiality] 17 and Blessedness 18
and Life and 19 Mentality and Goodness.
20
And Henad 21 and Unity, and all these
absolutely 22 pre-exist the purity of the
ingenerateness. ...

As pointed out in Chapter 9 in the context of the discussion of Alci
nous/Albinus' Didaskalikos, these negative theologies are excellent
examples of the sort of second-century negative theologies to be found
both in non-gnostic sources such as the Didaskalikos X.3-4 (cited in
Chapter 9, p. 382), Aristides' Apologia (I.4-5),6 Clement of Alexan
dria's Stromateis (V.12.81.4.1-82.4.1; cited in Chapter 9), Justin,
(II Apo/. 6.1-2), Tatian (Or. ad Graec. 4.1), Theophilus (Ad Auto!. l.3-4)
and in the gnostic systems of Eugnostos the Blessed (III, 71,18-73,3),7
6. Apologia 1.5, (p. 57 Alpigiano]: "He is nameless since everything that has a
name is similar to a creature. He has neither form nor composition of members,
since what possesses these is similar to what is formed. He is neither male nor fe
male, <since the one in whom these are is ruled by passions> (conj. Geffken). He
has no adversary, since nothing is stringer than he. The heavens do not encompass
him since the heavens and all visible things are encompassed by him. He has no
adversary since there is none stronger than he. He has no anger or rage since nothing
can rise up against him. He has no error or forgetfulness since he is all wisdom and
intelligence."
7. Eugnostos JII 71 18 "For he 19 is immortal and eternal, 20 having no birth; for
everyone 21 who has birth will perish. 22 He is unbegotten, having no beginning; 23
for everyone who has a beginning 24 has an end. No one rules 72 1 over him. He has
no name; for whoever has 2 a name is the creation of another. 3 He is unnamable. He
has no 4 human form; for whoever has 5 human form is the creation 6 of another. He
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and Basilides ( ca. 125 CE apud Hippolytus Ref Vll 20.2-21. I). 8 As
stated in Chapter 9, all such negative theologies are Middle Platonic
theologico-metaphysical adaptations of the first hypothesis of Plato's
Parmenides. Perhaps, as H. A. Wolfson has pointed out, rather than
calling these negative theologies, in which an affirmative predicate is
negated, perhaps one should rather call them "privative theologies,"
since they in fact deny the possibility of predication at all. 9
Among the Platonizing Sethian treatises, Marsanes (X 4, 19-23; 7, 129) is exceptional in positing a principle yet more supreme principle
than the Invisible Spirit: the unknown "Silent One." Called the founda
tion or origin (KarnpxTJ) of "indiscriminateness" (cf. d.8taKpta[a), it is
completely aloof from all else below it.10 Its closest analogy seems to be
the "altogether ineffable" principle beyond even the Plotinian "abso
lutely (arr>.ws-) One" (the source of the noetic triad) in the Neoplatonic
has his own scmblance-7 not like 8 the semblance we have received and seen, 9 but
a strange semblance 10 that surpasses all things 11 and is better than the totalities. It
looks 12 to every side and sees itself n from itself. 14 He is infinite; he is incompre
hensible. 15 He is ever imperishable 16 (and) has no likeness (to anything). He is 17
unchanging good. He is " faultless. He is everlasting. 19 He is blessed. He is un
knowable, 20 while he (nonetheless) knows 21 himself. He is immeasurable. 22 He is
untraceable. I le is 23 perfect, having no defect. 73 1 He is imperishably blessed. 2 He
is called "Father 3 of the Universe."
8. According to Basilides, the supreme God is a nothing; it cannot even be
named ineffable although we call it ineffable (since that would assume there was
something to be called ineffable); there was nothing, neither matter nor substance
nor non-substantiality; nothing simple or composite or imperceptible; no man, angel
or god; nothing perceptible or intelligible; only the non-existent God without intelli
gence, perception, will, resolve, impulse, or desire: (Hippolytus, Ref VII.2I.I,1-5,I:
'ETTEL ovv OOOEV �v. oux u>-.ri, OUK ooo[a, OUK avovcnov, oux aTT>-.ouv, OU O"Vv0ETOV,
OUK <icruv8ETOV, OUK civalcr8-rjTOV, OUK av8pWTTOS, OUK dy-y e>-.os, OU 9eos, 000€ o>-.ws
°
n TWV 6voµaCoµEvwv � BL cha9riaews >-.aµ�avoµivwv � VOTJTWV TTpayµ<iTwv, d>-.A
OUTW KOL €Tl >-.rnTOµEpEOTEPWS lTQVTWV 0.TTAWS TTEplyE-ypaµµevwv, 6 OUK WV 9Eos,
ov' AplOTOTEATJS Ka>..et IIOTJ OlV VOT)OEWS, OllTOl 6€ OUK OVTa, ciVOT)TWS, civma9�TWS,
ci�ou>-.ws, ciTTpoalpETWS, a.TTa9ws, civem8uµiiTWS, K6aµov 110E>..Ecre TTOl t;am. 2. TO 6€
iJ8i>..17aE >..Eyw, <l>riai, oriµaalas x<ipLv, ci8e>..riTws Kat civoT)TWS Kat civma9iiTWS ...
4. Oirrws 6 OUK WV 9eos ETTOl l7<JE KOOµov OUK OVTa te OUK OVTWV, KQTa�a>..6µevos
Kat UTTOCJ"TT)CJ"OS CJ"lTEpµa Tt EV EXOV 1riiaav ev Eat/Tl!) TTJV Toii K6aµou 1ravaTTEP·
µ(av.)
9. H. A. WOLFSON, "Negative Attributes in the Church Fathers and the Gnostic
Basilides," Harvard Theological Review 50 (1957), 145-156.
I 0. Although its "silence" seems to be shared or possessed by the next lower be
ing, the Invisible Spirit the first of the Triple Powered One's powers, who somehow
exists "in" (X 13.15-19) the Unknown Silent One.
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metaphysics of lamblichus and his pupil Theodore of Asine.11 But
unlike lamblichus' altogether ineffable One, the supreme One of Mar
sanes and Theodore nevertheless has some relation to its posteriors,
since for Theodore, the second One was the aspiration ("breathing"),
self-contact, and intelligibility of the first One, and for Marsanes the
Invisible Spirit (which "has no breath," X 15,1-4; 15,29-I 6,2) seems to
share both the silence and the activity of the Unknown Silent One.
As in Allogenes, the Invisible Spirit is identified with the first of the
Triple Powered One's three powers-apparently named "Hypostasis."
In fact, Marsanes first introduces the Invisible Spirit as "the insubstan
tial one who belongs to the first unbegotten one," while at the same time
awarding the Invisible Spirit' traditional epithet "Invisible" to the Triple
Powered One (X 4,15-16), suggesting the closest possible identification
between the two as is generally maintained in Zostrianos (which does
not distinguish between the Invisible Spirit the Triple Powered One). fn
this regard, Marsanes seems to occupy a median position between Zos
trianos and Allogenes, although tending more towards Allogenes' char
acterization of the Triple Powered One as an independent being. For the
most part, Marsanes avoids the term "Invisible Spirit," preferring in
stead the terms "Unbegotten One" or "Great One." Nevertheless, the
Invisible Spirit, identified as the Silent One's activity (E:vEpyEw) and
usually characterized as "insubstantial" 12 or "unbegotten," is function
ally still the most important of the supreme principles in Marsanes. The
Invisible Spirit is a "spirit" in the sense of an entity "that does not have
breath" (X 15,2-3; 15,29-16,2; by contrast, Theodore's "second one" is
the "breath'' of the first, cf. the concluding section of Chapter I 0).
Although according to most Sethian treatises, the Invisible Spirit is
stable and remains in his own place, Marsanes imputes a certain motion
to him, in the sense that he can "go forth" from and ascend or "run up"
to his "place." On pages 9-10, we read:
X 9 29 [Again] the Invisible [Spirit] 10 1 ran up 2 to his place. The entire
place (i.e., the aeonic realm) 3 was revealed, the entire place unfolded 4
<until> he reached the upper region. 5 Again he went forth and caused the 6
entire place to be illuminated, and the entire 7 place was illuminated.
11. For lamblichus, see Damascius, De principiis I.43, 50, 51 (Dub. et sol. 1.86.3;
I 03,6-1 O; IO I,14-15 Ruelle); for Theodore, see Proclus, In P latonis Timaeum com
mentaria ll.274, I 0-276,26, cited in Chapter l 0.
12. civoooLos; in fact "beyond [insubstantiality]," X 7,24-29; cf. 13,15-19.
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And a few lines later:
X 10 19 Upward mounts the Invisible Spirit (d6paTOv TTVEDµa)! 20 And you
(pl.) 21 [yourselves], ascend with him 22 [up above], since you have 23 [the]
great [radiant] crown! 24 But on that day 25 you will see 26 [as you hasten to]
ascend above 27 [with him].
This kind of ascending and descending would be much more appropriate
for the explicitly dynamic figure of the Triple Powered (8vvaµts) One.
Although Marsanes counts the Invisible Spirit and Triple Powered One
as separate entities much as can Allogenes, the coordination between the
Invisible Spirit and the Triple Powered One's first power is so close that
the Invisible Spirit can to a certain extent take on the downward
oriented processional (cf. rrp6o8os) movement of the Triple Powered
One's second power ("Activity" in Marsanes, Vitality elsewhere) as
well as the upward-oriented reversional (cf. ErrtaTpo<jn'j) or contempla
tive movement of its third power ("Knowledge" or the Barbelo Aeon in
Marsanes, Mentality or Blessedness elsewhere). This mobile aspect of
the Invisible Spirit is in fact an interior "energy" of the Invisible Spirit
called the Triple Powered One, who is conceived as a distinct entity, yet
whose first power is nevertheless somehow identical with the Invisible
Spirit.
B. The Triple Powered One
Thus there seems to be something of a contradiction: the Invisible
Spirit is both a supreme principle that is entirely self-sufficient and self
complete, yet in some sense it also gives rise to an entire spiritual realm
other than itself. Many of the Sethian treatises attempt to articulate this
apparently contradictory aspect of the supreme principle in various
ways: in the case of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, this contradiction
is resolved by the introduction at the highest level of an entity called the
Triple Powered One. Thus Zostrianos identifies the Invisible Spirit as
the supreme One, who contains within himself an inner triadic structure,
namely his Triple Power-Existence, Vitality, and Mentality or Bless
edness-as the means through which all subsequent reality is derived,
while the Three Ste/es of Seth apparently identifies this triad with both
the prefigurative and actual existence of Barbelo. On the other hand,
Allogenes and Marsanes often mention this triad as if it constituted a
distinct quasi-hypostasis immediately subjacent to the Invisible Spirit,
who is identified as--or even, as in Marsanes, distinguishe d from-the
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supreme Unknowable One.13 This ambiguity in the name for the su
preme principle probably results from the melding of two somewhat
incompatible traditional designations for the supreme deity, who for
Sethianism is the Invisible Spirit and for Platonism is the One. From a
traditional Sethian point of view the two tenns are interchangeable,
while for Platonists, the materialistic associations of the term "Spirit" in
Stoic philosophy would disqualify its use as a simple equivalent to the
supreme One beyond all being and corporeality. Furthermore, as we
shall see in Chapter 16, the ambiguities and variations in the in the onto
logical rank-but not the function-of the Triple Powered One
whether identical with the One or with the Invisible Spirit or with the
Barbelo Aeon-could be explained by postulating the dependence of
these treatises on the doctrine of the anonymous Parmenides Commen
tary discussed in Chapter 9, with its subtle distinctions between the First
One, the prefigurative existence of the Second One in the First, and the
resultant determinate being of the Second as "another" One, as well as
its notion of a First One beyond being who nevertheless "contains" the
prefigurative infinitival being (etvm) of the Second One that becomes
defined as fully determinate Being (ov) and Intellect.
As the entity that mediates between the Unknowable One/Invisible
Spirit and the Aeon of Barbelo, the Triple Powered One is the most
distinctive metaphysical innovation of the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
As stated above, ten of fourteen times in Allogenes and at least once in
Marsanes, the Triple-Powered One is treated as an distinctive entity
immediately below the Invisible Spirit; it is the potency (6uvaµLS') of the
Unknown One or Invisible Spirit by which he unfolds himself into the
world of Being and Intellect which he himself altogether transcends.
According to Allogenes, it consists of three modalities or phases: "ThatI3. The Invisible Spirit and the Triple Powered One arc mentioned sometimes
separately (Zost. VIII 15,18; 17,7; 24,9-10; 93,6-9; 124,3-4; Alfogenes XI 45,13-30;
52,19; 52,30-33; 53,30; 55,21; 61,6.13.20.34 and Marsanes X 4,13-19; 6,19; 8,1 I;
9,25; 14,22-23; 15, 1-3); sometimes as identical with or in close conjunction with the
Invisible Spirit (Zost. VIII 20,15- I 8; 24,12- I 3; 63,7-8; 74,3- I 6; 79,16-23; 80, 11-20;
87, I3-14; 97,2-3; I 18,11-12; 123,19-20; 128,20-2 I; Allogenes XI 47,8-9, 51,8-9;
58,25; 66,33-34; Ste/es Seth VII 121,31-32; Marsanes X 7,16-17 (the "activity" of
the Invisible Spirit]; 7,27-29; 8,5-7), often as "the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit"
or "the invisible spiritual Triple Powered One"; and sometimes in conjunction with
Barbelo (Ste/es Seth Vil 120,21-22; 121.32-33; 123, 18-30; Marsanes X 8,19-20;
9,7-20; 10,8-11). As the activity of the Invisible Spirit, the Triple Powered One is
perhaps identical with all three in Marsanes X 7,1-9,29.
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which-is" (TT€T(:9OOTT or TTH €Te TT.A·, TT€, perhaps translating
either Essentiality, OVTOTTJS, or Substantiality, oi.m6TTJS), Vitality
(TMNTC.UN2), and Mentality (TNOHTHC, TMNT€1M€), an arrange
ment very similar to that in Proclus' Elements of Theology prop. I 03, 14
although the Elements is a much later work than Allogenes on any read
ing:
A!logenes Xl 49,26-37

Xl 49 26 He is Vitality and 27 Mentality
and Essentiality.n
Thus Essentiality 29 constantly includes
its 30 Vitality and Mentality, 31 and {Life
has} 32 Vitality includes 33 {non-}
Substantiality and 34 Mentality;
Mentality includes 35
Life and Essentiality. 36
And the three are one, 37 although indi
vidually they are three.

Proclus, Elem. theol. 103:
For in Being (To ov) there is
Life and Intellect,
and in Life there is
Being (Elvm) and lntellection
(voEiv),
and in lnteltect there is
Being (Elvm) and Living ((fJV).

No particular hierarchical order of these terms is specified in Allogenes
XI 49,26-38, since each single term includes the other two in cyclical
permutations. But in the narrative of Allogenes' ascent through the lev
els of the Triple Powered One (XI 58,26-61,22), one finds the descend
ing hierarchical order Existence (urrap�LS), Vitality and Blessedness
("Blessedness" is equivalent to "Mentality" in Allogenes, Zostrianos,
and in Marius Victorinus), while in XI 61,32-39 one finds the order
Life, Mind, and Existence (and nonexistence!).
ln Chapter 10 it was noted that the order of terms comprising the Be
ing-Life-Mind triad resident in the Plotinian Intellect is somewhat vari
able, perhaps depending on whether Plotinus was emphasizing Intel
lect's relation to Soul (Being-Mind-Life) or Intellect's relation to the
One (Being-Life-Mind). Be that as it may, among most Neoplatonists
but not Theodore-from lamblichus onward, the sequence Being, Life,
and Mind as found in Plotinus' earlier treatises became the canonical
form of this triad, even though the non-canonical sequence Being-Mind
Life was often used by Plotinus in and after his antignostic Gro/J-

14. Proclus Elem. theol. 103 [p. 92, 13-14 Dodds] Kal -ydp lv Tt;i ovn Kal � (wiJ
Kai.� vous Kai. lv T1J (wfj TO €LVaL Kai. TO voEiv Kai lv Tt;i v41 TO ELVm Kal To (fiv.
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schrift. 15 As just noted, a similar variability occurs in the triadic Exis

tence-Vitality-Mentality (or Existence-Vitality-Blessedness) nomencla
ture for the three powers of the Triple Powered One found in the Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises. The Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 124,25-34;
I 25,28-32) consistently maintains the canonical Existence-Vitality
Mentality order. In Allogenes there is a brief instance of the non
canonical order (Vitality, Mentality, Essentiality in XI 49,26-27 but
followed immediately by the canonical order!), although everywhere
else one finds canonical order (XI 59,9-60,35; 6 I ,32-39). In its own
description of the epistemological powers of the baptismal waters, Zos
trianos (VIII 13,27�18,4) uses the non-canonical order Being-Mind-Life
or Existence-Blessedness-Life (perhaps because he coordinates these
with the figures of Kalyptos-ideas, Protophanes-Intellect, and Auto
genes-souls within the Aeon of Barbelo), but then it also uses the ca
nonical order Existence-Life-Blessedness (VIII 19,16-21, I; 64,13-75,21
+ 80,10-25) when the author draws upon the material he shares in com
mon with Marius Victorinus (Adversus Arium 1.49,9-50,21), which
seems to derive from some kind of epitome or commentary on the first
hypothesis of Plato's Parmenides. In the extant remains of Marsanes
there is no explicit mention of this triad at all, and it appears that a new
nomenclature, Hypostasis, Activity, and Knowledge (im6orncrLs,
EVEpyELa, and yvwcrLs, although in X 9,16-20 this triad is listed in the
apparently illogical order yvwcrLs, u1r6crTa<JL$, and EvEpyELa) is used to
designate the three powers of the Triple Powered One.
In Allogenes, the Triple-Powered One is said to be the delimiter of the
boundlessness subsisting in the Invisible Spirit. As an initially un15. For Plotinus generally, one might especially expect the order Being-Mind
Lifc, mainly because the last term naturally points downward to the fundamental
Life principle of his system, the immediately subjacent hypostasis of Soul e.g.,
Ennead II, 9 (33] 6, 14-19 and Ul, 6 [26) 6,21-28. In the treatise On Numbers that
directly follows the Gro}Jschrift, Plotinus tends to change the order of the Bcing
Life-Mind triad that dominates the structure of the divine Intellect in the earlier
treatises to the Being-Mind-Life order earlier implicit in Numenius and the Chal
daean Oracles, apparently on the grounds that the truly living being, ''that which has
life," represents a more diverse multiplicity than do being and mind, e.g., VJ, 6 (34)
8, 17-22: "First, then, we take Being as first in order; then Mind, then that which has
Life, for this appears already to "contain all things" (Timaeus 31A4), and Mind, as
the act of Being, is second. Thus it is clear that numbers cannot depend upon that
which has Life, since unity and duality existed before that, nor would it depend on
mind, as before that was being, which is both one and many."
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bounded entity, the Triple-Powered One emerges from its source in the
Invisible Spirit as a processing boundlessness that turns itself back to its
source in an act of objectifying self-knowledge; becoming stable and
bounded, it takes on form and definition as Barbelo, the self knowledge
or Mind of the Invisible Spirit (XI 49,5-26): 16
XJ 49 5 He is endowed with 6 [Blessedness] and 7 Goodness, because when
he 8 is intelligized as the Delimiter (D) 9 of the Boundlessness (B) of the 10
Invisible Spirit (IS) [that subsists) in him (D), 11 it (B) causes (him (D)] to
revert to [it (IS)) 12 in order that it (B) might know what it is 13 that is
within it (IS) and 14 how it (IS) exists, and 15 that he (D) might guarantee
the endurance of 16 everything by being a 17 cause for those who truly exist.
18 For through him (D) 19 knowledge of it (IS) became available , 20 since he
,
(D) is the one who knows what 21 it (IS; or he, D?) is. But they brought
forth nothing 22 [beyond] themselves, neither 23 power nor rank nor 24 glory
nor aeon, 25 for they are all 26 eternal.

Here, thought appears as the movement of an indeterminate boundless
ness: by reverting to the Spirit and to itself (the reference in the text
appears to be ambiguous), the Second One comes to know the content of
the First One: Intellect and true being emerge as indeterminate bound
lessness achieves distinctiveness and determination by knowing its own
prefigurative existence as the Invisible Spirit's inner content. A similar
notion occurs in Zostrianos (VIII 16,2-15; cf. 17,20-22):
VJJI 16 2 Not only [did they dwell]

in thought, but he [made room for] 4
them, since he is [Being] in the following 5 way: he set a (limit] upon 6 Be
ing, lest it become 7 endless and formless; 8 yet it was truly delimited while
it was a 9 new entity in order that [it] might become 10 something having 11
its own [dwelling], 12 Existence together with [Being], 13 standing with it,
existing with it, 14 surrounding it, (and being like it] 15 on every side.
3

Alternatively, in Allo genes (XI 45, 17-30), the Aeon of Barbelo emerges
through the Triple-Powered One of the Invisible Spirit by a process of
contraction, expansion, and completion through the contemplation of its

16. Translating p€q.x.1oop as "delimiter" (<* faam;:patvw) rather than "trav
erser"(< 6Lam,pc:iw). There is a certain obscurity in tracing the precise antecedents
of the pronoun subjects and objects: compare the accounts in Zostrianos Vlll 76,719: 78,10-81,20: the Three Ste/es of Seth VIJ 121,20-122, 18 and Marsanes X 8,189,28. as well as the Apocryphon ofJohn II 4, I 9-32(cited above, p. 500).
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source; in this way the Barbelo Aeon encompasses both the dyadic func
tion of indefinite extension and the monadic function of limitation: 17

XI 45 15 the 16 eternal [light of] the knowledge 17 that has[appeared], the 18
male virginal [glory], 19 [the first] aeon, the one from 20 [a] unique triple
powered (aeon], 21 [the] Triple-Powered One who 22 [truly exists]. For after
it (the Barbelo Aeon) [contracted), 23[it expanded] and 24 [spread out] and
became complete, 25 [and] it was empowered [with] 26 all of them, by
knowing [itself] 27 [in the perfect Invisible Spirit]. 28 And it [became] 29
(an] aeon who knows (herself] 30[because] she knew that one.
Towards the end of Allogenes, it appears that the Barbelo Aeon is char
acterized as a "shadow" or projected image (cf. the Three Ste/es of Seth
VII 122,7 cited below, and Moderatus, apud Simplicius, In Phys.
9.231 :4-5 Diels cited in Chapter 9, p. 363) of the eternal Life emerging
from the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit, who seems to be distinguished
from the supreme "standing" One:

XI 66 3° From 31 the One who constantly stands, 32 there appeared 33 an
eternal Life, 34 the Invisible and Triple-powered Spirit, 35 the One among
all those who exist, and it surrounds 36 them all, 37 transcending 38 them all.
A shadow[ ....]
The corresponding account of Barbelo's emanation on pages 76-84 of
Zostrianos reflects the same sequence of procession, reversion and ac
quisition of separateness and stability; having emanated from the Invisi
ble Spirit, her further descent and potential dispersion is halted by a
contemplative reversion upon her source. She comes to stand outside
him, examining him and herself, becoming separate and stable as an all
perfect (TTaVTEALOS-) being, the ingenerate Kalyptos. In Zostrianos, Bar
belo emanates directly from the Invisible Spirit who is himself triple
powered; here the Triple Powered One seems to lack the independent
quasi-hypostatic status it appears to have in Allogenes and perhaps Mar

sanes.

VIII 76 7 It is a [power that] 8 in.habits a[part of the] 9 ingenerateness, for it

10

always exists. It [sought] 11 after him, seeing him [there] 12 and existing

17. Cf. Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, 224:34 Rehm: KaTa: -yap frmcrtv Kai
crucrTOA�v � µovas 8uas dvm voµ[(ETm; cf. ibid., 234: I 8 ci,r' auToii ELS aTTELpov
EKTaotv and Sophia in lrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.3,3: EKTELvoµEVTJS aUTT)S Kal ELS
OTTELpov pEOWTJS TTJS ouo[as; cf. 1.2.2. In Christian trinitarian theology the Sabel
lians and Marcellus of Ancyra explain how, by extension and spreading out
(,r>.aTIJvELv), God is a Triad as well as a Monad; cf. Athanasius, Adv. Arium IV.13.
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as a simple [unity]. 13 Since he is 14 blessedness in 15 perfection, he [was] 16
a perfect and [blessed] unity. 17 She lacks this one's (character) 18 because
she lacked his [unity], 19 since it would come later 20 with knowledge. And
21 his knowledge dwells 22 outside of him with 23 that which contemplates
him 24 inwardly.
VIII 77 12 She became distinct 13 because she is [an] all-perfect instance 14
[of] perfection 15 existing as contemplation. 16
VIII 78 6 It is (s)he who knows] 7 and [who foreknows] 8 him(herselt),
[truly existing] 9 as a [single] aeon 10 in act [and] 11 potency and [Exis
tence]. 12 It is not (in] 13 time that she originated, but [she] 14 [appeared]
eternally, 15 having eternally stood 16 in his presence. 17 She was overshad
owed by the 18 majesty of his [goodness). 19 She stood 20 looking at him and
rejoicing. 21 Being filled with 22 goodness [she did not become separate]. 23
But when she was [tilled] 79 1 [ ... ] ... [ ... ] 2 [ ... ] ••• ( ... ] J [ ... ] ...
4
[ ... ] ... [of the glories]. 5 [And she is an insubstantial Existence] 6
[ ... ]
[and a power) that (truly exists]. 7 (She is the] first [insubstantial] 8 Exis
tence [after] 9 that one. 10

(And from] the undivided one toward 11 existence in act 12 move the [intel
lectual] perfection 13 and intellectual life 14 that were 15 blessedness and 16
divinity. The [entire] Spirit, 17 perfect, simple 18 and invisible, 19 [has] be
come a unity 20 in existence and 21 act, even a 22 simple Triple [Powered]
One, 23 an Invisible Spirit, an 24 image of the one that 25 truly exists, the one
80 1 [ ... ] 2 [ ... ] ... [ ... ] 3 ( ... ] able [ ... ] 4 [ ... ] 5 [ ... It is impossible
to comprehend] 6 true [existence] 7 since it is her [source], 8 while she is an
image. [She began to] 9 strive, since it was [im]possible 10 to unite with his
[image]. 11 She saw his [privation] 12 while it was [next to] 13 his all
perfection, 14 since he 15 pre-exists and 16 is situated over all these, 17 pre
existing, being known 18 as three-powered.
VIII 81 6 She [was] existing [individually] 7 [as cause] of [the declination].
Lest she come forth anymore 9 or get further away 10 from perfection, she
11 knew herself and him (the Spirit), 12 and she stood at rest n and spread
forth 14 on his [behalf]- 15 since she derived 16 [from] true existence, 17 she
derived from that which 18 truly exists in common with all 19 things-to
know herself 2° and the one that pre-exists. 21
8

Having supplemented him, 22 they came into existence. { they 23 came into
existence} And 24 they are manifest through those 82 1 [who pre-]exist. And
5
2
[ ... ] through the [ ... ] 3 [ ... ] having appeared 4 [ as a] second [Mental
6
7
ity). And they appeared [through the one (Barbelo)J who foreknows
him, being 8 an eternal space, 9 having become 10 a secondary fom1 of his
knowledge, 11 even the duplication of 12 his knowledge, the ingenerate 13
Kalyptos. And [the] 14 truly existent ones also 15 stood at rest upon it (Ka
lyptos), 16 for she accordingly recognized him 17 in order that those follow
ing 18 her might come into being having 19 a place, and that 20 those that
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come forth 21 might not precede her but 22 might become holy 23 and sim
ple. She is the 24 introspection of the god 83 1 who pre-[exists].
83 8 She was called 9 Barbelo by virtue of 10 thought, the

11

perfect virginal
male of three kinds. And it is her own knowledge 13 through which she
originated 14 lest 15 [she be drawn] down and 16 come forth further 17 by the
things that exist 18 in her and that follow 19 her. Rather, she is 20 simple in
order that she might 21 be able to know the god 12 who pre-exists, since 23
she became better than 24 those when she 25 [revealed her product] 84 1 in
generate[ly). 2
12

[And she became a] third 3 [aeon. There are] two [differences] 4 [in form]
among [aeons], 5 [and they differ in this] 6 [way: On the one hand she is a
first] 7 [aeon], with the [second] 8 ingenerate [nature], 9 a second [image). JO
She stood at rest [as the] 11 first one of that [which] 12 truly exists. In [an
other way] 13 [she is] truly the Blessedness 14 of the Invisible [Spirit] ...

In VIII 79,5-9, Barbelo is the "first [insubstantial] existence" after the
Invisible Spirit that emanates from the undivided Spirit to the level of
Existence. Unlike the Spirit, she is an activity (EVEP'YELa), and at the
level of Existence she becomes a Triple-Powered One as "an image of
the one that truly exists." As the moving image and activity of the Triple
Powered Invisible Spirit, Barbelo can herself be called a "Triple Pow
ered One" whose Triple Power is actualized in the triad of Kalyptos
(Existence), Protophanes (Blessedness), and Autogenes (Life); the Tri
ple Power potentially present in the Invisible Spirit is actualized through
Barbelo.
In The Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 125,25-32), the pre-existent One is
identical with the Invisible Spirit. In VII 121,20-124,14, Barbelo is said
to pre-exist in the pre-existent Monad / Father as a Triple Powered One
who was the first to see the pre-existent One. She emerges from her
source as the first "shadow" (cf. Ailogenes XI 66,30-38 cited above) of
light from the light of the Father, as a Hidden One (KaAUTTTOS) who has
become numerable, that is, measurable, a defined Being that can be
distinguished from the Monad, her source. Just as the Neopythagorean
arithmological treatises consider the Triad to be the first of the defined
numbers following the One and the Dyad, Barbelo is said to become
three-fold (cf. "Triple Male") while at the same time continuing to be
one with her source. She is a Monad from a Monad. Note that Barbelo is
herself a triple powered one who derives from the pre-existent Triple
Powered One; in this case the supreme One's triple power is Barbelo
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herself existing prefiguratively or potentially within the supreme One or
"living Spirit."
VII 121 30 O non-substantial One 31 from an undivided, 32 triple-[powered]
One, You are a threefold 33 power! You are [a] great monad 34 from [a]
pure monad! 122 1 You are a superior monad, the 2 first projected image of
the holy Father, 3 light from light. 4 We bless you, 5 generator of perfection,
aeon-giver! 6 You yourself have seen the 7 eternal ones, that they are from
a shadow (i.e., a projected image). 8 You have become numerable. And 9
you have arisen and remained 10 One, while yet being a cause of multiplic
ity in order to become divided. You are 11 truly replicated 12 threefold! You
are a One 13 of the One. And you are from 14 its shadow. You are a Ka
lyptos (i.e., hidden one), 15 you are a universe of knowledge. 16 For you
know those of the One, that they 17 derive from a shadow. And these 18 are
yours in thought: on account of 19 these you have empowered the eternal
ones 20 with Substantiality; you have empowered 21 Divinity with Vitality;
22 you have empowered Mentality with 23 Goodness; with 24 Blessedness
you have empowered the 25 shadows that flow from the One. 26 One you
have empowered with Mentality; 2' another you have empowered with
quality(<* TTOLOTTJS' for TTOLl)O'LS' = TiM10, creation). 28 You have empow
ered that which is equal 29 and that which is unequal, the 30 similar and the
dissimilar. 31 With generation and intelligible 32 Forms you have empow
ered 33 others with Being. You have flourished 34 with generation!
VII 123 18 Because of you is 19 Life: from you comes Life. 20 Because of
you is Intellect: from 21 you comes lntellect. You are Intellect: 22 you are a
universe of truth. 23 You are a triple power: you are 24 a threefold; Truly,
you are 25 thrice replicated, 0 aeon of 26 aeons! It is you alone 27 who
purely behold the 28 eternally primal and those which are unengendered: 29
but also the first divisions, according as 30 you have been divided. (trans.
Layton)

We have noted that Marsanes (X 7,4-10,7) posits an Unknown Silent
One above the Invisible Spirit, who-in Zostrianos, the Three Ste/es of
Seth, and earlier Sethian treatises-is usually the supreme principle.
Below this One come the Invisible Spirit and the Triple Powered One,
who seem to be virtually indistinguishable, since Marsanes tends to
collapse the eleventh and twelfth "seals" together and applies the epithet
"Invisible"-normally reserved for the Spirit-to the Triple Powered
One, and then identifies the Spirit in terms of the first of the Triple Pow
ered One's three powers:
X4

13

[The eleventh] and [the] 14 [twelfth) speak of the 15 Invisible One
16 three powers (dynamis) 17 and the insubstantial

(aoratos) who possesses
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the first unbegotten one (of

As the "activity" of the supreme Unknown Silent One, the Invisible
Spirit shares also in its silence, whose actualization is in turn the Triple
Powered One, the activity of the Invisible Spirit, who is thus the first of
its first "powers." The Aeon of Barbelo then emerges as the third power
of the Triple Powered One as it withdraws from its first two powers, the
Invisible Spirit as its initial phase, and the pre-existent otherness of its
median phase that characterizes the actual nature of the Triple Powered
One itself; these two phases, apparently called Hypostasis and Activity
(X 9, 16-20), are Marsanes' equivalent for the Existence and Vitality
powers of the Triple Powered One in the other treatises, while the Bar
belo Aeon would coincide with its third power "Knowledge," which in
the other treatises is called Mentality.18
X 7 1 When I had inquired about these things 2 I perceived that he (the Tri
ple Powered One) acted (evEpyE'iv) 3 from silence. He exists 4 prior to
those that 5 truly exist, that belong to the realm of Being. 6 He (the Triple
Powered One) is a pre-existent otherness 7 belonging to the one (the Invisi
ble Spirit) that 8 actualizes (evEpyE'iv) the Silent One. 9 And the silence of
[that (the Triple Powered One) which follows] 10 him (the Invisible Spirit)
acts (evEpyE'iv). For [so] 11 [long as] the latter (the Spirit) [acts (evEpydv)l,
12 the former (the Triple Powered One) [acts also]. 13 The [silence which
belongs to the Un-] 14 begotten One (the Invisible Spirit) is among [the
aeons, and from] 15 the beginning he is in-[substantial (ovofo)). 16 But the
activity (evEpyna) of 17 that One (the Invisible Spirit) <is> the Triple Pow
ered One. 18 The Unbegotten One (the Invisible Spirit) is prior to 19 the
Aeon, since he is in-(substantial]. 20 And as for the summit of the 21 silence
of the Silent One, 22 it is possible for the summit (i.e., the Invisible Spirit)
18. As in the case of the sun giving off light, for Plotinus (V, 1 [10] 6.28-35; V, 3
[49] 12.39-44) each substance (e.g. fire)-as well as the supreme One-has a pri
mary, internal activity o/(proper to or identical with) itself whose internal complete
ness necessarily gives rise to a secondary activity (e.g. heat) external to (i.e., in
something else) and different/ram itself (the primary activity). A product is neither
completely separate from nor identical with its source, but remains (µovit) in the
source as that primary activity (For Aristotle, an agent's activity is not "cut off, but
is of something in something else," Physics 202b7-8). In Marsanes, the internal
activity of the Unknown Silent One is the Invisible Spirit, whose secondary activity
is the Triple Powered One, who remains in the Invisible Spirit as a primary activity,
but-in its median phase-as an "otherness" different from that "withdraws" or
"ex ists outside" the Spirit a� his knowledge, "separated from the male," yet "belong
ing to" him.
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of the energy of the Triple 24 Powered One to behold it. And the One (the
Unknown Silent One) who 2s exists, who is silent, [who is] 26 beyond [in
substantiality], 27 manifested [the Triple] 28 [Powered, First-] 29 Perfect
One. ...

23

X 8 18 When the third 19 power (i.e. the Barbelo Aeon) of the Triple Pow
ered One 20 contemplated (voE'iv) him (the Triple Powered One), 21 it said
to me, "Be silent 22 lest you should know and flee 23 and come before me.
But 24 know (voE'iv) that this One was 2s [silent], and concentrate on under
standing (v6riµa). 26 For [the power (6vvaµLS-) still] keeps 27 [guiding] me
into 28 [the Aeon which] is Barbelo, 29 [the] male [Virgin)."
X 9 1 For this reason the 2 Virgin became male (as vous-, the Aeon of Bar
belo), 3 because she had separated from the male (i.e., the Invisible Spirit).
The 4 Knowledge (yvw<ns-) stood outside of him, s as if belonging to him. 6
And she who exists is she who sought. 7 She is situated just as 8 the Triple
Powered One is situated. 9 She withdrew (dvaxwpE'iv) 10 from [these] two
[powers] (the first two powers of the Triple Powered One), 11 since she ex
ists [outside of) 12 the Great One (the Invisible Spirit), [seeing what] 13 is
above [her, the Perfect One (the Triple Powered One)] 14 who is silent,
[who has] is this [commandment] 16 to be silent. His knowledge (yvwcns- ~
mind) 17 and his hypostasis (im6arncns- ~ existence) 18 and his activity
(evepyELO - life) 19 are those things that the power (6uvaµLS-, i.e. Barbelo)
20 of the Triple Powered One expressed.
According to these passages, the Invisible Spirit is both the silence and
the actualizer of the supreme Unknown Silent One, while the Triple
Powered One is the preexistent otherness of the Invisible Spirit that
proceeds forth to become the Aeon (of Barbelo). Marsanes names the
three phases of the triple Powered One, not by the abstract Existence
Vitality-Mentality nomenclature, but as its "powers" (perhaps called
Hypostasis, Activity, and Knowledge instead of the Existence, Vitality
and Mentality of the other treatises): The first power is the Invisible
Spirit identified as the insubstantial silence of the Silent One, the second
power is the Triple Powered One itself in its capacity as a pre-existent
otherness proceeding from the Invisible Spirit, and the third power is the
dynamic equivalent of the Barbelo Aeon. The "powers" of the Triple
Powered one have become identified with entities that can be distin
guished as the twelfth, eleventh, and tenth "seals" or hypostases of Mar
sanes' metaphysical hierarchy. Thus the Triple Power remains a sepa
rate hypostasis qua its median phase, but its first and third powers are
tightly coordinated-if not identical-with the Invisible Spirit and Bar
belo respectively.
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The statement in X 8,18-29, "when the third power of the Triple Pow
ered One contemplated(voE'iv) him, it said to me" appears to be uttered
by the third, intelligizing, power of the Triple Powered One telling Mar
sanes how its own prefigurative self continually becomes its hyposta
tized, actualized self, the Aeon of Barbelo: "[the power(ovvaµLs) still]
keeps [guiding] me (€C.XI MJ�€1T 2HT· A20[YN A-], perhaps for
npoo0EVELV cf. npoooos) into [the Aeon which] is Barbelo." This causes
the dyadic female Virgin to become male (probably a triad), divided
from the male (the Invisible Spirit) and stand outside of him as his

Knowledge(yvwaLs).
While certain Pythagoreans conceived the Monad to "withdraw from
its nature and wander into the condition of the (indeterminate) Dyad"
("recedente a naturu sua singularitate," Numenius, frg. 52.18 des
Places), in the concluding passage from Marsanes (X 9,1-28), Barbelo
reverses the process, achieving determination by withdrawing from
"[these] two powers," and comes to stand apart from the Great One,
"[seeing what) is above [her, the Perfect One] who is silent." These two
powers would be the Invisible Spirit (the Great One), coterminous with
the first power of the Triple Powered One, and the Triple Powered One
itself("[the Perfect One] who is silent"), as its second power, the hypos
tatization of its own indeterminate median phase of pure activity. As the
Triple Powered One's emanative product, Barbelo is the expression of
"his knowledge and his hypostasis and his activity," which may be Mar
sanes' equivalent terminology-but in an arbitrary order-for the Exis
tence-Vitality-Mentality emanative �iad of Zostrianos and Allogenes. 19
By becoming an aeon-a masculine entity-separate from her ultimate
masculine source (the lnvisible Spirit), Marsanes can say that her
feminine-prefigurative self as the processing activity or median phase
of the Triple Powered One has become masculinized: the (feminine)
"Virgin" has "become male"(X 9,2).
An instructive parallel is offered by Victorinus in his account of the
procession and withdrawal of the Son from the Father (Adversus Arium
I .51,19-43 Henri-Hadot):20
I 9. Thus urr6ornals would be the equivalent for vrrapeLs, €VEp')'Ela would be
the equivalent of(w6TT)s, and-yvwcns would be the equivalent ofvo17TT)s.
20. lsta igitur I exsistentia totius exsistentiae, est vita, et iuxta quod vita I mo/us,
quasi femineam sor/ita est potentiam, hoc quod con- I cupivit vivificare. Sed
quoniam, sicut demonstratum, ista I motio, una cum sit, et vita est et sapientia, vita
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Marsanes X 9,1-20
2

X 9 For this reason the Virgin be
came male (as voii<;, the Aeon ofBar
belo), 3 because she had separated from
the male (i.e., the Invisible Spirit). The
4
Knowledge (yvwcns) stood outside of
him, 5 as if belonging to him. 6 And she
who exists is she who sought. 7 She is
situated just as 8 the Triple Powered
One is situated. 9 She withdrew (d:va
xwpE"i:v) 10 from [these) two [powers]
(the first two powers of the Triple
Powered One), 11 since she exists
(outside ol] 12 the Great One (the
lnvisible Spirit), (seeing what] 13 is
above [her, the Perfect One (the Triple
Powered One)] 14 who is silent, [who
has] 15 this [commandment] 16 to be
silent. His knowledge (yvwcrts) 17 and
his hypostasis (im6awats) 18 and his
activity (EvEpyEta) 19 are those things
that the power (6vvaµts, i.e. Barbelo)
20
of the Triple Powered One ex
pressed.

Adversus Arium 1.51, 19-38

51 Life is thus this 20 Existence of all
existence. and insofar as life is 21
movement, it has received a sort of
feminine power, that which 22 desires
to vivify. But since, as was to be
shown, this motion, 23 being one, is
both Life and Wisdom, Life
returning 24 to Wisdom, or rather to the
paternal existence, 25 or even better,
made virile 26 by a retrograde move
ment to U1e paternal power-Life
hastening back to the Father has been
made male. 27 For life is descent and
Wisdom is ascent. rt is also Spirit; 28
the two arc thus Spirit, two in one.
And likewise Life: at first nothing
other than 29 primal Existence, it was
necessarily first invested with a vir
ginal 30 potential to be subsequently
engendered as the male 31 Son of God
by male birth from the Virgin-since
in Uie first motion, i.e., when it first 32
appears, Life initially withdraws from
the Father's power and, by its innate 33
desire to vivify and without ceasing to
be interior, 34 tends outward by its own
movement and thereupon 35 reverts
upon itself and, having been turned
back toward itself, enters its paternal 36
19

conversa I in sapientiam et magis in exsislentiam patricam, magis au- I tem retro
molae mo/ionis, in patricam potentiam, et ab I ipso viriflcata, vita, recurrens in
pa/rem, vir ejfecta est. I Descensio enim vita, ascensio sapientia. Spirilus autem et I
ista, spiritus igitur utraque, in uno duo. Et sicul, exsistene I vita prima exsistentia,
necessitas fuit in virginalem poten- I tia,n subintrare et, masculari virginis partu,
virum generari lfilium dei-in prima enim motione, primam dico in appa- I rentiam
venientem, veluti defecit a potentia patris et, in I cupiditate insita ad vivefaciendum,
intus quidem exsistens I vita, motione autem Joris exsistens, in semet ipsam recu- I
currit, rursus in semet ipsam conversa, venit in suam patri- I cam exsistentiam, vir
ejfecta et, perfecta in omnipotentem I virtutem, ejfectus est perfectus spiritus, 1111/11 in
superiora I converso, hoc est intro (sic, secundum typum, oportuit I ordinem esse et
cum est in corpore spiritus, hoc est filio I Christo el quasi deminutionem pati et a
virgine nasci el, I in ipsa veluli deminu/ione sua, patrica virlllte, hoc est exsis- I
tentia diviniore et prima, resurgere et renovari et reverli I in patrem, hoc est in
exsistentiam et potentiam patricam).
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Existenee and becomes male. Com
pleted by its all-powerful 37 excellence,
life has become perfect Spirit by 38
reversion toward the higher, i.e., to
ward the interior away from its down
ward tendency.
Thus, while Marsanes jettisons the nomenclature of the Existence
Vitality-Mentality triad of Allogenes and Zostrianos, the emanative
phases represented by this triad are still designated by the terms estab
lished in the previous Platonizing Sethian treatises: the Invisible Spirit,
the Triple Powered One, and Barbelo. At this point in Marsanes, the
content and sublevels of the Barbelo Aeon (Kalyptos, Protophanes, and
Autogenes) are not at all in view.
In Allogenes, the Triple Powered One is the paradigmatic, "non-being
(pre-) existence" of the Barbelo Aeon resident potentially within the
supreme Unknowable One or Invisible Spirit. As Existence, Essentiality
or Substantiality, it is preexistent within its source, the supreme One,
and as Mentality it is identical with its self-objectified manifestation,
Barbelo. While the initial and final phases or modes of the Triple Pow
ered One have hypostatic instantiation as the Invisible Spirit and Bar
belo, the ontological status of the transitional mode between the two,
Vitality, is less clear. Jn Zostrianos, the Triple Powered One mostly
seems to be a faculty of the Invisible Spirit itself and in the Three Ste/es
of Seth it seems to be identified with Barbelo herself. In both Allogenes
and Marsanes, the Triple Powered One seems to be a sort of quasi
hypostasis between the supreme One and the Barbelo Aeon, as if it were
the hypostatic instantiation of its processing activity or median power,
Vitality. According to Allogenes XI 66,25-38, the nonexistent and inert
Unknown One, identical with the Invisible Spirit proper, even though
potentially containing all else within itself, gives forth nothing of itself.
The actual source of the subjacent realm of Being is a distinct entity, the
Triple Powered Invisible Spirit, which appears as an Eternal Life out of
its own inertness:
XI 66 25 Since 26 he is boundless and powerless 27 and nonexistent, he was
not providing 28 Being. Rather he contains 29 all of these in himself, being
at rest, 30 (and) standing. From 31 the One who constantly stands, 32 there
appeared 33 an eternal Life, 34 the Invisible and Triple-powered Spirit, 35 the
one among all those who exist, and it surrounds 36 them all, 37 transcending
38 them all.
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The closest attested non-Sethian parallel to this sequence of emanative
phases is apparently to be found in the anonymous Turin palimpsest
Commentary on the Parmenides published by W. Kroll in 1892. As
discussed in Chapter 9, P. Hadot has attributed this commentary to Por
phyry's authorship, but other scholars, especially K. Corrigan and G.
Bechtle have argued that it is more likely pre-Plotinian and Middlepla
tonic.21 According to this commentary, there are two "Ones," a first One
whom the Parmenides' first hypothesis describes as altogether beyond
the realm of determinate being, and a second One, the prototype of all
true, determinate being and the "One-Being" of the second Parmenidean
hypothesis. The second One, which is also conceived as a divine Intel
lect, is said to originate by unfolding from the absolute infinitival exis
tence of the supreme One in three phases or modalities in which each
modality of the Intellect predominates at a given phase. First, as a pure
infinitival Existence (Elvm or i'.map�LS), Intellect is a purely potential
Intellect identical with its prefiguration in the absolute being of the su
preme first One. In the final phase, it has become identical with the de
terminate or participial being (To ov) of Intellect proper, the second
hypostasis; it has now become the hypostatic exemplification of its idea,
the absolute being (To ELvm) of the One. The transitional phase between
the first and final phases of Intellect in effect constitutes a median phase
in which Intellect proceeds forth from the first One as an indeterminate
Life:

Taken in itself as its own idea it-this power, or whatever term one might
use to indicate its ineffability and inconceivability [i.e., the potential Intel
lect still identical with the One]-is one and simple. But with respect to ex21. See W. KROLL, "Ein neuplatonischer Parmenides-kommentar in einem Turi
ner Palimpsest," Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie 47 (1892), 599-627;
cf. P. HAD0T, "Fragments d'un commentaire de Porphyre sur le Parmenide," Revue
des Eludes Grecques 74 (1961), 410-438; IDEM, "Etre, Vie, Pensee chez Plotin et
avant Plotin," in Les sources de Plotin (Entretiens sur l'Antiquite Classique V;
Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1960), 107-157, and IDEM, Porphyre et
Victorinus (2 vols., Paris: Etudcs augustiniennes, 1968), 2.64-113, and contra, K.
CORRIGAN, "Platonism and Gnosticism. The Anonymous Commentary on the Par
menides: Middle or Neoplatonic?," in Gnosticism and Later Platonism: Themes.
Figures, and Tex.ls, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Symposium Series; At
lanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2001), 141-177, and G. BECHTLE, The
Anonymous Commenta,y on Plato's Parmenides (Bemer Reihe philosophischer
Studien 22; Bern: Verlag Paul Haupt, 19 99). For further literature, see Chapter 9,
n. 95.
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istence (ihrap�LS), life ((wtj) and thought (v6riaLs) it is neither one nor
simple. With respect to existence (ihrap�LS), thinking is also being thought.
But when Intellect [abandons] existence for intelligizing so as to be ele
vated to the rank of an intelligible in order to see its (prefigurative) self, in
telligizing is life. Therefore thinking is indeterminate with respect to life.
And all are activities (E:vEpydm) such that with respect to existence, activ
ity would be static; with respect to intelligizing, activity would be turning
to itself; and with respect to life, activity would be inclining away from ex
istence (In Parmenidem XIV, I 0-26 Hadot 2: 1 I 0- I I 2; Greek text cited in
Chapter 9).
In spite of minor differences in nomenclature, the structural and func
tional similarity of the being-life-mind triad in the Parmenides Com
mentary and in the Platonizing Sethian treatises is clear. Both they and
the Commentary understand the triad as the three phases by which a
paradigmatic, indeterminate, prefiguration of determinate Being (To
Elvm, u1rapELs) resident in the supreme One becomes determinate Being
(To ov, or the Barbelo Aeon). Like the Commentary, the Three Ste/es of
Seth portrays the triad as a dynamic structure inherent in the second
principle Barbelo, while Zostrianos tends to portray it as inherent in the
supreme Invisible Spirit. Allogenes and Marsanes tend to confer a quasi
hypostatic status on the triad by identifying the Triple Powered One (or
Triple-Powered Invisible Spirit) primarily with its median processional
phase (e.g., Vitality, Life, Activity) interposed between the supreme
Unknowable One and the Aeon of Barbelo, thereby insuring the tran
scendence of the former, while also preventing any discontinuity in the
chain of being.
To complicate matters further, unlike the Three Ste/es of Seth and
Zostrianos (and perhaps Marsanes), which only associate each single
successive term of the Existence, Vitality, Mentality sequence (or its
equivalent) with the three distinctive phases of emanation, Allogenes
locates all three terms at each phase of the process, thus distinguishing
three successive states or manifestations of the entire Existence, Vitality,
Mentality triplet as it becomes successively active at the level of each of
the three highest entities. In the Unknowable One, they are the purely
infinitival acts of existing, living, and knowing (i.e., Elvm, (�v, voE1v).
XI 61 32 Now he (the Unknowable One) is 33 an entity insofar as he exists,
in that he either 34 exists and will become, 35 or lives or knows, although he
{lives}<acts> 36 without Mind 37 or Life or Existence 38 or Nonexistence, 39
incomprehensibly.
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ln the Triple Powered One, they are the abstract denominative qualities
of Essentiality, Vitality, and Mentality (urrap�LS- or 6vT6TllS-, (w6n1s-,
VOTJTTlS').

XI 49 26 He (the Triple Powered One) is Vitality and 27 Mentality and Es
sentiality. 28 So then, Essentiality 29 constantly includes its 30 Vitality and
Mentality, 31 and 32 Vitality includes 33 Substantiality and 34 Mentality;
Mentality includes 35 Life and Essentiality. 36 And the three are one, 37 al
though individually they are three.
In the resulting Aeon of Barbelo, they would be expressed as the fully
determinate substantives Being, Life, and Intellect (To ov, (wri, vous-).

XI 48 14 It is Being 15 with [the] latency of Existence that he (the Triple
Powered One) provides, 16 [nourishing] 17 [it in] every way, since it is this
(the Barbelo Aeon as Being) 18 that [shall] come into being when he 19 in
telligizes himself.
XI 46 32 And if one sees JJ one of the hidden ones, [he] 34 sees the Barbalo
Aeon, [the] 35 unbegotten offspring of [that One]; 36 if one should [see] 37
how it [lives] ...
Xl 51 8 As for the invisible, spiritual Triple-[Powered] One, 9 outside of
him [there is situated] 10 a non-discriminating, 11 incorporeal, [timeless]
knowledge. 12 As with all (the] aeons, 13 the Barbelo-Aeon exists, 14 also
endowed with the types 15 andforms of the things that truly 16 exist, the im
age of 17 Kalyptos. And endowed 18 with the reason cognizant of 19 these, it
bears the male 20 Protophanes Intellect like 21 an image (i.e., of itself).
Moreover, one might combine the techniques of paronymy,22 relative
predominance and mutual implication by cyclic permutation (in each
successively lower deployment of the triad, one term cyclically pre
dominates and includes the other two as in Allogenes XI 49,26-37 and
Proclus, Elem. Theo!. prop. 103 cited above) to arrive at to arrive at an
enneadic structure for the metaphysical ontology of Allogenes.
Thus at the level of the Invisible Spirit, the Being-Life-Mind triad is
present as pure infinitival activity (Existing, Living, Thinking, though

22. Proclus (In Parmenidem 1106,1-1108, 19 Cousin) mentions a technique of
paronymy, in which infinitives, participles, and nomina actionis ontologically pre
cede abstract denominatives in -TllS, which in tum ontologically precede their re
spective substantives, by which one may illustrate that acts precede their substantive
results; an example would be this series of terms from most abstract to most substan
tial: v617 µa, voouv, vo6T17S, vous (as though all derived from the causitivc vo6w).
Thus in Allogenes, the Unknowable One is pure active, infinitival being prior to
substantial, determinate being.
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dominantly existing); on the level of the Triple-Powered One, it is pre
sent as a triad of abstract qualities (Existence, Vitality, Mentality/Bless
edness, though dominantly Vitality); and probably on the level of the
Barbelo Aeon, as a triad of substantial realities, (Being, Life and Mind,
though dominantly Mind). As the externalized First Thought of the su
preme deity and the final phase of the Triple Powered One, the Barbelo
Aeon is the universal Intellect, and is therefore also the realm of true
Being (the authentic existents) and the source of Life.23 Although it is
not clear to what extent the Being, Mind, Life triad is to be related to the
three principle aeonic levels in the Barbelo Aeon, on the basis of Zostri
anos VIII 15,4-12 one might posit equivalencies between Kalyptos and
Being, Protophanes and Mind, and Autogenes and Life; Allogenes does
not make these equivalencies explicit, nor does it coordinate such
equivalencies with the emanative dynamics of the Triple Powered
One.24
Based on these factors, it appears that Allogenes conceives the Triple
Powered One to be a dynamic three-in-one principle deploying itself in
three phases in which each phase, while containing the other two, is
characterized by the modality of the triad that predominates-and also
contains the other two-within each phase of its unfolding. In the
23. All the Sethian treatises understand Barbelo as the Life-principle or the
source of Life; see esp. Ste/es Seth VII 123,19-21, "Because of you is Life: from you
comes Life. Because of you is Intellect: from you comes Intellect." Plotinus too
characterizes Intellect as "boiling with Life" (Ennead VI, 5 [23] 12,9; VI, 7 [38)
12,23).
24. Although Allogenes does not explicitly identify the Life-component with
Autogenes, this identification is clearly explicit in Zostrianos vm 17,6-10: "There
fore the first perfect water of the Triple Powered One, <that ot> Autogenes, [is] Life
for the perfect souls, for it is a rational expression of the perfect god's creativity."
Note that the order of the being-life-mind triad varies-as in Plotinus-in the
Sethian treatises between being-life-mind (or existence, vitality, mentality/bless
edness; cf. Al/ogenes XI 59,9-60,35; 61,32-39; Zostrianos Vlll 19,16-21,1; 64,1375,21 + 80, I 0-25 = Victorinus, Adversus Arium 1.49,9-50,21) and being-mind-life
(or existence, mentality/blessedness, vitality; cf. Allogenes XI 49,26-27; Zostrianos
VIII 13,27-18,4). Because of the variations in the order of these terms both in onto
logical rank and in order of emanation, it is not at all clear that Kalyptos, Proto
phanes and Autogenes are meant to correspond with these terms in any fixed way.
Rather, one has to do with two separate traditions, the Platonic tradition of the being,
life, and mind triad, and on the other hand the more specifically Sethian triad of
Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes, which the authors of the Platonizing Sethian
treatises may have tried to reconcile in various, often inconsistent, ways.
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accompanying diagram, the italicized term indicates the relative pre
dominance of one of the three modalities. The first-infinitival-phase
coincides with the supreme One (or invisible Spirit) and the third
substantival-phase with the Aeon of Barbelo, in effect giving rise to a
median-qualitative-phase in which one might view the Triple
Powered One as distinct from-but simultaneously coordinate with
both the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo.
Unknowable One/ Invisible Spirit
Triple-Powered One/ Eternal Life
Barbelo / Pirst Thought

Exists

Lives

Existence
Being

Life

Vitality

Knows
Mentality

Mind

This diagram should be compared to those given for the Chaldaean
Oracles and the Parmenides commentary in Chapter 9. If this analysis is
correct, it is interesting to find in Allogenes a supreme enneadic struc
ture of the sort that, according to Lydus, Porphyry also placed at the
head of his metaphysics on the basis of the Chaldaean Oracles. 25
Nevertheless, there is a good deal of variation in the hypostatic status
of the Triple Powered One and its components among the Sethian trea
tises. It appears that in the Three Ste/es of Seth (and in the anonymous
Parmenides Commentary), all three modalities of the emanative vehicle
are only separate phases of the unfolding of intellect/Barbelo. In Zostri
anos, the triple powered emanative vehicle seems to be identical with
the supreme source, the Invisible Spirit. In Allogenes, the Triple Pow
ered One seems to constitute a quasi-hypostasis-sometimes equated
with the Invisible Spirit-mediating between the Unknowable One and
the Aeon of Barbelo. In Marsanes, where the Existence-Life-Intellect
terminology seems to be lacking, the emanative vehicle, the Triple Pow
ered One, seems to be identical with the acti_ve silence of the supreme
Unknown Silent One; its initial phase is the insubstantial (masculine)
Invisible Spirit, its median phase is the Triple Powered One itself as a
(feminine) indeterminate otherness or activity proceeding forth from the
Invisible Spirit, and its final phase is the (masculine) Aeon of Barbelo.
As previously suggested, some of this variation is perhaps to be ex
plained by certain ambiguities in the anonymous Parmenides Commen
tary or equivalent upon which these treatises probably depend.
25. On the basis of Lydus, De mensibus 4.122.1-4: 0Etos- o TiiS' evvci6os <ipL8µos
EK TpLwv Tplc:i6wv 1TATJpouµ1;vos- Kat TctS ciKp6TTJTOS' Tijs 0rnAo-ytas KOTct TT)V
XaA6aL KT)V <j>LAoao<j>(av ws <l>TJC1LV o ITop<j>upLOS cirroaw(wv.
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What is interesting about Allogenes and Marsanes is that they imply a
quasi-hypostatic status for the median and therefore least stable phase of
the Triple Powered One, when it becomes distinct from either the abso
lute and self-sufficient stability of its source (the [nvisible Spirit) or the
derivative stability of its product (the intellectual Aeon of Barbelo). By
contrast, the equivalent of the Triple Powered One in both the Three
Ste/es ofSeth and the anonymous Parmenides Commentary is ultimately
identified with its emanative product (Intellect) while in Zostrianos, it is
identified with the supreme principle as its source.
Jl. THE REALM OF TRUE BEING

A. The Aeon of Barbelo

ln addition to their distinctive doctrine of the Triple Powered One, the
Platonizing Sethian treatises all share a peculiar triadic division of the
Aeon of Barbelo, the self-knowledge of the Invisible Spirit. The oldest
Sethian traditions all agree in conceiving Barbelo in dominantly triadic
terms.26 In the Sethian treatises that in all probability antedate the Pla
tonizing treatises, Barbelo is conceived as fundamentally trimorphic: in
the Pronoia monologue she makes three salvific descents that are later
elaborated in the Trimorphic Protennoia as three successively articulate
modes or forms (Voice, Speech, and Word), and in the theogony of the
Apocryphon of John she is granted three successive attributes (Fore
knowledge, Incorruptibility and Eternal Life). Yet already in the Apoc
ryphon of John, one can see that numerological speculation has dis
turbed this original tripartite ontology when Barbelo is associated with a
Pentad (or, in Irenaeus' version, with a tetrad).27 In these early treatises,
Barbelo's triplicity is several times signified by her epithet "Triple
Male," referring to her character as a whole rather than to any specific
26. Cf. her traditional epithet "thrice-male, thrice-powerful, thrice-named," e.g.,
the Apocryphon of John II 5,8-9 and the Trimorphic Protennoia XIII 39,26-27;
according to the former she possesses the three attributes of Foreknowledge, Incor
ruptibility, and Eternal Life, and according to the latter she appears in three succes
sive manifestations, namely the Voice, the Speech, and the Word of the divine First
Thought(= npWT€VVOla).
27. The Pentad (of the Apocryphon of John) consists of Barbelo herself: plus the
tetrad (of lrenaeus) Foreknowledge, Incorru ptibility, Eternal Life, and either Truth
(the long version of Codices II and IV) or her own cognomen Ennoia (BG, Co
dex III, and Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.29.1 ).
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beings or attributes resident "within" her; as explained in Chapter 7, it
serves to designate her androgynous character as well as the potential
existence of the Autogenes, the self-begotten Son, within her. Thus it
would be natural to expect this epithet of triplicity to play some role in
the Setbian Platonizing treatises as well. Indeed, what one sees there is
an attempt to combine the traditional Sethian nomenclature for Barbelo
with a Middle Platonic doctrine of a tripartite intellect as described in
Chapter 9 in the cases of Numenius and Amelius and in Chapter IO in
the case of the early Plotinus.
According to the metaphysical scheme of the Apocryphon of John
(II 4, 19-32 cited above, p. 500), the unfolding of the primal unity into
multiplicity occurs as a process of mental reflection by which the primal
principle externalizes itself so as to avail itself both for itself and others
in the form of his Pronoia or First Thought (1rp6v0la, Evvota), named
Barbelo. In tum, this feminine figure becomes the mother of a self
begotten (auToyEvtjs-) Son, thus giving rise to a supreme divine triad:
the monadic Invisible Spirit, the mother Barbelo as his first thought, and
her self-begotten Child (Autogenes). I have suggested that the nomen
clature and metaphysics of this Father-Mother-Child triad was likely
suggested by an interpretation of Plato's Timaeus 48E-52D,28 where
Plato enumerates a triad of principles, leaving aside the demi urge, who
would be a fourth:
... that which comes to be, that in which it comes to be, and that by imita
tion of which that which comes to be is born. We may fittingly compare
the receptacle (To 6Ex6µEvov) to a mother, that from which to a father, and
the natural being (<j>uOLS') to a child (Timaeus 50C-D).
28. See Chapter 5, p. 210 and J. D. TuRNER, "The Gnostic Threefold Path to
Enlightenment: The Ascent of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Novum Testa
mentum 22 (1980), 324-351; IDEM, "Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History," in Nag
Hammadi, Gnosticism and Early Christianity, ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson
(Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1986), 55-86; IDEM, "Gnosticism and Pla
tonism: The Platonizing Sethian Texts from Nag Hammadi in their Relation to Later
Platonic Literature," in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism, ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Breg
man (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1992), 424-459; mEM,
"Text, Translation and Notes" to Allogenes in Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII and
XIII, ed. C. W. Hedrick (Nag Hammadi Studies 28; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1990); and
IDEM, "Introduction" and "Commentaire," in C. Barry, W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier,
J. D. Turner, Zostrien (NH Vfl/, /) (Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section
« Textes » 24; Quebec and Leuven-Paris: Presses de l'Universite Laval and Editions
Peeters, 2000), 32-225; 483-662.
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1n the Apocryphon of John, Barbelo is conceived in terms that specify
her threefold character and potential for triadic expansion:
BG 27 18 She is the first thought, his 19 image. She became a first 20 Man
who is the 21 virginal Spirit, the thrice-male, the thrice- 28 1 powerful, the
thrice-named, 2 the thrice-begotten, the androgynous 3 unaging aeon, who 4
came forth from his Providence.

The triadic expansion of Barbelo becomes explicit when she requests
from the Invisible Spirit and is granted three principal attributes, Fore
knowledge, Incorruptibility, and Eternal Life (lTp6yvwcns, ci¢0apata,
alwvta (wfi). As M. Waldstein points out:29
Triads are a recurring pattern in the AJ. In his opening vision John sees a
triple appearance (AJ 3, 12); Jesus introduces himself to John as "the Fa
ther, the Mother and the Son"(AJ 4,2-4). Triads appear seven times in the
unfolding of the heavenly world: first, the Monad unfolds into a Triad of
Father, Mother and Son (AJ 5,3-17,6); second, Barbelo asks for and re
ceives the Triad Foreknowledge, Incorruptibility and Eternal life
(AJ 12,12-14,4); third, her son, the Self-Generated, asks for and receives
the Mind (vous), soon completed to a Triad by the Will (0D,rwa) and the
Word(A6yos)(AJ 16,18-17,2; 17,9; 17,13); fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh,
each of the four great Luminaries has three aeons within it, the lowest of
the twelve being Wisdom(AJ 19,14-20,18).

The dominantly threefold portrayal of Barbelo is also evident in the
Pronoia monologue that occurs at the end of the longer version of the
Apocryphon ofJohn (II, 30,11-31,25), where she thrice descends to the
earth for the salvation of her seed. The same pattern is continued in the
expanded form of this monologue, the Trimorphic Protennoia, where
Barbelo, as the First Thought of the Invisible Spirit, reveals herself in
successively articulate manifestations as Voice, Speech and Word.
In the Platonizing Sethian treatises Allogenes, Zostrianos, the Three
Steles ofSeth-and perhaps, but by no means clearly, in Marsanes-the
Aeon of Barbelo contains three aeonic beings: Kalyptos, Protophanes,
and Autogenes. These Hidden, First Appearing, and Self-generated
29. "The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon of John," in The Nag Hammadi Library
After Fifty Years: Proceedings ofthe 1995 Society of Biblical Literature Commemo

ration, ed. J. D. Turner and A. McGuire(Nag Hammadi and Manichaean Studies 44;
Leiden, New York, & Koln: E. J. Brill, 1997), 154-187; the Apocryphon of John
references therein are to M. WALDSTEIN and F. WISSE, The Apocryphon of John:
Synopsis of Nag Hammadi Codices 11,1; 111,1; and JV,/ with BG 8502,2(Nag Ham
madi and Manichaean Studies 33; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995).
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aeonic levels of the Barbelo Aeon not only represent the progressive
unfolding of the divine Thought or Mind, but are also described as
presiding over certain classes of incorporeal beings as well as groups of
other distinct aeonic beings. Allogenes and Zostrianos define the three
subdivisions of the Barbelo Aeon according to the ontology of their
content, roughly corresponding to the ontology of the Plotinian hyposta
ses of Intellect and Soul:
I. the domain of "the authentic existents" (Ta ovTWS' ovTa, the VOT)Ta)
presided over by Kalyptos, the Hidden One, a sort of contemplated
intellect (vous- VOT)T0S) rather like the contemplated aspect of the
Plotinian Intellect;
2. the domain of "those who are unified" (i.e. forms and souls that
"exist together" prior to differentiation or perhaps minds and ideas
which are unified through intellection)30 presided over by Proto
phanes, the First Appearing One, a sort of contemplating intellect
(vous v6Epos) rather like the contemplating aspect of the Plotinian
Intellect; and
3. the domain of the "individuals" (differentiated souls and forms)
presided over by Autogenes (the Self-begotten One, a sort of vous
owvoovµEvos) who operates to rectify the realm of Nature, rather
like the Plotinian Soul in its lower manifestation as Logos or indi
viduated souls. 31

30. Cf. Ennead IV, I [42], 1,5-7: EKEL EV Tt;'> vQ 6µou µev TT0$ VO\/$ ... 6µou 6€
TTClOaL tlJuxat.
31. According to Allogenes (XI 51,12-37), as cosmic Mind, Barbelo contains
both those things that truly exist (the Ideas) as well as their types and images, which
constitute the image of the Hidden One, Kalyptos. Unlike Plotinus' Nous, Barbelo is
not only the aeonic place of the Ideas, but also that of their images. Three such
images are named: Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes. Barbelo thus contains
I) the truly existing objects (NH e:T'<:9oon ONTWC) of intellection, the Ideas, as
the image of Kalyptos, 2) "the intellectual principle (Porphyry defines Nous as an
incorporeal voEpoc; 'A.6-yoc;, Sententiae 42.12) of these things (Ideas)," as the image of
Protophanes (the domain of those who are "unified," NH e:Tz1oyM2..), who appar
ently intelligizes the Ideas in Kalyptos and operates (€vEpy1:iv) with them on the
individuals (NIK2.. T2..0Y2..), which in tum are 3) the image of Autogenes, who acts
successively and step-by-step to master (T�zo, "to set straight") the defects of the
realm of q>VOL$, tantamount to taking on the demiurgic role of the cosmic soul. Cf.
Plotinus, Ennead V, I [ 10) 3, 7-10: [The soul] is a certain image oflntellect; just as a
thought in its utterance (cf Myos 1rpo<f>opLKOS) is an image of the thought in the soul
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The Aeon of Barbelo seems to be an Intellect consisting of the contem
plated Ideas (vous VOTJTOS), the contemplating Mind (vous v6epos or
0EWPTJTLKOS or KLvovµEvos ciKtVTJTOS wv), and the demiurgic Mind (vous
8wvoovµevos) similar to that considered by Plotinus in Ennead III, 9
[13), 1 and rejected in Ennead II, 9 [33), 1. As pointed out in Chapter 9,
Numenius probably derived these three ontological levels from a Middle
Platonic elaboration of the three "Kings" of the Second Platonic Letter
(312E) and of the One-Being of the second hypothesis of Plato's Par
menides 142B-144E, understood as signifying the many-in-one charac
ter of determinate being, looked at from the point of view of a unitary
intelligence (cf. Barbelo) who intelligizes all the divine forms simulta
neously.
Associated with these three levels are the figures Kalyptos, Proto
phanes, and Autogenes (who is normally the third member of the su
preme Father-Mother-Child triad in the older Sethian treatises). Origi
nally, these names seem to have referred, not so much to the ontological
levels of the Barbelo Aeon, but rather to the process by which the Bar
belo Aeon gradually unfolds from its source in the Invisible Spirit: it is
at first "hidden" (Ka>-.v-rrT6s) or latent as potential intellect in the Spirit,
then "first appearing" (rrpwTo<j)av�s) as the Father's separately existing
(male) intelligence, finally, taking on the character of a "self-generated"
(avToyEv�s) demiurgical mind, perhaps understood as the rational or
intellectual part of the cosmic soul that operates on the physical world
below in accordance with its vision of the realm of the archetypal ideas
contained in the divine intellect. Once the Barbelo Aeon is instantiated,
these three phases then become conceived as beings-"subaeons"-who
preside over and thus define three ontological levels or sub-aeons within
the Barbelo Aeon that have certain functions relating to the upward and
downward transfer of their members from one to another of these three
ontological levels. It is noteworthy that Marsanes merely lists these
three beings and the Barbelo Aeon in serial fashion as "Seals" 7, 8, and
9 with no suggestion that they are subaeons subordinate to and included
within the Barbelo Aeon (Seal 10). While Zostrianos goes into great
(cf. :\6-yos ev6ui8ETOS), so soul is itself the expressed thought of Intellect, and its
whole activity, and the life which it sends forth for the establishment of another
reality. ('H tj,ux11 ELKwv TtS EOTL vou· olov A.6 -y os 6 o!:v .rpocpopi A.6-you TOU fr tj,uxfj,
ouTw TOL Kat avTT] >..6-yos vou Kal 17 m'icra evep-yELa Kai iiv .rpo'1ETm (w17v Ei.s d).)..ou
UTTOOTQ(Jl V).
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detail concerning the structure of the Barbelo Aeon, and Allogenes goes
into great detail concerning the Triple Powered One, Marsanes concen
trates only on the process by which the Barbelo Aeon emanates from the
Invisible Spirit and-unlike any of the other Platonizing Sethian trea
tises--deals extensively with the nature of the soul and its "configura

tions."
As we have seen in past chapters, the tripartition of the Barbelo Aeon
has traditional warrant in Sethian theology. In the Apocryphon of John,
Barbelo, the First Thought (evvow) of the Invisible Spirit, requests the
Invisible Spirit to grant her three principal attributes, Foreknowledge,
Incorruptibility and Eternal Life.32 In the Trimorphic Protennoia, Bar
belo reveals herself to the perceptible world in three successively articu
late manifestations of the First Thought: Voice, Speech and Word. Once
the dominantly triadic Barbelo becomes conceived as the divine Intellect
(rather than "thought"), it is only a short step to interpret such attributes
or modes of appearance as defining various grades of ideal entities
forms, ideas, minds, or even souls-contained within that Intellect, enti
ties that can be distinguished by their ontological status.
Thus Kalyptos would be the contemplated Mind, containing the para
digmatic ideas or authentic existents, each of which is a unique, uncom
binable paradigmatic form.33 Protophanes would be the contemplating
Mind, containing a subdivision of the ideas, "those who are unified,"
i.e., "all together"34 with the minds that contemplate them, distinguished
both from ideas of particular things and from the distinctly unique au
thentic existents as congeries of similar units capable of combination
with one other (cf. Plato's "mathematicals" apud Aristotle, Metaphysics
I 987b14-18 and XITT 1080a l l-b14). At the lowest level, Autogenes
would be a demiurgic mind who shapes the realm of Nature below ac
cording to the forms contemplated and analyzed by Protophanes, and
32.1rp6yvwcns, ci<j>Sapcrta, aluivta ,w� in BG 28,4-29,8; II 5,11-6,2 adds Truth
as a fourth attribute. These attributes and others also occur in the Gospel of the
Egyptians, III 42,5-11.
33. See Allogenes XI 46,6-35. Zostrianos (VITT 82,8-13) says that Kalyptos
emerges as the second knowledge of the Invisible Spirit (the first being Barbelo),
"the knowledge of his knowledge;" in I I 9,12-13 Kalyptos is associated with "his
LBfo." Marsanes apparently contains no description of Kalyptos' origin, function or
attributes.
34. Cf. Ennead IV, I (42] 1,5-6: EKEl 6E (i.e., ev Tei> v@ 6µ011 µ€v VOl/S" mis Kai
ov StaKEKptµevov oii6€ µ1:µ1:ploµtvov, 6µ0116E microl tJivxaL
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would thus contain the "perfect individuals," the ideas of particular,
individual things, as well as individual souls.
Within the Aeon of Barbelo, Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes
sustain certain relationships to one another as well as to powers that
transcend the Barbelo Aeon altogether. These relationships are perhaps

most strikingly articulated by means of Zostrianos' doctrine of celestial
baptism, which equates each baptismal water with a separate power of

the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit, and with each subaeon of the Bar
belo Aeon: 35

VTII 15 4 It is the water of Life that s belongs to Vitality in which you now
have been baptized in the Autogenes. 7 It is the [water] of Blessedness 8
that [belongs] to Knowledge in which you 9 will be [baptized] in the Proto
phanes. 10 It is the water of Existence 11 [which] belongs to Divinity, that is,
12 to Kalyptos. 13 And the water of Life 14 [exists with respect to] Power,
that of rs [Blessedness] with respect to Essence, 16 and that of [Divinity]
with respect to 17 [Existence].
6

In VIII 17, 15-22, it becomes clear that, just as the Aeon of Barbelo came
into existence as an indeterminate vital energy of the Invisible Spirit that
converts itself into determinate being by an act of contemplation, so also
those who undergo baptism in these waters will take on form and defini
tion in the same way:

VIII 17 15 [But] he who simultaneously knows 16 [how he exists] and what
17
[the] living [water is], 18 [such a one] lives within 19 [knowledge. That
which belongs to knowledge] is the 20 [water of] Vital[ity]. And in 21 [be
coming, Life] becomes [limitless] 22 [that it may receive] its [own Being].
Baptism in the water of Autogenes opens the way for participation in the
universal intelligence, knowledge of which is signified by the water of

35. The passage may be corrupt: under the influence of the Sethian baptismal rite
the term "water of Life" has been substituted for a probable "water of goodness"
(quite in line with the intention of the author of Zostrianos), and the terms "Exis
tence" and "Divinity" have been reversed (lege "the water of Divinity, which is that
of Existence, into which you shall be baptized in Kalyptos"). But the association of
Blessedness with Mentality is clear. In Allogenes 58,7-26, it seems that Zostrianos'
more original equation of the triad Existence or Divinity, Blessedness and Perfection
or Goodness with the triad Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes has been disturbed
by the addition of another figure, the Triple Male, to yield the equation of the Divin
ity, Blessedness and Goodness triad with that of Barbelo, Kalyptos and Autogenes,
omitting Protophanes , who is also identified with the goodness of the Triple Male;
both these latter are also identified as "perfect."
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Protophanes, and final union with it is signified by the water of Kalyptos
(VIII 22,4-12).
Among the Platonizing Sethian treatises, there are variations in the
structuring and content of the Aeon of Barbelo. Marsanes declines to
give any explicit description of its content. Allogenes (XI 45,31-46,35)
says that Autogenes, and by implication Protophanes and Kalyptos, is
"contained" in the Barbelo Aeon. Zostrianos makes it clear only that
these beings are subjacent to the Barbelo Aeon. The Three Ste/es ofSeth
merely identifies Barbelo (VJI 122,8-123,5) as a "Kalyptos ... a uni
verse of understanding" and as having become "a great male Mind, Pro
tophanes," and the first stele tends to collapse together the figures of
Pigeradamas and Autogenes as if the latter were an attribute of the for
mer. In Zostrianos and Allogenes, besides the canonical triad of Ka
lyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes, there is the additional figure of the
Triple Male, to be discussed below.
Marsanes' presentation of the Barbelo Aeon as the tenth seal (X 4,710) is nearly obliterated and seems to lack the clear structure, sequenc
ing, and terminological precision of Zostrianos and Allogenes. Marsanes
appears to treat the figures of Autogenes, Protophanes, and Kalyptos by
allusion to the circumstances of their origin rather than by function,
proper name, or ontological level: thus Autogenes is the "self-generated
power" and "Third [perfect Mind]," the name "Protophanes" is trans
lated as the "male mind that appeared in the beginning" and called the
"intelligible world," and Kalyptos, though counted as an independent
being with its own distinct seal (9), is apparently not even assigned a
proper name, but is merely called the "[head]" of the first-appearing
power. Marsanes has also apparently jettisoned the tripartite ontology of
determinate being applied by the other Sethian Platonizing treatises to
the Barbelo Aeon. The partitioning of the Aeon of Barbelo is no longer
articulated either aeonically or ontologically in terms of the kinds of
being and objects of intellection contained therein. Marsanes merely
lists Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes (in the "standard" order) as
beings that are subordinate to, but not necessarily included within the
Barbelo Aeon, and the ontological triad of the authentic existents (in
Kalyptos), the unified ones (in Protophanes), and the perfect individuals
(in Autogenes) seems to be entirely lacking.
In the Sethian descent pattern treatises, "Kalyptos" occurs in the Gos
pel of the Egyptians (IV 57,16) and as a cognomen for Barbelo in the
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Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 38, 10). "Protophanes" occurs in the Gos
pel of the Egyptians (IV 55,25) as a cognomen for the Thrice-male
Child, and in the Apocryphon of John (II 8,32) as a cognomen for the
"true human" Pigeradarnas (and perhaps also as a cognomen for the
"triple male" and "first human" Barbelo in II 5, I I ). In the Gospel of the
Egyptians (and Zostrianos) Prophania functions as Adarnas' consort in
the production of Seth and the Four Luminaries. It appears that at an
early point, certain Sethians regarded either Barbelo or Pigeradamas as
the archetypal Human who "first appeared" as bisexual, both female (as
the Ennoia of the god "Man") and male (as Triple Male Child, the Son
of the god "Man"). When the Father-Mother-Child triad was adopted as
the supreme Sethian triad, these two figures became distinct Mother
(Barbelo) and Son/Child (Autogenes) figures, continuing to bear their
older epithets. When the Platonizing Sethian treatises reconceived Bar
belo as a divine Intellect or Aeon, these epithets or cognomens were
parceled out as its three subaeons, according to which the Barbelo Aeon
was initially hidden (Kalyptos), then first appeared (Protophanes), and
then instantiated (Autogenes), while the Triple Male Child continued
Barbelo's soteriological role as a being at large in the Barbelo Aeon,
generally associated with Protophanes and Autogenes.
B. Kalyptos-the "Hidden One"
Kalyptos, "Hidden One" (sometimes abbreviated K.i'\.C) appears fre
quently in Allogenes, Zostrianos, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and Codex
Bruce Untitled, and once in the Gospel ofthe Egyptians (IV 57, 16). 36 As
the highest ontological level in the Barbelo Aeon, Kalyptos is generally
conceived as a static intellect that contains the ultimate paradigms of all
things (Ta ovTWS oVTa) and serves as an object of contemplation by the
inhabitants of lower orders of reality. ln the Three Ste/es of Seth
36. The name may have something to do with a covering or veil (KciAuµµa) sepa
rating the higher from the lower realm (like the KaTaTTErnaµa of Hyp. Arch. II 97,91 I which makes a shadow; cf. Gos. Philip II 69,6; 84,23). Similarly, Valentinus or
followers of his (Jrenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.11, I; Val. Exp. XI 37-38) postulated an
upper limit (Horos) separating the supreme deity Bythos from his subordinate Aeons
including his Son the Nous (which in Allogenes et al. is called Protophanes). In
mythology, one might think of Kalypso, a daughter of Okeanos and Tethys (Homer,
Odyssey, passim; Hesiod, Theogony 359; Orph. Frg. 49 Kern; cf. also the morning,
mid-day and nocturnal suns called q>avEpwv KOAUTTTa( in Pap. Mag. V.7.9 =
11,73.221 Preisendanz).
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(VH 122,14b-123,5), the Barbelo Aeon is praised as a "Kalyptos" who
derives from the "shadow," i.e., the projected image of the One, and

thus in tum confers generation, being, and intelligible forms upon sub
sequent levels of reality.
In Zostrianos (Vlll l 13,14b-123,25), the Aeon of Kalyptos receives
an extensive treatment of nearly ten pages that detail its origin and con

tent. In general, Kalyptos is almost always called "ingenerate" (ayEVVTJ
TOS) in the sense that he is emanated rather than procreated; thus in
VIJI 20,4-15 he is called "self-generated" (auToyEv[v]TJTOS or mho
yEviis), without a parent. He is the Good, the source of all that is good
and divine (VIII 117,15-20). In fact, Kalyptos is a duplication of the
Aeon of Barbelo itself, a secondary form of Barbelo's knowledge, pro
viding an "eternal space" for the "truly existent ones" that will reside in
her aeon (VIII 81,21-82,23). Kalyptos is also a "pre-existent principle"
of Autogenes and a "cause" of all the aeons, but especially of the male
Mind Protophanes, who is his "knowledge" (Vll I 40,6; 41,21-25). To
undergo baptism in Kalyptos is to understand the emanation of multi
plicity from original unity and the return of multiplicity to its unitary
principle (VIII 23,6-17).
In Allogenes, Kalyptos originates from the Barbelo Aeon's act of
knowledge (XI 45,31-33) and becomes the domain of the "types and
forms" of the authentic existents (Ta ovTws ovrn) hidden in the Barbelo
Aeon, and the plurality of determinate beings "that are unified" in Pro
tophanes will eventually be promoted to the level of Kalyptos
(Xl46,25b-31; cf. VII 119,15-120,17). In Marsanes (X 4,7b-10a), Ka
lyptos is merely mentioned in passing, apparently as "the [head (�TT€,
perhaps translating KE<j>a>..11 or cipxii)] of the power (6uvaµLs) [that]
appeared [in the beginning]," i.e., as the immediate source of Proto
phanes.

C. Protophanes
The median level of Barbelo is the male Mind Protophanes, "the First
appearing One," named quite often in Allogenes and Zoslrianos, three
times in Codex Bruce Untitled, and once each in the Three Ste/es ofSeth
and Marsanes. 37 While Kalyptos represents the divine Intellect in its
37. In the Apocryphon of John, (II 8,33) Pigeradamas is called "the first appear
ance'" and in the Gospel of the Egyptians (IV 55,25) the Triple Male Child is called
"the first one who appeared," both apparently translations of Protophnnes. His name
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undifferentiated unity, Protophanes is that faculty of the divine Intellect
that unifies multiplicity, a "many-in-one," rather as Plotinus conceived
Intellect as the unified duality of thinking and all the objects that it
thinks, not separately and sequentially, but always simultaneously. In
the Three Ste/es of Seth VII 123,4b-5, he is merely mentioned as Bar
belo's manifestation in the form of "a great male Mind (vous)." In Mar
sanes X 4,2b-7a, Protophanes is "the [male] mind (vous) [that] appeared
[in the beginning] as well as the [incorporeal] substance (ouata) and the
[intelligible] world (vOTlTOS Koaµos)." For Zostrianos, he is the "actual
ity" (VI!l 127,9-10) and the dwelling place for "all those who are uni
fied in the aeons" (VIII 19,21-24), containing "those who] dwell to
gether [in order that they become] all-perfect [and blessed]" (VIII 40,1416). In relation to the three powers of the Invisible Spirit, Protophanes
possesses Mentality, but has his Existence in Kalyptos (YIU 40,8-10).
He is the image of Kalyptos, "equal to him in glory and power, superior
to him in rank, though not in aeonic level," and "possesses them all,
alive, dwelling together in unity with the aeon within the aeons"
(VIII 125,1-8). Therefore, to undergo baptism in Protophanes is to know
the universal intelligence and one's commonality with its contents
(VIII 22,4-23,5).
D. Autogenes-and Sophia?
The lowest level of Barbelo's Aeon is Autogenes, whose name is de
rived from the Sethian tradition of the third member of the Father
Mother-Child triad. Autogenes contains the "(perfect) individuals" as
his members. He occupies the lowest of the three levels of the Barbelo
Aeon, and most Sethian treatises have him presiding over the most
elaborated and traditional set of four aeons in Sethian theology, the Self
generated Aeons, which he structures by establishing over them "the
seems to be inspired by the Orphic doctrine of Phanes (also called Eros, Melis and
Erekepaios) who was "first to appear" from the cosmic egg (Apoll. Rh., Orph.
Arg. 14-16). Bisexual, he was regarded as "always two-formed," "looking this way
and that," "the key of Mind" (Orph. Frg. 72-89; 167 Kem; Synesius, Hymn 2.87-89
Terzaghi calls the "Son" member of the Trinity "firstborn and first-appearing child"
fy6vov T0V TTPWT0')'OVOV KOL TrpwTo<j>afiJ). Both the Orphic etymology "first appear
ing" and his characterization as mind and his double inclination above and below are
clearly reflected in his position in A!logenes (X 45,34-36; 46,24-25), where he repre
sents the progression from the psychic "individuals" (in Autogenes) to the intelligi
ble (authentic existents in Kalyptos) levels of the Aeon ofBarbelo.
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Four Luminaries"-Armozel, Oroiael, Daveithe, and Eleleth from high
est to lowest-as places of salvation and rest for the archetypal Adam,
Seth, and seed of Seth, as well as all repentant souls (cf. Apocryphon of
John II 7,30-9,24; Trimorphic Protennoia XIII 38,17-39,13; Gospel of
the Egyptians III 51,14-53,12).
By virtue of his position at the periphery of the Barbelo Aeon, Auto
genes functions as a demiurgical mind or discursive (8wvoouµEvos
rather than contemplative, 0Ewpl]TLK6s) intellect who operates on the
lower realms by imposing shape and form upon matter and bodies. In
the Three Ste/es ofSeth VII 119,15-120,17, Autogenes is virtually indis
tinguishable from the archetypal Adam Pigeradamas, the initial object of
Seth's praises in the first stele; Autogenes is the unengendered source of
goodness that manifests the eternal authentic existents (Ta ovTws ovTa)
to the perceptible world (atcr0r,T6S Kocrµos). In Allogenes, Autogenes is
the Barbelo Aeon's means of interacting with the "perfect individuals,"
presumably the entire class of particulars, including individuated souls
and divine beings resident in his own aeon prior to their unificati on in
the Protophanes Aeon, as well as souls and other entities below his own
aeon who inhabit the realm of corporeal nature. He is thus oriented both
above and below. On the one hand, by "seeing" the ovTWS' ovTa or uni
versal Forms in the Barbelo Aeon "[all] existing individually just as
[they) are," his vision of the universals results in their individuation;
thereupon, these individuals become "as he is," and are able to "see" the
next higher being, the Triple Male, to whose unified thought they are
effectively promoted (XI 46,9-20). On the other hand, Autogenes is also
oriented below:
XI 51 25 It (the Barbelo Aeon) is endowed with the 26 divine Autogenes like
an image, and he knows 28 each one of these, 29 acting separately and 30
individually, continually rectifying 31 the defects from 32 Nature.

27

Here, much like the demiurge of Plato's Timaeus, Autogenes is con
stantly occupied with the shaping of the natural realm, literally "setting
right," "stabilizing," or "rectifying (Ti20 er�-r,=') the defects (literally
"sins," NOB€) from nature" (<j>uaLs). In this "demiurgical" activity, the
position of Autogenes is very much like that of Numenius' "second"
God described in Chapter 9, a divine intellect that first generates itself
and the sensible cosmos by a contemplative "seeing" .of the first God
(who "thinks" only insofar as he "makes use" of this second God,
frgs. 20-22 des Places), but then in his preoccupation with the realm of
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matter below him, this second God is "split" in two, in effect becoming
two lower intellects, a "second God" or contemplative intellect who
contemplates the first Gust as Autogenes contemplates Protophanes,
who contemplates Kalyptos), and a "third God" or demiurgical intellect
who discursively attends to the shaping of the physical realm below.
Thus, like the "double" (8LTT6s) second Intellect of the Chaldaean Ora
cles and Numenius, so too Autogenes is a lower intellect that is both
contemplative and demiurgic, as it were, "facing both ways."38 In this
regard, Marsanes is even more explicit:
25

And the [seventh (seal),] 26 concerning the Self-generated (m'.iTo
Power 27 which [is the] 28 third [perfect Mind], 29 [the second who
extended to] 4 1 [the] Fourth for salvation 2 [through] wisdom (crocj>la).
X3

yEv�c;)

X S 21 And 22 the intelligible world knew 23 by discrimination 24 that in
every respect the sense-perceptible 25 world is [worthy] 26 of being pre
served entire, [for) 27 I have not ceased speaking [of the] 28 Autogenes,
[lest] 29 [anyone] be [ignorant] 6 1 in turn of the entire place (i.e., the aeonic
realm). 2 He (Autogenes) descended, again he descended 3 <from> the Un
begotten One 4 who is insubstantial, who 5 is the Spirit. The one (Auto
genes) who exists 6 before all of them (the realms below the Barbelo Aeon)
extends 7 [to the divine) self-generated ones. 8 The one who is 9 [substantial
(Autogenes)] examines 10 [the all (the Barbelo Aeon)] and is 11 [the all and]
resembles 12 [the all). And from 13 [the single one) they [are] divided, 14 [so
that] I experienced 15 many things, it being manifest 16 that he saved a mul
titude. 17

The divine Autogenes (the "self-generated Power") is here called the
"third [perfect Mind]"-the first and second are probably the Barbelo
Aeon (or Kalyptos) and Protophanes. In Marsanes, Autogenes is the
principal savior figure; as the one whose task is the salvation or preser
vation of the realms below the Barbelo Aeon, indeed of the entire sensi
ble world, Autogenes and his descent becomes a principal topic of Mar
sanes' preaching. Just as the second power of the Invisible Spirit's
Triple Power is the "first" to proceed forth to become its third power in
the fonn of the Aeon of Barbelo itself, so also Autogenes becomes the

38. In a slightly different context, cf. Plotinus, Ennead III, 8 (30] 9,30-31:
"Rather, Intellect must return, so to speak, backwards, and give itself up, so to
speak, to what lies behind it, since it faces both ways (aµcj>(crTOµov ovra); and there,
if it wishes to see that First Principle, it must not be altogether intellect."
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"[second who extended]" to the "Fourth" for salvation "[through]
Sophia" (X 3,29-4,2).39
Extant Sethian literature does not describe Autogenes himself as ever
actually leaving the Barbelo Aeon, although it is clear that he somehow
operates on the sensible cosmos below for its "correction." Marsanes
agrees with this principle when it says in X 6,5-7 that Autogenes de
scends from the Invisible Spirit to the Self-generated Aeon, where his
own vision of the Barbelo Aeon results in the plurality of its contents
(i.e., the perfect individuals). But then it also says that Autogenes is able
to "extend" his salvific activity to the incorporeal but sensible realm of
the "Fourth"-i.e., the next two lower levels below the Self-generated
Aeons, the Repentance and Sojourn-not directly, but instead by the
instrumentality of Sophia. Certainly such a notion accords well with
Marsanes' declaration that "in every respect the sense-perceptible world
is [worthy] of being preserved entire" (X 5,24-26), a declaration that
immediately causes him to announce that he has "not ceased speaking
[of the] Autogenes," who is presumably the guarantor of its preserva
tion. What is interesting is that he does so by means of Sophia.
It appears that Marsanes offers yet another instance of the doctrine of
Sophia as a "saved savior" (salvator salvandus). Although Marsanes
apparently knows nothing of the "fall'' of Sophia or of any causative
association between her and the physical realm, in other Sethian trea
tises her declination is directly responsible for the formation either of
the material realm (e.g., Zostrianos VIII 9,16-10,20a and perhaps the
Gospel of the Egyptians III 56,26-57,5) or of its creator the Archon (e.g.,
the Apocryphon of John JI 9,25-10, I 9), or both (e.g., the Hypostasis of
the Archons II 94,4-33). Whether it is Sophia or Eleleth (e.g., the Tri
morphic Protennoia XIII 39,13-32 or the Gospel of the Egyptians
39. Restoring X 4,1-2 as "salvation [through] wisdom" (€TB€ TTOYX€[€1
z1T]i)j Tcocp(1)�:) rather than "the salvation of Sophia" (€TB€ rroyxe(e1 )
�TCOq>[l]A') in the edition of PEARSON. As instrument of salvation, this "wisdom"
may be either revealed wisdom or may be the personified figure of Sophia, the story
of whose decline and restoration is recounted in many Sethian treatises. In Sethian
mythology, the salvation or restoration to the Self-generated Aeons undergone by
Sophia is in fact the result of her repentance; cf. the Gospel of the Egyptians
III 59,9-60,2 where Sophia's repentance is itself hypostatized as a figure "Metanoia"
sent below by the father to pray for the repentance of all humans, both the seed of
Seth and of the Archon Sakias! Codex Bruce, Untitled 264.1 [Schmidt-MacDermot]
likewise locates Sophia in the Repentance.
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Ill 56,22-59, I) who was ultimately to blame for the origin of the physi
cal and material realm with all of its deficiencies, it is Sophia who enters
into "deficiency" and must be "restored." In both the Trimorphic Pro
tennoia (XIII 40,2-4) and the Apocryphon ofJohn (II 13, 13-14, 13), after
the Archon's theft of Sophia's power and his vain boast of sole divinity,
Sophia becomes the first object of the divine world's salvific initiatives:
she recognizes her deficiency, then either repents or requests restoration,
and is then restored by elevation to the periphery of the divine world
above her defective product. So also in Zostrianos (Vlil 9,2-11,1 ), when
Sophia gives rise-not to the Archon-but to the lower Matter upon

which he works, she cancels her deficiency through repentance, and is
(conjecturally) restored:

VIII 10 28 And [again he (Authrounios) said, "Sophia became] 29 perfect
through [the will of] 30 [the commander) through whom [the atmospheric]
31 [realm perseveres], having 11 1 [immutably averted] the destruction of
the world."
In general, the agent of Sophia's restoration remains anonymous: the
divine world, the Pleroma, the "entire house of glory." But here Zostri
anos designates this agent as a specific--though anonymous-"com
mander"40 who wills the final perfection of Sophia, thus ensuring the
eternal duration of the cosmos. Given the fact that Marsanes identifies
the guarantor of the preservation of the cosmos as Autogenes, it may be
that Zostrianos' otherwise anonymous savior is none other than Auto
genes.
While such passages portray Sophia as the one- "saved" (sa/vandus),
Marsanes (X 3,25-4,2, cited previously), the Apocryphon of John, and
the Gospel of the Egyptians portray her as "savior" (salvator). In the
Apocryphon of John, Sophia takes on a salvific role: appearing in the
world as Zoe, mother of the living, she makes up for her "deficiency" by
enlightening the earthly couple fashioned by the Archon; appearing later
as Epinoia, she apparently assists Barbelo's retrieval of the divine power
stolen from her by the Archon:

40. Zostrianos identifies both Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus (VIII 47,5-7) and
the Triple Powered One (VII 124,3-5) as commanders, while Melchizedek identities
th e Fo ur Luminaries (IX 6,3-7; 17,6-18,6) as commanders and Jesus Christ as com
mander-in-chief.
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II 23 14 For 15 his (Adam's) consort will be sent to him, 16 and "he will
leave his father and his mother 17 and cleave to his wife, and the two will
become 18 one flesh". {For his consort will be sent 19 to him and he will
leave 20 his father and mother.} Our sister Wisdom, 21 who came down in
innocence 22 so that she might set right her deficiency, 23 was therefore
named 'Life,' i.e., 24 the Mother of the living, by the Providence 25 of heav
enly authority. And through her 26 they (Adam and Eve) tasted of the per
fect knowledge.
II 25 3 the Mother (Barbelo) also sent down her Spirit (the Epinoia) 4 to the

likeness of her (Sophia) who resembles her, and as 5 a copy of her (Bar
belo) who is in the Pleroma, so that she might 6 prepare a dwelling-place
for the aeons who descend. ... 9 It was in this way that 10 the seed existed
for 11 a season, rendering service, so that when 12 the Spirit (Epinoia)
comes forth from 13 the holy aeons, it might set it right and 14 heal it of the
deficiency, so that the 15 whole Pleroma might become holy and 16 without
deficiency.

In the Gospel of the Egyptians, the repentant and restored Sophia ap
pears as a new figure named "Repentance" (µETavow), distinct from
but clearly related to-the "hylic Sophia" who looked down; however,
the "Father" responsible for her "completion" does not seem to be Auto
genes:
III 59 1 Then a Voice 2 came from on high, saying, 3 "The Man exists, and

the Son of the Man." 4 Because of the descent of the image 5 above, which
is like its voice in the height 6 of the image which has looked out, 7 through
the looking out of the image 8 above, the first creature was 9 formed. Be
cause of this 10 Metanoia came to be. She received her II completion and
her power by the will 12 of the Father and his approval with which he 13 ap
proved of the great, incorruptible, 14 immovable race of the great, 15 mighty
men of the great Seth, 16 in order that he may sow it in the aeons which 17
had been brought forth, so that, through her (Metanoia), 18 the deficiency
may be filled up. 19 For she had come forth from above down 20 to the
world which is the image of the night. 21 When she had come, she prayed
for (the repentance ot) both the seed 22 of the archon of this aeon and (the)
authorities 23 who had come forth from him-that 24 defiled (seed) of the
demon-begetting god 25 which will be destroyed-and the seed 60 1 of
Adam and the great Seth, 2 which is like the sun.
lt may be that this distinct figure of Metanoia is the inspiration behind
Marsanes' and Zostrianos' doctrine of the two realms immediately sub
jacent to the Self-generated Aeons called the Repentance (the Fourth)
and the Sojourn (the Fifth), to be discussed in Chapter 13. Be that as it
may, it is nonetheless clear that this alter ego of Sophia has a role in the
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salvational process. In several Sethian texts, Sophia is thus a "saved
savior." What is interesting is that Marsanes seems to present her as the
salvific instrument of Autogenes, who is thereby enabled to remain
within the Barbelo Aeon, yet still work for the perfection of the lower
world without being "split" by preoccupation with it.

E. The Triple Male Child
In addition to Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes, according to
Zostrianos, Allogenes, and the Three Steles of Seth-but not Mar
sanes-the Barbelo aeon frequently includes another being, the Triple
Male Child. He figures in salvific importance alongside the former three
(e.g., in doxologies), but does not seem to define a separate aeonic level
in the Barbelo Aeon, since no special class of beings is assigned to him
as in the case of the previous three. In Allogenes, the Triple Male is
clearly a principal savior figure:
XI 45 31 [And] she (Barbelo) became Kalyptos, 32 [because] she acted in
those whom she 33 knows. 34 She is a perfect, 3s invisible, noetic 36 Proto
phanes-Harrnedon. Empowering 37 the individuals, she is Triple Male, 38
since she is individually .... 46 6 [Individual on the one hand, they are] 7
[unified] on the other, (since she] is [their] 8 [Existence], and she [sees] 9
all those who truly <exist>. [Truly) 10 [she) contains the 11 divine Auto
genes. When she (knew] 12 her Existence 13 and when she stood at rest
[upon] 14 this one (Autogenes), he saw them [all] is existing individually
just as [they] 16 are. And when [they] 17 become as he is, (they shall) 18 see
the divine Triple Male, 19 the power that is [higher than) 20 God. [He is the
thought] 21 of all those who [are] 22 unified. lf he (the Triple Male) [con
templates them], 23 he contemplates the 24 great male, 25 [perfect?], noetic
[Protophanes]. As for their 26 [procession], if [he] 27 sees it, [he sees] 28
(also the truly existing ones], 29 [since it is the] procession [for those who]
30 are unified. And when [he has seen] 31 these (truly existing), he has seen
Kalyptos. 32 And if he sees 33 one of the hidden ones, [he] 34 sees the Bar
bato-Aeon, [the] 35 unbegotten offspring of [that One).
XI 58 12 1 saw: the good divine Autogenes; 13 and the Savior 14 who is the 15
youthful, perfect Triple Male; and his 16 goodness, the 17 noetic, perfect
Protophanes-Harmedon; 18 and the Blessedness 19 of the Kalyptos; and the
20
primary origin of the Blessedness, 21 the Barbelo-Aeon 22 full of Divin
ity; 23 and the primary origin of 24 the one without origin, the 25 Triple
Powered Invisible Spirit, the Universal One 26 that is higher than perfect.

In the Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 120,17-121,16; 123,6-7) as in the Apoc
ryphon ofJohn and the Trimorphic Protennoia, the terms "Triple Male"
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and "Child" are cognomens of Barbelo herself, who becomes the object
of praise at the end of the first stele, there addressed as "Triple Male" by
Ernacha Seth and his Meirotheid father, Pigeradamas. 41
The origin and identity of the figure of the Triple Male Child is par
ticularly puzzling. It will be recalled from the discussion of the Apocry
phon of John (BG 27, 18-28,4) and the Trimorphic Protennoia (XJIJ
37,20-30) in Chapter 7, that the term "Triple Male" was originally a
characterization of the entire Aeon of Barbelo. Zostrianos (always the
"Triple Male Child") and Allogenes (always the "Triple Male") in effect
convert this attribute of the entire Aeon into a separate being inhabiting
that Aeon. Although its state of textual deterioration prevents any cer
tainty, Marsanes may have omitted this figure, perhaps because it re
serves the attribute of triplicity for the Triple Powered One alone, and
the attribute of maleness only for the Barbelo Aeon (X 4, 1 0b-12; 8,2629; 9, 1-3), and because it assigns the salvific function of the Triple Male
as found in Zostrianos and Allogenes to Autogenes acting through
Sophia.
The figure of the Triple Male Child seems to be the result of a history
of a developing tradition. The earlier Sethian treatises such as the Apoc
ryphon ofJohn, the Trimorphic Protennoia (and the later Three Ste/es of
4 I. As B. LAYTON correctly saw in his translation in The Gnostic Scriptures: A
New Translation with Annotations and Introductions (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1987), 153-4, the conclusion of the first stele of the Three Ste/es ofSeth (VII 120, I 7-

121,16) is a hymn ofpraise on the part of Seth and his father Pigeradamas directed,
not to Autogenes, but to Barbelo, for it is only she that could be considered an "in
generately generated" Triple Male, "given in triple power," and to have been "di
vided everywhere while remaining one," even "divided into the pentad" (cf. Ap.
John II 5,5-1O; 6,2-10). As in the Apocryphon ofJohn, so also in the Three Ste/es of
Seth, the Aeon ofBarbelo as a whole is addressed as Triple Male. On the other hand,
the fact that Three Ste/es states that, as Triple Male, Barbelo "caused the truly exis
tent masculinities to be triple male" and has "gone forth for the sake of what is
inferior" as "a word from a command" (VH 120, 17-28; later the second Stele says
that Barbelo "appeared to them all as a word," I 23, I0-1 I) suggests that the term
Triple Male designates that (demiurgical) phase or aspect (Logos) of the Barbelo
Aeon that can interact with the sensible cosmos, and as such can be identified with
Autogenes. Likewise the first Stele virtually conflates Autogenes with Pig
eradamas-thus Zostrianos (VIII 6,22-25; 13,4-6) calls Adamas the eye of Auto
genes and the Gospel of the Egyptians (JJJ 49, I 6- I 9; 65, 13-15) identifies Autogenes
as the Logos, who is conflated ("mingled") with Adamas (cf. J. Goehring, "Introduc
tion to Yll,5 the Three Steles of Seth," in Nag Hammadi Codex VII, ed. B. A. Pear
son [Nag Hammadi and Manichaean Studies 30. Leiden: E. J. Brill, I 996), 376-377).
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Seth) use the term "Triple Male" exclusively as an epithet of Barbelo,
the Mother of the Autogenes Son. Then in the Gospel of the Egyptians,
we are introduced to the separate figure of the Triple Male "Child" who,
as the offspring of (the triple male) Barbelo, is now identified with the
"great Christ" and "Telmael Telma(cha)el Heli Heli Machar Machar
Seth," while the figure of Autogenes is identified with the Logos and
demoted to the rank of the Son of "the great Christ" (IV 60, 1-8) where
he cooperates with divine Adamas and his consort Meirothea to bring
"the great Seth" into being (III 49, 16-5 1,22). Furthermore, in the Gospel
of the Egyptians, the repetitive doxologies (e.g., IV 59,13-29; 111 49,2250, 17; 53, 12-54,6; 55, 16-56,3; 6 l ,23-62, 1 1) that punctuate each stage of
its theogony place the Triple Male Child (cf. "the Triple Male Child of
the great Christ whom the great Invisible Spirit has anointed" in
III 44,22-28) in the position normally assigned to the self-generated
(Autogenes) Son of Barbelo in the theogonies of the Apocryphon of
John and the Trimo,phic Protennoia. Since the latter two works identify
the Autogenes as Christ, it is clear that the figure of Christ is the inde
pendent variable, indicating that Christian interpretation of the supreme
Sethian triad was the principal reason for this demotion of Autogenes.42
Furthermore, the Gospel of the Egyptians develops a new father-mother
child triad consisting of the Triple-Male Child, his consort Youel, and
their Child of the Child Ephesech (or Esephech). By placing the figure
of Autogenes as the lowest of the three subaeons of the Barbelo Aeon,
the Platonizing Sethian treatises represent a continuation of his demo
tion. As a result, the Father-Mother-Child nomenclature for the supreme
triad disappears from later Sethian theology.
Among the Platonizing Sethian treatises, the Triple Male Child seems
to represent a further stage in the reconceptualization of Barbelo from a
Mother figure into a tripartite-masculine-universal intellect. While
Marsanes seems to omit all mention of the Triple Male Child and the
Three Steles of Seth merely address Barbelo as Triple Male and Child,
42. ln all these cases, Christianization has caused the third member of the su
preme divine triad to be designated as Christ rather than Autogenes, who is demoted
to a lower level, even though he still tends to be regarded as the father of Adamas.
Perhaps one may postulate that the theogony underlying both the Apocryphon of
John and Irenaeus once envisioned a supreme deity Man, whose offspring, the Son
of Man, was regarded as self-begotten (auTO'YEVTJS) from an unnamed source that
later became identified as the Father's first Thought, in effect giving rise to the
divine Father, Mother, Son triad.
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Zostrianos and Allogenes portray the Triple Male Child as a somewhat
mobile savior figure within the first two levels-Protophanes and Auto
genes-of the Barbelo Aeon (who herself still occasionally bears the
epithet "Triple Male"). These treatises link this Child with the "perfect
male Mind" Protophanes to the extent that he is associated with "those
who exist together" in the Protophanes subaeon, but also with Auto
genes, to the extent that he is associated with the self-generated "indi
viduals" dwelling in the Autogenes subaeon; his link to Kalyptos is the
most remote of all.
First, the Triple Male is frequently associated with Protophanes. In Al
logenes, the Triple Male is located between Protophanes and Autogenes
at XI 45,28-46,11; 46,11-34; and 58,12-26, but below Autogenes in
51,32-37. fn XI 45,34-37 (cf. 46,11-34), it is said that Barbelo is Triple
Male insofar as she grants power to the "individuals" (within whom
Protophanes acts; XI 51,19-24). Later on, in Allogenes XI 58, 12-26, the
perfect Triple Male Child is the Savior whose goodness is "the noetic
perfect Protophanes-Harmedon." A similar association is implied in
Zostrianos Vlll 59,25-63,20: Zostrianos is baptized, coming into being
as truly existing and then is brought by Youel into the aeonic place of
the Triple Male and sees the "invisible Child," after which Youel places
him before Protophanes, to be instructed by the Luminaries of the Bar
belo Aeon.
Second, the Triple Male Child is sometimes closely associated with
Autogenes. Likewise, the doxology of Zostrianos VIII 13,1-6 blesses
Pigeradamas as the "eye of the Perfect Child" exactly where one would
expect the name of Autogenes (on the other hand the Apocryphon of
John II 8,28-9,2 calls Pigeradamas "the first appearance"). A/logenes
(XI 55,35-56,14) also characterizes the Triple Male as beyond substance
and as the one in whom the self-generated ones dwell, suggesting close
association with Autogenes. His link with the "self-generated ones,"
(i.e., those inhabiting the "Self-generated Aeons" of Zostrianos and
Marsanes) and his characterization as "self-generated," suggest that
Allogenes regards the Triple Male as essentially a double of Autogenes:
XI 55 33 [And then] 34 [the) all-[glorious] One, Youel, said to me: 35 "While
the [Triple] Male 36 [is a self-generated entity 37 beyond] substance, 38 the
[ ... ] is [insubstantiality] 56 1 [ ... ] 2 [ ... ] 3 [ ... ] • [ ... ] s [ ... J 6 [ ... ] 1
[ ... ] 8 [ ... ] 9 .. . [ ... ] 10 those who exist [in association] 11 with the [generation of those] 12 who [truly] exist. 13 The self-generated ones dwell 14
with the [Triple Male]."
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Third, there are also passages that envision a close relationship between
all three figures: the Triple Male Child and both Protophanes and Auto
genes. Thus according to Allogenes (XI 46,11-34), Autogenes sees the
contents of the Barbelo Aeon as "all existing individually"; however,
when "(they] become as he is, [they shall] see the divine Triple Male ...
the Thought of all those who exist together"; thereupon, if the Triple
Male contemplates them, he contemplates Protophanes, the procession
or path from "those who exist together" to "those who truly exist,"
whom to see is to see Kalyptos, and indeed Barbelo herself. In Zostri
anos, the status of this Triple Male is somewhat ambiguous: his exis
tence is in Kalyptos, he is a type and form and thought of Protophanes, a
power and form of Autogenes, a perfect individual as well as a being
and knowledge of the individuals, and a power of Barbelo.43
Although the reconstructions are by no means certain, Zostrianos
(VIII 40,6-16) appears to coordinate the Triple Male Child with both the
three powers of the Invisible Spirit and the three subaeons of the Bar
belo Aeon. The Triple Male Child on a lower level possesses nearly the
same powers as does the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit, although me
diated by Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes. The correspondences
(Kalyptos-Existence, Protophanes-Knowledge, Autogenes-Mentality)
are not exact, since one might expect Autogenes, "the third of those
aeons," to correspond with Vitality (cf. VIH 15,1-17) rather than Men
tality; one must however allow for some ambiguity, since the order of
the Existence, Vitality, Mentality triad varies in this treatise.44
43. Given the additional statement in Allogenes (XI 51,31-37) that the Aeon of
Barbelo ''is endowed with the divine Triple Male as an integration of them all with
the Invisible Spirit; he is a rational expression of deliberation, the perfect Child,"
one might conclude that it is the Triple Male who guarantees the preservation or
integrity or "inviolate being" of all the inhabitants of the Aeon of Barbelo, and
perhaps serves as a collective designation for that Aeon as collectively constituted
by Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes (in the sense of the fourth entity in a series
who functions to recapitulate the reality of the preceding three; for instances of such
a scheme, see Zostrianos VITI 18,14-21; 19,9-14; 56,19-23; 119,18-24; and 125,1722 and Marsanes X 3,25-4,2 discussed in the previous section on "Autogenes-and
Sophia?"). Thus, just as the term "Triple-Powered One" serves to designate the three
modalities of the Invisible Spirit (Existence, Vitality and Mentality), so also the term
"Triple-Male (Child)" might serve to designate the Aeon of Barbelo as a kind of
tripartite Mind of the Invisible Spirit.
44. One notes however, that by containing those who are unified ("dwell to
gether"), the Triple Male Child is most closely identified here with Protophanes,
even though VIII 2,22-23 names Kalyptos as his "god."
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VJII 40 6 [His (the Triple Male's)] Knowledge [is Protophanes], 7 [the in
visible) s [perfect male Mind. And] 9 he has [his own Existence] 10 within
[the] ingenerate [Kalyptos]. 11 [He possesses the] 12 third [of those aeons],
13 [since he] possesses [Mentality]. 14 And he [contains those who] 15 dwell
together [in order that they become] 16 all-perfect [and blessed].

Functionally, the Triple Male seems to be a kind of transitional or trans
formational figure who mediates between the levels of being presided
over by Protophanes and Autogenes. Since the distinction between the
"perfect individuals" in Autogenes and "the all-perfect ones who exist
together" in Protophanes is rather slight, the Triple Male Child fits in
nicely as sort of mediator between them. In Allogenes (XI 58, 12-26;
cf. 51,34-35), this mediating function of the Triple Male also qualifies
him for the title of Savior (although Zostrianos Vlll 13,27-28 awards
that title to Ephesech Child of the Child; the reference of "savior" in
VIII 47,6-11 is ambiguous). J. Finamore has suggested the following
function of the Triple Male in Allogenes:45
The third level [of the Barbelo Aeon] is that of the Triple Male. This entity
is closely related to the "individuals" (45.36-37), that is, individual Forms
and souls that actually reside in the Autogenes aeon. He is also placed be
neath "those who exist together," that is the undifferentiated Forms and
souls that reside in Protophanes: "[He is] the [Thought (EvvoLa)] of all
those who [exist] together" (46.20-22). Further, just as to see any of the
"hidden ones" in Kalyptos is to see Barbelo (46.32-34), so too to see the
Triple Male is to see Protophanes (46.22-25). Thus, he occupies the onto
logical level just below Protophanes and acts to bring the undifferentiated
beings there into differentiated existence in the level of Autogenes. And,
conversely, he helps the differentiated souls in Autogenes to ascend to the
higher realms. Thus, at 58.13-15 he is called a savior.

By identifying the Triple Male as the third of the Barbelo aeons and
displacing Autogenes to a hypothetical fourth aeon, Finamore interprets
the Barbelo Aeon as tetradic in structure. However, since none of the
Sethian Platonizing treatises define the Triple Male according to a spe
cific ontological level as they do in the cases of Kalyptos, Protophanes,
and Autogenes, but rather treat him as an intermediary figure who en
ables ontic transitions between the two lowest of the three ontological
45. J. FINAMORE, "lamblichus, the Sethians, and Marsanes," in Gnosticism and
Later Platonism: Themes, Figures. and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik

(Society of Biblical Literature Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of
Biblical Literature. 200 I), 231.
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levels (the authentic existents, the unified, and the individuals), one
ought to regard the Barbelo Aeon as essentially triadic rather than tetra
die in nature, despite the Triple Male's important mediating function.
The absence of the Triple Male Child as a distinct figure in Marsanes
seems to accord with earlier Sethian views of salvation through the de
scent of a savior rather than by a transcendental ascent of the one to be
saved (though the net result of either is the same). In the earlier Sethian
treatises, the saving descent is accomplished by the Mother Barbelo in
various guises, one of which-the Epinoia of Light-seems to be identi
fied with Sophia. For Marsanes, this descent seems to be accomplished
by Autogenes, who apparently does not descend in his own person, but
rather extends salvation to the "Fourth" through the agency of Sophia.
Thus the essential salvific function of the Triple Male Child is retained
by Autogenes, who, like the Triple Male Child in Zostrianos and Al
logenes, generally operates within the confines of the Barbelo Aeon.
Marsanes, even though it has abandoned the Father-Mother-Child su
preme triad of the earlier treatises in favor of the Platonizing noetic tri
partitioning of the Barbelo Aeon and a "demiurgical" interpretation of
Autogenes, nevertheless maintains the distinctiveness of the third mem
ber of the triad as an expression of an older Sethian paradigm of salva
tion by a descending revealer-redeemer figure.
F. Concluding Observations on the Complexity of the Barbelo Aeon
It is obvious that Barbelo was the subject of intensive Sethian specu
lation and innovation. Throughout the Sethian tradition, she has accu
mulated many doubles or alter-egos, not to mention her many alternate
names, such as Mother, Mother-Father, Ennoia, Pronoia, Protennoia,
Incorruptibility, Silence, Womb, and so on. Among her lower doubles or
alter-egos already noted, one finds: Epinoia, (Eve-)Zoe, Youel (or Yoe!,
both from Yaoel?), Meirothea mother of Adamas, Prophania mother of
Seth and the Four Luminaries (probably a feminine analogy to the Son
Protophanes), Plesithea mother of the angelic seed of Seth, Sophia or
Epinoia the mother of the Creator, and (Sophia's restored aspect) Meta
noia, and probably others. These beings function as Barbelo's projection
beyond her own Aeon.
In the course of time, Barbelo's alter-egos became organized as the
mother figures in a whole series of Father-Mother-Child triads, for
example, the theogonical table for the Gospel of the Egyptians in
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Chapter 4 suggests an interlocking web of six to nine such "family
triads":
I. the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, the Triple Male Child-Great Christ;
2. the Triple-male Child, the virgin Youel and the Child of the Child
Esephech;
3. the "Spirit"(?), Pronoia, and the Autogenes Logos;
4. the Self-begotten Word, Mirothoe, and Adamas;
5. Adamas, Prophania, and Seth and the Four Luminaries;
6. Seth, Plesithea, and the seed of Seth;
7. Eleleth with Gamaliel and Gabriel, the Hylic Sophia Cloud, Saklas
and Nebruel;
8. Hormos, Metanoia, and the early Sethites; and possibly
9. Logos(?), Edokla, and the Truth and Justice of the Sethites.46
Likewise, Barbelo's attributes were grouped in triads: Prognosis, Aph
tharsia, Aionia Zoe, or on analogy with these terms Existence (cf. Aph
tharsia), Life (Aionia Zoe) and Mind (cf. Prognosis), or-if one counts
also the "Truth" of the Apocryphon of John II 5,32-6,2---even into a
tetrad. Of course, the development of such triads was encouraged by
Neopythagorean arithmological and Platonic noological speculation,
such that Barbelo and her hypostatized triadic attributes could be viewed
as the divine Intellect of the Supreme Father, tripartitioned along the
lines of Middle Platonists such as Numenius into a contemplated Intel
lect, a contemplating Intellect and a creative Intellect. Philosophical
speculation-perhaps of Stoic provenance-on the relationship of the
divine Thought, Intellect and Logos probably underlies the Trimorphic
Protennoia's conception of Barbelo as the divine Thought manifesting
itself progressively as inarticulate Voice, verbal Speech, and fully dis
cursive Word (Logos). Naturally this could lead to conflicts between
certain Sethian mythologumena(with their traditional inertia) and newly
adopted ontological schemes. Thus in Allogenes, Marsanes, Zostrianos,
and the Three Ste/es ofSeth, Barbelo is partitioned into Kalyptos, Proto46. A possible eighth triad consists of the couple Autogenes Logos and Edokla,
who produce the race of morally good human beings who, though not descendants
of Seth, are guided by Truth and Justice, unlike the corrupt seed of Cain; cf. the
400,000 descendants of Ham and Japheth in the Apocalypse of Adam. See also A.
B6!-lLIG, "Triad und Trinitlit," in '/'lie Rediscovery of Gnosticism. Vol. If: Sethian
Gnosticism., ed. 8. Layton (Supplements to Numen 41; Leiden : E. J. Brill, 1981),
617-634.
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phanes and Autogenes, while Allogenes, the Three Ste/es of Seth, and to
some extent Zostrianos, admit a fourth being into the Aeon of Barbelo,
the Triple Male (Child). In order to preserve the triadic noological
scheme influencing these treatises, this Triple Male is associated now
with Protophanes, now with Autogenes, or even with both.
The earlier Sethian treatises present the Mother Barbelo as chief actor,
the principal initiator and agent of enlightenment and salvation. She is
ranked immediately after the supreme deity and is the source of the
aeonic world. Most importantly, she is ultimately the Mother of those
Gnostics to whom she descends, enlightens and receives back into the
divine world. She is the receptive principle par excellence; no more
fitting designation could be given her than to be identified as the Mother
member of Plato's supreme triad of first principles. Like Plato's Recep
tacle, her seed could only hope to live by being reintegrated within her,
the Womb of the All. But the Platonizing Sethian treatises have trans
fonned the Mother Barbelo into the masculine Aeon of Barbelo: as
Marsanes (X 9, 1-2) puts it, "the Virgin became male." No longer a di
vine Mother descending in saving visitations bearing the baptismal
enlightenment of the Five Seals, Barbelo now remains above as a divine
Intellect, beckoning Sethians to learn a technique of self-performable
ecstatic visionary ascent vouchsafed to them long ago by Seth or Al
logenes or Zostrianos or Marsanes or Nicotheos or others.47
While in the Pronoia monologue of the Apocryphon ofJohn, Barbelo
personally admonishes her fallen seed to awaken from sleep, her por
trayal in the Platonizing Sethian treatises as the exalted divine Intellect
is much less personal. Only Marsanes portrays the Aeon of Barbelo
speaking directly to Marsanes, telling him to engage in silent contempla
tion of yet higher realities (X 8, 18b-29) and informing him about the
nature of the silent praise her aeon offered to the Triple Powered One on
the occasion of its original manifestation (X 9,21-28). Even more strik
ing is her direct address to Marsanes' followers through the figure of
Marsanes (who has become assimilated to Barbelo as the Triple Pow
ered One's third power) as her mouthpiece, beckoning them to ascend
above with the Invisible Spiritffriple Powered One as they contemplate
yet higher realities (X I 0, J 2b-29).

47. For the stages by which this may have happened, see esp. Chapter 7, n. 27.
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Moreover, the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes clearly
envisage a dynamic process of ontological transformations among the
ideal and psychic entities that occupy the three subaeons of the Barbelo
Aeon: particulars are elevated to the rank of universals and universals
descend to the ranks of particulars, apparently by a process of contem
plation. Thus the contents of these subaeons enjoy a certain mobility as
they are promoted and demoted, while the subaeons themselves remain
stable and immobile. But in Marsanes, it is the divine beings that enjoy
this mobility, much as in the earlier Sethian treatises. Although the Bar
belo Aeon itself maintains its place, it is instead Autogenes-almost as
if he were no longer an integral component of the Barbelo Aeon-who
is said to "(extend to]" the self-generated ones below him, and, through
the instrumentality of Sophia, even to "extend to the Fourth" (X 3,254,2). Even the Invisible Spirit, whose immobility is emphasized in all
other Sethian treatises, is portrayed by Marsanes as "going forth" and
"running up" to his place (X 9,29-10,7, probably in the form of his "sec
ond power," the Triple Powered One). Marsanes seems to reverse the
tendency to de-personalize the higher entities that accompanies the Pla
tonizing treatises' shift away from the florid heavenly liturgies and ac
counts of Barbelo's gracious and "caring" salvific initiatives in earlier
Sethian treatises toward preoccupation with the rather more abstruse,
immobile, ineffable, and somewhat only negatively conceptualized
higher realities of the later Sethian treatises. In these respects, Marsanes
tends to recapture the mythological dynamism of earlier Sethian trea
tises.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
THE DIVINE AND COSMIC HIERARCHY
OF THE PLATONIZING SETHIAN TREATISES: II

I. PSYCHIC AND NATURAL REALMS BELOW THE BARBELO AEON
In addition to the realm of pure, determinate being defined by the Bar
belo Aeon and its suprajacent source in the Invisible Spirit, who is alto
gether beyond being, the Platonizing Sethian treatises reckon with two
more ontological levels, the realm of souls and the sensible realm. These
realms are not articulated in Allogenes, which seems to include incorpo

real souls within the Barbelo Aeon, and refers to the levels below the
Barbelo Aeon merely as "Nature." The other treatises conceive this
lower realm as comprising two ontological levels, a psychic level con
taining three realms of incorporeal souls, and below that, a sensible and
corporeal level that apparently extends from the fixed stars to the earth
itself (the realms that Allogenes calls ''Nature"). According to Zostri
anos, Marsanes, and Codex Bruce, Untitled, these realms are articulated
into five distinct levels, each populated with various kinds of souls and
spiritual beings. These are the realms most directly accessible to human
experience and their members constitute the basic object of the salvific
activity of the divine Autogenes. They are here enumerated according to
their rank in the thirteen-seal hierarchy of Marsanes:
1. the Self-begotten Aeons = "Seal" 6 (in Zostrianos, apparently con
sisting of four levels defined by the Four Luminaries and tradition
ally populated by Adamas, Seth, the seed of Seth and the repentant
souls; these are essentially purified, disembodied souls),
2. the Repentance = "Seal" 5 (in
who sin yet repent),

Zostrianos, containing souls of those

3. the Sojourn = "Seal" 4 (in Zostrianos, containing souls who are not
self-directed, but follow the ways of others),

4. "Seal" 3 (in Zostrianos, the Aeonic Copies of the preceding three
levels, apparently located in the realm between the moon and the
fixed stars),
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5. "Seal" 2 (in Zostrianos, the atmospheric realm ["Airy earth"). appar
ently the realm defined by earth's surface and the planetary orbits;
souls here are disembodied, but not purified of their "psychic accre
tions"), and finally
6. "Seal" I (in Zostrianos, the earthly, corporeal realm with its own
thirteen aeons presided over by the Archon of creation).
Zostrianos seems to locate level ( l ), the Self-generated Aeons, within
the Barbelo Aeon as its lowest level, while Marsanes seems to regard it
as a distinct level below the Barbelo Aeon. Furthermore, Marsanes
seems to treat levels (2) and (3) in tandem' and conflates levels (4),
(5) and (6) into a single "cosmic and material"-i.e., corporeal-cate
gory. Among the four treatises, it is only Zostrianos that treats the cor
poreal realm in any detail, by tracing the origin of the Matter from
which the Archon shapes this corporeal realm to the downward inclina
tion of Sophia (VIII 9,2-10,20). While the figure of Sophia is a central
feature of the earlier Sethian treatises, it seems to play no role at all in
the Three Ste/es ofSeth and Allogenes; her possible salvific role in Mar
sanes has been discussed in connection with the figure of Autogenes
treated in Chapter 12.
The most complete and succinct inventory of these levels and their
inhabitants comes from the last extant pages of the Untitled text of the
Bruce Codex (263, 11-264,6 [Schmidt-MacDermot]).2 Here, the off1. Marsanes X 2,26-27 ("The fourth (and the] fifth which is above") together
with X 3,14-17 lumps together seals four and five, which correspond to the levels of
the Sojourn and Repentance in Zostrianos. As incorporeal, immortal, and divine but
not cosmic (KocrµLK6S') or noetic (voT]TOS'), one would suppose that these two consti
tute a realm intermediate between the perceptible and intelligible, which for Platon
ism is generally the realm of soul, particularly of disembodied souls in the period
between bodily incarnations. As discussed in Chapter 12 ("Autogenes-and
Sophia?"), the "Fourth" is the destination and object of Autogenes' salvific exten
sion through the instrumentality of Sophia, which suggests-though it is never
stated by the Platonizing Sethian treatises-that the "Fifth" might be the abode of
Sophia.
2. Codex Bruce, Untitled LX-LXI (Baynes] =MS. f.136'-136v =49-50
(Schmidt] = 263,11-264,6 [Schmidt-MacDermot]: LX 29 Ayw AqCWTM epooy
AqTNNO 30 OY NZE,NAYNAMIC NpeqAIAK.pl 31 N€ N:\I €TCOOYN
MTTTW<!) N 32 NAIWN €0HTT AqTNNOOYCOY 33 E:8O/\. K.A TA TTTW<!)
NN€0HTT 34 A yw AqCMN TAilC KA TA NTA 35 ilC MTT.Xrce: Ayw KA<TA>
TTTW<!) 36 e:eHTT AYAPXI .XIN MTT€CHT {!)A LXI I iri• X€Kiic
epe:TTK.WT NATWWM€ 2 e:Ne:qe:pHY Ayw J..qTAMIO MTTKAZ J NAH[> MMA
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spring created out of matter by the supreme mother's self-begotten
demiurgic son play the role of the younger gods of Plato's Timaeus,
requesting that he send them shaping principles (rather like >..6yoL
CTTTEpµanKot) for the ordering of the material realm:

LX 29 He (the self-begotten son) heard them (his offspring) and sent 30 dis
criminating 31 powers that know the structure of 32 the Hidden Aeons; he
sent them 33 forth in accord with the structure of the Hidden ones 34 and
imposed order according to the transcendent order 35 and according to the
Hidden structure. 36 They began from the bottom up LXI 1 so that the con
struction might fit 2 together:
Now he created the atmospheric 3 realm as
a dwelling place for those who 4 came forth that
they might abide in it until 5 the confirmation of those below them. 6
Next, the true Sojourn; 7
within this, the place of the (true) Repentance; 8
within this, the (true) Atmospheric 9 Copies.
Next, 10 the Sojourn;
the Repentance; 11
within this, the Self-generated 12 Copies in that place. 13
They were baptized in the name of the Autogenes, 14 the God over them. 15
And they placed powers 16 there over the Spring 17 of Living Water, who
were 18 brought forth as they came. These 19 are the names of the powers
over 20 the Living Water:
Michar, 21 Micheus; and
they (the waters) are purified by 22 Barpharanges.
And 23 within these, the Aeons of Sophia; 24
within these the real 25 Truth.
N(:9WTT€ NN€NT:\. y 4 E:1 €BOA X.€ €{T)<Y>€6W 21X.Wq (:9:\.N 5 T:\.X.pO
NN€TMTT€CHT MMOOY 6 MNNCWC TTM:\. N60€1A€ N:\.M€ 7 MTT20YN MTT:\.I

TTM:\. NTM€T:\. S NOi:\. MTTZOYN Mll:\.1 N:\.NTI 9 TYTTOC N:\.€po.a.1oc
MNNCWC JO Tll:\.pOIKHCIC TM€T:\.NOI:\. 11 MTT20YN Mll:\.I N:\.NTITYTTOC 12
N:\.YTOr€NHC 2M TTM:\. €TM 13 M:\. y (:9:\. YX.WKM €TTP:\.N MTT:\.Y 14
ToreNHC TT€TO NNOYT€ € IS J(WOY Ayw A YKW N2€N60M 16 MTTM:\.
€TMM:\. Y 21X.N TTTH 17 rH MMOOY NWN2 N:\.1 €N 18 T:\.YNTOY €BOA
€YNHY N:\.I 19 N€ Np:\.N NN60M €T21X.M 20 TlMOOY €TON2 MIX:\.p MN 21
MIX€Y A yw (:9:\.YTBBOOY 21 22 TN B:\.pq>:\.p:\.rrHC Ayw M 23 TTZOYN
NN:\.I N:\.IWN NTCO 24 <pl:\. MTTZOYN NN:\.I T:\.AH01:\. 25 N:\.M€ epeT
TTICT<IC> COq>I:\. M 26 M:\.Y MN TT€TTpOWNTOC IC 27 TT€TON2 MN N:\.
€pO.a.lOC MN 28 TT€<JMNTCNOOYC NN:\.IWN 29 ;\.YKW MTTM:\. E:TMM:\.y
30 MN €A€1NOC MN
zwreN€0AHC 31 MN C€AM€AX€ MN
NC€AAAW
32 reNHC NN:\.IWN AYKW N2H JJ T<J N<JTOOY Mq>WCTHP 34
Tl;\. YTO
HAHAH0 .a_;\.ye1.a.e WPOl;\.H.1\. <APMOZH.1\.>.
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There are there Pistis Sophia 26 and
the pre-existent Jesus: 27 the one who lives, the atmospheric one, and 28
his twelve Aeons; 29
placed there were Sel<d>ao 30 and Eleinos and Zogenethlos 31 and Selmel
che<I> and the 32 Self-generated Aeons, and
within 33 it were placed the Four Luminaries 34
Eleleth, Davei<th>e, Oroiael, [LXII and Armozel ... ].
I

Since these lower levels of reality are for the most part merely men
tioned in passing by Marsanes, a closer understanding of them can often
be gleaned only from the more detailed account in Zostrianos, where
their structure is summarized during Zostrianos' initial ascent to the
Self-generated Aeons (VTII 5, 17-6,7a) and the nature of their content is
subsequently explained by Authrounios (Ylll l 1,2b-l 3,6) and Ephesech
(Vlll 26, l 9b-44,22a) with particular reference to the destiny of souls. In
Zostrianos, the realms below the Barbelo Aeon are inhabited by appar
ently disembodied souls during the period between their various
incarnations; they each represent different levels of spiritual attainment
beyond ordinary human existence, which is normally confined to the
corporeal realm and its "thirteen aeons." Much as Marsanes character
izes each of these levels as "seals," Zostrianos marks each level (here
italicized) by distinctive baptisms appointed for those who achieve a
particular level.
VIII 24 30 Now if3 1 [one) strips off the world 25 1 and lays aside [nature], 2
whether one is a sojourner without 3 dwelling place or power, 4 following
the practices of 5 others, or whether one repents, 6 having committed no
sin, 7 being satisfied with knowledge (and) 8 without concern for anything
(worldly), 9 baptisms are appointed 10 respectively for these: (There is) the
path 11 into the Selfgenerated ones, the one 12 in which you have now been
baptized each 13 time, which is appropriate for seeing the [perfect] 14 indi
viduals-it is a knowledge 15 of everything, having originated 16 from the
powers of the Self-generated ones. 17 (There is) the one you will perform
when you transfer 18 to the all-perfect aeons. 19 When you wash in the third
20 baptism, [then] you will hear 21 about those [that] truly [exist] 22 in [that]
place.

Souls therefore ascend from the sensible realms (the atmospheric realm
and the Aeonic Copies), to the psychic realms (the Sojourn and the Re
pentance) through the Barbelo Aeon, where they become "perfect indi
viduals" in the Self-generated Aeons belonging to Autogenes (so too in
Marsanes X 3, 18-25), "all-perfect ones" in the Protophanes Aeon, and
"those who truly exist" in the Kalyptos Aeon (VIII 24,30-25,22).
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Although they all include realms for disembodied souls, it is both in
teresting and significant that none of the Sethian treatises except Mar
sanes (X 21,20-24: "the celestial soul," see below and Chapter 14) posit
a separate hypostasis of Soul as did Plotinus and subsequent Neopla
tonists. Instead, they place disembodied souls in the realms presided
over by Autogenes: either in the Four Luminaries as in the Apocryphon
of John, or in the Self-generated Aeons, Repentance, and Sojourn as in
Zostrianos and Marsanes, or else they merely presuppose their presence
in the aeon of Autogenes, as in Allogenes and perhaps the Three Ste/es
ofSeth.
A. The Self-generated Aeons
According to the more detailed accounts in Zostrianos, the Self
generated Aeons consist of four (sub)aeons of the Barbelo Aeon that
contain perfect individuals who have not yet attained the "all
perfection" of complete unification (Vlll 18, 11-21). At this point, they
apparently "exist by species, genus, whole., and partial difference"
(VIII 19,1-2}--they have only a partial, not a primary form. Although
they can be distinguished by type, all the perfect individuals possess
"self-generated power," eternal life and a "logos of the truth." Each of
the four subaeons of the Self-generated Aeons is presided over by one of
the Four Luminaries-never mentioned in Marsanes-who function as
"1-hyol of truth and knowledge" for the Barbelo Aeon (VITI 29,1-21;
127, 19-128,7).3 In addition to the Luminaries and perfect individuals,
3. In both Zostrianos (VIII 6,31-32; 51,11-12) and the Gospel of the Egyptians
(III 51, 14-22), Prophania serves as the mother of the Four Luminaries. Resident in
each Light are the traditional progenitors and ancestors of the "immovable race" of
the Sethians, who form a special object of praise during Zostrianos' baptism in the
name of Auto genes (VIII 6,21-7, I; cf. 51,7-18): Pigeradamas, the first perfect hu
man, "eye" of Autogenes together with his mother Meirothea; Seth Emmacha Seth,
son of Pigeradamas and father of the immovable race together with Prophania the
mother of both Seth and the Four Luminaries; and the primordial seed of Seth to
gether with their mother Plesithea. Although not described in Zostrianos, the lowest
of the Four Luminaries, Eleleth-at least to judge from the Apocryphon of John
(II 9, I 9-22)-would contain souls of morally serious persons who are ignorant of
the Pleroma, but after some delay, finally repent. Or it may be that Zostrianos as
signs such repentant souls to the level of the Repentance immediately below the
Self-generated Aeons. Like the Kalyptos Aeon (VIII 113,1-117,14) and presuma
bly-given the damaged state of the text-the Protophanes Aeon, the Self-generated
Aeons also contain an entire ideal world (a living earth, water, and air, immutable
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the Self-generated Aeons contain numerous glories, salvific helpers who
are "conceptual paradigms of salvation" that are stamped upon the mind
of anyone desirous of salvation, thereby assisting one's ascent through
the world and the aeons above (VITI 46, 15-31 ). It is possible that the
author of Marsanes had these glories in mind when he speaks (X 4,2126) of a certain "sense-perceptible [power)" that hides those who will
rest and keeps them from "the passions and division [of the] union."
In Marsanes, the Self-generated Aeons represent either the extreme
periphery of the Barbelo Aeon, or else the very first ontological level
below the Barbelo Aeon. As the name implies, it is presided over by the
divine Autogenes ("self-generated one").
X 3 18 But the sixth (seal), 19 concerning the self-generated ones (auTO·
')'EVVTJTOL), 20 concerning the incorporeal being (ouai.a) 21 that exists indi
vidually (KaTa µe:pos-), 22 together with those who abide in 23 the truth of
the All (in regard to] 24 understanding (e:maT�µTJ) and 25 stability.

These "self-generated ones" must refer to the beings that inhabit what
Zostrianos calls the Self-generated Aeons over which the divine Auto
genes presides. Although Marsanes neither treats the nature of these
Self-generated Aeons in any great detail nor refers to them as "aeons,"
their self-generated inhabitants nevertheless become the focus of the
redemptive activity of Autogenes:
X 6 2 He (Autogenes) descended, again he descended 3 <from> the Unbe•
gotten One 4 who is insubstantial, who 5 is the Spirit. The one (Autogenes)
who exists 6 before all of them (the realms below the Barbelo Aeon) ex
tends 7 (to the divine] self-generated ones. 8 The one who is 9 [substantial
(Autogenes)] examines 10 [the all (the Barbelo Aeon)] and is 11 [the all and)
resembles 12 [the all). And from 13 (the single one] they [are] divided, 14 [so
that] I experienced 15 many things, it being manifest 16 that he saved a mul
titude.

As cause of both division and restoration, Autogenes plays a role similar
to Numenius' second God. As pointed out in Chapters 9 and 12, the
creatures, trees, plants and fruits, souls, intellects, gods and angels; VIII 47,2748,29; 55, 13-25), all very reminiscent of similar descriptions in Plato (Phaedo
I 130-l 14C, Gorgias 523A-6C, Phaedrus 248C-249C, Republic X 6148-6218) and
Plolinus (Ennead VI, 2 [43) 21-2 and V, 8 [31) 3-4). Finally, the Autogenes Aeon
also seems to contain various other figures, some associated with the Sethian bap•
tismal rite, such as Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus, Micheus, Michar, Barpha
ranges, Seldao, Elenos, and Zogenethlos, as well as some of the principal revealer
figures, Ephesech and Authrounios.
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alternating contemplative and demiurgical activities of Numenius' sec
ond (or second and third) God have a direct impact on human life:
Our journey begins when the divine intellect is sent on a traversal (Ev
6td;66!;>) to all those appointed to share in it; whenever the (second) God
looks and turns toward each of us, the consequence is that life ((�v) results
and bodies live (�LWCiKECJ0at), tended by God's far-shooting rays. Yet
whenever he turns again towards his watchtower, all this is extinguished,
while the (divine) Mind continues to live a blissful life. ((�v �Lou Eu6a[
µovos; Numenius, frg. 12 des Places).

Allogenes specifies a similar alternation in the activity of Autogenes: in
XI 46, 14-16, upon his emanation within the Barbelo Aeon, Autogenes
"saw them (the OVTWS' ovrn or Forms in the Barbelo Aeon) [all) existing
individually just as [they) are," that is, his vision of the universals results
in their individuation. Subsequently, he directs his attention downward
toward "Nature," the realm over which he presides:
25

It (the Barbelo Aeon) is endowed with the 26 divine Autogenes like
an image, and he knows 28 each one of these, 29 acting separately and 30
individually, continually rectifying 31 the defects from 32 Nature.

XI 51

27

Although it is clear that the Self-generated Aeons are located at the pe
riphery of the Barbelo Aeon, it is not clear whether they are to be con
sidered as part of that aeon or as located just outside it. Since Marsanes
designates the collective of the self-generated ones as a "sixth (seal)"
immediately preceding Autogenes as the seventh seal, it appears that
these self-generated ones are to be construed as a separate realm imme
diately subjacent to the Autogenes and therefore subjacent to the Aeon
of Barbelo. But in Zostrianos, the Self-generated Aeons and their con
tents form an integral part of the Autogenes subaeon and are thus in
cluded within the Barbelo Aeon. Nevertheless, the fact that Marsanes
claims that Autogenes "extends" (TTH2 [A.XN-) to them seems to imply
that the author could also count these beings as part of the Autogenes
(Aeon)-and thus as part of the Barbelo Aeon-even though he names
them as a separate "sixth" level (in which case the numerical scheme of
the seals may not exactly coincide with his soteriological doctrine).
In any case, Marsanes seems to agree with Allogenes in associating
both Autogenes and the self-generated ones with the origin of true mul
tiplicity. They have been divided from a "[single one]," which Marsanes
experiences as the "many things" that are the object of Autogenes' salvi
fic activity. In the Three Steles of Seth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes the
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self-generated ones are called "perfect individuals"; in

Marsanes they

are called "the incorporeal ouata that exists individually" (X 3,20-21)
that defines the contents of the sixth seal. Unfortunately in Allogenes,
the close and somewhat ambiguous relationship between Autogenes and
the Triple Male Child creates a further ambiguity concerning Auto
genes' relation to the self-generated ones, since it also designates the
Triple Male Child as the one who presides over the Self-generated Ae
ons:

XI 55 35 the [Triple] Male 36 [is a self-generated entity 37 beyond] substance
... 56 13 The self-generated ones dwell 14 with the [Triple Male.]

B. The Repentance
ln Zostrianos, the Repentance, where Zostrianos receives six celestial
baptisms, consists of six levels of disembodied souls which are distin
guished from one another according to whether or not a soul has actually
sinned and, if having sinned, how much it sinned and whether or not it
repented (VIII 24,30-25,11; 27,21-28,10). These are all morally earnest
souls, completely unconcerned with worldly matters. Although they
experience (re)incarnation in "dead" bodies and are still liable to sinful
ness, especially if they are neophytes, they are "satisfied with knowl
edge" (yvwms-), and so earnestly seek after the immortality of their
souls and intellect, inquiring not about the moral character of mere
deeds, but also of their results (VIII 42, 10-19; 43,19-3 I).
Since Zostrianos-unlike the Apocryphon of John-does not explic
itly assign such repentant souls to the lowest of the Four Luminaries
(Eleleth) in the Self-generated Aeons, the author may have developed
the Repentance as a specific level below the Self-generated Aeons for
precisely this group of souls. Such a move may have been suggested by
the novel figure of personified Metanoia ("Repentance") that the author
of the Gospel of the Egyptians introduces in the place of the more tradi
tional story of Sophia's repentance and restoration into the aeonic world
after her "fall." Here, the creation of the lower world is inaugurated by
the fourth Luminary Eleleth, who calls for someone to rule over chaos.
In response, the "hylic Sophia" cloud emerges and apparently creates
the realm of matter, whereupon Gamaliel and Gabriel, servants of the
third Luminary Oroiael, provoke the emergence of the demonic pair
Saklas and Nebruel, who create the Zodiac and planetary spheres and
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populate them with angelic powers. After Sak.las boasts in his sole divin
ity, there follows an interesting account of Sophia's salvation, where the
repentant and restored Sophia appears as "Metanoia," apparently a lower
but distinct double of the "hylic Sophia" who looked down:

III 59 1 Then a Voice 2 came from on high, saying, 3 "The Man exists, and
the Son of the Man." 4 Because of the descent of the image 5 above, which
is like its voice in the height 6 of the image which has looked out, 7 through
the looking out of the image 8 above, the first creature was 9 fonned. Be
cause of this 10 Metanoia came to be. She received her 11 completion and
her power by the will 12 of the Father and his approval with which he 13 ap
proved of the great, incorruptible, 14 immovable race of the great, 15 mighty
men of the great Seth, 16 in order that he may sow it in the aeons which 17
had been brought forth, so that, through her (Metanoia), 18 the deficiency
may be filled up. 19 For she had come forth from above down 20 to the
world which is the image of the night. 21 When she had come, she prayed
for (the repentance of) both the seed 22 of the archon of this aeon and (the)
authorities 23 who had come forth from him, that 24 defiled (seed) of the
demon-begetting god 25 which will be destroyed, and the seed 60 1 of
Adam and the great Seth, 2 which is like the sun.
If Zostrianos modeled his realm of the Repentance on the distinctive
figure of Metanoia in the Gospel of the Egyptians, he would in effect be
reversing a tendency, evident especially in the Trimorphic Protennoia
(XIII 39, I 3-32) and the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 56,22-25), to assign
Eleleth the blame for the Archon Yaldabaoth's illicit creation of the
counterfeit, physical world. In Zostrianos (VIII 8,30-11,2), neither
Eleleth nor Sophia is blamed for the work of the Archon, and to remove
souls even with the slightest taint of sin from the fourth Luminary in the
Self-generated Aeons and place them below in the Repentance would
constitute an even further exculpation of Eleleth: he has nothing to do
with the origin or faultiness of the lower world. Of course, in Marsanes,
where Sophia is solely associated with salvation, there is not a hint of
her responsibility for the origin of the cosmic and material domain, nor
for the origin of the creator Archon, who is never mentioned in the ex
tant portions of the treatise; she therefore apparently needs no repen
tance.

Marsanes identifies the level of the Repentance with the "fifth" seal,
above the Sojourn and the worldly and material levels represented by
the first three seals:
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X 3 14 The [fifth,] 15 [concerning the] repentance [of] 16 those that are
within it and 17 concerning those who sojourn in that place.

It is initially characterized as concerning the "repentance [of] those that
are within [it]," i.e., in the fifth seal-the level of the Repentance-and
"those who sojourn in that place," which must refer to the immediately
preceding and subjacent "[fourth]" seal, a cosmic level that seems
equivalent to what Zostrianos calls the "Sojourn," as the term "those
who sojourn" (N€TOYHZ = oL 1rapOLKwv) suggests.4 The fact that the
previous passage (X 2,26-3,2) treats the Fourth and Fifth in tandem
suggests that these two levels are closely related in Marsanes.
The earlier passage (X 2,26-3, 14) characterizes this realm and the
"Fourth" below it as the incorporeal divine and immortal realms that are
located immediately above (literally "after," MNNCA, in the ascending
sequence of "seals") the corporeal realm of nature "that is divided in
three." This division in three might be a reference to the tripartition of
the lowest, cosmic and material, domain either into the first three
"seals," or perhaps into the three-dimensional nature of that domain
(thus restoring the lacuna at the end of X 3,6 by 8L<iaTT]µa, "dimen
sion").
X 2 26 The fourth (the Sojourn) 27 [and the] fifth (the Repentance) which is
above (the Sojourn), 28 [are the ones] you have come to know 29[as divine].
30 (The fourth, concerning that which] 3 1 exists after (i.e., above) the [so
matic type] 2 and nature, 3 that is, that which [is divided in] 4 three. And
you [were] 5 [informed] about[these and that which is] 6 in three [dimen
sions] 7 by these [two (the fourth & fifth?)]. 8 You [were informed that it] 9
is incorporeal 10 [ ... ] 11 and after [ ... ] 12 within [ ... ] 13 every [ ... )
which[... and) 14 the things within them.

4. There is a problem with the antecedent referents of the two locative phrases
in 3,14-18: T[MAzte:] A€ €[TB€ T]ME:TAN[OIA N] �€T(:900TT �2HTC
(A]YW €TB€ NE:TOYH2 MTJ"t:1A E:TMME:Y ("The [fifth, concerning the) repen
tance [of] those that are in it, and concerning those who sojourn in that place"):
while it is natural to restore a feminine singular pronoun in the first phrase (�ZHTi;)
as a reflexive reference to "the [fifth)" (whose restoration seems required by "the
sixth" in 3, 18), the change in verb (from <:9oon to OYH2) and the use of the "far"
demonstrative in MTJ"t:1� e:TMME:Y suggests that "that place" refers, not to the fifth,
but to the previously mentioned seal, which would be the fourth. In Zoslrianos, the
equivalent of Marsanes' fifth seal is the Repentance, while that of the fourth would
be the Sojourn.
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All that one can conclude is that the Repentance contains incorporeal,
i.e., disembodied, souls who, perhaps during the period between their
successive incarnations, have repented of their former life. Since they
are on the verge of gaining what Zostrianos (VIII 27,14-19; 28, 10- I 6)
calls the "self-generated power" characteristic of those in the suprajacent
Self-generated Aeons they are in a position to make the correct choice
for the kind of life they lead in their final incarnation that will allow
them to escape incarnation altogether.
C. The Sojourn
In Zostrianos, the Sojourn, where Zostrianos is baptized once as he
abandons the perceptible world, seems to represent the initial gathering
place for disembodied souls in the process of deciding the character of
their next incarnation, perhaps in the realm of the fixed stars (cf. Plato,
Phaedo I 13D-114C; Phaedrus 248A-249C). lt is in this realm, accord
ing to the Timaeus (41D-42E), that human souls first began their exis
tence, and whence they were sown into the planets by the creator and
acquired from the younger gods their bodies and the lower, irrational
parts of their souls. The souls that sojourn there, even though they were
originally disembodied with no need of salvation, have now come to live
in the perceptible world with "what is dead," that is, in a physical body
(VIII 42,10- I 9). The main characteristic of these souls is that, although
they possess an intimation of the truth and shun the wicked practices of
others, unlike the souls in the Repentance, few of them have self
generated or self-directed power, and they still have a tendency to fol
low the ways of others (VITI 24,30-25,5; 27,14-21; 43,13-18).
As can be seen from the passage (X 2,26-34) cited in the immediately
previous discussion of the Repentance, Marsanes devotes no separate
treatment to the nature of the Sojourn as the "Fourth" seal. It is lumped
together with the Repentance as a slightly lower level of the incorporeal,
divine and immortal realm. As incorporeal and immortal but not cosmic
(KoaµLK6s-) or noetic (VOTJTOS'), one would suppose that these two consti
tute the realms of disembodied souls. The "Fourth" is "that place" where
those "in" Marsanes (X 3,14-16) perform the act of repentance enabling
their transfer to the "Fifth" (the Repentance). fn the discussion of
"Autogenes-and Sophia?" in Chapter 12, it was noted that the Sojourn
is probably the destination and object of Autogenes' salvific extension
to "the Fourth" through the instrumentality of Sophia:
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X 3 25 And the [seventh,] 26 concerning the self-begotten power 27 which [is
the] 28 third [perfect Mind], 29 [the second who extended to] 4 1 (the] Fourth
for salvation 2 [through] wisdom.
Autogenes descends to the Sojourn, not in his own person, but through
the instrumentality of Sophia. This suggests that wisdom operates on
two levels: as the aeonic Sophia, she is instrumental in the transfer of
souls from the level of the Sojourn to that of the Repentance, and on the
earthly plane, as saving wisdom, she assists the beneficiaries of the mis
sionary activity of Marsanes and his devotees "who are in him" to enter
the circle of those devotees by an act of repentance ("change of mind")
and likewise come to be "in" Marsanes.
D. The Cosmic Soul in Marsanes

It is indeed interesting that apparently none of the Sethian treatises
seem to posit a separate hypostasis of Soul as did Plotinus and subse
quent Neoplatonists. While the natural realm is populated by ensouled
bodies, the realm of disembodied souls is located in the aeons presided
over by Autogenes (without further specification of location in Al
logenes and the Three Ste/es ofSeth), perhaps in the Four Luminaries in
the Apocryphon of John, or in the case of Zostrianos and Marsanes, in
the Self-generated Aeons, the Repentance, and the Sojourn. The promi
nence of the cosmic soul as an independent entity in the doctrine of
Plato, Xenocrates, and later in Alcinous, Atticus, Apuleius, and perhaps
Moderatus tends to be diminished in many Middle Platonic thinkers,
who often merge it with the lower aspect of a divine intellect and some
times even sunder it into a lower intellect and an opposing principle of
irrationality. In the case of the Sethians and Valentinians, it has often
been noted that the figure of Sophia frequently bears the distinctive
characteristics of the cosmic soul, yet the attributes of instability implied
by the soul's basic function as source of all locomotion and change tend
to dominate Sophia's characterization, no doubt owing to her causative
role in the Gnostic myth of the fall of souls, while the attribute of stabil
ity is subsequently conferred on her by a higher masculine intellectual
principle as the means of redeeming fallen souls.
Among the Sethian treatises, it is apparently only Marsanes that sin
gles out the cosmic soul ("the celestial soul," T]'fYXH Nill€?) for sepa
rate mention-although in a highly fragmentary context (X 21,20-24:
"And [it is a] soul [that has] this (sort of corporeality], namely (the)
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celestial soul [that sur-]rounds [the world]")-in the course of an argu
ment that "all the forms" (�CHAT THP[o]Y) must become "shapes"
(ax�µaTa). It may be that Marsanes' portrayal of the cosmic soul as a
separate entity is influenced by Jamblichus (and Theodore), who in his
De anima (apud Stobaeus, Anthologium J.49.32,61-95 [365,5-366,12
Wachsmuth]) criticized his Middle Platonic predecessors for a failure to
distinguish the Soul as a hypostatic entity lower than, distinct from, and
dependent on Intellect. Rather than the discursive part or the irrational
aspect of Intellect or as the collective of divine and demonic souls, the
soul is to be conceived as in Plato's Timaeus, a distinct entity mediating
between Nature and the intelligible realm.
In Marsanes' discussion on the five shapes or configurations of the
soul (X I 8, I 4b-39, 17), one indeed wonders to what extent these shapes
apply to the cosmic soul as opposed to ordinary human souls. In Chap
ter 14, it will be suggested that the first three "configurations of the
soul" may refer to the components of the cosmic soul as portrayed in
Timaeus 35A-44D, while the fourth and fifth configurations may refer to
the condition of individual souls, perhaps in their pre-incarnate state. In
tum, the incarnation of these individual souls, represented as various
combinations of vowels, is symbolized as the joining of the vowels with
the consonants that represent the body, not only human bodies, but also
the celestial "bodies" of the stars, the signs of the Zodiac, and so on. The
knowledge of these configurations and combinations constitutes a "no
menclature for the gods and angels," affording one a power to "bear
fruit" and perhaps acquire an irresistible power: indeed, "the reward that
will be provided for such a one is salvation" (X 40,2-4). Other than the
"de anima" section of the Apocryphon of John (ll 25,16-27,30) on the
destiny of souls, this section of Marsanes is the most extensive treat
ment of the soul in Sethian literature, perhaps even in Gnostic literature
as a whole.
E. The Antitypes

While the aeonic realms of the Barbelo Aeon have unqualified true
existence, Zostrianos introduces a distinction between the Aeonic Cop
ies, the Sojourn, and the Repentance that on the one hand "truly exist,"
and the Aeonic Copies, the Sojourn, and the Repentance that on the
other hand are copies of the former. The same distinction can be seen in
the previous quotation from the Bruce Codex (above, p. 559), although
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it seems that its author, who enumerates from below to above, mistak
enly reverses the precedence of the "true" over the ordinary Aeonic
Copies, and identifies the "Copies" both as copies of the atmospheric
realm and as copies of the Self-generated Aeons, which are somehow
included in the Repentance. In Zostrianos, once inferior souls in the
physical cosmos have been trained by the Aeonic Copies, they are trans
ferred from the copies (av,1.,vnoL) of these levels to their truly existent
realities that constitute the ascent to the truly existent Self-generated
Aeons (although Zostrianos himself traverses only the latter, not the
former; VIII 5,24-29; 12,7-18; 31,2-12).
The Aeonic Copies, where Zostrianos is baptized seven times in liv
ing water, once for each of its aeons, seem to represent the planetary
realm extending from the moon to the fixed stars. According to Plato's
Timaeus, the planets were placed in the circle of the different; similarly,
Zostrianos maintains that these Copies differ in power (i.e., magnitude,
luminosity, period of revolution, etc.) but they all have eternal glory,
and they are the seats of the powers that exercise judgment over the
lower world. Though luminous, their light is a derived light, yet it is
sufficient to serve as a pattern by which souls are enabled to think that
they see the truth and the ideal reality that really exists in the unique
cause of ali things (Vfll 11,2-17). Although these souls become incar
nate in earthly bodies, and may become satisfied with the derivative
light of the Aeonic Copies, their "pattern" remains in the true Aeonic
Copies by which they can be "trained," enabling them to be transferred
from the mere visible copies of heavenly realities to their truly existent
aeonic exemplars (VIII 12,2-22; 24, 18-30; 31,2-12).
Finally, it is to be noted that, not only do the Repentance, Sojourn,
and the Antitypes figure prominently in Zostrianos-and the Repen
tance and Sojourn likewise in Marsanes-but these same terms (µETa
volELS', napOLKTJOELS', and avTLTUTTOl) figure also in Plotinus' (En
nead ll, 9 [33] 6, 1-6; cf. II, 1 [40) 4,30-33) critique of the Gnostics'
excessive hypostatization of states of the soul.
F. The "Cosmic and Material" Levels ofMarsanes' Seals 1-3

As previously noted, Allogenes designates all the realms below the
Barbelo Aeon as the single realm of "Nature." Marsanes lumps together
the lowest three realms signified by the first three seals under the cate
gory "the worldly and material." It is that part of the sense-perceptible
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world that is the corporeal and perceptible (ata017T�, X 2,22) as opposed
to the three next higher realms (the Sojourn, Repentance, and Self
generated Ones) that are said to be incorporeal (aawµaTOv, X 3,19,
cf. 3,9), since they contain incorporeal souls that exist "partially" (KaTa
µEpos, 3,21; for Iamblichus, as parts of the Hypercosmic Soul souls are
often tenned "partial natures"). The lowest three realms are the habitat
of those who are driven by passion and behave sinfully:
X 2 16 The first 17 [and the] second and the 18 [third] (seals) are for the
worldly (Koo-µLKOS-) 19 and the material (VALKos-). I have 20 [informed] you
concerning these, that you should 21 [guard] your bodies. And 22 a sense
perceptible [power] 23 will [hide] those who will rest, 24 and they will be
kept is [from] the passion(s) and division 26 [of the] union.

The oxymoron "division (µEpLaµos) of the union (TWM€)" most likely
refers to the sexual distinction between male and female that arose once
the primal (androgynous) human was sundered in two (cf. Gen I :26-27
with 2:18-25 and Plato, Symposium 189D-191D); coupled with the pas
sions, this amounts to preoccupation with the corporeality and material
ity inherent in sexual intercourse. The sense-perceptible power that pro
tects the inhabitants of this realm from this danger is quite likely the
beings that Zostrianos characterizes as "the glories" who enable those
destined for eternal rest to be hidden from the agents of such tempta
tions.
In Zostrianos, there is a large class of "glories" that inhabit all onto
logical levels, from the top level of the Barbelo Aeon to the earth itself.
Thus Zostrianos' body, left on earth during his ascent, is guarded by
glories (VIII 4,23-25); glories likewise guard "those who are worthy"
and who have been truly baptized in knowledge, i.e., all Sethians
(VIII 24, 18-30). Indeed, they are conceptual "patterns of salvation"
available as helpers to anyone who wishes to transcend this world
(VIII 47, 15-31). Allogenes also places these glories in the Barbelo Aeon
(XI 55,22-24), and likewise conceives the all-glorious (literally "she-of
all-the glories") Youel as Allogenes' chief helper. In both Zostrianos
and Allogenes, it is Youel who, either by anointing Allogenes (XI 52,1333) or baptizing Zostrianos (VIII 60,24-63,8), prepares the ascending
hero for the reception of the final revelation of the highest realities from
the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon, and instructs him that those matters
are to be made available only to those who are worthy. In Zostrianos,
she appears only on the transcendent level, above the aeon of Auto-
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genes, while in Allogenes, she apparently descends to earth in order to
instruct Allogenes on the nature of the transcendent realities of the Bar
belo Aeon and the Triple Powered One.
G. The "Airy Earth"
ln Zostrianos-but not Marsanes-the atmospheric realm, literally
the "airy earth," seems to be the realm extending from the earth to the
moon, apparently consisting of thirteen aeons, populated by an angelic
host (VIII 4,20-5, 18). Accounting for its origin and character in terms
drawn from Plato's Timaeus, the author conceives it as the corruptible
realm of becoming, consisting of recalcitrant matter persuaded to be
orderly by a rational principle (A6yos-). Unfortunately, that rational prin
ciple turns out to be only the defective imagination of the Archon of
creation, whom the author conceives as a caricature or parody of the,
Platonic demiurge (VIII 9,2-10,20). This Archon creator cannot see the
true transcendent paradigm, but only receives faint images of the tran
scendent realities and thus relies on his own imagination to simulate an
ordered cosmos with its own thirteen simulated aeons.
H. The Material Realm
For Plato, Aristotle, certain dualist Middle Platonists like Plutarch,
Atticus, and Numenius, as well as for Valentinian theologians and the
authors of the earliest Sethian descent pattern treatises like the Apocry
phon of John and the Trimorphic Protennoia, matter is eternal and un
generated, a primal but chaotic principle, space, substrate, or stuff exist
ing alongside but opposed to the primal principle of Good and order.
But beginning with certain monistic Neopythagoreans and Middle Pla
tonists like Moderatus, matter began to be conceived as a dyadic princi
ple of intrinsic evil somehow generated from but nevertheless opposed
to the supreme unitary principle of the Good. So also monistic Neopla
tonists after Plotinus conceived matter as secondarily generated, al
though for them matter was not a principle of evil opposed to the good.
Among Platonists, it was Plotinus alone for whom matter was not only
an evil in itself-apparently compromising his monism-but was also
directly or indirectly generated from the supreme One itself. Among the
Sethian treatises, it is the later pattern treatise the Hypostasis of the Ar
chons (Il 94,4-17) that first offers traces of a secondary generation of
matter: it derives from the shadow cast on the lower realms by a veil
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(KOTaTTETaoµa) separating them from the upper light, and its generation
is associated with Sophia's production of the archon Saklas:
II 94 4 Within limitless realms 5 dwells incorruptibility. Sophia, 6 who is
called Pistis, wanted to 7 create something, alone without her consort; and 8
her product was a celestial thing. 9 A veil exists between the upper realm 10
and the aeons below; and 11 a shadow came into being beneath the veil; 12
and that shadow became matter; 13 and that shadow was projected 14 apart.
And what she had created became 15 a product in the matter, like an
aborted fetus. 16 And it assumed a plastic form molded out of shadow, and
became 17 an arrogant beast resembling a lion.

Among the four Platonizing Sethian treatises, which-unlike Plotinus
and rather more like the later Neoplatonists-<lo not conceive matter as
an unmitigated evil-in-itself, it is only Zostrianos that describes the ori
gin of the matter from which the Archon shapes the corporeal realm,
attributing it to the downward inclination of Sophia (VIII 9, 1-10,20).
This account seems to be included as a way of accounting for the char
acter of the sublunary realm through which Zostrianos must have as
cended to arrive at the level of the Aeonic Copies, the Sojourn, Repen
tance and Self-generated Aeons. It is here that one finds the atmospheric
buffer zone that protects the "great judges"-presumably the luminous
beings like the stars-from being enclosed in the creation and comtng
into contact with matter, which was emitted by Sophia when she saw
those lights and which she left behind to the governance of the Archon:
VIII 9 1 The [great) pre-eminence 2 Authrounios said [to me): "The 3 at
mospheric realm came into being by a 4 rational principle, and it incor
ruptibly manifests generated s and perishable things 6 for the sake of the
advent 7 of the great judges (i.e., stars?), lest they 8 experience perception
and 9 be enclosed in the creation. But when 10 they came upon it and
thereby perceived 11 the works of the world, 12 they condemned its ruler to
a perishability 13 that is a pattern for the world, (and) which 14 is a [sub
stance) and principle of matter, 15 the dark, corrupt [product). 16
When Sophia contemplated 17 [these Oudges, i.e., stars?)], she emitted
the darkness, 18 [fleeing what] is subject to the 19 [Archon, since it] is [an
invisible mold (Turros-)), 20 [a principle) of the [insubstantial] substance 21
[and the forrn]less form 22 [ ••• ] a [shapeless] shape. 23 [It makes room] for
24
[every cosmic thing ... J the All 25 [ ••• the corrupt product] 26 [since it is
a rational principle) 27 [that persuades] the darkness. [He sows] 28 [from
his] reason, since it [is irn)possible 29 [for the archon] of [creation] to 30 see
any of the eternal entities. IO I He saw a reflection, and with reference to 2
the reflection that he [saw] 3 therein, he created the world. • With a reflec-
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tion of a reflection 5 he worked upon the world, 6 and then even the reflec
tion of 7 the appearance was taken from him. But 8 Sophia was given a
place of rest 9 in exchange for her repentance. 10 In consequence, because
there was within her no 11 pure, original image, 12 either pre-existing in him
or that had ll already come to be through him, he 14 used his imagination
and fashioned the remainder, 15 for the image belonging to Sophia 16 is al
ways corrupt [and] 17 deceptive. But the Archon [simulates] 18 and embod
ies by [pursuing the image] 19 because of the superabundance [that inclined
downwardl, looked 20 downward."

Bearing in mind that according to Porphyry ( Vita Plotini 16), Plotinus
had read and critiqued various revelations, Zostrianos among them, it is
interesting to compare this passage with what seems to be Plotinus'
version of it:
For they say that Soul declined to what was below it. and with it some sort
of "Wisdom," (\JJuxiJv -yap ELn6VTES' vEiloaL KciTw Kal ao<j>tav nva)
whether Soul started it or whether Wisdom was a cause of Soul being like
this, or whether they mean both to be the same thing, and then they tell us
that the other souls came down too. and as members of Wisdom put on
bodies. human bodies for instance. But again they say that very being for
the sake of which these souls came down did not come down itself. did not
decline. so to put it, but only illumined the darkness. and so an image from
it came into existence in matter. Then they fonn an image of the image
somewhere here below. through matter or materiality or whatever they like
to call it (Ei m Toil Elow>.ou €i&u>.ov nA<iaavTES' Evmu0ci nou fil UATJS' �
UAOTTJTOS' � on 6voµci(ELV 0e>.ouoL)-they use now one name and now
another, and say many other names just to make their meaning obscure
and produce what they call the Maker, and make him revolt from his
mother and drag the universe which proceeds from him down to the
ultimate limit of images (Tov AE-y6µevov nap' airro'is OTJµLOup-yov -yevvwaL
Kal (lTTOOTO.VTQ T�S' µT]TPOS' noLtjoaVTES' TOV Koaµov nap' airrov €AKOUOLV
en' EO)(aTa et&i>.wv). The man who wrote this just meant to be
blasphemous! ... Then how did matter when it was illumined make images
of the soul kind, instead of bodily nature? An image of soul would have no
sort of use for darkness or matter, but when it had come into being, if it did
come into being, would correspond to its maker and remain in close con
nection with it. Then is this image a substance or, as they say, a "thought"?
If it is a substance, what is the difference between it and its origin? But if it
is another kind of soul, then if that higher soul is the rational soul, pre
sumably this latter is the growth-soul, which is the principle of generation.
But if this is what it is, how will their statements still apply that it created
for the sake of being honoured, and how does it create out of arrogance and
rash self-assertion? In fact, all possibility of a soul of this kind creating
through imagination and. still more. through rational activity, is taken
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away. And why was there still any need to introduce into their system the
maker of the universe derived from matter and image? (Kal o:>..ws TO 6La
<j>aVTaalas Kai. €TL µa:>..:>..ov To :>..oyl(eo-Om civ\'tpTJTaL. Tl 6' €TL l6eL
EµTTOLElV Ee UAT)S Kal eL&'J:>..ou TOV TTOL�O"aVTa;) But if the image is a
thought, first of all they must explain whence they derive this name for it;
and then how it exists, unless Soul is going to give the thought power to
make. But, over and above the fact that this is pure fiction, how does the
making work? They say this comes first, and another after that, but they
speak quite arbitrarily. And why does fire come first? (Plotinus, Ennead
II, 9 (33) I 0, 19-33; 11, 14-30 Armstrong)
The underscored material is very similar to the account in Zostrianos,
while the other material could have come from many sources, including
the Apocryphon of John, the Hypostasis of the Archons, and others in
cluding Valentinian ones.5
Interestingly, Sophia's production of dark matter and the Archon's
modeling of the physical cosmos are instances of contemplative making,
as we see it in Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus and perhaps in Amelius. The
only catch is that both Sophia's and the Archon's contemplative gaze is
directed downwards, instead of above to an eternal paradigm. While
Zostrianos does not portray the Archon as the offspring of Sophia, it is
worth noting that even in the Apocryphon of John (II 9,25-10,5) where
Sophia gives rise to the Archon, she is said to produce a thought from
herself and from the conception (ev0uµT'}OLS) of the supreme Invisible
Spirit, which, without the aid of her consort, results in the alien-formed
Archon-an act which, however audacious and blameworthy, involves
at least a small component of contemplation. Later in the same text
(II 12,25-13,5), the Archon creates the physical cosmos in imitation of
the ideal aeons, although this act is due, not to his contemplation of
those aeons, but rather to the power he had stolen from his mother
Sophia. Again, the Archon explicitly molds the psychic Adam according
5. On "the other souls [that] came down too," sec VIII 27,9-14; the primal fire
that puzzles Plotinus occurs towards the end of Zostrianos in a description of the
light that surrounds the contents of the Kalyptos Aeon (VIII I 16, 16b-24a; 117, IO
I I ). Its essence is incorporeal and immutable but nevertheless has an element of
change, an "[unconsuming and indestructible] fire" (see VIII 48,6 and Plato, Ti
maeus 58C5-7 for a kind of fire, "issuing from name, but which does not bum [o
KciEL µiv ou], but supplies light to the eyes"). The notion of the unconsuming fire as
the divine splendor is found also in Jewish mystical comment (e.g., the Zahar) on
Dt 4:24 ("For the Lord thy God is a consuming fire"); it is the white light issuing
most directly from the divine source that shone upon Moses on Sinai.
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to the downward projected image of the First Perfect Man. After this
event, Sophia repents of her audacious and self-willed act, and is re
stored to a position in the ninth heaven, whereupon she becomes a guar
antor of salvation.
Aside from a general association between "the cosmic and the mate
rial" (X 2, I 6b- I 9a; cf. 18,21-22), Marsanes never refers to the creator of
the physical world and devotes no attention to either the origin or nature
of matter, nor to any specific relationship between Sophia and the crea
tion of the lower cosmos. Her sole function is salvific, namely the salva
tion of the souls inhabiting the "Fourth," the realm immediately above
the cosmic and material. Marsanes holds that the sense-perceptible
world "is [worthy] of being preserved entire" (X 5,22b-26a) but the
actual extent of that realm is not made entirely clear: does this designa
tion apply only to the lowest three "seals" (the cosmic and material
realm) or does it refer to that realm as well as the fourth and fifth "seals"
(the Sojourn and Repentance)? The fact that the figure of Autogenes
(who extends to the self-generated ones) is immediately invoked in con
nection with the preservation of the sense-perceptible world in X 5,276,1 "[lest anyone] be [ignorant] in tum (KaTa µEpos) of the entire place"
fails to clarify the issue of the preservation of the lower realm, since "the
entire place" could designate merely the aeonic world, or again, that
world plus the psychic realm of the Sojourn and Repentance, or, less
likely, even those two realms as well as the cosmic and material realm. 6
Perhaps one may conclude that Autogenes does in fact see to the preser
vation of all these realms acting through various unnamed intermediar
ies, just as Sophia assists him in the salvation of those in the Sojourn
and Repentance; this solution tends to receive support from the parallel
in Allogenes XI 51,25-32 which has Autogenes "continually rectifying
the defects from Nature." The manner in which he does this, however,
remains a mystery.
The positive attitude toward the preservation or improvement of the
sensible cosmos in the Platonizing Sethian treatises seems to be rather
exceptional for the Sethian tradition:

6. This elusive term, "the entire place" (TTM� THpq [To miv] X 4,29; 6,1.23;
10,2-3; 29,5; 33,3; 38,21) seems in each case (except 29,5) to designate the non
corporeal, invisible realm; it seems almost equivalent to the Valentinian term
TTAT)pwµa.
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VHI IO 28 And [again he (Ephesech) said, "Sophia became] 29 perfect
through [the will of] 30 [the commander (Autogenes?)] through whom [the
atmospheric] 31 [realm perseveres], having 11 1 [immutably averted] the
destruction of the world."
XI 51 25 It (the Barbelo Aeon) is endowed with the 26 divine Autogenes
like 2 7 an image, and he knows 28 each one of these, 29 acting separately and
30 individually, continually rectifying 31 the defects from 32 Nature.
XS

And 22 the intelligible world knew 23 by discrimination 24 that in
every respect the sense-perceptible 25 world is [worthy] 26 of being pre
served entire, [for] 27 I have not ceased speaking [of the] 28 Autogenes,
[lest] 29 [anyone] be [ignorant] 6 1 in turn of the entire place (i.e., the aeonic
realm).
21

In each case, the one responsible for the preservation or rectification of
the natural realm seems to be Autogenes, exercising his demiurgica]
role, apparently through some instrumentality such as Sophia or even
through the individual souls that have descended into the world for its
purification, a view very close to that advocated by the Platonist com
mentator on the Timaeus, Calvisius Taurus, cited with approval by Iam
blichus in his De anima (apud Stobaeus, Anthologium 1.49.39,44-53
[1.378,25-379,2 Wachsmuth]): "the souls are sent into the world ... for
the perfection of the All (ELS' TEAELWULV Toil TTUVTOS') ... for this is the
will of the gods, to make the gods manifest through [human] souls; for
the gods become visible and show themselves through the pure and
uncontaminated life of [human] souls." 7 This view is based on Ti
maeus 41A-42A (esp. 418) in reference to the demiurgic activity of the
lesser gods in fashioning the mortal beings, a view quite in keeping with
the general position of the Platonizing Sethian treatises vis-a-vis the
salvific descents of Barbelo and her avatars in the earlier Sethian "de
scent pattern" treatises: transcendent gods do not descend, but souls do.

II. THE HIERARCHfES OF THE PLATONIZlNG TREATISES COMPARED
The Sethian Platonizing texts do not exhibit a single system, but vary in
their interpretation of a rather fixed set of Sethian theologumena, the
Triple Powered One, the Aeon of Barbelo and its contents, and in the
7, Cf. the Apocryphon of John II 27, 17-21: "That soul 18 is caused to follow an
other in whom is the Spirit of 19 life, by which (the other soul) 20 is saved. Thus, it is
not 21 cast into flesh again."
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depiction of the incorporeal and corporeal realms below. The Triple
Powered One is a functional triad within either the Barbelo Aeon or the
Invisible Spirit (in the Three Ste/es of Seth and Zostrianos), but can tend
to appear almost as a distinct entity mediating between the Invisible
Spirit and the Aeon of Barbelo (in Allogenes and Marsanes). Although
the basic ontology of the Barbelo Aeon is tripartite, it may contain three
(the Three Steles of Seth and Marsanes) or, with the addition of the Tri
ple Male, four entities (as in Allogenes and parts of Zostrianos); this
anomaly owes to the rather complex history of the specific epithets as
cribed to Barbelo in previous Sethian tradition. In Marsanes, not only is
the Existence-Vitality-Mentality/ Blessedness or Being-Mind-Life triad
absent, but so also is the ontological triad of the authentic existents, the
unified ones, and the perfect individuals; only the last-named term ap
pears as "the incorporeal that exists individually" (X 3,20-2 I). Although
Marsanes lists three levels beneath the Barbelo Aeon named Kalyptos
(called "[head] of the First Appearing One"), Protophanes, and Auto
genes, these levels are not said to be contained in the Barbelo Aeon, nor
do they undergo the gradual unfolding depicted in Allogenes; the only
unfolding depicted in the text is that of the Invisible Spirit via the Triple
Powered One into the Aeon of Barbelo. The most striking innovation in
Marsanes remains the positing of the Unknown Silent One beyond the
Invisible Spirit, which seems as though it is inspired by the metaphysics
of lamblichus or Theodore of Asine discussed in Chapter I 0, yet departs
from lamblichus' clear and Theodore's implied insistence on the abso
lute aloofness of this supreme principle by conceiving the initial phase
(the Invisible Spirit) of the Triple Powered One as somehow manifested
by the Silence of the Silent One as its actualization (X 7,24-29). And
certainly there is nothing as sophisticated as lamblichus' scheme of
interlinked unparticipated, participated, and participating hypostatic
levels or Theodore's levels of wholes (before-the-parts, of-the-parts, and
in-the-parts). Marsanes is certainly not a conscious implementation of
later Neoplatonic systems, whether of Iamblichus or of Theodore, but is
plausibly under their influence.

A. The System of the Three Steles ofSeth
The

Three Ste/es ofSeth exhibits the following divine hierarchy:
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The truly pre-existent One beyond being/ Living Spirit:
(triple-Powered)
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Subordinate Powers/Contents

Pre-existence
Pre-vitality
Pre-blessedness

The Barbelo Aeon/ Monad/ Triple Male/ Triple Power
Substantiality / Existence
(threefold Monad, generator of multiplicity [One-Many])
Vitality/ Life
Mentality/ Mind
Kalyptos / Thought
All-perfect ones?
The Un ificd?
Protophanes I Mind
Autogenes / Logos
The Perfect Individuals
Heavenly ci>s>soyEvtjs- Pigeradamas, father of
Emmacha Seth

Seed of Seth in the world (perfect individuals)

Goodness
Sower I Begetter

The Three Ste/es of Seth specifically exhibits two main transcendent
levels in addition to the sensible cosmos, that of the truly pre-existent
One or truly living Spirit (clearly the same as the supreme Invisible
Spirit in most Sethian treatises) altogether beyond determinate being,
and that of its product that has become "numerable" in a "threefold"
way, the Aeon of Barbelo. Although there is no mention of a distinct
being such as the Triple Powered One, Barbelo is clearly said to have
originated in "triple-powered" fashion (VII 120, 19-22), and is explicitly
called a "threefold power ... from an undivided Triple Powered One"
(VII 121,29-33; 123,23-24), implying that in the Three Ste/es of Seth,
the Triple Powered One does not appear as a distinct entity, but is in fact
Barbelo's prefigurative self before, during, and after her emergence
from her source, the pre-existent Spirit.
As one might expect in a set of doxological hymns to be employed in
a communal praxis of visionary ascent, the process of the Barbelo
Aeon's emanation from the One is •not specifically narrated, although it
is clearly called a monadic shadow from the One that has become triple
(VII 122,1-12), making available to all Substantiality, Vitality and Men
tality, as well as Being, Life and Mind (VII 122,19-34; 123,18-26) Al
though the names Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes occur in this
treatise, Autogenes is not specifically treated as a member of the Aeon
of Barbelo, who forms the central object of praise in the second of the
three steles, but is the object of praise in the first stele in his capacity as
the Mirotheos, immediate parent of Seth's Mirotheid father Piger
adarnas. On the other hand, Protophanes and Kalyptos are specifically
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mentioned as contained in the Aeon of Barbelo: "And you (Barbelo)
become a great male Mind, Protophanes" (VlI 123,4-5), and "You are a
Kalyptos; you are a universe of understanding" (VII 122, 14-15). Onto
logical realms below that of the Aeon of Barbelo are not specifically
denominated, although Seth's parent Pigeradamas is clearly a heavenly
being, and it appears that so also is Seth himself, while his seed, for
whom Dositheus recites the three steles inscribed by Seth, presumably
still inhabit the sensible cosmos.
B. The System of Zostrianos
The divine hierarchy of Zostrianos is similar to the Three Ste/es of
Seth, but much more prolix, with its numerous catalogues of the con
tents of the various aeonic levels. Zostrianos clearly articulates the di
vine hierarchy of the Invisible Spirit, the Aeon of Barbelo-including its
clearly delineated triad of subaeons Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Auto
genes together with all their contents-and the various realms of the
perceptible cosmos below the intelligible level of the Barbelo Aeon (the
Repentance, Sojourn, Aeonic Copies, Airy Earth, and the earthly realm).
One notes in particular the absence of any tendency to distinguish the
Triple Powered One from the Invisible Spirit, since in Zostrianos this
term is merely an epithet of the Invisible Spirit himself. These three
powers represent not only the powers of the single supreme principle,
the Invisible Spirit, but are also identical with the preftgurative presence
of the Aeon of Barbelo existing potentially within the Invisible Spirit
that takes on determinate existence only at the termination of a threefold
emanative process. The three phases of this emanation, named mostly in
the non-lamblichean order Existence, Blessedness (i.e., Mind), and Life,
but also in the Iamblichean order Existence, Life, and Blessedness, are
then actualized within the Aeon of Barbelo as the triad of Kalyptos (Ex
istence), Protophanes (Blessedness), and Autogenes (Life). Finally, the
Barbelo Aeon also contains a fourth figure, the Triple Male Child,
whose position therein is rather ambiguous, hovering in the realm be
tween Protophanes and Autogenes as a sort of traveling mediator be
tween them, but without defining a separate ontological level of his
own.
Zostrianos exhibits the following divine hierarchy (for clarity's sake,
the Barbelo Aeon and its complex contents are surrounded by a double
border):
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Invisible Spirit
.j. (with 3 Powers)

The Barbelo Aeon

Kalyptos

(Luminaries)

I. Exisience .j.

2, Vitality .j.

those that are unified
(Triple Male Child)
Autogenes

Arm!

Semen

Harmedon (Doxomedon Aeon?)

Diphaneus, Deiphanea

Fourth Aeon

Solmis, Olmis

Armedon (?) Aeon

Selmen, Theophaneus

Ambrosius Aeon

Setheus, Antiphantes

Zachthos, Yachthos

Seldao, Elenos

Hymneos (?) Aeon
+ Meirothea .j.

+ Prophania .j. .....

the perfect individuals Emmacha Seth + Plesithea .j.

The "Airy Earth"

The World (Earth)

Four

Davithe

Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus

= (Child of the Child)= Ephesech

Eleleth

Micheus, Michar, Barpharangcs,

The Sojourn

Hannozel ("the

Oroiael

The Seed of Seth
Sophia

The Aeonic Copies

Youel

Marsedon?

Akremon Aeon

Autogencs

Salamex

Aphredon, Anne(?)

Second Aeon

Self-generated Aeons Pigeradamas

The Repentance

(Revealers)

3. Mentality

the authentic existents Third Aeon

Proto11han�s
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Seldao, Elenos, Zogenethlos

(= self-generated immortal souls)

(= non-self-generated souls)

(= disembodied mortal souls)
(= the sublunar atmosphere)
(= the Archons' creation)

Luminaries")

Authrounios

Other glories

(six aeons)

(one aeon)

(seven aeons?)
(13 aeons)

C. The System ofAllogenes
The divine hierarchy of Allogenes can be represented as follows:
invisible Spirit/ Unknowable One

Exists

Lives

Knows

The Triple Powered One/ Eternal Life

Existence

Vitality

Mentality

Life

Knowledge

Being
The Aeon ofBarbelo/ First lbought
Kalyptos (Ta OVT(IJS OVTO) (praised KaTa) (Existence)
Protophanes (oL i:vovµEvoL) (praised KOTO.)
Triple Male Child
Autogenes (TC1 Ka8' eva)
(praised KaTa)
The realm of Nature

Vitality
Mentality
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Allogenes articulates the levels of the ontological hierarchy to an even

greater degree, to the extent that the prefigurative phase of the Barbelo
Aeon tends to appear as a distinct quasi-hypostasis, the Triple Powered
One, occupying its own level between the supreme Invisible Spirit and
the Barbelo Aeon, and wholly containing Barbelo's three emanative
phases as its own distinctive powers, Existence, Vitality, and Mentality,
which are now conceived as a median phase between the purely infiniti
val existing, living and knowing of the Invisible Spirit and the substan
tive and determinate Being, Life and Knowledge that characterize the
actualized reality of the Barbelo Aeon. The three ontological levels of
this Aeon are further defined as "the authentic existents," "those that are
unified," and "the perfect individuals," said to be contained or presided
over by Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes. Like Zostrianos, in
A/logenes the Barbelo Aeon also contains a fourth figure, the Triple
Male Child, hovering in the realm between Protophanes and Autogenes
as a sort of traveling mediator between them, but without defining a
separate ontological level of his own. Unlike Zostrianos and rather
closer to the Three Ste/es of Seth, Allogenes makes no mention of any
specific levels of being below the Barbelo Aeon, apparently lumping
them together as the realm of "Nature," whose defects are continually
rectified by Autogenes.

D. The System of Marsa11es
Because of the clear enumeration of its ontological levels in terms of
the thirteen "Seals," the divine hierarchy of Marsanes can be articulated
as follows:
Seal 13

fru.! Pnnc1ples

Seal 12
Seal 11

(insubstantial)

The Unknown Silent One
The Invisible Spirit
Hypostnsis or first power?
The Triple Powered One -< Encrgeia or second power?

Seal 10
Seal 9

Intelligible Realm
(substantial)

The Barbelo Aeon
(Kalyptos)

Seal 8

'-

Gnosis or third power?

Protophanes (Mind)
Autogencs

Seal 7
Seal 6
Seal 5
Seal 4

�Realm
(panial.
incorporeal)

The Self-generated Aeons (incorporeal- individuals?)
The Repentance (incorporeal - repentant souls)
The Sojourn (incorporeal - disembodied souls)

Seal 3
Seal 2
Seal I

Nature
(perceptible,
corporeal)

The Third (non-corporeal -sensible - planetary spheres?)
The Second (corporeal - sublunar realm?)
The First (corporeal • physical. matenal realm?)
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Marsanes enumerates the metaphysical hierarchy from bottom-up rather
than top-down. The first three levels or "seals," the "cosmic and mate
rial," designate the perceptible realm of nature, and the next three levels
comprise the incorporeal realm of souls considered as "partial" natures
that constitute the object of the divine Autogenes' salvific activity. Lev
els seven through ten comprise the realm of pure intelligible substance,
although Marsanes merely lists its contents as a series consisting of
Autogenes, (Protophanes), (Kalyptos), and the Barbelo Aeon, without
supplying the proper names of Protophanes or Kalyptos and without
specifying that these two in concert with Autogenes form a set of subae
ons within the Barbelo Aeon; of these, it is only Autogenes and the
Barbelo Aeon as a single entity that receive any special attention in
Marsanes. The three highest levels represent the realm of first princi
ples, and here too, as in the case of the author's failure to supply the
precise names of Kalyptos and Protophanes as sublevels of the Barbelo
Aeon, the author identifies these supreme principles-from lowest to
highest-with a similarly imprecise nomenclature: "the Invisible One
who possesses three powers," "the insubstantial Spirit who belongs to
the first unbegotten one." and "the Silent One who was not [known]."
Here, the two terms of the proper name "Jnvisible Spirit" have been
distributed among the designations of two distinguishable beings, the
"one with the three powers"-the Triple Powered One-and the "insub
stantial Spirit"-obviously the Invisible Spirit-perhaps in an effort to
draw these two entities into the closest possible relationship, apparently
as the "two powers" from which the Barbelo Aeon withdraws upon its
instantiation (X 9,9-16) as an independent being, the Knowledge of the
Invisible Spirit (X 9,3-5). On the other hand, the entirely separate status
of the Unknown Silent One as the thirteenth seal is clearly marked.
E. Comparison of the Sethian Hierarchies

In comparison to the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes,
it appears that the author of Marsanes has made a number of modifi
cations. Working from the top down, the first obvious change is the
addition of the Unknown Silent One at the very apex of the divine
hierarchy. Next, Marsanes agrees with Allogenes against the other two
texts by dividing the next highest being into two separate "seals": an
invisible three-powered One and an insubstantial Spirit; Allogenes
distinguishes this pair as the Invisible Spirit and the Triple Powered
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One. The equivalent of the Triple Powered One in the Three Ste/es of
Seth is ultimately identified both with Barbelo's prefigurative presence
within the supreme pre-existent One and with her instantiation as the
independently existing Aeon of Barbelo, while in Zostrianos, the Triple

Powered One is identified with its source, "the Invisible Triple-Powered
Spirit." Marsanes also makes no use of the Existence-Vitality-Mentality
or Being-Life-Mind triad as designations for the powers of the Triple

Powered One, but may supply its own designations for these in the
somewhat similar triad u,r6arnaLS', EVEpyew, and yvw<JLS' (X 9, 15-20).
If anything, the doctrine of the Triple Powered One seems to be an at
tempt to reintroduce into a monistic, strictly hierarchical metaphysics a
feature of the old two-opposed-principles doctrine of Plato's later years,
since the central or median power of the Triple Powered One-namely
Vitality or Life-seems to function much as do Plato's principle of the
indefinite dyad or unlimited that is opposed to the One or limit. But just
as in various Neopythagorean testimonia, the dyad is now derived from
the monadic principle above it, and just as in Plotinus, this processing
dyad-which he early on called "intelligible matter" and later identified
as a trace of "life" from the One-is conceived as an indefinite Vitality
or Activity that becomes the determinate being of Intellect when it re
verts back on its source (the One) in a moment of vision.
The treatises Zostrianos, Allogenes and Marsanes differ significantly
from Plotinus, since traditional Sethian mythology may have encour
aged them to serialize and hypostatize things that Plotinus-and Por
phyry too, for that matter-refused to hypostatize: thus all three explic
itly tripartition the divine Intellect, the Barbelo Aeon, into three
subaeons; Allogenes and Marsanes virtually hypostatize the independent
figure of the Triple Powered One; and Zostrianos and Marsanes further
partition the realms below intellect into various aeonic levels containing
various kinds of souls. Were one to name the first non-Sethian Platonists
to propose similar innovations, they would likely be lamblichus and his
(and Porphyry's) pupil, Theodore of Asine.
Like the Three Ste/es of Seth but unlike Zostrianos and Allogenes,
Marsanes does not emphasize that the figures of Kalyptos, Protophanes,
and Autogenes constitute distinct sublevels of the Barbelo Aeon, even
though it enumerates these figures as separate seals. Again, like the
Three Ste/es of Seth, but unlike Zostrianos and Allogenes, Marsanes
does not clearly articulate the presence of the Triple Male Child as a
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distinctive figure active in the Barbelo Aeon; indeed, while the Three
Ste/es of Seth merely attests the status of the phrase "Triple Male" as a
traditional Sethian epithet of Barbelo, Marsanes makes no mention of
this name at all. With regard to the ontological content of the Barbelo
Aeon-which Zostrianos and Allogenes understand to consist of the
three levels I) the "authentic existents" in Kalyptos, 2) those that are
"unified" in Protophanes, 3) and the "perfect individuals" in Auto
genes-Marsanes merely identifies the self-generated ones of the sixth
seal-equivalent to the Self-generated Aeons immediately below the
level of Autogenes-as "the incorporeal being (ouai.a) that exists indi
vidually," thus agreeing with the Three Ste/es of Seth in placing these
beings outside the Barbelo Aeon.
Finally, only Zostrianos and Marsanes agree in the enumeration of
ontological levels extending below the Barbelo Aeon into the realm of
Nature, sharing the same designations for the three highest of these (the
Self-generated Aeons, the Repentance, and the Sojourn), although Mar
sanes lacks the level of the Aeonic Copies (o:vTi. TlJTTOL ).
Of all these similarities and differences, the most striking seem to be
Marsanes' doctrine of a supreme Unknown Silent One that transcends
even the Invisible Spirit, and of the Triple Powered One as a quasi
independent entity mediating between the Invisible Spirit and the Aeon
of Barbelo, a doctrine it also shares-although with a different nomen
clature for its powers-with Allogenes. There is no precedent in the
Platonism of Plotinus and his predecessors for this new supreme entity,
nor does the anomalous quasi-independent status of the Triple Powered
One in Allogenes and Marsanes seem to have any immediate analogy in
Platonic metaphysics prior to lamblichus.
The following chart is an attempt to compare the metaphysical hierar
chies of Iamblichus and Theodore of Asine presented in Chapter I 2 to
that of the Platonizing Sethian treatises. Marsanes and Zostrianos rather
than the Three Ste/es ofSeth and Allogenes are here chosen for compari
son, since they specify ontological levels below that of the Barbelo
Aeon:
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Iamblichus

Absolutely lneff�ble
The Simply One
Limit
Unlimited
One-Being (as µ1KT611)
One-Being (as 0eing)
Intelligible Mind
Intellectual Mind
Hypercosmic Soul
Encosmic Soul

Marsanes and Zostrianos

Theodore

Unknown Silent One (Marsanes)
Invisible Spirit
Triple Powered One (Marsanes)

lncffnble First One
Second One
Intellectual Depth existing
livmg
thinking
Denrlurgical Depth
Aeon of Barbe lo
being
Knlyptos
mind
Protophanes Mind
hfe = -lAutogenes + Self-generated Aeons
Self-genenited Aeons (Marsanes) Absolute Soul - whole-before-parts
Universal Soul - whole-of-parts
All-Soul
- whole-in-parts
Souls-in-participation Repentance - Sophia?
Sojourn (disembodied souls)
Ouranos, Gata
Divine souls
Oceanus, Tethys, Phor�,1s
"The Third" - Aeonic Copies
Daemonic souls
Kronos, Rhea
Heroic souls
"The Second" - Airy Earth
- the World
Zeus
Human-animal souls "The First''
Hera
"The First� lhe realm of Maner
Nnlurc-matter

In comparison to Zostrianos, Marsanes, and even lamblichus, Theo
dore's metaphysical hierarchy, at least as much of it as can be gleaned
from Proclus' rather fragmentary summaries, was much more complex.
Both he and larnblichus-both of whom wrote commentaries on the
Timaeus-adhere rather more closely than do the Platonizing Sethian
treatises to the interpretation of specific texts of Plato. Nevertheless,
both Tamblichus and Theodore share many points of similarity with the
metaphysical hierarchy underlying all four Platonizing Sethian treatises,
especially that of Zostrianos and Marsanes.
The resemblances between Marsanes and Theodore are especially
striking. There is first an ineffable transcendent One occupying the place
of Marsanes' Unknown Silent One. Next there is a triadic "second One"
representing the spiritus asper of the supreme One (Hen), which sug
gests some kind of spirit, something somewhat similar to the Invisible
Spirit occupying Marsanes' second level, although Marsanes apparently
maintains that this spirit "does not have breath" (X 15, 1-4; 15,29-16,2;
cf. Victorinus, Adversus Arium 1.50,5-8: "(the One is) Spirit beyond
Spirit, for he does not breathe, but rather it is the Spirit in that which is
his being, Spirit breathing towards itself so that it is Spirit, since the
Spirit is not separate from itself"). At the third level, there is the Intel
lectual Depth consisting of the three activities of Existing, Thinking, and
Living and at the fourth the Demiurgical Depth, characterized as a triad
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of Being, Mind, and Life. Although this triadic nomenclature is wanting
in Marsanes, it does rather remind one of Allogenes' enneadic specula
tion on the Existing, Living, and Thinking of the Invisible Spirit, its
triad of abstract powers Existence, Vitality and Mentality comprising the
Triple Powered One, and its substantive triad of Being, Life and Mind
associated with the three levels of the Barbelo Aeon, doctrines also re
flected to a certain extent in Zostrianos. Thus one might compare Theo

dore's Intellectual Depth and Demiurgical Depth to the Sethian
P!atonizing figures of the Triple Powered One and the Aeon of Barbelo
respectively.
Noteworthy among the Platonizing Sethian treatises is the lack of a
transcendent, psychic realm specifically occupied by the cosmic soul, a
realm that is carefully articulated into three levels by both Iamblichus
and Theodore. This omission is especially noticeable in Marsanes' fail
ure to devote a specific numbered "seal" to the cosmic soul, despite the
author's acknowledgment of its presence in X 21,20-24 ("[the] celestial
soul [that sur]rounds [the world]") and his lengthy description of its two
main configurations in X 25,21-26, 17. This omission is probably to be
explained by the author's adherence to the traditional hierarchy found in
the other Platonizing Sethian treatises that do not include the cosmic
soul among the main transcendentalia. If anything, the demiurgicaJ and
salvific activities of Autogenes tend to substitute for the ordering func
tion of the rational component of the cosmic soul. In general, the Pla
tonizing Sethian treatises seem to have partially collapsed what would
count as a psychic realm together with the intellectual realm of the Bar
belo Aeon, since it appears that for Zostrianos and A/logenes, the lowest
two levels of the Barbelo Aeon, namely Protophanes and Autogenes,
contain-among other ideal entities-certain superior souls (those that
are "unified" as well as the "(perfect) individuals," i.e., those having a
certain "wholeness" of the parts and in the parts), while the highest level
of Kalyptos contains the authentic existents (Ta OVTWS ovw), which
seem rather like Iamblichus' "participated" encosmic soul and Theo
dore's absolute soul (as a "whole before the parts"). On the other hand,
like lamblichus and Theodore, both Zostrianos and Marsanes go on to
articulate the lower psychic realms of the Self-generated Aeons or "Self
generated Ones," the Repentance, and the Sojourn, which seem to be
gathering places for those souls still in the process of transmigration.
Below these levels, there are still the souls that inhabit "bodies" in the
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domains of the stars, planets, and those that inhabit physical bodies in

the "cosmic and material" realms. Nevertheless, these are souls that are
definitely "in relation" (Theodore's term) to the souls in the higher
realms, since they are guarded by "glories" (Zostrianos, esp. VIII 46, 1531) or by a "sense-perceptible power" (Marsanes X 2,22-26).
The correspondences between ontological levels in Zostrianos and
Marsanes on the one hand, and Theodore-and to a lesser extent in
lamblichus-are not exact and exhibit clear terminological differences.
But of these two, Zostrianos seems much the earlier, having gained the
attention of Plotinus and the members of his circle, while Marsanes'
complex alphabetic and numeric speculation on the nature of the soul
and the nomenclature of the gods is much closer in spirit to what we
know of Theodore. There are enough structural resemblances to con
sider Marsanes as a product of the same conceptual climate in which
Theodore and even Iamblichus constructed their metaphysics, the main
difference being that Marsanes was expounding Sethian tradition while
lamblichus and Theodore were expounding the works of Plato. Mar
sanes' resemblance to these two Platonists is close enough to conclude
that its author was certainly no direct pupil of either, but nevertheless
may well have possessed a general impression of their doctrines by way
of popular discussion and the study of various sources, including not
only other Platonizing Sethian treatises and various metaphysical trea
tises, but grammatical and astrological treatises as well. Certainly the
author of Marsanes makes it clear that, not only has he experienced
personal revelations and visions of the powers he describes, but had also
engaged in a good deal of study and reflection upon them as well.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
SETHIAN DOCTRINES OF THE SOUL
Following A.-J. Festugiere's analysis of the largely Platonizing literature
on the soul during the early patristic period, G. MacRae once noted the
following points of agreement between Platonists and Gnostics: 1

I. The soul, both cosmic and individual, has a heavenly origin from which
it has descended and to which it will return.
2. Its salvation depends on knowledge of this fact.
3. It must choose between the way of life or of death.
4. The soul must awake from a condition of forgetfulness, sleep or drunk
enness in which the divine intelligence or logos functions as awakener.
5. The world and its ways are by nature evil because material.
6. The conduct which the soul must pursue is ascetical.
While all Gnostic thinkers are agreed that the presence of the soul in the
body is a misfortune from which it must be extricated, some attribute its
enforced presence in the body to a specific cause antecedent to the crea
tion of individual human souls, while others do not. Those who propose
a specific cause usually do so by means of elaborate myths that combine
a theogony of the divine world and a cosmogony with an anthropogony
based on the initial chapters of the book of Genesis. In these myths, the
creation of this world is attributed to a fall from the perfection of the
higher world at some point subsequent to its initial production. In gen
eral, it is a cosmic soul or some equivalent being to whom this failure is
attributed.

I. SoPmA AND THE COSMIC SOUL
Gnostic literature featuring the grand myths of origin typical of Valen
tinianism and Sethianism devotes far less attention to the description of
I. G. MACRAE, "Nag Hammadi and the New Testament" in Gnosis: Festschrift
ftir Hans Jonas, ed. B. Aland (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 144157; A.-J. FESTUGl!SRE, La Revelation d'Hermes Trismegisle. Vol. II. Le Dieu Cos
mique (Etudes bibliqucs; Paris: J. Gabalda, I 949), 97-118.
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the soul's incarnate experience that it does to the explanation of its
original cause. This cause is to be found in the transcendent world soul,
subordinate to the divine Mind whose direct knowledge of the supreme
deity it attempts to reproduce, but with disastrous consequences. The
quintessential personification of this psychic principle is Sophia, the
divine wisdom, who becomes guilty of a transgression in seeking an
independent direct knowledge and imitation of the creative power of the
supreme deity. This attempt leads to the creation of the material world,

and ultimately to the imprisonment of human souls within it as lost
fragments of the originally divine substance. Indeed, Plotinus clearly
recognized the equivalence between the world soul and the figure of
Sophia in the gnostic treatises he read:
For they say that Soul declined to what was below it, and with it some sort
of "Wisdom," (IJ.iux�v yap El110VTES' vEuam KciTw Kal aoq>i.av nva)
whether Soul started it or whether Wisdom was a cause of Soul being like
this, or whether they mean both to be the same thing, and then they tell us
that the other souls came down too, and as members of Wisdom put on
bodies, human bodies for instance. (Plotinus, Ennead Il, 9 [33] I 0, 19-24
Armstrong)

As MacRae and others have argued, the Jewish figure of Wisdom has
decisively influenced the Gnostic myths of Sophia, Barbelo/Pronoia, and
Epinoia/Zoe, as shown by the parallels in the Hellenistic-Jewish Wisdom
books of Proverbs, Sirach, the Wisdom of Solomon, and 1 Enoch 42.
These figures are projections of Sophia herself, the consort and agent of
the Father in creation, revelation and redemption. In the wisdom books,
Sophia's role is much more that of co-creator and inspirer than re
deemer, and she certainly does not "fall." In the basic Sethian and
Valentinian myths, Sophia seems to be the paradigm of human experi
ence, responsible for our present plight by having fallen into disorder
and passion and thence giving birth to matter as well as a world creator
who fabricates both a physical cosmos and human bodies as containers
for the divine substance he robs from his mother. But then, herself
awakened by a divine "call," she repents and is restored, and can even
begin to act in this world for the restoration of this divine substance to
its true home.
In the course of time, a single figure could not simultaneously be
cause of both deficiency and restoration. The vicissitudes in the career
of Sophia that symbolize the paradigmatic instance of the human experi-
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ence of falleness, awakening, and final salvific restoration, have become
too ambiguous and ambivalent to continue to apply to a single figure.
Thus the figure of Sophia is split up into several figures, each one of
whom symbolizes only a single facet in her once multifarious but con
tinuous career.
Thus in the Apocryphon of John, there are two "mothers," Barbelo
and Sophia. The higher Mother Barbelo who conceives the A utogenes
Son from a spark of the Father's light is calm and stable, while the lower
mother Sophia, who conceives the formless Archigenetor Yaldabaoth in
the absence of a male form-contributing partner, enters into agitation
and disordered movement. Such agitation is a notable characteristic of

Plato's Receptacle and Nurse of becoming, caused by a disequilibrium
of certain unbalanced powers (hot, cold, moist, dry) and passions that
enter into it. Since motion can only be caused by soul, it thus appears
that the disorderly receptacle could be regarded as a lower irrational
soul, which indeed Sophia appears to be. As the source of such disorder
and evil, Sophia is, like Plutarch's Isis, a feminine principle eager for
offspring, but unfortunately unmastered by the masculine principle of
order. Such a division of the Mother figure into two levels reminds one
of the instances noted previously in Chapter 9 of a bipartitioning of the
cosmic soul or logos into a higher, stable and intelligible level and a
lower level in motion, as in the case of Plutarch's Isis, who as the mate
rial principle is the honored consort of God, and as mother of Horus is
also the irrational aspect of the cosmic soul. Such also seems to be true
of the Valentinian Sophia and Achamoth, and of the Chaldaean figure of
Hecate, who seem to function at two levels in their respective theolo
gies, first as the processing power of the paternal Monad (the "center"
between the Paternal Monad and the divine Intellect), and at a lower
level, as the World Soul (or at least as its source, from whose "right side
abundantly flows the ineffable liquid" of the primordial soul).
In the Apocryphon of John, the actual incarnation of souls is spelled
out in terms of the attempt of Yaldabaoth and his archontic assistants to
trap the image of the divine first human being, Adamas, in the material
body of Adam, in which act they produce a "psychic human being." The
details of this process are taken both from Plato's Timaeus (73E-77D),
which describes the shaping of the mortal soul as a kind of "marrow"
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enclosed in bone, sinew, flesh, blood, skin and hair,2 and from Gen 2-4,
regarded as describing the capture of the divine image in a body that
remains inert until the archon unwittingly inspires it with the divine
breath stolen from his mother Sophia. The excerpt from "the Book of
Zoroaster" in the longer version of the Apoc,yphon of John (II 15,2919, I 0), which relates the contributions of the 365 angels to the psychic
and material body of Adam, surely has to do with certain astrological
doctrines concerning the powers of the 36 decans and their subdivisions
characteristic of the celestial world, as do "the lots of Fate and those
who apportion the domiciles" in the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 43, 1314). The sheer multiplicity of these powers and the parts of the body that
they represent may convey something of the endless multiplicity inher
ent in matter and the disorderliness and irrationality of the ignorance and
psychic passions arising from Sophia's deficiency.3 The protoplast
eventually gains enlightenment when the Mother on high sends him a

helper, the spiritual Eve, who causes his merely psychic status to be
replaced by a spiritual one.4 A more typically Platonic view of the origin
of souls and bodies is found in Zostrianos, according to which souls,
bodies and matter exist, not because of the work of an inferior creator,
but because of the high deity himself.5 As indicated in Chapter 13, the

2. The Apocryphon ofJohn II 15, 13-23: "And the powers began: the first, good
ness, created a bone-soul; and the second, foreknowledge, created a sinew-soul; the
third, divinity, created a tlesh-soul; and the fourth, the lordship, created a marrow
soul; the fifth, kingdom, created a blood-soul; the sixth, envy, created a skin-soul;
the seventh, understanding, created a hair-soul."
3. According to the Hyposrasis of the Archons II 87, 11-31, the human is mod
eled after the body of the archons and after the image of God that appeared in water.
They initially produce a material man, and then infuse him with soul (II 88,3-1 O).
Adam, initially inert, then receives "spirit'' form the Adamantine land, making him a
living soul (II 88, I 0-15), but then becomes endowed merely with soul when Eve is
extracted from his side (II 89,3-11 ), whereupon the spirit is transferred first to Eve
and thence to a tree and thence to the snake-instructor, leaving Adam and Eve alto
gether denuded of the spirit even after eating of the tree of knowledge (II 89,1190,20) unless one assumes that it may have returned in their production of Seth and
Norea. For the inspiration of the divine spirit into psychic Adam, see the Apocry
phon of John II 19, I 0-33 and the Apocalypse of Adam V 66, 19-21: "Do you not
know that I am the god who created you? And I breathed into you a spirit of life as a
living soul."
4. Cl'. the !lyposlasis ofthe Archons II 89,7-19 and II 90,13-14.
5. Zostrianos V Ill 73, 17-25: "For [this] reason there are those with soul and
those without soul; for this reason those who will be saved; for this reason those who
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Platonizing Sethian treatises Zostrianos, Allogenes, Three Ste/es of Seth
and Marsanes exhibit a notably positive view of the physical and
psychic world, which is regarded, not as evil, but as merely defective
and capable of rectification.6
The Sethian conception of individual human souls is complicated by
its supposition of their existence at various levels, those souls which
exist above in the aeons of the Four Luminaries, and those souls of
earthly persons.7 At the transcendent level, one finds the souls of the
saints, that is of the "seed of Seth," of "the immovable race," located in
the third Light Daveithai, while the souls of those who, though of good
conduct (probably of and ascetic sort), are ignorant of the Pleroma but
who eventually "repent," are located in the fourth Luminary Eleleth. 8 In
addition, there are other, lower yet still non-earthly, levels at which
various souls are located, such as those called the Exile and the Repen
tance in the treatise Zostrianos, perhaps to be associated with the respec
tive aeonic places of those mentioned in the Apocryphon of John
(II 9,14-23), who "persisted for awhile" and those who "repented after
wards."9
Evidently, just as in the case of Valentinianism, so too in Sethianism
there is the notion of ideal beings who reside in the divine world in

will (perish] if they had no [share] in him; for [this] reason there is matter and bod
ies."
6. In All ogenes XT 51,28-32, Autogenes works "successively and individually"
so as to rectify nature's tlaws or defects; in Marsanes, the perceptible world "is
worthy to be saved entirely" (X 4,24-5,16; 5,24-26). Although the text may be cor
rupt, in Zostrianos (VIII 131,10-14) it may be that one separates oneself from the
physical world in order that it might be saved: "Release yourselves, and that which
has bound you will be dissolved. Save yourselves, in order that it (masc., i.e., the
world? or the soul [fern.]?) may be saved."
7. Marsanes X 41,18-22: "They did not understand them, namely the embodied
souls upon the earth, as well as those outside of the body, who arc in heaven, more
numerous than the angels." Cf. Zostrianos VIII 27,9-11: "Other immortal souls
associate with all these souls because of Sophia who looked down."
8. The Apocryphon ofJohn II 9, 14-23: "And in the third aeon the seed of Seth
was placed over the third Luminary Davcithai. And the souls of the saints were
placed there. And in the fourth aeon were placed the souls of those who do not know
the pleroma and who did not repent at once, but who persisted awhile and repented
afterwards; they are by the fourth Luminary Eleleth."
9. Zostrianos Ylll 27,9-28,17 and 42,10-44,22. Cf. Philo, Conj 77-78 and dis
cussion of Philo in Chapters 9 and 11.
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anticipation of the salvation of their earthly counterparts.10 It seems that
this notion is a gnostic equivalent of Plotinus' later doctrine of the un
descended soul, according to which a part of the human soul is always
resident in the higher hypostases, while only a portion of it undergoes
earthly incamation.11 Of course, the main preoccupation is with those
souls who live on earth, whose origin can be traced to Sophia's creative
attempt; they are to be the object of the higher mother's attempts to res
cue the fragments of her substance captured by the creator Yaldabaoth
and incarnated into human beings. 12
In the matter of the salvation of souls, Sethianism offers two distinct
methods by which the divine substance is released from its psychic and
somatic residence. One group of treatises considers salvation to be con
veyed by means of a horizontal, temporally ordered history of divine
l 0. In Valcntinianism, the Savior descends with the transcendent male angels, the
"elect," in order to unite them in Pleromatic fashion with their earthly counterparts,
the female seed (the "called"); cf. Val. Exp. XI 39,25-26; Exe. Theod. 2.1; 21, 1-3;
39-40.
I I. Thus the Four Luminaries, at least in the Apocryphon of John, serve not
merely as an ideal periodization into the four "ages" (atwvi::s') of the primordial
salvation history of Adam, Seth, the seed of Seth, and other repentant souls who will
be saved after the time of Noah. They are also heavenly residences (cf. Trimorphic
Protennoia XIII 50, 14-15) not only for the souls of those who have been saved, such
as Adam, Seth, his antediluvian seed, and for those Sethians who have died up until
the present time, but also for the spiritual counterpart of the race of Seth and certain
souls destined, in advance of their earthly life and death, to repent and be elevated to
join their counterparts in the Four Luminaries.
12. Trim. Prot. XIII 35,12-22: "I am the life of my Epinoia that dwells within
every power and every eternal movement and in invisible lights and within the
archons and angels and demons and every soul dwelling in Tartaros and in every
material soul. I dwell in those who came to be. I move in everyone and I delve into
them all. I walk uprightly, and those who sleep l awaken" and Xlll 41,20-24: "I am
the first one who descended on account of my portion which remains, that is the
spirit that dwells in the soul but which originated from the water of life and out of
the immersion of the mysteries." In 1-lippolytus' account of the Sethians, bodily
incarnation is like drowning in water (Ref V.19,15-16): the mind is put into human
nature like a perfect god in a temple, which is begotten of water; it is intermingled
with bodies, but struggles to free itself from them, and cannot find its release or
escape; the whole thought and concern of the light from above is, how and by what
means the mind may be freed from the death of the wicked and benighted body. Cf.
Ref V.19, 19-20, where the perfect word of the Light took on the likeness of the
serpent/beast, entered into the unclean womb, deceiving it by his likeness to the
beast, in order to undo the bonds that constrain the perfect mind; taking the "form of
a servant," (cf. Phil 2:5-11) he came down into the virgin's womb.
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salvific visitations by successive descents of separate figures or repeated
descents of the same figure in different modalities. According to the
Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 47,29-48,14; 49,28-50,12) and the Pronoia
monologue concluding the longer version of the Apocryphon of John
(II 30, 11-31,25), the final saving descent of Barbelo confers the Five
Seals, a baptismal rite of visionary ascent that releases the recipient from
the somatic prison, stripping away the somatic and psychic thought (ig
norance), and replacing it with radiant enlightenment.13 On the other
hand, in the Platonizing Sethian treatises, salvation occurs through a
self-performable contemplative technique of successive stages of mental
detachment from the world of multiplicity. According to Zostrianos and
Allogenes both the body and soul of the visionary are left behind during
the ascent. When the ascent is completed, the visionary descends and
again dons his psychic and corporeal garment, which is somehow re
newed and purified, no longer a burden, but a vehicle by which for shar
ing the revelation with other embodied souls.14 By means of the vision
ary ascent, One experiences assimilation with the divine periodically
and briefly in this life as an anticipation and preparation for the final
ascent of the soul upon death. Whether in this life or at its end, the as
cent of the soul frees it from the constraints of the body, which thereby
experiences a "double death" (cf. Porphyry, Sententiae 9 Lamberz).
I 3. See J. D. TuRNER, "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The As
cent of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Novum Testamentum 22 (1980), 324-351
(esp. 341-351).
14. While not entirely clear in Zost. and Marsanes owing to their fragmentary
condition, according to Al/ogenes and Ste/es Seth, this ascent occurs in three stages:
through the levels of the Aeon of Barbelo, through the levels of the Triple Powered
One of the Invisible Spirit, culminating in a "primary revelation" or "command"
which enables a "non-knowing" knowledge of the Unknowable One. At the begin
ning of his ascent, Zostrianos "parted from the somatic darkness within me"
(VIII I, IO; cf. the "body of darkness" in Para. Shem VII 45,32-33) and "cast his
body upon the earth to be guarded by glories" (Zost. VIII 4,24-25); upon his return,
Zostrianos shares his vision with the successively lower realms through which he
passes (VIII 129, 16-22) and at its terminus says: "Then I came down to the percepti
ble world and put on my image. Because it was uninstructed, I empowered it and
went about preaching the truth to everyone. Neither the angelic beings of the world
nor the archons saw me, for I nullified a multitude of [disgraces ) that brought me
near death" (VITT 130,5-13); this and Zostrianos' initially despondent wish to deliver
himself over to "the wild beasts of the desert for a violent death" are perhaps the
only clear references to suicide in the Nag Hammadi corpus; cf. Plotinus' challenge
to his gnostic opponents to do just that (Ennead 11, 9 [33 ] 18, t-20).
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The doctrine of a hierarchy of souls and their aeonic locations be
comes greatly developed in Zostrianos, where the four traditional Lumi
naries not only represent a vertical hierarchy of aeonic repositories for
souls located near the periphery of the transcendent world, but are also
supplemented with psychic realms below them and with several other
sets of luminaries at even higher levels. This elaboration is evident in
the comparison of two Sethian accounts of the soul's destiny, one from
the Apocryphon ofJohn and the other from Zostrianos.
II. TWO SETH1AN TREATISES ON THE SOUL

Both the Apocryphon of John and Zostrianos incorporate what once
might have been short treatises on the nature and destiny of various
kinds of soul. The one in the Apocryphon of John seems to have been
relatively self-contained, and is presented in the form of a short dialogue
between Christ and his interlocutor, John son of Zebedee; bearing the
marks of a redactional insertion, it suddenly interrupts the main narra
tive that has been describing the Protarchon's attempts to control the
offspring of Adam and Eve through marital procreation and the sending
of Fate and the counterfeit spirit. According to the shorter version in BG
and NHC III, those upon whom the spirit of life descends and who have
led a pure life will be taken into the aeon of the Four Luminaries,15
where they will be met by their "receivers," that is, the rrapa}.:riµTTT6pes
whom the Gospel of the Egyptians (III 64,22-25) identifies as Gamaliel,
Gabriel, Samblo and Abrasax, the ministers of the Four Luminaries.
Those of the same category who did not lead a pure life will change for
the better and their souls will be taken up to the "rest of the aeons,"
places here unspecified but which become articulated in other treatises,
such as the Repentance and the Sojourn mentioned in Zostrianos.
Zostrianos contains two blocks (VIII 42, 10-44,22 and 27, 19-28,30) of
similar teaching offered by the revealer Ephesech which distinguish
between spiritually dead souls who apparently die with the body, and
those souls capable of saving themselves by leading an independently
moral life and rigorously seeking the truth. The distinction from the
doctrine of the Apocryphon ofJohn is significant; although in both cases
moral purity is required, in the Apocryphon one is "saved" by receiving
15. Cf. also the plea ofNorca in the Hypostasis of the Archons 1l 96, 17-28.
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the Spirit of Truth, while in Zostrianos, one is saved by contemplative
passage through transcendental realms until one withdraws into God by
withdrawing into oneself.
A. The Apocryphon ofJohn
The short "de anima" section of the Apocryphon of John (BG 64, 1471,2; II 25, 16-27,30) distinguishes between two varieties of incarnated
souls, those upon whom the Spirit of Life descends, and those upon
whom the counterfeit spirit descends. The former comprise both those
who did and did not lead a pure life (A I and 2), while the latter are
comprised of three types: those in whom the power of the counterfeit
spirit is overcome by the Spirit of life during their first incarnation (B 1),
those in whom the counterfeit spirit has gained the upper hand and are
condemned to another round of incarnation and purgation in which they
succeed in remembering their origin (B2), and those who utterly turn
away from the Spirit of Life (B3). The first three types will certainly be
saved; the fourth, if, after undergoing sufficient reincarnations, it suc
ceeds in acquiring knowledge, will also be saved. Only the fifth type
(B3), the souls which utterly tum away from the Spirit of Life, will be
eternally punished:
II 25 16 And I said to the Savior,
salvation 18 in the Pure Light?"

17

"Lord, will all souls then be brought to

He answered 19 me, "These are important matters 20 that have arisen in your
mind. For it is 2 1 difficult to disclose them to any 22 except these who are
from 23 the immovable race:
Al These upon whom the Spirit of life 24 comes and joins with the power,
will be saved and become perfect, 26 and become worthy of the greatness
(BG 65,3-8 and III 33,4-7 have "to enter these great Luminaries"), and 27
they will be purified there from 28 every wickedness and from anxieties
about evil, 29 and they will thus be anxious about nothing exc ,ept 30 incor
ruptibility alone, directing their concern toward it 31 from here, without an
ger or <envy> or jealousy 32 or desire or greed for 33 anything, since they
are detained by 34 nothing, except the substance 35 of flesh alone, which
they carry around, anticipating 36 the time when they will be visited 26 1 by
the receivers. Persons of this sort 2 are worthy of eternal, 3 incorruptible life
and the calling, since they endure 4 everything and bear s everything, so
that they might complete 6 the <contest> and inherit 7 eternal life."
25
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r said to him, "Lord, 8 the souls who have not done these things, 9 though
the power <and> Spirit of life 10 has come upon them, {IV 40,24-25: will
they be [rejected]?"
A2 He answered and said to me, "If} the II Spirit {TV 40,25-26: descends
on them,} they will by all means be saved 12 and depart. For the 13 power
will come upon every person, 14 since without it, it would be impossible for
anyone to stand. is After they are born, then, 16 if the Spirit of life in
creases, 17 the power also comes and strengthens that soul, 18 and nothing is
able to lead it astray 19 into works of evil. 20 But those upon whom the
Counterfeit Spirit 21 comes are drawn away by 22 it and go astray."
And I 23 said, "Lord, when therefore the souls of 24 these persons leave the
flesh, where will they go?"

25

Bl He laughed 26 and said to me, "That soul in whom the power 27 will be
come greater than the Despicable Spirit 28 -for it is strong-flees from 29
evil, and through 30 the visitation of this incorruptibility, it is rescued 31 and
brought up to the repose 32 of the aeons."
I said, "Lord, n then those, too, who have not realized 34 to whom they be
long, where will their souls 36 go?"
82 And he said to me, 37 "In those persons the Despicable Spirit 27 1 has
increased when they went astray, and it 2 burdens the soul and pulls it 3 to
ward the deeds of evil and casts 4 it into forgetfulness. After (the soul) s
departs, it is delivered to the hands of the authorities 6 who came into being
from the ruler. And 7 it is bound with chains and cast 8 into the prison and
they consort with (the soul) 9 until it awakens from forgetfulness and 10 re
ceives knowledge unto itself. And if it II becomes perfect in this way, it is
saved."

But I 12 said, "Lord, how does the soul become small
nature 14 of its Mother or into the Human?"

13

and return into the

At that point, 15 when I asked him about this, he was jubilant, and 16 he said
to me, "Truly you are blessed, 17 since you have understood! That soul 18 is
caused to follow another in whom is the Spirit of 19 life, by which (the
other soul) 20 is saved. Thus, it is not 21 cast into flesh again."
And I said, 22 "Lord, these, too, who have known, but 23 have turned away,
where will their 24 souls go?"
Then he said to me, "They will be taken to that place 2·5 to which the
angels of Poverty will go, 26 the place 27 in which there is no repentance,
and 28 they will be guarded until the day 29 on which those who have blas
phemed the Spirit will be tortured. 30 And they will be punished with eter
nal punishment."
83
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Salvation for those souls united with the Spirit seems to be undifferenti
ated and immediate upon death; they are raised by their "receivers" to
eternal imperishable life, having been purified from evil "there"
(BG 65,3-11; II 25,23-9), perhaps within aeons subjacent to the Four
Luminaries functioning as a sort of purgatory. In the interim, as the
Pronoia monologue puts it (II 31,16-25), one must protect oneself from
the angels of poverty and demons of chaos and be sealed with the Five
Seals to completely disarm the power of death. Moreover, those souls
who have been dominated by the counterfeit spirit and remain in igno
rance still have a chance for salvation via the process of reincarnation,
during which other elect souls will enable them to reach knowledge, be
initiated, and thus escape further reincarnations. Those souls that are
influenced by the counterfeit spirit and do not repent in their lifetime
and must undergo purifying punishment upon their death constitute an
interesting case; their final return to their true nature is accomplished by
following another soul that possesses the Spirit of Life, a view very
close to that of Calvisius Taurus. 16 Only those who apostatize from prior
knowledge of the Spirit of Truth will suffer eternal punishment; the
mass of humanity is saved, and only a few are lost. Thus there are dis
tinct grades of salvation for differing types of persons as in Valentinian
doctrine, nor does there seem to be an ultimate restoration of all things
to their original state.
B. Zostrianos
A very similar notion occurs in Zostrianos VIII 45, 1-47,27, where the
cause of reincarnation is due to distraction from contemplation rather
than to the intrusion of a counterfeit spirit, and the function of the guid
ing soul is performed by certain glories:
VIII 45 11 said to the child of the child 2 Ephesech who was with me, "Can
3 your wisdom instruct me about 4 the dissipation of the (type of) person 5
that is saved? Who 6 are the ones mixed with it, and 7 who are those that
divide it, 8 so that the living elect 9 might know?" Then the 10 child of the
child 11 Ephesech, [speaking] openly, told me: 12 "When (this type) repeat16. Taurus apud lamblichus, De anima, in Stobaeus, Anthologium 1.49.39,44-53:
"the souls are sent into the world ... for the perfection of the All ... for this is the
will of the gods, to make the gods manifest through (human] souls; for the gods
become visible and show themselves through the pure and uncontaminated life of
[human] souls."
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edly withdraws 13 into itself alone 14 and is occupied with 15 the knowledge
of other things, 16 since the intellect and immortal [soul] do [not] 17 intel
ligize, it thereupon 18 experiences deficiency, 19 for it too turns, has noth
ing, and 20 separates from it (the intellect) and 21 stands [apart] and experi
ences 22 an alien [impulse] 23 instead of becoming a unity. 24 So that (type
of person) resembles many forms. 25 And when it turns aside, it 26 comes
into being seeking those things that 27 do not exist. When it 28 descends to
them in thought, 29 it cannot understand them 30 in any other way unless 46
1 it be enlightened, and it becomes 2
a physical entity. Thus this type of
person 3 accordingly descends into generation, 4 and becomes speechless
because of the s difficulties and indefiniteness 6 of matter. Although pos
sessing 7 eternal, immortal power, 8 (this type) is bound in the clutches of 9
the body, [removed], 10 and [continually] bound 11 within strong bonds, 12
lacerated 13 by every evil spirit, until 14 it once more [reconstitutes itselfJ
and begins again 15 to inhabit it. Therefore, 16 for their salvation, there have
been appointed 17 specific powers, and these same ones inhabit 18 this
world. And among the Self-generated ones 19 there stand at each 20 [aeon]
certain glories 21 so that one who is in the [world] 22 might be saved along
side [them]. The glories are 23 perfect living concepts; it is [im-] 24 possible
that they perish because [they are] patterns 25 of salvation, that is to say,
anyone 26 receiving them will be rescued to them, 27 and being patterned
and 28 empowered by this same (pattern), and 29 having that glory as a
helper, 30 one thus passes through the world 31 [and every aeon]. And there
47 1 are the guardians of the immortal 2 soul:
Gamaliel and 3 Strempsouchos;
Akramas 4 and Loel, and Mnesinous 5 [are] immortal spirits;
Yesseus 6 [M]azareu[s] Ye[s]sedekeus is 7 [the commander]
[who] belongs to the Child, 8 [the Savior],
the Child of the Child, even 9 [the one who knows you]; and
Ormos 10 is [Delimiter] over the living seed, 11 and
Kam[ali]el is the Spirit-giver; 12
The Attendants are 13 Isauel and Audael and [A]brasax; 14
the Myriads, Phaleris, Phalses, 15 [and] Eurios;
the Guardians of 16 glory, Stetheus, 17 Theo[pe]mptos, Eurumeneus 18 and
Olsen.
The Helpers [in] 19 every matter are Ba[thor]mos, 20 [I)son, Eir[o]n, La
lameus, 21 Eidomeneus and Authrou[n)ios; 22
the Judges are Sumphthar, 23 Eukrebos and Keilar; 24
the Rapturer, Samblo; 25
the Angels who guide 26 the misty clouds, Sappho 27 and Thouro."
Just like the Apocryphon of John, Zostrianos (Vlll 42, I 0-44,22 and
27, 19-28,30) distinguishes between various types of souls and their
destinies. The major distinction is made between the souls of spiritually
dead persons and the classes of salvageable souls located at the levels of
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the Self-begotten ones, the Repentance and the Sojourn, namely souls
who innately know the truth, souls who at first sinned but then repented
and sought the truth, and souls who "follow the ways of others":
Vlll 42 10 Now the [one who repents and] 11 the sojourner[are with the one
inhabiting] 12 the perceptible [world]. 13 He lives with the dead. [They] 14
all [come to a single thing. They] 15 attain salvation [apart from] 16 the
dead. Now not [all] of them 17 needed salvation 18 initially, but it is a
greater salvation 19 since they are greatly inferior. 20
As for the (type of) person that is dead: 21 its soul, [its mind] and 22 its body
[are] all [dead]. 23 Sufferings [of the subtle], 24 fathers of[material men], 25
(they are demons that] 26 the fire (consumes]. 27 [They are worldly ... ] 28
... [ ... J 29 ... [ ... ] 10 ... [ ... ) 43 1 that is transformed.
The second (type of) 2 person is the immortal soul 3 that inhabits dead
things, 4 concerning itself with them; [for] 5 it then [undertakes] a search
for 6 particular benefits 7 [and it] experiences 8 bodily suffering. It (the
soul) 9 [is treated corporeally), and it 10 [forgets that it has] 11 an eternal
god; it 12 associates with daimons. 13
Now the humanity in the 14 Sojourn: if 15 it inwardly possesses a discovery
of the 16 truth, it is far 17 from the deeds of others 18 who live [wickedly]
and[stumble].
As for the (type of) person that repents: 20 if it renounces 21 dead things
and desires 22 real things-immortal 23 mind and immortal soul- 24 [it is
going to] be zealous about them 25 by first undertaking for itself an inquiry
26 not just about action 27 but of the results. 28 For from this he [receives a]
29
(conception. The entire place] and 30 [every] attainment [will be his].
19

44 1 Now the (type of) person that can be saved 2 is the one that seeks itself
and 3 its intellect and finds each 4 of them. And how much power s this
(type) has! The person 6 that has been saved is one who has not known 7
about these things (merely] as 8 they (formally) exist, but one 9 who is per
sonally involved with [the] rational faculty 10 as it exists [in him]. 11 He has
grasped their [image that is different] 12 in every situation as though they
had become 13 simple and one. For then 14 this (type) is saved who can 15
pass through (them) all; 16 [he becomes] 17 them all. Whenever it 18
[wishes], it again parts 19 from all these matters and 20 withdraws into itself;
21 for
it becomes divine, 22 having withdrawn into god.
VIII 27 19 Do not be amazed about the 20 differences among souls. 21 When
one thinks that they are different, 22 they are (dis]similar; they are [parts) 23
of things [already dead]. 24 One person [appears] 25 in a [soul] and is [com
pletely] corrupt, 26 and their [souls) 27 [come to be in their) body; another 28
[who is within] his time 29 [appears) while 27 1 their soul exists [within] 2
their body. Now those who are 3 completely [corrupt] are four, 4 while
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those [within] 5 time are nine. Each one 6 of them has its character 7 and
habit. Though similar, they 8 are different, distinct, and 9 permanent.
And other immortal souls 10 associate with all 11 these souls because of 12
the Sophia who looked down. 13 For there are three kinds of 14 immortal
souls:
The ones who have 15 taken root upon the Sojourn 16 have a self-generated
17 power; they 18 follow the ways of 19 others. Another, being of a 20 single
kind, is one who 21 [is self-possessed].
(Second), those that 22 stand [upon the] Repentance, who 23 [were not am
bivalent about] sin, 24 since knowledge is sufficient [for] them. 25 Although
they are neophytes [they still sin]. 26 Yet it (this type) has distinctions too,
27 (for every] one has 28 sinned with others [and] 28 1 has repented with
others 2 [although they appear] alone. 3 For there are [three] sub-classes of
these, 4 namely, those who have committed 5 all the sins and have repented,
6 or those destined to sin, 7 or those who sin intentionally. 8
Therefore, their
aeons also are six 9 according to the place attained 10 by each of their
(souls).
The third 11 (major kind) is that of the souls of 12 the Self-generated ones,
because they 13 have a word of the ineffable 14 truth existing in 15 knowl
edge as well as self-generated [power] 16 and eternal [life]. 17 [And] they
have four distinctions 18 in the same manner: the forms 19 of angels, 20 those
who love the truth, 21 those who hope, and those who believe. 22 [Indeed),
they [also] have [syzygies], 23 and they exist [within them]. 24 They exist
[as four aeons of] 25 the Self-generated ones. [The first] is 26 the one be
longing to [perfect Life]; 27 the [second] is [the one belonging to Mental
ity]. The 28 [third is the one belonging to eternal] 29 Knowledge; the fourth
is 30 the one (belonging to the] immortal [souls].

Both the passage from the Apocryphon of John and from Zostrianos
draw their imagery from Plato's myths concerning the transmigration of
the soul (Phaedo 113D-114E; Gorgias 523A-6C; Phaedrus 248C-249C;
Republic X 614B-621 B). The differences in souls appear to be related to
the succession of births experienced by the soul, e.g., the four grades of
souls in Phaedo I13D-1 l4E: holy souls, either ordinary ones incarnated
by birth at earth's surface or those of philosophers who become bodiless
(i.e., the "self-generated" kind); the souls of those neither very good nor
very bad (i.e. "those ambivalent about sin," who inhabit the Sojourn);
curable sinners who repent (i.e. who inhabit the Repentance); and the
souls of wicked, incurable sinners (i.e., those who are "dead"). Further
allusions to Platonic material are also present, e.g., to the nine births of
Phaedrus 2480-E, to the prospect of conjoining (as syzygies) with those
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who seek wisdom (Phaedrus 249A), and to the distinction between cur
able and incurable sins in Gorgias 525A-B, as well as a reference to the
soul of the philosopher who hasn't meddled with other's affairs in Gor
gias 526C.
III. R1TUAL AND THEURGICAL PRACTICES AND THE SOUL'S ASCENT

A. The Celestial Baptismal Ritual
The centrality of a specific baptismal rite throughout most of Sethian
history was emphasized in Chapter 6, where it was pointed out that, in
the case of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, the original earthly rite is
transcendentalized; just as enlightenment is now obtained by a practice
of visionary ascension, so also baptism in the living waters is now ex
perienced on the heavenly rather than earthly plane. Indeed, Zostrianos'
ascent through the Barbelo Aeon is marked out by a series of celestial
baptisms. Zostrianos subdivides the Aeon of Barbelo into three levels,
from highest to lowest: Kalyptos ("hidden"), Protophanes ("first
appearing"), and Autogenes ("self-generated"). The salvific function of
these subaeons becomes apparent by their association with 1) certain
baptismal waters:

VIII 15 4 It is the water of Life that 5 belongs to Vitality in which you now

have been baptized in the Autogenes. 1 It is the [water] of Blessedness 8
that (belongs] to Knowledge in which you 9 will be [baptized) in the Proto
phanes. 10 Jt is the water of Existence 11 [which] belongs to Divinity, that is,
12
to Kalyptos.

6

VIII 22 4 And 5 the universal intelligence joins in 6 when the

water of
Autogenes is complete. When one knows it and all these, one has to do
with the 10 water of Protophanes; when 11 one unites with him and all these,
12
one has to do with Kalyptos.
8

1

9

with 2) certain "seals" located on a crown of [light] bestowed by
Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus (usually a Sethian name for "the living
water"), apparently signifying the receipt of"a holy spirit":

VIII 58

genes]

15

And the seals (of this] kind 14 are those belonging to [Auto
and Protophanes and 16 Kalyptos.
13

and with 3) certain kinds of visionary and auditory experiences:
With perfect soul he [sees] those 3 of the Autogenic ones; with
Intellect, those of the Triple Male; with 5 Holy Spirit, those of the Proto-

VIII 24

2

4
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phanic 6 ones. He hears about Kalyptos 7 through the powers of the Spirit
from whom they 8 have come forth in a far superior 9 revelation of the In
visible 10 Spirit. And by means of the thought 11 which now exists in si
lence and 12 within the First Thought, (he hears) about the Triple 13 Pow
ered Invisible Spirit; it 14 is, moreover, an audition and a silent power ts
purified with life-giving spirit, 16 the perfect, [first] perfect, 17 and all
perfect one.
Since the waters associated with each of these three subaeons signify the
reception of one of the three powers of the Invisible Spirit, baptism into
each successive one enables ascending degrees of spiritual enlighten
ment or knowledge:
17 According 18 to each locale one has 19 a portion of the 20 eternal
ones [and] ascends 21 (to them. As] one 22 (becomes pure and] simple, 23
just so one continually [approaches] 24 unity. Being [always] 25 pure and
(simple], 26 one is filled [with Mentality,] 27 with Existence [and Essence],
28
and a holy Spirit. There is 24 1 nothing of him outside of him.

VIII 23

Baptism into the waters of Autogenes signifies or enables a recognition
of the reality of individual souls and ideal forms of individual things;
one becomes a "perfect individual":

VIII 17 6 Therefore the first perfect water of

7

the Triple Powered One,
<that of> Autogenes, [is] Life for the perfect souls, 9 for it is a rational
expression of 10 the perfect god's creativity .... is [But] he who simultane
ously knows 16 [how he exists] and what 17 [the) living [water is], 18 [such a
one] lives within 19 [knowledge. That which belongs to knowledge] is the 10
[water of] Vital[ity). And in 21 [becoming, Life) becomes [limitless] 22 (that
it may receive] its [own Being).
8

VIII 22

ll Similarly among the
15 along with their parts,

14

aeons: as regards knowing these indi
they are [perfect]. Those 16 of the Entirety
vidually
where 17 knowledge is and that which they know 18 have [become distinct],
yet 19 they have something in common 20 with one another. The Entirety
and all 21 [these have the) 22 immersion in the [baptism of the) 23 [Auto
genes).
Baptism into the waters of Protophanes signifies or enables an ability to
recognize the undifferentiated unity that characterizes individual souls
and ideal forms; one becomes an "all perfect" one who is "unified":

VIII 22

4
And s tJ1e universal intelligence joins in 6 when the 7 water of
Autogenes is complete. 8 When one knows it and 9 all these, one has to do
with the 10 water of Protophanes.
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VIII 23 1 That one, exhibiting himself 2 as one who has come to know how

he belongs to him and experiences 4 mutual fellowship,
the baptism of Protophanes.

3

5

has washed in

Baptism into the waters of Kalyptos signifies or enables an ability to
recognize the absolute unity and single source of all souls and all ideal
realities; one becomes "truly existing" and "super-perfect":

VIII 19 4 The path of ascent that is higher 5 than perfect (is) likewise with

Kalyptos.

VIII 23 6 And if one understands their 7 origin, 8 how they are all manifest

in 9 a single principle, and how 10 all who are joined come to 11 be divided,
and how those 12 who were divided join 13 again, and how the parts 14 Ooin
with] the wholes and the 15 species with the [genera]-when 16 one under
stands these things-one has washed 17 in the baptism ofKalyptos.

In the course of his ascent into the Barbelo Aeon, Zostrianos is baptized
five times by a traditional set of celestial Sethian powers in the name of
Autogenes and is transformed into various grades of angel. He is bap
tized two more times by Youel in living water in the presence of the
Triple Male Child, where he receives form, semblance, light, a holy
spirit, and sight (VTII 59,25-62,10). At this point the series of baptisms
ends. Although he comes to stand before Protophanes as "truly exist
ing," the remainder of the text, at times badly damaged, gives no indica
tion that he is ever actually baptized in the waters of Protophanes and
Kalyptos. Instead, he is anointed by the Luminaries of the Barbelo
Aeon, and, after their lengthy revelation, is brought before Protophanes,
empowered, inscribed in glory, sealed and crowned, becoming "all
perfect."
Prior to his five baptisms in the lowest level of the Barbelo Aeon,
Zostrianos undergoes a series of preliminary baptisms corresponding to
the initial stages of his ascent. In order to arrive at the Self-generated
Aeons, the lowest level of the Barbelo Aeon, Zostrianos ascends on a
luminous cloud. Leaving his physical body and perhaps the lower com
ponents of his soul on earth, he ascends with his angelic escort through
the thirteen aeons of the sublunary realm presided over by the archon of
creation (VIIJ 4,20-5,10; cf. the Gospel of the Egyptians III 63,17-18).
In his first baptism, evidently at the level of the moon, he is assimilated
to the image of the glories (VIII 5, 11-17). He next traverses the "airy
earth," that is, the realm of the seven planets--called the Aeonic Cop
ies-and is baptized once for each of their aeons (VIII 5, 17-23). Next,
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abandoning the cosmos, he arrives at the Sojourn-likely the place
where disembodied souls reside between periods of reincarnation-and
he is again baptized. Ascending to the Repentance-perhaps the place
where such disembodied souls make the choice that determines their
next reincarnation-he is baptized six times, is empowered and ascends
to the Self-generated Aeons, where he undergoes the five baptisms in
the name of Autogenes. Later on the text distinguishes between the vari
ous baptisms appointed for those who attain the rank of sojourners, the
repentant, the perfect individuals in the Autogenes Aeon, the all-perfect
in the Protophanes Aeon, and those who truly exist in the Kalyptos
Aeon:

[For each] of the aeons 29 [there is] a baptism 30 [of this sort).
[one] strips off the world 25 1 and lays aside [nature], 2 whether
Now
one is a sojourner, without 3 dwelling place or power, 4 following the prac
tices of s others, or whether one repents, 6 having committed no sin, 7 being
satisfied with knowledge (and) 8 without concern for anything (worldly), 9
baptisms are appointed 10 respectively for these; it is the path II into the
Self-generated ones. (There is) the one (in the name of Autogenes) 12 in
which you have now been baptized each 13 time, which is appropriate for
seeing the [perfect) 14 individuals; it is a knowledge is of everything, hav
ing originated 16 from the powers of the Self-generated ones. 17 (There is)
the one you will perfom1 when you transfer 18 to the all-perfect aeons (of
Protophanes). 19 When you wash in the third 20 baptism, [then] you will
learn 21 about those (that] truly (exist] 22 in [that] place (i.e., ofKalyptos).
VIII 24

28

if l 1

But as far as the present state of the text allows one to follow the narra
tive, Zostrianos never receives baptisms at the level of Protophanes and
Kalyptos. After the lengthy revelation of Ephesech and Zostrianos' fifth
baptism in the name of Autogenes, Ephesech is replaced by Youel, who
baptizes Zostrianos twice more as he stands immediately before the
Protophanes Aeon in the company of the Self-generated Aeons gazing
upon the Triple Male Child (VIII 56,24-64,7). Limited as it is to the
lowest levels of the Barbelo Aeon, Zostrianos' baptismal ascent stands
in apparent contrast to the ascents described in Allogenes and Marsanes,
where those respective visionaries-evidently without the benefit of any
explicit transcendental baptisms-ascend to the summit of the Barbelo
Aeon and beyond, even experiencing the three powers of the Invisible
Spirit. Zostrianos' baptisms and direct visions seem to terminate imme
diately before the Aeon of Protophanes; beginning with the Kalyptos
("hidden") Aeon, those realities and the ones beyond are hidden from
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his direct observation, and are made available to him only by the hearing
of revelatory discourse--which nevertheless informs him of matters
unknown even to gods and angels (VITI 128,15-18) !
In addition to these twenty-two baptisms, two final ritual acts occur
during the ascent: chrism and coronation. Zostrianos is anointed by cer
tain glories prior to the final revelation from the Luminaries of the Aeon
of Barbelo (VIII 63,20-22), and upon completion of this revelation, he is
brought before Protophanes and "inscribed in glory and sealed," where
upon he receives a perfect crown (VITI 129,2-6), presumably of the sort
he had seen prior to the Luminaries' revelation and whose nature was
explained by Youel (VIII 57,4-59,7). Similarly in Allogenes, Youel
anoints Allogenes just before she speaks to him of the Triple Powered
One (XI 52,13-33) and hands Allogenes over to the Luminaries of the
Barbelo Aeon for the final revelation.
All these ritual actions are of a traditional nature, well-attested in
other Sethian texts.17 Thus in VIII 6,7-17 there is evidence of a sequence
of ritual acts including baptism in the name of Autogenes by Micheus
and Michar, purification by Barpharanges, and glorification and seal
ing-perhaps equivalent to coronation-by Gamaliel and Gabriel
(cf. VIII 57,7-9; 58,20-26), although at this point Zostrianos explicitly
experiences only baptism in the name of Autogenes. Apparently, Zostri
anos has interpreted baptism and chrism as preparation for the receipt of
higher revelation and vision of transcendent reality, while sealing and
coronation signify its actual receipt.
The significance of each of Zostrianos' multiple baptisms is only par
tially apparent, although they obviously signify levels of spiritual pre
paredness and achievement, and mark stages in a vertically-conceived
ascent. A single baptism marks his ascent to the superlunary realm, and
17. In particular, see the Gospel of the Egyptians and the sequence: investiture,
baptism, enihronement, glorification, and rapture in the Trimorphic Protennoia,
XIII 48,14-30. In general, see J. D. TURNER, "Ritual in Gnosticism," in Gnosticism
and Later Platonism: Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik
(SBL Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of Biblical Literature, 2001),
87-97 (earlier version in Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 33 [1994],
136-181), and "To See The Light: A Gnostic Appropriation of Jewish Priestly Prac
tice and Sapiential and Apocalyptic Visionary Lore," Mediators of the Divine: Hori
zons of Prophecy and Divination in Mediterranean Antiquity, ed. R. M. Berchman
(Florida Studies in the History of Judaism I 63; Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1998),
63-113.
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seven more mark his ascent through the seven planetary orbits. A single
baptism marks his entry into the Sojourn, probably where disembodied
souls assemble before making the choice that determines their future
embodiment, and in the apparent place of that choice, the Repentance,
Zostrianos is baptized six times, once for each of its six levels, defined
by whether or not one has actually sinned and if having sinned, how
much they sinned, whether or not they intended to do so, and whether or
not they repented (cf. VIII 27,21-28, I 0). The fivefoldness of his bap
tisms in the name of Autogenes is explained by the initial baptism's
reference to the powers generally invoked in the traditional Sethian bap
tismal rite called "the Five Seals." Unfortunately, the damaged text sur
rounding the mention of his two final baptisms by Youel leaves their
precise significance a mystery, although they clearly have to do with
"seeing" the invisible reality associated with the Triple Male Child. The
significance of Zostrianos' chrism at the entrance to the Protophanes
Aeon prior to the final revelation discourse is unclear, as is the signifi
cance of his sealing, glorification and crowning upon its completion.
The crown may represent success in a spiritual ordeal, but the sealing
and its relation to the four seals on the crowns, of which only three re
ceive any explanation (VIJI 57,21-58,27)-still remains obscure.
B. Ecstatic Prayer and Theurgical Utterances
Zostrianos, Allogenes, and the Three Ste/es of Seth share a common
tradition of ecstatic prayer that may have had theurgical significance.
Each of the treatises has incorporated what appears to have been a single
doxological prayer drawn from liturgical material associated with the
ritual of visionary ascent of the sort attested in the Three Ste/es ofSeth.
While the final part of the prayer included in the Three Steles of Seth
occurs in the third stele directed to the praise of the supreme pre-existent
One, the initial part preserved in Zostrianos and Allogenes seems to be
oriented towards the Barbelo Aeon, in particular toward the process by
which it unfolds from the Triple Powered One of the Invisible Spirit's
three powers, Existence (missing in Allogenes), Vitality or Life, and
Mentality or Blessedness, as the terms here in boldface indicate:
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Zostrianos
VIII 86,13-23;
88,9-22; 51,24-52,8
86

13

You are great,
Aphr[edon]. 14 You are
perfect, Neph[redon].' 15
To his Existence she
says: 16 'You are great,
Deipha[neus]'- 17
she [is] his activity and
Life 18 and Divinity- 19
'You are great,
Harmedo[n), 20 the [all-)
glorious one, Epiph[aneus]'

his Blessedness and
the perfection [of] the
23 unity.
88 8 'I) 9 bless [you ... )
10 0
Be[ritheus,
Erigenaor], 11
Or(imeni)os, Ar[amen], 12
Alphl(cges), Elilio[upheus), 13 Lalameus,
Noetheus! 14 Your name
is great [and] 15 strong.
He who knows [you] 16
knows everything. You
are 17 one, you are one,
Sious, Ei[ron], 18
Aphredon! You are the
[aeon] 19 of the aeons of
the 20 perfect great one,
the first 21 Kalyptos of the
[third] 22 activity!'
- 21
22

Allogenes XI 54,6-37
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Three Ste/es ofSeth
VII 126,5-13

(viz. "According to that
Existence of thine ...
even the ... from which
derives Perfection:")
54 6 thou art 7 [great,
Deiphan]eus! Solmis, 8
[thou art great)!
According to the Vitality 9
[that is thine, even] the
first activity 10 from
which derives 11 Divinity:
Thou art great, 12
Armedon! Thou art
perfect, 13 Epiphaneus!
And according to that
activity 14 of thine, the
second power 15 and the
Mentality from 16 which
derives Blessedness: 17
Autoer, Beritheus, 18
Erigenaor, Orimenios,
Aramen, 19 Alphleges,
Elelioupheus, 20
Lalameus, Yetheus,
Noetheus! 21 Thou art
great! He who knows thee
22
knows the All! Thou art
one, thou 23 art one, he
who is good, Aphredon!
24

Thou art the Aeon of 25
aeons, he who is
perpetually! " 26
Then she praised 27 the
entire One, say ing: 28
Lalameus, Noetheus,
Senaon, 29 Asineus, Ori-

126 5 [OJ blessed
concealed (aeon) 6
Senaon, [who begets
himself] from its own
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Zostrianos

VIII 86, 13-23;
88,9-22; 51,24-52,8
SJ 24 'You arc one, you
are 2s [one), you are one,
0 Child 52 1 of[ ... ] 2
Yato[menos ... ) 3 exist
[ ... ) 4 ... [ ... ] s you
6
[ ... ]. You are one, you
(are one ... ] 7 Semelel
8
[ ... ) Telmachae[I ... j Q
Omolhem [..J 10 male .. .
[ ... ] 11 [the] cngenderer
[of glory, the] 12 ruler of
[glory, thel 13 lovable
one, he [of] all [the] 14
absolutely all-perfect
ones. is Akron [ ... ). 16 0
Triple Male: AA (AAA]
11 nnnnn BJ TPEit
E[I:E]! 18 You are spirit
from 19 spirit; you are
light 20 from light; you
are [silence) 21 from
silence; [you are] 22
thought from thought, 23
0 (perfect) Child of24 the
god Zn¥ [ .. ) 25 ¥W�

Allogenes XI 54,6-37

Three Ste/es ofSeth
VII 126,5-13

phanios, 30 Mellephaneus,
Elemaon{ }, 31 <l>smoun,
Optaon. He who 32 is!
Thou art He who is, 33 the
Aeon of aeons, the 34
Unbegotten One higher
than the unbegotten ones,
35 Yatomenos, thou alone
36
for whom all the
unborn ones were
begotten, 37 the
Unnameable one!

self, 7 [Asi]neus, 8
[ ... )ephneus, Optaon,
0 great power,
Elemaon, 9 Emouniar,
10 Nibareus,
Kandephoros. Aph
redon. 11 Deiphaneus!
It is you 12 who are
Armedon (for) these:
0 you who produce
powers, 13 0 Thala
natheus, Antitheus!

The beings invoked belong to the Aeon of Barbelo and are associated
with its subaeons Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes. The version of
the prayer in Allogenes seems the most complete and unified, and may
be the version closest to the source of the prayer. The Three Ste/es of
Seth seems only to cite the conclusion to the prayer; whjJe it directs this
segment to the figure of Senaon, Allogenes directs it to "the entire one,"
within which Senaon is merely an included figure. The version in Zos
trianos is unusual in that it distributes segments of what appears to have
been an integral prayer into two separate parts of the treatise: the initial
part is located in the context of the final revelation to Zostrianos by the
Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon, where they depict the Kalyptos Aeon's
praise of Barbelo (further subdivided into a portion spoken by Kalyptos
and another spoken in the plural by members of his aeon). What seems
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(according to the version in Allogenes) to have been its final part is lo
cated much earlier in the treatise, where it is directed to the entire Aeon
of Barbelo and apparently spoken by Zostrianos in concert with certain
others on the occasion of his firth baptism in the name of Autogenes.
The Three Ste/es ofSeth-in keeping with its character as a prayer book
for a community-oriented ritual of ascent-has the prayer spoken in the
plural by any Sethian who would undergo the ascent, while Allogenes
portrays the prayer as spoken in the singular by the revealer Youel at a
point prior to the primary revelation from the Luminaries of the Bar
belo.18
The conclusion of the prayer in Zostrianos also contains nomina bar
bara otherwise unattested in other Sethian texts, indecipherable graphic
tokens (cruv0�µaTa), and it contains instances of letters to be chanted
and perhaps to be interpreted (e.g., AA[AAA] 00000 Bl TPEIE E[LE],
which might mean something like "fivefold first and last; twice times
I 0,000 times three in one"). Two other similar instances of such charac
ter strings occur in Zostrianos, involving both repetition and position in
the sequence (K>-.tµaTa) of vowels, one reads:
VIII 118 16 You are the [triad) 17 who [is] thrice [replicated: AAA] 18 EEE.'
19
[They are] the first seve_n [vowels]. 19 [Now] the third [vowel and] 20 the
second [vowel are these: EEE] 21 EEEE AAAAAAA [ ... ] 22 And this [has
four ... ]

and the other apparently plays upon repetition as well as forms of the
Greek verb "to be" and forms of the noun "life" ((w�) and verb ((aw)
"to live":
VIII 127

1

'cf>OH ZOH ZHOH ZH[OH] zm:i

2

zm:1 ZAO ZHOOO

ZHI:EN ZHI:EN 3 The individuals and the four 4 who are eightfold are
alive! 5 HOOOO HA HO! It is you who are before 6 them, you who are in
them 7 all!'
18. A doxology very similar to the end of the version in Allogenes appears in a
"Prayer of Set" (€YXH CHT} published by W. BRASHEAR, "Seth-Gebet" (mit Ab
bildungen 3-4), Archiv fur Papyrusforschung 42.1 (1996), 26-34; plates II-III. This
doxological prayer is written immediately before a colophon on the lower half of a
leaf from an ostensibly second or third century papyrus codex, apparently as "space
filler" rather like the Hermetic prayer of thanksgiving in NHC YI 63,33-65,7 and the
prayer ofthe apostle Paul on the front flyleafofNHC I Al-BIO. It appears to contain
the names Sunaon, Mell[e)phaou, El[l]emm[a6ni), Smoun, Eptaon, as well as the
word iitµuj>p6VTJ, the feminine being featured in the Nag Hammadi tractate by that
name (NHC XI,4. Hypsiphrone).
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These are clearly intended as syllables of power.19 Sometimes they are
enigmatic abbreviations for articulate utterances, sometimes they have
nearly the character of Hindu mantras, as in the chanting of strings of
vowels in semi-numerical groupings, where the emphasis seems to lie
on the rhythm, sonority and repetitiveness of the verbal performance,
possibly in a communal setting. The indecipherable graphic tokens,
appearing in Zostrianos (VIII 51,24-25) seem intended to be seen rather

than spoken; perhaps they were for private appropriation on the part of a
reader rather than communal recitation, and thus approach the phe
nomenon of the "reading mystery" (Lesemysterium, a term coined by
Reitzenstein to characterize the graduated reading of treatises within the
Corpus Hermeticum). If so, Zostrianos would have functioned within
both a private and communal setting. The closely-related Three Ste/es of
Seth, where the same kind of ecstatic prayer appears (VII 125,23126, 17) as part of a collection of hymns directed to Pigeradamas, Auto-

19. See B. A. PEARSON, "Theurgic Tendencies in Gnosticism and lamblichus'
Conception of Theurgy," in Neopla1onism and Gnosticism, ed. R. T. Walls nnd J.
Bregman (Studies in Neoplatonism, Ancient and Modern 6; Albany: State Univer
sity of New York Press, 1992), 253-276, esp. 258-260, quoting lamblichus, De
Mysteriis l.12 41,16-42,5 Des Places: the soul, "leaving behind her own life has
exchanged it for the most blessed energy of the gods. If, therefore, the ascent
through invocations bestows on the priests purification from passions, deliverance
from generation, and unity with the divine principle, how then could anyone connect
it with passions? For such (an invocation) does not draw the impassible and pure
(gods) down to passibility and impurity, but, on the contrary, it makes us, who had
become passible through generation, pure and immovable," and De Mys
teriis VIII.4 256,8-15 Des Places: "We think it is necessary to address the gods in a
language related to them .... These who first learned the names of the gods, connect
ing them with their own proper tongue, handed them down to us, that we might
always preserve inviolate, (in a language) peculiar and proper to these (names), the
sacred law of tradition." To this one might add Corpus Hermelicum XVl.2 (Ascle
pius 10 King Ammon): "Expressed in our own native (Egyptian) tongue, the dis
course keeps clear the meaning of the words, for its very quality of sound, the very
intonation of the Egyptian names, have in themselves the actuality of what is said.
So as far as you can, 0 King-and you can do all things-keep this our discourse
from translation, in order that such mighty mysteries may not come to the Greeks,
and the disdainful speech of Greece with all its looseness and its surface beauty, so
10 speak, take all the strength out of the solemn and the strong-the energetic speech
of Names. The Greeks, 0 King, have novel words. efTecting demonstration only;
and thus is the philosophizing of the Greeks-the noise of words. But we do not use
words; we rather use sounds filled full with deeds."
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genes, Barbelo, and the pre-existent One, clearly presupposes a commu
nal setting: 20

VII 127 6 Whoever 7 remembers these (hymns) and always 8 glorifies shall
be 9 perfect among those who are perfect 10 and impassive beyond 11 all
things; 12 for individually and collectively they all praise 13 these: and af
terward they shall be 14 silent. And just as it has 15 been ordained for them,
they will ascend. 16 After silence, they will descend 17 from the third: 18
they will bless the second; 19 and afterward, the first. 20 The way of ascent
is the way 21 of descent.

Zostrianos exhibits two main kinds of ritual practice, baptism and ec

static speech and prayer, that have been inherited from an older baptis
mal cult and incorporated into a practice of visionary ascent intended to
achieve enlightenment and therefore salvation. In the process, both
forms of ritual practice have been interpreted as transcendental acts
through which the aspirant is assimilated to increasingly more stable
fonns of transcendental reality represented by an ascending series of
aeonic realms, entrance into which is assisted by revelations from vari
ous savior figures: an angel of light, various glories including Au
throunios, Ephesech Child of the Child, Youel Mother of the Glories,
and the Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo.
Beginning at the level of the Self-generated Aeons, the Aeon of Bar
belo-representing the Intellect of the supreme deity-presents itself in
three fundamental aeonic levels presided over by Autogenes, Proto
phanes, and Kalyptos. Each of these is associated with a certain baptis
mal water, immersion in which effects assimilation to the nature of the
inhabitants of that respective aeon. The visionary undergoes respective
transformations of consciousness from separate individuality, through an
awareness of collective unification, to the ultimate stability of pure be
ing and ideal existence. The effectiveness of each type of baptismal
water is attributed to empowerment by a respective power of the su
preme Triple Powered d�ity, first the Vitality of potential existence, then
the Blessedness of true knowledge and determinate existence, and ulti
mately, sheer Existence beyond being altogether. Each phase of spiritual
awareness is further marked by acts of vision and praise whose utterance
confirms one's possession of that phase and an awareness of the position
in the spiritual hierarchy that has been achieved.
20. VII 127, 11-21, lrans. B. LAYTON, The Gnostic Scriptures. A New Translation
with Annotations and Introductions (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1987), 158.
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C. Alphabetical, Numerical
and Graphic Symbolism for the Soul in Marsanes
Other than the "de anima" sections of the Apocryphon of John
(JI 25, 16-27,30) and Zostrianos (V)[J 42, I 0-44,22 and 27, 19-28,30) on
the destiny of souls, Marsanes contains the most extensive treatment of
the soul, not only in Sethian literature, but also in most Gnostic literature
as a whole. No reader of Marsanes can fail to wonder about the inten
tion of the long section on the nomenclature of the cosmic powers and
of the soul (X 8, l 4b-39,17) and the nature of the reception and imple
mentation expected of its original audience. In particular, it is not clear
whether the various strings of Greek alphabetic characters were cited by
the author as graphical illustrations of his phonological discussion or as
formulas to be enacted in ritual speech, perhaps as syllables of power, or
some combination of both. The theory underlying their use and signifi
cance is expounded in the surviving portions of Marsanes (X 25,2 lb39, I 7).
The heavily damaged section on the configurations and powers of the
Zodiacal signs in X 21, 1-25,21 that precedes the elaborate treatment of
the alphabet and the configurations of the soul in X 25,21b-39,17 sug
gests that various combinations of the letters of the Greek alphabet sym
bolize the nature and condition of both the human and cosmic soul (the
"celestial soul [that sur]rounds [the cosmos]," X 21,23-24), and are
somehow related to the phonology of the names and the visual shapes
(animal-like, polymorphic, mono- and bi-formed) of the signs of the
Zodiac, whose "powers" are the angels.21 The nature of these relations is
never made clear, not only because of the exceptionally damaged condi
tion of the introductory discussion, but also because the author has ap
parently discussed these matters elsewhere (X 25, 15-20) and presup
poses his readers' familiarity with them. Nevertheless, careful study of
astral phenomena, their shapes and numerical relationships, reveals the

21. Sec Iamblichus, De mysteriis 1.21 65,4-12 Des Places: "By means of them
(rituals), unutterable things are expressed through ineffable symbols" and
111.9 118,16-119,4 Des Places: "Sounds and melodies arc appropriately consecrated
to each of the gods, and kinship with them is fittingly rendered according to the
appropriate ranks and powers of each, the mot.ions of the universe itself, and the
harmonious sounds whirring from these motions." See discussion in PEARSON,
"Theurgic Tendencies," op. cit., n. 19.
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essential connection or sympathy (auµmi0ew) between heavenly and
earthly phenomena:
X 42 1 whether he observes the 2 two (sun and moon) or observes 3 the
seven planets 4 or the twelve s signs of the Zodiac or 6 the thirty [-six] De
cans 7 [ ••• ] 8 [ ••• ] 9 [ ••• J 10 [ ••• ] 11 [ ••• which] 12 are [the twelve zones
(i.e., TO: 6w6EKOTT]µ6pta, i.e., 12 signs of30 degrees each)) 13 [that total) 14
[three hundred-sixty) is degrees (i.e., al µovoµOLptm), [to] the 16 [places] in
[association] with 17 [these] numbers (i.e., degrees traversed), whether
[those in heaven] 18 or those upon the earth, 19 and those that are under the
[earth,] 20 according to the sympathies and 21 the divisions (allotments?) de
riving from 22 these and from the remaining 23 [three hundred sixty] degrees
24 [according to kind and) according to 25 [species).

Evidently, both the soul and the Zodiacal signs possess a certain shape
or configuration (ax�µa) that can be symbolized by the elemental pho
netic and graphic constituents (aTOLXELa-a tenn that also designates
the letters-ypciµµarn) of the alphabet. These symbols can be distin
guished by such things as the presence of aspirated (rough) or non
aspirated (smooth) pronunciation, in much the same way as the voices of
animals (and thus the theriomorphic signs of the Zodiac) can be classi
fied as either rough or smooth.
X 22 20 [It is necessary that] 21 all the forms [become] 22 configurations, so
that [a form may) 23 be assigned to [the elements (cf. letters)) 24 themselves
[including the) is [smooth (cf. inaspirates)] and the [rough (cf. aspirates),
like) 26 [the voices] of animals

Just as the ancients speculated on the four elements (aTOLXEia)-fire,
air, water, and earth-as the fundamental building blocks of physical
reality, so also they speculated on the twenty-four letters (aTOLXEt.a,
ypciµµarn) as the fundamental building blocks of the symbolic and
linguistic representation of reality, especially that of the astral realities,
such as the soul and the stars and planets, that seemed to govern motion
and change in the everyday world.
From the parts of the night and day they (the ancients) substitute the (let
ters) for the order of the elements, by likening the power of the let
ters/elements to the lunar circuit, both illumining things and being illu
mined by them, and being a configuration of the moon's circuit when it
waxes or wanes by its proper powers; a full moon is imitated by the nature
of vowels, the half-moon by the semi-consonants, and the crescent moon
by the waning of sound in the mutes. (Scho/ia londinensia in Dionysii
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Thracis Artem Grammaticam, ed. A. Hilgard in Grammatici Graeci

1.3.491,18-25)

Expressed slightly differently, in terms of all twenty-four letters:
As in the heavens the seven planets have the authority for governing what
appears and not deviating from the signs of the zodiac, but remaining and
revolving about them govern what appears, so also the vowels, having ac
quired authority over literate speech by being shaped by and combined
with the consonants, do not overstep the patterns of the 24 letters, but, al
ways cycling through them, complete the entire selfsame literate speech,
offering for this nothing else than sounds or letters, as neither night nor day
needs anything for its cycle other than the 24 hours, but through these
makes its circuit and the windings of its proper orbit. And so too the letters
somehow attain completion and numerical definition. (Scholia londinensia
in Dionysii Thracis Artem Grammaticam, ed. A. Hilgard in Grammatici
Graeci 1.3.491,30-492,8)
In Marsanes, this symbolic power of the letters applies not only to the
powers of the Zodiacal signs, but also to various "configurations"
(crx�µaTa) of the soul. The somewhat better-preserved section on the
alphabet and its relation to the configurations or shapes of the soul
seems to reflect portions of Plato's discussion of the structure of the
world soul and the incarnation of soul into body in Timaeus 35A-440.
Of particular importance seem to be three fundamental ("first," "sec
ond," "third") and two minor ("fourth," and "fifth") configurations of
the soul in relation to various components of the alphabet: the seven
"simple" vowels [aET]Louw] and their combination into diphthongs; the
seventeen consonants and their various subcategories (the semivowels
liquids (Aµvpcr] plus double consonants (alj,]-and the mutes-aspirate
(0cl>x], inaspirate [KiTT] and "intermediate" [py8]); and the combination
of all of them into syllables.
Apparently, the vowels and diphthongs symbolize the three highest
conditions of the soul-cosmic as well as individual-apart from so
matic embodiment, while the syllabic combinations of the consonants
perhaps symbolizing corporeality-with the vowels seem to symbolize
the "fourth" and "fifth" configurations of the soul, perhaps as an embod
ied entity. Just as the vowels are "influenced" by consonants, so also are
souls influenced by the body, just as both souls and bodies are influ
enced by the "angelic" powers of the seven planets and the stellar pow
ers of the dominant Zodiacal signs. But since the powers of these astral
objects are also regarded as somehow present in the fundamental "ele-
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ments" of reality in much the same way as the soul is present in the
body, knowledge of how their symbolic counterparts-the letters (as
O'TOLXE'ia)-combine and mutually influence one another at the levels of
syllable and word apparently gives the knower some measure of control
over the apparently external powers of the Zodiac, stars, and planets,
and the gods and angels embodied in them.
In addition to these five "configurations" of the soul, the author also
seems to think in terms of two "nomenclatures" (6voµaata): one for the
"gods and angels" (X 27, I 3-14; cf. 30,3-9) that has to do with natural
phonological combinations, and an "ignorant" nomenclature (X 30,28b31,4) which apparently has to do with certain unnatural combinations of
the seven vowels and seventeen consonants.
The author of Marsanes demands a certain mastery in knowing and
utilizing these "nomenclatures" as well as the properties of the numbers
and alphabetic characters that symbolize astral phenomena and their
sympathetic relations and apportionments to all three realms of the cos
mos, the heavens, the earth, and the underworld. Such mastery is not for
the purpose of pure speculation or entertainment, but the acquisition of
the kind of personal power that leads to salvation:
X 39 18 For these reasons we have acquired 19 sufficiency; for it is fitting
that 20 each one acquire 21 power for himself that he may bear fruit, 22 and
that we 23 never heap 24 scorn [on] the mysteries 25 [ ••• ) the [ ... ] 26 For
[ ... ]which [is ...]27 [ ..• ]soul [ ... ] 28 [••• the]signs of the Zodiac [ ... ]
29 ••• 30
1
a new hypostasis. 2 And the reward which will 3 be
[ .•• ) 40
[
]
provided for such a one 4 is salvation. s But the opposite will 6 happen there
to the one 7 who commits sin.

X 42 1 whether he observes the 2 two (sun and moon) or observes 3 the
seven planets 4 or the twelve s signs of the Zodiac or 6 the thirty [-six] De
cans 7 [ ••• ] 8 [ ••• ) 9 [ ••• ] 10 [ .•• ) 11 [.•. which] 12 are [the twelve zones
(i.e., 6w6EKaTTjµoptm, i.e., 12 signs of 30 degrees each)] 13 [that total] 14
[three hundred-sixty] 15 degrees (i.e., µovoLµoplat), [to] the 16 [places] in
[association] with 17 [these] numbers (i.e., degrees traversed), whether
[those in heaven] 11 or those upon the earth, 19 and those that are under the
[earth,]20 according to the sympathies and 21 the divisions (allotments?) de
riving from 22 these and from the remaining 23 [three hundred sixty] de
grees 24 [according to kind and] according to 25 [species].
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D. The Five Configurations or Shapes of the Soul in Marsanes
To facilitate discussion, f reproduce the text in a somewhat more sys
tematic order than that employed by the author of Marsanes, treating
first vowels, then consonants, consonant and vowel combinations, dia
critics, words and discourse, and finally arithmology in that order.22
Simple Vowels - the First Configuration of the Soul
X 25 22 However, the soul 22 too (has] 23 its configuration (aspects?) al
though it is diverse. 24 It is (in] 25 [its] form 26 that the configuration of the
only-begotten soul 27 resides. Its configuration 28 is [the second) 26 1
spherical part: ETJLOU, 2 while the first (part) goes around [it], 3 i.e., the self
begotten soul- 4 aeriwuw.
Duplicated Vowels (Diphthongs) - the Second Configuration of the
Soul
26 5 [The] second configuration- 6 ET]tou-derives from those [having] 7
two sounds (diphthongs). The first 8 that is appended to them is [the] 9 (up
silon], and [the iota is its] 10 [companion. And these are the ones] 11 [you
know] in [the radiance] 12 of the light.
28 5 The diphthongs were 6 as follows: at, au, 7 [E]t, Ev, T]U, ou, wv, ot, T]t, 8
[u]L, Wl, auEt, EUTJU, OLOU, 9 (yy)y, 'Y'Y'Y, 'Y'Y'Y, atau, IO [ElEU), TJU, OtOU, wu,
'Y'Y'Y, 11 [yyy], auEtEv, owu, riu 12 three times for a male soul. 13 (The third
14
configuration is spherical;) 15 the second configuration, 16 since it goes
around it, has 17 two sounds (is a diphthong).
Triplicated simple vowels - the Third (Male) Configuration of the Soul
27 26 [The] 27 third [configuration of the soul] 28 is [a sphere and] 28 1 it is a
spherical one (the second) that goes around 2 it. By virtue of the 3 simple
vowels 4 <aaa,> EEE, <TJTJTJ,> ttt, ooo, uuu, www 5 the diphthongs were-6 as
follows: at, au, 7 [E]L, EU, T)U, ou, WU, Ot, T]t, 8 [u]L, Wt. auEL, EUT)U, OlOU, 9
[yy)y, Y'Y'Y, Y'Y'Y, atau, IO [ElEU], T]U, OtOU, WU, 'Y'Y'Y, 11 [yyy], auEtEU, OLOU,
TJU- 12 three times for a male soul. 13 The third 14 configuration is spheri
cal; 15 the second configuration, 16 since it goes around it, has 17 l\vo
sounds.
The male soul's 18 third configuration 19 (consists) of the 20 simple vowels:
aaa, EEE, TJTJTJ, Ltl, 000, 22 uuu, WWW, WWW, WWW. 23 [And] this configura
tion is distinct 24 [from] the first, but 25 [they resemble) each other 26 (and

21

22. See my "Introduction" in W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier, and J. D. Turner, Marsa
nes (NH X, I), Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes » 25; (Que
bec: Presses de l'Universite Laval; Leuven-Paris: Editions Peeters, 200 I), 57-75.
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they) make some 27 [easy sounds) of 28 [this sort: aETJ]Ow. And 29 1 from
these (are made) the diphthongs (i.e., by suffixing Lu).
Vowel Combinations - the Fourth and Fifth Configurations of the Soul
So also the 3 fourth and the fifth (configurations): 4 with regard to
them, not everything was allowed to be 5 revealed, 6 but only those things
that are obvious. 7 You (pl.) were taught 8 about them, that you should con
template them 9 in order that they, too, might 10 seek and find [what) 11 they
all are, either 12 through themselves alone 13 or through one another, 14 or to
reveal [limits] 15 set from the beginning, 16 either alone [or] 17 in relation to
one another. Just as [they (the letters)] 18 exist with each other [in] 19 sound,
whether individually 20 or by similarity, [they are] 21 prepended, [they] 22
are appended. Either their 23 [part] is derivative and 24 similar, whether by
means of [the] 25 [long] (vowels TJW) or (by means of] 26 those of [dual time
value (aw), or] 27 by means of [the short (vowels Eo)] 28 which are short
[ ••• ) 29 [ ••• ] 30 1 or the oxytones (or: long vowels) or the 2 intermediate
tones (i.e., TTEpwnwµEva) or the barytones (or: short vowels).
29

2

The first three configurations (ax�µa) of the soul are all defined in
terms of the vowels, and are generally "spherical" in nature, apparently
forming three concentric spheres or orbits, the outer of which is the
"first" configuration and the inner the "third." While these three "reveal"
the invisible realm ("the whole place," perhaps the aeonic realm), and
thus may delineate the realm of disincamate souls (perhaps including the
world soul itself), the fourth and fifth configurations, which would be
located inside the first three, are capable of manifesting visible things,
perhaps the visible realms of the fixed stars (including the Zodiacal
belt), the planets, and earthly phenomena as well.
The first configuration of the soul has two "parts" (µEpos in X 26, l ),
an "only-begotten" and a "self-begotten" part; these terms suggest a
very special kind of soul, perhaps the cosmic soul itself. In contrast to
the pairs of vowels (diphthongs) symbolizing the second configuration
of the soul, and the trios of vowels symbolizing the third configuration
of the "male" soul, the representation of the first configuration by the
sequence of single ("simple," arrAous) non-repeated vowels (aET)LOuw)
as well as by its unique (µovoyEVTJS) and self-generated nature suggests
a "simple" and unitary nature, perhaps a monad that-in Pythagorean
terms-is neither even nor odd, neither female nor male, but androgy
nous. The second configuration of the soul seems "derived" from the
diphthongs (X 28, 15-17), each of which is a dyad that in Pythagorean
tradition is associated with a "female" nature. The third configuration of
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the soul is spherical; like the first, it is symbolized by simple vowels, but
apparently in a repeated pattern of triplets (X 28,21 aaa, EEE, T')T')T'), lll,
ooo, wv, www, www, www), thereby emphasizing its triple, or in Pythago
rean terms, its "male" character, since "three" is the first odd and "male"
number. Thus the first configuration is "simple," unitary and androgy
nous, the second is dyadic and female, and the third is triadic and male.
The fourth and fifth configurations of the soul, though not individu

ally assigned any pattern of letters, seem to refer to perceptible manifes
tations of the soul (e.g., of stars, planets and humans), which are never
theless worthy of contemplation. They are apparently also symbolized
by vowels-long (17w), short (EO), and intermediate (mu, either long or
short)-either alone or in certain combinations that can be accented
(oxytone, barytone, and intermediate).
The five configurations involving vowels alone might be summarized
as follows:

first outer (spherical?) configuration = aETJLO\JW = only-begotten soul unitary, androgynous

second spherical configuration = ETJLO\J "from diphthongs" = self-begotten
soul - dyadic, feminine
third spherical configuration = <aaa>, EEE, <YJYJTJ>, Lll, ooo, vvv, www triadic, male

fourth (spherical?) configuration = combinations of vowels = visible, per
ceptible
fifth (spherical?) configuration= combinations of vowels= visible, percep
tible

E. Consonants-Symbolizing Embodiment?
While the vowels symbolize various configurations of the soul, the
text goes on to discuss also the seventeen consonants and their combina
tion with the vowels. In this way the psychic power of the vowels be
comes embodied. It is apparently at this point that "naming" becomes
possible, particularly in the form of a certain natural "nomenclature"
(6voµaofo) that is appropriate for naming the gods and angels, but also
in certain unnatural combinations that produce an "ignorant" nomencla
ture.
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[the semivowels ((�lj;:>..µvpa)] are 27 1 superior to
the voiceless (consonants !3y6KrrT0<1>x) . 2 And those that are double ((elj;)
are superior 3 to the semivowels which 4 do not change (the liquids :>..µvp) .
And the aspirates (B<l>x) 5 are better than the inaspirates (KTTT) <of> 6 the
voiceless (consonants). 7 And as for those that are intermediate (!3y6 ), 8
their combinations are many. 9 They are ignorant [o f] 10 the good ones (i.e.,
the double consonants) and are 11 combined with the worse ones (i.e., the
liquids) in [the middle]. 12 [As] in the case 13 of the nomenclature for the
[gods) 14 and the angels, it is [not that] 15 they {the consonants ) are com
bined with each other 16 indiscriminately, but 17 only that they have 18 a
beneficial effect. 19 It just didn't happen 20 that their intention (or: pronun
ciation) was apparent.
28

Vowels1 which have sound of themselves and are therefore superior to
the consonants nevertheless require consonants for the completion of
speech:

If therefore the vowels are able to accomplish a sound of themselves, and
for this purpose have no need of the order of the consonants, why were the
consonants invented? We say that, as the soul can survive without the body
and likewise needs the body for accomplishing the survival of living crea
tures, just so too the vowels, even if they can be apprehended apart, have
need of combination with the consonants to accomplish grammatical
speech. (Heliodorus in Scho/ia /ondinensia in Dionysii Thracis Artem
Grammaticam, ed. A. Hilgard, Grammatici Graeci 1.3.501,7-14; cf.
I.3.500,29-30; 111.500,29-30 and Scholia Vaticana, ibid., 1.3. I 98,15-22;
cf. also Proclus, In rem pub/icam 2, 65.12-66,1).23
23. Proclus, In rem publicam 2, 65.12-66, I: "For the (elements) of the zodiac will
be analogous to bodies, and those of the planets to souls, for the latter are vowels,
while the (elements) of the zodiacal signs are consonants. A body cannot live with
out a soul nor a soul without a body, for just as the consonants are not disposed to be
pronounced without the vowels, neither are the vowels without the consonants. Of
what sort of things are fitting for which of the signs of the zodiac or of the planets
we spoke in other places, and how the seven vowels are distributed among the seven
planets and the seventeen consonants among the twelve signs of the zodiac. So
among the combinations one must begin from the vowels and must set them amid
the consonants and must end with them-among the consonants, as in the case of
nine month (pregnancies), where [in the Pythagorean 0"1T6pLµov Tp[yovov, a 3-4-5
right triangle ) one must place first the horizontal (4) ones and then those of the
hypotenuse (5), and as in the case of seven month (pregnancies), where one must
place first the vertical (3) ones and then the horizontal (4) ones (for the horizontal
leads in the revolution of the hypotenuse, and the vertical leads in the revolution of
the horizontal, for the vertical is above the earth and the horizontal is carried up with
it and, after both of these, the hypotenuse). And those among the beneficial must be
aspirated in pronunciation, but those of the opposite must not be aspirated." Cf.
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Marsanes seems to adopt this perspective in its valorization of the
twenty-four Greek letters, that is, the vowels are superior to the conso
nants, among which the semivowels ((et)J>-µvpa) are superior to the mute
consonants (�y6KTTT8<!>x).24 However, one notes that the Valentinian
Marcus "the Magician" proposed the reverse order of valorization; he
reports the "decree of the Tetrad" concerning the highest divine princi
ples:
Understand the twenty-four letters that you have as symbolic emanations
of the three powers that contain the entire number of elements on high. The
nine mute consonants belong to the Father and Truth because they are
voiceless, that is, inexpressible and unutterable. The eight semivowels be•
long to Logos and Life, since they occupy as it were the intermediate posi•
tion between the unvoiced and the voiced, and they receive the effusion of
those above them and elevate those beneath them. The vowels, seven in
number, belong to Man and Church, since a voice went forth from Man
and formed all things, for the echo of the voice gave them form. (Irenaeus,
Adversus Haereses 1.14,5)
According to Marsanes (X 26,27-27,20), as in the case of the nomencla
ture for the gods and angels, the intention (or perhaps the "pronunciaA. BoucHt-LECLERCQ, L 'astrologie grecque (Paris: Presses universitaircs de
France, 1899), 373-383. Philo compares vowels to the mind, semivowels to the
senses, and the mute consonants to the vowels: QG IV.117; cf. De congressu 1.50
and Opif. 126.
24. In late antique grammatical studies, certain classes of consonants were re
garded as better or worse than others. Thus, according to Melampous' commentary
on Dionysius Thrax, Ars Grammatica (ed. A. Hilgard in Grammatici Graeci
1.3.42 ,6-16), among the consonants, the semivowels (�µicj>wva = ,elj,>.µvpcr) are.
unlike the mutes (dcj>wva = �y6KTrTEl<pX), possessed of sound-although_ only "half.
baked'' (�µLav <j>wvijs)-and are thus "worse" (i:>.ciTTova) than the vowels
(cf>w1111evrn), which have "perfect voice" (Te>.e(a cf>w1111). Since they undergo altera
tion (µeTa�o>.�) in the conjugation of verbs (µE>->-T}oLs Twv pT]µciTwv) and the de
clension of nouns (K>.LoLs Twv 6voµchwv), Marsanes regards the semivowels as
superior to the mute consonants, which do not undergo such alteration
(ciµeTCi�o>.m), that is, as changeless entities they must be deprived of"soul." Among
the semivowels, the "long" (µaKpci) or "double" {6L1r>-.a) consonants (,elj,) arc supe•
rior to the "short" (�paxfo, �paxu) mutes (the liquids >.µvp and a), which "sound
worse" (µa>.>.ov KOK6<j>wva, Scholia londinensia in Dionysii Thracis Artem Gram
maticam, ed. Hilgard in Grammatici Graeci I.3.201,22). Among the mutes, the
aspirates (6aofo = 8cpx), produced only by the expulsion of much breath (i.e.,
"spirit"), arc superior-probably in the sense of more spiritual and vital-to the
inaspirates {lj,l>.ci = KTrT), which are produced only in the trachea, and are thus in tum
superior to the "intermediates·• (µloa = �-yo), whose combinations arc "many."
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tion")25 of apparently indiscriminate consonantal combinations may not
be evident; all that matters is that they work, that their effect (Epyaofo)
is beneficial.26 That these nomenclatures also have to do with syllable
formation is suggested by the following section:

X 30 3 And (sometimes) <the> consonants 4 exist with the vowels, 5 and by
turns 6 they are prepended 7 and appended. 8 They constitute a nomencla
ture 9 [for] the angels. And (sometimes) 10 [the] consonants are 11 inde
pendent, 12 [and] diverse-- 13 they (text: "it") prefix and they ("it") suffix 14
the hidden 15 gods. By means of 16 beat and 17 pitch and 18 silence and at
tack 19 [they] summon the semivowels, 20 all of which 21 are subjected to a
22 single [sound]. Just as it is only 23 the [unchanging (Aµvp)] <and> the
double (consonants CN) 24 that exist among the semivowels (CNAµvpo), 25
the aspirates (S<J>x) 26 [and the inaspirates (Km)] and the 27 [intermediates
(�y6)] constitute 28 [the voiceless (consonants �y6KTTT0<j>x).
Contrary to] 29 [nature they (the consonants and vowels)] are combined 30
[with one another, and] they are separate 31 1 from one another. They are 2
prepended and appended, 3 and they constitute an 4 ignorant nomencla
ture. 5 And they (the vowels) become one or 6 two or three or (four] 7 or
five or six up to 8 seven having a 9 [simple] sound. These that [have] 10 two
[sounds (diphthongs)] are grouped with [the] 11 [seventeen consonants.
Among] 12 the previously named [some] are 13 deficient and 14 they are as if
[they) had no substance, 15 or as if [they) were an image (ofJ 16 being, [or]
as if they separate 17 the nature (that is] good [from the one] 18 that [is] evil
in the [middle.] 19
And you (sg.) [will introduce] 20 into those (patterns) that resemble each
other 21 the vowels [together with] 22 the consonants. Some 23 are:
�aya6[a]Ca0a, 24 �eye6[e]Ce0e, [�r1Y'118TJ] 25 CTJ0TJ, [�L)'L6L(L0L, �oyo] 26
6o(o0o, [13uyu6u(u0u], 27 �wyw6w[Cw0w, and) 28 the rest. [And some are]: 29
f3a[�E�TJ�L�o�u�w]. 32 1 But the rest are 2 different: a�E�TJ�L 3 [13]0�, in or
der that you (sg.) might [assemble] 4 them and become separate from the 5
angels.
25. Reading TTOYW<y{e), "utterance" for MS TTOYW<ye, "will, intention,"
X 27,20.
26. For the nature of these "nomenclatures" (6voµao[m) or "namings" whose
pronunciation was able to effect the ascent of the soul to the level of and beyond the
gods and angels named by them, see Papyri Graecae Magicae XIII 206-212, 566
[Preisendanz], and on their apparent inarticulateness, also IV 605-6 I 7; for further
discussion, see P.-H. POIRIER, "Commentaire," in W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier, and
J. D. Turner, Marsanes (NH X. I). Bibliotheque coptc de Nag Hammadi, section
« Textes » 25; (Quebec: Presses de l'Universite Laval; Leuven-Paris: Editions Pee
ters, 2000), ad. foe.
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One gathers that certain syllables composed of consonants and vowels
constitute "a nomenclature [for] the angels" (X 30,3-15), while others
constitute an "ignorant nomenclature" (X 31,3) created by certain com
binations regarded as "contrary to nature" (TTapa <j>oow). While conso
nants in combination with vowels constitute a nomenclature for the
"angels," the consonants occurring by themselves have to do with these
hidden "gods" (X 30, 14; cf. "the nomenclature for the [gods] and the
angels" in X 27,13-14). The identity of these "hidden gods" remains
obscure; perhaps this term refers to something like sound and silence, or
the utterance of voces mysticae, or even the vowels themselves (which
have "sound") insofar as they are "hidden" between syllables and words
and are the natural bearers of meter and pitch; in any case these "gods"
seem to be the "single [sound]" (X 30,22) to which the semi-consonants
are subjected in speech. Besides natural phonological combinations that
produce a nomenclature fit for the angels, there are also unnatural com
binations that produce an "ignorant" nomenclature (X 30,28b-3 l ,4),
perhaps because they form no actual words. Evidently, even though
deficient, assembling such patterns assists one in becoming separate
from the angels, perhaps by empowering the soul to ascend to the realms
beyond them. One may indeed wonder whether the consonant-vowel
combinations, both natural and unnatural, and apparently representing
states of the soul in combination with the body, may have to do with the
"fourth" and "fifth" configurations of the soul mentioned in X 29, 1-7 as
able to reveal only visible things. But the text does not at all make this
explicit.
At this point, the text appears to move from the basic building blocks
of speech (vowels, consonants, syllables) to the level of articulated
speech. One might expect that the exposition would begin with the next
higher level of articulation level after syllables-namely words-but,
oddly enough, the exposition begins first with the punctuation that sepa
rates phrases already consisting of words, and only subsequently treats
words:

X 33 16 [ ... ] 17 promise that [the articulation marks {Blaipecrts) will] 18
begin [to separate] 19 them by means of 20 a sign [and] 21 a point, the [unin 
flccted (upright = ·) one] 22 and the [inflected (bent=,)] one. 23 So also [are
the images) 24 of being: 25 [they derive from ajoining] 26 of the letters (ele
ments) 27 in [a holy union] 34 1 according to a [juxtaposition) 2 where they
exist independently. 3 [And] <they> exist with each• [other] by generation
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or [by] 5 [kinship. And] according to [their own) 6 [generation] they do not
have ...

Here, the terms O"T]µELov (MA€1N) and O"TL-yµa, both of which can mean
"point" or "mark," seem to refer respectively to an upright colon (') that
separates longer clauses from one another and a curved comma (,) that
separates shorter phrases from one another. The author then applies such
division or "diaeresis" of speech to the analysis of the kinds (€IN€ = Ta
dori) of being (ooota), which he considers to have derived from a join
ing or union in which these kinds exist independently yet are related by
genus (Coptic xno ordinarily renders Greek 'YEVEO"LS, which seems
here mistaken for -yEvos, "genus," "kind") and "[kinship)." In X 33, 1634,6, it seems that Marsanes understands the divisions or oLmpfoELS of
speech represented by punctuation to symbolize the "method of division
and synthesis" applied by Plato to the study of true reality, which he
calls "dialectic." In Phaedrus 265D3-266C I, Plato distinguishes two
kinds of dialectic, an ascending or "synoptic" (Republic VII 537C) dia
lectic that moves (by recollection) from idea to idea to the supreme idea,
and a descending, "diairetic" dialectic that moves from the highest idea
and by division distinguishes within the general ideas particular ideas
until one reaches ideas that do not include in themselves further ideas.
One thus moves from multiplicity to unity and from unity to its ex
pressed multiplicity.
Having introduced the method of division and synthesis of being,
Marsanes moves to a consideration of words and discourse, in particular
philosophical discourse on the "hypostases" of being:
X 35 20 But there exists gentle [discourse] 21 and there exists another 22 dis
course [related to) 23 [permanent] substance 24 of this [sort that speaks] 25 of
[that which is invisible], 26 and it [manifests] 27 the difference [between the
Same] 28 and the [Different and] 36 1 between the whole and a [part] 2 of an
[indivisible) substance. 3 And [that] power 4 has [a] 5 share in [the joy)- 6
in (both) discord. and [harmony-) 7 [of their honor], whether 8 [ ... ] 9
[ ... ] 10 [ ... J 11 [ ... J 12 [ ... J 13 [ ... J 14 [ ... J 15 [... it is] possible 16 [to
know that the things that] exist 17 everywhere [are honored] 18 always, 19
[since they] dwell with (both) the corporeal 20 and the incorporeal ones. 21
This is the discourse on the hypostases 22 that one should 23 [utter] in this
way. lf 24 [they do) not [speak] with one another, 25 [how then) does it (the
discourse) help 26 [those who) are troubled [with] 27 [it (the discourse)
about that which is) visible? 28 [Therefore) if one 37 1 knows it, one will 2
[speak) it. 3
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But there are words, some 4 of which are (dual], s [and others] that exist
[separately (i.e., of singular number?), the ones that pertain] 7 to [sub
stance (proper nouns?) ...J 8 [ ... J 9 [ ••• J •0 ( ••• J 11 [ ••• J 12 [ ••• J 13 [and]
they ( ... J 14 ••• [ ... J is or those which [ ... J 16 [... according to those that
perdure] 17 or according to [those that] have 18 time (or: are of dual time =
mu?). And [these]19 either are separated 20 or they are joined with one an
other 21 or with themselves, either [the] 22 diphthongs, or the 2l simple
[vowels], or every [ ... J 24 or [ ... J 2s or [ ... ]26 [exist]just as [ ... ] 27 [exist] ... [ ... ] 28 the [consonants ...) 38 1 they exist individually 2 until they
are divided 3 and joined.
6

Now some 4 are able s [to generate the consonants] 6 [letter] by [letter ...] 7 [... difference] s [ ... ] 9 [ ... ] 10 [ ... ) 11 [ ... ] 12 [ ••. ] become 13
[... being] ... 14 (.... ) is [They (the letters) will count] once 16 [or twice],
and thrice 17 [for the] vowels, 18 and twice 19 [for] the consonants, 20 [and)
once for 21 the entire ensemble, and with 22 uncertainty for 23 [those that]
are subject to change (in conjugation and declension) 24 [as well as those
that] originated 25 [from them] and [everything] 26 thereafter. And 27 they
are all [the names) 28 [at once. They] were 39 1 hidden, but they were pro
nounced 2 openly. They did not 3 stop being revealed, 4 nor did they stop s
naming the angels. 6 The vowels 7 [are joined with] the 8 [consonants,
whether] externally 9 [or ) internally, •0 by means of [ ... ]they 11 said [ ... ]
12 [teach you ...] 13 again [in this way they were counted) 14 four times,
(and) they were [engendered] is three 16 times, and they became 17 [twelve
fold].
The extended discussion on words in X 35,20-39, 17 begins with com
ment, not on individual words, but on types of discourse, distinguishing
between ordinary "soothing" or "pleasant" discourse concerning merely
sensible phenomena and a (philosophical) discourse that uses speech
about visible things to treat the realm of permanent being (ouota) by
distinguishing between the Same and the Different and between a part
and the whole of an indivisible substance.27 This distinction seems to
rest on Plato's (Timaeus 37BC) distinction between two types of dis
course within the cosmic soul (and human souls too-Timaeus 44A),
one concerning sensible phenomena (governed by the circle of the Dif
ferent) that produces true opinions (66�m Kai TTLcrTm), and another that
concerns what is rational (governed by the circle of the Same) that pro
duces intellect and understanding (vous ETTLcrTTJµT') TE). According to the
Sophist 252E-254B, it requires an expert in grammar (TEXVTlS TllS
27. Cf. Macrobius' distinction between cntcrtaining/ab11/ae, narratiofab11/osa on
invisible psychic and daemonic reality. and discourse on first principles (Comm. in
Somnittm Sciplonis 11.6-14).
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ypaµµanK�S) to distinguish between letters that combine and those that
do not (the vowels acting as the only "bond," 8Ecrµ6s, that can link the
letters together). Similarly it requires a philosopher and expert in dialec
tic (8taAEKTL�S ETitcrT�µTJs), to make a distinction (8taLpE<rts) between
one fonn (i.8fo) and another and to know how things can or cannot as
sociate (KotvwvEiv) by being able to divide them according to kind
(yEvos). Just so, according to Timaeus 44A, at infancy the motions of
the soul-circles in human beings are perturbed by the influx of nourish
ment and sense-impressions and can only say of the categories of the
Same and the Different that such-and-such a thing is "the same as this"
or "different than that," but as maturity sets in, the revolutions become
more orderly, and one becomes increasingly rational, and is increasingly

able to give the right names to what is different and what is the same.
In addition to gender and case, words have number (singular, dual,
and plural), some are substantives (proper nouns), some words--or per
haps letters-refer to things that perdure and others to things in the
realm of time (i.e., becoming, or perhaps are composed of "dichronic"
vowels that can be either long or short). The text seems to refer to tech
niques of manipulating the consonants and vowels in sequences of vary
ing length; in spite of a certain obscurity, it is clear that their purpose is
to name-and thus reveal-the hidden angels by being uttered aloud,
perhaps those angels and powers associated with the twelve ("[ counted]
four times, [engendered) three times") signs of the Zodiac.
The theurgical intent of this alphabetic speculation is nicely summed
up by Nicomachus of Gerasa, who makes clear the relation between the
elements of the alphabet (letters, vowels and consonants), the elements
of number and geometrical shape, and both musical and spoken
sounds:28
For indeed the sounds of each sphere of the seven, each sphere naturally
producing one certain kind of sound, are called "vowels." They are
28. Nicomachus in C. JAN(Us), ed., Musici Scriptores Graeci (Leipzig: Teubner,
1895; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1962), 276-277, translated and cited by PEARSON,
"Gnosticism as Platonism," in IDEM, Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity
(Studies in Antiquity and Christianity; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 161,
referring also to the treatment of theurgy in E. R. DODDS, "New Light on the Chal
daean Oracles," in H . LEWY, Chaldean Oracles and Theurgy: Mysticism, Magic, and
Platonism in the �ater Roman Empire (Recherches d'archeolo�ie et de philosophe et
d'histoire 13; Cairo: 1956; new edition, M. Tardieu; Paris: Etudes augustiniennes,
1978), 700, n. 31.
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ineffable in and of themselves, but are recalled by the wise with respect to
everything made up of them. Wherefore also here (i.e., on earth) this sound
has power, which in arithmetic is a monad, in geometry a point, in gram
mar a letter (of the alphabet). And combined with the material letters,
which are the consonants, as the soul is to the body and the musical scale is
to the strings-the one producing living beings, the other pitch and melo
dy-they accomplish active and mystic powers of divine beings. Where
fore when especially the theurgists are worshipping such (a divine being),
they invoke it symbolically with hissing sounds and clucking, with inar
ticulate and foreign sounds. (Nicomachus, Musici Scriptores Graeci, 276277)

F. Numbers and their Properties
The final instance of theurgical lore in Marsanes seems to be the fol
lowing brief summary on the properties of the numbers, which of course
were represented by the letters of the alphabet, but according to Py
thagorean tradition were regarded as possessing properties often derived
from the patterns made by certain numbers of discrete units (sometimes
represented by a physical arrangement of pebbles), such that numbers
could be square, oblong, and so on, the most well-known pattern being
that of the Tetraktys ( 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = I 0).29 While the preceding treat
ment of vowels, consonants, syllables, diacritics, words, and discourse
have a clear application to verbal and thus possibly ritual perfonnance
for certain theurgical purposes, the intent of the following treatment of
numbers is less clear. That they are intended to fall into a category simi
lar to the preceding alphabetic speculation is suggested by the claim
that, like the vowels comprising the three configurations of the soul,
even the shapeless Dyad also has a "configuration" (ox�µa).
X 32 s And there 6 will be some effects. 7 A good point of departure

8
is
from 9 (the] Triad, [and] it [extends] 10 [to that (the Dyad) which] has need
of the [Unity] 11 (that] confined 12 [it in] a shape (the Triad). <The> Dyad 13
and the Monad 14 do not resemble anything; rather 15 they are principles. 16
The Dyad (constitutes] 17 a division [from the] Monad, [and] 18 (it] belongs
to the hypostasis. 19 But the Tetrad received (the) [elements] 20 and the Pen
tad 21 received concord, and the 22 [Hexad] was perfected by 23 itself. The 24
[Hebdomad] received beauty, 25 [and the] Ogdoad 26 [attuned its constitu
ents) 2 7 [to harmony], 28 [and the Ennead is] 29 [honored much more]. 33
And the [Decad revealed) 2 the entire place (i.e., the aeonic realm). 3 But

29. See Photius' arithmological excerpt from Nicomachus cited in Chapter 9,
p. 376.
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the Hendecad and the 4 [Dodecad] have passed over 5 [into the boundless],
6 [and] it [is higher than] the 7 Hebdomad [which is] 8 [bounded .... )

The "first thing" which "is good" is a feminine entity; it might refer to
the first "female" number, the Dyad or, more likely, simply to the "start
ing point" of the author's exposition. This exposition unexpectedly be
gins with the Triad instead of the Monad, perhaps because the author
has been discussing the shapes of the soul, and therefore wishes to begin
the exposition with the first entity that has shape-the Triad-rather
than with the primal entities that form the Triad, namely the Monad and
Dyad (that themselves have no inherent shape, and thus do not "resem
ble" anything else).
Beginning with the Triad, the order of exposition moves to the inher
ently shapeless Dyad which acquires shape-in the form of the Triad
only when limited and confined by the Unity of the Monad.30 Like
Plato's "indefinite dyad" or "matter" (cf. <Iamblichus>, Theo/ogoumena
arithmeticae 7,3-10; 8,5-9,4; 12,9-16), the Dyad is a mere shapeless
potentiality that is first actualized in the Triad, which is the first number
to have a definite beginning, middle, and end (Theo!. arith. 14,14-17;
17, I 5-18,3), the first instance of determinate being and thus of "shape."
Therefore, to achieve determinacy and definition, the shapeless unlim
ited Dyad "has need" of Unity or the One which serves as a Limit
(nEpas) to define it, and thereby produces the Triad. Subsequently, the
author goes on to say that the Dyad originates by a "division [from the]
Monad" (cf. Nicomachus apud Theo!. arith. 5,4: µova.s ... 8vci8os yap
napEKTLK� 8LCj>op8Efoa). The Dyad is also said to belong to "the hypos
tasis," although the Theo!. arith. 10,8 characterizes that hypostasis as
"material" (uALKTJ) and "receptive of every kind of corruption" (<j>Sopcrs
ncioT')s civa8EKTLKTJ); one wonders whether the author rather intended
"belongs to the substrate".(imoKEtµEvov), i.e., matter (uAT'J), rather than
"to the hypostasis (im6owoLs)."
The Tetrad receives the four elements (fire, air, water, earth; cf. Theo/.
arith. 23,19-22). According to Megillus, (apud Theo!. arith. 34,21-35,5)
the Pentad is called "lack of strife" (civELKta) because it "combines eve
rything that was formerly discordant" (T�v navTwv npo8LEOTwTwv
30. Like Marsanes, Moderatus too began his account of ontogenesis, not with the
supreme One, but with his second primal principle, the Unitary Logos. that gives
rise to both the su preme One and to indefinite Quantity (the Dyad) by depriving
itselfofall unity (on Moderatus, see Chapter 9).
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avaTaaLv Kat Evwaw) and "brings together and reconciles (avvo8ov rn\.
<j>tAwaLv) the two types of number," i.e., as sum of the first even/female
(2) and first odd/male (3) numbers; for similar reasons, it is also called
"justice" (8LKmoauvT), 35,5-21) and "marriage" (yaµos 30,19). The
Hexad is perfect or complete (TEA.Eta) as the sum of its own factors
(Theo/. arith. 27,8-10). Although the Hexad is associated with beauty
(KaAAOV�, e.g., Theo!. arith. 44,5), on the basis of the theologian Linus'
To Hymenaeus, Iamblichus claims that the Heptad controls (EmKpaTE'l.v)
all things by enshrining "the nature of the primordial beauty that attracts
everything to itself'' (Tij TOU apxEyovou Kat rrcivrn EAKOVTOS E<!>' EauTo
Ko.Hous <j>uaEL, Theo!. arith. 67,4-14). The claim that the "Ogdoad [at
tuned its constituents to harmony]" is confirmed by the Theololo
goumena aritheticae 73,5-8, according to which the Octad is "embracer
of all harmonies" (rravapµ6vws), given that it is equal-times-equal
times-equal (tuciKLS L<JT) laaKLS, i.e., 2 x 2 x 2). The Theologoumena
arithmeticae 76,6-7 agrees with Marsanes by proclaiming the Ennead to
be the "greatest (µEyLuTov) of numbers within the Decad." That the
Decad "[revealed] the entire place (TTMA THpcj = TO rrdv)" owes to its
character as itself symbolizing "the all," "the cosmos," "the heaven,"
etc., according to Pythagorean theology (Theo/. arith. 80, 1-81,3).
On the other hand, since they exceed the Decad, "the most perfect
boundary of number" (o pov Tov TEAELOTaTov dpL8µou, Theol. arith.
80,7-8), the Hendecad and Dodecad pass over into the boundless
(~ drrepavTOs), which exceeds the Hebdomad that is "bounded" (as an
"acropolis," the Hebdomad is, "like the indivisible monad, a strong for
tification" [8uaxEtpwTov Epuµa], since it is relatively prime to all the
numbers contained in the Decad). Not only is the Dodecad greater than
the Hebdomad in magrutude, but its astral counterpart, the Zodiacal
sphere, is also "higher" than the seven planets. Even though the Hende
cad and Dodecad fall outside the fundamental Decad (to whose treat
ment most arithmological treatises are restricted), one suspects that
Marsanes includes them because twelve numbers are necessary to sym
bolize the "configurations" of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, to which
the five "configurations" of the soul are apparently related.
G. Alphanumeric Speculation and Platonic Doctrines of the Soul

If one were to hazard a guess concerning the author's doctrine of the
five configurations or shapes of the soul, one might suggest that the
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whole is an alphanumeric interpretation of the psychogonia of Plato's
Timaeus 35A-44D discussed in Chapter 8. The first three configurations
would represent the cosmic soul in terms either of its three basic ingre
dients-Being, Difference, and Sameness, which Proclus says give rise
to the divine, demonic, and partial soul respectively (In Platonis Ti
maeum commentaria TII.254,4-6}-or, more likely, in terms of the
spherical or circular configurations into which the demiurge divided it
(Timaeus 36C2): an outer spherical envelope signifying the motion that
revolves invariantly in the same place (the sphere of the fixed stars),
containing two inner circles, that of the same (the celestial equator de
fining the plane of this revolution), and the circle of the different (the
ecliptic or Zodiacal belt within which the movements of the Sun and
other planets is confined), which is subsequently subdivided into the
individual orbits of the seven planets.
If so, then the fourth and fifth configurations would represent the
"second and third" portions (Timaeus 4105) remaining in the mixing
bowl from which individual souls were made and sown into each star,
thus becoming visible (not the souls themselves, but their "bodies,"
Plato, Laws X 898DE; Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commentaria,
111.255, I 0-16) and "revealing" visible things (X 29,2-6). At this point,
the younger gods are assigned the task of incarnating these souls into
mortal bodies-which our author seems to symbolize by the conso
nants-crafted from the four elements (Timaeus 42E-44C). The shock of
being incarnated into a foreign element causes such souls to undergo
perturbations that result in the loss of their original innate capacity to
perceive clear and distinct ideas and thus to distinguish between things
and name them according to the appropriate nomenclature. Incarnation

results in the initial loss of the soul's natural or innate "nomenclature"
(the one for gods and angels) and its replacement by an unnatural (igno
rant) "nomenclature." Marsanes here seems to refer to Plato's (Ti
maeus 37BC, 44A) description of the two states of the revolutions of the
Same and Different experienced by souls upon their incarnation: the
innately circular motions of such souls are at first confused by the un
natural rectilinear movements associated with bodily perception and
nutritional processes and are capable only of "soothing" but ignorant
discourse, yet when their motions are subsequently corrected and
calmed by education and observance of the natural and regular motion
of the heavens, they become capable of a rational discourse able to dis-
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tinguish the Same from the Different and part from whole (X 35,20-

36,2).
In this way, Marsanes tries to establish direct relationships between a
number of factors: the various conditions of the soul and its relative
knowledge and ignorance are connected with the ability to understand
the appropriate combination of the letters of the alphabet, and to distin
guish among the properties of numbers. The ability to classify the vari
ous configurations or states of the soul-both cosmic and individual,
both disembodied and embodied-is related to the need for careful ob
servation of the planets, stars and Zodiacal signs, characterized by quali
ties similar to those (shapes) of the soul and of the letters of the alpha
bet: human, bestial, or polymorphous in shape, voiced, semi-voiced, or
voiceless, and so on.31 The emphasis seems to fall equally on both
knowledge and demonstration of that knowledge in practical perform
ance; the entities and relationships symbolized by the letters must not
only be known, but also enacted by being counted, combined in appro
priate ways, and named or spoken.
While previous treatises like the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostr ianos, and
Allogenes had concentrated on theology or the metaphysics of the high
est principles and intelligible realities and the means of knowing these,
Marsanes-even though it offers its own equally abstruse metaphys
ics-now offers a Sethian Gnostic physics and psychology based on
astrology, theurgical technique, and a theory of language. Of all the
Sethian treatises, Marsanes is most insistent that the perceptible realm
of becoming and sensation is entirely worthy of preservation. Only the
first twenty of Marsanes' 68 extant pages delve into the transcendental
metaphysics and epistemology expounded in Zostrianos and Allogenes
and presupposed in the Three Ste/es of Seth; the remainder seem for the
most part dedicated to astral phenomena (the Zodiac, stars, planets and
their powers), the configurations of the soul, the nomenclature for the
gods and angels, and the judgment of souls.
To restrict one's knowledge of reality merely to transcendental reali
ties is insufficient: transcendental forms also have perceptible configura
tions or shapes (X 22,20b-26), the distinctions among intelligible and
divine astral realities also apply in the sensible, psychic and physical
domain (X 25, 17b-20). Although discursive thinking must be replaced
31. <I>wvfievTa, iiµl<j>wva, aq>wva; cf. BOUCl-!E-LECLERCQ, l 'astrologie grecque
(Paris: E. Leroux, 1899), 149-150.
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by a direct and silent contemplative vision of intelligible reality and its
ultimate first principles, that alone is not enough for full enlightenment.
Since not only one's soul, but also this sensible world is worthy of being
preserved in its entirety (X 5,22-26), a knowledge of its nature and con
stituents is also necessary, and for this the elements of ordinary language
(letters and their combinations, syllables, words, and discursive dis
course) offer themselves as a means for articulating this knowledge and
applying it to the practical problem of dealing with the powers that in
fluence and control that world.
Hence the need to supplement the rather exclusively otherworldly lore
of other Sethian treatises with instruction on stellar and psychic phe
nomena and the appropriate nomenclature to "get a handle" on them. In
this sense, Marsanes offers a specific-theurgical-theory of natural
language according to which the linguistic articulation of human think
ing and contemplation facilitates or enables, not merely human knowl
edge of both the perceptible and intelligible cosmos, but in fact the self
knowledge of the higher realities themselves. With regard to the "cre
ated gods" (of the stars, planets, and of mythology, cf. Timaeus 38C41 A) that comprise the "fourth and the fifth" configurations of the soul,
Marsanes says:
4
with regard to
6
revealed,
but only those things
them, not everything was allowed to be
that are obvious. 7 You (pl.) were taught s about them, that you should con
template them 9 in order that they, too, might 10 seek and find [what) 11 they
all are, either 12 through themselves alone 13 or through one another, 14 or to
reveal [limits] is set from the beginning, 16 either alone [or] 17 in relation to
one another.

X 29 2 So also the 3 fourth and the fifth (configurations):
5

Humans and their ability to articulate reality by linguistic means oc
cupy a pivotal place in the scheme of things: human contemplation of
the souls of the very stars themselves enables one to know their individ
ual and mutual identity and the limitations set for them even before they
were brought into being.
IV. COMPARISON OF PLATONIC AND GNOSTIC VIEWS OF THE SOUL

It seems clear that Jonas' attempt to associate figures such as Philo and
Plotinus with a gnostic view of the cosmos and the situation of the soul
within it has provoked a vigorous reaction, especially from scholars of
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Platonism, concerning the similarities and differences between the two
movements. Most authors seem anxious to separate Platonic thinkers
from Gnosticism as much as possible, yet at many points they must and
do admit certain similarities. Ultimately, the difference between the two
bodies of thought comes down to a question of world rejection versus
world affirmation, rejection versus acceptance of the body, or pessimism
versus optimism. It seems to me that these categorical distinctions, ex
cept only in very general terms, fail to have much explanatory value,
since one can find many exceptions to them within individual thinkers
and documents.
Both Gnostics and Platonists agree that there is something deficient
about the human situation in the world and are optimistic that the divine
principle behind all things has already provided for its solution, and that
this solution can be discovered and taught to whomever will listen to it
and work in a rigorous and disciplined way to realize it for themselves.
Both groups tend also to be pessimistic about the prospects for the gen
eral mass of human kind, who do not possess sufficient reflective or
gnostic powers to take this teaching seriously (cf. the gnostic distinction
between spiritual and hylic persons with Plotinus' distinction between
philosophers, the crnou8a1oL and the common rabble, the <j)atiAOS OXAOS
in Ennead II, 9 [33) 9,1-11 ).
On the whole, Gnostics tend to stress the hidden but revealed charac
ter of the solution, yet Platonists also tend to see it as apparent only to a
very few elite individuals. Both groups tend to see the human being
situated in a struggle for the self-knowledge that leads to salvation. By
virtue of their reliance upon myth, most gnostics, but few Platonists,
tend to see the antagonist in this struggle as anterior and exterior to the
psycho-physical complex of the human individual. But both groups also
exteriorize and "anteriorize" the psycho-physical complex itself into a
cosmic frame that has its own soul and body. The apparent Gnostic hos
tility toward the world and the body is in reality fear of succumbing to
excessive natural impulses symbolized by proactive spiritual and astral
forces such as fate that govern world and body, rather than its material
ity as such. Platonists, on the other hand, tend to have in mind a certain
inherent and necessary intractability of the material substrate of physical
world or certain passions of the soul which refuse complete submission
to rational formation, rather than the proactive hostility of the gnostic
archons.
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In the final analysis, it seems to me that the basic difference between
the two lies in a preference either for myth and dramatic personification,
or for conceptual analysis and distinction as a vehicle for explaining the
same human problematic. Rather than accounting for their common
pessimism and optimism in terms of a theory of social crisis, however, it
seems more promising to view both groups as engaging in a common
enterprise to apply-and where necessary to reinterpret-ancient tradi
tional wisdom to the even more age-old problem of the situation of the
self within an ever-changing world.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD

IN THE PLATONlZING SETHIAN TREATISES

I. THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE ASCENT
In the Platonizing Sethian treatises, salvific knowledge of the divine is
not enabled by visitations from descending divine revealers, but by a
self-actualized technique of spiritual ascent to the divine. Of the four
Platonizing Sethian treatises, Zostrianos, Allogenes, and Marsanes con
vey this technique by the example of the experience of a single vision
ary, be it Zostrianos, Allogenes, or Marsanes, while the Three Ste/es of
Seth provides a community of aspiring visionaries with a set of exem
plary doxological prayers long ago uttered by Seth in the course of his
own spiritual ascent to the supreme deity, but without actually describ
ing that ascent. In all these treatises, enlightenment results from a rather
fixed sequence of successively refined intellectual operations on the part
of the aspiring gnostic. In the narrated ascents, ever higher objects of
contemplation are matched with different kinds of cognition appropriate
to them, ranging from active questioning and discursive/analytical think
ing to passive contemplation, a phenomenon increasingly noticeable as
one passes from Marsanes to Zostrianos and especially to Allogenes.
These include: I) a preliminary, earthly stage of discursive cognition
that suffices to distinguish the corporeal and incorporeal realm of be
coming from the eternal, changeless realm of incorporeal essences, 2) a
non-discursive cognition of the realm of pure, incorporeal being induced
by an out-of-the-body contemplative ascent to the divine intellect or its
equivalent; and 3) a final stage of non-cognitive contemplation of su
preme principles that are altogether beyond being in which both the
psycho-physical and the intellectual faculties have been abandoned.
In the three treatises that portray the ascent, the accounts of the
visions proceed in more or less serial order from the lowest to the
highest degree of reality. In Zostrianos and Allogenes, the visionary
ascent is actually narrated as it occurs, and each stage of the ascent is
prefaced and accompanied by explanatory instruction from a revealer,
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while Marsanes merely announces the fact of its accomplishment and
delivers the corresponding explanations in his own person.
The visionary experience comprises two essential components, the as
cent and the descent. Contemplative ascent results, not in a permanent
residence in the divine realm, but in a descent back to the world of eve
ryday experience, where its accomplishment can be shared with other
aspiring candidates for enlightenment.1 Since the visionary ascent actu
ally anticipates the final separation of soul from body at the end of one's
mortal life, both the ascent and the descent are necessary, not only to
enable and authorize the teaching of this technique of self-salvation to
other "worthy" persons for their emulation, but to demonstrate its "suc
cess." As the Three Steles ofSelh puts it:

VII 127 12 For individually and collectively they all praise 13 these (Auto
genes, the Barbelo Aeon, and the pre-existent One): and afterward they
shall be 14 silent. And just as it has 15 been ordained for them, they will as
cend. 16 After silence, they will descend 17 from the third: 18 they will bless
the second; 19 and afterward, the first. 20 The way of ascent is the way 21 of
descent. Understand, then, 22 O you who live, that you have 23 succeeded,
and have taught 24 yourselves about the infinites: 2s marvel at the truth that
is within 26 them, and the revelation.
While Zostrianos briefly narrates Zostrianos' descent, the descents of
Allogenes and Marsanes are not narrated. Upon completion of the tran
scendent journey, Zostrianos and Allogenes record the revelations they
have received for the benefit of "those who will come" or "be worthy
after them." Zostrianos inscribes the revelation on three wooden tablets
that he leaves behind in heaven, returns to earth and begins a career of
preaching to the errant masses, and only at some later point produces the
earthly copy of the revelation that currently bears his name. Although

I. In the case of larnblichus, G. SHAW ("After Aporia: Theurgy in Later Platon
ism," in Gnosticism and later Platonism: Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed.
J. D. Turner and R. Majercik fSBL Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society
of Biblical Literature, 200 I]), 57-82, esp. 80: "From the perspective of the embodied
soul, theurgy enflamed its god-given eros and lifted it to the gods. Yet once ele
vated, and having ritually taken on the shape of the gods, the soul joined their cos
mogony and descended demiurgically into the world." In the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, it seems that rather than performing a cosmological and demiurgical func
tion (inspired by Iamblichus' reading of the Timaeus), the descent is intended to
inform a community about the possibility of the ascent and the final post-mortem
return of the soul to its origins.
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the visionary must return to his or her original ontic nature, the trans
formations in spiritual status are presumably permanent.
VIII 4

13 Come and transcend these [realms]! 14
You will return to them
another [time] is to proclaim a living [race], 16 to save those who are 17
worthy and to empower the elect. / 8 For great is the struggle of this age, 19
but the time [in] this world is short.

VIII 129 16 I came 17 forth to the perfect individuals. 18 All of them were

questioning 19 me, listening to the 20 majesty of the knowledge, 21 rejoicing
and 22 receiving power. When I again 23 came down to the 24 Self-generated
Aeons, I received a true 25 image, pure, worthy 26 of perception. I came 27
down to the Aeonic copies 28 and came down here 130 1 to the atmospheric
[realm]. I wrote 2 three wooden tablets and left them 3 as knowledge for
those who would 4 come after me, the living elect. s Then I came down to
the perceptible 6 world and put on 7 my image. Because it was uninstructed,
8 I empowered it and went about 9 preaching the truth to everyone.

On the other hand, Allogenes apparently descends to earth and writes
down the treatise named after him as an earthly transcript of his own
revelatory experiences for his worthy successors and deposits it on a
mountain, leaving to his son Messos the task of proclaiming them:
XI 67

And concerning 21 all these matters, you have heard 22 certainly.
And do not 23 seek anything more, 24 but go. 25 We do not know whether 26
the Unknowable One has 27 angels or 28 gods, or whether the One who is at
rest 29 contains 30 anything within himself except 31 the stillness which he
is, 32 lest he be diminished. 33 It is not fitting to 34 waste more 35 time seek
ing. It was 36 appropriate that you <alone> know 37 and that they speak 38
with another. But you will receive them 68 1 ( ... ] 2 [ ... ] 3 [ ... ] 4 ( .. . ] s
20

2
[ ... ] 6 [ ... ] 7 [ ... ] 8 [ ••• ] 9 [ ... ] 10 [ ... ] 11 [ ... ] 1 [ ... ] ll [ ... ] 14

[ ... 1 1 s [ ... ] 16 [and he said to me: "Write down] 17 [the things] that I shall
[tell] you and 18 of which I shall remind you 19 for those who will be wor
thy 20 after you. And you will leave 21 this book upon a mountain 22 and you
will adjure the guardian: 23 'Come, Dreadful One! "' 24 And when he said
these things, he separated 25 from me. But I was full 26 of joy, and I wrote 27
this book which was appointed 28 for me, my son Messos, in order 29 that I
might disclose to you the matters that Jo were proclaimed before JI me,
within me ..... 69 14 [ ... proclaim] 15 [them, O my] 16 son Messos.

On completion of his own ascent and descent, Zostrianos assures the
"seed of Seth" that to abandon worldliness and to seek one's self
salvation will ensure the ultimate ascent of the soul:
VIII 131 14 But an errant multitude 15 I awakened, saying: 16 "Understand,
you who are alive, the holy 17 seed of Seth! Do not [be] 18 disobedient to
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me. [Awaken] 19 your divine part as divine, and 20 empower your sinless
elect soul. 21 Mark the 22 passing of this world and 23 seek the immutable 24
ingenerateness. The [Father] of 25 all these invites you 26 as he awaits you.
And even when you are ill-treated, 132 1 he will not abandon you. 2 Do not
baptize yourselves with death 3 nor entrust yourselves to things 4 inferior to
you as if to s superior things. Flee the madness 6 and the bondage of femi
ninity, 7 and choose for yourselves the salvation 8 of masculinity. You have
9
not come to suffer; rather, you have 10 come to escape your bondage. Re
lease 11 yourselves, and that which has bound 12 you will be nullified. Save
13 yourselves, that that one (your soul) 14 may be saved."
Marsanes too has ascended from the perceptible to the intelligible realm
and beyond, but rather than narrating it as it took place, he tends to ex
cerpt and discuss its various features. The ascent confirms the certainty
of salvation:

X 2 12 But as for the thirteenth 13 seal, I have confirmed it 14 together with
[the] limit of 15 knowledge and the certainty 16 of rest-( ... here follows
the enumeration of the thirteen seals ...)- 4 24 for it is I who have 25 [con
templated (voe1v)] that which truly exists.
X 5 17 I have discriminated (6taKplvELv) 18 and have attained the boundary
of the partial sense-perceptible 19 world (and) 20 the entire realm 21 of the
incorporeal essence. And 22 the intelligible world 23 has come to know by
discrimination 24 that in every respect the sense-perceptible 25 world is
[worthy] 26 of being preserved entire.
Marsanes ascends, becomes silent, and descends. Not only is Marsanes'
ascent and descent paradigmatic for his followers, but his own ascent
and descent is in tum modeled upon the ascent and descent of the In
visible Spirit itself: 2

X 9 29 [Again] the Invisible [Spirit] JO I ran up 2 to his place. The entire
place (i.e., the aeonic realm) 3 was revealed, the entire place unfolded 4
<until> he reached the upper region. 5 Again he went forth and caused the 6
entire place to be illuminated, and the entire 7 place was illuminated.
Marsanes presents himself as one who has thoroughly deliberated upon
and experienced the full reality of both the sensible and intelligible
worlds, who has been infused with the very power of the Barbelo Aeon,
and even seen and come to know the supreme principles themselves, the

2. In a way reminiscent of Plotinus, the spiritual world of Marsanes is dynamic,
full of a vertical oscillation that, in spite of the presence of levels whose absolute
values are superior or inferior in relation to one another, insures that it remains a
connected whole.
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Invisible Spirit and its Triple, Powered One, as well as the ultimate Un
known Silent One. His authority as inspired teacher is thus beyond ques
tion, yet such experiences are not reserved for himself alone; indeed he
conveys to his followers the Barbelo Aeon's own exhortation to his
followers that they too contemplate and ascend to the realities that lie
beyond its own transcendental level. In a similar way, the written re
cords of their ascents left behind by Zostrianos and Allogenes for the
worthy elect who shall follow them as well as the communal character
suggested by the first-person plural doxologies in the Three Ste/es of
Seth testify that such visionary ascents are not the sole prerogative of a
few chosen visionaries but are a prospect that is extended to all who
would emulate them.
It is also interesting that in the Three Ste/es of Seth, Zostrianos, and
Marsanes, the vision of the Aeon of Barbelo represents a certain sort of
victory, since it results in the receipt of a crown:
VII 120 29 We praise you, 0 Triple Male: 30 for you have unified the en
tirety 31 from out of all. For you have 32 empowered us. You have come
into existence from 33 Unity. Through Unity you have emanated; 34 into
Unity you have entered. [You] have saved, 35 you have saved, you have
saved us. O 36 you who are crowned, 0 you who crown: 121 1 we praise
you eternally. 2 We praise you-we who have been saved, 3 as the perfect
individuals, 4 We who are perfect because 5 of you, We who [became] per
fect along with you.
VIII 129 2 Apophantes and Aphropais the 3 Virgin-light came before me 4
and brought me to Protophanes, 5 the great male perfect 6 Mind. There I
saw all of them 7 as they dwell 8 in unity. I united 9 with them all and
blessed the 1° Kalyptos aeon, the 11 virginal Barbelo, and the Invisible 12
Spirit. I became all-perfect 13 and was empowered. I was inscribed 14 in
glory and sealed. 15 There I received 16 a perfect crown.
X 10 12 O 13 [inhabitants of these] places! It is necessary 14 [for you (sg.) to
contemplate (noein)] those that are higher 15 than these, and tell them to the
16
powers. For you (sg.) will become 17 [better] than the elect 18 [in the last]
times. 19 Upward mounts the Invisible Spirit! 20 And you 21 (yourselves],
ascend with him 22 [up above], since you have 23 [the] great [radiant]
crown.
The Goal: Assimilation to the Divine so far as Possible

The three treatises that describe the ascent of an exemplary visionary
tripartition the ascent into distinct cognitive stages appropriate to the
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cognition of the ontological character of each level traversed by the
visionary, since the object of the ascent is to become assimilated with
successively higher and more refined levels of being, culminating in the
ultimate unitary principle beyond being. The goal is a flight toward
assimilation to God insofar as possible (¢uy� 8e 6µotwaLs 0E0 KaTa TO
8uvaT6v):

But it is impossible that evils should be done away with, Theodorus, for
there must always be something opposed to the good; and they cannot have
their place among the gods, but must inevitably hover about mortal nature
and this earth. Therefore we ought to try to escape from earth to the dwell
ing of the gods as quickly as we can; (1768] and to escape is to become
like God, so far as this is possible; and to become like God is to become
righteous and holy and wise. (Plato, Theaetetus I 76AB)

Marsanes (X l 0, 12-23, cited above) expresses this goal through the

words of the Barbelo Aeon itself, as it exhorts those who contemplate its
own nature to rise yet higher. Zostrianos proffers the same goal, with
greater emphasis on the self-actualized character of the ascent. Exercise
of one's rational faculty (the Logos) enables one to intuit the simplicity
and unity that lies behind its varying images in the phenomenal world;
by seeking this unity, one discovers and withdraws into one's intellect
and thus into oneself; this is tantamount to withdrawing into god and
becoming divine:

VIII 44 1 Now the (type of) person that can be saved 2 is the one that seeks
itself and 3 its intellect and finds each 4 of them. And how much power s
this (type) has! 5 The person 6 that has been saved is one who has not
known 7 about these things [merely) as 8 they (formally) exist, but one 9
who is personally involved with [the] rational faculty 10 as it exists [in
him). 11 He has grasped their [image that is different] 12 in every situation
as though they had become 13 simple and one. For then 14 this (type) is
saved who can 15 pass through (them] all; 16 [he becomes] 17 them all.
Whenever it 18 [wishes], it again parts 19 from all these matters and 20 with
draws into itself; 21 for it becomes divine, 22 having withdrawn into god.
On the other hand, the mind may become distracted with other things,
causing a failure of the mind's apprehension of this unity; even though
possessing the immortal power of intellect, one's thought (v6T)µa) fails
to understand the images and instead of withdrawing into god, one de
scends into the realm of becoming and continual reincarnation.
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When (this type) repeatedly withdraws 13 into itself alone 14 and
is occupied with 15 the knowledge of other things, 16 since the intellect and
immortal [soul] do [not] 17 intelligize, it thereupon 18 experiences defi
ciency, 19 for it too turns, has nothing, and 20 separates from it (the intellect)
and 21 stands [apart] and experiences 22 an alien [impulse] 23 instead of be
coming a unity. 24 So that (type of person) resembles many forms. 25 And
when it turns aside, it 26 comes into being seeking those things that 27 do
not exist. When it 28 descends to them in thought, 29 it cannot understand
them 30 in any other way unless 46 1 it be enlightened, and it becomes 2 a
physical entity. Thus this type of person 3 accordingly descends into gen
eration, 4 and becomes speechless because of the 5 difficulties and indefi
niteness 6 of matter. Although possessing 7 eternal, immortal power, 8 (this
type) is bound in the clutches of 9 the body, [removed], 10 and [continually]
bound 11 within strong bonds, 12 lacerated 13 by every evil spirit, until 14 it
once more [reconstitutes itself] and begins again 15 to inhabit it.

VIII 45

12

II. PRELIMINARY SEEK[NG BY DISCURSIVE MEANS

The visionary ascent always originates in an earthly, embodied context
in which one prepares for the ascent by a mental and behavioral rejec
tion of worldly concerns and attractions and a concomitant orientation of
the discursive mind toward the transcendent realm. This orientation may
be expressed in the form of prayers and invocations directed toward the
Aeon of Barbelo and certain of its constituents, or in the form of reflec
tion upon the nature of ultimate reality by means of metaphysical cate
gories derived from contemporary Platonic philosophy.
Especially in the case of the three treatises that feature the visionary
ascent of an exemplary individual such as Zostrianos, Allogenes, or
Marsanes, the ascent is noticeably articulated according to an epistemo
logical technique that distinguishes between various degrees of knowl
edge ranging from acquaintance with everyday phenomena, through
rational analysis of these phenomena in search of their ultimate causes,
and ending with direct insight into the nature of ultimate reality. The
first stage on the path to ultimate insight is then to replace one's com
mon everyday knowledge of things with an investigation their causes
through discursive means, that is, a step-by-step process of making dis
tinctions between cause and effect and between the relation of various
realities to one another.
The distinction between discursive reasoning and visionary insight
typical of the Platonizing Sethian treatises goes back to Plato's distinc-
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tion between discursive and dialectical intellection. According to the
divided line simile of Republic Yll 511A-E cited and discussed in Chap
ter I I (p. 475), Plato distinguished two basic kinds of knowledge, opin
ion (6oea) and science (imaT�µ11); opinion can be further divided into
imagination (Ei.Kaata) and belief (rrtanc,), while science can be further

divided into mediated knowledge (6uivow) and pure intellection
(v611aLc,). 3 These four kinds or knowledge are distinguished by reference
to their respective objects of focus: shadows and images of sensible
things, the sensible objects themselves, the recognition of Forms
through sensible particulars and hypothetical deduction, and lastly, the
direct apprehension or intuition of the Forms and the supreme principles
and their interrelations, an activity known as dialectic. Discursive rea
soning (6L<iv0ta) includes inferring conclusions from unquestioned as

sumptions as well as the generation of mental conceptions from the
perception of sensible things. Dialectic altogether transcends the senses
and the sensibles for direct apprehension of the ideas. In the Phaedrus
(265O3-266C I , cited in Chapter 11, p. 476), Plato distinguishes two
kinds of dialectic, an ascending or "synoptic" dialectic that moves
through successive ideas to the supreme idea, and a descending,
"diairetic" dialectic that moves from higher and more general ideas to
particular ideas. One thus moves synthetically from multiplicity to unity
and analytically from unity to its expressed multiplicity. The same dia
lectical procedure is further described in the Sophist (253DE, cited in
Chapter I I , p. 477). Closer in time to the conceptual world of Marsanes,
Plotinus refers intellection and discursive reasoning to their own sepa
rate faculties, Intellect and Soul. According to Ennead I, 3 (20] 4,13-14
(cited in Chapter I I, p. 481), reason deals with its objects piecemeal,
moving from one discrete object to the next, or from premises and hy
potheses to conclusions, while Intellect goes beyond reason by seeing its
objects all at once and as a whole (rather after the fashion of Plato's
"synoptic" dialectic).

3. According to Aristotle (De anima 404bl6 ff; cf. Plato, Laws 894A), in the
soul the four primary numbers become the geometrical entities point, line, plane and
solid corresponding to the four modes of cognition. intuitive knowledge (v6TJC7LS'),
discursive knowledge (imoTr\µTJ), opinion (66/;a), and perception (al'.o8TJOLS') re
spectively.
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A. The Three Steles ofSeth
Given the character of the Three Ste/es ofSeth as a prayer book to be
used in the visionary ascent, it contains no narration of the either the
epistemological or ontological stages of the ascent, which have to be
inferred from its sequence of doxologies and petitions.4 The collection is
prefaced by Seth's praise of his father Pigeradamas, the divine Adam, as
the proximate enabler of salvation.
VII 118 25 I praise 26 you, 0 father, Pigeradamas-l, 27 your own son
Emmakha Seth, whom you have 29 ingenerately produced for the praise
of our god. For I am 31 your own son.

28
30

Seth's praise concludes with a prayer directed to the divine Autogenes,
emphasizing the contemplative or intellectual character of the ascent:
Vll 119 25 It is you (Autogenes) who are the one that is: therefore 26 you
have revealed those that truly exist. 27 It is you who are spoken of 28 by
voice: 29 but by intellect you are 30 glorified. It is you who are 31 powerful
everywhere. Therefore because of you and your seed 32 [the] perceptible
universe 33 knows you: you are merciful.

At this point, there follows the initial prayer of Seth's descendants, the
"perfect individuals," directed to the Triple Male, who in this case is the
Aeon of Barbelo (VII 120,29-121,5, cited above p. 641).
B. Zostrianos
As preparation for the ascent, Zostrianos begins by separating himself
from corporeal darkness, psychic chaos, lustful femininity, and the
boundlessness of his material nature, and by rejecting the dead creation
within himself as well as the ruler of the perceptible world (VIII 1,1019). The asceticism of Zostrianos appears to be fundamentally an intel
lectual orientation rather than a pattern of behavior. The body is not to
be mortified in any way (VIII 3,20-4,5); it is certainly regarded as a
source of bondage (VIII 131,25-132,5, cited above, p. 639), having the
power to seduce one's attention from the things of the spirit by virtue of
4. The first of the three steles is devoted, not solely to Autogenes, but to Pig
eradamas (Vil 118,25-119,15), Autogenes (Vll 119, 15-120,17), and to Barbelo as
Triple Male (VII 120,17-121,16; cf. B. LAYTON, The Gnostic Scriptures: A New
Translation with Annotations and introductions [Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
I 987), 152-153), while the second Stele is devoted to Barbelo alone and the third to
the supreme pre-existent living Spirit.
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the "boundlessness" of its appetites. Attention to the body and the emo
tions darkens and perturbs the mind, leading one away from stability,
simplicity, unity, clarity, and self-sufficiency (the "salvation of mascu
linity") toward the condition of instability, duality, ambiguity, and defi
ciency, here characterized as lustful femininity (cf. VIII 131,5-8).
Zostrianos then supplements this rather negative regimen with certain
positive efforts, including improving his sinless soul and strengthening
his inner intellectual spirit, so that he is able to awaken from dark sleep,
find his paternal God, and receive a "holy spirit" (Vlfl 1,30-2,7). Zostri
anos does all that he can to live a sinless life and awaken himself to the
life of the mind, which leads him initially to the reality of his ancestral
god.

VI II I 30 When 1 had improved my sinless 31 soul, then 1 strengthened 2 1
the intellectual [spirit within me] 2 and I [was able to awaken from] 3 the
[dark sleep and find] 4 my [paternal] God [ ... ] s [ ... ]. Although I had
[worked on this in every way], 1 6 was fortified with a holy spirit 7 higher
than god. [It settled] 8 upon me alone as I was improving myself, [and] 9 I
saw the perfect Child-[who he is] 10 as well as what [he possesses]- 11
often and [variously] 12 appearing to me like this-a 13 consenting
[unity]-as I was seeking the 14 [male] father (probably Barbelo) of all
things [that are] 15 conceptual and sensible, 16 specific and generic, [partial)
17 and whole, 18
containing and contained, 19 corporeal and incorporeal, 20
essential and material, and [matters] 21 pertaining to all these, and the Exis
tence that is 22 combined with them and with the god of 23 this <perfect
child>, the ingenerate Kalyptos, even the power 24 [in] them all.
But to know the ultimate principle behind all the categories of existence
requires an enlightenment beyond that afforded by one's customary
local deity, and so he takes up with metaphysical philosophy by ponder
ing the origin of multiplicity from original unity; he offers his reflec
tions to his paternal god, praising his wise ancestors and their tradition,
and continues to seek a place of repose for his spirit beyond the percep
tible world (V1113,14-23).

VIII 2 13 I was seeking the 14 [male] father of all things [that are] is concep
tual and sensible, 16 specific and generic, [partial] 17 and whole, 18 contain
ing and contained, 19 corporeal and incorporeal, 20 essential and material,
and [matters] 21 pertaining to all these, and the Existence that is 22 com
bined with them and with the god of23 this <perfect child>, the ingenerate
Kalyptos, even the power 24 [in] them all. Now as for Existence: 25 How
can beings-since they are from 26 the aeon of those who derive from 27 an
invisible and undivided 28 self-generated Spirit as triform 29 unengendered
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images-both have 30 an origin superior to Existence 31 and pre-exist all
(these] 32 and yet have come to be in the [world]? 33 How do those in its
presence with all these 3 1 [originate from the] Good 2 [that is above]?
What sort [of power) and 3 [cause, and] what is (the] place of that [one]? 4
What is its principle? 5 How does its product 6 belong both to it and all
these? How, 7 [being a] simple [unity], 8 does it differ [from] itself, given
that it exists as 9 Existence, Form, and 10 Blessedness, and, being vitally
alive, 11 grants power? How 12 has Existence which has no being 13 ap
peared in a power that has being?

Zostrianos first focuses on the basic conceptual categories of determi

nate reality, which serve to characterize, listed here in superior/inferior
or more/less-inclusive pairs: the distinction between objects of thought
(Evvow) and objects of perception (ato0rioLs), between genus and spe
cies, whole and part, container (nEpLEXOV) and contained (nEpLEXO·
µEvov), corporeal and incorporeal, and determinate substance (ovota)
and matter (u:\ri).5 These conceptual categories are affirmed to have
actual existence as ideal entities in the Aeon of Barbelo, where they are
combined with Existence (unapeLs) and power (here identified with the
ingenerate Kalyptos).
Thereupon, Zostrianos shifts his attention from the categories of de
terminate being to an even more abstract reality, Existence (ihrapxLs),
the term used also by the Three Steles ofSeth and Allogenes (and by the
anonymous Parmenides Commentary and the later Neoplatonists) to
denote the pure infinitival being that is prior to determinate being (To
ov). Zostrianos here puzzles on the question: how can the "triform unen
gendered images" that comprise the pluriform ideal world of pure, de
terminate being arise from a unitary source that transcends-and there
fore lacks--determinate being?6

5. A similar catalogue occurs in Damascius, Dub. et sol. JJ.181,26-182,15. On
the sense of oooia, "substance" or "essence," see L. BRISSON, Le meme el I 'au/re
dans la structure ontologique du Timee de Pia/on: Un commen/aire systematique du
Timee de Platon (Sankt Augustin: Academie Verlag, 2nd rev. ed., 1994), 273, n. 4.
6. As a simple unity of pure, infinitival being, this supreme One entirely tran
�cends being, but as source of the determinate being and power that derives from it,
it must somehow differ from itself. Thus there are two moments or aspects of the
One: its self-identity is an implicit duality of I) absolute transcendence and 2) ac
tive, infinitival being which can be characterized as a dyadic otherness (cf. Marsanes
X 7,6-8: "it is a pre-existent otherness belonging to that which actualizes [evepye'ivJ
the Silent One" and Plotinus (Ennead YI, 7 (38] 13,17-18), or as an indefinite dyad
or intelligible matter (Plotinus, Ennead II, 4 [12] 5), or as a passive receptacle as in
Plato's Timaeus (Zostrianos VIII 91,15-22). The triform unengendcred images are
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Zostrianos' perplexity drives him into a crisis of suicidal despair at
the feebleness of his unaided natural faculties to achieve enlightenment,
when suddenly the angel of knowledge intervenes and invites him to
undertake the visionary ascent (VIII 3,23-4, I 9), which begins immedi
ately:
VIII 4 20 When he had said this (to meJ 21 I very eagerly and very 22 gladly
embarked with him 23 upon a great luminous cloud, and [left] 24 my molded
form upon the earth, 25 guarded by glories.

It is interesting to note that Allogenes has the opposite experience, no
doubt because, while still on the earthly plane, he has been gradually
introduced to such profound matters by Youel's preparatory revelations:
XI 57 24 Now after is the all-glorious one, Youel, said these things, 26 she
separated from me and left 27 me. But I did not despair 28 of the words I
heard. 29 I prepared myself JO therein and I deliberated JI with myself for a
hundred years.

Zostrianos' abandons his physical body to be guarded by "glories,"
spiritual helpers who insure that it will not decompose or be inhabited
by a soul other than his own during his temporary absence, since upon
his descent, it must become the vehicle for his mission of proclaiming
what he has learned to the rest of the elect.
C. Allogenes

As in Zostrianos, so also in Allogenes each stage of the ascent is pref
aced by instruction from a revealer. Unfortunately, the initial six lines of
Allogenes are missing, and so one cannot be sure of the identity of the
revealer who initially appears to Allogenes, but it is presumably the "all
glorious" Youel, the mother of the glories. In Allqgenes, Youe! is appar
ently the first and only revealer other than the Luminaries to appear to
Allogenes, and she appears to him on the earthly plane while he is still

presumably the three sorts of determinate being composing the Barbelo Aeon: those
who truly exist, the all-perfect who are unified, and the perfect individuals, which
arc presided over by Kalyptos. Protophanes, and Autogenes respectively. Insofar as
Kalyptos. uppermost in the Barbelo Aeon, is identified with Existence, the origin of
these beings lies in a pre-existent principle superior to Existence, namely either in
Barbelo or in the Invisible Spirit.
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in his earthly gannent.7 Under Youel's tutelage, he acquires the wisdom
to distinguish between immeasurable fonns and unknowable principles,
perceives the Good within himself, sees the glories of the Autogenes and
Protophanes Aeons, hears about the Triple Powered One "things that are
reserved only for those able to bear," and becomes divine and perfect in
preparation for the ultimate revelation of the supreme unknown One.
Youel's five revelations to Allogenes enable him to achieve a vision
of the aeonic levels extending from Autogenes through the summit of
the Barbelo Aeon. At the end ofYouel's first revelation (XI 45,6-49,38),
Allogenes becomes divine and declares to her: "1 fear that my wisdom
has become something beyond what is fitting." At the end of her second
revelation (XI 50, 17-51,38), his wisdom has become complete, having
known the Good within him. At the end of her third revelation (52, 1355, 11), Allogenes sees the glories in the Barbelo Aeon.8 In her fifth and
final revelation (XI 55,33-57,24), Youel promises Allogenes that his
earnest seeking for a period of 100 years-during which he is presuma
bly to engage in self-contemplation, experiencing "a great light and a
blessed path" (XI 57,27-58,7)-will enable him to know himself as the
Good that dwells with the pre-existent God, thus "filling him with the
Logos to completion." At this point he will have become divine and
perfect, ready to receive a primary revelation from the Luminaries of the
Barbelo Aeon (Salamex, Semen, and Arme), that will enable a form of
passive understanding in which the visionary no longer comprehends
but is instead comprehended by the object of his contemplation
7. In Zostrianos, Youel is the third in a series of three heavenly revealers (Au
throunios, Ephesech, Youel, and the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon), and appears
to him only in the heavenly plane, where she administers Zostrianos' final baptisms.
Herc, her role is less exalted, limited to explaining the significance of certain
"crowns" and to administering Zostrianos' two baptisms prior to his entry into the
Protophanes Aeon. Here and in the Gospel of the Egyptians, she functions exclu
sively in the transcendent realm, while in Allogenes, she descends as revealer to the
earthly realm.
8. Interpreted in the light of the ontology of the treatise, it seems as if Al
logenes, while still in his earthly body, has already achieved a certain assimilation to
the various levels of the Barbelo Aeon by the mere act of guided contemplation:
first, to the level of the "individuals" within Autogenes, and second, to the level of
"those who are unified" within Protophanes, and third, to "those who truly exist" in
Kalyptos. Yet even this power of discrimination is insufficient for comprehending
the Invisible Spirit, who transcends knowledge itself, and is unknowable even by
Youel 's perfect comprehension (XI 53,18-23).
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(XI 56, I 5-57, 11 ). If Allogenes is successful in this, he will receive a
conception (ivvota) of the pre-existent One and know himself as one
"who exists with the God who truly pre-exists" (XI 56, 18-36). There
upon, Youel departs and Allogenes, after an "incubation period" of I 00
years, receives a complete vision of the Barbelo Aeon (XI 58,7-26).
After each of these successive revelations, Allogenes achieves a cer
tain progression in his understanding: 1) on the basis of hearing and
discursive thought he can mentally distinguish between transcendent
forms and the principles beyond them; 2) on the basis of wisdom he
knows the Good within himself; 3) on the basis of vision, he comes to
see the glories of the Barbelo Aeon and realize the existence of princi
ples even prior to this, even though it is impossible to fully comprehend
them.
D.Marsanes
Marsanes begins the account of his ascent by establishing that he has
contemplated (voE.Lv) that which really exists (i.e., Tei ovTwS ovrn), and
proceeds to review the stages that led him to that result.
X 4 24 For I am he who has 25 [intelligized) that which truly exists, 26
[whether) individually or 27 [as a whole), by difference (KaTci 6w<j>op<i
cf. Republic VI 509D-511 E) 28 [I knew] that they [pre]-exist 29 [in the] en
tire place that is 5 1 eternal: all those that have come into 2 existence,
whether without substance 3 or with substance, those who are 4 unbegotten,
and the divine aeons, s as well as the angels and the 6 souls without guile 7
and the soul-[garments), 8 the images of [the) 9 simple ones (souls?). And
[afterwards they] 10 were mixed with [those that were distinct from) 11 them
(i.e., their bodies?). But [even the) 12 entire [perceptible] substance 13 still
resembles the [intelligible substance] 14 as well as the insubstantial. (1 have
known] is the entire corruption [of the former (the perceptible realm)] 16 as
well as the immortality of 17 the latter (fem., i.e., the incorporeal sub
stance). I have discriminated (6LaKpivELV cf. Sophist 253DE) 18 and have
attained the boundary of the partial, sense-perceptible 19 world (and) 20 the
entire realm 21 of the incorporeal essence.
The preliminary stages leading to his vision of the supreme principles
are occupied by the use of discursive reasoning, specifically a technique
of division: "by difference" (KaTa 6tacpop<i) he "[knew]" that every
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existing thing, whether individual or whole, originates in the eternal
realm (i.e., in the realm of true being and ideal archetypes). 9
Like Zostrianos, Marsanes comes to recognize that the multitude of
simple things all derive from a prior unity. Thus he is already on the
road to dialectical knowledge, yet not completely, since he still per
ceives Autogenes as the multiplicity of the self-generated ones into
which he extends rather than as a unity. As a result, he must seek a yet
higher and more prior unity, the "kingdom" of the Triple Powered One,
whom he hypothesizes to be the source and power of both unbegotten
and self-begotten reality and the origin of the difference among tran
scendental realities such as the aeons (X 6,2-16). At this point, Marsanes
begins to raise profound metaphysical questions not unlike those raised
by Zostrianos prior to his own ascent (cited on p. 646) : 10

X 6 12 And from 13 [the single one] they (the self-generated ones) [are] di
vided, 14 [so that] I experienced 15 many things, it being manifest 16 that he
saved a multitude. 17 But beyond all of these, 18 f am seeking the kingdom
19 of the Triple Powered One, 20 which has no beginning. Whence 21 did he
appear and 22 act to fill the 23 the entire place (i.e., the aeonic realm) with
his power? And 24 in what way did the unbegotten ones 25 come into exis
tence without being begotten? And 26 what are [the] differences (6ta<l>opci)
among the [aeons]? 27 [And] as for those who are unbegotten, 28 how many
[are they]? And in what respect 29 [do they differ] from each other? 7 1
When I had inquired about these things 2 I perceived that he (the Triple
Powered One) acted 3 from silence.

9. This includes both substantial and insubstantial entities: those that are unbe
gotten (the insubstantial Invisible Spirit and the substantial Aeon of Barbelo), those
that are self-begotten, such as the "divine aeons," probably "the [divine] self
generated (aiJTOYEVVTJTOL) ones" of X 3, 18-25 and 6,7, and finally other, still lower
entities, some begotten and others self-begotten, such as angels, innocent souls, and
"soul-[garments]." Perhaps these garments are the passions-represented as XLTWVES
donned and shed during the soul's descent and ascent through the planetary
spheres-or, less likely, the ethereal but irrational "vehicles" [oxl)µaw] of disincar
nate souls.
10. In fact, Marsanes' preliminary questions are reminiscent of those raised by
Zostrianos just after he has heard the final revelation delivered by the Luminaries of
the Barbelo Aeon: VIII 128, 19-129, I: "As for me, I became bold and said: 'I am
[still] wondering about the Triple Powered Invisible perfect Spirit- how it exists
for itself, [even the cause) for them all [and of] those that truly exist [ ... ) what is
the (place of that one] and [of what sort is it?' And after l] said [these things, I was]
greatly (glorified], and they set [me] down and left."
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In X 7,3-19 Marsanes reports the results of his deliberations on such
enigmas: he comes to see the origin of the Triple Powered One, and he
sees how the unbegotten ones came to be without being begotten.
ll I. ASCENT THROUGH THE AEON OF BARBELO
As the Sethian equivalent of the Platonic divine intellect, the ascent
through the Barbelo Aeon requires a gradual shift from discursive to
contemplative knowledge, as one moves from the largely rational
knowledge of indivLduated ideas and souls ("perfect individuals") pre
sided over by the "demiurgic intellect" Autogenes, toward the dialectical
contemplation of the indistinguishable plurality of "those who are uni
fied" in Protophanes, the contemplating intellect, and finally achieves a
unified vision of the unique paradigmatic forms or authentic existents
(the "hidden ones") resident in Kalyptos, the contemplated intellect. One
thus proceeds from discrimination to synthesis to intuition. By this se
quence of mental acts one becomes assimilated to successively higher
ontological levels, whose nature is apprehended through the perceptual
sequence of audition, vision, and silent thought or intellection.
A. The Three Ste/es ofSeth
After initial praise of the three-in-one character of the Barbelo Aeon,
the second stele of the Three Steles of Seth concludes with a petition for
the unification of the perfect individuals which results in immediate
vision of the Barbelo Aeon. The petition:
VII 123 30 Unify us 31 according as you have been unified. 32 Tell us [of]
the things that you behold. 33 Bestow power upon us, so that we might 124
1 become saved up into eternal life. 2 For, as for us, we are a shadow 3 of
you [just] as you are 4 a shadow of that which 5 primally preexists. Hear 6
us first. We are eternal: 7 hear us-we who are 8 perfect individuals. It is
you who are the aeon 9 of aeons, 0 all-perfect One 10 who are unified.

immediately results in the initial ascent:
You have heard! 11 You have heard! You have saved! You have saved! 12
We give thanks! We praise always! 13 We will glorify you! We rejoice! We
rejoice! We rejoice! 18 We have beheld! We have beheld! We have beheld
that which 19 really preexists, 20 really existing as it exists!
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B. Zostrianos
Upon completion of his initial seeking, Zostrianos ascends on the lu
minous cloud through the levels of the atmospheric realm, the Aeonic
Copies, the Sojourn, and the Repentance. While Zostrianos is constantly
in motion ("without pausing," VIII 5,22) during the ascent from earth to
the Repentance, he comes to "stand" in the Self-generated Aeons. Such
standing and stability is the very opposite of the psychic perturbations
he experienced on earth prior to the ascent; it is enabled by an act of
vision of an ideal reality which is true and most real (ovTws ov).
In contrast to Allogenes and Marsanes, who ascend to the very sum
mit of reality, the ascent of Zostrianos is apparently limited to the first
two levels of the Barbelo Aeon even though he receives essentially the
same revelations concerning the nature of the supreme principles as do
Allogenes and Marsanes. As summarized in Chapter 3, in the course of
his visionary ascent, Zostrianos ascends from the earth by means of a
luminous cloud through several aeonic levels, eventually arriving at the
lower boundary of the Aeon of Barbelo ("the Self-generated Aeons"), at
which point he apparently succeeds to a vision of the divine Autogenes
and the male Mind Protophanes, where he receives instruction on the
nature of the supreme realities from the Luminaries of the Barbelo
Aeon.
During the ascent, Zostrianos undergoes various ontic transforma
tions: on earth he moves from a condition of moral improvement to
intellectual discernment, and during the ascent, from an earthly being
into a glory, thence into various kinds of angel, and finally into a divine
being. The shifts in his spiritual status matches those of the successively
more transcendent beings he beholds, moving from perceptible to di
vine, to "truly existing," to "perfect," and finally to "all-perfect." Having
transcended the thirteen aeons of the perceptible world, he is baptized,
perhaps at the level of the moon, where he receives an image of the
glories there and becomes like them (VI ll 5, 14-17).
Upon each of the first four baptisms, Zostrianos becomes a different
sort of angel: contemplative, masculine, holy, and perfect; he "stands"
upon each of four aeons, in all probability the Four Lights in ascending
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order, the fourth Eleleth, the third Daveithe, the second Oroiael, and the
first Armozel.11

After his first four baptisms, Zostrianos poses a series of questions
concerning the relation of unity to differentiated multiplicity similar to
those he pondered (VIII 2,24-3, 13) prior to the appearance of the angel
of light, but this time focused on the relationship between the various
names invoked in the baptismal process and powers resident in the Self
generated Aeons through which he has just passed (VIII 7,22-8,7). The
answers to these questions are supplied by two heavenly revealers,
Authrounios and Ephesech.
First, Authrounios proceeds to explain the nature of the realms lead
ing up to the Barbelo Aeon (the sensible world and its origin, and the
progression from the Aeonic Copies through the Sojourn and Repen
tance to the Self-generated Aeons described in Chapter 13). Thereupon,
Zostrianos becomes assimilated to the nature of all the levels of reality
he has thus far traversed:
VIII 8 28 And with him]
that l had [traversed.

29

and [with myself I joined with]

30

[these aeons]

Next, it is Ephesech, the Child of the (Triple Male) Child who reveals
the nature of the truly transcendent realm, the Barbelo Aeon and what
lies beyond it (VIII I 3,27-44,22a). The initial subject of this revelation
is the significance of the names and waters that figure in the traditional
rite of Sethian baptism in terms of their relation to the three powers of
the Triple Powered One (Existence, Blessedness/Mind/Knowledge,
Vitality/Life) by which the Barbelo Aeon emerges from the Invisible
Spirit, and to the three subaeons of the Barbelo Aeon (Kalyptos, Proto
phanes, and Autogenes). Ephesech also reveals that while these entities
pre-exist the universe, they in tum originate from an even higher unitary
principle, the "single origin of the Barbelo Aeon," namely the supreme
Invisible Spirit.
Finally, after the lengthy revelations of Authrounios and Ephesech,
Zostrianos becomes "divine" (VIII 53, 18-19). Zostrianos' successful
11. Standing upon Eleleth, a "preparation for truth," one's soul finds and loves
the truth, and becomes a contemplative "thought" or "angel" (VIII 6,17-21 ); stand
ing upon Daveithe, a "vision of knowledge," one's soul becomes a male gendered
angel (VIII 7,1-9); standing upon Oroiael, a "seer of truth," one's soul becomes a
'·holy angel" (VIII 7,9-16); and standing upon Annozel, a "joiner of souls." one's
soul is joined with truth: there Zostrianos became a "perfect anger· (VIII 7, 16-22).
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baptism into the waters of Autogenes is narrated in some detail. But in
VlII 15, 1-12, Ephesech 's promise that Zostrianos will be baptized in the
water of Protophanes is never fulfilled, although it may be that he "sees"
those waters. Significantly, the passage makes no corresponding prom
ise about the waters of Kalyptos, and indeed Zostrianos never arrives at
the level of the Kalyptos Aeon, about which he-and presumably any
candidate for enlightenment-only "hears." Thus one is baptized in the
waters of Autogenes and one sees the waters of Protophanes, but one
may only "hear" of Kalyptos by a "far superior revelation." But of the
Invisible Spirit, one only gets an "audition and a silent power"
(VIII 24,2-17).
C. Al/ogenes
It is noteworthy that the beings praised by Zostrianos (VIII 42,24-31)
are the same ones that Allogenes sees at the end of his one hundred-year
period of preparation following the revelations ofYouel: 12
XJ 58 11 I saw 12 the good divine Autogenes; 13 and
the Savior 14 who is the 15 youthful, perfect Triple Male; and
his 16 goodness, the 17 noetic, perfect Protophanes-Hannedon; 18 and
the Blessedness 19 of the Kalyptos; and
the 20 primary origin of the Blessedness, 21 the Barbelo-Aeon 22 full of Di
vinity; 23
and the primary origin of 24 the one without origin, the 25 Triple Powered
Invisible Spirit ...

The "primal origin of the of the One without origin" is probably the
lowest aspect ("blessedness" or Mentality) of the Triple-Powered One,
which would be identical with the entirety of the Aeon of Barbelo itself.
This initial stage of Allogenes' ascent was already alluded to in XI 48,638, where it says that the individuals inhabiting the Autogenes level of
the Barbelo Aeon cannot comprehend the Invisible Spirit (the Universal
one beyond perfection) by an act of mind; yet once they "come to
gether" (at the level of Protophanes) they can apprehend him by the
passive receipt of a "first thought" (or "preconception") of the pure be
ing of the Kalyptos level (imbued with Existence) which emanates from
12. It is difficult to determine the referent of the two instances of"origin" (ci.pxtj)
as well as the meaning of the tcnn itself. "The one without origin" likely refers to
the Invisible Spirit, while the "primary origin" seems to refer to something ranked
below one without origin, most likely the Triple-Powered One.
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him. Yet even this power of discrimination is insufficient for compre
hending the Invisible Spirit, who transcends knowledge itself: and is
unknowable even by Youel's perfect comprehension (XI 53,18-23).
It is particularly noteworthy that Allogenes not only receives initial
revelations from Youel but also achieves a vision of the Barbelo Aeon
while he still bears his earthly garment (XI 50,8-I 0).13 This initial vision
culminates in the receipt of a luminous garment by which he is taken up
to "a pure place" (XI 58,26-37), where he transcends ("stands upon") his
knowledge ( characterized by "blessedness" and "self-knowledge") of
the individual constituents of the Barbelo-Aeon. He is now ready for the
"holy powers" of the "Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo" to reveal the
even higher knowledge toward which he had already "inclined," namely
''the knowledge of the Universal Ones," that is, of the Triple-Powered
One and the Invisible Spirit (XI 59,2-3):
XI 58

When I was taken 27 by the eternal light, 28 by 29 the garment that
was upon 30 me, and was taken up to 31 a pure place whose 32 likeness can
not be 33 revealed in the world, 34 then by means of a 35 great Blessedness I
36 saw all those about whom I had 37 heard. And I 38 praised them all and I
59 1 [stood at rest] upon my knowledge and [I] 2 inclined to the Knowledge
[of] 3 the Universal Ones, the Barbelo-Aeon.
26

D.Marsanes
Without explicit note or explanation, Marsanes advances beyond dis
cursive and dialectical knowledge of the transcendental realm to enter
into a new mode of knowing, that of silent contemplation. He perceives
all the aeons in the Barbelo Aeon silently praising the Triple Powered
One from whom they have all derived:
X 7 29 [When he appeared) 8 1 to the powers, they rejoiced. 2 Those that are
within me were completed 3 together with all the 4 rest. And they all
blessed 5 the Triple Powered One, 6 one by one, who 7 is [the] First-Perfect
13. This stands in express contrast with the experience of Zostrianos, who had
left his body behind and ascended to the Self-generated Aeons before the receipt of
any transcendental revelations. The corresponding experience of Marsanes is inde
terminate at this point, for his "attainment" of the boundary between the perceptible
and intelligible realms could be interpreted as either a corporeal or extracorporeal
experience: X 5,18-20: "I have discriminated and have attained the boundary of the
partial, sense-perceptible world (and) the entire realm 21 of the incorporeal essence."
See section YI.A below on this-worldly versus otherworldly vision and revelation.
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One, 8 [blessing] him in purity, [every]where 9 praising the Lord 10 [who
exists] before the All, 11 [who (is) the] Triple Powered One. 12 [ft did not
happen that] their (the powers of the Barbelo Aeon) worshippings 13 [were
audible], but [it was my part] 14 [lo keep on] 15 [inquiring] how they had 16
become silent. I would contemplate (voe'iv) a 17 power that I hold 18 in
honor. When the third 19 power (i.e. the Barbelo Aeon) of the Triple Pow
ered One 20 contemplated (voe1v) him (the Triple Powered One), 21 it said
to me, "Be silent 22 lest you should know and flee 23 and come before me.
But 24 know (voe'iv) that this One was 25 [silent], and concentrate on under
standing (v61iµa). 26 For [the power still] keeps 27 [guiding] me into 28 [the
Aeon which) is Barbelo, 29 [the] male [Virgin]."

Yet his assimilation to the aeonic nature is not truly complete, since, in
his own desire to contemplate the Triple Powered One, the incomplete
ness of his knowledge prompts him to raise yet another question. Al
though he "perceives" the aeonic praises to be inaudible, he goes on
whether audibly or silently-to inquire of the Barbelo Aeon how the
aeons had become silent. But his question is rebuffed by the Barbelo
Aeon: "Be silent lest you should know and flee and come before me.
But know (vo€1v) that this One (the Triple Powered One) was [silent],
and concentrate on understanding (v61,µa)" (X 8,21-25). Here the kind
of knowledge that Marsanes is exhorted to avoid is knowledge of the
factual or discursive sort-"how" the aeons became silent-to which the
Aeon of Barbelo responds by saying that Marsanes must settle for
merely "knowing that" the Triple Powered One was silent and must
instead concentrate on the activity of intelligizing (v6Tjµa) silently. By
transcending discursive and even dialectical knowledge in favor of silent
contemplation, he avoids the danger of falling back into an active form
of knowing whose result will be, not a knowledge of the Triple Powered
One itself, but merely to remain at the level he has already just achieved.
This lower kind of knowing will merely cause him to flee away from
true contemplation of higher realms and to "come before" the Barbelo
Aeon, which would mean merely to return to where he already is. From
this point forward, further insight is achieved only by a suppression, not
only of positive knowledge, but of any sort of mental activity whatso
ever.
Later on in the text, Marsanes says of himself:
X 10 7 And [I] have been given 8 the third part (i.e., knowledge, the Bar
belo Aeon) of 9 (the spirit] of the power of the Triple 10 [Powered] 11 [One]!
Blessed is 12 [the Aeon (of Barbelo)] I
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In this instance, it is clear that upon receiving and internalizing this
spirit, Marsanes becomes the mouthpiece of the Barbelo Aeon itself,
issuing to his followers Barbelo's own invitation to ascend towards the
Invisible Spirit: 14
X l O 12 O 13 [inhabitants of these] places! It is necessary 14 [for you (sg.) to
contemplate (voe:'iv)] those that are higher 15 than these, and tell them to the
16
powers. For you (sg.) will become 17 [better] than the elect 18 [in the last]
times. 19 Upward mounts the Invisible Spirit! 20 And you 21 [yourselves],
ascend with him 22 [up above], since you have 23 [the] great [radiant]
crown.

Later still, Marsanes claims that he actually came to dwell in the Aeon
of Barbelo, although "separate" from it:
X 14 15 I [was dwelling] 16 among the aeons that were 17 generated. As I
was permitted, [IJ have 18 come to be among those that were un-[begotten).
19 But I was dwelling in the [great] 20 Aeon, although I [was separate from
it]. 21 And (I saw] 22 [the] three powers (of] 21 the Triple [Powered] One.

Marsanes has advanced to the point of actual identification with the
object of his query: he has somehow become assimilated to the Barbelo
Aeon to the point that he can speak for that aeon. Although he remains
distinct from it, he has entered it to such a degree that he can say that,
not only the Barbelo Aeon, but he too contains all the aeons that were
"completed" in the Barbelo Aeon; in that sense they are completed also
in Marsanes. In effect, he has moved beyond the realm of discursive
thought and even of dialectic to what Plato called assimilation to god so
far as possible.
IV. THE ASCENT THROUGH THE TRIPLE-POWERED ONE

Of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, it is only Allogenes and Marsanes
in which there is an ascent through the powers of the Triple Powered
One, since Zostrianos limits Zostrianos' ascent to the mid-point of the
Barbelo Aeon, and the Three Steles of Seth does not seem to treat the
Triple Powered One as transcending the Barbelo Aeon.

I4. In a similar way, in the Trimorphic Protennoia, Barbelo issues several such
invitations as she reveals herself as the Speech and Logos of the divine First
Thought.
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A. The Three Ste/es ofSeth

Thus the third stele of the Three Ste/es of Seth moves directly to the
ascent final to the supreme, pre-existent Invisible Spirit, who is alto
gether beyond being and determination. As such, he cannot be named or
even directly beheld, except indirectly "by means of Intellect," that is,
through the Aeon of Barbelo. Nevertheless, in a sense he can be known,
not by discursive or even dialectical reasoning, but by means of his own
''command" that brings the beholder to the point of utter silence:
VII 125 3 0 you who understand yourself 4 through yourself alone! Indeed,

there is nothing s that is active prior to 6 you. You are spirit, alone and liv
ing. 7 And [you] know the One: 8 for we cannot speak of That One, which
everywhere belongs to you; 9 For 10 your light is shining upon us. 11 Com
mand us 12 to behold you, so that 13 we might be saved. It is knowledge of
you that 14 is the salvation of us all. 15 Command! If you 16 command, then
we have been saved! Truly we have been 17 saved! We have beheld you by
means of Intellect. 18 It is you who are all these (spiritual beings).
VII 127

12

For individually and collectively they all praise 1l these: and af
terward they shall be 14 silent. And just as it has 15 been ordained for them,
they will ascend; 16 after silence, they will descend.

Although the Three Ste/es ofSeth does not directly discuss the stages of
cognition appropriate to the ascent, it seems that the final stage is char
acterized as "silence," which probably signifies a complete suppression,
not only of discursive thought, but of any sort of cognition whatsoever.
Moreover, the "command" sought from the supreme One seems equiva
lent to the "primary revelation" offered to Allogenes by the Luminaries
of the Barbelo Aeon: in both Zostrianos and Allogenes, this turns out to
be a negative theology.
B. Zostrianos
At his fifth baptism in the name of Autogenes, Zostrianos stands upon
the "fifth" aeon, that is, upon the entire assemblage of the Self-generated
Aeons and becomes "divine" (V1ll 53,15-24).15 After he is baptized
once again, apparently by Youel in the living water associated with the
Triple Male Child, she grants him power, form, semblance, incalculable
15. The narration of the fifih baptism is separated from lhe narration of the first
fou r by 46 pages, into which the author inserts the lengthy revelations of Au
throunios and Ephescch the Child of the Child.
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light, and "a holy spirit," such that he becomes "[truly] existing"
(VIII 60,8-14). Entering the aeon of the Triple Male Child, he is bap
tized for the final time by Youel, whereupon he becomes "[perfect for]
the hearing of all [these matters]" (Vlll 61,15-62,17). Zostrianos' bap
tisms and direct visions seem to terminate immediately before the Aeon
of Protophanes; beginning with the Kalyptos ("hidden") Aeon, those
realities and the ones beyond are hidden from his direct observation, and
are made available to him only by hearing the lengthy revelatory dis
course from the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon (which nevertheless
informs him of matters unknown even to gods and angels!). Limited as
it is to the aeon of Autogenes, the lowest level of the Barbelo Aeon,
Zostrianos' ascent stands in apparent contrast to those described in Al
logenes and Marsanes, where those respective visionaries-without the

benefit of any explicit transcendental baptisms-ascend to the summit
of the Barbelo Aeon and beyond, even experiencing the three powers of
the Invisible Spirit.
When he is brought before Protophanes, Zostrianos "stands at rest
upon his spirit" praying fervently to the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon
"by thought" (VHI 63,8-20). After receiving the revelation of these Lu
minaries, he sees and unites with all the spiritual beings there (in the
Protophanes Aeon); after blessing the Kalyptos aeon, Barbelo, and the
Invisible Spirit, and being empowered, he is inscribed in glory, sealed
and crowned, becoming "all-perfect" (Vlll 129,6-16). 16

C. Allogenes
Unlike Zostrianos, Allogenes not only ascends to the acme of the
Barbelo Aeon, where he enters a state of Blessedness, but he also is
afforded an opportunity to ascend through the various modalities of the
Triple Powered One, and finally to receive a disclosure of the supreme
Invisible Spirit itself. Allogenes' ascent beyond the Aeon of Barbelo to
16. According to the Hekhalot text Ma 'aseh Merkabah, a similar series of attrib
utes is acquired by the Jewish mystic who descends to the divine chariot: "R. Akiba
said to me: Were uprightness and righteousness in your heart then you would know
how many measures are in heaven. He said to me: When I was in the first palace I
was righteous, in the second palace I was pure, in the third palace I was upright, in
the fourth palace I was perfect, in the fifth palace I arrived holy before the king of
kings, blessed be he" (Ma 'aseh Merkabah 9, cited in N. JANOWITZ, The Poetics of
Ascent: Theories of Language in a Rabbinic Ascent Text [Albany: SUNY Press,
1989), 41),
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the Unknowable One is first revealed to Allogenes by holy powers
(XI 59,4-60,12) and then actually narrated (XI 60,12-61,22) by Al
logenes.

XI 59 4 And I saw [multiple] powers s by means of the Luminaries 6 of the
male virginal Barbelo 7 telling [me]: 8 "O great power! 0 name that has 9
come to be in the world! 0 Allogenes, 10 behold your Blessedness, 11 how
silently it abides, 12 by which you know D your proper self, and, 14 seeking
yourself, withdraw to the Vitality 15 that you will 16 see moving. And al
though it is 17 impossible for you to stand, fear 18 nothing; but if you 19 wish
to stand, ascend 20 to the Existence, and you will 21 find it standing and 22 at
rest after the likeness of the One 23 who is truly at rest 24 and embraces all
these 25 silently and 26 inactively.
Having surpassed his active, earthly knowledge and inclining toward the
passive knowledge of the "All higher than perfect" (the Triple-Powered
One and the Invisible Spirit, XI 59,2-3), Allogenes then makes the as
cent by a series of "withdrawals," attaining first the level of blessedness
(i.e., Mentality). Next, as he "seeks himself," he ascends to and "stands"
quietly at the supra-eidetic level of Vitality. Finally, at the level of Exis
tence he is filled with a "primary revelation of the unknowable One" and
empowered to receive an "incognizant knowledge" of the unknowable
One.

There 15 was within me a stillness 16 of silence, and I heard the 17
Blessedness 18 whereby I knew <my> proper self. 19 And I withdrew to the
20
Vitality as I sought <myself>, and 21 I joined into it, 22 and I stood, 23 not
finnly but 24 quietly. And r saw 25 an eternal, intellectual, undivided motion
26 that pertains to all the 27
powers, formless, unlimited 28 by limitation.
29
And when I wanted to stand finnly, 30 I ascended to 31 the Existence,
which I found 32 standing and at rest 33 like an image and 34 likeness of that
(tranquillity of the One) which 35 was upon me. By means of a revelation 36
of the Indivisible and the 37 Stable I was filled 38 with revelation. By means
39 of a primary revelation 61 1 of the Unknowable One, [as if] 2 I were in
cognizant of him, I [knew] 3 him and was empowered by 4 him. Having
been permanently strengthened, 5 1 knew that [which) 6 exists in me, even
the Triple-Powered One 7 and the revelation of 8 his uncontainableness.
[And] 9 by means of a primary 10 revelation of the First One who is un
knowable 11 to them all, the God 12 who is beyond perfection, I saw 13 him
and the Triple-Powered One that exists 14 in them all. I was seeking 15 the
ineffable 16 and unknowable God, 17 whom if one should 18 know him, one
would be completely 19 incognizant of him.
XI 60

14
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The repeated emphasis on seeking and knowing oneself and what is
within oneself indicates that the term "withdrawal" (dvaxwpEt.v), while
here translated as "ascent," in reality represents a kind of mental and
spiritual implosion, as if Allogenes' ascent were actually a journey into
his interior self where knower and known have become completely as
similated to one another. 17 There is no longer the distinction or contrast
between knowing subject and known object that makes ordinary knowl
edge possible; one has passed into the realm of non-knowing knowl
edge.
Having assimilated himself to the primal modality of the Triple
Powered One which exists "in" him, Allogenes can no longer ascend to
any higher level; only in the case that he becomes afraid can he further
withdraw, and that only "backwards because of the (mental) activities"
one risks in attempting to enjoy the fairness of this Faustian moment:

XI 59 26 And when you receive 27 a revelation of him by 21 means of a pri
mary revelation 29 of the Unknowable One- 30 of whom, should you 31
know him, you must be incognizant- 32 and you become n afraid in that
place, 34 withdraw backwards because of the is activities. And when you
become 36 perfect in that place, 37 still yourself. And 38 in accordance with
the pattern that indwells 39 you, know likewise 60 1 [that] it is this way
among (all these beings,] 2 after this (same) pattern. And 3 (do not] further
dissipate, [so that) 4 you may be able to stand, sand do not desire to be ac
tive, 6 [lest] you fall in any way 7 [from] the inactivity [in] 8 [you] of the
Unknowable One. Do not 9 know him, for it is impossible; 10 but if by
means of a 11 luminous thought you should know 12 him, be incognizant of
him.
According to Plotinus, even Intellect's contemplation of the One in
volves a similar withdrawal from any proactive or aggressive intellec
tion; it must, so to speak, return to its own original emanative phase as
an indeterminate, primary vitality within the One itself:

Rather, the Intellect must first return, so to speak, backwards, and give it•
self up, in a way, to what lies behind it (for it faces in both directions); and
there, if it wishes to see that First Principle, it must not be altogether intel
lect. For it is the first life, since it is an activity manifest in the way of out17. Cf. Porphyry, Senrentiae 40,51-56: "To those who are intcllcctually (voEpws)
able to withdraw (xwpEiv) into their own being (oixrLa) and to know it, and who, by
both the knowledge itself and the consciousness (EL6l)olS) of that knowledge, appre
hend themselves according to a unity of knower and known, to those thus present to
themselves, true being (To ov) is also present."
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going of all things; outgoing not in the sense that it is now in process of go
ing out but that it has gone out. If, then, it is life and outgoing and holds all
things distinctly and not in a vague general way-for [in the latter case] it
would hold them imperfectly and inarticulately-it must itself derive from
something else, which is no more in the way of outgoing, but is the origin
of outgoing, and the origin of life and the origin of intellect and all things.
(EnneadIII, 8 [30] 9,29-40, trans. A.H. Annstrong).

For any determinate being, human or divine, true self-knowledge re
quires re-entry into its prefigurative, inchoate phase, thereby risking a
certain abandonment of one's existence altogether:
What then could the One be, and what nature could it have? There is noth
ing surprising in its being difficult to say, when it is not even easy to say
what Being or Form is; but we do have a knowledge based upon the Forms.
But in proportion as the soul goes towards the formless, since it is utterly
unable to comprehend it because it is not delimited and, so to speak,
stamped by a richly varied stamp, it slides away and is afraid that it may
have nothing at all. Therefore it gets tired of this sort of thing, and often
gladly comes down and falls away from all this, till it comes to the percep
tible and rests there as if on solid ground; just as sight when it gets tired of
sm�II objects is glad to come upon big ones (cf. Numenius' comparison of
the attempt to see the Good to one straining his eyes to catch sight of a lit
tle boat far away among the waves, frg. 2 des Places = 11 Leemans). But
when the soul wants to see by itself, seeing only by being with it and being
one by being one with it, it does not think that it yet has what it seeks, be
cause it is not different from what is being thought. (Ennead VI, 9.3,1-I 3,
trans. Armstrong).

In a state of utter passivity, Allogenes will go on to receive a "primary
revelation of the Unknowable One" characterized as a cognitively va
cant knowledge of the Unknowable One, a knowledge that can be articu
lated only by an extensive negative theology (XI 61,32-62, 13; supple
mented by a more affirmative theology, XI 62,14-67,20).
The sequence of Allogenes' mental states therefore moves from rela
tive to permanent stability, and from self-knowledge to mental vacancy:
1. At the level of Mentality, characterized by silent stillness, he "hears"
the Blessedness of true self-knowledge.
2. At the level of Vitality, characterized by the eternal circular ("undi
vided") motion of the supra-eidetic realm, and still seeking himself,
he achieves partial stability.
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3. At the level of Existence, characterized by total stability and inactiv
ity, he achieves a complete stability, permanently strengthened by
the indwelling of the Triple-Powered One.
The sequence of Allogenes' mental states is also the reverse of the se
quence of the dominant phases or ontological modalities in which the
Triple Powered One unfolds into the Aeon of Barbelo: Existence, Vital
ity, and Mentality. His initial state is called Blessedness, a condition
associated with a determinate but silent (non-discursive?) self
contemplation characteristic of "Mentality," which also designates the
terminal phase of the Triple-Powered One's three successive phases of
Existence, Vitality, and Mentality. He is then instructed to move from
this to a median but less stable state, that of "Vitality," which is charac
terized by an eternal circular motion that still includes an indeterminate
"seeking of oneself." Then, in order to gain a state of ultimate incogni
zance beyond either determinate or indeterminate knowledge, he moves
onward to the level of Existence, which is also the purely infinitival
phase in which the Triple-Powered One is initially identical with the
Invisible Spirit, who is absolutely at rest and contains all in total silence
and inactivity. In each case, the contemplation of entities on ever higher
ontological levels is characterized as a form of the contemplator's
self-knowledge, suggesting that the consciousness of the knowing sub
ject is actually assimilated to the ontological character of the level that
one intelligizes at any given point. Having become inactive, still and
silent, indeed incognizant even of himself, he has taken on the character
of the Unknowable One, and is one with the object of his vision.
Allogenes' need to avoid positive activity of any sort has its analogue
in the process by which the Triple-Powered One unfolds into the realms
of being below it.. In XI 53,10-18 it is said that the Triple-Powered One,
like Aristotle's self-contemplating Unmoved Mover, "moved motion
lessly in his governance, lest he sink into the boundless by means of
another act of Mentality. He entered into himself and appeared, being
all-encompassing." This seems to refer to the processing phase of the
Triple-Powered One, whose emanation in the form of a boundless power
from the Invisible Spirit has perhaps already achieved substantial exis
tence as the Aeon of Barbelo in an act of contemplative reversion upon
its source. Having achieved a stable state of effortless contemplation, to
engage in a positive act of mentation would destabilize this effortless-
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ness, and destroy its stable self-definition as the Aeon of Barbelo. Al
logenes faces this same temptation.

D.Marsanes
The portion of the text devoted to Marsanes' description of the high
est vision is severely damaged (X 14,21-18,14). Nevertheless, like Al
logenes, Marsanes, now contemplatively dwelling in the Barbelo Aeon,
yet in a sense still "[separate]" (X 14,20) from that Aeon, appears to
take on the character of its "unbegotten" denizens, and is then able to
see for himself the three powers of the Triple Powered One just as Bar
belo saw them in the course ofher own emanation:

X 14 15 I [was dwelling] 16 among the aeons that were 17 generated. As I
was permitted, [I] 18 came to be among those that were un[begotten). 19 But
I was dwelling in the [great] 20 Aeon (ofBarbelo), although I [was separate
from it). 21 And [I saw] 22 [the] three powers [of] 23 the Triple [Powered)
One. 24 The [first (third?)] 25 (power ...J 26 and [ ... J 27 [ ••• J 28 [ ••• J 29
[ ... ) 15 1 (... the] Silent One and the 2 Triple Powered One, [(and) the
One (i.e., the Spirit)] 3 that does not have breath. 4 We took our stand [ ... ]
s [ ... ] we [contemplated] ... 13 we entered ...
Marsanes' commentary on this particular vision occurs on pages 16 and
17, which are almost totally obliterated. To judge from the fragmentary
phrases "why is there no knowledge [among the] ignorant" (X 17,2-3)
and "he runs the risk" (X 17,4), this vision may have involved an appli
cation ofthe principle of "learned ignorance" so prominent in Allogenes.
It is interesting to note that in Marsanes, the actions of contemplative
withdrawal, standing, and silence are said to constitute the very process
by which the Aeon ofBarbelo itself came into being (see X 9,1- I 6, cited
in Chapter 12, p. 522). While the directionality ofBarbelo's emergence
is downward through these three powers, the directionality of the human
contemplator's movement is upward. Despite its fragmentary condition,
the extant text of Marsanes (X 15,4-16,3) seems to have reported that
Marsanes (in the company of unnamed companions-"we") stood, con
te mplated and entered these same powers, and presumably came to par
ticipate in the first and highest of the Triple Powered One's three pow
ers, the Invisible Spirit, "[ ... the Spirit that] does not have breath
(rrvo�)" who "exists in [unknowability]."
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V. THE FINAL CONTEMPLATION OF THE SUPREME PRINCIPLES

The final contemplative vision is represented rather differently in each
of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, but seems in general to be character
ized in terms of negativity, abstraction, and absence of motion, other
ness, or determinate content; there is only ineffability, tranquillity, and
silence.

A. The Three Ste/es ofSeth
Although the Three Ste/es of Seth contains a doxology directed to the
supreme unknowable One, there is no description of any union with it
beyond the concluding rubric's description of the highest phase of as
cent being characterized as silence (Vil 127,6-26).

n. Zostrianos
In both Zostrianos and Allogenes, the highest form of divine knowl
edge is revealed by the "Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo." In Zostri
anos, the content of the Luminaries' revelation is a lengthy two-part
disquisition on the realms extending from the ultimate principle down to
the Aeon of Autogenes: the first part on the nature of the ultimate, uni
tary source of all, the Invisible Spirit, his Triple Powers and the manner
in which the Aeon of Barbelo emanates from these (VIII 64, 13-96,3),
and the second part (after 16 pages of damaged and unreconstructable
text, VIH 96,20-113,14) on the deployment and content of the Kalyptos,
Protophanes, and Autogenes Aeons (VIII 113,14-128, 18).
The first part of the revelation begins with a lengthy negative theol
ogy devoted to the supreme Invisible Spirit, and is comprised of lengthy
negative theologies of the sort found at the beginning of the Apocryphon
ofJohn and in the various Middle Platonic apophatic sources discussed
in association with Alcinous' Didaska/ikos in Chapter 9. It draws upon a
negative and positive theological sourc�ited and discussed in the first
part of Chapter 12-that was shared nearly word-for-word between
Marius Victorinus' Adversus Ariwn 1.49,9-50,21 and Zostrianos
_
VIII 64, 13-75,21 (with an admixture of the author's own commentary in
VIII 67,4-75,14). Undoubtedly this source was based upon some kind of
Middle Platonic commentary on Plato's Parmenides, apparently an in
terpretation of its first hypothesis ( I 37C- I 42A).
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The portion of these revelations bearing on the ultimate knowledge of
the supreme principles is the negative theology in VIII 64, 13b-66, I 4a,
according to which the supreme Spirit is known by three the approaches
discussed in Chapter 11 : I) by conceptually abstracting from him all
qualities since no quality applies to him-the via negativa; 2) by con
ceptualizing him to be prior to every principle, concept or power-the
via eminentiae; and 3) by conceptualizing him to transcend pairs of
contraries-the method of the synthesis of opposites. In short, the Spirit
is beyond conceptualization altogether, although in a paradoxical way,
he is the whole of truly existing things (the sum of the determinate real
ity that owes its being to him), and yet he is none of them.
This negative theology concludes with the following cryptic remarks
on its implications for salvation; the emphasis on wholeness, indivisibil
ity, and ineffability clearly conveys the non-discursive character of su
preme knowledge of the divine:
VIII 68

14
Blessed is the [Idea] 15 of the activity that exists! 16 By receiving
Existence 17 it receives potential [for] 18 perfection. Since it never 19 di
vides, it is then 20 perfect. Therefore, 21 it is perfect 22 because it is not di
visible 23 with itself. 24 For nothing exists 25 before it except 26 [the perfect]
unity (69 to 72 zminscribed) 73 1 [that is its] Existence, 2 [since] it is salva
tion [for] 1 [the wholes). And he [of whom] 4 it is [not] even possible or
[fitting] 5 [to speak], if one 6 [affirms] him for himself, all such things 7
[will eventuate], for he [who] 8 [abides] in the Existence 9 [of] this one 10
[exists] in every way in Life; by 11 Blessedness he knows; and 12 if he par
ticipates in the 13 [wholes], he is perfect. 14 But if he participates in 15 [two]
or one, he is of the sort 16 that he has participated.

The negative theology is supplemented by a brief exposition of the triple
powers of the Spirit (VITI 66,14-75,11): Existence, Vitality, and Bless
edness or Mentality. Just as these modes of the Spirit's phases of sole
self-existence, self-expression through vital overflowing, and self
determination of that overflow by an act of self-knowledge give rise to
an ideal transcendent realm of true being, so also, by receiving these
powers of the spirit through the baptismal waters, an enlightened human
being can mentally replicate these phases in the reverse direction, mov
ing from a determinate knowledge of defined being to an indeterminate,
less stable but temporary phase of self-seeking, climaxing in a total loss
of determinate selfhood and a corresponding assimilation to the ultimate
stability of absolute unity and solitary existence.
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After some severely damaged section with some missing pages
(VIII 89-I 12), the revelation of the Luminaries draws to a close with a
lengthy revelation of the character of the Kalyptos Aeon and a briefer
treatment of the Aeons of Protophanes and Autogenes. At the end of
their lengthy revelation, Zostrianos, even though he has heard things
unknown even to the gods, raises yet another set of questions relating to
the nature of the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit. But the Luminaries
depart without saying anything more. Zostrianos is then brought before
Protophanes, where he blesses the Aeon of Kalyptos, the virginal Bar
belo and the Invisible Spirit. Thereupon he is inscribed in glory, receives
a perfect crown and begins his descent back to earth.
C. Allogenes

Like Zostrianos, the final third of Allogenes is devoted to the revela
tion from the Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo. As if to distinguish it
from the foregoing revelations of Youel, which are of a largely positive
and kataphatic nature, this revelation is called a "primary revelation"
and is largely negative and apophatic in character (Xl 60, 14-6 I ,22, cited
above, p. 661 ). The extensive negative theology that follows exhibits a
close relationship between the negative ontological predications of the
Invisible Spirit and the non-cognitive contemplation of him (XI 61,3262, 13; as in Zostrianos, this is supplemented by a more positive theol
ogy in XI 62, 14-67,20). The Invisible Spirit is said to be known by con
ceptually abstracting from him all qualities since no quality applies to
him and by conceptualizing him to be prior to, more than, or greater
than any conceivable entity no matter how exalted. The supreme One
has neither this character nor its opposite, but transcends both in a way
that one cannot comprehend. In short, the Spirit is beyond conceptuali
zation altogether, yet he is paradoxically the whole of truly existing
things while being none of them. Since the Spirit is beyond being, so
also he is beyond any kind of cognition, and therefore he is "known" by
not knowing him. We will return to this feature of Allogenes below un
der the theme "learned ignorance."
D.Marsanes
At the conclusion of Marsanes' account of his ascent through the
"thirteen seals," he reports that through "him"-presumably the Invisi-
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ble Spirit-he saw the absolutely supreme principle of all, "the [great
unknowable Power]," the Unknown Silent One:
X 16 3 And [through] him (the Invisible Spirit?) I saw
knowable power (the Unknown Silent One)].

4

the great

5

[un

In contrast to Zostrianos and Allogenes, in Marsanes there is no direct
evidence of negative theological predications of the highest realities.
Moreover, it is unclear whether Marsanes, although he certainly sees the
three powers of the Triple Powered One and sees the supreme Unknown
Silent One, is actually assimilated to those realities in quite the same
way as was Allogenes. Lndeed, Marsanes' vision of the supreme Un
known Silent One seems to be mediated "through" the Invisible Spirit,
and it may be that Marsanes is at this point still "dwelling in" the Bar
belo Aeon (although "[separate from it]," X 14, 19-20).
VI. COMPARJSON OF THE CONTEMPLATIVE ASCENTS
A. Intracorporeal and Extracorporeal Vision and Revelation
In the Platonic tradition generally, vision of the divine involves an as
cent of the soul beyond the confines of the body, whose urges and needs
distract one's mental concentration. Thus Porphyry (Vita Plotini 23)
reports of Plotinus that he was "sleeplessly alert," and "labored strenu
ously to free himself and rise above the bitter waves of this blood
drenched life: and this is why to Plotinus-God-like and lifting himself
often, by the ways of meditation and by the methods Plato teaches in the
Symposium, to the first and all-transcendent God-that God appeared."
As Plotinus put it (Ennead I, 2 [ 19] 5,5), "the soul collects itself in a sort
of place of its own away from the body and is wholly unaffected by it."
According to Corpus Hermeticum X, vision of the divine suppresses the
body and sensation while raising the soul out of the body:
Asclepius: "Yes, but the vision of the good is not like the ray of the sun
which, because it is fiery, dazzles the eyes with light and makes them shut.
On the contrary, it illuminates to the extent that one capable of receiving
the influence of intellectual splendor can receive it. It probes more sharply,
but it does no harm, and it is full of all immortality. [5] Those able to drink
somewhat more deeply of the vision often fall asleep, moving out of the
body toward a sight most fair, just as it happened to Ouranos and Kronos,
our ancestors."
Tat: "Would that we, too, could see it, father."
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Asclepius "Indeed, my child, would that we could. But we are still too
weak now for this sight; we are not yet strong enough to open our mind's
eyes and look on the incorruptible, incomprehensible beauty of that good.
In the moment when you have nothing to say about it, you will see it, for
the knowledge of it is divine silence and suppression of all the senses. [6]
One who has understood it can understand nothing else, nor can one who
has looked on it look on anything else or hear of anything else, nor can he
move his body in any way. He stays still, all bodily senses and motions
forgotten. Having illuminated all his mind, this beauty kindles his whole
soul and by means of body draws it upward, and beauty changes his whole
person into essence. For when soul has looked on the beauty of the good,
my child, it cannot be deified while in a human body." (CH X 4,21-6,4
Nock-Festugiere, trans. Copenhaver)
Since only the conclusion of the Three Ste/es of Seth contains the brief
est reference to the procedure of the contemplative ascent, the following
discussion of the loci of visionary and revelatory experiences will be
limited to Zostrianos, Allogenes, and Marsanes. Both Allogenes and
Zostrianos are quite clear that the ascent is ultimately an extracorporeal
one: both leave their bodies behind on earth as they are elevated in a
luminous vehicle, Zostrianos by means of a luminous cloud and Al
logenes by means of an eternal light-garment placed upon him. On the
other hand, since Marsanes merely highlights facets of his ascent rather
than fully narrating it, it is difficult to tell whether his visions and ex
periences occurred in or out of his earthly body.
After he had received all the revelations from Youel and had com
pleted a "hundred year" period of preparation culminating in a vision of
all the levels of the Aeon of Barbelo, Allogenes received a "luminous"
garment by which he was taken up to "a pure place." Thereupon, he
again experienced a vision of the contents of the Barbelo Aeon by
means of a great "Blessedness" (XI 58,34-59, I. I 0-13), a term that de
notes a discursive knowledge of one's true self as a form of intellect that
enjoys complete affinity with the divine intellect, the Barbelo Aeon.
However, this form of knowledge is soon superseded when Allogenes
"stands at rest upon," that is, transcends even his self-knowledge and
inclines to a higher form of knowing. At this stage, Allogenes has not
completely transcended discursive knowledge, since he is still aware of
multiplicity, but he is now ready for certain "holy powers" to be re
vealed to him by the "Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo" to encourage
him to "strive for" an even higher-non-discursive--knowledge toward
which he had already "inclined,'' namely "the knowledge of the Univer-
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sal Ones," that is, of the Triple-Powered One and the Invisible Spirit
(XI 59,2-3).
In the case of Zostrianos, while still in this world, he is able to reject
the materialistic life, discover the limitations of the traditional religious
answers, reject the influence of the ruler of the perceptible world,
strengthen his inner intellectual spirit so as to awaken from dark sleep,
find his paternal God, and receive a "holy spirit" enabling him to see the
"perfect Child." Then he begins to ponder the origin of multiplicity from
original unity and seek a place of repose for his spirit beyond the
perceptible world. These initial this-worldly preparations culminate in
the sudden appearance of the angel of knowledge and the luminous
cloud that effect his transference from this world to the other world and
his step-by-step ascent through the transcendent realms of true being.
Ascending through various aeonic levels, Zostrianos undergoes various
ontic transformations as he receives revelations from Ephesech, Youel,
and the Luminaries.
On the other hand, Allogenes is clothed with light only after he has al
ready received the revelations of Youel, and immediately thereafter
receives the revelation from the Luminaries. In both treatises, revela
tions from Youel form the immediate prelude to the revelation from the
Luminaries: Zostrianos places this revelation as fourth in a sequence of
revealers (the angel of knowledge, Authrounios, Ephesech, then Youel),
while in Allogenes, Youel is apparently the first and only revealer figure
encountered by Allogenes before his culminating revelation from the
Luminaries. And finally, while Zostrianos ascends only to the mid-point
of the Barbelo Aeon, Allogenes ascends beyond the Barbelo Aeon
through the three levels of the Triple Powered One, whereupon he re
ceives an even higher "primary revelation."
The similarities and dissimilarities between the ascent narratives in
Zostrianos and Allogenes are instructive. Both Allogenes and Zostrianos
receive revelation while still in their earthly bodies, Zostrianos seeing
visions of the perfect Child as well as an appearance of the angel of
knowledge, and Allogenes receiving revelations-of a distinctly higher
level-from Youel. Both Allogenes and Zostrianos leave their bodies
behind on earth as they are elevated in a luminous vehicle, Zostrianos by
means of a luminous cloud and Allogenes by means of an eternal light
garment placed upon him. Both Allogenes and Zostrianos undergo
lengthy periods of preparation, Zostrianos for an unspecified period of
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"daily" philosophical meditations (VIII 3,14-19) prior to the appearance
of the angel of knowledge and Allogenes for a "hundred years" between
the revelations of Youel and his revelation from the Luminaries. Both
visionaries receive the highest revelation from the Luminaries of the
Barbelo Aeon, and in both treatises, this revelation (called a "primary
revelation" in Allogenes) begins with an extensive negative theology
followed by a less extensive positive theology-of the supreme deity,
the Invisible Spirit. While in Allogenes this revelation is confined to the
nature of the supreme deity, in Zostrianos, on the other hand, it goes on
to treat the emanation of the Barbelo Aeon and the nature and contents
of its three subaeons, Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes.
On the other hand, it is unclear whether Marsanes-since he never
narrates his ascent, but only reveals the things he saw and understood
after the fact-left his body behind on earth. He tells the reader he has
·•confirmed" the thirteenth seal and the limit of knowledge (X 2, 12-15),
that he has "contemplated" that which truly exists (X 4,24-25), that he
has "known" the corruption of the sensible realm and the immortality of
the intelligible realm (X 5,14-17), that he has "attained the boundary" of
the sensible and incorporeal realm (X 5, 17-21 ), ''sought," "inquired,"
and "perceived" the nature and function of the Triple Powered One
(X 6,17-7,3), and sensed the powers' silent praise of the Barbelo Aeon,
whom he too would "contemplate" and approach (X 8, 12-23). As a re
sult, he "received" the third power of the Triple Powered One (X 10,711). All of this could have been achieved while still in the body.
But when the Barbelo Aeon itself issues the invitation to "ascend
above" with the Invisible Spirit (X 10,12-27), Marsanes goes on to say
he came to dwell in the Barbelo Aeon-although remaining "[separate
from it)"-where he saw the Triple Powered One, had "taken his stand"
and seen the supreme Unknown Silent One (X 14, 15- I 6,5). Again after
many years, he saw and came to know the "[Father]."
The lengthy section on the configurations of the soul and the astral
world likewise specifies no particular location for the observer of these
phenomena, although one may presume that it was earthly. On the other
hand, in Marsanes' concluding apocalyptic vision on the destiny of
souls-although the text is uncertain-he is apparently "[attended]" by
angels and "(guided)" by Gamaliel (X 45,22-68, 17), which does seem to
imply an out-of-the-body experience of some sort.
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On balance, one is tempted to resolve this ambiguity in favor of an in
tracorporeal ascent, bearing in mind that the author sees no epistemo
logical advantage to either intracorporeal or extracorporeal contem
plation, since either condition is of no advantage to the sinner:
X 41

18

They did not understand them (Marsanes' discourses), namely the
embodied 19 souls upon 20 the earth, as well as those outside of 21 the body,
who are in heaven, 22 more numerous than the angels.

The apostle Paul reported a similar ambiguity concerning his own heav
enly ascent in 2 Cor 12:1-4:
I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third
heaven-whether in the body or out of the body I do not know, God
knows. And I know that this man was caught up into Paradise-whether in
the body or out of the body l do not know, God knows-and he heard
things that cannot be told, which man may not utter.
While the case of Marsanes is not altogether clear, it is clear that both
Zostrianos and Allogenes distinguish between two levels of knowing,
one achievable in this world, the other in the other world. While he is
still in this world, Zostrianos' revelatory experiences include only the
vision of the perfect Child (with no explicit auditory revelation) and his
initial encounter with the angel of knowledge who merely informs him
of his elect status and destiny as a proclaimer of revelation yet to be
received. Thus in Zostrianos, all true knowledge of transcendent reality
is received only when the recipient has been transported to the other
world.
Allogenes clearly distinguishes these two levels of knowing. While
still in this world, one may attain knowledge of the determinate realm of
pure being-albeit with the assistance of an envoy from the other world
(Youel)-knowledge sufficient for a vision of the beings comprising the
Aeon of Barbelo up to and including the lower aspect of the Triple
Powered One. But only after one has escaped one's earthly confines and
risen to a "pure place" in the other world can one experience the inde
terminate realities that lie beyond the realm of determinate being,
through an apophatic "primary revelation" imparted by revealers resid
ing at its summit (the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon).
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B. The Sources of Divine Knowledge
Among the Platonizing Sethian treatises, there are various sources
from which the knowledge of transcendent reality is gained. Except for
the figure of Gamaliel in the concluding apocalyptic vision concerning
the destiny of souls, Marsanes neither invokes nor mentions any re
vealer other than the Barbelo Aeon itself as the source of Marsanes'
visions or knowledge of the divine world. On the other hand, the visions
of Zostrianos and Allogenes are each prefaced by instruction from a
revealer figure.
In Zostrianos, Zostrianos' acts of vision are always responses to an
external stimulus such as the receipt of a "holy spirit" (VIII 2,5-14), an
auditory revelation (from Authrounios or Ephesech or Youel), or a ce
lestial baptism, or else follow directly upon being escorted by a revealer
like Youel into the presence of an object of vision. While his actual
visions and reflections are entirely self-actualized, throughout his ascent,
Zostrianos is continually escorted by these revealers, who "bring him
before" certain figures such as the Triple Male Child and Protophanes,
where his ascent terminates.
ln the case of Allogenes' ascent, the pattern is different; the two re
vealers, Youel and the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon do not actually
escort or guide Allogenes in his ascent, but merely explain to him what
he is about to see, whereupon his actual visions of the Barbelo Aeon
after his hundred-year preparation are apparently unattended. Likewise,
Allogenes' ascent beyond the Aeon of Barbelo through the levels of the
Triple Powered One to the Unknowable One (XT 60,12-61,22) is unat
tended even though it occurs as a response to the revelation by the Lu
minaries of the Barbelo Aeon (XJ 59,4-60,12).
Finally, except for the concluding apocalyptic vision where he is es
corted by various angels, including Gamaliel, Marsanes' ascent to the
supreme deity is unescorted, and the only transcendental being to make
direct verbal revelation to him is the Aeon of Barbelo; in all other in
stances, his knowledge and experience of the transcendental realm seem
to be the product of his own questions and reflections.
It appears that all three visionaries undergo some more or [ess lengthy
period of preparation prior to their ascent into and-in the cases of Al
logenes and Marsanes-beyond the Barbelo Aeon. Zostrianos engages
in an unspecified period of "daily" philosophical meditations (Ylll 3, 1428) prior to the appearance of the angel of knowledge, and Allogenes
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prepares himself for a "hundred years" (Xl 56,15-58,26) between his
initial vision of the Barbelo Aeon (following the revelations of Youel)
and his ascent through the Triple Powered One to the supreme Invisible
Spirit (following the revelation from the Luminaries of the Barbelo
Aeon). Even Marsanes concludes the account of his visionary ascent
with an apparent-but obscure-reference to the temporal extent of the
period during which he experienced its various stages: 18
X 18 1 [Now] these [are the images that I] 2 saw in the nine [cosmic] 3 heb

domads 4 [that are] in a [single eternal] day. ... And [again after] 15 many
[years, as for me], 16 when I saw the [Father(?) I came to] 17 know him,
and [ ... ]

At the beginning of the section on the nomenclature of the cosmic pow
ers and the shapes of the soul, he also alludes to the fact that his coming
to know the "[Father]" involved a period of "many years" (X I 8, 14-17),
reminding one of the "one hundred years" of Allogenes' preparation
prior to his vision of the Barbelo Aeon or of Zostrianos' period apparently lengthy though of unspecified extent-of daily pondering
and searching prior to his own ascent into the Barbelo Aeon. It is also
significant that both Zostrianos and Allogenes receive the highest reve
lation from the Luminaries of the Barbelo Aeon, while the sole recorded
verbal revelation to Marsanes is uttered directly by the Barbelo Aeon.
C. Vision and Audition as Revelatory Media

Both Allogenes and Zostrianos contain commentary on the techniques
that lead most directly to fulfilling their main function of spiritual en
lightenment. For both treatises, the media of communication between
this world and the other world that convey knowledge of the divine are
both auditory and visual. Audition functions as a preparation for initia
tion into a higher state, which in tum is only fulfilled in an act of silent
vision; in Allogenes, however, even this needs supplementation by the
hearing of a final kataphatic "primary revelation."
18. The cryptic phraseology may mean that his vision culminated in his sixty
third year (9 x 7), reputed to be the most critical "climacteric" stage (KALµaKTT)p) in
a man's life, here said to be experienced as a single eternal day. Ages from 49
through 81 that were divisible by 9 (symbolizing the soul) and/or 7 (symbolizing the
body) were considered most vulnerable or auspicious; sec A. Bouc1-1E-LECL-ERCQ,
l 'astrologie grecque (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1899), 526-53 I.
esp. 528, n. 2.
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While in this world prior to his ascent, Zostrianos receives visions of
the perfect Child (VIII 2,9-24) and hears the initial message of awaken
ing from the angel of knowledge (VIII 3,28-4,19). Once the ascent is
underway, his visions and auditions are exclusively otherworldly. On
the basis of his own human experience, the author has become aware of
the difficulties involved in the proper understanding of multitudes of
names and powers such as those he has heard invoked in the Sethian
baptismal cult; it then occurs to him that perhaps they all refer to same
ultimate source of salvation:
VIII 7 22 Then I sought 23 [a single power belonging to these (powers pre
siding over celestial baptism)]. I spoke 24 [these words, saying): "I 25 [ ... )
of 26 [ ... and] I 27 [was asking] him [about] the 28 [conception of these):
why [are there] 29 [differences] in the ability [that hears] 30 them differently
in human auditions? 8 1 [Arc these same ones] their 2 powers? Or are these
things the same 3 but their names differ from one another? Does 4 soul dif
fer from soul? s Why are human beings different 6 from one another? How
and to what extent 7 are they human?"

The "single power belonging to all these" (the beings residing in the
Four Lights) is Autogenes, the figure who in the Apocryphon of John
and the Trimorphic Protennoia establishes the Four Lights in their re
spective aeons as dwellings for the archetypal protoplasts Adamas, Seth,
and his seed. Zostrianos seems especially concerned about the names of
the beings he has just praised in the course of his first four baptisms (a
theme that returns in the first part of Ephesech's revelation in
VIII 13, I 5b-44,22a): what is the nature of the names of these powers,
how are the names related to their nature and functions, and why are
they heard differently by different human beings?
But Authrounios counters that such things must be understood by ver
bal revelation before any higher understanding is possible ("[Neither a
revelation] nor a [command appears] to you, [even from the] Invisible
[Spirit, until you know these things]," VIJJ 8,20-21). But once Au
throunios has verbally explained the roles of Sophia and the Archon in
the creation of this world, Zostrianos reports that he has not only heard,
but has seen these realities:
VIII JO 20 When [I heard these things and when] 21 I saw [them, I was able
to understand) 22 the mind of (these who set their mind) 23 upon the things
they do not [know).
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In a similar fashion, after Youel's second revelation, Allogenes' wisdom
has become complete, having known the Good within him. He is now
ready to hear things about the Triple Powered One that he must guard in
great silence and mystery, "because they are not spoken to anyone ex
cept those who are worthy, those who are able to hear" (XI 52, 15-25).
At the end of her third revelation, Allogenes sees the glories in the Bar
belo Aeon, but is still able to know only the fact that the Triple Powered
One exists even beyond them (XI 55, 12-22), while perfect comprehen
sion is impossible. But on completion of Youel's revelations of the Bar
belo Aeon and the Triple Powered One and just prior to his otherworldly
ascent, Allogenes reports that he was able to see the glories of the Bar
belo Aeon:
XI 55 12 [Now after I) heard these things, I 13 [saw the glories) of the [per
fect] individuals 14 [and] the all-perfect ones 15 [who are unified], even the
16 [ all-perfect ones who] are before the 17 [perfect ones.

This experience is repeated immediately after his own elevation into the
other world:
XI 58 26 When I was taken 27 by the eternal light, 28 by 29 the garment that
was upon 30 me, and was taken up to 31 a pure place whose 32 likeness can
not be 33 revealed in the world, 34 then by means of a 35 great Blessedness I
36 saw all those about whom I had 37 heard. And I 38 praised them all and I
59 1 [stood at rest] upon my knowledge and [I) 2 inclined to the Knowledge
[of] 3 the Universal Ones, the Barbelo-Aeon.

In Zostrianos, once Authrounios has explained the origin of the sensible
cosmos, the revealer Ephesech appears, and Zostrianos continues to ask
about the multitude of names and waters into which he has been bap
tized:
VIII 13 15 [I said,) "I am seeking after the 16 water: [So how does] it perfect
and give 17 [its power]? What are [its) powers, 18 [the names) in which we
receive baptism? 19 [Why are] these names 20 [different than those?] And
why 21 (are the waters different) from one 22 [another? And are they com
plete] in the ... 23 [ ••• from] others 24 [ ... ] humans 25 [ ••• Why are they
different] 26 [in this way from one another]?"

Ephesech explains that the multitude of baptismal powers, waters, and
names are ultimately reducible to the three powers of the Triple Pow
ered One that have appeared from a single unity; the baptismal waters
are these powers:
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VIII 15 4 It is the water of Life that s belongs to Vitality in which you now
have been baptized in the Autogenes. 7 It is the [water) of Blessedness 8
that [belongs) to Knowledge in which you 9 will be (baptized] in the Proto
phanes. 10 It is the water of Existence 11 (which) belongs to Divinity, that is,
12 to Kalyptos.
6

The baptismal names are the Aoyol of these powers, the means by which
transcendent reality is able to enter and come into contact with physical,
sensible things and give them shape:
VIII 17 1 And the power exists together with the 2 Essence and the Exis
tence 3 of Being, while this water exists. 4 And the name in which one is
baptized sis a rational expression (A6-y�) of this water.

The author of Zostrianos theorizes on the role of speech and audition in
the matter of the names invoked in the course of transcendental baptism:
they are called rational expressions (A6yoL) of the essence of things that
are stable and truly exist without change, that is, archetypal ideas and
forms. The problem seems to be that, in the context of the traditional
baptismal rite, the names that serve as the principle (Logos) by which
one is shaped according to one's true genus seem to be present to us
only by speaking and hearing the names. As a result, we miss their sig
nificance and power, and take them for granted ("as they are able to
receive them"). Reliance on mere sensation and reasoning is not enough;
it is better than mere materiality, but falls short of an intellectual insight
into the nature of the names by which we come to know the unified
genus they confer upon us. Arguing along Platonic lines, 19 Zostrianos
regards the mere auditory communication of revelation as ultimately
insufficient for true enlightenment, for the names invoked in the rite still
belong to the audible-and thus to the corporeal and sensible-sphere;
19. In Platonic metaphysics, a Logos is that aspect of transcendent reality that is
able to enter and come into contact with physical, sensible things and give them
shape. The notion that names are the physical manifestation ofa Logos that conveys
true being is evident in the Cratylus (425D1-4 and 43986-8), where Plato maintains
that names reveal the nature of their objects by actually imitating them in sound,
although it is necessary to go beyond them and study the things in themselves: "That
objects should be imitated (µEµLµ17µeva) in letters and syllables, and so find expres
sion (KaTci617>..a yLvoµEva), may appear ridiculous, Hermogenes, but it cannot be
avoided-there is no better principle to which we can look for the truth of primal
names (ci>..178E[as Twv rrpwTwv 6v6µaTwv) .... But we may admit so much, that the
knowledge of things is not to be derived from names; rather they must be studied
and investigated in themselves (aimi ce• aimiiV)."
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they need to be transcended by intellectual insight, a kind of vision or
contemplative seeing of just the sort perfonned by the transcendental
aeons upon their own original emanation. One must come to see the
likeness that exists between one's archetypal genus in the intelligible
realm and its expression in individual things; the genus is indeed intrin
sic to them although it actually exists in the intelligible realm.

VHI 25 10 (There is) the path II into the Self-generated ones, the one 12 in
which you have now been baptized each 11 time, which is appropriate for
seeing the [perfect] 14 individuals-it is a knowledge is of everything, hav
ing originated 16 from the powers of the Self-generated ones. 17 (There is)
the one you will perform when you transfer 18 to the all-perfect aeons. 19
When you wash in the third 20 baptism, [then] you will hear 21 about those
[that] truly [exist] 22 in [that] place. Now concerning [these] names, 23 they
are like this: 24 there is a unity, [and it is a single genus] 25 like (things that
are perfect] 26 by virtue of (coming into being among] 27 things that are,
and [they have come into being because] 28 there is a rational expression of
them [and because] 26 1 it is a name that truly exists 2 (as] they do. Now 3
on the one hand existing things exist 4 in an intellection similar to them,
and one's 5 generic similarity is innate in one's own individuality; 6 on the
other hand, an individual sees, understands, 7 enters, and 8 becomes like it
(his genus) by audible 9 speaking and hearing. 10 But by (mere) hearing
they are powerless, because they 11 are sensible and corporeal. 12 Therefore
they take 13 things as they are able to receive them. 14 It is a [faint] image 15
arising like this 16 from sensation or reasoning, 17 superior to material na
ture 18 but inferior to the intellectual 19 essence.
Baptism into the waters of Autogenes signifies or enables a recognition
of the reality of individual souls and ideal fonns of individual things:

VIII 17 6 Therefore the first perfect water of 7 the Triple Powered One,
<that of> Autogenes, 8 [is] Life for the perfect souls, 9 for it is a rational
expression of 10 the perfect god's creativity .... is [But] he who simultane
ously knows 16 (how he exists] and what 17 (the] living [water is], 18 (such a
one] lives within 19 [knowledge. That which belongs to knowledge] is the 20
[water of] Vital[ity]. And in 21 [becoming, Life] becomes [limitless] 22 [that
it may receive] its [own Being].
Baptism into the waters of Protophanes signifies or enables an ability to
recognize the undifferentiated unity that characterizes individual souls
and ideal forms:

VIII 22

4
And 5 the universal intelligence joins in 6 when the 7 water of
Autogenes is complete. 8 When one knows it and 9 all these, one has to do
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with the 10 water of Protophanes; when 11 one unites with him and all these,
12 one has to do with Kalyptos.
Baptism into the waters of Kalyptos signifies or enables an ability to
recognize the absolute unity and single source of all souls and all ideal

realities:

VIII 23 6 And if one understands their 7 origin, 8 how they are all manifest
in 9 a single principle, and how 10 all who are joined come to II be divided,
and how those 12 who were divided join 13 again, and how the parts 14 [join
with] the wholes and the 15 species with the [genera]-when 16 one under
stands these things--one has washed 17 in the baptism of Kalyptos.
The objective, visionary progression from Autogenes to Protophanes to
Kalyptos to the Invisible Spirit is an increasing participation in eternity
and a continual refinement of the soul towards unity and simplicity
(VIII 23, I 7b-24, 1 ). The objects of one's vision become completely in
ternalized in the form of their powers or attributes, so that there is in fact
nothing ·•outside" of one; one moves from having a "portion" to having
the totality of the eternal ones as multiplicity is dialectically and con
templatively resolved into unity.20
In VIII 24,2- l 7a Ephesech goes on to clarify the correlation between
the ascending series of the objects of ones' vision and the epistemologi
cal progression enabled through the subjective revelatory experiences of
hearing, seeing, and intelligizing, although not a hearing of the normal
sort:

VIII 24 2 On the one hand, with perfect soul he (sees] those 3 of the Auto
genie ones; with Intellect, ◄ those of the Triple Male; with 5 Holy Spirit,
those of the Protophanic 6 ones. On the other hand, He hears about Ka
lyptos 7 through the powers of the Spirit from whom they 8 have come forth
in a far superior 9 revelation of the Invisible 10 Spirit. And by means of the
thought 11 which now exists in silence and 12 within the First Thought, (he
hears) about the Triple 13 Powered Invisible Spirit; it 14 is, moreover, an
audition and a silent power 15 purified with life-giving Spirit, 16 the perfect,
[lirstJ perfect, 17 and all-perfect one.

20. According to Alcinous (Oidaskalikos IV.7,12-17, interpreting Timaeus
28A2), in the human realm, intcllection discerns the primary intclligibles with a
certain "comprehension" or "embrace" and not in succession (Ta µev 6e rrpwTa
VOTJTa VOl)O'lS KplVE'l ouK dvrn Toii E':mo-rl)µovtKoii M-you. rrepL>..T}\jJet nvl Kal ou
6Lee66(i)).
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Thus one is baptized in the waters of Autogenes and one sees the waters
of Protophanes, but one may only "hear" of Kalyptos by a "far superior
revelation" (perhaps something like the "command" of the Three Ste/es
of Seth or the "primary revelation" leading to incognizant knowledge in
Allogenes); of the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit, one only gets an

"audition and a silent power." Immersion in the three baptismal waters
enables one to see the realities associated with Autogenes, the Triple
Male Child, and Protophanes by means of the respective faculties of
Soul, Intellect and Spirit. On the other hand-as indeed turns out to be
the case for Zostrianos himself-the realities associated with Kalyptos
may only be heard through revelatory discourse emanating from a "far
superior revelation of the Invisible Spirit" later delivered by the Lumi
naries of the Barbelo Aeon (VIII 64,7b-96,3), just as is the case in the
"primary revelation" of Allogenes (XI 6 l,22b-69, 1 which reveals not
Kalyptos, but the supreme Unknowable One). However, the reality as
sociated with the Invisible Spirit is apprehended neither by sight nor
audible revelation, but only by an "audition and silent power" or faculty
of thought, a form of audition beyond hearing, which is identical to the
"pure silent power" that exists in Barbelo, the silent Forethought
(np6vow) of the Invisible Spirit which emanates as Barbelo, his First
Thought (rrpwTEvvow).
This silent thought and audition of which Zostrianos speaks is rather
close, but not identical to Allogenes' doctrine of the non-knowing
knowledge by which the fnvisible Spirit is to be apprehended, since it is
still conceived as thought. However, the audition of which it speaks is
not an act of perception per se, since it is silent. The metaphor of audi
tion is rather meant to convey the passivity of hearing rather than the
more dominantly active character of seeing. It is thus the passivity of
knowing the divine that is common to these two treatises, the one con
ceiving it as a silent audition, and the other as non-cognizant cognition.
It is interesting to note that this progression from audition to vision to
silent thought is nearly the reverse order of the modes by which the
Mother Barbelo reveals herself in the Trimorphic Protennoia. As the
First Thought of the Invisible Spirit, she exists properly as silence, but
reveals herself in successively more articulate modes or communicative
media: from an indistinct Sound, to perceptible Speech, and finally ap
pearing as the Logos who conveys the living water (XIII 36,1-3; 37,2030; 46, 11-25).
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D. Discursive versus Intuitive Knowledge of the Divine
It appears that all the Platonizing Sethian treatises assume two levels
of knowing.
The first level is an active and discursive knowledge of oneself and of
the realm of incorporeal but detenninate being in the Barbelo Aeon, as
well as an awareness of the unknowable principles beyond it. It also
includes the ability to experience one's assimilation to the various levels
comprising the intellectual and psychic realm of the Barbelo Aeon. Such
self-knowledge is the means by which one realizes one's essential divin
ity, but so long as it remains a positive, active knowledge, the contem
plative intellect can go no further. From this point forward, further in
sight is achieved only by a suppression, not only of positive knowledge,
but of any sort of mental activity whatsoever.
Strictly speaking, the second level of knowing is not knowing at all,
but a kind of passive and non-discursive intuition or vision with no
awareness of multiplicity or distinctions, even that between knower and
known, an utter vacancy of the cognitive intellect, a "learned ignorance"
(XI 59,30-35; 60,5-12; 61,1-4) which Allogenes calls an incognizant
"primary revelation of the Unknowable One" (XI 59,28-29; 60,39-6 I , 1).
It is best described in negative, apophatic terms. While Zostrianos seems
to have no specific term by which it identifies this knowledge, the Three
Ste/es of Seth seems to call it a "command" from the pre-existent One,
and Marsanes generally calls it "silence," or perhaps even a "command
to be silent," since it speaks of the Triple Powered One as "the Perfect
One who is silent, [who has) this [commandment (EVTOA�)) to be silent"

(X 9,13-16).

Much as in Plato's Timaeus (53D), according to which the ultimate
constituents of the physical realm may be known by thought, "but the
principles yet more remote than these are known only to God and to
whomever of men is a friend of God," the highest realities can only be
revealed to one who is familiar to the divine, and even then known by
knowing what they are not, known by not knowing them. Of course,
Both Zostrianos and Allogenes-given their apocalyptic genre
presuppose that any sort of enlightenment requires divine iQitiative and
guidance. Nevertheless, on balance, in its focus on coordination of cog
nitive approaches with ontological levels, Allogenes conforms more to
the Platonic philosophical program of dialectical enlightenment as laid
out in the Republic and Symposium discussed in Chapter 11, while Zos-
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trianos, in its focus on descriptive and declarative knowledge of the
contents of such ontological levels, is of a distinctly more "religious"
rather than philosophical character.
The stages by which one transfers from active and discursive to pas
sive and silent knowledge do not appear to be an issue for the author of
Zostrianos. It is, however, an issue for both Allogenes and Marsanes,
but of the two, it is only Allogenes that provides specific epistemic in
structions to the visionary. Prior to their actual ascents, both Marsanes
(X 6,12-7,3, see p. 651) and Zostrianos (VTU 2,24-3,13, see p. 646) and
are preoccupied with many questions about the origin and nature of
plurality, while there is no evidence that Allogenes has been raising the
same sorts of questions, although the content of Youel's initial revela
tions concerning the emanation of the Aeon of Barbelo and its multiple
contents from the single principle of the Triple Powered One presuppose
nearly the same set of questions. Once the ascent is underway, in both
Zostrianos and Allogenes, the shift from positive, discursive knowledge
based on kataphatic revelation to non-discursive, non-knowing knowl
edge is introduced by apophatic, negative theological revelations from
the Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo. On the other hand, in Marsanes,
there is no negative theology, and the shift from discursive to silent
knowledge is marked by the Barbelo Aeon itself, speaking as the third
of the Triple Powered One' three powers.
In the case of Allogenes, Youel's kataphatic revelations are sufficient
to activate Allogenes' discursive intellect, which he characterizes as a
"wisdom" that can make distinctions between levels of being, not only
among determinate beings, but even between indeterminate (measure
less) being and the unknowable principles beyond:
XI 50 5 [ ••• ] ••• [ ••• ] 6 [empowers those who are capable] of knowing 7
these things [by a] greatly [superior] 8 revelation, but J 9 was capable, even
though flesh was 10 upon me. l heard from you about these things, 11 and
because of the wisdom 12 that is in them, the thought 13 within me distin
guished between the things 14 beyond measure and the unknowables. 15
Therefore I fear 16 that my wisdom has become 17 something beyond what
is fitting.

Marsanes too-while apparently still in the body and without the aid of
specific revelations-is able to make similar distinctions and analogies
within the realm of being or substance (ovofo) and between sensible,
intelligible, and insubstantial (avofotos) realities. He employs the
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dialectic method ofdiscrimination or distinction by difference as recom
mended by Plato in the Republic and Sophist:
X 4

(Whether] individually or 27 (as a whole], by difference (KaTa
6LO<j>opd cf. Republic VI 509D-5 I IE) 28 [I knew] that they [pre]-exist 29 [in
the] entire place that is 5 1 eternal .... 17 I have discriminated (6LaKp[VELV
cf. Sophist 253DE) 18 and have attained the boundary of the partial, sense
perceptible 19 world (and) 20 the entire realm 21 of the incorporeal essence.
26

At the end ofYouel's second revelation, Allogenes becomes divine and
his wisdom has become complete. Having known the Good within him,
he is now ready to hear unspeakable things about the Triple Powered
One:
XI 52 7 (My soul went slack] and 8 I fled and I was very disturbed. 9 And
[I] turned to myself 10 and saw the light 11 that [surrounded] me and the 12
Good that was in me and I became Divine. 13 And the all-glorious one,
Youel, 14 anointed (or: touched) me again 15 and she empowered me. She
said: "Since 16 your wisdom has become complete 17 and you have known
the Good that is within you, 18 hear concerning 19 the Triple-Powered One
things you shall 20 guard in great 21 silence and great mystery, 22 because
they are not spoken 23 to anyone except those who are worthy, 24 those who
are able 25 to hear."

At the end of Youel's third revelation, Allogenes learns that the silent
knowledge ofthe Tripie Powered One is not at all ofthe positive sort by
which one knows the Aeon of Barbelo, but is rather a kind of not
knowing:
XI 55 17 Then the mother of] the glories 18 Youel spoke to me again: 19 ["O
Allogenes], with 20 (incognizant knowledge] you [shall] know that the 21
[Triple-Powered) One exists before 22 [those that) do not exist. 23 [And
those that exist] do not dwell 24 [at all] with those who dwell 25 [among
those who] truly exist. 26 [Rather all these] exist 27 [as Divinity and Bless
edness] 28 [and] Existence, 29 and as nonsubstantiality and 30 non-being
[Existence)."

In her fifth revelation, Youel promises Allogenes that his earnest seek
ing for a period of I 00 years will enable him to know himself as the
Good that indwells him, thus filling him with the Logos-:--i.e., discursive
knowledge-to completion. At this point he will have become divine
and perfect, ready to receive a "primary revelation" from the Luminaries
of the Barbelo Aeon that will enable a form of passive understanding in
which the visionary no longer comprehends but is instead compre-
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hended by the object of his contemplation. If Allogenes is successful in
this, he will receive a conception or thought (Ewota) of the pre-existent
One:

XI 56 15 Ifyou [seek with] 16 [perfect] seeking, [then] 17 you shall know the
[Good that is] 18 in you; then [you shall know yourself], 19 as well, (as) one
who [exists with] 10 the God who truly [pre-exists). 21 [And after a hundred]
22 years there shall [come to you] 23 a revelation [of"that One] 24 by means
of[Salamex] 25 and Semen [and Arme, the) 26 Luminaries of[the) Barbelo
Aeon. 27 And [that beyond what) 2 8 is fitting for you, [you shall not know)
29 at first, so as [not to forfeit your] 30 kind. [And if you succeed), 31 then
when [you receive) 32 a conception (evvoLa) [ofthat One, then) 33 you [are
filled with) 34 the Logos [to completion). 3s And then [you become divine)
36 and [you become perfect.. .. ] 57 7 If it [apprehends) 1 anything, it is [ap
prehended by] 9 that One and by 10 the very one who is comprehended.
Likewise in Zostrianos, as Youel administers Zostrianos' final baptisms,
he too becomes truly existing and perfect. Bringing him before the Pro
tophanes Aeon, she exhorts him to call upon the Luminaries of the Bar
belo Aeon. But at that point, the two treatises diverge: as we have seen,
in Allogenes, the Luminaries actually guide Allogenes on an ascent be
yond the Barbelo Aeon through the three powers of the Triple Powered
One before they disclose to him the apophatic "primary revelation" of
the supreme Invisible Spirit, while in Zostrianos, the Luminaries deliver
the negative theological revelation of the Invisible Spirit while Zostri
anos is still at the Protophanes level of the Barbelo Aeon:
10
And] 11 Yoel the all-[glorious] one 12 said to me: 1 3 "You have
[received] all the [baptisms] 14 in which it is fitting to [be] baptized, is and
you have become [perfect] 16 [for] the hearing of all 17 [these matters].
Therefore [call] now 18 upon Salamex and S[emen] 19 and the all-perfect
Ar[me), 20 the Luminaries of the Barbelo [Aeon], 21 the immeasurable 22
knowledge. [They] 23 will reveal [to you] [63] 1 [those of the] invisible, 2
[great perfect male] 3 [Protophanes, and) 4 [the ingenerate Kalyptos and] s
[then they will teach you about] 6 [the virginal Barbelo aeon) 7 [and] the
Invisible 1 [Triple] Powered Spirit."

VIII 62

On the other hand, as previously mentioned, in Marsanes, there is no
apophatic revelation, but only a direct command from the Barbelo Aeon
to be silent, which is surely equivalent to a cessation of active attempts
to gain positive knowledge. To persist in that kind of discursive know
ing will only result in a flight from the ascent and a return to the Barbelo
Aeon:
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X 8 18 When the third 19 power (i.e. the Barbelo Aeon) of the Triple Pow
ered One 20 contemplated (voi::1v) him (the Triple Powered One), 21 it said
to me, "Be silent 22 lest you should know and flee 23 and come before me.
But 24 know (voi::'iv) that this One was 25 [silent], and concentrate on under
standing (vo11µa). 26 For (the power still] keeps 27 (guiding] me into 28 (the
Aeon which] is Barbelo, 29 (the) male (Virgin]."

E. Learned Ignorance
In Allogenes, although true knowledge of the transcendent realm of
the pure, determinate being of the Barbelo Aeon can be achieved in this
world, knowledge of its indeterminate source beyond being can be
achieved only by an ascent into the other world. This highest form of
revelation is articulated by a negative theology that combines the two
approaches to the knowledge of God classically known as the via nega
tiva and the via eminentiae, such that the negation of all conceptual
alternatives on one level of thought launches the mind upward to a new,
more eminent level of insight. The Invisible Spirit exists, lives, and
knows without mind or life or existence; he is inexhaustible and undi
minishable; he is neither divinity, blessedness, nor perfection, neither
boundless nor bounded, neither corporeal nor incorporeal, neither Great
nor Small; he is without quantity or quality or eternity or time; he is not
an existing thing, but superior to every conceivable attribute (XI 61,3263,27).
The author of Allogenes carefully coordinates the negative ontological
predications of the Invisible Spirit with an epistemology appropriate to
contemplating him; at each stage of coming to know the higher realities,
the knower is assimilated to the ontic character of the level of reality
that he or she is contemplating. Ultimately, however, since the Spirit is
beyond being, so also he is beyond any kind of cognition, and therefore
he is "known" by not knowing him.
Indeed, it seems that the primary revelation conveying the ultimate vi
sion of the supreme reality is identical with its subject: the Invisible
Spirit is the very primary revelation by which he is known:

XI 63 9 Nor is he something 10 that exists, that II one can know. Rather 12
he is something else that is superior, which 13 one cannot know. 14 He is
primary revelation 11 and self-knowledge, 16 since it is he alone who knows
himself. 17 Since he is not one of those things 18 that exist, but is another
thing, 19 he is superior to all superlatives, 20 even in comparison to his char
acter and 21 what is not his character.
0
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The Invisible Spirit is so unknowable that he is in some sense his own
unknowable knowledge, and forms a unity with the ignorance that sees
him. In fact he seems to be equated with the state of mental vacancy
itself: 21

XI 63 28 But he is self-comprehending, 29 like something 30 so unknowable,

that he exceeds those who excel 32 in unknowability. 33 He is endowed
with blessedness 34 and perfection 35 and silence-not the Blessed One 36
nor the Perfection- 37 and stillness. Rather 38 it (these attributes) is an ex
isting entity of him, 39 which one cannot 64 1 [know], and which is at rest. 2
Rather they are entities 3 of him, unknowable to them 4 all. And he is much
superior in 5 Beauty than all those 6 [that) are Good. And thus he 7 is un
knowable to all of them 8 in every respect, and 9 through them all he is 10 in
them all. It is not 11 just this unknowable knowledge 12 that is proper to
him; 13 he is also joined through the 14 ignorance that sees him.
31

The "unknowable knowledge that is proper to him" involves not only
human knowledge of the Invisible Spirit (objective genitive), but also
the Spirit's own knowledge (subjective genitive) of himself and things
other than himself. The Spirit abides in the ignorance that sees him, an
ignorance whose image dwells also in us, as the anonymous Parmenides
Commentary makes clear:

We also lack the faculty proper to the direct apprehension of God, even if
those who represent him in some way reveal to us something of the subject
by discourse as far as it is possible for us to understand, for he himself
abides beyond any discourse and every notion, in the ignorance of him that
is found in us .... One does not possess any criterion that might apply to the
knowledge of God. One must be content with this image of God which is
the ignorance one has of Him, an image that refuses to admit some form
that might relate to a knowing subject. (In Parmenidem IX 20-26; X 25-29
Hadot 2.94-96)
Yet Allogenes makes it clear that one cannot simply use the equation
between the unknowable deity and the primary revelation or incognizant
21. The One excels all else in unknowability, and is now said to possess the at
tributes of blessedness, perfection and "silence" (for divinity?), so long as one un
derstands these as indefinite, non-substantial attributes ("not the blessedness or the
perfection"), which are themselves a collectivity, an actual "entity" (triad) of his,
just as unknowable as the Unknowable One. Here one notes the Stoic notion of the
fundamental property (rrpwTov olKE'i:ov) of any being: his own constitution (oix:rTa
OLS') and self-consciousness (owE(6rioLs) of it, stated here in negative terms, the
negative knowledge appropriate to a (non-)being who transcends being itself;
cf. Chrysippus, apud Diogenes Lacrtius, Vitae VTl.85.
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knowledge by which he is known as a way of knowing or speaking
about him. The self-knowledge and existence of the Unknown One is
not something distinct from him, but identicaJ with him. To equate him
with either knowledge or non-knowledge is to miss the goal of ones'
quest:

XI 64 14 <Whether one sees> is in what way he is unknowable, 16 or sees 17
him as he is 18 in every respect or 19 would say that 20 he is something like
21 knowledge, he has acted impiously against him, 22 being liable to judg
ment because he did not 23 know God. He will not 24 be judged by 2s that
One, who 26 is neither concerned for anything nor 27 has any desire, 28 but it
results 29 merely from the fact that he has not found the origin 30 that truly
exists. He was blind 31 apart from the quiescent source 32 of revelation, 33
the actualization 34 from the triple-powered Js preconception 36 of the In
visible Spirit.
II is nevertheless clear that Allogenes assumes that it is possible to
achieve a consubstantiality between the known, the means of knowledge
and the knower: the unknowable deity is united with the ignorance that
sees him, which is identical with his own self-knowledge. By implica
tion, he is also united with the non-knowing visionary as well. Thus
there appears to be a kind of isomorphic mapping between both the
epistemic and ontic states of the knower, the known and the means of
knowledge at each stage of the ascent.
Since the Spirit is beyond being and determination, he not only tran
scends human knowledge, but also his own self-knowledge and knowl
edge of others than himself; in the language of Plato's Parmenides
(138A-141D), the One is completely incomparable, and thus without
relation to either to itself or to another. One such relation might be that
between knower and known, a relation analyzed also by the anonymous
commentator on the Parmenides to imply that the One is not knowledge
in relation to itself, but is knowledge in relation to others, which he in
terprets as a difference in knowing subjects: god in himself is non
knowledge since he transcends any dichotomy between knower and
known, although he appears as (infinite) knowledge to us; God pos
sesses a knowledge outside knowledge and ignorance:

It is, I say, that there is a knowledge that is beyond knowledge and igno
rance, from which knowledge arises. And how, knowing, does he not
know? And how, knowing, is he not in ignorance? It is that he docs not
know, not because he would first have been in ignorance, but because he
transcends all knowledge .... Such is the knowledge (proper to God): it is
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not like that of a subject knowing known things, but it is a knowledge
which is he himself. For just as there is a light that is illumined, such as the
light of the air which comes from the sun, and just as there is a light which
is unillumined because it is not a light that is darkened, but as it is a light
which is not that one, such as the light of the sun when it rests in him, so
also there is a knowledge which is knowledge of a knower, passing from
ignorance to knowledge of the known, and there is also another knowledge,
an absolute one which is neither knowledge proper to a knower nor knowl
edge of a known, but knowledge which is this One before every known or
unknown and every subject coming to knowledge. (In Parmenidem V 10l 5; V 32-VI 12 Hadot2.78 -82)
God's knowledge is not anything different from God, but is God's own
self-identity which is momentarily grasped by the contemplator. This
knowledge is an intellection without the reflection characteristic of
knowing; as Plotinus suggests, it is the substrate of intellection:
To what could its Intellection be directed? To itself? But that would imply
a previous ignorance; it would be dependent upon that Intellection in order
to know itself; but it is the self-sufficing. Yet this absence of self-knowing
does not comport ignorance; ignorance is of something outside-a knower
ignorant of a knowable-but in the Solitary there is neither knowing nor
anything unknown. Unity, self-present, it has no need of self-intellection:
indeed this "self-presence" were better left
. out, the more surely to preserve
the unity; we must eliminate all knowing and all association, all intellec
tion whether internal or external. It is not to be though of as having but as
being Intellection; lntellection does not itself perform the intellective act
but is the cause of the act in something else. (Ennead YI, 9 [9], 6,43-54,
trans. MacKenna-Page)
As noted in Chapter 11, both the Chaldaean Oracles ("with the pure eye
of your soul turned away, you should extend an empty mind toward the
Intelligible in order to learn of it," frg. !) and the anonymous commenta
tor on Plato's Parmenides ("a non-comprehending comprehension and
in an intellection that intuits nothing") advocate a cognitively vacant
apprehension of the supreme:
It is necessary therefore to subtract everything and add nothing: to subtract
everything, not by falling into absolute non-being, but by thought attending
to everything that comes to and through him, considering that he is the
cause of both the multitude and the being of all things, while himself being
neither one nor multiple, but beyond being in regard to all the things that
exist on his account. Thus he transcends not only multiplicity, but even the
concept of the One, for it is on his account that both the One and Monad
exist. And thus one will be able neither to fall into the void, nor dare to at-
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tribute anything to him, but to remain in a non-comprehending comprehen
sion and in an intellection that intuits nothing. Through such means, it will
occur to you at some point, having stood apart from the intellection of the
things constituted by him, to stand upon the ineffable preconception of him
which represents him through silence, a preconception that is unaware of
being silent and not conscious that it represents him and is cognizant of
nothing at all, but which is only an image of the ineffable and is ineffably
identical with the ineffable, but not as if knowing him (Kat oiiTws OUT€
€KTTLTTT€LV ELS' KEvwµa EVEaTQt OUT€ TOAµav Tl EKELV(p rrpoaciTTTELV,
µevEtV 6' EV ciKaTaAtjlTT'¼) KaTaAJWEt Kal µT)6€V EVVOOUO'lJ votj0"€L' ci<j>' �S'
JlEAETT)S' avµ�JiaETal aot TTOTE Kai cirroO'TciVTt TWV 6L' auTov
imo[aTCiv],wv T�S' 11otja€W$ (JT�VOL ETTI. TT}II a\JTOU dppT)TOIJ TTpo{a}ev1/0LaV TT}V EVELKOVL,OµEVT)V aUTOV 6Ld O'l)'�S' ou6€ OTl O'L'YU )'tyvwa
KOVO'all ou6E on EVELKOVL,€TOL aVTOI/ rrapaKOAOvflouaav ou6E n Ka0cirrae
d6u'iav, ci>J..' ovaav µovov €LKOva cipptjTOV TO dppT)TOV cippJiTWS ovaav,
ci>->-" oux ws- yLyvwaKoooav), if you can follow me-even though imagina
tively-as I venture to speak (In Parmenidem ll 4-27 Hadot 2.68-70).
In Sententiae 25-26, Porphyry echoes virtually the same method of
"precognition" or "preconception." In order to contemplate God, the
soul can go in two directions: toward the inferior nothing or toward the
transcendent nothing; if it wants to reach the latter it first has to attach
itself to determinate being, or as Allogenes says, "to stand."22

25. By intellection (KaTci VOT)<JtV) much may be said about that which tran
scends intellect (Tou ETTEKELva 110D), but it is better contemplated by incog
nizance than intellection (0<::wp<::'i,m 6€ civoT)ala Kp<::l TTov1 voJiaEws), just
as during wakefulness much can be said of sleep, but during sleep there is
knowledge and comprehension (11 yvwats Kai 11 Ka,ci>-T)ljJLS'). For like is
known by like, since all knowledge is assimilation to the known (rrcfoa
'YIIWCJLS' TOU yvwcnou oµolwms).
26. We beget non-being (materiality) when we are separated from being,
but while having being, we precognize it. If we were separated from being,
we would not precognize the non-being beyond being (ou rrpo<::vvoouµEv
TO VTTEP TO 011 µ,; 011), but would beget non-being (materiality) as a false
sensation in consequence of standing outside oneself (TTEpl Tov EKO'TcivTa
EaUTOu). For each is responsible by one's own effort for truly attaining the
non-being beyond being (To VTTEP TO 011 11� 011) and bypassing the non
being (materiality) that forms the lower limit of being.
According to the Ti,bingen Theosophia:

22. For P. HADOT, this conceptual similarity suggests tha1 Porphyry is the author
of the commentary: cf. "La metaphysique de Porphyre," in Porphyre (Entrctiens sur
l'Antiquite classiquc 12: Vandoeuvrcs-Gencva: Fondation llardt, 1966), 145-146.
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Porphyry the Phoenician, the fellow student of Amelius and disciple of
Plotinus, speaks thus: 'Concerning the first cause we know nothing; for he
is the object of neither sensible contact not intellectual knowledge, but
knowledge of him is ignorance (ciA>,' fonv auTou yvwo-ts- � ciyvwo-ta).
(Tiibingen Theosophia p. 117 Buresch)

While neither the Three Ste/es of Seth nor Marsanes offers direct evi
dence of negative theological predications of the highest realities or
directly advocate the method of learned ignorance, both associate the
supreme vision with a state of silence. Marsanes characterizes it as si
lent vision of the Unknown Silent One, a non-discursive, silent knowl
edge, as would befit the silence of the supreme reality:
X 4 19 The 20 thirteenth speaks concerning 21 [the] Silent One who was not
[known], even the foundation (Kampx�) of 23 the indiscriminables
(6taKptVEtV).

22

X 7 20 And as for the summit of the 21 silence of the Silent One,

sible <for> the summit (i.e., the Invisible Spirit)
ple 24 Powered One to behold it.

23

22

it is pos
of the energy of the Tri

As the third power of the Triple Powered One, The Barbelo Aeon tells
Marsanes:
X 8 21 Be silent 22 lest you should know and flee 23 and come before me.
But 24 know (voEiv) that this one (the Triple Powered One) was 25 [silent],
and concentrate on understanding (v6riµa).

X 9 21 We (Barbelo and her aeonic denizens) all have 22 withdrawn
(civaxwpdv) to ourselves. We have [become] 23 silent, [and] 24 when we
[too] came to know [that he is] 25 the Triple Powered One.

After he learns (X 9,1-10,7) how the Barbelo Aeon had separated from
the Invisible Spirit by withdrawing from the first two of the Triple Pow
ered One's three powers and then silently "sees" her silent source, Mar
sanes too-through his own silent contemplation-receives the power of
the Barbelo Aeon. Now assimilated to the Barbelo Aeon-though not as
a permanent resident-Marsanes likewise sees all three powers of the
Triple Powered One, although it is unclear whether he is actually assimi
lated to those powers .in quite the same way as was Allogenes:
X 10 7 And (I (Marsanes)] have been given 8 the third part (the Barbelo
Aeon) of 9 [the spirit] of the power of the Triple 10 [Powered] 11 [One]!
X 14 15 I [was dwelling] 16 among the aeons that were 17 generated. As I
was permitted, [I] 18 came to be among those that were un-[begotten]. 19
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
SETHIAN GNOSTICISM AND THE PLATONIC TRADITION

I. THE ENCOUNTER BETWEEN SETHIANISM AND PLATONISM

By now the indebtedness of the Platonizing Sethian treatises to the Pla
tonism of the first three centuries as well as the similarities in meta
physical and epistemological doctrine between these treatises and cer
tain Middle- and Neoplatonic sources should be generally apparent. The
gnostic Sethianism of the second century CE arose within an intellectual
environment stimulated by a revived Middle Platonism descended from
the Old Academy and enriched by the Neopythagorean Platonists of the
preceding two centuries. In a sense, this claim is only an extension of
the ground-breaking work of Schmidt, Theiler, Festugiere, de Vogel and
Kramer discussed in Chapter 1, who confined their attention (as does
Dillon's The Middle Platonists under the rubric "Some Loose Ends")
mostly to Valentinianism, Hermeticism, and various other doctrinal
systems reported by the heresiologists. The work of Elsas, also dis
cussed in Chapter l, went on to treat the Sethians-and such Nag Ham
madi material as was available to him up until 1975-in their relation
ship especially to Numenius, the Chaldaean Oracles and above all to
Plotinus and certain Neoplatonists, but without benefit of translations of
Zostrianos, the Three Ste/es ofSeth, Allogenes and Marsanes. Beginning
in 1973, but now with the entire Nag Hammadi corpus in view, J. M.
Robinson, B. A. Pearson, A. H. Armstrong, R. T. Wallis, and the present
author extended this treatment to the Platonizing Sethian treatises, with
particular reference to Plotinus.1 Since 1990, further study of the Sethian
I. See J. M. ROBINSON, "The Three Steles of Seth and the Gnostics of Plotinus,"
in Proceedings of the International Colloquium on Gnosticism, August 20-25, 1973
(Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1977), 132- I 42; 8. A. PEARSON, "The Tractate
Marsanes (NHC X) and the Platonic Tradition," in Gnosis: Festschrift for Hans
Jonas (ed. B. Aland; G0ttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1978), 373-384;
A.H. ARMSTRONG, "Gnosis and Greek Philosophy," in Gnosis: Festschriftfiir Hans
Jonas (ed. 8. Aland; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 87-124;
R. T. WALLIS, "Plotinus and the Gnostics: The Nag Hammadi Texts" (unpublished
paper, 23 pp.); and my "The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The Ascent
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corpus as a whole as well as even more recent critical editions of the
Platonizing Sethian treatises now affords greater precision and scope
than was possible for these earlier studies.2 It therefore remains to gather
up the results of the preceding chapters in an effort to better articulate
the relations between these Platonizing Sethian treatises, their authors,
and readers discussed in Chapters 12 to 15 with those of the Platonic
sources discussed in Chapters 8 to 11. Chapter 17 will then conclude
with a brief summary of the major features of the Sethian religion that
have been highlighted in this study.
11. PLATONIZING SETIIIAN METAPHYSICS AND ITS PLATONIC SOURCES

The metaphysical hierarchy common to all the Platonizing Sethian trea
tises was described in detail in Chapters 12 and 13. We now summarize
its main features, this time with reference to its relationship to specific
Platonic sources.
A. The Invisible Spirit and the First Hypothesis of the Parmenides
The hierarchy is headed by a supreme Unknown One usually called
the Invisible Spirit. This entity-like "the Good" of Plato's Repub
lic VI 509B, Speusippus' absolutely simple One that "ought not even to
be called being," and the "First One" of Moderatus, the anonymous
Parmenides Commentary, and of Plotinus-is said to transcend alto
gether the realm of determinate being. He is not a knowable "thing that
exists" (XI 63,9-11.17-18), "existing prior to [all those] that truly exist"
of Mind and the Descent of Wisdom," Nov11m Testamen/11m 22 (1980), 324-351,
"The Figure of Hecate and Dynamic Emnnationism in The Chaldaean Oracles,
Sethian Gnosticism and Neoplatonism," The Second Century Journal 7:4, (1991),
221-232. and IDEM, "Gnosticism and Platonism: The Platonizing Texts from Nag
Hammadi in their Relation to Later Platonic Literature," Gnosticism and Neoplaton
ism (ed. R. T. Wallis; Studies in Neoplatonism 6; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 425459. See Chapter I for discussion.
2. C. BARRY, W.-P. FUNK, P.-H. POIRIER, J. 0. TI.JRNER, Zostrien {NH VIII, I)
(Bibliotheque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textes » 24. Quebec and Leuven
Paris: Presses de l'Univcrsitc Laval and Editions Peeters, 2000); K, L. KING, Revela
IDHM,

tion of the Unknowable God with Text, Translation, and Notes to NHC X/,3: Alloge
nes (Santa Rosa, CA: Polebridge Press, I 995); and W.-P. FUNK, P.-1-1. Poirier,
J. D. Turner. Marsanes {NII X. /) (Bibliothcque coptc de Nag llammadi, section

« Tcxtcs » 27; Quebec and Leuven-Paris: Presses de l'Universitc Laval and Editions
Peeters. 2000).
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(VIII 64,15-16), who "exists prior to those that truly exist" in the realm
of being (X 7,3-5), although in some sense he is "an entity along with
his own being" (XI 62,1-2), or is himself"his own [existence], idea, and
[being)" (VIII 74,8-10). He is beyond intellect, yet he somehow "alon�
knows himself' (XI 63,16), possessing an "unknowable knowledge that
is proper to him," which can be experienced only through "the ignorance
that sees him" (XI 64,11-14). As shown in Chapter 12, this highest-en
tity is best described in negative terms drawn from the first hypothesis
of Plato's Parmenides (see discussion in Chapter 9, p. 383 f.) and Re
public 5098 as "not-being" in the sense of"beyond being."
Since part of Allogenes' (XI 62,28-63,25) negative description of the
One is word-for-word parallel to a passage in the Apoc1yphon of John
(II 3,17-33; see Chapter 12, p. 503), one must suppose that the two trea
tises are either dependent one upon the other, or-more likely-upon a
pre-Plotinian Parmenides commentary that served them as a common
source. Both passages deny a triad of divinity, perfection and blessed
ness with regard to the Monad or Invisible Spirit 3

XI 62 28 He is neither Divinity

29

nor Blessedness 30 nor Perfe.ction, Rather
it (this triad) is an unknowable entity of him, 12 not what is proper to
him. Rather 33 he is something else 34 superior to the Blessedness and 35 the
Divinity and 36 Perfection.
31

It is significant that the anonymous Parmenides Commentary also ex
presses reticence concerning such a triad within the highest principle,
although it does not entirely want to jettison it either: 4

On the other hand, although they affirm that he has "snatched himself
away" from all that is his, they nevertheless concede that his power and in
tellect are co-unified in his simplicity, and even still another intellect (the
triadic second Intellect), and, although they do not separate·him from the
(supreme) triad, they believe that he abolishes number such that they abso-

3. It may be that this triad is a precursor and equivalent of the Existence-Life-
Mind triad to be found in the Sethian Platonizing treatises (in the order of the Apoc
ryphon of John: perfection life; blessedness
intellect; divinity existence; in
the order of Allogenes: divinity existence; blessedness = intellect; perfection
life),

= =

=

=

=

4. OL 6€ apmio-m EOVTOV iK TTO.VTWV TWV EalJTOl/ ELTTOVTES 6uvaµ[v TE aimi)
6L66ao-L Kai vof,v iv T"fj OTTAOTllTL ainov avvrivwaem Kai OAAOV TTClAlV <v>of,v Kai
TT}S' Tp(a60S' auTov ouK e�EAOVTEC:S civmpe'iv o.pL8µov ci�LOWLV, ws- Kai To EV :1.1§ -yetv
auTov dvm '!TGVTEAWS rrapatTE'ia0at.
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lutely refuse to say that he is the One. (in Parmenidem IX 1-8 1-ladot 2.9092)

The commentator here identifies those who place such a triad within a
monad: those behind the Chaldaean Oracles (frg. 3, 6 rraT�p �p1raaaev
EOUTOV, ou6' EV ETI ovvciµEl VOEPQ. KAELOOS t6LOV nup), which located a
Father-Power-Intellect triad within the supreme Father who is both mind
and monad. Both Allogenes and the anonymous Commenta,y seem to
presuppose a triadic doctrine similar to that of the Cha/daean Oracles.
although they take a critical stance towards it. As we have seen, both the
f
Commentary and the Three Ste/es o Selh locate another triad, Exis
tence-Vitality/Life-Mentality/Mind, at the secondary level at which the
divine Intellect (the Barbelo Aeon) pre-exists in the Invisible Spirit,
while Zoslrianos locates the triad within the Invisible Spirit, and Al
logenes and Marsanes (but named Hypostasis-Actvity-Knowledge)
associate the triad with an apparently separate entity called the Triple
Powered One as the externalized 6uvaµLs or activity of the Invisible
Spirit.
8. The Aeon ofBarbelo and the Middle Platonic lntellect

Below the Invisible Spirit, as his First Thought, is the Barbelo Aeon, a
divine Intellect containing three subaeons or sub-intellects: one that is
contemplated (vous VOTJTOS, called Kalyptos or "hidden"), one that con
templates (voiis v6epos or 0ewpT}TLK6s, called Protophanes or "first
appearing"), and one that is discursive and demiurgic (vovs 6wvoov
µevos, called Autogenes or "self-generated''). The names of these aeons
perhaps once represented the stages of the unfolding and proceeding of
the aeon of Barbelo from its source in the Invisible Spirit, initially hid
den in the Invisible Spirit, then first appearing, then self-generated, but
in the present Platonizing Sethian treatises-though not articulated in
the Three Ste/es of Seth-the phases of the Barbelo Aeon's generation
are instead designated by the three phases of the Invisible Spirit's Triple
Power.
Nevertheless, at its origin, the Barbelo Aeon is hidden as purely po
tential intellect in the Invisible Spirit. Once the Aeon of Barbelo is con
stituted, I) Kalyptos represents the realm of that which truly exists, i.e.
the ideas; next, 2) Barbelo "first appears" as the male intelligence which
contains those that "exist together," that are "unified" (perhaps minds
and ideas that are unified through intcllection), represented by Proto-
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phanes who on the one hand thinks the ideas in Kalyptos and on the
other hand somehow acts upon the individuals below; and finally,
3) Barbelo becomes the "self-generated" (Autogenes) demiurgical mind
that contains the "perfect individuals" and could therefore be identified
with the rational part of the world soul, executing its demiurgic function
(XI 45,22-46,36). A similar arrangement is found in Numenius (frgs. 11,
13, 15, 16 des Places), Amelius (apud Proclus, In Tim. I.306,1-14;
cf. l.361,26-362,4; 1.398, 16-26, cited in Chapter 9, p. 387), and the early
Plotinus (Ennead III, 9 [13) 1, but rejected in Ennead ll, 9 [33) 1). The
Barbelo Aeon functions in a way similar to Numenius' second god:
insofar as the second god is participated in and used by the first, that is,
prefigured in the first and thus in a certain way is the first, it can be
compared to Kalyptos; insofar as the Numenian second god is identical
with and acts through the third, it can be compared to Autogenes, while
the actual second mind is comparable to the Protophanes level of the
Barbelo Aeon.

C. The Triple Powered One and Emanation in Middle Platonism
Mediating between the Invisible Spirit and the threefold Aeon of Bar
belo is the Triple Powered One, a being endowed with the three powers
of Existence, Vitality, and Mentality (or Blessedness). The Triple Pow
ered One is the emanative means by which the Invisible Spirit generates
the Aeon of Barbelo in three phases. I) In its initial phase as a purely
infinitival Existence (iirrapXLS or 6vTOTflS), it is latent within and identi
cal with the supreme One; 2) in its emanative phase it is an indefinite
Vitality ((w6TTJS) that proceeds forth from Spirit; and 3) in its final
phase it is a Mentality (votjTris) that-through the contemplation of its
source in the Spirit-takes on the character of determinate being as the
intellectual Aeon of Barbelo. As a triadic mediator, the Triple
Powered-One is in contact with and even is in some way the two entities
between which it mediates. According to Marsanes (X 7, 1-8), the Triple
Powered One is a pre-existent otherness, a kind of indefinite dyadic
entity by which the Invisible Spirit is somehow activated and without
which it would not give anything from itself. As we have seen in Chap
ters 9, IO and 12, this emanative sequence is reflected in Plotinus (espe
cially Ennead VI, 7 [38] 17, cited below, p. 728), but the closest termi
nological parallel is to be found in the anonymous Parmenides
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Commentmy, whose Middle Platonic provenance was argued in Chap
ter 9.
Taken in itself as its own idea it-this power, or whatever term one might
use to indicate its ineffability and inconceivability, i.e., the potential Intel
lect still identical with the One-is one and simple. But with respect to ex
istence (iiTTapels), life (Cwt;) and intellection (V0T)C1LS) it (the potential In
tellect still identical with the One) is neither one nor simple. Both that
which thinks and that which is thought (are) in existence (i'.map�LS), but
that which thinks-if Intellect passes from existence to that which thinks
so as to return to the rank of an intelligible and see its (prefigurative) self
is in life. Therefore thinking is indeterminate with respect to life. And all
are activities (EvEpyEiat) such that with respect to existence, activity would
be static; with respect to intellection, activity would be turning to itself;
and with respect to life, activity would be turning away from existence. (In
Parmenidem XIV, 15-26 Hadot 2:110-112)
A similar notion, the likelihood of whose Middle Platonic provenance
will be urged at the end of this chapter, occurs also in Marius Victorinus
(Adversus Arium IV.5,36-45 Henri-Hadot), who employs terminology
similar to that of Allogenes (XI 49,26-37, cited in Chapter 12, p. 514):5
Thus 6vT6TTJS, that is existentiality or essentiality, or (w6TTJS, that is vital
ity, that is the primary power of universal life, that is the primary life and
source of living for all things, and likewise VOOTTJS, the force, virtue,
power, or substance or nature of thought, these powers, then, must be un
derstood as three in one, but such that one names them and defines their
proper being by the aspect according to which each has a predominating
property. For there is none of them that is not triple, since being is being
only if it lives, that is, is in life; likewise living: there is no living that lacks
5. Adversus Ari11m [V.5,36-45: Ergo 0VT0Tl]S, is est existentialitas vel essentias,
sive (WOTlJS, is est vita/itas, is est prima 11niversalis vitae potentia. hoc est prima
vita, fonsque omniwn vivendi, item VOOTTJS, intelligendi vis, virtus, potentia vel
substantia vel natura, haec tria accipienda 111 singula, sed ita ut qua suo p/urimo
sunt, hoc no111inen111r et esse dicantur. Nam nihil horum est quod non trio sunt. Esse
enim hoc est esse, si viva/, hoc est in vita sit. lps11m vero vivere: non est vivere, q11od
viva/ intelligentiam non habere. Quasi mix/a igitur et, 111 res est, triplici simplicitate
simplicia. Cf. Damascius, Dub. et sol. 1.125,15 Ruelle = Westerink-Combcs
II 61.7-8: OuTw 6iJ Kal VOI/S' Kat ,wri Kai aiJT0 6iJrrov TO ov· WV EKQO"TOV µEV TTQVTQ ·

ill' 6 µEv KaTa To Tou vou l6(wµa, iJ BE KaTa To TTJS (wi\s, TO BE KaTa To Toil
ovTos. "Apa ovv Kai TO ov oux aTT>-ouv i6lwµa, o1:ov OUO-L0Tl)S" Kai iJ (WOTlJS ETTt
TTJS' (wi\s KaL ii vo6TTJS ETTL vou; and 11.101.25-27 Ruelle: ws Xa>-6a'(Kws; elm,tv,
voiis lO"TaTQL KQTCI Tl'tv EV€p-yELav, (wii KQTCI TTJV 6uvaµLv. OUO"lQ KaTd TTJV TOU
TTaTpos vrrapeLv.
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knowledge of the act of living. Appearing as a mixture, in reality they are
simple, but with a simplicity that is triple.

Thi.ls the second One-as Intellect or as the Barbelo Aeon-is a "travel
ing subject" that deploys itself, or "lives forth" beginning from the tran
scendent "being" of the supreme One--conceived as a self-contained
static activity beyond both indetermination and determination-in three
phases: I) a stage of indeterminate or infinitival being (Elvm, ihrap�lS')
interior to the One, a pure act prior to being (To ov); 2) the going forth of
"being in the process of determination," a boundless "otherness" or trace
of Life or Vitality proceeding from the One; and 3) a stage in which this
Life becomes defined as determinate being (To ov) that becomes fixed
by an act of contemplative reversion upon its own potential being still
present in the One.
D. The Emission of Vitality or Life from the One
In the Platonizing Sethian treatises, the Existence phase is clearly
identifiable with the supreme One or with the inchoate, prefigurative
phase of Being/Intellect within the supreme One, and the Mentality
phase is clearly identical with the Barbelo Aeon as the First Thought of
the Invisible Spirit; the median phase of Vitality or Life, which Zostri
anos and Marsanes seem to identify as a distinct entity, the "Triple
Powered One" or ''the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit," seems to have
no explicit precedent in Middle Platonic sources other than the Par
menides Commentary.
There are, however two Middle Platonic sources that at least implic
itly connect the derivation of plurifonn being from original unity with a
principle of Life. ln Plutarch's myth of Timarchus' soul-journey through
the sublunar regions (De genio Socratis 591 B; based on Plato's myth of
Er in Republic X), we hear of life as a primal principle linked by the
Monad to all subsequent change at lower levels of reality:
There are four principles of all things: the first is of life, the second of mo
tion, the third of generation, the last of decay: the first is linked to the sec
ond by the Monad at the invisible, the second to the third by Intellect at the
sun, and the third to the fourth by Nature at the moon. A fate, daughter of
Necessity holds the keys and presides over each link: over the first Atro
pos, over the second Clotho, and over the link at the moon Lachesis.

Surprisingly, Plutarch places the principle of life as the supreme source
of all change and becoming above even the principles of stability, the
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Monad and Intellect. Dillon interprets Plutarch's Monad as a self
contemplating mind, and Intellect as the demiurgic mind; following
Kramer, he compares the exalted position of life to the place occupied
by the life principle in the Chaldaean Oracles and in the later Neopla
tonists (although there it is never the supreme principle).6 While here it
is the Fates as holders of the keys that control access from one level to
the next, in Orphic tradition (Orphei Hymni 1.7), Hecate too is "holder
of the keys." But in the Chaldaean Oracles, Hecate has a direct connec
tion with life and vitality.
The Chaldaean Oracles feature a feminine principle of life named
Hecate, said to be a sort of diaphragm or membrane, the "center between
the two Fathers" (frg. 50 des Places), which separates the "first and
second fires" (frg. 6), i.e. the supreme Father and the immediately sub
jacent paternal Intellect. In fragment 3 of the Oracles, it is said that the
supreme Father, who snatches himself away, does not even include his
fire (presumably his own hypostatic identity as supreme deity) in his
own intellective power, which, after he retreats, remains as the second
demiurgical-mind which humans call the first. However, according to
fragment 4, the Father retains his power, which the Oracles seem to
identify with Hecate. All this is very similar to Moderatus' depiction of
the origin of his First One from the self-privation of the Monad.
In the Oracles, Hecate seems to function on three levels as emitter,
transmitter, and receptor of the principle of life and vitality; she exists
prefiguratively and potentially as the supreme Father's "power," dy
namically as the indefinite and perhaps dyadic "bond," "center," or
"membrane" of the measuring triad who is the source and "womb" of
multiplicity and matter, and finally as the receptive life-producing
source of all, the cosmic soul. As (l!)Oyovos- (frg. 32), Hecate is the
source of life, a veritable mother of the all. As Womb within which all
things are sown and contained (frgs. 28, 30), she has the roles both of
the Receptacle and of the Krater in which the world soul is fabricated
according to Plato's Timaeus.1 As mediator between the transcendent
6. DILLON, Middle Platonists, 80 8. C. to A. D. 220 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Uni
versi:y Press, 1977), 214-215; cf. Krlimer, Der Urspnmg der Geistmetaphysik, 98,
n. 250.
7. Cf. 1he "cosmic hollows" of frgs. 34 (and 35), and the noUwv n;\T)pwµaTa
Ko;\rrwv of frg. 96, and L. BRISSON, "Plato's Timaeus and the Chaldean Oracles,"
manuscript, p. I I.
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Father and the second or demiurgic intellect, she seems to play a role
similar to that of Plotinus' "intelligible matter" or "trace" of unbounded
Life emitted from the One that becomes bounded Intellect (cf. En
nead YI, 7 (38) 17, cited below, p. 728). In her higher aspect Hecate is
equated with the Father's power (frgs. 3-4), apparently the indefinite
potentiality whose actualization or determination is the second or demi
urgic intellect, which Psellus (Expositio PG l 22. I 152a4-5, p. 189 des
Places) calls a transcendent dyad. As power or potentiality, the force
that always tends toward change and otherness, Hecate is led into
schism: on a higher level, she exists not as life per se but as its source,
and on a lower level, as the source of Soul.8 Thus Life is a function, not
the essential character of Hecate, and indeed in her intermediate rather
than in her higher aspect of power.
In these three phases of her existence as the prefiguration, source and
instantiation of ideal multiplicity, Hecate strikingly resembles the figure
of Barbelo in the earlier Sethian treatises both in her maternal role and
also in her relationship to Sophia, her lower, more negatively portrayed
double, while in the later Platonizing Sethian treatises, the closest anal
ogy to the figure of Hecate would be the proceeding Vitality of the Tri
ple Powered One. Although the Oracles do not invoke Plato's Father,
Mother, and Child triad by name, its functional equivalent seems to be
present at the highest level in the figures of the Father, his "power" who
is the prefigurative Hecate, and the paternal Intellect emanated from the
Father's power and intellect (although Hecate is not said to be the
"mother" of this Intellect). This triadic scheme was developed by later
Neoplatonists into the triad ihrapeLS'[=Father]--0uvaµLS'[=Hecate]-voDS',
which was thought to be comparable to Plotinus' intellectual Being
Mind-Life triad that in tum was probably anticipated by the Existence
Life-Mind triad of the anonymous Parmenides Commentary and by the
Triple Powered One of the Sethian treatises Zostrianos and Allogenes
(and their own Middle Platonic sources). 9
8. Cf. M. J. EDWARDS, "Porphyry and the lntelligible Triad," Journal of Hel
lenic Studies 110 (1990) 19 n. 35 and L. BRISSON, ibid., p. 11.
9. The triad, existence (u1TapeLS')- power- intellect does not occur explicitly in
the extant fragments, although Damascius frequently attributes such a triad to the
Oracles (Dub. et sol. I.87,9-10; I 08, 17-.19; 309,24-28 Ruelle [11.3,5-6; 36,2-6;
71,1-6 Westerink-Combes]). Consequently Hadot (Porphyre et Victorinus 1.267,
n. 7 suggests the strong possibility that the word UTTap�LS was already a substitute
for pater in the Oracles. Although unapets does not occur in the extant fragments of
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Although not specifically designated as a principle of life or vitality,
in this connection one should also bear in mind that Numenius (and
Amelius) equated his first God with the supreme principle of Ti
maeus 39E (o EO'TL (l!)ov, "that which is really alive," cf. frg. 22 des
Places) and attributed a basic vivifying function to his demiurgical third
God:
Whenever the (second) God looks and turns toward each of us, the conse
quence is that life (C�v) results and bodies live (�LWO"KEO'OOL), tended by
God's far-shooting rays. Yet whenever he turns again towards his watch
tower, all this is extinguished, while the (divine) Mind continues to live a
blissful life (C�v �iou €U6aiµovos). (Numenius, frg. 12 des Places)

E. The Invisible Spirit in Relation to the Triple Powered One
Like certain earlier Sethian treatises (Apocryphon of John, the Tri
morphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians), certain of the

Platonizing treatises identify the supreme deity as the Invisible Spirit.
The Three Ste/es of Seth (VII 125,23-25) identifies the supreme pre
existent One as a "single living Spirit" and Zostrianos identifies this
One with both the Invisible Spirit and the Triple Powered One, while
Ailogenes and Marsanes seem to distinguish the One from both the In
visible Spirit and Triple Powered One:
XI 66 3° From 11 the One who constantly stands, 32 there appeared 33 an
eternal Life, 34 the Invisible and Triple-powered Spirit, is the One among
all those who exist.
X 4 n (The eleventh] and [the]

14

[twelfth] speak of the is Invisible One

(aoratos) who possesses 16 three powers (dynamis) 17 and the insubstantial
(-ousia) Spirit (pneuma) 18 who belongs to 19 the first unbegotten one (of
the Triple Powered One's three powers).

So also the relation between the Invisible Spirit and Triple Powered One
seems to vary: in Zostrianos the Triple Powered One is on the whole
conceptually indistinguishable from the Invisible Spirit; Allogenes and
Marsanes tend to distinguish them (but not, consistently), while the
the Cha/daean Oracles, the verb occurs three times in relation to the First Principle:
frg. I, I2: TO VOT]TOV, . . • €1TEL voov iew imcipXEl; frg. 20,2: 0\1 -yap OVEU voos €0"TL
voriToii, l(GL To voriTov ou voii xwpts im6.pXEl; frg. 84,3: for (the first connector)
encompassing all things, in the singular summit of his existence (imape€ws, Proclus)
exists, himself, entirely outside (ain"os mis iew i,mipxEl).
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Three Ste/es of Seth tends to identify the Triple Powered One more
closely (but not completely) with the Aeon of Barbelo.10 Ultimately,
however, it does not really matter whether the Triple Powered One as
the emanative moment of life or vitality is located either wholly within
the Unknowable One or the Invisible Spirit or within the Aeon of Bar
belo, or is conceived as a separate hypostasis, since its basic mediating
function is always the same in all cases.
The ambiguity in the names "Unknowable One" or (Triple Powered)
"Invisible Spirit" for the supreme principle probably results from the
melding of two somewhat incompatible traditional designations for the
supreme deity, who for Sethianism is the Invisible Spirit and for Platon
ism is the One. From a traditional Sethian point of view the two terms
are interchangeable, while for Platonists, the materialistic associations of
the tenn "Spirit" in Stoic philosophy would disqualify its use as a simple
equivalent to the supreme One beyond all being and corporeality.
In the Platonizing Sethian treatises, although the Triple-Powered One
always functions as the potency (ouvaµL<;) of the Unknowable One/
Invisible Spirit by which he unfolds himself into the world of determi
nate Being and Intellect, its precise manner of operation can be con
ceived differently in different treatises. In Allogenes, it is said (XI 49,737, cited below, p. 727) to consist of three modalities or phases: Essen
tiality (6VT6TT)S) or Substantiality (ouat6TT]S-), Vitality ((w6TT)S), and
Mentality (vo6TT)S) or Blessedness (µaKapt0TT)S). Furthermore, as sug
gested in Chapter 12, unlike the Three Ste/es ofSeth and Zostrianos (and
perhaps Marsanes)-which only associate each single successive term
of the Existence, Vitality, Mentality sequence (or its equivalent) with the
three distinctive phases of emanation-Allogenes seems to locate all
three terms at each phase of the process, thus distinguishing three suc
cessive states or manifestations of the entire Existence, Vitality, Mental
ity triplet as it becomes successively active at the level of each of the
three highest entities. Thus at the level of the Unknowable One, the
Being-Life-Mind triad is present as pure indefinite, infinitival activity
(Existing, Living, Thinking, though dominantly existing); on the level of
the Triple-Powered One, it is present as a triad of abstract qualities (Ex
istence, Vitality, Mentality, though dominantly Vitality); and on the
level of the Barbelo Aeon, as a triad of substantial realities, (Being, Life
I 0. See Chapter 12, p. S 12 ff. and n. 13 there for a complete inventory of refer
ences.
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and Mind or Knowledge, though dominantly Mind or Knowledge). As

the externalized Thinking of the supreme deity and final phase of the
Triple Powered One, the Barbelo Aeon is the universal Intellect, the
realm of true Being and true Life. In the following diagram, the itali
cized terms indicate the relative predominance of each of the three mo
dalities:
Unknowable One/ Invisible Spirit
Triple-Powered One/ Eternal Life
Barbelo / first Thought

Exisls
Existence
Being

Lives
Vi1ality
Life

Knows
Mentality
Mind

F. Self-Privation and the Determination of Boundlessness:
Moderatus?
In terms more reminiscent of Plato's and the Old Academic Indefinite
Dyad or the Philebus · principle of the Unlimited, both Zostrianos and
Allogenes also conceive the Triple-Powered One as the "delimiter" of
the "boundlessness subsisting in the Invisible Spirit." As an initially
unbounded entity, the Triple-Powered One emerges from its source in
the Invisible Spirit as a processing boundlessness that turns itself back to
its source in an act of objectifying self-knowledge; becoming stable and
bounded, it takes on form and definition as Barbelo, the self knowledge
or Mind of the Invisible Spirit (XI 49,7-37, cited below, p. 727;
cf. Zostrianos Vlll 16,2-15, cited in Chapter 12, p. 516 f.). Intellect thus
appears as the movement of an indeterminate boundlessness: by con
templatively reverting to the Spirit and to itself, Intellect and true being
emerge by knowing the content of the First One. As we have seen, this
is essentially the same process found in the anonymous Parmenides
Commentary (XII, I 0-35, both cited in Chapter 9, pp. 397 and XIV, 1526, cited above, p. 698) and also in Plotinus (esp. Ennead VI, 7 [38)
17,6-43, cited below, p. 728). Or, in terms more similar to the Neopy
thagorean sources, especially Moderatus, 1 t A 1/ogenes has the Aeon of
Barbelo emerges through the Triple-Powered One of the Invisible Spirit
by a process of contraction, expansion, s�paration, and completion
through contemplation of its source:
11. Ncopythagorean texts derive the Indefinite Dyad from the Monad (and thence
a triad by the interaction of these two principles) by a variety of processes; see the
references in Chapter 9, p. 354 (and nn. 21-26), and the discussion of Moderatus,
p. 363.
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XI 45 17 the 18 male virginal [glory], 19 [the first] aeon (Barbelo), the one
from 20 [a] unique triple-powered [aeon], 21 [the) Triple-Powered One who
22 [truly exists]. For after it (the Barbelo Aeon) [contracted], 23 [it ex
panded] and 24 [spread out] and became complete, 25 [and] it was empow
ered [with] 26 all of them, by knowing [itself] 27 [in the perfect Invisible
Spirit). 28 And it [became] 29 [an] aeon who knows [herself] 30 [because]
she knew that one.
The corresponding account of Barbelo's emanation on pages 76-84 of
Zostrianos (cited in full in Chapter 12, p. 517) reflects the same se
quence. of procession, reversion and acquisition of separateness and
stability. Having emanated from the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo's further

descent and potential dispersion is halted by a contemplative reversion
upon her source. By foreknowing her impending aeonic status poten
tially prefigured within the Invisible Spirit, she comes to stand outside
him, striving toward him, examining both him and her prefigurative self
(coincident with him), spreading forth and becoming separate and stable
as an all-perfect (rravTEALOS') "second Mentality," the duplication of his
knowledge, the ingenerate Kalyptos, thus creating a "place" for those
who follow her. In Zostrianos, Barbelo emanates directly from the In
visible Spirit who is himself triple powered; there is no language imply
ing a distinct status for the Triple Powered One such as is found in Al
Iogenes. Rather than Allogenes' sequence of self-contraction, expansion
and spreading out, in Zostrianos, Barbelo emerges from the Invisible
Spirit's passive, non-active Blessedness (i.e., self-knowledge) as a "dec
lination" or "turning away" (Coptic [p]IK€) or as a "privation" (Coptic
cywwT), thereupon spreading forth and achieving determination by
contemplating the Invisible Spirit as her own initial state of privation or
indetermination:

VIII 80 8 [She began to] 9 strive, since it was [im]possible 10 to unite with
his [image]. 11 She saw his [privation] 12 while it was [next to] 13 his all
perfection, 14 since he (the Invisible Spirit) is pre-exists and 16 is situated
over all these, 17 pre-existing, being known 18 as three-powered. The 19 In
visible Spirit has 20 never [been] incognizant: [he (merely) did not] 21 make
an act of knowing, but was instead [abiding in] 22 perfection [and) 23 Blessedness. [Now) when [she] [81) 1 became incognizant [ ... ) 2 and she [ ... )
3 body after [ ... in) 4 another way [ ... ) s [en]lighten ( ... ] 6 She [was] existing [individually] 7 [as cause] of [the declination]. 8 Lest she come forth
anymore 9 or get further away 10 from perfection, she II knew herself and
him (the Spirit), 12 and she stood at rest ll and spread forth 14 on his [be
half]- 15 since she derived 16 [from] true existence, 17 she derived from
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that which 18 truly exists in common with all
and the one that pre-exists.

19

things-to know herself 20

By whatever channels, Moderatus' doctrine of divine emanation through
self-privation or self-contraction and subsequent expansion surely con
stitutes an important source for the emanative doctrine of these Sethian
treatises. According to the testimonia from Porphyry and Stobaeus con
cerning Moderntus (discussed in Chapter 9 p. 363 ff.), the Monad or
Unitary Logos, having temporarily deprived itself of all unitary aspects

of form, perhaps even abandoning these, and thus giving rise to the First
One, becomes multiple by making room for primal Quantity, retaining
only a plurality of"rnonads," that is, forms or measures which somehow
"catch" or "revert" upon this primal Quantity and limit or render it "ei
detic by numerical distinction," thus giving rise to the second One as the
multiple realm of being, form and intellect.

The Unitary Logos [i.e., the Monad or second One] ... intending to pro
duce from itself the origin of beings, by self-deprivation made room for
Quantity (rroa6TTJ$), having deprived itself of all its (the Logos') propor
tions and Forms .... This Quantity (TTOOOTTJ$) . .. and this form conceived as
a privation of the Unitary Logos which contains in itself all proportions of
beings are paradigms of corporeal Matter.... [which) is caught by it (the
Unitary Logos) and not permitted to overstep its boundaries, as extension
receives the proportion of ideal magnitude and is bounded by it, and as
disarray is rendered eidetic by numerical distinction.... Number is
collection of monads, or a progression of multiplicity beginning from a
monad, and reversion terminating at the monad. Monads delimit Quantity,
which is whatever has been deprived and is left remaining and stable when
multiplicity is diminished by the subtraction of each number. {Simplicius,
In Phys. 9.231,7-24 in part; Stobaeus, Anthologium 1.8, 1-8 in part)
Of course, the major difference from the Sethian treatises is that they
conceive the supreme One as pre-existent and ungenerated, while Mod
eratus seems to derive it from the self-privation of the second One.
In The Three Steles of Seth (VII 125,25-32), the pre-existent One is
identical with the Invisible Spirit ("you are the One; you are a single,
living Spirit), who is the Existence, Life, anc� Intellect of all else. In
VII 12 I ,20-124,14, Barbelo is said to pre-exist in the pre-existent Mo
nad as a Triple Powered One who was the first to see the pre-existent
One. In terms very close to those of Moderatus (Simplicius, In Phys.
9.231,4-5 Diels) she emerges from her source as the first "shadow" of
light from the light of the Father. At first hidden (KOAUTTTOS') within her
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source, she has generated multiplicity; while remaining one, she has
become numerable, that is measurable, defined Being which can be
distinguished from her source in the monadic pre-existent One. Just as
the Neopythagorean arithmological treatises consider the Triad to be the
first of the defined numbers following the One and the Dyad, Barbelo is
said to become three-fold while at the same time continuing to be one
with her source. Here, the supreme One's Triple Power is Barbelo her
self existing prefiguratively or potentially within the supreme One or
"living Spirit."
VII 121 s O Triple Male! 9 You have stood at rest: you first 10 stood at rest.

You have become divided everywhere, 11 and you have remained One . . .. 30
0 non-substantial One 31 from an undivided, 32 Triple [Powered) One, You
are a threefold 33 power! You are [a] great monad 34 from (a] pure monad!
122 1 You are a superior monad! ... 8 And you have been a cause of multi
plicity: And 9 you have arisen and remained 10 One, while yet being a cause
of multiplicity in order to become divided. You are 11 truly threefold: truly
you are 12 thrice replicated. You are a One 13 of the One. And you are from
14 its shadow. You are a Kalyptos .... 34 You have empowered 123 1
thos<>
this is Kalyptos-2 by thought. And you (have) emanated unto 3 these and
[out of] these. You are divided 4 among them. And you 5 become a great
male Mind, Protophanes. 6 0 paternal god, 7 divine child, 8 generator of
multiplicity! By division 9 of all those which are really existent 10 you have
appeared to them all as 11 a Word (i.e., Autogenes).

Thus in the Three Ste/es ofSeth and Moderatus, ontogenesis proceeds by
the generation of multiplicity, the difference being that for Moderatus,
the Monad apparently gives rise to the First One and generates being
and intellect by transforming itself into a plurality of monads, while for
the Steles, the first One is pre-existent, and Barbelo produces multiplic
ity while paradoxically remaining one throughout the process.
G. The Unknown Silent One of Marsanes
As a further degree of metaphysical elaboration among the Platoniz
ing Sethian treatises, Marsanes (X 7, 1-19; 9, 1-20) posits an Unknown
Silent One clearly beyond the Invisible Spirit 12 who-in Zostrianos, the
Three Ste/es of Seth, and earlier Sethian treatises-is usually the su
preme principle. Below this One come the Invisible Spirit and the Triple
12. Just as lamblichus and Theodore of Asine placed a supreme "ineffable One"
beyond the One of Plotinus; see discussion in Chapter 12.
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Powered One, who seem to be virtually indistinguishable, since Mar
sanes (X 4, 13-19) tends to collapse the eleventh and twelfth "seals"
together and applies the epithet "lnvisible"-norrnally reserved for the
Spirit-to the Triple Powered One, and then identifies the Spirit in terms
of the first of the Triple Powered One's three powers. As the "activity"
of the supreme Unknown Silent One, the Invisible Spirit shares also in
its silence, whose actualization is in turn the Triple Powered One, the
"activity" of the Invisible Spirit, who is thus its first "power." In this act,
"the Virgin became male since she separated from the male" (X 9, 1-3),
that is, the Aeon of Barbelo emerges as the third power of the Triple
Powered One as it withdraws from its first two powers, the Invisible
Spirit as its initial phase, and the pre-existent otherness of its feminine
or dyadic median phase that characterizes the actual nature of the Triple
Powered One itself. These two phases, apparently called Hypostasis and
Activity (X 9, 16-20), are Marsanes' equivalent for the Existence and
Vitality powers of the Triple Powered One in the other treatises, while
the Barbelo Aeon would coincide with its third power "Knowledge,"
which in the other treatises is called Mentality or Blessedness.
In Chapter 12, it was shown that Theodore of Asine posited two ones,
a first One who is ineffable and apparently uncoordinated with anything
below it, and a second, intelligible, One (Ev) who is the aspirated breath
that derives from the inaspirate ineffability of the first One and who
defines an intelligible triad represented by the aspiration, the E, and the v
of the Greek word Ev. Given that Marsanes (X 15,1-4; 15,29-16,2) ap
parently distinguishes the Unknown Silent One and the Triple Powered
One from the one "that does not have breath" (Tivotj), who would seem
to be the Invisible Spirit, it seems that the author of Marsanes is some
how in dialogue with these notions of Theodore. Indeed, it seems that
the topic of a supreme Spirit was a matter of some debate, since Victori
ous also saw the need to gloss a portion of the common source (i.e., the
phrase "the single, perfect Spirit") he shares with Zostrianos (Adversus
Arium 1.50.1-3 = VIII 66,22-67,11, cited below, p. 737) with the words:
I.SO 4 a Spirit triple powered in 5 its unity, perfect Spirit and Spirit beyond
spirit; for he does not 6 breathe, but rather it is the Spirit in that which is his
being, Spirit 7 breathing toward itself so that it is Spirit, since the Spirit 8 is
not separate from itself.

Of course, the metaphysical hierarchy of the Platonizing Sethian trea
tises extends also below the Barbelo Aeon. Zostrianos and (in more
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summary fashion) Marsanes identify a number of incorporeal psychic
and corporeal sensible realms that extend to the earth that were treated
in Chapter l 3: the Self-generated Aeons, the Repentance (µETa.vow),
the Sojourn (rrapo1.KTJaLS'), the Aeonic Copies (civTLTUTTOL), and the Airy
Earth, to designate the realms of souls who have escaped reincarnation,
souls between reincarnations who are destined for further reincarnation,
as well as certain cosmic realms such as the sphere of the fixed stars, the
planets, and the terrestrial atmosphere. Tn particular, Marsanes is sig
nificant for its extensive theurgical treatment of the nature of the soul,
both cosmic and individual, in relation to numbers, the letters of the
alphabet, and the nature of the Zodiac.
Ill. PLOTINUS AND THE PLATONIZrNG SETHlAN TREATlSES

In his Life of Plotinus 16, 13 Porphyry reports that revelations under the
name of Allogenes and Zostrianos as well as others were studied and
refuted at great length in Plotinus' seminars in Rome ca 246-268 CE.
The question then arises as to the relative chronology of Allogenes and
Zostrianos with respect to Plotinus. The fact that documents under pre
cisely these names were read in Plotinus' circle suggests that they were
produced earlier than Plotinus' refutation, i.e. before ca. 265 CE. Since it
is especially Zostrianos that contains doctrines refuted by Plotinus in
Ennead II, 9, it seems nearly certain that Plotinus' circle had some ver
sion of this document in view during the course of his refutations of the
Gnostics, and that it is this treatise which Porphyry regarded as late and
spurious, and against which Amelius composed a forty-book refuta
tion.14
Certainly both Allogenes and Zostrianos bear traces of redaction
some of which have been discussed already-and both are translations
from the now-lost Greek originals that may have been available to Plot
inus, so one cannot be certain of the precise version of these treatises
available to Plotinus and his circle. Nevertheless, the texts that we pos13. Porphyry, Vita Plotini 16: Oll')'pciµµaTa TTAELOTa KEKTT]µevoL (the heretic
Christians) ci:troKa:\u(>ELS TE trpo�povTEs ZwpociOTpou Kai ZwOTpwvou Kai
NLKOTE:0\J Kai 'A;\;\oyEvovs Kat Meacrou Kai d;\;\wv ToLouTwv .... Later we read:
o8Ev atiTos (sc. Plotinus) µEv rro;\;\ous i;;\eyxouc; TTOLovµEvos ....
14. Perhaps the 132 page length of Zostrianos. the longest treatise of the Nag
Hammadi Library explains the length of Amelius'-known for his verbosity (Por
phyry, Vita Plotini 20}--refutation.
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sess are most likely to be

in nuce what Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry

actually read. Not only this, but they almost certainly depend upon some
earlier or contemporary Middle Platonic commentary on the Parmenides
such as was also available and read in the Plotinian school. The evi
dence suggests that the fragments of such Parmenides commentaries as
we possess-not only the anonymous Turin Parmenides Commentary
but also the similar (or same?) Pannenides commentary that seems to
underlie the negative and positive theological material common to Vic
torinus and Zostrianos (cited in Chapter 12, p. 505) as well as the source
common to Allogenes and the Apoc,yphon of John-all stem from a
common tradition of Parmenides interpretation drawn upon both by the
Sethian Gnostics and by Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry (with whom
Proclus began his survey of previous commentators on the Parmenides).
None of the privative terms used of the One (immeasurable, invisible,
indiscernible, partless) in the negative theology common to Zostrianos
and Victorin us is Neoplatonic, and the exclusion of color is found only
in this text. Nor is it likely that any Neoplatonist would have character
ized the supreme One as "Spirit" or his Existence as "idea and logos of
itself" as occurs in the immediately succeeding affirmative theology.
These pre-Plotinian interpretations of the Parmenides are clearly the sort
of scholastic formulations to be found in the Middle Platonic commen
taries and treatises read in the meetings of the Plotinian circle:

In the meetings of the school he used to have commentaries read, perhaps
of Severus, perhaps of Cronius or Numenius or Gaius or Atticus, and
among the Peripatetics, those of Aspasius, Alexander, Adrastus and others
that were available. (Porphyry, Vita Plotini 14)
Of these the most likely candidates would be Numenius and Cronius.
M. Tardieu 15 suggests Numenius as the author of the material common
to Zostrianos and Victorinus; he was an authoritative Neopythagoreaniz
ing Middle Platonist familiar with Judaeo-Christian traditions, who as
similated the supreme deity with the <:)ne. If part of Zostrianos were
inspired by Numenius, Plotinus' assignation of its refutation to
Amelius-who had copied Numenius' works (many of which he knew
by heart), defended Plotinus from the charge of plagiarizing Numenius,
15. M. T ARDIEU, "Recherches sur la formation de I' Apocalypse de Zostrien ct Jes
sources de Marius Victorinus," in Res Orienta/es IX (Bures-sur-Yvettc: Groupe pour
l'Etudc de la Civilisation du Moycn-Orient. 1996), 7-114.
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and ultimately retired to Numenius' homeland in Apamea-would have
been an excellent choice. But while that may be true for the Parmenides
interpretation common to Zostrianos and Victorious, in regard to possi
ble Numenian authorship of the clearly more sophisticated lemmatic
anonymous Parmenides Commentary, it seems that Numenius would
have been too well-known for a commentary by his hand to become
anonymous. Perhaps his associate Cronius might have the right qualifi
cations: a Platonist and lesser well-known companion ofNumenius with
a Neopythagorean background. Another candidate might also be Mod
eratus, whose book On Matter was cited by Porphyry, but for whom
Porphyry lists no commentary. Perhaps it is best to let these pre
Ploiinian treatments of the Parmenides remain anonymous. As Porphyry
suggests, they were simply among the "available" products of second
century Neopythagoreanism and Middle Platonism produced early
enough to serve as sources for the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
A. Plotinus' Critique of the "Gnostics" in the "Grofischrift"
In his critique of Gnostic doctrine contained in the Groj3schrift (En
nead III, 8 [30]; V, 8 [31]; V, 5 [32]; II, 9 [33]) completed perhaps in the
year 265, Plotinus attacks the magical incantations, the myth according
to which Sophia produces a "reflection" which in turn produces a "re
flection of a reflection," as well as the concepts Paroikesis, Metanoia
and Antitypoi, all of which are found explicitly in Zostrianos. First, he
attacks the attempt to partition the Intellect into an intellect that thinks
and another that "thinks it thinks," (Ennead II, 9 [33] I) or an Jntellect in
repose containing all realities (ovrn), another that contemplates them
and another (the demiurgic mind or perhaps the soul as demiurgic) that
plans (Ennead II, 9 [33] 6; cf. Ill, 9 [ I 3]). This partitioning is to be
found in many sources including Numenius' fragments and the Chal
daean Oracles, but also in the doctrine of the Kalyptos, Protophanes and
Autogenes levels of the Barbelo Aeon as found in Allogenes and Zostri
anos, which is likewise reflected in the Three Ste/es of Seth and Mar
sanes. With even greater vehemence, Plotinus attacks doctrines found
principally in Zostrianos, especially its teaching on Sophia (VIII 9,1611,9; see citations in Chapter 13, p. 572 fl): although he agrees that a
certain wisdom (Sophia) presides over the making of everything (En
nead V, 8 [31] 5; cf. VIII 9,16-19); the primal wisdom is "neither a de
rivative nor a stranger in something strange to it" (cf. VIII 9, 18-19
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"[fleeing what] is subject to the [Archon]") but is identical with true
being and thus with Intellect itself (Ennead V, 8 [3 1] 5). To such a claim
that "there was within her (i.e., Sophia) no pure, original image"
(VIII 9, I 0- 1 1 ), Plotinus objects that "there is in the Nature-Principle
itself an ideal archetype of the beauty that is found in material forms"
(Ennead V, 8 [3 1] 3, 1-3). He attacks the idea that Soul or Sophia de
clined and illuminated the darkness, producing an image (E°LowAov) in
matter, which in turn produced an image of the image (but see Plotinus'
own version of this in Ennead Ill, 9 [ 13] 3). He scorns the idea of a
demiurge who revolts from his mother (Ennead 11, 9 [33 J I 0) who
unlike Nature's "tranquil vision" of the things above (Ennead II, 9
[33] 2; III, 8 (30] 4; 8,6)-pursues not true being, but only images
thereof, and whose activity gives rise to "repentances" (µETav6m, i.e. of
Sophia), copies (<ivTLTUTTOL, i.e. the Archon's counterfeit aeons), and
transmigrations (rrapoLK�aEtS-, Ennead if, 9 (33] 6; cf. also the "alien
earth;' Ennead 11. 9 (33] I I with the "ethereal earth" of Zostrianos
VII I 5, I 0-29; 8,9- 16; 12,4-2 1 etc.). Plotinus is critical in general of the
Gnostics' unnecessary multiplication of hypostases, rejecting concep
tions such as a secondary knowledge that is the knowledge of a yet
higher knowledge (Ennead JI, 9 (33] I; cf. Zostrianos VIII 82,1-13). He
also rejects their magical incantations (Ennead 11, 9 [33] 14; cf.
NI-IC VIII 52; 85-88; l 18; 127,l -6; XI 53,32-55,l l ; Vil 126,1-17;
X 25, 17-32,5).
On the other hand, Plotinus does not seem to attack the general
scheme of the unfolding of the divine world implemented in these trea
tises. He accepts the notion of the traversal of vitality or life from its
source in the supreme deity until its realization in the hypostasis of Intel
lect (Ennead III, 8 (30] 8-IO; cf. XI 49,5-21). He agrees that one's self
image in us is elevated to silent union with God through contemplation
(Ennead V, 8 (3 l] 1 1; cf. VIII 44, 1-5; XI 6 1, l -6 "As if I were incogni
zant of him, I [knew] him (i.e., the Unknowable One] ... I knew the
[i.e., Triple Powered One] that exists in me"). He likewise accepts the
notion of learned ignorance so prominent in Allogenes (Ennead Ill, 8
(30] 11; cf. XI 59,30-32; 60,8-12; 61, 17-19; also Porphyry, Sent. 25-26,
cited in Chapter 15, p. 690, and the anonymous Parmenides commen
tary, frgs. II and IV), as well as the notion that spiritual beings are
simultaneously present in their entirely as "all together" in the Intellect
(£,mead V, 8 [3 1] 7-9; cf. the notion of "those who exist together" in
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Protophanes according to Allogenes and Zostrianos, esp. VIII 21; 87,1719, I 15-1 16).
Plotinus also agrees with Zostrianos (VIII 48,3-26; 55, 13-26; 113, 1114, 19) that Intellect itself contains a heavenly earth, sea, animals,
plants, and men (Ennead V, 8 [3 I] 3-4 and III, 8 (30] 1-8), although the
two sets of passages are quite different in conception. The Zostrianos
passages run as follows:
VIII 48 3 At each of the '1 aeons I saw a living earth, a 5 living water, lumi
nous [air] 6 and an [unconsuming] fire. 7 All [these), being 8 simple, are
also immutable 9 and simple 10 [eternal living creatures], 11 possessing a va
riety (ofJ beauty, 12 trees 13 of many kinds that do not 14 perish, as well as
plants 15 of the same sort as all these, 16 imperishable fruit, 17 human beings
alive with every species, 18 immortal souls, 19 every shape and 20 species of
intellect, 21 gods of truth, 22 angels dwelling in 23 great glory with an 24 in
dissoluble body [and] 25 ingenerate offspring and 26 unchanging perception.
VHJ 55 ? 3 These are in relation to 14 [each] of the aeons: a 15 living [earth]
and a 16 [living] water, and air made of 17 light and a blazing 18 fire which
does not 19 [consume], and living animals and 20 [trees]; souls 21 [and)
minds and human beings 22 [and] all those who dwell 23 [with them], gods
24
[or] powers or 25 even angels ...
VIIJ t 13 1 and angels, 2 daimons, minds, 3 souls, living creatures, 4 trees
and bodies and 5 those prior to them, those 6 of the simple elements 7 of
simple principles, and 8 those that are in [mixture] 9 and those that are un
mixed: air 10 [and] water, earth II and number, pairing 12 and motion, (limi
tation] and 13 order, and breath, and 14 all the rest. There are 15 fourth pow
ers that are 16 [in] the [fourth aeon], those 17 [that] are in the [totalities] and
18 perfections of all these, the powers 19 (of] powers, [wholes] of 20 (the
wholes], (genera] of 21 (the genera, angels] 22 [of the] angels, souls 23 (of
the] souls, living animals 24 [of the] living animals, trees [of] 25 [the trees],
bodies [of the] 26 [bodies]. And [ ... ] 27 [ ••• ] ••. [ ... ] 28 [ ••. ] 114 1 his
own. There are (those] 2 that are as if generated, and 3 those that are in an
ingenerate 4 generation; and there are those 5 that are holy and eternal, 6
those that are changeless 7 within change and 8 in corruption within incor
ruptibility. 9 And there are those that exist as 10 wholes; there are those [that
are] 11 [generic] and those that inhabit [an] 12 order and a rank; there are 13
those in [incorruptibility], 14 and there are the primary ones [that stand] 15
at rest with the secondary ones [among] 16 them all, [all] those (that] 17 [de
rive] from them and [those that] 18 exist [among] them and [from) 19 these
that [follow] them ...
Here Zostrianos presents a comprehensive intelligible archetype of the
physical world, archetypes of body, begetting (cf. the teeming vitality
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and fecundity of the intelligible world in Ennead VI, 2 [43] 21-22), and
perception (cf. YI, 2 [43) 21-22 and VI, 7 (38] 1-7). There are animals
(cf. Ennead VI, 7 [38] 1-13, even irrational animals, YI, 7 (38], 9-10),
matter and qualities (VI, 2 [43) 21,52-53), everything down to the "sim
ple elements of simple origins" (cf. YI, 7 (38) 11-12). "All of them exist
in unity, unified and individually perfected in fellowship and filled with
the aeon which really exists" (VIII 116, 1-6), as in Plotinus' intelligible
world:
... but the gods in that higher heaven, all those who dwell upon it and in it,
contemplate through their abiding in the whole of that heaven. For all
things there are heaven, and earth and sea and plants and animals and men
arc heaven, everything which belongs to that higher heaven is heavenly ...
for it is "the easy life" (cf. Homer, e.g. Iliad 6, 138) there, and truth is their
mother and nurse and substance and nourishment-and they see all things,
not those to which coming to be, but those to which real being belongs, and
they see themselves in other things (eauTous e:v dU0ts); for all things
there are transparent, and there is nothing dark or opaque; everything and
all things are clear to the inmost part to everything; for light is transparent
to light (Ennead V, 8 [31) 3,30-36 Armstrong).

Both sets of passages clearly depend upon two of Plato's most famous
myths, Phaedo 109D-114C, and Phaedrus 247A-249C (cf. also Gorgias
523A-6C; Republic X 6 I 4B-62 I B). But the emphasis is different: Zos
trianos describes an external vision of aeonic contents, while Plotinus
describes a transcendental mutual relationship between noetic entities
internal to Intellect (fouTous ev <iAXoLS) in which "everything there is
heaven." According to K. Corrigan: 16
Now it is striking that not one direct reflection of Plotinus' view of this sort
of mutual transformation is to be found in any of the three Zostrianos pas
sages. The idea of all things existing in one fellowship and filled with the
aeon is perfectly Middle Platonic and Gno'stic. Consequently, if Zostrianos
is modeled on Plotinus or even dependent in some minimal fashion, it is a
resounding failure. Yet we have no reason to suppose that the author of
Zostrianos was philosophically unsophisticated or incapable of recognizing
a major philosophical difference, had he or she seen it. We must conclude,
therefore, either that the resemblance between the Enneads and Zostrianos
16. K. CORRIGAN, "Platonism and Gnosticism: The Anonymous Commentary on
the Parme11ides, Middle or Ncoplatonic?," in Gnosticism and Larer Platonism:
Themes. Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (Society of Biblical
Literature Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2001),
141-177, esp. 177.
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is purely coincidental or that Plotinus had read Zostrianos, wished to indi
cate sotto voce that this so-called vision is fundamentally Greek (which is
at least partly why, I suggest, he quotes Homer, after his similar treatment
of Hesiod's Theogony), and that there is more involved in such a vision
than just a special kind of "intelligible" perception. If perception is at root
intelligible and intellection aesthetic, this will have to be analyzed out in a
different way in relation to the making of the physical universe and the na
ture of the intelligible universe, an analysis which Plotinus undertakes later
in YI, 7 (38). However, it is also not plausible to suppose that there is only
a coincidental resemblance between Zostrianos and the Enneads, because,
for one thing, we have external, independent confirmation that Plotinus
knew directly of this treatise. A reasonable conclusion is therefore that V, 8
(31) 3-4 is a subtle indirect critique and philosophical correction of Zostri

anos.

A further description of the Kalyptos Aeon-or perhaps the Barbelo
Aeon as a whole-suggests that it contains the archetypes of the entire
realm of reality extending from the divine light itself all the way down
to chaotic matter:
VITI 117 1 It is there that 2 all living creatures are, 3 existing individually,
although 4 unified. The knowledge s of the knowledge is there 6 as well as a
basis for ignorance. 7 Chaos is there 8 as well as a [place] 9 for all of them,
it being [complete] while they are incomplete. 10 True light (is thert:), as
well as 11 enlightened darkness (i.e. intelligible matter) as well as 12 that
which truly is non-existent (i.e. gross matter), 13 that [which] is not-truly
existent (i.e. souls), 14 [as well as] the non-existent ones that are not at all
(i.e. sensibles). 15 But he <is> the 16 [Good] from which derives 17 what is
good and pleasant, 18 even the god from 19 [whom] derives the divine as
well as that which 20 (is beyond divine], that which is great.

Here, the Kalyptos Aeon also contains the archetypes of all polarities,
ultimate knowledge and ignorance, unordered chaos and organized place
(i.e., the forms, cf. Timaeus 52A8-B5), of"true light" and "that which is
truly non-existent" (ovTwS OUK ov, namely gross matter), "that [which] is
not-truly existent" (To ouK ovTws ov, souls as source of motion and
change) and the sensible entities that are moved by them, "the non
existent ones that are not at all" (ovK ovTws ouK ov); the last four catego
ries are traditional metaphysical formulations taken from the Sophist and
Parmenides that become virtual Neoplatonic definitions of intermediate
metaphysical entities. 17 In Ennead Ill, 6 [26] 13,50-55, Plotinus com17. The significance of these various combinations of negative terms is clarified
by Proclus, In P/atonis Timaeum commentaria. 1.233,1-4: "Accordingly certain of
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pares gross matter to Plato's Receptacle and nurse of becoming; they are
like a mirror in which visible things appear and remain, but the mirror
itself is invisible and thus, in comparison to the not-truly existent images
which participate in the truly existent forms, does not really exist: 18

the ancients call the noetic realm 'truly existent,' the psychic 'not truly existent,' the
perceptible ·not truly non-existent,' and the material 'truly non-existent"" (6Lo Kai
TWV TTQAQlWV TlVE:S OVTWS µev ov Ka>.oixn TO VOTJTOV TT>.ciTOS, OUK OVTWS 6e ov TO
lJluXtK6v, ouK OVTWS 6e. ouK ov TO aicr0TJT6v, OVTWS BE ouK iiv TTJV ii>.TJv). According
lo R. Tournairc, the predicate ov means innately organi7ed (intelligible or psychic),
ouK iiv means innately unorganized (sensible, material). while the qualifier OVTWS
signifies what is stable or stabilized (intelligible or material), and ouK ovTWS signi
fies perceptible or intelligible reality subject to change ("La classification des cxis
tants selon Victorin l'Africain." Bulleiin de !'Association Guillaume Bude I [1996],
55-63: cf. P. HADOT. Porphyre et Victorinus 1.147-211 and P. llenry. ed.• and
P. Hadot. trans.. Mari11s Victorinus, Traites theologiques sur la Trinite. Vol. I. Texte
et traduction. Vol II. Notes. [Sources chretiennes, 68-69; Paris: Editions du Cerf,
1960], 2.712). In De caelo 282a4-b7 (reflected also in the Categories), Aristotle
makes the same distinctions, using ad instead of oVTws, and similar terminology
appears in Plato. for example in the Sophist 24087-12 and 254D1 there is the series
oVTWS ov, ouK OVTWS ouK ov, OVTWS µiJ ov, and in Parmenides 162A3 there is the
series El.vat ov, 1:IvaL µiJ iiv, µiJ e1vm µiJ ov, µiJ elvm ov. An attempt to invoke the
same categories also occurs in Allogenes XI 56,20-35: ''The [Triple-Powered) One
exists before llhose that] do not exist, [those that exist] (but) do not [truly! exist,
[and those that] truly exist," and in a revelation cited in Codex Bruce, Untitled,
237, 20-23 [Schmidt-MacDermotj: "And when Phosilampes understood, he said:
·on account of him are those things which really and truly exist and those which do
not exist truly. This is he on whose account are those that truly exist which are hid
den, and those that do not exist truly which are manifcsl,"' (i yw NTe:pe:qNOI
MMO() N61 cJ>wCl;>..AMTTHC TT€.XA(j .xe €TBHHT(j NE:T(900TT ONTWC
NAME: MN N€T€NCE:(900TT AN NAM€ TTAI €TOY(900TT €TBHHTCj N61
N€T(900TT NAM€ €8HTT MN N€T€NC€(900TT AN NAM€ €TOYWNZ
€BO;>..); here the categories alternate between modes of being (iiVTWS ov, both abso
lute and "hidden" being, intelligibles and perhaps souls) and non-being (oVTWS ouK
ov, bolh absolute and visible non-being, maner and perhaps sensible bodies), rather
than exclusively between modes of non-being. In Marius Victorinus, Ad Candid11m
11,1-12 [Henri-Hadot] one finds the sequence quae vere sunt, quae sum, quae non
vere non sum, quae non sunt, quae non vere sunt, vere quae non sunt (cf. Mel
chizedek NHC IX 6,12-14; 16,18-19).
18. Ennead Ill, 6 (26] 13,50-55: & µEv oov fon Tl EV TOLS KOT6TTTPOLS, Kai Ev
Tfl ii>.,:i OOTW TCI atcr8TJTC1 ECJTW- El BE µ1) EOTl, <j>a[vETQl 6E ELVOL, KaKEl q>OTEOV
qia[vecr8aL E-rri Tiis ii>.TJS a(nwµEvous Tijs q>a.VTcicrEws TTJV Twv oVTwv VlTOCTTOcrlv,
{is Ta µEv oVTa OVTWS ciel µETa,\aµjkiVEL, Ta 6e µ1) oVTa µ1) OVTWS, ETTELTTEP ou Bet
OVTWS EXELV QVT<l WS ELXEV av. TOV OVTWS µ1) OIITOS El i;v aimi.
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If, then, there really is sometl�ing in mirrors, let there really be objects of
sense in matter in the same way; but if there is not, but only appears to be
something, then we must admit, too, that things only appear on matter, and
make the reason for their appearance the existence of the real beings, an
existence in which the real beings always really particip�te, but the beings
which are not real, not really; since they cannot be in the same state as they
would be if real beings did not really exist and they did. (Ennead III, 6 [26)
13,50-55 [Armstrong])

For Plotinus, matter, emanating as the otherness proximate to the One, is
the unilluminated residue remaining after its expulsion from the Intelli
gible and its passage through the stage of precosmic matter at the lower
bound of the intelligible realm and through the stage of cosmic or sensi
ble matter as the substrate of corporeal objects. He characterizes matter
per se is a primal otherness that has "walked out of true being into non
being" (Ennead II, 5 [25) 5,28-9), but is caught (KaTaAT]<p0Efoa) at both
the intelligible and the sensible levels, presumably to form things like
numbers and shapes and thence sensible bodies. Thereafter, "it could
belong to neither class of realities; it is only left for it to be potentially a
sort of weak and dim phantasm unable to receive a shape" (Ennead II, 5
[25) 5,20-22). When matter is apprehended by the intelligible, the prod
uct is a spiritual being, perhaps a daemon or the creative soul descend
ing into indefiniteness, in turn producing images of intelligible reality in
the perceptible realm: the stars, animals, plants, all the way down to
inanimate nature. As Zostrianos says, "But it <is> the [Good] from
which derives what is good and pleasant," what is divine and beyond
divine.
Some of this sounds a bit like Moderatus, who, according to Por
phyry, characterized matter as a turning away from intelligible and per
ceptible species towards non-being; it flees from the good, but is
"caught"--+<aTa>..aµMvETm-by it at the level of the intelligible and
psychic realm and rendered eidetic in the form of numbers and geomet
rical shapes, and not permitted to ','overstep its boundaries." While Plot
inus would seem to have no objection to the prefigurative (but not ac
tual!) existence in the intelligible world of matter, place, bodies, living
creatures, souls, and pure being (which latter is the nature of that world),
he surely would demur at the notion that it would also contain chaos and
"a basis for ignorance": there is no basis for ignorance in the intelligible
world; even the One's lack of self-intellection cannot be construed as a
form of ignorance, which "is of something outside-a knower ignorant
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of a knowable-but in the Solitary there is neither knowing nor anything
unknown; being One, self-present, it has no need of self-intellection"
(Ennead VI, 9 [9] 6,46-50).
On the other hand, both Zostrianos and Plotinus agree that matter can
be a danger for the soul, whether that be the cosmic or individual soul.
In 1,8 (5 I] Plotinus develops two variations on the fall of the A6yoc,, the
first in relation to soul:
That which does not stay like this (soul contemplating Intellect) but goes
out from itself because it is not perfect or primary but is a sort of ghost
(tv6aXµa) of the first soul, because of its deficiency, as far as it extends, is
filled with indefiniteness and sees darkness, and has matter by looking at
that which it does not look at (as we say that we see darkness as well as the
things we actually see). (£,meadI, 8 [SI) 4,28-32; cf. V, 2 [I I] I,I8-27).
The second variation in relation to Intellect is even more pertinent:
So this intellect which sees matter is another intellect which is not intellect,
since it presumes (,oXµiJ<ras) to see what is not its own .... so intellect
leaving its own light in itself and as it were going outside itself and coming
to what is not its own, by not bringing its own light with it experiences
(foa9E) something contrary to itself that it may see its contrary (Ennead
I, 8 [SI] 9,18-26).
Compare Zostrianos:
VHf 45 12 When {this type) repeatedly withdraws 13 into itself alone 14 and
is occupied with 15 the knowledge of other th,ings, 16 since the intellect and
immortal [soul] do [not] 17 intelligize, it thereupon 18 experiences defi
ciency, 19 for it too turns, has nothing, and 20 separates from it (the intellect)
and 21 stands [apart] and experiences 22 an alien [impulse] 23 instead of be
coming a unity. 2• So that (type of person) resembles many forms. 25 And
when it turns aside, it 26 comes into being seeking those things that 27 do
not exist. When it 28 descends to them in thought, 29 it cannot understand
them 30 in any other way unless 46 1 it be enlightened, and it becomes 2 a
physical entity. Thus this type of person 3 accordingly descends into gen
eration, 4 and becomes speechless because of the s difficulties and indefi
niteness 6 of matter. AIthough possessing 7 eternal, immortal power, 8 (this
type) is bound in the clutches of 9 the body, [removed], 10 and [continually]
bound 11 within strong bonds, 12 lacerated 13 by every evil spirit, until 14 it
once more [reconstitutes itselt] and begins again 15 to inhabit it.
Besides this mixture of acquiescences, objections, and corrections, it
may be that Plotinus' encounter with the Gnostics also caused him to
tighten up on his own interpretation of Plato's Timaeus (esp. 39E), for
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example, in Ennead Ill, 9 [ 13) where he toys with a tripartition of the
divine Intellect very similar to that ofNumenius and the Sethian Barbelo
Aeon (but which he explicitly rejects in Ennead II, 9 [33] 6). In En
nead YI, 6 [34) "On Numbers," produced immediately after his antig
nostic treatise, he changes the order of the triad Being-Life-Mind occa
sionally applied to the unfolding of the Intellect from the One (based on
his interpretation of the first two hypotheses of the Parmenides) in some
of the earlier Enneads to the order Being-Mind-Life, and restricts its
presence to the internal structure of Intellect. In Chapter IO (p. 437 ff.) it
was suggested that the order Being-Mind-Life, deriving from the influ
ence of the Timaeus 39E and Sophist 248E-249A passages cited in
Chapter IO (pp. 407-409) and is used mainly in "noological" contexts
where the structure of Intellect and its relation to Soul is of uppermost
concern, while the order Being-Life-Mind, based on the Parmenides, is
used mainly in derivational contexts where the relation of Intellect or
determinate being to its indeterminate, unitary source is of uppermost
concern. But it is also possible that Plotinus moved in this direction in
response to the Sethian Existence-Vitality-Mentality triad that A/logenes
tended to present as an intermediate quasi-hypostatic figure, the Triple
Powered One, to which he may have objected as implying an unneces
sary intermediate hypostasis between the One and Intellect (i.e., the
Barbelo Aeon).
According to K. Corrigan, a number of elements in the first three trea
tises of the Groj3schrifl can be significantly illuminated by a comparison
with features in Zostrianos and Allogenes that demonstrate Plotinus'
knowledge of the Sethian texts. 19 The "most reasonable interpretation"

19. K. CORRIGAN, "Platonism and Gnosticism: The Anonymous Commentary on
the Parmenides: Middle or Neoplatonic?" in Gnosticism and later Platonism:
Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Symposium
Series 12; Atlanta, GA: The Society of Biblical Literature, 2001), 142-144. In an
earlier version of this paper ("The Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Par
menides and the Distinction between Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism,
Plotinus' Circle, and Sethian Gnostic Texts," manuscript of 1996), Corrigan raised
the possibility of an echo of the Sethian figures Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Auto
genes in Plotinus' naturalistic treatment of light in Ennead V, 5 (32] 7 and particu
larly the veiling, "first appearing,'' and "self-appearing" of intellect in V, 5 (32)
7,31-5: "Thus indeed Intellect, veiled (KaA\Aj,as-) itself from all the outer, withdraw
ing to the inmost, seeing nothing, beholds-not some other light in some other thing
but the light within itself alone, pure, suddenly apparent (<!>avlv), so that it wonders
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of the evidence is that-in addition to other treatises-Plotinus had read
at least two of the Platonizing Sethian Gnostic texts and that they led
him to rethink some of the major philosophical problems of his day.20
Moreover, since the Sethian treatises show virtually nothing of the sub
tlety of Plotinus' analysis of these problems, they almost certainly did
not use the Enneads as one of their sources, but rather pre-Plotinian
sources. There is thus adequate warrant for placing the composition of
Zostrianos and probably also Allogenes at a time before Plotinus com
posed his GrojJschrift, since most of their doctrine could-as should
now be evident-be drawn from the doctrines of Moderatus, Numenius,
the Chaldaean Oracles and other second century Platonic sources, in
addition to previous Sethian treatises, the Gospel of the Egyptians in
particular.

B. Zostrianos and Allogenes in the Light of Plotinus' Critique
As suggested in Chapter S's treatment of the compositional sequence
of the Platonizing Sethian treatises among themselves (Zostrianos or the
Three Ste/es of Seth followed by Allogenes followed by Marsanes), it
may be that Al/ogenes was composed partly as a revision of the triadic
metaphysics of Zostrianos, perhaps in the light of Plotinus' critique of
the latter. Allogenes eliminates all discussion of celestial aeonic levels

whence it appeared (i<j>civTJ), from within or without, and when it has gone forth, 10
say 'It was within; yet no. it was without."'
20. As CoRRJGAN states: "I propose that we should be alive to the real possibility
that all of the treatises after the GrojJschrifi, especially those with cognate interests
such as VI, 7 (38) and VI, 8 (39), will bear similar traces of such a dialogue. In
which case, and in the sense we have specified, Plotinus is certainly influenced by
the Gnostics, for some ofhis most mature thought is shaped by an implicit conversa
tion with them" ("Positive and Negative Matter in Later Platonism: The Uncovering
of Plotinus' Dialogue with the Gnostics," in Gnosticism and later Platonism:
Themes, Figures, and Texts), ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (Atlanta, GA: The
Society of Biblical Literature, 200 1), 42. In note 77 of this article, he adds: "Thus,
even where Plotinus rejects certain ideas, he docs so already in a philosophical
context in which his "opponents" might well agree with him. For example, the
strong partitioning of Intellect and the reduplication of knowledge are already "pre
figured" in the doubleness of intellect argument oflll, 8, 1 1,25-6 (even in elements
of a shared philosopllical language): Eq>EOLS- yap Kal €V TOUT½l Kal O\JVV€1Jots- rrpos
TO e't6os- auToii. Again, the criticism ofthe "image ofan image" (II. 9, 10-11) has its
earlier philosophical echo at 111, 8. 2,22-34. Or, finally, even Plotinus' ridicule of
magical incantations has to be offset by his quasi-Heideggerian etymology in V, 5, 5
and even by the appeal to Egyptian, non-discursive hieroglyphs in V, 8, 6."
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below the Barbelo Aeon. On the other hand, the doctrine of the three
phase generation of the Aeon ofBarbelo from the unfolding of the three
fold potency of the supreme Invisible Spirit-which has parallels in
Plotinus' own doctrine of emanation but is scattered about through Zos
trianos-is gathered together into the initial revelations of Youel on
pp. 45-49, but at the same time it appears to have been transformed from
a dynamic modalistic process inherent within the supreme principle (the
Invisible Spirit) into a separately-existing, quasi-hypostatic entity inter
posed between a supreme Unknowable One and the Barbelo Aeon (im
plying, however, a multiplication of hypostases likely unacceptable to
Plotinus). Instead of limiting the visionary ascent to the Protophanes
level of the Barbelo Aeon as in Zostrianos, Allogenes portrays an addi
tional ascent through the various levels of the Triple Powered One.
Rather than interpreting the stages of the ascent as a sequence of bap
tisms administered by a plurality of revealers (Authrounios, Ephesech,
and Yoe I), Allogenes "de-ritualizes" the ascent in terms of a sequence of
epistemic states, thus interpreting Zostrianos' negative-theological reve
lation of the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit as a "primary revelation," a
technique of learned ignorance similar to that of fragment l of the Chal
daean Oracles and fragment II (p. 91 verso) of the Parmenides Com
mentary.
In short, Allogenes restructures the metaphysics of Zostrianos into a
tighter, more systematic framework, limits the metaphysical exposition
to the transcendent spheres extending from the intellectual levels of the
Barbelo Aeon to the supreme Invisible Spirit, more clearly articulates
the process by which the Barbelo Aeon emanates from the Invisible
Spirit, omits most instances of ecstatic praise and lists of divine beings,
and frees the whole from a baptismal context. Omission of the role of
Sophia and the Archon as well as the extensive discussion on the various
types of souls entails a shift of attention away from the physical and
psychological doctrine of the Phaedo and Timaeus toward the more
specifically theological issues of the Parmenides. The result has a re
markable, if not intentional, resemblance to Diotima's initiation of Soc
rates into the mysteries of Eros, supplemented by the apophatic ap
proach to the One in the Parmenides. The effect is to produce a work of
enhanced acceptability to the critical concerns of Plotinus' circle with
out abandoning the essential divine beings of Sethianism and its com
mitment to the authority ofrevelation.
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C. Pre- or Post-Plotinian Authorship of Zostrianos?
R. Majercik has recently argued that Zostrianos and Allogenes neither
predate nor are contemporaneous with, but postdate Plotinus, on the
grounds that the triadic groupings used in them have an explicit and
fixed form uncharacteristic of Plotinus; that their technical use of the
term uTTapXLS' for the first member of the triple-powered Existence
Yitality-Mentality triad has no specific significance for Plotinus (whose
Being-Life-Mind triad is restricted to the realm of Intellect); and that the
nomenclature of these triads on various levels reflects a method of paro
nymy and of predominance and implication likewise uncharacteristic of
Plotinus.21 Instead, all of these features are found in Plotinus' disciple
Porphyry, whose lost commentary on the Chaldaean Oracles and per
haps the anonymous Parmenides commentary attributed to him by
P. Hadot must have been the Greek source that mediated them not only
to the Sethian treatises, but to the Christian Neoplatonists such as
Victorinus and Synesius. In light of Porphyry's probable authorship of
this commentary and of Amelius' and Porphyry's critique of the "revela
tions" of Zostrianos and Zoroaster in particular, one may suggest that
the Gnostics in Rome revised their revelations (or produced new revela
tions) to conform more closely to the teachings of the great Porphyry
"a politic way to gain intellectual credibility in Roman philosophical
circles" (ibid., 488).
To these arguments for the post-Plotinian authorship of both the Par
menides commentary and the Platonizing Sethian treatises, K. Corrigan
observes that the explicit Gnostic triads are more plausibly pre
Plotinian, Platonic elaborations in the Chaldaean tradition of the type
which Amelius develops, and the method of paronyms that seems to
give rise to the 6vofTT]s-(w6TT]S'·V06TT]S' triad (as well as the principles
of predominance and implication) is aJso familiar to Middle Platon
ism-in, for example, Sextus Empiricus, Alcinous, the Corpus Hermeti
cum etc.22 Furthermore, the principle of mutual implication and pre21. See R. MAJERCIK, "The Being-Life-Mind Triad in Gnosticism and Neo
platonism," Classical Quarterly 42 (1992), 475-488. See also n. 28 below.
22. As K. CORRIGAN ("Platonism and Gnosticism: The Anonymous Commentary
on the Parmenides: Middle or Neoplatonic?," in Gnosticism and Later Platonism:
Themes, Figures, and Texts, ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik [Atlanta: Society of
Oiblical Literature, 200 I), 168) points out, airr6TTJS and hep6TTJS are attested in
"Pythagorean" thought by Sextus Empiricus (Adv. Phys. 11, 248-284), and in the
Didaskalikos X.3. there occurs a triad of adjectival epithets (airroTE>.T)S"-<iEt-
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dominance is clearly present already in Plotinus (e.g., Ennead V, 8.4,724), Numenius (frg. 41 des Places = test. 33 Leemans), and perhaps in
the Chaldaean Oracles (frgs. 21, 27 des Places). The dependence of
Yictorinus on Porphyry does not mean that Porphyry is the ultimate
source of the terms TpuSuvaµos, i'.map�lS' (already equivalent to im6cr 
rncns in Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima 90,25 Bruns), 6vT6TTJS',
ofoLOTT]S' (cf Alcinous/Albinus, Didask. X.3,7), (wOTTJS', and vo6TTJS'.
The ultimate source of these terms and ideas probably cannot be identi
fied as a particular individual, but is more than likely the philosophical
exchange within Plotinus' circle in Rome 244-269 CE, which included
not only Plotinus, Porphyry, and Amelius, but also quite likely read
ers-if not authors-of the Platonizing Sethian treatises. And even if the
Sethian treatises we currently possess are revisions of those available to

Plotinus, there had to have been something in their earlier versions that
was philosophically sufficiently objectionable to Plotinus' circle in the
first place in order to merit a 40-volume refutation by Amelius. More
over the parallels between the descriptions of the "living earth" in Zos
trianos and Allogenes and Ennead V, 8.3-4 discussed above "show as
closely as one is going to get that the Gnostic versions are not based on
Plotinus, for nothing of Plotinus' real thought appears in those texts."23
One may also add that-given the sophistication of speculation on the
manner in which Barbelo emerges by self-reflection from the Invisible
Spirit in the Apocryphon of John and Barbelo's association there with
the triad of attributes Aphtharsia, Aionia Zoe and Prognosis-one has
only to proceed a little farther to the triad existence or being (incorrupti
ble, unchanging, stable), vitality or life, and mentality or mind (cf.
yvw<JLS', or Barbelo's cognomen Ennoia) found in the Three Ste/es of
Seth, Zostrianos, Allogenes (or even the triad UTTO<JTa<JLS', EVEPYELa, and
yvW<JLS' in Marsanes). The same might be said for the triad ofBarbelo's
subaeons Kalyptos (Hidden), Protophanes (First-appearing), and Auto
genes (Self-generated, already the epithet for Barbelo's child in the
Apocryphon of John). The philosophical nomenclature for these triads
seems to have been derived from the exegesis of Plato's Parmenides and
TEA�S-TTOVTEAT\S) followed by five substantial ones: divinity (8EL6Tl]s), substantial
ity (oixn6TT1s), Truth (a>-r\8€La), Symmetry (cruµµETpla), Good (ci:yae6v). 0ElOTl]S
and oucrLOTllS also occur in the Corpus Hermeticum XII, I (and fragments 16
and 18).
23. Corrigan, ibid., p. 160.
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Sophist (esp. 248E) undertaken in various Middle Platonic sources, such
as the anonymous Parmenides Commentary, in somewhat the same way

as the nomenclature of the earlier Sethian supreme triad Father-Mother
Child was likely derived from an interpretation of Plato's similarly
named triad in Timaeus 50D.
The conclusion to be drawn from the preceding observations is that
the metaphysics of Zostrianos and perhaps Allogenes are dependent on
neither Plotinus nor Porphyry or later sources, but on previous Middle
Platonic sources that included a theological interpretation of Plato's
Pannenides, sources that may have included the anonymous Par
menides Commentary itself as well as the negative theological sources
common to Zostrianos and Victorinus and to Allogenes and the Apocty
phon ofJohn. It is thus appropriate to investigate more closely the pos
sible relationships between the Platonizing Sethian treatises and the
anonymous Parmenides Commentary.
IV. THE ANONYMOUS PARMENIDES COMMENTARY
AND THE PLATONIZING SETHIAN TREATISES

In Chapter 9, Corrigan's arguments against a post-Plotinian and Por
phyrian, and for a pre-Plotinian authorship of the anonymous Par
menides Commentary were presented. I) The features of Plotinus' doc
trine of the One and his interpretation of the Parmenides are not original
with him. 2) The Commentary's two-states-of-intellect theory in which
the One is an intelligible object possessing a content and special self
perception is much more comparable to Middle Platonic doctrine (the
Chaldaean Oracles, Numenius, and Amelius) and the early Plotinus
(III, 9 [13) 1 and perhaps V, 4 [7] 2, for which Plotinus was thought to
have appropriated the ideas of Numenius, cf. Vita Plotini 17) than to
Plotinus. 3) Despite the absence of the term unap�LS' in Plotinus, the
structure of Intellect in its derivation from the One is comparable in both
Plotinus and the Commentary, where (w� appears as a middle term (an
outgoing EVEpyELa) between being as the highest unity of intellect pre
existing infinitivally in the One and the full unfolding of intellect proper
in the Enneads (e.g., Ill, 8 [30] 8-10). 4) Plotinus' understanding of the
generation of Intellect from the One is in fact similar to that of the
Commentary, whose doctrine-that the Second One receives being from
the "idea" of being which is the Second One's purely substantial vision
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of the First One-presupposes the very sort of participation that both

Syrianus and Proclus specifically deny to Porphyry. Thus the doctrines
of the Commentary are perfectly compatible with Middle Platonist
thought and also with some important passages in the Enneads which
themselves in tum relate to earlier Middle Platonic and Neopythagorean
doctrines.
Given the likelihood of a pre-Plotinian origin of Zostrianos, Al
logenes, and the anonymous Parmenides Commentary, a comparison of
their doctrine of the emergence of a "second One" from the "First One"
reveals a similarity-especially between Allogenes and frgs. XII and
XIV of the anonymous Parmenides Commentary-that is too striking to
be coincidental. Such comparison shows that the Triple Powered One of
Zostrianos and Allogenes corresponds almost precisely to the prefigura
tive existence of the Commentary's "Second One" in the First.
According to Allogenes, the Triple Powered One is utterly transcen
dent; it is "always one," and prior to everything as source of all power
and existence:

XI 47 7 [Now] concerning 8 the invisible spiritual 9 Triple-Powered One,
hear! He [exists] 10 as an invisible One, 11 incomprehensible to them all. 12
He contains them all within [himselfJ, 13 for [they] all exist because [of] 14
[him]. He is perfect and 15 [greater] than perfect and he is 16 blessed, since
he [is] 17 always one and [he] exists 18 (in] them all, being ineffable, 19 un
namable, 20 being [one] who exists 21 through them all ...
It is to be apprehended by a sort of transcendental thinking in which
there is not just being but a hidden existence and the latent content of
self-thinking or self-recognition:
XI 48 6 It is not impossible for them] 7 to receive a revelation of these
things 8 if they unify (in Protophanes), 9 since it is impossible that 10 the In
dividuals (in Autogenes) attain the All 11 [situated in the] place that is
higher than perfect, 12 they at least share in it through 13 a preconception, 14
not, as it were, of Being-[rather] it is Being 15 with [the] hiddenness
(cf. Kalyptos) of Existence that he (the Triple Powered One) provides, 16
[nourishing] 17 [it in] every way, since it is this 18 that [shall] come into be
ing when he 19 intelligizes himself. For he is a Unity 20 subsisting as a
[cause] 21 and source of [Being], even [an] 22 immaterial [matter and an] 23
innumerable [number and a] formless 24 [form] and a [shapeless) 25 [shape]
and [a powerlessness with] 26 [power and an insubstantial substance] 27
[and a motionless] 28 [motion and an inactive] 29 [activity, but he is] 30 [a)
provider of[agreement] 31 [and) a divinity [ot] 32 divinity.
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These lines are ambiguous: although they refer to the Triple Powered
One, they do so in language that could refer either I) to an utterly tran
scendent One (the Invisible Spirit) who transcends even intellect (the
Barbelo Aeon), or 2) to its externalized power, the Triple Powered One
as a sort of "second One" who is in some sense or other an intellect that
can intelligize itself. Ultimately it does not matter, for both are so tightly
coordinated that, at least initially, the two are one. In both the Commen
tary and Allogenes the Triple Powered One represents that transcendent
moment or power in intellect which subsists as a cause and motionless
motion, and is not coordinate with the rest of intellectual activity (XI 48,
20-33; cf. In Parmenidem XIII, 9-35):
for it is dominated by nothing and formed by nothing else, being essen
tially impassible, essentially inseparable from itself, being neither intellec
tion nor intelligible nor substance, but beyond everything and an
<in>coordinate (<ci>av(v-yoc,) cause of everything. (In Parmenidem XIII,
18-23 Hadot 2.108)
According to Allogenes, as a "second One," the Triple Powered One
participates in the first life and the undivided activity which is the exis
tence (hypostasis) of the first One, and from which flows a second activ
ity:
XI 48 l2 But when n they receive (this kind of Being), they share 34 in the
primal Vitality and JS an indivisible activity, 36 an hypostasis of the primary
(activity) 37 of the One that 38 truly exists.
In the Commentary this "indivisible activity" is the impassible power of
the First One from the viewpoint, as it were, of the potential individuals
in the Second One's relation to the First:
(Just as) there is a power that transcends them, that distinguishes their ob
jects, that recognizes their identity and their difference, substance and con
dition, that can also be in contact with them all, using them as instruments
because it is superior to them and transcends them all, so also one could
say that the power according to which the intellect that cannot enter itself
sees is different, superior to intellcction and to the [common) notion
(ETT[vow) of what is intelligized, and is beyond these two by its majesty
and power (Rep. VI S098). (In Parmenidem XlII, 30-XIV, 4)
At this point in the account of Allogenes, thinking appears as the move
ment of an indeterminate infinity or boundlessness of the Invisible
Spirit:
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XI 49 7 when he (the Triple Powered One) 8 is intelligized as the Delimiter
(D) 9 of the (indeterminate) Boundlessness (8) of the 10 Invisible Spirit (IS)
[that subsists] in him (D), 11 it (B) causes [him (D)] to revert to [it (IS)] 12
in order that it (8) might know what it is 13 that is within it (IS) and 14 how
it (IS) exists, and 15 that he (D) might guarantee the endurance of 16 every
thing by being a 17 cause (of determinateness) for those who truly exist (in
the Barbelo Aeon). 18 For through him (D) 19 knowledge of it (IS) became
available, 20 since he (D) is the one who knows what 21 it (IS) is. But they
brought forth nothing 22 [beyond] themselves, neither 23 power nor rank nor
24
glory nor aeon, 25 for they are all 26 eternal. He is Vitality and 27 Mental
ity and Essentiality. 28 So then: Essentiality 29 constantly includes its 30 Vi
tality and Mentality, 31 and {Life has} 32 Vitality includes 33 {non}
Substantiality and 34 Mentality; Mentality includes 35 Life and Essentiality.
36 And the three are one, 37 although individually they are three.

In its first moment of Essentiality, the Triple-Powered-One is identical
with the Invisible Spirit insofar as this latter is boundlessness, i.e. pure
infinitival activity. Thereupon the Triple-Powered-One delimits this
boundlessness in a moment of Vitality (i.e. infinitival being in determi
nation). Although indeterminate Vitality is the moment most truly char
acteristic of the Triple Powered One, here its most characteristic func
tion seems to be that of delimitation: it sets a determinate limit upon
infinitival being. Thus there are two actual things: 1) the Invisible Spirit,
and 2) its positive image, which is "boundlessness" in the process of
proceeding, that is, the true and actual Triple-Powered-One as life, a
feminine, dyadic moment of incipient determination that is not yet fully
determined but rather needs further determination. It is the moment
between pure being and pure mind where that which has proceeded still
has to be fully determined by turning back to its source in an act of
knowledge. In terms of the Parmenides Commentary, there is now the
Ev of the EV ov of Plato's Parmenides, a secondary One that together
with the first One forms a dyadic moment of life or vitality. By convert
ing to its source and to itself (the reference in the text appears to be am
biguous), the secondary One comes to know itself as the content of the
First One; as fully EV ov, it can thereupon become an origin and a cause
of beings who are not productive in the same way. To be compared is
the similar passage from Zostrianos:
VU[ 16 2 Not only [did they dwell]

3 in thought, but he [made room for] 4
is
he
since
,
[Being] in the following 5 way: he set a (limit) upon 6 Be
them
ing, lest it become 7 endless and formless; 8 yet it was truly delimited while
it was a 9 new entity in order that [it] might become 10 something having 11
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its own [dwelling]. 12 Existence together with (Being], 13 standing with it,
existing with it, 14 surrounding it, [and being like it] ts on every side.

The same notion of self-delimitation through self-knowledge also occur �
in the nearly word-for-word parallel between Zostrianos and Victorinus'
Adversus Arium 1.49,9-23, where both authors depend upon a common
source, which can be none other than a Middle Platonic commentary on
the Parmenides (perhaps even the same as the anonymous Turin com
mentary). Here Victorinus glosses a portion of the common source (es
pecially the phrase •·the single, perfect Spirit") he shares with Zostri
anos:
Marius Victorinus, Adversus Arium

Zostrianos V111 64, 13-23

49, 9 Before all the authentic existents was
the One or the Monad or 10 One in itself,
One before being was present to it ... ts he is
thus 16 before every entity, substance, hy
postasis, and before 17 all realities with even
more potency. It is the One without exis
tence, without substance, ts <life>. or intel
lect-for it is beyond all that-

64 13 [lie] was a [unity] 14 and a
single one, ts existing prior to [all
those] 16 that truly exist

1.49,9-23

(Cf. Allogenes XI 61,33-39, "he
acts wi1ho111 Mind or Life or
Exislence or Non-existence in
comprehem·ibly'')

In these passages, the determinate being of the Barbelo Aeon results
from the self-delimitation of the indeterminate infinity of the supreme
One conceived as a kind of generative vitality or power of life, in which
the prefigurative "Second One" inheres in the first as a triadic unity in
which life, thought, and being are interrelated, as in the anonymous
Commentary: "that which thinks-if Intellect passes from existence to
that which thinks so as to return to the rank of an intelligible and see its
(prefigurative) self-is in life"; cf. In Parmenidem XIV, 15-26, cited
above, p. 698.
So too Plotinus conceives Intellect as deriving from an indeterminate
life that is manifold, neither one nor simple, that passes away or shines
forth as a trace of the One that becomes bounded by thinking or seeing
its source:
Intellect therefore had life and had no need of a giver full of variety, and its
life was a trace of that Good and not his life. So when its life was looking
towards that it was unlimited, but after it had looked there it was limited,
though that Good has no limit. For immediately by looking to something
which is one the life is limited by it, and has in itself limit and bound and
fom1; and the form was in that which was shaped, but the shaper was
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shapeless. But the boundary is not from outside, as if it was surrounded by
a largeness, but it was a bounding limit of all that life which is manifold
and unbounded, as a life would be which shines out from a nature of this
kind (rroA>..�s Kai ciTTELpou OUO"T]S, � av TTapd TOLUUTT]S q>UO"EWS E:KAa
µtjJciaT]s) ... and it was defined as many because of the multiplicity of its
life, but on the other hand as one because of the defining limit. What then
does "it was defined as one" mean? Intellect: for life defined and limited is
intellect. And what "as many"? Many intellects. (Ennead VI, 7 [38] 17,643).
Here, Intellect's life is the trace of the giver, shining out from the One as
"manifold and unbounded" that was (�v) indefinite in so far as it looks
(�AETTouaa) to That, but having looked �AE41aaa) it became limited in
itself without implying any limit in the One. Plotinus thus distinguishes
phases or moments in the generation of intellect by distinctions in verbal
tense and aspect within a single sentence,24 rather than by a serial and
schematic list of technical terms specially chosen to name the distinct
phases such as one finds in the anonymous Parmenides Commentary
and the Platonizing Sethian treatises.
Marsanes, which does not employ the Existence-Vitality-Mentality
terminology, conceives the Triple Powered One as an "otherness" or
difference that pre-exists in the Invisible Spirit as pure act:
X 7 1 When I had inquired about these things 2 I perceived that he (the Tri
ple Powered One) acted (EvEp-yE"iv) 3 from silence. He exists 4 prior to
those that s truly exist, that belong to the realm of Being. 6 He (the Triple
24. According to CORRJGAN ("The Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Par
menides and the Distinction between Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism,
Plotinus' Circle, and Sethian Gnostic Texts,", manuscript, p. 46), "The tenses, im
perfect, present, and aorist, are an interesting and typical feature of Plotinian dis
course (E.g. VI, 7 (38) 16, 31-5; IV, 8 (6) !, 1-11, etc.) which tends to distinguish by
use of different tenses (oft.en within a single, interlacing sentence) rather than by
serial representation (such as we find in the Commentary). The effect is a sort of
stereoscopic picture rather than a serial, planispheric representation. A particularly
good example is VI, 7 (38) 16, 20-21: TTAT]pw8Els µfo, 'iv'i xi:,, o &jinaL. It is worth
noting that this technique, particularly that of the single interlacing sentence, runs
right through the Enneads. The early V, 2 (! I) I, lines 7-13, effectively a single
sentence, unites all the moments of generation in one complex thought process. By
contrast, the approach in the anonymous Commentary is less subtle and more seria
tim, which is a further indication that the Commentary is pre-Plotinian. By and large,
Plotinus avoids schematic triads, for he is concerned to link the generative process
and the dynamic nature of a hypostasis by means of a single thought pattern which
articulates the complexity of the hypostasis."
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Powered One) is a pre-existent otherness 7 belonging to the one (the Invisi
ble Spirit) that 8 actualizes (evEpyE'iv) the Silent One.
As we saw in Chapters 9 and I 0, the notion that such an otherness in the
One gives rise to the dyad is-according to Sextus Empiricus-at least
Neopythagorean, and perhaps even originated from Plato's "unwritten"
doctrine, and was later used by Plotinus to account for the rise of Intel
lect from the One. Similarly, the anonymous Parmenides Commenta,y
understands this otherness as a pure activity identical with the infinitival
being of the supreme One that pre-exists the participial being of the
second One:
It has not been said that Being participates in the One. but that the One par
ticipates in Being (To 011), not because the first was Being (To ov), but be
cause an otherness (hEp6n1s-) from the One has turned the One towards
this whole One-Being (,6 Ev Elvm). For from the fact of being engendered
somehow at the second level, being-One (,6 i:v Elvm) is added .... the One,
which is beyond substance and being (To ov), is neither substance (ouofo)
nor act (evepyEw), but rather acts (evEpyEt) and is itself pure act
(evEpyE'iv), such that it is itself being (Elvat) before determinate being (,6
011). By participating this being (the Elvm of the first One; cf. Parmenides
I 37C-142A), the One (sci!. "who is," i.e. the second One of Parmenides
l42B-144E) possesses another being (Et11at) declined from it (the dvm of
the Supreme One), ( I 06) which is (what is meant by) participating in de
terminate being (To ov; cf. ouofo in Parmenides 1428). Thus, being (El11at)
is double: the one preexists determinate being (To av), while the other (ov)
is derived from the One that is transcendent of determinate being (To ov),
who is absolute being (El11at) and as it were the idea of determinate being
(To 011) by participation in which (the Elvm of the first) some other One has
come to be to which is linked (ot1(vyov) the being (Elvm) carried over
from it. (In Parmenidem XII, 16-35 [Hadot]; Greek text cited in Chapter 9,
p. 397 11. 93)
Here, paronymns of the same lexeme are used to show that infinitival
indetermination is to participial determination as ELvm is to ov (and as
EVEPYELV is to EVEPYELa). A similar distinction is made by Plotinus
(Ennead II[, 7 [45) 13,49-51; VI, 6 [34) 3,10-13; VI, 8 [39) 20,9-11)
between lJTTOOTaOLS' (= UTTO�lS') and av or ouoi.a and in Allogenes
(XI 61,32-39, discussed in Chapter 12, p. 527}-using indicatives rather
than infinitives-between EOTi., EOTm, evEpyEi, (-fl, voEi (qcyoorr,
€qNA<yWTT€, €qp€N€pri, €qamz, eqe1Me) and iiTTap�LS', (w�,
vous- (2YTTAP�IC, WN2, NOYC).
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Despite minor differences in nomenclature, the structural and func
tional similarity of the being-life-thought triad in the Parmenides Com
mentary and the Existence-Vitality-Mentality triad in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises is too striking to be coincidental. They and the Com
mentary understand the triad as the three phases by which a paradig
matic but indeterminate prefiguration of Being (To ELVaL) resident in the
supreme One becomes determinate Being (To ov, or the Barbelo Aeon as
divine Intellect). Like the Commentary, the Three Ste/es ofSeth portrays
the triad as a dynamic structure inherent in the second principle Barbelo,
while Zostrianos tends to portray it as inherent in the supreme Invisible
Spirit. Allogenes and Marsanes tend to confer a quasi-hypostatic status
on the triad by identifying the Triple Powered One----or the Triple
Powered Invisible Spirit-primarily with its median processional phase
(e.g., Vitality, Life, Activity) interposed between the supreme Unknow
able One and the Aeon of Barbelo, thereby insuring the transcendence of
the former, while also preventing any discontinuity in the chain of be
ing.
Many of these ambiguities and variations in the Sethian implementa
tion of these emanative schemes can be explained by postulating the
dependence of these treatises on the doctrine of the Commenta,y, with
its subtle distinctions between the First One, the prefigurative existence
of the Second One in the First, and the resultant determinate being of the
Second as "another" One, as well as its notion of a First One beyond
being who nevertheless "contains" the prefigurative infinitival being
(ELVaL) of the Second One who becomes defined as fully determinate
Being (ov) and Intellect. A Sethian interpreter of the Commenta,y such
as the author of Zostrianos would have identified the supreme First One
of the Commentary as the Invisible Spirit, and the Second One as the
Aeon of Barbelo. Furthermore, in earlier Sethian tradition, the Aeon of
Barbelo had already been associated with some triad of attributes or
modalities (Incorruptibility, Eternal Life, and Foreknowledge; Thought
or Voice, Sound, and Word; Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes) of
which the last two triplets represent modal progressions, whether of
thought proceeding into articulate speech or hidden, potential existence
proceeding into a manifest "self-generated" reality.
While the first and third terms of the Existence-Life-lntellection triad
are easily identifiable with both the distinct Parmenidean First and Sec
ond Ones as well as with the Sethian figures of the Invisible Spirit and
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the Barbelo Aeon (as the Invisible Spirit's First Thought), there was no
obvious Sethian hypostatic equivalent for the median term Life-which
has no clear hypostatic status in the Commentary-other than Barbelo's
inherited attribute of "Eternal Life" ·in the Apocryphon of John and her
role as source of the water of Life in the Trimo1phic Protennoia. On the
other hand, as previously discussed, among Middle Platonic sources
other than the Co111111enta1y, the Chaldaean Oracles with its maternal
figure of Hecate as source of life and the supreme Father's power that
mediated between the transcendent Father and the second or demiurgic
Intellect, may have suggested that the latent presence of Life in the Bar
belo Aeon could be construed as a median, perhaps even quasi
hypostatic triadic principle, some kind of three-phase Power mediating
between the supreme One and the Barbelo Aeon.
Such an entity could be conceived as the Barbelo Aeon in its three
phases of deployment as in the Three Ste/es of Seth, or as somehow
contained in the Triple Powered Invisible Spirit as in Zostrianos, or even
as a distinct figure as in Allogenes and Marsanes. This ambiguity clearly
could have been caused by the Co111111enta1y's notion of the prefigurative
existence of the Second One in the First who somehow contains or is
"linked to" the prefigurative infinitival being (Etvm) of the Second One
and is the "idea" of second One's determinate being (ov) from which it
is somehow "derived." The solution was evidently to identify this "idea"
or prefigurative infinitival being of the Second One resident in the First
One with a distinct principle, a Triple Power of Existence, Life, and
lntellection, whose median term, perhaps after the analogy of the Chal
daean Hecate, could be conceived alternatively as inherent in the Father,
inherent in the lntellect-Barbelo Aeon, or as a distinct power whose
central modality was Life, or more abstractly, Vitality.25
But as we shall see, Zostrianos-and later on, Victorinus-also util
ized another Middle Platonic exegesis of the Parmenides-distinct from
and perhaps a source for the anonymous Commenta,y itself-that nearly
equates, but ultimately distinguishes between the First One and the
"Spirit," so that the amhor of Zostrianos identified the Invisible Spirit
with the Triple Powered One, in effect equating the ''Triple Powered
Invisible Spirit" with the infinitival being of the Commentary's Second
25. Such triads express continuity between extreme terms, since the median term
shares the character of the first and last in the division into complementaries A, not
A (contrary of A), and the median. A and not-A.
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One prefigured in the First. In this way, he tends to distinguish the erst
while supreme Invisible Spirit from a more transcendent first One, a
tendency at work also in Allogenes, and finally culminating in Marsanes
with its Unknown Silent One beyond both the Invisible Spirit and Triple
Powered One.
Concerning these similarities between the Sethian treatises and the
Parmenides Commentary, Corrigan concludes:
Quite apart from the application of the predominance principle which ap
pears in a different fonn in the Commentary, it is my contention that the
above passage [Allogenes XI 48,6-49,37, cited p. 727 above] must be de
pendent either upon the Commentary itself or upon some similar version of
it, for the structure of the thought in both is strikingly similar and the ulti
mate provenance of that thought must be Platonic-Pythagorean (given the
emergence of a second One as an indefinite movement which by conver
sion knows both itself and its principle). This is not to say that Allogenes is
simply derivative. On the contrary, Allogenes reveals itself to be so per
fectly at home in this Platonic milieu that it can adapt and thoroughly shape
details to its own purpose. Nonetheless, the simplest hypothesis to explain
the similarity between the two texts is that Allogenes is dependent upon the
Commentary but in such a way that the Platonic tradition is not something
alien, but its own. This does not mean, however, that Allogenes is necessar
ily pre-Plotinian. Some of the elements in this passage, particularly the idea
that there are intelligible beings who bring forth nothing beyond them
selves, seem to me very much linked to ideas in Amelius and Plotinus ...
Nonetheless, I argue that, on balance, Allogenes is most likely to be the
work referred to by Porphyry in the Vita Plolini and replied to in part by
Plotinus in the first three treatises of the Groj]schrift. It makes a lot more
sense, therefore, to suppose that Plotinus' adaptation of philosophical mo
tifs in All oge nes (themselves probably influenced by Middle Platonic
thought: the Chaldaean Oracles, for instance: retreat, looking both ways
etc.) is part of the creation of a complex, subtle appeal to people who, like
him, were already familiar with these works.
For a different reason I date the Platonizing Sethian Gnostic texts after the
Commentary. The triadic schema of the Commentary is relatively simple
and both major versions of it (Existence-Life-Thought/Being-Vitality
Mentality) clearly relate to Middle Platonic preoccupations as evinced par
ticularly in Albinus, the Chaldaean Oracles, and the Neopythagoreans. In
the Sethian Gnostic texts, there is some evidence of the same sort of link
ing of moments we have found in Amelius (see especially Zostrianos
VIII 15,1-20; 17,1-5; cf. Chaldaean Oracles fragment 4), and in addition
there is much more variety and proliferation of triads, an indication that the
Sethian Gnostics are working innovatively, and according to the already
established Gnostic manner, with an earlier Platonic tradition. ("The
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Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Parmenides and the Distinction be
c,.,.,een Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism, Plotinus' Circle, and
Sethian Gnostic Texts," manuscript, 36, 46)
Consequently a Middle Platonic authorship for the anonymous Co111111e11lary is the simplest and most plausible hypothesis on the basis of both the
direct and the indirect evidence. So the Anon. Commentary cannot have
been written by Porphyry; but the most reasonable interpretation of the
evidence is that the fragments of the Commema,y we possess were a com
mon source both for the Gnostics and for Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry
(which does not automatically preclude further "exchanges of ideas" or
further redactions of the Gnostic texts we now possess). Whatever the case
might actually have been, and however many revisions might have been
made to these Gnostic treatises before their eventual burial in the Egyptian
desert, the texts we possess are (I) most likely to be in nuce what Plotinus,
Amelius, and Porphyry actually read and (2) to have been dependent upon
some earlier or contemporary Platonic commentary on the Parmenides
such as was also available and read in the Plotinian school. ... we simply do
not know who the author was; and this has the virtue of keeping it
"anonymous," while placing it in the general Platonist-Neopythagorean mi
lieu of the late second or early third century, which would provide suffi
cient time for it to have exerted the influence it certainly appears to have
had on the Platonizing Gnostic texts.26

On balance, I am persuaded that, rather than being post-Plotinian or
even post-Porphyrian, Zostrianos and Allogenes are contemporary with
or slightly prior to Plotinus' jloruil in Rome, where he knew their con
tent and engaged in a critical dialogue with them and their proponents in
his "antignostic" Gro/Jschrifl and subsequent works. Corrigan holds that
they are to be placed before the GrofJschrifl but after the anonymous
Parmenides Commenta,y, whose schemata (Existence-Life-Thought or
Being-Vitality-Mentality) are relatively simple Middle Platonic con
structions in comparison to the greater variety and number of triads in
the Sethian texts. Moreover, the comparatively elementary distinction
majntained in both the Commentary and the Sethian texts between pure,
26. K. CORRJGAN, "The Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Parmenides and
the Distinction between Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism, Plotinus' Cir
cle, and Sethian Gnostic Texts," manuscript of 1996, p. 46-48, summarized in "Pla
tonism and Gnosticism: The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides, Middle
or Neoplatonic?" in Gnosticism and later Platonism: Themes, Figures, and Texts,
ed. J. D. Turner and R. Majercik (SBL Symposium Series 12; Atlanta, GA: Society
of Biblical Literature. 200 I), 155-161.
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unqualified existence ("infinitival being") and the realm of determinate
being may have prompted Plotinus to devote the Grofischrift and subse
quent treatises to the clarification and extension of various Middle Pla
tonic attempts to explain the Timaeus' picture of the relation between
the intelligible and sensible realms. In this way he developed an "intelli
gible biology" (K. Corrigan's term) derived from Aristotle's analysis of
thinking to show how the vitality of the sensible world was already pre
figured in the divine intellect.
Among the Platonizing Sethian texts, Marsanes and the Three Ste/es
of Seth do not seem to be mentioned in Porphyry's Vita Plotini 16 as
circulating in P!otinus' circle, although it does mention a revelation of
Nicotheos, a figure that is mentioned in the Bruce Codex (Untitled,
Ch. 7) in concert with another figure named Marsanes. This suggests

that Marsanes may predate the untitled text of the Bruce Codex, and if
indeed its doctrine of an Unknown Silent One beyond the supreme In
visible Spirit reflects a similar doctrine found in lamblichus and his
pupil Theodore of Asine (see Chapter I 0), it may be dated to around
300-325 CE, after Zostrianos and Allogenes. The position of the Three
Ste/es of Seth relative to the other three is even more indeterminate, as
the title does not seem to be echoed in any ancient testimonia. If any
thing, it is closer in terminology and spirit to Allogenes, yet it seems to
preserve more of the basic Sethian drama/is personae than the latter,
such as Pigeradamas and Emacha Seth. It reflects the ascensional praxis
of Zostrianos and Allogenes, but without the transcendental baptismal
schemata that one finds in Zostrianos. Of all four treatises, its portrayal
of the emergence of Barbelo from the Invisible Spirit is extremely close
to Moderatus' (late first century) account of the emergence of Quantity
within his second 'One.' On the whole, I would tend to view it as con
temporary with Zostrianos and Allogenes, but earlier than Marsanes and
the untitled treatise of the Bruce Codex.
Most of the metaphysical schemes appearing in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises are best understood as attempts to relate the beings
typically found in the Sethian mythological theogonies to the schemata
developed by Neopythagorean and Middle Platonic exegetes of Plato's
Timaeus, Philebus, and Parmenides. Their basic speculations concern
ing the relation between unity and multiplicity and between infinitival
being and determinate being seem betray a Middle Platonic tradition of
Parmenides interpretation sufficiently well-established as to be available
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for consumption by informed Sethian intellectuals concerned with maps
of invisible reality that could illustrate ever new ways of appropriating
older Sethian traditions.
In view of the likely chronological priority of Zostrianos and Al
logenes to many of the Enneads, at least to those following the
Gro/Jschrift (especially its conclusion in £,mead 11, 9 [33] which seems
to presuppose the tenninology and conceptuality of these Sethian texts),
it is possible that they are to be included among the sources that influ
enced the derivational scheme by which Plotinus accounted for the gen
eration of Intellect from the One. Other non-Sethian sources such as the
Chaldaean Oracles and the anonymous Parmenides Commentary, given
their Platonic affiliation, are also equally likely candidates for such
sources. Of course, one must also include here not only certain of the
Platonizing Sethian texts, but also their yet earlier sources, such as the
negative-theological source shared in common by Allogenes and the
Apocryphon of John, which features an unexplained triad of Divinity,
Blessedness, and Perfection, as well as a distinct source shared in com
mon between Zostrianos and Victorinus' Adversus Arium (written
around the years 359-360) which features the Existence-Life
Blessedness triad.
V. MARJUS VICTORINUS AND THE

PLATONIZING SETHJAN TR.EATISE ZOSTRJANOS

ln Chapter 12, we cited these two negative theologies (each supple
mented by a series of positive affirmations about the One's identity as a
threefold Spirit) that share a nearly word-for-word similarity: one is the
word-for-word parallel between the Apocryphon of John II 3, 17-33 and
Allogenes XI 62,28-63,25 (Chapter 12, pp. 503 ff.), and the other is the
word-for-word parallel between Zostrianos VIII 64,13-66,11 + 66,14b68, 13 + 74,17-75,21 and Marius Victorinus' Adversus Arium 1.49,950,21 (Chapter 12, pp. 505 ff.). Each in their own way, these sources
both appear to have drawn upon a common fund of tradition, most likely
some kind of Middle Platonic commentary on Plato's Parmenides, espe
cially its first hypothesis, I 37C- I 42A. While the Apocryphon of John
and Alloge nes offer a negative theology followed by a subsequent af
firmative theology, Zostrianos and Victorious artfully weave the two
together.
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Now in the negative theological portion of this common source
(Marius Victorinus, Adversus Arium I.49,9-23 and Zostrianos VIII
64,13-23), Victorinus identifies the supreme One merely as an immeas
urable and invisible One or Monad, while the parallel in Zostrianos
identifies this One as "immeasurable Spirit" (VIII 64, 17). But then Vic
torinus goes on to supplement his negative theology in 1.49,9-40which does not identify the One with the Spirit-with an affirmative
theology of the threefold character of One in Adversus Arium 1.50, 1-21,
which-together with the parallel in Zostrianos (VIII 66,22-67,11; 75,725)-quite freely designates the One as the Spirit:

Adversus Arium l.50,1-8; 16-21
1.50 1 This (One) is God, this is the

2

Father, pre-intelligence preexisting
and preexistence preserving itself in
its own Blessedness and a motionless
3
motion and, because of this, 4 having
no need of other beings; perfect be
yond perfect things, a Spirit triple
powered in 5 its unity, perfect Spirit
and Spirit beyond spirit; for he does
not 6 breathe, but rather it is the Spirit
in that which is his being, Spirit 7
breathing toward itself so that it is
Spirit, since the Spirit 8 is not separate
from itself.
I.SO 16 It has its life and act 17 in its
own Existence which is 18 not Exis
tence;
union without distinction of the Spirit
with itself, divinity, 19 substantiality,
blessedness, mentality, vitality, good
ness, 20 being absolutely all things in
a universal mode, purely unengen
dered, preexisting, 21 unity of union
which is not itselfunion.

Zostrianos Vlll 66,22-67, 11;
75,7-25
VIII 66 22 Whomever he will find 23 he

brings into 24 being. (And in) 25 Vitality,
he is alive [and becomes;] 67 1 [in
Blessedness] 2 [he comes to] 3 [have
Mentality]. 4 [And he] knows [that] all
these 5 [become] uniquely him, 6 for
[no] divinity 7 (is concerned with any
thing) except [what] 8 [is his] alone, and
he [exists) 9 [alone] in himself [with] 10
[himself], the single, [perfect] 11
(Spirit).

VJLI 75 7 In Existence 8 [is) Being; in

[Vitality) 9 <is> Life; and in 10 perfec
tion and 11 [Mentality] is Blessedness. 12
All [these) were existing 13 [in the)
indivisibility of 14 [the] Spirit. And it is
Mentality 15 on account of[which) is 16
[Divinity) and [lnsubstantiality) 17 and
Blessedness 18 and Life and 19 Mentality
and Goodness. 20 And Henad 21 and
Unity, and all these absolutely 23 pre
exist the purity of the ingenerateness, 24
that is, 25 all these and the f ...

Given the probable derivation of this common material from a commen
tary on Plato's Parmenides, there arises a problem: as both P. Hadot and
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M. Tardieu point out in their study of these striking parallels, 27 the term
·'spirit" was a standard designation for the Stoic universal Logos imma
nent in the physical cosmos and for a "pure Platonist" commentator on
the Parmenides, the term '·spirit" would be a too materialistic, and thus
highly unlikely as an equivalent for the One. 28 As noted, the term
27. M. TARDIEU. "Recherches sur la formation de !'Apocalypse de Zostricn ct les
sources de Marius Victorinus." 7-114, and P. I IAOOT, "Porphyre et Victorinus.
Questions ct hypotheses.'· 117-125. in Res Orienta/es IX (Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe
pour l'f:tudc de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 1996); L. BRISSON. "The Platonic
Background in the Apocalypse oflostrianos,.. in The Tradition of Platonism: Essays
in llonour ofJohn Dillon, ed. J. J. Cleary (Aldcrshot: Ashgate. 1999). 173-188: for
further discussion and an updated text. see my "Introduction" and '·Commcntairc,"
in C. Barry, W.-P. Funk, P.-1--1. Poirier, J. D. Turner, Zostrien (NH VIII. I) (Biblio
theque copte de Nag Hammadi, section « Textcs » 24; Quebec and Lcuvcn-Paris:
Presses de l'Univcrsite Laval and Editions Peeters, 2000), 32-225; 483-662.
28. So I-IAOOT. "Questions et llypothcscs," 124-125; cf. TARDIEU, "Formation,"
114. R. M/\JERCIK (''The Existence-Life-Intellect Triad in Gnosticism and Ncopla
tonism," Classical Quarlerly 42 [1992]. 475-488) points out that in Porphyre ct
Victorinus (1.297). Hadot notes that none of the later Neoplatonists ever uses the
name trvt::uµa as a substitute for the Chaldaean tra,�p. and suggests that Victorinus'
use of "Spirit" in this instance may not derive from a Neoplatonic source.
L. ADR/\MOWSKI ("Marius Victorinus, Porphyrius und die romischen Gnostiker,"
ZNW 74 (1983), I 08-128) suggests that Porphyry has borrowed the term Spirit from
the Gnostics, noting in particular the expression tripotens in una/itate spiritus in
Adv. Arium 1.50,4-5 (i.e., "triple powerful Invisible Spirit" in Zostrianos,
VIII 87,13-14 etc.), but since Porphyry (e.g., Sententiae 29 Lambcrz; De regress11
animae, § 7 Bidez) uses the term trvt::uµa principally in connection with Chaldaean
Oracles' (frgs. 61. 104, 120, 129,158,201) doctrine of the soul's 'breath' or 'vehi
cle' (oxT)µa-trvt::uµa), the "spiritual envelope" or ·•astral body" acquired by the soul
in its earthly descent, Porphyry would hardly have used this tern, to describe the
First Principle, whether as a 'Stoicization' ofChaldacan terminology (1-ladot) or as a
gnostic adaptation (Abramowski). Even so, if Victorinus found the term ,rvt::uµa as
an equivalent for traT�P in Porphyry's exegesis of the Oracles. why is there no trace
of this usage among the later Neoplatonists? Majercik argues that unless Victorinus
found this terminology in a source independent ofPorphyry, the best explanation is
that he equated TTVEuµa and rra,�p in Adv. Ariwn I.SO in order to reconcile Chal
dacan and Christian concepts (as in Ad Candidwn 1.6-8 where he equates the Chal
daean "Paternal Intellect" with the "Spirit" who has "sent forth symbols from all
eternity which are engraved in the soul," animae nos1rae vo&.; tra,pLK� et spiritus
de super missusfigurationes intellegentiarwn inscr1ptas, a paraphrase of the Oracles
frg. 108, ouµ�o>..a )'ap 1ra,pLK0S voos fo1rt::Lpev KaTa: Kooµov, where the Paternal
Intellect is said to have "sown symbols in the souls"). Thus the "Spirit triple pow
ered in its unity" of Adversus Arium 1.50,4-5 is equivalent not to the Oracle's su
preme Paternal Intellect per se, but to the prefiguration of the Second Intellect from
whom the Father "snatched himself away" (frg . 3) to give rise to the Second Intel-
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"Spirit" occurs in the negative theology of Zostrianos (VIII 64, 17), but
is not present in Victorious' initial negative theology (I.49,9-40), which
raises the question of whether it was present in the common source: does
the identification of the One with Spirit stem from the source common
to Zostrianos and Victorious? Or was it added by the author of Zostri
anos, as Tardieu thinks? Or was it added to a Christian or Gnostic revi
sion of the common source that was used by both, as Hadot thinks?
A similar issue arises in the case of the Apocryphon of John (II 2,2633), where the introductory theology of the Invisible Spirit is actually
expounded as a negative and positive theology of the Monad in a pas
sage that precedes the passage containing word-for-word agreements
with similar material in Allogenes XI 62,28-63,25. Here the Monad of
the original source is glossed as "Father," "Invisible One," and "Invisi
ble Spirit":
II 2 26 The Monad 27 [is a monarchy] over which there is [nothing. 28 It is
he who exists as God] and Father of 29 [the All, the Invisible One] who is
over 30 [the All, who exists in] the Incorruptibility that is 31 [in the Pure
Light], into which no 32 [eye can] gaze. 33 [He is] the Invisible [Spirit.]

This problem leads Hadot ("Questions et Hypotheses," 125) to suppose
that the entire source common to Victorinus and Zostrianos was Middle
Platonic and originally contained no reference to the Spirit, but was
subsequently re-edited by a Christian or Gnostic glossator who inserted
references to the Spirit, not into the initial negative and superlative the
ology-where such glosses would be inappropriate to an exposition of
the One-but into the positive theology that followed it (esp. Adversus
Arium I.SO, 1-8). It would have been this edited version of the common
source that was used by both Zostrianos and Victorinus.
But would Victorinus have utilized a recognizably Gnostic source?
Tardieu believes that Victorious knew nothing of Gnosticism, since in
Adversus Arium I.16, 1-2 he includes the Christian Gnostic Valentinus
among his own Arian opponents ("Formation," 111 ). But Hadot
observing that many Gnostic ideas had been adopted by anti-Arians
thinks that the presence of gnosticizing notions in the redacted common
source would not have deterred Victorinus from adopting it. Given that
lect. As we shall see, Majercik's alternative, namely that Victorinus "found this
terminology in a source independent of Porphyry" is the correct solution: the source
was not Porphyry, but a non-Christian, Middle Platonic source common to Zostri
anos and Victorinus.
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the versions of the common source represented by Zostrianos and Vic
torious each introduce the term "Spirit" at different locations in the text,
it may be that the term either was not present in the original source, or
was omitted by Victorinus in the first part (1.49, 1 9-20), or was present
only in the second part of the source (VIII 67,1 0- 1 1 and Adversus Arium

1. 50,5-8.18, especially the term in zmalitate spiritus perfectus = m
oywT �[T€A.IOC MTTN)4); here the original source seems to have
understood "spirit" as an aspect indistinguishable from the One rather
than being the One per se. While the text of Zostrianos ("and he [exists
alone] in himself [with himself], the single, [perfect Spirit]") identifies
"spirit" as a supraeidetic unity of the One ("Henad") "with" whom the
One inseparably (i.e., as a "single" Spirit) exists, Victorinus glosses the

term "spirit" as designating the inward breathing of the One's being (in
eo quad est ei esse) which is "inseparable" from the One. Thus, it ap
pears that the term "spirit" stood in the source, where it seems to be the
equivalent of the pure infinitival being (E1vm) attributed to the supreme
One by the anonymous Parmenides Commentary XII, 31-35: "the One
that transcends determinate being (To ov) is absolute being (E1vm) and
as it were the idea of determinate being by participation in which some
other (i.e., the second) One has come to be to which is linked the being
(E1vm) carried over from it (the First One)."
Both the source and its users distinguish the One from its Spirit. The
author of Zostrianos took it to be a close equivalent of the One quite
conformable with Sethian tradition, while Victorinus agonized over the
somewhat anthropomorphic "breathing" it may have implied and may
have therefore omitted the term in the initial negative theology. In the
Middle Platonic common source, "spirit" may have been borrowed from
Stoic thought to signify the existence within the One of a tensile move
ment (� TOU TTVEuµaTOS <j>OOLS Kat � TOVLKT} KLVT]CJLS, Proclus, Theo/.
Plat. IV.55,7-8), directed alternately outward to produce determination
and inward to produce cohesion and unity (SVF Il.451 = Nemesius, De
nat. hom. 11.42), and thus a precursor to the Neoplatonic doctrines of
procession and reversion.29 Nevertheless, both authors let the term
stand. It is even conceivable that, at a later time, Theodore of Asine (see
Chapter I 0) may have used this same common source with its distinc-

29. Sec P. f-lADOT, Porphyre et Vic1ori1111s, 1.225-234.
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tive use of the term "spirit" as an explanation for the origin of his second
"One":
After this One, transcendent above all, comes a triad defining the intelligi
ble level (VOTJTOV TTACiToc,), which he calls the One (hen), who derives from
I) the breathing that somehow pertains to the spiritus lenis [of the supreme
One's) ineffability (dppTJTOV), imitated by the spiritus asper of "the one"
(i:v), 2) from just the arch of the letter E alone without t_he following conso
nant v, and 3) lastly the letter v. (Proclus, In Platonis Timaeum commen
taria 11.274, 18-23)

What is truly striking is that Victorinus in 1.49,19-20 assigns the epithets
"invisible" and "indiscernible" to the Spirit, while Zostrianos VIII 64, 17
has "immeasurable" and "indiscernible," but omits the epithet "invisi
ble," even though "Invisible Spirit" is the standard Sethian designation
for the supreme One and even though the term "invisible" was very
likely included in the common source. Interestingly, the tenn "immeas
urable," frequently an attribute of the Invisible Spirit in Sethian texts,30
is used by both authors; in fact Plotinus (Ennead V, 5 [32] 4,12-14)
himself applied it to his first hypostasis (the One), just as Plato also
applied it to the One in the Parmenides (140C3; 140D4-5).
Furthermore, at the beginning of their affirmative expositions, both
authors explain the threefold character of the One as containing Exis
tence, Life, and Blessedness (Adversus Arium 1.50, 11-12; Zostrianos
VIII 66, 14-20). As Tardieu ("'Formation," 101) notes, it is most signifi
cant that this doctrine of the triad Existence, Life, and Blessedness resid
ing in the simple unity of the One occurs in what must have been a Mid
dle Platonic source common to Zostrianos and Victorinus. Indeed, both
Victorinus and Zostrianos (and Allogenes XI 49,26-37!}-and therefore
their common source-knew and used the doctrine of the mutual inclu
sion of these three powers each in one another according to the dictum
ascribed by Iamblichus to Numenius, "All things are in all things, but in
each thing appropriately in accord with its own essence." 31 Scattered
throughout Zostrianos and explicitly present in Victorinus' version of
30. See Apocryphon ofJohn II 3,17; A!logenes XI 45,15; Codex Bruce, Untitled
232,7; 241,6; 243,24; 245,25; 247,4, 265,4 [Schmidt-MacDermot]; cf. Eugnos
tos 1II 72,21-22, cited in Chap ter I2, n. 7.
31. According to Stobaeus, Anthology 1.49.32,68-71: �v rraow mivrn dTTo
<l>a(voVTal. olKELWS µevTm KaTa TTJV auTwv oix:r(av ev EKOOTOlS'; ct'. Porphyry,
Sententiae 10 and Proclus, Elements of Theology, prop. 103 [Dodds); Syrianus, In
Me1aphy. 82.1-2 ascribes this saying to the "Pythagoreans."
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the common source, 32 this is the first known systematic presentation of
this doctrine in religio-philosophical literature. Although Yictorinus'
example of each power's mutual inclusion of the other two is restricted
to the inclusion of Vitality and Blessedness in Existence, the excerpt
from Allogenes, contemporary with Zostrianos, gives the full cyclic
pennutation. 33
On the grounds that Zostrianos was circulated and read in Plotinus'

Roman seminar (Porphyry, Vita Plotini 16). and depended on a Par
menides commentary that must also be pre-Plotinian, Tardieu (''Forma
tion;· I 00-10 I; 112) argues that "the totality of Zostrianos-whose

content we know through the Coptic version in the Nag Hammadi Codi
ces-was already written in 263. at the time of the arrival of the Gnos
tics in the School of Plotinus." Wl,at is more,34 it appears that the

32. Advers11s Arium 1.50.14-15: hoc est exsistentiae, potentia vitae et beatitu
dinis: quo enim est et exsistit, potentia quae sit exsistentiae. hoc potentia est et vitae
bea1i111di11is.
33. XI 49.26-37 cited above, p. 727, to be compared with the precise parallel in
Proclus. Elements of Theology I 03 and Victorinus, Adversus Arium IV.21.26-22,6:
,pt6uvaµoS est deus, id est tres po1e111ias habens, esse, vivere, intellegere, ita ul in
singulis tria sin/.

34. M. TARDIEU, ·'Formation," 100-101: "Ainsi que le note Pierre Hadot (Por
phyre et Victorinus. II. p. 91,2). la formule simplicitate unus qui sit tres potentias
couniens (Adversus A riwn 50, I OJ se rctrouve textuellement dans le Commentaire au
Parmenide, qu'il altribue a Porphyre, IX 4: EV TU cmA6TlJTL QUTOU CJ\JVT}VW08m.

Voici ce passage: « D'autres, bicn qu'ils nffirment qu'II (le Pere) s'est lui-meme
derobe :i. toutes les choses qui sont a Lui, concedcnt neanmoins que sa puissance et
son intellect sont co-unifies dans sa simplicite » (IX 1-4, trad. Hadot, p. 91).
L'expression oi ebr6VTES designe lcs Oracles chaldaiques, puisque la premiere
partic de la tradition qui leur est anribuee, apnciom foUT6v est une citation de
l'oracle 3,1: o naT�P �plTaCJoEv fouT6v. Dans la seconde partie de cette tradition,
6waµiv TE aim;; 6l66aot Kai voiiv EV TU OlTAOTlJTI OWl)VWCJ8(1L, !'auteur presume
du Commenlaire, autrement dit Porphyre. n'utilise plus la terminologie chalda'ique
mais celle de l'expose (in simplicitate couniens) pour interpreter le second vcrs du
mcme oracle 3, connu par Pscllos (= oracle 33 chez Plethon, ed. Tambrun-Krasker.
pp. 4, 18 et 147-150): ou6' ev efj 6uvciµet voEpQ KAEioas i6tov mip. Par consequent,
force est de constater que les temoignages cites discnt tous les trois la mcme chose:
I} !'expose commun :i. Marius Victorinus et au Zostrien, affirme d'abord que !'Esprit
est in semet ipso manens, so/us in solo (50,9) puis enonce le contraire, a savoir que
!'Esprit co-unific dans sa simplicite les trois puissances de !'existence, de la vie et de
la beatitude (50,10-11): 2) selon le fr. 3 des Oracles chaldai'ques, pareillement, le
Pere a la fois s'est derobe (= rcstc scul) et n'enferme pas dans sa puissance le feu qui
lui est propre, ii ne restc done pas seul ct se deploie: 3) Porphyre, cnfin, affirme,
avec les Oracles, quc l'Un sc derobc, et, avec l'cxpose, que sa puissance est co-
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anonymous Parmenides Commentary that Hadot has attributed to Por
phyry contains a statement 35 that depends upon both the Chaldaean
Oracles36 and the theological source common to Victorinus37 and Zos
trianos,38 indicating that the common source predates even the anony
mous Commentary. Taken together, these factors suggest 1) that several
commentaries on the Parmenides were available in the late second cen
tury, 2) that they were pre-Plotinian and Middle Platonic (Tardieu sug
gests Numenius), 3) that they were used by the version of Zostrianos
known to Plotinus, and 4) that the anonymous Turin Commentary need
not necessarily be ascribed to Porphyry, but is to be dated earlier, before
Plotinus. Combined with Corrigan's argument for the pre-Plotinian ori
gin of the anonymous Parmenides commentary, Tardieu's claim-that
the anonymous Parmenides Commenta,y depends on both the Chal
daean Oracles and the common source presently embedded in Victori
nus and Zostrianos-makes a strong case indeed that the Commentary is
not by Porphyry, but is a product of Middle Platonic Parmenides inter

pretation.
Furthermore, given the strong likelihood that Allogenes circulated in
Plotinus' Roman seminar long before Victorinus' jloruit, it is also likely
that his description of the Essentiality-Vitality-Mentality triad in Adver
sus Arium IV.5

Thus OVTOTTJS-, that is existentiality or essentiality, or (w6TTJ<,, that is vital
ity, that is the primary power of universal life, that is the primary life and
unifiee dans la simplicite. Ces trois temoignages coincident mais rcvclent aussi une
histoire. Des lors, en effet, que !'auteur du Commentaire au Parmenide rcunit dans
la meme excgese deux formules, l'une appartenant aux Oracles chaldaiques, l'autre
a !'expose, ces deux documents sont done !es sources de cet auteur, anterieures a lui
et tenues par lui comme textes fondateurs. De la meme fai;;on qu'il est peu credible
qu'il y ait identitc d'auteur entre 2 et 3, l'hypothese d'une identite d'auteur entre 1 et
3 parait, comme nous l'avons deja vu, difficilement envisageable en raison meme de
la denomination d'Esprit (Pneuma) donnce a !'Un-Pere par !'expose."
35. In Parm. frg. IX 1-4: "Others, although they affirm that He has robbed him
self of all that which is his, nevertheless concede that his power and intellect are co
unified in his simplicity."
36. Chaldaean Oracles frg. 3: "the Father snatched himself away and did not en
close his own fire in his intellectual Power" (trans. Majercik).
37. Esp. Adversus Arium 1.50,10: "Since he is one in his simplicity, containing
three powers: all Existence, all Life, and Blessedness."
38. Esp. vm 66, 14-20: "For they are [triple] powers of his [unity: complete] Ex
istence, Life and Blessedness ... he exists [as] a simple unity."
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source of living for all things, and likewise VOOTl)S, the force, virtue,
power, or substance or nature of thought, these powers, then, must be un
derstood as three in one, but such that one names them and defines their
proper being by the aspect according to which each has a predominating
property. For there is none of them that is not triple, since being is being
only if it lives, that is, is in life; likewise living: there is no living that lacks
knowledge of the act of living. Appearing as a mixture, in reality they are
simple, but with a simplicity that is triple. (Adversus Arium IV.5,36-45
Henri-Hadot)
is dependent either upon Alloge nes XI 49,26-37

XI 49 26 He (the Triple Powered One) is Vitality and 27 Mentality and Es
sentiality. 28 So then, Essentiality 29 constantly includes its 30 Vitality and
Mentality, 31 and 32 Vitality includes 33 Substantiality and 34 Mentality;
Mentality includes 35 Life and Essentiality. 36 And the three are one, 37 al
though individually they are three.
or upon a common source whose doctrine was much like that of the
anonymous Parmenides Commentary (cited below, p. 698).
Zoslrianos and Allogenes, together with the closely-related Three Ste
/es of Seth, clearly indicate that the metaphysical doctrine of a supreme
unity-in-trinity, whose nature could only be described in largely nega
tive terms, was not a post-Plotinian and therefore Neoplatonic invention,
but already played a role in the thought of the Sethian Gnostics and
certain Middle Platonic interpreters of Plato's Parmenides. This same
doctrine subsequently found its way into the anti-Arian treatises of
Marius Victorious. Thus Willy Theiler's long-standing working hy
pothesis39-that every Neoplatonic but non-Plotinian doctrine found
simultaneously in Augustine and in a late Neoplatonist must derive from
Porphyry-needs modification; Porphyry may indeed be the most im
mediate, but not necessarily the originating source. For it appears that
the trinitarian theology bequeathed to Augustine by his teacher Marius
Victorinus had its metaphysical basis, not exclusively in Porphyry or
later Neoplatonists, but also in the pre-Plotinian Middle Platonic phi
losophy of the sort best preserved in the Platonizing Sethian treatises
from Nag Hammadi.

39. W. THEILER, Porphyrios und Augustin (Schriftcn dcr Klinigsbcrger Gelchrtcn
Gcscllschaft. Gcistwissenschaftlichc Kl., X, I; Halle [Saale]: M. Niemeyer, 1933,
1-74),

CONCLUSION
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SETHIAN RELIGION

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
CONCLUDING OVERVIEW OF
SETHlAN RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT

I. SETHIAN TREATISES OF THE DESCENT AND ASCENT PATTERN

It is now time to stand aside from the detailed analysis of the Sethian
treatises in relation to one another and to their Jewish, Christian, and
Platonic environment, and conclude with a brief overview of some of
the main points of this study. At the very least, I hope that this study has
confirmed the existence of the Sethian movement as a hitherto unrecog
nized religious competitor of early Christianity that had its own roots in
second temple Judaism and was an active participant the Platonic phi
losophical discourse of those times. Sethianism is now the earliest gnos
tic movement for which we possess a great deal of textual evidence,
apparently antedating and forming a partial source for another equally
well-documented form of Gnosticism, the Christian school of Valen
tinus (120-160 CE) and his followers.
In Chapters 3-5, l divided the corpus of Sethian treatises into two
groups, depending on how they portray the advent of salvific enlighten
ment: either as a gift conferred through the earthly descent of transcen
dent beings, or as a self-actualized assimilation to transcendent realities
encountered during the heavenly ascent of a visionary. Those treatises
featuring the pattern of visionary ascent are the four treatises Zostrianos,
the Three Ste/es ofSeth, Allogenes, and Marsanes, while all the others
the Apocryphon of John, Trimorphic Protennoia, Hypostasis of the Ar
chons, the Thought ofNorea, the Apocalypse ofAdam, Melchizedek, the
Gospel of the Egyptians, and the Untitled text of the Bruce Codex
feature some variant of a descending revealer. Furthermore, the last four
chapters have shown that all four "ascent pattern" treatises contain a
distinctive implementation of Middle Platonic metaphysics not found in
the othe� treatises; hence I refer to them as the "Platonizing Sethian
treatises."
The designation "Platonizing Sethian treatises" is not intended to
deny in any way the vital influence of Platonism throughout the entire
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Sethian corpus. Even the Sethian treatises of the descent pattern exhibit
the influence of Platonic doctrine: they distinguish the earthly, visible
realm of change and becoming from a transcendent, invisible realm of
permanence and stability, and make much use of the associated doc
trines of archetype/image and model/copy. And their portrayal-often a
parody-of the world creator is broadly patterned, not only on the initial
chapters of Genesis, but also on the demiurgic figure of Plato's Timaeus.
But only the four Platonizing treatises feature a method of enlighten
ment through a visionary ascent that is designed to reascend the chain of
being generated by the original emanation of the Barbelo Aeon from the
Triple Power of the supreme deity. That is, their approach to enlighten
ment directly presupposes their distinctive ontology and emanative
theogony.
Furthermore, there is an element of both ascent and descent in all the
Sethian treatises. The "ascent pattern" treatises narrate the ascent of an
exemplary visionary who achieves enlightenment through cognitive
assimilation with transcendent realities. Angels and glories may descend
to reveal information, but they raise no one into the light. There are no
external antidivine powers to be defeated. On the other hand, in the
"descent pattern" treatises that portray enlightenment as a gift conferred
by a descending revealer, all but two (the Hypostasis of the Archons and
Thought of Norea) associate its advent with a baptismal rite usually
called the "Five Seals." Here, a savior descends, not only to elevate the
participants out of corporeal and emotional bondage into the world of
light, but also to free them from bondage to hostile external powers. In
the descent pattern, salvation is effected by the revealer; in the ascent
pattern, the revealers merely explain what is heard and seen by the vi
sionary, but it is up to the visionary to actualize the ascent. Platonism
from Plato to Plotinus held that the unaided human soul had the power
to free itself from bondage to the material world and unite with the di
vine, and the Platonizing Sethian treatises are no exception. Approxima
tion to the descent pattern only begins with Iamblichus, for whom the
soul's ascent requires its illumination and freeing from the body by the
lower "visible" gods invoked through theurgical ritual. But unlike the
Sethian descent pattern treatises, no invisible transcendent gods descend
to earth.
It must also be acknowledged that, although the Platonizing Sethian
treatises presume the self-performable character of enlightenment
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through visionary ascent, both they and the descent pattern treatises
clearly affirm the importance of the divine initiative. The divine realities
they describe have themselves ordained, authorized, and revealed the
salvific rituals or contemplative practices offered for the readers' emula
tion. In fact, Zostrianos effects a transition between these two ap
proaches by symbolizing the stages of the visionary ascent as ritual ac
tions such as baptism, anointing, and crowning, even though these acts
have been entirely transposed into the transcendental realm. In reality,
every Sethian text is incomplete, for each points beyond itself to its
completion by certain actions or cognitions inexpressible in words. They
all require actualization by the readers' own emulation, whether by rit
ual action, or by contemplative assimilation to transcendent realities.
II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE SETHIAN TREATISES
The detailed analysis of the literary composition and interdependency of
all the Sethian treatises in Chapter 6-8 suggests a relative compositional
sequence of mutual priority and posteriority. 1 have suggested that they
were produced during a timeline extending from a version of the Apoc
ryphon of John known to Irenaeus around 175 CE, to the circulation of
versions of Zostrianos and Allogenes known to Plotinus and Porphyry
around 260 CE. This timeline may be extended both backward and for
ward: On the one hand, my reconstruction of the compositional history
of the Trimorphic Protennoia and Apocryphon of John suggested that
they contain material-such as the Pronoia monologue concluding the
longer version of the Apocryphon and the rather polemical Christologi
cal conclusion to the Trimorphic Protennoia-that antedates Irenaeus
and seems to reflect debates over the interpretation of the Fourth Gospel
as early as the first quarter of the second century. Accordingly, one may
assign such precursory material to the first half of the second century.
On the other hand, certain features of the treatise Marsanes link it with
the activity of Jamblichus and Theodore of Asine in the late third cen
tury. Thus the pre-Plotinian treatises Zostrianos and Allogenes-and
probably the Three Ste/es of Seth-would be assigned to the first half
and Marsanes and the Untitled text of the Bruce Codex perhaps to the
second half--of the third century. Between these extremes, one may
place the Hypostasis of the Archons, the Thought of Norea, the Apoca
lypse ofAdam, Melchizedek, and the Gospel of the Egyptians-roughly
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in that order-somewhere in the late second or early third century. Of
course, since nearly every treatise has its own peculiar history of redac
tions, one cannot assume a simple unilinear compositional sequence
based on the dependence of one upon another, but rather a more com
plex process of cross-fertilization. Nevertheless, as one traces this com
positional sequence, moving from what seem to be relatively early trea
tises to relatively later ones, there is, in broad terms, a noticeable shift
away from the descent pattern of the Pronoia monologue towards the
ascent pattern characteristic of the Platonizing treatises. Although there
are elements of the ascent pattern throughout the entire corpus, the as
cent pattern clearly predominates in the Platonizing group, whose meta
physics resists the notion of salvific descents.
In this transition, the treatise Zostrianos occupies a pivotal place. It
artfully weaves a distinctive Middle Platonic doctrine of divine emana
tion together with extensive materials drawn from the Sethian baptismal
cult, mainly by way of the Gospel of the Egyptians. The resulting revela
tion discourse must have served the purpose of the mutual clarification
and legitimation of one authoritative tradition by another and of explor
ing the ways in which they mutually illumine one another. The goal was
obviously to make Sethian traditions appealing to philosophically
inclined non-Sethians, and to make Platonic doctrine appealing to
Sethians. In the latter appeal, Zostrianos has effectively transferred
Sethian practice and doctrine from an earlier and dominantly biblical
be it Judaic or Christian-into a new-dominantly Platonic-frame
work.
II I. SETHJANISM AS A HISTORY OF INNOVATIONS'
have suggested that this Sethian preoccupation with Platonic meta
physics resulted partly from the gradual exclusion of Sethians from the
Christian communities in which they had become participants. My own
analysis of the redaction of individual treatises and of the interdepend
encies among them implies a definite evolution in Sethianism as it
moves sociologically from an identity initially distinct from Christianity,
to rapprochement with Christianity, to alienation from Christianity, to
association with Platonic circles, and to eventual alienation even from
these. The significant diversity among the Sethian texts as a whole most
likely reveals not so much the writings of a single sect or social group
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but rather "indices to a series of related religious innovations." Some of

these eventuated in the formation ofSethian communities, but none with
the size or perdurance to become "successful" new religious move
ments. In the words of M. A. Williams, Sethianism can be thought of as
a sequence of fascinating, but "failed," religious innovations.1 Thus, the
innovative Sethian Christologies that tried to explain the pre-existent
Christ as the self-generated son of Barbelo, or---on a lower level-as
identical with the ancientSeth who has recently appeared in the guise of
Jesus, seem to have resulted in a gradual expulsion of Sethians from the
apostolic churches. Since the basic framework of the Sethian picture of
the world and its origin had already incorporated Platonic features, sub
sequent affiliation with Platonist circles such as that of Plotinus would
have seemed a natural move. But again, their innovative multiplication
of divine hypostases and apparent disparagement of the physical cosmos
and the cause of its origin likely led to increasing opposition from these
circles too.
Of course, it is possible that the ascent and descent patterns were
merely alternative-rather than successive-conceptions of the path to
enlightenment from the beginning of theSethian movement, but such an
assumption cannot account for the elaborate multiplication of psychic
realms and post-mortem conditions of souls in Zostrianos ( e.g.,
VITI 42, 10-44,22 and 27,19-28,30; attested also by Plotinus) compared
with the rather simpler four-level hierarchy of psychic realms and condi
tions within the Four Luminaries of the Apocryphon of.John (BG 64,1471,2; II 25, 16-27 ,30).
This consistently innovative character of the Sethian movement in
part explains the gradual shift away from the view that salvation de
pends on divine intervention in the historical process-d1aracteristic of
mainstream Judaism and Christianity-towards the view that salvation
is best achieved by a self-motivated and self-actualized contemplative
ascent to the divine, characteristic of Platonism and a few esoteric forms
of Judaism and Christianity. Innovation and esotericism can characterize
not only ascetic anchorites, but also dissenters who cluster at the mar
gins of mainstream groups; they can foster both individualism and group
formation.

I. M. A. WILLIAMS, Rethinking Gnosticism: An Argument for Dismantling a
Dubious Category (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 91-93.
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IV. ESCHATOLOGY IN THE ASCENT PATTERN TREATISES
But how one obtains salvation does indeed make a difference. Salvation

as a possibility of self-understanding conferred by divine intervention
upon a special group in behalf of its preservation or vindication-and
continually re-presented by ritual celebration-leads easily to the forma
tion of communities that announce and extend its availability to others.

On the other hand, salvation acquired by contemplative ascent beyond
this earth means at least a temporary suspension of community relations,
inevitably leading toward increasing self-reliance and individualism.
Even more than a loss of community awareness, the Platonizing Sethian
treatises seem to reflect a loss of historical consciousness and interest in
the myths that narrated the primordial origins of the seed of Seth and
thereby generated and encouraged a sense of a shared history.
Accordingly, the eschatology of the Platonizing Sethian treatises is
focused, not on the transformation of cosmos or society, but on the spiri
tual improvement of individuals. Their eschatology is not articulated as
a temporal sequence of world ages, but as an ascending sequence of
transcendental visions, auditions, and cognitions. The goal or eschaton is
the individual's assimilation to the divine rather than the restoration of
group fortune or cosmic condition. Such assimilation is experienced
periodically and briefly in this life as an anticipation and guarantee of
the final ascent of the soul upon death. Whether in this life or at its end,
ascent frees the soul from the constraints of the body, which thereby
experiences a "double death." It is the undoing of all plurality, not only
of the individual psychophysical complex, but also of social plurality.
But the sensible cosmos, including its creator and ruler, is to be pre
served as it is. While the realization of this eschaton can be expressed
temporally as the ultimate return of the soul to its origin upon death, its
major expression is not diachronic, but synchronic and vertical, even
centripetal: the origin to which one returns is not so much the temporal
"once upon a time" of the mythic past, as it is the absolute simplicity
and unity that stands both above and at the center of everything.
V. HISTORY AND ESCHATOLOGY IN THE DESCENT PATrERN TREATISES
By contrast, the eschatology of the other, probably earlier, Sethian trea
tises focuses on a sequence of divine interventions in the historical proc-
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ess. Its eschaton is the preservation and ultimate triumph of a select

group of humans. Some treatises narrate the progressive primordial
enlightenment of the readers' antediluvian ancestors-such as Adam,
Eve, Norea, and Seth and his seed-as the inauguration and guarantee of
their own ultimate salvation. This history of salvation is partitioned into
successive epochs or ages reflecting decisive events narrated in the book
of Genesis, such as Adam and Eve's origin in-and expulsion from
paradise; the coming of the flood; the fiery destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah; and the recent advent of a triumphal savior. This scheme is
also articulated by the periodic revelatory descents of divine envoys.
Texts like the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Pronoia monologue con
cluding the longer version of the Apocryphon ofJohn enumerate them as
three successive descents of Barbelo. The Apocalypse ofAdam and the
Gospel of the Egyptians historicize these descents by locating them at
the times of the flood, the conflagration of Sodom and Gomorrah, and
the eschatological nullification of the anti-divine forces. In the Gospel of
the Egyptians, these three descents are undertaken by the heavenly Seth.
In the Apocalypse of Adam an unidentified llluminator is also said to
descend at the same three critical junctures of world history. Similar
patterns of descent also implicitly underlie the Apocryphon of John, the
Hypostasis ofthe Archons, and perhaps also Melchizedek.
In some cases, the course of this salvific history is driven by divine in
terventions into the earthly realm initiated by the female consort of the
supreme deity: In the case of the Hypostasis of the Archons she is Incor
ruptibility or the Holy Spirit. In the Apocryphon of John and the Tri
morphic Protennoia, she is Barbelo-Pronoia, the maternal figure of the
Father-Mother-Child supreme trinity. But in some treatises, the initia
tory role of a heavenly Mother is absent: thus the threefold appearance
of the masculine Illuminator in the Apocalypse of Adam seems to be
unmotivated by any higher figure. In the Gospel of the Egyptians, the
threefold advent of Seth seems to be initiated by the Autogenes and the
Four Luminaries at the Invisible Spirit's "good pleasure." The salvation
of Norea in the treatise by her name is apparently ascribed to the Four
Luminaries sent at the direct behest of the Father of the All. In Mel
chizedek, it is again the Father of the All who sends Gamaliel to baptize
and authorize Melchizedek to work for the salvation of all humanity in
his capacity as the image of Jesus Christ, the true "high priest of God
most high."
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VI. THE MOTHER AS DESCENDING SAVIOR

In almost all the descent pattern treatises, the eschatological history of
salvation is necessitated and set in motion by a lower female figure,
Sophia. Barbelo and Sophia share a model-copy relationship in the sense
that both are maternal figures. In the Apocryphon of Jolin, as the para
digmatic Mother and the supreme deity's vision of himself, Barbelo's
maternal role is executed perfectly, since her self-generated Son
emerges as her own vision of the supreme deity. By contrast, Sophia·s
execution of the maternal role is deficient, for she willfully conceives
her offspring apart from any vision or permission of the supreme deity,
indeed without the cooperation of any male principle. Her unauthorized
conception is the actual inauguration of cosmic history, since it is her
offspring who creates the world and incarnates divine substance into
human bodies, thereby initiating the need for the multiphase process of
its restoration to the divine world.
Thus on a lower level, Sophia becomes the cause of cosmogonic defi
ciency, while on the transcendent level, the higher Mother, (Pronoia,
Protennoia, Barbelo) must now undertake the restoration of this defi
ciency. She accomplishes this by causing direct representations of her
self to appear on the earthly, human plane. These manifestations are
portrayed as tnree temporally successive descents, sometimes in her own
person (as in the Pronoia monologue), sometimes as modal manifesta
tions of herself (as in the Trimorphic Protennoia's modalities of Voice,
Speech, and Logos), or sometimes in the fonn of her lower doubles or
avatars, such as Epinoia/Eve/Zoe. In fact, even the figure of the fallen
but restored lower Sophia can participate in the restorative process,
sometimes as a copy or envoy of the higher Mother figure-as in the
Apocryphon of John-and sometimes in the person of her own Repen
tance-as in the Gospel of the Egyptians.
As Barbelo's character is dominantly feminine, most of these avatars
are female, but since her true nature is androgynous, her third and final
manifestation sometimes occurs as a masculine figure, such as Christ or
Seth. Thus the Trimorphic Protennoia portrays her final manifestation in
the fonn of the masculine Logos. While the shorter version of the Apoc
ryphon of John implicitly identifies the Christ of the frame story as her
final manifestation, the longer version makes this identification explicit
by portraying Christ as the speaker of the Pronoia monologue. This
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masculinization was no doubt influenced by the Christian identification
of her self-generated Son as the Christ. But it also had Platonic warrant:
since masculinity was identified with determinate form and limitation,
her final appearance in masculine form terminates any further descent
and diffusion on her part.
VII. THE MASCUUN.IZATION OF THE MOTHER

All of this changes in the Platonizing Sethian treatises that fonn the
focus of Chapters 12-16. Even though they claim to be ancient revela
tions left for the benefit of future members of the elect "seed of Seth,"
they have shifted their focus away from a sacred history punctuated by
the salvific descents of the divine Mother and her representatives or
equivalents like Christ and Seth. Their Mother and Son are now no
longer portrayed as having come to them in saving visitations bearing
the enlightening celestial baptism of the Five Seals, since, as we read in
the concluding paragraphs of the Apocalypse of Adam and Zostrianos,
the traditional baptismal waters have become polluted. Barbelo no
longer descends, but remains in the aeonic realm; thus earthly baptism
has to be replaced by a celestial baptism of immersion into, that is, as
similation to the beings of that higher realm. As a result, it is no longer
Barbelo's maternal characteristics that are stressed; it is rather her status
as the Intellect of the Invisible Spirit that is emphasized, an entity which
Platonists traditionally treated in masculine terms (voile;). For Platonists,
the gods do not descend to earth, and in these treatises Barbelo does not
so descend. Indeed, she has become almost completely masculinized.
Just as some of the descent pattern treatises limit her further salvific
descents by terminating them in her final appearance in male form, so
too the Platonizing Sethian treatises limit her further emanation from the
Invisible Spirit by her visionary self-determination as a masculine Intel
lect through contemplation of her source. In the words of Marsanes
(X 9, 1-3): "the Virgin became male because she separated from the
male." She is no longer so much the merciful Mother Barbelo as she is
the masculine Aeon of Barbelo.
In the visionary ascent scheme, the vertical hierarchy of levels of in
telligible being is all-important, since the Gnostic's assimilation with
these levels is a contemplative act of the mind. As a divine Intellect, the
Aeon of Barbelo is now tripartitioned into contemplated, contemplating,
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and demiurgic minds or phases of mind along the lines of the Middle

Platonic doctrine characteristic of the Chaldaean Oracles, Numenius
and Amelius, with the result that Barbelo's erstwhile Autogenes Son
becomes only the lowest level of her aeon. The progression from Auto
genes to Protophanes to Kalyptos is the progression· from sequential
discursive thought (the individuals) to the perception of the unity of
thought and its objects (those who exist together) to the total absorption
into pure being (the authentic existents). Not only this, but the Aeon of
Barbelo now becomes merely another stage on the ascent to the supreme
One from whom she emanated, the Invisible Spirit. According to Al
logenes and Marsanes, one must achieve this by ascending through an
additional triad of levels represented by the phases of Barbelo's original
emanation, namely each of the three successively predominant powers
of the Triple Powered One. In this stage of the ascent, increasingly re
flective self-concentration must now transcend the realm of determinate
being altogether through the contemplation of each higher power of the
Triple Powered One, culminating in assimilation with the purely infini
tival and indetenninate being of the Invisible Spirit's pure Existence. At
this point intellection gives way to learned ignorance, a non-knowing
flash of insight or revelation.
Thus, in the ascent pattern treatises, the older Father, Mother, Son
nomenclature for the divine triad in the descent pattern treatises has
become obsolete. Barbelo no longer directly confers saving enlighten
ment, but points beyond herself as a stage on the ascent to her priors.
The Aeon of Barbelo encourages and even affords the possibility of
contemplative ascent, but does not herself elevate the visionary into the
light. Although angels or glories may appear on earth to invite and assist
the aspiring visionary, these figures do not "save" anyone by raising
them out of the world and they certainly do not descend in acts of judg
ment against the hostile powers. Once the ascent is underway, certain
holy powers may guide the way, but it is the visionary alone who must
contemplate and understand for him/herself. The impression one gets is
that, in the final analysis, while the possibility of visionary enlighten
ment always needs to be revealed, only the practicing visionary can do
the actual hearing and seeing that can alone assimilate one to the nature
of the transcendent beings. Indeed, the ultimate destiny of the soul at the
death of the body depends upon the knowledge of one's divine affinity
thereby acquired.
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THE PLATONIZTNG ASCENT PATTERN TREATISES

To summarize: This shift in the portrayal of Barbelo from the merciful
Mother who descends to rescue "her own" to the (masculine) Aeon that
serves as a launching pad toward the vision of still higher principles is
evidently the product of Platonic influence. It is certainly possible that
the heavenly ascents in certain Jewish and Christian apocalypses offered
models for the visionary ascent, particularly the notion of angelic guides

who explain the nature and content of successive heavenly levels. But it
is really the Platonic tradition of contemplative ascent extending from
Plato's Symposium through Plotinus that provides the object of the as
cent: the contemplation of entities on ever higher ontological levels is
characterized as a form of self-knowledge in which the consciousness of

the knowing subject is actually assimilated to the ontological character
of the level that one intelligizes at any given point. The soul thereby

assimilates itself to the ontic nature it once occupied before its descent.
Once the soul comes to know its divine affinity, it "saves itself'; 2 there
is no longer any need to rely on the salvific initiatives of the Mother
Barbelo or any other such figure. The revelation and hearing of the di
vine call to awakening gives way to direct vision; while the descent
pattern treatises largely promise the imminent advent of salvation, the
ascent pattern treatises portray complete enlightenment as an accom
plished fact.
This increasing reliance on self-performable techniques of spiritual
ascent seems to have led these Sethian authors to de-emphasize the im
portance of their own sacred history, and to loosen their sense of being a
community defined by ancient tradition. Of course, the Platonizing
Sethian treatises continue to presuppose a community of addressees who
were devotees of certain teachers and-at least in the Three Ste/es of
Seth and Zostrianos-had some awareness of membership in a special
group, the seed of Seth. But there is no longer any narrative of the his
tory of their preservation and progressive enlightenment throughout the
ages.
Compared with the descent pattern treatises, the pregnancy of the pre
sent moment is no longer represented by the decisive advent of a divine
envoy. Direct encounter with a savior is unnecessary. The possibility of
2. "Understand, then, 0 you who live, that you have succeeded, and have taught
yourselves about the infinites" (Three Ste/es ofSeth Vl1127,21-24).
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salvation has been "built into the world": divine providence has
equipped the world with pennanently available "patterns of salvation,"
perhaps in the form of the ascent pattern treatises themselves. The reali
zation of salvation is not specifically linked with any historical event, or
even with any primordial or final event short of one's own death. The
ascent is a repeatable act on the part of the reader or hearer of these
treatises, who is expected to emulate it, perhaps many times. The en
lightenment gained thereby will enable the reader to make the proper
choice at the time of death, when the soul must either permanently re
gain its wings or descend for another round of bodily incarnation. The
eschatological moment of salvation does not involve the end of the cos
mos, but only the end of one's earthly sojourn, when the ascent will be
final and permanent.
In short, the Platonizing Sethian treatises have de-temporalized es
chatological time by collapsing it into an eternal present, and de
historicized the Sethian sacred history by mapping it onto a vertical axis
of successively higher ontological and cognitive levels. There are no
longer any unique salvific events in historical time that require narration
or that need to be symbolically recapitulated in ritual acts. Salvation has
become a self-actualized, ever-present possibility. Thus as one passes
from the earlier Sethian treatises of the descent pattern to those of the
ascent pattern, there are several characteristic shifts: from a focus on
community membership to a focus on individual enlightenment; from a
focus on Jewish and Christian mythology to a focus on Platonic doc
trine; from a focus on ritual participation to a focus on contemplative
practice; and from a focus on an eschatological history of salvation to a
focus on a method of self-actualized spiritual progress.
It may be that the Sethians' gradual shift away from their original
communal baptismal context, interpreted by means of a rich history of
their primordial origins and salvation, towards the more ethereal and
individualistic practice of visionary ascent, contributed to the eventual
decay and diffusion of those who identified with the Sethian traditions.
Around 375 CE Epiphanius has difficulty recalling where he encountered
them, and says that they are not to be found everywhere, but now only in
Egypt and Palestine, although, fifty years earlier, they had spread as far
as Greater Annenia (Panarion 39,1.1-2; 40. l ). Apparently no longer
identifying themselves as the elect seed of Seth, they nevertheless seem
to have survived in various derivative and other sectarian groups such as
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the Archontics, Audians, Borborites, Phibionites, Stratiotici and others,
some of which survived into the Middle Ages. With the abandonment of
their distinctive rites and sacred history, they may also have abandoned
their place in history.
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91. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1981, 467-497.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS
Adam: creation of in the
Apoc,yphon ofJohn, 74-75;
figure of, 74-75
aeonic levels, cosmic and material
in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 570-72; in Codex
Bruce, Untllled, I 11; in
Marsanes, 582-83; in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
109-12; psychic and natural
below the Barbelo Aeon, 55777; the Antitypes/Aeonic
Copies, 569-70; the
Repentance, 564-67; the Self
generated Aeons, 56 l--{i4; the
Sojourn, 567--{i8; See also
Barbelo Aeon
Alcinous/Albinus: metaphysics of,
380-85; nature of the soul, 46566; paths to the knowledge of
God,486--90
Allogenes: and other Sethian
literature, 185-87; contents and
literary relations, 118-22;
divine hierarchy of, 581-82;
five revelations of Youel, 64850; mental stages of the
visionary ascent, 659--{i0;
negative theology parallel to the
Apoc,yphon ofJohn, 502-5:
parallel with Marius Victorinus,
698-99; relation to Zostrianos
(and Plotinus), 720-21; the
"primary revelation", 119. 493,
649,662,663,668,672.682:
the figure of Allogenes, 109; the
Triple Powered One, 513-17.
426--27
alphanumeric speculation on the
soul: in Marsanes. 614-33; in
l11eodore of Asine. 431-35

Amelius: on the divine intellect,
480; three demiurges, 387-88
Antitypes, See aeonic levels, the
Antitypes
Apocalypse ofAdam: anti
baptismal polemic, 163-66:
contents and literary relations,
IO1-3; sources and redaction,
I 55--{i6; the 13 kingdoms and
Revelation 12, I 58--{i3
Apoc,yphon ofJohn: and lrenaeus·
"Ophites", 139; contents, 6978; date of, 141; emanation of
Barbelo, 499-500; multiple
versions, 93-97; negative
theological parallel to
Allogenes, 502-5; Pronoia
monologue, 95-97,130-36:
sources and redaction. 136-41:
types of soul in,597
Archontics, 4, 164, 180. 300
Aristotle: life as the activity of
thought, 408; on matter and the
indefinite dyad. 328-29: on
Plato's two opposed principles.
315-17
arithmology, Neopythagorean: in
Afarsanes, 628-30; in
Nicomachus. 377
Armstrong, A.H., 42-45. -169, 42

45

Amobius. the l'iri nm·,. J'l--11
ascent pattern, See Sdhi:111
literature: ascent pattern
treatises
ascent. visionary. Sec vision::iry
ascent
Authrounios: revelation of in
Zoslrianos, 115. 654. 676;
revelation of in Zmtrianns.
cited. 573
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Autogenes, Barbelo Aeon; and
Christ, 213-14, 213-14; and
Sophia/Wisdom, 544-47; as a
subaeon of the Barbelo Aeon,
213-14; See also Self
generated Aeons; aeonic levels
Baltes, M., 386-87
baptism: and narratives of Jesus'
birth, 161-63; and spiritual
ascent, 240; by Youel in
Zostrianos, 659-60; celestial in
Zostrianos, 603-8; in the
Gospel of John, 277-78; in the
Gospel of the Egyptians, 104-5;
Jewish priestly origin of, 24247; multiple in Zostrianos, 6038; the Sethian rite, 238-42;
waters of in Zostrianos, 537-38,
537-38,677-81
Barbelo, and Hecate, 391-96;
androgyny of, 289; as masculine
aeon,755-56; as maternal
savior, 754-55; as savior, 55556; as triple male and first
human, 174-75; from Mother to
(masculine) Aeon, 296-97; in
the Apocryphon ofJohn, 53233; triadic nature ofin descent
pattern treatises, 536; See also
Barbelo Aeon
Barbelo Aeon: and the Middle
Platonic divine intellect, 69697; and the Triple Male Child,
547-53; as divine intellect,
533-47; complexity of, 553-56;
emanation ofin the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, See Triple
Powered One; in the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, 193, SJ 1-53;
ontological levels/subaeons of,
533-47; the Autogenes
subaeon, 213-14; the Kalyptos
subaeon, 539-40; the
Protophanes subaeon, 540-41;

visionary ascent through, 65258
Barbeloites, pre-Sethian, 257, 26166; Christianization of, 270-84;
fusion with pre-Scthian
Sethites, 284-92
Basilides, 33, 510
Bechtle, G., 365,398
being: determination through self
knowledge, 726-31;
indeterminate/infinitival and
determinate/participial, 396-99,
432,697-704,725-32; modes
of non-being in Platonic and
Sethian metaphysics, 715-17
Bianchi, U., 19
blessedness: as self-knowing
stability, 664, 670
body, human: as the soul's tomb,
449; gnostic attitude toward,
634; in Gnosticism, 589;
psychic and material, 591-93
Boyance, P., 17
Brisson, L., 389
Brown, R. E., 280-82
Bruce Codex, U111i1/ed: aeonic
levels in, I 11; and other Sethian
literature, 195-98
Bultmann, R., 273, 277
Burkert, W.,339-43, 339-43
Chuldaean Oracles: and nature of
the soul, 470; knowldege of
God, 492; metaphysics of, 38996; supreme triad and the
anonymous Parmenides
Commentary, 695-96
Child, Triple Male: identity ofin
the descent pattern treatises,
212-14; identity ofin the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
547-53
Christ: identity of in Sethianism,
248-49,284-92, 213-14
Christianity, See Sethianism:
rapprochement with Christianity
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consonants: symbolizing
embodiment in Marsanes?,
620-24
Corrigan, K., 400-405, 418-19,
714-IS, 719-20, 722-23, 73334
Crahay. R., I 8
Culianu, I. P., 46-49, 250
death: the "double death", 450,
595,752
demiurge: and book of Genesis,
47-49; and the archon(s), I 7; in
Middle Platonism, 26-27; in
Numenius and Amelius, 26-27,
26-27; in the Timaeus, 306-10;
in Yalentinianism, 34; multiple
in Theodore of Asine, 435-37;
Sethian interpretation of, 25052
descent pattern, See Sethian
literature: descent pattern
treatises
dialectic: and diairesis in
Marsanes, 624-27; in Plato,
475-78, 643; limits of in Plato,
491
Dillon, J.M., passim, 41-42, 345405, 4 l-42
discursive reason: as prelude to
visionary ascent, 643-52:
versus intuitive knowledge.
481-84,682-86
Dodds, E. R., 371-72,383
Dtlrrie, H., 346-49
dyad: in Nicomachus, 376-78; in
Xenocrates. 334
dyad, indefinite: as Quantity in
Moderatus, 365--07; derivation
from the monad, 370-72;
derivation of in
Neopythagoreanism, 351-55; in
Numenius, 388-89; in Plato,
3 I 4-24; in Plotinus, 415-22; in
Thcon,378-80
Eleleth,62, I 73,228, 564
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Elsas, C., 37-4 I
emanation, and the principle of
"life", 699-702, 728-29: by
self-privation in Moderatus and
the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 704-7; in Plotinus,
414-15; the Triple Powered
One and Middle Platonism,
697-99; See also Triple
Powered One
ennead, divine: in Allogenes, 42627; in Porphyry, 426-27; in the
Chaldaean Oracles, 394-95
Ephesech: revelation of in
Zostrianos, 677-8 I; revelations
of in Zostrianos, 654
epistemology, in Middle Platonism,
479-81; in Plotinus, 481-84,
494; learned ignorance, 492-95,
686-92; of Plato, 475-78; pnths
to the knowledge of God, 48595: precognition/preconccption,
424-28; the Stoics, 478-79; Sec
also God, knowledge of;
visionary ascent
eschatology, See history, sacred: in
the Sethian ascent pattern
treatises, 752; in the Sethian
descent pattern treatises, 752-53
Eudorns, metaphysics of. 349 52
£11gnostos !he Bies.fed, 204-8.
287-90. 509
evil: and the cosmic soul. 43, 336
38,373-76. 387
evil, origin of, 268--09; in Jewish
traditions, 234; in Platonism and
Gnosticism, 7
feminine principle: as Hccntc in the
Chaldaean Oracles. 391-96: as
Isis in Plutarch. 373-76. 463; as
Sophia/Wisdom, 589-96; in
Plato, 314; in Platonism, 29798; in Plotinus, 422: in
Sethianisrn. 223, 298-300;
multiple in Speusippus,333:
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multiple Sophias in E11gnostos,
204-8
Finamore, J. F., 428, 552
first principles: in early
Neoplatonism, 407-46; in
Middle Platonism, 362-405; in
Plato, 3 I 0-27; the Old
Academy, 327-38; the old
Pythagoreans, 340-42
Five Seals, 76, 239-40, 239-40;
See also baptism
Genesis, book of: and the Sethite
sacred history, 230-38; Platonic
interpretation of, 46-49
glories, the: and salvation, 561,
571-72
Gnosticism: 1nel11physical
hierarchy, 31-37;
misconceptions of, 50-52;
nature of, 2-3; the gnostic myth,
21-23
Gnosticism and Platonism:
Gnosticism a form of Platonism,
I 0-17; similarities and
differences, 6--9; the Judaic
component, 45-49; their
interdependency, 25-49; their
interrrelationship, 9-52
Gnosticism, theories of origin: and
"the spirit of late antiquity", 2025; and Hellenism, 14; and
orientalism, 14-15; and
Orphism, 18-21; and Platonism,
17-25; and syncretism, 15-17
God, knowledge of: by "learned
ignorance". 686--92: by
precognition/preconception,
424-28; divine versus human
initiative, 674--75; in Platonism,
474-95; in the anonymous
Parmenides Commenta,y, 68890; in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 474-95; paths toward.
485-95; the visionary ascent,
474--95; two levels of in the

Platonizing Sethian treatises,
673, 682--86; visionary versus
auditory means of, 675-81
Gospel of the Egyptians: content
and theogony, 170-75; contents
and literary relations, 103--6
grammatical theory, See
alphanumeric speculation on the
soul in Marsanes
Hadot, P., 394-95, 400-405, 424-28, 737-44
Havelock, E., 474
Hecate: and Barbelo, 391-96; in
the Chaldaean Oracles, 391-96,
700-701
Hedrick, C. W., 155
hierarchy, divine, comparison of
the·Platonizing Sethian
treatises, lamblichus, and
Theodore, 583-88; in
Allogenes, 581-82; in
Marsanes,582-83; in
Sethianian literature, 78-80; in
the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 109-12, 109-12; in
the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, table of, 194; in the
Three Ste/es ofSeth, 578-80; in
Zoslrianos, 580--81;
Valentinian, 35; See also
Invisible Spirit, Triple Powered
One, Barbelo Aeon, aeonic
levels, Unknown Silent One
history, sacred: in the Apocalypse
of Adam, 156-57; in the
Apoc,yphon ofJohn, 74--78; in
the Hypostasis of the Archons,
I 67--68; in the Sethian descent
pattern treatises, 752; of the
Sethites, 230-38; Sethian
periodization of, 234, 270, 594
/iypostasis of 1!,e Archons: contents
and literary relations, I 06-7;
redaction, I 66--69
Hypsiphrone, 62
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Jamblichus: metaphysics of, 42830
ignorance,learned,See learned
ignorance
indefinite dyad,See dyad,
indefinite
innovation: and the Sethian
religion, 256,750-5 I
intellect, divine: as the Barbelo
Aeon, 533-47; in Middle
Platonism and the Barbelo
Aeon, 696-97; multiple in
Middle Platonism, 409-11
intellection, See God, knowledge
of: epistemology
Invisible Spirit; and first hypothesis
of the Parmenldes, 694-96;
relation to the Triple Powered
One, 702-4
Invisible Spirit/Unknowable One:
in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises,502-12; relation to
Triple Powered One, 512-13
Isis: as dyadic principle in Plutarch,
373-76
Johannine Christianity: history of,
280-82
John the Baptist,279, 283
John, Gospel of,272-84: the
prologue, 128, 130,135, 151,
272-77, 282
Jonas, H., 15,20-25,44-45,20-25
Kalyptos, See Barbelo Aeon: the
Kalyptos subaeon; in the
Sethian descent pattern treatises,
174
knowledge of God, See God,
knowledge of; epistemology
knowledge, self-: and acquisition
of determinate being, 726-31
Krl!.mer, H.J.,29-37
language: articulation and diairesis
in Marsa11es, 624-27: Stoic
theory of language in Middle
Platonism, 479; Stoic theory of
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language in the Trimorphic
Protennoia, 153
laws X: and an evil soul?, 454-55,
462,465
learned ign orance, 492-95,68692; in Alfogenes, 686-88; in the
anonymous Parme11ides
Comme11tary, 688-90
Lee,E.N.,312
life, principle of: and emanation in
Plotinus, 728-29; in Aristotle.
408; in Middle Platonism and
the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 699-702; in Plutarch,
375,372-76; in the Chaldacan
Oracles, 392-93, 391-96; in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
525; source of multiplicity in
Plotinus, 420-23
Logos: identity of. 285,290-92: in
Philo of Alexandria,359-60
luminaries: Luminaries of the
Barbelo Aeon, Salamex, Semen,
and Arme, 117,200,571,607,
610,649,666,668,672,674,
675,683, 684-85; the Four
Luminaries, 63, 79-80, 86. 105,
l 15,177,183,265, 79-80
MacRae, G. W., 589
Majercik, R.,722,738
Mansfeld, J., 351-52
Marius Victorinus: and the Triple
Powered One, 698-99
Marius Victorinus: and Mars1111l!s,
523-24; common source with
Zostrianos, 505-9. 736-4-l:
parallel with Allog11nes, 698-9l);
parallel with Zostrianos. 728
Marsanes: alphanumeric
speculation on the soul,614-33:
and Marius Victorinus, 523-24;
and Neopythagorean
arithmology,628-30; aml other
Sethian literature,189-94: and
Theodore of Asine, 191-92; and
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types of discourse in the
Timaeus, 626; contents and
literary relations, 122-25;
divine hierarchy of, 582-83;
first principles, 510-12; ritual
materials in, 191; the figure of
Marsanes, 189; the Triple
Powered One, 520-25; the
Unknown Silent One and
Theodore, 707-8
matter: higher and lower in
Plotinus, 415-20; in Moderatus
and Plotinus, 717-18
matter, realm of: attitude toward in
the Platonizlng Sethian
treatises, 576-77; origin and
nature of, 572-76
Meirocheirothetos, IO I
Meirothea, 187, 211
Melchl:edek, 176-78; contents and
literary relations, I 00-10 I
Merlan, P., 314,327,330
metaphysics: comparison of the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
lamblichus, and Theodore, 58388; hierarchy/levels of, See
aeonic levels; Gnosticism;
Platonism; hierarchy, divine;
Platonic sources of the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
694-709
Middle Platonism: epistemology,
479-81: metaphysics of, 345405: origins, 345-49
Moderatus: and Plotinus, 419-20;
and Plotinus on matter, 717-18;
and the Old Academy, 369-72;
cmanntion by self-privation and
the l'latonizing Sethian
treatises, 704-7; metaphysics
of, 363-72; nature of the soul,
466
monad: in Moderatus, 365-69; in
Neopythagoreanism, 351-55; in
Nicomachus, 376-78

mother figures: in Sethianism,
590-91
Naasene psalm, 129
Naasenes, 211
Nag Hammadi Library: contents,
52
negative theology: and the
Parmenides, 383-85; in
Alcinous, Didaskalikos, 38285; in Middle Platonism, 5091O; in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 502-10, 666-69
Neopythagorcansim, 347-55
Nicomachus: metaphysics of, 37678
Numenius: descent and ascent of
the human soul, 468-70;
meta�hysics of, 385-89; on the
divine intellect, 480; the cosmic
soul,467-68
numerology: see arithmology, 628
Old Academy: first principles,
327-38
O'Meara, D. J., 414-15
One, the: as "Spirit" in later
Platonism, 737-39; multiple
Ones in lamblichus, 428;
multiple Ones in Plato's
Parmenides, 317-18; multiple
Ones in Theodore of Asine,
434; the two Ones of the
Parmenides, 725-32
ontology: hierarchy of in Sethian
literature, 85-87; See also
hierarchy, divine; metaphysics
Ophite myth, 140
Ophiles, 203-4, 287-90
Orphism, 449; and gnostic origins.
18-21; cosmogony, 340-41
otherness: and the dyad in Sextus
Empiricus, 353; as emanative
principle, 397-98; as emanative
principle in anonymous
Parmenides Commentary, 39798
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Parmenides: and Moderatus, 37172; and negative theology, 38385; Middle Platonic
commentaries on,709; the
"hypotheses", 317-18; the first
hypothesis and the Invisible
Spirit, 694-96
Parmenides Commentary,
anonymous:and leamed
ignorance, 688-90; authorship,
400--405; knowledge ofGod in,
493, 688-90; metaphysics of,
396-405; relation to the
Platonizing Scthian treatises,
526-27, 724-36; supreme triad
and the Chafdaean Oracles,
695-96
Parrnenides, figure of, 305-6
paronymy: in ontological theory,
528,722,730
Parrott, D. M., 208, 209
Pearson, B. A., 177,189,443
Phaednis: myth ofthe soul,45152
Philebus: and the Timaeus, 325;
Limit and the Unlimited, 31923
Philo of Alexandria: and the
cosmic soul, 336; metaphysics
of, 355-62; the human soul,
459-60
philosophy: divisions of, 485-86
Pigeradamas, 211,209,550,579
Plato: as plagiarizer of Pythagoras,
342-43; epistemology, 475-78;
first principles, 310-27;
metaphysics of, 306-27;
Parmenides, 317-18: f'hilebus,
319-23; Symposium, 490-91;
the human soul, 307-9: the
unwritten doctrines, 315-17,
322; Timaeus, 306-14; two
opposed first principles, 314-27
Platonism: effect upon Sethian
religion, 757-59; metaphysical
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levels, 29-31: nature of. 5-6;
rapprochement with Scthianism.
179-82, 250-53,69)-744;
relation to Gnosticism, See
Platonism and Gnosticism: the
Old Academy, 29-31; theories
oforigin, IJ-14
Platonizing Sethian treatises:
aeonic/ontological hierarchy,
I09-12: and Moderatus, 704-7;
and Plotinus, 198-99, 709-21;
and the anonymous Parmenides
Commentary, 526-27;
appropriation of Platonism,
293-96; date and provenance,
733-36; diagram of divine
hierarchy, I94; exact and close
parallels, 112-13; identity and
characteristics,81-87;
independence from Plotinus and
Porphyry,722-24; innuence on
Plotinus?, 736: innovations,
500-50 I; mutual
interrelationships between, 19920 I; ontological hierarchy, 50 I:
relation to the anonymous
Parmenides Commelllary, 72436; use ofPlato's dialogues, 84
Plotinus: and emanative principle
oflife, 728-29; and learned
ignorance, 494-95; and
Moderatus. 419-20; and
Moderatus on mailer, 717-18;
and the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 198-99, 709-21;
critique of Platonizing Sethian
treatises in the GrojJsd1rifl,
711-20; epistemology. 481 8-1.
494; gnostic tcndrncies. 23 25;
in0uenced by the Platoni1i11g
Scthian treatises?, 736:
metaphysics of, 294-96;
reaction to Platonizing Scthian
treatises, 294-96; the soul.
cosmic and human, 471-73
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Plutarch: metaphysics of, 372-76;
nature of the cosmic and human
soul, 463--65
Porphyry: epistemology, 424--28;
metaphysics of,424--28
primary revelation: in Aflogenes,
119, 121, 493,649, 662, 663,
668,672,682
privation; and matter in Aristotle,
328-29; and matter in Plotinus
(and Moderatus), 418-20; self
privation: in Moderatus and the
Plntonizing Sethlan treatises,
368--69,704--7; self-privation in
the Chaldaean Oracles, 390--91,
700
Pronoia monologue, See
Apocryphon ofJohn: the
Pronoia monologue
Protophanes, in the Gospel ofthe
Egyptians, 539; in the Sethian
descent pattern treatises, 174;
See also Barbelo Aeon: the
Protophanes subaeon
Pythagoreans, ancient, 338-43: See
also Neopythagoreanism
receptacle: in Plato's Timaeus,
310-14; of Plato's Timaeus in
Sethian theology, 252-53
Repentance, the, See aeonic levels,
the Repentance;
Sophia/Wisdom
Revelatio11, Book of Chapter 12
and the Apocalypse of Adam,
158--63
revelation, primary. See primary
revelation
Rist. J.M., 351
ritual, ecstatic prayer and
utterances in the Platoniz.ing
Sethian treatises, 608-13;
Scthian baptism, 238-42; See
also baptism; theurgical
paracli�c�
1{1111111,011, J.1'1. I ,q 62

salvation: of the soul in Sethian
literature, 560--72; two
soteriological patterns, See
Sethian literature: two
soteriological patterns;
ascent/descent pattern treatises;
See also Sethian literature:
ascent/descent pattern treatises
Samaria/Samaritans,279
savior, descent of,128-30
Sayre, K.M.,316--24
Schenke, H.-M., 60--64
seals, sealing,See Five Seals;
baptism
Self-generated Aeons, See aeonic
levels, Self-generated Aeons
Seth: figure of, 58, 79,236-38,
266; seed/race of,58,79, 23536,270; and £11gnostos the
Blessed, 204--8; and the Nag
Hammadi library, 3-4;
Apocryphon ofJohn, 69-78;
ascent pattern treatises, 81-84,
81-84, 179-201, 218-20;
Christian features, 68;
chronology,127-28,169-70,
179-80; chronology,summary.
749; common doctrines, 63--65;
descent pattern treatises, 80-81,
80--81, 80--81; divine hierarchy.
78-80; eschatology of the
ascent pattern treatises, 752:
eschatology of the descent
pattern treatises, 752-53;
inventory of, 60--63: Jewish
features, 66--68; literary genre,
65, 87-91; literary history, 20120; literary sequence of, 214-20; literary stemma
diagrammed, 220; ontological
hierarchy, 85-87; Platonic
features, 68; pre-Sethian sources
of, 214-16: two soteriological
patterns, 80-84, 91, 747-49;
See also Sclhitcs
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Sethian literature; Platonizing
Sethian treatises; hierarchy,
divine
Sethianism: a history of
innovations, 256; and
innovation, 750-51; and
Johannine Christianity, 272-84;
effect of Platonism on, 757-59;
historical phases, 257--61;
impact of Platonism upon, 296300; nature of, 4; origins of,
261-71; rapprochement with
Christianity, 247-49;
rapprochement with Platonism,
179--82,292-300,693-744;the
classical phase, 284-92;
twilight and eclipse, 300
Sethians: identity, 57-59
Sethites, pre-Sethian,257, 266--70;
fusion with pre-Sethian
Barbeloites, 284-92; See also
Seth, seed/race of
Sevrin, J.-M., 241-42
Simon Magus, 260
Sojourn, the, See aeonic levels, the
Sojourn
Son ofGod: identity of, 285
Sophia/Wisdom: acquatic imagery
of, 262--64;and Autogenes,
544-47; and creation ofmaterial
world in the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 572-76; and the
cosmic soul, 589--96; as "saved
savior", 544-47; as Metanoia in
the Gospel of the Egyptians,
546;culpability, 228-30;her
fall and restoration, 223-30;
higher and lower wisdom, 22728; in Jewish sources, 221-23;
in the Apocryphon ofJohn, 73-74; in Valentinianism, 34;
mythical figure of, 221-30;
repentance of, 564--65
soteriology, See salvation
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soul: alphanumeric properties in
Marsanes and lhe Timaeus,
630-33; alphanumeric
speculation on in Marsanes,
614-33; alphanumeric
speculation on in Theodore of
Asine, 439--42; configurations
ofin Marsanes, 616-20;
Plalonic and Gnostic views
compared, 633-35
soul,cosmic: alphanumeric
speculation on in Theodore of
Asine, 431-35; and
Sophia/Wisdom, 589--96; as
evil in Laws X, 454-55; as
irrational in Plutarch, 373-76;
as irrational/evil, 43-45; in
Marsanes, 190, 568; in
Numenius, 467--68; in
Xenocrates, 336--38; multiple in
Theodore of Asine, 439-42;
psychogony ofthe Timaeus in
Theodore, 432-34; the Timaeus
psychogony, 307-9; lhe
Timaeus psychogony in
Theodore of Asine, 439-45
soul, human: in Middle Platonism.
41-42; descent of, 460-<il, 469;
in Numenius, 468-70; in Philo
of Alexandria, 459--60; in Plalo.
307-9; in Plato's Timaeus, 309;
in Sethian doctrine, 591--603; in
Theodore of Asine, 445;
incarnation of in Zostrianos.
599--603: post-mortem abodes
of in the Platonizing Selhian
treatises. 560--72; salvation orin
Sethian literature, 560-72; the
Timaeus psychogony, 452;
transmigration in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises.
560--72; transmigration of in the
Phaedrus, 451-52; two Sethian
treatises on, 596--603; types of
in the Apocryphon ofJohn,
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597-99; types of in Zostrianos,
599-603
sou I, nature of: in
Alcinous/Albinus, 465-66; in
Moderatus, 466; in Plotinus,
471-73; in Plutarch, 463-65; in
the Chaldaean Oracles, 470;
Old Academic doctrines, 456--

57

Speusippus: metaphysics of, 329
spirit, as designation for the One:
in Marsanes and Theodore of
Asine, 434; in Platonism and
Sethianism, 737-39
Stoicism: and Timaeus
interpretation in Antiochus, 346

Stoics: epistemology, 478-79;
supreme deity as Spirit, 737-39;

tensile movement and
emanation, 410, 740; theory of
language, 153; theory of
language in the Trimorphic
Protennoia, 83
Stroumsa, G. A.G., 234, 269
Symposium: vision of absolute
beauty, 490-91
Tardieu, M., passim, 737-44
temple, heavenly, 66, 242
Theiler, W., 26--28, 744
Theodore of Asine: and Marsanes,
I 91-92, 707-8; metaphysics of,

430-46

Theon: metaphysics of, 378-80
theurgical practices, alphanumeric
speculation on the sou I in
Marsanes, 614-33; See also
ritual
Thougl,1 of Norea: contents and
literary relations, I 08; identity
ofNorea, 168
Three Steles ofSelh: and other
Sethian literature, 187-89;
contents and literary relations,
122; divine hierarchy of, 578-

80; the Triple Powered One,
519-20
Timaeus: and the Philebus, 325;
and types of discourse in
Marsanes, 626; cosmogony of,
306--14, 324-27; creation of the
human soul, 452; Sethian
interpretation of, 250-53; the
psychogonla and Marsanes,
630-33; the receptacle, 310-14
triad(s): and the derivation of
multiplicity, 422-24; Being
Mind-Life/Being-Life-Mind; in
Plotinus, 407-23; in Plotinus
and Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 718; Being-Mind
Life/Being-Life-Mind, order of,
412�13,437-39,514-15;
Existence-Life-Intelligence in
anonymous Parmenides

Commentary, 399-400;

Existence-Vitality-Mentality: in
the Platonizing Sethian
treatises, 731; nomenclature of,
513-15; not in Marsanes, 525;
order of, 515; Father-Mother
Child, 171-72, 210-14, 2I0-14,
499-500; in the Gospel of the
Egyptians, 549, 553; in the
Timaeus, 313-14, 532; Father
Power-Intellect in Chaldaean
Oracles, 394-95; fusion of pre
Sethian Barbeloite and Sethite
triads, 287-90; in Nicomachus,
377; in Plutarch, 374; in Selhian
theological development, 723;
Man-Son of Man-Son of the
Son of Man, 205, 209, 216. 209,
287; paronymy in triadic
nomenclature, 528; supreme
triad(s) of Sethian theology,
209-14; the Invisible Spirit, the
Chaldaean Oracles and the
anonymous Parmenides
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Commentary, 695-96; triple
triad in Allogenes, 426-27
Trimorphic Protennoia; and anti
Johannine polemic, 151-55; and
the Johannine prologue, 27277; contents and literary
relations, 97-100; redactional
history, 142-51; Stoic theory of
language in, 83, I SJ
Triple Male Child, See Child,
Triple Male
Triple Powered One: and Marius
Victorinus, 698-99; and Middle
Platonic emanation theories,
697-99; and the anonymous
Parmenides Commentary, 697;
and the two Ones of the
Parmenides, 725-32; in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises,
512; relation to Invisible
Spirit/Unknowable One, 51213; relation to the Invisible
Spirit, 702-4; visionary ascent
through, 658-65
Unknown Silent One: in Marsanes,
510-12; in Marsanes and
Theodore, 707-8
Valentinian gnosis, 11-12, 33-37
Yan den Broek, R., 206,213, 28687
via negatil'a, annlogiae,
eminentiae, 486-90
Victorinus, See Marius Victorinus
visionary ascent, 81-84: and
assimilation to the divine. 64143; and discursive reason, 64352; assimilation to the divine
intellect, 652-58; in A/logenes,
118-22; in or out ofthe body?,
669-73; mental stages ofin
Allogenes, 659-60; negative
knowledge ofthe supreme One,
666-69; preliminary stages,
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643-52; stages of summarized.
637; through the Triple
Powered One, 658-65; See also
negative theology; via 11egatim
visionary ascent and descent: need
for both, 638-41
vowels: and the soul in Marsanes,
618-20
Waldstein, M., 130, 133-35, 137
Wallis, R. T., 477
water, and Sophia/Wisdom, 26264; living water, 278-79; See
also baptism
Whittaker, J., 371,384
Williams, M.A.,51-52, 256
Wisdom, See Sophia/Wisdom
Xenocrates: metaphysics of, 33438
Yaldabaoth: in the Apocryphon of
John, 73-76
Y ouel, 571; and degrees of
knowledge in Allogenes, 68385; baptism by in Zostrianos.
659-60; in Alloge11es, 118-22;
in 7.osrrianos, 114; revelations
ofin Allogenes, 648-50
Zodiac: speculation on in
/1/arsanes, 614-16
Zostrianos: and other Sethian
literature, 182-85; baptism in,
603-8; common source with
Marius Victorinus. 505 9, 7J6
44; contents and literary
relations. 114-18; divine
hierarchy of, 580-81: dramar,s
personae. 183-85; parallel with
Marius Victorinus, 728; purpose
of. 293 94; relation lo
.41/ogenes (and Plotinus), 72021; the identity of Zostrianos.
294; Triple Powered One, 51719; types of soul in, 599-603
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5,7

GNOSTICA
NAG HAMMAD! CODICES
NHC 1,3: Gospel of Truth

per totum

5,8
35

5,8-9

NHC 1,2: Apocryphon ofJames
per totum
136

5.9
5,11,

NHC 1,5: Tripartite Trac/ate
53
per totum
76,2-12
36

5,11-6,2
5,26-30
5,32-6,2
6.10-9,25
6,2
6,2-10

NHC 11,1 Apocryphon ofJolm
1,11-12
137
1.21-25
153 n.24
2,23-3,36
95 n. 3
2.26-13,13
137
2,26-3,36
86
739
2,26-33
138
2,33-4,19
2,9-25
153 n. 24
3, 17-33
95.
503
695
736
3,17-35
113
3,17
741 n. 30
3, 18-25
382
3, 18-33
84
423
3.18-35
187
3.20-22
118 n. 30
4.10-5,32
95 n.3
4.18-26
239 n. 16
4.18-28
263n. 6
4.19-29
262
4,19-32
500
516 n.16
532
5,5
252
5,5-10
541!n. 41
5,6-7
289

6,2-9.11
6,3-4
6,7
6.16
7,12
7,30-9,24
8.28-9,2
8.32
8,32-34
8.32
8.33
9.14-23
9. 14-23
9.19-22
9.25-10. I 9
9.25-10,5
9,25-35
9,25
10,19-11,15
11.22-35
12.10-13,5
12.25-13,5
13,8-9
13.8-9
13,13-14,13

78 n. 22
211
289
212
289
149n. 19
531n.26
289
139
539
536 n. 32
105 n. 18
554

153 n. 24
171 n. 46
174n.49
548n. 41
95 n.3
78 n. 22
105 n. 18
289
105n. 18
542
550
174
232
233 n.11
539
540n 37
593
593 n 8
5(,1 11 J
544
575
95 n. J
98 n 9
95 11 J
95 11 3
95 n. 3
575
71
137
5.15

802
13,13-31,6
13,19-20
13,32-14,9
14,13-30
14,13-34
14,14-24
14,15-21
14,16-20
14,19
14,33
15,3
15,13-19,10
15,13-19,15
15,13-23
15,16-27,33
15,20
IS,27-19,10
15,29-19, I I
19.10-33
19.17
20,9
20.9-28,5
20,27-28
22,22
23,3
23.14-26
23,20-22
23.26-31
23.26-35
24.32-25. 7
24,3-25, I
24.36-25,2
24.8-15
25, 16-27,JU

25,2-16
25,23-9
25,3-16
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137
139
237
229
139
287
147
232
274
289
274
274
139
95 n. 3
592 n. 2

26,6
27,17-21
27.33
27,33
29,16-30,11
30,11-31,25

237
577 n. 7
211
289
238 n. 13
81
95
98
130
139
141
153 n. 24
202
214
238 n. 14
264
533

31,16-25

228 n. 4
599
96 n. 5
265 n. 7

138

460 n. 23
95
141
592
592 n. 3
211
289
211
289
229 n. 5
98 n. 9
237
237
546
228
153 n. 24
139
147
232
232
139
78
95
228 n. 4
569
597
614
75 I
228
228 n. 4
599
546

31,24

S9S

NI IC 11.2: Gospel o/Thomos
logia

1-3, 17-19. 22, 61, 77, 85: 274
NI-IC 11,3: Gospel ofPhilip
539 n. 36
69,6
84,23
NHC 11,4: 1-/ypostasis a/the Archons
86, 22-25
167
86.27-87,33
106
87, 1-11
208 n. 21
87,11-20
263 n. 6
87, 11-31
592 n. 3
87,25-91. 7
168
8/U-10
592 n. 3
225 n. 2
88.9-10
106
88, I 0-15
592 n. J
592 n. J
89,11-90,20
91
89,14-17
592 n. 3
89.3-11
106
89,4-90,14
592 n. 4
89,7-19
592 n. 4
90,13-14

91.11-97,16
92,18-93, I
92,8-14
93.8-97,21
94,4-17
94,4-33
94.4-95,13
95,5-96,4
96,17-28
96,29-97,20
96,33-35
97,9-11
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53,12-54.6

265n. 7
549
90n. 28
l70n. 43
185n. 4
96n. 5
265n. 7
9011. 28
185n. 4
170n. 43
265n. 7
549
115
565
544-5
62 n. 8
229

168
229 n. 6
267n. 11
62
572-3
544
208n. 21
62 n. 8
596 n. 15
107
167
539 n. 36

NHC 11,5: Origin of the World
106 n, 19
102.7-10
106n, 19
102,23-25
62 n. 8
108,2-31:
460n. 23
109, 19-28:
225n. 2
I 13:5-10:
NI IC II, 7: Book of Thomas
136
per totum
NIIC 111,I: Apocryphon of.John
504 n. 2
5,2:
232
9, 13-14:
135
29,1:
NHC 111,2: Gospel of the Egyptians
105n.J8
42,5-11
536 n. 32
171
43. 15-16
549
44.22-28
115
49,1-16
21 I
548n. 41
49,16-19
549
49.16-51,22
90 n. 28
49,22-50,17
185 11. 4
170 11. 43
265 11. 7
549
212
49,26
115
51.14-21
561 11, 3
542
51,14-53.12
233 11. II
51.4-22
105n. 18
52,3-53.9

53,12-54.11
55,12
55,16-56,3

56.5
56.22-25
56.22-59.1
56.22-59.9
56,22-61, I
56,24-25
56,26-57,5
56,4-22
59.1-60.2
59.1-9
59.9-60.2
59:19-21
61,23-62. I 3

62.2-4
62.24-58, I
63.1-12
63.3
C,J.-1-6-l.')
(13.,l-6R. I
63.9
63.17-18
63,21-64.3
64,1
64.10-12

98

544
76 n. 18
2J'J
546
565
147
99
541 n 39
212
212
90 n 28
170 11. 41
185 11 .j
265 11 7
.5-19

212
2(,� n X
158 11 27
%11.5
'.Y1511 7
llll 11 Ii
101
lh'i 11. IS
105
158 11. 2X
C,05
278
291
lj8 n 27
1 j8 n 27
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64.10-68, 1
64,22-25
64.22-65, 1
64,3-4
64,3-9
64.9-65,26

64.9-68,1
65,13-15
65,16-17
65,23-26
65,26-66,8
65,9
66,10-11
66.22-68, I
66.3
66,8-22
66,8-68,1
66,31
67,22-26
68, 10-22
68.13
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238 n. 14
596
176n. 50
158n. 28
239
115
116
116n. 28
173
181 n. I
184n. 2
185
170
548n.41
147
265n. 7
105
212
158n. 27
173
96n. 5
173
265n. 7
248
265n. 7
103
267n. 11
88n. 26

NI-IC IIl,4: Sophia ofJesus Christ
per totum

96,21-97, 16
114,14-25

NHC 111,5: Dialogue ofthe Savior
per totum

71-2
71,18-73.3
74.20-75.2
72.21-22
75.3-6
76.13-19
76.14-16
76, 19-24
78,15-23
78,15-24
82.7-83.1
82.9-10
85.9-14

139
202
204
296 n. 30
299n. 33
382
509
288
741 n. 30
207n. 19
205
20711. 19
207 n. 19
208n. 21
205
207n. 19
208
205

136

NHC IV,/: Apoc,yplron ofJohn
49,4

265n. 7
96n. 5

NHC IV,2: Gospel ofthe Egyptians
55,25

56,23�=7,l
56,25
57,16
58,27-28
58,6
59,13-29

NHC 111,3: Eugnostos tire Blessed

per totum

136
139
204
206
208n. 21

59,27-28
60,1-8
60,30-61, 18
66.25-26
66,25-26
74,16
74,17-80, 15
75,24-77,20
75,3
77,2-4
78,4-5
80,9-13

174
539
540n. 37
174n. 49
96n. 5
265n. 7
174
538-9
96n. 5
265n. 7
96 n. 5
265 n. 7
90n. 28
170n. 43
185n. 4
265n. 7
549
96n. 5
265n. 7
549
115
265n. 7
96 n. 5
212
96 n. 5
265n. 7
104
115
105
212
96n. 5
265 n. 7
103
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NHC V,/: Eugnostas the Blessed
per totum
139
202
204
296n. 30
299n.33
205
13,12-13
285
102n. 13
64,1-65,23
155n.2S
102n.13
65,24-66, I 2
I S5n.25
102n.13
66,12-67,12
155n.25
592 n.3
66,19-21
I02n.13
67,12-21
155n.25
102n.13
67,22-29
155n.2S
69,1-76.6
102n. 13
155n. 25
73, 16-20
156
268
76n. 18
75, 17-27
76,8-77,3
165
102 n. 13
76,8-83,4
I SSn.25
76,26-85,31
238n. 14
164
77,16-18
77,26-82, 19
159
78,7-79,19
164
82,11-19
165
83,4-7
158
83,7-84,3
102n.13
155n. 25
84,4
262n. 5
84,4-10
157 n.26
84,4-85,18
156-7
85,18-23
293
85, 19-22.32
102n.13
I 55 n.25
85,22-31
156
1S8
278
85,30
165
NHC Vl,Z:
per totum

Thunder, Perfect Mind
61

153 n. 21
I 53 n 23

14,9-15
20.26-35
NHC Vl,6:
per totum

On the Eighth and Ninth
54

NHC VI,8:
per totum

Asclepius

54

NHC VII,/: Paraphrase a/Shem
45,32-33
595n.14
NHC Vll,3:
per totum

Apocalypse ofPeter
I 36

NHC Vll,5: Three Ste/es o/Seth
118,10-19
280n.21
213n.24
118,25-119,15
64Sn.4
118,25-31
645
I 18,5-120,28
187
211
I 19,11-12
119,12
IOI
119,15-120,17
213n. 24
540
542
645 n.4
645
119,25-33
120,17-121,16
213n.24
547
548 n. 41
645 n.4
120,17-28
5"8 n 41
120.19-22
579
120.20
171 n. 41:>
120.21-22
513n. 13
120,29-121.S
641
120.29-121,S
6-15
120.29
212
120.34-121.16
188
121.20-122.18
516 n. 16
121.20-122,34
519
121,20-124.14
706
121,25-123,14
355n. 26
121,29-33
579
121.30-122,34
520
121.31-32
513 n. IJ
121,32-33
513 11, IJ
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121,8-123,11
122, 1-12
122. 1-14
122, 1-34
122,14-15
122, 14-123,5
122,19-34
122,7
122,8-123,5
123,10-11
123,18-26

707
579
188
368
580
540
579
517
538
548 n. 41
579
513 n. 13

123, 19-21
123,23-24
123,30-124,20
123,4-5

529 n. 23
579
652
541
580
547
545 n. 40
192 n. 9
515
119 n. 31

123,18-30

123,6-7
124.3-5
124.18-19
124,25-34
125, I1-22
125.15-16
125.17
125,23-126,17

125,23-25
125.25-32
125,3-18
126, 1-17
126,32-127,22
126.5-13
127.12-26
I27.12-26
I27.21-24
127,6-21
127,6-26

NHC VIII,/: Zostrianos
1,10
I, 10-19
1,30-2.24
1,30-2,7

520

488

192 n. 9
64
113
184 n. 3
612
702
515
519
706
659
712
187
609
638
659
757 n. 2
613
666
595 n. 14
645
646
646

2 ..5-14
2,9-24
2,13-3,13
2,22-23
2,24-3,13
3,14-19
3,14-23
3, 14-28
3,20-4,5
3,23-4, 19

3,28-4,19
4--7
4,13-19

648

4,20-5,10

4,20-5,18
4,23-25

,.

6,7-7,1
6,7-7,22
6,17-21
6,21-7,1
6,22-25
6,30-7, I
6,30
6,31-32
6,31-32
6,31
7,1-9
7,9-16
7,16-22
7,22-8,7
8.7-13,6

8,9-16

8,20-21

648
676
114
639

4,20-25

4,26-28
5,10-29
5,11-17
5,14-17
5,17-6,7
5,17-23
5,22
5,24-29
6,7-17

674
676
646
551 n. 44
654
683
672
646
674
645

605
572
571

595 n. 14
158 n. 28
712
605
653
560
605
653
570
181 n. I

184

607
114
265 n. 7
654 n. 11
561 n. 3
548 n. 41
172
211
233 n. 11
561 n. 3
183
654 n. 11
654 n. 11
654 n. 11
654
676
I15
712
676
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8.28-30
8,30-11 ,2
9,1-11, I
9,2-10,20
9,2-11,I
9,10-11
9,16-19
9,16-IO, 18
9,16-10,20
9,16-11,9
9,16-13,6
9,18-19
10,1-11,1
10,20-23
I0,28-11, I
11,2-17
11,2-13,6
12,2-18
12,2-22
12,4-21
12,7-18
13,1-6
13,4-6
13,7-53,14
13,15-26
13,15-44,22
13,27-18,4
13,27-18,4
13,27-28
13,27-44,22
15.1-12
15,1-17
15,1-20
15,1-21
15,4-12

15,4-17
15,18
16,2-15
17,1-5
17,6-10

654
565
99
558
572-3
229
545
712
711
263 n. 6
544
711
40
711
545
676
577
570
560
I11 n. 21
570
712
570
550
548 n. 41
115
677
676
515
529 n. 24
552
654
655
551
733
242
118 n. 30
529
603
678
537
513 n. 13
516
704
727
678
733
529 n. 24

17,6-22
17.7
17,15-22
17,20-22
18,11-21
18,14-21
19,1-2
19,4-5
19,9-14
19,16-21,1
19,21-24
20,4-15
20,15-18
21
22,4-12
22,4-23,5
23,1-5
23,6-17
22.13-23
23,17-24, I
24,2-17
24,2-17
24.2-17
24.9-10
24,12-13
24,18-30
24,18-30
24,18-30
24,28-25,22
24,30-25.5
24.30-25,11
25, I 0-26,19
25, 19-28,30
26,19-44,22
27,9-11
27,9-14
27,9-28,17
27,14-21
27,21-28, I 0

807
604
679
513 n. 13
537
516
561
551 n. 43
561
605
551 n. 43
515
529 n. 24
541
540
513 n. 13
713
538
603-4
679
541
605
540
680
605
604
604
680
603
655
680
513 n. 13
513 n. 13
570
571
571
112
560
606
567
564
679
139 n. 9
560
593 n. 7
575 11. 5
593 n. 9
567
564

808
27,19-28,30
27,21-28,10
27,19-28,30
28,10-16
29-34
29,1-21
30,4-20
30,14-15
30,14-20
31,2-11
31,2-12
40,6
40,6-16
40,8-10
40,14-16
41,21-25
42,10-19
42.10-44,22
42,20-44,22
42,20-44,22
42,24-31
43,13-18
43,19-31
44.1-5
44, 1-22
45,1-47,27
45, 12-46,15
46,15-31
47-53
47.1-27
47.1-27
47,5-7
47,6-11
47.15-31
47.27-48,29
48.3-26
48.6
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596
600
601
608
614
751
567
115
115 n. 27
561
211
183
115 n. 27
124
570
540
551-2
541
541
540
564
567
139 n. 9
614
751
596
600
601
593 n. 9
655

567
564
712
642
599
643
718
562
588
115
181 n. I
185
545 n. 40
552
571
561 n. 3
713
575 n. 5

51,7-18
51.8-11
51,11-12
51,12
51,24-25
51,24-52,8

51,24-52,24

52
53,15-24
53, 15-55,25
53,18-19
55,13-26

56,19-23
56,24-64,7
57-58''
57,4-59,7
57,7-9
57,12-58,16
57,21-58,27
58.13-16
58.20-26
59,25-62, 10
59.25-63,20
60,8-14
60,24-63,8
61,15-21
61, 15-62,17
62,10-63,8
63,7-8
63,8-20
63.20-22
64,13-23
64,13-66,11

64,13-75,21

561 n. 3
211
233 n. 11
561 n. 3
183
612
64
113
608
184 n. 3
712
659
265 n. 7
654

561 n. 3
713
551 n. 43
606
181 n. 1
607
607
188
608
603
607
605
550

660
571
171
660
685
513 n. 13
660
607
728
84

113
382
423
505
506
667
736
515
529 n. 24
666
737

809
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64,15-16
64,17
64,7-96,3
66,14-20
66,14-75,11
66, 14-68,13
66,22-67, 11
67,4-75,14
67,10-11
68,14-73,16
73, 17-25
74,3-16
74,8-10
74, 17-75,21
75,7-25
76,7-19
76,7-84.14
78,6-84.1
78,10-81,20
79,5-9
79,16-23
80,8-81,20
80,10-25
80,11-18
80.11-20
81,1-20
81,21-82.23
82,1-13

85-88

86,13-14
86, 13-23
87,13-14
87,17-19

695
737
739
741
666
681
741
743n. 38
667
423
507
736
708
737
666
740
667

S92 n. 5

513n.13
695
423
508
736
737
516 n. 16
517-9
368
516 n. 16
519
513n.13
705

515

529n. 24

355 n. 26

513n. 13
355n. 26
540
712
712
64
113
184 n. 3
609
513n. 13
738 n. 28
713

88.9-25
89-112
91.15-22
93,6-9
96,20- l lJ- l 4
97,2-3
113. 1-114.19
113.1-117,14
I IJ.14-123,25
113,14-128,18
115-116
116,1-6
116.16-24
117.1-20
117,10-11
117.10-14
117,15-20
118
118, 11-12
I 18.16-22
119,5
119,12-13
119.18-24
123, 19-20
124,3-4

125.1-8

125.11-15
125, 17-22
126,8,
127.1-7
127,9-10
I 27. 16-128. 7
128, 15-18
128.19-121.1
128.20-21
129,2-6
129,2-16
129.6-16
129.16-130,9
129,16-22
130.5-13
131.2-10
131.2-14
131.5-8

6-1
113
609
668
647n. 6
513 n. 13
666
513n. 13
713
561n. 3

540

666
713
714
575n. 5
715
575n. 5
197
:540
712
513 11. 13
611
184
536 n. 33
55111. 43
513n. l'.l
513 n. 13
541
184
551 n. 43
18-1-5
61 I
712
5-11
llD

561
607
651 n. Ill
513 11 1 l
607
6-11
660
639
595n. 14
595 n. 14
103
293
646

810
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131. 10-14
131,14-132.14
13 1.25-132,5
132.9

593 n. 6
639
645
294 n. 29

NHC Vlll,2: lei/er ofPtter to Phlllp
136
per totum
136,16-137,2
129
NIIC XI,/: Melchizedek
5,11-6,10

5, 17-23
5,17-6,10
5,23-6,10

6.3-7
6,12-14
7-8
7.4-9,2
7,27-9.27
8,1
12,8
14,16-18.7
15,11-13
16,11-18.7

16,18-19
17.6-18,6

90
100
124
176 n. 50
238 n. 14
185
176
170 n. 43
248
545 n. 40
715 n. 17
100
103
238 n. 14
100 n. 11
237
268
100
100
90
100
170 n. 43
177
185
238 n. 14
248
715 n. 17
545 n. 40

NI-IC Xl,2: Thought ofNorea
per lolum
91
168
27.7-8
IOI
27.11-29,5
229 n. 6
27.21-28,2
108
168
28,27-29,5

NI-IC X,/: Marsanes
2,12-13
2,12-16
2, 12-4,25
2,16-19
2.16-26
2,16-3,17
2,22
2,22-26
2,26-27
2,26-34
2,26-3,14
3,6
3,14-18
3.18-25

•·

3,18-25
3.19
3,20-21
3,25-4,2

124
191
672
111 n.22
640
576
571
111
571
588

558 n. I
567
566
566
558 n. 1
566-7
560
562
651 n. 9
571
564
578
124
543-5
SS I n.43

556
4,1-2
4,2-7
4,7-10
4,10-12
4,13-19

4,15-16
4,19-23
4,21-26
4,24-25
4,24-5, 17
4,24-5,21
4,24-5,25
4,24-10,29
4,26-5,21

568
544 n. 39
541
538
540
548
513 n. 13
520
704
708
511
510
691
562
672
443
593 n. 6
650
501
123
684
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4,29
5,14-17
5,17-21
5, 17-26
S,17-6.1
5,17-6,16
5, 18-20
5,21-6,1
5,21-6,17
5,22-26

5,24-26
5,27-6,1
6,1
6,2-16
6,5-7
6,7
6,12-7,3
6,17-7,3
6,19
6,23
7,1-8
7,1-19
7,1-29
7,1-9,20
7,1-9,29
7,3-5
7.3-19
7,4-10,7
7,6-8
7,16-17
7,20-24
7,24-29
7,27-29
7,24-29
7,24-8.J I
7,29-8,29

8,2-4

8,5-7
8,11
8, 12-23

576 n. 6
672
672
640
123
219
124
656 n. 13
577
543
190
190 n.8
576
633
544
593n. 6
576
576 n.6
562
651

544

651 n. 9
651
683
672
513 n. 13
576 n. 6
697
729
707
510
521
513n. 13
695
652
520
647n. 6
513n. 13
691
511n. 12
513 n. 13
578
196
656
123
513 n. 13
513n.13
672

8.14-39.17
8,18-25
8, 18-29

61-1
123
193
522-3

555

8.18-9,28
8.19-20
8,21-25
8,26-29
9,1-3

9,1-16
9,1-20
9, 1-28
9,1-10,7
9,2
9,3-5
9,7-20
9,9-16
9, 13-16
9.16-20

9.21-25
9,21-28
9,21-28
9.25
9,29-10.7

10,2-3
10,7-12

10,8-11

686
516 II, 16
513 n. 13
657
691
548
193
548
555
708
755
665
355n. 26
524
707
522-3
691
523
583
513 n. 11
583
682
515
521
584

70R

691
123
193
555
513 11. 1.l
196

511

556
640
576 n. o
123
192
672
657
691
513 n. 13

812
10,12-23
10,12-27
10, 12-29
10,19-27
13,15-19
14,15-15,13
14,15-23
14,15-16,5
14,19-20
14,20
14,21-18,14
14.22-23
15,1-4

15,1-16,5
15,2-3
15,4-16,3
15,29-16,2

16,3-5.
16,3-16
17.2-3
17,4
18.1-17
18,14-17
18,1 11-39,17
18.21-22
21.1-25,21
21,20-24
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6'11
642
658
672
193

555

512
510 n. 10
511 n. 12
665
658
691
123
672
669
665
665
513 n. 13
192
435
511
513 n. 13
586
708
692
511
665
192
435
511
586
708
192
669
123
665
665
675
675
569
576
614
190
561
568
587
614

22,20-26
25-33
25,15-20
25,17-20
25,17-32,5
25,21-26,17
25,21-39,17
25,22-30,2
26,1
26,27-27,20
27,13-14
27.20
28,15-17
28,21
29,1-7
29,2-6
29,2-17''
29,5
30,14
30,3-9
30,3-15
30,3-32,5
30.22
30,28-31,4
31,3
32,5-33,2
32,5-33,9
33-34
33,3
33,16-34,6
34,28
35,20-36,2
35,20-39, 17
36.1-6
38.21
39,18-42,25
40,2-4
41,18-22
41.30-42,6
42,1-25
45,22-68,17

615
632
124
614
632
712
587
614
618-9
619
621-2
617
624
623 n. 25
619
620
624
631
633
576 n. 6
624
617
624
623
624
617
624
624
355 n. 26
341 n. 46
376 n. 59
628
124
576 11. 6
624-5
124
632
625-6
124
576 n. 6
617
569
593 n. 7
673
190 n. 8
615
617
672

813
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45,34-36
46,24-25

55

55,20
64-66
64,19
64,19
66.(41
65,21-66,5
66,1
66.[3]

540n. 37
540n. 37
100
124
100
181n. I
191
124
191
124
124

47.8-9
48.6-38
48.14-19
48,20-33
48,32-38
49.5-21
49,5-26
49,7-37
49,26-37

NHC Xl,2: A Va/entinian faposition
per totum

37-38
39,25-26

NHC Xl,2a: 011 Baptism A

41,33-38

NHC Xl,J: Allogenes
46,6-35

45,6-49,38
45.6-57,32
45,13-30
45,15
45, I 5-30
45,17-30
45,22-24
45,22-30
45,22-46,36
45,28-46,11
45,31-33
45,J1-38
45,31-46,35
45,34-37
45,36
46.9-20
46,11-34
46,14-16
46.25-3 I
46.32-36
47,6-48,38
47.7-21

34 n. 53
35
35n. 58
539n. 36
594n. JO

187 n. 6
536 n. 33
547
649
I 18
51Jn.13
74 I n, JO
517
516
705
355 n.26
368
697
550
540
547
5311
550
183
542
550-51
563
540
528
725
725

50,5-17
50,8-10
50.10-36
50, 17-51,38
51,8-9
51.8-20
51.10-11
51.12-37
51,19-24
51,25-32
51,28-31
51,31-37
51.34-35
52,7-21
52,7-25
52.13-33
52, I 3-55.11
52.15-25
52.19
52.30-33
53.10-18
53,18-23
53,30

513 n D
11'J
655
528
726
726
712
516
703-4
727
118
514-5
528
529n. 24
698
741
742 n. 33
744
683
656

119
649
5)3 n. 13
528
86
534 n. 31
550
542
563
576-7
182
593 n. 6
550
551 n. 43
552
119
6X-I

571
607
6-19
677
513 n. IJ
513 n. 13

664

120
656
649 n. 8
513 n. 13

814
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54,11-37
55.12-17
55, 12-22
55.17-30
55,21
55.22-24
55.26-28
55.33-57,24
55,35-56, I 4

712
609
I 13
184 n. 3
64
677
677
684
513 n. 13
571
118 n. 30
649
550

56, I 5-57, 11

650

56,15-58,26
56,18-36
56,24-27
57,24-3 I
57,27-58.7
57.29-58,26

675
650
117

53.32-55, I I
54.6-37
54,11-37

58,7-26
58,11-26

58,13-15
58, 15-16
58.17
58.25
58.26-3 7
58.26-59.3
58,26-61,22
58,27-60,37
58,29-30
58.31
58,34-59,13
59,2-3

59,4-60,12
59,6
59.9-13
59,9-60,12
59,9-60,35
59,14-16
59,18-20
59,19-26
59,26-60, 12

564

59,28-29

685

59,30-32

648

59,30-35
60,5-1�·
60,8-12

649
120
186
118 n. 30
537 n. 35
650
547
550
552
655
186
188
120 n. 33
183
513 n. 13
656
656
677
118
514
187
120
120
670
121
656
661
671

60,12-6 l,22
60,14-18
60.14-61.22
60, 19-28
60,28-37
60,37-61,22
60.39-61, I
61, 1-4
61,1-6
61,6-34
61.17-19
61,22-69.1
61,32-39

61,32-62, 13

121
661
674
289
121
493
515
529 n. 24
121
489
121
121
662
121

682

121
712
682
682
121
712
·121
661
674
121
661
668
121
121
489
187
121
682
121
682
712
513 n. 13
712
681
506
514-5
527
529 n. 24
730
121
187
663

668

815
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61,32-63,27
61,32-64,36
62.1-2
63.12
62,14-67,20

63,16
63,17-18
62,23-64, 14
62,23
62,27-63,25
62,28-36

62,28-36
62,28-63,25

62,37
63,9-10
63,9-18
63,9-21
63,28-64,14
63,33-37
64.8-14
64.11-14
64. 14-36
65.28-30
65,32-33
65.33
66,25-28
66.30-35
66,30-38
66.33-34
67.20-69,16
67,22-35
68,16-69, I G
68.20-23
69,17-19

686
119
695
504
121
187
663
668
695
504
86
504
113
118 n. 30
695
84
187
382
423
503
695
736
739
504
504
694
686
493
687
118 n. 30
495
695
688
504
504
504
504
525
702
517
519
513 n. IJ
639
184
200
119
267 n. 11
200

NI IC XI,/; Hypsiphro11e
per l0lUm

62

NIIC XIII./: Trimorphic l'roh•mwio
per totum
i)U
142
35,1-32
35.12-18
98
35,12-22
594 n. 12
35,32-36.27
142
36.1-3
681
36,4-33
275
36,.5-7
239 n. IS
36,27-40,29
137
143
154
36.33-37,3
66
148 n. 18
37,1-3
239 n. IS
37,3-8
104
37.4-8
291
37,20-30
548
681
37,20-39, 13
104
37.26
213
37.28
149 n. 19
37.131 I
146
3 7,35-36
239 n. 15
38.7-16
211
38.10
174
539
38,17-39, I 3
5-12
38.22
14h
38.28-30
r,r,
39.6-7
1,1(,
39.13-32
98
54 I

39.15-17
39.26-27
39.)2-40.4
40.2-4
40,8-9
40.29-4 I, I
40.34-41,4
41.1-42.2

565

lJX

:11111. :!(1
98
108
545
262 n 5

1,12
276
148 11 ll<
1,13 •.1

816
41.20-24
42,4-27
42, I 7-31
42,19-25
42,23-24
15,
42,27-45,2
42,28,
43,13-14
44,23-24
4'1.29•32
44,29-45,2
45,2-12
45,12-20

IS,

45,21-31
45,21-46,3
46,5-7
46,7-47.top
46. I 0-33
46,11-25
46,16-19
46.21
46,33-47,9
47,5-23
47.5-28
47,14-15
47,16
47 .29-48, 14
47,29
48.top-48.12
48,top-49,top
48.6-14
48,6-35
48,7-14
48.15-30
48, 15-35
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239 n. 15
594 n. 12
142
148 n. 18
66
239 n.
143-4
144
592
148 n. 18
262 n. 5
148 n, 18
142
239 n.
240 n. 18
276
142
142
143
145
149
681
239 n. 15
278
289
148 n. 18
142
276
146
147 n. 17
595
96 n. 5
265 n. 7
239 n. 15
143
145
239
239
264
238 n. 14
145
171 n. 46
176 n. 50
240 n. I 8
265 n. 7

48,26-31
48,31
48,33-34,
48,35-49,top
49,6-22
49,7-8
49,1 I-IS
49, 18-20
49,22-50,9
49,26-34
49,27-28
49,28-32
49,28-,U,l2
50,6-9
50,9-10
50,9-20
50,12-16
19
50,14-15

105
124
96 n. 5
265 n. 7
145
240
148 n. 18
239 n. 15
142
146
146
146
143
145
239 n. 15
96 n. S
265 n. 7
171 n. 46
595
146
96 n. S
'265 n. 7
142
146-7
149, n.
173
277
594 n. 11

CODEX BEROLINENSIS GNOSTICUS
BG 8502,/: Gospel ofMary
136
per totum
BG 8502.2: Apocryphon of10h11
137
22.17-44,18
138
23,3-25,7
187
23,3-26,13
382
84
24.6-25,7
113
503
118 n. 30
24.9-12
504 n. 2
24.19-20
289
27.3
289
27.10

817
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27,18-28,4
27,19-20
27,21
28,4-29,8
29,6
29,18-30,6
35,3-5
44,14-15

44,19-77,5

47, I 4-48, JO
49,4-6
54,1-19
64,9-71,2
64,14-71,2

65,3-11
75,10-13
75,11
76,1-5

533
548
289
212
289
536 n. 32
274
314 n. 11
233 n. 11
137
137
139

287

232
252
141
95
138
228 n. 4
597
751
228 n. 4
599
135
211
135

BG 8502,3: Wisdom ofJesus Christ
136
per totum
139
204
208 n. 21
118,14-120, I
Codex Brucianus
Untitled [Schmidt-MacDem1ot]
61
per totum
741 n. 30
232,7
96 n. 5
232.10
265 n. 7
232.10
189
235. I 4-23
195
235, 14-23
197
237,20-23
715 n. 17
237. 20-23
196
239,12-21
741 n. 30
241,6
196
243,3-13
741 n. 30
243.24
74 I n. 30
245,25

247,4
263, 11-264.6

264.1
265,4
Plstl.r Sophia

1.26

741 n. 30
111
182
184 n. 2
197
558
558 n. 2
544 n. 39
741 n. 30
176
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